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60VERlIlIlEIlT OF '1'HE CENTRAL PROVilliCES AlID BERAR. 

IDlrodueiory. 

For the purposes of this memoran~m ~dustrial undertakings in the Central 
Provinces and Berar may be roughly diVIded mto :five classe8 ;-

. A~ 

Number of number of 
industria.! operatives 
establish- employed 

ments. daily. 
(i).--Cotton ginning and pressing factories in tbe cotton SUI 39.500 
, tract of the province (the four Berar districts. the 

Central Provinces districts of Wardha~ Nagput~ Nimar. 
and Chhindwara). 

(ii).-Ootton spinning and weaving mills in the towns of 
AIcola. Ellichpur. Badne..... Hingangbet. Pulgaon. 
BurhaDpl.lC. Nagpur and Jubbulpore. 

(ili).~nes mainly manganese (in the districts of Balagbet. 
Bbendara. Nagpur)· and coal (in the Chanda and 
Chhindwa.ra districts). but including a few limestone 

........ and other quarries .. 
iv}.-Other minor industries to which the Factories Act 

apply:-
OperativeS. 

(s) Factories owned by the Government or local 3.000 

!,ISO 
1.500 
1.500 
1.750 
3.250 

bodies (11). 
(b) Rice mills (seasonal) (SS) 
(e) Engioeerieg (IS) 
(S) Food. drink and tobacco (11) 
(e) Chemicals. dyes. etc. (33) • . • • • • 
(f) Processes relating to stone. wood and glass (11) 

Total •• ,12.ISO 

(v).-Otber industrial establishments. to which the Factories 
Act does not apply (biili or tobacco factories. tac 
factories, etc.). 

Total 

15 19,500 

260 38.300 

121 12,200 

850 30,000 

139,480 

A l'Ough map* is. appended indicating the areas of the province under the three 
principal crops of cotton. wheat and rice and the principal industrial undertakings 
in the province. The cotton area covers the four Berar districts, the Central 
provinces districts of Nimar. Wardha, Nagpttr and portions of the Chanda. 
Hoshanga.bad and Chhindwara districts~" All the ginning and pressing factOriES 
belong to this area and as also 14 out of the 15 cotton mills. the fifteenth mill being 
at JUbbulpore. "It should be noted that the concern known as the Empress Mills at 
Nagpur consists of five separate mills. (One cotton mill in the Rajnandgaon 
Feudatory State in Chhattisgarh. employing about 4,000 operatives daily. is 
exeluded. from the scope of this memorandum as the local government has DO control 
over it.) The important manganese mines lie in a strip of country falling in the 
Nagpur. Bhandara and Balaghat districts; and the Important coal mines are 
situated in the Chhindwara and Chanda districts. Of the important minor industries:> 
to which the Factories Act apply, the cement and pottery works are found in the 
Jubbulpore district. the seasonal rice mills are mostly in Bhandara and the Raipur 
and BiJaspur districts of the Chbattisgarh Division. while the remainder are scattered 
over the province. The most important unorganized industries. to which the 
Faetories Act has not been extended. are bidi. shellac and myrobalan factories, of 
which a number are found in the town of Candia. on the Bengal~Nagpur Railway in 
the Bhandara district; while the others are scattered over the province . 

• Not reproduced. 
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The first cotton mill established in the province was No. I Mill of the 
Empress mills. established at Nagpur. in 1877, and by 1900 the number of such 
mills bad increased to 7. Nine Mills have been added during the first quarter 
~f the present century. The number of worket'S employed per diem in these mills 
IS as follows :-

1913 
1923 
1928 

.• 12.981 

.. 17.830 
." 19.389 

. The progress of the growth of the cotton ginning and pressing factories is shown 
m the statement below :-

1903 
1913 
1923 
1928 

Year, Number of factories. Number of workers 
employed daily. 

108 Not known. 
454 30.800 
519 38.651 
613 39.351 

but the increase in the number of registered factories is due to the extension of 
the definition of factory by the Factory Acts of 1911 and 1922, as well as to the 
industrial development of the province. 

,The first prospecting1ice1Uiie for manganese was granted in 1899; and the gIOWth 
of this industry has therefore been confined to the present century. The Mohpani 
coalfield (in Narsinghpur district) opened in 1862. and the Warora. coalfield (in 
Chanda) opened in 1873, ha.ve now been closed down. The Ghugus coalmine in 
Chanda which was opened in 1870. is stilt working;_ all other coalfields started 
working during the last 20 years. The number of ma.nganese and coal mines JlOif7 
working is approximately 30 and 190. Out of these. the most important manganese 
mines are the property of some half a dozen compa.nies and proprietors. while the 
bulk of the coal industry is in the hands of four companies. The other mines are 
very small and do not employ labour OD a large seale. It may be noted that the 
Central Provinces mines are responsible for nearly 87 per cent. of the manganese 
produced in India.. The coal mines increased from five (employing 3.024 persons) 
1)11911. to 17 (employing 9.580 persons) in 1921. while the manganese mines increased 
by only two, totalling 42, during the decade ending 1921. The increase in the 
number of the coal mines was due to the war boom. The Central Provinces mines 
produce only 700.000 tons or 31 per cent. of the total annual output of 22,000,000 
tons of Indian <::oal. The cement and pottery works were established between the 
years 1901 and 1923". Of the unorganized undertakings. bidi-making establishments 
grew from six (employing 379 pe<soos) in 1911 to 133 (employing 6.440 persons) in 
1921 and tcH:lay about 775 employing some 29.000 workers. 

The condition of the -139,500 workers; employed in the five main classes of 
industries. specified above, thus falls within the scope of this enquiry. Out of the 
above undertakings, the mines are ad..ministered under the Indian Mines Act by the 
Chief Inspector of Mines from whose annual reports most of the information now 
given is taken. To this is added such information as it had been found possible to 
collect for this report~ regarding the recruitment, housing, health and wages of 
labour in mines. The Indian Factories Act applies to undertakings employing 
altogether about 70.000 operatives. and it is only with regard to these that accmacy 
can be claimed for the information collected. As the Indian Factories Act has not 
been applied to unorganized industries. the information available is meagre. It 
should be noted that the (:Otton ginning and pressing factories are seasona1and usually 
work fqr not more than six months in the year from November to April. Similarly~ 
the rice mills~ employing about 1.1'17 workers. are in operation for 8 months in the 
year from November to June. The most important of the minor industrial estao.. 
lishments are the three cement factories in the Katni tahsil of the Jubbulpore 
district, employing 1.850 operatives. the two pottery works at Jubbulpore. employing 
1.110, the Government Gun Caniage Factory at the same place employing 2.426~ 
and 25 oil mills. employing 715 operatives. 

The principal industries of the province, employing labour on a large scale 
(with 97,300 workers or about 70 per cent. of the total labour falling within the scope 
of the enquiry), are thus the cotton industry and. manganese and coal mining. It is 
the condition of the labour itt these industries, specially that of the labour in the 
cotton _industry (with 69.000 operatives or SO per cent. of the total labour force) 
that has been the basis of the brief survey of labouT conditions set forth in this 
report. The condition of labour in the cement. pottery. Gun Carriage Factory and 
oil mills (employing about 6,220 workers or 4·5 por cent of the total) baa been the 
basis of the survey of labour conditions in the minor industries of the province~ 
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The infonna.tion that it has been found possible to obtain in answer to the various 
questions of the questionnaire is given separately for each of the five main classes- of 
industrial undertakings. 

The existing records do not yield complete information regarding the various 
matteTS under enquiry. The only systematic reply to the questionnaire has been 
received from the Empress mills. Nagpur. the premier mills of the proyince. and 
from one or two mining firms. The former is based on reliable statistical information 
accumulated by the authorities of the mills by a careful study of the changing 
conditions in their -works during seve;J"3l deca.des. A copy of this report. which is as 
thorough as existing statistical information makes it possible to be. is being sent by 
the mills direct to the Secretary of the Labour Commission. No extensive quotations 
therefrom have therefore been made in the present report. but it should be empha
sized that the Empress mills report deserves the most careful study. The condition 
of la.bour in these mills is, however. more advanced than those of other mills and 
should not be taken as typical of conditions preva.ili.ng in other industries in the 
province. . 

As railways are a central slbject~ labour conditions on railways have been 
excluded from the scope of this report. which is confuled to matters with which this 
province is concerned and on which information is available. 

L-RecruiIment. 
1. In the seasonal cotton factories. the bulk of the labour comes from the sur

rounding villages. while even. in pexeunial factories a considerable portion of the 
labour force is recruited from the same source. In large industrial. centres like 

. Nagpur and Jubbulpore there is also a considerable labour population permanently 
settled in the towns. The only estimate it is possible to make of the percentage of 
local labour to the total at some of the industrial centres is given below. 

(i) The movement of industrial labour follows the same lines as that of the 
general immigrant population. since an appreciable portion of the total migration. 
is caused by the demands of industries. The main labour-recruiting grounds for 
this province are :-

(.) In the north the Bundelkhand and Rewah States, which supply the hereditaly 
earth WOrkeIS$ Kols. for the miningiJ1dustry as well as high caste unskilled recruits for 
the mills. Trained or semi-skilled labour from various parts of the- United. Provinces 
mingle with this stream. as temporary unemployment or the disappearance of 
hereditary occupation induces them to seek employment and. higher wages elsewhere. 

(b) In the south-east. Mahan. Goods and Chamanl; are recruited from Bha.ndara. 
and the Chhattisgarh districts, as well as from the Indian States of Chhattisgarh.-

(c) In the south a Dumber of Telegu castes (known as Telingas) come from His 
Exalted Higbness the Nizam's dominions and the Sironcba tahsil (Chanda district) 
mainly for employment in the Chanda. coal mines. 

(4) In the south~west. several districts of the Bombay Presidency (mainly 
AhmedDagar. Poona and Sholapur districts) supply a certain amount of specia.lized 
labour mostly for the seasonal cotton factories of Berar. 

Stream (.) is particularly strong in the northern districts and Berar, supplying 
the cement factories and potteries. the seasonal cotton factories of the Hoshangabad 
and Nimar districts. the textile mills of Berar, as well as the mining areas in the 
northern and eastern parts of the province. 

Stream (b), which was the strongest until the scarcity in the northern dis_ 
and Central India in recent years. is still one of the main sources of labour supply 
in the province. specially for the manganese mines and textile mills of Nagpur and 
Akola.. If! 

Stream (c) and stream (d) are much weaker, and the former is. mainly restricted 
to coal mines and seasonal factories in the south. while the Ia.tte-r distributes itself 
over the cotton tract of the province {the Mara.tha PlaiD division}. 

The approximate distribution of local and immigrant labour in the cotton in
dustries at the following centres is given in the table below ;-

Jubbulpore · . .. 
Nagpur ... .. 
Hinganghat · . .. 
Amraoti · . " 
A.kola .. .. .. 

Stream 
(4) 

Per cent. 
10 
6 
4 

, 
20 
25 

Stream 
(b) 

Per cent. 
-
10 
2 

"8 
·30 

Stream 
(c) 

Per cent. 
-

2 
6 
2 

-

Stream LocaL 
(<I) 

Per cent. Per cent. 
- 90 

2 80 
3 85 
5 6S 

15 80 

·Includes workers from Bbandara. Na.gpur and the neighbourhood. 
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In the decade ending 1921. the extent of migratron from different sourees W88 
approximately as follows :- Percentage 

Central India Agency States 
United Province. 
Bombay Presidency 
His Exalted Highness the NizamJa Dominions 
Bbandara district 
Chhattisgarh districts 

of 
immigrants. 

24 
12 
11 
II 
9 

33 

(il) It appears that there are two main streams of migration. the one comes 
in a south-westerly direction from the United Provinces and the Central India 
Agency States, which is caused by the general poverty and periodic scarcity in 
Central India and the lure of good wages and. opportunities for obtaining work in the 
industrial centres of the Central Provin<"es. The other comes in a westerly direction 
from the Chhattisgarh Plain division and Bhandara district. which is caused by the 
poverty of the not very fertile land-locked plain and periodic failure of crops in the 
same region. as also the prevalence of a higher standard ef wages in the developed 
portion of the province. . 

These two streams are streams (a) and (b) which bave been described above. 
The third stream, which flows to the north-east from the bordering districts of the 
Bombay Presidency and the Hyderabad State, is on the wane on account of the 
development and more settled conditions of these parts. This north-easterly 
flow consists of stream (el and part of stream (Il). The streams of migration ...... 
ill_ted by a map which is appended to this report (Appendix I).' 

The principal causes of migration aTe enumerated as famine and scarcity. un
employment. either permanent or temporary. the disap~ of hereditary 
occupations or cottage industries. the prospect of higher wages in urban areas, and 
inability of hereditary occupation to a.bsorb an increasing population. 
_ Migration of labour has thus followed the path 01 easy subsistence. that is, labour 
has congregated where the means of subsistence are in excess of the demands of the 
indigenous popula.tion. This general tendency is traceable in the above-mentioned 
streams of m.igJation. The last census report shows that the vital statistics of the 
decade {191 1-1920) record a. deficiency of births over deaths in the Nerbudda 
Valley divisionz the Pla.teau division and the Nagpur. Amraoti and Akola districts 
of the Maratha. Plain division. accompanied by a small excess of 3 per cent. ill the 
Maratha Plain division taken as a whole. There is little doubt. however. that but for 
the influenza epidemic of 191s..19 which exterminated not less than 10 percent. of the 
population, an increase would have beeD recorded in every division. The increase 
or decrease of natural population during the decade is as follows ~-

Nerbudda Valley division 
Pla.teau division •• 
Maratha Plain division .. 
Chhattisgarh Plain division 

Increase (+) 
or 

decrease (-) 

-134.240 
- 55.113 
+ 75.072 
+336.365 

Total 
natural 

population 
in 1921. 

2.595.442 
1.601.359 
6.014.171 
4.847,278 

The increase in the Ma.ratha Plain division is so slight compaRd. with its total 
. population and level of development. that it could not have affected immigtation 
to any great extent. 

On the other hand. the Chhattisgarh Plain division in spite of its present un
developed and backwanl condition shows a considerable increase in natural popula~ 
tiOD indicating a surplus for emigration. Conditions in those Central India Agency 
States which contribute most to the south-westerly stream of migration are similar~ 
an additional impetus for emigration being provided by the poorer quality of the soil. 

:Movements of labour like those of commodities originate from places w~re it 
is abundant and proceed to places where the demand exceeds the supply. The census 
figures indicate the existence of a. surplus of labour at the origins of the particular 
streams of migration. and a demand in excess of the local supply at the places to 
which the streams converge. . 

• Not reproduced. 
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(iii) ClJangu i .. ,,",,, yOlUS. -There is no information to justify any definite 
-oouciusion. It. however. appears that acute scarcity in the Ceotrallndia Agency 
States and in districts situated OD the northern bonier of the province in :recent ye&§ 
has resulted in a greater influx of labourers by the south-westerly stream, and a 
considerable proportion of it has been deflected further south into the cotton districts 
and indusbial centres by reason of failure of the wheat crop in the Nerbudda Valley 
division, which usually a.ttracts a quantity of this labour at the time of the wheat 
harvest. Moreover. there being a dH-ect route provided by the opening of the 
Nagpur-ltarsi railway line, the southerX' inftux to the industrial centres is gaining in 
strength. 

Agricultural development in the Chhattisgarh distric'bJ due to the provision of 
irrigation facilities has to some extent reduced: migration from this source. At the 
same time the large irrigation works under construction in Chhattisgarh have ab
sorbed a COllSiderable number of labourers during the last decade. In 1927-28 the 
irrigation works employed 8,600 labourers. most of whom were recruited locally. 

2. Contad with villag8S. Ii} E_ AM frequency of .......... -Fiv. different 
types of migration are recognized in the census report of the province. They are u 
follows ~- . 

(I) Canool. consisting o~movements betw.oen adjacent villages; (2) T....po.""'. 
caused by movements of labour on works of construction or by the exigencies of 
trade or the stress of famine (in this type of migration there is a predominance of 
males); (3) Periodic. due to the seasonal migration of agricultural labour. or to the 
industrial demands for labour depending on the ripening of a particular crop; 
(4) Semil'ennafUHl. when the inhabitants of one place migrate to another for trade, 
but return a.t intervals to their na.tive place where they sometimes even leave their 
families. and usually spend their declining years; (5) p~,~ where economic 
or other reasons have caused a permanent displacement of population. 

Casual migration does not come within our purview, as it mainly consists of 
movements between adjacent villages for non-industrial purposes. Temporary 
migration caused by movements of labour on new worb of construction or by the 
exigencies. of trade or the stress- of famine are of short duration and. the labour 
generally returns to its native place after the stress is removed or the work is com
pleted. Famine in the northern districts and the border States of Central India. 
in the CUJTellt year. the construction work of railway bridges and alignment on the 
ltarsi-Nagpur line are instances in point. A predominance of males is noticea.ble 
.in these cases, indicating that the emigrants are likely to return after a short 
interval. Periodic migrations~ d~ to the demand for la.bour in seasonal industries 
and agricultural operatiollS. are of the nature of an annual exodus. and such 
labourers return to their villages after the season is over. The attraction of 
labour to the cotton ginning and pressing industries_ and to the wheat fields 
of the northern districts for harvesting. are instances in point, Both males and 
females migrate together and return within nine months or less. The employees 
in seasonal factories thU$ almost invariably return to their villa.ges after the season 
is over. 

The permanent and semi-permanent migration of labour is due to the attraction 
of labour to coal and manganese mines, to the cotton mills of the Maratha plain or to 
the cement and. pottery works of jubbulpore and other industrial. centres. The 
majority of these labourers return to their villages for a short visit after two ot 
three years' interval, but a considerable minority has settled down a.t these industrial 
centres. There are no data for enabling us to fix even approximately the extent 
of this,permanent labour movemen.t.~ , 

. . . . . ~ ~ . . . . . . . . 
The labourers in the cotton mills generally visit their villages once a year. 01' 

once in two yean, either for the purpose of renewing their home relationships or for 
marriage or social ceremonies. In Nagpur~ however, textile workers are much more 
permanent in th~r holds and the average frequency of rett1rn to villages does not 
exceed once in four years, and the workers are mostly pennanently settled in Nagpur. 
In the manganese mines about 30 per cent. of the labour force returns to its villages 
yearly on leave for a period varying from four to twelve weeks. 

In the unorganized industries, labour is mostly local and lives in sulTOUD.ding 
villages. A few skilled workers from Mirza.pur in the United Provinces are em'Ployed 
in the lac factories and a few from Maharashtra in the glass factories. The former 
return home after four to six months' work and the latter about once in two years. 

(u) TIJe ennu of the p~,mtmt'" la..lxJur /cwc •. -ln the seasonal factories there- is 
practically no permanent labour force. 

In the cotton mills, the extent of the permanent labour force ranges from go. 
to nearly 100 per cent .• as in the Empress Mills and the Berar manufacturing mills 
in Badnera. At Akola. however. the proportion of permanent labour varies from 
60 to 75 per cent. . 
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The Central Provinces and Berar Mining Association reports that the permanent 
labour force consists of monthly paid servants from 10 to 15 per cent. of the total 
and about 50 per cent. of the recruited labour. The Central Indian Manganese Mining 
Company reports that the percentage of their permanent labour is 43. In the 
Chhindwara coal mines it is reported to be less than 50 per cent. Trade fiuctuatlons 
afiect the extent of .labour force in both, the coal and manganese mines. Moreover. 
many of the manganese and other quarnes suspend operations during the monsoon . 
.and hence the extent of casual labour in the mining industry is very high. • 

In the cement and pottery works permanent labour amounts to about 00 to 10 
J>el" cent. of the total, In the gun carriage factory, Jubbulpore, it is about 85 per 
cent. 

The extent of permanent labour in unorganized industries to which the Faetories 
Act does not apply is at most 2 per cent. 

3. {i} The cotton mills obtain their recruits at present from applicants at their 
gates. The location of the various industrial undertakings which employ immigrant 
labour is now fairly well-known through employees who return to their homes and by 
this means rect'1lits are attracted from the various sources of supply. But tonnerly 
mu.k~ were sent to recruit. or labour contractors were invited to supply the 
amount of labour required on payment of oommission .• The latter method is still 
adopted when a new mill is started or a new section is added to an existing mill. 
Casual work like that required for building construction is given on contract and 
the contractors supply and employ tbeir own labour. • 

Well-estabJished perennial factories such as the gun carriage fa.ctory~ JubbuIpore. 
and the pottery works at Jubbulpore~ similarly receive their labour supply from 
applicants at the gate. The cement works, quarries and newly established factories 
recruit labour through muAadams who. in addition to their usual wages as employees, 
receive !lome commission from the new recruits. 

Seasonal factories recruit their labour either through muJuulams and muka
datNmitlS. who receive three pies per head per week from the labourers. and wages 
from the employers, or through labour contractors who are paid (up to Re. 04-6 per 
bojluJ) on the basis of total output: or sometimes through a combination of both 
these methods. In the manganese mining areas labour is recruited by contractors 
through their nwkadams or si"tla"s. who get into touch with villages at districts where 
it is known that labour is available and recruit them by families as far as possible. 
In t:b.e local mines recruitment is similarly done on a commission basis through 
colliery sif't:.lMs or labourers visiting their homes. 

. {ii} The system of recruitment through sirdan. mukadams or contraaoIS has 
several evils~ the chiei of which is the payment of cash advances without which it is 
impossible to obtain recruits. These cash advances are seldom fully paid by the 
recruits, and, on the one hand. are apt to keep them in a state of perpetual indebted
ness; while on the other they cause loss and annoyance to employers as many 
recruits abscond with advances outstanding against them. The following extract 
from the Provincial Census Report of 1921 sums up the position :-
u TAl sysl8nt of &aSh advance to labour . 

.. Two systems of reerui.bnent a.re employed. Agents may be sent to the I'&
cruiting areas, who are :servants of recruiting establishments; they pay the labourer 
the expense of his journey, and also advance him a sum of money as an inducement 
to leave his home; or labour may be bought from a private contractor at so much 
per head. In one of the Chanda coal mines a gang of Kots was working under a 
Pathan headman. This gang Wit.S recently working on the Mahanadi Canal head 
works in the Raipur district. lfad then been employed on railway earth work in 
Chanda, and finally had reached. the coal mine. As each transfer occurred, the head
man. received a sum which was supposed to represent the loans outstanding against 
the labourers on their previous work. In this case it is doubtful if the labourers. 
themselves ever received any of the advances in cash. Vlhere advances are directly 
paid to the labourers, the amount varies considerably. In the Chanda coal6e1ds as . 
much as Rs. 90 per la.bourer is paid for immigrants from the United Provinces. and 
Ra. ]0 to Rs. ]5 for labourers from Hyderabad State. Rs. 60 per head may be paid 
for Chhattisgarh labourers in the manganese mines. The advance system is a vicious 
one, which is to the advantage neither of the labourers nor of the employers. The 
advance is seldom. if ever, repaid, and though the more reputable employers have 
agreements by which they decline to employ labourers recruited by other concerns, 
there is always a number of smaller and less scrupulous employers who avoid. the 
expense of importation of labour by bribing the Jabourers of .a neighbouring concern 
to desert them.. From the point of view of the labourer also. the system is un
satisfactory, 88 it fastens about his neck a load of debt to the avoidance oi which he 
devotes much ingenuity. At present. however, it is the only method by which labour 
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can be recruited from a distance, and even if wages were raised 50 as to attract labour 
without advances, it is the experience of most employers that the labourer. when 
he has received sufficient for his maintenance. ceases to work, so that a rise of wages 
is generally accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the work done. .. . 

Direct recruitment without any intermediary to intercept a portion of the charges 
of the labourer would. therefore, be much better. but as the great mass of Indian 
labourers is illiterate and ignorant, it is difficult in practice to suggest any improve-
ment on the present system. The same factor operates against the successful working 
of a public employment agency. The difficulty of direct recruitment is illustrated: 
by the fact that the Pench Valley Coal Company reports that it established a re
cruiting agency at Bilaspur in 1916 and closed it in 1928. as the results achieved 
were not commensurate with the cost in<:urred. 

4. As the majority of the worken return to their villages annually. there.is very 
little disturbance of the family life of the workers in the seasonal factories. Temporary 
or quasi-permanent recruits from the United Provinces generally leave some membeIS 
of their family at their homes to look after the family cultivation and other a1Iairs • 

. ' If they decide to stay longer at the industrial centres, their family generally joins 
them. Labourers permanently settled in large towns like Nagpur and Akola usually 
bring their families with them. 

In the manganese mining area the extent and effect of disturbance of family 
life are reported to be negligible, as it is the custom for complete families to be re
cruited. In the coal mines nearly 60 per cent. of the iabourforce is reported to consist 
of whole families. 

6. R6cn"tmnn for Assam. (i) The bulk of such recruitment is from the three 
Chhattisgarh districts, and during the last two y .... from the Chanda district. 
From such information as is available it appears that although there may be dis
agreement as to the form of control, there is none whatever about the necessity of 
control. If all control is abolished. recruitment will be exposed to the old evils 
associated with the system of ArktUtis (professional recruiters). Recrui:tment by 
these agents often resulted in kidnapping and abduction, the splitting up of families 
and the deceiving of the people with false stories regatding the conditions obtaining 
in the tea estates. It is also reported that free recruitment will result in lavish and 
uncontroUed expenditure. while it will not improve the lot of the labourers. 

(n) About 90 per cent. of the recruitment for Assam is effected by the Tea. 
Districts La.bour Association. who have appointed local agents in the different recruit
ing districts under whom garden sardars work. The local agents are, on the one hand, 
subordinate to the Tea Djstricts Labour Association. i.e., indirectly to the tea. 
industry, and on the other hand, to the district magistrate and the Assam board. 
The industry. however, has a predominant representation·en the board. The local 
agents provide accommodation. clothing. medical aid. et(:., to properly registered 
recruits till they reach the " forwarding centres." All instances of abuse which are 
disclosed at the time of registering a recruit are reported to the district magistrate. 
If the local agent is found to be untrustworthy. his license can be cancelled by the 
district magistrate. 

(iv) The cost of the present system is high, involving as it does the maintenance 
of an expensive recruiting agency, but it is an undoubted improvement on its ~ 
decessor and it is difficult to suggest a substitute which will maintain the present 
safeguards without imposing unjustifiable limitations on the free movement of Jab our. 
The representation on the board of the' districts from which the recruits a.re ta~ 
might be strengthened by the addition of labour representatives. 

7. (i) In the ~ factories the skilled and semi-skilled labourer is thrown out 
of employment at the close of the season and often experiences considerable distress. 
The percentage of such labourers is. however, small. 

No accurate figures are availabl~ regarding unemployment in the perennial. 
industries. The Empress Mills report that there is a. good deal of unemployment, 
both amongst the skilled and unskilled workers; they experience no difficulty in 
filling up va.cancies and every fortnight many apply in vain for admission. Some of 
the other mills report that about 10 per cent. of the applicants for work are turned 
away. Some of the manganese mines in the Bhandara district report that owing to 
the present depression in the industry there is a certain amount of unemployment 
among local labour. but imported labour finds full employment. The Central· 
Provinces and Berar Mining Association reports that since the inception of the 
manganese industry there has been little UDemployment on account of shortage of 
work or excess of labour. Should. however, the cost of production of ore continue to 
increase, without a corresponding enhancement of market prices. the industry will 
no doubt have to face'this question of unemployment. The PenchtVaUey collieries 
report that unemployment does not prevail in that area. 
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There bas been some unemployment caused by dismiss&ls in some of the low grade 
manganese mines which have been recentJy compelled to close down on a.coount of 
depression in the manganese trade, 

(iv) Unemployment insurance does not exist in any industry and all employers 
are of opinion that any such scheme would be unworkable. 

8. Labcuy .. TfW1SOVt!f"."-(i) Here again DO definite figUre is available except 
in the case of one or two mills, The Empress Mills. Nagpur. ha.ve forwarded a detailed 
statement indicating the turnover of their labour since 1908. The average period of 
continuous service put in by a worker at these mills comes to 7·89 years. In the 
Pulgaon Mills the average duration of employment is 40 months. On a rough estimate 
the average dumtion of empioyment in other perennial factories may be put at 30 
months. 

The Pench Valley Coal Mines report that out of 3,700 workers. 800 have been in 
continuous employment for three years or longer. 700 for two years or longer. 650 
for one year or longer and 1,550 for less than ODe year. The manganese mines report 
that the average duration of employment in anyone year for the whole of the labour 
force is 9 to 10 months continuously. the remaining two or three months being usually 
utilized by approximately 30 per cent. of the labour in returning to their viI.la.ges 
for seasonal cultivation. Normally the bulk of these return after the crops have been 
reaped. 

(iill From such information as is available the number of absentees is said to be 
from 10 to 5 . per cent. per day. The percenta.geoiabsentees increases after pay day. 
For example. the manganese mines report that attendance decreases by 50 per 
cent. on the day immediately following the weekly bazar day'; and the Chhindwara 
coal mines report that the number of absentees on days following pay day is as mud 
as 30 per cent. over that on other days, 

(li) In the season-a! cotton factories about 20 per cent. of the labour force are 
casual. In the Perennial fa.ctories the extent of c:asuallabour is not appreciable and 
does not exceed 3 per cent. of the regular labour force. Such casualla.bour is employed 
mostly on building construction or on loading and UDloading work. Mine owners 
report that there is no casual labour at their works. 

D.-lIialf (),g>mieiion. 

JO. The cotton ginning and pressing factories are mostly in the private ownership 
of Indian Banias. nearly one·third being owned by limited joint stock companies with 
Indian directors. A few of these companies are European and Japanese. Messrs. 
Ralli Brothers and Volkart Brothers are the two most important among European 
firms, a.nd Gosha & Company. Toyomenkwa & Company and the Japanese 
Trading Cotton Compa.uy among Japanese firms owning s.uch factories. The E~ 
pean and Japanese :firms have managers of their own nationality. and other factories 
are under Indian managers. 

Of the 15 textile mills. J 1 are owned by public joint stock companies. five with 
purely Parsee directors. two- with a mixed directorate of Parsees and other Indians. 
ODe wi\b. a mixed directora.te of Europeans and Indians, and three with Indian 
directors. Four cotton mills are privately owned by Indian Banias. Two oj the milla 
are managed by Europea.us. two by Anglo·Indians, six by Pa.rsees. and four by other 
Indians. The three cement factories and two of the pottery works are public joint 
st~ck companies under a mixed directorate of Europeans and Indians. The third 
pottery work is under an Indian directorate, The local managers of two of the cement 
factories are Europeans, while that of one is an Indian. Two of the potteries have 
European managers and the third. an Indian manager. 

Of the six railway workshops~ two have European managers and four Anglo
Indian managers. Three of the nve motor 'Car repairing shops are under Indian 
mana.gement, two under European and Angto..lndian managers. 

The tobacco (bithl factories. the lac factories. the myrobalan factories and the two 
glass factories are owned and managed by Indians. with the exception 01 one 
myrobalao. factory which is owned by a European company. 

English boards of directors predominate in the manganese and coal mining 
industries. They own the most important deposits and work the bigger mines. having 
been the first to enter the field for prospecting. Out of 250 mines and quarries. the 
agents (as defined in the Indian Mines Act) of 92 are Europeans or Ang:to.Indians, of 
21 a.rs Parsees and of 11 more are other Indians. Of the mine managers, 80 are 
Europeans or Anglo.Indians. 14 Parsees and the rest are other Indians. 

11. The appointment of the managing staff is made as a result of open selection 
by the board of directors or controlling partners generally with due regard to the merits 
of the persons selected. Tho selection. however. is generally confined to the particular 
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community to which the capitalists owning the concern belong. The predominance 
of the Parsee element in the managerial staft of the Jarger cotton mills in the province 
with large Pa.rsee interests is a very prominent feature in this province. In the 
.smaller factories this kinship plays a more important part and selection is seldom free. 

There is no open selection in the seasonal factories which generally recruit persons 
known to the management or owners. 

In the mining industry~ selection is more o~ and based more on the 
qua.li1ications of the persons. as the Indian Mines Act prescribes certain qualifications 
:for work in the mines. 

In these industries the head offices sometimes appoint specially qualified persons 
on agreements or- covenants and in respect of such appointments the technical or 
managerial qualifications of the applicants are the main criterion. Europeans are 
'SOmetimes covenanted in Europe and sent· out. In the gun C&JTiage factory. 
appointment on the managing staff is made by the Secretary of State. after selection 
by a board in England. 

12. (i) The ginning and pressing factories mainly recnut their subordinate stafi' 
from outsiders. In a very few cases apprentices trained in the same factory are 
~pm~. . 
~ the larger textile mills and the bigger perennial factories the subordinate 
~ 15. generally obtained by promotion from the ranks and from apprentices trained 
lD thetr own factories. Apprentices trained in sister factories are. also recruited. 
Jobbers are mostly promoted from the ranks in the same mill. 

In the cement factories apprentices are recruited. In the gun carriage factory~ 
foremen and assistant foremen are recruited by selection after advertisement. but 
chargemen and supervisors are promoted from the workmen and. apprentices. 

In the mining industry. foremen are generally recruited direct or from students 
or apprentices trained for the mining board examinations in some of the coal mines. 
Mates and sardan are recruited by promotion from miners. In the manganese mines 
~w applicants are appointed by mine managers who. after training them. place them 
1n grades according to their ability. In the coal mines. in making selection. considera
tion is given largely to the ability of the existing employees to handle labour decently. 

(ii) Facilities jot' I,.ainin.~ and p,.OtfWI.iQtl of workmen.-The only facilities of this 
nature provided in the province are the following :-

The Empress Mills. Nagput. have had a regular system of training apprentices 
which has been in force- since the inception of the mills. The system provides for 
training apprentices (sometimes with nnivem.ty qualifications) both for managerial 
and supervising positions as well as for the subordinate supervising staff. An 
apprentice receives an incremental scale of pay during the full five-year period of 
apprenticeship and practically the whole staff of the mills is recruited- from such 
app-rentices. Many apprentices trained in this mill have also joined other concerns 
and the mill authorities report that .. there have been instances of ambitious young 
men of ordinary education who by dint of self-help and unremitting toil have out
stripped their brothers with superior initial qualifications. .. 

The Gun Carriage Factory, Jubbulpore, maintains a regular apprentice class 
with a scheduled course of instruction for five years both theoretical and practical. 
Such apprentices are admitted after an entrance examination: and chargemen and 
supervisors are- recruited from these. This institution also maintains a boy artisans' 
class for the benefit of the sons of their employees. 

Some oJ the other perennial. and a few seasonal~ factories also provide facilities 
for training their-own workmen and apprentices. but no accurate figures are available 
In important mines like the Ba.lla.rpur and Ghugus collieries in the Chanda district. 
and the Pench Valley and amalgamated collieries in the Cbhindwara district. and 
the Central Provinces Manganese Ores Company's and the Central Indian Mining 
Company's manganese mines. training is given by the managers to miners who 
desire it for the qualifying examination. The managing staff" always tries to train the 
ordinary miner as- well: and mates and sardars are recruited from such trained 
hands. With the assistance of Messrs. Shaw Wallace &: Company's collieries 
mining lecture- classes were opened at Parasia and five students passed the- third year 
examination in 1927. These classes. however. had unlortunately to be closed last 
year on account of the lack of students. due perhaps to the trade slump. Mr. G. O. 
Burgoyne. the manager of the Pench Valley coalfields. who was in charge of these 
classes. reports: .. New applicants of the right sort for apprenticeship at the collieries 
have become rare and unless coal mining takes a turn for the better the classes will 
not continue to justify their existence." . 

18. (i) The relatio .. between the stall and rank and file are reported to be· good 
in aU the industriee. 
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(iii) Works committees are conspicuous by their absence in the industrial under~ 
takings of this province and the employees are generally in direct touch with the 
managing staJf. 

The only exception was in the case of the Government Gun Carriage Factory at 
JubbuIpore where a works committee had been in existence for some time. but has 
been in abeyance since 1926, The objects of this committee were :-(tJ} to promote 
feelings of good fellowship all round; (b) to improve out·turn; (e) to improve 
educational qualifications of workmen; Cd) to suggest means of welfare work. 

IS. (i) In the ginning and pressing factories a good deal of work is done on contract. 
~e labour contractors supply labour on payment on output~ with a stipulated 
mmimum. or on a commission basis. Pressing of ba.le9~ filling of cotton bojha.s" 
picking and carrying of cotton seeds and carting, are some of the items of work done 
on contract. In the perennial cotton mills the work done by contractors consists of 
building construction. cartage, the loading and unloading of goods at railway stations 
and at mills. and stacking of bales of cotton yarn and cloth. 

In some of the pottery works. quarrying and removing of clay and limestone are 
done by contract. 

The most extensive employment of contractors as intermediaries exists in the 
mining industry. More than 50 per cent. of coal is raised by contract. In the 
Ballarpur colliery, all work, excluding safety work, ultimate supervision and manage
ment is done through contractors. In the manganese mines. ore excavations. loading 
and building work are done on contract:. 

(n) Sub-contracting does exist on a small scale, but is not of much importance. 
The mines do nor recogqize sub-contracts. 

(ill) The employers report that the fullest control is exercised by the officials 
of the industries over contractors' labourers and their working conditions. But the 
experience of the factory department is that there is a certain amount of slackness 
of control over conditions of work done on contract. 

(iv) A certain amount of laxity in the observance of factory rules and regulations 
is observed in factories where much work is done on contract. This is specially true 
of the seasonal cotton and ginning factories. Control in the mines over the conditions 
of contract work appears to be adequate. 

m.-1Iousing. 
]6. (i) Housing accommoda.tion is provided for about 7,500 workers by some, of 

the larger factories and mins. Of these, approximately 3,700 are in the textile mille 
and 2,000 in cement, pottery and other wor-ks ~ and ].800 belong to other- minor 
industries. Details of these employers and the extent of housing accommodation 
provided by each. are given in Appendix IV. It appears fr:om this statement that 
19 per cent. of the labour in the textile industry. and 7·5 per cent. of the labour
in the minor industries. is provided with housing by the eItlployers. 

In addition to housing accommodation the Pulgaon Cotton Mills maintain. a. 
settlement covering an area of 15 acres, on which the millhands are allowed to build 
their own huts on payment of a nominal ground rent of 4 annas per annum per 
100 square feet. 

The improved housi~ scheme started by the Empress Mills at Indora.. - a suburb 
of Nagpur~ deserves special mention. 

This ~ the 'most'syste'mati~ C\tte~pt ~ade to sol~ tb~ bou~n~ probl~m of the 
workpeople. It should, however, be noted that only the better paid employees can. 
avail themselves of the advantages of thiS scheme. . 

A large proportion of the labour in the mining areas is housed in brick·built 
quarters provided. by the mines. but no exact figures are available. Th.e Cent!&l 
Provinces and Berar Mining Association reports that labour is fully proVlded With 
housing by the employers witb the exception of such proportion of it as does not. 
wish to live in pucca houses and prefers to build their own kuchba huts. The Central 
India (Manganese) Mining Company reports the same about the conditions in their 
mines. The managers of the larger Cbhindwara coal mines report that at most of 
their mines the company has built up-.t<Hiate quarters for bousing the labour ~orce 
and staff resident on the mines. This housing scheme is still in progress at the mlD~. 
At the present time about 50 per cent. of the resident labour force is qu~rtered 10 
well-bUIlt houses, and during the next few yea.rs this percentage w!ll ~ mcz:eased. 
The report seems to indicate that many of the labourers prefer to live 10 theu own 
kuchha huts. The employers provide those who do with a free supply of land and 
hutting materials . 

• An account of this scheme is given in the firm's memorandum. 
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(il) No housing accommodation is provided by Government for labourers. 
Government, howmr, fully co-operated in developing the Indora scheme of the 
Empress Mills at Nagpur by setting apart a large area of 200 acres and granting a 
lease on favourable terms. Local bodies like municipalities have done very little 
hitherto for the housing of workers, but some municipal schemes for the removal 
of congestion in working-class localities are at present under consideration. The 
Nagpur Municipality proposed a housing scheme for workers in a part of the. city 
called Pachpaoli, but dropped it for lack of funds. The Khamgaon, Shegaon. and 
Khandwa Municipalities have also similar proposals under consideration for removing 
congestion in slums and providing better housing facilities for working-class. people. 
These schemes, however, have not as yet materialised. 

(iii) No houses have been built by private landlords in the industrial towns 
specially for the accommodation of the working-classes. A considexable percentage 
of the older established workers in the larger industrial towns. however. does live 
in houses provided by private landlords. A rough estimate puts the percentage of 
labour utilizing such a.ccommodation at 25 per cent. at Akola and Nagpur. 

(iv) About 85 per cent. of the workers live in houses constructed by themselves. 
No detailed figures or information are available. Some factory owners provide free' 
land for huts for labourers; but in most cases the labourers have to take a lease of 
Government or private land. Govemment land is leased for building purposes in 
poorer quarters '\\-ithout any premium and at a rent of 1 anna per 100 square feet. 
Settlements of working-classes of this nature are -common in the larger industrial 
towns like Nagpur. Amraoti. and Akola. specially in the cotton districts. and are 
locaJly known as .. files. ". Although the amenities provided by municipalities for 
these labour colonies are negligible, the occupants have generally to pay bouse-tax 
or haisiyat-tax to the local municipalities at the rate of Re. 1 or Rs . .2 per annum. 

As already mentioned above. a certain percentage (roughly about 40) of mine 
labourers live in huts constructed by them onla.nd and with materials supplied free 
by their employers. 

18. (i) All the regular houses provided by the factories and mines are brick-built 
and are of the type of one-room tenement, with a small verandah or open courtyard 
attached. The plinth of the room d-oes not exceed one foot,. except in the case of the 
big cba.wls. like that of the Model Mills, Nagpur. The average dimensions of the 
rooms are 10 ft. by 8 ft. by 7 ft., and the dimensions of the doors are generally 
6 ft. by 3 ft. Small windows are provided, but they are not generally so located as 
to provide cross venti1ation. The houses are generally constructed in the form of 
barracks, eacll block consisting of four to ten rooms. The Model mills quarters are 
of the type of double-storied chawls. The average number of inmates per tenement 
does not exceed five. The floor of the houses provided by the larger mills is generally 
of cement or mUlTUm, but many of the houses in these mills and the houses in the 
smaller factories have lruchha Boors. These houses compare favourably with those 
which the labourers generally occupy in the rural areas before they take to inctustrial 
life; but these colonies. except in the mining areas~ have not the advantage of the 
open-air and ventilation of rural areas. Considering the fact that the standaTd of 
life of the lower classes in India is low it c::an.not be said that the accommodation 
provided is unsatisfactory from the point of view of the workers' requirements. The 
area availab1e in the environment of the tenement for subsidiary domestic purposes 
like cooking: bathing and washing is. however, very small and very often the workers 
have to supplement the accommodation which is provided by enclosing the small 
verandah with bamboo partition or screens of cotton stalks, sometimes plastered 
with cow dung and mud. 

As already indicated. the standard of the quartets provided by the Empress Mills 
at the Indora extension is superior to that of the ordinary rooms provided by other 
mills. Each room is lOft. Sin. by lOft. Sin. and has a front verandah 6ft. 6 in. 
wide. as well as a back verandah 5 ft. wide. which latter has been enclosed to aerve 
as kitchen and store-room. 

With regard to mining areas, the Central Provinces and Berar Mining Association 
says that the houses provided are at Jeast equal to those that the employees normally 
occupy in their villages. The Central Provinces (Manganese) Mining Company 
reports-that the houses are 10 ft. by 12 ft. to 15 ft. by 20 ft., according to the number 
of members of the family and the average number of inmates is three. Labourers 
prefer a type of building which does not contain windows. but the houses are so 
constructed that there is an air space between the walls and the roof. Reports from 
the Chhindwara coal mines show that the houses provided more than satisfy the 
demands of the mines. 'Wherever pucea quarters have been constructed each man 
with his wife is accommodated in a one-room tenement with a private cooking 
verandah. These quarters are built in blocks of not more than four with high plinths 
and good roof. and the surroundings of these blocks are free of all obstacles, so that 
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the labourers can construct compounds if they so desire. For the better class of 
skilled labourers slightly better accommodation is provided. in that they are give!' 
two rooms with vera.ndahs. For the Indian supervising staff the coal mines provide 
small detached bungalows with three or four rooms and a verandah, walled com
pounds, kitchen. latrines and bath rooms. From the reports received the standard. 
of housing at the mines~ specially that provided in recent years. appears to be 
superior to that of the accommodation provided generally by ,employers in Ul'ban 
area>_ 

The huts constructed by the workertl themselves in the industrial towns and in 
the mining camps are, of course, of a. lower standani. In these settlements all 
grades of houses from doub1e-9toried buildings of mud. bricks and country tiles 
(owned by some of the better paid workers) to mere hovels made of bamboo matting,
not unlike wigwams, are to be seen. The most common type is a hut constructed of 
wattle and mud walts roofed with grass thatching. country tiles or sometimes with 
corrugated iron sh~ets. the height of which barely exceeds 6 ft. even at the ridge. 
Plinths are practically non-existent. and windows or openings are rare. In mining 
areas huts are gen&a1ly of wattle and thatching, the door is too low, and the inm&tes 
generally cannot pass upright through the doors_ l£aking roofs and damp ftoors 
are common during the rains,' 

(ii) From the point of view of ideal hygienic conditions the present accommoda
t\on of the labourers in urban areas must be considered to be capable of considerable 
improvement. A large percentage of the houses provided by the factories and mines. 
are perhaps adequate in that they are not a danger to health. But it is most unsatis
factory that the same room should have to be used for residence as well as sub-
mdiary' domestic purposes like cooking. The inmates often improvize more accom
moda.tion by enclosing the verandah with bamboo tattas and other partitions. But 
this practice is not universal. Simila.rly, part of the courtyard is very often enclosed 
for a. Of nahaDi .. (bathing a.nd washing platform), but many of the workers have to 
perform these operations in the open without any privacy. Even the ronfinement 
of women takes place in the same room in which the family lives and cooks. There 
is very little cross ventilation. although it must be admitted that such windows as 
are provided are generally blocked up by the inma.tes themselves. in order to keep 
oft the sun and rains for the sake of warmth in winter. 

There is pra.etica.l1y no provision for outside street lighting in these settlements 
o! the labourers. even in areas where the municipalities levy some tax on the occu
pants. Most employetS~ however maintain sweepers for keeping tbe areas fairly 
dea.n. There is no sort of drainage. and the sight of the waste water of every house 
accumulating into an insanitary cesspool is more the rule than the exception. Most 
of the mills and some of the factories provide common latrines for their labour 
colonies. and in many <:ases these are used especially by the women. But it is more 
usual for these labourers to resort to the open land and fields adjoining their colonies. 
This is particularly the case in mining camps where conditions are more rural, 
Water supply from wells or taps in some towns is generally adequate. 

There are many cases of two or three brothers with their wives and sometimes 
with the addition of their parents using the same small room. But the results of 
enquiries into overcrowding in town made in connection with the last census of 1921 
do not disclose any acute overcrowding in these areas. The number of families per 
house shows an average ftgure of less than 1. the maximum average pemg I·OS 
family per bouse. The number of persons per house varies between the average of 
1 ~ 13 to 6. the general figure being somewhere between 4 and 5. The average figure 
for the whole province has been 5 since 1891. The average number of houses per 
square mile was 23 in 1891, 2} ill 1901. 25 in 1911. and 24 in 1921. Enquiries in con· 
nection with the preparation of living index: numbers disclosed the following average 
and maximum figures per house at Nagpur and J ubbulpore. For workers with 
incomes tanging: from. Rs. 70 to la. 100 per month. 

Nagpur 

]ubbulpore __ 

AII"'agt FSoru pn Aouu. 

{

Male adult __ 
•• "Fe.male adult .• 

Children (under 14) 

Total 

{

Male adult __ 
• • Female adult •• 

Children (under 14) 

Total ' 

1-47 
1-47 
1-39 

4-33 

1-28 
1-17 
I-S1 

S-76 
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Nagpur 

jubbulpo<e 

MAXimu .. ft.""" 0/ perSOM par Iwuss. 

{

Mal, adult • _ 
. ~ Female adult •. 

Children (under 14) 

Total, 

{

Male adult ._ 
. • Female adult .• 

Children (undeT 14) 

Total 

2·4 
2·4 
2-4 

7-20 

2·2 
'2.\ 
2·3 

6·60 

1& 

The greater danger to the working people springs from the insanitary surroundings 
rather than from the inadequacy of accommodation. The census report of 1921 
says. U The conclusion based on the statistics is that. whether we look at the number 
of persons per house or the number of houses per acre, there is nothing at all com
pa.ra.ble with the congestion in large cities in India. to say nothing of the slums of 
European countries. Indeed. from a sanitary point of view. it is probable that there 
is much more danger to the public health. arising from imperfect facilities for drain
age, breeding-grounds for mosquitoes formed by stagnant water. and impure-water 
supply thaD there is from the too great pressure of humanity on space." 

In mining areas the housing provided by employers is reported to be suitable in 
every way from the hygienic point of view. The houses are so built that they ca.n be 
cleaned cheaply and with ease. 

19. The major portion of the reguI&r accommodation provUled by the employers 
is utilized by the worken. but in the mining area. a large percentage of the workers 
seems to prefer to live in huts in the open. In urban areas nearly 75 per oent. 01 the 
families are of teD. in a position to rent better accommodation outside the mills by 
pooling what they are prepared to spend on bouse rent and sharing bouses. There 
is. perhaps, also some prejudice ~ the standard tenement provided by the 
mills. and a small percentage of the rooms provided thus remains unoccupied.' 

In mining areas the entire ~mmodatiOll provided is reported to be utili%ed. 

20. A comparative statement of average rent rates on the various classes of 
accommodation in some of the leading industrial towns is given.below:-

Class. 

(i) By employers 

(il) By landlords 

I
N ur I Akola IAmraoti I Ellich-j ]Ubbul'l Rai or agp . . . pur. pore. p. 

Rs. ... p. Rs .... p. Rs. a. p. Rs. ... p. Rs. a. p. Rs. ... p. 
10006001200800120 Free. 

200200200100200100 
to 

300 

Gr",.,", , .... of 1,000 square feel. 

(ili)By workers them· 080200200080 048 
per 

month. 
selves. per per per per 

month. annum. annum. month. 

No rent is charged for housing provided by mmes. 

21. Sub·lettiIig does not exist to any a.ppreciable extent and is prohibited in the 
qua.rters provided by the factories and mines. In some eases persons coming from 
the same villages as the occupants in quest of employment are temporarily accom
modated. Reports have been received of stray cases of a.ttempts to evict the workers 
from the chawls provided by the employers at the time of strikes. but the intervention 
of the executive authorities has usually stopped this. During the strike last year in 
the Akola Cotton Mills. Limited. the striken refused to vacate their quarters when an 
attempt was made to evict them and continued to occupy the quarte:rs throughout 
the period of the strike. which lasted forty-six days. The mill authorities have since 
then imposed monthly rents varying.from 4 annu to 8 a.nna8 to emphasize the position 
of the wor~era as tenants. 
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22. It is remarkable that low sta- u-d of housing accommodation -does not 
a.ppear to have a serious moral efieet.~~ ~ standard of privacy is, of course, very low, 
but it is a. fact that serious moral irre -rities occur very rarely in these settlements. 
This may be attributed to the inftu of religious and social traditions. wlili;h 
are deep-sea.ted even in the lower elasses of Indians. 

IV.-J!eallh. 

23. General health conditmns of workers are reported to be good on the whole 
in all recent annual reports on the administration of both the Indian Factories Act 
and the Indian Mines Act. The ravages of epidemic diseases such as plague, cholera, 
influenza. relapsing fever~ small-pox, etc .• are mentioned in the factory reports of 
1915 to 1920. In 1921, too, mention is made of most of these qiseases~ but the 
attacks are said to have been milder. Later reports seem to indicate a healthier 
condition. In the mining areas slight outbreaks of small-pox, cholera. plague and 
influenza in a few mines were reported in 1927. while in 1928 outbreaks of chol~ 
influen%a. malaria and small-pox in several labour camps occurred; 125 attacks and 
six deaths occurred in 1927. and 280 attacks and 61 deaths in 1928 from those 
diseases. It should be noted that most of these diseases prevailed during these 
years in an epidemic form in these areas, and were by no means peculiar to the labour 
population. 

(i) Mortality figures exclusively amongst workpeople are- not available. But 
private information from the foUowing sources indicates that death-rates are;

Factory Owners' Association for Khamgaon Ginning 
and Pressing Factories 

Burhanpur Tapti Mills 
Pench Vaney Coalfields. Parasia 
The Empress Mills, Nagpur •. 

20 _mille. 
11 
15 
6·26 •• perannumfrom 

last five years' 
average. 

The deaih ",tes between ihe ages of 15 to 50 y .... at ihe important industrial 
centres may be considered a fair index of the death rates of factory labourers. A 
few ligures are given below :-

Death rate 
between the age period General death 

15 to 50 years. rate per mille. 
Industrial centres .. _mille. 

1927. 1928. ~ 1928_ 

Nagpurto~ -. 9·70 11-88 4-25 50-8 
Ammoti .. .. 9·72 8-15 39-4 41-7 
Akola . . .. 7-03 7·55 28·0 3S-0 
Khamgaon .. . . 6·88 5-46 37-5 30-3 

. 
Mortality figures for the Empress Mills. Nagpur. are :-

1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

Total 

Deaths in all. 
51 
43 
74 
79 
88 

313 in five years. 
66-6 per annum. 

On 31st December, 1928. the number of hands on the muster roU was 8,934, 
and on 31st December. 1927, it was 8,782. So the death rates work out to:-
1927.8·8 per mill.; 1928.7-5 per mille; and these figunos are approximately the 
same as the Nagpur figures of mortality between the ages of 15 and SO years. 
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(ii) Figures for birth rate and mfant 1 tality amongst labouring classes alone 
&Ie not availlLbIe. The figureS of birth 8.11Q Uant mortality relating to these classes 
cannot •. howe_. diwrgo to any great extent from those of the general birth rate 
end general iofant mortality in iodustrial towns. These figureS for the principal 
industrial towns of the province are given below:-

-~~- Iofant mortality 

Industrial 
per mille. per mille. per mille. 

towns. 
1926. 1927. 1928. 1926. 1927. 1926. 1926. 1927. 1928. 

Nagpur .. 59·28 58·47 56·35 48-28 42·50 50·86 302-33 353·59 290·47 
Gomlia .. 34·00 46·41 41·73 26·75 36·92 SO·28 271·47 303·03 221·22 
Hioganghat 45·23 48·02 47·09 49·30 SO·64 29·42 278·92 213·09 241·98 
Pulgaon -. 32·38 39-50 37·75 26-50 21-63 22·57 248·96 221-09 227·76 
Jubbulpere 40·24 33-68 38·64 37·02 28·55 30-95 278·56 227·85 251·61 
Kami .. 48·83 52·59 sa-75 39-12 43·59 43·59 299·69 263·77 240·86 
Kbaodwa ., 37·61 40·26 46·79 32-16 36·52 34·03 S()8-sa 336·42 271'13 
Burhanpur ~ . 52-43 5\-84 56·69 42-88 35·64 40·96 292-09 220·73 277·12 
Amraoti .. 5\·24 55-31 56·()6 48·\0 39·39 41-68 318·44 281·95 254-99 
Akola .. 43·00 42·63 43·57 33·88 28·02 35-02 268·58 214·37 276-67 
Ellichpur .. 49-83 51·84 50-29 42-64 36-99 37·40 268·32 196-13 287-10 
Yeotmal 48·32 48-96 49·48 34-05 28-95 ·29-93 26()-5() 201·43 288·81 
Khamgaon .. ·n·sa 42-98 40·28 35·12 37·57 30·31 267·79 291·38 241·59 =.. .. 39·64 38-65 41·86 33-33 38·70 36·33 300·00 303·84 315·89 .. 42·60 46·07 43·73 33·94 34·35 25·46 281·50 187-72 140·48 

(iii) (a) Working conditions in the perennial factories. especially the larger ones, 
are satisfactory. There is plenty of scope. however. for improvement in venti1a.tioD, 
maintenance of a suitable temperature, suitable flooring. general cleanliness. proper 
spacing of machinery. aod p<cMsiou of pIa.ces for meals and lockets for keeping them 
away from dirt and dust. In addition to these, considerable improvements are 
required in the seasonal factories for alleviating the dust nuisance and for proper 
lighting. 

(bJ Very Iittie information is available regarding the working conditions obtsioiug 
in home industries. 

TIse HfIfUl-loom. lts4ush'y~-The conditions are DOt very bad. Weavers are 
generally cleanly in theit habits. Conditions at the homes of cazpet and durrie maken 
are. however, not so satisfa.ctoIy. 

TIN Bidi Itldustry.-Home conditions are certainly inferior to those of the 
neighbouring population and some overcrowding has been noticed. 

SIulI"" F<Idories.-Qmditious are not satisfactory as oven:rowding aod insanitary 
-surroundings. caused by insufficient drainage of waste water, exist. The director of 
public health, who has recently inspected a few of these factories, bas recommended 
early action to effect an improvemeut. 

(ivJ Table No. n. on page 17 of the Bulletin au Index Numbers for COst of Living 
at Jubbulpore and Nagpur. gives a list of dietary and average annual consumption 
per family of working-class people in both these towns. These data are fairly rep<o
sentative of the industrial centres of the province. The articles of diet and tho 
quantities consumed per annum. are ;-

Ceroal&-- Nagpur. Jubbulpore. 
Rice 488 seers. 331 .een!. 
Wheat 266 411 .. 
Jawo,ri 39 101 .. 

Pu1se&--
Arhor (tur) da1 66 64 .. 
Gram .. 26 13·8 u 

La.khori .. 24 1·5 II 

Masur 2·8 .. IS .. 
Urad l'S n 8 .. 

(1100) 3 
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The articles of diet and the quantities consumed per annulll-<Otll4. 
Other food arti~ 

Gur •• .J 9 seers. 14 ....... 
Sugar 9,. IS u 

Tea •• 0·7 lbo. 1·2 lbo. 
Fish. . ~ \ 2 seers. 1· 2 seen . 

. Beef 0·2" 2·1 .. 
Mutton 16 10 
Milk 13 43 
Ghee 4 10 
Salt .• 25 18 
Chillies 14 3·3 .. 
Turmeric 2 2·2 .. 
Potatoes 17 21·4 .. 
Onions 18 7·8 .. 
Mustard oil 2 " 4:·2 u 

m~ tl 7 
Coconut oil 1 155 ... 

In Chhattisg&1'h Division the dietary is slightly di1!erent, as the inhabitants in 
those parts eat very little wheat and jawari. which can. 1:heIefore. be neglected 
altogether~ and their main cereal is rice, which is often taken in the form of .. Basi/~ 
that is. rice kept soaked in water over-night or for several hours, and the consumption 
of vegetables, pickles and puises is much smaller. Oil, ghoe, and potatoes find only 
& small place in the dietary, and tea and sugar are rarely tak .... 

The diet indicated above is not satisfactory from a scientific point of view~ The 
nourishment obtained compares unfavourably with that of western countries or 
Japan. as is evident from the comparison made in the statement given below:-

,A .... ua/ C~ per Ma ... 

Meat 
FIsh 
Eggs 
Legumes (pulses) 
Bread and cereals 
Vegetables 
Sugar .. 
Fruit •• 
Other foods 
Milk· •. 

United States. 
lbo. 
140 

21 
30 
28 

340 
420 

63 
200 
33 

500 

Japan. 
lbo. 

21'S 
50·5 
2·1 

35·5 
309·4 
459·4 

14·1 
29·7 

2·2 
In the United States of America, 500 Ibs. of milk is consumed per head as well, 

whereas au entire worker's family in this province does not consume more than 
90 Ibs. of milk. 

A statement showing the &vemge constituents of the diet of a single man has 
been obtained from Akola. in which the monthly cost is also shown :-

Wheat 24 lb. in one month 
Rice 16 .. 
_ 10 .. 

Salt i.. H 

Red pepper i .. 
Ghee 1 u 

Fresh vegetables 
Tobacco. betel nuts, etc. 

Total 

.. 

. Cost. 
Ro. a. p. 

2 4 0 
1 10 0 
I 5 0 
o I 6 
030 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 8 0 

815 6 

(v) Considering the general inferiority of Indian physiqne, the physique of .workers 
is said to be good. on the whole in this province, though the average stature IS short.. 
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Some individuals were selected at random from textile mills aed oil mills. Reports 
rega.rding physique have also been received from some eollieries aed seasonal factories. 
The average figures thus obtained are given below :-

Textile mllh
Hlnganghat 

Burhanpnr 

Akola. •• 

Jubbulpore 

Coal mines-
BaIlarpur 

Telegu 
Mahar 
U.P.Mau 

Seasonal factories
Khamgaon 
Nagpur (Ralli Brothels) •• 
Raipur 
Pandhurna 

Height. Weight. 
ft. ins. 100. 
5 41 117 
5 3 120 
5 4 113 
5 6 118 
5 2 119 
4 11 108 
5 6 116 
5 4 108 
5 2 101 
5090 
5 8 125 
5 5 125 
5 1 101 

Weight. 
100. 
140 
120 
150 

130 
102 
125 
lIS 

The differences between the "";;:hts of workers hailing from different places is 
often due to heredity. For example, the wheat.ea.ting labourers from the United 
Provinces and Central India have. as a rule, a much better physique than those 
from other places. The recruits from the Bombay side come next, while the rice
eating labourers from Chhattisgarh are bom with the poorest physique. 

The chart published by the Factory Labour Commission of 1907 gives the foilowing 
comparative figures :-

Average Average 
Province. weight of weight of Difference. 

spinners. prisoners. 

Bombay .. .. . . .. 102·9 112·12 10·3 
Central Provinces and Berar .. 100·92 110·45 9·53 
United. Provinces .• .. . . 107·01 115·08 8·07 
Burma .. .. .. . . 117·14 125·70 8·56 
Bengal .. .. .. .. 107·93 115·05 7·12 
Eastern Bengal and Assam .. 108 110·84 2·84 
Punjab .. .. .. ., 113·08 115·05 1·97 
Madras .. .. .. 113·53 114·38 0·75 

(vi) Disturbance of sex ratio in the industrial towns of this province is Dot so 
marked as in larger cities like Bombay. Calcutta, or Ahmedabad. and very little 
practical effects of such disturbance have been noticed. In this province the tendency 
is for labourers to work as a family and to move together from ooe place to another~ 
both man and wife cootributing to the common purse. The census report of 1921. 
however, reveals that the proportion of females to 1,000 males is 864 in Nagpur and 
762 in Jubbulpore. The total urban population consists of 754.989 males and 686.441 
females. or a proportion of 909 females to every 1,000 males. The di1Ierence is not 
large and is partly due to the presence of certain trading classes such as Bohra.s~ 
Marwaris, Bhatias. who reside for a portion of the year at their business centres 
aed retire to their homes periodically. 

In Akola. where the perc:entage of immigrant labour is bigh, it is reported that 
25 to 30 per cent. of labourers live with their wives and families. There is no con~ 
elusive evidence to show that the prevalence of venereal diseases amongst industrial 
labourers is high or what the extent of these diseases is in this class. Mill a.uthorities 
say that labourers so afleeted avoid the hospitals. The dispensary fignres for venereal 

1119» 
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dise .... at one mill at Al<ola are only 2 per cent. Publlshed figures from aU the 
mill dispensaries are generally as low and in most eases lower still. The Tirody 
Ma.nga.nese Ore Company report. however. that at their mines. the chief diseases 
are venereal. but no figures are given. The prevalence of venereal dis6ases is high 
in the Chhattisgarh districts and Nagpur. 

Figures for the incidence of venereal diseases in some of the main town are as 
follows :-

Districts. 

agpur N 
W 
Cha 

ardha 
nda 

.. .. 

.. 
BaJaghat •• 
Chhindwata 

ti .. 
Ia .. 

Yeotma1 .. 
BaJdana 
Jubhulpore 
N imar .. 

.. .. . . .. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

.. .. .. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 
Total for Central Pro-

vinces and &rar. 

Ve~real 
diseases 
treated. 

3.917 
138 
155 
419 
328 

1,132 
1,678 
1,676 

959 
671 
813 

27,634 

Total 
Percentage 
af venereal 

Percentage 
with 

number of cases to respect 
cases treated total to the 
during the number population 

year. of cases of the 
treated. district. 

1921. 
244.601 1·60 0·494 
118.700 0·62 0·159 
85.153 0·69 0'112 
57,264 0·64 0·093 
46.695' 0·85 0·081 

191,940 0·59 0·124 
199,318 0·84 0·210 
108,316 1·55 0·223 
185,761 0·58 0·137 
110.973 0·60 0·069 
98,886 0·87 0·205 

2,195,902 1·26 -
, 

There is no reason to suppose that the incidence of venereal diseases among 
a.bourers is 'higher than among other classes. 

(24). (i) The law requm.. that fint-aid appliances sbaII he pruvided in aU factories 
employing more than SOO persons a daYr and in all important mines. But the 
ernp'loyem in many c.... have provided well .. quipped clispeesaries. Medical. 
facilities are within easy reach of almost all the factories borne on the register as 
well as of every important mining area in the province. In many cases a. retaining 
fee is paid to the loca.l doctor in charge of the Government hospital 01' that maintained 
by a local body or some annual contributions are made to the hospitals by the 
emplo~rs for the treatment of factory cases. 

'Thirteen perennial factories (with a total dally Dumber of operatives of 20.380) 
maintain dispensaries of their own under qaa.liDed doctors. Altogether. 1.86,634 
cases were treated in these in 1928. Free medical treatment including attendance 
in their quarters or in camps is provided. Almost all the important mines maintain 
well-equipped dispensaries of their own. There are eight dispensaries with doctom 
and three without whole-time doctom. Forth. Pench Valley and the Amalgamated 
Coa.lfields, Shaw Wallace ,& Company maintain one main hospital and five branch 
dispensaries near Parasia. At the Ballarpur Colliery. 7.892 cases were treated in 
the mine dispensary. At aU the larger mines af the Central Provinces Mangan .... 
0", Compaoy, Limited. weU-equipped clispeesaries with beds for male and female 
patients are provided. Theot'e are eight dispensaries with doctors and 15 without 
whole-time doctors. Weekly visits are paid to the smaller mines by assistant 
medical. olli<em. ' 

(ii) Gowrnment hospitals are provided in aU important towns and industrial 
centres. Grants·in-aid are also given to hospitals and dispensaries maintaiued by 
local bodies. 

(ill) Local bodies such as municipalities and district councils maintain dispensaries 
and hospitals and women's hospitals are maintained out of the Dufferin Fund in 
the larger to.,.... Private charitable dispensaries or hospital. finBDced entirely by 
public BubecriptioDs, are extremely rare. 

25. (i) GeueraUy. medical facilities a...., utilized freely by male labourers. In 
the dispensaries of mills and perennial factories the number of cases treated was :-
1925.111.669: 1928, 164.900; 1927.358,300: 1928.186,634. 
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The figures obtained from three important mines for the year 1928. are :
Ball.upurcolliery. 7.892: Bhanreli manganese mine. 4.115: Pench Valley coallields. 
Amalgamated coalfields, 10.208. 

(ill Women 'WOrRl'S are somewhat reluctant to accept medical facilities fronl 
male docton. Hence they do not take advantage of the facilities provided except 
in case of serious illness. This prejudice is disappearing. Women workeIS~ ~ver~ 
freely resort to women's hospitals wherever available. In the Empress Mills. Nagpur~ 
two dispensaries for women are maintained under a qualified lady doctor. and it is 
reported by the management that the female employees are taking full advantage 
of the medical facilities and relief thus provided. A maternity and child we1f1UO 
centre attached to a dispensuy has been recently established by the Central Provinces 
Manganese Ore Company. Limited. at their Kandri mines under the charge of a 
qualified nurse. Although the services of the nurse are not as yet readily utilized 
by the laboUlelS. it is reported that more advaotage of the facilities provided is now 
taken than a few years ago. 

The reports of maternity and child welfare work in Nagpur given in the annual 
report of the Public Health Departmen~ as wen as the attendance at the women'8 
hospitals at cillferent c:entres~ show that women workers resort freely to these 
institutions. 

The average attendance, inc:1uding that of women in dispensaries maintained by 
the different industries. is given below:-
Textile mills Six mills maintain dispensaries. Average Dumber of 

Bengal-Nagpur railway 
workshop. 

Manganese mines 

Coal mines 

Cement works 

Pottery works 

Gun carriage factory 

cases. 398 daily. 
Average number of cases from the workshop to the 

genetal dispensuy of the railway. 7 daily. 
Eight mines maintain fully equipped dispensariES under 

qualifi.ed doct0r5* Average number of cases~ 90 per 
day. In 15 more mines medicines are stocked and 
medical officeIs pay periodic visits (weekly). 

Eight collieries have fully equipped dispensaries UDder 
qualified doctors. Medicines are stocked in 3 more 
mines visited periodically by medical officers. 
Average number of cases, 141 per day. 

All three maintain dispensa.ries. Avuage number of 
cases treated. 36 per day 

Two maintain dispensaries. Average number of cases, 
9 per day. 

Two dispensaries are maintainEd. Average Dumber Of 
cases. 90 per day. 

Latri .... aM on... S ... iIMy A",," __ . 

26. {tI} (i) Latrines and urinals are provided at work places. There:is also 
provision for the supply of drinking water. 

If females are employed, separate latrines screened from those for males and 
marked in the vernacular in conspicuous letters ~4 for women only ~. and indicated 
by a female fignre shall he provided. Those for males shall be similarly marked 
.. for men OIIly » and indicated by a male fignre. 

(ii and iii) If the public water snpplyis intermittent~ then there shall be provided 
a storage of water, fit for drinking. supplying at least as many gallons per day 88 
there are persons employed in the iactoty. In the seasonal factories in the smaller 
towns latrines are. however, seldom used. as Indian workers invariably prefer the 
neigbbouring fields or opeD land. Arrangements ior washing or bathing or retiring 
rooms for women are not provided. 

(b) Latrines are not generally provided. as workers are aecustomed to resort to the 
open fields. In some of the larger towns, however. muni.cipa.1latrines are provided 
fur labour colonies and these are utilised. For bathing places most workers set apart 
a comer of their compound where they improvise a platform of stones. Thes~ are 
generally open and have no privacy. Water is generally obtained from the publiC 
wella provided by the employers or local bodies or from public (municipal) water 
standards. At times the supply is inadequate; and for washing purposes labourers 
often resort to nalJas or rivulets in the neighbourhood. This source of supply is 
frequently contaminated. . 

27. (i) There is a Provincial Board of Public Health. which interests itself in the 
general public health of the Province. The director 01 public heaJ.th acts in consul
tation with thia Board. There is. however, no sp«ia1 orga.nintion for the inspection 
of health, and BaDitary conditions of operatives in industrial undertakings. Prior 

U~ a 
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to 1912. the civil sllrgeon ot the district and his assistants used to inspect factories 
and mills; but with the introduction of the Act, 1911. this has been discontinued. 
The loea.l medical authorities have no statutory power to inspect factories and factory 
owners do not w~lcome informal visits by them. The director of public health and 
civil surgeons inspect the labourers' colonies ill the towns and. interest themselves 
in the removal of congestion in the settlement of poorer classes and make suggestions 
from time to time to the local bodies for improving the sanitation in these areas. 
The sanitary staff of the local bodies also inspects labour settlements in the towns. 
There is, however~ no special inspection of mills and factories. 

28. (i) Under Section 37 (2) (g) 01 the Indian Factories Act. the local government 
has framed. rules regarding the standard of ventilation to be maintained in factories. 
Insp3Ctors have paid particular attention to this subject, and having regard to the 
climatic conditions, the ventilation of factories in this province is not unsatisfa.ctory. 
There is one pGint which still requires further consideration, and that is the invention 
of some inexpensive and efficient method of alleviating the dust nuisance in cotton 
ginning and pressing factories. With the exception of rules regarding ventilation 
in factories and the control of humidification in cotton mills, there are no rules- relating 
to the control of temperature in factories. It cannot be denied that temperature in 
mo3t of the seasonal factories. and some of the perennial factories, is sometimes 
excessive, being higher than that obtaining in the majority of cotton mills. During 
the rains and cold weather the natural temperature is moderate and pleasant. but 
in the months of April. May and June. when a temperature of 11S<> F. in the shade 
is often reached. the sole problem is that of endeavouring to counteract the fierce 
heat of the outside. 

(ii) Under the orders of the Government of India, following on the report of an 
expert appointed by them to enquire into the question of humidification in cotton 
mills, the local government framed rules relating to this subject. These rules came 
into force on the 15th August. 1926. Prior to this date there was no control exercised 
by the factory department over artificial humidiftcation. Under the rules systematic 
readings of hygrometers and Kata thermometers were made compulsory. It was 
not, however. until the beginning of 1927 that all mill owners in the Province were 
able to equip themselves with the necessary recording instruments and they were 
therefore unable to comply with the rules immediately. Many already possessed 
hygrometers, but none the Rata thermometer. It was also found that in many 
instances existing hygrometers were Dot installed in positions Decessary to give an 
accurate indication of the temperature of the rooms in which they were placed. 
Many managers experienced difficulty in mastering the methods of taking readings 
with a Ka-ta. thermometer and in consequence the inspecting staff had at the outset 
to devote & considerable amount of time to explaining the procedure and requirements 
of the new rules. 

In the dry climate of the Central Provinces and Berar~ where the shade 
temperature is often 1160 F. and the natural humidity 25 per cent .• humidification 
by artmcial means is necess~ in all departments of the mills except during the 
rains. when the natural humidity becomes excessive. The systems generally in use 
in this province are as follows :-

(1) The underground gutter .ystem. 
(2) The " Turbo .. humidifier. 
(3} The ., Vortex II humidifier. 
(4) The n Carrier n system. 
(5) The .. Drosopher n system. 

System No.1 gives the best results, This method has the additional advantage of 
ensuring adequate ventilation as the air is being constantly changed. In many 
mills efforts have been made to improve the circulation of the air by fixing simple 
paddle fans to existing shafting. Large exhaust fans have also been installed. in 
some instances. Managers have made every effort to comply with the rules and a 
considerable improvement in atmospheric conditions has been observed in man,. 
mills. The use of steam when the temperature of a department exceeds 85-0 F. 19 
prohibited by the rules and the mills have experienced no difficulty in complying 
with this regulation. 

29. No record of industrial diseases is maintained in the province~ but d~
asthma, bronohitis, consumption and other diseases of the respiratorr system pre~ 
in the industrial centres of the cotton country and pneumorua.. tuberculOSlS~ 
conjunctivitis. foreign bodies in the eye, ulceration. and respiratory diseases in the 
mining areas. . 

. Skin diseases. ~uch as scabies. ringworm and ulcers. are very common among 
Industriallabouren. but ...... not peculiar to this cl .... 
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. In confirmation of the abo"., view, tables of patients treated at the dispensaries 
attached to the Pulgacm mill, which is not up to date in its equipment, and to the 
Empress mills INagpnT). which is a very efficient. weU-o>:gaDized and up to date 
ccmcerD. are given below_The average number of mill hands at Pulgaon is a.pproxi. 
mately 1,500 and at the Empress mills, 9.000. Statistics of important industrial 
diseases are shown forthese two mills for 1324 and 1928. TubeJ<:nloois is OODSpicuoua 
by its absence :-

Total number of patients Pen:eotage of total """ .. 
treated. treated. 

PuIgaon 

1 

Empress PulgaOD. 
.\ 

Empress 
Diseases. Mills. Mills. Mills. .MiIls~ 

Ye=. Years. 

1324.11328.11324.11328. .1324.11328.11924.11328. 

Respiratory diseases .. 1,980 j 620 1,189 urn 49'13128.2 .·94 4·98 
Skin diseases .. 716 115 .,146 7.391 17·77 8·0 11-18 21-74 
Diseases of the eye .. Not given 495 945 Not given 2·05 2·78 
Venereal diseases .. 1561 53 48 71 8·87 1 2·41 ·20 ·24 

The figures from the dis1>eDsarv of Bha.rweIi. manganese mine (BaIagbat) illustrate 
the diseases of mining cenires. n...e figures refer to the year 1928 only:-

Malarial fever .. 
Respiratory diseases 
Tuben:oloois •• 
Pneumonia .. 
Diseases of the ear 
Diseases of the eye (including foreign bodies in eye) 
Skin dise...... .. .. .. _ . • . 
Venereal diseases 
lJloe.rs .• 

Total cases treated .. 

On an average there is one death every month from pneumonia. 

1,802 
287 

80 
20 
40 

193 
195 
15 

584 

4,115 

Mala.ri.al fever is very common amongst worken and an investigation in 1921 
revealed that 75 per cent. of the liLbourezs in the BaUarpur coal mines and 22 -4 per 
cent. of the labourers in the Bharweli manganese mines were infected with hook or 
other species of worm. The maDagement. however~ claims that the ayiculturai 
laboureIS of the locality are similarly affected. In 1921 the Provincial Director of 
Public Health made a special enquiry in the Empress mills. Nagpnr, to ascertain 
the incidence of hook-worm amongst industrial workers and the following is an 
extract from the letter in whieh the results of his investigation were communicated 
to the mill authorities:-

.. Out of 6,740 employees examined by our sta1f~ 714 or 10-59 per cent. show 
infection with hookworm and 1.417 or 21-02 per cent. with roundworm.. The result 
of our enquiry has brought to light a. valuable fact. thatthe infection from hookworm. 
disease, which is the mote serious. is not nearly 80 prevalent among your workmen 
as was expected. This is attributed to the good sanitazy arrangements of your 
mila. . 

.. The town dwellers seem to make & free use of the mill latrines and these men 
show a veJy low percentage of infection in contrast to the workmen drafted from 
the neighbouring villages who show a much higher percentage. viz,. 2S ·07 per cen'L 

"The.pecial staff bas treated, up to 7th Ma.n:b.161 cosesof the hookworm disease 
among your employees with some apparent benefi.t~ but the disease among your , 
'WQrkmeD is of a very mild type, and does not incapacitate them much." 

30. The Draft International Labour Convention concerning sickness insurance 
adopted at the conference of 1927. has been recently considered by this Government. 
A committee of experts consisting of representatives of employers and employees 
has considered the subject and come to the conclusion that any comprehensive 

(1193) 
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aeheme of siclmeso iDsurance will DOt be practU:able at the present stage of the 
industrial development of the province. It might, _. be possible to devise .. 
scheme of siclmeso iDsurauC8 to be applicable only to weU-established peRmlial 
industries in which the labour force is reasonably stable. It ~ however .. anticipated 
tbat labour would be strenuously owosed to any compulsory contributory scheme. 
For example~ a very liberal scheme 01 voluntary eickDess insunmce has been in force 
for the 1ast nine yeatlI at the Em_ mills. Nagpur. Uuder this scheme. employ<es 
OOIltributing 8 aJUl8S per montb are eutitled to siclmeso a1Iowance of Rs. 25 per montb 
up to six .....,ks and Rs. 15 per montb for a further period of eight weeks. and 
employees contributing" annas per montb receive half beuelilll. But during nine 
yeatlI, not more tbau 50 out of nearly 9,000 employ<es have talien advantage of 
the scheme. The _ of the Ioc:aI Government on the otber aspects of this questioD 
are set fortb in a letter to the Government of India dated 17tb April, 1929.-. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 

31. Maternity beuefilll are at present given at the foDowing five factories. The 
Dumber of beneficiaries at each place is shown :-

1929. 1921. 1926. 

(Ill The Empr ... Mills (consisting Of five mills). Nagpor .• 202 215 191 
(0) hi Babadur BansiIaI Abirchaod Spinning &ad Weaving 53 61 42 

Mills, Hin_bat. 

(e) Messrs. Bum &: Company. Pottery Works. JubbulpoTe 15 10 10 
(4) Savatram Ramprasad Spinning and Weaving Mills. 

AItola. 
18 

(0) The AItola Cotton Mills, Limited, AItola " 18 

Total •• 292 286 259 

All these schemes are similar. leave of absence on full wages for a period varying 
from one to two months being given to expectant mothers. who are required to 
obtsin from the doctor attached to the mill or factory an opinion regardiDg the 
probable date of confinement. Details are as follows :-

Mill (.).-Pays two monthe' _es to women employees who have put in II 
months' previous service. Half the amount is given previous to confinement. aDd. 
the other half afterwards. The a.verage aDlOUJlt paid every year. fIib this head .. is 
Rs. 4.BOO. 

Mill (b).-Pays one montb'. _1U1COIlditionally. Half is paid prior to c0nfine
ment and half subsequently. 
. Factory (c).-Pays _os for six weeks at the time of confinement. 

Mill (4).-Pays wages for six weeks to an expectant mothers. 

Mill (,,).--Grants leave for six weeks with full pay. or for three months on half 
pay. to those expectant mothers who have put in at least eight moaths' service in 
tbe mill. 

There is no provision for maternity benefits in any other industry. In 1924 the 
Legislative Assembly declined to refer to the Se1ect Committee a Maternity Benefit 
Bill brought forward by Mr. N. M. Joshi. tbelabour representative. In tbe Provincial 
Legislature notice of a similar measure was given simultaneously in 1928 by three 
memben of tbe Council. viz., Mrs. Anasuyabai Kale. Mr. M. K. Golwalkar &ad 
Mr. R. W. Fulay. & member nommateci on behalf of the urban factory labourers. 
The last named obtained the first place in the ballot. and the Bill was introduced OD 
the 2200 January. 1929. aud was referred to a Select Committee in August of the 
same year. The Bill has not yet reached its hal form. but if it follows the Bombay 
BiU which was passed by the Legislature of that province in March. 1929. it will 
provide for maternity benefi.ts consisting of eight weeks' wages to women workers f0r
a period of one month, both before and after confinement. provided they have beea 
in the previous continuo-us employment of the same factory for at least 11 months. 
It will also penalize the employment of such women, or their acceptance of employ
ment. in other factories during the period for which they draw maternity beneftts. 
Government accepted broad principles of the Bill, but was unable to secure a 
postponement until the views of the Royal Commission on Labour were ~ 
It is anticipated that little opposition will come from the proprietms of peRmlial 
factoriel to which alone the Bill will apply, 

• Not printed here. The letter is reproduced in Appendiz V to the Memorandum 
of the- Government of Indta. 
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V.-WeIfaN. 
82. {i) Nowhere in the province except at the group of five cotton mills..in Nagpur 

known .as the Empress mills is there,any appreciable organized welfare work. The 
Empress mills have a most comprehensive programme earried out with the co
opemtion of the local Young Mea's Cbristian Assodation and the local Catholic 
Sisto"" The Catholic Sisters devote their attention parti<:ularly to the welfare and. 
education of women workers. A full description of the welfare WOTk carried on by 
these mills is given in the report which they have already submitted to the Labour 
Commjssion and deta.ils are not therefore reproduced here. 

Eight other cotton mills and four minor industries also cany on welfare WOTk on 
a small scale, The benefits CODSis1: mainly of educational facilities for the children 
of workers, croches. <heap gzaiD. shops, and facilities for games. A tabular statement 
of these is attacl1ed :-

Names of industrial concerns. 
The Alrola Cotton Mills, Limited, 

AlroI&. Number of operatives, 
984. 

The Tapti Mills, Limited. BurlIan
par. Number of operatives, 
1,551. 

The Berar Manufacturing Com
pany'. Textile Mills, Badnera. 
Number of operatives, 1,482. 

Reckchand Moh<Jla Cotton Mills, 
Hingangbat. Number of opera
tives,I,-. 

The Savatram Cotton Mills, Limi
ted. AIrola, Number of opera
tives~ 750. 

The GUll Carriage Factory, Jub
bulpore. Number 01 operatives. 
2.426, 

Cement WOTks and potteries. Ce
ment _, 3, lLIId potteries, 3. 
Total Dumber of opera:tives~ 
3,070. 

Facility provided. 
(a) A croche under a competent nurse. visited 

daily by a doctor. Average number of 
babies 30 per day. Free milk and sugar 
supplied. 

(/» Free griDding of com. 
ee) Free use of soap and water for washing. 
(<I) Occasional ciDema sho_ 
(.) Free primary school for children of workers 

and half-timers. 
(a) Gymnasium eakhada). sports club and foot

ball ground. 
(/» Acrocheundertwoqualifuldn1USeS. Average 

number of babies 56 per day. 
(e) A factory school run by the municip&lity is 

attended by 138 haH-timers and children 
of workers. Bonus for regular attendance .. 
free books and stationery supplied to 
haIf·timers. 

(<I) A cl1eap gzaiD. shop was opened. but has 
been closed for Iaclt of support. -

(a) A factory school for the education of 170 
. . baH·timers. 

(b) A night school was started. but. dissolved 
for lack of sufficient attendance, 

(a) Cootributions are made to the municipal 
school maintained at the mill, and baH
timers are sent to it., 

(1)) A cl1eap gzaiD. aod cloth shop was in existem:e 
prior to 1927. but has since been closed. 

(a) A cn>che noder the supervision of competent 
nurse. Average Dumber of babies. 15 pe.r 
day. 

(/» A sports club for football and other outdoor 
games has been started. 

(a) One Aoglo-Veruacular Middle School with 
the aid of the Local Government for 
education of workers~ children and haH
timers. 

(b) Gratuity to workmen of IODg approved 
service or to their widows is paid out of a 
Fine Food. 

(a) Two cement works and one pottery work 
maintain primary schools for the children 
01 employees and half·timers. 

(/» In one cement works ... club for recreation 
known as the Kymore Gymkha.Ila is 
provided. 

(e) Two cement works and ODe pottery provide 
agroundand~forout-doorsportL 
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Names of industrial concerns. 
Raja. Gokuldas Cotton Mills, Jul>

bulpore. Number of opera.tives, 
651. 

'the Puigaon Cotton Mills. Limited. 
Pulga.on. Numberoioperatives, 
938. 

The Bansilal Abeerehand Mills, 
Hinganghat. Number of opera
uves. 1.536. 
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Facility provided. 
(4) A gymnasium (Akbada) is established 

within the mills. 
(1)) Attendauce of half-timers to a municipal 

factory school controlled by the mills is 
compulsory. 

(e) Small dining sheds bave been erected inside 
the mills. 

(<I) A Temperance society has been started 
• mongst the mill bands. 

(0) A factory school for half-timers and clrildren 
of mill bands. 

(h) A Provident Fund to whidl contributions 
equal to that of the workers and interests 
are paid by the mill. 

(a) A creche under competent ayahs. Average 
number of babies. IS per day. 

(b) A factory scbool for half-timers only. Books 
are supplied free of cha.rge. 

(e) Interest is paid. on the Provident Fund 
deposits, 

The mines make provision for the elementary education of the children of workers.. 
The Kandri manganese mine has recently added a maternity and child welfare centre 
to its dispensary~ and one is proposed to be opened near Parasia. for Messrs. Shaw 
Wallace It Company's coal mines. 

(ii) There is very little welfare work done by agencies other than the employers 
except the work done by the Young MeD's Cb.ristian Association of Nagpur and 
Catholic Sisters of the Nagpur Convent* under Mother Superior Naomi in co-operation 
with the Empress mills authorities. These two bodies conduct weUare work amongst 
the labourers of the Empress mills, living in the toWD. The work of the Young Men's 
Christian A5s0cia.tion is supervised by a Board. consisting of the representatives of 
the m¥Js and the Young Men's Christian Association. The Mahar Association of 
Nagpur also carries out some educational work amongst workmen of the depressed 
classes. D~ the last three years infant welfare centres have been established 
under the aU9plCe8 of the Provincial Red Cross Association and the municipalities 
in some of the larger industrial towns like Nagpur~ Amraoti and Akola. Some of 
these are in mohoUtU containing a large working class population; and workers are 
taking advantage of such centres in an increasing degree. 

Missionaries are responsible for some welfare work in the mining areas of the 
Chhindwara and Chanda districts particularly in respect 01 education and temperance. 
Educational facilities provided by local bodies are also accessible to the working 
<lasses. the Independent Lo<al Bosrd for the miniDg areas of Chhindwara having 
provided six primary schools for the coal mines. 

83. Except at the Empress mills no regular staff of welfare officers and workers· 
.has been appointed. At this mill the a.uthorities have entrusted the administration 
of this work mainly to the Young Men's Christian Association. Medical officers. 
lady doctors, nurses. assistant and nursery school teachers are appointed by the 
mill authorities directly. The offieer in eha:rge of the co~operative cheap grain shop -
is also appointed by them. 

At other institutions. doctors. nurses and ayahs and the few other welfare workers 
that are required are appointed by the mill authorities. The child welfare centres 
established during the last three years by the Provincial Branch of the Red Cross 
Association direct their efiorts particularly towards improving the condition of 
working class mothers .. There is no other official or IlOn--official organization of welfare 
workers, and welfare departments. such as are found in Eurpoean countries. 

36. Where the work is systematically and conscientiously catried out~ the result> 
achieved are very satisfactory. as in the case of the Empress mills. Welfare work has 
in this undertaking undoubtedly made the operatives more contented. more efficient 
and more- stable. Sir Sorabji Mehta. the general manager of the mills. reports: 
.. AU these forces have tended to create a better outlook on life. This may be gauged 
from the fact that the people are giving up some of their -Old evil customs. There is a 
distinct movement towards temperance- and there is also a desire for the education 
of their- children. The result! of welfare work can never be accurately measured, but 
such work by its very nature provides facilities for the development of penonality. 
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gives opportunities for self-expressioft and organization and meets certain needs 
of the people which perhaps would not be met if they were left to themselves." The 
benefits provided at the Empress millS amount to a rea.l increase in wages. and are 
of more advantage to labour than an increase in cash earning. which might be 
mis-spent. Creches are very popular and are much appreciated by women workers 
of all classes. The provision of them militates against the pemiciou~ (Oustom of 
mothers drugging their children with small doses of opium to keep them quiet... 
At other industrial concerns, however~ there is scope for improving and expanding 
weliarearrangements. With this object~ Mr. FuJay. M.L.C .• has introduced a -Welfare 
Bill in the local Legislative Council, applicable to aU factories employing more than 
100 wwkers. The bill is pending the consideration of the Council. 

36. Educational facilities have been provided by employ .... ;i, the followiItg 
industries only :-

Ca) Te#iJe mills.-(i) One mill provides night schools for adult workers and the 
average attendance at these is 400; (Ii) seven mills have schools for children (half~ 
timers) employed therein. Total average attendance is 700; (ill) three mills have 
schools for workers' children. A vetage total attendance is 575. 

In all, about 1.680 persons receive instruction in the three Rs. 
(6) Coal ",iws.-(i) An evening school, provided for adults in one mine in the 

Chhindwara. district. is progressing satisfactorily; (Ii) three mines started schools 
for children. but these have now been taken over by the Independent Mining Local 
Board (in the Chhindwara district) which provides six schools in the mining areas. 
The mine owners contribute towards the cost by means of a school cess; (ill) one 
school for children is maintained by a mine at Chanda. 

(c) MatJganese OFe mines.-{i) There are no educational facilities for adult workers. 
except short lectures given at some of the mines for H First Aid n training and instruc
tions on safety and .other regulations to the mine mates and Indian supervisors; 
(ii) schools are provided for children in eight mines. the average attendance in three 
of which is 80-. 

(d) C..- _ks.-(i) Schools are provided for the children of workers in two 
factories. the average total attendance being 66 or nearly 70. 

(l!') Potts", ttUWRs.-One pottery has a school for half~timers and the children of 
the workers, the average attendance being 88. 

(f) Gun Carriage' /actory.-There is an Anglo-Vernacular Middle School for the 
children of the workers. including classes for 15 half-timers and 51 boy artisans. 

-The average attendance in the school is 270. -

38. The co-operative movement has little hold on the workers of the province ; 
but the following instances may be cited :- -

Tlu Em/moss Mills, Nagpu".-(a) A co-operative store for the supply of cheap 
grain and cloth to the mill hands, registered under the name of Empress Mills' 
Co-operative Stores. Limited. is in existence where credit chits obtained by the 
employees from the mills are exchanged for grain or other necessaries of life. The 
amount is deducted from the pay of the purchasers. Cash .sales are also encouraged. 
the net profits being over Rs. 15,000 in the year 19~27. Monthly sales were 
Ro. 27,750 in 1926-27 against Ro. 16.319 in 1924-25, and cash sales increased from 
Rs. 300 per month to Rs. 2.500 per month. At the beginning of 1927 a branch store 
was opened at Indora. and other branches are ,expected to be opened in different 
bastis of the town. . 

(b) The mill authorities maintain a voluntary provident fund open to their em
ployees. The nUInber of members on the roll on the 30th June. 1921. was 3,850, and 
contributions at the rate of 1 anna per rupee of wages are levied. The contributions 
of tbe members in two years ending on the 30th June, 1927, amounted to Rs. 1,80,700. 

(c) The Empress millsZ co-opemtive credit society was started in 1921. to provide 
credit at reasona.ble mtes, and to free the employees from the grip of the money
lender. 

TAe Gun CMriag&- Faclmy~ jubbulpMe.-(a) A co-operative credit society is in 
existence in the factory for advancing loans to members at a low rate of interest_ 

(b) A co-operative supply store was in existence in the workmen's lines. where 
any workman could obtain food-stuffs at reasonable rates and on credit up to a. 
certain limit, varying according to his pay. But~ unfortunately. the concern was 
mismanaged and has been closed down this year. 

(a) Tlu AkoLJ CoUon MiUs~ Li-mi-kd, Alwla.-A co-opemtive grain shop with 200 
members has been recent1y started for providing grain at cost price to the mill hands. 

The Pulgaon Cotton Mills. Pulgaon. and Raj BahaduT Bansilal Abcerchand Mill, 
Hinganghat. have organized provident funds for their workers. 
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VI.-BducalioD. 
40. (il The children of workers in industrial areas are admitted to the existing 

educational institutions under the same conditions as apply to the rest of the popula
tion. Local bodies maintain an adequate number of primary schools at aU the urban 
industrial centres in the province. The children in industrial areas are not uDder auy 
special disadvantage in respect of edocatiooal facilities. 

(ii) AIl the educatiooai facilities provided in the factoties haw been mentioned in 
the previous chapter. As a result of the recommendation made by the Factory 
Labour Commission of 1908. schools were opened by Government in the vicinity of 
factories for the benefit of the juvenile workers during the shift hours. These schools. 
in accordance with the general policy that vernacular education lor boys should be 
controlled by local bodies~ were transferred to the local authorities concerned in 1917. 
but Government continues to meet the whole of their cost. 

(iii) Beyond such facilities as are provided by the industrial undertakings which 
have already been described in the previous chapter. no special educational facilities 
for adults exist.. Local bodies and Government maintain institutions for secondary 
and higber educa.ti.on in the industrial areas of the province. 

41. In this province there are three Government industrial schools and six aided 
industrial schools to which Government gives substantial grants. Two more in
dustrial schools are to be opened next year. These schools give ttaining in carpentry 
and smithy. The COl1J'5e in most of the schools covers a. period of two years. A v0ca.
tional Training Committee was appointed in 1923 and in accordance with its recom~ 
mendations a certain amoODt of general educatiou has been included in the course. 
which has been extended to three years; in some of the institutions, while proposals 
for extending the course to three yean in others are nOW under oonsideration. A 
considerable pezcentage of the passed studen'" of these schools find employment in 
the industrial undertakings of the province. During the four years from 1924 to 
1927 nearly 400 studen'" passed out of these schools, nearly 30 per cent. of whom 
found employment in existing concerns and 40 per cent. started business of their 
own. There is also a Government Engineering School at Nagpur~ the students of 
which have no difficulty in obtaining employment after the completion of the wurse. 
This institution provides courses of training. covering a period of four years~ in civil 
engineering, mechaDical ~ and automobile engineering. while- the addition 
of a cotUSe in electrical engmeering is under contemp1atiOll~ The school pays special 
attention to practical work. For other scientiftc~ industrial and technical training. 
for which the local demand does not justify the expense of establishing separate 
institutions in theprovince, there exists a liberal provision of schoIanhipo in< enabling 
the young men of the province to obtain training in institutions in India or in Europe 
and America. Every year a number of scholars are sent under this scheme to the 
V1C1:oria Technical Institute. Bombay. the School ofT_clogy, Cawnpoze. the School 
of Mines, Dhanbad, and the Institute of Science. Bangalore. One technical scholar
ship is also awarded every ~ for advanced study in Europe or America.. 

4-2. There is DO doubt that education effects a considerable improvement. The 
experience of the Empress Mills at Nagpur testifies to this fact; but DO information 
baaed on a systematic study of the qu.estion is available. 

VD.-IIafob'. 
43. The existing regulations under the Indian Factories Act (section 18) prescribes 

& Dumber of guards and fences for dangerous machinery used in a few major industries 
and also empower the inspector to require such additions as he considers necessary. 
Bnt there has been nothing in the form of an agreement between employers, operatives 
and inspectors concerning fencing of machinery. prevention of accidents in the tenile 
or any other industry as has taken p1sce in Glut Britain and other industrially 
advanced countries. As a result. the prescribed guards do not cover such a wide range 
as is customary in Europe. Even the lay-out of new mills is not subject to anyregula
tion for securing the above object. A comparison. of the existing provincial regula. 
tions with the Notes of Agreement in the cotton spinning and ~ving industry of 
Great Britain will bear this out. 

44a The incidence of accidents in the dUferent classes of factories is shown in the 
analytical statement (Appendix V). The daily average number of pe"""'" employed 
in individual industries and the Dumber of accidents throughout the year are takeD: 
separately and the latter is expt eci as a percentage of the rormer. The percentage 
incidence of some of the important industries is illustrated year by year for the last 
jive years by means of diagnms in Appendix VI.-

- Not printed. 
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The incidence of accidents in cotton spinning and weaving mills is steady with a. 
slight tendency to decrease in ~cent years. showil!g that arrangements for the pre
vention of accidents are on the whole satisfactory~ In the cotton ginning and pressing 
factories the incidence of reported accidents is very low. Considering the number oi 
unskilled labourers employed and the fact that work in seasonal factories is earried 
on in ruta! areas, the amm~ents for the prevention of accidents in thjs class of 
factory also appear to be satisfactory. 

In cement works and potteries, the incidence of accidents ftuctuates in the neiJ!'h
bourhood of 1 percent., there being a gndual decrease in the beginning, then asudaen 
rise in 1927, followed by a gradual decline. Though the number of persons employed 
in 1828 is greater than in 1927, the latter year was one of renewed trade activity~ 
involving an increase in the labour force, which by the following year was in a better 
position to avoid accidents. The nature of the work done. and the heavy machinery 
used in this industry conduce to a higher percentage of serious and fatal accidents 
than e1sewhere~ 

In oil mills there is a sharp rise in incidence of accidents to 1·36 per cent. in 1925 
on account of increased trade activity and the opening of new factories, but the 
industry having settled down there has since been an apprecia.ble decline. 

Employment in general engineering workshops is very limited in this province 
and the ~ does not show any peculiarity except the eftect of stringent rules and 
precautions OD. a more or less settled minor industry. The rise in the incidence of 
accidents in. automobile workshops is regrettable and is due to increased activity. 
The industry has not yet settled down. and new workshops are being opened. 

An exceptionally high level of incidence of accidents is noticed in. railway work
shops and ordnance factories. Innumerable minor accidents occur in these two 
factories which are reported very punctiliously. Some of them are so slight that it 
is doubtful whether any notice would be taken of them in other industries. The 
sharp rise in the curves in recent years is probably due to the expansion of the 
factories concerned together with a. demand fOl' an increased output~ 

45. It is an accepted dictum in the field of industrial accidents that the rise and 
fall in accidents depend on the prosperity and depression respectively in the indUstry, 
and in fact constitutes & fair index of trade fluctuations. This applies more particu
larly to settled industries. In factories where increased output is obtained by the 
new erection, extension~ or modification of plant. and there is an influx of fresh labour 
in consequence. a sudden rise in industrial accidents occurs. But if the prosperity 
continues and suitable preventive means are provided in the light of experience, the 

·incidence of accidents declines~ even though new or partially trained labour may be 
recruited under continued prosperity. Th_e JK)~t in question is well illustrated by 
the curves of incidence of accidents iu the following industries :-

Textile industry (H) Slight decline in number 01 accidents in 1927. with 

{

(i) Increase of 773 hands in 1928. with consequent rise in 
accidents (0·1 per cent.). 

•• stationary conditions. 

Cement industry 

(ill) Decline in accident curve in 1928 with an increase of 
. 655 hands in the year. 

{

(i) Increase of 12 per cent. in employees in 1927. Conse
quent me in accidents (O ·37 per cent.). 

• • (ii) Another rise of 2S per cent. in the number of employf!eS 
in 1928. Perceptible ~ :in in~nce 01 acciden~. 

Motor workshops • • (ii) Another rise of 15 per cent. in the number of emp10yees 
{ 

(i) Rise of 15 per eent. in the Dumber of employees in 1927. 
with consequent rise in accidents. 

in 1928. with appreciable decline in accidents (0'2 
percent.). 

Some interesting facts are revealed by the curves shown in Appendix VII.. The 
fatal accidents a.re all due to unforeseen events and the erratic character of the varia
tions shows that chance plays the greatest part in such accidents. The curve of 
serious accidents on the other hand is the real index of progress in ~utionary 
measures and enforcement of safety regulations. the effectiveness of which keeps such 
accidents at a low level. Causes of minor accidents are so very diverse and the scope 
for such accidents is so VMY wide. that no general deductions are possible. 

The above general deduction. however. does not apply without qualification to 
some of the minor works. The incidence of ae<:idents in the Gun Carriage Factory 
and the railway workshops is on a different footing~ as a rise in accidents is noticed 

• Not printed. 
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in them. in spite of the number of pe%SOnB employed being on the decline or stationary. 
The following is a table of the average number of persons employed in these two 
classes of factories :-

Gun Increase (+ ) Railway Increase (+) 
Year. Carriage or workshops. or 

Factory. decr .... (-) decr .... (-) 

1924 .. .. .. 1,937 - 995 -
1925 .. .. .. 1.953 + 16 1,016 + 21 
1926 .. .. .. 2.200 +247 1,256 +240 
1927 .. .. .. 2.400 +200 1,019 -237 
1928 .. .. .. 2,_ + 26 1,040 + 21 

Occasionally a higb percentage of incidence of accidents is noticed in electric 
power houses, ice factories and saw mills. but these variations are due to the limited. 
number of persoQS employed. .. 

46. The beneficial results of the enforcement of safety measures by the Loca1 
Government are apparent by the decline in the incidence of accidents whenever the 
conditions in the industry a.re steady. 'The efficacy of safety measures adopted is 
illustrated by the CUlVe of incidence of accidents in oil mills. The curve rose to a 
peak in 1925. but has steadily gone down since then in spi~ of an increase in the 
number of mills and employees as indicated below :- . 

Number Number of 
Year. of· Increase (+) persons daily Increase (+ ) 

factories. employed. 

1923 .. .. .. 9 - 260 -
1924 .. .. .. 18 +4 356 +96 
1925 .. .. .. 14 +1 36S + 12 
1926 .. .. .. 17 +3 502 +134 
1927 .. .. .. 18 +1 654 +152 
1928 .. .. .. 25 +7 715 + 61 

U Safety First" propaganda has been carried on by means of posters at the 
Hea1th exhibition held by the Nagpur Municipality in 1928. in the section of In
dustrial Hygiene. organized by one of the Inspectors of Factories. to Safety First ... 
posters relating to cotton textile mills are distributed by the organization of Mill
owners' Association Mutual Insurance for Workmen's Compensation. to those mills 
that subscribe to the insurance fund, and are being exhibited at abont six mills in 
the,province. this year. 

In the Bengal·Nagpur Railway Workshops. too. some" Saf.ty First," posteIS 
similar to those exhibited at Nagpur have been prepared and exhibited at different 
places. 

47. There is no information on the subject. but a few accidents in such DOO

regulated. factories as flour mills, rice nillIs and power houses have come up to the 
knowledge of the inspectors a 

48. All factories employing more than 500 persons per day are required under the 
law to maintain first-aid appliances. But many of the cotton textile mills, important 
mines. cement factories, potteries and the gun carriage .factory provide medical relief 
by maintaining weU-equipped dispensaries. instead of mere :6rst-aid appliances. 
AltofJ"ether eight factories have arra.n~ements for rendering fust-aid, and 15 factories 
proVIde medical relief in their own dispensaries. But almost all the other factories 
of any size have made arrangements for accident eases to be treated in the local 
public hospitals. towards the support of which they in return make a regular 
contribution. 
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49. Q) On an average the perennial factories are iDspected thrice a year. The 
result of action taken for the enforcement of .regulations will be apparent from the 
following statement of prosecutiollS:-

Prosecutions. 11924.11925.11926.11927.11928. 

(1) For not fencing machinery .. .. 10 12 24 24 24 
(2) For lack of protective clothings .. .. 10 5 11 3 19 

Total . . .. .. .. 20 17 35 27 73 

(3) Prosecutions on all counts •• .. .. 63 63 94 III 176 

(ii) All seasonal factories are inspected once every season and 50 per cent. of them 
twice a season. Most of the prosecutions mentioned above pertain to seasonal 
factories and regulations are enforced with sufficient stringency in these. These 
factories, however. show a tendency to neglect safety precautions. 

SO. Eff.a"po.. Safojy of H-.. Hula.. LigM""" Working CtmtlitiMJs G_ally.
No statistics are available to illustrate the extent to which these factors are separately 
responsible for accidents, but it is obvious that long hou.rs. poor health, bad lighting, 
and adverse working conditions must result in an increased number of accidents. 
But from a perusal of the evidence in a number of accident QSeS it is apparent that 
the usual cause is ignorance or breach. of rule OD the part of the injured person. From 
this it may be welTed that the most frequent cause of accidents is Jack of discipline 
in industrial concerns, while a contributory cause is the wearing of loose garments 
which. though suited to a warm climate, are a source of danger. in the neighbourhood 
of machjnery. 

VIIL-Workmen'. Com;ensation. 
51. (i) The Act came into force 00 the 18th July. 1924. All District Judges have 

been appointed. Commissioners under the Act for the areas within their jurisdiction. 
The figures of expenditure on compensation paid up to the end of the year 1928 are as 
foUows:-

Awarded thMugh 
Commissioners.. 

Paid by employers direct. 

y_. 

I 
Grand t9tal. IT ... ....,. Pmnanon' IT.m~lp_M Fatality. disable- disable- Fatality. disable-- disable· ..... , . ...... ment. ment. 

Rs. a. p.1 Rs. &, P.! Rs; a. p. .... •. p. Ro • L p. Ra. a. p. Rs. L p. 

1924 •• No application. 5,753 o 0 928 0 0 • sa o 0 1 .... 0 0 

1925 •. 15,.888 0 0 .... 
r' 

o 8,332 o 0 '.661 0 0 2,368 0 030 .... 0 0 

19'26 •• ' ..... • • 7 • 03,302 0 • 6,22:4 o 0 2,lS9 0 0 11,660 0 o 39,988 o • 
J9'l7 •• 21,.915 • 0 ... o 2,544 10 {} 8,021 • 0 ',2" • • S .... • 3. -40,402 • • 
1925 .• Total ,..- 19,300 2 o - 6,927 12 0 ..... Oil ..... 1 M."77 0 • t b r 6 e 

C ...... 

(li) No reliable information is ready. but the Commissioners report that there is 
no method..available of ascertaining the total number of accidents ta.king place and 
the extent of possible claims. In the Wardha district one case in which the employer 
had not paid any compensation was reported by the factory inspector to the C0m
missioner, and though the employer was asked by the latter to take action. none has 
so far been taken nor has the workman instituted any proceedings. The Commis
sionen seem to be of opinion that provision for enabling them to compel the employer 
to take action is necessary. 

(ill) No appreciablyadveI'$e eHeets are reported. Even before the 'Act came into 
force the larger employers were in the habit of paying a certain a.mount of compen
sation for fatal accidents and permanent disablement. The incidence of increased 
oost has not been severely felt. 
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The other points in connection' with tWa subject have been recently investigated 
by the Director of Industries in -connection with the amendment of the Act proposed 
by the Government of India. and the GODclusions he has arrived at are set forth 
be1ow:-

•• The opinions of leading organizations of -employers and employees were invited. 
on the matter. No reply has been received from any organizat::ioD- of employees. 
The matter was also placed before the Boani of Industries, who left it to " sub
committee. 

After discussing the matter with leading employers and a few individuals ass0-
ciated with the trade union movement at Nagpur. I have to offer the followiDg views 
on the sixteen :ma.i.D questions raised iD. the letter of the Government of India :-

(I) Tile Scop. of 1M A<t.-I do not think it is necessary to extend the Ad to any 
fresh classes of employem in our province for the present. I. however, think that it 
is UDfair to lay down the restriction on the height and pmposes of buildings. aod OIl 
the length of the bridge. as is done in the present Schedule II (vi) (a). (6) and (e). 
I have known of fatal accidents occurring to workmen employed in the repair of 
Government buildings without the dependants given any relief. There is DO reason 
why such workers should be deprived of the benefits of the Ad. 

(2) Compulsory 1 ........ _ for c....p...satiott.-All the employe", I have consulted 
consider this impracticable at the present stage of the industrial development of the 
province. I think tWa may be dropped for the present. but there is room for a pr0-
vision for making claims to compensation a first charge on the estate of an insolvent 
employer. 

(3) P.~ i.. I_p ...... --Considering the improvident ways of the Indian 
labourers it would be ideal to provide fer- .recuning paymen~ especially when the 
beneficiaries are women and minor children. It will,. however. be too hard to impose 
the obligation for recorring payment on the emplOyer. If the respoDSibility for 
making recorring payment is fixed on the Commissioner. such a system would be 
desirable. Otherwise the system of payment in lump sum should continue. 

(4) Sua. of COfIlI'om..n ..... - The present opininn in the province is decidedly in 
favour of leaving the scale of compensatiOll unaltered. I do "DOt think any increase 
is called for. 

(5) W r.ili,,€ ~.-I think the present waiting period of ten days is not at all 
1lIlfair; but when the disability ertends beyond ten days. compensation should be 
paid for the full period of absence from work. 

(6) A'ddiliOJl If> 1M Iisl of ffl..ti .... -It is clifficnIt to give an exhaustive list of 
relatives. It would be best to add the words •• or any other relative proved to have 
been actually dependent on the worker at the time of his death .. to Section 2; (I) (4) 
the present Act. 

(7) Proof of ~.-Proof of dependence shonld be reqnired from all 
relatives other than those spec:llied in the present deliDition of the word .. dependent .. 
in Section 2; (I) (4) of the Act. . 

(8) C""'j>efts<ltiOJl "M JlM""- of ~.-The opininn received is against the 
suggestion of compensation being made to vary with the number of dependents and 
with the extent of dependence. I~ however, think that when the number of mino:r 
dependents is large it is necessary to raise the compensation -and recommend, as has 
been done by several bodies in the Bombay PresidenCY6 that in regard to pennaDent 
total disability the amouat of compensation should. be 50 months' wages instead of 
42. and the maximum should be Rs. 4,500 instead of Rs. 3,500. whichewr is lower. 
in cases where the number of minor dependents exceed two. Similarly. in the case 
of death the amount of compensation should be 32 months' wages instead of 30 and 
the maximum of Ra. 3,000 instead -of Rs. 2.S00~ whichever is lower~ in cases where 
the minor dependents ezceed two. 

(9) S.mo.. 11.-It will cause hardship to the workers if the right of recovering 
compeD9&tioD. is made enforceable only against contractors and. sub-contractors. as 
suggested in the opinions attached. The business of such contractors and sub
contractors is generally unorpnized. and they often do not maintain any reoont of 
their employees. They willfmd it e&sf to evade their obligations to ignorant work
men. I am deliDi~y of opinion that m the lint place the resporuibility for paying 
compensation should be fixed on the principal and. .. provision ahould be added for 
indemnifying the principal against the contractors or sub-contn.ctols. 

(IO) PowIJlty f'" "'" _plyi,,€";/A tie j>rovisi"", of S.m0Jl16.-Th_ should be 
a provision for a. small fine for delay or failure to submit returns. 

(11) R-.. of __ -.. <tIfI41'om- "'" pou.-The opinions received "'" 
against tWa _estion on the STOund that it wonld ca""" unnecessary addition "" 
work. 1 think it ia necessary to make some provision which will bring to the notice 
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of the Commissjoner every case of accident so that the Commissioner might see that 
DQbody entitled to compensation lost the benefit thereof. The amount of extra 
work entailed on the employeIS will be vwy trilIiDg. 

(12) ·cum..i.., co...p_ '-"-gA 1M ....ploy_.-I have hean! of cases in 
which the employers have sought to make their own tetms with the injured workmen. 
or with the dependants of the deceased 'Workmen. I think it is desirable to make a 
provmion which will mieve the dependants from the necessity of approaching the 
empl~ 

(13) Saf'lfW"i'di.., ~ Sflaiml tenor...... of /Mi. rights.-OpiDion is 
unanimous that the intimation of fatal accidents to the Commissioner should. he 
made obligatory on the em.ployen. and the C.ommissioner should be authorized to 
advise the dependants to take necessary action. 

(14) R<gistw of .daIi ..... -All the employers are against the suggestion. as it 
would be impracticable and would en.tail unnecessary work on account of the migTa
toty character of Indian labour. I am, however. of opinion that if such a register 
is maintained and periodically checked and kept up to date. it will be conclusive 
evidence of the number of relatives and dependants of a worker. and would facilitate 
the decision of disputes. Such a register. if kept np to date. will be of _ter beneli.t 
to the employers than to the employed. 

(IS) P ..... of call;'" for fiutlow <ieposil.-Such a provision is necessary. 
(16) S...p..osiOft of distributiOfJ p.ndi.., app<ol.-All agree that there is no objec

tion to such a provision. 
In the end I would suggest that it would be better to postpone further legislation 

in this matter till the Labour Commission completes its inquiry.~' 
It may be added that the views of the Director of Industries were endorsed by 

the Local Govemment with the exception that it was Dot thought practicable to 
compel employers to maiDtaiD a register of employ ... • relatives. 

IX.--B01!f8. 
A.-Fac""". 

H ..... Worlud p.. Wed aM p.. Day. 
55. (i) Under the Indian Factories Act. working hours are limited to 60 pet' week 

in accordance with the InteInational Labour Convention. The daily hours of work 
are limited to the maximum of eleven hours~ with a recess of at least one hour after 
a period of work not exceeding six hours at a time. The above limits are not exceeded 
except under special exemptions granted by the local Government. 

But in industries working on a shift system, the total actual hours per week fall 
a little short of 60. For example. in textile mills and all ordinary factories (both. 
seasonal and perennial), there are six working days in a week with ten hours of work 
per day_ But for those seasonal and perennial (e.g .• oil mills) factories. which are 
worked by shifts~ the weekly total for each man varies from 54 to 60 hours (i.e., 
9 hours to 10 hours a day). Exemptions from. Sections 21* 22 and 26 of the Indian 
Factories Act are generally extended to cement factori ... pottery works. electricity 
supply works, waterworks, furnaces, kilns, and such factories as have to maintain 
a continuous technical process or service. Workmen thus employed work eight 
hours continuously every day or 56 hours a week. Other workers in these factories 
generally work 9, hours a day (with the usual recess) for six da.ys in the week, or 
57 hours a week. 

Persona employed in railway workshops or other engineering workshops have 
duties fixed for eight to nme hours a day, or 48 to 54 hours a week. . 

N",.".al ~ i .•.• as detenrJimtl by cu.slom or «grUfUfll. 

Number of :factories in which the normal weekly hours- are 

Total Bum her Men. 

underl ::: IA~ u=i7~ve of_os. 

und1 Between I Above 
48. 48 and 54. 54. 48. 48 and 54. 54. 30. 30. 

677 .. . . 48 27 602 87 31 463 15 10 
'ro4 .. . . 47 36 621 sa 34 482 14 10 
756 . . .. 51 S2 653 42 46 530 15 12 

It is clear frm;D the above that factories with hoU18 of work exceeding 54 haulS 
per week predommate. 
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(ii) The amount of overtime is negligible, even where it is allowed. Some mills 
.and perennial factories employ a few of the exempted workmen on cleaning and 
machinery tests for about Dve hours on the weekly holiday. which brings their total 
to 65 hours a week. Otherwise the average actual hours of work are from 54 to 60 
per week. 

{iii} Spreadover applies to a very limited number of workers in this province, and 
no estimate can be made with any degree of accuracy. The operatives mainly 
.aflected by the question of spreadover are :-

(1) Jobbers and members of the supervising staff in the textile mills. 

(2) Firemen. assistant firemen, engine drivers, . mechanics and mochis in all 
factories. . 

(3) Furnace attendants, kiln attendants, motor and switcbbo3.rd opera-tors. 
persons employed in the raw material preparation department, crushing department., 
Qmlent mill and power house departments of the cement works. 

(4) Firemen and pen;ons in the burning d~ent of pottery works. 

No re1iable figures are available. but the Empress Mills report that spreadover 
does not exceed one hour per day_ 

56. The number of days worked per week is generally six. Only 4(} factories~ 
or about 5 per cent. of the total number are exempted from Section 22 of the Indian 
Factories Act, prescribing one holiday in a week. These factories work throughout 
the week for seven days. 

57. (i) The reduction of hours has put a stop to conditions-which were not easily 
distinguishable from ., sweating.u Prior to the rest:riction of houn imposed by the 
Act of 1911. textile mills used to work from sunrise to sunset with the same gang 
of workers, that is for nearly 12 hOUTS in winter and about 14 hours' work in summer. 
The seasonal cotton factories used to work from 5 a.m. in the morning to 9 p.m. in 
the evening. generally with the same batch of workets without cessation. and some
times they worked even, longerwhen the state of the cotton market placed a premium 
on early delivery. 

Wages. on the other hand, were not affected by the reduction in working hours. 
On the contrary. they have increased slightly with the rise in the standard of living. 
Piece·rates have also been increased. so that the total earnings of the piece-workers 
should not be diminished by the decreased out-tum.. Workers have more leisure and 
undergo less fatigue. Leading employers. however, maintain that efficiency has not 
increased in the same proportion as working hours have been restricted. and that 
the workers as a body have not learnt to make better use of their increased leisure. 
The general health of workers. too, must have improved. though there is no statistical 
evidence on wbic:h to base this conclusion. 

(a) The immediate effect on industty has been an increase in the c:apital invested# 
and also in working costs. to maintain the same level of production. The burden~ 
however. does not appear to have been excessive. for there has been considerable 
expa.nsion in the cotton industry even during the last five years. two cotton mills 
and 97 seasonal factories baving been newly constructed during this period. Peren
nial and seasonal factories of all kinds have also increased by 50 and 169 respectively. 
The level of production has not fallen, but has risen in many cases, particularly 
during the post-war boom. In cotton weaving and spinning mills there was an 
increase of 41 per cent. in the number of employe«; within the decade 1911-21. and 
from 1921 to 1928 there has been a still further increase of 20 per cent. Old plant 
and inefficient machinery had to be scrapped or renewed and new machinery of a 
more modern type had also to be installed in order to maintain the output. 

58. Asalreedystated. the daily limit has put a stop to the inonlioately long hours 
of work which were previously in force. an abuse which was most common in seasonal 
factories, and has led to the introduction of the shift system~ with an adequate 
number of relievers and proper periods of rest for all. The number of industrial 
workers has. as a result. greatly increased. Employers, however. compla.in that it is 
impossible to comply with .. rush •• orders during the busy season, for even though 
they are prepared to employ additional labour for that purpose. it is not always 
available. Employees, too, often deplore their inability to add to their e&mings by 
working overtime on such occasions. 

59. There bas been no genuine demand for a reduction of honrs. and the employers 
are opposed to any further reduction, particularly du.ring the present trade depres-
sion. Sir Sorabji Mehta. of the Empress Mills, however. would welcome a reduction in 
hours, provided that it is of universal application. He considers that present hours 
are too long: for the physique of the Indian worker. who in consequence absents 
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himself without permission. At present workers have insufficient interests in life 
to enable them to utilize increased leisure to the best advantage. and it is. therefore .. 
better to concentrate on the improvement of their edU(;ation rather than on a reduc
tion of working hours. 

60. Section 21 of the Indian Factories Act provides for rest intervals of one bour 
after a working period not exceeding six homs. . 

(i) The existing practice differs in difierent classes of factories :-{a} In factories 
working without the shift system for the .first eleven hours an interval of one hour is 
allowed after five hours of WOTk. generally about 12 noon. or for the night shift 
midnight. (b) In factories which work on the shift system. shifts are arranged to 
suit the convenience of the workers' meal times. Two typical time tables are shown 
below:-

1st shift. 2nd shift. 3rd shift. 

1st period {~ .. .. .. 5.30 a.m . S.OOa.m. S.SOa.m. 
.. .. 11.00 a.m . 12.15 p.m. S.OOa.m. 

2nd period{~ .. .. .. 12.15 p.m. 1.30 p.m. 11.00 R.m.. 
.. .. 4.30 p.m . 7.00 p.m. 1.30 p.m. 

3rd period{ ~ .. · . .. - - 4.30 p.m. 
• .. .. - - 7.00 p.m . 

Recess .. .. · . . . Ii hours It hours. 8 hours each. 

TotallwuIS of work · . .. 91 hours 9f hours 71 hours. 

The above time~ta.ble is only suitable where the number of shifts does not ex~ed 
three; for a gTe3.ter number the following is substituted :-

Shifts. No.1. No.2. No.3. No.4. No.5. 

1st period { :.om .. 5.30 a.m. 5.30 a.m. 5.30 a.m. 5.30 a.m. 7.SO a.m. 
· . S.GOa.m. 9.00 a.m. 9.00 a.m. 7.aOa.m. 11. 0 a.m. 

Recess .. 1 hour 2 hours 2 hours Ii hours 2 hours •• 

2nd Period{:,om · . 9.00 a.m. 11.00 a.m. 11.00 a.m. 9.QOa.m. 1.30 p.m. 
· . 11.30 a.m. 2.30 p.m. 3.30 p.m. l.aO p.m. 6.30 p.m. 

Recess •. .. 21 hours Ii hours Ii hours 2 hours -
8rd period { from .. 2.00 p.m. 4.00 p.m. 5.00 p.m. 3.30 p.m. -

to .. 6.30 p.m. 6.30 p.m. 6.30 p.m. 6.30 p.m. -
Total hours of work 91 hours 9t hours 91 hoUIS 9thours 9 hours. 

(il) Labourers in this province usually take three meals at 8 or 9 a.m., 1 or 2 p.m., 
with a third. the principal meal, in the evening after return from work; but the times 
may be altered to suit their hours of work. So long as these do not exceEd ten the 
existing system in non-shift factories aUowa sufficient time both for meals and for 
periods of rest. But in factories which work by shifts the rest interval coincides 
with the time of a meat and workers have often to work continuously for an unduly 
long period. of six hours. It is. however. difficult to suggest a more convenient 
time-table for a ten-hour day. 

61. (i) Sunday. or the local bazaar day. is observed as a weekly holiday. Some
times. however. Muhammadan proprietors substitute Friday for Sunday_ 

(ii) The law is suitable and well adapted to local conditions for the daY' on which 
local festivals fall can be observed as holidays in place of the usual day without any 
inconvenience either to employers or to employees. 
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63. The exemption proVlSlOD3 are eu.umemted in section 30 of the Indian 
Factories Act. The exemptions which have been granted are tabulated below:-

Factories. Exemption provision. Exemption from. 
S cement works Under se<:tiOll 30 (I) (e) Section 21 (lOSt period) 

due to ne<:essity of and se<:tion 22 (woekly 

S electricity supply stations 

1 water pumpiDg station .. 
24 oil mills 
.( distilleries 
1 gao works 

2 ice factories 

continuous production holiday). 
for technical reasons. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Sections 21 and 22. Em
. ployed on 8 hours shift 

& day. 
Do. 

Sections 21 and 22 • 
Section 22. 
Sections 21 and 22. To 

he employed on 8 bonn 
a day. 

Under se<:tion 30 (1) (a) Section 22. A holiday to 
fm supplying articles of he given to each worker 
prime necessity. which once & fortDight. 
must be made every 
day. 

Exemption from observing the rest period (section 21) and the weekly holiday 
(section 22) is allowed roughly to S per cent. of factories. 

Exemption from section 27 (i.e •• -.okly limit) and section 28 (i.e .• daily limit) 
are given only to special classes of workers in dUferent factories. .Exemption uuder 
these sections has been allowed in the case of a few classes of workers in cotton mills, 
ginning and pIessing factories, pottery worlls and glass ""'rks. with limits on the 
maximum overtime allowed; details are to be found in the Central Provinces 
Factory J\1anual. 

Under section lIO, SIllHection (3). the local Government has exempted work 011 
U urgent n-pairs" from the restrtcti.ons imposed by se«ions 21~ 22. 27 and 28# 
provided that previons intimation of the same is sent to the Inspector and adequate 
payment is made for all overtime work in excess of 60 houm. 

Adva,ntage is usually taken of all these exemptions, and the factory owners and 
managers are opposed to any reduction in their number. At one time improper 
advant:ase was taken of exemptions for work on n urgent repairs ~.' and it occpsional1y 
happens that the conditions suhject to which exemptions are granted are not properly 
observed. 

B.-MifUS~ 

The limit prescribed by the Indian Mines Act is 60 bon", a ....... for surface work 
and 54 for IlDderground; hut in actual prectice these limits are usually not reached. 
and are never exceeded. At some mines the smface worker does not work 10r more 
than 6 hours a day. though at others he attains the maximum. Undergro1Uld miners. 
who are piece~'WOrket3. work fur 8 to 9 hours a day and 48 to 54 hours per week. 
No overtime is paid. No interval is prescribed. but DO ill effects result from 8 houn 
shifts. as in practice the miners break oj( work from time to time for rest or meals. 

A weekly heliday either 011 Sunday or the localbamar day is observed. 
There is geoeral agreement that the provisions of the law regarding hours of work 

are adequate. but emplo~IS are opposed to any furthez restrictiou on the workin« 
hours. The restrictions imposed by the Mines Act of 1923 did not in fact mske any . 
dilference. as the hoursofworkatthat time did not exceed. the u:wrimaallowed bylaW6 

The Ol<emptioos allowed by sectiollS 24 and 2S of the Indiaa Mines Act "'" 
adequate. though not much use is made of the latter section. 

D.-OIIIw EslablWt_. 
The most important of the industrial establishments, to which the Indiaa 

Factories Act does Dot apply. are shellac factories. bUD factories. d4l~ i.e'6 pube 
grindiog factories. myraholam (!lana breaking) factories. hand or treadle ptinting 
presses. brick and tile ,\"rks, tanneries. f~ presses and one glass factory. The 
hours of work Dot being subject to any regulation in these establishments, DD accurate 
iufortna.tion is available: but work in excess of ten hours a day is certa.in1y common. 

Most of the establishments are seasonal in. character. aDd payment ~ing made 
in many cases under" ship U system. (i.e .• lump payment at ~ra.tes to a group 
of worken consisting either of members of the same family or of friends) uo he<! 
houn 01 work 8R ol::asrved. 
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GlAss Fulory (G000tii4).-The normal hours of work are a} holUS a day or Sa} 
hoUIS a. week. 

The actual holUS are 7.30 a.m. to 12 110011 and 1.30 p.m. to 5.30 p:m. But on the 
bazaar day work is limited to the fust period only, i.e., from 7.80 a.m. to 12 noon. 
Fumaces ..... worked hy three sbifts of eight hOlUS each, each shift being composed 
of two persons. Shorter bows are observed in the glass works. as efiiciency falls with 
longer hours. Children even below 12 years of age, however~ work for the same houl8 
as adults. The management treats its labour sympathetically. 

• Bid. Fw:I<>rW (GoMi4).-The Dermal hours of work at these establishments are 
about ten hoUIS a day and nearly 70 boUIS a week. 

Work commences between 7 and 9 in the morning after the morning meal, and 
linish<s hy 6 in the evening with intervals for meals not ex<:eeding half an hour per 
day. Payment is made on the workers output of bitlis with the result that no weekly 
holiday :is taken. On bazaar days. however, work ceases about two hoUR earlier 
than usual. Numerous c:hildrell are employ<><! in this industry, and they work for 
the same hours as adults.. 

SMlkM: Fadori .. (GoMi4).-The IlOrmal hours of ""rk are 9 hoUrs" day and 58 
hours " week for labourers, and 7r hou", " day and 50 holUS " week for the class 
known as Bhattawalas who melt the lac. 

Working hours are from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. for Bhattawa1as with an iuterval of 
about half an hour for the morning meal, and 8 a.m. to 12 IlOOIl and I p.m. to 6 p.m. 
for the other labourers. A half holida.y is given on bazaa.r days. Few childnm &n!I 
_ploy<>d, but thuse that are, work nearly asloug as adults. 

D«l (pNls .. ) Fw:I<>rW, Ml""holam FlICWriu • .rk.-The normal working houm in 
dal grinding factories. bana factories. brick and tile works$ tauDeries~ etc., are from 
sunrise to sunset; with a midday interval for nearly two hoIll'S for meals. Half 
holidays are granted on bazaar days orOD days of local festivals. 

The actual hours of work,. however. vary considerably. dependiD., upon the season .. 
the ~ of work and various other factom. The- dal factories situa.ted at Piparia 
and Gadarwam are during the dry motiths open late at night, sometimes until mid
Dight, and female employees after an interval of about two houm from 6 p.m. for tha 
evening meal again return to the factory and resume work. Extra payment at 
enhanced rates, ho_r, is given for this night work. Chlldren work during the day 
time for the .same hours as adults. . 

Haf14 01' Tf'Nd~ Printing P,,&f.U$.-Tbe hours of work va.ry with the amount and 
urgency of the work in hand. The- usual maximum is 10 hours except for compositon 
who are on .an 8-hour basis. These presses do not work at night except when urgent 
work comes in. . -. 

In view of the long hours of work, the employment of c:hildren. many of whom are 
below 12 years of age. and the emplQyment of women at night, a strong case exists 
for the regulation of houra of work in the establishments mentioned in this section 
of the report. 

It.--Bpecjal QueotiODB Relaling 10 W_ ChildreD, etc. 
A.-F_s. 

81. Theonlye1fects of the Act of 1922 brought to Iloticearethet it has hyreducing 
working hours to ten per day made labour more permanent in the textile industry, 
which as a result attracts labour from other industries. 

The number of women a.o.d children employed daily in the various industries 
was as follows in 1928 :-

Femak and cIriJ4 labrnw in &oJ"", spinftinc and werwing mills. 
Females 3.696 
Boys . 1.198 
Girls 76 

Total 4.970 

p~~ au eMltl hJbotw .mployetl in all jlSCJories under IAe Indian Factories Act. 
Females 24.591 
Boys •. 1.346 
Girls 93 

Total 26.050 
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Femak labour jn ftfJMS. 

No children under 13 yeazs are employed. 
Manganese 
Coal. • 
Other mines 

Total 

Total of female labour 
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10,504 
2.075 
2.880 

15.459 

4().050 

. 82. The practice of female workers bringing their- infants into the mills is. 
discouraged. but still exists. Creches have- effected considerable improvement in this 
respect in some of the larger mills. A circular under section 19 (a) of the Indian 
Factories Act has been in force prohibiting the admission of infants into the ginning 
and pressing factories. But children, sometimes 01 not more than five or six years oC 
age, often bring meals for their mothers. and remain on the premises of the factory. 
The Empress Mills opened primary classes far these children as it was not found 
possible to stop the practice. Fortunately. few aecidents are reported to bave 
occurred among these children. But it is obviously desirable that the practice should 
cease and the only satisfactory remedy is the compulsory provision of cre<:hes and 
nursery schools at th6 factories. 

83. The Act of 1922 has prescribed a limit of 11 hows a day for both male and 
female workers. with a proviso that women shall not be employed before 5.30 a,~ 
and after 7 p.m. The" management of Empress Mills considers that with these hours 
for the commencement and eessa'tion of work there is a risk that women will be
molested on their way to and from their homes. For this reason, the hours of 
att&ndance have been so fixed for the last 12 years that women arrive after and leave 
before the men. As a result women cannot be employed jointly with men in depart
ments where the machines must be in operation as long as the factory is working. . 

The regulations, however. are generally satisfactory. and sexual dences are 
extremely rare. particularly among the working classes. 

84. ~ny factories have rec~ntly come into existence in remote places where 
provision for the certification of children is not available and inspecting staft is. 
finding increased difficulty in verifying the age of employees suspected to he under 
15 years. The employment of children. however. is gradually diminishing. In som~ 
factories children have to work continuouslY for five hOUlS. It is desirable to make 
a recess compulsory after every 21 or 3 hours' continuous work~_as is the practice 
in the Empress Mills and some other factories.. Apart from this there is no need to 
amend the regulations. 

85. The simultaneous employment of children at more than one factory is. 
prohibited by sedion 25 oi the Indian Factories Act. but offences under this section 
are difficult to detect. The practice. however. is believed to be for practical purposes. 
non-existent in the mills and is rare even in seasonal factories situated in the mofIusil. 

87. The employment of boys in occupa.tions which o1Ier no scope for their making 
a livelihood on attaining maturity is rare in this province. Boys are seldom recruited 
as messengers, peons. or call-boys in mills or factories. The dofter-boys and half
timers in the teXtile mills are gradually absorbed in the spinning department as siders. 
piecers or defiers. 

88. Wherever the shift system is in force (vide Chapter VIII) double shifts for 
women and young adults are usual. Half-timers too are frequently employed in 
double shifts. No exact data. however. are available. From the point of view of 
health the double shift system is preferable. but it causes inconvenience to the workers 
who frequently live at some little distance from the factory. 

89. A reference is invited ·to the remarks at the end of Chapter VIII. The 
regulation of the employment of women and children in factories not su1;tject to .the. 
Act is certainly desirable and the local Government has considered from tune to time 
the advisability of extending the Indian Factories ~ct to these establishments under 
section 2 (3) (6) of tbe Act. The question of extending the- Act to bidi and shellac fac
tories is still under consideration. As yet the Act has not been extended to these 
industries because mechanical power is not used in any of them and because they are 
little organized. The argument has ~ advanced that strict regulation would 
result in loss. 
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B.-Mille!. 

90. Theeflect of Act of 1923. sofarashoursofworkis-concerned. has been salutary. 
and no difDculty is experienced in its operation. It is reported that as the result of 
the enactment of section 26. child labour between the _ of 8 and 13 has ceased 
to be employed. 

The provisions for the certification and for prohibition of employment of women 
underground in coal mines appear to be suitable. 

91. (i) Mine maDagen; consulted report the provisions of the Act of 1923 to be 
suitable. The regulations introduced by the Government of India's Notification 
No. M.I055. dated the 7th March. 1929. are intended to eliminate gradually all 
women labour underground in coal min .. by the end of 30th June. 1939. The 
practical effect of the prohibition is not yet known as the regulations came into force 
only on the 1st July. 1929. 

(il) The mine owners are unanimous that the exclusion of women from under
ground working has increased the cost of production. They assert that any extension 
of the regulations so as to exclude women from open cast mines would be disastrous 
to the manganese mining industry. The women on the mines form large percentage of 
the labour force and are in an cases employed on work suitable to them and not suit
able to men. Two large manganese mines, in which there is underground working. 
owned by the Central Provinces Manganese Ore Company. Limited. one in the 
Balaghat district and the other in the Nagpur district. have been hard hit by the Dew 
regulations reganting the exclusion of women. Three hu.ndred women were suddenly 
discharged causing reduction in the output as well as discontent among the labour 
force. The company has attempted unsuccessfully to have these mines classified as 
exempted mines so that the reduction in the number of women worker.i might take 
pJace gradaally over a number of years as in the case of coal mines. 

on.., EsIGblis.-.. 
This question has already been discussed in the earlier portion of this chapter 

and in Chapter VIII. 

XR.-w_. 
96. Beyond the average figures of monthly wages of various classes of labour .. 

submitted by the factories every year for inclusion in the Annual Report on the 
Administration of the Indian Factories Act no ",gular and detailed statistics of wages 
~ available. On the basis of these figures and such information as it has been 
possible to collect for the pwposes of this enquiry, the average wages of the various 
classes of workers are iDdicated in the statement below. It will be seen that the rates 
of wages vary in the different industrial areas of the province. Broadly speaking. 
wages are highest in the cotton area. of the province. Even in this area wages are 
higher in the districts of Be"", (Amlaoti. AlroJa. Ellichpur and Khamgaon) than in 
the cotton districts of the Central Provinces (llnrbanpur and Hinganghat). The 
rates of wages at Nagpur are higher than those in other cotton districts in the Central 
Provinces.. This is due .to Nagpur being the Provincial headquarters and the largest 
town with six texti1e mills. the wages in five of whieh (constituting the Empress Mills 
group) have been bigher for years. But even the Nagpur rates, particularly for un
skilled labour. are generally lower than the ates prevailing in the larger towns of 
Bera.- like Amlaoti and Akola. In Ber...- the supply of agricultural labour is inade
q,uate and in consequence wages have been higb for many yean. 



Am- AlroI&. Kham- l!IIlch- Borhon· Hingan- Nagpar. Jubbul- Xatnl. Gondia. Raipur. raot:i. saol1· pur. pur. ghat. pore. 

SInIW. 
RI. 8. p. RI. B. p. RI. 8. p. RI. a. p. RI ••• p. RI. a. p. RI. a. p. RI. a. p. RI. a. p. RI. B. p. RI. a. p. RI. a. p. 

Fireman .. .. .. 30 0 045 0 031 0 035 0 030 0 030 0 028 0 020 0 020 0 025 0 020 0 0 Fitter .. .. .. 81 0 080 0 061 0 080 0 058 0 041 0 058 0 040 0 053 0'0 28 0 035 0 0 Weaver .. .. .. 40 0 045 0 0 - - 42 0 031 0 085 8 026 0 0 - - -
S"";".~/lI111. 

~ .. .. .. .. ..... 18 0 0 - - 23 0 018 0 020 0 012 0 0 - - -0iJnwa .. .. 19 0 020 0 017 0 017 8 030 0 018 0 019 0 016 0 017 0 018 0 o IS 0 0 Rupeel Spinner !=Olt) .. .. 17 0 017 0 0 - 18 0 021 0 017 0 019 0 012 0 0 - • • per Spinner y) .. .. 8 0 010 0 0 - 8 0 0 - 7 8 011 0 o 612 0 - • - month 

U "dllllll. 

Gin _lie !~ .. .. 23 0 028 0 019 0 019 0 0 - 19 0 017 0 0 - - - -Gin cooU. I. "L . .- .. II 0 015· 0 011 0 o 9 0 0 - 7 0 o 9 0 0 - - - -Prooo coolie !maI0 .. .. 26 0 026 0 030 0 028 0 0 - 30 0 028 0 0 - - - -P1_ coolie lema ) .. II 0 o IS 0 012 0 013 0 0 - - II 0 0 - - - -Other...,1ie !maIe) .. .. o 10 o 0 10 0 9 o 0 8 o 0 9 o 0 7 o 0 9 o 0 8 o 0 8 o 0 7 o 0 5 8 Am1ao Other coolie female) .. 0 6 o 0 8 o 0 6 9 0 5 8 0 4 8 0 4 o 0 5 8 0 6 o 0 5 o 0 5 o 0 4 8 porday. 

~ • E'!'P"Uer men (was" RI. IS per month) and gl ... bIo,..,n (wag .. RI. 15 to RI. 20 per month) may be claaa.d with "riDDen 8IId blol"r \>ors .. " ~th .~r boys (~ .. RI. 9 ~rlnOJlthl' . .. . . . ' .' . . . . .. . 
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The rates available for mining areas are as follows :-

Coal. I Manganese. 

Class of labour. 
Cbhlnd· Chanda Nagpur :Shand"",. l3aIaghat 

waI& district. district. district. district. 
district. 

Per day. Per day. Per day. Per day. Per day. 
Rs. a. p. Ba .... p- Rs. &. p. Rs. a. p- Rs .... p. 

SkilW. 

1 0 0 1 0 0 o 12 0 o 12 0 o 12 0 
Ovennen. sardaro or1 to to to to to 

mates 2 0 0 3 0 0 1 8 0 1 6 0 1 6 0 
1 0 0 0 8 0 

}o ~ Coal-=tters .. .. to to - -
1 6 0 1 0 0 
0 8 0 0 9 0 0 0 8 0 0 8 0 

Miners . . . . .. to to to to to 
1 0 0 010 0 012 0 010 0 o 10 0 

Unskilled. 

0 8 0 0 9 0 

}O : :Loaders .. .. '1 to to - -
012 0 o 12 0 
0 7 0 0 6 0 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 

"Male coolies .. .. , to to to to to . 
0 9 0 0 8 0 0 9 0 0 8 0 012 0 
0 4 0 }o f5 

0 0 4 0 0 " 0 
Female coolies .. 1 to " 0 to to to 

0 9 0 o 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 

97. The average monthly wages for the whole province. as given in the annual 
_ta<y reports. are tabulated below :-

Years. 

1922.\1923.\1924.\1925.\1926.\1927.1 1928. 

Rs. Rs. Ba. Ba. Rs. Ba. Rs. 
SRilktl. 

Fitter .. .. .. .. 47 48 49 50 51 47 52 
BoiiennaD .. .. . . 27 31 30 29 29 28 29 
Weaver t' .. .. .. 31 28 37 34 31 31 31 
'Spinner . . .. . . .. 15 15 17 16 16 15 15 

Unskilled. 

Coolie (male) .. .. 17 18 17 17 16 15 15 
Coolie (female) •• .. .. 10 11 10 10 10 9 9 

The table shows that there bas been a general reduction during the last five years' 
1:he wages of unskilled labour having fallen steadily since 1923. The year 1928 marks 
.a slight increase in the wages of skilled labour; otherwise a geneml decline is notice
able since 1924. 

It is difficult to dmw any deductions regarding the movements of wages in recent 
years for such data as are available are conflicting. The figures of average monthly 
'Wages for the whole province. as published in the annual factory reports, indicate 
... a_to decline in wages of unskilled labour since 1923. While such information 
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as we have been able to collect fortbe present enquiry from some of the mills, mines. 
and other works indicates a defulite rise during the last five to eight years. Figures 
of such inCrea5(:s are as follows :- ! 

Areas. 

Nagpur, Bh&ndata and Chhattisgarh Division 
Balaghat manganese mines 
Gondia (Iae factories, etc.) 

Percentage of rise 
in wages 
Per cent~ 
20 to 25 

5 
15 to 25 

It is difficult to reconcile the results obtained by enquiries made for the patpose 
. of t.his rept>rt with the .figures embodied in the annual reports. The latter are calcu
lated 00. the basis of the figures of average wages prevailing in about 50 of the leading 
industrial undertakings of various classes, cotton concems of Berar predominating. 
The only reliable information availabJe is in the cost of living index numbets pre-. 
paIOd by the Department of Industries for Nagpur and Jubbulpore since January. 
1925. These show that real wages have on the whole varied with the rise and fall in 
the cost of living. 

comp_ of Nominal 4"" ReM "'''l's "';11 Cost of Li";tI/I (B ...... July. 1914). 

Year. 

1914. I 1925. I 1926. I 1927. I 1928. 

Central Provinces. 
Rs. a. p. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

AVffage numWy wac.1-
Male (unskilled) .. .. 11 0 0 17 16 15 IS 
Female (unskilled) · . .. 6 8 a 10 10 9 9 

Indu ff.umbn&--
Cost of living •• · . · . 100 0 a 149 147 145 187 

NominsJ'wagss--
Male !UDSkilIed) · . .. 100 0 a 1M 145 136 186 
Female (unskilled) · . .. 100 0 0 154 154 136 186 

R.tIl fJJ~n--
Male unskilled) .. " 100 0 0 108 98·6 93·8 99·8 
Female (unskilled) · . · . 100 0 a lOS lOS 95·2 100·7 

. 

YeaT& 

1914. I 1925. I 1926. I 1927. I 1928. 

Rs. a. p. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. a. p. 
Avnag. ttumtJUy w«G1S--

Semi-skilled •• · . .. - 17 19 19 19 8 I) 

Male (unskilled) .. .. 11 0 0 16 17 17 17 0 0 
Female (unskilled) .. · . 6 8',0 9 10 10 10 0 0 

Index Numbers. 

Nomiffal '"f,s-
100 0 0 145 1M 154 154 0 0 Male (unskilled) .. · . 

Female (unskilled) .. · . 100 0 0 136 154 154 154 0 0 
Cost of living .. · . .. 101) 0 0 149 147 145 137 0 I) 

RHlwages- .. · . .. 
106·2 Mal. (unskilled) .. " 101) 0 0 97·3 104·8 112·4 

Female (unskilled) · . .. 100 0 0 92·6 104·8 106·2 112'4 
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98~ No definite information is ava.ilable on this question. The practice of remit· 
ting part of the wage earned to the place of origin is most common among immigrants 
from the United Provinces, nearly 80 per cent. of whom leave their families behind 
in their villa.ges to look after their ancestral cultivation. These immignmts are said 
to remit nearly 75 per cent. of their income in this way. It is also reported that a 
few workers who have immigrated from Central India and the Bombay Presidency 
Rmit to their homes about 2S per eent. of their ea.mings. . 

99. Payment in kind is not common in this province.. . Some instances have, 
bowever, come to light. Fuel and light are supplied free to special classes of workers 
in some of the minor factories and to fitters in ginning and pressing factories. firemen 
and mechanics in rice and oil mills, Bhattawallas (lac melters) in shellac factories, 
blowers in glass works, kiln attendants and fumacemen in cement works and potteries. 
Some oil mills supply the workers with free oil for domestic purposes; and the extent 
towhich housing accommodation is provided free or below the market rate has already 
been described in Chapter IV. 

There is no organization. such as a. trades uniOJl~ which intervenes between the 
employers and employee for the purpose of fixing wages. These are usually fixed by 
oral agreement. 

]03. Wages are not standardi%ed in different industries or in the same industry. 
It is even found that different rates are prevalent in the same industry in the same 
locality for the same work. This is illustrated by a co:.;nparison of the wages paid 
at the Empress Mills and Model Mills, Nagpur, or Burn and Company's Pottery 
and Perfect Pottery at Jubbu1pore, or Reckchand Mohota Mills and Bansilal 
Abeetthand Mills at Hinganghat. 

Nagpnr. Hinganghat. Jubbulpore. 

Rai Rai 
Bahadur Sahib 
Bansilal Recj<- Bum Perfect 

Class of Empress Model Abeer- chand and Pottery 
workers. Mills. Mills. chand Mohota Co., Com-

Spinning Spinning Pottery pany, 
and and Works. Ltd. 

Weaving Weaving 
.Mills. Milia. 

Mini-I Maxi-I Mini-I Maxi- Average Average AveragelA~ge 
mum. mum. mum. mum. wages. . wages. wages; wages. 

Skilled lobouY. Rs. Rs. Rs. &. Rs. &. Rs. a. Rs. &. Rs. a. Rs. a. 
Fitter .. 62 122 20 0 125 0 32 0 45 0 37 0 78 5 
Blacksmith .. 77 92 30 0 85 0 47 0 43 0 25 8 45 0 
Carpenter .. 47 62 25 8 90 0 44 0 35 0 :12 0 44 0 
Engine driver - - 40 0 80 0 87 0 5S 0 20 0 32 8 
Boilerman .. 24 32 22 8 25 8 32 0 31 0 19 8 22 8 
Masou .. 54 69 - - - - - -
Weaver .. 22 ·SO 25 0 50 0 80 0 32 0 - -
Spinner .. 15 24 16 8 19 8 15 12 18 0 - -
Dyer •• .. 18 25 18 0 24 0 70 8 18 4 - -
UnskiIJed lab"" 

Coolie (male) .. 15 29 15 0 20 0 13 0 15 0 14 8 16 4 
Coolie (female) 11 14 9 0 11 4 B 0 8 0 7 8 12 6 

105. The subject of minimum wages was considered by the local government 
early in 1928 in connection with the questionnaire issued by the Tenth International 
Labour Conference. Opinions then received. including those of labour representatives, 
were opposed to legislation to this end. 

Demands for minimum wages of Rs. 30 per month have been occasionally put 
forward a.t strikes, but such demands are usually made by leaders of the pleader 
-class, who aJ.-e aware of the practice in more highly developed industrial countries; 
it is doubtful, however, whether any such demand exists among the labouring 
dasses$ who do not understand the implications of the proposal. It has already 
been shown that wages are DOt standardized. and until in practice wages in the same 
or similar industries are more or less 011. the same leveJ$ it is difficult to see how & 
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minimum wage can successfully be brought into operation. A . further difficulty 
arises from the fact that the cost of living varies in different parts of the province .. 
In the cotton districts to which food grains are imported. the cost of living is definitely 
hlgher than elsewhere. Government has recognized this fact by the grant of dear 
district allowances to its lower paid employees. It follows that a. minimum wage· 
applicable to Bera.r or Nagpur would not be suitable for J ubbulpore. It is. moreover. 
doubtful whether the fixation of a minimum wage would be beneficial to labour. 
There is always a tendency for wages to gravitate towards & minimum fixed by 
law k and where. as in this province .. the organization of labour is weak and con
sequently unable to combat this tendency, it is not improbable that legislation o£ 
this nature would result in a. decrease in the total earn.iDgs of labour. 

106, (i) Deductions do not appear to exceed the 5 per cent, of workmen's wages. 
Fin .. are generally imposed fur :-(a) Breach .. ofdiseipline, liko late attendance, 
absenteeism, misbehaviour, etc.; (6) bad wmck; (e) 1000 of, or damage to, materiais. 

All :firms consider (a) as absolutely necessary for the maintenance of discipline
but the fines imposed are nominal. Fines imposed for bad work or loss of, or damage 
to materials .are generally higher, but only a very small fraction of the loss incurred' 
by the management is recovered. In Bombay and other places the workman is
compelled to buy the cloth or material spoiled at the price. but this practice is not 
in vogue in this province; in the case of the Empress Mills, the fines uuder this' 
head range from 2 annas to Re. 1 (and average one~tenth of the loss caused). The 
practice of .. double khada:~ i.e .• the deduction of two days~ wages for one day's. 
absence. is recommended and adopted by the Millowners' Association of Bombay. 
It is, however. not in operation in this province except at the Savatram Mills at 
AkoIa, and even there, though nominally recognized~ it bas not been enforced during. 
recent years. 

Iii) Articles requiring frequent replacement, such as read·hooks, combs, split 
chains. etc.~ are issued to workmen and have to be regularly accounted for .. 
Deductions are made ior loss of these articles. which nnd a ready sale in the local 
bazaars. Deductions under this head amounted to &s. 825 in one year in the Empress 
Mills, compared with" a total wage bill of Rs. 3,92,859. The average of the total.lin.,. 
on all a.ccounts in the Empress MiUsamounts to Rs. 2,600pera.n.num~ and isequivalent 
to 0 ·12 per cent. of the wage bill. 

(iii) These deductions are generally spent for the benefit of the workers themselves 
by crediting them to provident or recreation funds, but occasionally are credited to
the account of the mms themselves. The Empress Mills credit all unclaimed wages. 
and fmes to tho pension fund. Tho Jubbulpore Gun Carnage Factory credits them 
to the gratuity fund. Bum it Company's Pottery and Perfect Pottery, of Jubbul
pore. spend such fines on sports and prizes to the labourers. The Nagpur Automobile 
and Genera\ Engineering Company, Limited. refund deductions after a month if 
the conduct of the operative improves. 

(iv) The question of legislation fur regulating deductions was mveotigeted by the 
local government about two years ago. in response to a reference from the Government 
oi India.. It appealS that the system prevailing in the province is neither a source 
of profit to the employer Dor a cause of barsh or improper treatment to the workets_ 
It has. on the other hand~ been effective in enforcing discipline, and preventing care
less or negligent work. In recent industrial disputes in the province, the subject of" 
fines has not been brought up as a grievance. and DO complaints from employees.. 
regarding excessive lines have been made to the factory inspection staff. The 
employers of labour are unanimous in opposing legislation on the subject. and having. 
regard to the conditions obtaining in the province. the local government has taken. 
the view that it is unnecessary to introduce legislation on the lines of the EngJish 
Truck Act. It is suggested. however. that it might be prescribed by a rule under. 
or an amendment of, the Indian Factories Act, and the Indian Mines Act. that the. 
owners of factories and mines shall maintain a register in which the amount of fine. 
or deduction from wages and the nature of the act or omission in respect of which 
such tine is imposed or deduction made should be entered. Such a register. which 
should be open to inspection by the factory or mines inspector, would furnish means 
for the verification of any complaints and would enable the local government to-
watch how far the system is abused in pra<:tic:e. . 

107. (i) In moot ...... wages are paid weoldy, hut sometimes IIlOI1thly and. 
occasionally fortnightly. 

(ii) Weekly wages are generally paid on tho hazaar day, and payment is made 
as soon as the wages are earned fOr the whole week. but sometimes wages are 
calculated up to the second day previOUS to tho hazaar day_ 

The payment of monthly wages. howe-vert is generally made be~ tho 10th. 
and 25th of the mouth following the one to which the wages relate.. Interim payments 
as advances against the wages earned in the previous month are. however. often. 
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made according to the workers' needs in the first week of the following month. At 
one time interest was sometimes charged on these advances, but the practice has 
now ceased. The buger mil1s take a week to ten days to complete all payments. 

(iii) Dmrabilily of 16gislaliotl.-The question of legislation on this sub/,:!, was 
investigated by tbe local government in 1924, in response to .. reference tbe 
Government of India. It appears that in the case of monthly payments., delays for 
periods exceeding 15 days are not usual, while in the case of payments on shorteT 
periods tbao a montb, tbe scale of four days' delay for fortnightly wages, two days' 
delay for weekly wages and one day's delay for dally wages, as suggested by tbe 
Government of India. is rarely exceeded. In the circumstances, therefore. and in 
view of the fact that no complaints on the part of workmen of delay in payment 
have come to its notice. the local government has so far concurred in the view of 
the manageD of industrial concerns that the need for introducing legislation on this 
subject is not urgent. Should it. however. be decided on general grounds to undertake 
legislation on the subject:. it is suggested that the measure should be confined to 
payments made montblyand tbat "period of II) days should be allowed for payment 
on this basis. 

(iv) Unclajmed wages are negligible in amount. except in cases of textile mills, 
where they are utilized for public religious celebrations by the workpeople. One 
or two mil1s pay them to claimants even if tbey turn up after a considerable interval. 

lOS. A large percentage of labourers is indebted, but no reliable figures are 
a.vailable. Information received from employers puts this percentage between 25 and 
50. The Empress Mills, Nagpur, have a lIourlshing c:o-operative credit society. Out 
of4,5()() members of tbe society, 2,431 areindebted totbe extent of Ro. 5,11),224. The 
report of tbe mil1s adds tbat borrowing from outside has not yet ceased. If any 
inference can be drawn from tbese figures, the percentage of labonr ... indebted 
appears to be more than 50. The rate of interest is sometimes as high as 37 -5 per 
cent. per annum. Loans are generally advanced by the ordinary Ma.rwari and BaDia 
moneylenders aod in a very few cases by Patbans. Indebtedness is attrihated mainly 
to tbe improvident character of the labourers, aggravated by customary ceremonial 
expenses. Employers deny tbat the low level of wages is to lilly a.ppreciable extent 
responsible for indebtedness. 

109. There is no scbeme of profit-sharlog in force in any industry. Some texti1e 
mil1s are reported to have granted bonus .. from profits during tbe war boom, but 
payment of bonuses fjom profits is unknown at present. Some mills grant a regular 
a:ttenda.nce bonus to their workers up to Rs. 2 a month. 

llO. Leave witbout pay is always granted by tbe employers to ordinary unskilled 
workers, and the latter often a.vail themselves of it for visiting their native places 
or for ceremonial purposes. 

The clerical and supervising staff are allowed one mOnth's leave every year on 
:full pay, while in the textile mills the subordinate staft is allowed leave up to 15 days. 
Other important industries also adopt similar practices, but in smaller factories an4 
minor industries no leave is recognized or countenanced. 

XIIL-Iudutrial E1IIcienc¥ 01 Work_. 
No systematic study of this question has-been made in the province, and very few 

accurate data are available on this SUbject. The following views are based on i.n:for
mation provided by the Empress ~> Nagpur~ and a few mining companies. 

t 12. The Empress Mills report that the reduction in hours of work has not re· 
sulted in any improvement in efficiency in their spinning department~ and has 
effected only a slight improvement in their weaving department. The cost of pr0-
duction has also increased with increases in wages and other charges, and the net result 
is shorter working hours and more pay for the workers without any compensation 
to the employers. Although the :increase in wages has tended. to ma.ke the labour 
force of the textile industry more permanent. it at the same time became more 
irregu1ar in attendance; for the workers absent themselves without permission 
whenever they like, being able to support themselves on the wages earned in a. shorter 
period of work. This opinion of the Empress Mills is based on a careful study of the 
figures of production of tbeir mil1s during the last quarter of a century. 

Some manganese mine owners assert that there has been no appreciable increase 
in the efficiency of their labour during recent years, while the Central Provinces and 
Herar Mining Association reports tbat employment has beeo stabili%ed in the larger 
manganese mines, and there has been an improvement in the efficiency of miners: 
but no noticeable change has OCCUlTed in the efficiency of the workers in the coal 
mines. As, however, it has been reported in Chapter X, tbe Indian Mines Act of 1923 
did not make any practical change in hours of work, any increase of efficiency must 
be due to other causes. 
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113. No systematic study of the question bas been made in the pt'Ovinee. but the 
Empress Mills report that although the wages paid to individual workers in India are 
much lower than those paid to workers in Lancashire. it has to be borne in mind 
that four to five Indian workers have to be employed on work which one Lancashire 
worker can do, 

The ~g~ of the ~tral india·Man~es~ ComPany," Limii-oo.~ of oPunon" that 
compared to th.e efficiency of the Western countries, that of Indian workers is about 
33 per cent. The manager of the Balaghat manganese mines is of opinion that in 
hand-drilling and mining the average Indian miner has only 10 per cent. of the 
efficiency of Western miners. which he attributes mainly to the di1Ierence in skill 
and methods of work. 

114. (i) The Empress Mills report that although the turnover of their labour bas 
improved from 18 months to eight years and la.bour has become steady on their mills, 
there has been no increase in production worth the name. There is not that steady 
application of workers which one expects from shorter working hours and better 
working conditions now prevailing in factories. and consequently production shows 
a fa.ll in place of the expected increase. 

(ii) The Empress Mills report that the use of machinery has led to increased 
efficiency on the part of workers. Such efficiency has ensued from vacuum stripping 
plant. automatic looms. ring spindles in place of mules and throstles in the spinning 
department. Eccle's drop-boxes have also given better results than Ha.eking's 
drop-boxes. No other information is available. 

(iii) The Empress Mills report that efficiency of plant has improved the efficiency 
of the workers. 

(v) The efficiency of workers varies with their physique. The Momins (Muham
madans) and Koshtis (Hindus) who have a better physique than Mahan Qow caste 
Hindus) are more regular in attendance and produce better work as weavers. 

(vi) It is obvious that the health of workers does affect their efficiency. but no 
reliable statistics of the incidence of sickness on the efficiency of workers are available. 

(vii) Education is certainly a most important factor affecting the efficiency of the 
workers. and it is reported that the main reason why the efficiency of Indian labour 
is so mucn. less than that of foreign labour is that the majority of Indian labourers 
are illiterate. 

(viii) There is no douht that the iDferiority of Indian Iabo .... is largely due to its 
low standard of living. but there is rio definite information available. 

(ix) The climate in India is subject to sud extreme variations that the Indian 
labourer is handicapped in this respect as compared to his European brothers. 
The excessive heat in summer decreases the efficiency of the workers. The ventilating 
and humidifying systems at No. 1 Mills (the oldest) of the Empress Mills not being 
80. up to date as those at their No.3 and No.5 Mills. the warmth of the atmospbere 
in No. 1 Mills not only disturbs the evenness of the yarn. made therein, but also de
creases production and adds to the discomfort of the workers therein. 

115, (i) The iDformation supplied by the Empress Mills bas already been referred 
to above, As a result of the reduction of hours. there has been no improvement in. 
production in the spinning department, but there has been some improvement in. 
production in the weaving department. The Empress Mills report that an experiment 
was made at their mills about balfa century ago by tbelateMr. J. N. Tata.thefounder 
of the mills. with the object of improving production. He started working the :mills 
with two shifts. each working for 12 hours with balf an hour's rest period the day and 
night shift men changing places every fortnight. •• The result was diSQ,Strous; 
for. the total production of the two thifts did not even equal that obtained by the 
usual day time working from sunrise to sunset." This was due to the night shift 
people not taking rest during the day time as they should. so that they were unable 
to keep awake at night, and their machines were left untended. . 

(ti} Good light and ventilation and efficient humidification undoubtedly unprove 
production. The effects of the atmospheric conditions in No.1 Mills of the Empress 
Mills have been referred to above. In the weaving department deficient light. 
ventilation and humidifi.cation affect production by about 5 per cent. 

{iii) A few mine owners report that expenditure judiciously made on l;ealtb and 
sanitation repays itself by preventing disease and maintaining labour m a .more 
healthy condition. enabling it to give increased production. The same applies to 
expenditure OD. housing of labour. _ 

(v) and (vi) The observation made by the Indian Industrial Commission<!f 1916-18 
(paragraph 235) that .. all authorities who are qualified to speak on the. subject agree 
that Indian Jabour is content with a very low standard of comfort. This ~ured. the 
Indian workman. speaking generally. takes advantage of the greatt;r earnmg power 
,given to him by increased wages to do less work. and shows no de&r6 to earn more 
money by work:ing more regularly or by improving his own efficiency .. still generally 
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applies to Indian labour. The mine owners report that the upward movement in. 
wages tends to give a downward trend in production per head. The Empress Mills 
report that they cannot say that all that they have done to improve the wages and 
remuneration of their workmen has induced in their workpeople a desire to put more 
energy into their work. 

(vii) Mine owners report that the effect of lettislation has been beneficial to workers. 
but has increased the cost of production. The Empress Mills report that while legisla
tion. has ameliorated the condition of the workers. it has also been exploited by agi
tators who emphasize the responsibilities of the employer~ but are silent as regards any 
corresponding obligation on the employees to become more efficient. 

(viii) aDd (ix) Reports received indicate that a liberal diet brings about an im
provement in production. The use of drugs by labourers is very rare. The Empress: 
J4.ills report that the drink evil is not so prevalent among their workpeople as to 
attract attention or a1Iect the production of their mills. 

116. All employers are emphatic that better educatino would be the most elfective 
method by which the efficiency of labour can be increased. 

XIV.-Tnde CombinaliODL 

111. (i) The following associations of employers exist in the province :
(I) The Mecbanical Engineers' Assodatino. Ako/a.. 
(2) The Factory Owuen Assodation, Khamgaon. 
(3) The Central Provinces and Hera. (Manganese) Mining Assodation. Kamp~ 
(4) The Central Provinces and Be.,.,. Coal Mining Assodation, Chhindwaro.. 
(5) The Ratni Lime BumetS" .Association. 
(6) The Merchants' Assodation, YeotmaL 
(7) The Merchants' Assodation, Jubbulpore. 

(il) The following associations of the employees exist in the province:
(I) The Nagpur Textile Union. Nagpnr. 
(2) The Model Mills Labour Union, Nagpur. 
(3) The Press Employeos' Association, Nagpnr. 
(4) The Scavengers' Union. Nagpur. 
(5) The Textile Labour Union of Central Provinces and Berer, Nagpur. 
(6) The Motor Driver.!' Assodation, Nagpur. 

The above are registered in this province. but the following outside organizations 
have branches at Nagpur :-

(I) The Railway Mail Service and Postal Union. Central Circle. 
(2) The Great Indian Peninsula Railwa.ymen's Union of Bombay. 
(3) The Bengal-Nagpnr Railway Labour Uuinn of Kharagpur. 
(4) The Clerks' Assodation. 

118. These associations, with the exception of the Central Provinces and Berar 
Mining Association. Kamptee~ are of recent origin~ and cannot be said as yet. to have
produced any appreciable effect on the industries. These associations are. however. 
consulted by Government on all matters affecting the industries to which they relate
and the relations of the employers. and the employed. and the views thus obtained 
are always considered. An Advisory Board of Industries was established in the year 
1914 for giving Government the benefit of its experience and opinion on industrial 
and labour questions and some of the associations named above are represented on 
the board. At some cotton centres the owners of ginning and pressing factories 
form combines (locally known as pools). with the result that only a few of the local 
factories are worked in the season and the rest remain closed. The total profits earned 
by the factories that work are distributed at the end of the season amongst the owners. 
of all the factories in proportion to the number of gins and presses possessed by each. 
These combines have been successful in enhancing the cost of ginning and pressing 
at the expense of the cultivator. The matter has been brought before the local legis-
latnre by a member of the Council; and is now under the consideration of the local 
government. 

Owing to trade depression. in the coal and manganese industries. the mining 
associations have recently on several occasions approached Government for assist
ance. and the local Government has reduced the rate of dead rent on areas occupied 
by mines by SO per cent. The local Government has also approached the railway 
board in order to secure a reduction in railway freights. 

The associations of employers appear competent to safeguard the interest of 
their members. but trades unionism is yet in its infancy in the province. and Labour 
associations have done little to improve the conditions under which. their members. 
work. 
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119. Apart from taking part ill a few recent strikes. trade unions have not di8-
played much activity as yet. The postal union branch has established a C'o-operative 
society and a mutual bene1it fund for its members~ and the clerks' association branch 
has a mutual benefit fund. 

120. The history of individual trade unions and the a.ttitude of employers to them 
are indicated below;-

(1) Tn. Nagpur Te61ile U"i01l.-The above union came into existence on the 
11th December. 1927. by a resolution passed by the executive of the union and 
was registered under the Indian Tntde Union Act, 1926, on the 23rd Th!cember. 1921. 
Out of 51 membeI'8 of the Executive Committee, 39 are employed in the Empress 
and Model Mills, and the remainder are professio~ men such as pleaders and doctors. 

The attitude of the employers has so far' been conciliatory. and both the Empress 
and Model Mills. Nagpur, have recognized the union":. 

(2) Tile MOlleI Mills LtIbotw Union.-Tbis union was brought into existence on 
the 5th December. 1927, by a resolution of a general meeting of the union. and was 
reg;.tered on the 9th January. 1928. 

Out of 1-7 members of the Executive Committee, nine are directly concerned 
with the industry. In February, 1929, the operatives of the mills made represeDta~ 
tions formulating certain demands and PressiI>g for the ... cognition of the union. but 
no decision has yet been reached. 

(3) T..v hus Employe's' AssociGlitm. Nagptw.-The above union came into 
existen<::e on the 5th February, 1928. following a resolution of a general meet:i.ng of 
the memben, and was regjstered on the 11th February, 1928. 

From the report of the association. it will be seen that there were 236, membets 
on the roll on the 31st December. 1928. Out of 11 members of the Executive Com
mittee, 12 belong to the industry. 

(4) TM S&tWe1tgerT Union~ Nagl'fW.-The above unic-n came into existence as a 
result of the recent strike of sweepers in Nagpur. I.t was inaugurated on the 8th April. 
1929. by a resolution of a general meeting of its members~ and was registered on the 
9th April 1929. 

Out of 15 memben of the commi~ 10 are working as sweepers. 
On the occasion of the recent strike, the district authorities and the municipal 

committee refused to hear the grievances of the sweepers unless they formed theJDo< 
selves a union. and were registered under the Trade Unions Act. 

(5) TM T6xti~ Lalxnw Union, Ce1clYtJl Pf'oviflUs mul BuM'.-This union was 
brought into existence on the 80th September. 1928. by a resolution of the general . 
meeting of the members and was registered on the ] Ith April. 1929. 

121. T.1Uk U"' .... Ac/, 1926.-(i) The Act came into fOrce on the 1st JUDe, 
1927. and six trade unions have been registered up to date. 

(ti) It is too early to judge of the eftects of the Act. Trade unionism is still in 
its infancy in the ptoVince and is more under the control of poIitically.-minded mem~ 
bers of the intelligentsia than of genuine workers. The two or three most active 
leaders 01 the trade union movement in this province belong to the legal profession. 
The unions have all been recognized by the employers concerned, though the Model 
Mills refused to do so for some time. 

(iii) No amendment to the Act has been suggested nor has any necessity therefor 
yet been experienced. . 

XV.--lnd!Ulrial Diopaleo. 

123. Since 1921. there have been 36 strikes aHecting the various industrial 
undertakings of the province, 29 being confined to the cotton mills. 

(i) The ""uses which led to th_ industrial disputes may be classified generally 
as follows :-(1) Demands for increases in wages and allowances; (2) demands for 
bonuses; (3) demands for shorter hours of work; (4) personal causes such as the 
dismissal or refusal to reinstate individuals; (5) resentment at the adoption of 
ell.aplinat}' measures; (6) resentment at zedUetiOll of allowances; (7) political; 
(8) othora. 

It was only in the case of two strikes tha.t political causes wete ~tiV'!. In one 
(at the Pulgs"" mills) in 1921 the management refused to close the mills on .. -"""" 
day (13th April); but theee strike,. &lao put forward demauds for mising their grain 
compensation allowances. in the ooune of the strike. The other strike OD the Bengal .. 
Ne.gpur Railway was a demonstration of sympathy with an office-bearer .of the 
Railway Union who was arrested in connection with & strike outside the provmce. 
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Outside influences were traceable in only seven out of 35 strikes. Only three 
strikes. two at Nagpur and one at Pulgaon~ were organized by labour unions. One 
strike at the Jubbulpore mills in 1923 is reported to have been inspired by sympathy 
with strikers at Ahmedabad. Otherwise. the strikes were for the most part loca.l and 
did not present any special features though the demands of the strikers were 
occasionally extravagant. 

In the following table the stri are e.a.SSJ ace g Ires '~ed ordin to thei rc:a.uses :' 

",8 Ii 'a~ - l " !" ~ ij1; 0 

"" e .; f1 • .Il' .,-11 
"'~ " "" .. II & 

,,'" I!: ., 
"g" '" lf~ 0" il :d il: ~1;l If 0 

Akola-
Hukumchand Mills (5) · . · . 1 3 - 1 - - - -
Savatram Mills (4) · . · . 2' - 2' - - 1 - 1 
Jubbulpore--

2 1 1 2 Raja Gokuldas Mills (7J · . 1 - - -
Municipal sweepers (1) · . 1 - - - - - - -

Nagpur-
Empress Mill (2) · . .. 1° I (<» I' - I (al - - -
B.-N. RaiJwayworkshop (I) .. - - - - - - 1 -
Municipal sweepers (2) .. 2- - 1· - - - - I· 

Rajnandgaon- · . .. 
B. N. Cotton Mills (4) · . I - 1 2 - - - -

Pulgson-
The Pulgson Cotton Mills (2) •• 1· 1 (a) - - - 1 (4) I· -

Hingsughat-
. Bansilal Mills · . .. I - - - - - - -Reckchand Moham Mills .. - - - I - - - -
Burhanpur-

The Tapti Mills - ... 1 - - - - - - -
Badnera-

_ Manufacturing Co. Mill. 1 - - - - - - -
Murtizapur-

C.P. RaiJwal' . . · . · . - - - 1 - - - -
Yeotmal-

Taxi-.drivers . . · . · . - - - - 1 - - -
Kampte&-

Municipal sweepers · . · . 1 - - - - - - -
Damoh-

Municipal sweepers · . · . I - - - - - - -
Total •• · . 16 II" S 5 3 S 2 4 

Note.-Where the disputes are caused by more than one reason the combmed 
causes of disputes have been indicated by * or (4) over the figure. 

(ii) The following is a statement showing the duration of the strikes ;_ 

Number of disputes lasting 2 days or I... 2 

" 
2to7days 8 

. .. 8 to 15 days II 
10 to SO days 6 
above SO days 6 

Total 33 

fni) The results of the disputes may be classified broadly as follows :-(1) Entirely 
fa.vourable to workers; (2) Partiallyfavourable to workers; {3} entirely unfavourable 
to workers; (4) results uukuown; (5) inconclusive. 

{U93} c 
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The following indicates the nature of the settlement of the strikes :-Entirely 
favourable. 5; partially ~vouTable. 4; entirely unfavourable, 17; results unknown, 
1; inconclusive, 7. 

(iv) No reliable estiPlate 01 the extent of loss resulting from these strikes is 
available. The loss in working days has already been indicated in the statement 
appended. Tb.e following statement. however, gives a rough estimate of the loss 
caused by some of the strikes. It will be seen that practically the entire incidence 
of the strikes and the consequent loss fell on the cotton textile industry :_ 

Year. 

1921 
1922 
1922 
1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

1926 

1927 

1928 

1929 

The number of mills to Loss to Loss to 
which figures relate. employers. workers~ 

Savatmm Mills, AlroIa 
Tapti Mills, Burhampur 
BansiIal Abeerchand Mills, !!inganghat 
Empress Mills, Nagpur •• 

{ Raja Gokuldas Mills, Jubbulpore 

{ 
Empress Mills, Nagpur •• 
Raja Gokuldas Mills, Jubbulpore 
Savatmm Mills, Akola 
Hukumebaud Mills, Akola 
Raja Gokuldas Mills, J ubbulpore 

{ 
Savatram Mills, Akola 
Raja GokuIdas Mills, Jubbulpure 
The Alroia Cotton Mills, Limited (formerly 

Hukumchaod Mills). 
Reckchaud Mabota Mills, Hinganghat •• 

Rs. Rs. 
22,000 5,500 
'5,900 3,300 

64,725 12,_ 
1,16,263 39,191 

42,000 11,500 
15,000 9,500 

5,74,462 2,64,651 
15,000 14,000 
12,000 6,000 
6,000 6,000 

13,000 14,000 
17,000 8,500 
5,000 4,000 

40,000 30,000 

1,200 800 

124. There is no sort of conciliation and arbitration machinery for the settlement 
of industrial disputes in the province except the formal provision for such machinery 
as wiJl now be available by virtue of the Trade Disputes Act having come into force 
with effect from the 8th May of the current year. The necessity of some machinery 
for conciliation and arbitration has, however, been keenly felt in connection with 
one or two recent strikes. Leading industrialists like Sir Sorabji Mehta. of the 
Empress mills and leaders of the labour movement have made informal representa
tions to Government for the establishment of conciliation and arbitration machi.nety. 

The local executive authorities have intervened. in a few strikes and succeeded 
in bringing abQut a settlement. The local authorities although they have no legal 
status in the matter have intervened in the interests of the maintenance of public 
peace. 

Although there is no machinery for settling disputes. workers never experience 
difficulty in making representations to the management of the industrial under
takings in the province. Trade union leaders from Nagpur,have on occasions, 
interested themselves in strikes in the moftusiland have taken part in the negotiations 
for settlement. For instance. Mr. Ruikar, a Nagpur lawyer and honorary secret.axy 
of the Central Provinces and Berar Textile Union acted in tJlis. way in ]927 at 
Pulgaon and in 1928 at Akola an,.d utilized both the occasions fur establishing local 
trade unions. 

125. The Trade Disputes Act came into force in this province with effect from 
the 8th May. 1929; but no experience of its working has yet been gained. 

126. (il The local government bas appointed a Registrar of Trade Unions under 
section 3 of the Trade Unions Act. 1926; and every facility is provided for the 
proper registration of all bema ft. organizations. In one or two recent cases the 
executive authorities have used their good offices and secured the registration by 
the employers of such unions. 

(il) Precautions to maintain order are generally taken by the local executive 
authorities in all cases of strikes in which the attitude of the strikers is threatening; 
but Government officers do not in any way interfere in these disputes unless breach 
of the peace occurs or unless both the parties to the dispute seek their arbitration. 

The District Superintendent of Police settled one strike at PuJgaon in 1921. at 
the request of the parties. and the district magistrates settled two strikes. one at 
AkoJa last year and. the other at Nagpur during the c~nt year. Both parties 
voluntarily accepted the arbitration of these officials. 
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XVL.:...r.aw of IIasIer aDd SemmL 
127.-TII. Effm of 1M R.pul of W"""""""s B ... _ of C_ Acl. No serious 

complaint has been received as a. result of the repeal of the Act. but the Central 
Provinces a.nd Berar Mining Association reports that the' effect of the repeal of the 
Act has been to lessen the hold of the employer upon his recruited labour and bas 
encouraged la.bourers to take advanees from employers without any idea o~ fulfilling 
their obligations. "'When the Workmen's Breach of Contract Act was in force, on 
satisfying a criminal court of their lnm4 ftdu. employeIS were able to obtain 
assistance from the criminal courts to bring back labourers absconding while advances 
were outstanding against them. They now find it impossible to recover dues of this 
nature. as the only remedy lies in the civil courts. 

129. No statistics are available to show the extent to which the civil or criminal 
law is used to enforce the law of master and servant. Criminal courts have no 
jurisdiction ad hoc; and it is ,believed that few cases occur in the civil courts. The 
Workmen's Disputes Act is in force in the province but is rarely used. 

XVIL-AdmiDislralion. 

133. It is not necessary in this memorandum to refer to the labour legislation 
enacted in the central legislature during the last eight years. Such legislation has 
been enacted on a very large scale. Mr. R. W. Fulay. a Nagpur pleader. who is 
associated with several local trade unions and interests himself in the welfare of 
labour. bas been nominated by Government to the provincial legislature as a 
representative of urban factory labour. He and a. few other members put several 
questions in the loca.1legislature in tl:)e years 1921. 1925. 1927. 1928. and 1929, on 
various matters afiecting the welfare of industrial labour. Government always gave 
as full answers to these questions as were possible from the material available., In 
the session of the Council in January, 1928, Mr. Fulay introduced a resolution 
recommending the appointment of a committee for au enquiry into the conditions 
of the working classes in the organized industries of the province such as mills, mines~ 
and workshops. Government opposed the resolution on the ground that the working 
conditions in industries were not particularly unsatisfactory and the subjeet~matter 
of the resolution came more within the purview of the central legislature. The 
resolution was, however, carried by the council by 20 votes against 14 and the local 
government forwarded a copy of the debate on it to the Government of India for 
information. Mr. Fula-y has also introduced a Maternity Benefit Bill and. a. 
Workmen's Welfa.re Bill in the local council, the details of which have already been 
referred to in this report. The commercial and industrial interests of the Central 
Provinces and Berar elect two members to the local council, one from the Central 
Provinces and one from Berar~ and the Central Provinces and Berar Mining 
Associa.tion also elects one member. The attitude of the ma}ority of the members 
of the legislature is, however. markedly sympathetic towa.rds any measure atiecting 
the welfare of labour. 

135. Relations between the Central and Local Governments on labour questions 
have been satisfactory. Under the DevOlutiOll Rules (Schedule I. Part II. rule 26) 
industrial matters included under the heads factories and welfare of labour fall 
within the scope of -the provincial legisla.ture. but in all such matters there has been 
a tendency on the part of the local government to leave legislation more to the 
Central Government in order to secure uniformity of law and practice. The Central 
Government has regularly consulted' the Local Government in respect of all the 
labour questions that have come up for consideration from time to time. 

136, The department of Commerce and Industry of the Government of the . 
Central Provinces is the administrative authority which deals with all labour 
questions; but the revenue department is consulted in all matters relating to mines. 
The Department of Industries' under the Director of Industries~ who is also Registrar 
of Co-operative Credit~ is in immediate charge of all matters relating to labour. Under 
his general supervision the Chief Inspector of Factories with his sta.ft of inspecto1'S 
administem the Indian Factories Act. The Director of Industries is abo Registrar 
of Trade Unions. All District Judges in the province have been appointed 
commissioners under section 20 of the Workmen's Compensation Act for areas 
within their jurisdiction. 

There is no special labour office or labour ofli<:exs in the province. The factory 
staff is utilized for collecting such information on labour questions as is required 
from time to time; but the necessity of some regular organization for the collection 
of labour intelligence has been keenly felt. specially in connection with the enquiries' 
which the preparation of this memorandum has involved. With the advent of 
unionism~ labour leadem have also urged on the Government the necessity of such 

{U91) c. 
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an organization. A board of industries, consisting of represen:tatives of the 
employers and the employod, has been in existence since the year 1914, and all 
matters a1!ecting the intereets of labour are coosidend by this boaro. The boaro, 
however, acts in a purely advisoI}' capacity. 

137. EfJuI 0/ Diffwnu:es i" LtmJ OJ' A4mi"ismatKnt. i. Itulia" StaJes GJId Britisi 
Intlia.-T'his problem is not of importance in this province. The only industrial 
concern of any importance is one cotton mill in the Rajnandgaon State~ The Indian 
Factories Act does not apply to it. but the employees of the mill, who number 
about 4,000. have by their unaided efforts secured conditions which are not dissimilar 
to those in similar concerns in British India.. Recently the leaders of the Nagpnr 
trade union movement tried to form a. union of the employees of this mill. but did 
not succeed on account of the opposition of the State authorities. 

138. EveI}' effort bas been made by the factoI}' department to acquaint the 
workenl: with the provisions of the Factory Act and the Workmen's Compensation 
Act. Under the rules it is compulsory for a factory owner to place an abstract of 
the Factories Act. translated into the vernacular, in a exmspicuous position in the 
factory premises. It must be remembered. however. that tbi.s alone is not sufficient 
as the majority of the workpeople are illiterate. The prosecutions that have been 
launched in recent years against the owners and tnanagefS of seasonal factories bas. 
it is beUeved, been instrumental not only in acquainting worke18 with the law. but 
also in bringing home to them the fact that every effort is made to safegwmi 
their interests both as regards safety and hams of work. It is believed that 
failure on the pact of workers to take advantage of the Workmen~s Compensa:tiDD 
Act is rare. ' 

139. (il The factoI}' stall coosists of one chief inspector, ... hose duties are 
combined with those of the chief inspectors of boilers, and two inspectoB. In addition 
nb-divisional magistrates have been appointed as additional inspectorsz but have 
no power independently to pass orders. They e%ercisel under section 5 (a) and (b) 
of the Act~ the power to enter and inspect a factory. reporting the result to the 
district magistrate. A number of medical officers have been appointed as certifying 
surgeons under section 6 of the Act for the certiftcation of children in factories 
situated within the limits of the areas aUoted to them. As far as the perennial 
factories are concerned. the staff would appear to be adequate. but during the short 
cotton ginning season the need of extra assistance is keenly felt. These factories are 
OfteD situated in remote places where communications are bad and it .is extremely 
difficult to pay surprise _ts with sufficient frequency. During the year, 1928, there 
were 97 perennial and 659 seasonal factories at work:. The perennial factories were 
aU visited twice at least and in some cases three or more times; and with the 
exuption of six newly registered (;Oncerns~ all seasoual factories were visited at 
least onc:e during the short season of four months. 

(til The Act is an All-India Act and the rules framed undeT it by the various 
iocall:"wrnments """" modelled on the draft rules cireulated by the Govenm>e1lt of 
India. A conference of Chief Inspectors of Factories was held at Simla in 1~4. 
some two years after the advent of the new act. with a view to securing unifonmty 
in the rules. _ 

(ilil The Dumber of visits paid to the factories~ together with the number of 
prosecutions.. are indicative of the rigour 01 admiD.istra.tion ~ 

Factories on the register:- 1927. 
l'erennial 87 
SeeSrODaJ. 617 

Total 704 

Factories inspected by Expert Inspectors >-
One_t -- 214 
Two_ts ,. 232 
TIuee visils 103 
Mono than S visits 86 

Total 695 

1928. 
97 

659 

756 

808 
229 
108 
lOS 

780 

The Dumber of prosecutions bas increased from 22 in 1928 (after the amendment 
of Indian Factories Act ill 1922) to 176 in 1928. and OOIlWctlons were obtained lD 
pnctieally e""I}' case. 
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(iv) The fonowing table giving pa.rticulan of prosecution for the yean 192~ 
:inclusive shows the nature of the olfences that are most prevalent :-

No. of Convictions under Year. prosecu- Results. sections. tions. 

1924 .. .. .. 68 66 convicted .. 26 under 41 (0) 
1 .. 41 (b) , 
1 41 (e) .. 

13 " 41 Ul 
I .. 41 (g) 
8 .. 41 (n) 
2 .. 41 !,) 
3 .. 43 a) 
I .. 43 (e) 

1925 · . .. .. 'S3 61 convicted •• 24 .. 41 (al 
1 .. 41 (b) 
1 .. 41 (e) 

12 .. 41 Ul 
3 .. 41 (g) 
2 .. 41 (n) 
1 .. 41 ('1 
3 .. 41 (1) 
1 .. 43 Ie) 

1926 · . .. . . ~ ~ convicted .. 26 .. 41 (a) 
1 .. 41 (b) 

30 .. 41 (f) .. .. 41 (g) 
12 .. 41 (A) 
2 .. 41 (.) 
9 .. 41 (1) 
I .. 43 (e) 

1927 .. .. . . 111 111 ccmvicted . . 22 .. 41 (OJ 
12 .. 41 ~ 
3 .. 41 ) 

19 .. 41 (A) 
7 .. 41 I') 
6 .. 41 (j) - I 43 Ie) .. 

1928 · . .. .. 176 173 convicted .. 21 .. 41 !,,) 
2 .. 41 Ii! 36 .. 41 
I .. 41 (g) 

15 " 41 (A) 
2 .. 41 (.) 
7 .. 41 (1) 

Fines ranged from Rs. 15 to Rs. 400 in 1928 against Rs. 15 to Rs. 300 in 1927. 
In some cases, pa.rticn1arly in those relating to the inftingement of rules regulating 
hours of work. fines are too low to have any deterrent effect. The fines levied. form 
a very small percentage of the prolit earned by working the operetives beyond the 
lepl time limit. District magisttates bave been asked to ensure that adequate 
penalties are imposed in these cases. 

(111111) C8 
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XVJIL-Inlelligence. 

143. (i) Existing statistics on labour questions are extremely meagre. The only 
statistics that are available now are the following :-(1) Census report of 1921. which 
contains information on the general conditions of labour and an industrial census; 
(2) annual reports on the administration of the Indian Factories Act on questions 
relating to factory labour; (3) an annual statement of rural and urban wages of 
agrieulturallabourers and workers employed in cottage industries; (4) annual reports 
on the administration of the Indian Mines Act. which contain information on 
questions relating to labour in mines; (S) a bulletin on index. numbers for the cost 
of living at Nagpur and Jubbulpore. specia1Iy prepared during the years 1926 and 
1921; (6) a certain amount of information regarding health. housing. welfare and 
vital statistics is also availa.ble from the annual reports of the Departments of 
Public Health and Civil Hospitals. 

(li} The statistics in the census report were collected by the census staff by personal 
enquiry as well as from returns made by the managers of industrial concerns. The 
statistics in the annual report on the Factories Act are based on retmns received 
from factory managers and on a certain amount of personal investigation made by 
the inspecting staff. The statement of annual rural and urban wages is prepared 
from information supplied by the revenue authorities of the districts after general 
enquiries made through Tahsildars. The statistics of the cost of living index numbers 
were collected by an officer of the Provincial Service. placed on special duty for the 
purpose, by personal enquiries in the labour colonies of }ubbulpore and Nagpur over 
a period of one year. The annual reports of the Departments of Public Health and 
Civil Hospitals are prepared from the registers maintained in the _public hospitals 
in the interior and in municipal offices. 

(ill) The Superintendent of Census operations remarks in the 1921 report that the 
accuracy of the industrial census was· not ideal as the investigators often did not 
understand the exact c.haracter of the enquiries to be made and there was a distinct 
tendency on the part of the enumerating sta.:ff to give inadequate information. 
Further errors arose in tabulation as the low paid sta1f to whom it had to be entrusted 
was not, in spite of supervision. sufficiently intelligent for the task. It is believed 
that the percentage of error was not very great. 

The same remarks apply to the statistics prepared every year for the annual 
report .on the Factories Act from the returns submitted by factories. This work is 
often left to clerks of low education who cannot be- expected to notice that a return 
is o.bviously incorrect. While statistics regarding the number of operatives and hOUIS 
of work are generally accurate those of wages leave much to be desired. The- state
ment of rural and urban wages is based on very rough and ready enquiries made at 
tahsil headquarters_ The special officer deputed to prepare the Cost of Living Index 
Numbers had to contend with difficulties arising from the aversion of workers to 
supply true information about their affairs, But it is believed that the margin of 
error is not great. and the investigation disclosed sufficiently accurately the trend of 
the cost of living. 

144. The only method by which more accurate and complete statistics can be 
secured is by the work being undert&ken by Government. This would involve, the 
creation of a separate department in the charge of a trained statistician. Power 
would have to be taken to enforce employers to give information, but care should be 
taken that they are not compelled to- give information the disclosure of which would 
be injurious to their business. It is not anticipated that trade unions will be in a 
position to assist in the eompilatio:ij of statistics for a very long period. 

145. (i) Tn. I_slIgat;"" ,..to 110. Cost of Livi"!t_ - An officer of the Provincial 
Service was placed on special duty in 1927 and he conducted enquiries at Nagpur 
and Jubbulpore. The results of his labours have now been published in the form 
of a bulletin, These figures for the two towns are now being kept up to date every 
month. A copy of the bulletin has already been submitted to the Government of 
India. 

APPENDIX IV. 

1.-GlmIlng Pressing Factori .. 

Awrage daily number of PUS01I& e".~t1* 89.500. 

No regular housing arrangements are provid:a. Less than one per >cent. of the 
operatives who belong to certain class of mechanics~ such as engineers. fitters. etc .• 
are provided with free quarters, 
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D.-Ootlon SpUming and Weaving MilIa. 
Ave •• ge daily .. umber of t-sons .... pilryea 19.500. 

Approxi .. 
Description and Accommoda- Accommodation mat. 

Name of factories. number of tion utiliud and rent number of 
rooms. available. paid. operatives 

housed. 

The Empress Mills lOS houses in 72 rooms #. Owned by work- 294 
Indora settle- ..,.. 56 rooms 
ment~ 72 rooms, Re. 1 per month 
i.e.. 6 chawls of 
12 rooms each. - 60 supervisors' 
quarters. Free. 

Tho Model Mills. 600 rooms with 600 families 297 rooms. Re. 600 
Limited. verandah and I_month. 

Rai BahadurBan-
path. 

Do. .. 5Ofamili .. Re.I per month 100 
silal Mills. 

BurhanpurTap-{ Kutcha .. 232 Free •. .. } ti Mills. Limi- New •• .. 31 8 annas per month. 950 
ted. Old pucca .. 185 6 aDDas per month. 

Total .. 448 

Akola Cotton Mills - 330 rooms •• 4 annas per month. } Limited. 6 annas per month. 600 
8 annas per month. 

Borar Manufae- - - 12 annas per 558 
turing Com- month. 
pany. 

Vidarbha Mills - 224 rooms •. 8 annas per m~nth. 450 
Raja Goknldas - 59 quarters 12 annas per 112 

Mills. month. 

ID.-Other indnslrieo registered under tho Indilui Factori .. Act. 
. .Average number of 'PSf'StmS daily smj1loyed 12 ISO. 

Approxi-
Description Accommo- Accommoda- mate 

Name of factory. and number of dation tiOD utilized number of 
rooms. ava.ilable. and rent paid. operatives 

housed. 

(,,) Gun Carriage 775 quarters .. - 12 anoas to 666 
Factory. Rs. 4 per 

month. 
(b) Bengal - Nagpur 

Railway V\,rorkshops 
127 quarters .. ' f11 occupied 8 annas to Rs. 97 

2 per month. 
(e1 .. .. - - - -
(It) Laxmi Oil Mill. Huts are built on factory's land. 33 

Akola. 
Amrit Match Fac- - ISO opera- Free .. 25 

tory. Kota. tives. closed 
(e) Central Provinces 240 .. .. - Free .. 350 

Portland Cement 
Works. 
United Cement Provide quarters . - Free .. 150 
Compaoy. 

Provide houses .• 100 Bum and Company •. - -
Perfect Pottery Brick built rooms - Free .. 500 

Works.Jubbulpore. 

Kami Cement Com- 150 quarters ! .. - Free .. 200 
pany. 

4. There 15 practIcally no mformation except for a few shellac factones. where 
imported labour is provided with free quarters. \ 

(1193) C " 



APPEND.IX Y. s",,,,,..,,, of A«;,u"Is frO,. 19Z4 Ia 1928. 

Total number of ",",idonts in 5 YeM!. Incidence of ... idents per 100 persons 01 average 
daily employe ... 

Serial Due to Caused 
No. Classifica.twn of industry. Due to faU of by fire Miscel· 

mo\fing persons or electricity laoeous 
1924. 1925. 1926. 1921. 1928. 

ma.cblne'Y objects or or including 
lIying chemicals. transport. 
chips. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
I ~inn!ng and weaving mills .. 289' G5' 13 85' 0'40 0'38 0'46 0·44 0'33 
2 otor works . . . . .. - 4 1 5 0·84 1'72 0·98 2·54 2·20 8 Electric power house .. .. - 4 1 - 3'85 5'0 - - 0·64 4 GeneIalengineerlng .. .. 3 3 - 1 1'21 1·25 0·42 - -5 Railway workshop .. .. 21 1l6' 7 61 2'11 3'86 2·63 3·53 5·86 6 Tramway works .. .. - - - - - - - - -7 Distilleries .. .. .. - - 1 - - 0·10 - - -8 Flour mill. .. .. .. - - - - - - - - -9 Ice factories .. .. .. - I' - - - - - - 3·33 10 Rice mills .. .. .. 2 1 I - - - - - 0'34 11 Water pumping sta.tions .. - - - - - - - - -12 nyewor ... .. .. .. - - - - - - - - -13 Gaswor ... .. .. .. - - - - - - - - -14 Oil mills .. .. .. 21' I l' 1 0·56 1·36 1'20 1-07 0·56 15 Match factori .. : : .. .. - - 1 - - - - 0·41 -16 Paintwor'" .. .. - - - 1 - - 1·43 - -11 Printlngpresses" .. .. 2 - - - - - - - 0·33 18 Brick and tile works .. - - - - - - - - -19 Cement works and potteries .. 41' 24' 27" 21' 0·94 0·81 0·82 1·22 1·08 20 Glass works . _ •. .. - - - - - - - - -21 Saw mills .. .. .. 2 3 - - - - 4·88 - 5·66 22 Forage press .. .. .. - - - - - - - - -23 Ordnance factories 86 198' 24 96' 4'70 2·62 2·77 3·96 4·41 24 Ginning and pressing ~tories: : 109' 33' 22' 55' 0'10 0·138 0·072 0·09 0·187 25 Miscellaneous .. .. .. - - - - - - - - -

NOf4. Indices In amaH numbers 81ve the number of accidents that resulted fatally. 
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HARI KRISHNA AGRAWAL M.A •• MANAGER, THE AKOLA COTTON MILLS. 
LTD., AKOLA (BERAR). 

InIrocluDIorJ' Rema,ks. 

The root cause of the present state of things in India.n industry is the apathy of 
the average shareholder. He does not take sufficient interest in what belongs to 
him. If he were to take enlightened interest in the factory. the managing agents 
would be compelled to take more interest, or curtail their enterprise by ma.na.ging 
only those concerns which they own. In both cases efficiency would result. Why 
some of the mills do not fiourish and others dOk may to some extent be accounted 
for by the fact~ that the men in authority in the for,mer. are ma.nufacturers~ while 
in the othexs. they are not. In the case of manufacturers, industry :is their principal 
line of business, while in the case of others it is only a side line. If the managing 
agents happen to be industria.lists. their mills get more attention and consequently 
the problems of their factories are better appreciated. defects quickly detected and 
promptly remedied. enterprises courageously undertaken, an,d modifications needed 
owing to the change of circumstances introduced without ruinous delays. 'On the 
other hand, if the industry happens to be only a side line of the managing agents 
who are engaged in larger commercial enterprise they look on their mills as a shop 
which yields them or loses them so many thousands a month. Profit and loss . 
statement is the only paper which interests them. All the defects of absentee 
landlordism are repeated with this modification. however, that industry to some 
extent provides an automatic check by way of com~tition. Pride in the product 
is absent. The sense of service to the community through industry is totally un~ 
thought of. On the other hand. these absentee agents. alone seem to have enough 
capi.tal to keep the industry going. The experiment of running a cotton mill by other 
organizations more democratic in nature has yet to be tried. 

For remedy~ I would suggest that a small central committee consisting of 
representatives- of departmental officers. managers~ salesmen and agents. should visit 
every mill and discuss improvements and make confidential reports to the agents 
and management. The object is to pool the knowledge we have and to make the 
officers a.nd agents create a public opinion of their own and live in it. This is bound 
to have a salutary effect. I consider this as a very important step in the right 
direction. 

n. Bid OrganiaztiOl1. 

10. There are workmen and women workeTs. who are directed and controlled by 
jobbers and naikins. These in their turn work under a head jobber who is controlled 
by the heads of the departmellts and their assistants. Th" heads of the deparl:mez!ts 
are accountable to the manager~ who is responsible to the managing agents. 

The above is the organization for the technical side. Side by side with this 
organization is the .control exercised by the office. Each depa.rtment has got two 
clerks. who keep accounts of the movements of goods. stores~ attendance and 
out tum. They are under a head clerk, who is controUed by the secretary or the 
manager as the case may be. 

• • 
Our present heads of department have practically all risen from the ranks. 
The weaving master. Mr. Jaduram J3hatt started life as a sizer on Rs. 40 p.m. 

(or thereabout). He is now drawing Rs. 500. This very month the agents have 
accepted the recommendation of the management in part and~ given him a promotion 
of Rs. 50. 

The spinning master. Mr. Patel started life as a :fitter. He does not know much 
English. but knows his work thoroughly. The present head of the dyeing department 
started as a coolie. The engineer. Mr. Damle also began as an unpaid fitter. but 
passed his examinations subsequently after 3i years. 

The improvements suggested byus are ~-(a) A larger number of graded examina
tions for millworkers to be held every 3 months. They should be in sections~ or 
compartments; (b) Publication of technical handbooks in Hindi and Marathi. In 

. Gujerati. there are already some in existence; (e) Conferences. meetings of technical 
men and on technical matters. should be organized; (4) Vernacular technical 
journals should be al!Jo published: (el Another point of much importance is that just 
nowk clerks. officers and other skilled men may as often be discharged for their 
incompetency as for the personal whims of the discharging authority. 

A system of ttansfers through a central organization may have a certain amount 
of check. The discontented worker and manager may both keep this central 
organization infonned of their desire for change and this organization may arrange 
the transfers. After three continuous complaints it will be quite apparent. which 
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" party is more to blame. e.g.~ if a certain officer or clerk. is eo-mplained against. by 
three successive mill managen:, he may be sent away to shift for himself. On the 
other hand if these men already working in other mills do not suit a mill manager

7 

he needs a revision of his policy towards his inferiors. 
I therefore respectfully suggest. that if the above method is adopted, skilled men 

will get what they pril:e most, viz •• security of tenure and the management will get 
what it wants, viz., experienced hands. 

The system of transfers like othezs is not 'Without some- disadvantages. The em. 
ployee. fOT instance, may Dot prefer the new environment, but I submit it will be 
a little better than U no employment." It ha.'l also its compensatiug advantages. 
Changes in two or three mills will make the employee a fitter person to work than 
otherwise. 

There are certainly. even during the present time~ facilities for promotion of 
deserving workmen 28 is proved by DumeroUS instances of men having risen from 
a workman to the highest positiOll~ but these are aU, instances of men who have 
pushed themselves up. and acquired training as they climbed. It must be admitted 
that tact, capacity to impress others and social in1luences have also played their 
part rather than appreciation of sheer technical ability. Facilities. as such, there 
are none. 

13. The relations between staft and rank and file are sometimes good and 
sometimes bad. Seventy-five per cent. of the ill-will against the sta:ff can be cleared 
oft i1 the aims of the latter can be made plain to the rank and file. More publicity 
would mean better relations.. Indian mills are woefully under ofIicered and the 
workmen are illiterate. Under these circumstances very little can be done. 

The efficient working of democratic institutions rests on the intelligent individual 
interest. Such interest is kept up by means of press. and platform. nliteracy seals 
up both these interest awakening agencies. Press becomes to far, and platform too 
high. 

In this mill & sort of work council in the weaving department was attempted by 
nominating 12 jobbers and getting 12 weavers elected.. one from each line. The 
head jobber, the weaving master and manager attended the m~. The weavers 
were openly and definitely guaranteed against victimization for any complaint they 
brought. They were also told not to discuss personaltities, but to present their 
difficulties. These meetings were held and it was an education not only to us, the 
ofiicen. but to the workers themselves~ for when we replied to their complaints they 
began to see that the fault did not always lie with the cussedness of the managemerat 
but with slackness or absence of some of their fellow wOl'kmen. But after a time the 
interest slackened and we dropped it. 

14. The wages are paid by clerks and cashieES. A good deal of time is wasted 
by the workers sutrOunding the paying staff. iu spite of arrangements to the contrary. 

15. That job is generally given to contractors over which the management 
discovers its inability to control. It seems therefore most unfair to hold the 
management responsible for the acts of contractors. . 

Conttact of only building work or some extraordinary item is given. 

IU.-HOOIiDg. 

16. (i) About 325 rooms are provided in my mill for the worken by the msnaging 
agents. Rent is from Annas " to Annas 8. These rooms can fetch Rs. 3 per month~ 
if treated without concession. 

(ii) Nil. 
(iii) There are several* but the condition is very bad. 
(iv) There are some rich workers who own houses. 
17. None that I am aware of. 

18. (i) Good. 
(ii) Uosatisfactoty though better than othets. 

(iii) Two large kitson lamps are provided giving light in the oompo~d but none 
in the rooms. Sanitary latrines are provided. Good well-water is proVl~ed. About· 
Rs. 15,000 were spent in digging the well. Pucc& drainage has been huilt recently. 

19. The utilization is full, if the employers were to double the accommoda:tion 
the same would be utilized within. a month. There is always a scramble for these 
rooms. 

20. Anuas 4. Annas 4 and Annas 8 for lmtcha. partly lmtcl1a and pucca. 
21. They do sublet their rooms in their occupation to workers in other employ 

on the putext of relationship. There is always difficulty in eviction. 
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22. I think the moral effect of cha.wls has been most disastrous. It is quite 
alien to Indian conditions and should not be encouraged at all unless the factory is 
situate in a plaee where no accommodation is available. I am quite aware oi the 
conveniences which the labourers and employers get by industrial housing but in 
my opinion. the social and moral disadvantages far outweigh these. The workers 
talk shop. their ideas begin to run in a groove, Good families are. so to say, forcibly 
surrounded by families of evil traditions and become intemperate and immoraL 
Conditions become such that physically weak, unaggressive. friendless families are 
totally helpless against others of the opposite type. 

Instead of forcing employers to build chawls for their workers. I would lay this 
burden on the shoulders of municipalities. ,Of course the employers would be made 
to contribute heavily in proportion to the number of their workers. 

N.-BealIII. 
23. The general health condition of workers is not good though it does not 

compare unfavourably with labourers of their status in ordina.ry employ. 

(iv) Juar mostly and some vegetab1e-Muhammedans and some classes take 
meat. The average worker does not spend proportionately on his diet and aUows 
himself to be under nourished. 

(VI) The disruption of family life has a most disastrous elfod. Bad housing not 
only means bad health and inefficiency but it means bad morality. If the worker 
cannot keep his family, the restraining effect is gone and he deteriorates. 

24. (i) Captain Apte, M.B.B.s.. (part time) is in charge of the dispensary, 
assisted by a whole time compounder. The employers freely pay for medicines and 
injections. 

(iv) The Red Cross society sends a nurse every week to look after the babies and 
she is doing good work. There is no other provision under this head by any agency. 

25. They are fully utilized by both sexes. To what extent women patients do 
not avail themselves of the medical help offered I am unable to say. 

26. (i) Sanitary latrines are provided. satisfacto.y both in numbers and 
ConstruCtiOll. • 

(ii) Adequate well·water is provided. 
(il) The same. The management is building a. tank to store bleaching wa.ter for 

washing purposes of the workers and hope to get the same ready in a month. . 
29. (til Cholera and malaria are widely prevalent. Malaria is sapping the vitality 

of the whole race and I consider it to be the greatest problem in India in all spheres, 
without a single exception. . 

80. Some of these benefits are difficult to introduce fur :want of literacy. 
nuteracy is the stumbling block in all directions of reform, 

(ill) There is very little prejudice. left a.bout the non-acceptability of western 
medicine. It is however. indisputable that Ayurvedic and Unani systems in ~ 
diseases and at certain stages and. to some patients are far more effective than AIlQ. 
pathic system as the last is superior to the other two. in others. Some old religious 
minded persons excepted. it is preposterous to suppose that the bulk. of the patients 
refuse to accept what they see is doing tangible and immediate good. 

Paucity of M4dical tMft.-Gov~t should freely train .in very large numbers. 
compounders, nurses and midwives. Va.ids. Hakims and Homeopaths. All these 
systems have been found to be doing good. and to be superior or inferior to each 
other in some respects and only a blind partizan would like to retain one, and wipe 
the rest out. 

SI. (i) Six weeks fun wages are paid to every woman worker during the period 
preceding delivery. The expectant mother is required. to put in only 8 months~ 
service previous to claiming the maternity benefit. She is not compelled to rejoin 
work if she does not choose to do so. 

V.-WeHare. 
Maternity beD.e1it as above described. 
A baby creche is maintained. a.t the mill expense. Free milk a.nd sugar are pro-

vided for babies. Two nurses are in charge. 
Free primary school is maintained. 
Footballs have been given for play. 

38. I am. in favour of employment of such officers and workers. In fact trained 
and wholetime workers are wanted. Mill officers have very little time to spare, 

26. One school. Not fully utilized. 
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81. Yes. it is most desirable. A scheme of provident fund should be introduced. 
The tumovet is very great and hence it should be transferable from ODe mill to the 

. other as well. 
38. Very much in favour, but see little possibility of success tillliteraey is more 

widespread. 

VL-EducatioD. 
40. A system which combines recreation with education has alone chances of 

success. The other systems scare away attendance. Scouting. cultural 1ilms. 
organized games should have precedence over schools. 

41. There are none. Trade schools are the need of the hour. The points that 
have to be kept in mind are that they must be conducted in vernacular and that 
they must be sectiona.l. Courses must be short and able to meet a definite need and 
within that limit quite thorough. 

This training can onJy be attempted by Government. 
42. The present system of education is altogether olle sided. It lays too much 

stress on knowing and very little on doing; still an educated man though he has 
some disadvantages bas still overwhelming advantages against the uneducated. 
But if edueation is combined with practical work.c nothing can beat the combination. 

vm.-Workmeo" Ilom\lOlll8liOD. 
51 and 54. Compulsory insurance with indigenous companies should be 

introduced. But after the -company is insured, the management should be free from 
botherations regarding the actualfucing of the amount of compensation. 

55. (il 10 hours and 91 bolUS. 
(ii) The overtime is very seldom given to workmen. It is confined to less than 

5 per cent. of workmen. e.g., jobber fitters. etc. Fitters work only 9t- hours every day, 
(ill) About 7. hounJ of actual work on the average. 
56. Six days. • 
57. '(il good. 
(ii) Good. The output in two of the mills whose past and present figures of out

turn I possess. actually improved after the introduction of 10 hours rule. 
58. Salutary. 
59. Yes. There is the possibility of a reduction provided training is given to 

workers. We can ,easily reduce the Dumber to eight hours per day. 

The ~k~. I futd, taJrmg ~eals'atabnost ~ ho~ of the day. They·gen~l1y 
take meals during the working bours and rest duri.Dg the stoppage interval. 

(ii) Very little discretion is allowed to the factory iruIpector for exceptional 
cases. The law may remain the same but it should be less rigidly administered. 
If the engine is kept stopped, permission of overtime for some small section not 
exceeding 10 per cent. may freely be given. Such work is in the interest of the 
industry as well as 1:he workers themselves. 

(Ui) The mill works from 7 to 12 and from 1 to 6. 
The holidaya are few and far .between. However. this a world question and 

cannot be taken by one country alone on account 01 severe competition in the world 
market. • 

For example. if I-had a voice in the International Labour Organitation I would 
demand a month's leave for every worker on full pay without the option 01 its 
being converted into cash. Money can be no substitute for rest and change. 

A psychological factor of strikes is the monotony of working 10 hours day after' 
day. month. after month. No wonder that the worker at some time is in the mood 
of change at any cost. There is a world of difierence between th~ mood of a person 
before and after his annual vacation. What about those who dOll't get any r 

82. We house the infa.nts in 8. separate shed in charge of two nunes. Women 
of the reeling department where no power driven machinery is working are allowed 
to take infants with them. 

84. The regulations are all right" but some times they are wrongly administered. 
by European medical officers who judge the age- of the boy by his height and build. 
On questioning. I found that they bad En~lish standards which were Dot at all 
apphcable to India much less to the labaunng classes who are ill-nourished and 
consequently 1 ... in height. 
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lOS. I do not think any good can come out of fixing minimum wages. 
106. (i) It is very little. e.g., about Rs. 52 on a pay roll of Rs. 29,000. 

(ill) The lines are spent for the benefit of the workers. 
(iv) If the power of fines is taken away dismissals will be more frequent. 
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Mr. E. S. L. BEDDY, OFFG. CHIEF ENGINEER, CENTRAL PROVINCES, 
PUBUC WORKS DEPARTMENT, IRRIGATION BRANCH. 

I.-Recruibnent. 
The following replies refer to the recruitment of dE.pclrtmental labour for the 

construction .of the Kharung and Ma.niari projects in the Hasdeo Circle. These are 
the only works for which labour has been recruited departmentally on a large scale 
during the last few years :-

2. (i) Genezally local labour only is engaged and employed by contracton; and 
labour recruited from any distance is employed departmentally. Tbe extent to which 
labour has been recruited departmentally in recent years for the -construction of the 
Kharung and. Maniari ReservoiIs and canals in. the Bilaspur district is as follows :-

Year. 

1924-25 
1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 

No. of labourers 
recruited who arrived at 

the site of works. 
2,714 
3,121 
7,006. 
8,601 

Most of the labourers are engaged for a period of about 5 months during the year 
(January-May) and return to their villages duringthekharifseason (June-December) 
but a certain proportion of the labourers. those who own no land oi their own, remain 
at work throughout the year. At the Maniari dam a.bout 1.800 labourers have re
mained during the present rains. 

(il) Loca.llabour is engaged annually OD the maintenance and repairs of irrigation 
works. but 'Such labour is mainly dependant for a livelihood on agriculture and under-
takes work for the department merely as a subsidiary occupation. Practically no 
labour is employed permanently by the department. _ 

3. (il Paragraphs 289 to 301 of the Centcal Provinces Pabllc Works Department. 
Manual of Orders. Volume 1. as amended by amendment No. 237. contain the rules 
for the recruitment of labour depa.rtmentally and. its employment, and explain the 
methods of recruitment. Advances are granted. to labour recruited. from a distance; 
the usual amounts of advances are Rs. 5 per adult and Rs. 3 per child. The amount 
of these advances is recovered by instalments from wages earned. 

D.-staIf Organ!.oation. 
13. {i) Labourers are usually more -ready to accept employment departmenta.1ly 

than from a contractor. since as a rule they believe that they will obtain fairer treat~ 
ment from the sta.ft of the department than from a' contractor. The fact that the 
labourers have returned to work in increa.sihg numbers from year to year indicates 
that they have been fairly treated by the staiI of the department and are satisfied. 

14. (i) Attendance registers are kept and measurements of piecework are made 
by the subordinates of the department, and their work is supervised by officers of 
the department. 

(il) The labourers are paid by selected subordinates of the department nuder the 
direct supervision of the Sub-Divisional Officer who is a gazetted officer. 

16. (ll) On arrival at the site of work. labourers recruited from a distance are 
given two days' pay to enable them to construct huts from materials which they are 
allowed to obtain free of charge from the forest near the work. Vlhere. however, 
materials for the construction of huts have already been collected at the site of 
the labour camps only one day's pay is given as hutting allowance. 

24. (u) A dispensaryu opened by Government at large labour camps-usually 
at the headworks of a canal. The sub-assistant surgeon in charge visits other labour 
camps and medical attendance and medicines are provided free of charge to aU 
labourers. 
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84. {ill} Where local supplies of rice or fuel are insufficient, or when it appears 
that prices are likely to be inflated t? .an unreasona:ble extent. the .department opens 
depots for the sale of these commodities at approxunately cost pnce~ and this has a 
controlling effect on the local market rates. 

XII.-Wageo. 
96. Labour" is. as far as possible. paid on the piece--work system. and the average 

wages earned are roughly 6 annas per man. and 4 annas per woman as compared with 
the Dormal rates of 4 to 5 annas for men and 3 to 3i annas for women. 

MAJOR C.lII. GANAPATHY, 1.111.5., OFFG. DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH, 
CENTRAL PROVINCES. 

Nate on sanilation and housing, welfare au health comlitions of labour in tke mills~ 
jtUtcriu and mines of Central Provim:es and Bnar. 

Sanitary conditions-Textile .'II1.-ln these -the sanitary conditions are better 
than those obtaining in the houses of the workers. Sanitary latrines and urinals 
are provided in all the mills. Ventilation is generally satisfactory and lighting good~ 
Supply of drinking water is maintained. which. though not :filtered, care is taken that 
it is not polluted. Temperature inside the mills is kept as far as possible uniform.. 
and is not liable to sudden atmospheric fluctuations. 

FtKltJrUs.-Tbe same, however. cannot be said of the factories. The perellIliaJ 
factories approximate the condition of the textile mills. but the seasonal ones are 
generally dirty. Ventilation~ too. is not adequate to cope with the dust generated 
during the manufacturing processes as there is no satisfactory arrangement for its 
removal. Lighting is satisfactory. In many concerns the alleys and corners which 
were dark are now lighted by the introduction of electricity. 

There are a number of factorieswhi.c:h do not comeunderthe definition of " factory'· 
according to' the Indian Factories Act. The sanitary condition in these factories is 
still worse- and little attention is paid to it. Bidi and shellac factories can be taken 
as c~picuous .examples of this class. In bidi factories there is considerable O'ver
crowding. and no regard is paid to light and ventilation ammgements. The shellac 
factories on the other hand emit very offensive odour. due to lack of adequate washing 
and drainage. The waste water is allowed to stagnate at the back and sides of the 
buildings. giving out a most offensive odour. In Bhattagarh there are several 
fireplaces for melting shellac. and this room gets considerably overheated. which 
cannot but have a harmful effect on the labourers working there. The- application 
of the Factory Act would no doubt improve these establishmen:t9. 

Mang4fUlStJ .illes au q-tum'ies.-These are usually open air undertakings. and 
hence the sanitary anangements are generally good. If underground, ventilating 
'hafts are sunk at every 100 feet or so. 

Coal ... ines.-Here also there is both surface and underground work. The surface 
work being carried out in the open air. the question of light and ventilation is not 
important. For the underground work. provision for fresh air is made by ventilat:ion 
shafts. Artificial lighting has to be resorted to. 

Housing condi~ions.-In most of the textile mills, housioJ is provided for a certain 
Dumber of mill hands with their families. Each labourer IS allowed ooe room with 
a small verandah or an open space just in front. The size of the room is from 
8 feet by 6 feet to 10 feet by 8 feet. with a door and a small window. There is no. 
8.ITaDgement for cross ventilation. Though the window is provided. it is usually 
kept closed and little advantage is taken of it as it is not placed over a man's height. 
It will certainly be an advantage if ventilators are provided near the celing with an 
eye to cross ventilation. The room is used for all purposes, cooking. bedroom. store 
room and even a delivery room. All the belongings ace stacked inside. The room 
is sometimes shared by two brothers or some other relatives or friends of the mill-hand~ 
and no privacy is usually observed. Common latrines are provided for each chaw!. 
In a town having waterworks. a common water stand is provided. but where there 
is no such arrangementi water is obtained from &- well constructed by the mill 
authorities. • 

Those who do not occuPy the rooms provided by the mills build their own h~ts 
in the bastis or files by paylDg some ground rent or sharing some rented room With 
others. Such files are numerous in big industrial towns. In these files the labourers. 
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reside in groups of anywhere from fity to five hundred houses. The huts constructed 
by the labourers usually have no provision for light and ventilation. The sanitation 
is looked after by the municipality ofiliat town. Generally there is no private latrine. 
Either the open nelds are made use of or municipal public latrines are patronized. 
One or more public hydrants or standpipes are provided by the municipal authorities 
maintaining waterwor.ks~ otherwise drinking water is obtained from a public well 
close by. 

Housing problem has bet;n systematically tackled by the Empress Mills. and a 
model village is being developed for their employees Dear the Indora hasti. 

FtJClorie$.-Some of the perennial factories provide housing for a certain section 
of their labour force~ but in the seasooalfactories no such arrangement is made except 
for a few mechanics. The labourets reside in the files. the condition of which is the 
same as that described under the textile mills. 

Mines.-In quarries and small mines the number of labourers employed is small. 
and they reside in the surrounding villages. They come to work in the momings 
and return to their houses in the evenings. 

In larger mines. where the labourers coming from distant villages are employed. 
the mining authorities have constructed permanent burnt brick houses for their 
labourers. Each family has a wen ventilated qua.rter with a venmdah. Most of 
these quarters are in blocks of not more than four quarters per block. 

Welfar6 .Mk.-In Nagpur. welfare work for the benefit of labourers employed 
in the Empress mills is done (a) inside the mill compound by the Empress mill 
authorities and (b) ontside in the hastis by the Y.M.C.A. . " . .. . . . . . . ~ . . " . 

At other places in the province no welfare work is undertaken in the bastis or 
files. Schools are, however~ maintained for the benefit of half-timers either by the 
mill authorities themselves or by the municipal committees with the aid of the mill 
authorities. 

C,-ecbes.-Seven textile mills in the province provide creches and about 230 
babies are -reported to have been cared for daily. Tbese creches are under the 
supervision of a lady doctor and nurses~ as in the case of Empress mills or ayas or 
old. women in other mills. As the law does not make the provision of creches com
pulsory. the .xample has not been copied in aU the inills. 

The factories as a rule do not employ a large amount of female labour. and hence 
the question of providing creches has not made much progress. 

In two or three big mines. arrangement has been made to look after the toddlers 
while the mothetS are working. 

Maternity bemjits.-Four textile inills and one factory (pottery works) grant 
maternity benefits. The amount granted differs at different places. varying from. 
three to eight weeks' wages at the time of confinement. During the year 1928. 
292 women received these benefits against 286 in ]927. 

Info'" wel/an centres-No infant welfare centres are maintained by the mills or 
factories. A certain amount of work in this direction is done in the creches described 
above. The infant welfare centres (TUn under the joint auspices of the Child. Wel!are 
Committee of the Red. Cross Society and the local bodies) in Nagpur and other towns 
are located in or near the basti where a large number of labourers reside. 

An infant welfare centre has recently been opened at one of the manganese mines 
and it is likely that one more will be 9Pened shortly in one of the coal mines. 

Mediull ftuilities.-Thttteen perennial factories maintained dispensaries with 
qua.lUied medical officers in charge, while others kept first aid appliances and a few 
medicines for emergencies. At certain places grants are given to local dispensaries 
with whom they make arrangements for the treatment of the employees. Seasonal 
factories do not see any necessity for having a dispensary of their own. The total 
number of ~tients treated in 13 perennial factories maintaining dispensaries was 
186.634 dunng the year 1928. 

Some important mines have maintained. dispensaries. with one or two rooms 
attached. for indoor patients. in charge of a qualified medical officer. 

At some of the smaller mines. a stock of simple remedies is kept~ and this is 
distributed free of charge. 

Idustrial4iseases.-There is no record of any industrial diseases in this province. 
but there can be very little doubt that diseases such as duat asthma, bronchitis and 
tuberculosis must be prevalent in the cotton industrial centres. Figures supplied 
by the Empress mills show that about 5 per cent. of the cases treated in their dis
pensaries were for the diseases of the respiratory system. 

P"doMitumi diselu6s affecting tI¥ laborw.-No statistics for these are available. 
The labouring class is usually dirty. and again has to work under unfavourable 
circumstances which lead to scabies. ringworm and ,such other skin diseases. This 
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can be seen from the cases treated at the Empress mill di.spensa.ries. where 21.74 
per cent. of the total treated in 1928 were for the diseases of the skin. It is reported 
that pneumonia is more prevalent among the underground workers during the cold 
season~ as it is just possible that on coming out of the mlnel which is generally warm, 
contact with the cold surface air causes chill leading to this disease. 

HOORWtmn and _. wm'ms.-In 1921 the Local GoVemmeut appointed a. special 
officer to carry out investigations regarding the prevalence of hookworm inlection 
among the labourers employed in the mills and mines'of this F.Ovince. This officer 
examined 6,740 labourers. which represented the average daily attendance in the 
Empress mills. and found that 714 or 10-59 per cent. were infected with hookworms. 
and 1,417 or 21-02 per cent. with roundworms. In 1922, 58 labourers in BarweUi 
manganese mines (Balaghat district) were examined. with the result that 13 or 22·41 
per cent. of them were found infected with hookworms. Preliminary investigations 
ca:rried in Ballarpur coal mines showed that 75 per cent. of the labourers were infected 
with this worm. 

Clsildrm employed ;n Ihe mills and fsdcwi8s.-In the textile mills children are em
ployed as half-timers, but the stringency of factory law is gradually reducing the 
number. Other factories employ them sparingly. -The total number of children 
employed per day in mills and lactories was 1,439 in 1928. against 2.183 in 1921. The 
number of children attending primary school attached to factories was 651 during 
the year 1928. 

THE BIDEE FACTORY LABOURERS OF THE CENTRAL PROVINCES AND 
BERAR. 

On beh&lf of the Bidet> factory labourem of the Central Provinces and' Berar we 
beg to submit the following for the kind and favoumble consideration of the chairman 
aud the membezs of the Commission. 

Bid' FII&Ibri.. aM 1M Labow ..... -In the Central Provinces and llerar there 
is a great manufacturing business of bidees. and thousands of labourem of both sexes, 
even children, 'l"nl their livelihood by attending these factories, which are located 
in the towns as well as in the villages. Almost all the bidi laboutelS, with a few 
exceptiGno, belong to the so-called depreosed classes. 

Tn. Daily RouIi ... of" Labow .... - The specified material such as lea".,., tobacco 
and thread, are given to them at every factory. and in some factories they have to 
buy thread. Each labourer brings to his home the leaves and soaks them in water. 
After being soaked, the person cuts each leaf symmetrically by me&IlS of scissom. 
Tho cutting of the leaves is carried on genemlly till midnight, and.the balance is cut 
by getting up very early in the morning, as each labourer has to attend the factory 
before 1100n. In tho factory he makes bidees forthe whole day. packs them in bundles 
of 25 each. These packed bundles are banded over to the manager of the factory. 
Owing to incessant laborious _rk and to the anxiety of next day's call the 
labouNI' never sleeps in peace. 

Tn. RaU of Wacu.-The rate of wages per thousand bidees varies from 4 anuas to 
11 annas according to the .. finish. n These rates are not stationary for all seasons. 
During the win~r and summer the rate remains more or less DOID18l. but in the 
rainy season it is lowwed. 

Tn. AvIWac' Wac" pw Hoad per D"".-Th. average rate of bidee-making per day 
per labourer is less than a thousand. The labourer in some way or other maintains 
his BOul and body together with the greAtest difficulty by the scanty daily wages. 
and each labourer is a debtor owing to iDsutliciencyof wages. 

Cuts." 1M WQfIS.-Bef"ore paying wages to a labourer, a certain amount of money 
is deducted from his scanty wages to recover the loss in the less Dumber of bidees 
made out of the specified tobacco and leaves. OccasionaUy the labourer is not paid 
for the whole or part of the bid ... for the reason that they have not been prepared 
to .atisfy the sorter'. wish. 

Sam,., and Dfumnaday., i.e., Cllarily F ....... -The ... Is ·a special rule in some 
factories that while sorting, one or two bundles of bidees are obtained for eve:ry 
thousand bideea or its fraction (tlris i! unreasonable). In the same way S or 6 pIeS 
for every rupee wages or its fraction are recovered or deducted as a charity fund 
before payment of wages is made. This obtained fund .. the sorting as well as the 
charity fund If are never utilized for the betterment of the labourers. but this money 
is apent according to the will of the manufacturers. Only in rare cases the 
money is utilized in sa.ra.is, temples or in such other purposes. and the majority 01 the 
labourers being of deJ?ressed classes derive no benefits from mcmey spent as the 
untouchability is in OX2Stence. • 
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TM Cowlilimt of"" F...w. Laboow .... -In most of the factories the females have 
DO separate accommodation, and males and females sit side by side. Generally the 
females 8R belated up to 7 or 8 in the night for receiving their ready made bidees and 
issuing them leaves. The chastity of the female employee working in the factories 
is always in danger. Only a few female labouren are allowed occasionally to make 
bidees at their homes on reduced rates. 

BMaviovr betwutI 'M ~. au '''''''' S..p"';""s.-MaItreatment is always 
exercised upon the poor labourers even for trifling ma.tters, and uneduca.ted labourers 
or female labourers never get his or her weekly wages fairly. 

Owners- Discretion toWMds th8 L4bolWfWs.-'rhe Juvenile Factory Act not being 
a.pplied to the bidi factories, children of the age of five even work in the bidi factories. 
Owing to this encumbrance the bidee laboureIS are backward in education. The 
owners of the factories DeWlr pay attention to their improvement of health or living 
and never give facilities for education. 

Labotw.-s' E1WImf1wa#C6S.-The' bidee labourers being absorbed in making bidees 
only. become unfit for other labour or work. hence when most of the factories 
close in the rainy season these labourers experience many hardships. 'When the 
labourers are ill ot' when the female labourers are confined they do not get any wages 
for the period. Once ill a week, when the factory is closed for & full day or half 
a day on ~unt of bazaar day, the labourers do not get any wages. The laboureJS 
take food. in the morning and do- not go home during the whole day for fear that 
they will have less ready-made bidees to give. The labourers ca.:ny out their work 
at home and in the factories by sitting on the :ft.oor. 

DIJ1fI4ttd$ of"" Lab .......... -(I) The Factx>ry Act should ha applied to the bidee 
factories. 

(2) The rate of bidee-making should be legalized so .. to be uniform for all 
seasotlS, and this rate should be acconling to profits, but in any case not less than 
9 annas per thousand. 

(3) The sorting of one or two bundles of bidees and charity deductions (fund) 
should be stopped. 

(4) The female Iaboureno should not be allowed to stay in the factories after 5.30 
in the evening., and the factories should be closed at 3. fixed time every day. 

(5) The female labourers should have separate accommodation from males. 
(6) EvelY precaution and judicious a.rmngement should be- ca.nied on to maintain 

the chastity of every woman labourer, otherwise female labourers should be allowed 
to make bidees a.t their homes at the same rates. 

(7) Provision should be made so that every female labourer should get one 
month's wages during confinement. 

(8) Female managers should be engaged specifically for female Iaboureno to 
transact with them. . 

(9) Qualified nurses should be at service for obtaining facilities for the infant 
welfare. 

(IO) Schools should be established for imparting compolsory education to the 
labourel'S for at least one hour in the day. A yurvedic dispensaries should be opened 
and a useful kind. of library should be maintained for them. 

Sir SORABJI B. MEHTA. C.I.E., MANAGER. EMPRESS MILLS. NAGPUR. 
. . . . . . - - . . . . ~ . . 
The Empress Mills. Nagpur, comprising a group of five mills, began working 

on the 1st January. 1877, and I have been connected with the mills for the 
last 39 years. OUT mHls are cotton spinning and weaving mills. and we have our 
own up-to-date dye and bleach works. We have also five ginning and pressing 
factories in centres where cotton purchases are made for us on a large scale. We have 
on our rolls 8,800 workpeople~ consisting of 5.887 men, 1.810 women and 103 half
timer boys. The average daily attendance of our workpeople is 7.500. And we 
produce annually for sale 98,56,000 Ibs. of yarn and 75,31.000 Ibs. of doth. 

L-Reorllitment. 
1. We have on our mills' roUs at present about 8,800 workers. including about 

1.800 women workers. Our labour population is mostly indigenous with a sprinkling 
of people from the Chbatisgarh division of the Central Provinees. and from the United 
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Provin-ces and Northern India. The Chattisgarhis. who came to Nagpur in some 
season of faminez having found permanent employment at our mills. have made 
Nagpur their home. United Provinces and Northern India have been supplying 
us with QUI' watchmen and our boiler coolies and serangs. Very few of these workers 
have brought out their families with them., and they always love to go on leave to their 
distant homes. I am not aware of any particular streams of migration of labour 
from other provinces to Nagpur, and for the last many years our labour force has 
remained very· much alike. in so far as the races and castes employed are concerned, 
the majority consisting of Mahars (depressed class people). A stateIgent (enclosure 
~. A ") showing the principal castes, etc .• of our workpeople is sent herewith. 

2. As our workpeople are mostly inhabitants of Nagpur. or have come from the 
neighbouring villages. the proportion of those going out to their villages on leave is 
about 10 per cent. 

As to the enquiry about the extent of permanent labour force. I may say that the 
whole of our labour force is permanent.. 

3. As a rule. we have always had ample local labour. However, many years 
back we did send out recruiters to import labour. but such imports were onlv 500 to 
600. I am. 1:berefore. not in a position to express any opinion on labour recruitment 
and its methods, as also on the desirability of estab.lishi.ng public employment 
agencies. 

4. As most of our employees have their families in Nagpur. there is little dis
turbance of family life among our employees; and as such I have no practicaJ. 
experience of the e1fects of disturbance of family life. 

7. There is a good deal of unemployment in Nagpur. both among skilled and un
skilled workers. -for our present experience is that.we have never had to go seeking 
men to fill up vacancies. and every fortnigh, many apply to us in vain for admission. 

8. (i) A statement (enclosure .. B H) showing turnover, since the year 1908. of 
labour at our mills which have had an existence of over half a century, is sent 
herewith. Another statement (Enclosure uC U)~ also $ent herewith. gives statistics 
of periods of service put in by our operatives. It will be found from. the latter 
statement that the average period of continuous service put in by a worker at our 
mills is 7·89 y ..... 

(ii) Practically no casual labour is employed by us in any of our principal 
departments. viz., spinning, weaving. dyeing. bleaching and power plants. In our 
building department. however. labour is mostly casual For every small job a 
petty contractor is asked to bring his men to:finish it. advances are given to him to 
make payments to his workers and a final aecount is made up when the job is 
furisbed. I may mention in passing that we have to maintain a building department. 
having a small pennanent staff of civil engineers. overseen, draughtsmen, masons, 
carpenters and coolies to attend to the repairs and maintenance of the buildings 
appertaining to our five mills~ of our officers' quarters and chawls for clerks and watch· 
men. The superior building sta1f also supervises the new construction work. 

(iii) (a) and (6) For the extent of absenteeism at our mills. please see statement 
(enclosure H S ") appended to my remarks under sub-heads 57 and 58. The com
monest cause of absence is illness of the workers themselves or 01 their dear ones at 
home. As. however. we have on our rolls 8,800 workpeople against an average 
daily attendance of 7,500 which make the full complement of hands needed to run 
all our mills. absence due to illness does not markedly a.tlect OUT mills' work as does 
absence brought about by the marriage and pilgrimage seasons. the former coming 
off in the months of May and June and the )atter in February. In most cases leave 
is obtained beforehand by the work~rs for suell absence. Another cause of absence~ 
but in this instance of an occasional nature. is the spread in the town of an epidemic. 

(e:) The average of the percentages 01 absenteeism for several years among our 
workers as worked out in my statement (enclosure to S .. ) appended to my remarks 
under sub-head 57 comes to a little over 16 per cent. The time thus lost by our 
workers comes to about 58 days a year. and the wages lost in consequence amount 
to about Ro. 4.05.900. 

II.--8taIf OrgaDiaatiOD. 
10. The Central India Spinning. Weaving & Manufacturing Co .. Ltd., which 

own the Empress Mills. are a Joint Stock Company. having their re~stered office at 
Bombay. Under the Articles of Association of the Company. it ~ the ~ of 
Directors that is the ultimate authority to decide important questIons relating to' 
the mills; but the board has delegated certain powers to a :firm of managing agents~ 
viz .• Messrs. Tata. Sons~ Ltd., to supervise generally the working of the mills and to 
make appointments to responsible posts. The appointment of mill manage~ is made 
by the managing agents, who have invested him with authority to make appomtments 
of assistant managet1l. heads 01 departments~ assistants and other members ef the 
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supervising staff. Generally it is the managing agents that make purchases and " 
sales, and anange for the financing of the business of the company .and for effecting 
the insurance of its property. but due to the mills being situated more than 500 miles 
away from the head office of the company. and to the implicit faith the managing 
agents havem theirmillmana.ger. they have given him a free hand in the management 
generally of the m~ and it is he who makes purchases, sales, etc. 

11. For filling bp managerial and supervising positio~ the Empress Mills have 
a system of taking up and training apprentices. Two types of youths are selected 
for the purpose# viz., those that have had a good school education, and those that 
have secured diplomas of technical institutions or university degrees. Unlike most 
mills where apprentices. have to pay premium for being trained or have to work as 
unpaid employees, our apprentices enjoy an incremental scale of pay during the fun 
nve year period of apprenticeship. there being a higher scale for diploma holders 
and graduates. The kind of training given to both classes of apprentices is alike 
in an the departments of our mills. and though due to their superior educational 
equipment graduates usually pick up work much quicker and are put into responsible 
positions earlier. there have been instances of ambitious young men of ordinary 
education who, by dint of self-help and hard unremitting toil, have outstripped their 
brothers with superior initial qualifications. 

Up to the 15th April. 1928. we ttained 265 app""'tices. including 33 graduates. 
Out of this number. two graduates and six ordinary apprentices died in our service. 
and 16 graduates and. 79 OIdinary apprentices are still with us. of whom 62 including 
IS graduates occupy responsible positions at OUT" mills. Of the 162 apprentices 
who left us~ 74 joined other concerns on high posts detailed as follows :-13 Mill 
managers; 18 engineers; 17 carding and spinning masters; nine weaving masters ; 
nve dyeing and bleaching masters; four assistant carding masters; six assistant 
weaving masters; one assistant principal, Government Weaving lDstitute~ Seram
pore; one textile expert to the Government of Madras. 

12. Such of our worlipeople as show intelligence and capacity to Sllpervise, are 
trained up to occupy positions of mukadams, jobbers and foremen. In fact, our 
present subordinate supervising staff consists of our own men who have risen to 
these positions. and so far we have had no occasion to import men from outside 
for these posts. Also such youths as have originally joined the spinning department 
and wish subsequently to join the weaving department. where the wages are 
comparatively higher. are allowed to do so. 

13. (i) At our mills relations have al_ys been very cordial. 

(ii) As mentioned in my remarks under subhead 12. at our mills jobbers are 
appointed from among our own intelligent men. Our jobbers call dismiss workers" 
under them. but such dismissals never take place without the knowledge and sanction 
of the departmental head concerned. In other millsr however. jobbers are outsiders 
whose particular merit is the number of workpeople they can bring with them. 
In such mills the workpeople are said to be entirely a.t the mercy of the jobbers, and 
a number of malpractices genen.Uy prevail there. 

14. (i) and (ti) At our mills, timekeeping and attendance registers are maintained 
by a specialstail of timekeepers as per procedure explained below. 

Every morning as soon as the mills start work. the foremen in charge of the 
different departments collect attendance tickets from the workers in their respective 
departments. who have attended the mills, and send the tickets to the timekeeping 
department. The staff of this department mark U presence .. on these tickets and 
in attendance registers, keep the "tickets with them up to 3 p.m., and then deliver 
them back to the worker.; of the di1lerent departments. If in course of the day an 
operative takes leave, an intimation in that regard is sent by the foreman of the 
department concemed to the timekeeper who makes necessary alterations in the 
ticket and attendance register as per details given as follows :-If leave is taken 
before 10 a.m., one quarter day~s presence is marked; after 10 a.J;D.. but before 2 p.m., 
one half da.y's presence is marked; .after 2 p.m. but before 5 p.m .• three quarter day's 
presence is marked.. 

Against the names of those workers who are not on duty~ .. absence •• or U leave/' 
as the case may be, is marked. in- attendance registers. But so far as entries in the 
tickets are concerned. if leave is taken by a. worker~ it is marked in his ticket the 
same day. In cases. however, of absence due to illness or other domestic reasons or 
of absence without any r-easonable cause, U leave .. or .. absence/' as the case may 
be. is marlred in the ticket of ~ worker concerned on the day he returns to work. 

At the close of the month the entries in the tickets and attendance -registers 
(wbicb are also called pay registers) are compared by the timekeeping sWf. rates 
of wages are entered. .in the same registers and are checked~ and wages are calculated 
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by them in respect of such of the workers as are paid at fixed rates. All the registers 
for fixed wage ea.mers are next passed on to the general office where a special sta1f. 
maintained for the purpose, check only the evaluations. 

As regards piece-work, registers for this -class of work are maintained under the 
direct control of the heads concerned in the departments mentioned. in the statement 
(enclosure to Z'') referred to in my remarks under subhead 115 (vi). by the clerks 
working in th~ deparbnents. The following procedure explains how these- registers 
are written up. . 

On each macb;ne6 on which a piece-worker is employetL a memo is kept in which 
the machine number, a.ud. in some cases the name and the ticket number of the 
tenter are written. In the same memo the amount of work done on the machine. 
or by the tenterc is entered from day to day by a clerk on his usual daily round, or 
next da.y when -weighing the output. In the event of the tenter being absent, 
another one has to work in his placeon the same machine,in which case the name of this 
substitute is entered in the memo, or in a special book kept for the purpose. against 
the date on which he works on the machine in question. Entries as per these memos, 
or books~ are subsequently posted in the registers. wherein a separate account is 
kept of the work done by each operative or of daily earnings intthe case of weavers. 
At the close of the month. total is taken of the daily work or daily earnings. and an 
entries therein are checked by another experienced clerk of the department concerned. 
The registers so completed are then passed on to the timekeeping staft who enter 
in the pay registers the amount earned in all cases of piece-wor~ but where 
evaluation has to be made by them, the amount 01 work done and tbe rate of pay 
are also entered by them in their register. Figures of wages of piece-workers also 
are checked in the general office. . 

When the pay registers are ready. duly checked, the amount earned by each 
worker as shown. in the pay register is entered in his attendance ticket for the month 
to which the payment mates, and the tickets, so completed and signed by the head 
timekeeper.are delivered to the workers on the day on which the payment is to be 
made. 

, As regards method of payment. I may say that our cashier goes to the different 
departments with a pay clerk. About SO to 40 workem of the department concerned 
are arranged in a queue; and each ODe presents his pay ticket in tum to the pay clerk. 
In a book known as so pay book ,. the month for which payment is made and the name 
of the department are noted beforeband by the pay clerk. and when the ticket is 
presented to him, he further notes down the ticket number of each worker and the 
amount of wages earned by the latter, and passes on the ticket to the cashier. With 
a view to exercise an additional check in regard to payments made. the cashier is 
given the assistance of a lobber or mukadam belonging to the department concerned. 
The amount of pay is, in all cases. given by the cashier. in the fust instance, to this 
jobber or mukadam who. in tum. after counting the money~ hands it over to the 
worker telling him at the same time the amount paid to him.. 

15. We get ,the undermentioned works of our mills done by daily labourers 
engaged by petty contractoIS :-Loading and UlIloadiDg of goods at railway station 
and at mills; clearing of goods from railway station; stacking of bales of cotton. 
yam~ and cloth in our godowns, and construction of .new buildings. 

We give advances to the contractors ~m time to time to enable them to pay 
their men'. wages and the work is supervised by our building and genenU department 
staH. 

m.-BouoiDg. 

16. We started our mills in the year 1877, with l.SO() workers; and as all these 
workers were local men and owned houses. the question of providing housing facilities 
for them did not arise at tha.t time. Nor did we feel any necessity in ilUs regard 
for about three decades more. Frequent outbreaks of plague:in Nagpur. howexer~ 
affected our labour and compelled us to import some 500-600 workers. To accommo<
date those outsiders, we built in the year 1909. six chawls, each consisting of 12 rooms 
at PanchF.li, a locality about two miles away from the mills, and o:fiered the rooms 
at a nominal rent of Re. 1 per month. Each room is 10 ft. 8 in. by 10 it. 8 in.. and 
has a front verandah 6ft. 6 in. wide as also a back"verandab 5 ft. wide. which latter 
has been enclosed to serve as kitchen and store room.. All the imported labourers. 
for whom these chawls were built. as mentioned above, having left liS gradually. 
the chawla f'eIIlained unoccupied for some considerable time. more especially as most 
of our workers. who belonged to Nagpur. did Dot take to the chawla. and we had 
consequently to let on the same easy terms 12 of the rooms to the Depressed Class 
Mission SocIety. But the ideas of our workers have since ,been changed and these 
rooms are now much sought after. 
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"With a view to ensure contented labour. we have been considering. since the year 
1918. a scheme for a model village. which will combine in it ·the best features of village 
life with up-to-da.te modem sanitary and other conveniences, where each man could 
own or rent a oottage for himself. Negotiations were opened with Government in 
1919 fur & suitable site. For five years a good deal of correspondence was carried 
on with the Government officials who were pleased to take interest in the scheme. 
Different sites for locating the village were examined and the terms and conditions on 
which Govemment would let us have such plots were considered in consultation with 
persons having great experience in such work and with the Y.M.e.A., who have been 
canying on welfare work in the loca.lities inhabited by the mill employees, In 1923, 
the idea took practical shape. A &t of land measuring about 200 acres at .. distance 
of about two miles from the mills, m a locality known as Indora~ where a considerable 
number of workpeople live, was selected for the purpose. and a lease of 27 years was 
entered into with Government OD. favourable terms in 1925. The whole scheme will 
require several years for completion~ and when completed will cost about Rs. 25,00,000. 
Most of the hoUses so far built have been occupied by our workpeopJ~ and more 
houses will be built when our workpeople have been attracted to the village in 
sufficient numbers. 

The following are some noteworthy features of the model village :
(i) Each bouse will stand in its own ground. 
(ii) The ordinary plots measure 36 ft. by 53 it. and nobody will he allowed to 

build on more than one-third of the space. 
(iii) Most houses of workpeople have no latrines or water taps of their own and 

the occupants make use of public latrines and public water stands. But in our 
model village each house. whether built by the mills or by the worker, whether a 
kutcha or a pucca. house, will have a latrine and a water tap provided at the mills' 
expense. These are estimated to cost the mills Rs. 170 per bouse. 

An a.ctivated sludge plant for the disposal of the sewage of 400-500 houses is 
being constructed and. will be in working order by the end of this year. More such 
plants will be put up when further sets of houses are built. 

The villa.ge has its own water-main brought in at the mills" expense. 
(iv) The vil!&ge will he provided with good roads and lighting. 
(v) The village will consist of both pucca and lrutcha houses. Only pucca houses 

will be built by the Company. but the workpeople are at liberty to construct their 
own houses in accordance with approved designs. 

At present only one section of the proposed layout is being developed, and there 
are lOS houses~ of which 42 have been constructed by the company and the rest by 
the people themselves, 

The pucca houses built by the mills have cost Rs. 960;~but they ate being sold to 
the workpeopJe for Rs. 840 only. The houses built by the people themselves range 
in price from Rs. 300 fo< an ordinary kutcha dwelling, to Rs. 1,600 for a fairly large 
pucca hoose. 

The workpeople have been advanced money by the mills to put up their houses. 
This money is to be paid back in monthly instalments spreading over 5 to 7 years, 
The rate of interest charged on the loans is 3 per cent. for those paying instalments 
regularly month by month, 4i per cent. for those that have missed only one monthly 
payment in a year, and 6 per cent.. for those that have been more irregular in paying 
back. Some of the pucca houses built J>y the Company have been sold to the work~ 
people on condition that the whole value of the house- shQuld be paid by the purchaser 
in a period of 5 years in monthly instalments. No interest is charged on the Qut
standing balance in this case. 

(vi) When the scheme is fnlly developed, it will accommodate 1.500 houses. 
(vii) The number of people living in the settlement at present is 75 families with 

an average of about five members to a family. 
(viii) The residents are encouraged to grow gardens in the 'Open space in their 

compound. Every facility is given for this. 
(ix) Hundreds of trees have been planted in and round about the _ 

which, in course 'Of time. will make the place both shady and beautifu1~ The 
Department of Agriculture of our provinces have very kindly assisted us in 
this matter~ 

ex) The village will also eventually have playgrounds, market places and public 
gardens, and in a central situation a hospital, an institute and residential quarters 
for the welfare work secretaries. A building bas already been constructed to be 
used for holding a primary school there.. 

(xi) The terms of occupancy and rules and regulations have been embodied in 
~e Lease Deed with the Govemment and in the Sub-leas.e with the people. 
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The model town is thus an attempt to solve the hOUSIng problem of our work
people. The idea bas been to provide detached cottages in a. sanitary. clean and well 
ventilated environment and those that are acquainted with the housing conditions 
in Nagpur for the poor classes will readily appreciate the necessity of a scheme like 
this, which in the coming years ought to relieve a great deal of congestion in some 
parts of the city and provide a satisfactory place of residence for the labour classes. 

For members of the stafi and their families, wen-built modem quarters equipped 
with electric lights and fans have been provided in the vicinity of the mills, and over 
60 families are so accommodated. 

There are no houses in Nagpur built especially for- the labour classes either by 
Government or by any public agency. 

17. The facilities we have given our workpeople for getting on sub-leases land 
in our model settlement for building houses of their own are embodied. in my remarks 
under sub-head 16, 

In this connection I would refer to two circular letters which the Government of 
India addressed some years back to local govemments on the subject of a»mpulsory 
acquisition of land for industrial purposes. They are letter No. 593-34--3 of 21st June. 
1920, re recommendations of the Industrial Commission in the matter of compulsory 
acquisition of laud for industrial purposes, and letter No. 628 of 12th August. 1920, 
regarding the proper housing of industrial classes. The Central Provinces govern
ment having invited my views on the said two circular letters, I had given my views 
per my letters No. 667 of 11th August. 1920 and No. 1587 of 7th October. 1920. to 
them. strongly supporting the necessity of an amendment of the Land Acquisition 
Act. In my second letter 1 had said, U 1 am afraid the question of the housing of 
industrial labour would be perennially discussed and as often be put aside for future 
and further consideration~ unless Government provided the necessary motive power 
to bring the question out of the realm of discussion into that of practical work by 
enacting the necessary legislation. I think the Government should announce how 
much of the financial burden incidental to any housing scheme would he bome by 
them. how much they expect the large employer of labour to share~ and what pro
portion they think local bodies should share. U I regret to say Government has taken 
no definite action in the matter yet. and however much employers of labour might 
be anxious to do their bit to solve the problem of the housing of industria.llabour, 
they can do very little for want of the necessary legislation. To illustrate my point 
I would mention that prior to our model settlement for our employees having been 
fixed up where it now is. we had looked out in other directions for land. for the 
purpose, and every owner of land demanded of us a very fancy price. And our 
aequisition of the present site of our model settlement is due to a fortuitous circum~ 
stance. The said site had been acquired by the Government for locatingtbe Nagpur 
University there. but subsequently the idea of locating the university there was 
abandoned and the Government let us have the land on lease for a very moderate 
price as it lay on their hand~. . 

20. Workpeople are charged Re. 1 to Rs,. 3 per month for rent. while clerks and. 
the subordinate staB pay from Rs. 6to Rs. 12 per month lor the quarters they occupy_ 
Officers are given rent-free quarters~ 

21. We do not allow any sub-letting of quarters provided by us to our employees ; 
nor do we allow any but our own employees to occupy our quarters. 

IV.-BeaItb.. • 
23. From figures of deaths among our workpeople I can say that the average 

mortality per year among our labour population comes to seven per thousand. 
I regret, I am not in a position to give figures of birth rate and infant mortality among 
the whole of our labour population, as such statistics are not recorded at the mills. 
In connection, however. with the Maternity Benefit Scheme for our women employees 
we have been regularly keeping for some years past, recoul of births of inhnts an~ 
deaths among them occurring within two months after birth; and I append to this 
a statement (Enclosure .. J U) giving these particulars for the last five yeaIS. 

A1J for 'Working conditions at our mills. we have always been ahead of the times .. 
in that we introduced measures for the safety and well~being of our employees long 
in advance of regulations made by the Government in this regard through the cbannel 
of the different Indian Factories Acts. Our workpeople have plentiful supply of 
pure drinking water passed through costly Berkfield filters. Septic tanks and fiuihtype 
latrines ensure sanitation of the factory premises. We have also adopted a number of 
devices to provide for our wOl'kers. both at our mills and our ginning factories. a 
comfortableatIIlO8phere to work in. A brief description given below of these devices 
will not be out of place. 
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In every spinning and weaving shed the air is renewed about 10 times per hour 
by means of a. number of fans: and ventilating venetians on the top of the roof 
effect the exit of the air replaced by the air drawn in. Then water jets placed at 
suitable distances in underground tunnels running through the departments. with 
an air propeller at the mouth of each tunnel~ and petforations in wooden planks 
placed llush over tbetunnels, enable fresh airto be admitted. into the rooms constantly 
humidifted as required. the humid air arising from the floor up to the machines and 
the material in process and ftlling the room up to the roof. This humidification 
systepl provides a comfortable atmosphere for the workers in the departments, as 
it brings down the temperature by about 30 degrees in the bot months of the year 
when the thermometer generaUy goes up to 112 degrees in the shade and. at times as 
high as 116 degrees. 

The dust :removing apparatus at our ginning factories consists of an exhaust fan 
at the end of a system of pipes suspended from the roof over the gins2 the tops of 
which are covered by means of hoods made of galvani.zed. sheets, with an opening 
on one side for feeding cotton. The draught created by the fan sucks the air through 
the. openings in the hoods over the gins and carries away all the dirt and tile dust 
immediately they are produced. The outlet of the fan is connected to a large wooden 
box perforated with a large number of holes which are covered 'With hessian. cloth 
to arrest the hea.Vlel' impurities. It has been noticed. that at the end of a week of 
60 working hours as much as 146 Ibs. of impurities has been coD.ected in the box. 
Before the insta.llation of the appa.tatus the workpeople had to put paddings of cloth 
against their mouths and noses to prevent breathing in the impurities which floated 
in the air and they always took the first opportunity to move out in the fresh air. 
All this disappeared after the apparatus was installed~ as the whole atmosphere 
within remained as fresh as that outside. 

The dust :removing apparatus referred to abo\re has appealed ~ry much to the 
factory inspectors and they strongly recommend other factory owners in our provinces 
to adopt it in their factories. Even factory inspectors of other provinces have asked 
for full particulan of the appatatus and we have g~y furnished same to them. 

The vacuum stripping apparatus installed at our No.8 and No.5 mills has done 
away with the stripping of cards with brushes which used before to fill the card.
rooms with ftuft'. This apparatus has ensured better working conditions in the card
rooms. 

Runways and rail tracks put in departments~ where heavy materials have to be 
lifted or moved. have helped to save as much manual labour as possible. 

The existing homes of the labour classes leave much to be desired, and it is with 
the object of providing sanitary homes in healthy surroundings that we are on with 
the execution of our scheme of model village for out:_ employees. referred to in 
sub-head (16). 

As for the dietary and the physique of our workpeople. I can say that so far as 
the physique of the average worker at our mills has been observed~ it is fairly strong 
a.nd as such the dietary of the average worker must be what it ought to be to maintain 
the body in health and activity. 

So far as I am aware~ there is no disturbance of the sex ratio among our work
peOple, as most of them have their families with them. However~ venereal diseases 
are found among our workpeople. But only a few casf'.S come to our dispensaries, 
as from a. sense of shame the workpeople get themselves privately treated. and it is 
only when the disease become virulent that they see the mills' doctors~ 

.24 and 25. At Nagpur, free medical aid is available for our labour classes at our 
mills' dispensaries and at our weUare work ce:ntres~ as also at the Government 
hospitals and several municipal disp~es. 

One of the chief items of welfare work done by the mills is free medical help for 
their employees, both male and female, and their relatives. This work is conducted 
both inside and outside the milb. ... 

For work inside the mills a doctor looks after the health of mate employees, 
while a. lady doctor bas been engaged for the women workpeople and their children. 
Both the doctors have two disptnsaries each in their charge, one centrally situated 
for the employees of Mills Nos. 1. 2~ 3 and 4~ and the other for the employees of 
Mill No.5, employees' relatives also being treated at all the dispensaries as stated 
above. A Statement (Enclosure .. K") showing the number of new and old cases 
treated at the dispensaries during the last seven years, and another one (Enclosure 
.. L U) showing the number of new cases and diseases treated during the same period, 
are enclosed herewith. The amount of money spent during the year ended the 
80th June. 1927, on medical work for salaries and medical stores, was Rs. 32,529. 

The lady doctor, in addition to conducting dispensary work, looks after two 
creches which have been. fitted with a set of cradles and other accessories. The 
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rooms accommodating the c.radles are weU lighted and ventilated. and scrupulous 
attention is paid there to the observation of hygienic principles. Here~ babies of 
women workers are kept and taken care of during the day while the mothers are 
engaged in their work. The first of these two creches was opened in a building near 
the No.3 Millin August, 1920, with about 14 babies. The caste prejudices, ignorance 
and superstition of the mothers were gradually conquered. SO that in 1921 the number 
of babies rose to 35. and in 1927 it stood at 85. The other creche, namely. the one 
at the No.5 Mill, was started in June, 1921, with live babies only. This place bas 
a special creche building now and occupies a delightful set of rooms near a. garden. 
The number of babies enrolled there during the year ended the 30th June, 1921~ 
was 53. The amount of money spent on the maintenance of the creches in wages 
and stores, etc., came to Ro. 2,952 during the year referred to above. Such is the 
opinion the mothers now hold of the care the babies receive at the creches. that at 
times Mahomedan and even high caste Hindu mothers do not scruple to leave their 
babies alongside of the Mahar babies. who form the bulk of the population of the 
creches. 

The lady doctor instructs our women employees in maternity with the help of 
a model, showing maternity travail kept at our central dispensary for females. and 
she also lectures to them on personal hygiene and -child welfare. 

I may mention here that all accident cases at our mills~ such as require the 
detention of the patients under medical observation~ are sent by us to the Mayo 
Hospital, to the funds of which we annually contribute Rs. 500. 

Medical Work ouI.si46 :A, Mills.-Late in 1920. medical work was started in 
Indora. one of the largest bastis. by Dr. Miss Mayadas. a qua:.li.fied. Indian lady 
doctor~ who gave her services voluntarily once a. week. She did dispensary and 
visitation work, paying special attention to maternity cases. But it was not until 
1922 that a whole-time Y.M.e.A. medical secretary was appointed to conduct work 
in the different bastis where we haw established welfare work centres. He goes to 
each of these bastis once a week~ but urgent calls are attended to in any bam whenever 
received. During his visits he not only prescribes and gives medicinez but does house 
to house visitation. and gives personal talks on basti sanitation and penronal hygiene. 
We are, however, unable to render medical aid to our employees outside the mills, 
on such a large scale as .we do at the mills. For our workers live in different bastis 
scattered allover the town, and it is not possible for one doctor to visit aU these 
bastis daily. We, however. do what little we can only in those bastis where our 
welfare work centres have been established. During the year ended the 30th June. 
1927, the medieal secretary paid 289 visits and treated 10,381 patients, _ of 
whom were dependents of the workers with a spri.nkl:ing of workers themselves. and 
a few outsiders. 

The medical secretary has a central dispensary in the welfare work office building. 
where- workers and their relatives can obtain treatment. He gets supplies of medicines 
from the mills' dispensari... . 

Medical Help far Women.-Besides medical relief which the women workers are 
able to obtain from the l&dy doctor iIlside the mills. arrangements have been made 
to reach them in their homes. The work for the women W33 started in 1925 by 
Miss Mott, but subsequently it was taken up by the Mother Superior and Sisters of 
the Convent of Marie Immacule. During the year ended the 30th June~ 1927, the 
work was carried on in six bastis. The sisters accompanied by a trained midwife 
visit every morning one of these bastis. During these morning visits they see to the 
cleanliness and tidiness of the houses, examine the sick> give in many cases medicines 
supplied by the mills, or, if necessary, direet patients to the mill dispensary for 
women or take them in the welfare' conveyance to the hospital. Figures for the 
morning work in the six bastis during the year referred to above ar.e given below :-

Patients given medicine at home 2,907 
Number of women talked to on health subjects 1,855 
Cases relating to maternity work 159 
Number of women taken to hospital ~. 2S 

In the afternoon, the sisters conduct educational work for the women. An 
account of this will be found in my remarks under sub-head (56). 

26. All sanitary arrangements at our mills are generally in excess of the require
ments prescribed by the Indian Factory Act. As for the homes of the workpeople. 
very few of the workers have latrines attached to their houses. while the majority of • 
them use public municipal latrines. 

(i), (ii) and (iii) We have ample latrine arrangement and a copious supply of 
water lor drinking and washing purposes is provided for our workpeople. hut we 
have no bathing places for them. But at our model settlement all the three 
conveniences have been provided for. 
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28. In the exis~ rules no standards of temperatures or humidity are prescribed, 
but millowners are required to maintain certain records in this regard, after studying 
which. some standards will be fixed by the local governments with due regard to the 
climatic conditions of the provinces concerned. One of the existing rules, however. 
restricts the use of live steam for humidification pmposes. It runs as under:
.. In any departm.ent in which steam is used for the purpose of artificial humidification~ 
its introduction shall cease when the dry bulb temperature of the roOm exceeds 
85 degrees Fahrenheit." 

29. So far as my experience goes, there are no diseases which can be said to have 
their origin in the working conditions as they prevail in up-to-date factories in the 
cotton textile industry. In this connection I may mention that about eight yean 
ago the c.P. Government, following the example of the Bengal Government, desired 
to ascertain the incidence of bookworm disease among industrial workers in these 
provinces. and with that end they deputed at our mills & special staff of medical 
men to cany on examinations of our workpeople. The work was commenced in 
August, 1921, and completed in De<:ember, 1921. The results of this investigation 
were kindly intimated to me by Col. T. G. N. Stokes, M.B., I.M.S., the then Director 
of Public Health, Central Provinces, per his letter No. 624, dated the 10th March, 
1922, and I give helow the pertinent extracts from thst letter, from which it will he 
seen that the hookworm disease cannot be classed as an industrial disease :-

Of I have the honour to inform you that the enquiry into the prevalence of hook
worm disease which we undertook with your kind co-opemtion in August. 1921, has 
now come to an end. Out of 6,740 employees examined by our staH. 714 or 10·59 per 
cent. show infection with hookworm and 1.417 or 21 ~02 per cent. with roundworm.. 
The result of our enquiry has brought to light a valuable fact that the infection from. 
hookworm disease, which is the more serious, is not nearly so prevalent among your 
workmen as was expected. This is attributed to the good sanitary arrangements in 
your mills • 

.. The town dwellers seem to make a free use of the mill latrines and these men 
show a vety low peramtage of infection in contrast to the workmen drafted from 
the neighbouring villages. who show a much higher percentage~ viz .• 23 ·01 
percent. 

" The special staff has treated, up to 7th March, 161 ca.es of hookworm disease 
among your employees with some apparent beneftt~ but in view of the fact that the 
disease atnoog your workmen is of a very mild type. and does not incapacitate them 
much. I have decided to stop work in your mills, so that the services of the special 
staB may be available in other centres. . 

.. Our investigation in your mills has brought an important fact to light. viz .• the 
advantage of a good sanitary system. The results of the investigation also contribute 
much to the medical research work in the province. U 

30. In April. 1921. we started at our mills a sickness benefit fund to provide 
for payment to an employee of a suitable allowance during illness. My employee 
can join this fund by contributing tQ it monthly either 8 annas or 4 annas. A member 
of the fund contributing 8 -annas a month in the event of his illness of over three 
days. becomes entitled as from the fourth day for the number of days he is ill to an 
allowance at the rate of Rs. 25 per month up to six weeks. and at the rate of Rs.15per 
month up to eight weeks more if the illness continues; while a member contributing 
annas 4 a month is paid for the respective periods mentioned above an allowance at 
half the above rates. In aU cases, the allowance ceases after a. period of 14- weeks. 
We have at present 47 members of the fund, and we ·paid to three members Rs. 69 
as sickness beneftt during the year ended the 30th June, 1929. 

To my mind. no scheme of sickness insurance can be complete in which only 
the employers are called upon to bear the whole burden of finance. Both the Govern
ment and the employees must add their quota to that of the employers. What the 
quota of the three parties should be is a matter which the labour comm.issioners can 
determine after hearing the various interests concerned. 

So far as my experience goe5$ the Indian labourers have not now that prejudice 
against the western system of medicine which they had years back. That prejudiee 
is now dying out. 

The difficulties due to paucity of medical men and the migratory habits of labour 
can be obviated if Government and local bodies wmbine in arranging to provide 
a dispensary for every village. 

31. A maternity allowance for women workers has been in force at our mills 
since the 1st April. 1921. according to which every woman who has served the company 
for a period of 11 months is entitled to leave with full wages for mo months following 
her confinement. the rate of the wages being fixed on the basis of her average monthly 
earnings. The claim for such allowance must be supported by a medical certi1icate 
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from the mills'lady doctor, and by an undertaking on the part of the woman concerned 
that during the period for which she receives the allowance she will Dot engage 
herself in any occupation outside her home. On an average. 238 women take 
advantage of the concession every year and the amount paid them comes to about 
Ro.4.800. 

Bombay has lately passed its Maternity Benent Act. prescribing payment for 
three weeks before and for four weeks after confinement. A Bill was lately introduced 
in our provincial legislative council on the subject and the same is now being circu
lated among factory owners to elicit their comments thereon. It is proposed in this 
Bill to give to an expectant mother, working in a factory, six weeks' leave both 
before and after con.fi.nement on production of a certificate from a qualifted medical 
practitioDer and to make her payment for the full period of three months she will 
be away from work. -

On this subject I would say. in genenol. that all matters pertaining to the welfare 
of labour are an All-India problem and legislation in the matter must be an All-India 
one, prescribing a uniform standani of welfare measures for the workers in all the 
provinces of India.. 1 strongly deprecate the formulation of a set of provincial 
enactments varying in their details. Again. I consider it wrong in principle that 
factories in one or two provinces should be saddled with the expenditure of welfare 
measures, while the majority of the provinces should remain free from such burden. 
Such legislation is particularly iniquitous a.t the present time when there .is so much. 
trade depression in the textile industry. The factories in provinces which are 
unburdened can easily undersell those in provinces that are burdened. and thus add 
to the handicap from which the latter are already suffermg. 

V.-Welfare (other IhaJl Jlea1th anti JIousiDg, but inclndiDg Education). 

32. The scheme of welfare work of the Empress Mills consists of an extensive 
programme.. including a variety of items for the welfare of their workers. both inside 
and outside the mills" and entailing on the mills an annual expenditure of about 
a lac- of rupees. The activities conducted directly by the mills themselves are 
summarized below :-

(i) Granting of credit chits to workpeople for purchase of grain. etc, at the mills' 
co-operative stores. 

(ii) ~ medical help to the employees and their relatives in the mills' four 
dispensaries, of which two are for men and two for women. 

(iii) A system of maternity allowance to women employees who have put in 
11 months~ service in the mills. 

(iv) Provision of creches for the babies of the women employees. 
. (v) Provision of nursery classes and kindergarten classes for grown-up babies 

from the creches. ranging from two to six years of age, boys from which classes~ 
when they are over six years of age, pass on to the primary classes, from where they 
go ~o an industrial class on attaining the age of 12. 

(vi) Factory schools for hall-day workers. A yearly contribution of Ro. 600 is 
given to the municipality who manage these factory schools. 

(vii) Yearly contributions amounting in aU to Rs. 3.450 of the mills to other 
schools, which are attended by the children and dependants of their employees. 

(viii) Pensions. gratuities. privilege leave. long service bonus. monthly bonus for 
regular attendance. sickness benefi.t fund. provident fund and the mills' co-operative 
credit society. . 

I would say in this connection that I am strongly in favour of the benefits of the 
Provident Funds Act being extended to private provident funds and of all Drms 
having such funds being compelled to get their fund registered under that Act. 

(ix) PrU§ anl Prize Distnbulitm.-As an incentive to skilled and steady work 
and regu4uity in attendance, prizes are awarded on the results of competitive tri~ .. 
or on the basis of the highest monthly production or the utmost regularity In 

a.ttendance. also for general skill or proficiency as suited to the various classes of 
labour concerned. These ptizes aR distributed annually before a large gathering 
of mill people and outsiders. generally presided over by the head of the administration 
of the, province. On an average. nearly 1.000 workers dressed in holiday attire are 
now called up to the platform to receive (which they do with undisguised p1easur.e). 
at the bands of the notable ladies of the town. prizes of gold and silver chains 
and armlets. bundles of cloth or medals; and sweets are distributed among the 
whole mill population an the day. This simple device, carried out upon a generous 
scale. creates amoll@' the workpeople the needed spirit of rivalry and the will to 
do hetter. 
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The welfare work outside the mills is conducted by the Young Men's Christian 
Association and by the Mother Superior of the Convent of Marie Immacule. This 
phase of welfare work is under the control of a board of management. consisting of 
14 members. Seven of these are nominated by the mills' management and the other 
seven by the National Council of the Y.M.C.A. The programme of work may be 
divided under the following main heads :-

(til E4VC4liOfltJl uxwk.-For details in respect of educational work. please see my 
remarks under sub-head (36). 

(b) Reereatitm 4nd amusemma.-The aim of our recreation programme is to 
provide wholesome amusement to the workpeople after their hours of work. The 
programme consists of such items as music concerts, magic trick pedormances. 
dramatic shows, indoor games, bhajans and kirtans, and occasional cinema shows. 
Entertainment in undoubtedly the most popular item and one which is most 
patronized hath by the young and the old. 

(c) PhysKol """,h.-In sevetal of the bastis, where the workpeople live, Akhadas 
or wrestling sheds have been provided. Wrestling is a very favourite pastime. with 
workpeople. and particularly during the rainy season large numbers of workpeople 
take advantage 01 these places. Besides this item, athletic sports and outdoor games 
have been encouraged and played from time to time in the various ba.stis. ExCUl'Sions 
have also been organized once in a while. Contests and inter-basti matches are 
a.nanged every now and then. . 

(<I) Medical_h.-For details in respect of medical work, please see my remarks 
under sub-heads (24) and (25). 

(e) Bryy scotlling.-The welfare work department has a strong scouting programme. 
The latest ngures show that nearly 400 mill youths have joined the movement. 
Besides receiving training in scoutcraft. the boys are taught good habits and are 
encouraged to take part in public service. Some of the scouts have been given 
special training in ambulance work~ and one of the basti troops have started a first 
aid station of their own. From time to time scoutcraft demonstrations are given to 
create interest among the basti people for scouting. One such demonstration on & 

grand scale was given on the occasion of the Mills' Golden Jubilee, celebrated on the 
1st and 2nd January, 1927. And on many occasions our scouts have rendered 
service untiringly at public functions, melas. fues~ cinema shows~ etc., sometimes at 
considerable personal sa.crifi.ce. 

(f) NootI-day prog,.ammu.-During the winter months short reaeation 
programmes are arranged at the noon hour in the various mills. These a:re ql;lite 
popular. Near the No.1 mills a building has been rented and is now used as a 
reading room and games room for the workpeople during their rest hour. 

(g) W0Jft6,,'s 'IJIU/tJf'8 work.-Work for women in the bastis is conducted under 
the guidance of the mother superior and sisters of the Convent of Marie Immacule. 
The nature of the work conducted by them is dealt with in my remarks under sub
bead (36). 

The above particulars give a brief account of the extent of the welfare WOlk being 
done by the mills. 

No welfare work is done by other agencies particularly for the workpeople of 
our mills. 

33. AB already mentioned in the preceding sub-head. in the case of our mills, the 
welfare work in bastis is conducted by the Y.M.C.A. which provides secretaries for 
the purpose; each secretary having charge of three to four bastis. where centres have ) 
been established for the use of the workpeople. Butteachers and supervisors and such 
other staff as is neceSsary at the various centres. are engaged from among the local 
people. 

Welfare work of a sort is being done in Iedia by the YM.C.A., the Y.W.C.A., the 
Social Service League and the Servants of India Society. but. as there are no facilities 
in our country for the training of welfare workers as they have in the west. I am 
strongly of opinion that employers all over India should combine to get out some 
experts from EnglaDd to help them to form an Industrial. Welfare Society like the one 
they have in England. I may say in passing that I would like also to get out experts 
to teach our labour how to run their unions; fur. I believe that an Industrial Welfare 
&x:iety working hand in hand with labour unions run on correct lines. will change 
the face of our existing labour situation. ' 

In this eonnection I would like to give below an extract from a letter which Mr. 
Robert R. Hyde. founder of the Industrial Welfare Society of England, wrote to me 
in January last. I endorse what he says and I wish an Industrial Welfare Society 
of India could soon make it possible for employezs to conduct weHare work for their 
employees themselves :-
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.. Some yeatS ago this kind of work was entrusted to outside organizations. 
but it seemed to suggest to the workers that there was a Datural division between 
work and play; that the employer was interested in the labour of the worker and 
not in his home life. To-day there are hardly any examples of an employer en
trusting the administration of the leisure side of the worker's life to an outside 
agency. In practically every case the organization of the social life of the worker 
is part and parcel of the firm's welfare department." 

34. All the- 'Welfare work done for our employees bas been dealt with under 
sub--heads on housing. -health and education; and there are no other activities 

"carried on by us. . 
(i). {ti} and (iii) All weHare activities inside our mills are conducted by us, while 

those conducted outside the mills are run by the Y .M.C.A.~ the mills bearing the whole 
of the expenses. including the salaries of the Y.M.C.A. secretaries. 

We have four refreshment shops in the compounds of our mills, where light 
refreshments like sweets. pans, betel ntrts. cigarettes. etc .• and teas are served to our 
workpeople. The experiment was commenced two yeats back when the shop buildings 
were built and were let out for very- nominal rents to the sbopkeepers~ but it has not 
been a great success and it seems stOme improvement is necessa.:ry in the methods of 
running these shops. 

As for shelten:. we have provided a. number of d.i.n.iDg sheds. but due to paucity of . 
space we cannot put up enough for all the workers of all our mills. However~ we are 
utilizing all available space for putting up such sheds. 

For CRChes at our mills and for provision for physical cu1tute~ recreation and 
amusement and other welfare work activities,. please see my notes under other 
sub-heads of head V-Welfare. 

35. It is rather difficult to give an accurate valuation of the welfare work done. 
It must be remembered that the work has largely been concentrated among those 
workpeople who come from the depressed classes. The following observations are 
made with diffidence as there are many forces at work which are giving an impetus 
to the WOl'kpeople in their desire for social reform and small but real improvement 
in the standard of living. All these forces have tended to create a better outlook on 
life. This may be gauged irom the fact that the people are giving up some of their 
old evil customs. There is a distinct movement towaIds tempenmce and there is 
also a desire for the education of their children. 

The results of welfare work can never be accurately measured. but such work 
by its very nature provides facilities for the development of personality. gives 
opportunities for self.·expression and organization and meets certain needs of the 
people which perhaps would Dot be met if they were left to themselves. 

36. The mills' educational work for their workers may be classified under four 
head~:-

(i) CI..... conducted in the mills' premises under the direction of the mills' 
lady doctor :-

(a) Nursery classes to which babies of over two yMrS of age are passed CD from 
the creches at the mills. Here the children playas mU<:h as possible with intervals for 

• rest, sleep and nourishment. The games are so planned as to give their little bodies 
sufficient exercise and at the same time serve to make them :find out simple things 
for themselves. suchas thedUIerence between colours. A part of the daily programme 
comprises singing and story telling. The children are taught to observe personal 
cleaDIiDess and tidiness and to do ss they are told. 

(6) Kindergarten classes to which children from the Ilursety classes pass OD, on 
their attaining the age of four years. Here the same methods of teaching are followed 
as in the nursery classes. but work is more advanced. Simple- outline chawiDg. bead 
work, clay modelling, paper cutting and folding and paper matting work. language 
word making and numerals are taught here. Attention is paid to the fonnation of 
good habits and the removal of bad ones. 

In both classes the children are given a bath every day by the a.yah and dressed 
in clean clothes provided by the mills. The number of children attending these two 
classes is 58 and two _ors are specia11y engaged for these classes. 

(c) Boys from the above classes OD. their attaining the age of six years~ are passed 
on 10 the primary classes. These classes are also open to any son or dependant of 
our workpeo~le. Such boys as used to loiter about the :mills premises after bringing 
meals to thelI' parents now attend these classes. The popularity of these classes is 
evidenced by the number on rolls having now gone up to 234. The classes were 
recognized by the Education Department in 1925 for the Vernacular Final Examina
tion. Since the recognition of the classes 41 boys have been sent up for the examina
tion. out of whom 22 passed. Three of the eight teachers engaged. for these classes 
are ,coot mastens and they have under their training 20 wolf cubs and 24 boy scouts at 
present. 
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(4) Industrial class.-Bo:ys that have futished the <:ou"" in the Primary cIassee 
and wboseages range from 12 to 14 yean; &readmitted totbiscl .... Special attention 
is paid in this class to drawing and every effort is made to develop in the boys that 
sense of accu~ and proportion so necessary in aU forms of handwork. Instruction 
is given in book-binding. thread button making. simple carpentry. tailoring and hand
loom weaving. and in painting in block letters. Some time is given also to the 
teaching of arithmetic. language and grammar. This class. which has only one 
teacherand nine pupils at present, is intended to serve- as the nucleus of the Industrial 
School referred to in the last paragraph under this head. 

All these cI ..... have been started with the object of providing" graded __ 
of physical a.tI.d mental training for the sons of our workpeo~ nursed atourcreches .. 
so that when on reaching the factory-going age of 15 they loin us, we might have a 
much better class of WOrkelS than we now have. 

(ii) FtuI<wy scloools.-ThO number 01 half-time hoys. that is to say. hoys between 
the ages of 12 and 15. was ahout 600 three yean; ago. For the henefit of these ho:ys. 
who work in shifts. two factory schools ha-." been caIried on. factory school No. 1 
for boys from our mills. Nos. 1 and 3 and factory school No.2 for boys from our 
mills No.5. These at first were managed by the Government. but ahout the year 
1921 they were put ander the charge of the municipality. The mills contrihate an 
annual sum of Rs. 600 towards the maintenance of these schools. besides giving pri.%ea 
for regular attendance and free school supplies costing in aU a. further sum of Ra. 600. 
The following statement gives the :figures of enrolment and attendance. during the 
year ended the 30th June. 1927:-

Factory achool No. I 
Factory achool No. II 

Total ._ 

Number 
on roll. 

174 
70 

A-."rage 
attendance. 

156 
47 

203 

The buildings~ in which these schools meet. are very unsatisfactory and cannot 
accommodate all the boys. To remedy these inconveniences the mills have since 
1919 been negotiating w;th the municipality under whuse control the achools are. 
te !lell them the orange market for converting the building into one commodious 
school building. But up to date no satisfactoryammgementhas been arrived at. 

Only a little while back factory school No. 1 has been closed. as all the half
time boys studying there having become full-timers could not attend the school, 
and we do not at present require any new half-timeD; lorQUI' ;No. I and No.3 mills. 

(iii) Educational work of the mills conducted outside by :-(0) The Y.M.C.A. 
for men workers; (b) The mother superior and sistets of the Convent of Marie 
Immacule for women workers and girls. 

(a) During the year ended the 30th June. 1927. the Y.M.C.A. conducted its 
activities in nine bastis. Of tbese~ eight places had night schools for the workers* • 
full time and half time. The night schools are held for an hour and a. half only~ 
usually between 7.30 and 9 p.m .• and the instruction is given in the three R's as well 
as i.n subjects of general information. The cuniculum has been modified to suit the 
peculiar .requirements of the people. The school sta:II consists mostly of da.y school 
teachers. a. large percentage of whom. have received. nol'Dl81 training. 

It has been found by experience that it is idle to expect adults of over 21 yea:s 
of age to a.ttend school at night. The chief reason is that they are too tired and are 
incapa.ble of sustained mental efiort. Usually they are also family men and that is the 
only time they spend with their wives and children; and there are private a.1fa.ir8 
to attend to. There may be sickness in the family or SOme other distraction which 
would keep a man from coming to school. But the smallness of numbers in the 
various classes has tended to make the expense quite high. Perhaps- this was inevit
able; for a central night school is not possible. and classes have had to be orgauized 
in dUferent centres where the workpeople reside. This has meant engaging a large 
number of teachen. Other items which increase the cost per pupil are good lighting 
and free school supplies. The oost per I"'pil has worked out to Ro. 25 to Ro. 80 per 
year. During the year ended the 30th June. 1927. the total enrolment was 385 and 
the a_ dailyattendance 260. 

It is rather difficult to give an accurate valua.tion of the educational effort. There 
is no doubt that it is making a certain number of workers literate. The indirect 
influence of this aspect of the work can also be seen beyond the schoolroom. in such 
things as a desire for social reform and a small b.t real improvement in the standard 
of living. 
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The night school buildings differ from those of ordinary day schools in that an 
effort is made to make them community centres catering for the various needs of 
the bastis. They are used for health propaganda and dispensary wOTk~ for basti 
meetings and lectures, for Panchayat meetings and for bhajans~ kiItans. and other 
entertainments organized by the people themselves. In one cenhe a register of 
births and deaths is kept in order to save the people's time in going to the police 
sta.tion. In many other ways each centre tries to meet the peculiar needs of its 
locality. 

To supplem~mt the general curriculumz occasional lectures are a.nanged in the 
schools. Some of these are illustrated with lantern slides. Debates and discussions 
also take place in the schooIs~ and the pupils are encouraged to take part in these. 
In each centre a small library is provided. This is furnished with newspapers and 
books~ and the millworkers are encouraged to take out books for reading. 

Recently an experiment has been tried in the way of education for the adults. 
In all that has been said above, the basti people have been welcome to take part in 
debates and ru.cussions. etc .• but the new efiol't took the shape of meeting with the 
groups of workpeople in their moha.llas and talking to them about subjects which 
interest them. There have been no organized classes. although organized meetings 
have been addressed by such people as Professor Robertson. Colonel Kukde. Mr. 
Moghe, and others. The purpose underlying these meetings has been to widen the 
horizon of the workers' outlook. to give them nsefulltnowledge, and to make them 
better workers and better citizens. 

(b) The work f~r tl4e women is being conducted by the },Iother Superior and 
~ters of the Convent of Marie Immacule. The programme of their work is both 
medical and educational. and in the words of the Mother Superior, ~, Endeavours are 
being made to improve the people and their surroundings without taking them out 
of their social status~ to make them better wives and better mathers, without creating 
the cravings of more elaborate civilization. to make them. as happy as they can be 
within the means at their disposal." 

Two of the sisters visit several of the bastis every day by turn and hold classes 
for the women and the girls. At these classes instruction is given on hygiene, 
sewing. cooking. moral subjects, and subjects of everyday importance. Instruction 
is also given on maternity matters~ the relief of the sick and the sending of serious 
cases to hospitals. 

The following figures show the average numbers of women and girls at the after
noon classes during the year ended the 30th June. 1927 :

NumberoD 
roU. 

Women 
Girls . ~ 

Total 

99 
166 

265 

Average 
attendance. 

73 
126 

(iv) C01llributions 10 ovtsia. iftSh,,.nons.-The mills also make annual CQntribu~ 
• tions~ as per details below. to other schools where the children of the workpeople 

etudy:-
Rs. 

Mominpura Mahome<ian Primary School 600 
Sitabuldi Mabomedan Primary Scl100I 600 
Pancbpaoli Depressed Cia&! Mission School 1,200 
Itwari GujTati School .• 600 
Rashtriya Kanya SbaI.. 240 
Sitabuldi·Hansapuri Central Guj.,...ti School 800 

In this connection I should make mention of an experiment on a small scale in 
mass education which I allowed Mr. A. B. Mande. an M.A. of Columbia University. 
to perform at our mills. The author's idea. is association of letters a.nd words ~th 
pictures. and his system of teaching migb.t be called visual instruction. About th:iro/ 
adults consisting of aU illiterate people were selected to form a class, and we paid 
Mr. Mande Rs. 150 to buy materials to prepa.re' his special pictures for the class. 
The experiment was made for &11 hour a day for about a fortnight in May. 1927. 
Mr. Mande shOWed the class his pictures and made the pupils repeat after him the 
letters and the words the pictures re~ented. and afterwards got them to trace 
the characters on slate. After the tuition was over he examined the pupils in the 
progress made by them both in reading and writing. Every day the result of the 
examination was almost nil, except in the case of two youths. who, it was afterwards 
found out, had attended & night s<thoo1 before. Disappointed with the result the 
author gave up the experiment. 
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I also put down here the ideas underlying our efforts for the education of our 
workers. My aim has been to make our workers not only literate but efficient work~ 
men. For the purpose they are given a knowledge of the three R '8, And to make 
our juvenile workers efficient citizens I have introduced scouting among them to 
train them to learn good habits and a. spirit of social helpfulness. We have also 
enlisted the help of the cinema and the magic lantern in teaching our workpeople, 
both youths and adults. And, as I would not like to neglect the training of the 
bodies of our juvenile labour, I am going to have at our model village, playgrounds 
and gymnasia for them. Our welfare work scheme is still in its infancy~ and as it 
progresses we shall not rest satisfied 'With giving our juvenile workers only secular 
education" but intend to give them also a professional education ill a well~rganized 
and fully equipped industrial school to be started by us so as to make them better 
workmen. 

37. Our mills ha.ve a system of pension for such employees as have put in twenty
five yean' service and wish to retire due to old age or failing health. Our low-paid 
workpeop1e are allowed pensions equal to half their average m01lthly earnings. 
subject to a maximum of Rs. 9, while for others eaeh case is considered on its own. 
merit~ and a suitable pension is allowed. but in this case it is subject to a maximum 
of one-third of the employee's average monthly earnings. Temporary pensions are 
also given during long periods of sickness to such workers as have not completed. 
twenty-five years of service. And in cases where workers have not completed 
twenty-five years of service but are certified by the mills' doctors as unfit for further 
service. suitable gratllities are given to such workets on their retirement. For 
detailed rules of our pension fund scheme~ please see pages 10 to 13 of Enclosure 
" M " referred to in suh-head 30. 

38. The Empress Mills have (i) a eo--operative society for advancing money to 
their employees at a low rate of interest. and (il) a co-operative stores for supply to 
them of the necessaries of life. Below is given a brief history of the society and of 
the stores. 

(i) TM Empress Mills Co-opwtJIive C,.edi, SoMy~ LId.-As most of the warkers 
of the Empress Mills were in debt and had to pay inoonceivably high rates of interest 
to •• SOWca.IS U and Kabuli moneylenden. the management of the mills established 
in October, 1921. four co-operative credit societies. one each for the employees of 
No. I, 2 and 5 mills and -one for the employees of No.8 and " mills with a view to 
give to the workers much needed relief in the matter of interest charges. and inci
dentally to instil into their minds the ideas of thrift and mutual help. The local 
registrar of the ccroperative credit societies evinced great interest in the ma~, 
and rendered to the management all possible assistance in the initial stage& of the 
formation of the societies. He deputed one of his ablest assistants to explain to the 
workpeople the advantages of establishing such societies and. due to his exhortations" 
four societies were formed as stated above, and though the membership of each of the 
societies exceeded the prescribed limit of 50 members. the registrar was good enough 
to stretch a point and register the societies as a special case. As the maintenance 
of four separate sets of accounts for the four societies entailed much work on the stafi, 
and as there was bound to be considerable variation in the profits of the four societies 
which would have caused discontent among the shareholders of the respective· 
societies. these four societies were amalgamated into one society in November. 1922. 

The share capital of the society is of unlimited amount. and the liability of a 
member is limited to five times the nominal value of the share or shares held by him. 
or her. The face value of each share is Rs. 10. and up to the 30th June. 1929, it 
was payable either in a lump sum or in regular monthly instalments of not less than 
Re. 0-8. But as the system of payment by monthly instalments entailed elaborate 
work on the accounts department.. it was discontinued with effect from 1st July, 
1929. and consequently the share capital is now payable only in a lump sum. 

Only an employee of the Empress Mills who has purchased at least one share of 
the society is eligible for the membership of the society. The maximum number of 
shares a member is allowed to hold is 100. The value of shares held by a member 
is refunded to him in full on his resigning the membership of the society. 

The affairs of the society are managed by a committee of 48 members. of whom 
24 are elected each year by the general meeting and 24 are nominated by the manager 
of the Empress Mills, who is u-officio chairman 01 the eommittee. 

Loa.n is granted by the society to a member on the security of a promissory Rote 
signed by him and of two sureties from his fellow-members up to an amount which· 
is not in excess of five times the value of the shares held by him. Loans are, however. 
granted in excess of this limit to such members of the society as are contributing 
to the p~·ovident fund of the mills. with due regard to the sums the members are 
entitled to under the rules of the mill company's provident fund. 
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The society charged interest to the members lor loans advanced to thEm at the 
rate of 12 per cent. per a.nnum since its establishment IIp to 31st March. 1926. This 
rate was reduced to 101 per cent. as from 1st April, 1926~ and it was further reduced 
to 9f per cent. as from 1st July, 1929. 

As stated above. the loan required by a member on the secUrity of his ~ 
note has to be further secured by two sureties also: and in this ngaM. the members 
needing loans found considerable difficulty duriDg the first two years of the society's 
existence. as will be seen from. the following two extracts from the reports of the 
committee of management for the nine months ended 30th June. 1922, and the 
year ended 30th June. 1923. respectively :-

(a) U It is a matter of great regret that the members have still not fully understood 
the advantages of co-operation as is evidenced by the fact that some of the members 
having failed to get sureties. when in need of loans. were obliged to resign their 
membership. All members should therefore. do their best to extend a helping band 
to their fellow-member in need. of course after making proper enquiries as regards 
his requirements, his ahility to pay hack, and his good faith, and after satisfying 
themselves on all these points." 

(b) C~ The committee regret to note many members still do not realize their 
duty towards their brother members standing in need of loans, for complaints are 
common in regard to the difficulty experienced in getting sureties for loans required. 
The committee cannot too strongly unpress on all the members the importance of 
showing a. spirit of co-operation and doing all they possibly can for their needy 
brother members. Anyreasonable help extended to the latter will greatly popularize 
the society and tend to expand its business~ which will be ultimately to the interests 
of all the members themselVes." 

There have~ however. been no complaints since. and members freely guarantee 
the loans required by their needy brother members. even though some of the latter 
left the mills' service without settling their accounts and put the poor sureties to loss. 

With a view to place the society on a. fum footing and inspire con.fidenee among 
the members as to the safety of the moneys invested by them in the society's shares. 
the managing agents of the mills sanctioned the grant of a loan to the society at a 
nominal rate 01 interest, viz., 6 per cent., and allowed the society to maintain a 
current acoount with the mills, which latter still continue to be the chief bankers 
of the society. In addition to this. the mills also bore the whole of the contingent 
expenditure of the society, viz .• thecostoi stationery~shareregisters.share certificate 
books and managing committee's annual reports, as also the salaries of two clerks, 
for the first two years and a part of these charges for the next two years, the 
total charges thns borne by the mills amounting to about Rs. 7,000. 

In spite of rendering all these facilities to the society, it was a Eetty hard task 
for the management of the mills to convince the workers of the mlUs' bona fluS in 
establishing the society; for. it has been characteristic of them to look with sus
picion on any new scheme formulated by the management~ however beneficial such 
scheme might be to the workers themselves. And they easily played into the hands 
of outside agitators. who always misguided the men even in regard to the 1Il(!aSure5 

taken by the authorities for the welfare of the workers. How far the outside agitators 
were successful in their evil designs. and how difficult the task of the management 
was, can be gauged from the foUowing observations made iD the report of the C0m
mittee of Management for the year ended the 30th June, 1923:-

Ie The Committee regret to report that after the termination of the strike at the 
mills in December. 1922, over 400 members resigned, evidently at the instigation 
of some evil-<iisposed persons, their membership of the Society. though still continuing 
in the .service of the mills. With a 'View to clear any misundentanding existing in 
their minds. the chairman was good enough to personally explain. at a. meeting 
specially convened for that purpose on the 14th January, 1928, the whole situation 
to the members. and assured them as to the safety of the moneys invested by them 
in the Society. These assurances were again repeated at the first general meeting 
held on the 17th Fehrnary, 1923; and coolidence was gradually re-established among 
the members, 

Besides the above resignations, 100 memhers left the Society during the year 
on account of lea.ving the mills' service. The total Dumber of resignations thus came 
to S19. a.nd the capital refunded to the members. who resigned, amounted to Rs. 
8,769-8·0." 

The above resignations were the aftermath of a strike which took place at the 
mills iu December, 1922. and lasted only for eight days. But the longest strike in 
the history of the Empress Mills was the latest ODe, and that came off on tM 30th 
l:~:aryJ 1924, and lasted for full two months. There were at the time grave appl'e-

ions in the minds of the management* of their previous experience of resignati0D3 
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en MtlS$d' being repeated aft-erthe termination of that strike; but to their great amaze
ment the result was quite otherwise. as will be seen from the extract given below from 
the report of the Committee of Management for the yearended the 80th June. 1924:-

U There was a strike at the mills during February and March, 1924; but unlike 
the previous strike, it did not in the least affect the working of the Society. and there 
were no resignations of membership. showing the c;onfidence the members have in the 
Society." 

As regards the financial standing of the Society. I may say that the Society is 
perfectly solvent. and i1>; popularity is fast growiog. as is evidenced by the fact that 
its share capital, which amounted to Rs. 21,500 at the end of June. 1922. has DOW 
increased nine times. it being Rs. 1,91,300 at the end of June, 1929, and its member
ship, which stood at 1.852 at the end of June. 1922. and which dwiodled down to 
1.290 at the end of June, 1924, is now 4.500, which works out to about SO per cent. 
of the total number of workers and sta.1f on the mills' rolls. The various reserve 
funds of the Society as at the 30th June. 1928. amounted to Rs. 24,600; and it paid 
to its members regularly every year dividend at the maximum statutory :rate of 
12 per cent.. up to and including the year ended the 80th June. 1926, and at the rate 
of 10 per cent. and 9 per cent. for the yeatS ended the 30th June, 1927. and 1928. 
respectively. The fall in the rate of dividend for these two years is accounted for by 
the fact that there was an abnormal increase in the capital of the Society in these 
years, while the income of the Society during this period comparatively suffered 
owing to reduction of 1 i per cent. in the rate of interest charged to members on loans 
advanced to them, the rate being reduced from 12 per cent. to 10! per cent. as from 
the 1st April, 1926. The priIJcipal aim of the management in establishingtbe Society 
is not to pay fat dividends to the shareholders of the Society. but to advance money 
to its needy members at as low a rate of interest as possible; and it is in pursuance of 
this policy that whenever opportunity offers the rate is reduced with due regard, of 
course, to the financial position and successfu.l working of the Society. A further 
reduction of t percent. has accordingly been made with effect from the 1st July, 1929, 
so that the present rate of interest is 91 per cent. 

The Society has advanced to its members up to the 30th June, 1m, which covers 
a period of 7f year5# loans to the extent of Rs. 18,56,400, against which it had so 
far to write-off as bad debt only a paltry sum of Rs. 7-2-31 which speaks volumes for 
the care with which loan applications are scrutinized. 

Up to the 80th June, 1929, 17 of the membeIS wbo had taken out loans proved 
defaulters. having run away without settling their accounts, which showed an aggre
gate amount of Rs. 920-14-6 outstanding against them. The Society recovered from 
the sureties concemed Rs. 913-12-3, whilethe balance of Rs. 7-2-8, bei.ngirrecovua.ble 
was debited to .. Bad Debts Reserve H account as mentioned above4 Of the sum 
recovered by the Society from the _es. Rs. 207-6-6 are paid or are being paid to 
the sureties concerned by four of the defaulters, Rs. 819-2-3 will be recovered from 
two of the defaulters as a result of awards granted by the :registrar, while the balance 
of Rs. 387+0 is irrecoverable. and represents loss to the poor sureties. 

The head accountant of the Empress Mills is the honorary auditor of the Society, 
His appointment is made eveyy year with the previous sanction of the registrar as 
required by Section 17 of the Co-operative Societies Act. But to test the audit work 
done by him the registrar deputed one of the auditors of his office in August. 1926. 
This official examined all the books of the Society~ and was quite satisfied with the 
way they were mainta.ined.. and the audit was done. 

In conclusion. I may add that at the·annual general meetings of the Society, the 
managing committee arrange to have most of the resolutions proposed and seconded. 
by such of the members of the Society as are selected every year from amongst the 
operatives who know a little reading and writing. with a 'View to make them ta.ke 
interest in the Society's afiairs.. Thus the Society has some educative value also, 
so far as the workpeople are concerned. 

ftil TIN Empress Mills Co-opera'ivo 5 ....... L.t4.-Tbe Stores are successors of 
the Mills' cheap grain shops, which were started in September. 19]7, to afford some 
relief to our workers hom the high cost of living then prevailing. These shops were 
closed as from the 1st October. 1924. OIl the introduction into the Mills of a system of 
consolidated wages and salaries. Details of our cheap grain and cloth shops and 
of the system of consolidated wages are given in my remarks uuder subhead 115 (v). 

At the mills' cheap grain shops the necessaries of life could be had on presentation 
of the mills" credit chits giveD. week by week on. the basis of the worker's earnings. the 
value of the purchases made during the month being deducted. on payday_ This 
was a facility which I felt our workpeople would badly miss. In consultation with 
the Y.M.e.A. people, who conduct our mills' wel!are work. I decided to start a Co~ 
operative Stores of our workpeople. where the necessaries of liIe could be had by them 

Ul93) I) 
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as before on presentation of the mills' credit-chits, but at market rates. '"-A ec>operative 
stores called the Empress Mills Co-operative Stores, Ltd.~ was registered under the 
Co-operative Societies Aet on 26th September, 1924. The membership of the stores 
is open to all employees and pensioners of the mills, to commission agents of the mills 
and to the secretaries and employees of the Empress Mills' welfare work. The 
authorized capital is Rs. 25,OOO~ divided into 5.000 shares of Rs. S each. The number 
of shareholders in the beginning was 672, the number of shares subscribed for was 
<1,046~ and the subscribed and paid-up capitals were Rs. 5,230 and. Rs. 3,341-s.o 
respectively. Asatthe 30th June, 1929, there were 663 members who have subscribed 
for 1,278 shares. and who have paid up Rs. 6,565. Subscriptions of share capital 
have been allowed to be paid in monthly instalments of at'least 8 annas per share so 
as to enable the workers to become members of the stores in as large numbers as 
possible. 

The Stores started work on the 1st October, 1924, by buying up the stock of grain, 
etc., left in the mills' cheap shops. worth about Rs. 54,000. In order to set the Stores 
on its feet the mills advanced. loans to it from time to time. During the first year of 
its existence loans to the extent of Re. 2,30.871-11-6 were advanced to it, and no 
interest was charged on the loans till June, 1926. The salaries of the manager of the 
Stores and of four clerks and the cost of stationery, account books. etc., aggregating 
about Rs. 10,800, were also borne by the mills for the first two years. And no rent 
was and is still being charged the Stores for the buildings it occupies in the mills' 
compound. Since the 1st October, 1926. the Stores has been bearing the salaries of its 
staff, and has since the 1st July, 1926. been maintaining a current account with the 
mills, the xate of interest charged by the mills on the debit balances being 51 per cent.. 
As a matter of concession, the mills have also been aUowing the Stores the same rate 
of interest on any credit balances their account might have. 

At the Stores our workpeople get the best of stuffs and full measure~ which it is 
very difficult for them to get from the bazaar. particularly in view of their habit to 
buy on credit. And the profits that result from ~onomical management go back to 
the workers themselves. of course to such as are shareholders, in the shape of 6j- per 
cent. dividend on shares and a. further 6i per cent. by way of rebate on purchases 
made during the year of over Ro. 20. 

The management of the Stores was in the beginning entrusted to a committee 
of 7 members, 3 being workers elected by shareholders of the workers' class, 3 mOre 
being nominated by the mills and 1 by the Y.M.e.A. By a resolution of the general 
meeting held on 17th November. 1928. the number has been raised to 11. 5 being 
nominated by the mills. I being nominated as before by the Y.M.e.A., and 5 being 
elected by workers, one each from among the shareholders of the workers" class 
of each of our five mills. 

In view of the growing popularity of the Stores among our workers. particularly 
the Ma.ha1"9, who chiefly congregate in a locality mown as lndora, it was decided by 
the Committee of Management early in 1927 to open a branch of the Stores at lndora 
for the convenience of our work:people there. The sales at this branch approximated 
to Rs. 3,500 per month in the beginniDg. and have since gone up to Rs.. 5,000 per 
month. 

Another branch for the convenience of our workers living in Siraspeth, Utkhana 
and Sbukerwa.ri localities was opened at Shuke-rwari early in 1~28. and at this shop the 
monthly sales approximate to Rs. 3.500. 

The monthly sales at the main shops of the Stores now aggregate Rs. 30,000. 
During its existence of about five years the Stores has been able to accumulate 

out of profits reserves aggregating Rs. 29,400 besides having been able to pay its own 
way all round, and distributing among the shareholders about Rs. 7,700 by way of 
dividends and rebates. 

VlL--8aI.\;J. 
43, Tbe necessary regulations are embodied in the Indian Factories Act and Rules. 

providing for the guarding of dangerous parts of machinery, and tor exits in case of 
fire; and in my opinion, these provisions seem to ensure ample safety. 

45. Most of the accidents are caused by absent~mindedness or carelessness of 
workers. Very few are due to heedless inattention to the rules prescribed for safety 
and there do occur a ease or two where the accident is the result of wanton trifling 
with machines in motion. 

46. Accidenl PrMJlH'lncm itJdtltling U Saf~ Fwd H ~1IC1mt14 :-Illustrated 
posters and notices in big bold letters. both in English and in the Vernaculars. are 
put up in prominent positions in the different departments of our mills. 
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48. As req~Ted by the Indian Factories Act. first-aid appliances are kept by us 
in the difterent departments of our mills. As for medical relief .. the question has 
already been discussed under subhead 24. • 

49. String_ of ;mp.a;- and "'f~ of Regoclatiom.-(i) I,. ; .. dwlry 
pooerally.-(ii) In seasonal ."""" ...... and SO.-Eff<CI "pet< safety of A ...... MalIA. 
light tmd fIIO'lri"C conditi!nt.s gennaUy.-TheJe are matters which require an outside 
angle of vision and as such can best be treated by factory inspectoIS whose province 
it is to administer the laws relating to the matters. 

At the same time I should mention here that the Local Factory Ru1ES~ especially 
those providing for prevention of overcrowding. sanitary accommodation and 
fencing and guarding of machinery are very stringent as compared with those of the 
Bombay Presidency. which is the premier Presidency so far as the cotton industry is 
concerned. The Rules of the Bengal Government are even more lax than those of 
the Bombay Government. The mills iu our provinces have also been saddled with 
the maintenance of }{ata Thermometer readings so as to enable the Government to 
fix a standa.rd of air movement for faetories~ while the Bombay Government have 
not enforced the maintenance of any such records. Such undue stringency of our 
local government puts millowners in our provinces, at a distinct disadvantage as 
compared with millowners in. other provinces. and it is i,ncoBceivable why our 
province. which is industrially and commereially so far behind a. major province Jike 
Bombay should have more stringent factory regu\atloos. 

VIIL-W_.'. Compensatioa. 

51. WorRtnmt'S Comp..salio1J Adr-The -extent of the use of the Act and a 
comparison of this extent with the extent of possible claims are matters within 
the province of the commissioners under the Act and the factory inspectors who 
see to the administration of the Act. The presence of snch an Act on the Statute 
Book is beneficial to the workers fos whom it ensures compensation in case of injuries 
received in the comse of employment and establishes better working conditions as a 
result of the faetory owner's endeavours to minimise accidents by taking steps for 
the safety of the workers. 

In this connection I may mention the pra.ctice at our mills in respect of aocident 
compensation. Ever since the beginning of our mills an injuTed worker. if he could 
come to the mills .. was put on very light work. If such a worker had to stay at home 
he was given half his usual wages for the number of days he was so absent. Even 
those that had got crippled as the result of the injuries sustained were kept back on 
work suited to their capacity. Deaths due to accidents have been very very rare at 
our mills. but in cases of deaths, suitable compensations were paid to the dependants 
of the deceased. In 1921, the scale of such compensation was fixed at Rs. 300 
minimum and Rs. 1,000 maximum.. 

There are a number of insuraace companies that underta.ke to cover the risk 
under the Workmen's CompellSation Act. and looking to the gravity of the risk 
involved. I think no far-seeing millowner would prefer to allOW" the risk to remain 
uninsured. In fact~ the millowners in Bombay have formed a Mutual Insurance 
Association of their own to cover their risks UDder the above Act. To my mind such 
insurance is beneficial from worker's as well as employers' point of view. 

52 and 53. The Act has been applied to most of the industries and trades of the 
country, an'd no further extension in this direction appears to me necessary. It 
would be however. desirable to abolish the existing restriction. in respect of workmen 
employed in the construction. repair or demolition of buildings and bridges which 
allows compensation to an injured workman only when the building or the bridge 
in question is of a certain height or length. 

To provide against a claim under the Workmen's Compensation Act by a worker 
being vitiated by the insolvency of an employer. 1 would suggest that all employers 
be compelled to insure their risk under the Act so that in case of insolvency of 
employer the worker can get his compensation from the insurer as provided for by 
Section 14 of the Act. -

The existing scales of payment of compensation are quite reasonable. 
On the SUbject of the suitability or otherwise of the existing oonditions laid down 

in the Act to govern grant of compensation, I have the following remarks to make :
(d) I would retain the waiting period of 10 days. but I recommend that when 

the disability extends beyond 10 days. compensation be paid for the full period of 
absenee from work. 

(b) The existing list of relatives entitled to compensation may be enlazged by 
adopting the list given in the Recommendations of the Seventh Inteznational 
Labour Conference on minimum scale of compensation. 

{1I&3) D 2 
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(c) The commissioner under the Act may be empowered to demand proof of 
dependence from. a relative or relatives claiming compensation for the death of a 
worker in order to enable him to detennine the proportion of compensation to be 
paid. to each of several claimants. but it may be left to his discretion to waive demand 
for such proo~ say in the case of .a widow with minor children. 

Cd) It would be wrong in principle to fix compensation according to the number 
of dependants. as it would lead to some claims being made which would otherwise 
have not been -made. 

(e) Employers should be required to include in the return to be 51lbmitted to the 
commissioner all accidents resulting in the injury causing the workmen to be absent 
from work beyond the waiting period of 10 days with a distinct remark against each 
case stating whether compensation was paid or not. and if paid~ how much. 

(f) A dependant claiming compensation may be relieved from the necessity of 
approa.ching the employer for the settlement of his claim. He may a.pply direct to 
the commissioner. 

(g) The following measure should be taken to ensure that workpeople and 
dependants. who may have valid claims for compensation. do not lose compensation 
through ignorance of their right. I suggest that the time mentioned in Section 10 of 
the Act for putting iu a claim.vir .• S months from the date-of accident when the injured 
man puts in a. cla.im and 6 months from the date of the death of the workman when 
his dependants put in a: claim. should be increased to 2 years. This provision coopled 
with the provisions of compulsory inclusion in the Annual Return of practically all 
accidents. and of relieving dependants of the necessity of approaching the employer 
will afford sufficient protection to the illiterate and ignorant workpeople. When the 
Annual Return comes in the commissioner will see in what cases compensation has 
not been given, institute enquiries and advise the parties entitled to compensation 
about the claim they should put in and help them to prefer the claim. 

(h) The commissioner should be empowered. to call upon employers depositing 
insufficient compensation for fatal accidents to make a further deposit, stating in his 
order his reasons for considering the origina1 deposit insufficient. 

(i) Provision should be made in the Act for the suspension of distribution by the 
commissioner of the compensation among the dependents pending the disposal of 
any appeal against his decisions. 

Apout the suitability of the provisions in the Act relating to industrial diseases. 
I am not in a position to say anytbingz as I am not aware of any industrial diseases 
peculiaJ: to the textile industry. 

I consider the existing machinery for the administration of the Act quite suitable. 
Besides the commissioner, who administers the Act. there are the factory inspectors 
who-enquire into accidents and see that compensation is paid where it is due. If the 
work proves too heavy for the existing stat! of factory inspectors, an addition may 
be made to the sta:ff. • 

lX.-HOIIlII of WodI: in Paciori ... 

55. (i) The normal hours worked per day and per week are to and 60 respectively~ 
The daily working hours are from 6-3{) a.m. to 5-30 p.m. with a recess interval of 
one hour from 11-30 8.m. to 12--SO p.m. 

(ti) The actual hours wo,ked per day and per week in regard to most of the pro. 
cesses are also 10 a.nd. 60 respectively. 

However. certain processes, in which work has to be carried on continuously for 
at~hnica.l reasons, and works connected with power plants and certain other works • 

. ~ ha.ve aU been exempted. from the provisions of Sections 21, 27 and 28 fixing 
~riods and limiting working hours per week and per day respectively. have to 

"'00 to during mid-day recess hours and beyond working hours. But even 
'Il the number of hours put in by the workers- concerned does not exceed 

43. The ne~60 ~ week, as it is a practice with us to relieve them by turns and 
providing for the gil" s rest. 
fire ; and in my opinm.t repairs are generally taken in hand on the day preceding a 

• • • . only the num.ber of hours put in by the workers employed on 
45. Most of the accich. Certain exempted works are done on holidays also. But 

workers. Very few are due ~urs worked in a. week includi.ng overtime exceed 12. 
and there do occur a case or tnot exceed one hour per day. 
with machi~ea in motion: . tor six days a week. from Monday to Saturday. but 

46. Jf.ceu16,.,. p,.~m~wn fndU6.. any other day than Sunday. as prescribed by the 
posters and notIces tn bIg bold let1:erb.ithout a break for a. period of ten days- at the 
put up in prominent positions in the dh.. 
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57. Efful of 60 "" .... " ... /ricli.,. "nd (56) Effecl of Gaily li.mt.-Though the 
workers have now more time to look after their domestic aftairs and to get recreation. 
there is no improvement in their indolent habits. as the accompanying statement 
(Enclosure .. S •• ) of absenteeism among the workers at our mills during the years 
1914 to 1918 and 1924 to 1928 <:an show. 

59. Possibility of Retl1u;tiQt& i. Mmma.-Please see my remarks under sub
. head (115). 

60. I1J1en1als.-(i) It is a practice at our mills to allow the worken for about 
a quarter of an hour at a time to go out of the departments during working hours 
either for a smoke or for attending nature's calls. About 10 per cent. of the workers 
are allowed to go out at a time from each department. But it is our experience that 
the workers actually go out more than once and waste over an hour~ 

The regulation meal-time is the noon-day recess hour. viz,. from 11.30 a.m. to 12.80 
p.m., but most of the workers take their meals d.uring working hours. 

(ii) In my opinion the existing regulation is satisfactory. 
(iii) Stril4l>ility of Ho ... d .... xg whidl Factory is W ... kixg.-O .... mills work from 

6.30 a.m. to 11.30 a.m.~ and from 12.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m .• and these hours have been 
fixed with due regard to the habits and conveniences of CUl' workpeople. 

(iv) Besides Sundays or holidays substituting th .... statutory weekly holidays, 
we give an extra. holiday for Divali festival. half a day's holiday extra for Mohurram. 
and an hour and a-ha.l:f's extra holiday each on Hindu Pola and Hon festivals. 

61. Day of Rest.-This has already been discussed under Subhead (56). 
As regards the suitability of the law, I consider the existing provisions quite 

satisfactory. 

62. E" .... ptixg l'Yovisions and tlo8 .... ... ado of 1hBm.-The principal statutory 
restrictions imposed by the Act are embodied in Sections 21. 22, 27 and 28 of the 
Act, which relate respectively to daily rest intervals, the weekly holiday, and liIi:t.ita.

. tion of working hours per week to 60 hotU:S and per day to 11 hours. Section 29 of 
the Act exempts all persons holding managerial or supervising positions from the 
provisions of all the above sections, while the local government have. under the 
powers vested in them by Section 30 of the Act. exempted under certa.in conditions. 
with due regard to the requirements of the textile industry. work on urgent repcirs 
from all the provisions of Sections 21. 22, 27 and 28 referred. to above, and certain 
works from one or more of the provisions ~ these sections, 

X.--specjal QueItioDa Belating to Women, YOlIlIg Adults and Children. 
81. Effect of 1922 Act ... Employment.-The most important improvement which 

this Act made upon the old Act of 19H .is the reducing of the daily hours of work 
from 12 to 10. And as in spite of the reduction in the hours of work the level oj 
wages bas practically remained the same. the new Act has not only served to make 
labour engaged in the textile industry more steady. but is also att:racting to it labour 
from other industries. 

82, An infant is genetally defined to be a child under seven years of age, and as 
no child under 12 years of age can be admitted to a factory under the Indian Factories 
Act. I take it this question refers to the sma.II. children who bring meals to their 
parents or relatives. or who follow them.owing to there being no one to look after 
them at home. This is a very grave problem for factory owners, more particularly 
those in the Mofussil. where the children, as a. rule. accompany their mothers to the 
factory. in as much as they run the risk of being prosecuted for having employed 
children in contravention of the Act. if on the occasion of his visit to the factory 
an inspector found such children inside the factory building. In spite of strict 
supervision in this regard at our mills. these small ones sometimes manage to get 
into the factory building and near the machiOffll attended to by their parents or 
relatives. It is particularly for preventing such children from loitering about in our 
mills' compound that we started for them the primary c1asses referred to in my 
remarks under suhhead (36). 

83. S~ilability of R,gulations fo. w ...... '. w ...... -Under the old Act the daily 
hours of work for men were 12 and those for women 11, while under the new Act the 
hours for both men and women are reduced to 10 per day. I have nothing to say 
against this. and other regulations regarding women's work in factories, I would 
only mention here for the sake of interest a practice obtaining at our mills for the 
last fifty~two years, according to which our women workers come to the mills after 
the men have trooped in and leave before the men are out for fear of being molested 
by black sheep among the men. This practice has prevented us from engaging women 
conjointly with men in departments where the machines must be kept running during 
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all the time the mills are working. As such we engage women only in departments 
the work in which does not hamper other processes. Even after the passing of the 
new Act cd 1922 the women come to work half an hour later in the morning, as they 
used to do before. Only in the evening they leave a quarter -of an hour earlier than 
the men instead of half an hour, as they did before. We are thus deprived of three 
quarters of an hour's more work which under the Act we might get from the women, 
but which ~e cannot get from them on account of the above long-standing practice. 

In this connection I would say that I am of opinion that every province should 
have a lady doctor as factory inspector to look after the health of women workers. 
and more particularly to see to the administration of welfare measures like grant of 
maternity benefits such as our local government intends to introduce in our provinces. 
Some time back there was a proposal to have a lady factory inspector for our pro~ 
vinces. and I don't know why the proposal has not yet materiali.sed. 

84. I have nothing to say about the existing regulations for children's work. 
Under the Act the maximum number of hours a child, i.e., a. person between the .ages 
of 12 and 15. can put in at a factory is six. ADd the utmost number of hours a child 
call. be made to work continuously is 51. In case the total number of hours a child 
is employed for is 6. the child must have an interval of rest of half an hour after 
4 hours' continuous work. At our mills the total number of hours a day a boy 
puts in is 5. in two shifts of 21 hours each. And our boys are divided into two 
batches. The tirst batch starts work with the starting of the mills at 6.30 a..m. and 
leaves at 9a..m. This batch is followed by the second batch. who work from 9 a.m. to 
11.30 a.m .• when the mills close for the afternoon recess of one hour. On the mills 
resuming work at 12.30 p.m. the boys of the second batch continue work and leave 
at 3 p.m .• when they are followed by the boys of the first batch, who work 00 till 
the close of the mills at 5.30 p.m. And these batches change places every fortnight. 
the first batch working during the hoUIS the second batch worked and vU;e VM'sa. 

All these half-timers. after work is over, are sent to the factory schools. boys of 
the first batch a.ttending school in the morning and those of the second shift in the 
afternoon for about an hour and a-quarter., 

When these half-timers have completed tb.ett 15th year we give them full timen;' 
work and wages. Such adult children replace two half-timers each. and as at present 
our labour is steady and very few vacancies occur among our full-timers. we are not 
taking up at present new half-timers in place of those that become full-timers on 
completing their 15th year. 

85. Doubu Emj>1<1ymonl of CMklr .... - This is prohibited by Section 25 of the Act. 
The evil exists only in the MofussiI. and particularly in ginning and pressing factories. 
As it is the parents themselves that are responsible for such employment of their 
children, provision has been made in the factory rules for fining such parents, and 
no further action seems to me necessary. 

86. Wm'k and TYaining of Young Adults: FGcilities /01' App,enJicesl"ip.-All 
beginners at our mills are kept under men trained in the particular work for which 
the newcomer is taken up. Usually the period of such probation ranges from ten 
to twenty days. and in some cases to one month. depending upon the intelligence 
and the manual dexterity of the leamer. If the work suits the learner he stays on 
and becomes a permanent employee of ours; otherwise- he leaves us within eight to 
ten days even without iuformmg the head concerned. . 

As stated in my remarks under subhead. (36) I intend to have in the near future 
a fuUy equipped industrial school lor the training of our adult children . . ' 

89. Work of Wo ...... aM CMld"" i .. Fa&Iori<s net Subj.cllo AcO-(i) USB by /Mal 
gov • ..........,. of S.cIi"" 2 (8) (b). om (ii) advisabilily of ~4 of>Pli<4lWol.-Section 2 
(3) {b) allows local Governments to extend, by noti.fi.cation in the G(U~. application 

. of the Act to factories simultaneously employing not less than ten persons on any 
one day in the year. As our local Govern.ment have. by a notification, already 
extended the application of the A-ct to such factories, I don't think any further 
extension "of the Act. 80 as to make it apply to pIaees where less than _ persons 
are employed on any day in the year, necessary or advisable. 

XJL-W_ 
. 96. A st&tement (enclosure .. T ") sent herewith showing rates of wages of skilled 
and unskilled labour at our mills during tho years 1918. 1918. 1920. 1924 and 1928 will 
serve to illustrate the movements of utes of wages. 

(i) A st&tement (enclosure .. B-1 H) showing average earnin!!" per operative per 
:day at our milla in pre-war and -poat--war periods is enclosed herewith.. 
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(iii) Till the 30th September. 1924. our workpeople used to get. besides their 
wages. scarcity allowances and were also supplied grain. etc., and cloth at less than 
market rates, The money value of aU these benefits was calculated and was added 
to the wages and as from the 1st October~ 1924. a system of consolidated wages 
was introduced at our mills. which is still in force. 

97. (iii) A statement (enclosure U C-l ") enclosed herewith shows the rates ruling 
during the pre-war and post-war periods of the necessaries of life of the "labou1' 
.classes. A comparison of this statement with the statement of average earnings 
referred to in subhead (96) shows that while there has been an increase of ]21 
per cent. in earnings. there bas been an average increase of only 34 per cent. in the 
prices of the necessaries of life. 

102. Basis of P"Y"'B'" fM 0....,; ...... 114 Sull<iay W.,k.-The rate fixed by the 
Indian Factories Act is one and a quarter of the ordinary rate. This is for both day 
and night overtime work, but we give a. much better rate for night work, which we 
pay at the rate of a day's wages for four hours' work instead of eight hours' 'WOrk as 
required by the law. 

103. No standardised wages are in vogue in Nagpur. 
104. I can only say that the increase in the rates of wages at our mills which 

compare very favourably with the rates of wages of outside workers and reduction 
in working hours have tended of late to establish an element of stability in our 
labour force. 

lOS. MininHmt Wages Advisability an4 PossiMlity Of Sttztulory Establishmenl.
The question was broached by the Government of India. Department of Indusbies 
and. Labour. iu their demi .. official letter No. L-1526 dated the 6th January, 1928. 
to the local government. in which opinion was invited on the attitude to be adopted 
by the Government delegates to the International Labour Conference to be held at 
Geneva where the question was to <x>me uJ? for discussion. In my D.O. letter of the 
9th February. 1928. to Mr. C. M. Trivedl, the then Director of Industries of our 
ProvinCES. who had invited. me to express my opinion on the subject.. I had stated 
that in a country like India. with nascent industries and with standards of life and 
education of the working classes radically different from those of western countries 
due to climatic and other causes~ too many statutory restrictions might sap the 
growth of industries. I had also stated in· my letter that if the considered opinion· of 
employers of labour was sought to be elicited. they should be furnished with the full 
text of the discussion which had taken place on the subject a.1; the International 
La.bour Conference of 1927, which had not been sent them. 

106. (i) E.rletd of fining.-In a textile concern most fines are naturally in respect 
of bad work turned out particularly by weavers. But unlike mills in other places, 
where the practice seems to be to recover from the worker to the full the value of the 
damage done by him by handing over the damaged piece of cloth to him and recover
ing from him the cost of the materials supplied to him for manufacturing the cloth, 
we impose small fines ranging from 2 annas to Re. J. Theamonntof n.es so recovered 
from weavers covers only about one-tenth of the loss they in1lict upon the mills 
througb bad work turned out. In a yea.r~ on an average, while the fines aggregate} 
about Rs. 1,600 the loss incurred oWing to damaged, fa.ulty and stained cloth beingi 
sold at about 25 per cent. discount off the selling price for good cloth. comes to about '{! 
Rs.60,ooo. Fines are also inflicted for breaches of discipline and for damaging or 
destroying materials and tools, but the maximum rarely goes to Re. 1.' The fines 
recovered under these heads in all the departments of the mills and for bad -and 
negJigent work in departments other than weaving come to hardly about Rs. 1.000 
per year. The total amount of fines per year thus comes to Rs. 2,600 against annual1 v' 

wage bill of about Rs. 21.48.000~or ·12 percent. of the wage bill.. \ 
(ii) Other deelwticms,-In cases where in spite of repeated warnings and small 

fines a weaver continues to tum out bad cloth, we reduce the amount of work en
trusted to him, that is to say, if he had two looms in his charge. we take back one from 
him and allow him to mind only one 100m till such time as he shows improvement in. 
his work, Sim.ila.r punishment is inflicted -on workpeople in other departments who: 
tum out bad. work. In this connection I may mention that the double Khada 
system according to which a worker who absented himself without leave lost two days' 
wages for one day's absence has long since been practically a dead letter at our mills. 
I would have formally announced to our workers the abolition of the system at our 
mills. but I have been waiting for the decision of the Millowners' Association who 
were going to formulate rules for the workers after discussing the 1indings of the 
Fawcett Committee with the labour leaden, which has not so far been possible> due' 
to the prolonged strike in the Bombay mills. 

(iii) We credit aU unclaimed wages and fines recovered to our pension fundS. so that 
the workpeople>& money ultimately returns to them, 

(1l93) D4 
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(iv) Dread of punishment of some sort is necessary to prevent the ordiDary run 
of men from straying from the -correct path; and fines for bad work or bad conduct 
do form a fairly good corrective so long as they are proportionate to the gravity of the 
mistake or misdemeanour. I am, therefore of the opinion that legislation in such a 
:matter is- not desirable. If, Mwever, it be decided to enact a law in India. I would 
like it to be on the linee of the English Truck Act. 1896. This Act provides for 
exemption in case of such establishments as in the opinion of the Secretary of State 
do DOt need· the control of the Act, and I suggest that the Governme1lt of India. will 
inoorpora.te in their legislation a similar exemption in favour of establishments 
like oun where the wvrkers are treated so leniently and generously as I have 
described above. I would further suggest the inclusion of a provision that the 
maximum of fines .should not exceed 5 per cent. of the wages of the worker. The 
task of enforcing the provisions of the Act may be entrusted to factory inspectors. 

]07. {il There is a system .of monthly payments iu vogue at our mills. but at our 
ginning and pressing factories wages are paid weekly. 

(ii) Many years back the last date of payment at our mills was the 26th of the 
month -following that for which the wages were due~ It was then gradually brought 
forward from the 26th to the 20th and then to the 17th and now it is the 14th. Thus 
at,present the period elapsing between the date when wages become due and the date 
of payment ranges from 1 to 13 days. 

(iii) (al Worke", are generally in the habit of taking .. day or two off immediately 
after pay day. A large number of them also visit grog shops and spend much of their 
money on drink. Looking to these habits of the workers. the system of weekly or 
fortnightly payments. if such a system. were at all feasible. would prejudicially 
atiect their interests much more than those of the employers; and I think the 
existing system of monthly payments. which is prevalent in these Provinces and 
elsewhere~ so far as the textile industry is concerned. seems to be the best from all 
points of view. It has worked very well so long and no change therein nor legislation 
to regulate the periods of payments seems desirable or necessary. 

(b) From the details given under subhead (il) above. it will be seen that payments 
to workers proper are commenced on the seventh day of the following month: and 
completed on the fourteenth day. This delay is chiefly due to elaborate and intricate 
piece-work calculations that have to be made in respect of no less than 4.000 workers 
and is unavoidable. Beside, it does not inflict any haMship on the workers in that 
we 1!ave a system according to which all our emplo~z whose monthly earnings 
amount to Rs. l00.or less~ are made advance paymeuts in the sbape of credit chits 
of one rupee each exchangeable at th& Empress Mills Co-operative storesz Ltd .• for 
the necessaries of life. Such chits. are issued once a week and up to a maximum of 
three-fourtbs of the wages or salary earned up to the da.te of issue of chits by an 
employee, the total value of the chits issued being recovered from the employees on 
pay day. The remaining one-quarter of his earnings. against which the employee is 
not allowed chits. is meant to cover his contribution to the provident fund and instal
ments against loans borrowed from the Empress Mills C<H>pe-rative Credit Society. 
Ltd. As further help to workeIs. advances are also allowed them in cash on the eve 
of important festivals with due regard to their earnings. and are recovered on pay day. 
No interest is charged for advances whether they are in the shape of cash or chits for 
the necessaries of life. The delay in payment from 7 to 13 days is in my opinion 
quite reasonable at present in the case of textile mills and more especially large 
mills like ours where. as already mentioned above, intricate evaluations have to be 
made for the piece-work, and I am not in favour 01 legislation :fixing an intervening 
period. 

At our mills' ginning and pressing factories, which are seasonal factories~ wages 
are paid weekly. as already stated under subhead (i) and payments are made the 
next day they are due. So far as my information goes~ the same practice obtains at 
other ginning and pressing factories also in Qur Provinces. as it is feasible seeing that 
the Dumberof persons employed in seasonal factories is generally so small as compared 
with the number in textile mills. The existing practice is quite satisfactory and no 
question of legislation can arise in this case. 

(iv) Unclaimed _ are ultimately credited to OUT pension fund. 

108. A large majority of the ordinary class of workpeople are in debt due princi
pally to largo expenditure, which is quite out of proportion to their eamings. on 
weddings. funerals and religious ceremonies. With a view to save the workers from 
the clutches of the usurious monevlenden~ the mills used to give loans on the security 
of sums standing to the credit ot the workers in the mills' provident fund accounts. 
but as there was a large Dumber of workers who could not get the benefit of this 
8.TI'&ngement due to their not being members of the mills' provident fund. the mills 
established in tIuo year 1921 a CO«)perati ..... Credit So<:iety which bas proved " boon 
to the workers. It advances loans to its members either on the security of the 
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provident fund money with the mills or of two sureties who must be membeIS of the 
society. The rate of interest charged on loa.ns was in the beginning fixed at the 
maximum statutory limit of 12 per cent. but it has since been gradu¥ly reduced to 91 
percent. Outoi a.bout 8.800 workers of tbe mills. about4,500 have becomemem.bers 
of the society; &lld during the year ended the 30th June, 1928, 2,431 membetS were 
granted loans aggregating Rs. 5,10,224. BoIrowings from outside moneylendeIll 
have. however. not completely ceased in spite of the fact that a very high rate of 
interest has to be paid to them; for loans can easily be obtained from them on 
personal security. But there is a growing. tenden<:y among the workers to take full 
ad vantage of the facilities provided by the mills as can be seen from the statistit:s 
of the society furnished in the statement (enclosure .. 0 ") :-" 

109. BOttws arttl PrfJfil-SIulri"C ScAnus.-No such schemes aTe or have been in 
operation at our mills. It may. however~ be mentioned 1;bat in prosperous years 
when the mills made very l&!ge profits. and on the occasion of the mills" Golden 
Jubilee .. the board of directors allowed bonuses to the employees. 

. ~ . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . 
110. (i) A statement (enclosure .. U U), showing the leave taken by our workels 

during the calendar year: 1928. is enclosed herewith. 
(ii) We have rules for privilege leave. in terms of which the sta.1f comprising the 

headS of departments. foremen. assistants, apprentices and the office and depart
mental clerks are allowed privilege leave at the rate of two days per month of active 
service. leave up to 10 con5eCutive days granted to any member of the staff in a month 
being counted as active service. The privilege leave can be allowed to be accumulated 
only up to 90 days in all. and any excess is forfeited; the idea of this rule being to 
compel a member in his own interest to take the leave allowed to him evety three 
or four years. 

Leave with pay for 12 days in a year is allowed to any workman whose service 
exceeds 20 yeatS. 

To those workers. however~ who have not put in 20 years' service and who are 
consequently not entitled to privilege leave. leave without pay is freely granted for 
a reasonable period with due regard to the purpose for which the leave is ~uired. 
When~ however. a worker overstays the leave granted to him and fails to offer 
satisfactory explanation for doing so his services are dispensed with. A worker's 
name is also struck 011 the roll if he absents himself continuously for a period 
exceeding three months. This rule is, however. not enforced in cases of illness. 

(ill) As explained in my remarks under subhead 106, the double khada system 
being practically a dead letter at out' mills. whether a worker js absent with or without 
leave. not a pie of his back-lying wages is forfeited. . 

III. I have read in Prof. Henry Clay's rerently published book .,;titled .. In
dusbial Relations and other Lectures U that the difficulties in the way of insertion in 
public contracts of a fair wage clause have now been overcome and the clause finds 
its place as a matter of course in all labour contracts in England with beneficial 
effects for both employers and employed. But England is principally a manufacturing 
country. while India is principally an agricultural country. Again while industries 
in England are highly organized~ conditions in Indian industries are just beginning 
to be regulated by the Government. In the circumstances I would advocate the 
introduction of the fair wage clause in. India only when we have in India a 1:abour 
office such as they haVe in England and trade unions in India are run on the lines of 
trade unions in England. I understand that one of the principal duties of the 
Labour Office in England is to prepare a list of approved contractors with whom 
CODt:ract.s might be placed by the Govern.mentk TcLiJways~ tramways, public utility 
companies. municipalities and local boards. and who have agreed to insert the fair 
wage clause in their contracts. and that if any of those contractors can prove to the 
satisfaction of the Government that payment of wages according to the fair wage 
clause has- entailed loss on them in a particular contract. compensation will be paid 
to them by the Government. I should therefore be happy to accept the fair wage 
clause in all contracts made by our mills if Government arranged for our mills being 
placed on the lists of Government and public institutions named above. who should 
have orders to buy all their requirements only from the firms on those lists. 

XIII.-InduBIriaI ElllcienOll' of Work .... 
112. I am sending herewith a statement (enclosure U V ~l giving figures of 

production. efficiency aod spinning cost of a few of our standard count! of yarn for 
the years 1900, 1910, 1914, 1921, aod 1928. Anoth.,. statement (enclosure" W H) 
giving similar figures in respect of a few of our standard varieties of cloth is also 
sent herewith. The figures relate to different epochs of our m.ills' life. viz'6 the time 
when the mills worked from sunrise to sunset in the absence of any statutory 

• Not printed. 
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restriction on the hours of work, to the time when the hours of work were restricted 
to 12 per day by.the Indian Factories Act~ 1911, and to recent times when the 1922 
Act reduced the. hours of work to 10 per day. They show that reduction in hours 
of work has not in any way improved the efficiency in our spinning department. and 
has effected only a slight improvement in the efficiency of our weaving department. 
They also show how cost has increased, due to increase in wages and. other charges, 
and that the net result is shorter working hours and more pay for the workers. 
without any gain to the employers. In this connection I may remark that the 
increase in wages has tended to make labour stick to the textile industry, but has 
made it irregular in attendance; for the worken; take French leave whenever they 
like. as what attendance they put in brings them just sufficient money to maintain 
themselves. Another reason why our workers. particularly the Mahan who form 
the majority of our workers. can afford to be irregular in attendance is that their 
women folk a1so go out to work. and in many cases there are about three to four 
earners in a family. 

113. ComPMiUi1J4 efficiency of Imlitm _ foreign W""k ...... -l tried to get the 
necessary literature which would. help me in coming to some conclusion. and I 
approached for the purpose the Industries and Labour Department of the Govern
ment of India, but I have not been able to get from them the sort of information I 
required. As- for the remark that is generally made that Indian labour is very cheap. 
and as such India can undersell Manchester. I would say that it is true in a sense 
only. The wages paid to individual workers in India are comparatively much lower 
than those paid to workers in Lancashire. but it has to be borne in mind that on 
work which one Lancashire worker can do we have to employ four to :five Indian 
workers. Again. a proper comparison of the relative efficiency of Iodian and foreign 
workers ean be made only when a fair basis has been arrived at. and for the purpose 
we must have figures of production turned out in India and foreign countries of 
identical counts spun and similar varieties of cloth made. Such statistics in regard to 
the working of the mills in England, America and Japan would be very interesting. 
In ~ connection .1 reproduce below the following figures taken from the Report 
of the Indian Tariff Board (Cotton Textile Indnstry Enquiry) 1927, which give only 
a ,""ezy rough ipea of the relative efficiency of Indian and foreign labour. 

No. of spindles No. of looms 
Name of >country. looked after by attended by 

each operative. one weaver. 
United States 1.120 9 
United Kingdom 540-000 ~ 

Japan. . 240 2t 
India .. ISO 2 

Note : -The labour employed in spinning in the foreign countries mentioned. 
above is almost exclusively f6Dlale. whereas in India it is mostly male. 

114, (i) As will be seen from enclosure co B U referred to in my remarks under 
subhead 8. in the earlier stages of our long existence of over haH a century, our 
labour force frequently changed. a complete turnover taki.ng place about every 
18 months. But the situation has gradually improved since and the period of com· 
pJete turnover of our labour force now comes to about eight years. This should. in 
the ordinary course, ensure increased efficiency; for. steady and continuous attention 
develops in the worker skill :in the particular type of work in hand and gradually 
increases efficiency. But. in spite of labour having become steady at our mills we 
have unfortunately no increase ill production worth the name. I attribute this 
result to the seeds of dissatisfaction sown in the minds of workers by outside agitators. 
There is not that steady attention to work which one ought to expect from shorter 
working hours and better working conditions now prevailing in factories. and 
consequently production shows a faU in place of the expected. increase. 

(il) The use of machinery as against manual labour ought to lead to increased 
production equal1y in the case of Indian and foreign workers. With increased use 
of machinery there ought to ensue better and more work. For instance. a vacuum 
stripping plant, such as we have at our mills, ensures greater comfort iu tbe card 
room and the workers in a room equipped. with the plant do really put in more and 
better work than those in &. room Dot so equipped. Again. the introduction of 
automatic looms. which is so much favoured in America. is bound to yield to a weaver 
increased production; for a weaver in America, who used to mind 4 to 6 ordinary 
looms. now minds 16 to 20 automa.tic looms. ~ulting in increased wages for the 
man. Similarly. a system of runway tracks for haulage such as we ha'l:e introduced 
at our mills is bound to expedite work and to add to the general efficiency of the 
worken. 
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The efficiency of workers also greatly depends on the kind and workmanship of 
machinery used. We had mules and throstles in our spinning department in the 
~; but. when the ring spindle was invented. we tested its possibilities and 
being convinced of its great utility. introduced it in our mills at a. time when even 
Lancashire spinners were looking askance at it. Spinning production became 
doubled, Thus greater efficiency of the machinery does add to the efficiency of 
the worker in the way of enabling him. to give greater production. 

Many years back we had hitter experience of inefficient machinery seriously 
reducing output. In 1890 we were induced by Messrs. Brooks & Doxey. Textile 
Machinery Makers. Manchester. to try in our No.3 mills some of their cards and 
preparatory spinning frames. which. they assured us. were as efficient as, though 
cheaper than. cards made by Mr. Elijah Ashworth, Manchester, and preparatory 
frames made by Messn;. Platt Bros .. &; Co., Ltd., Oldham, machinery of which latter 
makes had been in use at our No. 1 mills since many years past and which had given 
us uniform satisfaction. As Messrs. Brooks & Doxey!s proposition was tempting> 
we ordered their machinery. The cards and preparatory machines supplied by them 
were worked under identical conditions. but. due to defective casting and poor 
workmanship there were very frequent breakages of parts of Brooks &; Doxey's 
machines, the replacement of which considerably hampered work and gave much 
lesser output than the machines of the other makers. 

As experience dictates> we have been scrapping out-of~date machinery. and any 
device or attachment that is reported to be adding to the efficiency of a machine is 
at once tried by us and adopted if found efficient. As a result of such trials we have 
found that loose reed looms give more production than fast reed looms. Certain 
modification in the ordinary looms have made faster running of the looms now 
possible. resulting in increased production. Some years ago we installed a.t our 
mills looms made by Messrs. Henry Livesey. Ltd .• Blackburn, which, due to frequent 
breakages of parts give less prodncti<>n. The broken parts have gradually been 
replaced by parts made by Messrs. Platt Bros. &; Co .• Ltd., of Oldham, so that the 
old Livesey's looms at our mills have now only the sides of Livesey. The 100m 
fitted with Hacking's Drop Box Motions made by Messrs. Hacking &: Co •• Ltd., of 
Bury, owing to the peculiar mecha.n.ism o~ the motions. cannot run as fast as the 
loom fitted with Eccles' Drop Box Motions made by Messrs. Platt Bros., or other 
makers. 

(iii) The more efficient the drive of a mill. the more efficient will be the general 
working of the mills. and with a view to try and find out the most efficient drive we 
have three different drives at our mills. The macbjnety in our No. 2~ 4 and 5 ~ 
is driven by electric motors placed on shafts or direct connected to machines and 
getting electric power from turbo-generatOl'S. Electric power is being gradually 
extended to No. 1 and No.3 mills also. but steam power is still mostly in use a.t these 
mills. the main and line shafts in No. 1 mills being gear driven. while those in No. 
3 mills being rope driven. So far as efficiency is concerned, I have found no 
ditference in the three types of drive. viz., gear drive. rope drive and electric drive ; 
but in point of flexibility the last drive has a very great advantage over the other 
two types. 

(iv) In a modem factory owned by a Joint Stock Company the management 
is dual. There is the manager of the factory who selects the best men available to 
work as heads of the different departments~ and these heads of departments select 
the best workers for the work of the factoryz so that the best results can be achieVed. 
On the other hand, is the firm of managing agents. who are directly responsible to 
the board of directors of the company. The managing agents in India do what. 
the managing director does in England. They see that the best raw materials and 
stores are purchased at the most favourable rates and that there is a continuous 
supply to the factory of raw materials so that the factory is always kept going. 
Ther also anange for disposing of the manufactures of the factory in such a way 
that the best prices are realized. And the most important part of their duty is the 
financing of the business. 

The manager is sele~ by the managing agents for his ability. not only to get 
the most efficient work turned ou~ but also to keep his labour force contented.. As 
such, he is generally given a free hand in the internal management of the mills. 
And just as the manager has to keep his labour force contented. so have the managing 
agents to keep their selling a~nts> their purchasing agents and the shareholders of 
the company contented. It IS only when an atmosphere of content prevails in aU 
sections of the industry that it can yield the best results. As I have said in my 
remarks under subhead 10. due to the Empress Mills being over 500 miles away from 
the office of the managing agents. its mill manager is invested with much wider 
powers, but he always keeps the managing agents in Bombay in close touch. with 
the mills by regularly keeping them informed of whatever is doing in Nagpur. 
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The efficiency of the management thus depends upon the co-ordination of the 
authorities. exercised by the managing agents and the factory manager, and upon 
the judgment of both. Correct judgment is the highest factor in efficiency; for. 
misjudgment might sometimes spell ruin for the concern. The efficiency of the 
workers depends upon the energy and zealoUSlle5S of the heads of departments. 
While on this point. I would say that 110 system of standardization can create 
efficiency, as I know by experience. We have done our best, but we cannot get our 
weavers to mind on an average more than ODe and a half looms per weaver, while 
in Bombay not only is the average per weaver two looms. but a Bombay weaver 
produces more cloth per loom than a Nagpur weaver. 

(v) Pbysique has much to do with the efficiency 01 workers, as our experience 
shows. The Momins (Mah!>medans) and Koshtis (Hindus) who have a better 
physique than Ma.hars (low caste Hindus) are more regular in attendance and give 
better work as weavers. As there is plenty of labour available in Nagpur. we are 
now not compelled to take up labour as it comes to U8, but are able to send away the 
man whom we find physically unfit for the job he seeks. 

(vi) The health of workers plays an equally important part on their efficiency. 
But is is so difficult to determine from statistics with us to what extent the incidence 
of sickness afiect.s the efficiency of workers. We have on our muster rolls about 
8,800 workpeople. but the average daily attendance is 7~500. which is about the 
number we need to keep all our mills fully going. Thus we have .about 1,300 or 
17 per cent. surplus workers. Due to this, our production hardly suffers on account 
of absent men, as our surplus workeIs take the place of the absentees, It is practically 
impossible fur us to say from our statement (enclosure H 5 ") referred to in my remarks 
under subheads 57 and 58. of absenteeism at our mills how many absented themselves 
on account of sickness or other causes. Also from our statement (Enclosure •• K '" 
referred to in my remarks under subheads 24 and 25. showing the number of new 
and old cases treated. daily at our mills' dispensaries. we cannot say if all workers 
that were treated were not on work. But on the basis of the figures of new cases 
of workpeople treated at our mills' dispensaries, given in our statement (enclosure 
to L '" also referred to in the above two subheads. the incidence of sickness among 
our workpeople ranges from 1-23 to 1·46 per cent. of the average daily attendance 
at our mills during the last :live years. 

(vii) Education is the most potent factor serving to increase the efficiency of 
workers. and the main reasons why the efficiency of Indian labour is so much less 
than ~hat of foreign workers is due to most of the Indian labourers having no 
knowledge even of the three R's. So far as our own activity in the direction of 
education is concerned. I think the number of persons who received elementary 
education at our factory and night schools since we started these schools would be 
equivalent to about 10 per cent. of our workers on roll. On what measures must be 
taken to impart education to workers I have given my views under subhead 36. 
As a matter of interest I may mention here. that the first gleams of light falling on 
the minds of our juvenile labour through a knowledge of letters have so dazzled 
them that they are often found reading books. leaving their machines umninded. 

(viii) How far· improvement in the standard of living afi'ects efficiency I cannot 
say. I can. however. refer here to the efforts made by Europe and America to have 
International Conventions on labour problems lest Asiatic countries. with lower 
standards of living of workers might undersell them. due to lower costs of production. 
I might also rema:rk that in the present condition of the homes of the Indian workers 
it is beneficial to their health to have their homes at some considerable distance from 
their places of work so that they get on the road the fresh air their dingy houses in 
congested localities are lacking in. 

(ix) A temperate climate brightens the mind and impels men to work. and as 
such has some effect on the efficiency of workers. Unfortunately the climate of 
India is subject to such extreme variations that the Indian worker is distinctly at 
a disadvantage in this respect as compared to his European brother. I may also 
mention here the effects the JlVLnipulation of temperature for reasons of production 
has on the workers. The ventilating and humidifying systems at our mills have been 
fully described UDder subhead 23. But I may say here that due to the ventilating 
and humidifying systems at our No. 1 mills not being so up-to-date as those at our 
No. 3 and No.5 mills the comparatively hot atmosphere prevailing at OUT No. 1 
'mil1s~ disturbs the evenness of our yarns made therein and also affects our weaving 
production.. Also the workpeople there do Dot feel so happy as those at our other 
mills. 

liS. Elf'" Oft hod_o ... of (i) C""_ in wo,/ti., hc ...... -I would like to 
supplement here my remarks made on this subject under subhead {H2l by 
describing an experiment made at our mills about half a century ago. As there was 
a great demand for our goods which we could not meet, we wanted to increase our 
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production$ and the late Mr. J .. N. Tata, the founder of our mills~ was keen on 
working the mills with two shifts. a day shift and a night shift. though the maoage
ment was sceptical about the success of the experiment. Labour could be easily 
bad for both shifts; only the new mea bad to be trained for some time. The mills 
were fitted up with electric lights for night work and the experiment was continued 
for two years. Both shifts worked for 12 hours with half an hours' rest period and 
the day and night shift men changed places every fortnight. The result was 
disastrous; for, the total production of the two shifts did not even equal that 
obtained bytheusual daytimeworkingfromsunrlse to sunset. This was all due to the 
night shift people Dot taking rest during the day time as they should and loitering 
instead and enjoying themselves in pnblic gardens, so that they dozed at night. 
leaving their machines to mind themselves. And this entailed on the mills great 
loss due to the waste produced being out of all proportion. Even trained men from 
Bombay were imported for night shift work, but with DO better eIl.ct, and as the 
mills. instead of making prolit as they used to do before. made loss, thee:<periment 
bad to be abandoned. 

In this connection I would mention that we have all along favoured reduction 
in working hours. Even when the law permitted working the mills for 12 hours. in 
winter when the day is short we worked only from sunrise to sunset, which meant. 
on an average, lot hoolS' work excluding weekly cleaning time. And we introduced 
the JO hour da.y more than two years in advance of the provision in this regard of 
the Factories Act in order to lreep pace with the growing tendency everywhere to 
reduce the homs of work of the work people so as to leave them some time for 
recreation of body and mind. I am in favour of a further reduction in working 
hours per day~ but at present competition .is so severe in the markets catered for by 
us that I cannot aU alone think of making any innovatioItiD. the direction of reduced 
hours of work. 

I may also say that we found no improvement in efficiency 'When the working 
hours were reduced to 12 by the 1911 Act. but that the introduction of the 100hoar 
day has improved the efficiency in the ..... ving department. though in the spinning 
department production has been smaller in proportion to the Dumber of less hours 
worked than before. The reason for this is that we have been maintaining. for years 
past. a system of relievers in onr spinning department, the workers in which depar<
mentare all paid at fixed rates. so that whenevet;: & machine tenter goesout for smoking 
or answering calls of nature. the reliever works in his place and them.achine is kept 
nmning all the time. it being stopped only for doffing purposes or repairs. etc. The 
relative efficiency of the spinning department for di1ferent counts of yam is thus 
almost steadily maintained from year to year: and any reduction in working bows 
naturally brings about a proportionate -reduction in production. But in our weaving 
department where the --weavers are paid on piece-work. and in which department 
we have no such system as is mentioned above. weaveIS leave their machines less 
frequently than before and work more- energetically for fear of loss of wages due to 
shorter working hours; and the result is increased production and efficiency. 

I understand that in the Svadeshi mills in Bombay and the Ahmedabad Ad_ 
mills at Ahmedabad. which are also under the agency of Messrs. Tata Sons. Ltd., 
like our mills, and where there are more skilled workmen.. weavers are ab~ to give 
in 10 hours the same production that they formerly gave in 12 hours. 

(u) CIumg .. ill aliter WorTmw CooWli ..... -Goed light and ventilation and 
efficient humidifica:tion do have an e1fect on production. In our No.1 mills. which 
is our oldest mills, and where conditions of light. ventilation and humidjfication 
compare very unfavourably with those in our other mills, though we do not suffer 
in production so far as the spinning department is concerned, the yarn produced 
there is not so- uniform and even as that produced in our mills built subsequently. 
In the weaving department. however. deficieDt light, ventilation and humjdjficatioD 
even ailect production by a.bout 5 per cent.. 

(ili1 ~ "" H • .m. "'"' S~-For looking after the health of onr 
workpeople and their children and relatives we have at our mills' fonr dispensari .... 
under the charge of qualified doctors. and the expenditure under this head comes to 
about Rs. 20.000 a year. Full particulars of our welfare work activities can be 
obtained from & bound volume sent herewith~ which CODtains reports of our welfare 
work from January. 1922 to June~ 1927. I may. however. mention here that the 
total expe:nditure we incur annually on all our welfare work activities comes to about 
Rs. l1ac. Now, as the average number of daily attendanee at our mills is 7.500, the 
expenditure on ~l~ work comes to about Rs. 1-4 per head. or 5 per cent. of our 
wage bill. I am told that in Eugiaod good !inns spend on wclfare ...".k for their 
workpeople abou< f:l. per head or 2 per cent. of their wage bill. the reasoo lor the 
smalln percentage being that much welfare 'WOrk is being done there by local bodies 
out of the 1:a%es levied there. which are much higher than taxes here. 
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It is only when a severe epidemic afteeting.the whole of the town rages in Nagpur 
that attendance at our mills seriously SUffeTS and OUT production is affected; for. 
otherwise in normal times our system of employing spare hands helps us to carry 
on work and not feel the absence of such workers as are ill, or have gone on leave. 
Of the incidence of sickness at our mills we have prepared two statements (enclosures 
.. K" and •• L '1 which have been appended to my remarks under sub-head (24). 

(iv) Housing.-Piea.se see my remarks under SUb-head (16). I may add that I 
cannot say if -what we have done for the housing of our workpeople has had any 
effect on the production at our mills. 

(v) Altetaticns in MetAod& of Remune,ation.-In OCtober. 1917, seeing that as a 
result of the new economic conditions introduced. by the World War, prices of the 
necessities of life had begun to rise~ entailing b.ardship on our workpeople. we began 
paying them scarcity alloWances on the scales mentioned in the following table;-

10 force from 

October. 1917. to January. 1920 
February. 1920. to August. 1920 

September. 1920. to September. 1924 

Percentage of 
scarcity 

allowance 
over pay. 

10 per cent. 
331 per cent. 

{ ::::ee::. 

Remarks. 

To aU workers. 
do. 

To fixed-wage 
earners. 

To piece-workers. 

Besides giving these scarcity allowances~ we began supplying our workpeople 
foodstuffs at pre-war rates and cloth at speciaUy reduced rates. We also gave them 
the facility of obtaining foodstuffs at our mills' shops on credit up to alimitin pro
portion to their earnings in exchange for chits issued by departmental heads. the 
cost of the supply during the month being recovered on paywday. The system of 
such supply of grain and cloth at reduced rates, which was continued till September 
1924-; entailed on our mills an expenditure of Rs. 19·5() lacs. In October~ 1924. 
the wages were consolidated. incprporating therein the scarcity allowances as well as 
the benefits accruing to the workpeople from supply of grain and cloth at reduced 
rates. 

Other additions to the usual earnings of our workpeople are !-
(al .Monthly fun attendance bonus ranging fron Rs. Ii to Rs. 3 per month given 

to all classes of workers except male employees on piece-work. and artisans sueh as 
blacksmiths. masons, carpenters. fitters. turners, etc. In the month of June. 1929. 
the number of workers. who received such bonus. was 2,699 and the amount paid 
them came to Rs. 4.392:, which works out to about 2 -5 per cent. of our total wage 
hill. I may mention here that a. male worker becomes entitled to this bonus, only if 
he bas attended all the working days in a month. but that in the case of female 
workers two day's absence during the month is condoned to enable her to qualify 
for the regular attendance bonus. 

(b) Long Service Bonus paid as described hereafter, Till September. 1924. such 
workpeople as had completed 20 years~ service were given a monthly increment ef 
:&s. Ii. But as from 1st October~ this bonus is being given on the following scale 
to those operatives whose monthly earnings do not exceed Rs. 60. 

If the period of serVice exceeds 5 years but does not exceed 10 years Re.l per 
month; 10 years but not 15 years &.1-8 annas per month; 15 years but not 
20 years. Rs. 2 per month; 20 years Rs. 2-8. per month. 

The following figures of long se'rvice bonus earned by our workpeople in June, 
1929 speak for themselves . ,-

No. of . Amount 

Scale of bonus. 
workpeople 
who eamed 

paid. 

the bonus. Rs, . 
Re.l·0·0 1,526 1.247 
Rs. 1-8·0 1.865 1.704 

.. 2--IJ.0 752 1,256 

.. 2--8-0 866 1,169 

Total .. 4,199 ,\5,376 
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It win be noticed that there is a diHerence between the sums actually paid and 
the sums payable to the workeIS according to the scales mentioned in column 1 
of the statement. The difference is accounted for by the fact that the full bonus 
is paid only to those workers who are present throughout the month, while others, 
who are absent for a day or more, receive proportionately lesser amount. I may 
mention that the total amount of Rs. 5,876 paid to the workeJB ou account of long 
service bonus works out to S per cent. of our total wage bill. 

Another item of encouragement we give to OUr workpeople is in the shape of 
annual prizes which 1 have already dealt with under sub-head 32. 

These are the measures taken by us to add to the usual wages of our workpeop1e. 
but I am afraid I ca.n.not say if aU that we have done in this direction has induced 
in our workpeople a desire to put more energy into their work. 

(vi) Movent6Jd in wtJglJ lBvels .-In my statement {enclosure H T U) a.ppended 
to my remarks under sub-heads 96 and 97. I haw given figures of wages at our mills 
duringtbe different periods of our mills' long existence. I amattaching hereto another 
statement (enclosure H Z U) showing the numbers of piece-workers and the different 
departm.ents in which they work. from which it will be seen that out of a total of 8.800 
workers on roll. 45 per cent. are piece-workers and 55 per cent. are fixed wage-eamers. 
As I have said elsewhere, increase- in wages has not tended to bring about any note
worthy increase in the production. 

(vii) Ugis/al;"" .....-ts.-The Indian Factories Act as amended from time to 
time and the Workmen's Compensatiou Act have considerably ameliorated the con
dition of the workers. but I regret to say that the seeds of unrest sown in the minds 
of workers by evil-minded agitators have implanted in them a desire to get more and 
more f.acilities without any effort on their pari: to put their heart into their work and 
give more and better production. 

(ix) Alcohol """ clrucs.-Though a _t to the grog shop, particularly on pay-day, 
is indulged in by our workpeop1e, I can safely say that the drink evil and an addiction 
to drugs like opium are not so prevalent among our workpeople as to attract attention 
and to affect the production at our mills. . . .. . 

116. Possibh metJwds of secunng incJ'U&Se4 efficiency.-To my mind the efficiency 
of an industrial worker depends upon three groups of factors. 

Under the first group I would place (1) the climate of the worker's country; 
(2) his physique; (3) his dietary; (4) the sanitation of his dwelling and that of the 
locality in which he resides; (5) addiction to alcohol aDd drugs; (6) the amount 
of education he has received; and (7) the ideas which his education has inspired 
in him about the dignity of his work. 

The second group would comprise (1) the sanitation of the factory where he 
works; (2) the longer or shorter hours of work he puts in; (3) measures adopted 
at the factory to reduce industrial fatigue; (4) the adequacy or inadequacy of the 
wages be gets; and {5) measures taken by the factory owner to help him. (a.) in 
sickness. (b) in getting primary education and technical training, and (e) in providing 

.. against the :rainy day. 
In the third group I would place (l) the advantages of use of machinery as against 

hand work; (2) the benefits of the adoption of the latest improvements in machinery 
such as would (a) increase output. and (b) reduce the strain of concentration by the 
worker on the machinery looked after by him. 

How far these factors affect efficiency I have tried to explain in my remarks 
under sub-heads 114 and 115. and I would here make a few further remarks on 
labour saving appliances inasmuch as such appliances are a potent force in increasing 
the efficiency of an industrial worker. 

Since the ring spindle replaced throstles and mules and revolutionized spinning 
in the nineties of the last eentury, there has been no invention of note in the spinning 
section of the textile industry. But only recently a system promising to do away 
with one of the preparatory processes of spinning and to make it possible to produce, 
from the same mixing of cotton. yarn of better quality than can be done with the 
ordinary spinning frame. has come into vogue in England and the Continent, and has 
also begun to find favour here. It is known as the High Draft System of Spinning. 
We, too, have taken trials of the system, and having found that the claims it makes 
are likely to come true, we are going to take more extensive trials with a view to 
replacing all our ordinary spinning frames by high draft spinning frames. 

In the weaving section the one outstanding improvement, which has found great 
favour in America is the automatic loom. This loom is; however~ looked askance at 
by English weavers. Even in India and. especially in the South, where a few such 
looms have found their wa.y, they are reported to be unsuitable for Indian conditions 
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of. work ~ .lndian yarns. In Bombay~ a f~ Japanese aut~matic looms are being 
tried, but It IS too early to form a deDnlte optmon as to theIr successful working or 
otherwise. as they have only lately been introduced. 

But while automatic looms and other labour saving appliances~ which involve 
reduction in the number of workers minding machines, have met with favour in 
England and Amenca, in our country the workers have expressed in unmistakable 
terms their resentment at even an increase in the number of spindles and looms 
allotted to each spinner and weaver respectively as recommended by the Textile 
Tariff Boa.rd~ which arrangement would add to the wages of the workers. and at the 
same time reduce working cost. The Bombay millowners tried to carry out these 
recommendations, but their workers struck work in consequence. and they had to 
revert to the old system. 

And these are the only directions in which efiorts of a sort have been made in 
India to increase the efficiency of the workers in the textile industry. But there 
is a direction still absolutely untrodden by the Indian employer. I mean the applica. 
non to Indian industrial conditions of the principles of scientific management as 
deduced from a study of industriQ.l psychology. The study and the application of 
the principles of this new science are reported to have yielded, both in America and in 
Europe. phenomenal results. Output has been increased, there are fewer accidents 
in factories and lesser spoiled work# and reduction in working hours has considerably 
reduced absenteeism. I would like all industrialists in India to combine to bring 
out experts from England and America to help start an Indian Institute of Industrial 
Psychology and Industrial Research Board. and I wish the Labour Commission 
would make a strOllg recommendation in this direction. 

XIV.-Trade ComhinalioD!. 

117. (i) Practically all the mills of these provinces are members of the Bombay 
Millowners' Association; but while the membership offers them the advantage of 
being posted up with full information on questions vitally affecting the industry as 
a whole, the Mofussil Mills cannot possibly expect from that body any help worth 
the name in times of labour disputes or strikes, labour conditions in the Oty of Bom
bay and. the industrml. centres of these provinces differing so widely. The Mofussil 
Mills have consequently to settle their own policy with due regard to the local con
ditions. The establishment of a separate association for the mills of these provinces, 
however desirable it may be, is not practicable, looking to the comparatively small 
number of mills~ more especially when an attempt. made some 11 years ago, to start 
a. Chamber of Commerce which had the idea of embIacing within. its fold all the 
commercial interests of the provinces, failed owing to a. poor response from the 
interests concemed. The only associa.tion of employers, of which our provinces can 
boast. is the Factory Owners- Association which has its headquarters at Kb.amgaon. 
but I am not in a position to give any information a.bout this AssociatiOD~ 

(li) An. organization of the employed called n The Nagpur ';rextile Union, U with 
its headquarters at Nagpur, and having about 2.200 members, has been .in existence . 
since December, 1~7. I am n,ot aware of any other organization 01 the employed.-

118. In the textile trade of the country the Bombay Millowners' Association is. 
one of the most in6uential organizations of employer.;. It collects and circulates. 
information and statistics of general professional interest and de1ibemtes on it in an 
executive committee. It bas started its own mutual insurance associatiOIl to cover 
the liabilities of millowners under t1re Workmen's Compensation Act. and intends to. 
provide similar facilities for fire insunmce. This is all to the good, but it would meet 
a greater need if it stood aloof {rom individual interests and developed into a pro
fessional association. and had a general staft of expert specialists- like that of the 
British Trades Unions Congress. Our mills would have been saved much useless. 
litigation if the Millowners" Association. of which we are a member firm, registered 
trade marks and trade numbers, and the fact of such registration were marked on our 
manufactures. A member fum of the Association need Dot be compelled to get its 
articles registered, but if the fact of such registration were stamped on articles, the 
buying public would at once understand that an article not so stamped is not a guar
anteed article. Incidentally such a system would improve the in:B.uence of the Asso
ciation. 

The general staif of the Association. in collaoomtion with the general sta1fs of 
labour unions might work out the facts and figures of the industry. The Association 
might also take up research work. which might disclose new uses and new qualities 
of the products and new methods of diminishing costs. Thus the .Association might 
in time develop into an independent industrial authority, and be able to impose 
standards of honour on its members, which would be to the benefit of the trade. 
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Sud an Association might also be able to exercise its influence on monopolistic 
interests. and to bring them to a reasonable frame of mind. Forty yeaTS ago the 
P. and O. Co. had the monopoly of the shipping of yam to China. and their charges 
were so exorbitant that the shippers combined and started a new line of steamers 
which compelled the P. and O. line to moderate their freight rates from Bombay to 
Chinese and Japanese Ports. But we have no influential association in oW' provinces 
which could compel the G.I.P. and B.N. Railways to bring down their rates. In the 
absence of water transport and road transport these! railways have the monopoly 
of the carrying trade of our provinces. In theory their rates are so fixed as not to 
weigh on the trade and thus prove an indirect source of taxation on the consumers~ 
but as the railways in England only lately found out there is room for reduction in 
rates of freight in order to help industry. w~ch has been in a bad way since so long. 
It is true, there is an appeal to the Railway Board in the case of State-owned railways~ 
but in the- case of a company-owned railway there would hardly be any chance of a 
response. And I wish the Royal Commission on Indian Labour would see their 
way to recommend that the Tailways should consider the question of freights so as 
to lighten the burden on industry. 

Mention of the resentment monopolies invob in the community reminds me of 
the burning problem of the day, viz .• the geneza1 strikes of workers, the aim whereof 
is to exercise pressure upon reasonable employers to get unreasonable employers to 
mend their ways. My distinguished father deeply resented in the evening of his 
days the .. slur U as he took it. of his workmen associates going at the bidding of 
their misleaders on strike in spite of their past relations~ I leel as keenly on the point ; 
for. if other employers of labour do not come up to expectations, why should my 
worker friends mole-st me by asking me to bring pressure upon such employers, who 
are bound to ask me to mind my own business if I put in a word with them on behalf 
of their workeB. 

I have spoken above of the sense of honour which an Association like that of the 
British Trades Unions Congress is bound to develop among its member fums. If such 
an Association secured the confidence of the community as an independent industrial 
authority. picketing could be made illegal, as all peaceful persuasion would emanate 
from impartial authority. One month's notice between masters and men could then 
be insisted on; for, this notice would give the time for reference 01 disputes to the 
Association and investigation by it. With such an Association functianing strikes 
would become obsolete. 

I would in the end say that the conflict between capital and labour cannot.DOW 
be so very acute asm the olden days in that the control of industries is now in the 
hands of managing directors and managing &gents~ who have large blocks of capital 
of their own invested in the industries controlled by theoi, and their doings are keenly 
watched by shareholders· associations and 1a.bour unions, so that any abuse of power 
involves replacement of the directorate or the agency. 'There are black sheep in every 
community, and the industrial fraternity cannot be an exception to the rule~ but I 
doo't think it :fair to condemn a class for the sins of a few of its members. 

120. IftdilJidual T,,,,u U ........ -(i) The first attempt in the direction of forming 
-a union of workers was made by some of the local labour leaders in the year 1921, 
but without success. The strike of our workmen in the year 1922 encouraged them 
to make another attempt. but this also proved abortive. The f""': 1924. however. 
offered a unique opportunity to the leaders to carry out _ object. and they 
could. directly as a :result of the prolonged strike at our mills successfully form. 
what was known as .. The Nagpur Labour League. H This league was affiliated to 
the AU-India Trade Union Congress. But even after the- establishment of the 
league the leaden were unable to make any headW&y till the end of the year 1927. 
when. consequent on the passing of the Im!ian Trades Union Act. 1926. they dis
solved the league and c:onstituted in its place the Nagpur Textile Unio~ whieh was 
registered under the above Act in December, 1927. 

(il) A_ of wod .... a1l4 ute1d of _ eottIroI.-As stated in the history of the 
union. out of 12.000 workers in Nagpur onIy2,200 have joined. the union. This latter 
number cannot be considered satisfactory, and is perhaps an index of the ideas about 
the union of the majority of workem, though those that have got themselves enrolled 
as membezs are reported to be displa.ying keen interest in the dairs of the union. 

(ill) Allihulo oj -ploy ... """ ...wi"" willJllum.-'-In this connection I give below' 
the following extracts from the union's report for the calendar year 1928~ which 
speak fur themselves :-

"The Empress Mills authorities from the very beginning adopted a sympathetic 
attitode towards the Nagpur Textile Union • . • . ." 
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U The union has been representing individual cases of the wor}[e.:rs to- the manage .. 
ment of the Empress Mills: and. though not always successful in the representation 
of such individual complaints. the union has always received a sympathetic hearing 
and consideration from the management of the Empress Mills." 

121. T'I-aiU. U"i<m.s Act. 1926.-(;). (ii) and (ill) In my remarks under subheads 
(117). (119) and (120) I have specified the extent to which the Aethss been utilized ill 
our provinces in the textile trade. As the Nagpur Textile Union, the nature of whose 
activities I have described under subhead (U9) was registered under the Act only 
about two years ago. it is difficult to make any remarks on the effect the placing of 
the Trade Unions Act on the statute book has had on the textile industry. .As for 
possible amendm.enu in the Act I have the following suggestions to make. 

Under Section 4 of the Act registration of trade unions is purely voluntary. In 
the interest and for the protection of the workpeople I think all trade unions should 
be compulsorily registered. 

Section 18 (1) of the Act rendelSimmune from a civil suit any actof any registered 
trade union or of any officer or member thereof done in contempla.tion of furtherance 
of a trade dispute. This constitutes the trade unioD officers' charter of liberty. but 
there is no provision in the Act to prevent liberty from deteriorating into license. 
If an office bearer of a union or a member thereof m.isappropriated the funds of the 
uniO!l~ he can get off scot-free, for the Act has not prescribed an,... penalty for such 
misdemeanour. In the English Act not only does sucb a provisIon exist. but even 
the trustees of a union are held liable for the rerovery of the union funds only up 
to the moneys received by them. 

Section 22 prescribes that not less than one-half of the total number of officers 
of every recognized trade union shall be persons actually- engaged or employed 
in an industry with which the trade union is connected. In order to enable the 
workpeople to have a larger share in managing their own union affairs I suggest 
that three-fourths of the total Dumber of officers. etc., should be from among the 
employees in the trade. This suggestion, while not entirely removing any necessary 
help which the •• outsiden" can give~ will give the majority to the vrorkpeop1e 
themselVl!S. 

There is nothing in the Act which requires a trade union to keep a record of work 
done at.meetings of its uecuuve committee or of the general body. This is not as 
it ought to be, and the absence of a regulation in the matter seems to have been felt 
by the chairman of the Strike Inquiry Court being beld in Bombay. "'"bell the 
chainna.n asked a. secretary of a trade union givin, evidence before the Court why 
no records were kept by him of the activities of his union and when the secretary 
replied that the Act did not require him to keep any such records the ehairma.n said 
that the absence of records was a point which went against his union. I therefore 
suggest that the Act might make it compulsory for every union to mainta.in & minute 
book. 

In view of the experience we have of labour leaders in BoInbay who could Dot 
have thing9 all their own way in a large union starting rival unions consisting of 
themselves and a few adherents~ I suggest that the number constituting a trade 
union should be fixed at at least 100. 

I suggest the deletion from SUb-oe<:tiOIl 16 (II of the words H ""!\ political .. and 
of the whule of Clause (e) of Sub-oection 16 (2). looking tu the bitter experience 
Bombay has had of Communists and others of their ilk prostituting the legitimate 
objects of trade unions to further their sinister political propaganda. 

XIV.-Trade CombiDaliona. 
122. MisceUtJ1UOUS Qtu#iOM F~aTtling Trfllk Ufticms--(i) Mellwtls of fUXottatUnt 

Nltv.m ~Htploywg cuul eMployNl. (li) RlSUlts of atUnt/>1$ at ClNJ/>n-aJioft lntwem ttm
PlaytwS and 6mployed to 1l'te'N$~ .fficimey of prodwct-iott.-Negotia.tions lead to c0-
operation only when both parties fully understand their responsibilities and when 
one party is not out to coerce the other party. This can be possible in India. only 
when trade unions are composed of persons that are themselves engaged in industries 
and there is & CentTal Labour Office with its provincial branches. whose experts can 
guide trade uniOl18 alollg the right paths. 

For proper functioning of trade unions I think there ought to be separate unions 
of separate branches of the same class of industries. e.g., there should be one u~n 
of engineers. another of those working in card rooms, etc. As conduct of unIOns 
means knowledge and understanding. the leadel"S thereof must not only belong to 
the industry which they represent. but must have fairly good education. To help 
ill having such a class of trade union leaders the State~ municipa.lities~ and the em
ployers associations should contribute towards the education of the workpeop~e. 
At present outsiders. who have imbibed from books good. bad, and iDdifferenttheones 
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of management of industrial concerns. and who have got no practical experience of 
the inner working of industries. are guiding trade unions with the result that the 
employem have no faith in such leaders and no real co-operation between employers 
and employed is possible. 

The SCH:alled labour leaders in India do not at all represent labour and are out 
only to impose their ill-.digested theories upon employers. much to the detriment of 
both labour and the industries. 

XV.-Indos!rial DiQutes. 

123. ExIntt.f Sinko!; """ LocA-outs.-(i) , (ii) and (iii) To the Empress Millsstrike 
of employees was almost an unknown thing during the first four decades of their 
working. the relations between the employers and the employees having been 
harmonious and peaceful throughout this long period. But towardS the end of 
December. 1919. a lightning strike. which was the first one in the history of the mills~ 
took place .. a result of the poison disseminated among the workpeople by ranting 
speeches of self-styled labour leaders, and by reports circulated among them by 
designing mischief-mangen. who had a band in the strikes of the mill operatives 
in Bombay. The men bad no tangible grievance, and after wandering about for 
five days returned to work unconditionally. A little delay in declaring the bonus 
as had been declared in previous yeats precipitated another strike in December, 
]922. HeR, again. the men~s grievances were all imaginary. and the e:fforts of the 
management to bring the workers to a reasonable frame of mind having failed~ a 
lock-out was declared. This had the desired efiect; for. after eight days most of 
the men returned to work~ and two days later the attendance became normal. The 
30th January. 1924~ saw the beginning of the latest strike. In this case, encouraged 
by designing outsidezs, the men put forth unreasonable demands. such as the pay· 
ment of a bonus in addition to the one already declared by the mills, eight ho-urs 
of work instead of ten, and the distribution among them of a quarter of the mills 
ea.ruings. Meetings were held where the men were stirred up not to return to work 
until all their demands bad been met and the deluded. workmen kept ~out for two 
months. In the end they realized that they had been fed with vain and impossible 
hopes by the outside agitatoIS. and they beg:an to return to work, the attendance 
being normal by the 1st April. Thus none of the strikes were due to any real griev
ances of the workers. who had e;onsequently to take the only wise course of 
surrendering unoonditio.ua1ly in every case. 

(iv) Loss to industry and workers.-The SUbjoined Statement gives the necessary 
pa.rticulars in this regard :-

1st Strike 
2nd Strike 
3m Strike 

Total 

Duration of Loss to Loss to 
Strike. industry. workers. 

5 days. 
9idays. 

601 days. 

75 days. 

Rs. Rs. 
1,65,652 16,425 
1,16,263 39,191 
5,74,482 2,64,651 

8,56,397 3,20,267 

'. 
125. Trades Disputes A ct.-Industrial unrest which is ooly a phase of the world 

unrest now rampant having culminated in our country in strikes in industries be-
coming epidemic there was a clamour from several responsible quarters for Govern
ment interference. As a first measure Government brought before the Indian 
Legislature a Trade Disputes Bill which is now in the statute book as the Trade 
Disputes Act. This Act. empowers Government to appoint a Court of Inquiry when 
a trade despute is going on and to call upon the parties to the dispute to refer- their 
difterences to the Court. Such a Court has recently been. appointed to enquire into 
the strikes in the Bombay Mills. But the award that it will give will not be binding 
on. either of the parties to the dispute, The purpose of the Act as the framer thereof 
put it in the .. Objects and Reasons .. of the Bill is to create active public opinion. 
the moral pressure of which would compel the party at fault to yield. Butz as matters 
stand. at present the hope of public opinion exercising pressure on the disputants has 
been in vain. In the interests of the industries of the country It would be unwise to 
allow such a sta:te of affairs to continue indefinitely and measures must be devised 
to compel die-bards and recalcitrants in industrial disputes to listen to reason. In
dustrialism having come to stay in the country and trades disputes having begun to 
assume vast proportions. neither the Government nor the commWlity can now safely 
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adopt a laisse, /ai"e policy and active interference by both is necessary. To my mind 
powers for such interference should be vested in a body to be appointed by the 
Government on the model of the Indian Tariif Board. It should be in the nature of 
an fMl laoc Reference Committee to be brought into existence when a. trade dispute 
assumes serious proportions. Its personnel should comprise capable and experienced 
men selected from among capable and experienced officers of the Government of 
India. Departments of Industries and Labour and Commerce~ and from among retired 
eminent legal .luminaries. Such a body might be designated the Commissioners for 
the settlement of trades disputes. The Trades Disputes Act might be amended. 
It should define the constitution and powers of such a Board and also authorise the 
Board to start an enquiry into a. trade dispute, no matter whether reference is made 
to it by a party concerned or not. As experience has shown that picketing which is 
sometimes euphemistically called peaceful persuasion is nowadays the reverse of 
peaceful and leads to rioting. the Board should have the power to declare picketing 
illegal The findings of this Board should be deemed final and binding upon the parties 
to the trade dispute, and it should have the powers to in1lict punishment on those 
refusing to give effect to its award. 

126. Altitude of Goo ..... "'''" (i) /OfllMM T.<I4e Combi_ions, (ii) ." "","",,lion 
wi'b I ndtuJrial DisJndes.-My humble opinion is that Government should keep strictly 
neutral and do nothing that might be deemed to favour either capital OT labour. 
But when an industrial dispute has gone so far that the public call upon them to 
look into it. they should go thoroughly into the matter, give their judgment and see 
to it their decision is given eftect to. They should not sit tight as they have done in 
the case of the red !lag movement in Bombay. Two courts of enquiry instituted by 
them have condemned the activities of the Red Flag U.nion. but so far the Govern
ment have not taken any action against the said union. Perhaps they may still be 
considering over the matter, but the delay they have made is unconscionable. 

I am further of opinion that as the holding of such Court of Inquiry entail a lot 
of trouble and waste of time, all trade disputes should be referred to a permanent 
Board such as I have described in my remarks under sub-bead (125). who having made 
a continuous study of the problems involved in trade disputes and having before them 
all the necessary information ready collected beforehand might give judgment on a 
particular question very much quicker than the onIinary Court of Inquiry. 

XVIL-AiImiIIiBlmIiOll. 

133. Ce",,,tJl and Ptovincial Legislatswu. ActiOfl and 4Itittuk Oft Urbour lJ1UstUms.
I haw pointed out in my remarks under sub·heads (31) and (49) the iniquities 
perpetrated by the passing of provincial enactments on questionsconcemi.ngindustrial 
labo1lT. It is really inexplicable why the factory roles for one province should be 
more stringent than those for another province. and why there should not be one 
uniform. set of rules for grant of maternity benefits for all provinces. And I am 
emphatically of opinion that legisiation concerning industria.llabour should 'as far as 
possible take the shape of all·ludia enactments. 

A~PENDIX A. 

Castes. 

1. Depressed CIaas Hindus :
Mah"", 

2. High caSte Hindus :
(4) Kunbis and Telis 

lb) Koshtis 
e) Gond ••• 
a) Marathas 

3. Mahomedans 
4. Other castes 

Total •• 

Number on Percentage. 
rolls. 

4,795 

1,249} 237 
215 
197 
779 

I.404 

8,876 

21·38 

8·77 
15·83 

100·00 
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APPENDIX B (al>riclce<lJ. 

- sllo";"11""""'''' of laboUr ot '''''Emjw= Mills. NIiIf/>tM'. ";_1"" y .... 1908. 

Average Per-
Number New ad- Number period centage missions Number in 

Year. ou roll 
during Total. on roll olhands months of 

on 1st the on 31st lelt. oflabour labour 
Jan. year. Dec. 

turn- ,turn-

over. over. 

1908 . . .. 6.322 4,200 10,522 6.401 4,121 19 64 

1909 .. .. 6.401 3,724 10,125 6,001 4.124 18 69 

1910 .. .. 6,001 3,067 9.068 5.902 3,166 22 54 

1911 .. .. 5,902 3,019 8,921 5,622 3.299 20 59 

1912 . , .. 5,622 6,365 11,987 7,810 4,177 22 53 

1913 .. .. 7,810 5,525 13,335 8,114 5,221 19 64 

1914 .. .. 8,114 4,691 12,805 7,965 4,820 20 60 

1915 .. .. 7,985, 5,161 13,146 8,072 5,074 19 63 

1916 .. .. 8,072 4,387 12,459 7,333 5,126 17 70 

1917 .. .. 7,333 5,020 12,353 8,252 4.101 24 SO 

1918 .. .. 8,252 4,165 12,417 8,489 '3,928 2S 46 

1919 .. .. 8,489 2,690 n,179 8.224 2,945 33 36 

1920 .. .. 8,224 1.899 10.133 8,140 1,193 48 24 

1921 .. .. 8.140 954 9,094 8,214 890 112 11 

1922 .. .. 8,214 1.639 9.853 8,651 1.202 86 14 

1923 .. .. 8,651 2,023 10,674 8,916 1,758 16 19 

1924 .. .. 8.916 2,904 n,820 8,432 3,368 29* 40 

1925 .. .. 8.432 2,381 10.813 8,757 2.056 51 23 

1926 .. , . 8,757 1,727 10,494 8.843 1,641 64 18 

1927 .. .. 8.843 1.257 10,100 8,782 1,318 79 15 

1928 .. .. 8,782 1,278 10.060 8.934 1,126 95 12 

... There was a strike at our mills for two months m the year 1924. 
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APPENDIX C. 

SlaJemmt '''''''''''1 the kngth.s of ...-viu put in by the work"", of the EmJwess MUls 
<IS '" the 30tk April. 1929. 

Number-of Number of 
workers who Percentage workers who 

Period of put in the on total Period of put in the 
Percentage 

on total 
service period of number of service period of number of 

in years. service shown workers on in years. service shown workers on 
in the pre- roll. in the pre- roll. 

ceding column. ceding column. 
Under 1 year's B.F. 8.633 97·16 

service: 507 5·71· 26 39 0·44 
1 897 HI·09 27 35 0·39 
2 939 10·57 28 35 0·39 
3 813 9·16 29 18 0·20 
4 743 8·36 30 19 0·21 
5 705 7·93 31 19 0·21 
6 380 4·28 32 10 O'll 
7 278 3·1.4 33 12 0·14 
8 221 2·49 34 II 0·12 
9 420 4·73 35 7 0·08 

10 371 4·17 36 2 0·02 
II 361 4·06 37 5 0·06 
12 353 3·97 38 8 0·09 
13 213 2·40 39 6 0·07 
14 194 2·18 40 7 0·08 
15 ISO 2·03 41 5 0·06 
16 235 2·64 42 
17 163 1·83 43 8 0·09 
18 llS 1·38 44 I 0·01 
19 138 1·55 45 2 ()·02 
20 71 O·SO 46 2 0·02 
21 75 0·84 47 
22 66 0·74 48 I 0·01 
23 65 0·73 49 
24 67 0·75 50 
25 SO 0·68 51 2 0·02 

C.O. 8.633 97·16 Total 8.887 100·00 

Average period of service put in by a worker :-7-89 years. 

APPENDIX J. 
St4lemeJst slwwing the ,,"umber of birlAs J'ectWdeti til 1M EmJwus Mills jft connection 

wiUo _. Ma_'JI B_ftI stJoertu, for _. """""" ~ aM -...0.. of i"fa"" 
w.\o dUd mitAi,. lwo mortllts Gftn birlA. Total number of infants who 

Calendar Year. Number of died within two months 
infants born. 

1924 156 
1925 151 
1926 174 
1927 197 
1928 199 

Total sn 
Average 175 

APPENDIX" K." 

after birth. 
21 
24 
22 
28 
32 

127 -25 

S .......... , .Aowing the ,._ of ..... Gt14 old c .... w.,.u4 '" u.. E",pn.s Mills' f
Disp.tasarillS dlU'ing the".... en4ing 30iIt J ...... 1925. 

No. of employees treated daily 
No. of employees' relatives treated daily 
Total No. of patients treated daily •. . • 
No. of cases of employees treated during the year 
No. of cases of employees~ relatives treated 

during tho year. 
Total No. of cases treated during the year 

Men. Women. 
178 68 
SS 133 

213 201 
55.002 21.012 
10.815 41.097 

65.817 62.109 

ToW. 
246 
168 
414 

76.014 
51.912 

127.926 
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APPENDIX" L" 

SttUemmI sltowi"C 1M .Imibw of fftUtJ C'4IJ.US of various disesses In .. 41 1M Empt'6$$ 
Mills' !Jisp....,.,.us duri"ll' OM y<IM 1928. 

Diseases. 

Diseases caused by infection:
Dysentery 
Enteric fever 
InlIuenza 
Malaria. 
Mumps 
Other fevers ~. 

Gonorrhoea 
Syphilis 
Soft sore 
Tuberculosis •• 
Cholera 
Pneumonia 
Plague 
Small-pox 
Rheumatic fever 
Other infectious diseases 

Diseases due to animal parasites. viz. :
Round wonn 
Thread worm •• 
Hookworm ~. 

Guinea worm 
Diseases of the nervous system 

eye .. 
ear and uose 
throat 
cireulatory system, piles __ 

Diseases of the blood :
(4) Anaemia .. 
(b) Debility •. 
Diseases of the respUa.tory system 

teeth and gums 

Diseases of the digestive system :
Colle •. 
Constipation •. 
DialThoea 
Nausea and vomiting 
Indigestion •. 
Dyspepsia 
Headache 
Other diseases of the digestive system 
Diseases of the skin .. 

urinary system 
.. male genital organ 

All other diseases 
Injuries 
Other surgical cases .. 
Obstetrical cases 
Diseases of women .. 

Total No. of new cases treated during the year .. 

No. of cases 
treated. 

139 
22 

648 
778 
22 

1.406 
64 
17 
13 

1 

1 

67 
21 

290 
945 
902 
So. 

41 

20 
84 

1,677 
1,054 

S64 
2,974 

314 
78 
67 

521 
1.229 

425 
1,391 

169 
20 

4.574 
lOS 

5.947 

101 

33,996 

Percentage 
on total eases 

treated. 

·41 
'OS 

2·49 
2·21 

-OS 
4·14 

·19 
·05 
·04 

·00 

·01 

·20 
·08 

.85 
2·18 
2·65 
1·48 

·12 

'OS 
·25 

4·93 
8-10 

1·66 
8·75 

·92 
·28 
·20 

1·58 
3·62 
1·25 

21·74 
·50 
·OS 

13·46 
-31 

17'49 

2·06 

100·00 
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APPENDIX" S." 

, Slale~ slwwing pncentage of absenteeism amrmg lle workers oj 1M Empress ~\f ills 
'i , during I .. "'lW. 1914 10 1918 aM 1924 10 1928. 

. 
Average No. of workers. 

Calendar Year. Percentage of 
Present per I Absent per I Total an absenteeism. 

day. day. roU. 

1914 .. .. .. 6.788 1.305 8,093 16 
1915 .. .. .. 6,478 1.876 7.854 17 
1916 .. .. .. 6.388 1.372 7.755 18 
1917 .. .. .. 6.177 1,268 8.045 16 
1918 .. .. .. 7.013 1.415 8.488 17 

Total .. 33,499 6.736 40,235 

Average .. 6.700 1.347 8.047 16·74 

1924 .. .. .. 7,271 1.447 8,718 17 
1925 .. .. .. 7.266 1.388 8,672 16 
1926 .. .. .. 7.478 1.393 8,871 16 
1927 .. .. .. 7.888 1.360 8.928 15 
1928 .. .. .. 7.470 1.476 8._ 16 

Total .. 37.013 7.062 44.135 

Average .. 7.415 1.412 8.827 15·99 
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APPENDIX" T." 

SIs_ s"-iHg w ..... of Skilled """ UtlSkillllti W""k"",' .. 1M Emp .... Mills d"ring 1 
1M ye,.,s 1913, 1918, 1920, 1924, and 1928. y' 

Rates of wages in force during the Years 

1918 .. 1918. 1920. 1924. 1928. 

B . S . II . S . S . S. ~si S. S . ~:i "ill ":I H §l! ":1 "l! "fl U II .. 'a if .- if ill!' .~ if .~ l!' h .~ :r 'a .. ~~ 1l" ::il~ ::s~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ::il~ ~:: ::il~ :il~ 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Skilled labotw. 

Engineering department-
Blacksmith : 

1st class } 80 40 S3 55 60 90 {~ 92 77 92 
2nd class · . · . 77 62 77 

Fitter .. .. .. 30 40 55 66 60 90 62 122 62 122 
Turner .. · . · . 30 40 55 55. 60 90 62 92 62 92 
Moulder · . .. .. 20 30 22 55 45 75 47 77 47 77 
Tillman · . · . · . 20 30 22 44 45 75 47 77 47 77 
Stoker or boilerman ',. .. 10 15 11 16 22 30 24 32 24 32 
Boiler cleaner .. .. .. 9 10 10 II 15 19 17 21 17 21 
Oiler .. .. .. 10 12 11 13 18 22 20 24 20 24 

Spinning departmen.t-
Spinning piecer .. .. 8 9 10 13 15 19 15 21 15 24 
Spinning do:f(er .. .. 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 15 14 15 
Frame tenter . . .. .. 12 16 13 20 20 30 20 29 20 29 
Reeler (winder) woman .. S 10 5 II ··S 17 9 17 10 17 

Weaving depa.rtmeut-
Warper · . · . .. 13 20 14 26 22 40 21 38 21 8S 
Sizer · . .. .. 10 18 II 20 18 37 20 39 20 39 
Weaver .. · . .. 15 24 13 29 20 43 22 60 22 50 
Finisher · . .. . . 8 15 9 IS 15 30 17 32 17 32 

Dyeing and bleaching depart-
ment-

Turkey red dyer .. .. S 9 10 18 13 18 15 20 15 24 
Indigo dyer •• .. .. 9 12 13 18 18 24 20 26 20 26 
Bleacher · . .. .. 9 II 11 16 15 22 17 24 17 26 
Cloth dyer .. · . .. 9 12 13 IS 18 24 20 26 20 26 

Miscellaneous depa.rtmeu1>-
Carpenter: 

} 1st c1ass 
20 30 22 36 37 60 {47 62 47 62 

2Dd c1ass .. .. 39 47 39 47 
Cobbler .. .. .. 9 IS II 22 22 45 24 47 24 47 
Mason: 

1st c1ass } 25 as 27 49 37 67 k~4 69 54 69 
2nd c1ass .. .. 39 .54 39 54 

U",kilillti labotw. 

Messenger .. .. . . S 9 7 10 - - - - - -
Coolie (man) •• .. .. 9 12 10 13 13 22 15 29 IS 29 
Coolie (woman) .. · . 5 - 5 - 9 12 II 14 II 14 
Watchman · . .. . . S 15 10 22 15 37 17 39 17 39 
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A.PPENDIX .. U .... 

S-...- slrowi"l{ L ..... loA.,. by 1M w .. .u.s of IJuJ Emtwess Mills 4"';"l{ lJuJ.aInuIar 
y ..... ,1928. 

Aggregate period ( .... , continuous period) of 
leave taken during the year. 

Attendance for the fun year 

Aggregate period of leave nmging from :
I to II days 

12 to 21 

22 to 31 

32 to 41 

42 to 66 

67 to 91 

92 to 126 .. 

O ... r 126 days 

kverage total No. of workers on roll 

No. of workenJ 
who took 

leave. 
190 

781 

917 

890 

793 

1,468 

1,188 

749 

1,970 

.. 8.946 

Percentage on 
the total 

workers OD 
roll. 
2 

10 

10 

10 

9 

17 

13 

8 

22 

100 
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SI4J_nl s/wwing produt/ion per spindle 1''' hou" ./w,ges per lb, up 10 ,pinning point, of Ya,n and Bifid,ney in Ih. Spinning 

D.pa,lm,nl ... ,ing lho years 1900, 1910. 1914. 1921 and 1928. 

Years. 1900. 1910, 1914. 1921. 1928. 

Average actual bours 
worked per day during 

the year, excluding 
weekly cleaning time. 

11·86 hou,". 11·60 bou,". 11·28 bou,". 9·19 bou,". 9·74 houts. 

U~· E ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ .. ~ ~ .. 
,;, ~:a ~ Ie i ~ 'B:O ~ l .~ n~ l ~ .,8 1 " Count Numbers. 

Xi 
= ~ ~] ~.~] ~ . ~ ~ ~e J~~ 

u. m 

Ii ~ Po.j 
~O'O r" x! 8'0'0 • "'.8 o "'.8 

~h It ~ h~ ul o~ ~h ~ '2 ~h 6~ ~h 

Oz. Pi ... 0 •. Pi ... 0 •. Pi ... 0 •. Pies. 0 •. Pies. 
ReeUffg Yarns-

121 .. .. .. 1·257 9'588 87 1·099 11·076 86 1·143 10·922 86 1'127 20·900 87 1'105 20 ·740 

20. .. .. .. ·670 14·765 88 ·654 16·771 83 '652 17·/77 87 '647 33·647 83 '649 33·001 

Warp Yam-

32 ... .. .. ·318 28·718 92{ ·294 36·196 88 '360 30·370 92 '316 54·900 86 ·323 53·992 
American 
Cotton. 

. 
E ~ 
a ~ 

J~'~ '2 

88 

83 

84 
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SIaUnI.m .1Iowi"ll ",.""i"ll<ha.Ces p ... pi ... of <lolh of dill., .. I ... ,. du,i"lllhl ,,,,,,,,. 1900. 1910. 1914. 1921. and 1928 and 

ficu'" of IhI .ffi<imcy of Ih, W.o.l"ll DIj>.rlm",1 in Ihm :y'.". 
Description of Dhoty. I Dye,'. cloth. I Shirtiog. I Dhoty. I Dhoty. 

cloth. 

Width of Loom. 32' Width of Loom. 46' Width of Loom, 46' Width of Loom. 46' Width of Loom. 56' 
Speed of Loom. 205 Speed of Loom. 190 ~d of Loom. 190 ~ of Loom. 190 Speed of Loom. 170 
Reed. 498 Reed.3Ss eed, 568 eed,488 . Reed. 480 
Picks, 52 Picb,36 Picb. 52 Picb.52 Picb,48 

Warp Count{2/~~ WOI'P, Count, 24. Warp Count. 248 { 24. Warp Count. 248 
Warp Count 2/32s 

col. col. 
Weft Count. 20e Weft Count. 20. Weft Count. 20. Weft Count. 20. Weft Count. 34s 
Dimensions of Cloth. Dimemions of Cloth. Dimensions of Cloth, Dimensions of Cloth. Dimensions of Cloth. 

28' X 7 yards 41' X 86 yards 35' X 22 yards 39' X 10 yards 49' X II yw:ds 

id .~ to" i5j .- "'" id .:! 1:'" h~ {! t- Ad .m ~" Years. h:; U It ·h Hi J~ ui .~~ i!fI.l'fi ~~ ~ . j H~ ] ~t ] ~ . ] ll.;tt ] 'U § 
~t d £&l~ ~ I&I&: ~ U i:J: . ~ 1&1&1; !!l h £ ~ U ~ n 

Cha.r-ges per piece. 

Pies. Pi ... Pies. Pie •. Pi ... Pi ... Pi ... Pies. Pi ... Pi ... Pies. Pies. Pi ... Pi ... Pi ... 
1900 .. .. 22 7 . 29 - 71 34 105 - 85 33 98 - 31 14 45 - - - - -1910 .. .. 29 9 38 56·09 95 89 134 63·90 91 88 129 80·18 43 17 60 62·82 58 21 74 62·15 
1914 .. .. 29 10 39 61·92 96 42 188 63·26 94 40 134 61·19 44 18 62 64·34 53 23 76 66·70 
1921 .. .. 62 22 84 64·36 251 89 340 68·29 205 80 285 68'10 105 36 141 85·35 103 47 150 70·30 
1628 .. .. 57 24 81 65'70 232 62 324 67·30 185 85 270 67·05 97 38 135 66'30 96 SO 146 68·38 
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APPENDIX" Z." 

Sl4iemtJJft showing tM "umber of piece-worktJrs OK 'oil tOft SOt" April, 1929) tmtl 1M 
differem deparlmeJtts in wAich they are employed at Ute Empress M"l1s. 

No. of I 
Occupations. workers I V 

onxolL 
Cotton pickers 172 
Drawing tenteIs 161 
Slubbing tenteIs 46 
Inter tenters 85 
Roving tenters 159 
ReeleB 686 
Knatters 12 
Bundlers 10 
Winders 448 
Waxpers 65 
Drawers 55 
Weavers 2.037 
Thread spinners 13 
T~teIs 8 

Total No. of piece-workers on roll 

No. of piece-workers as per details above =8.957 
No. of fixed-wage earners =4.844 

3,957 

Percentage. 
• 45 

55 

Total 00 roll .. .• =8.801 100 

APPENDIX" B I." 

Stalemenl sIIoflJing average darnings per opeTtJliw per day til the Empress Mills. Nagpuy* 
durint[ llul pre-WfJA' and POSt-WIW periods. 

From 1st July, 1913 to I From 1st July, 1924 to 
30tb June, 1914. 30tb June, 1925. 

Average -- Average 
Departments. No. of earnings Amount No. of earnings Amount opera- per of opera- per of tives opera- earnings ttv .. opera- earnings em- tive em- tive 

Joyed. per day perday. played. per day per day. 

mannas. mannas. 

Rs. Rs. 
(I) Spinning depertmeot-

(a) Males .. .. 2,063 6·064 782 2,415 11·733 1,771 
Ib) Females .. .. 880 3·801 209 847 7·324 368 
Ie) Boys .. 1,238 2·510 194 803 4·104 155 
(d) Girls .. •. 

(2) Weaving department-
253 1'702 27 14 3·941 3 

(s) Males .. .. 2,090 8·229 1,075 2,387 16·705 2,492 
(h) Females · . .. 239 3·819 57 428 6·802 182 
(e) Boys · . .. 33 1·881 " 12 3,597 3 
(d) Girls · . .. 23 2·501 4 1 2·567 -

(3) Dyeing aod Bleaching 
Depertments-
(a) Males .. .. 202 6·194 78 295 13·578 250 
(b) Females .• . . 134 8·137 26 135 6·893 56 

(4) Other departments-
(a) Males · . .. 798 7·200 359 1,036 14·138 915 
(h) Females .. .. 41 3'163 8 65 7·586 31 

Total · . .. 7,994 5·650 2,823 8.238 12·131 6,246 
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1913-14 
1924-25 

SUMMARY.-

Year. 

VOL. III., P .. RT I. 

Average earnings 
per operative 

per day. 
Annas. 
5·650 

12·131 

Percentage of increase in the average eanrlngs for the year 1924-25 
over those for the year 1913-14 121 

APPENDIX" C. I." 

Comparativ8 Statement showing Yaks t1iline- i" 1914 and 1924 
ftw necessaries oj lil'! c( laMu, &lasses. 

In 1914. In 1924. In- Table of weights 
crease. and measures. 

--
Rs. as. p. Rs.as. p, per 

cent. 

Grain:-
Rice per candy .. 27 0 0 29 0 0 7 ,166 Paelis = I Candy. 
Wheat per candy '. 22 0 0 25 0 0 14 .. .. .. 
Dals per candy . .. 23 0 0 27 0 0 17 

20 Chhks a:'t ~ Salt per maund .. .. 3 0 0 3 12 0 25 
32 Paolis = 1 maund. 

Chillies per maund .. 11 '0 0 14 8 0 32 82 Ibs. = 1 maund. 
Oil per keg of 36 Ills. .. 15 0 0 12 I 6 -19 28 Chhks = I paeli. 

Fuel ~ maund .. O· 
= 3ilbs. 

o. S 9 o 10 8 65 40 seers = 1 maund. 
Kerosene oil per bottle .. 0 1 3 0 2 6 100 
Clotb as per details given 2 8 6 3 0 0 16 

below 

Percentage of average increase in 1924 .. .. 30·8 

CLOTH. 

Annual requirements for a Mahar family of 4 (1 male, 
1 female and 2 children). 

Cost on the basis 
of prices ruling 

in 1924. 

1 .pair dhoty 
I tenta .. 
2 koortas, 3 coats 
2 saris 
2 choUes •• 
Clotb for children 

Total 

Say .. 

. '. Expenditure per month for cloth.ing in 1924 would be 
Aa clotb prices were about 16 per cent. lower in lS14 tbaa 

tbose in 1924, expenditure per montb for clothing in 1914 would 
be •• .. .. •. .;. •• •. •• •. 

Rs. as. p. 
6 0 0 
1 8 0 
900 
840 
200 
800 

34 12 0 

36 0 0 

S 0 0 

286 
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LETTER FROM SIR S. B. MEHTA, KT., C.r.E .• TO R. N. BANNER]I. ESQ .• 
I.C.S.. DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIES. CENTRAL PROVINCES, NAGPUR, 

dated the 4th August, 1929. 

In forwarding the enclosed replies to the draft questionnaire of the Royal Com
mission on Indian I..a.bourt may I urge the importance of not losing sight of ~ object 
of the Royal Conunissiou -f That object is to discover some outlet from the present 
impossible inter-relations between the many factors of production. Industry is 
now &- whole whose health everywhere is afiected by the maltUsa of the remotest 
parts; steel workers fratemising in and helping to prolong a transport strike wonld 
be helping to prolong the interruption to their own employment~ and to prevent 
improvement of their own condition. It has to be borne ea.refuJly in mind that the 
Commission has to deal not with industries but with industry. and that as said above. 
industry is a whole. In fact employers and employed have shown their recognition 
of their inter-industria1 kinship by instituting employers' federations and trades 
unions. In the course of attempts by these bodies to regulate their mutual relations. 
lock-outs and strikes ensue. And as there- is a soul of good even in things evil. these 
lock-outs and strikes, which are harmful to the healthy life of industry. have this 
soul of good in them that they help to discover the weak points of both employezs 
and employed. But a.ll well-wishers of industry should see to it that lock-outs and 
strikes do not become a vicious habit. as they seem to have now become. The situa
tion has become so intensilied that even arbitration. boards. conciliation committees. 
workmen's departmental committees. or ad hoc reference committees have failed to 
bring about a reconciliation. It has been suggested that the arm of the State should 
enforce the a.wards of these committees. but to me the remedy seems worse than the 
disease; for. it is well known that unwilling workers who rejoin work after a strike. 
give very small production. The only solution of the problem seems to me to enlist . 
goodwill aU round. and as this can only be very slowly established. a beginning 
should be made in this direction by devising provisional measures that can find 
favour with both sides to the dispute. The enlisting of universal goodwill being 
a vast problem, it can only be gradually envisaged. the discovery and analysis of 
facts on which the proposals of remedy depend must take time. such remedies will 
not be evident. many blunders will be made in the process of determining the remedies 
and in the'light of results and of progress of thought and machinery remedies at 
work will have to be un1linchingly modified. Ii the Commission conSider this as 
the mtUfJ problem, to the unravelling of which all its other researches have to be 
contributory. its recommendations will be all the more practical. 

Both employers and employed can help the Commission in working out the 
problem. because they have inside knowledge of industry; for. I take it that all 

'-genuine lovers of industry are imbued with a desire to stamp "Out the present-day 
prolonged and repeated interroptionsof industry. which menace not only industry. 
but the community feeling which alone lends worth to our civilization. To my 
mind employers and employed can help in the following way. The Government of 
India. Departments of Industry. Commerce and Labour might invite large organiza
tions of employers and employed. like the Railway Board. the Chambers of Commerce. 
the millowners' associations. trade unions, labour unions. etc.~ to a. conference to 
submit suggestions for the improvement of the existing tense situation. The 
suggestions received might. then be discussed in a conference and the well-ccmsidered 
proposals that ensue from the conference might be placed before the Commission. 

To my mind the causes of the present discontent are (1) the feeling among the 
workers that the ~dory system is unsuited to their strength and habits of mind. 
and (2) the disgust of the employers that the worrying problems of technique. costs 
and marketing has to be added the duty o-f suiting men to the jobs and of devising 
ways of reducing cost. The variegated largeness of a factory demands a co-ordina
tion of departments. and economy of working demands a synchronizing of depart
ments and punctuality of supply by them. These entail on the workers $trenuous~ 
ness of work and regularity of hours. which impose a strain on mind. body and 
temper. And this strain is aggravated by the incidence of slum~dwelling in large 
towns. And workpeople have a tendency to adapt themselves to this strain by taking 
French leave and strikes look lucky means of relaxation. But what most stimulates 
present discontent is the precariousness of factory work. which is upset by vicissi
tudes of trade. change of processes and of uses of products and taste of consumers. 
Also, workers do not appear to participate in the gains of lucky booms, while in 
depression they are asked to submit to lower earnings. The factory system must~ 
therefore. grow in quantity and variety tQ ftnd stable and permanent work for the 
labour classes. 

But the factory system having come to stay among us. it must be regulated, and 
remedies must be found to settle the present discontent. The health of industry 
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: is in the harmonious C<rOperation of all its factors. and this eo-operation is inter
rupted by the shortage or over-supply of any lactor. The need then is to determine 
the problem of remunerations and conditions of work. But as no factor of industry 
is disinterested enough or able enough to claim the settlement of questions which 
arise, there should be an organized collection of facts and weightment of facts. 
Staffs of the most brainy men that can be discovered, and who would be recognized 
as impartial between the various interests, might be entrusted with the task. Boards: 
of such men should be continuous boa.t'ds with experience behind them in adjudica· 
tiOD. experts "alike in creating and revising precedents. and with eminence to achieve 
in an unexplored field. 

I put down here some remedies that suggest themselves to me. I think means 
should be devised to speed up the practice of the worst industry to the level of the 
best in the matter of conditions 01 work; for action in this matter by separate 
industries tends to pull down conditions to the level of the worst. Then earnest 
attention should be given to the abatement of the strenuousness of work which com
pels refuge in French leave and welcome of strikes. The present hours of con· 
tinuous work in a factory are more than Indian physique can stand. and introduction 
of labour.sa.ving machinery will be welcomed if the saving of labour be given. not in 
reduction of men. but in reduction of hours of work. There are also the methods of 
shifts which enable the employment of men for smaller number of hours and the 
keeping the factory at work for a larger number. AIso~ reserves should be systemati
cally built up by factory owners against emergencies. And it seems to me tha.t 
the board of experts I have mentioned above should be coustituted into a regulating 
authority and ~ould have the following powers. 

The regulating authority should be given free access to the secrets of business 
and. have the right of a comprehensive public audit of any factory. It should point 
~ut to the factory owners wha.t they are wanting in and what they should do. and 
In cases where it finds that through incapacity or perversity owners will not mend 
their ways. it will publish their shortcomings. To the same authority should be 
committed the investigation of questions of the capacity of industries to sustain 
reserve funds and bene1it funds and improvement of conditions of workers. It shall 
also have the power to persuade the institution of such funds where they can. but 
do not. exist. And on referen~ being made to it the same authority will recommend 
whether wages and conditions of work do need improvement or modification. This 
it will do in the interests of the community and in the light of its own studies and of 
the .I»:actice of other countries. Its procedure will be more informal than that of 
arbItrators and even Commissions, the proceedings will not be public. no witnesses 
or counselor addresses would be permitted, and no precedents quoted before it 
would be allowed to be deemed conclusive, but will only serve as guides. The 
written representations of the parties to a trade dispute would be studied by it. and 
writers invited to separate conferences to see what they are agreeable to modify in 
the light of first impressions. Then the final representations would be exchanged 
between the contenders. This will be followOO by a general conference, as a result 
of which a written judgment would be handed over to the parties for written sugges
tions to be made by them with reasons for the changes they would like to be made. 
The authority would consider these suggestions and then a fi.nal judgment would be 
published. To take account of lapse of time. judgment might be given retrospective 
effect. 

With such a machinery. legislation might make illegal any lightning strike and 
any watk-out or dismissal without a month's notice. except for cause shown and 
approved by" the authority; also picketing during strike. since the judgment of the 
authority provides the only legitimate ., peaceful persuasion." Legislation would 
also confiscate an private pecuniary or other belp to strikers defying the judgment 
of the authority and would give police help to replace those who are so defiant. Any 
trade union unwilling or unable to enforce compliance with the judgment 01 the 
authority would be illegal and cease to exist. The recalcitrant workmen would also 
lose the benefit of funds and deposits in their favour. As the authority would inevit
ably be loca.l. vocational a.nd centmlJ reference to the <:entral might be permitted in 
case- of strong dissentient feeling. . 

With such an authority working. pressure could be brought to bear upon refrac
tory factory owners in various ways. They would be compelled to pay their workmen 
one month's pay in lieu of notice. Employers in other industries would be called 
upon to expel from their councils men so defiant. And the public and the Govern
ment might ostracise such men. 

I might say in the end that an authority with such delicate functions b&s to be 
independent of Governments and employers and employed, of elections and nomina
tions. and its composition has to be most carefully considered. 
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THE CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR MINING ASSOCIATION. 

L-Rec:mitment. 
I. Origi .. of Labou •. -Sixty to 70 per cent. imported and 3() to 40 per cent. 

drawn from local sources. 
(i) The labour .i!i net of a migratory nature, but is seasonal to a limited extent 

of 15 to 50 per cent. 
(ii) Such streams of migration .. eXist are caused by the coming and going of 

recruited labour through agricultuxal work. other works and festivals. 
(iii) No particular change. 
2. C...- .... A ViUages.-(i) Tlrirty per cent of the labour returns to its villages 

yearly on leave of from four to twelve weeks. 
(ii) Permanent force consists of monthly paid servants varying from 10 to 15 per 

cent. of the total, and about 50 per cent. of the recruited labour. 
S. M .. /wds of R ....... it ....... -(i) By contnctors. through their muceadams or 

sirdars. who get in touch with villages and districts where it .is known that labour 
is available. and recruit them by :families as far as possible. 

(Ii) No improvement suggested. 
(iii) (a) Not desirable, (b) not required. . 
4. Extent and effects negligible in that wherever possible complete families 

are recruited. . 
6. Recruitment for Assam ought not to be allowed in other industriaJ. districts 

or in any district where there is shortage of labour. 
7. (i) Since the beginning of the industry there has been little unemployment 

due to shortage of work or excess of labour. Sbould, however, the cost of-production 
of ore contin-.e to increase with market prices remaining at their present low figures. 
the industry will no doubt have to face this question of unemployment. It is partly 
for this reason that the industry has applied for a reduction in railway freights on 
manganese ores 10 por-ts. Labour at collieries is short. 

(ii) (a) Where retrenchment has become necessary, the object has been obtained 
by less recruitment. No dismissals have taken place except in the case of low grade 
mines, which have recently been compelled to close down on account of market 
depression. (b) and (e) Nil. 

(iii) By reduciug railway freights and discowaging indiscriminate taxation by 
local bodies. 

(iv) Unnecessary and not practicable. 
(v) Unnecessary. 

8. (i) The average duration of employment in anyone year for the whole of a 
labour force is 9 to 10 months continuously; the remaining two or three months 
are usually occupied by approXimately 30 per cent. of the labour force in returning 
to their villages for seasonal cultivation. Normally. the bulk of these return after 
oompletion of the cultivation. 

(il) Nil. 
(iii) (a) Daily labour attendance on most mines decreases by SO per cent. on the 

day immediately following the weekly bazaar day; the other causes are leave& 
sickness. Pujas and marriages. (b) Mainly seasonal. except those noted in (a). 
(e) Owing to widely varying condition this cannot be ~rtained. but it is undoubtedly 
considerable. . 

lI.-BtaH OrganizatiOn. 

12. ~ ana T.aining oj S..penming Slaff-S..perior an4 S_4;"01 •. -
til No specia1 method is employed, as there is a. plentiful supply of the class of men 
required. Applicants are appointed by mine managers. who after training them 
place them in grades according to the men's abilities. 

(ii) Training is by daily teaching on the work by the mine manager: promotion 
within grades is limited by the ability of the workmen to ca.rryadditional responsibility. 

IS. Relati .... botwuto Staff ana Rank an4 Fik.-(i) No tronbl. or dispntes have 
been experienced between labour and sta1f. General :relations between staff and 
rank and file are excellent. Invariably. only one European engineer is resident at 
each considerable mine~ and is in daily dose touch with his labour force, to whom 
he is often. general adviser and helper in various private matters a.part from 
work affairs. Strikes have been non-existent and quarrels and disturbances between 
mine manageR and rank and file are unknown. 

14. (i} Timekeeping in the sense that it is understood in a factory as a che<:k on 
unpunctuaUty. is impracticabJe and unnecessary on manganese mines. Daily 

(119S} E 
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attendan"" registers are kept by foremen appointed for the puIpOSe and checked by 
mine manager.;, With regard to pi~work. all measurements of excavations are 
made by mine manageN~ assistants and checked by mine managers. 

(il) Payments are inade either by orin thepresence of mine managers to contractors 
for contract work and to labourers direct in other cases. 

15. Ctmb4Cltws 4S I,*",",diMies.-(i} All excavations in manganese mines or 
any other possible work is let out on contract. In some coal mio.es~ both Sirca.ri 
and contract work is in vogue. 

(il) In a few cases the contract is sub-let topettyc.ontractors. who a.re notrecognized 
by the employers. 

III.-HOUlIiDg. 
16. ExUn/ 10 .. kich Hcusi"l! isp",.;ae4.-(i) Entirely. 
(iv) Nil. with exception '0( the labour. who do not _ to live in pucca ho .... 

and prefer to build their own kutcha huts. 
18. N,uur. of "'«_oIi.,. proWk4 i" ...a. Chus.-(i) Ho .... provided are 

at least equal to these that the labourers normally occupy in their villages. 
(ii) Quarters now being built both for labourers and Indian _ are in every 

way suitable from the health point of view and compare favourably with the usual 
village type. They are so built that they can be cleaned cheaply and with ease. 

(ill) Outside street lighting is nut provided; in some cases an allowance for oil 
is made to the subordinate staff. A gang of sweepers is employed according to the 
strength of the force for the camp and also for the bungalows of the subordinate staft. 
Ample water is supplied for drinking purposes 1rom wells and pumps. 

20. Rent rates in various classes. No rents charged. 

IV.-Health. 
23. (i) Mortality figures for the mining industry as a whole are _ available. 

Fro,!, statistics from certain mines, mortality varies from 12 to 18 per 1.000. 
{ill From the same source birth rate is given as ]3 per 1.000 per annum. Infant 

mortality is 20 per cent. 

(v) Generally speaking. the physique of workers is goed. 
(vi) This is not particularly noticeable in mining labour camps. as complete 

families are recruited as far as possible. 
'24. (i) Qualified medical officers and assistants with well equipped dispensaries 

are provided in each considerable mine. 
(ii) A public vaecinator with vaccines for plague and outfits for inoculation is 

supplied free by Government. 
(iv) Emergency maternity cases are usually treated by the qualified mine doctors. 

In one mining district. where three large adjacent mines form a. convenient centre 
for the ptu"J?ose. experiment is being made by employing a trained maternity nune 
with assistants. 

There ;ue no women doctors actually employed. but outsiCle women docton are 
employed when necessary, and also advantage taken of women hospitals to which 
the companies 8ubsc:ribe. 

25. ExtMtt to wAich M4rliC4l Faeilitw an 1Uilizetl.-(i) Very fair and improving 
year by year. (il) Women do not take as much advantageof the facilities provided 
as men but it is much better now than some years ago, 

26. (i) Experimental latrines have been tried on several mines. but have _ 
been successful; having regard to the general situation of the mine!! and the long 
established habits of the workers themselves. the present arra.ogemeats are less likely 
to be a. menace to public health than a.n inefficient la.triDe system. 

(ii) Pucca wells are provided for adequate supply 0( water. 
(iii) Masoury tanks are provided on some mines. 
29. (I) All mines are free from industrial diseases. 
(ii) There are occasional outbreaks 01 cholera. and malaria. dysentery and other 

intestinal diseases usually occur during the rainy season. . . . . 
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30. (iii) Diflieulties arising from non...cceptability of """,tem medicines are not 
great, and are much less than some years ago. They can only be overcome by 
demonstration. persuasion and sm:eessfnl result of treatment. which is being 
accomplished. 

There is no paucity of medical men and the finance ananged by the mining 
companies is sufficient. 

31. There is no scheme in existence at present. The Central Province and Berar 
Mining Association consider that jf the scheme of maternity benefits DOW before the 
Central Provinces Government is introduced. the benefits under it should not be 
available to any woman who has not regularly resided in a mine camp for at least 
12 months, and that ma~ty bene1'its should not commence until three weeks 
berore clrild birth or extend beyond three weeks after ehild birth. 

V.-We1far8 (other IhIm lIeallb and IIoIlliDg, Imt including Education). 

34. (i) Shelters and creches have been provided by some employers. Provision 
for refreshments is unnecessary. as the workers who live close to the mines take their 
meals and refreshments in their own houses. 

(ii) Areas are set aside on most mines for games for the labourers and staff. the 
necessary equipment being supplied by the companies. Occasional visits are received 
from variety entertainers and performances arranged by subscriptions, given either 
by contractors or the resident mine manager. 

At some of the larger festivals. largesse is distributed by most companies to the 
workmen. 

37. Dm.abil.", """ Possibility .f 1'ro!!isioos fOf' 014 Ago """ Prmulhwo Relin
........ -Not practicable for mining. 

38. Co-op .......... -Not practicable for mining. 
39. Possibility """ v..;.ab1lily .f ,. SIaI1fI<wy M ....... • Welf".. Ftmd.-Not 

practicable for mining. • 

VL-Ednoaticm. 
40. (i) Elementary schools are provided for ehildren of school age living in mine 

camps and are used approximately by 50 per cent. of the ehildren living in camp. 
and also by children from closely adj ...... t villages. 

VIn.-Workmen'. CllmPOIIRIion. 

51. (iv) Availability and use of insuzance facilities are reduoed by high premiums 
charged. Value from workers' point m view is that they would receive the payments 
to which they are entitled. 

(v) Compulsory insmance would impose too heavy a burden on an already very 
depressed industry. and having regan! to the faet that all claims have been met. we 
think eompulsory insurance is not desirable. 

lX.-lIo1Ul. 
a.-Mines. 

63. Hours worke.4 PM day and fin wuk :-
(i) 6+ to 9 hOlm per day and 39 to 54 hours per week, according to class of work. 
(li) Ditto: overtime not worked. 
64.6 days per week. 

66. Possibility of reducing ~ma..-Unnecessa.ry. 
(!fl. SviJabSlity of 1M laW rela,ing to shifl$.-No alteration suggested. 
68. Possibility of i1ttTodtteing ax cjft:cliw daily ls'milatkm.-Unnecessary. 
69. /nJenJab.-
(i) No rostriction 00 labour for taking intervals ror fatigue. 
(ii) No restriction on labour for taking intervals for meals. 
(illl Pai.d holidays. none except to moothly paid men. Unpaid vary from 18 

days and upwards a~ to local festivals. 
70. Day.f m'.-Bazaar day weekly. 
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X._peclal Questi .... relatiDc to Wom .... YOlIDg Adults and Children. 

B.-Mi~s. 

90. E/f.d oj Ad ojl923.-Appears to provide suitable provision for a difficult 
subject. 

91. Exclusion of women:
(i) Suitable. 
(iil The exclusion of women from underground working has increased costs. 

Any extension of regulations to exclude women from opencast mines would be disAs
trous to manganese mining industry. The women on the mines form a large percen· 
tage of the labour force. and are in all cases employed on work suitable to them and 
not suitable to men. 

(iii) Would be disastrous to workers for reasons given in (ii). Usually work is 
by families and income of joint families would be reduced. Moreover. men object 
to engaging in any work which entails leaving their women folk elsewhere. 

(iv) Suffi.cient consideration has not been FeD. to manganese mines, and the 
period laid down to withdraw hom coal mines 18 none too slow. 

XII.-Wac ... 
96. Preyailing rates of wages (time and piece) and average eamings ;-
(i) Unskilled dally wage Men As. 7 to As 12 per day. 

Women •• 4 to .. 6 
Skilled labour Men.. 12 to Rs. 2 
Contract labour Men" 10 to .. 3 

do. Women 5 to As. 12 
(il) Average eamings As. 7 for men and As. 4 for women. 
97. (i) There was in manganese mines an increase of approximately 25 per cent. 

from 1914 to 1919. and from 1919 to 1927 there bas been a further increase of 25 per 
cent In coal industry in this period wages have increased even more. 

100. Approximately 30 to 90 per _to of the work ... are paid through the c0n
tractors, and this payment through contractors represents approximately 80 to 
80 per cent. of the monthly payment to workers. 

Regarding the eJ!ect. this arrangement bas proved generally satisfactnry. 

104. The effect of any increase in the scale of wages tends to give poorer labour 
attendance. 

105. (i) Working conditions on the different mines vary so widely that we 
consider the statutory establishment of .minimum wages would be not only inadvisable 
but utterly impracticable. 

• • • • • 4 • • ~ • • • • • 

107. Periods of .. age-Pay_m (day .... ek Of' _I. (i) Per month to monthly 
paid employees. and per week to aU oth .... . 

(ii) In the case of montbly servants from 2 to 10 day's, and in the case of weekly 
payments one day. 

(ill) (a) Unnec .... ry. (b) Unnecessary. 
(iv) The total sum involved .is infinitesimal. 

108. (il) In the mining camps; among coolies recruited by the companies' in
debtedness is the general rule and is considerable. The cause appear.s to be the in
grained improvident character of the coolie aggravated by customary expenses at 
times of marriage. death and festivals. Among the causes most eertainJy is not the 
low level of wages. The contractor is forced by circumstances to advance money to 
coolies. On these advances no interest is charged. and most of these have 6.na.lly 
to be written off as bad debts. Workers are also in the habit of borrowing from each 
other. and on these loans high ra.tes of interest are paid. . 

• '109. (i) One month"s wages by way of a 'bonus is given by most manganese 
companies to all monthly paid servants. Bonus is also paid on production (outputs) 
and on the quality of ore won. The effect has been satisfactory to all concerned, 

110. <I) In addition to the usual holidays for festivals of about 20 days per year .. 
workers also enjoy a holida.y of about three weeks. • 

111. D8$i"abilily of FGi" W"K"$ C14tf.S8 in publiC cOHh'acls.-On account of varying 
conditions. in t4e d~erent. con~rns. ~ ~ not possible. 
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xm.-lnduslrial E8IaIen.,. oJ Work .... 
112. Ctmt.pamtive danges "' ~fJkietu;y of In4ilUf. WfWke"S i.,. J'eu1fl yeus •. -Em

ployment has been stabilized on the larger manganese mines,.and there has been an 
lnlprovement in the efficiency of miners. No notic.:eable change in coal mines. 

113. C....p,..,"' ... efficiMu:y 0' [wlo- owl , ... ip ..... kM .. -No data available. 

XV.-Induslrial Disputes. , 

123. Strikes and lock-outs are unkuown. 

XVL-I.aw of _ and Servant. 

127. The effect oftbe repeal of the Workman's Breach of Contract Act has been to 
loosen the hold of the employer over his recruited labour. and has-created a tendency 
among labourers of taking advances from employers without any idea of fulfilling 
their own obligations. When the Workman's Breach of Cont;ract Act was in force. 
on satisfying a Criminal Court of their bona fides. the employers could seek the help 
of criminal law to bring back absconding labour with advances. It is .impossible 
to recover any money from absconding labour by means of civil law. 

128. Types of COfth'aa commonly i" vse.-Annual agreement on Olle--anna stamp. 
129. (i) Resort to civil law is ineffective, 
(li) Criminal law is not available. 

XVlI.-Adminia~. 

133. eent"al MId Jwouimial ltJgWatswe.s.-The action and attitude a.ppear to he 
the early enforcement of labour conditions in conformity with international conven
tions. It is the opinion of this Association that this tends to hurry the pace of pr0-
gress. and that more real progress would be made if a more gradual advance was 
attempted having fuller regard to local susceptibijities and traditions. 

Mrs. ANASUYABAl KALE. M.L.C., WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL 
CONFERENCE, C.P. BRANCH, NAGPUR. 

L-RearuitmenL 
HotUing Condjtton tlM its Effect on R",",ltment-ThiS problem is not as acute 

in our province as in Bombay or Calcutta., because though the huts that the labourers 
occupy are comparatively small. still they have at least one hut to one individual 
family. and besides they have open space outside which is also used by them. The 
conditions in this respect are certainly far better than those in the overcrowded 
chawls of Bombay, where open space is almost an impossibility. As to the sanitary 
conditions. they are so used to them that tbeydo not feel the necessity of any change. 
and there being sufficient sunlight and fresh air in the labourers, bastis, the ill-eflect9 
of lack of sanitary anangement are not immediately felt. ,Here. also. conditions can 
favoumbly be contrasted with those in Bombay, In this way one of the chief causes 
why labour becomes migrative and I1QIlwpermanent does not exist in the Central 
Provinces. 

Secondly. the effect of such ample room for the houses of labourers is witnessed 
in the fact that the labOflrers Ii". iff. #Ms, bas'is 1IIIitIJ families and noj sincly. Had 
they to leave their families at their native villages. as for instance, the Bombay 
labourers are required to do, they would have run away to their villages very often. 
The following:figures show clearly how labourers in the Central Province do live with 
:families and not singly :- • 

Towns in Central Provinces Males. Females. 
Nagpur •. 77,905 67.287 
Barhanpur 18.885 17.050 
Akola 20.718 17.145 

From these figures it is plain that the number of males and females is nearly the 
same. Contrast with this the state of things in Bombay, where for- every 1,000 
males there are only 525 females. In Karachi there are 600 females to every 1,000 
males. Similar is the proportion even at Ahmedabad, Fortuna.tely no such dis-
parity exists in our towns, The question regarding the moral e1fects on workel'$ of 
such disparity does not arise at all. 

(1193) B3 
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A3 regards overcrowding in towns where the industries are chiefiy located. the 
findings of the census report, 1921. run as follows :_u It would appear that the 
question is not one which arouses public interest. From the figures given, it appears 
that the number .of houses exeeeds the number of families; indeed, from the sanitary 
point of view. it is probable that there is much more danger to the public health 
arising from imperfect :facilities for drainage. breeding-grounds for mosquitoes found 
in stagnant water, impure water supply, than there is from too great pressure of 
humanity .0':'1 space." We attach comparative figures below:-

Town. No. of families 
per house. 

Ammo!i 1·05 . 
Buldana ·92 
Malkapur ·93 

The second co~umn shows the maximum that is reached in the most densely 
populated parts of the towns. The averagez therefore, is much lower. 

FigfWU /01' othM Provinces. 

Town. 
Number of persons living in each room. 

5 and I.... 6-9. 10-19. 20 and above. Total. 
Bombay 687.217 236.783 115.731 . 31.578 1.071.309 

For one-room tenements. 

Place. 
Percentage 

in all 
Percentage Proportion 
of persons of 

tenements. out .of total 
popuIatiou. 

occupants~ 

Bombay 70 66 4·03 
Dougri 92 91 . 4·17 
Scori 98 98 5·05 
Ahmedabad 55 52 3-39 

There are 58 tenements each of a single room where 8 and more than 8 families 
stay per room. There are 658 tenements where 3 families live ill each room. In 
Mand.vi in 1911 the a.verage number of persons per room was 15·074 

We heave a sigh of relief when we look to local conditions. In the first p1aee~ 
in the Central Provinces we do not talk at all of tenements but only of houses. 
Similarly. we do not col1eet figures of occupants per room, because obviously there 
has been no complaint of such overcrowding till DOW. Even the smallest labourer 
generaJIy lives in a &epamte hut with his family. 

From the above comparative survey it will be plaiu that so far as the number of 
houses and amount of open space'are concerned. the Central Provinces has a decided 
ad.vantage~ and therefore labourers need not be supposed to have any disinclination 
for town life. as is the case in Bombay. Our mills. therefore, rarely complain of the 
migrative tendency amongst labourers. 

The second cause of such a tendency is, as indicated above. insUfficiency of wages. 
Thougb to all appearances the wages of labourers are considerably low, that does 
not deter them from making a permanent home in the city, probably because their 
earnings in the village are as low. if not Jower still. We shall deal with the question 
of wages later, where we shall advocate an increased minimum wage. But for the 
present we can say that the standard of wages which prevails to-day does not dect 
the permanency of labour. 

m __ ouslDg. 

We had had aU' occasion to refer to this question previously. About 40 per cent. 
(according to the Empress Mills) of the huts are owned by the labourers. Only 
a slight proportion live in houses supplied by the millowners. The need. however, 
of other Government, municipal or employers' help is not yet so keenly felt in our 
province. Secondly, as far as' space and 1resh air are conceroed, we have very 
little cause to complain. But as regards the construction 01 these huts, ventilation, 
sanitation. etc., much improvement is needed. In the labour localities there is 
hardly any drainage system at all. The waste water is allowed to have its own 
course. and very oiten it flows across the roads or accumulates in small ponds. thus 
making worthy home for the breeding of ·the germs of every kind of disease. In 
addition, there is other filth aU around the house. The roads are roads on. sufferance 
ouly. Thelights hardly do their function stall. The hut itseUis hardly Sit. by 10 It. 
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Furniture is out of question. The entrance is hardly 4: ft. in height, windows ue 
rare, bathroom is not seen. at all. Water taps are scanty. This in general is the 
kind of locality iDhabited by the labourers. A welcome move has recently been 
taken up by the management of the Empress Mills, by which many of the disabilities 
referred to above will considerably be removed, and it will be a bappy day when th;e 
other millOWDers will follow suit. 

lV.-Heallb. 

Death-rate among the labour localities in Nagp\U' :--
Name. Yea:r. 

Ganeshpeth 
Mangalwari 
Khadan 
Beriapun •• 

1925. 
63·83 
47·68 
42·58 
71·49 

1926. 
75-23 
65·16 
55·21 
75-57 

From the above figures it is clear that the dea.th-mte in the labour localities is 
incomparably high, being more than twice the average of the whole province. 

The infant mortality amongst the labourers must necessari1y be higher tha.n the 
average. One thing is certain that the infants are not properly taken care of for 
want of substantial maternity benefit. and as a result the health of the infants in the 
womb suffer considerably. After the birth also the mother is ovetpressed with 
financial and other difiiculties.. and consequently the child rarely receives proper 
nourishment and care. Amidst such hardships it really is hard for it to continue to 
Jive, and hence the appalling infant mortality. 

Coming to the health of the adult workers. both male and female. it"is apparently 
far from satisfactory. andwethinktha.t oueof the causes of general inefficiency is this 
general debilityof the workers. A side issue of this inefficiency problem may be traced 
to the conditions in the- infancy of a labourer's child. We have referred to this fact 
elsewhere. namely. that the mother& have to give small doses of opium to their infants 
when they are left at home. It is alleged that the want of mental capacity and lack 
of any kind of initiative on the part of an average labourer is due to this early op~um 
poisoning. Since the adult 'WOrke-IS are the grown-up infants of the labourers them
selves. there is no reason to doubt the above allegation. 

It is found by bitter experience that at the time of any epidemic it is the workers 
who have to pay the biggest toll. This plainly is doe to the general debility of the 
workers on account of which even though they are somehow able to do their routin'e 
work there is no staying power in them and they cannot .fi&bt against such diseases. 

With regard to IaboureIS.~ latrines. bath rooms, etc., there are no anangements 
whatsoever. The la.boureIS from t:imes immemorial have been doing without them. 
So much so~ that in the model bastis of the Empress Mills at Indota (Nagpur) separate 
bathrooms that were built for them have in many cases been turned into store 
rooms. It is not so much the fault of the ignorant labourers. It is the duty of the 
intelligent public to teach them the common precepts of hygiene and sanitatioD~ 

Mdkal Facili ..... -Out of98 peremUa.I factories only 13maintainanydispensaries. 
The medical facilities therefore are extremely meagre~ As regards private medical 
assistance in Nagpur the Sisters of Charity visit the- labo.ur localities from house to 
house and disb'ibute common medicines~ Some welfare centres also have been opened 
by the Red Cross. In the let-bour locaJ.ities the need of either permanent or itinerary 
dispensaries is much felt. The employers. on an average-~ are indUferent to this. 
In all in the year 1926 the total number of labourers employed was about 2S.SSO.000 
yearly out of which medical aid by facto'Y dispensaries was given to 186,634 y..arly. 
It comes to not even one in 100 receiving medical aid of any kind. It will be seen 
therefore that much improvement is necessary in this respect. 

In addition to these inadequate facilities we have .received complaints that 
whenever mediclnes are given they are often adulterated. Persons suffering from 
serious illnesses haYe of course to take recourse to other doctors. It seems therefore~ 
that stricter supervision is necessary over all these kinds of dispensaries. 

The general tendency of the workers is in favour of Indian. medicines~ We cannot 
say whether this is- due to lack of proper facilities or lack of confidence in European 
medicines, . Women in general are shy of taki.ng advantage of these facilities. They 
are far more conservative by temperament and therefore cannot take 10 a foreIgn 
system of medicine as easily as the men can. 

In this connection. we do advocate a. properly o.rganized Ayurvedic or Unani 
system of medicine. In the first place. the medicines are much more <:heap tba.u the 
costly foreign drugs and geo.era1ly more effective too. The simple ingredients used 
in our medicines are more familiar to these workelS. The present allopathic medicines 
being too dear are out of the reach of their thin purse. 

CUSS} E< 
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V.-Welfare. 
, Welfare centres have been opened by employers only in one instance in Nagpur 

in the cotton industry namely. the Empress mills. They have got a scbeme the 
management of which has been given to the Y.M.C.A. and to the Sisters of Charity. 

In some of the otherlabourlocatities welfare centres for women have been opened. 
Baby shows are held every year and competitive prizes distributed. Some factories 
make provision for creches. . . 

The Y.M.e.A. m3.intain a dispensary of their own. as wen as some schools. The 
Sisters teach children and women the 3 R's, sewing and cooking. and also lectures are 
given on principles of health and hygiene. In addition to this the Sister!! visit every 
home and give some common medicines. There is DO separate scheme of instruction 
for the adult women besides what has been done by the Sisters. There are two night 
schools for half-timers and some children of the workers are taught in the mill schools. 
The management of the mills have started co-operative stores with its branches spread 
in different localities. LabeJ tickets are issued to workers which are accepted in lien 
of actual cash at the stores. This indeed is a very good scheme. 

There are no adequate arrangements for dining sheds. The workers may be seen 
gathering in any conveniep.t comer and helping themselves with their Chota Hazeri. 
Simila.rly, abo there' a.re no rest houses. 

The work of t~ Empress mills with regard to the welfare scheme is indeed 
praiseworthy, but more still remains to be done. It was with this view that in the 
last session of the Ioca.llegislature. a bill providinS all such facilities was introduced. 
But the same has been postponed in view of the Whitley Commission's visit.. We do 
hope that the Commission gives que attention to this subject and recommends to 
the Government to pass legislation making it obligatory on the millOWDeI3 to provide 
such necessity to the workers as dining sheds# latrines. etc., and ready food at cost 
price. In our opinion these necessities ought to be prov:ided by the miIlowners .. 
because after all it is sweat of the labourers which is responsible for the pile which. 
they make. Iu this connection what the trade unions can do is to organize welfare 
ceptres in other ways thereby providing the necessities enumerated above. 

• • * .... • 

As regards sickness insurance and old age pensions. no employers have started 
anY' except the solitary Empress mills. It is often retorted by the millowners that 
the mill hands are not willing to co-operate in any such scheme by contributing a. 
certain percentage towards the fund. The objection is no doubttrue-. B1l1:thereasons 
behind this lack of enthusiasm on the part of the labourers are worthy of notice. In a 
nutshell, they may be said to be in want of surplus money. The wages that the". 
actually get are hardly sufficient to make both ends meet. Their inability to contn
bute is misunderstood as aversion. When the labourers put the best part of their 
life in the mill service. is it not obligatory on the part of the II'illowners to make 
provision for sickness and old age 1 So~ unless the labourem are well paid. it is futile 
to expect any co-operation from them. In the absence of that we think that the 
burden of a permanent fund ought to be bo-me by the m.illownel3. 

VI.-Eduaali .... 
In Nagpur. the Municipality bas decided to make primary education compulsory. 

The depressed classes missions have started 4 night schools where II'~ill hands may get 
access if they so desire. The Empress mills give aD annual contribution to the D.C. 
Mission. Besides this the Y.M.C.A. manage about 8 schools for the benefit of the 
workers. There is one peculiarity- about these schools. namely their comparatively 
small attendance. The reasons behind this need not be enumerated in detail. The 
main cause perhaps is that these c.hildren fetch some money and as sucb the parents 
do not desire to .send them to schools. Another reason perhaps may be that these 
children again relapse into illiteracy for want of continuous instruction. 

FtiICkwy Schools.-There were 8 factory schools out of which 2 were closed down in 
]927. The Nagpurschools attached to the F..mpress mills and managed by the Munici
pality give elementary education to half-time boy workers, but unfortunately the 
attendance is too low. Out of 800 boys on the roll only 80 attend regularly. In other 
:factories in the Province the same tale is repeated. The small boys and haif·time 
girl workers have recently been provided for, by separate -classes in the Empress mills. 

4 In the mining areas also tbe cbild.ren of the operatives (:ansecureeducatioD .through 
schools attached to their establishments at Kaneri. Mehakali. and at Chhindwara 
such schools exist. In many places however. the miners' children have to depend on 
district council schools in the near vicinity if any. 

On the whole it may be said that the parents of children are far from being keen 
on the education of their children. This may be because of the illiteracy and the 
CQ119tant economic stress on the family on ac<:ount of which they think it better for 
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their wards to receive a few annas a day than instruction in the three R·s. Wewould 
like to suggest therefore that more s~ ought to be laid o~ adult education. As 
reganls vocational and industrial schools. Nagpur. AmIaoft. Chanda, Akola. and 
Jubbulpono bave them. Carpentry. blaeksmithy ...... ving. sheemaking are the chief 
subjects taught. Besides these there are little facilities for higher teclmical and 
industrial education. But students from the civil and mechanical engineering schools 
are sent for higher education outside the province to such institutions as Victoria 
Jubilee Teclmical Institute, Bombay. There is. however. a conflict of opinion as 
to the real need of technically educated persons. The local goveIllDlent appointed 
a committee in the yea.r 1920. and its ter.se finding is that the demand for higher 
technical training was not sufficient. 

We strongly advocate a bold policy of compulsory education along with a defulite 
scheme of adult education amongst the mill workers. Part of the expenses of such 
a scheme may rightly be boree by the employers. 

~ . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . 
Where men and women are jointly employed as is the case in almost all cottOll 

factories, some facilities to avoid the rush of men and women together should be 
given. It is the practice in the Empress mills to admit women to work half an hour 
later than men and to allow them to go home half an hour earlier. It is advisable that 
this pzactiee should be compulsorily extended to all the mills. As regards the general 
hours of work per week of the women. there should be a kind of distinction between 
women having small children and those not having any. We are obliged to make this 
suggestion because sufficient arrangement has not been made and is not likely to be 
made in the near future lor creches that would suffice. Secondly it must be re
membered that women have to come from a long way off. Wome;n who are not a.ble 
to take-advantage of creches have to leave their tiny babies at home from early morning 
to late in the evening. In the absence of any elderly person to look after them, they 
are given opium and then left in the hands of the bigger children. Even when women. 
go home they have to attend to household duties and they hardly:find time to look 
after their babies. The effect of all these circumstances, including bad housing. is 
to be seen in the appalling infant mortality amongst the labourers. If we compare 
:figures in different Nagpur localities. we find that the mill going population suffers 
most in this respect. the ratio of infant mortality per 1.000 being :-Brahmins. 
228·19; Kunbis. 892-79; Mah=, 365-58; Nabarathas. 450-17. 

The figures speak for themselves. The infants that survive in spite of their high 
mortality suffer in health for want of proper care and nourishment. The harm that 
is done to them in their childhood is indeed i.rreparable. ·It is a common fact that the 
death-rate in industrial towns is much more than in the open villages. Mill hands are 

. generally village dwellers who migrate to the cities for livelihood. and if from amongst 
these so many infants die and if so many lose their vigour of childhood. the general 
Joss to the manhood of the whole country is unimaginable. It should be the first 
duty of every statesman-official or non-officia1, capitalist or labonrite. to try to 
devise means to put a complete stop to this- appalling state of afiairs. As the mother 
is the Drst person who can take proper care of the child, we have suggested above that 
she should be given more time to attend to her child.. In view of the facts stated 
above, we propose that the working hours of women be reduced to eight hours per 
day so that they may have some breathing time. In addition to the creches. some 
centres ought to be established in the labour localities supervised by one or more 
trained nurses. These ought to accommodate babies as well as toddlers. so that the 
mothers will be spared the trouble of carrying their babies a Jong way to the mills" 
and will be able to attend to their respective duties with freer mind. 

Mal.entity Benefit.-The neces.~ity of a scheme of maternity benefit cannot be 'Over
rated. If at any time in a. woman's life utmost care is to be taken of her mental and 
physical health. it is at the time of <:hiId birth. a few weeks before and after. because 
on that depends the well-being of the infants and therefore of future manhood. 
But unfortunately we have been neglecting this aspect of the question. It is exactly 
a.t this period of a female roill labourer's life, that she is obsessed on aU sides by 
various d~fficu1ties. She is obviously unable to put in her usual quota of work. 
The mill owner cannot continua to pay her fuD wages without receiving a due return 
from her. As long as she possibly can. she works ha.rd and overstrains herself neady 
always. But a time comes when she had to be discllarged. from her work and then her 
condition is more pitiable still. With the meagre wages that she earns throughout 
the year her financial position is far from such as would enable her- to continue without 
work and she tinds it nothing short of a herculian task to make both ends meet. 
In the ordinary time she works all the week long. now she is perforced to remain at 
home and starvation stares her in the face. But she cannot help it and remember 
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she has a second life within her to look after. She can afford to starve even herself. 
but not the little offspring to be. What is she to do? Worry and worry alone. 
Thus her physical health is sure to be undermined for want of even ordinary food. 
then what to talk of proper nourishment and rest which is so essential at this period 1 
Secondly she- has untold mental anxiety which saps her energy to the very core. 
Thus when she is little better than a physical and mental wreck. she gives birth to 
a child. The circumstances after the ehildbirth are if possible still worse. Scarcely 
a month passes before she has to resume her work in the mills. The consequences of 
such early resumption of hard work upon her general health need not be described. 
GraduaUy in this way at each'succeeding delivery her vitality together with that of 
the babies is being destroyed. In view of the above facts there is a general demand 
that some sort of maternity benefit should be made compulsory. It may fall into 
two e&tegories. They are (ll those which restrict the employment of pregnant 
women by prescribing proper rest periods at intervaJs and (2) those which grant 
benefits and medical services. Both these are mainly intended to safeguaTd the health 
of working mothers by assuring them adequate rest and freedom from pecuniary 
anxieties during the periods in question and their aim is to reduce infant mortality, 
by provisions to secure the health of the child when the mother returns to her wor~ 
We need not go further into details as a :Maternity Benefit Bill has already been. 
introduced in the local legisla.ture. Ju to the attempts of certain humanitarian 
mill owners in this province to give such benefits on their own private account. it is 
to be noticed, that only 5 out of 98 perennial factories give them. Consequently~ 
it may be presumed that in the remaining factories women are discharged on account 
of advanced pregnancy, and secondly no adequate safeguard exists which guarantees 
work to them when they want to rejoin. We had questions in the locallegisJature 
as to whether women are really discharged because of pregnancy. Govennnent had 
no hesitation in answering in the affirmative. This leaves no doubt as to the 
depioIable state of tblngs. We earnestly hope the.refore that the Maternity Benelit 
Bill which is in the running will have an easy sail. . 

& di14r ... MId """"If aduUs.-The minimum age of a. child sbould be 12,as it is. 
But there are many practical difficulties in the way. For instance the child being 
an. immediate source of income. parents cannot resist the temptation of hiding the 
age of their respective children.. In the grant of medical certificates to these children 
the conditions may not be as satisfactory as desired. The m.ain difficulty is due to 
the fact that the compulsory registration of birth does not yet obtain in many parts 
of the. province. We therefore suggest that registra.tion of births should be made 
compulsory in order to facilitate the present law regarding children. The maximum 
age of the child sbould be 15, after which he may be classed as a young adult. 

Y"""K Ad.uls.-It should be laid down by law that these sbould be treated as 
regular apprentices. They should be so trained as to increase their efficiency in 
handling the machinery. Of course the aim ought not to be to make them mukadams 
only. They will be required to do the ordinary work but far more efficiently. This 
seems to us the only solution of the problem. of inefficiency. It is between the ages 
of 15 and 17 that the mental and pbysical development of the wotkers take place. 
They must not suffer permanently from the effects of overwork. For this reason, 
we propose that there should be some restrictions on their hours of work. In no 
case should they be given more coolie work. The aim of legislation with regard to 
these young adults should be to train them for skilled. labour. The owners and 
managers of mills may object to :such reforms. but we can do nothing more than to 
assure them, but they would be m.ore than compensated by the increased efficiency 
of these young persons. If at all, the actual work suffers somewhat in this period of 
training. at the most some restrictions may be enforced as regards to the future 
employment of these trained workers. 

XIL-Wapo. 
The best indication of the insufficiency of wages ca.u be obtained if one visits the 

dUferent labour localities in the province. Their dwellings are low. their clothes 
are tattered. their food is coarsest. They cannot even get the neeessities of life much 
less. therefore, other conveniences. and comforts. In other words, their low wages 
are refiected in the lowest standard of their living. If we look at the figures of the 
average wages of an unskilled labourer during the past few yeaTS we see that the 
wag .. have definitely decreased, while to all appearances the cost of living has gone 
up. 

Year. 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

MolIJMy Wagos. 
Males. 

17 
16 
15 
15 

Females. 
10 
10 
9 
9 

These figures are taken from. Government Report on Factories.. 
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Let us go into details in connection '\\itb. the family budget according to the 
Government enquiries. The average family consists of 1·47 men, 1·47 women~ 
·78 male children and ·61 female children in all making 4·33. Here is a rough 
estimate of a family of four mem.~ 1 male. 1 female and 2 cb.iIdren. 

Rice .• 
Wheat.. ~. 
1)&1 and vegetable 
Fuel .• 
Spices. including vegetable oil 
Lighting 
House rent 

Total 

Rs. 
6 per month. 
S 
S 
2 
4 
1 
I" 

25 

.. 

The conclusion that we arrive at is that if the man and woman both work for SO 
days in a month without absenting themselves. they can barely manage to exi.st~ 
but must go without :-(1) Clothes; (2) pan, bidi, tea, ot<:.; (3) without. religious 
ceremonies; (4) other social functions; (5) amusements; (6) education; (1) 
medicine; (8) maternity; (9) saviDg for udd times. 

But as many of the details above are essential to life (even. for an unskilled 
labourer) we have no hesitation in saying that they are underpald. and therefore 
underfed. The Nagpur labourers generally cannot afiord to use milk. the pere~ntage 
expenditure being only ·93 per cent. of his average earnings. Wben it is considered 
that the skilled and better paid workers must on the whol«: be using the greater ~ 
cent. of this. it goes without saying that the average mill hand rarely sees ~ 
for days together. o.f course .. the Indian labourer in general stands no compansoD. 
with his fellow worker in other countries in the matter of consuming nourishing food. 
Here are. certain figures which :tell their tale :-

In America. 

Fruits 
Milk 
Vegetables •• 
Sugar 

lb. 
200 
500 
420 

63 

In Nagpur. 
Ibs. 
o 
6 

18 
4 

The diet of the Indian worker is thus seen to be far less in quantity than tbatQf the 
world labourer in general and the quality of the food he ea.ts is the lowest that can 
be imagined. The Central Provinces Government made certain enquiries during 
the yea.r 1926-27 into the cost of living of industrial labourers at two places. in 
Nagpur and J ubbulpore. The conclusion they arrived _·at is that from between 
64 to 7S per cent. oi the labourer's income is spent on food articles. Consequently 
the underpaid labourers (lower unskilled) have to supplement their earnings by debt 
and begging. No statistics of the debt have yet been p~pared. but it is obvious 
that the very existence of the labourers depends upon debts. When we visited 
certain. labour localities in Nagpur we came across not a single instance amongst 
them where there was not a huge burden of debt. In addition to this~ some 
deduction has to be made from their already meagre income because of ~ 
percentages that the jobber necessarily claims from them, In our enquiries, we 
were sorry to find that almost every labourer has to give a definite sum to the 
jobber, not only at the 't:lme of securing service. but even month by month. If they 
hesitate in. ~ying this. they are discharged under some pretext or other. Of course 
it is- very difficult to prove th.is state of aftairs. because the labourers a,n, naturally 
extremely atraid. to disclose this. We are sony we have to include this general 
indictment against jobbers in this our memorandum, but it is done with the honest 
de&i.re of improving the lot of poor labourers. As a side issue of the present enquiry~ 
we may suggest thefollowiJlg remedy. to put a stop to the practiee. In the first place 
recruitment of labourers should not be in the hands of the jobbers. Secondly the 
supervision work that they are given should constantly be changed. so that no 
batch of workers remain under the same jobber for any considerable length of. time. 
The details of this can be worked out in conjunction with millowners. 

Begging is not as rare as one thinks it to be on the surface of it. Leaving the 
millhandS out of consideration. we may cite the instance of scavengers. of whom 
quite a lot do this begging business. Before concluding our observations with regard 
to the underpayment of la.bourers~ we should like to emphasise two important 
consequences, namely, general inefficiency of tbelabouringclass. possessing no energy. 
vigour or initiative of any kind. their mental faculty being completely buried 
beneath the CODstant worry and anxiety of how to make both ends meet. Secondly. 
their gradual physical deterioration. The Municipal Health Report of Nagpur of 
1928 gives about 40 per cent. of deaths as due to genetal debility. which means 
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nothing less than that at least so much per cent. of population is underfed. and 
consequently lacks in bodily vigour. and any resisting power to disease. It is 
indeed very difficult to say which is the -ca.use and which is the effect. inefficiency 01 
work. or inefficiency of wages. Before leaving aside aU discussion. the fact remains 
tha.t the average industrialla.bourer is at present decidedly undetpa.id. 

Genual SuggestiO!'. 

One particular, that we want to empha.sise. is the a.bsolute prohibition of night 
work for women, since it is injurio\\s to their health, qangerous to their morality and 
leads to a neglect of family duty. and duties towards children. An exception to the 
above prohibition in favour of ginning factories is often claimed. If after deep 
deliberation such exception is grantedz proper safeguards for the women's health 
and morality must first be guaranteed. 

It seems that there is no adequate inspection arrangement. District and 
Government inspectors no doubt visit the factories and submit their report but to 
our mind Government ought to appoint non-official visitors. both male and female. 
on the lines of the jail visitors. in all factories. because it is there that the health 
of the workers. especially of women and children. is likely to be affected most. 

G'nwal. 
Before we conclude. we would make a few suggestions of a. general character. 

In other pla.cea w~ have advocated extended educational facilities to the worken 
employed in the mills, factories and mines. But we would like that they should 
not be confined to initiation into the three RZs. .The chief aim should be to 
enable the worker not only to take an intelligent interest in the work before him~ 
but to get adequate knowledge of his rights~ privileges and responsibilities. In 
short the Object of the education should be to make him a useful self-respecting unit 
of society. Then it is futile to expect increased efficiency in a. worker. unless his 
sta.ndard of living is raised. Higher standard of living will furni!ili him with an 
additional incentive to put forth his best effort. If the efficiency of the worker is 
to be maintained at a fairly high level. greater a.ttention than hitherto ought to be 
paid to the improvement of his health. For this purpose provision ought to be made 
for sports and games. There should be also a system of compulsory medical 
examination of aU workers at frequent-and regular intervals. It should be possible 
to eliminate the wholly unfit or misfits. Co-operation should be encouraged among 
the workers and the advantage of co-operative system should be brought home. to 
them, by practical teac&ng and demoDStration. 

THE FACTORY OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, CENTRAL PROVINCES AND 
BEHAR, KHAMGAON (BERAR). 

I.-Beoruibnent. 
]. (i) Forty per cent. of Jabour is imported and eo per cent. drawn from local 

sources. The labour is generally not of a migratory nature. but seasonal to the extent 
of 40 per. cent. , 

(ii) Causes of migration are surplus labour, more payor wages 
(iii) Changes in recent yeMs ;-Local men have learnt work requiring skill: im

portation of skilled labour is therefore reduced recently. Besides. more than 
sufficient labour is available owing to general unemployment due to trade and 
industrial depression. 

2. (i) Percentage of labour coming from villages is 25; average duration of their 
service is four months in a year. This class of labour returns to the respective 
villages once and soon after the season is over and they find agricultural work there. 

{ii) Permanent force consists of fully paid servants to- the extent of five to seven 
per cent. 

3. (i) Skilled labour is partly recruited from amongst those at the door and 
partly by sending tor them from different provinces and places. The unskilled 
labour generally comes to the industrial centres to reside in the beginning of the 
season. In case this and the local labour fall short of the demand. head-men are 
sent in viIJages in the neighbourhood fur recruitment. 

(ii) No improvements can be suggested. 
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(ill) Public .... ploywtnot sgetteU •• -(al Ik ... ability of .sfabli.sMfllI.-Not desirablo. 
(b) Possibility of p.tuti&ol schome •. -Not "eeded. 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6. RecruitmeJJl.for AssSlll.-This must be checked as there is already a shortage 

of labour in this province. 
7. U ...... ploy...m-{;) E,,/4flI of cWsdu.-ln the season, labour finds enough 

work, in fact. the demand for labour is greater than the supply: the Jabourem 
return to their abode soon after the season is over and take up to agricultural or 
other work incidental to or connected with it. 

(ii) E,,,,.m 10 .. hich "" .... tl by--(a) Rs:' ... ck...-nt •• tli.smissals.-Necessity for 
these does not arise in the season. 

(b) Voluntary reti.,.eJtUnt. (el OIAn csuses.-Do not arise for the same reason. 
{iii) Possibl8 'lfMtltods oj alleuitlli1tg tmd 1'8ff1edying 4istYUs.-The recent introduc· 

tion of terminal taxation by the local bodies has increased -the cost of production; 
in order to alleviate and remedy the distress. the railway freights as well as the 
indiscriminate taxation by local bodies ought to be reduced. 

(iv) U~mp]Qyment insu,.a1ta.-Both unnecessary and undesirable. 
(v) APPlication. of InleNttUio1tal CmwentiOflS nltJtitlg to .-,mpJoymeni.

Absolutely unnecessary. 
8, (i) Averags duration of emplcymetd.-In anyone year it is abour four months. 

The remaining period of eight months is oceupied by the labour force in returning 
to their villages for' other work. Generally these people return back after the 
completion of the field work. 

• • • • • • • • ~ a • • • • • 

(ill) Abssnte";sm.-(a) Approximately 10 per c:ent. in the weekly paid staff alone 
and this is due to the employment in some other more. paying work and two per 
cent. in the monthly paid one for the same reason. There is. as a rule. nO'absenteeism. 
for reasons other than those stated above in the seasonal factories since the labourem 
are generally -Gully aware that the season is the only period when they must earn 
as much money as possible as will enable them to maintain themselves in the event 
of their failure to get any employment in the slack seasons. 

n.-81a1f OrgaDintion. 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
]2. (ii) Facilitits 1M "41,,1.1'C 4Jttll"omoIiOft of _WOI'A:.m.-:-Intelligent men and 

labourers generally take training under the experienced and skilled men and workers. 
and if they are found competent. they are promoted both in pay and in position.. -

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
15. {i) EJtIe~d -lIU cIul,acIn of tlJMk giveft on etmh'GCt.-(a} The pressing of bales, 

filling in of bojas are works invariably given by conbactS-. (b) Stocking of kapas and 
ginning the same is done in some places by contracts. The approximate percentage 
of contracts is 9S per cent. and 10 per cent. respectively for (4-) and (b). 

(ii) E"","' of S1<b-<ofIwacl1ng.-Approximately 2 per cent. 
(iii) ConIt'ol ~#nci.setl 0VIJ1' wo:rAing t:onditiom:.-5pecific provisions are put in the 

contracts rendering it obligatory on the ~ of the contractor or sub-contractor to 
employ labour and to make them work in accordance with the provisions of the Act. 

(iv) Effe.cts.-The work is facilitated and it is also found satisfactory~ 

m.-BOIUing. 
16. E"leftllo ",iii"" "-siRC is jwovi4etl.-(i) By .... pJoyen.-About two per cent, 
(iii) By private ".tndJortts.-About 28 per cent. 
(iv) By f1JewR8f'S themselves.-Abour 70 per cent. 
]7. Facilities for acqllisilitm of lau few wo:rk6f's' houus.-5eparate plots are allotted 

in -files by private landlords and by the municipal committees on a fixed rent and the 
labourers- erect their huts thereon. . 

IS. Nature. of acrommodtdion jmwidird in !Sdc4 elass.-(i) In "elation to 1IJMkns' 
4toma-us.-No demand. The owners provide accommodation of their own accord to 
facilitate their work. 

(iii In J'~Jaticn to but ~ frOtfl lIeall" poi-rrl of vietfl.-It is healthy in the houses 
provided by the employer and in the huts or houses of their own; but the same is 
not the case in respect of labourers in the dingy quarters of the town. 

(iii) Prooiss'on made 1M lighting, (;Oft.St'nIancy and flHIIn s .. pply.-Satisfactory in. 
the ca.se of 18 {i) and inadequate in case ]8 (ii) above. 
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19. Utili.ation by WOI'kers of aCC01fml6dation available.-To the full extent. 
20. Rent rates in various classes.-In the case of (IS) (i) above, no rents are 

charged: in the ~ of (16) (iii) rent rates vary from 8 annas to Rs. 5 per month 
according to the class of accommodation selected by the workers. 

IV.-Xeallb. 

23. No separate figures of birth-rate. mortality and infant mortality of workers 
are a~ailabJe; however. -the following are approximate figures based on the past 
experIence. 

(i) Figwes 0/ morlality.-Twenty per 1.000 of the total labour. 
(ii) Birl4 r ...... ;"/11#11 morlalily.-Birth rate is 5 per cent. and infant mortality 

2 percent. • 
M.1JuJt/s of regisWaNon.-Municipal committees register births and deaths 

in their -areas ; in villages and small towns~ registration is done by the village officials 
and sanitation pancbayat committees. respectively. 

(iv) m.tary.-Uusal diet is Jawar. pulses. vegetables and oils; montbly cost 
varies from Rs. 6 to Rs. 15. 

(v) Physigw.--Good and well built. 

24. Women doctors are not available, and therefore hardly employed in small 
industrial towns. Trained midwives and dais are generally employed. in the public 
dispensaries towhich factories contribute their quota. of contribution and the labourers 
both male ~d female, are asked to take their full advantage. Certain appliances 
and Ayurvedic medicines and English ones are however kept in well managed 
factories. Recent activities of the Red Cross Society are appreciated; they should 
therefore be encouraged specially on Ayurv<!dic lines. • 

25. E_t 10 which .... <ikat facUiU. • .... wlili<e<i--(i) Ge ..... alIy.~ per cent. &p
proximately; the rest prefer their 0WI1 old ways~ which are to a very slight extent 
connected with the Ayurvedic system. 

(ii) By WOfft#H. 25 per cent. approxima.tely; women do not like to take as much 
advan~ge as is provided for them: but the employment of trained dais seem to 
'\!Ork better. 

• 
28. (i) COIOlroI of_,.,.o"", i" ftl<k>riu.-Tbere is absolutely no necessity of any 

control of temperature in cottOD ginning and pressing and other seasonal and small 
factories. which a.t:e themselves airy and well-ventilated. 

If any control is exericsed these industries which are in bud now will cripple 
down. A Bill to regulate temperature was introduced in 1926 in the Legislative 
Assembly~ but it was not passed. A copy of representation on that Bill is herewith 
enclosed. (Annexure I.)* 

(ii) CrmWol of MmridijicaNon ;" eotl<m _.-Reports so far received are satis
factory. 

30. Sicknus ifmn'll1tU---Svitability of I~ Labour C07$~.-Not at 
all suitable and necessary. 

(li) Possibility of introducing oUw sysllms.-No other systems are possible at this 
stage of general depression in trade·and in industry. 

(iii) How to ", .. t· 4iffieulUu ....... "if from _-aeuplabilily of W .. _ _ iei .... 
PQtlAI'y of ffUdical JfUft. ff'rigrtUio1l of lliboMr. jinGJfC6,-Ayurv<!dic and Unani systems 
should be introduced in place of Western medicines. men trained in them aud the 
systems fma.nced bytbe Government to the extent of 60 perCOeDt •• and by local bodies 
and employers to the extent of 20 per cent. each. 

31. Ma~ bflujits.-Noschemes exist in seasonal factories. and any legislation. 
introduced to cover these factories will fail to have its desired effect. 

(il) A Bill in this respect introduced in the Central Legislature in 1925 met with 
failure. In the c.P. Legislative Council it is referred to the select committee, (A 
copy of ths representation on the C.P. Bill is herewith enclosed.) (Annexure II.)" 

(iii) No possibility of any legislation of the types referred to above. for reasons 
ltated in the representation. Report of Select Commi~ is awa.i~ with interest. 

* Not printed_ 
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V.-W_ <other ihaD JIealtb an. HolllliDg. but iIleludiDg Education). 

32. E_' of .olftw. _k. 
(i) By nttj>lcyns.-No necessity arises in the factories which are seasonal. i .•.• 

working intermittently on an average for four months. In perennial factories some 
sort of welfare work is done. 

(ti) By ofher o,renciu.-Municipal committees and Red Cross Society; baby 
shows are annually held to educate mothers. 

33. In all big industrial centres, a branch of the Red Cross Society is main· 
tamed wherein Health Visitors have been appointed to look after the welfare of the 
public in general. and of the labour class in particular. 

34. (i) PrO'llisiott for ,efredwumts, sMll8rs "'"' eJ'.cMs.-Temporary sheds are 
erected for a certain class 01 workers in big and well-managed factories. No creche 
is maintained. as infants are not allowed in the ginning factory under section (l9--A) 
of the Indian Factories Act 1911. as modified. 

35. ResuUs «&IIievMl.-Death rate of infants is reduced by the a<:tivities of the 
Red Cross Society; worker.; in general are encomaged to build up a strong constitu ... 
tion owing to wrestling matches, and communal feelings are soothed. 

37. D_si.aI>ilily """ possibility Of twovis .... f .. o/d o,r. """ tw--. m •• """,:.
Not at all desirable and positively impossible in the case oi .factories working for a 
season only. 

VII.-sar..ty. 
43. EmU,\!, .<pI",""" i" f ....... s, .... _. railways aM docks.-F ......... -Quite 

adequa.te. 

45. Majority of accidents are due to the 'negligence on the part of workers. 
46. AccUUm prevenlion.-Attempts are always made to act up to the provisions 

of Factories Act. and the rules thereunder in this respect and in other directioDs 
possible. such as instructions to the workers of the dangets of machinery. constant 
supervision and. incmpora.tion of the necessary clauses in.the contracts. if any. in 
this respect. . 

48. FiT# tri4 tm4 me4i&al T#luf.-Certain -applianees--are kept in big and well .. 
managed tactories* and medical aid is sought for from the municipal dispensaries 
or from private ones at the cost of the employer genemlly. 

49. Stri"ll_ of itlSputioto aM ... Joy_ of ,<pIatiotIs.-The inspecting staff 
enforces one regulation a.t one time and the other a.t another time; thus greater 
stringency is observed in recent years, th.enby causing unnecessary and frequent 
troubles and expenses to the management without doing any good in reality to the 
employees. 

VIIL-Workm ... •• Clomp_em. 
51. W .. A ..... ·s Compe.osolioto Ae' 
(i) E,d.n' of ..... -It is fully utilized. 
(ti) Comparison. wiUs uum oj j>osftbH elaims.-To the full extent as far as it is 

known. 
(iii) Elf"' Oft. indvstTy.-Workers are generally not fully awa.re of the fa.cilities 

of the Act, but they think that accident will pay them and therefore they make much 
of the accidents, with the result that the employers have to pay more in many eases 
due to the disinclination of the workers to rejoin their work early. thus entailing an 
additional charge on the industry. . 

(iv) AtI4iltJbility a"d u.s, of imursfJC6 ftlCililies and vtJIue· .front flHWms' poim of 
vUw.-Formation of Mutual Insurance Companies as the one in Bombay. viz .. the 
Millowners' Mutual Insurance Association, Ltd., should be encouraged by the State 
as the use of insurance :facilities is reduced by present high premium charge; from 
the workeJ"S~ point of view they willreceive payments more regularly and. immediately 
to which they are entitled. 
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(v) Desi.abiW" of eompulsory ........ 4tIU I>y ....ploy .... --<:Ompulsory insurance by 
employers is not at all desirable at this stage, as the same would impose too heavy a 
burden on the already depressed industries; since all claims have been met with 
heretofore, the necessity for compulsory insurance does not arise. 

53. Sviea1Jility of provisions.-The present provisioDs- in the Act are quite ade-
quate. and they are working satisfactorily. They therefore need no amendment • 

IX.-HOlUI. 
A.-Ftldcries. 

• 

55. Hot/.s _Iud p .. ,,",<Ii and pll1' day. (i) NlWtfUIl. i.e., ... tlel#rmilUd I>y 
Guslom Of" tll"umeM.-lO hours a day and 60 hours a. week •• 

(il) Actual, i.e.~ indsuli"fovlrlime.-12 hOllrs 8. day and 72 hours a week in cases 
of certain exempted workers; as regards non-exempted ones. they are as described 
in (i) above. 

(ill) Sfw-II1'. i.e., ,dan- /Jetw,.,. Mtw$ _ked and kotIrs.thwi1t(: "'Aich UJOr"" 
is on <jdl.-The same as described in (ii) above .. 

56. DtJYs flllWII" p., fHel.-Six days in the case of non-exempted workers and 
six and a half in the case of exempted ones, 

57. Eff6Ctof60 kotIrs' .ulrictUm. 
(i) 0 .. lrIO.lurs.-Generally satisfactory. 
(ti) 0" itsthslry.-Restriction entails hardship on industry and increases the 

labour cost, and in consequence the cost of produetion~ owing chiefly to the disincli
nation of the labourers to work honestly throughout the working hout'S. 

"59. For reasons stated in 57 and 58 a'bow, the reduction in the present maxima 
is entirely undesirable. Besides, the present hOUTS of daily and weekly work afiord 
labou:rerssufficient time forrest. recreation and amusement everydayand eve-ryweek. 
If the reduction is enforced it will undoubtedly tell adversely on the several industries 
as the cost of produdion would increase to an undesirable and. prohibitive extent. 
The Indian worker has a natural tendency to steal out a portion of his legitimate 
hours of work by whiling away his time elsewhere; in order to keep the machinery 
fully attended the empl~rs have to keep extra staff to replace these workers who 
are prone to leave work under one excuse or another. Reduction in the maxima is 
therefore deprecated. 

60. InfMvalt. (i) (a) One hour's interval in the mid-day; it exceeds in case the 
factories work by shift system. 

(b) The workers have, as & rule6 no- fixed timings for taking their -meals as is the 
case in European countries, but different people have got their ditJerent timings, and 
as such the employer has unnecessarily to engage substitutes to suit their habits. 

{ul Under the present law, the employer has to give the workers compulsory 
~riods of rest, and in addition to this he bas also to give them. further rest for his 
irregular habits; during these additional intervals the employer -has to engage 
substitutes. and as such reduction of one hour'l\! rest to half an hour. as provided for 
in section 21 (1) of the old Act of 1911. will be most suitable. 

(iii) Suilabilit" of Iwtws dtwing ..,lid fa&tQry is fIIlWRi"K .-If the snggestion in 
No. {ii} above is carried. the present practice may be found suitable. 'rhere is abso
lutely no necessity of any other provision in the present law. 

(iv) N_ of Iwlida,.. ,._.--Over 20 in tbe seasonal and 55 in the perennial 
factories. 

61. (il As a matter of fact, days of rest fall generaUy on the weekly bazaar days 
which are, in many places. days other than Sundays; but very recently. the factory 
department of this province is taking objection to such holidays being granted in. 
ease they fall on days other than Sundays and thus disallows substitution of such 
weekly holidayw. (other than Sundays and as notified to the department) thereby 
causing a good deal of trouble and inco,nvenience not only to the employer, but to the 
workers as well. as they' would not be able to purchase rations at rather cheaper rates 

, on the bazaar days in the event of the grant of Sundays as regnlarweekly holidays 
whereby the management will be able to substitute Sundays for any other days of the 
week for its business purposes. . 

(til The law should therefore be suitably amended to provide for substitutiOtl of 
a substituted holiday (i .••• the day other than Sunday) as termed by the department 
for the above purpose. 
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Furthet"z the law does not permit the substitution of a weeldy holida.y under clause 
(b) of sub-section (I), section 22 of the Factories Act, if the manager has not given 
notiu of the same previous to Sunday or the substituted holiday. whieheveriseadier, 
The amendment should, therefore, be of such a nature as- to permit the manager to 
substitute the weekly holiday when the occasion demands, and mere earlier notice 
should not debar him from substitution which is essential for business purposes. 

An instance below will make the point clear: A factory, not working Oll any of 
the three days previous to Sunday. at the same time ba'vingno knowledge or possibility 
of its working on Sunday. receives on Saturday, Frida.y and Thursday su.fJicient stock 
for consumption on Sunday. The constituents in the factory also press for working 
the factory to finish up work on Sunday to facilitate their further transaction. In such 
cases, which are not uncommon in seasonal factories, and much more so in the cotton 
ginning and pressing factories. the management cannot work the factory on Sunday 
as notice was not given, or, rather notice could not be given for want of knowledge 
of the possibility of working on Sunday. to the inspector to that effect previous to the 
substituted day~ which has in this case fallen earlier. With a view to avoid such 
occurrences. an amendment of the clause is prayed for. 

Such an amendment when accepted will not only not come in the way of wor~ 
enjoying a weekly holiday. but it will facilitate business. 

Besides. workers are not allowed by Government to work only for cleaning and 
for such other purposes on prescribed holidays in such factories where machinery is 
silent, and where these workers actually work less than 60 hours in a. week. 

The amendment of the law is prayed for so as to enable the employers to take 
work from labourers not later than noon in case their weekly total hours of work 
are below 56 hours. Such a provision is badly needed in seasonal factories which do 
not invariably work continuously for & week round. 

62. Provisions in respect of exemption are quite adequate .in the Act as amended 
by the Act II of 1922, and subsequently by the Act XXVI of 1926; but the Govern
ment have been too strict to grant even the necessary exemptions. The following 
instances will show that certain exemptions granted in certain provinces are not 
allowed in this province with the result that the factory management bas alwa.ys 
found it most inconvenient and troublesome, and in some cases impossible to observe 
the provisions of the law. 

The work of persons employed in the engine room and :in the boiler house is 
exempted in Bf>Wm4 from the provisions of Section 21. 22~ 26, 27 and 28 of the Act. 
as this work is considered by that Government to be of preparatory or complementary 
nature, which must necessa.rily be canied on outside the limits laid down for the 
general working of the factories. and. the work is intermittent and continuous produc
tion is necessary. 

The work of boiler attendants, engine drivers and persons employed in despatch
ing and receiving goods in all factories is also exempted in BMtgal from the same 
provisions as those in BtmKa, viz., from the provisions of Sections 21, 22, 26, 27 and 
28 of the Act. 

In BombtJjl~ exemption is granted to eertain factories from the provisions of Section 
3S under first proviso thereof (which was added in 1926) in respect of persons other 
than children employed therein for de1inite periods laid down in the notice in accord
ance with Section 36 of the said Act. 

In Bettgal. the ginning factories were exempted from. the provisions of Section 22 
of the Act till the end of 1925. . 

A recommendation by your eo.m.miSsion to the efiect that exemptions should be 
granted. on a more liberal scale will oblige the industries in general. 

96. (i) I .. i1tduslry. 
Men. Women. 

Skilled Rs. 2 to 3 Nil. per day. 
Unskilled .. As. 10 to 14. As. 6 to 8 . 
Unskilled •. Less 1 anna. i anna less 
(Contract) .. (of the ordinary unskilled labour). 

(li) 1" swPTOtl.1Idi-C agnClllnwal arus.-On an average 2S per cent. less than those 
in the industry. 

(iii) D'/fwfttU ~'flJem tftOtN)' wages and mOfJl)' Nlw of all 6anUncs .. -No data. 
ava.ila.ble. 

i04. Effect ~f wo8- cAd"ll" ~ l~ ~y.:""Witl,. ~ in~.;'; the ~_: the 
supply increase. 
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105. Minimum UI4C~s.-In the circumstances when industries in India have not 
become fully self-supporting. and they have to meet keen competition as well as 
cut-throat one, it would neither be advisable Dor possible to have any statutory 
establishment of minimum wages; labour is also not yet trained to the level of having 
even primary education. and is moreover unorganized and illiterate. 

106. DulucIioIIs. 
(i) E_ oj fining.-Nil. 
(ii) 0tJ0ey tUduelions.-Nil. 
(iii) Ulilbation oj jines.-This does not arise. 
(iv) D .. "abiliJy oj kgislation.-Absohitely undesirable. 

107. (i) Periods Jo. which wag .. plDd.-Days, weeks and months. 
(ii) Periods elapsing luJo..p"""",nI.-Daily wages are rarely paid on tbe days for 

which they relate, but they are generally paid on the bazaar days. Weekly wages 
are paid on weekly bazaar days. .Monthly wages are generally paid after 6 da.ys. but 
before 12 days 01 the succeeding month. 

(ill) In view of the easy and regular system, no legislation is desirable. 
(iv) If the wages. which amount to a negligible sum. are not claimed. wit.h.iu a 

reasonable time .. they automatically lapse to the management. 

109. (i) After bumper seasons, tbe monthly paid .ta1f is either kept in service 
in the slack season or some rewa.rds or bonuses are given to the extent of one month's 
wage. Profit aharing schemes in the present circumstances between labour and 
industry are neither possible nor desirable. 

110. (i) and (ii) The question of aunualleave does not arise in the case of seasonal 
factories. 10 to l5 days'leave with full-pa)t is given to the monthly labour. whenever 
he is in need of it; sick leave with full-pay. half-payor even without pay is granted 
as the occasion demands. Leave without permission is invariably treated as without
.pay-leave and undue frequency in this regard results in dismissal. 

(ill) E_ oj c01ISeq.....tiall ... UJ _kw 0' btu:klying wagos.-No data available. 

111. nm.abilily oj JaW wage elaNSe ... p..blie e<mIfoacls.--Oa account of varying 
condition. in cli1ferent concems, this is Dot possible. 

XIV.--Trade CombinatioJlll. 
117. (i) EmJ>loyws.-Tbe Factory Owners' Association, Cenbal Provinces and 

BeJar with its office at Kbamgaon in Berar is aD employers' organization established 
in 1922; total number of factories enrolled in. this association to this date is 225. 
and includes 140 ginning, 75 pressing, 2 textile and 1 cement factories and 140 oil 
mills from tbe district places and districts of Amraoti, Akols. Buld..... Chanda, 
Chhindwara. Jubbulpore. Nagpur. Nimar. Wardha and Yeotmal. The a.ssociatiOll 
therefore practically represen~ cotton industry and oil industry in general. 

'There are also the Central Provinces and Berar Mining Association. Kamptee. 
tbe Cenbal Provinces and Berar Coal Mining Association, Chhindwara, and tbe 
!<ami Lime Manufacturers' Association, Katni. 

In almost every cotton centre in the Central Provinces and Berar pools of gi.nnillg 
and pressing factories exist. 

(ii) EmJ>loyul.-The Mechanical Engineers' Association, C.P. Berar and Bombay 
Presidency. in Akola and some ~de unions of labourers in Nagpur. Of others: 
Not aware. 

118. Effect oj o.Krm;'alion ... 1M ... "" aM conditions oj ..... k 8_ly.
Favourable to both and relations so far are cordial. 

r· 
--aeparb.. 

case they _ XVL-Law 01 _ and Servant 

wee~Y h~ tf' r6/IeIU Df Workmen's Bnach of CoalrfJd Ad.-Adverse from the 
:!~:~ ~ well. as 1t~ew as the control is lost . 

. on the bazaar days in" tntcommonly itt tIS".-Ordinary. on general stamps or one anna 
whereby the management wu.. '. 
week for its business purposes. ,,,,table au used for mforumMl. 

(ii) :rho law s~ould ,theref~ be Su.. "'ut this law is ineffectual. 
a substituted holiday {t.IJ •• the day other '"" 
for tho above purpose. 
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XVD.-AdmjnjstratioD. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• 134. l~onal labosw Mganu-Qtions,-Such conventions as suit the Indian 

conditions have so far been ratified. They are, as a general rule. far in advance of 
the conditions prevailing in India. and as such. they should only be ratified in time to 
come as the conditions considerably improve. 

(ii) From the industrial point of view. their eftect is burdensome. So far as labour 
is concerned. it is satisfactory. 

1S9. FtIdory kgisltm"". 
(i) Adequacy of sI4ff.-Adequate. 
(ti) Uniformity of ad".."istratiMc in diffnetd lwaviftUS.-Not uniform. Other 

provinces are more lenient to the imdustries in their respective provinces as is 
described in No. 62 above. This will also be clear alter perusal of factory reports 
of different provinces. 

(ill) Rigour a.na ejficinwy of a4ministl"lltioK.-Rigorous and inefficient chietly' 
because one regulation is enforced at one time. and the other at another time as dis~ 
cussed in Nos. 49~ 61 and 62 above. 

Inspection by additional inspectors is most troublesome only because they 
have no real knowledge of the working conditions. Further~ they hardly rely on 
employers; such inspections, therefore. need discouragement 

(iv) PnsecuHoM.nd their ruwlt.-FTosecutions are to a. great extent sanctioned 
without any say thereon by the m.anagement~ and much more so in the case of 
additional inspectors who hardly record their note in the inspection book kept in the 
factories: this results in the industry being unnecessarily burdened with the pro
portionately heavy fines. Inspecting staff is believed more than the management 
as the prosecution proceeds and the onus of proof lies solely an the managements. 
This state of affairs needs change. 

A note on the stringency of the present Act in respect of certain. provisions is 
herewith enclosed. (AnD~re IV). 

A""""",, IV ( ... j .... e41o in question No. 189 (iv). 

Noy on tie strittgnu:y of lIIe /Weum AGI in nspeet 0/ ""lain ?tlUisitms. 

With the amendment of Sections S, 26, 35 and 36 of the Indian Factories 
Act, 1911, in 1922, a radical change has occurred. Small industries employing even 
less than 15 persons have been brought under all the provisions of the Act; provisions 
of Chapters IV and V and Sections 35 and 36 of the principal Act have been withdrawn 
with the result that at.presentChapter IV and Sections 35 and 36 of the Act are applied 
1:0 H all persons who are solely employed in any pla.ee within the precincts of a. 
factory. not being a cotton reeling room or winding room in which place no steam. 
water or other mechanical power or electrical power is used in aid of the manufacturing 
process carried on in such factory. or in which such power is used solely for the 
purpose of moving or working any appliances in connection with the bringing or 
taking of any goods into or out of the factory:~ Hours of work of men are to be 
prefixed, and register of all men and women, in addition to children. is to be kept 
up to date in the prescribed mari'ner and in the prescribed form. 

All these amendments have imposed a considerable hardship on the small 
industries in particular. 

It will be a blessing on the small industries employi"ng less than 50 persons, in 
case they are exempted from the provisions of Section 3S and of Section 36 in respect 
of the despatch of notices to Government by insertion of a clause in the Act~ 

As a result of the administrative difficulties in connection with Sections 26 and 3S 
of the Act. as amended by the Act of 1922, provisions have been made in 1926, and 
the local governments have now been given power to grant exemption hom the 
provisions thereof under certain conditions. These provisioDs have been freely used 
by the Government of Bombay. Bengal and Burma (as described in No. 62 of the 
List of Subjects of the Commission). The C.P. Government is, however, quite 
opposed to granting the very necessary exemptions. 

Even if these exemptions are granted. amendments of the original Sections 3 (2) 
and 36 of the Act will also be equally troublesome to the factory management. 
Re~insertion of Section S (2) in the principal Act or some such provision is urged 
upon in the Act as will exempt all persons working in the premises of the factoty 
from the provisions of Cha.pter IV and of Sections 35 and 36. Such an amendment 
will undoubtedly reduce to a considerable extent the burden put on by the present la.w. 
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THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT LABOURERS. 

The word labourers is used here for coolies (males and females). mason:s~ 
timekeepers and mistries. There are thousands and thousands of coolies employed. 
in this department and the mates and timekeepers are appointed to look after -their 
work, and the mistries are appointed to look after the work of the masons. The're 
is a very large number of coolies. mates, masons, timekeepers and mistries of 20 
or 30 years' regular serv ice in the department but they do not get any kind of 
bonus or pension. They have to work for nine hours a day and sometimes more 
than that at the time of urgent work, but they do not get overtime charges of 
work and no holiday is given to them. There is no sick leave. If anyone fall 
sick, his wages are cut off and there is no certainty of work. They can be stopped 
from the service at any time by the officezs. even if they are of 20 or 30 years' 
regular service. . 

Daily Wagu.-There are two sections of coolies. Those below 12 years of age 
and those above or about ] 2 years. Those above 12 years get higher rates than 
those below. Males get 1 annas and females 4 annas a day. Those below 12 years 
get less than 6 annas in proportion to their age. There are no facilities for the 
female workers. Nothing is paid by the department at the time of their delivery. 
but they are marked absent and they receive no wages till they attend their work. 
The masons get from 10 annas to Re. 1 8 annas per day; but the masonry work is 
very dangerous. At the time of constructing big buildings and bridges, death 
occurs and coolies and masons get injured while working. but nothing is paid to them 
and they are marked absent till they attend work again. If death OCCUJ'S their family 
members do not get anything. If there is a right type of officer be pays one or two 
months' pa.y~ and in this way the coolies and masons are always in debt. 

The rates of daily wages of mates are not fixed. Some get 9 annas and some 
10 annas per day. Timekeepers and mistries get monthly pay. Timekeepers- scale 
is from Rs. 2() to Rs. 50 per month and mistries irom. Rs. 20 to 60. There is no 
certainty of service for these people. They may be of 20 Of' 30 years' regular 
service; they are stopped at any time ~ and when the work establishment fund is 
spent they do not get any a.llowance. even cycle a.llowance. There is no provident 
fund nor pension. They have to supervise the work of long roads within 38 
miles every day on cycle.. 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED PROVINCES. 

PREFACE. 
This report bas been prepared by Mr. S. P. Shah. I.C.S.. Director of Industries. 

United Provinces. from material available in the Secretariat, and in the offices of 
various departments of this Government, and from memoranda supplied by the heads 
of certain departments. The time allowed for its preparation did not permit of the 
making of any special inquiries into matters on which information was not readily 
available. The report does not deal. except incidentally. with questions relating to 
railways and mines. Information about these will be supplied by the departments 
of the Central Government concerned. The report is~ as far as possible. a statement 
of matters of fact. The Government should not be understood as necessarily 
committed to any expression of opinion or suggestion contained in it. unless where 
it is made dear that this embodies their considered conclusiou. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The Pro9inoo. 
I. GMtmJ/.-The United Provinces stretch from the plaiDs of Bihar on the east 

to the plains of the Punjab on the west and from the low mountaio ranges of Central 
India on the- soutb to the immense Himalayan barriers and submontane low-lying 
belt dividing British India from Tibet and Nepal on the north. Excluding the three 
Indian states \Rampur. Tehri and Benares) they cover an area of 106,000 square 
miles. In 192 • wben the last census was taken they had a population of just over 
forty-five millions. (Tbese figures compare very closely with those of the British 
Isles with its 120.000 square miles of area and 46 mi.llioos of population). 

They form one of the major provinces of India. In population and area. they 
a.pproach closely to Bengal and Madras, and in area to Bombay. They fall into four 
physically distmet tracts. viz .• the Himalayan districts. the sub-Himalayan tract. 
the extensive Gangetic pla.i.n and a portion of the Vindhyan hill system of Central 
India. The fust: two are infertile and support a very sparse population. T~ 
Vindhyan p1.t~au is almost equally infertile though better populated. The Gangetic 
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plain is very fertile and the density of the population per square mile rises from 512 
ln the west to 559 in the «ntre and 718 in the east. The average density of popula~ 
tion for the whole province is greater than in any other province of India. 

Historit:4l.-Hlstorically they are more important than the newer maritime pm-
vinces which since the advent of British rule have in many directions outstripped 
them. It was in these provinces and the adjoining portions of the provinces of 
Delhi. Pw:ljab and Bihat' that vedic culture grew up; it was- bet'e that the mighty 
Indo-Aryan empires of old (Maury&. Gupta and HaISha) rose to power and decayed. 
The founders of two great .religions one of which (Buddhism) still claims the larger 
part of eastern and south-eastern .Asia as its adherents were born in. and their early 
activities were confined to this area. Some of the most celebrated centres of Hindu. 
Jain and Buddhist ~Benares, Prayag. Ayodhya. Muttra. Kurukshetra. 
Hardwar. Kapilvastu. Gaya and the Himalayan shrin~ situa.ted in this tract. 
Hindu mythology locates the centre of the tract under the sway of Indo-Aryan 
culture in the small town of Bithnr not far from Ca.wupore; this is very nearly the 
geographical centre of the present United Provinces. During the da.ys of Muslim. 
rule in India, tms tract was the centre of Muslim power and Islamic culture in 
India. Delhi, Agra. Lucknow and Deoband are easily the most renowned names in 
the history of .Muslim rule and culture in India. Even to-da.y this tract has. pro
portionately to its size and population. the largest number of universities in India.. 
including the two which represent the effort of the two great communities to keep. 
alive their distinctive culture and outlook· This bUd's eye view of past history has 
been given as it has an important bearing on the economic and industrial structure 
of the United Provinces and therefore on the conditions and problems of labour 
engaged in industry and on plantations. 

1111 indallri&! QBtem. 
3. IfIIlvslriol p..wiMmes.-WhiJe the Gangetic plain renders the province one 

of the most important in India from the point of view of agriculture~ it possesses 
some remarkable peculiarities which militate against its industrial progress. Though 
its natural resources are immense~ they are confined to the produce of agriculture and 
the forests. Mineral wealth is almost non..-existen.t. The generation of hydro
electricity by Government enterprise is~ only a recent development* and in the main 
has yet to be ha.rnessed for the benefit Qf industry. Though the vast and in the 
eastern districts congested population furnishes immense man-power, tradition. 
social custom and hereditary proclivities ham.!"'r industrial progress. The Janded 
aristocracy has been indifferent to trade and mdustry. Even the middle class. 
which in other countries has formed the backbone of industry and commerce. has 
been numerically and financially wea.ker in the United Provinces than in some other 
provinces; it has preferred to remain oontent with a livelihood derived from rents 
or service. and has for long tended to be disdainful not only of manual labour but 
also of trade and industry. Labour is comparatively immobile and trained and stable 
industrial labour is scarce. Except in artistic handicrafts an industrial tradition is 
lacking. The important large--sca.le industries are, in the main. in European hands . 
.Banking .is undeveloped. Mecbanical. engineetS have still. to some extent. to be 
brought :in from outside. The essential elements of an atmosphere favourable to 
industrial growth. especially indigenous enterprise--<:oal or other source of cheap 
power, minerals, even good cotton, .finance. engineering skill, tradition, aptitude and 
iRcentive. trained and stable labour-are still. broadly speaking. non-existent. 
In addition to these internal difficulties. there are still wider factors which hamper 
the growth of industries in the province, e.g .• the start gained by other nations and. 
even provinces, powerful vested interests and the lack of conb'ol over tariffs and 
cUlTeDcy. The growth of industry has all the same been considerable. During the 
years )922 to 1921. the number of regulated factories rose from 25S to 354 (i.e .• 
nearly 39 per cent.) and that of factory \VOrkers from 72~45 to 88.319 (i.e .• nearly 
22 per cent.). 

In cottage industries. especially in artistic handicrafts, the position is s.ubstantially 
different. Having for ages been the fountain-head of Indian culture. botb Hindu 
and Muslim. the tradition of artistic handicraft set and developed by the court and 
the aristocracy is still alive. The silks. brocades. embroidery. IMkaslti (gold and 
silver thread making) and brassware of .Benares. the carpets of Benares and Mir.zapur, 
the mushns.. silks and fine cloths of Mau and Mubarakpur. the jamdalli fabrics of 
Tanda.~ the prints of Azamga.rh, Lucknow, Farrukhabad. Agra. Muttra and Jahan
girabad. the carved ebony work of Nagina* the wood-carving of Saharanpur. the 
marble and alabaster work. dyeing and printing~ dunUs and carpets of Agra. the 
furniture of Hareilly and the artistic brasswa.re of Moradabad--all these are still 
living and in certain cases prosperous cottage industries employing thousands of 
men, women and children. Although the capricious vicissitudes of taste have given 
an encouragement to some and allowed others to reach varying stages of decay. 
the position of the cottage industries is still strong except In the case of plain 
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haod-weaving of cotton. That of several artisticcott:age indostrieshas been. if viewed 
broadly. almost steadily impl'OviJ1g. Perhaps in no other province-of India do cottage 
industries still occupy such &. relatively important position in the total industrial 
system as they do in the United Provinces and the adjoining tracts. At the 1921 
census the number of cottage workers was found to be nearly two and a half million 

jl ·43 males and 0·9 females). They were over 25 times as numerous as workers in 
&ctories. Leaving out the industries of the village artisans (pottery~ shoes. agri_ 

cultural implements and other simple rural needs) cottage industries produce an 
immense range of articles-both necessities and luxuries. Their orga.n.ization is 
simple. Normally a. small local financier advances money or material and buys and 
distributes the finished product. The system is suited to the condition and genius 
of the province. as the time devoted to such industries is often the spare time
usually seasonal-of agriculturists and their families. Hired labour is seldom 
employed. The most important cottage industry is textiles, over 800.000 
souls being wholly or partly dependent on it. Wood-working aDd basket-m.akin& 
metal working and leather industries come next in order of importance. 

The United Provinces used to have indigo plantations. but as in Bengal and 
Bihar. they were driven out of the field by synthetic indigo and other dyestuffs. 
The tea industry was introduced in certain hill and submontane tracts, but now 
survives only in the Dwt portion of the district of Dehra Dun. This is the upland 
part of the valley bounded by the Himalayas and the Siwalik hills. The .. small 
tea plantations of Debra Dun are now about the only plantations that remain in the 
United Provinces. A few sugar plantations exist in Gorakhpur and Rohilkhand 
divisions~ but these would be more accurately described as better-managed and 
biggish ~vate sugar cane farms than as plantations. Their labour is mostly local 
and not Imported and it lives in the adjoining villages rather than on the plantations 
~mselves. Mechanical agricultural appliances and other forms of organized capital
istic agriculture are not. as a rule. employed, and sugar-making factories are oiten 
owned and IIUUJaged by persons other thaD those who cultivate the sugar cane. 

4. Industrial diviswns.-Thc United Provinces are essentially agricultural 
rather than industrial and commercial. The great mass of the people are simple 
peasants with few interests outside their village life. Only 106 out of every thousand 
live in towns. The portion of the population which is engaged in professional,. 
industrial and eommercial pursuits forms but a small fraction of the whole; 761 
per mille are dependent for their livelihood on agriculture and only 162 on trade and 
industry. The essentially agricultural character of the province is further illustrated 
by the fact that though the province eontains a large number of towns. the urban 
population (a little under 3,000,000) is divided between a. multitude of petty town
ships and a few large cities. towns of medium size being comparatively rare. The 
smaller towns are eitb~ themselves largely agricultural or market towns almost 
entirely dependent on agriculture. Even among cities there is none without a con
siderable agricultural interest. 

Of the seven cipes (Le., towns with a population of over 100,0001. twoace altogether 
unimportant in the industrial system of the province. and four others are not so 
important as they might be judging from their age. historical associations and other 
circumstances favourable to industriaInation. Au individual account of the impor
tant cities and towns will be given later. 

Leaving out Cawnpore the western distriets of the province are far more urban 
and industrial than the eastern. Taking the Meerut and. Gorakhpur divisions as 
e..UIIlpJes the following figures which are fairly typical will illustrate this point:-

I I /F"_ Peteentage of populatum.. Numberof Number-of ""_. toWDL factories. lalion 
in 1928 . 
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It would not. however. be correct to think regionally in connection with the 
industries of the province. because unlike the conditions which obtain in Europe 
and America. industrialization in the United Provinoes goes almost pari PiUS. with 
urbanization. Tbus. while Cawnpore city has sixty-three factories and an industrial 
population of 32,.42, the area round about Cawnpore has no industry to boast of. 
Owing to this tendency of industry to concentn.te in the towns, such towns rather 
than patches of the countryside including and surrounding such towns &R the 
units of division to be considered. . 

But important factories located in small unimportant tOWllS are not unknown.. 
It is only natural that some sugar and cotton ginning and pressing factories should 
be found in the rural areas: but a glass factory in the small town of &bjoi. a cotton 
mill in another similar town. Ujhani. an engineering workshop at Roorkee are 
examples to prove that while concentration in the towns is the rule, exceptions to 
it exist. 

5 .. Ifl4ustFNlloums. C4t1fnpon!.-Though only a few decades old. this city domin
ates the industrial and com.merciallife of the province. It is situated on the banks 
of the Ganges and at the. junction of four important railways (the East Indian 
railway. the Great Indian Peninsula railway. the Bombay. Baroda and Central 
India railway. and the Bengal and North-Western railway) and of two Grand Trunk 
roads (Calcutta to Peshawar and Bombay to Luck:now)~ and thus commands a very 
favourable situation tor the distributing trade; in this respect it Is, with the ex
ception of Delhi. probably the most important in northern India. Its industrial 
importance is notmorethanabout70 yearsoJd. It was originally an emporium of the 
raw cotton grown in the Ganges-Jumna. 400b and in Central India. and the exttepat 
from which it was sent down by river to Calcutta. The fust cotton mill in northern 
India was established heR in Lotd EIgin's time (1864). The Army Department of 
the Government had even before that set up a taJmery and harness and saddlery 
factory which still :flourishes. Round this nucleus has grown up the modern town. 
In 1921. it had a population of over two lakhs and was the second city in the United 
Provinces. It is not only a microcosm of the organized industry of the province; 
it really dominates it. It can afioro to boast .. 14 $)IsU,. iudwst,ielk tJt ~lle 
ties j'n'otJiJtU;e$ tn'is-e,st..m.... Nearly 19 per cent. of the factories (including most of 
the largest-sized) are located there; $1 per cent. of the factory-labour employed in 
the province earns its livelihood by working in them. It has ten cotton mills. three 
woollen mills (one of which is the most famous in India). numerous tanneries and 
leather-working factories. some engineering workshops. and numerous oit oottOD. 
ginning and pressing. sugar-refuring. distilling. chemicals. flour. hosiery and mis
cellaneous factories.. Numerous banks maintain branches at Cawnpore. It is the 
headquarters of the United Provinces Government's Department of Industries and 
of the boilers and factories inspectorate. The two most important chambers of 
commerce (the Uppu India and the United Provinces Chambers) and the most 
important labour union (ma.ulwr salllJ_) have their offices there. It has the credit of 
possessing the two. largest industrial syndicates in northern India emwacing various 
industries (cotton. woollen, tanning and leather, engineering. sugar, electric supply, 
ete.). It has a progressive municipality.and a statutory improvement trust charged 
with the duty of opening up congested areas. and guiding the future development 
of the city along modern hygieoic lines. The city possesses numerous educational 
institutions. including the foremost institutions for agricultural and technological 
research and teachjng in the province. It is the only city in the United Province51 
with an electric or in fact any tramway. In industrial importance it eclipses all the 
older-though historicaJly far mono famous-citi ... (Benares. Lucknow. Agra. 
Allahabad. Bareilly) and towns. 

Lucknow has a catton mill. a paPer mill and the East Indian railway ~kshops : 
il has also a distillery. a sugar refinery and. a flour mill. But the total number of 
factories and the strength of labour employed in them are as DOt:hi.og compared with. 
those at Cawnpore. Yet it is difficult to see why Lucknow should bave lagged so 
far behind. It had already become British Indian territory before Cawnpore started 
on its industrial career. It bad for nearly a century been the capital of the Hawah
UJa6il'-S of Oudb. and was thereafter the capital of the province of Oudh. When Cawn
pore was no more than an agriculturaJ village. Lucknow was already a very important 
city with dourishing cottage industries. It too.is situated on the banks of a river in 
& healthy and very fertile tract. It is only 4S miles from Cawnpore. and as regards 
road and railway communications. can almost rival Cawnpore. As regards cheap 
labour suppJ)', it is even more favourably. situated. The cavital of one- of the two 
provinces. it holds many of the United Provinces Governments departmental and 
secretariat offi.ce.q. It has. however • .been. content to leave to Cawnpore the leading 
role in the commercial and. industrial life of the United Provinces. Nevertheless. as 
was to be expected. its cottage industries are m.ore important than those of Cawnpore.. 
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That it possesses the only school of arts and crafts and the only college 01 music is 
appropriate; the situation of the technical school there is only an accident due to 
the .fact of the railway workshops being there. 

Agri. the renowned capital of some of the mighty Mogul emperOrs has. with the 
exception of four cotton mills, no large-sca1e industry to boast of. But in the field 
of cottage industries.-especially in artistic handicraft, it can challenge any other town 
:in the United Provinces. Agra dumes (cotton carpets) and carpets marble. stone. and 
alabaster work, artistic jewellery, gold and silver embroidery, dyeing and printing 
and leather-working--are cottage industries which enjoy a reputation extending 
beyond the borders of the United ProvinceL 

Benares, the most important centre of Hindu pilgrimage in India~ resembles 
Agra in many ways. Of large.-scale industry it has nothing more than a medium-sized 
cotton spinning and weaving mill. But for varied cottage industries. it outstrips even 
Agra. Its silks and brocades and brassware are world-famous. It has numerous 
factories for the manufacture of gold and silver thread and kalabattu. Its em
broidery is still famous. There are some small factories for the manufacture of 
aluminium ware. At Sbivpur (about nve miles from Bena.res) there are two hem~ 
bating factories. It had an extensive industry in toy-making which is now decadent. 
Its stone work commands more than a Jocal market. The Hindu Univeristy of 
Benares maintains a well-equipped engineering college and workshop. The millions 
of pilgrims and hundreds of tourists who visit it help to maintain a busy trade in the 
products of the local cottage industries. .. 

&reilly lies at the junction of the East Indian railway with a branch of the 
Rohilkhand and Kumaun railway. wbich places it in command of the produce of the 
United Provinces Government's Himalayan forests. It is therefore naturally the 
most important wood-working centre in the United Provinces. It possesses a rosin 
and turpentine factory. formerly owned and managed by the United Provinces 
Government but now in the hands of a private joint-stock company in which Govern
ment still hold a very large interest. The only large-scale match-making factory in 
the province (with a daily capacity of 1,500 gross which it is proposed to raise to 
about 5.000) is at Bareilly. Government ·had established a bobbin-making factory 
there. but the bobbins could Dot stand in competition with imported ones. and this 
factory is now out of the field. There is a kattha-extracting factory. and within a 
short distance of the city a medium-sized workshop owned and managed by the 
Rohilkhand and Kumaun railway. The furniture industry of Bareilly supplies a 
large p['oportion of the needs of the United Provinces. but the whole of it is carried 
on on cottage lines. and most of the villages on the outskirts of the city also get 
some employment in this indUStry. The provincial wood-working institute and the 
wood technologist's office are both located there. 

Allahabad (or rather Naini. a few miles from Allahabad) has two glass factories, 
of which only one is of importance. Allahabad has also two sugar refineries and a 
number of printing presses including· the United Provinces Government Press. 
There is also a biggish flour mill. Otherwise, its industries are negligible. 

The important cantonment town of Meerut-thougb a city-has little industrial 
importaDce. except for a roller Sour milL 

Among the medium-s~ed towns. Moradabad. Sa.ha.ranpur and Mirmpur and a 
few others need mention. Each has a cotton mill; and Saharanpur has also a flour 
miU and a tobacco factory. Each has ODe or more specialized oottageindustries. 
Moradabad brassware is famous; Mirzapur has carpets. simple brassware and lac 
and shellac: Sa.ha.ranpur goes in for woodcarving. Dehra Dun with its tea-plantations 
and the factories working in conjunction with them is a growing town, but its pros
perity is'due rather to its mild climate than to its tea. industry. Jhansi and Gorakhput' 
have large-sized railway workshop!>. 

Among the smallel' towns. the pride of place goes to Hathras in Aligarh district. 
At the junction of the East Indian Railway and the Bombay, Baroda and Central 
India. Railway. this town with a population of a little under forty thousand boasts 
of three cotton spinning IDlUs some ginning and pressing factories and a small 
engineering workshop to serve the needs of the ~ocal miU industry. 

On.u i#dusWial M'4M.-Cotton ginning and pressing factories are dotted all over 
the cotton growing areas of the province. There are sugar-cane crushing or refining 
factories at Cawnpore, Unao, Lucknow. Rosa. Pllibhit. Allahabad and in the Gorakh
pur district: There are also a few rice milling factories. Cotton ginning and sugar 
and rice factories are .. seasonal." Of the twenty-one oil mills in the province, ten 
.are in Cawnpore city. Apart from the railway workshops at Jhansi. Lucknow. 
Gorakbpur and Imtna~r (near &reiUy) there are a few engineering workshops and 
foundries, the chief being the Empire Engineering Company at Cawnpore and the 
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Canal FoUDdry at Roorlree. Besides the two glass factories at Allahabad. there are 
important glass factories at Ba.hjoi and BaJawali, and smaller glass works at Firozabad 
and a glass factory at Shikohabad. Cawnpore has two brushware factories and Ghazi· 
pur has a Govem.ment opium factory. Coosidering the forest resources, there are fe.A. 
saw-miUs. There is one sandalwood oil extraction factory. The printing industry 
(with sixteen presses under the Factories Act and a. labour force of about 4,000.) is 
of some importance. Flour mills. ice factories, water and electric supply stations. 
dairy, bone-crushing mills---6uch miscellaneous factories will be found dotted all 
over the province. There is even one small seale but prosperous steel-rolling factory 
at Cawnpore. A new arrival in the industrial field is a factory for making" Hume U 

pipes. 

6. CmdYes of cott4ee itUltutriu.-The location of some of the cottage industries 
has already been described. Hand-weaving of cotton is still the most importa.nt of 
'these but it is gradually declining. In 1921. cotton spinning. sizing and weaving 
supported 820,000 souls. It has no particular location, thougb certain centres{Mau. 
Mubarakpur, Tanda., Muzaffarnagar. etc.) enjoy more than mere local renown and. 
custom. In the bills, band-weaving of cotton. wool and hemp is still extensively 
carried on, though here too the powerful competition of the mill-made product has 
begun to be felt. and with improved communications is bound to grow acute as time 
passt>S. The essential clIaracter of Bareilly cotton carpets and furniture, Moradabad 
and Benares bzassware, Mirzapur carpets. Benares. Mau and Azamgarh silks. Agra 
marble work ttwdozi. carpets and tlW'rw. Cawnpore 4,","" and tents. etc., as cottage 
industries has already been mentioned. Firozabad glass work is also carried on on 
eottage lines. Kanauj and Jaunpur still carry on their age-old H scented oils" 
ind ustries. The manufacture of chewing tobacco is a considerable minor oottage 
industry' at Lucknow. Mi,rzapur still snpplies a good deal of the requirements of 
stone and baJJast. 

,. CJltlrdClertstics of t:Otti.Ip "HdNStries.-The chief characteristics of cottage 
industries in the United Province; are that in general they are not on a capitalistic 
basis and that the workers usually have a subsidiary occupation; this normally is 
agriculture. Though they provide a large population with their livelihood. there are 
few wage-eamers. Tbe worker and other members of the fanilly irrespective of age 
or sex supply all the labour needed. The buying of TaW materials and the disposal 
of the finished goods are aJso matters in which the whole family share. It is true that 
the usual agency is. in both cases, a middleman; co-operative effort has been tried 
but bas. broadly speaking, not yielded satisfa.ctory results. But the noteworthy point 
is that little hired labour is employed. Not that it is unknown. but that from the 
point of view of industrial wage-earning labour, the proportion is insignificant. The 
training up of labour is on the traditional informal apprenticeship system and is 
usually confined to relatives and castemen. 

The Baokgromul. 

8. In an essentially agricultural province which relies for even its small factory 
labour (86,531 in 1928) ~ly on landed or landless agriculturists, agricultural 
conditions must form au essential background to any picture of labour conditions. 
A glance at it is necessary to a correct and sympathetic understanding of the 
picture. 

9, Lmd-tmwu.-So far as the United Provinces are 'concerned, there are three 
parties to be considered. the landholder (zamindliU"). the tenant and the labourer. 
These three classes, howewr. often merge; a man maybe both landholder and tenant, 
or both tenant and labourer. or in rarer cases landholder, tenant and labourer. iu 
relatioo to different plots of laud. The first is the petS01I who pays direct to Govern
ment the land revenue assessed on the land~ the teqant is the person who holds the 
land on a lease from. and pays rent to, a landholder. The agricu1turallabourer works 
on a tenant's or landholder's land in return for wages. Large landholders are few 
except in Oudh. According to an enumeration made iD 1920, 203 paid revenue of 
Rs. 20,000 or more; the total number of those who paid Rs. 5,000 or more was 889, 
At the 1921 census just over 800,000 persons (including families and dependants) 
were returned as landholders. These figures show strikingly that though a consider
able area is held by a few large landholders. especially in the province of Oudh. the 
province is, in the main, one of small proprietors. With each successive generation. 
landed property becomes further and further sub-divided, and in consequence 
individual shares go on getting reduced in value. The tenant-tbe U middle class .. 
of agric:oltutal economy-is the real backbone of the agricultural population; he 
constitutes by far the largest section of it. Including cultivating proprietors, the 
number of tenants. their families and dependants returned at the 1921 census was 
_ty-nine miIlio.us. The holdings are generally small and scattered; only in the 
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western districts do they, as a rule, approach considerable dimensions. Nearly-all 
castes practise agriculture, but the J at! of the westem districts, Kunni$ of the centml 
and eastern ones, and KachAu in the eastern ones are the best farmers. Brahmms 
and T nalnlt's usually make poor agriculturists. The labourer is of far less economic 
importance; the total number in 1921 was four millions. The tenant outnumbers 
him by more. than seven to one. (The proportion in England and Wales is 1 : a-S). 
Less labour is used because the ~ltivator of the ordinary small holding relies 
for labour largely on himself and his family and comparatively little upon 
hirelings. Owing however to the operation of two caUses (increased demand and 
redueed supply) the agricultural labourer's lot is improving. In 1911, thirty""""",, 
out of tNerY thousand labourers were also tenants; in 1921, the figure rose to 
sixty-six. 

10. Co",p.tilion Imwun land aM indust.y.-Agriculture stesdily grew more and 
more lucrative between 1911 and 1919 especially during the war. Even though iu 
the succeeding years the high water mark of 1919 has not been maintained. the ebb 
has Dot been considerable. But the progressively lucrative character of agriculture 
is not the sole explanation of the rising proportion of U landed" labourers. The 
holding of land (even.. as a tenant) confers a prized social status, and the labourer 
(whether agricultural or industrial) yearns for it. Hence the land-hunger which, 
especially in the congested. portions of Oudh and the eastern districts of the province. 
sometimes leads to the payment of heavy premia (called na.rt'tma or salAmi) for se
caring footing as a tenant. Hence also the constant tendency of even industrial 
labour to go •• back to the land." Such labour must, in the nature of things. be and 
remain unstable. Its hankering to save must affect its standard oi life in the industrial 
centres. The problems of impermanence, excessive turnover, uneven sex-ratio and 
its consequences. health. medical treatment, dietary, education and U bigher living H 

in regard to industrial labour have aU to be viewed against the background of this 
ambition to retum to the land. 

Another noteworthy point is the effect which the lucrativeness of agriculture bas 
had and is having on the recruitment of emigrant labour. especially for industry. 
With the exception of a slight setback in 1911, the rise in the price of agricultural 
produce has been progressive. During 1918 and 1919 prices Bared up all of • sudden. 
Rents and wages were bound to rise in sympathy. but as -usual prices have completely 
outstripped both in the- race. Throughout the province, the cultivator has consider~ 
~bly improved his position in the last twenty years, though it is not now as good as 
It was in 1919. This has necessarily affected industries. Apart from a certain degree 
of conservatism and immobility innate- in the Indian social structure, the lucrativeness 
of agriculture has kept labour back from migrating to the towns~ even though higher 
wages for both industrial and domestic labour are offered in the towns. Owing to 
this reason the ind ustrial centres have natumlly had to rely for their permanent ~ 
semi-permanent labour in non--seasonal industries on those parts of the province In 

which owing to the pressure of population an land agriculture is not so lucrative ~ 
elsewhere, and much less so than labour in industry. This will be discussed ~ 
f~rther detail in the chapter on .. Recruitment" -'~ sources of labour." Here It 
will suffice to show that the eastern districts of the province--Gorakhpur. &nares 
and Fyzabad divisions are the most congested and are therefore the most frui~ 
recruiting ground for emigrant labour. It is in these districts that land-hunger IS 
the most acute, and has prevented capital from being inVl:5ted in industrial 
enterprises to the extent known in the western districts. The general level of 
wages both urban and rural is also lower in the eastern districts than elsewhere. 

I I. p. ....... oj pof>ul<Uion on lan4.-In paragraph I have been given figures 01 the 
density of the population per square mile in the westem. the central and the eastern 
districm of the province. The average density is greater than in any other province 
of India. On paper it is less than in either England or Belgium (a country where 
Owing to smaIl and scattered holdinga. agricultuml conditions are to some extent 
similar). But the United Provinces have no equivalent to the large masses of people 
in those countries living in the towns and dependant on the professions. commerce 
and industry. Again. large tracts (hills. ravines and US4J" land) are infertile and sparse
ly populated. There are also the fores1:&-mostly unpeopled-which cover 14.~ 
square miles. i.e .• nearly one~eighth of the total area. Even then as compared With 
the British Isles. the population in the United Provinces is denser by soma forty 
persons to the square mile. 

An equal division of the land would give each culti~ting family about five and 
a half acres. But the holdings in the western districts are larger than those in the 
central and these aTe ~erthan those in the eastern ones. After making an allowance 
~or .. allotment-holders • (i.e .• the area. held by village artisans, officials and others). 
It has been estimated that the average holding in the western districts is six and a 
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half acres; while in the eastem~ it is three to four acres (four in Gorakhpur and Ba.sti 
and 3·4 in Azamgarh). and even this is more scattered than in ~ west. Tiny plots 
situated all over the home-village and adjoining villages are the normal condition in 
the east. Unlike the small holdings in the countries of Western Europe. small-farm 
agriculture in the United Provinces is. as a rule. of the .. extensive U type. tho1Jgh 
intensive farming by certain agricultural castes is not unknown in the western 
districts. 

12. TM fo...ulatWft of ./JicUtu;y of intlusirial _.-This fact, viz., the far 
greater pressure of po~tion on land in the eastern districts leading to emigration 
to other parts of the province and to other provinces and countries has to be borne 
in mind in connection with the efficiency of industrial labour. Whatever the ultimate 
reasons--eth.no1ogica1 or climatic or both-the rural population in the west is physi
cally superior and mentally better equipped than in the east. There is moreeducatiOD. 
capital and enterprise; the contribution to the army is also much greater. The 
climate is not so highly enervating; there is an intensely cold and dry winter; the 
summer though hot is dry and not 80 relaxing. Unfortunately for industry it has, 
in the main, to rely on the eastern and central eastern districts for the recruitment of 
industri&J.labour. 

13. AI......,.""" occvpatiotos frw _Plus cvlti.-. aM for ,ntlwtriGllaboiw.-'The 
United Provinces used to have numerous cottage industries. and these used to provide 
alternative occupations-often of a seasonal character. But with the steady and sure 
competition of large scale industry helped by improved communications, these have 
been declining. Sugar-making and hand-weaving are the two chief cottage industries 
which have steadily declined in this manner. In one of the main subsidiary industries~ 
hand-weaving, only eighteen in evezy ]0.000 cuitivatom and eleven in every 10,000 
field labourers are also hand-weavers. Even in smiths' work, etc., the proverbial 
economic: self-sufficiency of the village is daily going flown. The same conditions 
are retiected in the industrial centres. Subsidiary occupations are almost nOD
existent there; even the womenfolk do little in this way besides cooking. washing. 
and other similar domestic work. Simple household work like plain tailoring. 
em~ery~ crochet work. etc., is almost unknown .. 

14. HeallA aM Itducalims.-The overwhelming majority of the rural population 
is used to ignorance, po""rty, disease and ill-health. Only 3·7 per cent. of the popoJa
tion was literate even according to the low standard (capacity to read and write a 
simple letter) adopted at the 1921 census. Among the rural population. especially 
in the classes from which industrial labour is drawn. the percentage even of mere 
literacy is much lower. Simple vocational training--the use of carpenters' and 
smiths' tools-is almost non..existent. The death-rate (though lower than of five 
other major provinces) is about twenty-eight per mille--almost 150 per cent. more 
than in the United Kingdom. Serious diseases are endemic in some parts. \.and 
unceasingly take a heavy toll of life and energy. Malaria. small-pox, plague. cholera. 
enterie~ dysentery. and tuberculosie--to mention only the leading diseases. some of 
which seasonally break out in an epidemic form and in some districts are almost 
perennially endemic. involve a huge loss of efficiency and output even when 
they do not prove fatal. The standard of life too is much lower. All these facts
ignorance. poverty, dirt and <!ise..........ru.ve an important bearing on the quality 
and conditious of industrial labour even in the towns. The labourer's outlook is 
extremely narrow and produces in him an attitude to look upon his lot as one 
ordained, by the fates and therefore -not capable of much improvement by his 
personal exertion. Su -:h a cramped outlook on life and fata.lism help to 
perpetuate in the industrial centres the conditions which obtain in the rural 
areas and seriously bandicap the reforming efforts of Government. the employers 
and private organizations. 

15. Cast..-The system of c:aste has also an important bearing on the problems of' 
industrial labour. Castes are to a large extent vocational and for a man of one caste 
to do the 'WO't'k normally done by other castes usually involves a sense of social 
degradation. Hence the recruitment of labour for industries and plantatiom normally 
tends to be confined to those castes which have for generations been engaged in the 
branch of industry in question or to the lower castes which have always furnished their 
quota for aU forms of labour. It:ls true that the rigidity of the caste system tends to 
break down in'the different environment of an industrial centre and tha.t the system 
as a whole- is getting lax. But no study of industrial labour conditions in India. can 
yet afIoro to rule caste out of consideration. The castes which normally supply 
labour for industries and plantations have been dis<;ussed in a note {appendix 1). 
A table showing the percentages of the labour employed :in a representative cotton 
mill at Ca.wnpore has also been given. 
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The fact that in a particular industry dilIereDt stages are still in the hands of men 
of dilRrent castes has an important bearing on the reJatioos between the various 
groups engagod in the industry. PunoIy industrial questions often -.I '" take the 
form of disputes between castes. or communities. These sometimes take an acute
shape not wananted by the D&bue of the diIieIeDoe if viewed from a purely industrial 
standpoint. 

L-_oat. 
I~ Of the three ~-pes of industries in the province only one--the western type 

on factury Iin...........ues entirely on hired labour. Cottage industries and those of 
the "-illa.ge artisan are in the main carried on bv the workman's own labour and that 
of his family. Certain cottage industries. especially some of the artistic ones. employ 
a little hired labour. 

Factury labour is still. generally spooking. dra .... directly from the villages. and 
only to a small extent from the industrial towns. A large majority of the bctozy 

• workmen drawn from the villages are small agriculturists., or swplus members of 
agricultural families; or agrieultutal labourers. cottage worken. or artisans, with 
whom agriculture is a subsidiary occupation. They are attnlcted to industry with 
difficulty, and usually retain a constant desire to go back to the land or to their 
village as soon as they bave made a little money or the reason which led them to 
enter the r.>nks of factury labour has disappeared. The proportion of workmen of 
rural origin who have severed their connection with their village and with agriculture 
!" small. These OR usually skilled work"", in the important centres of factury 
mdustry. 

(i) The reasons which lead to migratioli to industrial centres ~ numerous. but 
the following are among the chief. Owing to the progressivesub-division of holdiD8S 
the sb.ome of land beld by the workman or his family may be too small to support them. 
Ejectment from the holding for various reasons may render migration necessa.IY~ 
especially in the conge;ted parts of the pI'O'\-uce where the competition for land is 
~ keen.. The workman arhis family may have an ambition to effect improvements 
in the an<:estral holding or to rise. in the social scale by adding to it. and he may 
therefore venture out to seek his fortune abroad. A friend or relation engaged .in a 
factory or a recruiting ~t may hold. out the prospect of more ~unerati~~ employ
ment than can he bad in the village. The cottage workq may find himself bard 
pressed by the competition of organized industry. and may either give up his here
ditary occupation and oonfine. himself to agricul~ or migrate to an industrial 
centre and take up work in a factory doing work relab!d to his a.ncesbal occupation.. 
Domestic troubles may force a man to &eave home. landless labourers,. illegitimate 
sons and those who for various .......... are ostracism by the village society may find 
themselves compelled to leave home: and some of them take up work in factories... 
Temporary causes, like a failure of the rains or damage to the ~ may abo lead. 
to temporary migration. 

Mignltion of four types may be CODSidend: (I) InterDSI migration within the 
province: (2) immignltioD into the province: (3) emigration to other pr<Mnces. and 
(4) emigration abroad. • 

II) Every district shows some migration of this type to the ueuest industrial 
centre, bot its extent is small. The clUe{ districts which gain from this type of 
migration are Cawnpore and Debra DUll. At the ]921 census ODe of the particulars 
recorded about each penon was the district of his birth. About h&If the population 
of Cawupore city were then found to be immigrants. 5·2 per cent. from the ru.raJ 
parts of Cawupore district, 24·3 per cent. from adjacent districts. and 18·3 per cent. 
from elsewhere. Cawnpore city had the Iar!!est immigrant element of an the cities 
and towns. This was almost entirely due 10 the opportunities for business aDd 
employment in industrial and business concerns in that city, The chief districts 
'Which send emigrants to CawnPOA! are the adjoining districts of the province of 
Oudh and the districts of the Allababad. ~ and Gorakbpur divisions.. A tab)e 
abstracted bolD the last census report shows details of the immignltioa from various 
districts iMo ea,,;npore, 

Debra Dun attracts numerous classes of immigrants, including labourers for ~ 
tea gardens. especially from the neighbouring districts. A good proportion of 
immigrant la boucers from the neighbouring districts are seasonal and not semi
permanent immigrants. Dehn. Dun does not attract many immJgra..nts from the 
most eastern districts of the prm,-ince. But the eastern districts of the pro",""inaos 
of QuJh furnish a good deal of labour for the tea gardens. aDd this. as is pro'\~ ~. 
the faid}' high proportion of females. is semi-permanent (see foUowiDg table . for 
all classes of immigrants). 
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Details Of .... ;graticft fr- ...... of'Ite U"ikd ~ 4isIrid$ to c.""'txwe aM 
Dehra D",. dish-ids. 1921. 

To Cawnpore district. I To Debra Dun district. 

From districts of Per cent. Per cent. 
emigration. of of 

Males. Fema1es. females -- Females. females 
to males. tomales. 

(I) Agra " 1.400 896 57 254 221 88 
(2) Fanukhabad 4,191 4.521 112·5 90 63 88·6 
(3) Etawah .. 3.518 3.069 85·7 117 22 20 
(4) FatehpuT .. 5.631 10.480 189 51 15 30 
(5) HamiTpUT .• 2.969 6,128 200 91 I 1·1 
(6) Jaunpur .. 1.121 818 72·1 79 49 57 
(1) A2amgarh •• 1.086 381 38 84 48 58·8 
(8) Saharanpur 168 77 47 6,922 3.391 48·5 
(9) Meerut •• 334 168 50 1,289 513 41·6 

(10) Bijnor .. 84 57 70·5 2,585 1.187 48 
(II) Garhwai .. 81 22 25 4,583 1,211 28·8 
(12) Tehri State .. - - - 3.768 1,690 45·9 
(13) Lucknow .. 3,850 3,168 18·9 541 181 87 
(14) Unao .. 12,146 9.268 15 26 12 46 
(15) Rae Barell .. 4,291 2.600 65 425 254 62·5 
(16) Hardoi .. 2.170 1.149 85 143 33 21·4 
(11) Fyzabad .. 1,343 711 53,9 842 205 57 
(18) Gonda .. 1,301 554 42·3 411 223 50 
(19) SultanPUT .. 1,993 1,050 SO 51S '304 60 
(20) PartabgaTh .. 2.225 1.119 • 85 515 423 10,2 
(21) Bar. Banld .. 1,716 930 52,9 785 435 55 

(2) Immigration into the province is small and can be ignored. At the last 
census only 0·9 per cent. of the population recorded their birthplace as being outside 
the province. and a large proportion of these were immigrants due to marriage or 1:0 
military and other non-industrial service. The province does not rely upon immigrant 
labour for its industries or plantations. 

(3) Emigration to othn prmnnCl"s.-The 1921 census showed that the number of 
persons born in the province who were living in the more distant parts of India 
(excluding adjoining districts of other provinces) was 623,000 males and 202,000 
females. Of these Bengal accounted for a little over 40 per cent., Bihar 14·5 per 
cent., Bombay a tittle under 14 per cent., the Central Provinces a little over 12 per 
cent., Assam a little under 10 per cent., and Burma a little under 9 percent. Emigra· 
tion is chiefly from the Gorakhpur and Benares divisions and from the adjoining 
districts of the province. Emigration of industrial or plantation labour is almost 
entirely to Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.. Assam and Bombay. 

Miss Broughton calculated on the basis of the 1921 census figures that 19·8 
per cent. of skilled and 11·5 per cent. of unskilled workers in. the Bengal factories 
were immigrants from the United Provinces. the actual figures being about 36,000 
skilled and 68,000 unskilled labourers. Emigration to the mines of Bihar and Orissa 
accounts for a small fraction 01 total emigration, only 981 skilled and 1.056 unskilled 
workers when the census was taken. In the Tats. works at Jamshedpur. 1.312 
skilled (14-2 per cent. of the total) and 240 unskilled workers were United Provinces 
men. The emigration of labour to Assam is controUed by Act VI of 1901. Recruit. 
ment is permitted from the four divisions of Gorakbpur. Bena.res. Fyzabad and 
Jhansi. and from three districts of the Allahabad division. The average annual 
emigration for the last ten years has been about 4,000. The emigrant labour for 
Assam either goes to the tea gardens. or takes to miscellaneous employment. No 
statisties are available to show the extent of migration of industrial workmen to 
Bombay, but it is a well~known fact that a good deal of the labour employed in the 
textile miUs of Bombay is drawn from the United Provinces. Some mill localities 
in Bombay are named after the localities in the United Provinces from which the 
workers origi.na.lly emigrated to work in the Bombay mills. -
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(4) Since the enactment of the Indian Emigration Act of 1922 the emigration 
of unskilled labour to foreign countries is controlled. Hence emigration to the 
colonies has been considerably curtailed. During the decade 1901 to 1911 such 
enugration from the United Pn;)Vin.ces amounted to about 180.000. The extent of 
it from 1911 to 1921 is not known. United Provinces men rarely go to Ceylon. 
but the eastern districts of the provin<:e send emigrants to the Malay countries. 
The proportion of labourers among such emigrants is, bowever, small. They are 
more usually petty tradesmen, pedlars, watchmen, and so forth. 

(ti) The chief districts from which emigration takes place are Gorakhpur, Azam
garh. Basti, Benares. Ghazipur. Ballia, Jaunpur. Mirzapur. Allahabad. Fyzabad. 
Sultanpur, Parta.bgarb, Rae Bare!i and Bara Banki. These are all among the most 
congested in the province. The important centres which attract these emigrants 
are the industrial towns. chiefty Cawnpore~ the Debra. Dun distric't the coal mines 
and iron and steel works of Bihar and Orissa. Calcutta and its environs, Assam, 
Burma. Bombay, :the Central Provinces and the Malay colonies and states. 

The general causes which lead to emigration have already been described. Those 
which give rise to particular streams of migration are difficult to define. Loca11abour 
is sometimes not suitable for a particular type of work, and this fad often leads to 
migration from the nearest most suitable area. This is the reason why the immigrant 
tea garden labour in Debra Dun district is to a large extent drawn from the eastern 
districts of Oudh but very little from the still more congested easternmost districts 
of the province. The successful career abroad of a pioneer emigrant sets an example 
which many others follow when circumstances compel them to leave their ancestral 
homes. A case is known in which an emigrant made a large fortune in Burma and 
thus brought about-in some cases assisted-:-emigration to that province on a 
considerable scale. In another case a pioneer emigrant to a coalmine near Nagpur 
gave rise to a stream of migration from his district first to coal and other mines in 
the Central Provinces and thereafter to those of Bihar· and_ Orissa. The presence of 
relations and friends, especially if successful, in a particular centre is perhaps the 
most powerful cause of migration to the centre. The relation between the hereditary 
occupation and the work offering elsewhere is probably the next most important. 
Thus the high wages offered. in the textile mills of Bombay caused the emigration of 
many weaving faniilies from Benares, Azamgarh and the adjoining districts, Next 
in importance is perhaps the syatem adopted fur recruitment. Organized recruit
ment such as is in operation for the supply of labour 'for the tea gardens and :railways 
of Assam gives rise to systematic emigration in a way not otherwise possible. 

(ill) The important post-war changes affecting migration are II) the stoppage 
of fresh recruitment for the Army and the return of demobilised Army meDk (2) the 

" inftuenza epidemic of ISIS-19k (3) the ebb of industrial prosperity since 1921-22k 

(4) the increased severity of the competition which cottage industries encounter 
from organized. industry, (5) the remunerative character of agriculture, (6) the 
non-co-operation and other political and politioo-economic movements. (7) the 
growth of trade unionism. (8) various forms of labour legislation. (9) steadily improv
ing road and railway communications. especially the growth of motor traffic serving 
centres away from the railways. (10) the agrarian Jegislation of 1922 for the province 
of Oudh and of 1926 for the province of Agra. (11) the construction of a big canal 
system, (12) the legislation of 1922 for controlling emigration abroad. and (13) 
increased mechanization. 

Some of these changes were fa.vourable and some unfavourable to the migrat:ion 
of labour to industry and plantations. The stoppage of fresh recruitment for the 
Army and the return of demobili&ed men closed one great avenue of remunerative 
occupation, and enabled industries -and plantations which had been to some extent 
starved for labour during the waJl to recoup themselves. On the other hand. the 
influenza epidemic swept away almost three million souls. This. combined with 
the industrial and commercial prosperity which was a characteristic feature of the 
few years immediately following the close of the war. pushed up the wages of all 
forms of labour. including industrial and factory labo-ur. Since 1922. however~ 
industries have not been as prosperous as they were during and after the war, and 
this and labour troubles have given some set-back to the desire to migrate to industrial 
centres; while the remunera.tive character of agriculture has provided an additional 
ineentive to cultivating the ancestral holding. Some cottage industrialists, especially 
weavers, have had to choose between reversion to agriculture and emigrati~n. The 
non-co-operation movement, which drew much of its strength. from economic unrest 
and distress, gave rise to numerous inftuences adverse to migration to industrial 
centres and plantations. The mati- sabu (tenants' union) movement aimed at 
increasing the rights of the tenants as against their landlords. The bias imparted 
by the non.-co-opera.tion and subsequent politico-economic movemenu in favour 
of hand-spun and hand·woven cloth operated. though only temporarily. against the 
Indian mills; but "in so far" as these movements favoured the products of indigenous 
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industry in opposition to imported goods they supported Indian industries, including 
those organized on fa~tory lines, and thu8 proved favourable to the migration of 
labour. The emotional forces generated led to a few attempts on the part of emi-
grants (e.g .• Assam labourers) to return home and also to the birth of trade unionism 
in some places and its accelezation in others. Steady improvement in the conditions 
of work. the rise in wages. and various types of welfare work and improved c0m
munications kept the stream of emigration flowing. The agrarian legisla.tion both 
in Oudh and Agra whereby tenancies at will were largely replaced by tenancies for 
the lifetime of the tenant. and the construction of the Sarda. ca.n.al to serve the needs 
of a large agricultural tract. lying chiefly in Oudh. have made the cultivation of land 
more attractive and may have reduced migration. The construction work of this 
canal and the work in progress at New Delhi both provided a. good deal of employ
ment to labour from the adjoining tracts. The progressive though slow mechaniza
tion of industry has gradually enabled it to be carried on with fewer men, and has# 
therefore~ weakened the demand for factory labour. The far stricter control exer
cised since the passing of the Indian Emigration Act of 1922 has proved an effective 
check on emigration abroad. The repatriation of Indians from South Africa has 
not afiected this province much, because few United Provinces men had emigrated 
to South Africa. 

The precise influence of each of these factors cannot be assessed. It is an un
doubted fact that the emigration of labourers abroad has been lessened. The 
number of factories and of operatives engaged in them have both risen. Hen.ce it 
seems safe to assume that on the balance the influence of the various recent changes 
has been favourable to the migration of industrial labour within the province. 

(i) EXUnI .... d fr"lfUftC)! of .. t ...... and (ti) Ex<em of t-m- labo ... ftwc •. -
'While no statistics on this subject are available, it is a common compl.a.int of 
employers ~ factory labour ill general. especially unskilled labour, that being 
agricultural and rural at heart it does not settle down permanently to factory work 
in the towns, and that this causes great loss to the national industrial efficiency. 
But the problem arises seriously only in the case of the large industrial towns, as in 
other cases the labour is drawn from the immediate neigbbourhood. Even Lucknow 
relies largely on such labour. Cawupore is the town which is a:ffeeted most by the 
internal migration of labour and, therefore. by the problem of the return of immigrant 
labourers. Figures relating to one important mill there show that in a particular 
year out of an average labour force of 2.129, 986 persons returned to their village. 
But as the labour If turnover" is not known. the frequency of return per individual 
employed cannot be deduced. This mill has a well-<lrganized labour settlement. 
and is. therefore. likely to have a larger proportion of stable labour than oth~. 
The average duration of employment in it has been reported to be .a little under 
nine years. The figure is somewhat doubtful. as the average was taken only of 
.. permanent employees.·· -

Generally speaking. the skilled worker, who has more or less severed his connection 
with his ancestral home and who has no ancestral holding. becomes reconciled to 
his new life. and his descendanbl rarely think of going back to the land. On the 
other hand, the unskilled labourer who has not cut himself adrift from his village 
ties is the least- stable element of factory labour. Between these tw'o extreme types 
the extent and frequency of return depend on various other considerations. e.g .• 
sickness, .. social events H in the family or among relations or friends. seasonal 
agricultural work. general industrial and labour conditions. conditions of life in the 
town and of work in the factory. tbe presence or absence of the family, the cost of 
the journey home and back and so on. . If the workman lives in his ancestral home 
in the town or a neighbouring village, or has found a home in one of the few organized 
labour aettlemellts, the chances are that he win stay on indefmitely. 

The problem baTdly arises in the case of labour employed in unorganized and 
cottage industries, 01' in seasonaJ. industries so far as the general body of workmen 
is concerned. The workmen are mainly drawn from the neighbourhood and a large 
proportion are members of agricultural families who must go back to carty out the 
seasonal agricultural operations. This need is known to the employers of such men 
and their return to the village does not cause- much unexpected disturbance. If 
factory work has to go on simultaneously with agricultural operations requiring 
much labour, substitutes are some-times left or are found. or labour is hired or 
~lations and frieods are- requested to carry on the agricultural work. 

While the general proportion of female to total emigrant labourers is not known. 
some figures are available in respect of (4) immigrant labour largely intended for 
the tea plantations of Dehra Dun. and (b) labour emigrating to Assam. For the former 
the table on page 141 may be seeo. The tea plantations of Dehra. Dun import some 
of their labour from Oudh districts; the proportion of females to males among aU 
immigrants, including tea garden immigrants .. was found at the 1921 census to be 
51 per cent. Labourers emigrating to Assam generally leave their families behind; 
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the proportion of females accompanying such emigrants has been reported to be less 
than one-fourth. On the other hand the expense and trouble of return severely 
restrict the desire of such workmen to come back frequently. 

8. (i) Except for Assam there is no organized system for the recruitment of 
labourers or for controlling it. The methods followed are in the main on the 
tracli tionailines. 

Mill hands are mainly recruited at the mill gate. When additional men are 
needed, the fact is communicated to the men already employed and they bring in 
their relatioDS. friends or acquaintances. The usual agency employed for this 
purpose is that of the lower supervising staff (jama.da.rs and sa.rdars). Sometimes 
a jamadar or reliable workman or sardar is sent out on a recruiting campaign. but 
though this system was in great vogue in the very early daYS6 it is rarely resorted 
to now. Recruitment through the agency of such ~. jobbers" is usually on the 
basis of remuneration per recruit. The system in operation in seasonal industries 
and on the tea plantations of Debra Dun is essentially similar. though the sardar 
plays a more important part at the commencement of the season. If the workman 
is recruited from a far-off place, it is usual to pay for bis journey to the industrial 
centre concerned. 

Labour for the mines of the neighbouri.ng provinces is usually recruited through 
th.e agency of sardars. who get a commission besides their salary. 

Labour for Assam is recruited under Act VI of 1901. through the agency of 
licensed garden sardars. Labouren! already engaged in the tea gardens come back 
and hold themselves up as examples to the people of a local area in which they 
have relations or friends. Previous to departure the recruits are registered by a 
local agent appointed under the Act. 

(il) Pos,ibk lmfwoo .... "".-Mr. S. H. Fremantle. I.C.S .• reported- in 1906 OIl 
the supp1y of labour for United Provinces industries, especially those conducted on 
factory lines. His report contains some suggestions for an improvement of recruiting 
methods. But the conditions then prevailing are no longer in existence. There is 
no general complaint about the shortage of labour for provincial industries. 

(iii) Desi,ability of BSlablishitJg pub/it; ....pIDjl"'.... "if....... ,..... possibility of 
'/WMrical sc.km.6s.-While in theory, public employment agencies should be able to 
assist recruitment, this Government's view, as communicated to the Government of 
India in December, 1921~ was that in the present circumstances the sardar system 
of recruitment was on the whole free from abuse and was prefetable to any other. 
In November. 1928. they again replied to the Government of India. that no 
appreciable change had taken place in the industrial and labour COUditiODS of the 
province, and that some form of the sa.rda.ri system of recruitment carried on by 
the industries concerned themselves promised the best results. 10 tbeir opinion no 
useful purpose would be served by any action on the lines of Article 2 of the Draft 
Convention, proposed by the International Labour Conference.. 

4. No statistics are available to show the extent to which family life is disturbed 
by labourers having to leave their families behind when they migrate in search 
of work. In the case of the plantations and of migration to the smaller industrial 
towns the problem hardly arises. Cawnpore is about the only town where it exists 
to any considerable extent in connection with internal migration. The general sex 
ratio oi that city as ascertained at the J 921 census was about six females to ten malea 
Among the labouring classes the proportion of femaJeg is probably sma.ller. but 
precise information is not available. Ia. the organized labour settlements there is 
much less disturbance of family life than in the bastis. In the case of emigration to 
distant industrial centres like Bombay and Calcutta, disturbance of family life is 
a normal feature. Miss Broughtoll found the proportion of women to men among 
the United ProviDces labourers in Bombay to be 11 to 89. 

The workm3.D. who has left his family behind often clubs together with other 
workers, generally preferring relations, caste men. friends or men from his own 
village or town. Denied the comforts of a regular family life, the temptation to 
him to seek diversion after the day's work by resorting to drink or drugs or to 
the bazaar is greater. His life becomes monotonous and unattractive. If be f~Us 
m. he often lacks proper care unless he has a friend or a relation to look .after hun. 
The desire to return home becomes a hindra.oCf) to sustained and efficumt work. 
He bas to remit home a portion--ofteu a large portion-cf his earnings and in con
sequence has to deny himself luxuries and even necessities. His real earnings are 
reduced by the necessity of keeping up two households. Owing to the prevalence 
of the jOint family system among Hindus, and to some extent among ~usalmaftS. 
especially in the rural areas~ his wife and children are, generally speaking. looked 
after by his relations at home. but even so the effect on family Ufe of these lengthy 
separations cannot at the best be desirable, while in some cases they lead to 
definite harm. 
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A detailed account of the legislation on the subject of recruitment for .Assam 

previous to the Assam Labourand EmigTationAct (VI of 1901) is gi""n in Appen<lixA 
of the report of the Assam Labour Enquiry Committee. 1906. The evils -prevalent 
under the old system of recruibnent through contra.ctors are referred to in para
graph 48 of that report. A notification in 1907 finally put a stop to all recruitment 
by means of contractors in this province. Since then cases of in'egular recruitment 
have beeD rare: but the effect of former evils still remains in the form of a prejudice 
among the public generally against reCIllitment for Assam, 

6. (i) The question of retention of control was exB.mined by this Government in 
1927. In their opinion the maintenance of some form of control over the recruitment 
of labour for Assam was still necessary. They considered that the sardari system of 
recruitment had' worked satisfactorily in these provinces. As a. result of the recom
mendation made in paragraph 508 of the Report of the Royal Commission on Indian 
Agriculture. the question was examined afresh. This Government replied to the 
Government of India that they were not eonvinced that the time was ripe for a 
removal of all restrictions ou" the recruitment of labour for Assam. In connection 
with a proposed revision of the Assam Labour and EmigTation Act they replied to 
the Government of India giving their opjnion about the directions in which existing 
restrictions might be relaxed. These were that sardari recruitment need not be 
restricted as now to certain areas~ that recruitment by recruiters {other than sardan) 
under proper safeguards might be reintroduced and that the restrictions should be 
confined to the recruitment of labour for tea gardens and need not apply to that 
for railways. mines. etc. 

(il) AdMinistratima of 1M: pruettt Syst4Ht.-In this province the Director of Land 
Records and lnspector-General of Registration is also the Superintendent of 
Emigration. Disbiet magistrates and such full-powered magistrates .as are nomi
nated in this behalf by district magistrates are appointed as district superintendents 
of emigration. They are empowered to grant licences to .. local agents U under the 
provisions of Section 64 of the Act. 

In each recruiting district or other prescribed local area there is a .. local: 
agent U licensed under Section 64 to supervise the recruiting work of the .. ~den 
sardars.·· The 4ssam Labour Board supervises the work of such local agents. A 
local agent has to keep two register&-one containing the names, etc.. of the 
recruiting garden sardars. who must be persons employed on the estates for which 
they are recruiting. and the other the names and other particulars of the labourers 
ncruited and theit dependants. Entries in the latter register are submitted monthly 
10 the district magistrate. Magistrate and certain police OffiCeIS can require a local 
agent to produce the recruit or his dependant before them. If an objection is made 
to the emigration of any person by any one claiming to stand in the relation Of 
husband. wife. parent. or lawful guardian to the emigrantz the local agent is bound to 
report it for the orders of the magistrate. In the case of a woman. emigrant un
accompanied by her husband. or lawful guardian three days must elapse before 
she can leave or be removed, There are detailed provisions to ensure suitable 
accommodation for the labourers recruited and their correct identification and to 
prevent fraud about wages and conditions of service and other misconduct on the 
patt of the recruiting garden sardars. 

In practice at the present time recruitment for Assam in this province is almost 
all conducted by one association. the Tea Districts Labour Association. Its 
operations in the province are directed by a European agent, with headquarters at 
Allahabad. Under him there are local agents at various places. 

(iii) CompomiOfl tiM Worki1fg of tli. Assam Labour Board.-It is assumed that 
the Government of India. will deal with this subject. Members of the Board 
occasionally visit the province to discuss matters connectep with the administration 
-of the Act, but its activities are mostly in. Bengal and Assam.. 

(iv) and {v) Apart from the matters referred to in their correspondence with the 
Government of India. this Government have no fault to:find with the existing system~ 
except that in their opinion the present complicated Act might well be re-drafted 
and brought up to date. The demand for & relaxation of the present restric.tions 
-comes from Assam. and from those who think that as few restrictions as possible 
should be placed on any movement of surplus lallour from the congested parts of 
the province. There is no popular demand for the removal of the restrictions; while 
the land-holding and politically-minded classes are not in favour of encouraging 
emigration to Assam. for various reasons. of which the undoubted abuses of the past, 
before the introduction of the present Act, are one of the chief. 

7. UmmPJoymtml.-(i) This Government have no information as to the extent 
of industrial unemployment. The number of persons employed in factories is still 
a small fraction of the total population and the number of skilled workers is smaller 
still. Hence it can safely be said that the general problem of unemployment ia 

(1198) F 
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negligible. The opinion expressed in October, 1928, by one of the Chambers of 
Commerce was that u there is no industrial unemployment in a general sense, nor 
can it be said that unemployment occurs sporadically among particular classes of 
workers or is a permanent feature of any of the industries of the province:6 The 
views of the other Chamber~ the Director of Industries and the Chief Inspector of 
Factories were simiIa.r. On the other hand, some leaders of industrial labour held 
that some unemployment existed, especially among dismissed or discharged men~ 
They could give no precise figures but agreed that unemployment did not exist on 
a. large scale; 

In cottage industries the position is even more satisfactory. It. is true that some
of these have been losing ground steadily. The numbers of persons engaged in 
cottage industries, including their dependa.nts~ as ascertained at the 1901. 1911 
and 1921 censuses were 6-24, 5·83 and 5-10 millions respectively_ The cottage 
industries which have been affected most are hand-weaving, certain classes of 
artistie work on cloth (e.g., ,.,hih"". ,ardon. kinkW)7 country tamri.ng and some' 
minor artistic. industries. But the men employed in such industries are not in the 
main wage~arners. They often have agriculture as a main or subsidiary occupation .. 
and they or other members of their families can. and do take to general labour. and 
some migrate to the towns as industrial or domestic labourers. Temporary UD
employment does exist to some extent _ among cottage workers. but the system in 
vogue whereby industrial work alternates with agricultural work~ mitigates to a 
considerable extent the hardships of temporary unemployment. The Indian social 
system also to some extent helps men to tide over difficulties arising from unemploy
ment. In the case of famine there is acute unemployment among large sections of the 
population owing to a failure of the crops: but the measures for dealing with famine 
have long been standardized and oodiJied and hardly come within' the scope of this 
memorandum. 

Cu) E_ 10 wMcA _mp~ is _ by _end_ or 4 .... issols .. by 
fIOlutJl4", reU"enunl or by oIlier cawsu.-On this subject no information is avatlable. 
Some labour leade", bold that dismissed and discllarged men ha"" difficulty in finding
new employment. But the fact that the numbenl of factories and of factory operatives 
have both been steadily rising and that only a small proportion are skilled workets 
permanently settled iu the industrial centres goes to show that the number of men 
lacking employment from such causes cannot be large. Apart from the retrenchment: 
recently introduced in the railway workshops no important retrenchments have-
occuIred as far as is known to this Govemment. • 

(iii; Possible .... tlunls of ai/mating ..,.; ~_y;ng tUm-..... -This Govermneot 
have no suggestions to ofier on this point. 

(iv) U......ploymenl i>OStWa""".-This subject has not been considered by this 
Government. But. judging from the facts- ascertained in connection with eertain 
proposed schemes (labour bureaux and sickness insurance) it appeaIS unlikely that 
unemployment insurance is ueeded~ or is practicable in the preSent stage- of industrial 
developl}lM1t of the province. . 

(v) Applie._ of 1 ___ C ..... __ ~<laling 10 -p/oy"' .. d.-~-
graph 8 (iii) may please be seen. 

S. (i) and (ii) Labour turnover has not been invostigated by this Government. 
All factories do not keep the detailed informatiOll which would be necessary in order 
to calculate it for the various classes of labour employed in any particular factory. 
The Govemment are unable to do more than quote a few iDs_ees brought to their 
notice but not 'tt!sted or examined by them. .-

A certain mill at Cawnpore reperted that the average duration of employment 
among .. permanent employees U in it was 8·87 years. In the opinion of the Chief 
Inspector of Factories this figure is fairly representative of factories which pIOvide 
housing accommodation for large numbers of their employees. and thus enjoy the 
benefit of a comparatively .stable labour force. 

Th. Chief Inspector of Factories found that casual employment in the larger and 
organized factories varies from 2 to 5 per cent. AD important government factory 
however definitely stated to him that they employed approximately 17 per cent. 
C8Sualla1lour. In the seasonal factories. particularly ghmeries and cotton presses .. 
a large proportion, sometimes even more than half, is casual. The employees normally 
work a few days and then eitberretum home or pass on to other factories doiDgsimilar 
works. ' 

Ab....,. ........ -ApRl1: from what has been stated ill section (2) of this cbRpre. this 
Govennent have no information relating to this problem. It is DOt unusual for me~ 
especially unskilled workers. to go on authorized leave and either to overstay it or fail 
to return altogether. Unauthorized absence is sometimes countenanced or condoned .. 
especially if the man is a skilled worker and bas satisfactory ~~ents and can 
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explain the reasons which led him to go away or to overstay"his leave. Chief among 
the reasons for absenteeism are sickness •• ' social events.' or agricultural or other 
similar work at home. Unskilled labourers from neighbouring villages account for 
the largest extent of absenteeism from factories. But statistical information OD. 

the extent and the various forms of absenteeism among the various classes of labour 
and on tile time and wages lost tIlereby is not aVBilable. 

9. VIII ... of tM A~ Act.-Since the enactment of this law, circumstances 
have materially changed. Numerous orpbanages are DOW maintained by the public 
at various important centres. They are usually communal or sectarian or denomi· 
national. Almost all of them maintain classes for imparting elementary general 
education and industrial training of some sort. Many receive grants-in--aid from 
Government for both types of general classes. Under the standing oniers of Govern
ment. magistrates transfer to orphanages such orphans as an:: produced before them 
or come to their notice. Owing to these developments the Act has remained a dead 
letter. In 1922, when the Government of India took up for consideration the questicm. 
of its repeal. it was found that few employers were aware of its existence on the 
Statute Book. No objection was raised to its repeal~ as far as :is known. 

lL-statf Orgauis.tion. 
II. There is no clear cut and stereotyped system for tile selection of tile managmg 

stafi. It is possible~ however~ to examine and analyse the methods by which such 
staff is in practice recruited. The f-allowing examples are intended to illustrate the 
methods in common use :-

(a) In proprietary ooncems (as distinct from ioint-stx>ck companies and st&te 
undertakings) management is undertaken by tile proprietor himself or entrusted to 
some near relation of his. He is usually a non-teclmical man. 

(b) In the case of joint~tockcompa.nies thereisgreatdiversity. Insmallcompanies 
the management is on lines similar to those in proprietary concerns. The manager 
:is generally some relation or friend of the director who has the latgest holding or 
inftuence. There is no free recruitment according to merit. 

(e) In tile bigger joim-stock companies t/lere are two systems. Some companies 
have a:mauag:ill@ director or secretary, whilst othel'S have :mauag:illg agents. appointed 
under a resolution of the shareholders for a long number of years and. entrusted with 
full administrative and financial powers. The board of directolS exercises only & 

general supervision over the work of the managing agents. The managi.ng agents are 
generally a private limited liability company or a proprietary concern. The managing 
staff of tile factory is appoinW<! by tile managing agents. Frequently tile manager 
is a member of the managing agenes firm. Where this is not the ca§e. or is not 
possible owing to the technical nature of the work, various methods of selection ate 
adopted. The commonest amongst these is selection by negotiation from outside-
either from another fum. or from abroad. The appointment is made under an agree
ment for a fixed Dumber of years but terminable after stipulated notice at any time. 
In order to give the manager an interest in the :financial results of the companys 
working. it is usual to give him a percentage 01 profits in addition to his salary. When 
there are no managing agents it is usual for a. managing director or secretary to per
form the managerial duties directly under the board of directors. The recruitment 
of suell officeJs is restricted to mem1>e>rs of the boanl and the appointment is usually 
for a. long period under an agreement similar to that with managing agents. 

(4) Another method of selecti.ng manager.;. prevailing mostly in big and organized 
concem'l~ is to appoint a junior officer either from outside or by promotion from the 
lower staff as an .. understudy." In course of time the understudy replaces this 
superior officer. 

eel Recruitment by pTOIPOtion of departmental heads or 10W1!'r staff in considera
tion of long or specially meritorious service is also common. 

(f) In state undertakings (e.g .• the state railways) the system of competitive 
examinations for the recruitment of the superior staff is being adopted. The 
appointments thus made to the superior services are usually ot an All·1ndia nature. 

12. Recn,;J_ """ /raiKing 0' subor4i_ wperoising ''''fI .. (i) MeIlw4$ in , ...... 
(a) F()f' f'ecrutJmetJI.-The systems in common use are :-(l) In the majority of 

eases the subotdinate supervising staff is recruited from intelli8ent and literate 
operatives. Those who show initiative. tact and capacity for controlling men get 
preference. 

(2) In state railways and ordnance factories apprentices with suitable educational 
qualifications are given practical training combined with theoretica.l instruction. 
No guarantee of engagement on compietion of apprenticeship is give». but as a rule 
many of the apprentices are absorbed. At fust they are given ordinary workmen'. 
jobs but are in due.eourse promoted to foremen"s positions. 

(1193) 1'2 
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(3) AfrPoint_ by 11;'<., negoIWioto "';1" ....,. cj rivalccne ....... -5enlor _r_ 
aspiring for more responsible posts often secure such promotion in rival concerns. 

(b) F.,. wain'ff/f.-In addition to the methods in 10= for the training of the 
subordinate supervising sta.ff in the railways and ordnance factories# there are a few 
colleges and & -number of industrial ami technical schools in the province which 
undertake this work. Most of these are government institutions. The Engineering 
College of the Benaree Hindu Universi:tl: and the Tetlmological Institute. Cawnpore, 
are important institutions of n college • status. The:former imparts tra.in.ing in 
mechanical and electrical engineering, and the latter in general applied chemistry 
and in the technology of oilsz sugar and tanning and leather.making. The more 
important industries in which training is given in the schools are engineering. 
wood-working, dyeing and bleaching. spinning and wea.ving. and leather-working . 
.As a rule. there are instructional workshops of varying importance attached to the 
schools. but trailling in these has to he supplemented by practical apprenticeship 
(usually consecutive but ,sometimes concurrent) in regular commercial factories or 
workshops. 

(ii) Facilities fo, Ilu training and promotion of W01'Rmen.-The majority of work
men are drawn from the agricultural classes among which the percentage of literacy 
is very low. Training of the regular type is therefore usually out of the question. 
Moreover, family obligations and financial difficulties put a limit on the time and 
money which the workman can spare for his tra.ining. 

Opportunities for the training of workmen are practically non-existent in the 
:factories. The available facilities, whether provided by employers, by Govemment~ 
or by other agellcies~ will be discussed in some detail in ChapteJs V and VI. Such 
facilities as are available for the workmen may be summarised as follows ;-

(a) For those already employed in factories or workshops :--(1) The commonest 
method is personal study and help from colleagues and supervisors. 

(2) Next in importance is the system of evening classes or part-time courses. The 
Government Tech.nica.l schools at Lucknow, Gorakhpur and JhaDsi run such classes. 
designed ~arilY'for workmen of the local railway workshops. The training com~ 
mences WIth general education in reading. writing. and arithmetic. and extends over 
:five or six years. drawing and the rudiments, of engineering being taught towards the 
end. The Government Textile school at Cawnpore has COUI'SeS for the apprentices 
and workmen of the local cotton mills. -

{3) The railway workshops have another system of training. They enrol lower 
grade apprentices all rates of pay difierent from those of the higher grade apprentices 
intended for foremen's jobs. The low grade apprentices have to attend the workshops. 
like regular workmen and do not get time for attending a day school. They depend 
on evening classes for such further educa.tional or technical training as is desired. 

(b) For those not already employed some of the Government technical and indus
trial schools provide facilities for the training of boys who wish later on to become 
skilled workmen. Special artisan courses are available in a number of schools under 
the Department of Industries for training in smithy. moulding. oil-engine driving. 
carpentry. spinning and weaving. dyeing and block-printing. manufacture of leather 
goods. litho-printing and block-making. 

(el There are also many schools-Government and private-which conduct 
classes for the bene1it of boys and young adults intended for some cottage industries .. 
e,g .• weavin$" carpentry, -cabinet~making. metal-working. brassware. embroidery. 
leather·working. tailoring. etc. 

13. (i) (a) R6la'iQKS be'ween ,he mti1UJging staff and wark".,,,.-The ,difference in 
the relations between the managing staff and workmen which exist in diHerent 
concerns and at different industrial centres can, on analysis, be traced to certain 
well-defined circumstances. the more important amongst which are- :-(l) size of the 
unit. (2) methods of recruitment of the managing stafi. (3) nature and extent of welfare 
work. (4) political conditions. and (5) racial dilferences. 

(1) As. a. rule relations are satisfactory where the managing staB comes in personal 
contact with the operatives. In very large concerns such close personal contact 
becomes almost a physical impossibility. Hence labour disputes are usually confi.ned' 
to big concerns:. With the exception of the railway workshops and certain big mills 
few concerns in the province are of very large dimensions. and broadly speak.iDg. the 
relations between the managing staft and the rank and :file are good. 

(2) In cases where the managing sta.1I is recruited by promotion from lower 
grades, the relations are generally good owing to the previous intimate association. 
with the men. Promoted officers often consider themselves on probation aod there--' 
fore generally are more tactful and avoid giving offence. 

(3) The British India Corporation with their welfare work have been able to 
a.void serious troubles. Such work not only makes for greater popularity and better 
understanding but sometimes gives valuable control over the men. 
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(4) Owing to the rudimentary nature of political consciousness among the working 
classes, political issues often complicate matten whieh in themselves are simple~ 
often even trivial. It should be remembered that labour has still to rely mostly on 
the politically minded cJasses for leadeIShip and support. 

(5) The al1~ged reasons for a number of strikes. especlallyin the railway workshops. 
were assaults by European or Anglo-Indian foremen and officers. In the existing 
circumstances such issues are complicated by political considerations and create 
undue trouble. But there are distinct signs of improvement in this respect. 

(b) R.14tions between subordinal6 superoising sltiff and workmMS,-The subordinate 
supervising stafi generally consists of men drawn from lower social strata, among 
whom favouritism. and proneness to unnecessary display of power are not uncommon, 
Corruption in various forms is a widespread evil. 

(ill) W MAs comMiUus--tlJei1' «mSti'vlion~ exInU em4 acAieWmeJlts.--So far as this 
Government are aware, there are now no su~ committees in the province. Some of 
the constituent members of the Upper India Chamber of Commerce tried them. but 
abandoned the experiment in 1922, as in their opinion they proved to be failures. 
The reason assigned for their failure was that in ~ absence of adequate organization 
the men did not a1ways consider themselves bound by the undertakings given by 
their representatives. and thus the committees' work was found to be of little practical 
value. It is believed that the East Indian Railway has some works committees. but 
this Government are not acquainted with their work and value. 

15. (i) The more common types of contracts are described below:-(a) PieCIJ UIOJ'A 
wtUracts.-These are common in the weaving sections of cotton mills. It is estimated 
that 65 per cent. of the weaving is done in this way. 

(b) La.fxJuJ' co,dra.cts.-These are given out for war~ involving the employment of 
unskilled manual labour over which supervision is either di:ffi.cult or costly. As 
examples may be mentioned the loading and. unloading of consignments. shunting 
of wagons~ removal of cinders and ashes~ and stocking of gQQds in godowns. 

(c) The making of d~s~ tents~ tailoring and. in some concerns. dyeing are given 
out on contract to men who engage their own men. The actual work is done in the 
factory premises. The Government Postal workshops, Aligarh,. are also worked on 
this system. 

(d) Skil1e4 labour contnut$ 1M WlWk tlone at 1wttM.-Work under contracts of this 
kind is common in the boot and shoe trade of Cawnpore and Agra. the furniture 
trade of &reilly, the brassware industries of Benares and Moradabild. the carpet 
industry of Mirzapur, etc. In fact. for artistic cottage industries this is the most 
common system. though it has many variants. . 

(ii) Suh<.ontracting is common in the dUl'J'U and tent-making industries, and in 
the manfuacture of military and police equipment. It is very common in the building 
industry. Since the repeal of the Workmen's Breach of Contract Act, the supply of 
skilled labour from distant places is usually left to sub-contractors. but a good deal 
of other work is done under sub-contracts. 

In addition to sub-contracts of the type d:iseussed above. there are others in 
which the contractor gets different processes done by independent sub-contractors. 
-They are common where the processes need special skill not easy to acquire without 
great practice. Thus. in the postal workshops~ Aligarb. a contractor for the supply 
of locks often gets the easting. machining, engraving and finishing work done by' 
sub-contractors. Similarly in the Agra boot and shoe trade, there are workmen 
who make only soles and others only the uppers~ the stitching being done by the 
contractor himself. 

(iii) To a certain extent this has already been indicated and illustrated. Where 
the contractors work on the employers' premises adequate control is exercised. both 
by the cbiefemployersand by the factories inspection staff. Butwherethecont:ractol's 
take work out. control tends to become lax. and if work is taken home by the actual 
workers control becomes ·impossible. It is not unusual for the men and their women 
and children to work long hoUl's. Considerable difficulty has been experienced in 
attracting boys of the artisan classes to industrial schools. even by the payment 
of stipends. as their parents cannot afford to lose their services at home. 

(iv) "Under the contract system better use is made of time. Hence a good workman 
should be able to earn more by working as a contIaetor than as a mere time-wage 
earner. C.ontract work also fosters a bealthy spirit of independence and self-reliance. 
Several petty contractors have prospered beyond their expectations.. But while the 
contractor himself is usually a gainer, the system has been known to lead to certain 
abuses. Sweating is not uncommon. The work being scattered or done in small 
units is not regulated by -the Factories Act. The premises are not always sanitary 
or hygienic. But the system is wen suited to the genius and economic conditions of the 
province. and is practised on a scale larger than one not familiar with the traditional 

(1193) Fa 
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methods of work in the province might imagine. Work which in other countries 
would be done direct by the chief employer is often left to contractors. because the 
workmen would not put in a .reasonable amount of work unless closely supervised by 
men directly interested in such su~ision~ or because it is more economical to give 
it out on contract rather than get it done on the prenrises. The fact that in spite of 
the steady growth of large-scale organized industry the system still persists and is 
vigorous shows that it has an inherent vitality rooted in the genius of the people. 

IIL-BOlISing_ 

16. (i} Two statements· at"e given at the end of this chapter to show the extent 
(so far as can be ascer1:ai.ned) to which employers provide housing (lI) at Cawnpore 
a.ud (b) in the provinces as a. whole for employees in regulated factories. 

Out of 33g regulated factories, 83 make some provision for the housing of the 
workmen and their families_ Altogether about 5,400 single-room and 1,045 double
room tenements are provided by employers. 

Many factories provide housing for their supervising or managing staff and for 
menials. but do not provide it for their workmen. Even in a congested industrial 
centre like Cawnpore, only about a dozen. factories provide housing for their 
workmen. Factories situated at some distance from towns usually must, and do~ 
pt1?vide some housing. With these exceptions the McRobertsganj. AJlenga.uj and 
Juhi settlements of the British India Corporation at Cawnpore are about the only 
important examples of housing provided by employers for their workmen. 

There is on foot an important scheme on behalf of some of the owners of factories 
in Cawnpore for providing housing for some 20,000 workmen and their :families. 
but it is still under discussion. 

As a rule the tea plantations of Debra Dun provide houSing for their permanent 
labour. most of which lives in the quarters provided. The sugarcane farms of 
Gorakhpur district draw their labour from the surrounding villages, which in this 
congested district lie within a few furlongs of each other. As a l"U~ therefore. 
these farms do not provide housing. 

Workmen engaged on the execution of public works are rarely chawn from & 
considerable distance. Hence. housing is seldom provided except in the ease .of 
large works away from towns and vil.Ia.ges. Such workmen as come from a distance 
make "their own arrangements in the adjoining towns or villages. When the work 
under execution is at a considerable distance and housing is not available, the 
contractors sometimes supply material to workmen for putting up temporary huts. 
Wages are usually paid for the period necessary for such construction. 

The railways provide quarters along the line for their traffic and engineering 
staff and for some of their workshop men. It is assumed ~t the railways will 
supply the details. 

(ii) Except as employeISk Government have not provided housing for labour. 
The Improvement Trust of Cawnpore has put up some temporary housing and 

the Improvement Trust of Lucknow has put up a model ban'ack in the area set 
apart as an industrial area. Apart from these there is no instance known to this 
Government of housing provided by Government or a public agency. . 

(ill) Private landlords supply practically all the housing accommodation which 
is Dot provided by the employers themselves. In Cawnpore there are certain 
localities mainly or largely inhabited by factory operatives and their families. 
These are called basties or haw. Housing in them is provided by private 
enterprise. The usual type is a small mud hut with a room at the back and a room 
or a verandah in front. The size and height vary. The usual size is 10 ft. by 8 ft. 
The normal beight is 6 ft. to 8 ft. Normally the only outlet for ventilation is the 
small main door. Even such tenements are often shared by two. three and even 
four families. and as many as ten persons may be found as inmates. Outside 
Cawnpore- no such concentration of labour exists. though the localities situated 
near large workshops or factories naturally have a' large labour element, and 
therefore tend to reproduce some of the cba.racteristic features of labour ba.sties. 

(iv) In the case of immigrant labour housing provided by workmen themselves is a 
~ligtble quantity. and in the main. is confined to the upper strata of the labourpopu
!anon. especially to those workers who have more or less severed their connection with 
their village. But as a·large proportion of Jabour is recruited locally. workmen engaged 
in factories in the neighbourhood can often continue to live in their ancestral homes 

• Not printed. More detailed statements are appended to the Memorandum 
of the Chief IllSpector of Factories. 
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in their- villages. No statistics are available to show the extent to which difierent 
classes and types of workmen have either erected houses of their own or continue 
to occupy their ancestral dwellings. 

17. Cawnpore and Lucknow. the two most important industrial cities, have statu
tory improvement trusts. These bodies are constituted under the United Provinces 
Town Improvement .Act (VIII of 1919). They may lease or compulsorily acquire 
any land required. for the canying out of an improvement scheme. The provision 
of acwmmodation for any class of the inhabitants is one of the matters which may 
be provided for in an improvement scheme: and an improvement trust can therefore 
acquire land compulsorily for the building of working-class dweDings. The Cawn .. 
pore housing scheme mentioned on the preceding page depends on the compulsory 
acquisition of the necessary land. In places where there are no improvement trusts 
it is possible for the municipal or other local board to acquire land compulsorily for a 
housing scheme by means of the Land Acquisition Act (1 of 1894). In the present 
state of the law. however. compulsion cannot be exercised in favour of a company 
or private association desiring to start a housing scheme. Up to the fresent. as 
far as the Government are aware, no special diffi:c~ty h~ been caused by this fact. 
In one Cawnpore case twenty years back the municipality acquired the land and 
then sold it to a concern on condition that they erected houses for their workers 
on it. No other case has been traced in which .a. company or association of 
individuals asked to have land acquired for it for this purpose. There are, as far 
as the Government are aware, no building societies or other associations which 
assist workmen to purchase land on which to build themselves houses. 

18. A large proportion of the tenements provided by employers or private 
landlords are singie-room. and a much smaller proportion double-room. quarters. 
Quarters with more than two rooms are rarely found except for the superior classes of 
workmen. It is difficult to generalize about them. but, broadly speaking. they fall 
into the following types :-

(I) Single-room huts (8 ft. by 6 ft. to 10 ft. by 8 ft.) found both in a.nd ·outside 
Cawnpore. 

(2) Singl.,.room (8 ft. by 6 ft.) with a. verandah a.bout 4 ft. wide. Average rent 
Re. 1-2 annas per mensem. 

(3) Same but with a smaIl courtyard, about 8 ft. by 6 ft. Average rent Re. 10$ 
annas. 

(4) Singl.,.room (9, ft. by 8t ft.) with a verandah about 4 ft. wide. Avemge 
rent Re. 1-8 annas per mensem. 

(5) Single-room (10 ft. by 7 ft.) with .. vera.ndahabout 5 ft. wide. Rent Re. 1-4 
a.nnas to Re. 1-10 annas. 

(6) Single-room (10 ft. by 12 ft.) with a wider verandah. Rent Rs. 1-12 amJ&S. 
(7) Double-room. Ea.ch room 12ft. by 10 ft. A verandah in front, S0me

times also .. courtyard. Rent from Rs. 3 to Rs. 4-4 annas and for special types up 
to Rs. 9-8 annas. 

(i) Among these types the gene:ral preference of workmen is for the type which 
has a verandah and a courtyard. The verandah affords shelter in the hot weather 
and the rains, and being open on at least one side enables the worker to live a partly 
open.a.ir life. The courtyard ensures privacy without the denial of fresh air and 
sunshine. The two together help to reproduce village conditions to some extent. 
But in Cawnpore building land is expensive. and except in the organized settlements .. 
where the rents charged are seldom economic, verandahs and courtyards are rarely, 
found among the tenements with low rents. The quarters provided for workmen 
employed in outlying factories sometimes have vetandahs but rarely courtyards. 
On the tea plantations a large part of the time is spent in the open air and verandahs 
and courtyards are unusual. 

(il) The type found in the McRobertsganj settlement of the British India 
Corporation is generally regarded as the most hygienic. The quarters have an 
open space in front and masonry drains and open spaces at the back. The standard 
type room is 12 ft. by 10 It., with a height averaging 10 ft. The Corporation permit 
only three adults per room. The Director of Public Health reports-

" In the quarters provided by the British India Cotporation there are seveml 
grades and they all generally conform to the sanitary type except those which are 
built back to back." 

The most unhygienic type of quarter is the single-room type without a verandah 
or a. courtyard, especially that prevailing in the basties and haw. To ensure a 
little privacy the workman, and his Jamily often ha$ to keep the small main door 
or the window shut and even such ventilators as are provided are often blocked up. 
The Director of Public Health remarks :-

.. From. the point of view of hygiene and health the type of accommodation 
provided is sufficient only when workers live- singly, or when two or three males 
club together. When they live with their families and grown-up children, the 
accommodation is not sufficient.» 

tU&3) ". 
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(ill) Provmcn ftw lighlitllf, ""''''a.n&y and -.. Slf#ly.-Ex<:ept in the 
organized settlements there are no special anangements worth mentioning. In 
the British India Corporation settlements a special conservancy stad is maintained, 
and extemallighting is provided by the Corporation. 

19. Generally speaking any accommodation provided by the employers is fully 
utilieed and to a lesser extent that provided by private landlords. The reots. if 
any. charged for the former a.re seldom economic in the direct sense, ami the 
demand for such accommodation is therefore in excess of the supply. The" waiting 
list" for the British India Corporation houses shows that in at least two of their 
three settlements the accommodation desired by workmen far exceeds that available. 
Exceptional cases are, however, known in which even in Cawnpore the accommoda
tion provided by employers is Dot fully utilized. In the: outlying factories this is 
not an unusual phenomenon, when the distance- from the neighbouring city, town, or 
villages is not very great. 

20. Rents naturally vary from centre to centre. Some prevailing rates have 
been """,tiooed under (18), and in the statemeDtsat the end of this chapter. Rents 
in tho basties of Cawnporo are slightly higher. the prevailing limits for single-room 
tenements being Re. 1-8 annas to Rs. 3 per mensem. Outside Cawnpore wide 
variation is found. At one end is Moradabad with 8 a.nnas and at the other Naini 
Tal with Rs. 3 per mensem for single-room tenements. Similarly rents for 
two-room tenements vary from 12 annas per mensem. in Moradabad to as much 
as Rs.. 7 per meDsem at Bena.res and Rs 9-8 annas at Cawnpore. The normal 
rent a.t Cawnpore for such tenements is about Rs. 4 per mensem. Some :factories 
do not charge ren~ Six :factories at Cawnpore provide rent-free housing. The 
British India Corporation provides about 300 rent-free quarters. On the tea 
plantations housing is, as a rule. provided free. The traffic and engineering staff 
of the railways normally get rent-free housing. It is a noteworthy fact that out 
of the 83 factories which provide housing. 57 charge no rent.- but only a few of these 
are Cawnpore factories. Nowhere has such a serious and la.rge-hearted effort been 
made to solve the problem of providing inexpensive but hygienic bousing for factory 
labour as by some of the employers of Cawnpore, Yet nowhere is the problem of 
housing still so acute as in Cawnpore. If the big scheme mentioned earlier in this 
chapter matures. it will go a long way toimproviog matters there. 

21. (i) Subl.uitllf.-Io the quarters provided by private landlords both in Cawnpore 
and elsewhere subletting is generally prevalent and. is countenanced by the landlords. 
Subletting is normally prohibited in the case of housing provided by employers. 
The prohibition is frequently evaded by asserting that the sub-tenant of a part of 
the tenement is a relation. Subletting of the whole tenement seldom occurs. 
In the case of outlying factories. the problem rarely ariseL 

(ii) Occup.tion ",. _Is ." ._ omploymMtt.-Sach occupstioo is sometimes 
authorized by the employers owning the tenement, but as a rule higher rent {often 
double} is charged and the tenancy is made termina.ble at one month's noti(:e. Out
side Cawnpore this question seldom arises. 

[ni) Efl'ictw..-As regards private houses. eviction rarely takes place except 
in the case of default in the payment of rent. When housing is provided by em
ployers, the tenant is as a role bOUDd to vacate when he leaves their service or goes 
on strike. In the former ase there is usually a surrender. In the British India 
Corporation's settlements eviction consequent on the termination of employment 
is Dot always enforced. The Government are not aware of any evictions having 
oocurred for going on strike or holding views unpalatable to the employers. There 
have, however. been cases of eviction for misconduct. breach of the peaee. and 
rowdyness. etc. 

22. The moral eHect of housing conditions on workers has not been specially 
studied. There is, however no, reason to hold that in this respect the province 
differs from other provinees. 

The good eftect of the provision by employers of satisfactory housing is 
acknowledged by some concerns, Their workmen are more contented and more 
healthy. They therefore do better work and are less prone to strike or to change 
their employment. Tho fact that the provision of proper housing is to the ad
""Dtage of both employers and employed is gradually being realized by employers 
in Cawnpore and is partly responsible for the increased iqterest taken by them m 
this line of welfare work. . 

lV.-Heallb. 
23. In this province industrial hygiene has beeD receiving systematic attention 

only {TOm 1ulYt 1926. Previous to this there was no special arrangement for ~n
apecting health conditioN in the factories other than the geDeral factories inspection 
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staff. A reeommendation by the Conference of Sanitary Commissioners urging the 
appointment of medical officers of health for special industrial hygiene work was 
already under this Government's consideration when the Government of India took 
up the matter in pursuance of the conventions and recommendations of the Inter
national Labour Conference. The suggestion of the Washington Conference for the 
creation of a health service for factory inspection was examined. But it was decided 
that a whole-time medical inspector was necessary only in Ca.wnpore •. and that 
other industrial centres could be served by the general medical o1iicers of health. In 
July, 1926, medical officers 01 health of municipaliti .. and 80_ districts were 
appointed additional inspectors of factories within their juris4ictioD.. Where no 
medical officers of health are available- the civil surgeons m charge of the districts 
concerned have been charged with the duty of factory insj>OCtion. These olli""", 
inspect the general sanit:atio~ ventilation, lighting. humidity. ~mpemture. water 
supply, and sanitary conveniences~ and also a.nangements for safety. means of 
escape, hours 01 work, rest, holidaY'!, and the employment 01 WOIl1el1 and children 
in the factories. In 1927 mod.1 bye-I&ws for regulating the construction and altera
tion of factories were approved by Government. These, however. ha.ve to be 
adopted and then eDforced by the municipal and district boards before they become 
cpera.tive~ 

Owing to the strong inclination 01 the workman to cling to his habits even wheo 
his environment has changed and to the migratory Da.~ of a large proportion of 
industrial labour the refonning efforts of Government, public bodies. local boards 
and employers are slow to bear fruit. and the incentive to action forthc improvement 
of the conditions under wbich industrial workets live and work is weakened. The 
Director of Puhlic Heulth has utged. that whe"""", possible separate areas should 
be set apart to serve as settlements for industrial labour similar to the one reserved 
by the municip8lity of Luclmow for industrial concerns. The director thinks that 
if such areas are set apart it will to some extent be possible for employelS. private. 
capitalists and the workers themselves (individually or oo-operauvely)to provide 
sanitary housing accommodation and for the Department of Public Health to 
control, ho;;h by educative propaganda and by segregation, certain dise .... and 
abuses (e.g., tuberculosis, venereal diseases, alcoholism) .... hich usually follow in the 
wake of industrial developm<'nt on factory lines. This proposal has not been 
examined in detail by this Government. 

(I) No statistics relatiog to the health 01 industrial workmen are available. 'Ibe 
question 01 requiring factories to supply _tistios relating to the hoalth 01 their 
workmen was considered. but was dropped as impracticable. as most men live away 
from. the factories~ and the management cannot therefore remain in sufficiently 
close touch. With few exceptions. e.g., the British India Corporation. employem 
have not kept such·statistics. But statistics have been collected fer certain pa:1s 
of the city of Cawnpore where factory operatives and their families fonn & large 
proportion of the population. The following table shows (a) ~ approximate 
perceotage of factory 1"'pul&tion in the city and in a few of the labour quarters and 
(~) average mortality m each of them for the period 1921 to 1928 ;-

City as a Khalasi 

\ 
British India. 

whole. Gwaltoli. lioes •. Raipurwa. Colonelganj. Corporation's 
settlements. 

(4) 40 per 60 percent. 90 per cent. 7O.per ~nt. 60 percent. 90 to 95 per 
cent. cent. 

(b) 46·32. 75·29 65·96 54·43 46·44 84·58 

This table sho .... that leaving ont Colonelganj the figures 01 mortality in the 
other three labour quarters are higher than the average for the municipality. If it 
could be assumed that mortality among the other sections of the population living 
in these was the same as the average for the municipality. the figures of averas.e 
mortality among the factory population in the four above-mentioned parts of the 
city would be about 95,68,58. and 46·5 perm.ille respectively; but such an assump-o 
tron would not be re1iabl~. The British India CoTpOratiou's settlements are mainly 
inhabited by the workmen employed in th. Corporation's factories end their depend
ents. The average mortality in these settlements was only 34-58 per mille, I.e., a 
little under the average mortality of all towns of the province.-
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The significance o! the above figures will be better appreci&ted in the light of the 
following table of average mortality for the last five years for various areas :-

Province I Rural I Urban I Mum- Ca.wn- Luck- Agra. AIIaha-asa cipal had. whole. areas. areas. pore. now. 
areas. 

24·83 123'95 -1 37 '13 

1 

33·51 47·22 39·76 43·19 I 31·54 

Nok.-BeUare8 has been left out as owing to the sanctity which Hindus attach to 
that city many of them go to Benares to spend their last days and die. and thus 
average mortali~ there is abnormally high. 

Tuberculosis is also far- more prevalent among the industrial workers (especially 
females) of Ca'WIlpore. In spite of stricter pwd4 for women the average and general 
mortality fro", phthisis for the cityo! Lucknow for the yeazs 1925 to 1928 was 4 ·55. 
The corresponding Cawnpore figure was 4·67. The figures of mortality from other 
respiratory diseases were 1·8 and 3·4 respectively. In the quarters largely inhabited 
by the factory population of Ca.wnpore the death-rate due to tuberculosis among 
females is known to have ri,sen as high as 8·8 per mille. 

(u) The table below shows for the province and for certain industrial towns the 
average (a) birth·rate and (bj infant mortality (per thousand children bom before 
they reach the age of one year) for the last seven yeazs ;- • 

("I 34·98 33·14 47·68 44·19 50·26 81·03 54·71 

(h) 172·81 433·43 292·08 244·03 270·17 205·47 269·24 

Cawnpore has alwa.ys been notorious for very high infant mortality. The ratios 
of general mortality for the city as a whole and for its labour localities indicates that 
ill the latter infant JIlOrtality is higher . 

. 
(iii) Working conditions.-(a) At U101'k pkues.-This Government have not for~ 

mutated their views on this question and content themselves with quoting certain 
opinions. The Chief Inspector of Factories finds working conditions in the larger 
and weU-organized factories to be fairly good. He adds that in the smaller concerns 
there is scope for improvement. The report of Mr. Tom Shaw. M.P .. contains the 
fQllowing statement: .. Taking the factories from a point of view of height of rooms. 
space and ventilation, they are at least equal t.o the factories of Europe." Cawnpore 
factories are not believed to be behind the factories in other parts of India. It is 
therefore reasonable- to deduce that this statement is substantially applicable to the 
conditions- of work there. On the- other hand the Public Health Department does not 
consider the working conditions to be satisfactory. The Director states that the 
average cottOD mill is not equipped ,with all the modern devices for the health and 
comfort of the workers. 

(b) At MJM.-Factory operatives seldom work at home. So far as living conditions 
are concerned. they are unsatisfactory except in such organized settlements as those 
of the British India Corporation. . 

As regards cottage industries a large proportion of the work is done by workmen 
in their own homes. In the case 01 some of the a.rtistic cottage industries or where 
costly raw material is used. it is a common practice to employ men for work in small 
factories. Such factories very rarely use meehanical power. There is no noise and 

. vibmtion to rack the nerves nor smoke, Yapour~ OJ' fumcstofoul the air. Generally 
speaking. ventilation and lighting are good. particularly if. as is usually the case. 
the houses where the work is done are at some distance from the congested parts of 
the towns. The weaving of silk. cotton, and durries. carpet-making and dyeing and 
printing require long and weU-lighted sheds and rooms.. Such work is often done .in 
the open street or lane. Working conditions :in other cottage industries ~ essentially 
similar. 
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(iv) The Department of Public Health deputed an officer to make special enquiries 
about the workers' dietary. Owing to shortness of time he could not collect detailed 
information for more tIian about 200 labourers. His conclusions are given in his 
memorandum. 

• .. • • • • " 11 .. • .. .. • • • 

The conclusions of a social worker who is also m economist were almost identical. 
Some officers of the Department of Industries observed workmen taking theiJ'midwday 
meals near factory gates. They found that the usual meal consisted of bread and 
salt and a vegetable. usually potato. The Department of Public Health has worked 
out a table of quantity. cost and caloric value of the diet which a man doing hard 
work should take in the hot and cold weathers. but no attempt has so far been made 
to ascertain how far the actual dietary of workmen and their families compares with 
the minimum and the ideal dietaries. It is believed that the actual dietary is par
tieularly deficient in fat and carbohydrates. The minimum monthly cost worked 
out by that department at the rates then prevailing came to about Rs. 4-8 annas to 
Rs. 5 per person per mensem. Considering that the size of the average family as 
ascertained at the census was between four and a half and five persons, and that 
the size of the working man's family is probably larger, it is not difficult to see that 
the cost of the dietary as worked out by the Department of Public Health would 
in many cases be beyond the means of the average working man. The Director of 
Public Health is defuUtely of opinion that .. diet is frequently insufficient and as 
a rule ill_bala.nced.,z While this Government have not specially considered this 
question. they believe that his opinion is substantially correct: but they have no . 
definite material which would enable them to institute a comparison between the 
diet avallable to factory workers and that avallable to the working population of 
the province as a whole. -. 

(v) The Director of Public Health has reported as below :-
.~ As a. rule the general physique of the labourer is poor and this view is shared by 

the employers. In Messrs. Cooper~ Allen's factory and the New Electric Power House 
only did my Assistant Director come across some men with fine physique and the 
managers were of opinion that they were well above the general average. The 
general feeling of some millowners is that labourers keep good health for about 
ten months after joining. after which they show signs of break down and unless they 
take rest they are seldom found satisfactory after this period." 

On the other hand. it has been found that the av~ge duration of employment 
is very much longer than ten months. In a certain Cawnpore mill. an average dura
tion of 8· 87 years has been reported. 

(vi) Owing to the difficulty and expense of taking their families with them, many 
workmen leave their females behind. and either live alone or club together with fellow 
workers. Hence in the industrial towns the numerical disparity between the sexes 
is normally the greatest. The following statement shows the number of females per 
thousand males :-

Province!eawn_1 Luck-
1UIah'1 

Hath· Ba- Saharan- Morad-
wc:,~. pore. now. abad. Benares. Agra. ras. reilly. pur. abad. 

909 I 670 I 778 1 778 1 876 I 784 1 776 I 817 1 722 I s44 

The proportion of males to females between the ages of fifteen and forty in 
Cawnpore and Lucknow were 627 and 710 respectively~ although Lucknow being 
an important military station had a large male population of soldiers and camp 
followers and ranks second only to Cawnpore as regards the number of men employed 
in factories. It is true that considerable disparity of sex-ratio exists among many 
other strata of the population of Cawnpore. Men engaged in public .. private or
domestic service or domg small business OD their own tend to leave their womenfolk 
behind. There is a larger proportion of men vjsiting the city for business or in search 
of employment. etc. But it is reasonable to hold that among the working classes 
the numerical disparity between the sexes is greater than the average for the city as 
a whole. 

As regards the el!ects of the disparity of sex'ratio, the Director of Public Health 
says:-

.. Beyond giving a general opinion that there is a good deal of venereal disease 
among the labourers it is difficult to give statistics to prove the statement. From the 
hospital records it is not possible to find out the details as it is difficult to sort out the 
labourers from the general population. The hospital statistics supplied by the British 
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lndia Corporation for their own colony show that the incidence is not high. but this 
is probably because the colony is well under supervision and intermixing of families 
is not so common. The opinion is, however. held that venereal diseases are very 
prevalent in the butis because, due to paucity of living quarters. it is common for 
two.families ~share a single room and also to shelter adult relations. of either sex.·· 

To venereal diseases mention~ by him should be added other evils such as 
sexual immorality and promiscuity of marital relationships. Though the census 
statistics fail to furnish reliable information about the number of prostitutes. it is 
believed to be large. Unseemly squabbles about women and litigation and fighting 
involving the use of physical force and other crimes are &. characteristic feature of 
life in 1:he blJSns. 

24. (i) Many of the larger and a few of the smaller concerns maintain dispensaries 
None maintains a hospital 

Generally speaking industrial concerns which provide settlements or housing 
for their employees maintain a dispensary in conjunction with their settlement or 
colony or coolie lines. Some concerns have special arrangements with doctor.; and 
with public or private dispensaries for the treatment of their employees. When 
no special dispensary provided by the employers is a.vailable. the men have recourse 
to the public dispensaries and hospitals. Almost invariably treatment and the 
supply of medicines are both gratuitous. A few illustrations have been given below. 
but the list does not pretend to be exhaustive. 

The British India Corporation maintain nine dispensaries (including two specially 
meant for females}. four creches a.nd two .. baby welcomes "--all in charge of qualified 
pel'SOns. The fa.cilities available in the British India Corporation's settlements are 
reported to be pa.rticularly good. Including the welfare staff four doctors, five 
visiting nurses. eight matrons. and twelve midwives are employed to look after the 
health and medical treatment of the men in the settlements and their families. In 
the year ending JUDe. 1928. 143.000 ordinary and 303 maternity cases were treated 
by their various institutions. The railways have dispensaries attached to their 
main workshops and to important junction stations. The Elgin Mills, Cawnpore. 
the cotton mill at Senares. the spinnIng mill at Moradabad. the Army clothing factory 
at Shabjahaupur. the glass factories at Balawali and Na.i.n.i. the sugar factory at Rosa. 
some of the sugar factories in Gorakbpur district and some of the tea plantations in 
Debra Dun district maintain dispensaries. 

(n) Government have made DO special provision for industrial workers as such. 
But they maintain a number of hospitals and dispensaries. mostly through the local 
boaTds to whom grants are made for the purpose. The important ones are staffed by 
Government servants of the Indian and provincial medical services. At each district 
headquarter there is a sflllr hospital. Almost every tahsil headquarter and some 
important towns which are not adminisy-ative headquarten have got dispensaries. 
The Du:fferin Fund, a private organization aided by grants from Government and 
local bodies, maintains female hospitals at the most important towns. A~ the close 
of 1927 the province had in aU 583 dispensaries. including 53 maintained by the rail
ways and 134 private but aided by Government. In these hospitals and dispensaries 
treatment is free. and broadly speaking even medicines are provided free. A table is 
given below~ showing the number of GovernmeD~ local boaros and private (aided and 
unaided) dispensaries in the chief industrial districts :-

Name of district. [ Govern· I Loc&l I Private I Private I ment. boards. aided. unaided. Total. 
. 

Cawnpore •• · . - 10 1 - 11 
Aligarh .. · . - 11 2 - IS 
Agra . . .. 8 15 - 1 19 
Allahabad .• · . - 14 4 - 18 
LuekD.ow .. 2 6 3 - II 
&reilly .. .. - 7 3 - 10 
Gorakhpur .. - 12 1 - IS 
B ........ .. · . - 4 2 - 6 
DehraDun .. - 10 4 - 14 
Mon~dabad .. - 18 I - 14 
Sahamopur .. 1 7 2 - 10 

The municipality of Cawnpore has three dispensaries in those parts of the toWll 
'Where i.n$1ustriallabour fOTDlS a fair proportion of the total population. viz., Nawab
..,j. Colonelganj and Gwaltoli. 
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Besides these dispensaries. the Lady CheImaf<mi Maternity and ChiId Welfaze 
League maintains a number of centres for child welfare and the treatment of 
maternity cases. Like the DufleriD. Fund the League is in theory a }!rivate 0r
ganization. but it is mainly financed by grants from Government and 19 in some 
mea.sure under official supervision. Theae centres are more or less confined to the 
bigger toWllS. 

Besides these Govermnent and the local bodies give grants to some private 
dispensaries. The local boanls have since the introduction of the reforms been 
maintaining or aiding a number of ~c and tltstIfti dispensaries; grants-in-aid 
are also sometimes given to homeopathic and other similar dispensaries. 

(illl The female hospitals maintained by the Dulferin Fund and the centres main
tained by the Lady Chelmsford Maternity and ChiId Welfare League have already 
been mentioned. Besides these, a few hospitals and some dispensaries have been 
established by phi1anthropists~ missions and private bodies and individUals. Private 
medical practitioners also maintain a certain number of dispensaries, but they usually 
charge fees both for treatment and for Sllpplying medicines which elsewhere are 
generally supplied free. There is no special private hospital or dispensary for workmen 
as such, but as in the case of Government institntions sueb. private dispensaries and 
hospitals as supply treatment and medicines free are ut:ili%ed by workmen and their 
families. 

25. (i) The avezag& workman's attitude towards hospitals and dispensaries 
and welfare work on modem Western lines is a fairly faithful reflection of that of 
the lower strata. of society. especially of the rural population. They are ignorant 
and prejudiced against European medicine. They often· have more faith in the in
digenous ~metimes in sheer quackery, though they are ~ to attach 
more value to European surgical methods than to European curative medicine, 
There is a very noteworthy prejudiee against ~. indoor u treatment~ not only among 
the patients but also among their relations and friends. Isolation from friends 
during illness is contrary to the c.ustom of the country. 'rhere are at times complaints 
that inside the hospital the treatment meted out, especially by the lower and menial 
staff. is discouraging. Corruption too is alleged to be to some extent prevalent. 
Medicines if not supplied free are costly. The orthodox patient (both Hindu and 
Muslim) is always suspicious both of the medicines and. the diet. The net result is 
that in the towns the available facilities are fairly freely utilized if they are gratuitous. 
But in the more backward areas they are not. Owing to the co-existence of other 
medical systems and a certain amount of quackery and for other reasoIlS the treatment 
prescribed is not always consistently followed. 

But there are distinct signs of a gxadual change in this respect. The orthodox 
sentiment against western medicines has very perceptibly relaxed. In the toWllS 
the practitioners of the indigenous systems have lost a good deal of ground and are 
still losing it. The further extension of medical facilities to the rural areas which 
Government have attempted to foster by giving subsidies to medical pzactitioners 
who settle down to practice in such areas and to district boards for establishing 
new dispensaries will. gxadually help to break down the prejudice still further. 

(ii) By fI,IOtMtJ.-As a rule they have an even stronger prejudice against Western 
medicine and medical treatment, and the general objections felt against treatment 
as indoor patients are felt more strongly by women than by men. Female hospitals 
maintained by missions are somewhat more popular than others. The Lady Chelms
ford League's maternity and <:hild w~ centres are still very few. Women zarely 
go even to female hospitals for confinement unless there is some complication. 
Qualified midwives are not utilized to the full extent possible. For general complaints 
women often prefer to consult elderly women in their neighbourhood and sometimes 
even quacks. The pressure of domestic and other work prevents systematic and 
consistent treatment. While the extent to which women operatives utilize the 
available medical facilities is undoubtedly smaller than in the case of men,. the same 
change as is noticeable among men is coming over women also ; only it is a little 
more gradual The special female dispensaries for women workers which are a 
teature of the British India Corporation's settlements at Cawnpore are exceptionally 
popular. 

26. (i) (a) Tbe United Provinces factory roles make provision for the construction, 
the type and the- number of lat:riD.es required in proportion to the numbeTof wodt~I8. 
Where a water-bome sewage system exists, the lat:r:illes have to be connected with it 
Separate latrines have to be provided for women. So far as is known there is only 
ODe factory which has latrines on \he septic tank system. The use of water-flushed 
latrines has made little advance. as in most towns the municipal water supply is 
DOne too sufficient. Exemptions have been granted from the provisions of Section 13 
but have beon oonfined to tea factories. as their labour is used to village condition. 
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No exemption is granted without a. special inquiry to ensu:re that insanitation. and 
pollution would not result. The Chief Inspector of Factories commented as below 
on the latrines a.va.il&ble in seasonal faetories# mostly giDneries :-

" Latrines have been built to comply with tbe rules and not with a view to their 
being a convenience. . . • In many cases they are not used at all." 

The general c:onsen.sus of opinion of officen of the Department of Public Health 
is that u in the smaller concel'l19 (some of which employ even upto 400 men) arraDge
ments for water supply and conservancy are neither adequate nor satisfactory. In 
one or two i1l9ta.nces this neglect was particularly marked. In the larger concerns 
the arrangements are sa.tisfactory.u On the other hand~ the Chief Inspector of 
Factories finds sanitary arrangements" generally satisfactory," though his reports 
mention warnings occasionally given to managers in order to ensure their being 
kept in order& The difference of opinion between these officers is not great, and is 
probably due to a difference in the standards of achievement expected by them. 
This Government have not examined the question and. are unable to formulate their 
conclusions. 

(ll) (b) Generally speaking workmen use the none too numerous municipal public 
latrines. but numbeIS use the drains and open spaces in and around the inhabited 
sites~ The condition in which municipa11atrines are often kept discourages their 
use on an extensive scale. In the labour wards of industrial towns sa.nitary condi
tions tend to be bad~ as the working classes, accustomed to the open spaces, scrub. 
fields. ravines and banks of tanks and streams in their villages preserve the same 
habits in an environment lacking such facilities. Conservancy work in such loealities 
is poor. The result is that all round the labour bastis :filth and dirt accnmula.te~ In 
the organized colonies. however7 latrines and urinals are provided and a. special 
conservancy staff is maintained to keep them in tolerable order. 

27. In Chapter XVII has been described the official st.aft available for the inspec. .. 
tWn of the regulated factories and the sta1f available for inspecting them from the 
point of view of the workmen~s health. The latter staff is none too large. and has 
not found it J'OSSible to do a great deal, e.g .• in 1928 it could only inspect thirty 
factories (in eIght districts) out of a total number of 338 working factories. 

No such special staff is available for the unorganized and cottage industries and 
plantations. The" health" problems of labour engaged in them are handled by 
the staffs of the revenueJ police. public health and medical departments as parts 
of the problems of health of the generul population. 

There are no boards of health in this province conesponding to those which have 
been set up at Jharia and Asansol. 

28. (i) There = at present no rules in force for controlling temperature in 
factories. On receiving certain proposals of the Government of India on this subject 
this Government's views were communicated to the Government of India.. They 
found that public opinion was on the whole against the proposed Bill. and advised 
that au investigation by experts should precede legislation. 

(ii) COfIffol oj Atmtidifte4tirm in cott08 fflill.s-(tJ) Nat"". of aaims Iakeft by leCill 
Gou8f'1lfNe1Us.-This Government's views on Mr. Maloney's report were communi
cated to the Government of India in 1924. In 1927 they noti1ied rules requiring 
cotton mills to provide hygrometers in departments where humidification was used. 
and kat&. thermometers for taking cooling power readings and to maintain a register 
in the prescribed form recording the daily reading9~ Artificial. humidification bas 
under the new rules to cease when the reading of the bygrometer wet bulb exceeds 
that specified in the schedule for the corresponding dry-bulb reading. The use of 
live steam for artiftdal humidification has been prohibited when the dry~bulb 
temperature of the department eueeds 85°, The Chief Inspector of Factories was 
instructed to make further inquiries and proposals for the introduction of rnles~ 
experimental or otherwise .He carried out an investigation in 1928 in various cotton 
mills in order to obtain da.ta. His conclusion was that the standards proposed by 
Mr. Maloney would provide comfortable working conditions. but that owing to the 
high temperatures obtaining outside during the hot weather in this province it would 
be necessary to instal expensive central cooling plants. which in the then existing 
condition of the textile industry he considered financially impracticable. This 
Government forwarded the Chief Inspector of Factories~ report to the Government 
of India. adding that the views expressed in the report were not necessarily their own. 

(b) R .. uUs.-The rules have brought about an improvement of the working 
conditions in several mills. especially in the weaving sheds. The Chief Inspector 
of Factories finds the humidification rules suitable. 

29. To provide for disinfection as a precaution against anthrax Section 28 A 
waa added to the Factories Act,. but no roles have yet been framed by the Govemol"" 
General in Council. Section 19 B prohibits the employment of women and children 
iu certain processes of lead manufactut'e and :regulates it in processes involving the 
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use of lead compounds. The Chief Inspector of Factories has reported that antlual: 
has not been heard of as an occupational disease in this province and that no case 
of lead or arsenic poisoning has come to light. So far as the Government factories 
in this province are concerned. no case of disease due to the handling of white lead 
has come tc this Government's notice. 

30. Sit:"*,, r ....... ....--{i) S"iJab;/i1y 0' I"","","OtIOl L.b ..... C .... ..m .... -A 
committee appointed by this GoverDIll<mt under the chairmanship of the Director 
of Industries examined this question early in 1929. Its report and this Government's 
views have been communicated to the Govern.ment of India. Owing mainly to the 
great administrative difficulties and expense involved in the working of any scheme 
of sickness insurance, this Government did not consider the convention suitable for 
adoption in this province in the present circumstances. They suggested small-scale 
experiments in the Government factories. which in this province employ 25 pet' ~t. 
of the total labour force emPloyed in factories. 

(ii) Posswility of twh'odw;i~ olh. systems.-The above committee suggested that 
.~ contributory •• provident funds would be an easier and more practical and econo
mical solution, as provident funds would enable the workmen conct>rned to meet 
financial difficulties due to sicknessk accidents~ unemployment ... SQcial events~' 
(e.g .• marriages. births and deaths in the family or among relatives and friends) and 
even old age. The Government did not accept this view mainly on the ground tha.t 
the protection given in cases of sickness would not in ordinary cases be nearly as large 
as it would be under an insunmce scbeme. The latter would also have the further 
advantage of increasing general medical facilities and popularizing medical treatment. 

SI. M """,,Iy B ••• fil.<.-(i) In 1924 a special inquiry was made by the Chief 
Inspector of Factories in connection with Mr. Joshi's Bill. It "Was then ascertained 
that the East Indian Railway's oil mills at Manauri had a system of payment to 
expectant mothers before and after childbirth during absence from work and that 
one factory ~ to give a month's full pay and five others (fonr being British India 
Corporation concerns) fourteen days· iull wages in such cases. Besides these beD.efits~ 
the Ma.nauri oil mills maintain a hospital including a maternity section. and the 
British India Corporation provide free medical attendance and medicines for mater
nity cases in the dispensaries a.ttached to its settlf.>ments. and grants as much lea.ve 
'Without pay as is necessary. In the year ending June. 1928. a little over three 
hundred maternity cases were treated in the medical. health and other institutions 
of the Corporation. 

(ii) No proviDciallegislation bas been undertaken in ~ province. 
(iii) Provincial legislation is possible. But the number o.f women operatives. in 

regulated factories is. very small. both absolutely and as a proportion. They are 
frequently engaged by the day. A large proportion of women operatives are 
employed in seasonal factories which would find it incon~nt to employ expectant 
mothers. and "WOuld therefore tend to refrain from employing them. This risk would 
be present. though on & smaller scale. in the case of perennial factories also. Many 
factories do not employ women at all; of the ninety-two factories from which in
quiries were made in 1924, fifty-five. i.e .• 60 per cent., were reported to have no 
women operatives. 

On the othn" hand, the Director of Public Health urges that in the interests both 
of expectant mothers and of the babies legisla.tion should be undertaken to enable 
such women to stay away from work for ten days before and twenty days after 
eonfinement without losing employment or wages. He says that in spite of three 
maternity and child welfare centres in Cawnpore the rate of infantile mortality there 
still continues. to be the higbest in tM province. and he attributes this fact partly 
to the necessity felt by expectant women workezs to remain a.t work as long and 
to return to it as early as possible. with resultant injury to their own and to their 
babies' health. This Government have not decided that the advantages of providing 
maternity benefits by legislation wowd outweigh the disadvantages. including the 
risk of keeping a considerable number of such women out of employment which 
they might otherwise secure. They have so far oonsidered it expedient to refrain 
from legislation at the present stage of industrial development in the province. 

V.~Ih .. Welfare (including EducatiOIl). 
32. In 1926 the Government of India. desired information about welfa.re work 

to be collected. The Department of Industries made a special inquiry. The facts 
as tben ascertained are substantially true toda.y except that in certain directions 
welfare work has developed. . 

. (i) Welf4r~ uwri by Empwy.rs.-In this field the pride of place for work on or· 
ganized lines goes to the British India Corporation. They were pioneers~ and the 
example set by them is now to some extent being copied by other large employers. of 
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labour. But they are still far ahead. The Corporation's welfare work pamphlet 
(!928) starts with the statement that tIris work is " a fraok and practical recognition 
of our responsibility for the welfare of the many thousands of people who CCH>perate 
in the productive activities of this corporation. It represents a settled policy of 
25 years' standing . .." The Corporation have aimed at "providing suitable 
dwellings and a wholesome atmosphere. promoting happy home life and the social 
well-being of all," and the fostering of a "healthy and intelligent industrial popu
lation If based on the .. solid foundations of good-will and the spirit of crroperation:" 
The housing accommodation provided and health work carried on in the British 
India Corporation settlements have been described in Chapters III and IV. Other 
welfare work will be described under various heads. Messrs. ~ Sutherland & 
Company, another important industrial syndicate~ have recently inaugurated an 
extension of their welfare work. The railways~ two of which are managed by the 
State, have also taken steps to promote the welfare'of their employees. but it is 
assumed that details of the work done will be furnished to the Commission by the 
railway department. There are a. few other isolated instances of factories with some 
welfare work. Butl broadly speaking. and with these honourable exceptions. 
employers as a class have not risen to their opport~nities. 

(ii) By 01"'" Ag....us.-Apart from a few schools maintained by Arya Samajist 
and Christian m.issionaries and the work done by some missionary bodies for ~, 
industrial training to some of the lower strata of the population~ especially . . 
tribes. and the dispensary. the reading room and the newspaper maintained and the 
lectures, etc., occasionally organized by the Mazdur Sabha, Cawnpore, welfare work 
done by other agencies £or work.peop1e as such is negligible. 

33. The British lndia Corporation employ a full-time salaried welfare superinten
dent and a trained sta£f COnsisting of four doctors. five nwses, eight matrons. eight 
compounders, about a dozen midwives. 19 teachers and two sergeant patrols. In
cluding the conservancy establishment the tocal sta1f consists.oi 147 paid wbole-time 
workers. Messrs. Begg. Sutherland &' Company have recently engaged the services 
of a superintendent to organize welfare work for their employees. Some concerns 
employ teachers and a few have dispensaries in chaIge of quaWied sta1f. 

, 34. (al (i) Except for tb ... tif!i.n .. rooms for the US& of European and Anglo
Indian employees of the railways no facilities for taking meals in the factory pRIIlises 
are known to be available. Genera1ly speaking, workmen bring or buy on the spot 
their own food and take their refreshments wherever they find a little shade. 

The British India Corporation have four creches and two .. haby welcomes" in 
charge of trained workers. Two other mills at Cawnpore also provide creches.. 
So far as is known there are no other concerns which provide them. 

(ii) Some of the concerns which provide housing accommodation for their 
workmen provide some facilities for recreation. Theopenspacesleft for the employees' 
children can be used by employees. The British India Corporation provide fairly 
extensive facilities for recreation. including playgrounds for Indian and European 
games, seven covered wrestling pits. two community halls and rooms for indoor 
games. Some sports clubs have been organized and these are. helped with grants
in-aid. Boys' clubs and scout troops have also been organized. Weekly cinema 
shows and occasional dramatic and musical entertainments are also held. Messrs. 
Begg. Sutherland & 'Company also. have undertaken similar work though on a 
amalIer scale. Apart from the railway institutes the railways maintain or subsidi%e 
some sports clubs. The East Indian railway has a cinema car and a band for their 
employees in general. 

(ill) Otlre, Act;.,i.;" ....... (!) I ... tNlcIi .... -Two reading rooms are kept by the 
British India Corporation and ~ by the glass factory at Bahjoi.· Lectures are 
frequently got up in the British India Corporation settlements and are sometimes 
illustrated with lantern slides. 

(2) Thrift ami Sa.ittg.-The British India. Corporation have in some cases 
granted pensions to old workers and widows. They maintain a provident fnncL 
a superannuation fund. three co-operative societies and a home for widows. A cloth 
shop is also maintained where their employees can purchase cloth at wholesale Tates. 
At times of scarcity foodstu1fs have been sold at specially low ntes. 

In another coneerD. an experiment with a .~ savings bonus" was tried. but has 
not been reported to be successful_ A few other concerns have co-operative societies. 
The railways maintain provident'funds for their permanent staff. But~ so far as is 
known. there is no other provision'1dsewhere for thrift or saving. 

(3) Social Ot-ga";Hli"".-The cn!dit for the only attempt to bniId up something 
like corporate life goes to the British. India Corporation. They have set up sadr 
panchayats (committees of five members) in each of their three settlements. All the 
main communities are represented OD these panchayats. They try such cases as 
arise in the settlements and act as advJset, and sometimes arbitratozs. 

" 
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(b) In the field of welfare work Government and the local boards have confined 
themselves to the provision of educational faci1ities~ but with a few important 
exceptions, no special arrangements have been made for industrial labourers as such. 
The Department of Industries" system of teclmical and industrial education is. to a 
large extent. intended for the benefit of the artisan classes. but these do not take as 
much advantage of the facilities aHorded as they might. In 'Certain Jocal areas 
primary education has been made compulsory and in such places the children of the 
working classes have to attend primary schools. But owing to various reasOtJS 
the working classes do not apprec;:iate the benefits of education for their children. 
especially when their going to school involves the loss to their families of their 
earnings. however small. Government used to maintain two factory schools but one 
was closed last year and the other recently. Two factory schools receive FUts
in-aid from Government but the total annual expenditure on this account IS only 
about Rs. 800. The Department of Public Instruction launched a scheme for adult 
education. in collaboration with the Co-operative Department. but no such school 
has so far been opened in an area. inhabited by an urban industrial population. 
There are also 334 special schools for adults. about haIf the number being maintained 
by local bodies and the rest being private. Two missionary bodies (the Ayra Samaj 
and the Salvation Army) maintain a few schools for workmen's children~ 

86. A statement is given at the end of this chapter showing the educational 
facilities provided in conjunction with factories. so far as could be ascertained by the 
Chief Inspector of Factories. Only about 15 concems provide facilities for the 
education of workmen or their children. Seven of these 15 have schools for the 
children employed in the factories. _ (including two glass factories) have night 
schools for adults and 14 ha"" schools for employees' children. Among concerns 
providing educational facilities the foremost place easily goes to the British India 
Corpotation. In 1928 they had fourdayscbools for boys and girls, two night schools 
and two industrial classes for employees and their families. the average daily 
atteodance in July. 1928, in the various types of schools being 394, llS and 38 
..spectively. They had also .. training scboo! for dais (midwives), the average daily 
attendance in July 1928 being 55 (oent. per cent. of enrolment). 

In. addition to these factory schools, the East Indian and the Great Indian 
Peninsula railways have schools at important centres (including in the. case of the 
East Indian Railway a hill station) for the eh.ildren of their European and Anglo
Indian employees. The Bengal aod North-Western Railway contribute towa.nls the 
expense of Anglo-vernacular education for their employees" children; the Rohilkhand 
and Kumaun Railway also give certain facilities. In this case also it is assumed 
that details will be furnished to the Commission by the Rilway Department. 

Apart from various schemes for the training of apprentices and the two industrial 
classes kept by the British India Corporation in conjunction with their settlements 
no facilities for industrial education are believed to be provided by employers. 

(i) Apart from the British India Corporation"s two night schools with an enrolment 
of 162 and with an average daily attendance of 118 in July~ 1928, and from the night 
schools maintained by the glass factories at Bahjoi and Balawali no other faeilities 
provided by employers for the education of adult workers are known to exist. 

(ti) So far as is known there are eight such schools provided for half-time workers 
in the factories. Three of them. are at Cawnpore and the rest at other centres. 
. (iii) Fourteen industrial concems have schools attached to them for workmen~8 

children. There used. to be two suc\l schools attached to Govemment of India 
factories and maintained. by this Government. but one was closed in July. 1929. 
The school attached to the United Mills, AgIa, receives a gmnt-in-aid from 
Governmeot. 

(iv) Remarks showing the extent to· which these facilities are used have been 
given in the statement. Some of these schools are utilized by workmen tor the educa
tion of their children not employed in the factories concemed. But the experience 
of the Department of Industries has been that boys of the artisan class do not fully 
utilize such facilities as are available. The tendency on the part of parents and 
guardians to exploit children's work in order to supplement the family's earnings 
is noticeable in the factory schools also. One of them is at present closed and in a 
majority of them attendance is poor. The schools for half·timers and for adults 
must on the whole be put down as not very successful .. 

88. There are in the province about a hundred co-operative societies designed to 
serve the needs of artisans. It is Dot known to what extent they attract artisans 
who work for wages. It is probable that a very large proportion 'of the members are 
cottage industrialists rather than wage-eamers engaged in cottage industries. 

As regards labour employed in the plantationsz the Registrar of Co-operative 
Societies reports that only two co-operative societies have been form.ed~ both in 
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Debra Dun district.. Even these are not exclusively intended for.tea-garden labourers 
hut have a proportion of such labourers as members. One society was in a decaying 
condition and has recently been reorganized. It has at present only 15 members. 
The other society has an enrolment of 30, about three-fourths being tea-garden 
labourers. It is reported to be working sa.tisfactorily. 

A few co-operative societies have been organized for the special benefit of factory 
operatives. There are at present six: such societies. As these represent practically 
all that the co--operative movement has so far been able to achieve among this class 
of workers, a description of each society has been given below. 

(i) TJu " LaUml." Co-op .. aI'" Society, Caump"" •• -Thio is the oldest of all and 
is the parent of two other recently formed co-operative societies for the benefit of the 
employees of the British India Corporation. Includingskilled and unskilled labourers 
and some clerical stafi it has a total membership of 511. The society only provides 
cheap and easy credit. No memberis advanced a loanexceedingftve times the nominal 
value of the shares held by him. The amount outstanding against members is nearly 
Rs. 33,000. Its present condition is believed to be on the whole sa:tisfactory. 

(il) and (ill) Kakomi aM Hazan Co-operativ. SccktUs.-These were recently 
started to serve the needs of the employees of two other constituent members 01 the 
British India Corporation. To a certain extent they have drawn their membership 
from the older parent society. the ~. Lalimli." These societies also confine themselves 
to the provision of credit. 

(iv) T .. H ....... and SaddJny Faclcry Co-opwali .. Society.-Membership is open 
to aU employees, including clerks of the Government Harness and Saddlery Factory, 
Cawnpore. Enrolment is about 700. The total amount outstanding against members 
is about Rs. 36,000. In this case also the upper limit for loans to be advanced to 
members is five times the nominal value of shares held by the borrower. This society 
not only supplies credit but also runs a cloth store, where sales are made on credit 
as well as for cash. Its condition has been reported to be fairly satisfactory. 

(v) BalJjoi Glass-w(WkHs~ QH>P"alirm Sociefy.-The members of this society 
are all workmen employed in the factory and residing in the adjoining villages. 
Part of the working eapital consists of deposits made by the owners and some em
ployees of tho factory. The society confines itself to the provisioD of credit. 

(vi) MtUlIlUf' Sabh4 Co·op ... ,", .. Society, Caump""'.-This society is a branch of 
the Mazdur Sabha. The membel'S are all employees in the various industrial concerns 
of Cawnpore and number 115. It is purely a. credit society. The amount outstanding 
against members is about Rs. 8.000. This society is believed not to be in a prosperous 
condition owing to various reasons. 

There is also a society for Christian clerks employed in various Cawnpore firms. 
The enrolment is 33. But it can hardly be called a co-operative society for industrial 
labour. 

Considering the number of employees in the various regulated factories of 
Cawnpore the aggregate membership of the various co-operative societies in that city 
is a small fraction. Outside Cawnpore there is hardly any co-opemtive movement 
to speak of among industrial labourers. The difficulties in their case are greater 
than in the case of agriculturists' societies. It can therefore be said that while the 
co-operative movement has, to a small extent, spread in Cawnpore, it has failed to 
make an effective appeal elsewhere~ and even in Cawupore ita condition is by no 
means tlourishing. 
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Whether educational f~ties are 
provided for-

Th. extent to which 
Names of factories. Place. these facilities arc Remarks •. 

used. 
Adult Children working Workmen'8 

workers. in tho factory. cbildren. 

1. "Tbe Agra United Mills, Lilnited Agra .. No. .. Yes .". .. Yes .. - "The school t a 
present i8 closed 
and govern 

Naini Children Yes 2. Triboni Desi Sugar Works .. .. No .. not .. - men'\ernt ill 
employed. awai : 

S. Indian Bobbin Compo.y .. .. Clutterbuck- No. .. Do. .. Yeo .. -
ganj. 

4. Rosin aod Turpentine Factory, Do. .. No .. Do. ... Yes .. -
Clutterbuckganj. I 

5. East Iudian Railway Electric Mogha.l.arai No • .. Do. .. Y .. .. A very1imited numbertal<e. 
Power House. udvantago of the .choo!. 

6. Ganga Glass Works 
~ 

&lawall A rught A night cl ..... Ad.yochool These are availed of to the .. .. .. 
class. full only by workmep's 

children ; otherwise the 
response is poor. 

7. Elgin Mills Company. Lilnited .. Cawnpore .. No .. Y .. .. .. Yes '" . Wellatteuded, 
• 

8. British Iudia Corporation, Lilnited Do. .. Yes .. Yes .. .. Yes .. Very largely uaed and ap-
preciated by their em-
ployees and their lalnilies. 



Whether' educational facilities are 
provided lor-

Th. extent to which • 
Names of factories. Place. these facilities ate Remarks. 

u .. d. 
Adult Children working Workmen's 

Workers. in the factory. children. 

9. Ham ... and Saddlery Factory .. Cawnpore .. No .. Yes .. .. Y .. .. Full advantage of the I.cili· 
ti .. provided i. taken by 
the workers. Attendance 
for children 'Working in tho 
factory i. compUl.ory. 

10. Forest Reoeerch Inlltitut. .. Dobra Dun No. .. No .. .. Y .. . . Take full advantage of the 
educational opportuniti .. 
atlorded. 

II. Partahpur Sugar Factory Mairwa .. No .. Children not Y .. .. To a great ext.nt. 
employed. 

12. Unlted ProvI1lCOII GIaoo Works, Bahjoi .. A nlght A nlght school - Not well utili.ed hy work-
Limited. school. men. 

IS. Moradabad Spinnln~and Weaving Moradabad No .. - Y .. .. A great number of work-
Min. Company, Limited. men', children attend. 

14. Rosa Sugar Works and Distillery Rosa .. No .. Y .. .. .. Y .. .. About 20 children attend 
daily. 

15. Army Clothing Factory " .. Sbahjabanpur No .. Yes . . .. Yes .. The total number OD the roll 
is 71. But it is Dot attend-

16. Great Indian Penlnoula Railway •• ]bansi 
ed by children employed;n .. Details Dot known the factory. 
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VL-Ed ..... ticm. 
40. Facili/W for g.....w "_ ... i" imlwstrial .... _.-li) of child ..... ,.., ... 

_J>loymotII.-Some of these facilities ha .... been described in (32) (ii). (34) (1)) and (36). 
Apart from them industrial areas enjoy only such facilities as are provided by the 
local OOdy eo.trusted with the local administration and by the authorities in charge 
of Anglo-vernacular education. Under an Act of 1919 municipalities, and uuder a 
similar (but uot identical) Act of 1926 district boards. are empowered to introduce 
compulsion in onier to bring all children between the ages of six and eleven years 
under primary instruction in the vema.cular. At present compulsion is in foree in the 
whole or specified parts of thirty-live municipalities and in speci1ied parts of twenty· 
four district board areas~ Among such municipalities are the industrially important 
ones of Cawnpore. LucJmow. Beoares. Agra. Bareilly, Meerut, Morada.bad, Aiigarh 
and Firozabad. The municipality of Cawnpore was the first in the field with its 
scheme for compulsory free primary education. In selected parts of that municipality 
eompulsion has been in force since 1922. The earlier enactment of the legislation 
ena.bling municipalities to introduce compulsion and the fact that factories and 
fXrttage industries are chie:fty located in the urban areas have. combined to provide 
industrial: areas with more extensive educational facilities than are enjoyed by the 
rural populatioa. It has not however been possible to work out statistical information 
showing the extent of these facilities or the extent to which they are utilized. 
Rather less than one-half of the boys in the province between the ages of six and 
eleven are at present in the vernacular schools. 

(ii) Of childr ....... pk>ye<i 'tI f""mos.-These have been described in (34) (b) and 
in (36) and in the statement at the end of chapter V .. The 1919 and 1926 Acts con
tain provisions for preventing the uti.liza.tion .. whether for remuneration or otherwise, 
of the services of a child whose parents is required to cause him to attend a recognized 
primary school. The local board's special night schools for adults which arementioned 
in (34) (b) can be attended by boys of twelve years and upwards. AD exteosion of 
sueh facilities in the municipalities is under Government's consideration. The working 
of these schools has been reported to be inefficient. though most inspecten of schools 
~ that they have great potentialities for good. The night schools for adults 
recently established by co-operative education societies have been more favoura.bly 
reported upon. But this experiment is only about a year old and has been under
ta.ken in the rural areas. The number of such schools is still very small. From the 
point of view of children and young adults employed in the factories the, experiment 
is animportant. 

41. FGCilinu frw in41f.SWial and vocatitmtil tr4imng .-These have been described. 
in some detail in (12) and in appendix II", and also in (34) (b) and in (36). 

VlL~. 
43. Emling "guIati ..... -(i) I .. f~.-These are Ia.id down in chapter III 

of the Indian Factories Act and in the rules framed by this Government thereunder. 
The rules will be found 00 pages 8 to 12 (rules 34 to 52) under the head&--Fencing 
and guaTding of macb;nery. special rules for fencing in textile factories, special rules 
for fencing in ginning factories. and rules for the protection of penons attending to 
lI1S.(;;hinery and boilers. 

All boilers in use in the province are inspected once a year by the staff of the 
Chief Inspeetor of Factories and Boilers to determine the safe workiog pressure. 
When first registered they are hydraulically and steam tested, and such tests are 
periodically repeated. A special note on boile:s inspection has been appended to 
chapter XVII (Administration). . 

The use of electrical energy in factories and elsewhere is govemed by the Indian 
Electricity Act and the rules thereunder. 

(ii) Mine., ... il..,.". """ 4ccks~These will be dealt with by the Central Govern
ment departments concerned with them and need not be referred to in this memoran
dum. 

44. I..ale_ of ...,.;de!tts.-(i) In foeWries (i_ding ,ail"",,. _k$hop$J.-A 
statement* at the end of this chapter gives the number of accidents in r~lated 
factories grouped by industries for five years. It will be seen that it is highest in 
the railway workshops which aecount for about 80 per cent. of the total. But it 
should be pointed out that railway workshops are among the best guarded and fenced 
factories in the province# and that the incidence of fatal accidents in them is lower 
than in other factories. To some extent the high incidence of accidents in them is 
only apparent. and is due to llberaitreatmentin regard to leave of absence on account 
of trivial accidents. In 1928 the Great Indian Peninsula . Railway workshops at 
Jhansi accounted for nearly 53 per cent. of the total number of accidents in the 
provi.a.ce; these workshops are as well fenced and guarded as any in the province. 
and. the bulk of the accidents were unconnected with the machinery. 

• • Not printed. . 
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Next after the railway workshops come textile and engineering faetories. In 
the remaining faetories the incidence is negligible. Accidents to operatives from 
boil .... are practi<:ally speaking nnknown. 

The foHowing two statements rnnstIate the above points :_ 

(a) Inci4e1ru Of _ Ptw Jotmdrd ....pIcy ... m .ep1aU4 fadorin. 

Incidence of accidents., 1924. 1925. 1926. 1921. 1928. 

Percent. Per cent. ~cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
(I) Railway workshops 4·68 7·36 7-05 5·26 "6·95 12) Textile • • . . 0·37 0·42 0·45 0·29 0'4 
3) Engineering (exclud- 0·74 1'42 1·32 1'14 0·73 

ing railway work· 
shops). 

(4) An the rest .. 0·29 0·34 0·34 0·35 0·48 
(S) Average for an in- 1·17 1·77 1·94 1·39 1·86 

dustries . 

• If the Jiguns for railways are split up. the figure for the Great Indian Peninsula 
Railway is 17·92 per ceut. and for others 3·2 per cent. 

(b) Tolal " .. ..0..- of ~f-. S4J'iovs 11M ",i_. 

1924., 1925. 1928. 1921. 1928. 

~ li .. 
/l 

,; ~ ...: g .. i " ! " I " .. 
! 

.. s- ~ i! ~ j 0 0 ·8 0 
'J! " :i - " ~ &: .. ell ~ ell '" '" 

(1) Railway I- 43 6S4 1- 62 1.()8jJ ~ 87 1,271 4 44 932 4 102 1.193 
workshops. 

65 ! 191 (2) Other 12 44 153 20 170 54 213 10 37 22 76 214 
faetories. 

Total .. 12 81 807 20 131 1.250 12 141 1._ 14 81 1.131 26 176 l.407 

The incidence of accidents has (with the exception of 1927) beeo rising since 1925. 
the exact figures for 1924 to 1928 being 1'17. 1·77. 1·94. )·39 and 1·86. This is 
probably due to the fact that the growth. of the operative's mechanjral sense and his 
education have not kept pace with the increasing complexity 01 the plant and the 
processes. On the other band, the gna.rd.ing and fencing of machinery have shown 
steady improvement for several years past and it is difficult to lay the responsibility 
for the enhanced incidence solely on the abmzementioned reason. 

(iii) I,. ",iwes ••• i/_ys ..." <Iock.s.-This wiIl be dealt with by the Central 
Government departments. 

45. CCJUU$.-A classification of accidents for the last fiw: years has beeu given at 
the end of this chapter. and shows that the largest proportiou wen those due to the 
use of hand-tools, and alter that those caused by tailing weigbts.. Those due to 
workmen falling and to the handling of miscellaneous machinery come next in the 
order of numerical importance. But accidents due to the handling of machinery as 
a whole and especially of machine tools are fewer thau might be expected. and in 
1928 accounted for only about 20 per cent. of the Dumber of accidents. 

The C3t1Se9 of accidents are numerous. The average Indian workman bas little 
idea. of th$dangers attendant on machinery. His t:raining is negligible. His enviroJt.. 
meat is onmedlanical. His traditional dn:ss sometimes ~ him to risk. He 
often takes shortcuts or undue risks because he does not: realize their danger. Only 
a. smaU proportion of workmen in a factory are literate and can therefoce UDderstand. 
neD if they care to. the meaning of safety instructioos and posters.. Instances have 
come to the factol'y inspeetiOll staff's notice in which guards were Iemoved for the 
cleaniD.g or repairing of machinery but were Dot re~~ with the result that the 
repairers or their co-wodleI1l were injured~ There IS also in the avemge worker a 
certain degree of camessness and beed1es""ess. Thus.. of the 6:w men killed as a 

• 
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RSUlt of accidents duetoca.reless replacing ofbeJting, four were experienced. be1tmen ; 
f.a.miliaritywith tbe danger bred. in them a contempt for it, and they took undue risks.. 
Uaautboriz.ed handling of machines of teD tlkes place. Thus an oilman attempted 
to replace belting. though this was DO part of his duty. and got entangled and killed. 
Lighting is on the whole as good as might he wished. and feDciDg and gnanling are 
reasonably adequate and are gnulually improving. 

46. A..t.ietd ~.-The provisioos in the Act and the rules have already 
been described. These are enforced within the limits permitted by the meagre staff 
available for the inspection of factories. Since the introduction of the Workmen's 
Compensation Act the employeJS~ interest in the provision of guards and fencing 
has also been stimulated and they have generally been found willing to comply with 
<such orders for the efficient guarding and fencing of m.achinery as are issued by the 
factories inspect:ingstaff. The cleaning of machinery in motion byWOmeD and children 
-was prohibited by the Amending Ad of _. 1926. and can und ... the same Act 
be prohibited in the case of men; but in this province such prohibition appliES only 
10 the cleaning of machines in motion with tags OI' cotton waste held in the hand . 

. In 1926-27 •• safety-fizst .. posters were put np in most of the railway workshops 
and the number of accidents went down from 1,361 in 1926 to 980:in 1927. But the 
novelty SOOD wore out and in 1928 the men took little notice of the: posters. The 
number of accidents in 1928 rose to 1,299. This figure is very little lower than that 
of 1926. It only remains to add that the postexs have not been changed since they 
were fust put up. 

In factories other than railway workshops no It safety-first" posters have been 
adopted. But notices in English. Hindi and Urdu prohibiting the cleaning of 
machinery in motion have for a Dumber of years back been put up in many of the 
larger CODCem!I. Notices of caution against electric shocks have also been pot up 
where electrical machinery is in use. 

Apart from these posters and notices and the advice off..-ed by the factories 
inspection staff. no specific .. safety .. propaganda has been undertaken. No Iectw.s 
<Or demonstratious or cinema shows or other forms of instruction and training of 
workmen in the a.voidance of accidents have~ 80 far as this Government are aware. 
been undertaken by the employers or by associations of the employees or by other 
bodies or persons. 

47 . .A. ~ iff tlMl-Yep1tUe4 ...uoblish1lUtlts.-No informati01l is available. 

46. Fin1-ai4 _ -...z ...zuf.-Under rule 77 all factories employing 500 or 
more persons have-~ provide first-aid appliances and sterili%ed dressings aDd to keep 
them readily available during working hours. Many factories which are Dot bound 
by this rule also provide these facilities~ but the ~ Dumber is not known. 

Most of the larger factories maintain dispensaries and employ a resident orvisiting 
medical man. The ~ number of such factories is not knOWD. 

49. The follnwing tables show the frequency of factory inspections. the majority 
being by the Chief Inspedor of Factories himself :-

11924. 11925. \1926. \1927. 11928. 
Number of working factories .. 257 276 313 332 358 

Number of inspections by-
(i) Chief Inspector of Factories •• 

} 306 346{ 410 288 337 
(ii) His staff · . .. .. 150 115 183 
(ill) Others · . .. . . *- 36 76 99 92 

Total .. · . .. 306 362 836 502 612 

Number of factories inspected-
(i) Once · . · . .. 179 155 120 179 180 

(ii) Twice · . · . .. 35 54 65 74 100 
(ill) Thrice · . · . .. 5 17 46 25 23 
(iv) More than three timea .. 5 13 49 13 20 

Number nninspeded · . .. 33 37 33 41 15 

• No reports :received. 
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Considering the meagre staff available for the inspection of factories, and the 
increasing pressure of administration work, the frequency of inspections is in this 
Government's opinion as good as could reasonably be expected. Where the sta1f is 
so sma.U and factories so scattered the difftculty of making a su.rprise inspection is 
naturally great. In the matter of stringency of inspection and enforcement of the 
regulations. the work of the staff bas been satisfactory. 

SO. The effects of houm of work. health, light and other working conditiona on 
safety can be deduced .. ~. But no investigation has been undertaken to ascer-
!aiD the extent of agreement between such. pr;c.i condnsions and the actnal facts. 

Total number of accidents. 

Natnre of accident. 
'1924.1.1925• I I 1926. 1927 . 1928. 

. 
Tunks. 

Scutchers .. .. .. .. .. - - 4 - 7 
Carding .. .. .. .. .. - - 1. 21 16 . 

~:~ .. .. .. .. .. - - 5 2 9 
.. .. .. .. .. - - 6 2 11 

Cleaning machioery in motion .. .. - - 16 13 19 
Miscella neous .. .. .. .. - - 71 42 40 

Total .. .. 96 104 116 SO 102 

AU oIlrn faek1ries. 
Machine tools .. .. .. .. - - 60 44 61 
Rolling stock on lioes .. · . .. - - 12 5 14 
Mill gearing. shafting. etc. · . . . - - 5 8 2 
Belts .. .. · . · . .. - - 12 9 15 
Miscellaneous machinery .. .. - - 94 71 145 
Cranes. hoists and winches .. .. - - 18 12 12 
Falling weights .. · . .. .. - - 293 189 289 
p....,... falling .. .. .. .. - - 98 59 98 
Tools in use .. .. .. .. - - 473 354 386 
Drowning .. .. .. .. - - 1 - 1 
Molten metaJ .. .. .. .. - - 1 10 12 
Sc:aids .. .. .. -. .. - - 12 17 20 
~tricity .. .. .. .. - - ·5 7 7 

. . .. .. .. .. - - 91 77 99 
Miscellaneous .. .. .. .. - - 346 284 348 

Total _. .. 810 1.297 1.521 1.146 1.509 

Gnmd total .. 906 1.401 1.837 1.226 1.611 

A<:cidents per hnndred persons employed 1-17 1·77 1·94 Hl9 1·86 

· • ~ was DO clgssdicatiOn in 1924 and 1925. Hence only totals are glveD. 

VIU.-w .. kman'. CQlllPODSlltioa. 
51. W ... -..'. C ..... _ Act.-{i) The administration of the Act bas given 

rise to little difficulty and the apprehensions about its smooth worki.og which were 
felt at the time of its passing have proved unfounded. Its use is extending. In 
this province the Dumber oj compensation cases and the amounts paid as oompeosa~ 
tion have both been rising ever since the law came into force. The number of acci
dents as reported in the Chief Inspector of Factories' report and their incidence have 
both. with the exception of 1927, been rising (see statement). It is also remarkable 
that few cases have been dismissed. and that the proportion of contested cases is 
small. 

(ii) Statistics are not collected regarding all cases of compensation paid under the 
Act. but only for the more important classes of workers. i.e .• those in factories. 
railways. tramways. mines and docks. 
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The ratio of the number of claims for compensation including settlements out of 
court to the number of accidents is not high and seems to have become comparatively 
stationary. In regulated factories alone the number of fatal and serious accidents 
in 1928 was 204. A certain proportion of accidents classed as minor, but involving 
a disablement of over ten days. should be added to this figure, but the exact number 
cannot be ascertained. Yet the total number of claims including applications for 
the re~tion of settlements out of court in respect of accidents for wl¥-ch com· 
pensation could be claimed--these include accidents in establishments other than 
the regulated factories-was only U3. In a certain number of cases, mostly minor 
accidents. compensation is paid by the employers without any reference to a 
Commissioner. Complete statistics of such cases are Dot available. Hence the 
proportion of actual claims to possible ones cannot be precisely stated. but from the . 
figures cited above it is reasonable to assume that in the case of a considerable 
proportion of accidents compensation though claimable is for various reasons not 
claimed. The great majority of workmen, even skilled ones. are illiterate. ignorant 
and unorganized. The existence of the law is often not known to the victim of the 
aecidents OJ'" their dependants. There are few organized unions manned by a well
informed sta1f who can take up their cause and fight it out if need be. Lack of 
means handicaps the :filing of claims. Inertia and a tendency to fatalism stand in 
the way of claims being advanced. When injured. the workman often has to or 
prefers to go back to his village for treatment, and even if he knows he can claim 
compensation be often forgets all about it. or on recovery prefers to remain quiet. 
Hence. on the whole. the workmen in many areas have been slow to realize and slower 
still to utilize the benefits whi-ch the law confers 011 them. In respect of minor 
disablements in particular, the number of claims made is still very far short of 
possible claims. But the Act is steadily getting more and more widely known and 
more and more util.ized. 

(iii) The total amounts paid as compensation-roughly Rs.. 10.000. Rs. 20,400, 
Rs. 41,000 and Rs. 46.000 in 1925, 1926, 1927 and 1928, respectively-are " trifle 
compared with the aggregate value of the tuTIlOvers of industrial concerns affected by 
the Compensation Act. The number of claims made is not large. The proportion 
of contested cases. i.e .• the extent of real litigation, has been insignificant. Hence 
in spite of the apprehensions felt by employers when the Bill was 00 the anvil, the 
actual adverse efiect on industry is negligible. 

On the other hane!. the Act has appreciably helped to introduce more effective 
fencing and guarding of machineTY, better lighting, .. safety first .. propaganda and 
the provision of first aid and medical relief. 

On the whole. therefore~ the Act has not only enabled compensation to be cfainied 
with ease~ cheapness and expedition, but has indirectly helped to humanize the 
conditions of work, without imposing an appreciable burden on industry. No 
responsible assertion to the contrary has so far come to this Government's notice. 
Even when the Board of Industries. whose non-official members represent mostly the 
employers' interests. resisted the proposal to extend the scope of the Act to other 
occupations. it was not asserted that the Act had handicapped industry. 

(iv) AV4iJability and US8 of insu,ance faciliti6s anti valU8 from U1D,kers· point oj 
ww.-Such facilities are available. At Cawupore there is an agency of an insurance 
company specializing in manufacturers' and employers' liability. Some other in .. 
surance companies and associations also undertake such business. There is no 
~. mutual" assurance association such as has been set up by the Bombay Millowners' 
Association. 

The extent to which the available insurance facilities are utilized is still small. 
Only about ]2 per cent. of the regulated factories (44 out of 373} take out insurance. 
These factories employ 25-6 per cent. of the total number of employees in regulated 
factories. Cawnpore is naturally a little more advanced in this respect. Eighteen 
out of its sixty-four factories (employing 55 per cent. of the factory labour) protect 
themselves by such insurance. The figures are however. variable from year to year . 

• • • • • • • 
52. On a reference by the Government of India the desirability of extending the 

Act to organi~ but not hazardous industries and to th~ ma.nufacture of explosives, 
including country gunpowder was consi.dered by this Government. They advised 
caution so as not to handicap industry. They suggested the extension of the Act 
to certain occupations. 

PostibilU:v of fwovitling ag4inst 1M insolwncy of lintJ>loyen.-The Government 
recently considered the matter and informed the Government of India that in 
their opinion the province was not sufficiently advanced to wanant the introduction 
of compulsory insurance. 
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53. Suitability of I"wisions relating J.o-(i) Scales of COmjmuali01l, (ii) Contlit1on8 
g~;nc its K!'ant ~ (~) Ceria-in other IJJ4ttns.-The Government have recently 
submitted theIr detailed VIews on all these questions to the Government of India in 
answer to the enquiry mentioned above . 

. (iii) I1f4U$~iaJ 4iseases.-The provision in the law about diseases in respect of 
which compensation can be claimed is elastic. and the list can be added to by the 
Government of India.. As a result of a question in the Council. the liability of 
:vor~ engaged in the blowing of glass in glass factories to tuberculosis was 
Investigated. The incidence of tuberculosis in such factories was not found to 
be heavy, and no action was therefore :recommended. This Government have DO 
additions to suggest to the existing list and DO alteIation of the procedure and 
the onus probandi. 

{iv) MacAitll!ry of Q4mi1listration.-This province has no special commissioner 
for the ad;ninistration of this Act. District magistrates are e~·offico commissioners. 
The compilation of the annual report is done by the Director of Industries. 
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55. (i) The upper limit is fixed by the Factorios Act at 60 per week and eleven 
per: day_ The normal working hoUlS as determined by custom or agreement vary 
.In different industries. Government factories usually work seven to eight and a half 
hours per day, with 8. half holiday on Saturday. .. Continuous process" factories 
'WOrk three shifts of eight bouB each for all the seven days of the ~k. Textile, 
oil. engineering and miscellaneous factories work a teD·OOUT day for six days a week. 
The following table shows the percentages of factories according to their weeldy 
working periods during the last three yeatS :-

Year. 
1926 
1927 .. 
1928 ., 

Not more than 
48 hours per week. 

16·89 per cent 
14·15 
16·87 

Not more than 
54 hours per week. 

6·49 per cent. 
8·SI 
6·62 

Ahove 54 hours per 
....k. 

76.62 per cent. 
77·54 
76·51 

A statement has been given .. t the end of this chapter showing by districts the 
percentage of lectories wltieh worke4 mOIle than 54 OOUD per week 4.D 1ge5. ne 
remarks column shows the predominant facto%;:::UStry of the district and thus 
indicates the industries in which the weekly wor' period exceeds ntty·four hoU1'9a 

(ii) Overtime is generally understood to mean work of over eleven hoUIS per day 
or Sixty per week. This can only be permitted as a special exemption under section 
30 of the Act. Extra. remuneration at Ii. the usual proportionate rate must. as laid 
down by tho Act. be paid for a.!I overtime work. 

But actual working periods do not aIwa)lS correspond with the pericds nominally 
fixed by the- factories. To give an instance. printing presses fix their working period 
at ten Mum pe-r dBy but seldom work more thaD eight. If the actual working time 
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exceeds eight. the men receive extra payment. tlUs being .. mutual tnId. arrangement 
but not compulsory undeT the Act. The ten hours' working day is fixed in order to 
avoid the necessity of having to notify the change in working honIS when there io 
pteSSUre of work. 

(ful SpnatWvtw.-So far as can be ascertained. this phenomenon is confined to 
nmning repair sheds on the railway, water-works and glass factories using the Japanese 
type of furnace. No statistical information is available to show its extent. 

56. The factories Act regulates the period of work for the workmen. but not fur 
the plant which can go on working without a break. But custom has fixed certain 
working periods. Government factories and railway workshops work 51 days per 
week. Saturda.y being taken as a half holiday. •• C'.ontinuous process U factories 
'WOrk seven days a week. Other factories gene:ra.Uy work six days per week. 

57. (i) No information is available to show how tbe average workman has utilized 
the longer leisure bonIS gi..m him by the Factories Act. A small proportion of 
unskilled labour has utilized it in order to make a littl. more money. but no statistics 
are availa.ble. Opportunities for intellectual improvement and amenities for enjoY'" 
mont are stiIJ few. though gradually increasiDg. 

On the other hand, supervision over labour has had to be strider. and there 
is less loitering than before. The piece-workers efficiency and application have to 
a slight extent improved. as he has to apply himself more closely without impairing 
the quality of his work in order to earn the same wage by a day's work as before~ 

(il) Prior to the limitation by the Factories (Amendment) Act of 1922 of the 
maximum weekly working period to sixty hours. only textile factories were limited 
to twelve hours per day. or seventy-two per week, but other factories were not re
stricted at all. Hence comparison is only possible in the ease of textile factories. 
ed even in. respect of them a comparison is not always possible owing to the variation 
of the other factors (e.g.~ the efficiencl' of machines and of men and the class of goods 
made). But the following figures. relating to the waste mule spinning department 
of one of the Cawnpore mills in which machinery was not changed. durin& the yean 
1921 to 1925, a.re of some interest;-

Yea.r 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 
Production (in 1.000 lhe.) •• 68·2 67·9 53·5 57·3 56·9 

(The management say that the Dumber of men employed remained practically 
constant.) These figures indleate that the drop in production was a little more than 
proportio .... te to the reduction of the working period. 

On the other hand, the Chief Inspector of Factories. imprEssion of employers' 
opinion in general is that the sixty hours' restriction has not affected production-to 
any considerable extent. 

This Government have not investigated this question, and are unable to say 
whether. and to what extent. production has been aJfected by the sixty hoD",' reo 
striction. 

58. This Government are unable to say wha.t the eHect of the daily limit has been. 
It is likely to be similar to the efte<t of the weekly restriction. 

59. In this Government's opinion a further reduction of working hours is not 
now possible without curta.iling production~ and incidentally the earnings. of the 
piece-worker. who in the textile mills forms a very considerable proportion of the 
employees. T'lleR is also the risk of labour troubles to consider~ as the piece-workers 
would demand higher rates and the time-workers would resent a reduction of wages 
which would probably have to be adopted by the- employers if production is curtailed 
as a. result of a further %eduction of the maxima.. 

60. In factories working ten hours per day~ a mid-day interval of one hour is 
given. usually after the first Bve hours of eontinuous work. Sometimes. however~ 
it is given after the first six hours. this being the maximum permitted by the Act 
for continuous work.· Other divisions of the total working time are in vogue, but 
they are in the nature of exceptions. Sometimes even the same faetory changes 
its division of the working time from. five and five to six and four or to other inter
mediate proportions according to the season of the year. As an alternative. the law 
provides for two intervals of half an hour each in place of one interval of one hour. 
Although a demand on tl:fe part of workmen for two such intervals in place of one is 
not unknown. the general preference is for the full one hour's interval. From the 
point of view of the mid-day meal time. the provisiobs of the law appear to this Gov. 
emment to be satisfactory. As regards their suitability from the point of view of 
fatisne. no investiga.tion into this difficult technicalsubject has so far been undertaken. 
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61. Section 22 pn!5Cribes Sunday or asubstituted daywithm three days of Sunday 
as a compulsory day of rest: thus ten days is the limit of continuous work. In 
practice the day of rest usually observed is Sunday. But when a public holiday is 
coming off during a. week. it is usual to utilize that holiday as a substituted 
holiday for a Sunday. In this Govemment~s opinion tho law on the subject 
is suitable. 

62. ExemptioIlS nuder ae<:tions 30(1) are graoted by the local Government for 
certain classes of work, •. I!., in U continuous process U factories. and in glass. paper. 
rice. -. dyeing and bleaching. opium, dairy. _-ginning and similar factori ... 
In each case conditions are pn!5Crlbed with regard to the oompuisory periods of 
rest and holidays. In the case of these exemptions the period of validity is not 
limited. But the exemptions a.re exa-mjned from time to time and are curtailed or 
cancelled when necessary. All exemptions issued in 1924 and 1926 were completely 
overhauled in 1928, and sevenl of them wete c.urtailed and a few 'WeR entirely 
cancelled. 

_ptious nuder section 30(2) are graoted for limited periods. They are 
expressly intended to enable the factories to eope with an exceptional press of work. 
They used to be somewhat freely given. _ haw now been considerably restricted 
as will appear from the following statement :-

Year 1924 1925 1926 1921 1925 
Number of exemptions graoted 17 11 3 4 I 

To give examples. an exemption was granted to an engineering workshop in order 
10 enable it to fabricate in time the material needed for a railway bridge. Similarly .. 
an exemption was granted to a. paper mill in order to enable it to comply with the 
terms of its conb¥t to supply paper to the Government. 

B.-MifSeS. 

Gette,.al.-The greater part of this province consists of an alluvial plaiD totally 
Iaclcing in minerals of any sort. The hill districts pre undeveloped. and in many parts 
are even inaccessible. A few districts lying south of the Jumna contain some of the 
outspun; of the eentral Indian or Vindhyan hill-system. The few regulated mines that 
exist in. the province are all confined to this area, i.t' .• to the districts of Agra and 
Jhansi and tbe southern parts of the districts of Mirzapnr. Hamirpur and Banda. 
The regulated mines number thirty-nine. They are concerned with stone (unspeci~ 
:fled) steatite. sandstone. gravel and fireclay. There are a number of smaller mines 
not under the Act; these. too, yield various types of stone. slate. ballast. stone metal 
for roadmaking. gravel, "Mat' and sand. The only valuable mineral found though 
on a negJWble scale is gold; in 1928 gold·washing gave employment to only fifteen 
persons. Mining gives employment to only about 6.000 persons. In 1928. 2.108 
persons were engaged in regulated mines and 3.977 in unregulated mines. In the 
regulated mines. women workers were about one--third of the total and children only 
about 51 per cent. In the unregulated mines. the percentages of men~ women and 
children were eighty..,.. •• eleven and eight respectively. 

63 to 72. HON .. ~ day ...." per _It. ek.-As regards the unregulated mines, 
no investigation has been undertaken. and no informatiOll on this subject is available. 
It is. however~ believed that they do Dot exceed eight. For regulated mines. the 
Chief Inspeetor of Mines will. it is expected. repart on these matters. 

D.-e_ Es/4hlis"_. 
78 and 79. Ho_ ~ .. y 4...1 por _k. Days p.r -k--Io) Plottldliorts.-No 

regular investigation has been undertaken. But a special enquiry was made into 
the conditions of work on the tea gardens of Debra Dun, the tea gardens and :fruit 
orchards of KumauD and the sugar plantations of Gorakhpur in COIlnection with the 
pre~tion of this memorandum. It has been reported that the normal working 
penod at Debra Dan is about eight honrs. but the labourer has to be .. on call .. for 
nine hours (6.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.~ with two hours' interval between noon and 2 p.m.). 
Normally Sunday is taken as a holiday. but wben there is pressure of work it goes 
on on Sundays also. In such cases they pay extra for such work. though new men arB 
ordinarily not engaged. The normal weekly period of work is forty-eight to fifty-four 
hours. but it sometimes goes up to sixty-three. Tea gardens work is to some extent 
seasonal. In Kumaun the daily working period is nine hours per day and a few 
houda ys. mostly religious festival days. are observed. On the big private sugarcane 
farms m Gora.khpur district. the labourer normaUy works seven hours a day for about 
three hundred days. in the year.' The normal weekly period of work varies between 
forty.eight and Jifty-six. As at Debra Dun. Sundays are observed as holidays CD 

some farms. 
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It will thus be seen that the DOrIlla! daily working period varies between seven 
and nine, eight being a fair average. Overtime work is exceptional except when 
pressure of work necessitates the non-observance of the customary holidays. For 
such overtime extra payment is normally made. It should. however. be noted. that 
there is considerable variety :in the system followed not only at difi'erent centres but 
even in the same centre. . 

(b) Docks.-This proyince has no seaboard. With just a. few excep:tions its 
rivers are not navigable; only portions of the Ganges and of the Gogra are used by 
small passenger and cargo steamers. Landing places used by steam and row-boat .... 
ferries and by flat-bottomed boatsnsed for the transport of timber. firewood, building
stone, stone ballast. grain. etc., are scattered all over. The labour engaged on the 
transport or transhipment of goods is. broadly speaking. ea.sual and is usually em
ployed on the piece-wage system~ The total number of men so employed is very 
small. 

(t::) Ot. industrial .sI4blisllmeftts.-Under this heading it will be convenient 
to deal with a few of the most important and typical cottage industries. 

Hand-weaving is easily the most important cottage industry. But. hroa.dty 
speaking, it is non-capitalistic. Nonnally the entire family share in the work and 
little hired labour is employed. There are,' however. exceptions. tJ.6., at Bena.res. 
Shahjahanpur and Mau which have some weaving establishments CD a ea.pita.listic 
basis~ Hired labour normally works eight to nine hours per day throughout the 
year and few holidays except some religious festivals are observed. It is not unusual~ 
when demand is keen. to put in up to ten hours, and inr.ue cases even up to fourteen. 
The normal weekly working period (all the seven days of the week) is between fifty
six and sixty-three hours. Preparatory processes are usually done by women and 
sometimes even the weaving is done by them. 

The case of the Benares silk and brocade and -other artistic fabrics industry is 
similar. The normal working time is seven hours a day. but when the demand for 
goods is keen~ as it is during the marriage or the tourist seasons, the period goes up 
to ten or even fourteen hours. But in the case of this industry also little hired labour 
is ordinarily employed. The weaver and his family do all the work. including the 
buying of the raw materials and the_sale of the finished goods. 

At Moradabad hired labour is engaged on a larger scale than in many cottage 
industries. but payment:is ordinarily by the piece and not by time. Allowing a balf 
holiday on Fridays. the normal weekly working time is sixty-five hours, i.e., ten hours 
per day. . 

In the leather-working establishments at Cawnpore and Agra most of the work 
is done by hand. Leaving out a few concerns, little machinery is used except for 
sewing and pressing. and the application of mechanical power is rare. At Agra, 
Friday is often observed as a holiday. and the normal working day is of eight hours~ 
But at Cawupore it is nine hours. and no regular holiday is observed though certain 
1estivals are. When~ however. work is done for piece-wages~ and especially if it is 
taken home, the normal period of work is ten to twelve hours. 

The carpet·ma.king industry of Agra. has a normal working period of eight to 
nine hours a day; Sunday is often observed as a holiday. Though no special enquiry 
about the hours of work in the Mirzapur carpet industry was made. the customary 
period of work there also is in all probability not materially dUferent. 

The conditions of work in the tlul'1"ie-making industry of Cawnpore. Agra. and 
Bareilly are substantially the same. But when wages are paid by the piece. it is 
not unusual at the height of the busy season to put in ten or even up to fourteen 
hours 'per day. 

The carpentry and furniture-making industry of Bareilly has a DOrIlla! working 
period of eight hours per day in the smaller establishments: for piece-wages nine to 
ten hours is normal. Holidays are seldom observed. 

The working period in the Farrukbabad. Luclmow. Muttra. Agra and Buland
sbahr printing industry is essentially the same. 

Conclusicms.-Leaving out busy seasons and bearing in mind tha.t a. good deal 
of the work in cottage industries is done on the piece-wage system and that as a. 
rule few such industries employ hired labour, it would be fairly correct to say that 
the normal daily and weekJy working periods are eight to nine and forty-eight to 
iifty-four respectively for time-wages and ten to twelve and sixty to seventy-two 
respectively -when wag~ are paid by the piece. On the average the number of 
working days in a year varies between 275 and 300. But it is necessa.ry to emphasize 
that it is rare to find fixed hours of work or a fixed number of working days per 
week: or year. There is great diversity in the practice- prevalent at the various centres 
and even in the different establishments. The figures cited above are little more than 
approximate averages .. 

The work however is dODe under circumstances SO difierent from those in power 
factories that the contrast may be pointed out here. There is none of the D.oise~ 
vibration and stuffiness which cbaracteri%e the average power factory. There is 
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nothing to rack the nerves or fatigue the mind. A good deal of the work is dono 
in the open-in the- courtyard of the workera house or even in the public street or 
Jane. There is no discipline to observe, Rest and recreation are taken whenever 
the need is felt. Contact with the home and the familiar surroundings is seldom 
interrupted. The usual amenities of social life are not disturbed. The training of 
apprentices (members of the fa.mily or relatives- and castemen) goes on along with 
the regular work. The temptations to drink or to sexual irregularities which affect 
the factory worker in towns like Cawnpore are almost entirely absent. These are 
weighty considerations which should not be lost sight of when balancing the WQI'king 
period in cottage indu.stries against that in power and other factories for orgauized 
mass.-production. 

80. Desi,.tJbiIuy of ,.~ation.-The Superintendent Of Census Operations, 1921. 
remarked that the C&tpet-making industry of Mirzapur appeared to him to be carried 
on under •• the most ideal conditions/' the management :financing the purchase of 
raw materials. controlling the designs and marketing the product and the craftsman 
taking the work home and doing it with the help of his family in his own time. 

Though aU cottage industries are not so o:gani%ed. these remarks are fairly 
applicable to cottage industries in general Plain cotton-weaving has to face the 
serious and ever-increasing competition of the power mills. The industry is steadily 
going down and the men whose ancestors have been engaged in it for generations 
have to work harder and harder in order to eke out a subsistence. Tbisisan e<:onomic 
necessity due to maladjustment between the old conditions and the new. though the 
latter have been in operation for some decades. To some extent this is true also of 

. plaiD silk-weaving, of the metal utensils .industry and of those artistic crafts of which 
the products are 110 longer as fashionable as they used to be. In the case of all such 
industries where the hours of work exceed the normal eight to nine. an attempt to 
restrict them will only lead to a more serious evil. viz'6 reduction of earnings. The 
industries oonecrned cannot bear any such reduction. The piece-wage system and 
the genera.lly non-capitalistic character of many cottage industries and the conditions 
under which they ~e carried on provide some measure of automatic regulation. 
Lastly. the administrative difficulties of enforcing any such regulation would be 
immense, and the coat to the industry and the State. the inconvenience to the men 
engaged and the scope for corruption so great, that in this Govemment6s opinion 
an attempt to regulate the working hours must be set down as impracticable. 

S_ showi"lf f>8nmlage of fadori .. by dislricts ,,",icn WOYRetl """. /ha .. fifty-f ... , 
• ...,.. p... _k i" 1928. -o· 

.. II 
District. "'e Per- Predominant industry. (i.Q o 

~9~ centage. 

=-
Agra .. 26 70·S Cotton spinning and ginning and pressing. 
Aligarh · . 34 94·1 Do. Do. 
Allahabad · . 26 50·0 Printing. glass and sugar-relining. 
Babraich · . " 100·0 Rice-hulling and oil-pressing. 
Banda · . 2 50·0 Cotton ginning and pressing. 
Bara. Ba.nki · . 2 50·0 Manufacture and repair of small cane-crushing 

mills. 
&reillY" .. s 41·0 Matches. rosin and turpentine. wood~-working. 
Benares .. 15 92·86 Cotton spinning and weaving. alumiDium·ware. 

hemp-baling. 
Bijnor · . 1 100·0 Glass works. 
Budaun · . 3 100·0 Cotton spinning ,cotton ginning and pressing. 
BuIandshahr 13 92·31 Cotton ginning and pressing. 
Cawnpore .. 64 82·26 Cotton and wool spinning and weaving. leather, 

engineering and oil-pressing. 
Debra Dun · . 16 68·75 Tea. 
Etah .. .. S 100·0 Cotton ginning and pressing. 
Etawah .. S 100·0 Do. 
Farrukhabad 4 100·0 Do. 
Fatehpur .. 1 100·0 Do. 
Fvzabad .. 4 50·0 Rice-hulling and lime grinding. 
Ghuipur .. 2 50·0 Government opium factory. 
(rl,nda. .. 1 100·0 Railway :running shed. 
Gorakhput" · . 12 75·0 Sugar. 

* No#I.-Th& railway workshops at these plaoes have: not been meationed 
in this statement. 
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'0' 
- .. 8 

District. 
.:I U'C Percent- Predominant industry. 0.0 0 age. ... a~ 
E~ 

Hamirpur · . 1 100·0 Cottoo ginning. 
Hardoi .. 1 100·0 Do . 
Jbansi· .. S 83·3 Do. 
Kheri .. 1 100·0 Sugar. 
Lucknow* .. 27 44·4 Cotton ~. paper. printing. 
Mainpurl .. 3 100·0 Cottoo gmning and pressing . 
Meerut .. 4 100·0 Do. 
Mirzapur .. 1 100·0 Cotton spinning and weaving. 
Moradabad .. 8 100·0 Cottoo spinning. cotton ginning and pressing. 
Muttra · . 9 100·0 Cotton ginning and pressing 
NainiTai · . 3 33·3 Cotton ginning and pressing and oil pressing. 
Pilibhit .. 2 100·0 Sugar and oil-pressing. 
Saharanpur .. 15 53·3 Cottoo ginning and pressing. tobaeco. 
Shabjahanpur 4 75·0 Sugar including distillery. army clothing: 
Unao .• .. 2 100·0 • 

• NO'IB.-The railway workshops at these places have not been mentioned m 
this statement. 

x,-8peaial QuutiODl -tiDe to Women, Young Adults and 0hlItINn. 
IL-Ftlckwiu. 

81. Effe<l of 1922 AcI ... Empw,..o.-{i) 0f_-Astatement bas been given 
at the end of this chapter showing the number of women and children employed in 
regulated factories and also the proportions of women and children to the total 
number of factoTy operatives in each of the last ten ye8.IS~ 1919-1928. It will be 
seen that the percentages have been declining. The statement should. howe~ .. 
be read in the light of the following remarks. 

A certain number ot factories not regulated by the old Factories Act came under 
the new Act in 1923. These smalJer factories employing between twenty and fifty 
persons employ a.1a.rge number of women. Many of them ate tea factories and a. 
ff>w are small ginning factories. In the tea factorif'S in particular women form a 
large proportion of the operatives~ and almost the entire work of cleaning the manu
factured tea. is done by them. In ginning factories also women torm a large proper· 
tion oi the workers. In ]926 the number of women employed in the smaller tea. 
factories alone was a little over 800. This is fairly typical. If the number of WOtnf'U 
employed in these factories which were not regulated before the 1922 Act is excluded. 
and if at the same time it is rementbered that the total number of factory operatives 
has bun rising from year to year. the extent of the drop in the number of woUien 
employed since the amending Act of 1922 came into force will be better appreciated. 
During the period. 1919-1922 the average number of women employees was 6,138; 
the average for the six succeeding years was 6,033. The percentage of women 
operatives to the total number of factory operatives was 8-81 in the fust period; in 
the second pe'riod it feU to 6 ·94. These figures should be read in the light of the note 
at the foot of the statement appended .. Besides this, allowanee should be made for 
the fa.ct that. to a certain extent. the restrictions placed on child labour encouraged 
a larger employment of women on jobs which formerly used to be done by children. 
though this effect cannot be assessed in statistical terms. If. however. women and 
children are grouped together. the aveIage went down by 9·48 pe-r cent. (viz., from 
8.372 in the first period to 7.578 in the second). in spite of the fact that the total 
number of factory operatives rose considerably~ 

(ii) Of yo...., .aM/Is.-This class bas not been specifically defined in the Act. 
Section 19 B refeTS to persons under eighteen years of age and. prohibits their employ
ment as weU as that of women in certain processes. The Act defines children as 
persons between twelve and fifteen years of age. Young adults may. therefore ... 
broadly speaking. be taken to be those between lifteen and eighteen. 

No separate statistics are available for this group. In the reports on the working 
of factories youog adults are grouped with adults. 

(iii) Of cAiU. .... -The statement appended shows tha.t the number of children 
has gone down from an average of 2.234 for the four ~am 1919-1922 to an average 
of ] .S45 for the six succeeding years. The proportion of child operatives to the 
total number of factory operatives went down from an a.verage of 3 ·21 per cent. in 
the finlt period to an average of I -89 per cent. in the succeeding one. ' 
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Olh,.,efJecIs.~No information is available as to the other effects of the restrictions 
placed by the 1922 Act on the employment of women. As the chief restriction was 
the prohibition of employment of women at night in ginning factone.-a ma;ority 
of the women are employed in such factories-it is safe to assum~ that it has ~b}ed 
a good proportion of the women operatives to look after their homes more than they 
might otherwise have done. 

The prohibition of the employment of children under twelve has not yielded as 
satisfactory reeults as it would have done if facilities for education had been con
currently e~ded and compulsion been introduced. Certain progressive mllnici. 
palities have introduced compulsion, but in many of them it is in force only in 
selected portions. Where compulsion is in force in selected portions. the children of 
factory employees tend to be left out of its scope. as the wards largely inhabited by 
factory labour a.re usually backward, and therefore considered unsuitable for the 
application of compulsion. To a certain extent. therefore, children prohibited from 
working in the factories have either helped in domestic work or been employed in 
non-factory work or have idled away their time, Complaints have been made that 
children who are left derelict and those living with relations other than parents are 
apt to develop vagabond habits through laclt of occupation. It cannot. however# 
be denied that the prohibition has to a. certain extent helped the cause of education 
among the children of factory operatives. 

82. The Factories Act gives the inspector the power to prohibit the admission to 
factories of children who cannot by reason of their age be lawfully employed therein 
and whose presence involves danger to them or injury to their health. 

In ~ractice infants are not permitted in the factory proper unless they are kept 
in s~l creches. There are only about half a dozen such creches in the province~ 
all In Cawnpore. In some factories, notably cotton-gimting and tea factories~ 
women workers are allowed to bring their infants and young children into the factory 
compound, but not into the factory buildings. Ginning factories employ many 
women on the cleaning of the cotton bolls (ka.pas) and the ~ factories emp1oy. them. 
on the cleaning of manufactured tea. Both these processes are earried out in a. 
separate shed or in the compound. and no machinery is used for such processes. 

83. Suitability oj R.gwIQ#oftSjor WolJien'$ WorA OM (84) Aff""fI/I Chiltir .... -Thi1l 
Government have no modifications to suggest. 

85. Doublo employment of children has been probibited by the Act. and, so far 
as this Government are aware. does not occur. No prosecution has been instituted. 
within the last nve years for a breach of this provision of the la.w. 

86. W""k an4 T.ai";fI/I of Y"""II A4ulIs,-The law (Section 19 B) prohibits their 
employment in certaiD. processes, and regulates it in certain other proCESSes. The 
prohibition and the regulation are both enforced. In other respects the work of 
young adults does not differ from that of other adults. 

No facilities for their training other than those mentioned in Chapte .. II, V, and 
VI are available. So far as this Government are aware. no factory mainta.ins special 
classes for their training. They pick up their work from the older and experienced 
opemtives who are sometimes their relations or friends. 

87. EJdntt oj .. BUM All.,," Emp/cymeftl.-Thls question has hardly been 
examined. Where such a vety high proportion of labour generally is unskilled or 
semi-..skilled there can be very few occupations followed by children or young adults 
which handicap them from earning an average working man's wage in later life. No. 
precise information is available. 

88. C .... PMtdi .. M .... /$ oj 1M Dovbl. ..... Sifl/ll .... hift SysJo.... ... Aff .. lifl/l flu 
H.allla oj Wo ....... Y""fI/I AIlf4i/$ aM ChiU,,,,,-This problem has _ been studied. 
The Ia.w prohibits the employment of women and children at night. Textile factories 
usually adopt two shifts of child~ of five hours each. different boys working on the 
morning and the aftemoon shifts. In this case there is no difference between one 
shift and the other as regards their healtb. 

The employment of young adults on night shifts does occur, but as no separate 
statistics are maintained for this group. the extent of such employment is not known. 

89. W ... A oj Wo ..... aM Child ... , in ..... ogulaUtl F~(i) Use by local 
Goo ..... "' • .us oj SecIi4n 2 (3) (b).-Onlyone factory (the East Indian Railway'. oil mill 
at Manauri) has been notified under this seetion. For many years past there has 
been no addition or alter&tion. 
~ The Manauri factory employs 3S4 persons. of whom 191 are women and " children. 
They are both employed on the cleaning of oil seeds. The conditions of W1'>rk are 
among the best in the province. The factory maintains a hospital including a 
maternity section and gives maternity benefits. . 

(ii) Advisability 0/ d~ opj>licolion.-This Government ha'W not considered 
this tques-tion and are unable to formulate their views thereon. In this connection. 
their views as to the desirability of regulating cotta&» industries may be seen (viM 
below), 
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c.--OIJIer Establis_lfIs. 

92. Nwl ftW R~.-For this Government's view the remadlS on (80) may 
be seen. They consider it impracticable to regulate the work of women and children. 
or even of men, in cotta.ge industries. 

s--..s """"'''If It.. N-" .fW ....... 4M CMkW ... Emp14yo4i1J RtplaU4 FIUIDrlR. 

-- ,,,. l ' ~ m.~ ..... '926. 1927 . , .... 
-

(I) Total oumber o! woddDg 2t5 21 218 245 240 257 276 SIS ... 
factories. 

~.906 69,941 El9.172 12,545 lit1 Totallactory l.abotI.r .. 7S.906 17,202 78,942 85,517 88.319 88,531 
ill) Number of women .. 8,361 6~423 5,714 6,026 5oS5s- 5,448" $,638- 6,64 .,561 .,S< 

3M 

• . 
6.083 

, 
(iii) (0) Aveageof (iii) foteG" 6,13. 

tain years. 
9· .. 1.·,.1.· .. 1.·., ,... 17'" 1"14 17-7.1704.1 .... (iv) Poroentageof (ill) to (ii) •• , . 

(iv} (II') A~ of (iv) for cer- 8'81 "38. But, &!I exp1~ in DOte below, 
tam yeats. 8'94 has bee.D. tak.eD. as the average for 

thispmiod. 
(v)Numberof~ .. 2.4021 2,5811 a,l.! '.'" 1,571 I 1,319 I 1,866 I 1,770 i .1,606 ( I, . 
(v) ,.j Avaageof (v) fur certain 2"" 1.54s 
(vi) ~tageof(v)to(Ul ,. • · .. 1.· .. 1.·,.1.· .. 2-13 1"79 I.· .. 12 .• 71.· .. 1.· ... . 
(vi) (_) Average of (vi) foreer- S-21 l'Ss .... ,...,.. 

N*.-'fM bif jump from 5,638 [eolnmn {iii)] in 1925 to 6.645 in 192.6 a. to a large .,.;teat. unreal. The 
smaller tea factories had claimed that they ~ not:factories ander the urn Act. 1"his claim was allowed in. 
the beginlling. When it was ex.amioed afresh. it was decided in 1926 to bring such factories under the 1922 
Act. The numberof women employed in such factories in 1926 and in 1927 was found to be about 800. Hence 
the figuusunder 1923. 1924 and 192:5 shauld be raised bvsome such ~ in order to get an idea of thenumber 
of wom~ opaatives in establishmentaof the class which ue DOW Tegistered as factories in ncb of ttm&e yeus. 
But as tea and ginning factories employ a iaq:er proportion of women than other :factories do. and as few 
ginning factories ~ brougbt nnderregulation by' the 1922 Act, it will give" better idca of tho ehet of the 
1922 Act on tbe eJ:tent of women's employmt'Dt if 800 is deducted from the 6guniS for 1926, 1927 and. 1928 
and a percentage of women operatives then taken. U this be done the avwage percentages or women em· 
p10yees in factories (otber than the newJy regulated tea f:actories}.warks out at 8-81 and 6·94 fat the period5 
19J9-I922 and 1923-1926respective}y. 

A more accurate idea of tbe estent of the effect of the 1922 Ad OIl women'. employmant could be givea 
if it ~ possible to asc:ft1.ain t.h~ ~tage of women operntives to the total number of operatives in 
~ted gi.ruUng factories up to 1922 and tho pereeotageof women operatives to the totaloumberof operatives 
in ginning factories employing fiftv 01' mo.re persons in the period 1923-1928. The mat"iin of error now teft 
is theftomale Jabour in the ~ u.ct0rie6 brougbt uoderregulatioD by the 1922 Act, Their-number is small 
and hence tha can be igoon:d.. 

XII.-WagOl. 
96. Prevailing Razes of Wages tmd Eanti'tJg$.-(i) In jaclorUs.-For the reasons 

stated in Chapter XVII! (pamgraph 143) below. the information available to the 
Government on the subject of wages in registered factories has been very meagre. 
There has never been any comprehensive or scientiftc investigation made of the 
subject in this province~ and the time allotted for the preparation of this memorandum 
did not permit the undertaking of a special enquiry. A careful examination of the 
available figures has shown that the information collected in the past about rates 
of wages can only be regarded as unreliable~ and that there is hardly a.ny information. 
at all either about average earnings or the difference between money wages and the 
money value of all earnings in the case of industrial labour. This is particularly 
so in the case of skilled labour. Some figures are available to show rates for agri
cultural labour. and for unskilled labour which are fairly reliable and which illnstra:te 
the trend of wages in recent years. The chief inspector of factories usually makes 
some reference to wages in his annual report. and publishes therein & brief statement 
showing •• average monthly wages" (for the whole province} of various classes of 
skilled and unskilled industrial labour. After considering the method by which 
these averages have been calculated. and testing certain items individually. the 
Government have decided that they contain so many possible sources of error that 
no. conclusions of value could be based on them. The chief inspector of factories 
has not sufficient staB to verify in detail the information which he receives, although 
he satisfies himseU as far as possible that the :figures are prima facie. reasonable. The 
designations of the various types of employment do not always have a uniform 
meaning. An engine~rlver~ for example. may be an employee of very different 
importance in a small factory in the country and in a big mill in Cawnpore. Hence 
the reported wages for certain classes of employees vary within wide limits. Allow
ances also have to be made for the seasonal character of certain industries. These 

(UII3) G 
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may pay higher .ates of wag .. lot the season during which they work than are paid 
by factories working all the year round. No information. is available about the 
numbers of employees employed on various rates, and without this reliable average 
rates eannot be obtained. even for men on monthly Tates of pay; while the piece 
wage system practised. in the province is a complicated one from which it is difficult 
to arrive at piece-work earnings which would be generally accepted as correct. 
A statement is given at the end of the cbapter showing the rates given by the chief 
inspector as average rates for the province for workshop coolies (unskilled) for the 
years from 1919 to 1928. and some comparable figures lot 1913 and 1914. Even 
these- are not reliable for all purposes, but they give some indication of the way in 
Which wages bave moved. Some figures relating to prices are given in Statement III. 
More detailed inforlnation about wages will DO doubt be given in the evidence of 
employers' associations and of trade unions. 

1,. Collage Industries.-Wages and earnings of cottage workers vary from centre 
to centre and industry to industry4 Provincial averages are not available. A few 
specific examples can be quoted. At Benares the average daily earnings of a skilled 
worker vary from 8 annas to Rs. 2. according to his· capacity. the industry in which 
he is engaged, its prosperity and the season. At Agra. skilled workmen engaged in 
the boot and shoe industry earn from Re. 1 to Re. 1-8 a.nnas per day. In the carpet 
industry these wages vuy from Re. 1 to 12 anna.s for boye. Tho general level of 
wages for cottage weavers has not been ascertained. But special enquiries made 
gave variations of from 8 annas for silk weavers in the towns to .. annas and 5 annas 
in the villages. 

In 1M Ttl. Intlwlry.-In the tea. plantations of Debra Dun the average monthly 
earnings of a man are about Rs. 12-8 annas per mensem. The daily wage is pro
portionately a little higher. Men get about 8 annas, women .. to 6 annas and boys 
and girls 3 to 5 annas. 

It should. however. be noted that labour on the plantations is in man y ways 
akin to agricultural labour. and that wages are, therefore. similar to those for agri
cultural work, and~ further. such workmen get many concessions by way of fuel. 
grazing, medical treatment and even housing accommodation. The monetary value 
of these has not been taken into calculation in the cash wages stated above. 

0.. Sugu C ..... F ....... -The ",tes of wages paid by sugar cane fanns and the 
sugar mills of the Gorakhpur district naturally reflect the average local level for 
general unskilled and agricultural labour, which in that district was found to be 
among the lowest in the province. 

1 .. 'he Publ;,; Wo.k. DeparlmeJ<t.-The following figures have heen supplied by 
the Public Works Department and funrish useful ioforma.tion about the daily .... tes 
prevailing in 1914, 1920 and 1929:-

Class of workman. 1914. 1920. 1928. 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 
Mason •• o 8 0 1 o 0 1 Z 6 
Carpenter 0 8 6 1 1 0 1 5 3 
Blacksmith 0 9 6 1 3 0 1 5 3 
Painter o 10 0 1 4 0 1 Z 6 
Bhisti 0 5 0 o 10 0 o 12 0 
Be1dar •• 0 S 9 0 7 6 0 8 3 
Coolie 0 2 9 0 5 6 0 II 8 
Hammerman 0 8 3 1 0 0 o 12 0 
Thatcher 0 5 6 011 0 o 15 0 

The Irriga.tion Department has reported similar rates. 
91. Move.8Mts "' ,,~t Y,.,.s.-Broadly spea.ki.ng. there were three eritica1 

periods in recent years during which wages rose. During the latter part of tile 
war, prices began to rise and wages. thougb alwa.ys lagging behind, tended to follow 
auit. Following upon the failure of the rains in 1918 and the havoc wrought by the 
influenza epidemic of 1918-19 (which took a toll of 2·8 million lives in this province) 
wages rose sharply. The two or three years after the termination of the war saw 
an industrial boom, which pushed wages up at lttime when the boom itself ~ sub
siding. Since 1922-23 the general wage-level has been comparatively stationary 
with a slight tendency to decline. The best real index is furnished by the common 
workshop coolie's wage. This reached its .enith in 1921-22 and has been very slowly 
declining. Though the working period in regulated factories was reduced to 60 houl'S 
per week by the 192.2 Act. the restriction, broadly speaking. only affected the earnings 
of piece-work earners. especially weaven. The other classes mostly managed to hold 
the position which they had already won for themselves. 
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In the case of cottage industries it is difficult to give figures to define or describe 
the recent changes in the wage-levels. As cottage industries are largely rural and 
as in their case movements of agricultural wages exercise a direct and immedia.te 
influence. an indication can be obtained from the changes in the wages for' unskilled 
and skilled rural labour (e.g .• carpenter.! and blacksmiths). Between 1916 and 1928 
wages for unskilled rural labour rose by 50 per cent.. those for agricultural labour 
rose by 60 per cent.. and the wages of carpenter.! and blacksmiths rose by 80 per 
eent and 70 per cent. respectively. It is noteworthy that the wages of th8 coolies 
employed at the railway goods sbeds rose by 48 per cent. between 1916 and 1928 ; 
this gives a fair indication of the rise in the unskilled factory labourer's wage. The 
figures for the following districts (arranged In order of Importance as judged by the 
number of factories) are of some importance as they give an indication of the extent. 
of the rise in the wages for skilled and unskilled labour in the factory and cottage 
industries of those districts :-

Com~ of rates of wages in 
1916 and 1928, showing the Increase as 

District. 
peroeotogo of the 1916 wages. 

For general For rural skilled labour. 
unskilled 
labour 

Carpenters. I Blacksmiths. (rural). 

(i) Cawnpore .. .. .. 64 143 124 
(ii) A1igarh .. .. .. 67 121 71 

(iii) Agra .. .. .. .. 64 121 50 
(iv) Sabaranpur .. .. .. 33 78 78 
(v) Allahabad .. .. .. 90 140 100 

(vi) Lucknow .. .. .. 60 71 60 
(vii) Gorakbpur .. .. .. 29 48 19 

(viii) Dehra Dun .. .. .. 78 33 33 
(ix) Benares .. .. .. 55 135 108 
(x) Bareilly .. .. .. 45 54 -

(xi) Moradabad .. .. .. 50 77 82 

(For the factors affecting the variation in the rise between difierent districts the 
1928 census of rural wages should be consulted.) 

98. A MOVtm sml to Villages.-No accurate information on this subject is avail· 
able. The census reports furnish some figures. especially forthose districts from which 
emigration of labour OJl a considerable seale takes place. But these figures include 
ordinary trade remittances# and even though such remittances are not believed to 
form a large proportion of the total# the figures do not give a precise- idea of the 
savings sent home by emigrant labourers. 

A special enquixy in the case of an important cotton mill at Cawnpore in which 
wages are paid fortnightly has. however. yielded a little information. During a 
particular fortnight 3·8 per cent. of the wages received by workmen was remitted 
by money orders through the post offi,ce attached to that mill (viz., Rs. 700 out 
of Ro. 18.500). The proportion of remittances by employees other than workmen 
and by outsiders was not. however. known. It is also veiy probable that some money 
was sent home by workmen through friends and relatives and through other post 
offices. These figures. therefore. give little idea of the real proportion of wages sent 
home. Estimates have been prepared of the average savings sent home by workers 
on tlie tea plantations of Debra Dun. As these have not yet been carefully scrutinized 
they have not been incorporated in this report. 

99. P.."....m i .. KiM.M AUUd P, .. I< ..... -In the regulated factories. payment 
in kind is almost unknown. 10. cottage industries it is believed to be exceptional. 
In 1924 a special inquiry was made and the ehief inspector of f.a.ctories reported that 
in only three out of the 257 :factories working in that year could he ascertain the 
prevalence of the system of part-payment of wages in kind. Two of these three 
had reported to him that the acceptance of wages in kind was voluntary. 

The practice of compelling a workman to accept a portion of the material 
damaged by him in the. course of manufacture at east price. or sometimes at market 
nLtes, is an allied but different question. 

At the last rural wag. census (1928) it was found that even for purely agricultural 
labour payment in kind was being gradually replaced by cash wages. 

(1193) 
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101. Mefhoil 0/ .fi"'''lf W"€&S-(i) By ... g_ "6"-".-This metbod is 
practieaIIy unknown. In some factories the workman has to sign a printe<! document 
with .. counterfoil containing the rules and conditions of work, but 80 far as can be 
ascertained, it does not specify the rate of wage mutually agreed upon. 

(ii) By oIIw _.-There are no labour employment agencies or exchaDges. 
Most workmeD are _aged at the factory gate or brought in by frieDds and relatives 
among the workmen~ or by jobbers or supervisors who fix the wage to be expected 
by the recruit. The agreements are almost invariably verbal and no written evidence 
is maintained to prove the wage thus agreed upon. Changes of wages are usually 
regulate<! by the schedules maintained by the ~meDt. It is DOteworthy that 
disputes about rates or about wages due are almost unk:nown. 

103. Exfe1JI 01 SlattdartlizatStm.-Little information is a.vailable about the rates 
for various classes of work paid by various factories. Broadly speaking. the system 
OD which wages are regulate<! lacks standardization. Wages vary not only according 
to the individual workman's skill, industry' and experience, but also from e;oncern to 
concem and industry to industry. Such sta.ndardimtiou as exists is. generally 
speaking. conftned to (I) the wages of unskilled and semi.fiilled Iahourers and of 
some forms of skilled labour, (2) the schedules current in a particolar concern for 
piece wage earners (e.g., weavers, spinners), and (3) the minimum wage which many 
Iactories ofJer for each claes of work. 

NoN.-Tbiaminim.mn wage is diffeMllt from that referred to in paragraph 105; 
the latter is based on the cost of subsistence in. tolera.ble comfort. 

104. Effm of W,,€. C'-'gu ... I.a1Jow Swpply.-Within certain . limits wage 
chaDges do not appreciably ailect labour supply. Unskilled and semi-skilled labour 
can be had in plenty; a slight reductioo does not, therefore. alIect the supply to 
the same extent as in theory it might do. Secondly, for various reasons .. la.bour is not 
as mobile as it is in other countries. Intelligence about employment available eJse.. 
where is disorganized and meagre. In certain industries· (e.g .. paper-making) the 
Dumber of units is small and, there1ore. migration to or from one unit when wages 
are reduced or increased in another is not an easy matter. Lastly, there is a certain 
amount of lIoating labour which enables the employer to reduce wages without 
seriously alIecting labour supply. This has actually happened twice in the case of 
the paper mills at LucImow. 

Beyond certain limits, however. wage chaDges are bound to ailect labour supply, 
but ow:ing to various reasons the adjustment between wage changes and labour 
supply is- less direct than in many other countries. 

105. Mi,nitmmt Wages.-This Government's views were recently communicated 
to the Government of India on this subject. For various reasons they considered it 
impracticable and inadvisable to establish and maintain minimum wages by 
legislation, especially in unorganized and cottage industries. 

106. D.d~i) E_ 0/ ji"'ft/I.-No systematic information on tins subject 
from year to year is available. In response to an enquiry from the Goveroment of 
India in 1926, some information was collected. The chief inspector of factories 
found that the practice of imposing fines for various reasons was prevalent in a 
iaIge l'roportion of the regulated factories. Fines could be classi1ied as (i) disciplinary 
and (2) compensatory. For persistent default the usual penalty was dismissal. A 
variant of the cash fine was the system prevalent in many weaving mills whereby 
the workman had to buy the whole or a portion of ~ cloth damaged by him. To 
such fine. however. there was a maximum limit.. The chief inspector also found 
that this system of fine was more popular than cash fines. A few of the facts then 
ascertained are given below; no further information is available. 

In 1924 the chief inspector of factories had found that the Dumber of factories 
in which fules had been imposed did not exceed 58 per cent.; the proportions in the 
succeeding years are Dot known. In response to the enquiry made in 1926. the 
Bengal and North-Western Railway reported that in their workshops at Gorakhpor, 
the aggregate amount of nDes imposed during a period of six months amounted to 
a little under 0·05 per cent. of the total wage bill (viz •• Ro. 209 out of Ro. 3.52.000). 
A cotton-gitming and pressing factory reported that in that factory the annual 
aggrega~ rarely exceeded Ro. 7. An important cotton mill at Ca.wnpore. reported 
that few fines were imposed for disobedience or indiscipline and that their aggregate 
did not exceed a few rupees a year. It added that the maximum fine imposed ,on 
an individual worker during a fortnight did not exceed 3 annas, and that the quantity 
of cloth which workmen had to buy compulsorily on account of damage in the p~ 
of manufacture did not exceed 0·003 :per cent. of the total out-tum 01 the weavmg 
sheds. An imJlor1;snt cotton mill replied that in its spinning department the fine 
rarely exceeded one day's JNlY for a serious breach of the rules, and that for very 
had work the fine was 2 to • annas. Another bIg cotton mill reported that it had 
a regular system for Jines. via. (I) 4 annas to Re. 1 for disobedience, spitting on the 
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walls .... d ""cleanliness. (2) 4 annas to Rs. 5 fur damage and breakage. In that 
mill the Dumber of _""'" who had to buy damaged cloth was reported to be 1 p"" 
cent. and the value of cloth so bought to average 10 per cent. of the wage. In 
another mill the number of weaven so fined was reported to be about 20 to 25 per 
cent. and the average value of the cloth bought under such compulsion about 5 to 
6 per cent. of the workmen's wage. The position as summed up by the Upper India 
Chamber of Commerce in respect of the interests Rpresented by it was as follows :
(i) The maximum number of workmen fined in any period did not exceed S per 
cent; (ii) compensatory deductions did not perhaps exceed 0·25 per cent; of the 
wages earned. 

In a glass factoty. fines amounted to 0·2 p"" cent; of the wage bill. On the 
TOilways there is a regular aystem for fines. 

(ii) 0'''''' ~.-Apart from the compensatory fines discossed abow. no 
other deductions are known to be in force. Subscriptions to clubs. dispensaries. etc.~ 
are voluntaty. but outside the few settlements that exist there are _ c1nbs of 
workmen in existence. 

(ill) UtilUtJAms of Fi1tU.-50me concerns utilize the receipts from fines for 
welfare work or for granting a bonus. but in a majority of them the fines are kept by 
the emplo~. Deta.iled information in respect of all concerns is not available but 
a. few illustrations can. be given. The East Indiana.n.d the Bengal and North-Western 
Railways and the British India Corporation utilize them for general welfare work. 
A glass factory utilizes them towards the maiptenance of a dispensary. A cotton 
mill at Cawnpore sets apart 20 p"" cent. fur tbe medical. treatment of the workmen 
and 80 per cent. for the bonus fund. 

(iv) [)osi,tIbility of Ugisl<m<m.-On this subject this Government consulted the 
various interests involved and also a. few administrative officers. The opinions 
received were found to be divided along the usual lines. The enquiries made by the 
Government satisfied them tha.t while the practice of fining workmen was general. 
there was no indication that it was abused. except perhaps by some of the smaller 
manufacturers whose employees were not villagers. Further, most of the larger 
firms were found to employ fines for the benefit of the operatives themselves in various 
ways. This Government's view was that there was DO reason for- recommending that 
the employer &bould be legally debarred from fining undisciplined. defaulting or 
destructive workers and they informed the Government of India accordingly. 
During the two years that have since elapsed, DO reasons have come to this Govern
ment's notice for revising their opinion and recommendation. 

107. Period> of Wag. P.,.....,.t.-(i) p...u.d$ for which wag .. />Gid.-In response 
to a reference by the Government of India in 1924. the Chief Inspector of Factories 
made inquiries during the time at his disposal. He found that (1) about 43 per cent. 
of the factories paid all their employees monthly. (2) about 30 per cent. of the factories 
paid all their employees fortnigbtly (3) DO factory paid all its employees weekly 
(4) about 54 per cent. of the factories had several distinct classes of Ia.bourers some 
of whom were paid monthly. some weekly. some fortnightly and some daily, (5) in 
some cotton mills the office staff was paid monthly. operatives fortnightly. and a. 
few casual labourers daily. Statement II a.t the end of this: chapter sets forth in 
greater details the results of his enquiries. 

As regards cottage industries the piece-wage is generally paid on the completion 
of the work. Where wages are paid by time, the usual wage-period is a fortnight. 
In the tea plantations of Debra Dun and the sugarcane plantations of Gorakhpur~ 
the usual wage-period is a month. On the railways also the usual practice in the 
case of men in receipt of wages calculated monthly is to pay wages monthly. 

(iil PIriods elaPsing />ei." P .. ,.,..,....-The last column of the statement referred 
to above shows the normal period after which wages are paid and the eonsiderab1e 
diversity that preV&ils. Speaking broadly monthly wages in the largor establishments 
are paid within 10 to 15 days. and fortnightly wages within 10 days. In the smaller 
establishments the period does not generaUy exceed three ~ys. Weekly and daily 
wages are in a majority of cases paid SOOD. after they become due. the practice being 
fairly similar in the larger and the smaller concerns. 

In the case of cottage industries it is more difficult to generalize as the diversity 
of practice is greater. The worker often receives some payment in advance, al1d the 
balance on completion of the job. Sometimes further advances are made while the 
work is still in progress. In some cases such advances take the form of interest~ 
bearing loans. the account being continued over a long period. On the tea plantations 
of Debra. Dun the usual period elapsing before payment is ten days. but on the 
~ cane plantations of Gorakhpur the normal practice is to pay the wage soon after 
it 15 ea.med. 

{iii) Desirability of Legislaiion.-(a) To regula14 pmods.-This question was 
considered in 1925. After considering the opinions receiVed this Government's 

(""') 
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conclusion was that the weekly period of payment was not wanted, and that there 
was no other valid reason for interfering with the freedom of contract between the 
employer and the employee to give and rec:eive wages at such periods as they choose 
or approve. They see no reason to modify the view then expressed. 

(b) To pl'euem ~Y in Paymen'.-On this ques'Pon too, the views of this Govem~ 
ment were commuwcated to the Government of India. in 1927. Public opinion as 
then ascertained was found to be fairly evenly balanced. but the demand for statutory 
regulation was fo~ to be insignificant. Government thought the difficulty and 
expense of enforcmg the la.w through the agency of a paid inspectorate would be 
unduly great and advised the Government of India that the proposed legislation 
should not be proceeded with. 

(iv) T' .... ....,., of U""laimd Wuc ... -As in the case of the utilization of fines, 
there .is great diversity of puctice in the treatment of unclaimed wages. Broadly 
!'I'""king. unclaimed wages are treated as lapsed after a. fixed period. This period 
15 not uniform. The period of limitation under the general civil law is three years, 
but it is not known how far the practice in individual concerns accords with the 
civil law. On the railway and in the paper mill at Lucknow claims made within three 
years are admitted. 

The method of disposal varies. In a great majority of cases unclaimed wages 
lapse to the employer and are absorbed in the general revenues of the concem. 
Cases are however known in which they are utilized for other purposes. Thus, the 
glass fa.etoty at BaJawali is believed to credit them to the dispensary a.nd clothing 
funds. Detailed information in respect of individual concerns is lacking. 

In unorganized and cottage industries and OIl the plantations, the treatment of 
tmclaimed wages is believed to be similar, but accurate information is not available. 

108. l...ubled"ess.-This question has not been systematically investigated. 
It is believed that indebtedness is very common among -factory operatives and 
artisans. In the case of labour employed on the plantations the problem is similar 
to that in the case of agriculturists and agricultural labour. 

No enquiry has been made into the causes of indebtedness. A large proportion 
of it is due to expenditure on the acquisition or possession of land. including the 
incidental litigation. Social ceremonies on the occasion of marriages. births and 
deaths in the family involve expenditure on a scale altogether beyond the working 
man's means. Sickness is a frequent cause leading to indebtedness. The average 
labourer's mentality is such that indebtedness tends to be chronic. and to be regarded 
as in the nature of things. One big employer once said that the average factory 
operative had all innate capacity for getting into debt and remaining in it. 

The moneylenders or creditors may be grouped into four classes: (al the 
employer who makes a loan or a payment of wages in advance. the distinction 
between wages. paid in advance and loans being often blurred (b) the common money
lender. sardar or chaudhri. (c) the Pathan moneylender. and (d) co-opera.tive societies. 
In organized industry it is rare to come across cases of money lending or of advances 
by employers. But in unorganized and cottage industries it is very common-so 
common as to be one of the characteristic features of the system on which cottage 
industries employing hired labour are carried. on. If wages are paid in advance. 
interest is sometimes charged. It is almost invariably charged on loans. The general 
rate of interest for such loans and advances varies between 12 and 24 per cent. per 
annum. On the f'l&ntations loans aTe very rarely made by employers. but wages 
are sometimes paid in advance. Factory operatives have usually to rely on the 

. common moneylender including the pawnbroker and the sardar or cha.udhri for 
accommodation. The workman in cottage industries as a rule also seeks and obtains 
8utili. accommodation 8.9 he needs from the moneylender and pawnbroker. The rate 
of interest charged varies with the na.ture- of the security (personal and collateral) 
and the personal relations between the ~rties. But, it rarely goes below 24 per cent. 
per annum. The usnal upper limit 1S 7S per -cent. The Patban moneylender 
charges very high rates, usually ISO per cent. but in some cases even 300 per cent. 
His assistance is however rarely sought except when accommodation is desired for 
very short periods. or by industrial workmen with vezy little credit elsewhere. 
This class of moneylender is. broadly speaking. to be found only in the Jarge towns 
and the villages in their neighbourhood. A few co-operau.ve societies have been 
formed at Cawnpore and on the tea plantations. The wage-.earning artisans engaged 
in village and cottage and other unorganized industries are often also agriculturists 
and therefore sometimes members of such agriculturists' co-operative credit societies 
as are available in or near their village or town. But. there are no societies for wage.. 
earning cottage a.rtisa.ns as such. though there is a fair number of societies for village 
and cottage industrialists. Owing to the unstable character of factory labour, lack 
of homogeneity and the absence of permanent assets to serve as security the forma
tion a.nd working of credit societies for the benefit of fa.etoty labo".... present 
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""usua1Iy difficult problems. Such co-operative societies as exist can fairly claim to 
have reduced indebtedness to some extent. But their number and their membetshlp 
being both small. the co-operative movement ca.n hardly be said to have touched 
the friDge of the problem of indebtedness amoog industrial and piantatioo labourers. 

109. B ....... _ profil-s/larift/! -'.-N_ .....t effect of sc"'-s .. MeA ,... 
Of" lave been ift- operatiOfJ.-Bonus schemes are in force in several concerns. The 
bonus is paid for a variety of reasons including regular attendance and economical 
utilimtion of material. So far as can be ascertained annual bonus schemes are DOW 
in force in only two of the Cawnpore concerns though about half a dozen are known 
to have given a. bonus at some period. or other. A few concerns have paid an annual 
bonus for several years past. The annual bonus is in some respects similar to 8. 
profit-sharing scheme. It is paid out of the profits (if any) !os the year and takes the 
form of a percentage of the total wages earned by a workman dtuing the year. 
It is rarely given if no profits have been made or if profits are small. Details vary 
and full information is not available but a few illustmtions based on information 
specially culIected might be given. One of the cotton mills at Cawnpore pays a 
bonus of Rs. 2-8 annas for regular eontinuous attendance and of Re. 1 for attendance 
on all days except one. A leather-work:i.ng factory gives credit in the form of a bonus 
for economical cutting. A sugar factory in Gorakhpur district pays bonus on a 
fixed sliding scale varying with the profits made. and another sugar factory and a 
paper mill give one on a fixed scale in years when a minimum of profit is made. 

The successful working of a profit-sharing scheme pre-supposes the realUation by 
the workmen of an identity between the various interests engaged in the concem 
and a conscientious effort on their part to do their best for its maximum success. 
The employer of labour does not feel that labour conditions in the provin~ are such 
as to justify a hope that this high co-operative ideal wit! be realized in a substantial 
measure in practice. Hence. so far as can be ascertained. such schemes have not 
been tried and there is none in operation. 

In unorgani.zed and cotta.ge industries and on the tea. and sugar cane plantations 
no bonus or profit-sharing scheme is believed to be in operation. 

In this connection might be mentioned the system of contributory provident 
funds prevalent in a few concerns. usually for the permanent staJi. The railways 
have this system for their supervising sta.ff though Dot for the lowest ranks of the 
labour force. One sugar factory gives its penna.nent employees similar benefits. 

The effects of bonus $Chemes vary according to their character. Bonus paid 
for regular and continuous attendance and for economical utili.za.tion of material 
should lead to fairly direct and immediate results. But the atmual bonus scheme 
is not popular with the average employer~ as discontent and even trouble arise if for 
some reason the bonus is not paid. Opinion is divided as to whether the existence 
of such a scheme ensures stability of labour and conscientious work and thus helps 
to increase the pro1its and. if so. to what extent. Like-a pro-ftt-sharing scheme it 
benefits a worker Dot as an individual but as &. member of a large group and thus 
lacks the effectiveness of a direct appeal to individual self-interest. On the other 
hand it has been claimed that it has led both to a larger measure of stability and to 
good work. This Govemment have not so far undertaken an inquiry into this 
question . 

. 110. Amuurlleaue.-There is great diversity of practice in this respect. Hence. 
the following remarks should be treated as illustrative rather than as a general 
summary of the practice in the various concerns. 

The railways usually give to their monthly paid staft both "casuaLu leave and 
some .. privilege" leave. On the East. Indian railway the introduction of a system 
of C&S11&1 leave to workmen up to 15 days has been reported, In the factories the 
privilege of leave on fun or part salary is normally confined to the monthly paid 
staff (including in some cases workmen). The period varies. but two weeks is not 
unusual. Piece-workers rarely get it if at all. The conditions which are imposed 
in some concerns on the privilege of leave on full or part salary to workmen (even. 
where such privileges is allowed) often reduce its value considerably. To give an 
illustration. one factory gives ten days' leave with pay if the workman has put in 
uninterrupted servi~ for one year; the number of wotkmen who satisfy this 
condition is a negligible fraction . 

. Leave without pay is generally allowed for varyin.g periods. If it is wanted in 
connection with ~. social events" (e.g., marriage. sickness or death in the family 
or among relations) the period. normally does not exceed 15 days. If the workman 
himself fails ill leave of absence is usually allowed, but in such cases no period is fixed. 

In unorganized and cottage industries and on the plantations the practice varies. 
Holidays on full pay are not unknown but leave on full pay is seldom granted. 
As a general rule holidays on full pay are allowed on the plantations. but even. there 
leave on full pay is not known or believed to be prevalent. Many plantations. 
however. give neither leave nor bolidays on full or part pay. The piece-wage earner 
in cotta.ge industries does not get leave or holidays on full or part salary. 

a~ ~ 
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(i) A considerable proportion of workmen take leave for varyillg periods !or 
agricultural work ... social evtm.ts,·· or sickness. In a certain mill it was ascertained 
that during a. particular year, 986 men took leave to return to their villages. The 
IlOrmallabour force employed in that mill being a little over 2.100 the proportion of 
men who went on leave to the men employed was found to be nearly 47 per cent. 
But as the turnover of labour is not known, it is not possible to base on this & 
calculation of the proportion of men taking leave to the total Domber of individual 
workers employed. The peculiar cireumsta.nces of this mill give it a high proportion 
of stable labour. Hence it is reasonable to infer that in the case of other similar 
concerns the extent to which workmen go away on leave is even larger. Precise 
information'in respect of individual coneems is not available. 

(ii) Tbe extent to which UIlAutborlzed absence is countenanced depends normally 
on the circUmstances of eacl1 case. If a skilled. worker with a reputation for regular 
attendance and good work absents himself he is rarely discharged unless business is 
very slack. But bad or indifferent workers and men who have proved to be trouble
some are frequently dismissed if they are absent without authority. The character 
of the season, the general briskness OT slackness 01 business and the availability of 
satisfactory substitutes are other important considerations affecting the employer's 
decision. 

Leave is, generally speaking. not a.ssisted. The railways assist their monthly 
paid workers by granting free passes on the home railways for journeys home. 
No other instance of assistance given by employers is known to this Government. 

STATEMENT I. 
W Mkshop coolie's Q,vntsg_ fIWIJlAly wag, in '"pees for 1M wlwk jworIince for 11, ten 

Y"''''' 1919 to 1921l. from ' .. ft>mJatiqrs svpplUtl to IIu Cltief 1~ of FacJoriu. 
_ as f>vblisMtl by hi ... 

Class of labour. 11919.11920.11921.11922.11928.11924.11925.\1926.11927.11926. 

Coolie (workshop) •• I 13 1 16\ 171 171 16\ 161 IS \ 14\ 141 14 

For the years 1913 and 1914 the following rates ..... given ;-
1913. 1914. 

Rs. Rs. 
Coolie or porte< (male) • • 9 9 

STATEMENT II. 

P""" of flllI({..p.,,-m , .. 1M ....... iM_OS of C4fImjwr •. 

A.-Cotton ... pinning and weaving milh-
(I) Atherton West MiIis 
(2) Muir MiUs •• 
3) Elgin Mills •• 
4) Cawnpore Cotton Mills 
5) New Victoria Mills •• 
6) Swadeshi Cotton Mills 
7) Juggiial Kamlapat •.. 
8) CaWllpore Textiles 
9) Wooiien Mills •• 

B.-Cotton ginning and presmng fa<:-
toties-

(I) Juggilal Kamlapaf •. 
(2) Forbes •• 
(3) Sriram Mahadeo 

Number of days 
Period of payment. nonnally elapsing 

before payment. 

Fortnightly 
Twice a month .. 
Fortnightly 

Ditto .. 
Ditto •• 

Monthly •• 
Twieea month .. 
Monthly 
Fortnigbtly 

{
Gin workers. dally { 

Others, monthly 

10 
10 

6 to 12 
15 to IS 

10 
3 to IS 

10 
4 to 10 

14 

15 
I 

IOta 15 
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STATEMENT II.-..14. 

P.ri04s of fIIt1f1e-p~ ;.. IlJtJ ....... itthslri .. 0/ CIIfIItt1>O ... 

Period of Payment. 

C.-Engineering-
(1) Empire Engineering Compaoy Twice a month .. 

D.-Brickworks-
(I) Ford and Macdonald Weekly and fort-

nightly. 
E.-FloW' mills-

(I) Ganges Flour Mills Monthly 
(2) Cawnpore Flour Mills Ditto 

F.-Printing press<&-
Monthly .. (I) Job Press 

• (2) Star Press Twice a month 
G.-5ugar mill&-

(1) Cawnpore Sugar Mills Monthly •• 
H.-Tanneries-

(1) Cooper Allen's Twice a month 
(2) H.lim Boot Factory Monthly •• 

I.-Tramways-
(1) Tram-shed •• Monthly., 

J.-Municipa.lity Monthly .. 
K.--Govemment factories-
Go~mment Harness and' Saddlery Monthly •• 

Factory. 

STATEMENT III. 

Number of days 
normally elapsing 
before payment. 

10 (pay days, 10th 
and 25th). 

I 

C.IS 
15 

15 
15 

15' 

15 
15 

15 
IS 

7to 10 

SIwwi"ll 1M prien ./IM ....... /oo4sfujf. (",pros.",;.. _ 0/ ..... p .. r..p..), 

Ifna 
1919 
uno 
1821 
1922 
192. 
132. ,"$ 
1926 
1627 
1628 
1629 

y..,.. 

.. 5·« 

.. 6·24 .. . -

.. 8 :z 

.• 8 11 

.. 111 
•• 5 14 
.. 7 1 
.. 8 8 
.. 5 IS 

Wheat. \ Common.....·- Do/( ...... ). 

8·" .... 
6'4S • • ... 7 

• 1 9 • 
8 12 

• I. 7 • • • ... 

8-7$ 
5'" .... .... 
5 .. • • 
8 " 7 • 
6n 
712 
7 • 
• 0 

$-81 .... 
6-SI 
".... • • '14 
61. 
6" 

• 0 
• 6 

.-
0-
6 • 

• 7 · ,. S • 

• 2 512 • • 

• •• · , . S .. 

• '0 • • • • • • 5]' • • 
• Not available. 

, ... ... • • 511 • • · , • • 
• 8 5 • 

.... 
"
OIl 
5 • 
S 9 
5 • 
511 
$ 7 

".". 715 ". $12 • • S 0 
• 2 

7·. 
'IS 

• 2 71" 
7 12 

• 6 • • 
• 0 • • 

.-• • 
• 6 • • $ • ... .,. ... 

.-
0-
S • 
7n 
7 • 
S 1 •• •• 

H*-Where decimaJa are not I1Se'd. seen and clIhatake have been thown-si:I:teen chbatab _ one seer. 

XDI.-InduatrIal EfficIency of WorkerL 
112-116. RUMSt (;omparanv. dang_ itt 1J{/'u;Utlt:y of Itttlsl.Ul uxwkws. tmtl on.. 

sUva :il',obUms.-There is a certain body of opinion which holds that the Indian 
workman's efficiency has been steadily rising. The quality of goods made in some 
textile mills would have been generally considered an impossibility a couple of 
decades ba.ek. In the .chapter on ,. hours n reference has been made to the Chief 
Inspector 01 Factories' impression about the opinion of employers in general about 
the extent to which production has been curtailed as a result of the restriction or 
the reduction ot the daily a.nd. weekly working periods in regulated factories. But 
the problem. is both complicated and controversial... This Govemment have little 
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information. on ,:which to base their~onclnsions~ The Raven Committee~s report CD 
th~ reorgamzation of the State ~ways workshops gives certain useful data, but 
~ Gove~ent have not examm~ them. Hence they do not find it possible to 
glve an optmon on the matters menti.oned under headings 9S to 99. 

XIVr-~.'rade Com,binatio!u! 

117. (i) Employers' associations may be registered UDder the Indian Companies 
Act by the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies to whom they then have to.submit 
an annual statement about their financial condition: Though the province has 
:fifteen registered trade associations, only three include among their members any 
large proportion -of employem of labour; the rest are predominantly commercial 
bodies. 
. '!he Upper India Chamber of Commerce, Cawnpore, had a membership of sixty

!SIX m 1928. representing not only the commercial but also the leading industrial 
Interests of the province. While it has some .Indian members it is predominantly 
European. Some Government servants, e.g., the Directors of Industries and 
Agriculture, are made affiliated members as a compliment. It is affiliated to the 
Associated Cbambem of Commerce of India and Ceylon. 

Tbe United Provinces Chamber of Commerce, Cawnpore, represents Indiali 
commercial and industrial interests. It has a total membership of one hundred and 
twenty-six (ninety-seven being local). Some members are also members of the 
Upper India Chamber of Commerce. It is aftiliated to the Associated Indian 
Chambers of Commerce. 

The Indian Sugar ProdncelS' .Association, Limited. Cawnpore. is an all-India 
institution with its office at Cawnpore-. It was formed. with the object of furthering 
the interests of the sugar trade and industry. 

The Chambers of Commerce at Ghaziabad. Hapur. and Cbandausi include a 
few proprietors of cotton-ginning and pressing factories. The.Benares Industrial 
and Trade Association includes a few employers of labour, but the interests repre
sented by them are, in the main, those of employers (who are semi-middlemen} in 
cottage factories. Agra, Hath ..... , .Gorakhpur, and Etawah, though industrially of 
fair i~porta.nce. have no local chambers. 

On the whole, employers cannot be said to be at all completely organized, the 
only exceptions being the members of the two Cawnpore Chambers and of the Sugar 
Producers' Association. --(ill The associations of employees are not aU registered. Some of them are in 
essence .. strike committees." and when there is 1'0 strike or loc:k-out they remain 
~D. a state of suspended animation. 

The province has only live associations registered by the Registrar of Trade 
Unions under the Trade Unions Act. 1926. Three of these are associations of railway 
employees. one an association of -employvs of printing presses and the- iiftb one of 
employees of many of the Cawnpore industries. The last two are purely local. but 
the railway employees' associations include members residing outside their head
quarter towns, though they are naturally con1ined to the railway concerned. The 
East Indian Railway. which is the most important railway system in the province~ 
has two unions covering two of the three divisions of the line in this province. The 
.Press Employees' Union. Allahabad, embraces the entire local priDting industry. 
The Cawnpore naatltxw Slllblul is open to any employee in any of the various industries 
carried on. there to which the Workmen~s Compensation Act applies. The compact 
and closely knit unions confined to individual concerns orevea the important secti.ous 
thereof. which are a.striking leatureof thetrade union mo~entiD W1:Stern countries, 
are Dot found here. The five unions &.Ie more like federatioas than unions in the 
atrictsense. Their resources are slender and their membeIshi.p eompazativelysmalL 
Tbey are thus hardly capable of undertaking united action. 

Besides these five registered unions. there are a few important but unregistered 
associations, e.g., the Postal Employees' UDion, Luc1mow, the Harness and Saddlery 
Factory Employees" Union. Cawnpore. 

Jhansi has an important union of rai1.wa~. but it ~ a branch of the cen~ 
union of the employees of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway at Bombay, and IS 

not registered in the United. Provinces. 
For a great province of some industrial importance. the number of associatio~ 

registered and unreg;stered-is small. They are aU of recent growth. The o1d~ 
is only about ten years old. Their iru:eption was due to the economic. umest following 
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in the wake of the war. While prices h~ risen greatly~ wages and salaries had 
lagged behind. with the result that there was severe economic distress. Considerable 
increases had to be made at this time in the salaries of the clerical and menial em
ployees of the Government. and it was natural that industrial labour should combine 
In the attempt to improve its standards of remuneration. Cawnpore labour was 
the first to adopt some sort of organization; the tailwaymen followed suit. Some 
of the associations born during the period of post-war travail. and especia,lly during 
the non-oo-operation days. when the province in common with the rest of India 
experienced a strike wave. have since become dead Or moribund. Organized labour 
forms a very small proportion of the total. If railway employees be left out of 
consideration. the total membership is about 4.000, whereas the number of employees 
in factories (excluding railway factories) is a little under 70.000. Even in Cawnpore 
only about 10 per cent. of the labour is organized; outside Cawnpore organization 
is almost non-existent. With the exception of the Bengal and North-Western 
Railway system Indian labour is only nominally organized. as both the East Indian 
Railway unions are declining and one is even moribund. 

But. broadly speaking. the realization by labour of its interest in combination 
is gradually growing. and with the progress of literacy and higher standards of 
intelligence and living a growth of trade unionism may be anticipated in the future. 
For the present. however. it is not an important factor in the industrial system of the 
province. 

120. Ca} The Mazrloor Sablt.z (labourers' association). Cawnpore. came into exist
ence in ]919. The economic unrest of the post-war period among employees was 
responsible for its formation. It planned a big strike with the object of securing 
higher wages. bonus and other concessions, and was, to some extent. successful in 
achieving these aims. The exact number of members cannot be ascertained: it is 
however in the neighbourhood of 3,000. Its income is about Rs. 1,500 per annum. 
The annual subscription is 8 annas for members earning up to Rs. 30 per mensem 
and Re. I for those earning more. It was registered under the Trade Unions Act in 
1928. In efiect~ though not in form. it is a loose federation. 

For leadership the sabAa has still to rely on outside assistance. Its president 
and secretary are both public workers active in provincial politics. Labour as such 
has no representation in the provincial Legislative Council. but the Fesident of the 
Mazdoo, Sabha represents a territorial constituency. and is thus m a position to 
ventilate labour grievances in the Council. and occasionally does so. Though the 
policy of both these office--bearers is stated to be the progressive association of 
genuine working men with the work of the sabha. it cannot yet be said that ev~ a 
fair proportion of guidance and control is provided by labour itself. 

The sabha maintains a dispensary in charge of a qualified medical graduate where 
medical treatment and medicines are both provided free. It also maintains a reading 
room and a perioclical called TAe Mamoor (workman). • 

As regards the attitude of employers the Upper India Chamber has not yet 
recognized: the sabha. Among the constituent members of the chamber the only 
concern which recognizes the sabha officially is the Elgin Mills. But even though 
other concerns do not officially recognize it. there is at times correspondence between 
them and the sablta. The policy punued in this respect is, however. neither uniform 
nor consistent. On the Whole, it would be correct: to say that while it has obtained 
some foothold. it has yet to obtain full recognition. When labour questions are 
considered. the sablta is sometimes invited by Government to express its opinion or 
to send a representative to serve on special committees. 

(b) The Bengal and North-Western Railwaymen's Association was formed in 
1920 in connection with the great strike of that year. It was registered in 1928. 
Employees of any department of that railway are eligible as membeIS. During the 
year 1925-29 its membership rose from 5,942 to 7.502. It claims that not one member 
left the union during that year. Annual income and expenditure are a.bout Rs. 1,300 
to Ro. 1,400. On March 31st, 1929, it had a closing balance of Ro. 1,400. 

The association claims that it has succeeded in bringing about an all·TOund 
increase of wages and even annual increments in the case of some classes of employees~ 
and in securing the concession of an extra carriage for the use of worlInen going 
ho~ east of Gorakhpur on Sundays and holidays. 

The union is recogni%ed by the Bengal and North-Western Railway authorities. 
and this fact to a very large extent explains its popularity with railwaymen. The 
union realizes the value of the .. recogn.ition:~ and is said to try as 1ar as possible to 
avoid clashes with the railway authorities. Unlike the other two railway unions. 
the policy and management of this association are largely controlled by the membe~. 
even though the president and secretary are both outsiders. 
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,(oj The East !Ddian .Railway Employ~ Union, Lucknow. The exigencies of " 
strike led to the formatiOn of this unIOn m 1921. After the amalgamation of the 
~dh ~ Rohilkhand Railway with the East Indian Railway in 1925~ the union 
shifted Its ollice to " centre nearer Calcutta ip 1927, and .... replaced by the present 
umon. It was registered in 1928. It at fust included traffic men, but its member. 
ship is now confined to the employees of the workshops. At the time of registration 
it had a. membership of nearly 3,800, which has now gone down to abQut 3,000. 

The position of this union seems to have greatly declined. Last year no member 
~d his subscription. The rule that membership ceases if the subscription is Dot 
paId has not been enforced. A" general .. meeting to settle this point has not yet 
been held. The union has about Rs. 4.000 in cash deposited with the chairman. 
Both he and the secretary are politicians and DOt rail"",ymen. 

The union is not recognized by the railway authorities. and this fact goes far to 
explaio. the members' lack of interest in the UDion. 

(d) The East Indian Railway Union, Moradahad. Thls association was formed 
in 1926 and was the first union ill the province to get itself registered (November. 
1927). Originally it was a branch of the Oudh and. RobjUrband Railwaymen's 
Union a~ Lucknow. but in July, 1926. it set itself up as an independent union under 
the. chairma.n.ship of Maulvi Muhammad Yaqub. M.LA. (vice-president of the 
Legislative Assembly). Including clerks and the traffic staff the membership is now 
about 1,500. During the year 1928-29 the union's income and expenditure were 
about Rs. 2,200, and tho closing haIanee was only Rs. 134. 

The fact that it had over 3.000 members at the beginning of the year 1928 is 
significant. The large drop in membership is "ttrlbnted by the management of the 
umon to- the alleged. unsympathetic attitude of the railway authorities and their 
alleged desire to encowage jaidsWUUtd fxJ1U:Aayal$ at the expense of the union. As 
in the case of the other East Indian Railway Union the railway authorities do not: 
recognize this union.. 

Apart from the cha.irmau and the paid secretary the office ~ are raitway
men. The management is in their hands. 

(e) The Press Emplnyees Union, AIl.ahahad, was registered in 1929. Other 
information about it is not available. 

(/) The Jhansi branch of the Great !Ddian Peninsula Railway Union registered 
at Bomhay has a membership of 1,090, mostly emplo~ of the local Great Indian 
Peninsula Railway workshops. 

119. Not .... of ...tivm.s-(i) E ... pioye,,' ASSDCiGtioots.-The Upper India Chamber 
of Commerce was the first association of the kind to be fomJ.ed in the province. It 
was registered in 1894. It is an in:ftuential body representing in the main European 
industrial and commercial interests. The United Provinces Chamber of Commerce 
is also an important body representing Indian interests. Both chambers are repre
sented in the provincial Legislative Council, the former by two members and the latter 
by one. Both are represented on numerous other bodies. and are freely and fre
quently consulted by the local Government and the Department of Industries on a 
variety of economic questions. Apart from the Indian Sugar Producers' Associati~ 
Limited. Cawnpore. there is no organization of employers in a particular industry. 

The objects of both the chambers are similar-the safeguarding and promoting 
<Of the interests of their members and helping in the development of the trade. com
merce and industry of the province. The establishment and maintenance of uni
formity in the rules and usa.ga of trade. arbitration in the case of disputes arising 
-out of <:ammercial transactions. and the collection. compilation and dissemination 
of statistical and. other information relating to industry and commerce are also among 
their stated objcch!. In practice ~ representationand advice ~ ~enu:nent. 
railways and public bodres on ~attc;rs like. trade and transport ~tnc~. rail~y 
freights, supply of ""'80"'1, tarilIs In !Ddia and abroad, protectJOn of mdustries, 
labour legislation, etc., have claimed thegreater~oftheirattention. Asexamples 
.of constructive work attempted. may be cited the scheme to provide bousing accom
modation for the industrial labour of Cawopore and a proposal (which however 
ultimately miscarried) to set up machinely for the settlement of tmde disputes. 

The Indian Sugar Producers' Assocl~tion is interest~ in the de~ment of the 
sugU' trade and industry. but not much 13 known about Its actual actiVIties. 

Iii) Employus' .... ociaIioKs.-The only association which has so far taken up 
..ark outside the limited lieId of fighting for increased wages and similar concessions is 
the __ SIllblHJ, Its activities have _ mentioned in paza. (120), on page 187. 
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1 ]8. Effect otC itulwslry a.U mJ 1M condiUon of fB01'lIers genemlly.-Witbin the 
limits which they have fixed for themselves. the chambers have attained a large 
measure of Su.ccess. Numerous common grievances have been removed and many 
rights, benefits and concessions have been secured for the common good of the mem
bers and the general benefit of trade. They have built up for themselves an inftuenoe 
which secures a prompt hea.ring and earnest eiforts to meet the wishes of the com
mercial and industrial interests--individual and corporate-which they. represent. 
Through their representatives in the Provincial Council~ the municipal board of 
Cawnpore, the Board of Industries and Industrial Loan Commissioners. various rail
way advisory committees. and numerous other bodies they are in a position to make 
their voice heard and their weight and influence felt. .Though the policies and out~ 
looks of the two chambers are not always identical. they often eonverge in the same 
direction. Their services to industry have been numerous. As examples might be 
cited the specially favOUTable railway freights which Cawnpore enjoys. the part of 
which the chambers took in the agitation for the removal of the excise duty on cotton 
goods made in the country. and the action taken by them for the supply of railway 
wagons for the transport of coal and other materials. . 

The effect of the organization of labour on industry has not so far been very 
marked. but it is reasonable to hold that it has to some extent helped labour to 
secure better wages and conditions of work and better treatment at the hands of 
the supervising staff. When. however. it grows more mature and establishes more 
points of contact with employers than exist at present. there appears to be no reason 
why it should Dot prove useful in a constructive sense, Dot only to labour but also to 
industry.· . 

121. Trade Union Act. 1926.-As stated elsewhere only_five unions have so far 
accepted registration. There are a number of unions. including one or two of some 
importance, which still go unregistered. The benefits conferred by the Act do not 
appeal to unions of recent origin. The substantial immunity from civil suits and 
criminal prosecution now enjoyed by registered unions under the Act was already 
enjoyed in practice thou~ not by law. Though strikes and other disputes have been 
fairly numerous, nC) legal action against a union or its leaders is known to have been 
taken in this province. The protection of union funds from civil action for damages 
is a legal benefit of little practical value to unions with petty funds. From the figures 
given a little earlier it will be seen that none of the existing unions had or have much 
to feat on this score. The great indu-cement to the acceptance of registration was and 
s' 'recognition" by the employers. Its value is apparent from the contrast between 

the increasing membership of the Bengal and North-Western Railwaymen's Associa
tion which has been recognized by the railway authorities and the decadence which 
has reduced one of the two registered but unrecognized East Indian railway unions 
to a moribund condition. and is apparently fast reducing the other to the same level. 
The Government of India had felt and agreed that registration would facilitate 
recognition. In this important direction the unions feel keen disappointment. It 
can safely be asserted that the failure on the part of employers to recognize registered 
unions is seriously a1Iecting the utility of the Act. and tends to cause umonism to 
grow up along unhealthy lines. 

(li) The unions which have accepted registration do not fee-I much the better for 
it except perhaps that the J.fa/litloor SaoJu", Cawnpore, has been enabled thereby 
to secure a slender foothold from which it can fight for recognition by the chambers 
and by their constituent members .. The- Act is designed to benefit more mature 
unions than those which have so far beeD formed in this province. 

On the other hand. the prescribed audit ·of the union accounts is bound. ipso 
facIO. to prove beneficial. The Registrar of Trade Unions has not yet had sufficient 
time to judge the extent of such benefit. 

(ill) The Government have not 80 far recommended any amendmen~. 

123. Since 1921. the province has had a little under foUl' dozen strikes. It is 
possible tllat minor disputes have remained unrecorded, but so far as can be ascer
tained from special inquiries made, DO important one has been omitted. 

As was to be expected. the upsetting of the general mental baIanco during the 
non-«><>peration days (1920.-1921.-1922) caused considen.ble labour _ But 
as regards labour disputes, the unrest W8'J essentially ecooomic. The prices of all 
the _ti .. of life (particularly food. driDk and clothing) had risen abnormally. 
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while following the wen-known economic law wages had lagged seriously behind. 
00 the other hand industry was prosperous. The succeeding ~ have been 
witnessing a steady ame1iora~on of the conditions of labour~ not only 85 regards 
wages. hours and treatment m general. but also as ",garos its organization. An 
account of the important disputes since 1921 has been given below as evidence for 
the conclusions drawn later 011. 

I."ponaret tlisln*s. 1921.-In 1921. there was an important strike in the railway 
workshops at Loclmow. About 5,000 men went on strike for the increase of their 
wages. The strike lasted two months and twenty days. As almost the whole labour 
force- came out. the train service was dislocated and had to be seriously curtailed. 
Excitement ran high. At Gorakhpur there was a strike aifecting about 500 men of 
the boiler and machine shops of the Bengal and North-\Vestem. Railway workshops. 
It lasred only a day but polioe assistance was needed. The alleged reason was an 
assault by" European foreman. 

1922.-Wbile 1921 saw five strikes. the SIlcceed;ng year saw as many as eleven. 
The most important one was the East Indian Railwaymen's st::rike in February~ 
J922. It started. from Tundla. where a European engme.:driver was alleged to have 
assaulted an Indian fire-man, and spread aU over the line. To the grievance about 
the personal assault were tacked on other grievances about salaries •. etc-. It lasted 
46 days and was ultmately settled with the assistance of Mr. C. F. Andrews. in 
whom both parties to the dispute had confidence. The men employed in the 
Robjlkband and Kumaun Railway workshops near Bareilly demanded 50 per cent. 
increase of pay and fifteen days' leave on fun pay per "ear. About 900 men were 
involved. The strike lasred twenty days but was pOacefuI. In the settlement 
they got a 10 per cent. increase of wages. About 3.500 men of the Victoria 1dill:s. 
CawnPOR!'. remained on a four week's strike. The alleged grievance was that the 
payment of wages was delayed. The strike was peaceful and the men returned to 
work unconditionally. The Muir Mills. Cawnpore. had a strike lasting six days and 
involving 3.000 men. The alleged ground was the d;smjssaJ of a weaver. The 
st:rike wilt :!I a few scenes of rowdyism; some mistries were assaulted by the 
strikers~ wbo, however. had to return unconditionally. At Agra there was a six 
day's strike over the bonus is&ue involving about J)iOO men of the cotton mills. The 
men's grievance was largely redressed, though not to the extent demanded by them. 

19"..3.-1923 saw eight strikes. only two of wbieh deserve notice. Over 3.0r0 
men of. the Bengal and North-Westen> Railway workshops at Gorakhpur struck 
work. the ground being alleged assaults by European and AngIo-Indian foremen. The 
strike lasred three days. The polioe had to be called up to clear the workshops. 
The demands were subitantiaJly conceded. In October. the New Victoria Mills .. 
Cawnpore. had a strike lasting five days and involving 3.500 men, over the issue of 
a bonus and higher wages. but the men returned nnoonditionally. In December they 
demanded some control over management. The mills were locked out. After 
forty-live days the men bad to retnrn UIloonditioualJy to work. 

J924.-At Cawnpore there was considerable labour 1IIUeSt and agitation during 
the fun three months of ]924. which culminated in the 0015 at the time of the 
strike in the Cawnpore Cotton Mills. The polioe had to fiR. After remaining ont 
for nineteen days the men (nearly 2.8(0) returned unconditionally to work. 

J925---Labour conditions in J92S were more settled thaD in 1924, But two 
strikes '\IreR important. one in its :results and the other inbinsica1ly. About 800 
employees of the paper mills at I.uclmo.-the only one in the province-- went out 
on strike for an increase in their wages. Almost the whole labour force downed 
tools. But the mills ~issed the major portion of the men on strike and reinstared 
many of tbe dismiswd men on.reduced wages and found no great difficulty in secwing 
substitutes-facts which proved that plenty of casual and oat.of~ployment 
labour was immediately avaiJable. 

Gorakbpur. too. had a serious strike involving nearly 4.000 men and ~ 
...... nteen days in the railway workshops of the Bengal and North-Western Railway' 
A reduction in staff on a scale not fancied by the men and complaint about assaults 
were the alleged causes~ From the st:rike1'5' point of view the strike was a success; 
as all the men (including those bronght nnder reduotion) were mnstared. 

1926.-In 1926 Iabonr conditions -... still better. the 0DIy noteworthy incident 
being & strike by the men employed in two of the (lOtton-6pinning mills at Ha_ 
for & month. The men's dellUllld for a bonus was the c:ause.. EveutuaHy the 
demand ..... granted and the strike2s went bock. 

1927.-The only industrial cbspnte of serio .. mapltnde in AgJa took t>Iaoe in 
]927 ~ About 3.000 mea 'Were involved. The cottoo mills there were in fuwocia1 

trouble. and bad to dose down for a few days in October for the adj_t of 
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""""ants. The mill hands suspected insolvency. W_ bad DOt been paid for two 
months and. &ITear.i 'Were' naturally demanded. When these could not be- paid at 
once the men '\lreDt out on strike for over & month. A breach of the pea«. was 
apprehended. and armed guan:ls were posted and other police arrangements were 
made. No serious trouble however occurred. The arream were paid up. the mills 
closed down and the men returned home peacefully. 

Hathrss already had a strike in 1926. In 1927 there was another .. It alIected 
the same two mills and lasted eight days. The reason was an increase in the D.um~ 
her of working hours. A settlement was amicably brought about. 

Benares too had a strike in Janua.ry~ 1927. The men in all the departments of 
the cotton mill (about 900) downed _Is demanding an increase of wages. The 
strike laste4 only a day and work was resumed on the management promising an 
enquiry. 

Another ummportant strike of about 500 men took place in the running sheds 
of the East Indian Railway. Lucknow~ the ground being alleged harsh treatment 
by the foremen. Work was resumed the same day as a result of an amicable 
understanding. About three months later a serious strike lasting however only a few 
hours took place in the carriage and wa.gQ!l workshops of the East Indian Railway 
at Lucknow. The alleged grievances were that a European foreman had kicked 
the dead body of a workman killed by a shunting accident. and tha.t compensation 
was not paid.in that and similar cases. The precise nature 01 the settlement is not 
known. 

The most important strike in 1928, _k place at Cawnpore towards the close 
of the year: it was really' the culmination oi a. series of labour troubles at the Elgin 
Mills and the Cawnpore Textiles. AUeged petty assaults by the European stal! of 
these cotton and hosiery mills under the management of a European firm. and the 
unpopularity of the system. of compelling workmen to buy a proportion of the cloth 
damaged in the process of manufacture were the causes. Trouble had already 
raised its bead in Mareh. but had come to an end with the management's promise to 
look into the complaints and to allow the mazdoor sabba (labour union) to represent 
the men. The men too promised not to go out on strike without notice. An 
alleged assa.ult led to a strike in May in most of the departments; the rest were 
locked out. This strike lasted about three weeks and ultimately was settled with 
the help of the district a.uthorities. The alleged assault became the subject of a 
regular complaint :in a magisterial court. but the accused was discharged. The 
terms of settlement were the same as in March. Trouble. however. went on brewing 
and later on the alleged corruption on the part of mistries furnished an additional 
grievance. Short-lived. but sudden strikes took place in the cold weather and. when 
one more took place in February. 1929, the management declared a lock~ut. The 
mills remained closed for about a fortnight.. and re..opened by departments. The 
men had to go ba.<::k almost on the management's terms. This series of strikes was 
serious: in the case of the main mill, the situation was at one time even critical. But 
no collision. actually occurred between the strikers and the police deputed to protect 
the mill property and to keep law and order in the vicinity. The strikers' attitude 
towards the police also changed when they saw. that the superintendent of police was 
personally helping in the negotiations between the parties. 

1929.-1929 has been comparatively quiet. The incidents of February at 
Cawnpore have already been narrated. About 650 men employed in the paper mills, 
Lucknow. struck work for a week. demanding the usual bonus and increased wages. 
The strike was, however, &11 ordinary afiair and was amicably settled. 

Conclusirms.-A few conclusions about industrial disputes can safely be drawn 
from the above narration. Strikes and lock..outs have taken place, but both have 
been few and the latter very tare. The chief causes of disputes have been both 
economic (demand for increased. wages, bonus, reduced hours of work, compensation 
fur accidents, better leave and bonus rules. amelioration oj the conditions of work, 
non~reduction of staff, reinstatement of reduced or discharged men, etc.), and non~ 
economic (favouritism or victimization of particu1a.r men, alleged harsh treatment 
and assaults by foremen and OffiCeIS who usually in the railways and in the important 
industrial concerns of Cawnpore are European or Anglo-Indian). As regards bonus

2 

the title to it was often forfeited by a single day's absence. The practice in some 
¢Otton mills whereby workmen had (and have) to buy a portion of the goods damaged 
by them in the process of manufacture has always acted as an initant. No dispute 
had,asits origin .. a difference 01 opinion asregardsthe employers' liability to undeTtake 
measures for enabling labour to live a •• better life n (e.g., sanitary housing. facilities 
for education and entertainments, medical treatment, provision of maternity benefits. 
creches. etc.). They were almost entirely confined. to disputes over wages, bonus. 
certain simple privileges and complaints regarding favouritism. victimization, harsh 
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treatment and assaults. Every case involving an allegation of assault or severity 
on the part of a European or Angle>-Indian foreman or officer·teuded, and still 
tends, to take OD a mcial complexion and to make settlement pro IcftIo more difficult. 
The emploYeJS' refusal to reoognize the claim of the leaders of a labour union to 
represent the men ~though rarely-been one of the C8.uses leading to a strike 
or helping to prolong it. Strikes have been as common in the state workshops 
as elsewhere, perhaps even more so; such strikes have .almost invariably taken 
an at least partly racial tum. 

The actual upshot has varied; sometimes the· men won their whole case 
sometimes tbeir retum to work was on the employexs' terms. Only in one ca.,s; 
could the management dismiss a large Dumber of the strikers without upsetting 
the programme or encountering any other serious difficulty. The existence of 
a good deal of casual labour aod the lack of OTgaDization have handicapped the 
strikets. In a few cases the men had legitimate grievances and these were redressed. 
Laboor still has to look to non·labour leaders for guidance and support. But the 
mos1; important point that emerges is the generally peaceful cbar.Icter, and in the 
great majority of cases short duration, of the strikes. Though a breach of the peace 
was now and then apprehended. only one such breach did in faetoccur. 

(iv) No record is available assessing the real loss w industry and to the workers. 
As all the concerns affected by industrial disputes were nQt likely to remain fully 
occupied, aD estimate of loss based on mere arithmetical calculations and h!aving out 
an assMsment of the extent to which the concerns could afford to remain closed for 
the whole or a part of the strike period. or the men utilized such time elsewhere. 
would only be of questionable value ud has therefore not been a.ttempted. On the 
other hand, a very rough estimate of the loss i.D wages (a rnpee per day being taken 
as the aveIage for all the mea involved) has been given in the last colUDUl of the 
statement at the end of the chapter. Bot it is ollittle real value. It is doubtful if 
accurate and reliable information is available at all. When moving that the T-rades 
Disputes Bill be taken into consideration, the Honomable Sir B. N. Mitha confined 
himself to the number of working days los1; and .. ages relating to the Bombay mill 
strikes. 

124. Coooeil;.mo" 0" A,bitT_ M""Itittn)o-{i) Results of IW-i~_. 
-In 1920 the Government of India i.Dvited the local governments' opinions on the 
advisability of introducing legislation on the lin .. of the Industrial Courts Act, 1919. 
to SettI~ and w prevent industrial disputes. This Govemment consulted the two 
Chambers of Commerce, the Board of Industries and some public men. The opinion 
obtained was almost unanimous that labourwas not properly orgauized and that th~ 
foreno useful purposewnuld he served by any legislation. The Upper India Chamber 
then approached this Government for steps being taken for the fonnatiOD of a board 
w settle iudustrial disputes. Government referred the report of the Bengal 
Committee on Industrial Unrest to the Director and the Boam of Industries for 
opinion. The Board in the maiD approved the report and thereupoD Government 
formulated a scheme as below and communicated it to the Upper JndiaD Chamber :-

(0) The Chamber to recommeruI to its constituent members the proposal for 
joint works committees. 

(0) A conciliation board w he tried at Cawnpore. Comp<l6ition: twenty 
members (five from each of the two Chambers. and ten to represent the ..udoor 
soMo). Disputes to be referred to a panel from the board (vis .. two members and 
a chairman) in case one or both parties approached the Director of Indnstries. Each 
party to select a member. In case the parties could not agree about the cbainDan~ 
the Director to appoint one. But in· public utility services the Director to have the
power to appoint a panel SMO tIrON. 
. The Chamber did not agree. Its contention was that the .......,... _ was 
Dot truly representative of labour ud that it was entitled to larger representat:ioD. 
than the United Provinces Chamber. The Government oftered to consider any scheme 
which the Chamber migbt put forward. But the Chamber ga ... up the proposal 
on the ground that the proper represeatatiOD of labour could not be secllftd. Even 
as regards joint works committees. its 'View was that they had heeD tried BDd had 
failed. 'Qle eJltire question was dropped at this stage. 

Nothing in this direction was attempted till in 1924 the Government of India 
addressed this Government on the desirability of legislation for settling labour 
disputes. This proposal eventuully matum! into the TOOes Disputes Act, 1929-

(ii) Pm p~ by ojJidlll OJ' -Jfi&iIIl ~ ito IM._ of ~.
Pttblic-spirited~ noc-official gentlemen interested in labour questions are still few 
lind far between. OIIicial prestige is still great. It is therefoR cmIy natural that 
the part played by outside", in the settlement of disputes has i.D many cases ...... 
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confined. to official concilia.tonr-usually the district magistrate or a. member of his 
sta1f and now and then police officers. Thus the strike in the Agr& United Milts 
(March, 1927) was settled on the very first day by the int"""",tion of the ItotUl4l 
of Agra (an officer of the Police Department in immediate charge of police work in 
the city). The strike (May, 1928) at the Elgin Mills, Cawnpore, was, after runnmg 
for nearly three weeks. settled through the agency of the district magistrate. On 
his advice a conciliation board was set up a4 hoc under his own chairmanship and 
settled the dispute. The part played by the Superintendent of Police, Cawnpore. 
in helping negotia.tions between the Elgin and the Cawnpore Textile Milts and the 
strikers, and the manner in which the strikeys~ attitude towards the police changed 
as a consequence of their reaJiza:tion of what he was doing for them have already 
been mentioned. The strike at the Outterbuckganj Saw Mills was ended as a. result 
of the District Magistrate of Ba.reilly's intervention. Instances can be multiplied .. 
but these serve to show the prestige of officials and their capacity and willingness 
to intervene with good effect.. Speaking broadly, however~ their role has been 
confined to the maintenance of law and order. . 

Effective intervention by non--oft'icial gentlemen has been ra~. The most note
worthy instance is the successful attempt of Sir A. Chaudhri and Mr. C. F. Andrews 
to bring about a settlement of the great East Indian Railway strike (t922). Mr. 
Andrews worked in this province and collaborated with the Agent in the investigation 
of the alleged grievances. He enjoyed the confidence of both the parties. When a 
riot took place and firing had to be resorted to by the police in connection with the 
serious strike at the Cawnpore Cotton Mills (1924), the president of the mazdoor .sab~ 
was approa.ched 'by the district magistrate and the mill authorities. But the 
magistrate reported that the president's efforts were of little avail. and that the meD 
were beyond his control. Again. in connection with the Elgin Mills strike (May~ 
1928). th.leaders of the ...... door sabha (especially the president) assisted the District 
Magistrate of Cawupore to bring about an amicable settlement. 

(ill) U.. (if .... y) """" Of Emp~s' ...., w ... _'s Dis{>ut.s Act. 1860._ 
far as can beascertalned, this AA:t has never been used. 

(iv) J .... , staosdi"l! .."a,i.-y for 1M regu/atiooo Of r,u"i<ms ".,...... .... pIoyers 
and flXWkjnop16.-At this Government~s suggestien~ some of the constituent members.
of the Upper India Chamber of Commerce gave a. trial to joint works committees# 
but the ultimate view of the Chamber was that the experiment was a. failure. The 
experiment has not, so far as can be a.scertained, been :revived. 

The East Indian Railway authorities have tried to encourage U welfare com
mittees" and faidam41t4 pafldayals (beneficial committees), but these are confined 
to general welfare (health, hygiene, education, etc.), and havenot attempted to take 
the place of joint works committees. Matters .relating to wages and the rights 
of labour have now and then been discussed, but the committees are advisory and. 
their proposals are not binding en the authorities. 

(v) ~ "/f01'ilMl 10 _kpoqplo of ffUIki"l[ r.p. •• _.-There is a. 
gene:ra.1 complaint that there is little direct and personal touch between the manage
ment and the workpeopJe. a.nd it is alleged that things used to be different some yeatS 
ago. As there are no joint works committees and as even the registered unions have~ 
except in one case~ not been recognized by the employers, opportunities for making 
representations are $omewhat meagre. Every mill at Cawnpore keeps a petition 
box. into which written representati~ intended for the manager can be dropped. 
Besides, there is the usual U regular channel" through which petitions can be sub
mitted. In exceptional cases the petitioner or complainant is permitted to have a 
personal interview with the manager. Though the nuudoor sabJuJ is not an officially 
recognized body. it is not unusual for representations to be made through the sabJuJ 
The ma.n&gement sometimes take action on such representations. but DO uniform. 
and invariable policy is followed. 

In the state railways every worker in receipt of a monthly wage is a state servant 
and enjoys the usual rights attaching to state service. The medium of the unions 
(which though registered are not recognized) is occasionally utilized, especially by 
men who have been punished or discharged. Representations received through the 
jaitlaM4tul p~als have a better chance of success, but these bodies have lacked. 
the vitality of a genuine movement rooted deep in the workmen's consciousness of 
their interests as & class and their own doris to safeguard them. , 

125. T,a4u D/sptAU$ Ac~ 1929.-This AA:t has Dot yet been made use of in this 
province and no rules under the Act have as yet been notified by this Government. 
It is too- early yet to judge how far it wiu lessen the Dumber of industrial disputes 
and mitigate their deets. 

\ . 
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XVL-Law of Ifaoter IIDiI IIemmt. 
127. Effeel of 1M .ep..l of 1M w .. kmno's B.eadJ of ConIrad AcI.:":"No serious 

handicap to employers has come to this Government's notice. Complaints have very 
occasionally been made- by contractors who have to import labour from a distance. but 
for various reasons they have been rare. The employment of IoDg distance labour 
is unusual and is DOW avoided as far as possible. It is generally confined to skilled 
workmen~ normally men of some status and substance. Again. the bigger contractors 
can and de often give out sub-cont:racts to men whose control over the workmen so 
engaged. is close and sometimes personal. He.nce~ no serious cases of dishonest 
practices have come to this Government's notice. A very important fum of building 
contractors of Lucknow stated that they have experienced DC serious difficulty since 
the Act was repealed. 

128 Types of CtmlnJ&Js commcmly i .. ........... (i) it> ffldoriu.-Many factories have 
their own rules and ~ some cases the employees have to sign an agreement promiSing 
to abide by them. The rules are supposed to be explained to them, and in some 
factories the printed rules are put up at the gate and in each section of the factory. 
The rules generally relate to hours of work. time of commencement of work, absence 
with or without leave~ the award of bonus, due Dotice of resignation or cessation of 
workz including strikes, fines for bad work or misconduct. withholding of some portion 
of the wages earned. an undertaking to vacate the quarten provided by the employers 
when the employment ceases, .etc. The written contract is usually a pril1ted docu
ment in book form with a counterfoiL One part is kept by the employee and the 
other by the employer. When no formal contract is execute<L the employees are 
supposed to be bound by the verbal contract to a.bide by the rules. For higb1y 
.skilled employees recruited in Europe. or even in India. a regular covenant is drawn up 
and signed by both parties. The employers bind themselves to pay them the wages 
agreed upon and to continue to keep them in employment for a .fixed. period unless 
there is fraud or misconduct proved in court. They sometimes also provide for other 
facilities. such as a free house. free medical treatment, and in the case of Europeans 
:free return passages. The employees. on the other band. bind themselves to work for 
the employer for a fixed period on fixed wages. Usually heavy penalties are provided 
for leaving before the expiry of the stipulated period. 

(ii) If. o'w -iwlwsWi4.s. esj)eeiaIly ifJ tlUJ btri14i1lg 1rrJik, mlfl14.1' flHWks, etc.
Contractors sometimes have to import skilled labour from 80IDe distance. Prior 
to the repeal of the Workmen's Breach of Contract Act they used to engage skilled 
workmen (e.g .• stone-cutters and masons) under the Act and used. to give them ad
vances to enable them to leave home. Documentary evidence of the payment of an 
advance used. to be secured. The workmen were liable to -criminal prosecution for 
default. Since the repeal of this Act. the large contractors try to avoid giving ad
vances to workmen. or even entering into civil contracts with them. As explained 
above, recruitment is often left to sub-contmctors. Even when the sub-contractor 
has to make an advance, the extent and nature oims contro1 are such that he manages 
to recover it. Occasionally the contract including the penalty thereunder is enforced. 
particularly if the workman has left before his time and taken service under a. 
rival. 

129. ExIetd to tHic" 1M civil .u lise crimi_III hlfJJ tJN twtJilabk MUl 4Jfe vsed for 
6tt/or~.-Apartfromtheca.seswhichamoullttooffenceslikecheating,thecriminal 
law is no longer available for the enforcement -of such contracts. In fact the under
lying idea 01 the repealing legislation of 1924 was to confine the liability of workmen 
in respect of such contracts to that at civil law. and thus to bring the Indian law 
on the subject on a par with the torTespcmding law in other civilized countries. 
No action under the criminal law has eome to this Govemment's notice, and it is 
believed that it has rarely "- taken if at all. 

Recourse to the civil law undoubtedly presents difficulties. mainly in connection 
with the execution. of decrees. In the case of men imported. or to be imported from 
distant places the difficulties are greater still. A few of the reasons which in actual 
practice reduce the difficulties of the employers have been stated. above. No 
statistical information on the subject is available. But it is believed that very little 
litigation of this nature (if any at all) has occurred, even though it is not unlikely that 
a fair number of breaches of su.ch contracts by the workmen have taken place. A 
very important firm of building contractors who have been working at LuekDow 
since 1922 have reported that they have had no oocasion to file any suit even though 
they have employed. Chinese carpeIltets, Benares stone-cutten and other specially 
imported. skilled workmen. 

Civil suits by workmen for the recovery of their wages haw here and th .... "
filed. but the number of such cases is believed to be negligiblo. The ~ .sob .. 
claims'that in two e&se$ it threatened civil suits against & cotton mill at Cawnpore 
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which had refused. to pay wages on the ground that under the mill rules the ~tire 
month's salary was to be forfeited if a workman remained absent for four or more 
days. and that the threat was successfuL ., 

132. Employers' and WOf"~n'$ (DisPUtes) Act. 1860.-50 far as this Government 
are aware, the Act was rarely. if ever, ut:ili%ed in the past, and is now a dead letter • 

133. P1'Of)inciai legislatu,.e's Mlicn lind attitud6.-Neither labour in gener&l nor 
factory labour as such has any special representation in the Legislative Council of 
the United Provinces. Representations were received urging that as the two Cham
bers of Commerce between them have the right of electing three out of the hundred 
elected members. labour. too. should be given some special representation. The 
Reforms Inquiry Committee recommended in 1925 that special elective representation 
should be given to labour in India. though the committee added that in the existing 
circumstanees local governments might be compelled to provide for it by nomination. 
\\'hen this recommendation was referred to the United Provinces Government. they 
informed the Government of India that public opinion in the matter was lukewann~ 
and was ~onfined almost entirely to the politically minded classes. Even in Cawnpore 
labour was said to be apathetic. The Government said they were satisfied that the 
practical difficulties of creating such electorates were insuperable. and they adhered. 
to their view prelliously expressed that there was no need to give separate representa
tion to the labouring classes. 

The provinci&l Legisla.tive Council has evinced little interest in questions relating 
to industrial labour. No legislation has been undertaken. References to the pr0-
blems of such labour in the budget debates are few < 

• 

No resolution specifically raising an. industrialla.bour issue has been adopted. 

Such interest as has been evinced has taken the form of occasional questions; even 
this has been confined to very few members. Since the election of the present 
president of the MaNom Sabh.a to the Council by a general constituency such ques
tions have been a little more frequent, To give a few examples: one set of questions 
inquired about the number of accidents in factories. factory inspections. employment 
of women and whether Government contemplated the appointment of a factory ~ 
inspectress; another group inquired about the numbers of factories. factory opera
tives. and of women and children employed. and about exemptions from the operation. 
of the Act. etc. ; a third set referred to the increasing number of accidents in the 
factories and inquired what steps Government intended to take in order to reduce 
fatal and serious ones. The number of unions. the number of working hours. welfare 
work affecting labour, the representation of labour and the provision of education 
for the children of the millworkers formed the subject-matter of a few questions. 
A specific grievance was occasionally ventilated. e.g., the rule alleged to be in force 
in two cotton mills about the forfeiture of wages and discharge as the result of four 
days' continuous absence. or the alleged heavy incidence of tuberculosis among glass
blowers. or the employment of police in connection with labour troubles. While 
these questions cover extensive ground. they do not appear to be part of a systematic 
and orga.ni%ed plan to ventilate labour grievances or arouse widespread interest in 
them. 

135. Rekl.tions belwult the Ceflb'tll ,,'lid tlse Uniud hOl:inces Govertltnem.-While 
differences of opinion have occasionally OCCUlTed, -'they have been confined. in the 
main, to matters of detail. This Government have usually advised caution in 
the handling ollabour questions. This is particularly true of their attitude towards 
the proposals to legislate about trade unions. trade disputes, and workmen's 
compensation. 

136. AdmiftisJralive authorilies . ..::..-The following industrial matters are classified 
as provinci&l subjects, subject, in the case of heads (al, (b), (e), (<I) and (g), to legislation 
by the Central Legislature :-

(a) Factories. 
(b) Settlement of labour disputes. 
(e) Electricity. 
(<I) Boilers. 
(e) Gas. 
(/) Smoke nuisa.nces. 
(g) The welfare of labour. including provident funds, industrial insurance 

(general health and a.ccident). and housing. 

These subjects are all reserved. and in this province form part of the portfolio 
of the Home Member. with the exception of (c) electricity. which is in charge of the 
Finance Member. The developmeut of industries, iDcluding mdustrial ~rch and 
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technical education, is, however, a transferred subject. and forms part of the portfolio 
of the Minister of Education and Industries. Puhlic Health and local seIf~vernment 
come under the Minister lor Local Self..Govemment. Medical administration is also 
.& transferred subject and comes under the Minister for Agrkulture. Funds for the 
factory and boiler inspection staff are provided under head 31-misceUaneous depart
ments. They amounted in the current year to Rs. 24,300 for the inspector of fac
tories and Rs. 41,817 for the boiler inspection staff. The estimated income under 
this head was Rs. 60,000. 

The sole agency in the province for the administration of the Indian Factories 
Act and the Indian Boilers Act is the Chief Inspector of Factories and Boilers. He 
has three assistants, but their primary duty is the inspection of boilers. They have 
little time to devote to their additional duty of factory inspection. 7'he major part 
of the WOl'k of inspection of factories is done by the Chief Inspector himself. An 
assistant inspector of factories has been selected and will take up his duties shortly. 
A proposal to a.ppoint an inspectress in Cawnpore was considered. but as women 
operatives are a small proportion of the total (between 7 and 8 per cent.) and the 
need for an assistant inspector was so much greater than that for an inspectress. the 
proposal. to appoint an assistant inspector was given priority. 

The- factory inspection staff works under the control of the Director of Industries. 
The annual report and references to or from the Government are submitted or received 
"through the Director. Control over technical matters relating to boilers is exercised 
by the Public Works Department and the annual report on the working of the Boilers 
Act is submitted to that department. In administrative matters the control is 
exercised by the Director of Industries. 

Under Section 4(3) every d;strict magistrate is a factory inspector ex officio. 
All ofticer.o of the Indian and the Provincial Civil Services holding charge of sub
divisions of districts and all joint magistrates and deputy coUectors with seven years' 
service are, ex oJficW. additional inspectors within the local limits of their jurisdiction 
for the purposes of Sections 21 to 28. 31 and 34 to 36 of the Act. and are empowered to 
institute prosecutions with the previous sanction of the District Magistrate of the 
district concerned. 

In addition to the above, the three assistant directors of public health. twenty-four 
municipal and eighteen district medical offi<:ers of health. sixteen civil surgeons and 
one other medical officer are ex officio additional inspectors for the pmposes of Sections 
9 to 17, 19·A. 19-B, 20 to 28, 35 and 36. But they submit thcir reports to the Chief 
Inspector who passes the final orders. 

The Workmen"s Compensation Act is administered by district magistrates who 
are u officio Commissioners under the Act. There is no Special Commissioner in 
the province. The annual TepO-rt is compiled and submitted by the Director of in
dustries. The Registrar of Co-operative Societies is u offi.w the registIar of trade 
unions, and of companies. which includes employers' associations. The staff of the 
public health and of the medical departments look after the health and the medical 
treatment of labour. but have few speeific portions of the Jawtoadmio.ister. District 
magistrates receive reports of fatal and serious accidents. and are charged with certain 
reporting duties when industrial disputes occur. Local boards <:an. within limits 
prescribed by the law, make bye-laws regula.tiog the construction and working of 
1actories. . 

A good deal is done dinoct by the local government. The setting up of a court 
.,f inquiry or board of conciliation (under the Trades Disputes Act) and the granting 
of certain important exemptions from the operation of specified sections of the 
Factories Act are among the powers exercised by the local government direct. 

138. Acg...,;fttance of .... "1-Pk wi/lt factMy legiskr/i .... -It has already been stated 
1:ha.t a very great majority of workpeople are altogether illiterate. Their interest 
in industrial employment is not permanent. Tbeirorganizations are few and are under. 
staffed and ill-equipped. Little attempt has "been made to educate them in their 
rights and duties under the law. When a labour dispute is brewing meetings are very 
frequently addressed hy speakers, but the appeal is oftener to the emotions than 
to reason or argument. Such little educative work as is done on 8uch occasions is 
.not followed up with a sustained and systematic l?'lan of training the men up to a fair 
degree of acqu&in1ance with the law. The result 18 that very few workpeople possess 
-even an elementary knowledge of the factory law and rules. In the course of his 
visits and inspections the Chief Inspector of Factories find! few workmen who even 
know the daily and woekly limits of working holUS. 

1S9. FactMy ;~ •. -{;) ~ of sIaff.-The stalf avail&ble lOr the in
spection of factories has been described in 136. Although the list of inspectora 
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"officio looks formidable. such inspectors do not find it easy to devote much time 
to the work of factory inspection. The statement below shows the work done by 
each group in 1926. 1927 and 1928:-

Chief His Magis- Health Civil Total 
Year. in-Inspector. stall. trates. officers. surgeons. spections. 

1926 .. 410 ISO 5S 21 - 636 
1927 .. 288 115 46 43 10 502 
1926 .. 337 1S3 56 SO "6 612 

. . 
• All ~ SlX were by one elvil surgeon. 

(li) Uniform.ily of sdmi1tislraliOll in diff".,·provinces.-The Factories Act applies 
to the whole of British India. The rules made by local Governments do not. so far 
as this Government are a.ware. materially differ. It is believed that there is not com
plete uniformity about the appointment of inspectors ex officio. Unlike some other 
provinces. this province has a combined inspectorate for factories and. boilers. This 
arrangement has been found economical. and no difficulty has been experienced apart 
from that due to the smallness of the stafi. 

(ill) Rigorw aM efJicimJcy of admi"islrattOK..-This Government have had no 
reason to hold tbat the a.dmi.nisbation of the law relating to factories has not. subject 
to the limits imposed by the size of the staff. been as efficient as could reasonably 
be expected. The inspeet:ion of seasonal factories especially in outlying places not 
easy of access has not come up to a high standard. but this was inevitable as long as 
the Chief Inspector of Factories was practica.lly the only officer availa.ble for ins~tion 
duty. With the appointment oj an additional inspector of factories the frequency 
and number of inspections are expected. to improve. 

It is possible that the interest of the 6~ officio inspectors could be stimulated. but 
the officers concerned find the work technical and uncongenial~ and. do not always 
have time to spare for such extra duties. 

(iv) PFOSt:ctm.oM awl their ... esult.-Part A of the statement at the end of this 'Chap-
ter shows the number of prosecutions during the last five years for various breaches of 
the law and the rules. 

The employment of workmen outside the fixed hours of work. or for longer periods 
than the daily maximum permitted by the Act. or of uncertified children or of women 
before or after the hours permitted by the law. and failure to provide adequate fencing 
and guarding of machinery and to keep the premises sanitary were among the most 
important breaches of the Jaw leading to prosecutions. 

The number of prosecutions instituted by or on the reports of inspectors otber 
than the departmental staff used to be a:fair proportion of the total, but in 1928 a very 
large proportion was due to the vigorous inspections made by the departmental staff 

. (vide part B of the statement). . 

The number of prosecutions and the proportion of successful ones have. in this 
Government's opinion. been sufficient. but in the opinion of the Director o:f Industries 
and the Chief Inspector of Factories there bas been a tendency to impose punishments 
insufficient to -insure respect for the law. In 1925 Government issued a circular 
inviting attention to the matter, but little appreciable improvement is said to have 
resulted. In 1928 the fines imposed ranged from Rs. 2 to Rs. 125. the a"""'ge being 
about Rs. 30. In the preceding year they ranged from Rs. 5 to Rs. 200. the aven>ge 
being Rs. SO. The maximum penalty allowed by the Act is in almost every case 
Rs.500. 

142. Plo."umOftS au oUur indasWial BstablisAmmts.-There are DO plantations 
in the strict sense. The tea gardens. fruit orchards and sugar cane farms and cottage 
industries are not subjected. to special inspections. No special staff is maintained 
for their supervision. Inquiries and investigations are taken up tul hoc if and when 
necessary eIther by the general administration staff or the sta:ff of the department 
or departments concerned. Thus the iDcidenee of tuberculosis among the glass
blowers of Firozaba.d. the ccmditions of work of boys and girls in carpet factories and 
similar specific problems were recently the subject of inquiry. but not as part of a 
regular administrative system. . 

• 
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Nole on boi1M , ... peeti ... (by 1M CAlif IftSf>e<loI' .f FadDries aM Boiin'sJ.-In 
Great Britain the agency for the inspection of boilers .is provided by the insurance 
compa.nies~ but in India as in some European countries and Australia. the duty of 
inspection is undertaken by Government. through a special boilers inspectorate. 
The reason is the absence of adequate insurance facilities. The tradition of the coun
try is also in fa.vour of the Government undertaking such work. 

Every boiler has to be registered before it can be used. The registration is 
preceded by a thorough examination of the boiler, and of its mountings. fittings and 
steam pipes. to determine the safe working pressure by hydraulic and steam tests. 
Inspection is repeated. every year and tests are Rpeated periodically whenever the 
inspector considers them necessary. A boiler is not permitted to be used unless a. 
certificate or provisional order has been issued after such annual examination. 

The inspection of boilers is done primarily in the interest of the safety of the em
ployees, but in a country like India. where the very real danger arising from the use 
01 high pressure vessels is not sufficiently realized. it is also of great beneftt to boiler 
owners. Of late years the benefits of the periodical inspection and the technical a.dvice 
given by the inspectorate in coDDeCtion with the sate working of boilezs has been 
more appreciated by owners. 

The cost of c:anying out boiler inspection, unlike that of factory inspection. is 
met by the owner.;. fees being levied in accordance with a schedule based on the 
heating surface of the boiler. The payment of this fee which ranges from Rs. 20 
to Rs. 80 per boiler. amounts in effect to an insurance premium against accidents 
and is probably lower than it would be if the work were done by private agency. 

51_ems of Off.,.".. _ of Pr .... "'i ..... 

A.-PrtneCldions. 

For breach of 1926. 1927. 1928. Remarks. 

Section 9 .. - - 5 Premises kept insa.nita.ry. .. 13 .. - - 1 Failure to provide latrine accommodation. .. 18 .. - - 6 Failure to fence or guard machinery. .. 21 .. - - 1 Employing persons during the rest interval. .. 22 .. - 1 - Employing persons on a Sunday. .. 23 .. 3 - " Employing uncertified persons and employing 

.. 24 .. - 1 2 
them beyond the permitted hours. 

Employing women before or after the time 
alloWed. .. 26 .. - 5 23 Employing peISODS outside the lised working 
hours. .. 26 .. - I 13 Employing peISODS more than eleven hows. .. 31 .. 1 - - For non-payment of overtime wages. .. 33 ., - I - For not sending a notice of occupation. .. 35 .. - 1 3 For not maintaining the ptescribed attendance 
register. .. 36 .. - - 2 For not ailixing the abstracts of Act and Rules 
and notice of working hours. 

Rule " .. - - 2 For not maintaining an inspection book. .. 24 .. - - 2 For not providi.ng receptacles in latrines ~ 
failing to keep them in a sanitary condition. .. 34 .. - I I .. 35 .. - I - } For not fencing and guarding machineTY as .. 37 .. - I - required by these rules. .. 41 .-, . 2 I -.. 57 .. - I - For not keeping the attenda.n<:e register up to 
date. .. 72 .. - 1 - For not reporting a serious accident to the 
district magistrate. 

Total .. S 16 65 

Acquittals .. 1 I 4 
. 

. . . . . . . . 
, 
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1926 
1927 
192ft 

Year. 

199 

Number of prosecutions instituted by

Chief I~pector of \ 
Factories a,nd staff. 

S 
6 

39 

xvm."":'Intelligence. 

District Magistrates 

3 
4 
5. 

143. Existi1lg StatisUcs-(i) Extent And 'USIJ of existing statistical and ot/ler -in/or-
1b$lion.-This province has no labour bureau. References relating to industrial 
labour are. in the main, passed on to the Diredor of Industries. His office is not, 
however, designed or equipped for dealing adequately with such references. The 
Chief Inspector of Boilers and Factories' offi~e has been understaffed. 

The Director of Industries is not the registrar of companies or of trade unions: 
this work is done by the Registrar of Co-opemtive Societies. The Director of Land 
Records is the Superintendent of Emigration. and as such collects some statistics 
about the migration of labour; this is, however. contined to emigration to Assam. 
The wages census is undertaken by him. 

The preparation of this memorandum has naturally suffered from the lack of a 
unitary trained and experienced ofiicer familiar with the details of labour problems. 

Such statistical and other information as is available is scattered; there is no 
single book of reference or series of correlated books relating to labour employed 
in industries or on plantations. Apart from the bulletins published by the Govern
ment of India and the Bombay Government there is no organic connection between 
the existing sources of information; they are not the work of one office or a number 
of offices working in dose co--ordination. Speaking broadly, there is behind them 
no organized plan fur unifying or correlating the entire work. 

The decennial census (the last was undertaken in 1921) gives infOTmation about 
numbers, sex, occupations, territorial distribution, migration, etc. Along with the 
1ast two decennial censuses (1911 and 1921) industrial censuses were also taken. 
These give information as to the number of factories of each kind and the average 
daily number of persons employed in them and other miscellaneous matters. But 
the census is not undertaken primarily for this purpose and ~ information is~ 
therefore. not detailed nor exhaustive nor even systematic. A good deal of the 
information about industry and 1abour contained therein is repeated in a more 
systematic and detailed form in the annual reports on the working of factories in 
the province. 

A scheme fur a census of industrial wages to be taken along with the regular 
census was considered but was not carried through. The last wages census under
taken in 1928 by the Department of Land Records confined itself to agricultural and 
semi-skilled labour (carpenters and smiths) in the rural areas. The reason for 
departing from the previous practice of including a census of urban wages for four 
or five selected types of industrial labour in seven selected industrial towns was 
that owing to substantial industrial development statistics so narrow in scope could 
give no accurate idea of the movement of industrial wages. 

An inquiry was, however. made at the 1921 census into the housing conditions 
of four cities (Cawnpore. Lucknow. Benares and Allahabad). The results of the 
inquiry have beeD utilized. in connection with Chapter III. 

The Director of Industries submits annually some statistics (capital, production~ 
number of employees) relating to labour in cotton, woollen and jute mills. paper 
mills, and large industrial establishments. In the case of cotton and jute mills. 
further details relating to men. women and children are furnished. 

(NoU.-Large industrial establishments include cotton, silk. woollen and jute 
spinning and weaving mills. cotton ginning and baling factories, jute presses. 
railway and tramway workshops. paper mills. printing presses. ordnance (actories~ 
stone dressing factories, tanneries and leather works. sugar. oil. tobacco. rice, dour. 
and saw mills. etc.) 
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Th~ same officer also submits annual statements (which contain information 
regarding the average number of persons employed) relating to the tea industry and 
to the production of minerals in mines not under the Mines Act. The former classifies 
workers as .. garden labour .. and as 8' outside (permanent and temporary) labour:' 
and is submitted to the Director of Statistics. The latter gives details about workem 
clas!ifted as men, women and children. 

Then there is the annual report on the working of the factories ·under the Indian 
Factories Act. In respect of t. factory "labour, this report gives varied and valuable 
information, e.g., the district-wise number of factories as deUned in Sections 3 (a) 
and of factories notifted under Section 3: (b); an elaborate district-wise classification 
of factories, both Government owned and private, the average daily number of 
persons employed in each industry (district~wise) the classification being the same 
as in respect of the number of factories. the average daily number of persons {men. 
women, boys and girls) employed in a.U industries and in cotton spinning and weaving 
and jute mills, and statements relating to intervals. holidays and hours {including 
various exemptions). accidents, convictions$under the Act and inspections by the 
factories inspection sta1I. 

The letterpress of this report contains the chief iuspector's comments on the 
growth or decline of factories and of the labour employed in them. the employment 
of women and children, sanitary arrangements. fencing. accidents, ventilation. 
lighting and water supply, health. housing, hours of work, welfare work, wages 
for unskilled and certain forms of skilled labour. strikes and 1ock-outs. industrial 
unrest, prosecutions and miscellaneous information. But the report is written from 
the point of view of the Factories Act and the duties of the factories inspectorate 
rather than from that of the general conditions of industrial labour. Hence it does 
not go into details respecting the problems of labour as such. AU the same it is at 
present the most useful annual report for a broad study of factory labour questions 
from year to year .. 

The annual report of the Chief Inspector of Mines is more elaborate but it is of 
little use to the United Provinces. 

Then there are the annual reports of the Registrar of Trade Unions (under the 
Tn.de Unions Act) and of the Superintendent of Emigration. The former deals 
with the membership, etc., of registered unions; the latter is confined to the 
emigration of labour. mostly to Assam. 

Vital. statistics are made available in the annual reports of the Inspeetor-General 
of Civil Hospitals. the Director of Public Health, and the reports of special bodies 
like the DuJlerin Fund. Lady Chelmsford Maternity and Child Welfare League. and 
others. The report of the Public Health Commissioner with the Government of 
India is based mostly on provincial reports. 

The statistiea1 a.bstract for British India furnishes information in & compact and 
systematic form. 

The reports of welfare work done and housing provided by the British India 
Corporation. Cawnpore. throws valuable light OD. some of the problems vitally 
afiecting industrial labour in that city. 

The most important subject on which the present statistical information is very 
meagre is wages. The annual issues of II Prices and Wages" used to contain in
formation on wages, but the publiaLtion has been discontinued. The provincial wage 
census (up to the one which was taken in 1916) used to contain information about 
industrial wages for foar or five types of industrial labour in seven selected industrial 
towns. But this was omitted from the last census (1928). The information about 
wages in the annual report on the working of factories is :far too meagre; it covers 
only aboll;t two-thirds of an octavo page. This is a matter on which employers are 
not disposed to give information freely. Eft pt:lS$tmI it should be mentioned that 
Mr. K. L. Datta's well~knowninquiry and report on the rise of prices in India (which 
gives some useful wage statistia) is now altogether out of date. No inquiry about 
wages and hours of work such as Mr. Findlay Shim13 undertook in respect of the 
cotton mill\lldustry of Bombay has been attempted in the United Provinces. 

(ii) M uW o} <OI1«:lifnt. atOll (m) Dtif'H of ...........,..-The decennial census is 
an elaborate undertaking in charge of a specia.l wbole-t:im6 officer. Apart from the 
limitations due to the necessity of having to employ semi-literate enumerators 
in the rural areas (though the quality is higher in the towns). there is every reason 
to believe that such data. as are collected are fairly accurate. particularly in respect 
of matters not needing elabomte and dil!icnlt distinctions. 

The methnd followed by the WIll!" census is similar though far I ... elaborate. 
On the other hand the main "8"lcyemployed-viz .• the highly-trained land ",venue 
atair called quanungo&-ensures """ter accuracy. • 
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The annual departmental reports are based on information collected by. or 
'SUpplied to. fairly trained and experienced officers. The law lays obligations on 
various persoDS to supply the prescribed information. often on prescribed forms. 
But the lowest ranks of the collecting agency (e.g., the village ~Hce officials in 
respect of vital statistics} are often altogether illiterate. Their work IS not adequately 
supervised. Hence vital statistics ~ not really reliable- though they are valuable 
fOT comparisons between one year and another. "When information is supplied by 
interested pa.rties (e.g., managers of factories) it tends to be unreliable: no super
vision is exercised and no verification takes place. Where, however. the statistics 
are collected by a trained and experienced sta1f. the degree of accumcy is na:tuTally 
much greater. 

The important point to note is that for the collection of labour statistics no 
particular department of Government is responsible. The second conference of 
the directots of industries of the various provinces (November, 1920. bulletin No. S. 
of Indian Industries and Labour~ pages 58 to 62) was of opinion that each province 
should set up machinery for the collection of labour intelligence and statistics. but 
no action in this direction has so far been taken in the United Provinces. 

141. Possihility of imJwovemtmi.-There are both soope and need rot' the improve
ment of labour statistics. The chief stumbling block that stands in the way of such 
improvement in respect of vital statistics in the rural areas~ viz.,the iucompeteucoe 
of the lower rungs of the .reporting or collecting agency does not operate in the case 
of industrial labour. The employe-IS' offices are, broadly speaking. <:apableof handling 
the necessary retul'llS and statements. The problem is rather one of getting them to 
disclose infonnation than of the competence 01 their clerica.l. establishments. 

The most important subject on ",hich information should be c:oUeeted is that 
of wages-both nominal and reaJ--for factory labour and selt-cted types of non~ 
factory labour. The next most important dUection in which improvement is possible 
is the subject of homs of work. . 

The method and agency of collection cannot be ignored. Unifomlity is very 
desirable. The staft should be capable of appreciating the purpose for which the 
information is collected.. and should be selected for their competence and efficiency 
in the handling of statistics. 

145. Nai .... oj spe<iDl i"" .. figaii.... ._ucUd.-In· 1921 the Government of 
India asked the -local governments whether they agreed to- the ~mpilB-tion of a 
.. cost of living" index and-could make arra.ngemenu for collecting .. family budgets." 
Opinion was invited and on the- whole was in favour of compiling the index. An 
officer was placed on special duty. With great difficulty figures were coll~ch>d. 
but on scrutiny only 49() budgets were found to be fairlV reliable. They were then 
analysed; meat-eaters were separated from "'!getarians and. each class was divided 
into " families U and ~. single men!" A table ",as prepared. but the special officer 
said it was U necessary to emphasize the warning that for various reasons the table 
should be taken rather as an illustration than as an accurate index number." 
Meanwhile the Government of India had abandoned the idea of publishing an all~ 
India index number and suggested that the provinces should publish their own index 
numbers. The special offirer's report was however submitted to the Government of 
India. No further action was ta.ken. The province does not publish or prepare an 

. index number. 
Meanwhile the Government of India. intimated that it was proposed to make 

an inquiry into wages in certain industries. They sent down urtain forms which 
were sent on to certain employers. When received back these were returned to 
the Government of India. No record of them is available in the Director of Industries· 
office. No systematic plan for :regularly obtaining wage statistics was evolved. 

The same nfficer on special duty also made an inquiry into the system of collecting 
statistics relating to prices. i.e .••• the reporting agency. the selection of markets. 
the commod ities reported and arrangements for check and scrutiny:' He selected 
the CtJmmodities commonly used by labourers. and his report was, to this extent. 
a special inquiry concerning industrial labour. As. however. the compilation ot a 
regular periodical index number was not undertaken. this inquily did not lead to 
any appreciable result. The prices of food gmins are still collected by district officers 
and are published in the Govetnme-nt'B weekly gazette. Representations about an 
increase of .salaries or wages are sometimes based OD them. 

The same: officer undertook in 1921-22 for the benefit of the Indian Fiscal Com
mission a special investigation into the details of U clothing and bedding .. used by 
the family of an average lower grade mill worker. His conclusion was that the 
average monthly expenditure on clothes amounted to Rs. 2 and on bedding to Re. 1. 
(These figures ..., of COUISe altogether out of date now.) 
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Non-ofticial researcheJ3 have undertaken special investigations. especially into 
the problems of recruitment* unemploymen~ housing. accidents. welfare and wages. 
But they are not the result of an organized plan. The inquiries are disjointed and 
spasmodic. Nor can the statistics collected or accepted by them be regarded as 
~stworthy. The difficulty ~xperienced even by tWo .talI of the department of 
industries and the factones lPspect:orate show tha.t the difficulty of non-officia1 
workeTo mnst be still greater and tWoir data and conclusions po _less dependable. 

146. FviurtJ D~ fteCeSStwy.-The directions in which the collection. 
compilation and pmlentation of statistical and other information relating to labour 
might be improwd have already been iodieated. A proposa1 to establish a provioclal 
l&bour bureau was considered in 1921 and dropped for financial reasons. 'The scheme 
has not since been evived. 

A.PPENDIX I. 

A. Nolo on Cas",,, R.laJWn 10 l.abour ." I..dflSlriu tIfJ4 on u.. Pl4f11a1ions. 
The broad featnres of this qnestion have been discnssed io pan. 15 of tWo 

introductory chapter, a little more detail is given in this note. 
In cottage industries caste is still somewhat rigid. It is exceptional to come 

_ across a man taking up work which traditionally is the appropriate vocation of & 

caste other than the ODe of which he is a member. Weaving is almost entirely 
confined to julahas who are Muhammadans and koris who are Hindus. Tanning 
is the hereditary vocatiou of chamars. The thathera caste supplies most of the 
metal worken. but in Moradabad Muhammadans form a large proportion of the 
artisans engaged io tWo artistic brassware iodustry. Pottery makiog is tWo caste 
vocation of kumhars and calico·printiog and dyeing that of chhipis and rangrezes. 
The names of all these and many other castes are themselves_vocational in origin. 

But in iodnstries organized on factory Jines caste has II< veT been so ~idly 
oheerwd. In tWo early days of factory iodustry tWo ope-.ati_ iosU:Ie tWo factory 
'\ftre largely men of the lower castes including the lower classes- among Muham
madans. But the distinction bas been gradually disappearing. Away from their 
villages higher caste men found the attraction of higher wages strong enough to 
overcome their prejudice against work involving manual labour and -as;ociation at 
work with workmen of the lower castes. An analysis of the structure of the labour 
force of a mill at Cawopore from the- point of view of castes ~hows that 41 Hindu 
castes besides Muhammadans .. Sikhs and ChristiaDs contributed. to its labour force. 
Mr. FremaDtie of tWo Indian Civil Servi"" who stndied this prohlem expRSSed his 
opinion in 1906 as below:- . 

.. The-re is no prejudice against mill labour even among the highest castes. 
Further. caste has DO iofiuenc:e wbateve-r on wages nor on the class of work in the 
mill performed by each man. Brahmans and chhattris work cheek by jowl with 
chamars and do not find their toucb pollution as they would in their villages . 
The managers whom I have consulted CD the subject agree that no particular class 
is more efficient than another. with the general exception that Musalmans are mote 
thorough and industrious workers than. Hindus* but as they are IDOre difficult to 
control. many managers prefer the latter.~· 

But certain castes still take more kindly to factory work than others. chamars,. 
kahaIS. ahirs. lohars. Iroris. brahmans. Tajputs. Iodbas. Imrmis. pasis. telis. barIWs. 
sheikhs and julahas being the chief among castes of the former type. The labour for 
plantations is supplied mainly by kurmis. muTaO'i. pasis. koris. a.hiJs and chama:rs. . ..... . 
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Statement showing rural waces in 1916 and 1928 for uflshilled and sImi·skilled labour . 

...... Casb rates Dally WOle of " ..... of unskilled p,~ p". Dally wng., of ""~ ofnoo- labour. ....... carpenteR. Mftwge 01 btllcbmltht. etutago 
DlttriClt4. - 3';;" ,I .1 01 

dlffe .... diRer- ell ..... 

po" .. I cnce. I ence. cnlle. 
lat OD. 1916. 1928. 1918. 1928. l'U'. 1928. 

a.. II. p. Ro. D.. p. RI, a. p. 
HflITfIlIU-

, RI .•• p. RI. o. p. Ro. n. p. 

Debra DUD fCbakrata) .. .. .. ., .. 47 0 • 0 - - - - - - - -
" Dun) .. .. .. .. .. 47 0 • • 0 8 0 7. 012 0 1 0 0 33 01' 0 I 0 0 SO 

Almont.. ,_ .. .. .. .. .. 8 0 • 3 0 8 0 41 0 8 0 01. 0 s. - 0 8 0 -
Garhwal .. .. .. .. .. 1 • • • 011 0 .32 011 t • • • .. - .12 • -
Naini Tal (hills)' .. .. .. .. .. .7 • 8 • • • • 'I 010 • 1 4 0 10. 0 8 1 1 4 0 108 
AVcmge: ,_ .. .. .. .. .. - 0 4 • 0 8 8 OS 0 •• I • 2 • 70 01010 1 • • SO 

Btmtldlf1uut4l!ri1A Min4/1ur-
S7 0 • • 0 • 0 SO 0 5 • • .0 

0 as 0 • • 0 8 • 5. ~hanli •. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
al.l!lun •• .. .. .. .. .. .. 28 • • 8 0 • 8 80 0 • 8 0 8 8 Ii2 0 • 3 0 8 8 82 
nmlrpur .. .. .. .. .. .. '7 0 • • 0 3 8 •• 0 • 0 0 8 8 75 • • 0 0 8 8 7. 

Banda.. ,. _, .. .. .. .. •• 0 • 0 0 8 • .. 0 • 0 • 8 8 7 • • • a 0 8 0 52 
Allahabad, (Bt1I'1dt)Ikhaod) .. .. .. .. .. - 0 4 0 - 0 • 0 0 8 0 SO 0 • • • 8 0 ., 
Mln:aput .• •• .. .. .. .. 3. 0 , 3 0 • 8 58 0 • 8 012 0 118 0 • 8 o 10 0 82 
Ave ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. - • • • 0 3 8 58 0 5 , 0 • • Ii2 0 • 3 • • • 62 , 

Nt1t'IA-Wutmt ~ 
Saharnupur . . .. .. .. .. .. 42 • • • • • 0 33 0 • 0 • • 0 78 0 • 0 1 • 0 18 
M~nmaga,r •• .. .. .. .. .. •• 0 3 • • • 0 •• • 8 0 

• I. 
0 s • 0 8 • 0 •• 0 50 

Meerut .. .. .. .. .. .. " • • 0 • • 0 ., 0 8 8 I 0 • •• • 7 • 1 • • II. 
Btllandsbabr .. .. .. .. .. .. .5 0 • • 0 • O. .4 0 7 • o IS • 107 0 7 0 o I. • 71 
Bllnor ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. 44 0 3 8 0 • 0 4. 0 1 • o 12 • 72 0 7 • o " • 72 
Buclily .. .. .. .. .. .. 32 0 • • 0 • 0 •• 0 8 8 o 10 8 54 - o 10 8 -Moradabad .. .. .. .. .. 32 0 3 0 0 • 8 .0 0 8 6 o II • 17 0 8 • o II 6 .. 
Naini Tal \T~i) .. .. .. .. .. 27 0 • • • • • 12 0 • D 012 0 3. 0 • ·0 012 0 89 

.. Bhabiu) .. .. .. .. .. 27 0 • • 0 • 0 S8 - - - - - -Average .• .. .. .. .. .. - 0 • 6 0 5 • 50 0 7 • 01. • 70 0 7 • 012 0 88 

W A" C4nb'irl Grou/I- .. a. 0 • • 0 • • ., 0 7 3 0 • 121 0 7 0 012 •• Allgarh.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 71 
Muttra •• .. .. .. .. .. .. 41 0 • 6 0 • 0 •• 0 8 • I 0 0 •• - 1 • 0 -
Agnt .. .. .. .. .. .. .. •• 0 • • 0 5 0 54 0 7 3 1 • 0 121 g • 0 012 0 50 
Mo.iopuri .. .. .. .. .. .. o. 0 • • 0 • • ... 0 • 0 01' 0 100 • 3 .12 0 •• Btah .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 27 0 , 8 O· 4 0 45 0 7 • 0 •• 0 88 0 • • 01. 0 10 • 
Budaun .. .. .. .. .. .. o. 0 2 6 0 • 0 80 0 7 0 012 0 71 0 6 • 010 0 ~,8 



DJi,lricti. 

W .. c.t.,,d GrtHI~ .. w4. 
ShahJahanpur •• • • • • .. 
Fanuldud)Q.d •• • • • • .. 
Blawah (Aum~a) •• •• .. 

(ru.t 0 the dUlrlct) .. 
PlllbW. •• •• •• •• .. 
Hardol •• .. .. .. .. 
I..d",_ .. .. .. .. 
Av ..... .. .. , . .. 

BlUt C".,,,,I GttNp_ 
Cawn~ •• .. .. .. 
PauhptU •• .. .. .. 
Allahabad lOoab) .. .. .. 

,. Oudb) .. .. .. 
Unao.. •• .. .. .. 
Rae Darcll .. .. .. .. 
Sitapur •• .. .. .. .. 
Kbed •• .. .. .. .. Pyu.,.. .. .. .. .. 
Gqnda •• .. .. .. .. 
Bahralda .. .. .. .. 
Sultanpur .. .. .. .. 
Pma...." .. .. .. .. 
Bnl'\\ Bawd .. .. .. .. Ave,... .. .. .. .. 

.a.lm. Gtotip.-
lkn.ata; •• .. .. .. 
b~~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Balli •.• .. .. .. .. 
"""""pur .. .. .. .. 
&aU •• .. .. .. .. 
A ............. .. .. 
Average " •• .. .. 
Ave,. fer tho PfOvJnec .. .. 

APPBNDIX YI-.nli .. ",d. 
I 

StaUmmI .ho";", .... ,IJI "'a:g" / .. 1916 a .. ,11928/ .. ,,",IIIII.d a.II .. ",i .. dill,tI Iab.tw. 

Pcr· Calb mtel DaUy'ft'll:lPllof "' ..... 01 untkillod 1'<0 ... 1'<0 ... 
of nan- !aboUl'. ....... cmpeo.tm. 

""'" """. 01 01 
cultural dHter~ dllI .... 

~r:~. . .... 
I en". f916. 1928. ISI8. line. 

RI ••• p. RI. e. p. Nt. D.. p. RI .•• p. 

.. .. 80 • 2 9 • • 6 27 0 6 • • 9 0 ~~ .. .. 26 0 2 9 0 ~ • •• 0 , • 012 0 .. .. . . .S 0 • 8 • • 8 80 0 , 8 o I' 0 eo .. . . 'S 0 • 0 0 ~ 8 80 0 8 0 01' 0 1'0 .. .. .8 • • 8 • • 6 ., 0 8 0 • 8 0 80 
" .. .. 0 • • 0 • 8 .. 0 • 0 011 0 OS .. . . •• 0 • 8 0 • 0 eo 0 , . o I. 0 71 .. .. - 0 • 9 0 • • •• 0 

• 10 
012 7 .. 

.. .. .. 0 • 9 0 • 8 .. 0 , 0 A '1 0 ". .. .. .. 0 • • 0 • • 78 0 • 7 10 0 7. .. .. 2. 0 • 0 0 • 0 100 0 • 0 0 .. 0 1<0 .. .. •• •• • • • , • 78 0 • 8 - -.. .. 20 0 • 6 0 ~ 0 60 0 7 8 o I. 0 66 .. .. I. 0 ~. 0 • • 6 .. • 6 • 01. 0 100 .. .. 20 0 • 0 • 0 so 0 • 0 
• 10 • 71 .. .. IS 0 • 3 0 8 • 88 • 8 I 
• I. 

0 .. .. .. 21 • I 9 0 8 0 71 0 • 8 0 • 0 7f .. .. 23 0 • • 0 • 8 II 0 6 • o 10 0 100 .. . . I< • • 0 0 • 0 50 0 8 • o Ii • 9' .. .. .. 0 2 3 0 3 0 .. 0 
• I. 

0 • • 07 .. .. II • 2 0 0 • 6 78 0 8 0 .,0 0 100 .. .. 2. 0 • • 0 • • 7 • 0 8 0 o II • .. .. .. - 0 2 9 0 • • .. 0 6 9 011 0 9, 

.. .. .. • , 9 0 • • .. 0 3 , • 0 9 0 188 .. .. .. 0 • • 0 • • 80 0 • 9 0 .. 0 109 .. .. I. 0 , 8 0 , 8 0 8 8 0 • 0 71 .. .. " 0 • • 0 8 8 .0 0 6 8 0 • 9 50 .. .. 8 0 I • 0 • 3 ,. 0 5 • 0 8 8 '8 .. .. 8 0 I • • • 9 ., • • 3 0 8 8 ., .. .. IS 0 • 0 0 • • ,. 0 • 3 0 • 0 71 .. .. - 0 , » 0 8 • .. 0 • • 0 • • " .. .. - - - 51 - - 80 

DaDy wa,ro o' "'" of blar.kamllhs. .. ..... 
of 

cUff",,," 

I 
...,.. 

1919. 1928. 

RI .•• p. RI. a. p. 

0 8 I 0 9 0 ~. 
0 8 0 012 0 '0 
0 7 8 o I' • eo 
0 5 8 o IS 0 "9 
0 • 8 0 8 • '8 
0 8 • 011 • ,. o ., 8 

• I' 
0 eo 

0 8 10 011 9 72 

0 6 8 o I~ 0 124 
0 • ~ o 10 0 118 
0 • 0 o 10 • 100 
0 5 1 .10 0 1¥1 
0 8 7 o 12 0 .. 
0 6 0 o ,. 0 67 
0 5 • • 8 0 •• • 8 I 0 • 0 '8 
0 • • 0 8 0 52 
0 • 0 0 9 0 .0 
0 6 0 011 0 .. 
0 I 10 0 9 0 118 
0 • 0 o 10 0 100 
0 8 8 0 .. 0 . .. 
0 5 1 o 10 • 79 

• 3 10 0 8 0 108 
0 • 8 o " 0 10. 
0 • • 0 • 0 11 
0 • .. 0 • I .,. 
0 • 8 0 8 19 
0 5 • 0 8 0 '2 • • • • 8 • ., 
0 • • 0 8 8 .. - - 10 
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APPENDIX VIII. 

S/_ slwflling 1M .... ...w o,labotw"" ....plgye4 ... ill. Tsa Planl./i ..... 
. 

Daily .. verage Dumber employed. 

Name of Number 
GardeD ~ Outside labour. of tea district. garde .... labour Total. 

(permanent Permanent. I Temporary. 

A1mora .. 15 341 204 98 643 
DehraDun .. 21 1,_ 453 1.041 3,194 
Garhwal •• .. 2 15 42 25 82 

Total .. 38 2,050 699 1.170 3,919 

Lt.-Col. C. L. DUNN. C.I.E .. D.P.H .. I.H.S.. DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH. 

UNITED PROVINCEs. 

Prelimo-.,.. 
In the United Provinces industrial hygiene has been receiving systematic atten

tion only from. July. 1926. Previous to this there wereno arrangements for in~g 
he&lth conditions in factories. The Cnnlerence of Sanitasy Commissioners in May. 
1919, first urged the appointment 01 medical ollicers 01 health lor this work. The 
recommendation was still under the consideration of the local government when 
the Government of India addressed them on the subject in April. 1921~ in connection 
with the Conventions and Recommendations of the International Labour Conference. 
The suggestion of the Washington Conierence for the creation of a Government health 
service for factory inspections was examined. It was decided. however, that at 
present a whole-time medical inspector was necessary only in Cawnpore~ and that 
other towns could be served by the me:dical oftiCet8 of health. 

In July, 1926, Govemment Iormally appointed medical olli""'" of health of 
municipalities as additional inspectors of the factories" situated in municipal areas 
and the district medical officers of health for those situated outside municipalities. 
In districts and municipalities where no medical officers of health exist civil surgeons 
perform. these inspections. These officers have been empowered. to inspect the 
general sanitation. ventilation. lightin~ hUmidity. sanitary conveniences and water 
supply of the factories and the arrangements. for the safety of the workers. means 
of escape. employment of women and children. rest. holidays and hoUlS of work. 
They are also authorized to inspect registers. 

In 1921 bye-laws for regulating the construction and alteration of factories were 
approved by Government and are now being worked. 

The reply to items in the list of subjects given below relates mostly to Cawnpore~ 
Information for other centres ofinduetry is not available. 

m.-HoUIiDg. 
16. (i) There are about 70 milb and factories in and around Cawnpore with an 

average of 32.617 workers per day. While a number of these have quaTtet'S for their 
supervizing and menial servants. only ten of the concerns have provided houses for 
the operatives (labourers) and even these do not provide accommodation for all the 
employees. The Cawnpore Woollen Mills, the North-West Tannery~ Messrs. Cooper, 
Allen &: Company and the Union Sugar Works provide quarters for about 83 to 
90 peT cent. of their worken, Others provide for about 10 per cent. only. Of the 
totallabOUT population of 32.617 in Cawnpore. about 6.957 only may, therefore. be 
taken to have been provided houses by their employers. A proposal to provide 
housing accommodation for 20.000 operatives by the joint millowners of Cawnpore 
has been under consideration of the respective authorities for some years, but nothing 
definite has been d~e so far. . 

(ii) The bulk: of about 25.660 labour population not provided with residential 
accommodation by their employers live in bastis or halas belonging to private land
lords. Small mud huts. with one room at the back and one room or verandah in 
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front, is the usual type of accommodation available. The size and height vary. 
being seldom more than 8 ft. by 10 ft .• with height of 6 ft. to 8 ft. The only outlet 
for ligbt and ventilation is the main door. These quarters are often sub-divided 
between two, three or four families. and as many as ten persons may lse found in one 
of these huts. I understand worse conditions exist. . 

Under my instructions one of my assistant directors inspected the moludlas of 
Khalasi Lines, GwaltoJi. Colone]ga.nj. Lachhmanpurwa and Raipurwa in Cawnpore, 
where most of these ha.slis are situated. The conditions are deplorable. A bad 
odour permeates tbewbole place. due to dirt. stinking drains and filth and the condi~ 
non after the raiDs is even worse. Some attempts have been made by the mnnici-

- pality of Cawnpore to improve the roads and drains. but nothing short of complete 
rebuilding of the areas on sanitary lines can improve matters. 

(iii) Very rarely accommodation is PTO,,"ided by the workers themselves. Possibly 
a few better class workers have their own houses. 

18. (i) The quarters provided by the employers are generally single-roomed 
tenements. The:size of standard rooms in the British India Corporation's settle
ments is 12 ft. by 10 ft .• with height averaging 10 ft. The COIpomtion permit only 
three adults in such rooms. 

The type of accommodation supplied is sufficient only when workers live singly 
or two or three males combine. When they live with their families and grown-up 
children the accommodation is insufficient. The better-class workers are not satisDed 
with the quarters which some of the mills provide. 

(ii) In the quarters provided by tbe British India Corporation there an. sevetal 
grades. aud they all generally conform to the sanitary type except those that are 
built back to back. 

The private quart"'" provided by IaudIords are insanitary to tbe utmost limit. 
19. The aCCOJJnJwdation available in each class is fully and :readily utilized by the 

workers. .. # 

20. Rent rates vary from Re. 1-2 to Re. 1-12 per month for small quarters 
and Rs. 3 to Rs. 3-8 for larger quarters. For the superior quarters it varies from. 
Rs. 8 to Rs. 9 per month. From the tendency of the labourers to ~. combine ,. 
and considering their average earnings. it seems they cannot a:fford these rents. 

21. In all the quarters provided by the employers sub·letting and occupation by 
tenants in other's employ is theoretically prohibited. but I understand it :is not 
uncommon for the tenants to have outsiders in the garb of relations and hence sub
letting is frequent. 

Eviction from employers' quarters as a rule takes place with the termination of 
employment. This is not. however. strictly enforced in the British India Corpora
tion's settlements except when a man is defuritely condemned by the sadr pMfchay41 
of the settlement for serious crime or breach of the peace. 

lV.-Bealth. 
23. (i) Except the British India Corporation no employem beve kept health 

statistics of theirwOl"kers. The statistics supplied by them compare very favourably 
with those for the municipal area. The following table will show the death~rates for 
the di1ferent industrial sett1ementsjn Cawnpore :-

A.Brag< MtWtalily Fig""" from 1921 to 1926. 

Cawnpoce British India Khalasi Raipurwa. Munici- Corporation's Lines. 
pality. settlements. ( .. ) 
46·32 34·58 65·95 

(a) Labourers 90 per cent. of the population. 
(b) Labourers 70 per cent. of tbe population. 
(e) Labourers 60 per cent. of the population. 
(ei) Labourers SO per cent. of the population. 

(b) 
Gwaltoli. 

(e) 
, 

75'29 

I CoIoneiganj. 
(ei) 

46·44 

Tuberculosis is also more prevalent in these industrial hams. The death-rate 
from this disease in the Cawnpore municipality during the years 1921 to 1924 ran~d 
from 2-1 to S·6. The death-rate in the diiJerent _oluIlI4S of the city where labour 
predominates is a.a high as 8·8 per thousand among females. 
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(ii) Taking the average of eight years (1921 to 1928) the rates for the """,all",, 
where labour predominatf:!s are as follows :-. 

Cawnpore Khalasi Rai- GwaI- Colonel- Lachhman - Munici- Li.nes. purwa. teli. gani· purwa •• pality. 

Birth-tate 37·53 57·89 85·17 51·12 43·09 36·94 

Infantile 451·64 392·41 550·32 457·19 899·38 416·11 
mortality 
rate. 

(ill) (<0) Study was made particolarly of the working conditions of the labourers 
in places not congenial to health. as for instance in the lime houSES of the tannery,. 
flour mills~ cotton mills. oil mills and foundry, specially where ium£s and dust 
emanate. An average cotton mill is not equipped with all the modem devices for 
the health and comfort of the workers. 

It was found that the health of the operatives working under more unfavourable 
circumstances did not materially differ from those working under favourable cir-cum
stances. This can only be attributed either (i) to the workers being replaced as soon 
as their health breaks down or (u} the men developing an immunity to the effects of 
the particular environs or circumstances. Employers as a rule 'Were extremely 
reticent in furnishing information regarding (i). but one undertaking frankly admitted 
that they U get rid H of the men as soon as they become unfit. In the absence of 
statistics it is impossible to say whether the If breakdown .. is due to the effects of 
industry. 

(0) Except in the organized coloni ... of the British India Corporation the working 
eonditions at the homes of la.boureIS are very unsatisfactory. 

(iv) Owing to shortness of time, details of the dietaries coold not be obtained 
for mOTe than a couple of hundred labourers. A worker receiving Rs. 15 per month 
takes aUa three-fourths of a seer per head and ct.l ODe-fourth of a seer for the whole 
family per day. Those belonging to the eastern districts of the province take one 
seer of rice instead of GUts. Baj". often forms the bulk of the food of many of these 
persons. 0i1~ gAi and vegetables are rarely taken. People of this class usually 
have only one meal-in the evening. parched gram and gw in small quantities being 
the diet at noon. 

People receiving Rs. 15 per month or more have a little more liberal diet. with 
vegetables. but if they have a family the proportion be"comes less. 

From what my assistant director has seen he has no hesitation in saying that the 
diet is frequently insufficient and as a rule- ill-balanced. 

(v) As a rule. the general physique- of the la.bourer is poor, and this view is shared 
by the employers. In Messrs. Cooper. Allen's factory and the new electric power 
house only did my assistant director come across some men with fine physique. and 
the managers were of opinion that they were well above- the gene:ral average. 

The general feeling of some millowners is that labourers kt:ep good health for 
about ten months after joining~ after which they show signs of breakdown. and unless 
they take rest they are seldom found ,satisfactory after this period. 

(vi) Effec' of mshwbtmu of stJX 1'(Uio i. illcW.stnal cil16s.-Beyond giving a general 
opinion that there is a good deal of venereal diseases among the labourers it is difficult 
to give statistics to prove the statement. From the hospital records it is not possible 
to find out the details. as it is difficult to sort out the labourers from the general 
population.' The hospital statistics supplied by the British India Corporation 
for their own colonies show tbat the incidence is not high, but this is probably 
because the colonies are well under supervision and intermixing of families is not so 
common. The opinion is however held that venereal diseases are very prevalent 
in the bastis because. due to paucity of living quarters, it is common for two families 
to share & single room and also to shelter adult relations of either sex. 

I consider that separate blocks of family quarters (larger than the rest) should be 
provided for in all schemes of industrial housing. In the settlements of the British 
India. Corporation family quarters are provided for the better class workers only. 
This should be carried down to the lowest workers. 

24. (i) The larger Concerns usually have well-equipped dispensaries in -charge of 
medical men, either whole-time or ~~time. Arrangements a.t the McRobertganj 
and A1lengani settlements of the British India torpomtiOll are very good. Including 
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the ....Jfare _ four doctms. five visiting ntmIeS. eight matrons and about twelve 
dais are employed. In the smaller concerns there are DO medical facilities. and 
people have IeC01Ul!e to the Government or municipal dispensaries. 

25. Medical facilities are freely utilized both by men and _men, bot, as is the 
general pI3clice in India. treatment is not followed c:cnsistently. 

26. (a) The general oonseDSUS of opinion of the officels of this department is that 
in the smaller COD.Cem9 (some of which employ even up to 400 men) arrangements for 
water supply and conservancy are neither adequate nor satisfactory. In one or two 
iDstaru:es this neglect was particularly marked. In the Wger = the ammge
ments are satisfactory. 

(b) At home people either lISe the muuicipal public latrines or the drains and 
opeu spaces in and round the bastis. In the orgauJzed colonies latrines and urinal 
accommodatiou is provided and a regular conservancy _ is employed to keep them 
'clean. 

21. As incficated above. sanitary sopervisioD of the mills and factories in the 
United Provinces commeuced from the middle of 1926, and medical officels of health 
and assismnt direetoJs of public health are inspecting the sanitatinu of the premises 
and the bea1th conditioD of workem from that time. 

28. Ii) Ruleo for the control of temperature which have recently been made by 
the Ioca1 Govemment have improved the working conditinns in cotton mills. 

29. (i) No indication of the prevalence of strictly industrial diseases was found 
at any of the factories visited by my assistant director. 

30. (i) The", is no sickness insnrauoe worth the name. r undelSbmd the British 
India Corpor.a.t:ion have in view a scheme 01 non-empfoyment aDd sickness insurance. 

(iii) Experience at the British India CoIpOratinu·s dispensaries sbow that the 
demand for westem medicines is very great. aDd as there is DO paucity oj medical 
men in toWDS I do not see any difficulty. 

31. (i) The British India CoIpOratinu grant t\ro weells' leave with pay to every 
expectant mother and as much leave 'Without pay u Decessa.JY. Medical attenda.nce. 
maternity wanIs and OlIl.ing are provided free. Other firms also grant lea ... with 
pay for varying periods. 

(iii) Two weells' lea"" OD full wages is not sufficient. and for fear of loss of _ 
women workers may often return to their work sooner than is good for their own 
health or the health of &.he child. There are now three maternity eentres in Cawn~~ 
but the infant mortality of the tmvn continues to be the highest in the provmce. 
I cotlsider that one month's leave on full wages should be given to eveTy expectant 
mother-the leave to be- taken as far as po$Sible ten days before the anticipated date 
of conDnernent. The employers will object to this on the ground of cost. I consider 
that statutory provision sbould. therefore. be made in the Indian Factories Act to 
secure this benefit for women workers. 

V.-Welfant oIher ""'" Health ...a HoIIBing I"d inellllting _tim 

32. (i) The British India Corporatinu are the only <ourem which have under
taken the welfare of their workers on an orgaDi%ed scale. The work of their welfare 
depart:ment extends to providing recreation~ entertainments~ cinemas. schools fur 
boys and girls. night schools. industrial classes. midwi ... • training classes. health 
1ectu .... and health ;nstructinu in schools. hea1th exhibitions and bome visifulg by 
n ...... . 

(ii) J am not aware of the existence oi any private Ol'g'8.Uizaticm for attending 
to the welfare of the iudustrial classes. 

33. The Brlti!oh India CoIpOration employ a complement of tr.Uned welfare 
workeD consisting of tbn:!e doctors~ four nurses, eight compoDDders~ four midw:a.ve&. 
twenty-be tnchers and t\ro sergeant patrols. Total staff (including conservancy 
establishment) co_ of 147 wbole-time paid worke.Js. !of....". Begg. Sutherland 
have ftCently engaged the services of a superintendent to organiae welfare work. 

I am. of opinion that factory owners shoold be required by law to make reasonable 
provision for the welfare of their workeJs and employ paid officers for the purpose. 
Where a concem is not sufficiently large to have a staff of its own I RCOmmend that 
eewnll coneems should combine for tbe purpose. and the incidence of CClI?t. e~.~ 
abould be fixed. The official health department can co--operate more effectively m 
the ameliomt:i.cm of the health of the industrial classes through nell organizations. 

24. (tI) The British India Coq>oration have introduced recre~tio~ activities 
through athletic, dramatic, wrestling and other clubs. scouting and 11_. Warm 
clothing is provided for poor babies. . 

(hI No otber agencies haw 1IIldertslr.en welf .... for the industri&l worke"" 
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35. The resnlls. so far as the British India Co1POratiOll's colonies are <ODCenled, 
&Ie very satisfactory~ There is a nne neighbourlj and sportsmanlike- spirit among 
the "orkers. The statistics quoted uuder IV (23) (il will demonstrate the value of 
such organizations. . 

VIL~. 

48. According to rules every concern with SOO 'WOrkers or more must have fi:rst:-aid 
appliall<:es and medical relief. and tIris is usually provided. Smaller <ODCenlS 
de not. __ • care ""'Y much for these requirements. Except in the electric 
power house my assistant director did not find any of the supenising st:afI trained in 
liNt·aid in the institutions he _. 

so. Better health. light and worldng conditions and hoUIS of _rk interspread 
with suitable intervals lead Ix> greater safety 01 the workers. Beyuud making tIris 
genera! .tatem .... t. howe_. it is not possible to say ptecisely the elIect of the e.astiDg • 
regulations OIl the safety of individuals. . .. .. 

X.-8peoia\ QneslioDs reIatlDg to Women, YODDg Adulili and 1lhildteD. 
8'l. Work of W ....... ami CIUldrotc itt F.ctorW _ Swl>jed to A<t.-The present 

provisions of the Indian Factories Act were inadequate to deal with a case :recently 
brought to notice. Glass bangles are manufactnred on a large scale in Firozabad 
(Agra district). A 1aI;:e part of the work oousisting of joining is carried on in private 
dwellings and in small ooncems which de not rome lJDder Section 2 (3)(b)o£ the 
Indian Factories Act. Inspection by the Assistant Director of Public Health and 
later by the Chieflnspecb>r of Factories revealed the working conditions to be most 
dangerous to 'the health of the 'WOrkers. The m1IIlicipal boani was asked. by this 
department three years ago to frame bye-laws in regulate the trade on more bealthy 
lines, but the board did not do so. Government have now taken up the- matter, and 
the municipality will make the bye-Ia .... but these matters are more expeditiously 
regulated by the Factories Act instead of by the Monicipalities Act. I recommend 
that the scope of Section 2 (3) (bl of the Act be en1aI;:ed in include any trade. ptactice 
or callint; which entails manufacturing processes~ iITespective of the number of men 
employed. and the nature of the power used. and local GovernmeDts should have the 
power to close such works if recommendations regaroiug proper ventilation, 14ht:iDg. 
health and working conditions of the opera..tives are not complied with. . . . ... .. 

XIIL-lndulria1 EfIloi....., of th& WO!ke!L 

I IS. Better 'WOrkill8 conditions and welfare work inspire c:on6denoe among 
workers. keep down wagf'S and result in ultimate economy to employers. No 
statistics are. however. available to the Public Health Department in the case of 
industrial workers to prove that expenditure on these objects has heeD accompanied 
by increase of production and economic gain to the employets. Certain statistics 
are not kept at an. othem are not likely to be supplied .. and comparison is further 
:rendered difficult by the constant changes in methods and maehinery that are being 
made. I believe. however, that if expenditure on health and welfare did not bring 
in an economic return in some form or other the British India Corporation would 
not be spending about Ro.60.ooo annually on these beads, 

In the Sarda canal eoostruction, where occasionally about 10.000 labourers 
were employed.-the economic value of health arrangements has been amply demon
strated. Below is gi".". the remark of Sir Bernard Darley, Chief Engineer in cluuge 
of the construction work :- ___ 

.. It is very difficult to estimate the economic value of the ma.la.rial staff at 
Banbassa in rupees, annas and pies. The work that has been done has certainly 
enabled the working season to be extended from April 15 to, say, June 15. i.e., 
two months each year or ten months in five years. In other words. it will thus be 
possible to dispense with the services of about half the divisional staff a year earlier
a saving of probably Rs. 50,000. 

U If, however, we take into account the- value of delivering water one year 
earlier for irrigation, the monetary value of the anti-malarial work would probably 
run to half a crore of rupees • 

.. Secoodly. by keeping the Iahour fit it bas been possible in inspire confidence 
and good contractors have come forward to take up the work at lower mtes than 
was deemed possible at first. 

(U93) H 
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"I have gone over the estimate and- putting this .aving at Re. 1 to Re. 2 per 
cubic feet of masonry. etc .• this saving might be fairly estimated at Rs. 1,50 000. 
That is of course assuming that any contractors would have taken up the wo~k a.t 
all under the adverse circumsta.Dces obtaining before the ma1a.rial staff got to work. 
Indeed. itis very doubtful if the Sardacanal head could have been builtatall without 
the expert help we have re<:ei"y«! from the Public Health Department:' 
--lI6. Equally important with the introduction of macbjnery and 1abour~ving 
devices tor increasing the efficieucy of workers are good housing. welfare work, 
better working conditions and proper dietaries. Better home comforts with reduction 
of alcoholism and venereal diseases will produce a definitely better corps of workers 
able to do more concentrated work. 

XVJL-AdmiDiBlration. 
139. Fae""" lfOSj1.mon.-(i) AdequiJcy oj sl4ff.-The district health service fully 

meets the needs of industrial hygiene in the rural areas--specially in the case of 
outlying and seasonal factories .¥tuated in the interior. In municipalities medical 
officers of health are at present able to perform inspections in addition to their 
normal duties. For Cawnpore, however, I think it wonld be an advantage to have 
a separate and whole-time medical il18peCtor, .... dw 1M Me4ieaJ Ojfi_ oj Hurltlo, 
as the normal duties of the medical officer of health there are heavy. 

Twenty districts of the province do not at preseot have " public health stail, 
The duty of inspecting the health conditions of industrial workers has therefore 
been l.a.id OD. the civil surgeons. I am Dot aware how far these officers are able to 
Visit factories-apecially those in the interior of districts. Under the orders of 
Government. district medical officers 01 health, when appointed to these districts. 
are to take over this duty from the civil surgeons. The extension of tbe health 
services to _ twenty districts baa been held up for three years for lack of funds. 

XYm._telligODae. 
,i43. No health statistics are at present avail.ble for industrial areas or sett1e

mentsorfor opera.tivesemployedin industrial concerns. In May. 1921. OIl a reference 
from the Intemational Labour OfIice~ Geneva, the Government of India suggested 
to·the local Governments the desirability of keeping health statistics of industrial 
workers. Definite suggestions were made by me to Government but no 1inal orders 
were issued .. 

144. I am strongly of opinion that records relating to vital statistics and general 
sickness of the industrial workers. periods of employment~ previous employments and 
leave, should be kept and factory owners should be compelled by rules under the 
FactoriesAct to supply nec:esaa.ry information to the medica.! officer of health. 

GenOllll BemarkL 
lfOdusmaJ A, .... _ Ls1xxw S-.....u&.-The municipelity of Luclmow has 

reserved a separate area for the industrial concerns. This practice should be strongly 
commended as there are many advantages. The working classes can be boused 
close to the works, and if quartets cannot be provided by employers individually. 
grouping or co-opetative action should be possible. Abuses arising out of alcoholisDi 

,and venereal diseases, which are the accompaniment of industrial population. can 
also be regulated more effectively, as the labour colony will be at some distance 
from the towns. Educative propaganda suited to their special needs can also be 
more e1!ectively done. 

Mr. F. ANDERSON, C.l.E., I.S.E., SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER, V CIRCLE; 
IRRIGATION WORKS, UNITED PROVINCES. 

The terms of reference to the Royal Commjssion refer chie1iy to labour conditions 
in industrial centres and do not deal with the more or less casual labour employed. 
on canal works in the United Provinces~ 

The following notes therefore merely describe labour conditions during the 
construction of the Sarda canal which is the l&rgest irrigation work ever undertabD 
by the Government of the United Provinces. 
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I.-Rlorultmeot. 
s. (i) Labour employed by the Irrigation Bmneh is of two lrinds ''riUed and 

unskilled. 
Skilled labour is generally obtained from towns and ma.il}ly comprises JIUlSOIllI, 

carpentelS, blacksmiths, painters and fitters. These oceupatioos are genenilly 
henlditary. 

Unskilled labour is available in towns and villages and is recruited mainly from 
the following communities :- -

I .. l1s8 Pltrins--From Beldars. Lodbas. Lamas. Chamars. Pasias, Kohlis and 
Jwabas. . 

I fI Ute Hills.-~ Dumras. DUtials. SaUDS and Bhim. 
They are inefficient labourers who will Dot ~derta1re earthwork, but confine 

their activities to felling trees, cutting jungle and coUect:ing boulders and shingle. 
Local labour is not availa.ble in the upper reaches of the Barda. canal. situated 

in the dense std forest and all the labour employed had to be imported., 
The more important reccuiting areas were :-
Fot' 1M H6acltrx:wks.-All the stone masons were imported from Gwalior. Bun

delkhand and the Central Indian States because the local masons are the brickwork 
masons and the stone masons available in the Kuma.un hills are very.inferior workmen 
and migrate to the plains in November and insist on returning to the hills in March... 
The average number of stone masons imported annually was 300. 

Between 8,000 and .,000 unskilled labourers were also imported annually 
from Bundelkhand and the Central Indian States because the labourers imported 
from the districts adjacent to the headworks dislike working in wet foundations 
and moreover insist on returning home for harvesting operations which continue for 
about a month. 

In addition to tbe above, about 5,000 11IISlriljed labou",,. were employed from 
the middle of November until the end of March, when they dwindled. down to about 
1,000. These labourers came from the Kumaun hills and from Ba.reillY. Budaun and 
Shahjabanpur districts. 

For the entire Main canal and the upper reach of the Rheri manch, situated 
within the stll forest. all the skilled and unskilled labour was recruited from the 
adjacent districts. . 

Sufficient local labour was available for all the other canals of the Sarda. 
Large contra.ctom employ agents for recruiting labouren who demand a con

siderable advance before leaving their homes and many of them decamp with a 
portion of these advances. which are very difficult to recover since the repeal of the 
Workmen's Breach of Contract Act. All the skilled and unskilled labour imported 
from Bundelkhand, Gwalior and the GenUa! Indian States received tbeir travelling 
expenses and 011 aD average one month's pa.y in advance .. 

(il) The existing methods of recruiting labour for canal works is as satisfactory 
as any method that can be devised. • 

(Ui) Public employment agencies woWd be __ for supplying labour for canal 
works. 

S. (i) Average duration 01 employment is sewn months annually. A working 
day varies from 8 to 10 bours ""cording as the labour is employed Oil daily or contract 
work. 

(ii) During the sowing and harvest seasons labourers are scarce in the districts. 
Throughout the remainder of the year casual labourers can generally obtain work 
on the canals and in normal years the supply is frequently less than the demand. 

1I.--&d Orgenlrat;on 

10. The entire staff required for supervising and setting out works are govern
ment employees. 

15. (i) Practically all canal works are given out OIl contract after calling for 
tenders in the open market. 

Departmental or daily labour is employed on only those works which are not 
suscepb. hIe of being paid for by measurements or cannot be entrusted to contractors, 
for example. pumping arrangements for unwatering foundations. workmen employed 
in ca.na.l workshops. etc. 

(o) The approved contract agreement forbids a contractor from assigning or 
sub-letting a contmct without the written permission of the Engineer-in-charge. 

Sutrletting is rare and should not be encouraged on canal works, but the majority 
of the larger contractors enter into pi~ work agreements with their labourers for 
earthwork. oollecting materials, moulding bricks, laying concrete, breaking ballast, . 
etc. . 

(,,..) Iii 
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(ill) As a general rule centractoos employed by the Irrigation Branch are small 
contra.ctoYS who ex:ertise no supervision over working conditions and take no interest 
whatsoever in arranging for a gcod water supply and providing sanitary arrange
ments for their men. 

On important works employing large labour, sanitazy anangements are made 
by Govemment and supervised by departmental olfu:els. 

(iv) The contract system;. the only efficient and satisfactory method of execntieg 
works, because it is utterly impossible to supervise efficiently departmental labour 
employed on a large scale. 

IIL-HCIIIIIug. 
16. (i) By Emplo:y .. s.-On large works contractors nsually provide tempor.ny 

huts for their imported labourers who remain. on the works throughout the working 
season. 

Larger cqntractors allow locallabonrera about,. conple of days to erect their 
own shelters and usually pay their wages for these daya. 

rd) Practically all canal works are constIucted on the contract system and 
.... .commodation is not provided by ~t. 

(iv) Local labourers employed by smaller contractors invariably reside at home 
when their work is situated within about {our miles of their villages. In all other 
cases workers build temporary grass huts on the site of the work for which they 
receive nothing from petty contractors. 

IV.-HeaI!b. 
24. (i) By ....p1o:y .... -CanaI contractors never provide medical facilities for their 

men. • 
(n) Malaria was one of the many great difficulties encountered during the con

structionofthe Sa.rda headworksand Main canal, bothofwhicharein thesubmontane 
Tarai tract. which is one of the most malarious areas in the world. The death"::rate 
is about 4S per miller the infantile mortality is approximately 250 per mille. the 
birth-rate 36 per mille and the ratio of fever deaths to total deaths 90·5 per cent. 

In April. 1921. an Assistant Director of Malariologywas appointed Otief Medical 
Oftieer of the Santa canal. Stationary hospitals wen erected and maintained at 
large labour centres and travelling dispensaries were provided at the less important 
centt:es. All medical relief including medicines was entimy ffte. 

In addition to free medical attention. the fOllowing anti-malarial _ were 
adopted:-

Systematic blood ezamination of aU cases attending the Headworks hospital 
was undertaken to determine the type of infection, the sexual carriers and the effect 
of the difterent forms of treatment. 

The efficacy of di1ft:rent lavicides. such as crude oil, kerosene oil, Empranin. 
cresol. Paris-green. etc •• were tested in the !abemtory' and field; of these,. Paris-green 
gave the best results followed by crude 011 and castor oil _res. 
, Prophylactie quinine was issued to the staff and labeur during the malarious 
periods of the year. All the residentiaJ. quarters were fumigated periodically and 
the swamps in the vicinity of camps were draiDed and oiled ortreated with Paris-green. 

Electric light and fans have been provided in all the quarters at the Headworks 
and arrangements are under consideration for m.aking all the pe.nnane:n.t quarters 
mosquito proof. 

Outside the submonta.ne area, epidemics among the ca.nallabourers ate rare and 
medical aid is obtained from the district dispensaries maintained by distriet _. 
but these dispensaries are generally unpopular. 

25. (i) Indian laboURrs are naturally averse to attending dispensaries and under 
DO circumstances become indoor patients unless they are forced to do 80 or realize 
that this is the only hope of recovery. 

During the oonstrnction of the Sasda canal the sick were ronnded np by daily 
houe-to-house visitations, and taking everything into ccmsideration adequate use 
was made of the hospitals and dispensaries whiehweredecidedlypopularbecausetbe 
doctors were specially selected and handled the IabeURrs tactfnlly and symps
thetically. 

26. Permanent latrines were constructed on the U kadamcha .. pattern at various 
sites and incinerators were provided in close proximity to each set of latrines. 

As the population increased, a.dditional temporary latrines-on the u trench U 

pattem were erected where necessary~ 
A sanitary inspector with an adequate statf of sweepers was employed for the 

conservancy of the Headworks where over 10.000 workers were concentrated during 
the winter months for seven working seasons (November to May). 
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Similar arrangements on a smaller scale were made a.t the sites of the other 
important works, for example, the Jagbura siphon and the Deoha banage. 

Labour was not -concentrated to any large extent along the Main canal and 
btanches and sanitary arrangements were eonsideted unnecessary and unworkable. 

(ii) Wateraworks were installed at the Sarda headwor~ but the majority of the 
labourers preferred to drink water from the Sarda. river which is snow fe<}. and free 
from contamina:ti.on. 

Elsewhere labourers obtained drinking water "from departmental or ptivat;" 
wells; the former were disinfected periodically and dUring the seven years of con
struction no epidemic occurred among the labourers. 

XII.-wageo. 
96. (ii) The prevailing rates of _.ges Sole:

(al Ti .... b ...... 

Present mte 

Class of labourers. 
per day. 

Jungle. I Plains . . 
Rs.a. Rs.a. 

Bold"'" (earthwork) .. . . .. 0 8 0 I; 
Beldam (masonry works) .. .. o 10 0 8 
Women . . .. .. .. .. - -
Children .. . . .. .. .. - -
Masons .. .. .. .. .. 1 12 1 " Carpenters .. .. .. .. ~ -
Blacksmiths .. .. .. .. - -
llfistries .. .. .. .. .. - -. 

Average. 

Rs. a. 
0 7 
0 9 
0 " 0 3 
1 8 
1 " 1 0 
2 0 

Present Tates. 

Class of labourers Class of Jungle Plains 
employed. works. Unit. withlOD! with 

leads an ordinary 
heavy lead. and 

masonry. ordinary 
masonry. 

Beld'am. etc. 
Rs. B. Rs. a. .. .. Earthwork Per I; " 2 8 

excavation thousand 
only. cubic feet. 

Masons. ordinary .. Masonry Per 3 0 2 8 
work. bundred 

cubic feet. 
Through rate for Ditto 5 0 4 8 

masonry on piece 
work inclubing cost 
01 other labour em .. 
ployed. 

Pre-war 
rates in 
plains. 

Rs. a. p. 
o " 0 0 6 0 
0 2 6 
0 1 6 
o 12 0 
012 0 
o 10 0 
1 0 0 

Pre-war 
rates 

(plains). 

I Rs. " 
1 9 

t 8 

8 o 

I 
98. The average sum remitted by canal labourers working away from their 

homes is about one-third of their eaminga. 
100. Payments M'e invariably made to the contIactors* who in tum pay their 

laboureIS themselves or through their agents. Workers always lose when payment 
is made by a contractor's agent. 

(119!) Ba 
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102. Overtime is generally paid far at the normal hoorly wage of the class of 
labour employed. 

Sunday work is paid for at the ordinary work: day rates. 
103~ No standardization is feasible on canal works. 
104. Labour available in the opeD market increases or decreases with an increase 

or decrease in the wages paid. . 
lOS. It .. my own penlOllal opiDiOD that minimum wages should be fixed by 

statute for each class of labour. There will certainly be difficulties in enforcing 
this in the case of casual labour employed by canal contracton. bttt these will be . 
overcome gradually once the principle of a minimumliviog wage is conceded. 

106. Fines in the strict interpretatiOD of the WoId are never levied- on cUuat 
canal labourers. 

107. Wages are paid by the week or by the month. 
fri) Four to six days elapse before payment. 
(ill) (a) and (/1) Not necesssry lOT canal labourers. 
(iv) Unclaimed wages usually lapse to the employer. 
In tbe case of departmental labour efforts are made to trace and pay the heir 

the unclaimed wages. 
110. Leave is not countenanced for daily paid labourers. 

Mr. D. W. CRIGHTON. SUPERINTENDENT. GOVERNMENT PRESS, UNITED 
PROVINCES. 

L-a-mtmBDi. 
Allahabad is a large printlag centre. and the largest establishment is the G0vern

ment Press, employing 1.200 persons. in addition to which some 120 more are 
employed at branch presses in Lucknow And Naini Tal. In Allahabad there are 
also two impOTtant newspaper offices. a large book·printlag press. a medern type 
foundry. and numet'OllS medium to small commercial presses. Printing. indeed. 
is the largest industry in the place. and I estimate that there ant about 4,000 persons 
directly employed. 

Compared with the printinj: industry in western countries, a peculiarity to be 
noticed is that female labour IS unk:nown~ youths and boys wor.lriDg on. processes 
normally undertaken by women and girls in the west. 

(2) With printlag playing so impOTtant a part in the life of the oommunity. 
there is DO dearth of suitable labour. It is principally local and in many cases all 
the male members of families and their near relatives are employed in the industry~ 
There are, nevertheless. numbers who have' a connection with the surrounding 
villages and others with agriculture~ The latter are usually employed CD. unskilled 
work and take employment temporarily to relieve the family exchequer between 
harvests or when their labour is not required on the land, leaving their families and 
returning at frequent intervals until the land demands their labour. 

(S) The emting method of recruitment is by direct applicatinn. and it is the 
practice in the Government Press to engage labour on the 1st and 15th of eecb 
month for any va.e&nci. that may -occur. Highly skilled men~ pa.rti<:ularly for" new 
processes introduced by the extended use of modem machinery. are scarce~ however. 
8Ild recourse has to be made to advertisiDg in the papers of the Presidency cities. 

Recruitment is unaffected by caste restrictions. but it may be of interest to note 
that Muslims largely predominate. especislly amODg operatives. In the Government 
Press the figures are: Muslim operatives. 695; Hindus, 829 ~ Muslim clerks. 77 ; 
Hindus. 99. This proportion is general in Allahabad. 

(7) It is impoosible to give any idea of the extent of unemploymentin the printlag 
industry as there is no agency instituted either by Government. the employers. or 
the employed, for dealiog with otbis subject. That there are many unemployed is 
evident. nevertheless. from the considerable numbers who present themselves far 
employment or make application by lotter. 

Unemployment is not so seasonal in character as it is in Great Britain (where 
printing is a herometor that reacts to the slightest change in the prosperity of the 
country). but rather represents a normally constant surplus over what the industry 
can employ. This is due, in a great measure. to the purposes for which printing IS 

at present used, and does not depend on the activity or depressino of other trsdes and 
industries. or on the seasons, or CD the habits of the people. By that I mean that 
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in Great Britain commercial printers are busiest in autumn and winter on publicity 
printing. and book printers in-summer and autumn on works-of fiction end other 
literature. whereas in India both those classes of printing are negligible in quantity 
and consequently priI:rt:ing -employment is not atfected in the same way. 

As toa remedy, I am of opinion that the couutry is not ripe for legislation intro
ducing compulsory unem:{'loyment insurance and labour bureaux on the lines followed 
in Great Britain. The difierence lies in the fact that India is essentially an agricul
tural country and could produce more than sufficient to support its population 
if fully developed. therefore the rum! population is not compelled to seek employment 
in the towns: indeed. Dtigration to the towns could be reta.rded and possibly urban 
surpluses absorbed. To introduce unemployment insurance in industry. with its 
undeniable evils of subsidizing the lazy and indolent. would. to my mind* merely 
accentuate the migration of the rural population and make the employment question 
.. very much larger problem thlLnit is_yo To copewith thennemployed surplus 
-I believe there always will be a surplus no matter what measures are introduced
I would suggest that Government should institute centres in large industrial areas 
where labour could voluntarily register as unemployed. giving aU essential details. 
and where employers could a~ply for labour. Obviously those centres should ex
change information at stated Intervals as well as report to Government. It would 
not be the duty of those centres to arrange for the transfer of labour from one centre 
to another. but they would publish lists of all demands for labour. In the event 
of abnormal unemployment and evident distress. Government should open test 
works and anange for relief through work of a distinctly utilitarian character. as 
is at present done in agricultural areas in time of famine~ 

In this way I think Government could have its finger on the pulae of industrial 
life and relieve real distress at a minimum of cost without imposing any additional 
burden on industry. and without creating and subsidizing a. class of u~desiIables. 

8. Being a Government establishment the average length of service in the 
Government Press is probably greater than in private presses. still. even in the latter 
length of service compares favourably with that in Great Britain. 

Of the numbers employed in the Go-=uont Press there ar&-

83 with 30 year·s service and over. 
62 with between 25 and 30 yeo.m' service • 

. 78 20 ., 2S n 

148 15 .. 20 
219 10 .. 15 • 
289 .. 5 .. 10 u 

371 with less than five yea.t'SJ service. 
Absenteeism. however~ is prevalent to a larger extent in India. than has been 

my experience of labour elsewhere. During the period March to August~ 1929, 
inclusive, t~e possible number of menoodays was 179.431. and the number of days 
lost, 12,927. or aD average number of persons absent from aU causes of 7·2 per cent. 
This is due principally to illness, but there are social and other reasons. Whereas 
industrial workers in Gnat Britain generally arrange marriages to take place about 
the time of a holiday or·are- content to take a day off, in India it is common for a 
maniage to last a week or ten days and not only the actual participants and close 
relations spend this time over the festival, but also the most distantly related.. 
Marriages in India. too. are held at definite periods of the year. &nd between thlLt 
and the large numbers who take part a dislocation of work that is unexampled in 
the west is experienced. . 

Funerals, also, are responsible for a certain amount of absenteeism. as Indians 
consider it a religious obligation to attend the fUneral of anyone in their immediate 
neighbourhood. whether relative or not. and among certa.iD classes of Hindus it is 
a custom for a SOD to withdraw from. society for fifteen days after the death of his 
father. 

Another cause of absenteeism. particularly among Muslims. is the 1>tWdllh system. 
as the male members of the family have to attend to such duties as taking a.il.i.ng 
children to doctors and dispensaries and conr.equently have to neglect their work. 

Religious pilgrimages are one more cause: and of the non-social causes one is 
the lack of rapid transport away from the railways and arterial roads. This is 
responsible for adding days to the absence of men from their work. when. to visit 
their village homes they have to walk many miles after getting to the nearest railway 
station. 

There are no remedies for the social causes of absenteeism. as they are rooted 
in the customs of the country and only by a different attitude towards the customs 
by Indians themselves can a change be effected; while, of the other causes. much 
will depend on the growth. of public conscience in matters of sanitation. preventable 
disease, etc.~ and the economic development of the countty. 

(t103l H' 
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is. ~~ all "";kea: both-of the ~"""';""t.:oo private' ~. li~ in 
the city bazaars, 1Illder the JOOSt insanitary and unhealthy conditions imaginable. 
Most of them are -..uta, but a larger proportion than obtains in Great Britain are 
either ownenI or co-sharers with other members of their families in the ownershi'p 
of their houses. Of the workers employed in the Government Press, 396 own their 
houses, 158 are pa.rt.<>wners. and 645 are tenants. . 

Grants are obtainable by Government workea for the buil~ and repair of 
houses nnder certain conditions. and those facilities are readily availed of. At the 
present time there are fifteen employeee of the press repaying loans for those pur
poses. It _ help to improve housing conditions gener.illy, however. if certain 
speciJications regarding capacity. dimensions and material. wereincorpomted in the 
agreement when a loan is granted. No control is ezercised in this direction with 
the result that prevailing conditions are being perpetuated.. 

IV.-Bealtb. 
23. The working conditions in the more important printing presses. Government 

and private, are good, the premises being rommodio .... well-ventilated. well-lit. and 
kept in good order. Wherever possible. electric fans and kMs-k1las screens are 
provided in the Government Press. and in one or two private presses. dnring the hot 
~ 10 reduce the temperature: and in one private press special st::ructural 
arrangements have been made to reducethetemperature. not80muchin the interests 
of the employ<oes as the working of a process. Certain departmeats. _ ..... 
can_ be fitted with the ordinary type of electric fan. and a system of blowing 0001 
air through ducts and installiug __ fans _ be an acceptable improvement. 
while no means at all are available for increasing the temperature in the very cold 
months of December and January, 

In the great majority of presses outside the scope of the Factories Act the condi
tions are deplorable. any small room or outhouse being considered good enongh .. a 
workroom. 

If for no other reason than to improve the cxmditions in those presses. I am of 
opinion that the Factories Act should be amended to make the delinitioD of a factory 
any premises whereinl or within the precincts of which, on aI1f' one day in the ~ 
not less than ten persons are simultaneously employed and any process for. or 
incidental to. making. altering. repairing. ornamenting. finjshjng. or otherwise 
adapting for use. for ~ or for sale. any article or part of an article is canied 
011. whether any power is used in aid thereof or not. Under the present definition 
in Section 2. Clause (3) (a). there are presses which escape inspection because they 
work their machinery by band aDd where there is Ol1erctOWding" DO proper sanitary 
arrangements. insufficient drinking water. and old stables and godowns turned into 
workrooms. 

I am also of opinion that ventilation should not be confiDed merely to theprovisiou 
of doors and windows and special measures for particular industries. but that it 
should be compulsory for all factories to provide some mechanical means of agitating 
and circulating the air in the hot season. The still atmosphere of a crowded work
room in a temperature of 115 degnes. reeking with hnman sweat and other odours. 
can scarcely be considered conducive to good health or uwrimum prodUctivity. and. 
though the latter CODSideration might be expected to appeal to mcst employeIs of 
labour. it is unlikely, on account of the original capital cost. that the use of air 
agitators will become general unless c::ompulsioD is introduced. 

24. Government provide medieal attendance for their servants free of charge. 
and _ is a proposal at present _ consideJation to institute a separate dis
pensary in the Government Press fur press employ<oes. Two private presses provide 
free medical attendance. one of them providing a d.ispeDsary in addition. ~ 
are two public hospitals and .. ......J dispensaries. Govenunent and charitable. in 
the city. NOtwitbstandiDg theee facilities there is still room for eoIaIgement. hot 
an equal necessity is the educating of the people to the emative value of medicine 
aod the need for taking early steps to get treatment. whether __ us or-"" 
Many have a positive dread of hospitals aod resign themselves to any sufiering 
_than ~ advice or. if they accept it. penevw= with the ttoatmont pnscribed. 

30. With regard to sickness insunInee there can be DO two opinions as to the 
benefits that wou.ld accrue m aU concerned if a workable scheme could be devised 
to overcome the diflioulties enumemted in subject IV (30) (ill). 

The oulyac.heme that suggests i1se1f to me is one of levying a contribution from 
all employeJS coming _ the Factories Act on a ,.. uopila basis GO the a_ 
of ~ m~um aDd miDimum of the ll11mber of the employees working o~ any.ODe 
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day of tho year. To maim the levy equitable it could be permissible for the employer 
to deduct a ftx.ed proportion of the levy from the workers. The total amount received 
from the levy should be added to by a lilre contribution by the Provincial Government 
and the whole administered by the Provincial Government. who would use tho 
amount annually in the institution and extension of hospitals and dispensaries and 
the giving of grao1>l to institutions of a lilre nature. whether privately owned by 
large fums~ individual persons. or charitable organizations, and whether _ following 
the westem or other system of medicine. provided -the institution is certified by a 
competent body~ a.ppointed by Governmen~ to be worked on proper lines. Every 
worker employed :in a factory so levied would be issued with a Mgistration ca.rd 
which would entitle him to free medical attendance and simple medicines at any 
hospital or dispensary maintained by Govemment or subsidiaed by a grants with 
which the worker may choose to register. Any firm that provided hospital aod 
dispensary facilities to its workers to the satisfaction of the competent body (X)uld 
be allowed to contract out. but safeguards should be taken on behalf of those em .. 
p!oyees who prefer indigenous systems. A3 regards workers who return to their 
native village when sick, a tempomry relief ca.td could be issued which would be 
valid at the nearest Government dispensary. 

This scheme might commend itself ou several grounds: insurance stamps and 
approved societies are unnecessary; all parties contribute to its maintenance. and 
Government are partly relieved of the present heavy butdon of providing medical 
relief. It probably would not meet with the a.pproval of all medieal practitiooem 
aod chemists. still, as it would be optional for them to organize their own institutions, 
the opposition might be overcome. 

Y.-Welfare. 
."'4*.~~''' •• ~'' 
37. Gowmment servants on the permanent establishment are entitled to super~ 

aDDuation pensions at the age of 55. on a non--contribotory basis. There is. however, 
a. large proportion of Government Press workers engaged on a temporaty JlOll .. 

pensionable service for whom no provision is made. Three or four private presses 
give pensioDS at their discretion CD a 1lOD.-contributozy basis. 

The difliculty about institntiDg old age pensions genera1ly is the fact that great 
numbers of peISODS from among the worker class have no idea of their proper age. 
and,.in Government service. much depends on the doctor who. examines the applicant 
when fixing age. This difficulty is common e ..... among the young, although birth 
tegistration is ca.rrle4i out. Until this condition is improved and ages can be deter...
mined with some assurance of co~ it would result in chaos to attempt any 
scheme of.this nature. 

38. No private press in this province has so far instituted a co-operative society 
-of any kind, but a co-operative bank was started in the Government Press in 1921. 
with a view to help the WOrkeIS to tide over periods of financial stress. in times of 
marriage. death. sickness. etc .• at a rate much lower than they can obtain elsewhere. 
The bank started under a shadow of suspicion, but two years' working have convinced 

• the sceptics, with the result that the share captia.l has had to be increased from 
Ro. lO,(jOO to. Rs. 15,000. The shares are of a value of Ro.5, recoverable at the 
:rate of Re. I the first month and eight annas monthly thereafter. aud no employee 
may hold more than a hundred shares. A dividend of 6t per cent. was declared 
the fust year and 10 percent. the foUowmgyear. after making allowances for reserves. 
etc.~ in accoIdanco with the Co-operative Societies Act. The society is managed by 
a committee appointed by the shareboldelS who meet monthly to allocate Ioa.ns aod 
conduct any business that may come before them. 

A peculiarity oi this society that may be of interest is a rule whereby Muslim 
members. who* on religious gro-unds~ do not. wish to accept interest on their shares. 
may band over such sums to the Muslim members of the committee to meet the 
interest charges of poor Muslim sbarebolders who take Ioa.ns. This rule has worked 
well aod is appreciated. 

YL-EduoalioD. 
40. The facilities for the education of the young who will eventually ... terindustry 

have been. until the past two or three years; practically non-e.xistent. but BOW a 
measure- of compulsory primary education bas been introduced in Allahabad .. among 
other places, and by a decade or so the position in this respect may be expected to 
show consldemble improvement. 

41. No pmvisioD. has so far been made for industrial or vocational tmining in 
printing 00. a practical scale in this province. Classes in lithography and book
binding are conducted in the Arts a.ad Clafts Scbool, Luclmow, bot, as the name 
indicates, they ba"" been considered item an am standpoint rather than the indus· 
trial, with the result that the sebool bas made no mark on the industry and been 
of little practi<aI value to the students. A scheme .for pzactical technic'l tmining 
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in conjunction with workshop practice in the Government Press has been considered 
and, I believe, approved by Government, and only awaits funds for its institution. 
In tlrls scheme it is proposed that the studen;" shonld devote half their time to 
instruction and theory and the other half OD actual commercial work produced 
under competitive conditions, so that the students may DOt be taught in an ameaI 
atmosphere and acquire false values. 

42. It is an .... ntial feature of the scheme that the students should have passed 
a certain standard of education. as without it the tmining will not be beneficial, 
nor will the standard of labour be raised. No better example than the effect of 
education on improving the standard of living and industrial efficiency can be found 
than in the printing industry. The great majority of hand compositots in tbese 
parts are utterly ignorant of the Englisb language, although English is the official 
language and forms the balk of all printing. They know letters and word-forms 
only and literally" follow copy." The result is that mistakes are nUIDerOI19---ODe 
has only to see a first proof to see how foul a proof can be--and more proofs have 
to be taken than would be the case in a European C01lJltry. more readen have to 
be employed, and more time lost in cotreetinns. 

With the growth in _ and the demand for speedier work, hand composition 
is gradually giving way to machine composition. Except in rate cases band. composi.
tom are not suitable for this work:, because a mechanical composing machine operator 
m_ be ahle to'read English quickly, accurate1y, and understandingly, in order to 
produce a high avetage Ol1tput of the machine's capacity. consequently the men 
employed are of higher educational qualiftca.t:ioDs and their work is much cleaner. 
Although the unit piece-work rate for machine composition is half of the hand rate 
the operators are able to earn anything from Rs.75 to Rs. 100 per cent. more than 
their contemporaries on hand composition. They are in every way more prosperous.. 
and DOt only are they better clad and provided with the necessities of life, but they 
indulge in hitherto undoubted luxuriesi such as cycIes~ .in a much greater measum.. 

VIIL-Workmall'. COIIIpeD8IIIiOll. 

51. I am of opininn that insuranoe should be compuisory in those industries to 
which workmen's compensation applies. Admittedly it is a matter of some difficulty. 
but mUess it is taclded in. the early stages of industrialism and in organized in
dustries, it is going to be iDcreasiugly difficult when the schedule under the Act is 
extended~ It is of prime import:ance~ too. that the workmen should have some 
guarantee that the beneftts under the Act are secured to him. otherwise awards can 
be made of no value by ~. men of stTaw # or if a firm ceases to function. If compul
sion is introdured it may safely be left to the enterprise of insumnee companies to 
make its benefits widely known, and I see no reason why Govenmoent, through the 
post office~ may not offer facilities in the same way as they accept life illsurance. 
To see that insurance is actually effeeted. factory inspectoIS could be authorized 
to inspect the reoeipts for premiums paid. 

53. The scales of oompensation laid down in the Act are~ in my opinion~ adequate. 
__ pt that in Schednl. IV the assumed _ should not be less than Rs. 15. Uuless 
in the case of minots. for whom special provision has been made. a wage of Rs. IS 
dpes not seem exorbitant when one considers that in the case of tempomry disable-
men't. for example. a worker could DOt get more than Rs. 7.08 a. moDtb--not a sum 
that is likely to engender malingering. 

JX.-Hoan. 

55 and 56. The normal number of hours worked in. the printing industry in the 
United Provinces, aiter deducting intervals for meals, varies between 6+ and 7 bours 
daily on six days a week. In the Govemment Press the hoUl'S fixed are 8.30 a.m. 
to 12.30 p.m. and 1.30 p.m. to 4 p.m. 

The actual hours. iDcluding overtime, hut deducting intervals. are genenIIy 
8 hours daily on six days a week. 

During the course of a recent discussion on a represeo.tation made by the men on 
the subject of their wages and certa.in other conditions of service. it was proposed 
to them that a 48 hours' week be introduced. and that the hours be so arranged as 
to give them a shorter day on Saturday. The first proposal was accepted and the 
other turned down. The representation is under the considetatioD at Government. 

There is no system in vogue of keeping men OIl <:all longer hours.than the actual 
wor~ day. and these oonditiOll5 apply to all workers. and in pnvate presses as 
well as m the Government Preas. 
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60. The intetval allowed for meals and rest. as shown above. is one hour. In 
exceptional circumstances. when work demands the full daily limit of 11 hours~ 
half-hour intervals are given after five hoW'S' work. In Allaha.bad. owing to the 
long distances that have to be traversed and no means of rapid transportation. very 
few men leave the precincts of the press during the- in:tervaJ.. and either bring their 
food or buy it from men who are allowed entrance for this purpose. 

lD the Government Press holidays are granted to the industrial employees on 
34- days in the year. The whole estab1ishment is not closed down OIl each occasion. 
still they are so a.rr.mged that each community-Muslem. Hindu and Christian
enjoys 28 days in the year. All holidays are paid fur to workers on :fixed wages 
and those on task work. aneL if required to work on any holiday .. the hours are paid 
as overtime. Private presses are not so generous in the matter of holidays. though 
most employees enjoy holidays on the important festivals., 

61. Sunday is invariably observed as a day of rest in all piesses, including those 
publishing uewspapets. 

XII.-Wages. 
96. The following table shows the average wages paid in the Government Press 

to various kinds of work ... in the yeaIS 1909, 1919, and 1929 :-

CompositoIS, salaried •• 
piece-workers 

Machinemen 
Binders, salaried 

piece-workers 
Lithograpbenl •. . 
Typ&-foundry workenl 
Unskilled labourers .. ' 

1909. 1919. 
Rs. a. Rs. a. 
16 13 14 8 
16 6 9 8 
9 0 10 1 

14 7 14 10 
4 15 5 8 
9 2 10 I 

12 1 14 13 
6 10 7 5 
6 0 7 0 

1929. 
Rs. &. 

25 3 
33 13 
18 7 
30 5 
11 13 
17 3 
22 10 
12 12 
13 0 

These .figures do not include overtime payments 1» salaried hands. averaging an 
additional 15 per cent. 

The figures for binders are taken over the whole number employed-boys, 
youths and men-of whom the greater number are boys and ~ths doing work 
invariably done by girls in England and accounts for the comparatively low pay. 
The men employed on bookbinding proper earn from Rs. 16 to Ro. 35 per meusem. 

Of the piece-band compositon there are-
Eaming more than Rs. 60 per mensem over a period of 12 months 1 
Eaming not less than Rs. 56 nor more than Rs. 60 5 

Ditto 51 ditto S5 3 
Ditto 46 ditto 50 8 
Ditto 41 ditto 45 21 
Ditto 36 ditto 40 28 
Ditto 31 ditto 35 32 
Ditto 26 ditto 30 40 
Ditto 21 ditto 2S 11 

Eaming not more than Rs. 20 . 9 

All are paid at the same rates and the difterences are due solely to individual 
ability. 

Qualified operators of mechanical composing machines earn on piece-work from 
Rs. 75 to Rs. 150 .. month. the avenge being Ro. 90. 

lD private prosses wages are slightly lower in the important establishments and 
considerably less in the small presses. .. 

97. The decade 1909 to 1918 showed little or no change in the level of wages, and 
the figures :for 1919 for piece compositors feU off owing to a considerable reduction 
in work as a measure of economy and an aftermath of the Great War. The con· 
siderable increase in the next decade was the result of widespread industrial UDre:St: 
towards the eud of 1919 and in 1920. 

101. Wages a.re lixed by direct negotiation between the employers and the 
workers. Except in the large presses there are no fixed piece-rates, nor are there 
standa.rd wages in any branch of the industry. consequently, in c:a.ses of monthly 
wages and piece-rates in small presses it is a matter for individual bargaining. 
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106. I am tmaware of the extent of filling in private presses~ 1nrt in the Govern
ment Pr~ with & wages bill of more than Rs. 3.00,000 a year. the average amount 
of .fines in that period is about Rs.90. These are in:flicted for breaches of discipline. 
Other deductions are made for spoilage of material when caused through gross 
c:u-e1esmess. and these again do not exceed Rs. 100 per annum. 

All fines and. deductions go to Government, although I am personany of opinion 
that fines _uld be placed in ... me fund for oxpenditme anumg the ...... generally. 

107. The custom iII the United Pro.mces is to pay wages monthly and the 
printing iDdustry is no exception to this ptaCtice. 

In the Government Press the time of the permanent establishment is made up 
to the last day of one month and wages paid on the first day of the sua:eeding month. 
Any adjustments are made in the following month's pay. The temporary and piece 
establishments &re genemUy paid about the 10th of the succeediIig month. Over
time payments are made aepatately about the 20th. Private presses are in the habit 
of paYing about the 15th of the sua:eeding month. 

I am of opinion that no legislation i. necessary to regulate the periods of wage
payments as the present monthly period is well adapted to the needs of the people, 
who can buy their :food grains in large quantities and save 011 the transaction. and 
who are more likely 10 save any smaI1 surplus and put it to a better purpose than 
would be apparent to them if the surplus was eveD smaller. as well as the fact that 
more £requeot payments would increase the cost of time-keepiDg and disbursing 
stall to employers. 

Legislation, however. appeazs desiJable to preveot delay in payment. and I 
consider that the 10th of the folIowiDg month _uld be the limit bY which aU pay
ments _uld be made. 

11 t. While I am in favour of inserting a Fair Wages Clause in all public contracts 
1 do not see how it can be ca.nied ODt until wages have been standardized,. either by 
negotiation or bY a wages board. It is certainly as much to the benefit of the 
employer as to the worker that such a condition should be inserted in oontracts~ 
as it protects him against the man who is enabled to UIldercut by paying low wages. 

XIIL-tntlaatrial EfIIelenciy of WorkeH. 
113: Generally speaking the Iodlan worker iII the printing industry is far below 

\:he standard of his British counterpart in efficiency. This is scarcely to be wondered 
a.t when ODe considers the handicap he starts oft with in having little or no education.. 
Without it he ca.u only leam the rudiments of his work; be cannot study to improve 
himself or appreciate the possibilities of his craft; he lacks the urge of ambition 
based on sure knowledge. Few know anything of or care about the finer and more 
aesthetic side of -their work-a high standard of workmanship and quality of output; 
indeed few trouble to learn how their own particular job affects or is atrected by other 
operations. Similarly, there is a lack of pride on the part of those put in charge 
of machinery to see that it is kept more than superficially clean and in perfect order. 
Oiling is neglected. bolts and nuts are seldom tested, and defects in pitch allowed to 
develop, with tbe result that hree!<ages occur and machinery requires repair oftener 
than is the case in western countries. In other words, the Indian printer is a wage
earner, seldom a craftsman. 

114. Thete is nO doubt that besides the want of education the Indian printer's 
efficiency is affected by poor physique .... d bed health brought about bY inseDitary 
home surroundings and malnutritiob.. He cannot be expected 1:0 have the stamina. 
energy, and alertness of the British worker on one, at most two, meals a day. with 
perhaps. a few pice of sweetmeats thrown in, nor can he be expected to resist di.sease 
or to tight against petty ailments when h. is SWTOUDded by squalor and dirt. 

116. The best possible method of securing increased efficiency is. in my opinion. 
a proper system of primary. secondary and technical education. Given that. I feel 
certain the other impediments to high efficiency such as poor physique, bad health, 
low .tandanl of living, et<: .. will improve c:oUstemUy. 

XlV.-Ttode Combinations. 

117. There is DO organization among the employing priDten in the province. 
An associa:tion was mooted. in 1919. when there was considerable unrest among the 
workers, but it never was put on a sound foundation and $COD. disappeared with the 
passing of the emergency that called it into being. 
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Likewise. -qntil recently there has been no proper, ","orkers~ association. One or 
two members of the Legislative Counci1~ however~ have interested themselves in this 
direction, and a union has. I understand. been formed. Whether it is to be a regis
tered anion or a union of Govemment servants only. or is to be both is not kn~ 
nor is it known what will be the nature of its or their activities. 

XV.-Iuduatrial JliQaIel. 

123. Considerable labour umest was experienced throughout Inclia. in 1919 and 
1920, partly political but principally connected with the cost of living. Allahabad 
shared in this unrest and strikes occurred in the Government Press and several 
pri""'" presses. That in the GovertUllellt Press was only partial and of short dum· 
tion lasting from the 8th to tbe 21st April. 1920, and the workers lost approximately 
Rs. 2.830. In the private presses also tbe .-were of shnrt dmation. 

In 1927 a strike took place in a private press in Allahabad over the question of 
certain reductions in stall and internal reanangements. which lasted for abOut 
ten days. 

Settlements were effected in all cases by direct negotiation between individual 
employers and representatives of the men without recGuzse to any conciliation or 
arbitration by outside persons. 

124. As previously stated, every opportunity is _ed to tbe workers to 
make representations em any grievance and deputations are also received on -wage 
and other questions as occasion may demand The usual procedure in the Govern
ment Press is for the men to submit their petitions to the Superintendent, who~ if 
they relate to wage increases or other chaDges which he has not authority to decide. 
forwards them to Govemment for orders. 

Altbough an admirer of tbe work of Joint Industrial Councils in Great Britain
of which that of the printing industry is a notable exampIe-the scheme is impnctio
able until both employers aDd workers are organjzed 

Until such time as Joint Industrial Councils can be created I am.,f opinion that 
there shoold be bade boards on the British pattern with a neutral chainDan und 
rej>resontatives of employees and employem. 

My reason for advocating trade boards is that there is undoubted sweating of 
labour in many establishments. particularly small pn!SSOS. The method is to 
employ persons who have an elementary knowledge 01 some particular bmnch aDd 
to place them on small wages or very low piece-r.>tes. . These tbe workers are _ 
pared to accept nntil they become more expert. when they either seek work. else
where. or, should they request higher wages; are discharged. Cut-throat prices are 
responsible for this state of affairs more than excessive profits. therefore it is bad for 
all parties in the industry. 

While advocatiug trade boards I am not unmindful of the fact that standard 
minimum wages cannot be fixed in the same way as they are fixed by negotiation 
in Great Britain, where in the print::iJlg industry aU workers serve a definite appren
ticeship and consequently have an average similarity in product:ivity~ nor am I 
1IllIIlindfui of the dauger of trade boards fixing _ great a gap between the gradatioDS 
of progressive pay whereby youths are jettisoned when they become eligible for 
men's pay. To overcome this it should be an instruction to trade boards that there 
should not be too gTea.t a difterence between the various stages. and, further. that 
the stages should. not be fixed. on age considerations only. but that length of service 
in the industry should be tbe prime qualilication for advance. 

139. The sole remark I would oiler UDder this head is that 0{ do not consider the 
factory inspection stall adequa.... Under the Indian Factories Act. xn of 1911. 
Section 4. Clauses (3) and (4). tbe district magistrate is an inspector and other officials 
may be appointed by Government as additional inspectors. The district magistrate 
has so many other duties to attend to that he must find the greatest difficulty to 
supplemeot, if ever, the visits of tbe regular factory inspectors. The additional 
inspectors are usually deputy magistrates. and from my experience I would c0n
fidently state that they perform the duties in a rather- perfunctory manner. but mote 
lS scarcely to be expected as few can have bad any factory experience or have devoted 
much time to tbe study of the sv.bject. 
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Mr. R. G. D. WALTON, I.C.S. (COLLECTOR OF CAWNPORE), COMMISSIONER 

FOR WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION, CAWNPORE. 

VIII.""";\' (I) The Workmen's Compensatioo Act has been very little used by 
the workmen themselves in Cawnpore in spite of the Ial'ge industrial population here. 
I give below the number of cases instituted by employees during the last five years;-
1924, nil; .1925, nil; 1925,1; 1927,4; 1925,2; 1929 (up to August 31st) 9. 

Oot oftil.s.all the cases in 1926, 1927 and 1928 werelU1COlltested, and of the nine 
cases in 1929 ooly three were contested. The mlcontested cases were all com
promised between tile employer and the employee and this is the genera.I practice in 
'C&wnpore. The figures show that employees very mrely resort to the Act to bring 
pressure to bear on their employers in ~der to obtain compensation. but as the 
ngures given below in paragraph 2 show the Act gives more protection to the employee 
than would appear from the table above as in some cases compensation under the 
Act is deposited with the Commissiooer and in other the employer pays compensation 
direct to the employee. At the same time, however. from the point of view of the 
workman. it is clear that the Act is little used and that -on the whole he is ignoraJlt of 
its existence and the advantages conferred. on him by it. 

Cti) It is diflicult tD arrive at any accurate conclusion as to the extent of the use 
of the Act in eomparison with the extent of possible claims. I give below & table 
showing the number of accidents which have occurred in each year during the last 
.five years up to and including 1928 :-

. 

I 
Reported under 

Years. FataL Serious. Minor. Total. the Factories 
Act. 

1924 .. .. 5 21 105 131 -
1925 .. .. 12 54 101 167 -
1926 .. .. 5 48 117 170 -
1927 .. .. 2 26 II7 145 -

1928 .. .. 8 4S 106 159 -

The number of cases filed therefore as compared with the total namber of accidents 
is negligihle. But to compare them alone wouId be misleading. There are in 
addition figures a.vailable which show cases in which compensation is deposited by 

. employers with the Commissioner under Sectioll 8 of the Act. I give these figures 
below in tabular form together with the combined figures of fatal and serioos 
accidents :-

Fatal and ~ Cases fi1ed 
Compensation deposited by 

Years, serious by employers under Section 8. 
accidents. workmen. Vlorkmen's Compensation Act. 

1924 .. .. 26 - 2 

1925 .. .. 66 - 7 

1926 .. .. • 53 1 4 

1927 .. .. 28 4 7 

1928 .. .. 53 2 8 

It should be DOted that by 18£ the greatet: number of cases in which ~pensa.tion 
is deposited are cases involving fatal accidents. If we add the total m columns 
two and three together as giving us the number of cases in which the Act has been 
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used either by the workman or the employer in the case of serious or fatal accidents 
we see that the use of the Act as compared with the total Dumber of fatal and serious 
accidents is greater than appears at :first sight though even so it is~ in most years~ 
very smalL Thus in the best year. ie.. 1927 there were only eleven cases where 
compensation was obtained (either by workmen filing cases or by the emp1?yer 
depositing compensation under the Act) as against 28 eases of fatal and seI1crae 
accidents~ There are also Dgures showing cases in which employers have paid 
compensation direct to the worlanen. 1 give the figures below ;- . 

Permanent Permanent 
YeatS. Death. total partial 

disablement. disablement. 

1924 · . · . 1 - 19 . 

1925 · . 1 6 51 

1926 · . · . - 7 43 

1927 · . · . - 1 35 

1928 · . .. 2 8 26 

. 
But it is impossible to compare these .figures with the figures of t:hti total Dumber 
of accidents given above as the classification of accidents into serious and minor 
does not correspond with the classification laid down in the Act. Thus a cert:ain 
number of cases dassjfied UDder the head U minor accidents U represent eases where 
the workman has been absent from duty for more than ten days and which therefore 
came under the Act but this number is unknown and caDDot be separated from the 
total, while on the other hand any case in which a workman. is absent from duty :for 
21 days or over is reckoned as a •• serious" accident under the Factories Act, though 
it may not involve permanent total or permanent partial disablemeat. Lee.ving 
aside these figures. therefore. it will be seen that the use of the Act by the workman 
himself appears to be negligible. 1 think there can be no doubt that the great 
majority of workers are, especially in smaller factories. such as small oil mills~ etc.~ 
quite unaware of the advantages which the Act confers on them. In the luger 
concerns IUD on European lines it is possible that the number who are aware of the 
provisions of the Act is larger. Taking the industrial population of Cawnpore all 
round I think that the large majority do not know of the Act and that therefore 
there must be many cases where they do not avail themselves of its advan:tages at 
need. This ignorance is~ I think. at its greatest in the very conce~ where the 
knowledge of the Act is essential if the workman is to get compensation at an.. It is 
I think fairly COIYect to say that it is only in the case of the larger concerns run on 
European lines (some of which at least are covered by insurance) that compensation 
is voluntarily deposited by ~ employer or paid direct to the worker in some cases.. 
Thus the Act does not afford the protection to the worker that it was intended to 
do in the very concerns where he most needs it. . 

(iii) 1 have no exact information uuder this head. But the addition to overhead 
charges caused by compulsory com.pensa:tioJl under the. Act must be ·so small in 
Cawnpore as to be negligible. Even if compensation had to be paid in ev<!1CY one 
of the cases shown in the table of acciden;r: in paragraph 2 it is obvious that 
the effect on overhead charges will be insi - t. It is possible that some smaller 
concerns which are rtUl in a hand to mouth fashion might feel the payment of 
oompensation in particular cases. bnt the number of such concerns must be very
small. The fact that some of the large concerns run on European lines do not 
ccmslder it worth while to insure shows clearly that the additional cost of the Act to 
industry is negligible. 

(iv) Insuranu facilities in Cawnpore are readily available and are used to a 
considerable extent. Out of 54 factories 18 or28·12 percent. insure their employees. 
These 18 factories employ 17.911 workpeople or 55·5 per cent. of the total number 
of employees ill Cawnpore. The latter figure amounts to 32,274. and thus more than 
half the workpeople in Cawupore are covered by inswance. There can. be no question 
then but that insurance :facilities are readily available here. Some of the larger 
coneerna, however. do not consider it worth their while to cover their risks by 
insurance as the amounts payable in anyone year .in respect of compensation are 
negligible 
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. Theor~lly insurance facilities should obviously be useful from the worker's 
pomt of VleW, as some employers- who might Dot otherwise be able to pay an award 
m the case of an accident or death are ena.bled to do so because of the fact that 
they are l.nsu.red. But here again, I think, it is fairly correct to say that the smaller 
concerns which are not run on European lines a.nd in which employers are least 
awake to their duties towards their workpeople and least able to bear the cost of 
compensation are the very ones which do not avail themselves of insurance facilities 
to <;my great ~t. It is, generally speaking, larger concerns run on European lines, 
which could m any case aftord payment of compellS&t:i:o~ that do use the facilities 
of industrial insurance. ' 

(v) It seems fairly clear that the difficulties which woofd attend the application 
of any scheme of industrial insurance to organized industries effectively forbid 
com,PUlsory insurance. The only way in which the workers can.be benefited is by 
adding other classea of w~ken! to Schedule II of the Act. e,g., llUch ~kers as the 
now numerous class employed on such occupations as paid motor-4rivers and also 
~kers employed on oonsttuctional engineering ~ks might well be added, 

52. This question is covered by the paragraph above. ' 

53. (i) I think that the """les of compensation should be enhanced. The two 
lowest ~es of assumed wages in Scbedule IV of the Act are too low, at any rate 
for Cawnpore. and are obsolete. The minimum assumed wage for Cawnpore should 
be at least Rs. 12. 

(ii) The question has been raised as to whether the list of dependants entitled to 
receive compensa.tion in the case of the death of an employee is sufficiently compri
hensive. I am 01 opinion that it might be enlarged to include widowed sisters and 
widowed daughters. Further question has been raised as to whether proof of depen
dence should be required in order to enable a relation to claim. compensation. In 
my opinion it is betteI' strictly to define the list of those relations who are entitled 
to 'claim compensation than to make proof of depe&d-.. 1leCeSSIUY. Finally I 
think it would be wrong in principle to make compensation vary with the number of 
dependants. Compensation is based au the Tates ot wages and these in tum art!: 
based on market conditions and not on the number of children or other dependants 
that a particular workman may have. It would in practice be ""'Y difficult to 
....... the extent of dependence on the deceased ~kman &ad I think that the 
present method should be adhered to. 

At pr ..... t no period under ten days COUIlts to qualify for compensation under 
the Act. It is impossible to a.ssume how many cases there are in which a man is 
absent for sa.y~ a week. but gets no compensation. The figures given in the 1irat 
table in paragraph 2 do not help here as H minor .. accidents include any accident 
which involves absence from work for more than 48 homs and less than 21 days. 
It is impossible to say how many of these fall below the ten days' a~ required 
under the Act. The 1'eduction of the period of waiting of ten days would inevitably 
lead to an increase in the number of cases and probably to an increase in malingering 
hut some system of d&ting back would meet most of the cases involving hardship. 

rill) r .. 4ustrlal tlmaus.-My register shows DO case of such a disease having 
occurred in Cawn~, The only important industrial diseases are anthrax and 
white lead poison.i.og. There is no trade involving the 1a.tter here. There has. 
however.- been a. case of anthtax .in the trades such as woollen manufactures. the 
hide .and skiD. tmdes a.nd hrushwve manufacture in which it occurs, in Cawnpore. 

(iv) The Commissioner for Wol'kmen's Compensation Act in Cawnpore is the 
Collector. Up to the present DC difficulty has arisen in the adminiat:ration of the 
Act. This is due to the fact that the l'-umw of cases have been very lIlD&ll and 
they have all been of a simple natnre. As has been remarked above most of them 
'Were settled by the pa.rttes and the cases withdrawn. If. however. the scope of the 
Act was largely increased and the Dumw of cases became greater there might be 
difficulties. This would apply. too. if complicated cases came up for decision as the 
Collector ia Dot an expert in such matters. It might therefore. be desirable to 
introduce a provision to enable the Commissioner to.sit with assessors if he SO desires 
to decide a particular case. 

As. regards the administration of awards. em .• there has been DO difficulty 
hitherto. Tbe prescribed registers are kept up by the ahlmad of the collector's 
court and as the number of eases has been very small he is easily able to deal with 
this work, If the suggestion that provision should be made in the Act for payment 
of awards in instalments were largely adopted it is possible that the burden of work 
would become greater, but this could....uy be met by appointing an _ clerk. 
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(v) The question as to the extent of knowledge by the worker of the benelits 
conferred on him by the Act bas been touched on above. I think. bowever. from 
the little experience I have had of the Act and from the figures. given above. such as 
they are, that workpeople are in many cases not aware that they can claim 
compensation for injuries or death. I think that to some -extent this might be met 
by empowering the Commissioner to initiate proceed.i.ngs on his own motion and also 
on infonna:tion received. At present reports of accidents are made to the district 
magistrate and are filed in his office. I see DO reason why the Commissioner under 
the Act should not be allowed to use the information thus gained by him as a district 
magistrate in order to protect workers. This could to some extent be secured if 
the Commissioner were empowered to' initiate proceedings. He might then, after 
the lapse of a reasonable period. and after the :filing of the report of an accident. 
call upon the employer to furnish information as to whether any -compensation has 
been Paid or not, and if not. could direct the workman to apply in his court~ if he so 
desired. If this were considered an undesirable method of procedure there is no 
reason why inspectors of factories should not be authorized to prefer complaints in 
cases where they believe that a workman has been killed or injured in circumstances 
giving rise to claim for compensation where no compensation has been deposited. 
Inspectors of factories are often in a position to know that compensation ha.s not 
been deposited, as they inspect factories frequently and so come in contact with 
workpeople and also because reports of accidents are sent to their office as well as 
to that of the district magistrate by employers. At present the Chief Inspector of 
Factories ordinarily draws attention of work:people who have been injured to the Act. 
and in one recent ca.se a man. applied in my court as a result of such. advice. I see no 
reason why the Chief Inspector of Factories should not be regularly empowered to 
do this and to report to the Commissioner if the latter was empowered to initiate 
~ on such a report or on his own knowledge thatcompensa.tion had not been 
paid. It IS in the sma.ll concerns such as small oil mills, etc., that the workpeople 
are most ignorant of the advantages conferred on them by the Act and where they 
stand most in need of protection. 

Mr. W. G: MACK.. .. Y, M.B.E., CHIEF INSPECTOR OF FACTORIES AND I ~ 
BOILERS. UNITED PROVINCES. , 

(Much of Mr. Mackay's memorandum is embodied in substance inthe Government 
memorandum and is Dot printed here.) , . . . . . , . . 

L-Becruitment. 
3. (i) Factory Iabonr is usually recruited at the mill gate. When additional 

men are required the fact is communicated to the existing employees who bring their 
friends or relations. Jobbers and headmen or supervisors also make known the fact 
in the bazaaIs and bwsIis. In the case of cotton ginning factories, which are seasonal. 
a large proportion. of the work is done by a contractor. who usually -collects his labour 
from the surrounding villages. This is all c:asua.J labour which is invariably paid off 
daily. . 

(ii) The existing system bas, it is !>elleved, worked satis!actotlly in the past and 
no reports of shortage of labour have been received. from the :factories.. I have no 
suggestions to offer. 

(iii) i'1<bIic E .. ~ AgeH<iu-(a) Dmmlm.Iy of .. lablnM"II.-I do not 
think they are either necessary or desirable.. _ .. ' 

(h) Possibility of fwadi<4l schmre.-lt is doubt!ul.whether any practical 'cheme 
which would be free from abuse is ~l?le. . : . . . 

4. No statistics are a.vailable to show the extent to which family life is distUrbed 
due to workers leaving their families ~d ~hen they migrate to industrial towns. 

The statement in Appendix J shows that about two--thirds of the workeni of this 
mill have their families with them. but this is probably due to the fact that housing 
is provided for a large proportion 01 them.. in most other cases the ratio woUld be 
...-sed. 

The greatest disturbance occurs in the larger towns and cities. It is also much 
greater in tbe _. than in organized Iabonr settlements. 

• • 
7. (i) Industrial unemployment in & general sense as understood in European 

countries does not exist. 
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A small portion of the indaslrial population is at times 1IDemployed for _ 
periods due to occasional slackness in trade in pa:rt:icuIar industries; these~ however. 
are soon absorbed in other amcems. 

Some 16 per ceo!. of the labour fon:e of this proviDee is employed in cotton 
giDniDg aDd pressing factories for abont four mozrths in <ach year. The bulk of these 
are agricnltnrists who work in the fa.ctmie:s to supplement their income and return to 
_ Delds and viIbges at the close of the season. This also applies to the majority 
of sugar factory employees. 

The t.:rm .. naempIoymeat .. "'" banIiy be applied in these cases as the people 
oaly cbaDge from one occupation to aaother. 

(ii) E_ '" 1Oiido _ by-{G) _ or Ili"';ssoo. The extEnt to 
which it is caused by the.booe......,... is __ to be very stight indeed. 

(b) No definite information is available reganIiag the causes or _ of nnem
pIoymeDt but the _t to which it is caused by ¥Obm1ary I,til_is __ to 
be aegligible. 

(e) In times of fa_there is acute naemploymentin the mraI areas. which causes 
a Iatge ialInx to industrial centres in _ of work. 

It is the praetioe of GovemmeIlt OIl such oe<:asioos to opeD relief works on which 
Iatge "nmbeis are giveD tempor.uy employmeDt to tide over _ difIiaUtHs. 

rilil As stated abooe. DO acute distress is __ to esist ezapt in times of 
famiDe~ to cope with "'IiII'hich Govemmeo.t take suitable = its.. 

The question of _employment is doseIy _ with the state of industry 
and_~. ' 

Broadly speaking. the fostering of new indastri", aDd the ~ of e:.istiDg 
ODeS would help towanis this end. 

(iv) U_~ _.-This $Ubi_lias _ been amsidered. but in";"" 
of the fads _ ill 00_ with the p10pused sickness iDsur.m<e scheme. 
I doubt if at the present stage of indnstrial development it would be practicable. 

("OJ AHlwmo. oj i--......z ~ -''1r'" ....... ~.-In view 
of the fact that geneiaI naemployment is _ yet a ~ of the indnstrial system 
of this prnvinoe. there does _appear to beaDy _y of applyiDgtbeooaventioDs. 

The t:ransfeIonceof labour from ...... district toauotberforemploymeDtin............J 
_lias been coosiiIered. 

The manufactnriDg ......... in the case of __ ies is from April to N.......,ber. 
wbiIe that of cotton giDniDg aDd sugar factories is geaeIaliyfrom September to Man:h. 

The in~ of'labolir _ these industries _ appoIlr poAsihIe.' but 
I doubt very mach if it is a p<acti<:aI plOposition as the bulk of the labour employed 
ill these _ consists maiDIy of agricuIturisIs wbo oaly work in the factories to 
supplemeot _ iDcome. and also ill .new of the fact that ample labour _ in the 
-.arious __ giIlDiDg centre; to meet the needs of .- factories. 

18. (i) The foIIowiDg statement sbovs the a_ duration of employment for 
two sep;uate classes of Iabonr in six ddl'ereat _:-

Oass of Indnsby. 

Fn,gineeriDg vortse 
Flour mills 
Oil mills 
Tanneries 
Printiagworks 
Textile factories 

Skilled and ....... 
skilled labour. 

3·5yeam 
5 

)0 
7·5 
5-5 
6-5 

Unskilled labour. 

2·25yeam 
5-5 
3 
4·75 
)-5 
3-75 

Many of the factories had _kept any nocords of the nmnber of yeam that their 
worlr:eis had been in their employ. aDd it was with coosiderabIe difficulty that the 
abo"" 6gures..,... obtained from about half a dO%eSl of each class of factory. 

The above iepaeseuts the averages obtained for' SIOlDe fifteeD thoosaDd workers.. 
The average dmatiOll of employment varies from over tmrtr ~ to a few mon~ 
and many of the ea-_ mi\IS ha~ men wI>!> ha~ ~ ID q.eir <:!DP<>1 all \h<ir 
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lives. In a large Government leather factoty in Cawnpore some 250 men. about 
12 per cent.. had nearly thirty yea.rs~ service, while in a local cotton spinning miil 
over 85 per cent~ of the worker.; had a minimum of twenty months' service. 

{til Casual labour in perennial factories more or less varies from 2 to 8 per cent. 
of the total number of employees. but in a Government leather factory in Cawnpore 
it is stated to be as high as 17 per cent •• which is unusual. 

In seasonal factories it is very much higher, particularly so in cotton ginning 
and pressing factories. where anything from 50 to 75 per cent. of the labour is casual~ 
and seldom. if ever, work in the same factory throughout the season. 

(iii) Absmlutsm. (a)-A statement of absenteeism and wages lost for'twocla.sses 
of workers in six different industries is attached as Appendix K. 

This statement has been compiled from the monthly averages of some 18,000 
workers, and is therefore fairly representative. 

The avemge peroentage of absenteeism based on the days lost 'compared with 
the possible number of working days varies from 2 to9 percent. in the case of skilled 
and semi-skilled labour, and from about 2 to 6 per cent. for unskilled labour. 

A column has been included in the statement to show the percentage of the 
sta:tf that on an avemge absent themselves during the month. For skilled and semi~ 
skilled labour it varies from 20 to 50 per cent. of the staff while for unskilled labour 
it is 27 to 68 per cent. 

In. the case of skilled workers permission is usually obtained before absenting 
themselves~ but in the case of unskilled labour it is frequently otherwise. 

Overstaying of leave granted is a fairly usual occurrence. 
The causes that lead to absenteeism are numerous. No definite statistics are 

avai1able~ but some of the chief causes are sickness.. social events and agricultumJ. 
or similar work at home. 

(b) SellStntal or olMrwis •. -No stati~tica1 records relating to this are available. 
but it is a well~k:nOWD. fact that absenteeism is greater during- the harvest and 
marriage seasons. 

(c) Tim< au _os Iosl.-Tltis has been indicated in Appendix K attached. 
For skilled and semi-skilled workers the a.verage number of days lost per month 

varied from 2 to 9 per cent., and the wages from Rs, 24 to Rs. 2,912, For unskiUed 
workemtheavetage varied from 2to6percent., and the wages from Rs.14to Rs. 364. 

D.--lItaft Organiation. 

15. COtJlt'tutors as ;ntwmedianu. (i) Building work and the manulactnring of 
tents and atn'l"Us are lIlostly dODe by contract, also unloading consignments. hand 
shunting wagons. removal of cinders and ashes. the manufacture of brass buckles, 
studs, etc., for hamess equipment, casting work in small foundries and the manu:fac
ture of locks, fittings~ date stamping dies .. etc.~ in the postal workshops, Aligarh. 
Also in cott.on ginning and pressing factories, about 7S per cent. of the work is done 
by contract labour. 

(il) The extent of sub-contracting lias never been investigated, the practice 
~ is, however. known to be common, particularly in. the building trade and forthe manu

facture of locks. Frequently the main contract is pa.rcelled out and allotted to a 
number 01 sub-contra.ctors.. > 

(iii) Where the work is done on the factoty premises~ adequa.te control is exercised 
by the chief employer and the factory inspectorate. When the work is taken out. 
however, no control exists, as often the work is done in the worker's home, where not 
infrequently he is assisted by members of his family. 

(iv) Elfect< of tlu etnWocting .".u-(a) 0 .. iu ... tI')'.-Is to lower the cost of 
production. The rates paid are frequently very low and the contractor or sub
contmctor is usually the gainer. 

(6) On tM fIJOt"/in .-It engenders a certain amount of independence and self~ 
reliance, and a good worker can sometimes earn a fair wage, but in most cases it is 
detrimental, as very low rates and sweating are not uncommon, the work too is often 
done in smalllo"Gs; in scattered uncontrolled premises which are ueither sanitary or 
hygemc. 

1X,-lIoun. 
57. EIf .. t afu.. 60 r.-• ....trictiotl-{i) 0.. tlls ..,.,.m.-Ithas given him a shorter 

working day and more leisure hours for recreation, etc. 
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It has eliminated a certain amount of loitering and the efficiency of the piece 
worker particularly has improved. as he necessarily must work more steadily and 
quickly in order to earn his usual wage. 

(ii) 0 .. 'M1ISIry.-The Act of 1922 limited the working boen of all c1asses of 
factories to 60 per week; prior to this textile factories only were limited to 12 h0111"B 
per day (72 hours per week), no limit being placed on the other c1asses. Comparisoa 
is therefore only possible in textile factories, and even here it is not possible to be 
strictly accurate~ as the efficiency of both machines and opeta.tives have in many 
cases altered, also the class of goods manufactured. 

The opinions of mill managers differ on this question~ some are of opinion that 
the reduction to 60 hours per week has not made any considerable dift'erence in the 

'output of the mill. due to the fact that a good deal of the loitering which formerly 
existed having been eliminated by stricter SUpervision4 Others again maintain that 
the production has definitely decreased as a result of the reduction in working hOUIS. 
The following figures from three looaI miUs are given in support of this latter 
contention !-

Mill 'f A." 

olln"".psr spi"ar. per MIl..,,'''', 
1919 

Waste yam 198·71b. 
1929 

167·61b. 
1928 

717·7 hanks 
. 1919 

OnIinary Y'!n1 736·3 hanks 

Mill U B}' 

Was" mules spi_ng. 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

66,223 lb. production 

Year. 

1921 
1922 
1923 

67.961 " . 
53,497 
51,258 
56,369 

" 
~ .. . 

Prod,..;;";" W ..... .., Dop_. 
Number 

employed in 
mill. 

2.904 
2,665 
2,665 

Production 
per loom. 

lb. 
308·61 
320 
288·26 

Production 
perman 

employed. 
11>0 

151·07 
162·28 
146·22 

The .figures for Mill U B ,. are probably the most accurate for comparison purposes. 
as it is definitely known that no change either in the machioel'Y, or class of goods 
made, took place during these years. . 

If the production figure. 66,2231bs., is reduced in the proportion of 12 is to 10. 
the resultant figure is 56,85211>. which is practically the same as those for 1924 
and 1925. but slightly greater th",,! 1923. 

The average production for tbe years 1923. 1924 and 1925 is 55.875, which .. a 
reduction of 18·l per cent. on that of 1921. 

Tbe working houtS were reduced from 72 to 60 per"""'''' which is .. reduction of 
16·66 per cent. 

The conclusion arrived at is that the 80 bOUlS restriction has been adverse to 
industry. as the tr::,uction has decreased more or less in the same proportion to the 
reduction in wor.. houm. 

58. The effect of the daily limit will be similar to 57 abo"". I would like to 
mention. however. that though the daily limit is 1] hours per day in practice it 
does not usually exeeed 10 bOUlS as the factories work six days a week. 

The only occasions on which it is sometimes med is when Sunday and Monday 
are holidays, the working hours then being increased to 11 per day or 55 bows 
for the week. This is howe_ seldom done, and I think the limit might be reduced 
to 10 per day. 
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59. Reduction of working hours is possible at the cost of production. The pi"",,
worker's earnings would be affected as he probably could not increase his efficleDCY 
sufficiently to enable him to earn the same wage as at present. which would lead to 
a demand for higher wages and possibly serious labour troubles as would probably 
also any IIlOve on 'the part of the employe18 to reduce the time-workers wages in 
~tiou to the shorter working hours. 

60. r_ah.-(i) In factories woTking 10 hours a day. the mid-day interval of 
one hour is usually given after five hours' work, but in some cases it is .arranged so 
that 6 honn" work is done before the interval and 4 boun after it. to allow for the 
meal time to be about mid-da.y. Other divisions of time such ... 51 and 4t hoD'" and 
4t and 51 hours are also sometimes adopted to suit the starting time oi the factory 
which is usually half an hour to an hour earlier in the summer months. Wheft. the 
working boul'S are shorter. the periods before and after the interval are correspon
dingly less. 

(i) (.) The suitsbility of the intervals in relation to fatigue ba.e never been closely 
investigated. but from penK>nal observation of men lea.ving the factories at the 
mid-day interval it would appear to be suitable. as none wel'f' noticed to be visibly 
fatigued. 

In 1927 an analysis of the times of accidents Was made with a view to ascertain 
whether fatigue was. responsible, as it was suspected that a larger number of accidents 
occmrec! towards the latter end of the working day. The analysis howeveT entiTely 
disproved this. The whole day from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. wa.e divided into four 3-hoUTIy 
periods. The greatest number of accidents occurred between 9 .... d 12 and the next 
greatest between 12 and 3. while the least occurred dOTing the last 3 hoUTS o( the 
day. as will be seen by the statement below :- • 

9 a.m. to 12 12 mid-day to • 
6 a.m. to 9 &om. mid-day. 3 p.m. 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. 

235 388 222 
(i) (b) The arrangement is suitable in ~tiOD to the workelS' meal time, in fact 

it is in view of the meal time that the factories arrange the various sub-divisions of 
time before .... d aft<r the interval instead of balanoed periods of Ii"" ~ each. 

(ii) The law, Section 21 of the Act. is suitable and provides for, at the request 
of the employees, two periods of rest of half an hour instead of oue of one hour. 

(iii) Yes. the hours dOTing which the factory is working are suitable. 
liv) Govemment factories get all gazetted holidays, about 30 days in the year 

(not including Sundays). Private concerns allpw a full day off on all the mote 
important Hindu and Muhammadan festivals and a half holiday OD. the less important 
ones: these number about 14 and 1 respectively. . . . . . . . . 

62. The exempting provisions under Section 30 (1) of the Act are made full use 
of when necessary. Although no time limit is' placed on exemptions under this sub
section. they are periodically examined and curtailed when. the circumstances 
justify it. This was done last year. Those onder Section 30 (2), which are of a 
temporary nature and intended to enable factories to deal with an exceptional 
press of woTk, have of recent years been sparingly given and only after full enquiry 
mto the merits of each GaSe. The number of exemptions granted under this sui). 
section was reduced from 11 in 1925 to 1 in 1928. 

X,--8pecial QnOltioDa telating to Wom ..... Young Adulla and Childnm. 
A.-FaclMi«s . 

• 112. Infants are net permitted in the factory proper uuless they are kept in a 
specially provided creche. In cotton ginning and tea facwries which are seasonal 
factories and in which over 60 per cent. of the female labour is employect women 
workers are allowed to bring their infants into the compound provided they do not 
enter the factory building where machinery is being used. 

This is allowed as it would be very difficult for the women workers to arrange 
for some one to look after their young ehildren at home while they were at work. 
It is probably better too for the cbiIdren. 

Section 19 A of the Act empo_IS the inspector to probibit the presence of young 
children in a factory. 

83. The regulatioDS for women's work are Buitable except that. I think, the 
daily limit of 11 hoUlS per day might be reduced to 10. The intention of the legislature: 
in fTami.ng Sections 24 and 28 of the Act. was. it is presumed .. to prgvide for~ at the 
employer's option, an II-hour day for Ii ... days and a half day (5 hours) on SatUTday. 
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In practice hOwe""r all factories working 60 bon'" per week. work 10 bon", a day for 
u days. From the statement given below it will be seen that about 75 per cent. of 
the factories employiDg women work over 54 hours per week. and as very few of 
them work a 9i·honr day. it can safely be said that practically all of them work a 
lO·hour day for six days a week.. 

Hambero! factories in which the weekly hours of women are:-

Year. 
1926 •• 
1927 •• 
1928 •• 

Not above as. 
18 
15 
12 

Above 48 but 
not above M. 

16 
15 
17 

Aho .... 54. 
131 
138 
131 

84. (i) The regulations for the bolUS of work and intervals of children are suitable. 
In the majority of factories children are worked between 30 and 36 bows per week, 
vide statement in Appendix C attached.-

Cii) The minimum and maximum ages. twelve and fifteen y.!al'S respectively, for 
children are ~uitable. . 

85. Double employment of children ia probibited by Section 25 of the Act. 
It does not occur .in this province. 

66. Ytnmg AtlulU Ijw ....... ably lho .. _ 15 _187"'" 01 ~.).-Section 19B 
of the Act prohibits their employmeot in certain processes. and Part II of the 
achedule of the above section regulates their conditions of work in certain processes_ 
A definite system of apprenticeship prevails in railw&y wo_ps where youths 
receive a sound training in the various manufacturing. repairing. and erectingdepa.rt:
ments of these worlql. The Government technical schools in the province provide 
training courses in engineering. wood-working, etc.1 and also conduct evening classes 
which are attended by apprentices from the railw&y workshops and _. 

The larger factories such as cotton and woollen mills, electric power statious. 
harness and saddlery, boot and eusineeriug works, also tanneries and sugar factories, 
an take in a certain number of apprentices for training in some particular branch 
pf the industry. 

89. (i} Only one factory has boon notified under section 2 (3) (b) of the Act 
by.~ile local Government. . 

~ii) It ia not considered advisable to extend the application of this sn_ 
nof ... "" adeqo&te inspecting st&fI is first provided, as the object aimed at in notifying 
smaller premises wuuld be defe&Jad nof... they could be frequently visited and 
properly controlled. 

The above would. however. Dot apply in the Case where it was considered 
that the conditions were obviously such that notification was necessarya 

XIL-W_ 
96. (i) 1 .. l..tIusJry.~A statement 'bas boon attached as Appendix L. which shows . 

the average monthly earnings fer 22 classes of labour for the past ten years. 
These rates are those which have been published as average rates for the whole 

province in the Administration Report of this department each yearand the material 
for their compilation is obtained fJOm the various factories in the iorm of annual 
returns. 

The accuracy of these returns is in many cases very doubtful and considerable 
variation often occurs between the rates of similar dasses of labour in the same 
JocaJlty und industry. Similarly the various desiguetions do not always have _ 
same value. for example. an engine driver in a large mill is an employee of very 
different importance to his prototype in a small seasonal factory. 'l."h& method of 
averaging adopted is also an unsound one. • 

It is with some diffidence therefore that the statement is given as I do not consider 
it to be a true inder of the earnings of the various classes though it pedlaps might 
have some value in. indicating the variatioDS in recent years. 

(iil No definite information is available regarding agricultural labour wages, but 
broadly speaking they are seldom if ever so big!> as those paid by industries, . . ~ . . . . . . . . . ~ . 

91. (i) b.&f·""" _ D ........... -The oofy basis of comparison available ia the 
_-years' statement of wages whicb. as previously explained. is not considered 
accurate. 

This statement shows a pronounced all-round rise in the year 1920. FitteD" 
wages rising from Ro. 32 to Ro. 86, blacksmiths· from Ro. 26 to Rs. 32, carpentets' 
from Rs. 25 to Ro. 31 and that of the workshop coolie from 13 &UD&S to 16 annas • 

• Not printed. 
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Between 1920 and 1928, the advance was maintained in many cases though 
in 1926 there was a slight decrease in the wages of firemen. fittel'S. weaven, dyem and 
workshop coolies and in the following year there was a slight decline in some of the 
other classes but the wages of weaver.; regained their former position. The wages of 
the "",rkshop coolie _ reached their zenith in 1921-22 have sm.:e steadily 
declined. 

(ii) The high cost of living prevailing in the latter years and after the termination 
of the war was probably the main cause of the sharp increase in 1920. 

The reduction of working hours to 60 per week in 1922 does not appear to have 
appreciably affected the position. 

(iii) The reasons for variations appear closely related to the cost of living parti. 
cularly in the case of workshop .coolies. i.e .• unskilled labour~ but here again the figUre 
for 1914 can only be accepted with reservations as its accumcy is doubtful. 

1914. 1921. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Wage of workshop coolie •• 9 17 14 

(iv) R __ I<> Prnjils.-l have no information 011 this point but it would appear 
obvious that the margin of profit expected orobtained in an industrial concem would 
lnJ!uence both the raising or lowerlug of the wage rate within limits. 

102. Overtime frOm the point of view of the Factories Act is work over 60 houno 
per week: which is only permitted where Government have granted an exemption 
from sectiou 27 of the Act. 

In such eases all work over 60 hours is required by section 31 of the Act to be 
paid for at least at one and a quarteT the Dormal rate. Where the normal working 
hours plus overtime does not exceed 60 hours per week the payment of overtime is 
optional, but in such cases it i! usually paid at ordinary rates. When Sunday is 
worked in lieu of a substituted holiday the ordiuary daily rate is invariably paid. 

107. Periotls of wag, p.."......u.--{ilil nm.abilily of legisl.Iio>I-(.) To .. gulaU 
{>M'iotis.-This was enquired into in 1925 when it was found that there was DO general 
desire for weekly payments. . 

Both those who were paid mouthly aud fortnightly appeared to he satisfied 
with the respective systems. and it was considered that there was no justiftcation 
for interfering with the mutual agreements a.rnved a.t between employer and 
employed in this respect. 

(b) To fwev .... delGy i" j>aymMoI.-This too was considered at the same time. 
but as the demand for statutory enfon::ement was not strong and in view of the 
expense that would be involved in enforcing the law legislation was not introdUCed6 

Personally I consider it desirable that a maximum period shoul<fbe fixed by Jaw 
• as I think it unreasonable that any employee should be required to wait longer 
than a week for wages that have been earned. . 

110. A .... ual ........... /e4o •• --{i) ExII,,"" ",hid /a"",,,,, ..... k ..... -lu RalIwaye aud 
in several industrial concerns ten to fifteen days' leave on full pay is allowed. This 
is said to he fully utilized. 

No definite period is fixed for leave without pay which is frequently taken in 
connection with social events such as marriages~ births. deaths~ etc., also in the -case 
of sickness or private a.ffairs6 

It has not been possible to obtain very much detail regarding the extent to which 
leave is taken by workers but from enquiries made at a large local mill employing 
over two thousand persons and where fairly renable records are maintained, it was 
ascertained that nearly 47 per cent. of the employees on an average take leave. 

This concern however has a large housing settlement and a large permanent 
labour force consequently the perceDtage is likely to be higher elsewhere. The 
statement of .. Absenteeism U attached to chapter I gives some iDdication as to the 
extent which workers absent themselves with or without leave. 
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111. Du1mbilil.y of lai.,. wag. clause jx pvbln conIraets.-My experience of public 
contracts is very limited, but I think there would be some difficulty in deciding what 
is a. U fair wage n and that unless a precise ngure is stated the clause would be of 
little or no value. 

xvr.-Law o! _ an4 8emmt. 

128. Typos of _".as ..... """'1,. .,. ..... -The superior supervising stalls in 
factories are usually employed under a written contract or agreement signed by 
both parties. in which the terms of emp1oymen~ wages, leave. medical attendance. 
housing. etc .. are stated. and in the esse of imported European staff free passages 
both ways are invariably given. 

Workmengenerallydouotsignanywrittenooo_. Someofthelargerorganized 
concerns have rules and terms of employment which are shawn to workm.en~ or read 
to them if illiterate. when first employed. and they are required to agree to accept 
and abide by them. 

An instancea em record however where workmen are required to sign an under
taking not to go on strike without notice. 

This is el!'ceptioua1 and .. as only resorted to after a lightnlog strike. 
In the large majority of cases there is nothing more than a verbal agreement 

between maSter and man. . , . . 



A.PPENDIX B. • 
sea"",,,," 0' howl"f aceo ...... dallo. p,ovided "" ....ploy ... 

'a.s'ti ~ 

Hll 
~ ~.s 9 "ll . "ll . Monthly rent of Monthly rent of ~ 

o be 
o l .; 0 

Hj Hf~ .Sa .~ ~ ] !'ll i~ll 
singlo quarters. double qUllrte1'8. Ul . Diatrict. 9f B aJlp 

From-i U~ JhJi a lo.j. To- From-• z~~'" ~ 9 "8 d",~ Z.g",~ To- z.,.U 
8 2.425 673 24 

RI... p~l RI. II. p. RI. II. p. RI .•• p. 

~rh .. .. . . 26 2.960 060210 2 12 0 3 12 0 25 .. .. .. 34 8 4.424 1.784 61 81 o 12 0 - - 68 
Allahabad .. . . .. 26 7 5.394 1.458 397 34 - l - 2 8 0 8 0 0 427 
Babraich .. .. .. 4 1 339 144 17 50 - - - - All. 
Bareilly .. .. .. 8 4 1.845 1.256 261 18 I 0 2 4 0 194 
Bonareo .. .. .. J5 3 2.160 1.012 92 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 7 0 0 15 
Budaun .. .. 3 2 637 581 75 15 . - - I - All. 
Bu1.ndllhahr .. .. IS 4 1.122 350 88 6 - - - - All. 
Cawnpore .. .. Please see separate statement. 
Debra Dun .. .. 16 8 1.333 398 171 121 - - 10 per cent. of .al&rles. 235 

Menials fr ... 
28 • Etah .. .. .. 5 2 695 308 15 - - - - All. 

Eta.....Ji .. .. .. 8 2 757 252 16 8 - - - - All. 
Farrukhabad .. .. 4 I 477 101 10 - - - - - All. 
Go .... khpur .. .. 12 6 6.206 4.731 658 80 o 12 0 - - 274 
Hardoi .. .. .. I I 86 86 8 - - I - - - All. 
I"ucknow .. .. .. 27 5 1.153 4.499 105 58 o JO 0 o 18 0 137 
Maiupuri .. .. .. 8 I 282 151 7 2 - I -

180130 
All. 

Meerut .. .. .. 4 2 800 135 21 13 o 12 0 0 20 
Morad.bad .. .. 8 2 1.145 566· 92 60 0 8 0 010 43 
Mutt.... .. .. .. 9 2 887 300 32 1 - h - - I - All. 
N.in! Tal .. .. .. 3 2 242 148 8 7 8 0 5 0 0 12 
Pilibhit .. .. 2 I 367 867 8 22 - - - - AU. 
Sabamnpur' . .. .. 15 I 1.433 79 13 I - - - - All. 
Sbabjabanpur .. .. 4 I 2,183 504 39 89 - - - - All. 
Unao .. .. .. 2 I 750 300 32 4 - - - - AU. 

Total .. .. - - - - -2";858 722 1,983 
'-----r----' 

Total, LIIJ. Cawnpore .. - - - - - 3,580 -
A.dd Cawnpore •• - - - - _ 3,107 ~ 807 

Grand Total .. - - - - - 6.887 . 2,790 
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.4 I ')(10' 
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22 10'x 10' 

{
I 2 
I 10 

I I. 

2 8 

I , 

I 8 

Number, lin and avmtl.ge ront 01 tonemUlta. 

Sbe. 

2; )(8' X 10 

~ Number. A ... • 1 1 ... t. 

RI. a. 

{ : ~ }.!!h.{ 

{ : Ig }!~~{ 

2 Two rooMunehO'2'xD' " 0 
2 { 

s .... 

Tworoomaeaeh 12'xl2' 
One room 6' x 6' 

One room 2tl'x 14' 
Two rooms elioh 14')( 10' 
One room lOr x cr 
Do. 8 x7' -, 

10 IS'XI2'withsometmflli 
lupplclDumtnry rtK:mI. 

10')( 12' • • 

I
A-.. . ..... 
RI, •. 

IS 0 ,. 
• .. .. 

8,160 

.0 

900 

.00 

"9 

... 

~ 
In tbe majority of 

caMJ tbe qua.r- ;::; 
tem have veran· r 
d.ahi attached 
and many have ttt 
privato court· = 
yanIo. .. 

!"' 



J= Kunlar" eotto., 1,815 29 HI' S"xo' 10" - - - - - - - ,. 'S 10 tho British tn~ 

~ ...... ~ w .. ~ 82 10., X 12' 

t 
diG Corpomtlon 

CoolpuY. Li.mit Settlement. 
7 12 )( to' Two roomJ 15'x 12' £:.,tJoally oil • I~·x·r I Tworoomaeaeb 10,' X 10' - \lIn { D •. IS' X 11' vo v~dabJ 

2S 14 ><10 each. D •• 8')(8' and aU tho 

•• 13'xl0' "':fl. quart ... 
8 161' x 121' an more than 

Union rndian Sugar Mille 860 - AU .10 ball the double 
Company. United. •• 

2. IJfX lor 
}-

onoI have prl. 
vato courtyards • 12 'x12 6{ 10"XI0' }-

Twp n:w::ntUI 10')( lot' attaebod. 
I 20 )( 10' Sin { 
2 14')(9' 18'x 101' 

...",. One room IS')( 101' 

•• l1"xll' • .4 )( t2t 

Cawnporfl Sugu 
L1mi .... 

Wor", ... 8. 10'x 12' - 92 14'xI2'and 14')(8' - '5 Uf'xJ2'and 18'xI0' - All "8 

W. B. Sbewan andCompany } .. a{ Tworoomaineallblet :- }- AUfrea .08 
J~DlOW Tannery •• - - - 86 Two rooms each 12'X 10' - 13' 8"x 10' 6· often'. Coo el..in.el .', •• 12')(10' 6'" 

-{ 6S IO')(91'8Dd8'x9J~ }-Indian NationaJ Tannery 180 - - - - - AU 1m. .88 • T'IVOroomsee.cb 101' x 12t 

Cawnporo Ta.nnc:ty .. 310 .22 I01'X8' I • - - - - - - One 87' 

lD.dIan Bnwh F:;lCtory and. 
Nua1n Cotton MillI. 

.85 28 9'X" - - - - 8' Four roolDl eaeh 16'x12' - AU 75 

e: 18'x 10" }- .{ (1) Twotoomse8Cbt9t X IS' }-Ca~ Water·worA .: no • TwOJOOmloacb 18'x 16' - Do. 19'xI0' Ali .. 18'x12' (2) Do. 19'x15' 
Do.. 17'xl0' 

Natahulu LachhmauduOn •• 14')(10' • 8'x8' .{ One mom. 14' X 10' } 860 2 0 Do. - D •• 10'xI0' 8 •• Mill and Foundry. Do. 15')( 10' 

J_GhmlngMiJlo .. 173 '0 II'x8' - - - - - - 10 10 

Total .. .. ,~.59a .5. 81 807 9.659 

8~1'07 
, 
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APPENDIX J. 

Slate...,., of ....... _", ........ ""tl __ wUh oillaglS of emp/oyHs of .. ~UJl 
Caump,m mill. . 

Retumed Number of to villages Number men 

~ 
during 

f 
living. living. 

~ ~ 
the year. 

l' ,; 

~ District, 'S II "i [ .. 
" 

~i ~ 
,,:, 

'S t C; ] .s 
'k II t ~ .; ~ 0>. 

j 11 .8., ] - .. 
:3 

0 

! e .. 
~ 

Ii 
~ " i~ 8 z " ~ M 

Agra .. · . 6 ·34 2 3 6·73 5 1 5 1 
Aligarh .. .. 8 ·46 4 5 6·54 2 6 6 2 
Allahabad .. .. 25 1·40 11 18 7·99 12 13 13 12 
A=mgarh · . · . 52 2·91 27 32 7·13 39 13 23 29 
Bahraich .. · . 3 ·16 I I 7·83 1 2 3 -
Budaun .. .. 1 ·06 1 1 6·75 - 1 1 -
Banda .. · . 9 ·50 & 6 7·22 I 8 9 -
Bam Banki .. .. 70 3·93 34 51 6·46 24 46 39 31 
Bareilly · . .. 2 • III 1 1 4·50 - 2 2 -
Bast; •• .. .. 1 ·06 - - &·00 - 1 1 -
Beuares .. · . 3 ·16 1 1 9·&2 2 1 2 1 
Bundelkhand -- 7 ·40 3 3 10'60 1 6 5 2 
Ca.wnpore .. .. 448 25·18 111 255 9·42 127 321 328 120 
Etah .. · . 4 ·22 3 4 7·37 - " 3 1 
Etawah .. · . 22 1·23 14 23 6·91 8 14 13 9 
Fyzabad .. .. 81 4·54 44 &2 7-15 49 32 47 34 
Fatehpur .. .. 46 2·58 32 68 9·25 28 18 26 20 
Farrukhabad .. 64 3·58 40 65 8·13 15 49 38 26 
Gouda .. .. SI 3·42 31 42 6·34 38 25 33 28 
Gorakhpur . - .. 2 ·12 - - 12-87 2 - 2 -
Ha~ur -. .. 7 ·40 5 7 19-08 - 7 7 -
HaniOl .- .. 73 4'10 38 68 7·31 42 31 44 29 = .- .. 67 3-77 32 49 8-07 6 61 59 8 
aun~ur .. .. 95 5·33 40 50 7-75 54 41 42 68 

· . .. 59 3-81 22 SO 7-92 3 56 51 8 
Lucknow .. .. 35 1·96. 16 40 15-65 18 17 28 7 
Lakhimpur .. .. 3 ·IS 1 1 3·00 1 2 1 2 
Mainpurl .. -. 5 ·28 3 6 12-06 - 5 4 1 
Meerut .. · - 2 ·12 - - 12-00 1 1 2 -
Mirzapur · . .- 4 ·23 3 4 9-&2 2 2 3 1 
Moradabad .. ., 3 ,16 r 1 7'81 2 1 1 2 
Muttr& .. .. 1 -06 - - 12'50 1 - - 1 
Orai .. .. 1 ·06 - - 3·25 - 1 1 -
Partabgarh .. -. 31 1'73 15 21 6'45 14 17 13 18 
Pilibhit .. .. 2 ·12 I 1 4-00 - 2 2 -
Rae Bareli .. .. 158 8-87 104 179 6-64 99 SO 75 83 
Shabjahanpur .. 5 ·28 1 1 15·18 " I 3 2 
Sitapur .. · . 37 2·07 27 44 6-20 12 25 17 20 
Sultanpur · . .. 32 1'79. 20 32 12-75 19 13 14 18 
Unao •• ~. 227 12-75 168 474 7-38 106 Illl 113 ·114 
Prom outaide the Pro- 18 1·02 5 12 12-] 7 II II 7 

vince. 

Total _. · . 1,780 100-00 86S 1,681 8·5 ~42 1.0S3 1.090 690 
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Skilled and ""mi",klUed. Unskilled. 

Percent.oge Percentage 
of th. PoMibl. Total no. of the .taft Possible Total no 

. 
Average for- staff who total no. of daY" Percentage who are total DO. 

of daY" Percentage 
am absent of'work~ Wagea abae-nt for of work. 01 Wages. 
forane or ingdaya lost due aooentee~ lost. one or ingdaY" lost due absentee~ lost. to ism. to more daY" in tho absence. more days in the absence. ism. 

ina month. ina month. 
month. month. 

RlI. a. p. RlI. a. p. 

Engineering works' .. .. 44 percent. 5,000 100 2 percent. 111 0 0 57 percent. 4,476 98 2·2per cent. 55 4 0 

Floor mills .. .. .. 20 .. 1,817 39 2·1 .. 24 1 0 27 .. 802 28 3·8 .. 15 14 0 

Oil mills .. .. .. 32 .. 2.172 94 4·3 .. 73 11 9 42 .. 1,980 112 5·7 .. 58 6 6 

Tanneries .. .. .. 44 .. 4,S66 406 9·3 .. 212 6 0 42 .. 2,071 .120 5·8 .. 49 0 0 

Printing presses .. .. 59 .. 8,340 191 5·7 .. 132 8 0 68 .. 765 35 4·6 .. 14 7 0 

Textile lactori.,. .. .. 30 .. 58,570 8,245 6 .. 2,912 9 9 33 .. 12,499 187 6·3 .. 864 3 0 

• Exciudlng Reilway workshope. 
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APPENDIX L. 

Rolu of wag .. prj""",,, Ute ...... ...z ...pom jOf' tIte ".., In! :JIifMS. 

Average amount per month. 
Class of labour. 

1919.11920.11921.11922.11923.11924.11925.\1926.11921.11928. 

lls. Rs. Rs. lls. lls. Rs. Rs. lls. Rs. lls. 
1.--.:ski1le4 1Gb""". 

Engine driver · . 29 32 54 54 3S as 40 40 41 40 
Fireman · . · . 20 24 24 26 23 25 24 23 23 23 
biIman .. · . - - - - - - - 1& 17 16 
Fitter · . · . 32 38 39 38 38 42 44 42 42 41 
Tmner .. · . - - - - - - - 38 42 40 
Rivetter .. .. - - - - - - - 28 27 29 
Boilersmith •• · . - - - - - - - as 40 37 
Blacksmith .. 2& 32 54 38 38 37 as 35 38 38 
Moulder · . · . - - - - - - - 54 38 as 
Carpenter .. · . 25 31 32 54 54 as 54 54 54 54 
Mason .. · . 21 25 2& 28 28 30 30 29 29 30 
Compositor (printer) - - - - - - - 2& 26 30 
HacNum (printer) - - - - - - - 29 27 33 
Weaver (male) .. 25 32 32 38 31 31 33 31 33 33 
Spinner (male) .. 26 28 28 28 26 29 29 29 28 25 
Dyer (textile) · . 15 22 23 22 23 22 23 19 17 20 
Reeler (male) · . - - - - - - - 23 20. 20 
Reeler (female) · . - - - - - - - 17 16 15 
2.-UflSki1le4l11/m1r .. 

Coolie or opener - - - - - - - 18 16 16 
Coolie (male) on gins - - - - - - - 11 14 IS 
Coolie (female) on 8 10 11 11 10 10 10 11 11 10 

gins. 
Coolie (workshop) •• 13 16 11 17 ]6 16 15 14 14 14 

NoM.-The avemges are simple aritbmeticalllleaDS of reported rates and have 
DOt been weighted for numbers. 

RAI BAHADUR BABU BRlJ LAL. B.A., DIRECTOR OF LAND RECORDS, 
UNITED PROVINCES. 

-... 
The writer of this note has no CODDection with any .. industrial undertaking .. 

except that he is the Provincial Superintendent under Act VI of 1901, which regu
lates emigration to the labour districts of Assam. He has. however. never had aD. 
occasion to visit these districts and consequently does not possess first-hand informa
tion of the conditions in which labourers work there. ABy views up! ssed are his 
0_ and are not necessarily those of the local Government. 

L-Orlgin 01 Labour. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 
3. M#f"* oj f'6orvittuwl.-(i) Ezisli1l6 ffWtJaod.s.-There is no organization for 

recruitment of labour for industrial concems~ nar is any recruitment controlled except: 
that for Assam. For Assam the actual laheorers in employ there come back as ~ 
sa.rdaIS and. recruit othen by means of their own example. A new recruit is registered 
by the local agent, appointed under section 64 of the Assam Labour and Emigration 
Actz previous to departure. Whenever aD adventurous labourer is out of employment 
and he comesiD. contact with a re1ativeor friend of his who is bette:rofI outside he also 
goes out in search of employment there and takes any job that he can get. The needs 
of the mills or industrial concems are ordinarily satisfied in this way. or in cases of 
shortage of labour they also send ont their trusted old labourer.! to advertise the 
advantageo of employmeot in their concent and bring in _ recnrit3. 
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(n) The above method of recruitment is almost an ideal ODe; the only prospect 
of its improvement lies in a greater publicity and advertisement of the improved 
prospects of the labourer in any particular industry or concern. This will secure 
more recruits of whom there is already not much dearth. If wages. conditions of 
service and of home life are satisfactory~ they are much more likely to continue in 
their new employment. Recruiting for Assam was at one time associated in many 
cases with abuses. Fraud and misrepresentation were frequently practised and 
kidnapping and abduction were by no means uncommon.. Conditions of recruitment 
have much improved. but the comparatively small emigration to Assam from. this 
province as compared with that to Calcutta.. Bombay and other parts of India. seems 
to show that conditions there are not yet fully attractive. Certainly no improvement 
in the method of recruiting or even legislation can secure the labourer for, 01' keep 
him on work which he does not find profitable for himself. 

(iii) Desi<obiJiJyof ltStabIisAing PVb1il: .",p/oy_ltI ag ...... s.-They may be tried ; 
any agency that would add to the publicity of the better terms. if any, offered by the 
industries. will increase the number of recruits. But their success will depend 
ultimately on the terms offered by the industries; if they are not better than what 
the labourer gets in his own village or nearer home •. no agency can induce him to 
agree to them. except by fraud or misrepresentation. 

4. E",.... aM effeels of 5isl....-.. offamily lifo.-As already disCUJ!Sed und ... head 
• H Contact with villages." about two--thirds of the emigrants go out without their 
families. In case of labourers~ this is partly due to want of adequate accommodation 
:for them at the places of their migration and partly to- their old connections. Perbaps 
he has a house or some land or a petty investment or other property which ties him 
to his old home and requires a representative of his family in tbevillage. When there 
is no such attachment there are the social aDd caste ties. He must marry his children 
within a highly limited circle. members whereof are either not available at his new 
pla<:e or they are not mutually known to each other, an ordinary acquaintance does 
not av.a.il in such cases; and he has to keep in touch with his old pJace. The result 
is that the farther 011 he goes out for the sake of employment~ the largeristhe amount 
that he has to spend in visiting his home and keeping his family there, aod hence 
larger must be the di1ference between the wages in his village and those earned by 
him outside that can tempt him to stay there. The remedy lies in the supply of 
suitable and more extensive accommodation for them and a less centralized industrial 
system so that it may not be necessary to recruit large numbers from long distances. 

6. Re ...... ,_ f .. Assa .... -(iv) Defeels of.he uistHog Ael ani sYsfe .... -The pro
v;isions of the Act dealingwith labour contracts have been in abeyance in this pro~ce 
9lD.ce 1908. In my own opinion those provisions were severe on the labourers and 
should be entirely repealed. 1 consider that no person under the age of 21 years 
should be allowed to be recruited for Assam unless when going there as a. dependant 
of some person of full age. I am also of opinion. that there should be a positive 
provision making the consent of the husband or lawful guardian. if any. of a woman 
compulsory before any woman is recruited. Cases of women without husbands or 
guardians who are willing to migrate of their own free will are few. and the fact that 
they have no husband or guardian can be ascertained from their village through the 
police or the village fNitlChayal. There is no provision in the Act or the rules for the 
i n.spection of the emigration depots (i.e'6 accommodation provided for the intending 
emigmnts) by the public. In my opinion there ought to be some provision for 
inspection by speci1ied non-official visitors and such a depot should be open to in~ 
spection by every member of a local body in the district. 

The present Act coupled 'With the rules in force in these provinces restricts recruit~ 
ment to garden sardars only. For various reasons the employers have been anxious 
to be permitted to recruit through other agencies as well6 i.e., through professional 
recruiten. If the .above defects be removed a trial can be given to professional 
recruiters who shouid be residents of the district from which they are employed to 
recrnit. They must work on behalf of a single employer or a body of employers 
registered as such. They should work under the same restrictions as the garden 
sardars and should be required to furnish a substantial seeurity for the proper dis
charge of their duties with the magistrate of their district. which should be liable to 
forfeiture on evidence of miscond.uct~ in addition to the ordinary liabilities of a garden 
sardar. 

There is DO provision for any inspeetioD of the recruits in Assam. or of the con
ditions under which they work OD the tea gardens. by any officer of the loca.l Govern~ 
ment from whose jurisdiction they are recruited. In my opinion some anangement 
ior such inspection is desirable. 

It is necessary that the terms of employment on which a recruit agrees to go to 
Assam should be clearly understood by him, and in my opinion it would be better if 
these wen reduced to writing in a standard form. and if it were provided that no 
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conditions apart from those in the standard form should be enforceable against the 
recruit. I think it would assist recruiting in the United Provinces if the industry 
was to make some definite conditions about leave at the time of recruitment· and 
also if the wages to be paid were c:learly_ted and compared favourablywith'those 
which could be earned locally by the recruit. Recruits obtained by misrepresentation 
are ne:rer likely to be contented; and in my opinion there is a good deal of misrepre
sentation at present by the garden aardars to ignorant recruits. 

Mr. G. M. HARPER, I.C.S., COLLECTOR OF GORAKHPUR 

The GOIakhpur district has a total area of 4,528 square miles, and is the largest 
district in the plains of Northern India. It is a district which has come under 
development more recently than the districts further west, and from the labour 
point~ of view it is of interest as it has only comparatively -recently reached a stage 
when it can no longer :reasonably support i13 population. In the census of 1901. 
the population was 2,957,074, in 1911, 8,201.180, in 1921, 3,266,830. This last 
census figate showed only &. slight increase owing to the influenza epidemic. which 
prevailed in 1918. Sinoe then the aDIlual returns of births and deaths show a DOrIll3l 
increase of nearly 50,000.· There has been a sequeuoe of reasonably good harvests 
and there can be little doubt that the total population is now quite three and a hall 
million, with an average density over the whole district of over 800 per square mile. 
This density is very cousidetably gRater in the- southern tahsils. where there are DO 
reservecl forests, In the Gotakhpur tahsil, for instance, the density was already 
867 in 1921. 

The arable cropped area rose by 51,622 acres in six yeatS from 1921 to 1927. 
when it totalled 2,161,112 acres. In that year, the proportion of culturable waste 
la.IJ:d still available in the district for cultivation was lower than in any district in 
the provinces v;i.th one aception. Thus no further considerable extension of the 
cultivated area can be expected. On this figure of cultivated a.rea the total annual 
yield.of gmin used as foodstuff is roughly estimated at 24,410.085 maDUds, and if an 
average of one seer per diem per individual be allowed. the quantity is sufficient for 
the maintenance of 2,675,043 persons only. This shows that the available agricul
tuJal resonn:es of the district are quite inadequate to maintain the population, 

Another feature of the district is that apart from agriculture it has DO industries 
that can serve as au outlet for the surpluslaboor. In the last few years a Dumber of 
sugar mills haw been opened. but th .... give employment to a total Dumber of only 
3,083 labourers, and this is for a period of less thaD six months in the year. These 
sugar mills, moreover, have had the effect of practically ruining the sm&ll dum 
sugar refinery industry. which industry used to give employment to a OODSiderabie 
amount of labour throughout the district. It cannot be held acconiingly that an 
extension of these sugar factories will improve matteIs as regards the demand for 
labour. The railway workshops employ 2,765 labourers, but there is DO probability 
of any extension of this employment. and this is the only real industrial employment 
in the district. For the last three years an aDDual exhibition has been held with a 
view to exploring the industrial resources of the district as well as for the improvement 
of agricultural methods. From t,he latter point of view considerable success has 
been achieved. but as regards the formertbereis IlOsign of any progress at all. There 
is capital available in the district. but the means whereby it can be ex:ploited and 
utilized for industrial development have not yet been discoveted. Reqmremenb in 
the way ofindustrial products by a district of this size are enonnous, but DOSOggestiOD. 
has heeD put fOIWanl by the residents of the district or by the Govemment depart
ment of industries as to how these can be produced withiu the district. and so give 
employment to the ample labour supply which exists. 

On these facts it is obvious thst the needs of large surplus populstion are being 
met by means of remittances by labour employed elsewhere. Figures as regards 
this. however, are not easy to secure. In the all-lDdia census of 1911 the number 
of residents within Gorakhpur who gave their homes as elsew~. was 152.000~ 
while the Dumber 01 people elsewhere, who gave their residence as in Gorakbpur ~ 
met, was 136,000. in the census of 1921 the number of immigrants declined to 
89,236* and the number of emigrants was 131,169. The Dumber of emigrants was 
thus practically the aame. but there was a very large decrease in the Dumber of immia 
smnts. The only official eJDisratiOD &8"""Y is thst for the Assam recrui ....... t 
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'through the District Labour Assoclatiou. The number of cooties so recruited has 
been as fellows ;-

1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-26 
1928-29 -," 

755 
6Z1 

1,098 
1,161 

These ate obviously very small figures in view of what the total emigmtion must 
be. In. Bansgaon. one ofthesix tahsiIs of thedistrict,.itis estimated that the approxi
mate number 0-£ emigrants is between. 4,500 and 5,000, and that for 100 persons of the 
whole population, one seeks his livelihood outside, the proportioo of male and female 
emigrants being approximately five to one. The female emigration is to all intents 
confined to the Assam tea gudens, while maJe emill""'ts go further afield in large 
numbers to Calcutta. and Rangoon. and &. considerable Dumber are knOwn to find 
their way to Siam. An inden:tured labour association in the adjoining district of 
Basti sends .an occa.Sional agent to recruit labour for other a.rea.s~ but no information 
as to its acti:vities is available~ The fact remains that in this particular ta.bsi1 of 
Bansgacm there is, as against a land revenue of nearly six lalms of rupees, a. payment 
from post offices on money orders of an equal amountz the great bulk of which consist 
of remittances from residents of the tahsil who have found employment elsewhere. 

From all this it will be seeD that the district hasa vexylarge available labour supply. 
The only control at present exercised over this.consists in the restrictions' imposed 
on the recruitment of labour for Assam. There is no very obvious local reason why 
this labour should be treated in a different way to the labour recruited for other areas. 
The Assam employer pays a ~ubsta.utial licence fee to secure certifica.tes for his 
sardars without getting any corresponding advan:ta.ge. There is reason to believe 
that during the last few- years a. considerable amount of labour has been l'eCroited 
for Assam by agents working privately on behalf of forest contractots, but no case 
of abuse by these unlicensed recruiters has come to notice. The only other attempt 
in the district to organi1e la.bour has been by the Railwaymen's Association, which is 
a registered trade uniou. This body has exercised but little influence, and is now 
admittedly to all intents, dead.. Its activities, such as they were, were due entir-ely 
to the in.1luence of one individual who is no longer in the district. 

The genetal conclusion is that though the district commands a very large labour 
supply, yet its experience affords 110 guide as to how the same co.ad be regolated 
and controlled in the future. 

THE SUPERINTENDENT. HARNESS AND SADDLERY FACTORY, 
CAWNPORE. 

The factory comprises a tannery. curriery, saddlers' and tailors' shopsk metal 
fitting and machine shops, smithy (complete with power hamme<s and drop stamp 
batteries), carpenten!' shop, brass foundry, stores and inspection departments, etc. 
Appropriate modem machinery is installed in the various departments :for a.ccurate 
and economical production of leather and metal components. The factory is 
electrically driven. having its own po~ station of 600k.w. capacity. Water for 
mannfacturing purposes is obtained from the Ganges ca.na.l close by. 

The value of our out-turn in the year 1927-28 was Rs. 4t,OO,OOO. Normal peace
time labour strength is 2.000 men, but during the closing years of the Great War 
about 4~500 men were employed. 

L-Becruitmeat. 
I. (i) and (il) No information ia available as to the origin. extent and causes of 

migration of labour now engaged in the leather industry in Cawnpore district. The 
Government Harness and Saddlery Factory was established in 1862. at which date 
Cawnpore has been described as U a. considerable centre for native tanners and 
leather dressers," Within recent years the migration can be described as purely 
local, as a considerable leather .. labour market ," exists in this part of the United 
Provinces. 

2. (i) Our labour comprises low caste Hindus (chamars). employed in the tannery, 
curriery and saddlery departments~ and mixed castes of Hindus and Muhammadans. 
employed in the metal fitting. smithyz ca.rpentery and tailoring sections. Most of 
our men, probably 75 per cent.~ live in and about the city of Cawnpore. the remainder 

'J~ I 
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live in villages on the other side of the River Ganges. Comparatively few men hail 
from villages considerably distant; these men take advantage of the longer holidays 
to visit their homes~ and. are granted leave on request to enable them to attend 
ceremonies or assist in the work of ~esti~. etc .• at their villages. 

(ii) Our peace-time labour force ~ be. ~nsidered as permanent. Employment 
has been steady and continuous in this factory for about 30 years. We employ 
normally approximately 2.0Q0men. . . . 

3. (i) Recruitment as generally understood is unnecessary, the local labour market 
meets easily aU our demands. which Ia.tter are arranged through the medium of our 
labour bureau. 

(ii) Only detailed improvements appear possible to us; our present methods 
suffice. 

(ill) Publi. Employmem Ae""';".(,,) In our ""Perienee the desirability of estab
lishing such agencies in this district is doubtful. nor do we think the necessity arises. 
In this factory. where the· f gang piece-work system "ischiefiyemployed. the gangers 
prefer to select and recommeud. their own men from the local marketJ of whom they 
have intimate knowledge. 

(0) At the present stage of industrial organization we do not think. there is much 
prospect of such an institution justifying its existence. So far as we are concerned 
BUch schemes ~eed not be considered until our present methods prove unsatisfactory. 

4. E_, "fId Effecls of DistUTb4ftU of F .... ily Life.-As affecting our labour 
the extent is not serious~ due to the small proportion of men concerned. Generally, 
the effects at this date, considering the present and continually increasing develop
ment of communications, cannot be serious. It must, of course, be realized that 
such men have the added expense of maintaining a home near to their work and of 
periodic visits to their villages for ~ttendance at ceremomes, harvesting seasons, etc. 

7. U_ploy ..... '.-(i) Employment in this factory has been steady and con
tinuous for many years, but tbis year our labour is down some 20 per cent. So far 
as can be seen,. this reduction will be of a permanent character. A programme of 
army reorganization now embarked upon will result in smaller demands for our 
manufactures. Further, an increased proportion of army O1'dem, llOJ'lXlally placed 
with us. is being diverted to private firms. 

(ii) Extent to wAi<;A caused by-(4) R.". .... _ 01" du.nissals.-Our unemploy-
ment falls largely under this head for reasons given immediately above. 

{b) Yohmt.". •• _.-10 our case negligible. 
(e) 0_ "" ....... -In our case negligible. 
(iii) No scheme for al~. let alone nmedyift{f. distress caused by unemploy

ment appears possible, except one involving an increased burden for Government, 
or for the employer. and/or contributions from workers in employment already 
impoverished. As situated to-day Done of the parties mentioned can be expected 
to meet further calls and. until su.ch time as trade and industry become normal. the 
prevailingdistress can only be partially alleviated by family and other private charity. 

(iv) U...".pl_' j"""' ....... -Thls appean to be the only equitable and per
manently satisfactory scheme for dealing with unemployment, but for the reasons 
given immediately above~ the time does not seem opportune for its introduction. 
A scheme, such as the one which has worked so successfully in England, where the 
worker~ the employer, and State all contribute. seems to be indicated. It is admitted 
that many factors peculiar to this country would make the administration of the 
scheme much more difficult here. 

(v) Af>PJicooOft for j"t6rtialtottal conv/tftJions "~lanng to emfJloymettt.-We have 
no comments under this heading. except that great caution sliouId be observed in 
applying western standards to a country offering so widely difierent racial and 
religious customs. Other factors in this connection of equal importance are those of 
education. temperament and climate. 

S. LabaN,. " TlWftovtf' .. -ti} A.""ac- du,.alion of mtploytMflt.-In our case •. 
excluding servi.c:es less than six months. this is as follows :-(4) Skilled and semi
skilled men. 9 years; (b) UnskiUed men. 2·5 years. 

An analysis of our ,. labour turnover" for the past three years gives an average 
annual figure of :-skiI!ed and semi-skilled. 40 per cent.; Unskilled. 100 per cent. 

These figures: do not do justice to our WorkenJ~ many of whom have served for 
periods varying from 10 to SO years. Many die in our service, as did their fatbers 
before them. It is the 0< floating" proportion of the labour, changing twic:e or more 
in the year which makes the 1igures so unsatisfactory. 

(ii) E_ of _01 ....pl..,......,.-This is small. due to fairly even demanda 
received yearly from the army. 
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(iii) A~,-( .. ) Extent of absenteeism from alI causes exclusiveof'gazetted 
holidays durtDg the y""" 1928-29 is as set out beIow:-

Skilled and semi4:illed 
Unskilled 

Possible 
attendance. 

Days. 463._ 
96.996 

Time lost. 
Days. 
54,482 
8.937 

Tune lost. 
Percent. 
U·8 
9·2 

Absenteeism in character takes the form of men deliberately staying away from 
work 'for one or more days often, apparently, for no valid reasons. A man in the 
first instance may or may not have requested leave. Causes fall under the headings 
of sickness. attendance to private aBairs. performance of ceremonies. visits home. 
desire for a holiday. etc. There is, of course, a type of man who only desires sufficient 
money to provide himself with the bare necessities of life and when he -has ensured 
this in any mouth he regards further work as wasted e1Iort. Our attitude to 
absenteeism is naturally tempered according to the degree of activity in our shops. 
When we are working at full pressure, chronic absenteeism is checked by discharging 
the worst offenders. but during slack periods this evil does not assumesucb importance. 
Normally, men absent for more than 10 days without a sufticiently good reason 
are discharged. 

(b) S......w M ~.-Seasona1 absenteeism in " country fuudamentally 
agricultural must be expected. However. this factory has not many men who come 
from very distaut villages desiring to work on their lands periodically. F\1rtber 
causes of absenteeism are dealt with in (4) above, 

ec) Ti1JW •• rvagu tost.-Below is given a statement of time and 'lJiages lost 
durtDg the Y""" 19~29:-

Skilled and semi4:illed 
Uuskilled 

Time 
lost. 

Days. 
54.482 
.8.937 

Time 
lost. 

Per cent. 
ll·8 
9·2 

Wages lost. 
approximate. 

Rs. 
54.482 

5.027 
9. A1>fwndius Aa. ISSO.-This Act has not been of any great value to us, 

though the provisions of Clause 15 of the Act form part of the agreement entered 
into with our apprentices to tanning and currying, who are U minors ... 

II.-81a11 OzganiatioD.. 

12. Ii) Recruitment for xuperior staff of foremen and assis_t foremen is by 
advertisement and selection is made both in England and India. 

The subordinate supervising staff, i.e .• ehargemen and supervisots, are normally 
technically trained Indians. selected by the Director of Ordnance Factories and 
Manufacture or by the superintendent of the factory. Where possible, a. man is 
promoted from the ranks.- though at present it is a very exceptional worker who can 
qualify for such advancement. Indian cha.rgemen fitted by personality, education, 
and experience may be promoted to the posts of assistant foremen; in fact, we now 
have three such assistant foremen in this factory, two of whom received their 
technical training at the Lucknow Technical College. 

(ii) The vast majority of the workmen being illiterate, it is not possible to b"ain 
and promote any of their members ~pt to the most junior supervising posts. 
Our only hope lies with the next generation, and we have a selected number of 
boys. sons of workmen attending the factory school. undergoing training as U boy 
artisans." This scheme of training, dealt with elsewhere in this report. provides 
for elementary education. partly general and vocational in character. and three 
years' intensive practical training in one of the factory departments. The scheme 
has not been in operation long and we have as yet I1Q results to record. but it is 
hoped that these boy artisans, at present ]6 in number. will provide some workers 
qualified for advancement to supervising posts. Concurrently. other sons of workmen~ 
approximately 60 in number, are attending the factory school (dealt with elsewhere) 
most of whom will no doubt profit by the educational facilities provided and become 
more efficient and inteUigent workers. even if they do not provide material for 
selection to supervising posts. 

The above schemes are in their infancy; should we achieve a sufficient measure 
of success, more ambitious schemes are contemplated. 

13. (i) Relations ge~y are excellent and the factory has run smoothly fur 
many years. A lot. of course, depends upon the personality and character of the 
foremen in charge of the departmeuts. which determine the degree of confidence and 
loyalty of the men. 

fUSS) t s 
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(iiI "From the inauguration of the factory and until 10 yean ago, the system of 
~ploying H jobbers .. or .. contractors .. waS in vogue.. The evils inseparable from 
~~ ~ystem. had reached such a magnitude that it was superseded by gang and 
IndiVldual p~~ork. The present condition of the worken:, provides a vast contrast 
to ~at obtaining under the cont::ractor system. They are more contented, receive 
a fair wage and we have more and better work from them in return. 

Jill) Works committees were tried ~me y~ars agQ with negative results. Points 
at ISSUe are first referred to the head of the section for settlement, where in the 
majority of cases they are disposed of to the satisfaction of the men. However. 
in the absence of settlement at this stage, the workmen have direct access to the 
superintendent of the factory. where their grievances always meet with detached 
and impartial judgment. The men seem to prefer these methods of ventilating 
their complaints. 

14. (i) Our system of registering and checking a.ttendance of labour is brieftyas 
follows ~-Each man has a. metal disc or u ticket •• with his number stamped thereon~ 
and he places it on a ticket board, situated near the'gate o:ffice. on leaving the factory 

-at night. On entering the following morning the man removes his own ticket from 
the board and places it on a similar board situated close to the department in which 
he works. The gate office- clerk, after closing the factory gate at 7 a.m., enten 
up the attendance register or .. aCfluittance roll •• ascertaining by those tickets which 
are not removed from the gate office board the men who are absent that day. The 
individua1scction ticket boards are locked soon after the sounding of 7 a.m. whistle 
and the keys handed over to a representative of the local deputy assistant controller 
of army factory accounts. Subsequently. these boards are opened by a representative 
of the accounts branch and from the tickets which are missing from these boards 
the accounts department check the absentees and compare with the particuJars 
already furnished by our gate office. Any discrepancy is investigated immediately. 
Surprise ehecks are also carried out by the accounts bfanch. 

Tunekeeping, by which is understood the recoroing of time worked by day 
workers (i.e .• not on piece-work) is the duty of the section clerk, the records being 
approved by tho head of the section. 

With regard to piece-work. on receipt of instructions in· the shops to proceed 
with manufacture of a store. a piece-work card is made out by the section clerk, 
giving particulars of the work. and stating the piece-work price which is a standard 
one approved by the management. This card is given to a piece-worker. or to the 
ganger in the case of a piece-work gang; on comp1et:!on of the ~k. the card is 
certified by the head. of the section 83 completed and forwarded to the deputy 
assistant controller of army factory accounts. 

After checking the piece~work cards and day-work cards. the Of pay roll " is 
compiled by the accounts department. This document is forwarded to the factory 
during the first week. of the mo_nth~ and wages are paid in accordance therewith. 

(ii) The system of paying wages is briellyas follows :-The factory cashier prepares 
Ci pay slips" in duplicate on which are entered the ticket number of~ and the amount 
of money to be paid to. each individual worker. One set of these slips is forwarded 
to the sections for distribution to the right individuals and the other set of slips is 
inserted in the wage tins in which the cashier has placed the wages due. Payment 
is made by the cashier~ or his assistant. in the presence of the bead of the section 
concerned who initials each entry as a man; producing the duplicate pay slip, presents. 
himself for payment. A gazetted officer of the factory is also present when wages 
are being paid. 

Deductions for fines. if any. are effected by the cashier and the net amount of the 
wage placed in the tin (wage container). 

15. 1he .. contractor system" was abolished in this factory some 10 years a.go9 

M-Ronaing. 
16. (i) and (ii) No housing is provided for the workmen by us. but a .. ~rkmen's 

Jines scheme" for housing about one-.third of our men has been sanctioned by 
Government and funds allotted for execution of a portion of this scheme 
during the current financial year. Unfortunately. difficulties experienced in 
securing the site selected in the Cantonment area. have so far prevented commence
ment of the work. 

(ill) and (iv) The vast majority of our workers living in the ~ty ~ houses from 
private landlords, Those living ill the viUages outside mostly live m houses owned 
by their famili ... 
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17. We have powers to acquire land. in the Cantonment area after paying any 
compensation due to owners of p:roperty concerned by such resumption. Difficulty 
is being experienced in securing a suitable site near the factory. but negotiations 
are now· proceeding for one. 

18. (i) and Iii) The accommodation which will be aJlorded by the houses we shall 
build for our men will be much superior to anything which they are accustomed to 
or would demand. Theirideas of housing and hygiene are very primitive. Particulats 
of the various types of houses to be built are as follows :-

of to be Prospective occupa:Dts. Accommodation. each quarter .• TY!>e \ Number I . I 
Quarters. Built. 

oeo .. s 

I. pn 12 . 

"Q~' 

"R U 100 

us·· 

Indian service mechanics 
on average salary of 
RB. 180 per month. 

Superior artisans' and 
clerksonaveragesalary 
of Rs. 120 por month. 

Superior artiss.ns and 
clerksonaveragesalary 
of Rs. 80 per month. 

Artisans and inferior 
clerksona.veragesalary 
of RB. SO por month. 

Artisans of inferior class. 
single men on average 
pay of RB. 30 per 
month. 

I room, 16 ft. by 14 ft; 1 drawing 
room. 20 ft. by 14 ft.. for every 
six men; 1 cook house, 16 it. 
by 10 ft.. for every six men; 
8-ft. verandah, front and back ; 
1 bath room per man; 1 8ef. 
vant's quarter per man. 

2 rooms, each 12 ft. by 14 it..; 
6 ft. verandah in front; 1 kit· 
chen. 10 ft. by 11 ft.; covered 
way. 6 ft. by 10 ft.; 1 bath 
room, 8 ft. by 7 ft.; I latrine. 
6 ft. by 6 ft. and compound wall. 

.2 rooms, each 10 ft. by 12 ft.; 
6 ft verandah in front; 1 kit
chen, 6 ft. by 6 ft. ; covered way, 
S ft. by 8 ft. 1 bath room. 4 ft. 
by 5 ft.; 1 latrine, 4 ft. by 4 ft., 
and,compound wall. 

1 room, 12 ft. by 10 ft.; 6 ft. 
verandah in front; 8 ft. veran
dah at back; 1 kitchen, 8 ft. 
by 6 ft.; 1 bath room, 5 ft. by 
4 ft; I latrine, 4 ft. by " ft., 
and compound wall. 

I room, -12 ft. by 10 ft.; 6 ft. 
verandah in front: 8 ft. covered 
verandah at back~ with a kitchen 
8 ft. by 6 ft. 

N.B.-This accommodation is for 
two single men. 

It might be added that we are also building six" M" type quarteTs for our Indian 
chargemen, on salary of Rs. 200 to Rs. 800~ and five ~. N •. type quarters fur senior 
aupervisors~ gatekeepers. Indian chemists, etc .• on average salary of Rs. 180 permonth. 

(iii) Provision cif electric lighting for individual houses of the larger type is to be 
made and general street lighting in the case of the blocks of the smaller houses. 
Conservancy provision is included in the scheme and adequate water supply will be 
available from a ,. tube- well" to be sunk on the site. 

20. The proposed rents for the various quarters. approved by Government, are 
.. follows:-

Averase pay Monthly 
Type of Quarter, of Occupant. Rate. 

Rs. a. Rs. a . 
.. Q .... 180 0 11" 
.. .1'.... 120 0 5 10 
.. Q.... 80 0 2 8 
.. R.... 50 0 1 9 
.. S .... 30 0 1 0 

(1180) 
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22. We believe that the moral effects of the present housing em our workers is 
dertimental to their health and efficiency. We look forward to .... all-ronnel 

. improvement when our ~. lines scheme .. is completed. . . . . ~ . 

V.-Wolfare (other tbaa lIeaIth _ Bouaiag. InIt iDcluding EdaealioD). 

32. (i) The extent of our welfare work in the factoly at present is conlined to 
education of a number of workmen's children in the factory school. The school is 
for boys from the age of nine ~, the subjects beUlg taught beUlg _ding and 
writing (Urdu and Hindi), arithmetic, freehand dmwing, and ccUoquial English, 
generally up to the standard laid dowuin the U.P. prospectus for lowerprimary schools, 
The exteosionof this work is prevented by lack of accommodati01l. A new school 
has been saoctioned by the Government of India, but the Govemment of the Uaited 
Provinces, who are to meet part of the cost of the scheme. have not yet decided 
their policy in relation thereto, and the project Hz therefote~ held ill abeyance. 
About 60 boys are in attendance. A tuition fee of 8 annas per month is paid by 
each boy. 

(il) A ~ti"" society, ron by the worl<people. has been in existence for seven 
yea<>. Its chief function is to supply loans and. to a smaller extent, provide cloth 
for membeIs. This organization is dealt with under paragraph 38. .. . 

36. PrwisioJo of E4~ Fceilihes by E~s-(ii) For ItaIf-ti __ k.,. • 
.....our artisan boys would come under this beading as they attend the factory school 
for two bours per day and work six hOUl3 in the shops. These boys. as previously 
mentioned. are sons of workmen attending the school, specially selected for the 
promise they hold out of becoming fit for juaior supenrjsiDg posts after special 
training. • 

(iil) As slated ander paragraph 32. so ... of the workmen from the age of nine 
.upwards are eligible to attend the factoIy schooL ParticuWs of the educati01l 
. provided have a!=dy been given. 

(iv) The facilities we provide are used to the luIIest extent, and when our new 
school is built ... look forward to an extension of the work. 

37. DuWfIbility .... Possibility of PrwisioJo ,Of' 014 All' .... _. R.ti ..... 
·_.-No doubt such provision is desir.l.bIe but the possibility of its beUlg made 
within the next few yean is ... thor remote. As previously stated ander I (7) (ill). 
the scheme would have to be ODe involving contributions from the State, the employer 
and the worker himself. but in view of the burdens a!=dy borne by the fast two 
parties and the poverty and indebtedness of the worker. it does not seem possible 
that any scheme caD. be evcWred for some time yet. In the case of this factory. old 
worlrers. on giving up work owing to infirmity. receive a small gr.otuity from the 
fine fund. Unfortunately. of late years. due to the sm.ll ...... of this fuud. gratuities 
are much smaller than we should like to see. Similarly. the nearest reJa.tive of a 
deceased old hand receives some gratuity. 

88. Co-ofnrilliml.-This is understood to refer to the activities of a co-operative 
society~ such as the ODe mentioned under paragrapb 32. The Hamess and Saddlery 
Factory CcHlpemtive Society. Ltd .• was inaugurated in 1922. The following yeaz' 
there were 292 members. This year there are 723 members. of whom about S25 ~ 
workmen. The share capital held by these members this year is approximately 
Rs. 30.000. The capital is subscribed in Rs. 10 shares payable at the rate of Re. 1 
per month per share. The society has built up _ of profits during its seveo years' 
life a n:serve fund of some Ro. 4,500. 

The main object of the co-operative society is to free its members from debts 
contracted with moneylenders •. to wbom generally extortionate interest charges are 
payable. Apart from this, money is usually borrowed to enable & member to dis
charge his responsibilities in connection with m.aniage. religious, and othercere~es. 
or for cultivation of his land. house repairs, etc. Any member may have credit up 
to three times the nominal value of the shares held by him. subject to a maximum 
of Rs. SOO. repayable in 15 monthly instalments. The rate of in~ eb~ is 
2 pies per rupee per month. which is equivalent to 121 per cent. per annum. During 
the past seven yeaJS the society has advanced by way of loans the sum of Rs. ].78.380. 
approximately one-third of which was disbursed last year. 

A doth stoft is attached to the co-operative society. but this is as yet only 
working on a modezate scale. Dilling the past four years. sales of cloth amounted to 
approximately Ro. 52,000. 
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55. (i) 44t hours per week. 7t hours per day on 5 days. 6 hours on Saturday. 
(ii) Overtime is not worked in the factory except occasionally in the maintenance 

department. 
(iii) Our labour is not on call during non-working hours. 
56. Day. _W F W .. k.-Five and a half. 
57. (i) and (il) Our working hours are under 6O~ but in connection with this 

aspect of labour we find that if the working day is extended mueh beyond the nonnal 
length there is a. considerable fall in efficiency. and we by no means secure the full 
advantage of any additional time worked. 

60. (iv) Exclusive of SUndays and the half-day holiday on Saturdays, the workmen 
have 40 days per annum. . ................ . 

XlL-Wag ... 
96. (i) Rates of pay in this factory vary from 8 annas to Ro. 3 per day, 

depending upon the class of labour. and in the case of skilled; men upon the degree 
of skill they possess. The majority of our men, skilled and semi-skilled~ work on 
a piece-work basis~ either individually or in a gang. An analysis of our labour for 
1928-29 gives :-Numberof skilled a.ndsemi-e:killed men, 1~692; Dumber of unskilled 
men, 354. 

The &vezage unskilled workers' wage may he taken at 9 annas per day and thet 
of the skilled and semi-skilled as Re. 1 per day. Earnings vary normally from about 
Ro. 12 per month to Ro. 70 per month, dependiug upon the class of labour and the 
percentage of piece-work earned. During the year 1928-29 the average monthly 
wage paid in this factory for skilled. semi..s,killed~ and unskilled labour for an average 
month of 23 working days was Rs. 21. In amplification of this last-na.med figure 
the following table is of interest. 

Average monthly wage paid by H. and S. Factory in respect of aU labour (skilled, 
semi-skilled. and unskilled) :-

Year. Amount. 
Ro. a. 

1920-21 .• 18 3 
1921-22 .• 20 0 
1922-23 •• 20 2 
1923-24 •• 18 7 
1924-25 •• 19 6 
1925-25 •• 19 14 
1926-27 .• 18 12 
1927-28 .• 19 9 
1928-29 .• 21 0 

It will be seen that the average wage over the past nine years is Rs. 19-8 annas. 
(iii) DiffMe.na betrvem mmrey VHZg85 tmtl money valve of all eaJ"nsngs.-Not under· 

stood unless it is intended to mer to difference between actual time rates and piece
work earnings, in which ease we advise the average piece-work earned in this factory 
as 30 per cent. overtime rates, 

97. (i) It will he seen from the foregoing that the wages have heen fairly stationary 
over the past few years. 

Jii) No definite :figures are available, but from 'COnversation with some of our men 
it appears that to-da.y·s cost of living is about 3 times that of pIe-war; in the 
interval, wages have been approximately doubled only. 

101. Wages are fixed by mutual agreement at the time the man applies mremploy
ment. Generally speaking. we would say that daily paid men are rated according 
to the prevailing average for the district. Piece-workers are rated according to 
their skill, which determines their capacity for earmng piece-work money on prices 
based on average skill. 

102. Overtime rates of pay. laid down in Army Regulations~ India, are!
Ordinary .. time rates •• for day shifts; u time and a half rates U for night shifts ; 
work performed on Sundays is also paid at the above rates. . . 

(1193) 
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106. (it Extent of fining is very smaJI here; in fad. is only Ro. 15 per month 
average for the year 1928-29. and then only for bad work. Average monthly wage 
payment Ias1: year was Ro. 3G.OOO. 
• (iii) Fines are utilized for payment of gratuities to Did and i.ulinn workers and 
to dependants of old workers who die in the service. 

(iv) So far as we are conc:emed. legislation is not justiJiable. 
U)7, (i) Wages are paid per month. 
(ii) Wages are paid betw .... 1st. and 10th day of the month. for work done the 

preVlOUS month.' . 
(iii) (0) An attempt was made here to pay the men twice monthly but they prefer 

to wait the full month. No knowledge of desirability for legislation. . 
(b) The period during which payment is to be made in this factory is limited 

under standing inst:ructions of the Director of Ordnance Factories and. Manufacture~ 
Simla. We have no knowledge of the desirability for legislatiou. 

(i¥) Wages unclaimed are held by us for three years awaiting elaim&nts. After 
this the money lapses to Government. . 

108. ·Unfortunately. indebtedness is the prevailing wealmess of the workmen. 
the vast majority of whom are in debt and they appear to be in this state for most 
of their lives; the chief function of our co-cperative society is to assist workmen in 
this comtectiou. This !"'ciety has been fully dealt with elsewbere. . . . .. . 

110. (ii) No reasonable leave requests are refused. but natumlly the state of work 
In our shops determines the degree of encouragement given by us. 

(iii) No loss is incurred; if a man is on leave at the time when wages are paid. 
he is paid on H absentee pay day" on the 20th of the month. Failing this he receives 
the wages due on the following pay day. 

XOL-IDd_ EffiDj8D'IV 01 Workan. 
112. A decided increase in efficiency in the case of our skilled men has been 

noticeable in recent yea.r.L This applies to all our departments and trades. A gradual 
but continuous improvement has taken place since the factory was changed over 
from the contrac_ system to piece-work. Higher st;mdards called for by the 
anny necess;t&ted more rigid inspection and the workers have responded. Better 
supervision obt:ai.ning under our present organization has also bad a marked infiuence 
in facilitating increased and better out-tum. 

113. A few of our beSi men:' partic.darly in the case of saddlers, compare very 
favourably with foreign WorkerS'- but the vast majority do n~ 

114. EXInU .. "'MU t:mrtj>.n.MIS .... 4ffedMl by-'-.•• • (v) PAyrifW. (vi) Hum.. 
(vii) Ed"""' .... (viii) S~·.f Livi"l/ and (ix) Cli ....... -These are the deciding 
factors i.n1iuencing a comparisoB-with foreign workers. Physique and health. afiected 
by their dietary. _. of living. housing. etc .• do not permit of their patting 
forth sustained manual eftort and the result is most noticeable on heavy work. 
Education is one of the most important items and lack of it does not enable them to 
tackle DeW work without a pattern to guide them and the closest supervision. On 
the other bandz once they have got Urto the swing of npetition wot'k (in the smithy 
or in the machine shop) their production and qual.ity of work is quite good. The 
~climate of India being what it is. has a considerable retarding influence wherever 
manual work is to be performed. 

116. Allowing for efficient macb;neTY~ the workman caD only improve by 
educating himseH to a higher sense of his own responsibilities and to a pride in 
his work. 

XIV.-Tn4e OombjuetioM. 
120. (i) A .. labour union" was started here in 1927 bnt only 20 per cent. of . 

our labour is now connected with it. The subscriptions are so small that it is very 
doubtful if any benefit schemes could be attempted. 

Cii) Most of the workers are indiiIerent and extent of control by them is very 
little. if any. 

(iii) Our attitude to any reasonable requests advanced is sympathetic. 

ltV.-hd_ Ilioputeo. 

123. No strike or lock-out has occurred in this factory during the lost 10 yean. .. . . . 
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UPPER INDIA CHAMBER OF CoMMERCE; CAWNPOR.E. 

InIroducIian. 
The Chamber was founded in January. 1889. and is believed to be the _ 

Chamber of Commerce established in the interior .of India. It concerns itself more 
particularly with the industrial and commercial interests of the United Provinces, 
within which area the large ma10rity of its members have their activities. It has 
however. a few members operating in Behar. the Punjab. Marwar aod Bhopal. 

It may be said that the Chamber represents I1"'ct.ic:ally the whole of the major 
industrial interests in its area and its membership mcludes the majority of the Banks 
doing business in the area.~ the whole of the Railways serving the are&- and & very 
la.rge proportion of the European and a lesser proportion of the Indinn commercial 
interests in the area. 

The industrial activities represented by the Chamber comJlrise cotton spinning 
and weaving (8). cotton spinning (2). cotton ginning and presslllg (4). woollen mills 
(1). cloth dyeing and printing (1). (the majority of the weaving mills do their own 
dyeing) sugar milling and refining (6). brewing and distilling (8). electric generation 
and supply (1). electrical engineering (3). m ...... Dical and civil engineering (2). 
brick making (2), brush making (1). chemicals (2), turpentioe and rcoin (1). tobacco 
(1). eerpet making (1). dairying (1). printing &nd publishing (1). lIour milling (1), 
lock works (1). paper mills (I). 

The majority of these industries are ca.rried on in Oawnpore and the information 
furnished in this statement relates more particularly to these industries~ 

The present membership of the Chamber is 71 but it must be noted that several 
members are interested in more than one industry. Of the 71 members 18 might be 
described as representiog purely Indinn interests in that they are individual Indians 
or firms under exclusively Indinn proprietorship or management. Of these 18 _ are 
industria1ists~ 

III close COIlDOCtion with the Chamber. throngh its membership, is the Indinn 
Sugar Producers' Association which represents 90 per cent. of the white sugar 
manufacturers of India and whose office is conducted by the Chamber. 

The Chamber is represented on the United Provinces Legislative Council by two 
memben.oneIndianand01leEuropean. AmemberoftheCommitteeoftheChamber* 
himself an ex-President of the Chamber. lepiesen'ls the European Constituency of 
the United Provinces in the Legislati .... Assembly. Tho Chamber also retorD5 8 
members to the Municipal Board of Cawnpore. and is :represented on the AdvisOty 
Committees of most of the Ra.ilways serving the Province and on the various Govern. .. 
ment Boards and Committees acting in an advisory capacity to the local Govemment. 
The Chamber thereforecla.ims to speak as &. thoroughly representative body. 

L-Rooruilment. 
1. In Cawnpore the labour employed in the various factories may be said to come 

to an extent of from 90 to 100 per cent. from. the United Provinces. Of this figure 
from 30 to 50 per cent. is either local or comes from within a 12 mile :radius. 

In regard to the communal consitution of the labour force conditions vary ac
cording to the type of the industry &Cd. in some cases. to the location of the factory. 

In the textile industry the proportioo of Hindus to Mahommedans may be said 
to be as S to 1. There is a. sprinkling of Indian Christians. 

In the leather industry the communal proportion is 2 to 1 in favour of Hindus. 
tho bulk of the Hindus belonging to the depre&Sed classes. 

These proportions may be said to have been pretty well constant for several years. 

2. Allowing for the interchange of labour betw'een the several textile factories it 
may be said that the textile labour force is permanent. 

In the leather and wool industries there is less interchange and the force is per
manent. The same may be said of the sugar and oil industries. 

Of late years there is far less contact with villages than formerly. Labour is 
more habitua.ted to urban conditions and there isl perhaps, less necessity for an 
individual's presence in his village~ . 

3 .. Recruitment is largely through mistries: the comparatively higher :remUnera
tion obtainable in the mills and factories. however. furnishes the first attraction to 
the Jabour force of Cawnpore~ 

This ~tem of recruitment through mistries may have its objections. But it is 
exceedingly doubtful if employment agencies would be free from similar o~jectioQS. 
while they might even intrOduce other evili,.. In any event interest of an employment 
ageney worker wnuld cease with his reauitment. whereas it is within tho competence 
and to the interest of the mistry to instruct the workmen he baa recruited and so 
improve bis ee.ming~power. 
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4. Thet;e -. fail to be a cenain measure of disturbance in family life; but 
the extent of this IS probably no greater than in western cou.utries. and perhaps not 
so great. since it is understood that from 80 to 90 TWOr cent. of the workers have their 
families with them. r-

. 7. The Chamber is not aware of the existence or of the extent of unemployment 
In Cawnpore. 

The mills and faetoriea find little diffieulty in obtaining their full requirements of 
labour. even at times of e:xtm pressure. Extra __ reacIlIy revert to other methods 
of employment when such pres6UJ"e ceases. This would go to show that there is not 
much real unemployment. 
~ conditions are not such as to require the assistance of unemployment insnmuce 

or ofmternationalconventions relating to unem.ployment. Itisdoubtfulwhethersuch 
measurea could indeed be applied. 

8. Conditions vary greatly as between different factories. There is a greater 
tnmover in the case of cotton mills. 

rnstancing one such mill the IlUJIlber employed for over 10 yean is 20 per cent. 
of the tota1 labour farce. 

In other industries the percentage employed for from 7 to 10 yean! is from 40 
to 50 per cent. . 

. The proportion of those employed for leas than two yean varies from 7 to 50 per 
cent. in different ~lWtries. 

If 1IDSkiIled labour were omitted from theJigures given above the Iengthofsenke 
would be higher. 

In regard to absenteeism it has been found extremely diffieult to arrive at any 
precise figure but it is _ted that absenteeism prevails to the apptoximate extent of 
10 per cent. with a 10 per cent. loss 01 wages. 

IL-Std Orpnjuticm 

10. The Directional organization. whether consisting of DirectoB or Managing 
Agents, control the buying and selling policy and arrange for fiDance. 

The control of the mill or factory is exercised by the directional stafi throngh a 
general manager. or, in some cases. through departmental managera or superinten
dents: with assistants under them~ 

1 L The directors or managing agents select the manageu and/or departmental 
managers or superintendents. 

12. Ii) The selection of the senior supervising stafi is also reta1ned in the bands of 
the directonl or managing agents. Where suitable candidatea with the requisite 
teclmica1 quaJ.ifications are not availa.ble in the cqantry the superior teclmical sta:fI 
:is recruited from abroa&L 

The subordinate supervising stafi is mainly recruited from men trained in this 
country. whether in the mill itself or in Government Technical Institut:ioDs. 

Iii) Facilitiea for practical training are in the mill or factory. Theoretical and a 
measure of practical training are obtained in Government Teclmical Schools. The 
mills encourage their workmen to join the artiza.n classes in these schools and the 
prospects of promotion of such men are obviously inc%e8Sed~ 

13. Ii) Rclationa generally are good. There is free accessibility to the higher 
management for even the lowest paid worker. 

{ti) In Cawnpore the term t. jobber U is not uaed in the exclusive meaning of a 
person recruiting labour. Line mist:rie& are sometimes described as jobbers but the 
engagement of labour is only part 01 thelr duty. 

The amployment of mistries for the recrnitment of labour has been dealt with 
under Head 3. 

(iii) The experiment of setting up Works Committees bas been tried. 
It was found to be 8. failure as regards its essential purpose. and where it now 

continues it has resolved itself into the formation- of committees of mistries. 
14. Ii) All registezs pertaining to attendance and wages are kept by spedal 

clerks under the supervision of departmental managenL In all cases they are further 
checked in the main office. where the amounts payable are made up. 

(ii) Wages are, in almost all cases, paid directly by « UDder the personal super
vision of the departmental managers. 

IS. (i) In the textile mills the only places wbere contractors function are in dunie 
and tent-making. building work., loading and unloading. ID some mills DO contractors 
are employed. 
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In leather works the employment of contmctors is maiDly confined to buildin« 
-..orks and loading and _ding. . . 

In sugar works building ....".k is generally done by contraet. Sugar storing in 
god""", is also generally done by contraet. 

. (il) The Chamber has no information as to the extent of sul>contracting. 
(ill) In the case of iwtr ..... tmJl work the same ooo.tro1 is exercised over the contract 

labour as over the otdinary factory labour. 

nL-BousiDg. 

16. [1) Out of 32.274 factory workers in C&wnpore, mills employing 14,710 
provide 3.117 quarteIs for tbem.· (2.603 single, 4Sa double and 61 \a%ge quarto",.) 

(ii) Go..,mment is and..,.teod to have provided no housing for mete'}' _rke ... : 
(iii) and (iv). Fjgares are not &vailable to show the emnt to which housin« for 

the labour force ;" provided either by landlords or by the work.", themselves. It 
is. however~ UDderstood that a large number of workers have bullt their own houses. 

In meeting the points under this head the Committee of the Chamber consider 
that it is necessary to state the attitude of employers towards: the housing problem. 

The attitude of employers towards the question of the housing of their industrial 
labour may be stated to be universally sympathetie~ and... where this has been possible~ 
individually helpful. 

This attitude is based on the realization of five fandamental facts. (» The city 
is densely ovettTOWded and. in many qutU'teTS. includin« principally those occupied 
by workers, has been. and in faet still is. wanital}'. (b) Ou the health of the workers 
:rests their usefulness to their employers. fel The worketB themselves are unable to 
provide themselves with &anital}' dwellings. (d) No oulsUie agency. whether 
governmental, mWlicipai or prjv&te, has hitherto existed which was prepared to 
_ertake the solution of the problem. (e) Experience has .bawn that in spite of 
poweIS pcssessd~ the municipal authority has not been able to eOSUIe either that 
degae of sanitation -or the observance of regula.tions which. is essential in the 
administra.tion of 'WOrkmen's settlements. 

The employers, or such of them as have found it practicable~ have therefore been 
compelled tbemselves to enter on large and, _y, unremunemtive schemes for 
the pIOvWoU of workmen's settlements. 

In C&wupore this undertaking ..... lim entered un nearly forty yesrs ago when the 
Cawnpore Sugar Works provided a workmen's settlement at Juhi~d Ja.i.d down a 
light tramway to convey their workers to and from their ftDne%y. This settlement 
110 longer exists~ as the need for it disappeared when the city spread more towards the 
south. Some of the workers were housed closer to the refulery~ About thirty yeaa 
ago the Cawnpore Woollen Milb Company began the construction of a large settlement 
in dose proximity to their mills. and. Messrs. Cooper. Allen Ii: Co •• almost immediately 
tbereafter~ also built a I~ settlement on the nearest suitable site. Both these 
settlements are now vested m the British India Corporation. and are being extended. 
The Elgin Mills Company have a smaller settlement on a site available near the ~ 
but the area is restricted. 

Other mills and factories were prevented from entering on similarscbellles ma.i.nlY 
by the impossibility of obtaining suitable land for their settlements at anything ap
proaehing an economic or even a reasonably DlleconoD'lic mte. Land was offered. 
by the Cawupore Improvement Trust at exorbitant rates, and with DO undertaking 
for the provision of water or SanitatioD~ while the municipality was 11Il&ble: to assist 
with these necessary require ...... l5. 

The Chamber, on behalf ofemployeIS. has for many yeazs utged. on the authorities 
the necessity for facilitating the acquirement of land for industrial dweUings. Re
presentations on the subject were made to the Ind.ian Industrial Commission in 1916 
and again in 1915, and the Chamber's views were fully stated to the Local Government 
in 192 I in reply to a reference from the Government of India on the subject of the 
proper housing of the industrial classes. 

In all these representations, while admitting the resdIoess of emploY"'" to do 
their fair share io the matter of housing industrial IaboUT~ the Chamber has main
tained the position- that this is, in normal circumstances. essentially the duty of 
Govemment or of the corporate authority. and that it is not for the employer alone 
to dischazge this function. 

This policy has been accepted by the Government of India which. in a letter 
dated the 18th October. 1920. eounciatin, its policy on the subject, stated u the onus 
of actually providing dwellings for his industrial labour canuot he Jajd upon the 
individual employer," 
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. To-day it i~ believed that the em~oyer. where he has not already provided his 
labour force with dwelling accommodation. would. be prepared to CIHlpemte in any 
corporate or joint tdleme for the purpc&e. 

The employer requires facilities for the acqairemeDt of land. and for the free 
provision of water~ ligbting and sanitation and he also requires financial assistance. 
fur he agrees with the dictum of the Govt"rnment of India. stated in the letter above _uod to. that .. the crux of the wbole position is the fiDaIlcial problem." 

18. (il Speaking broadly the accommodation provided is in three _, single 
qua.t'IeIs. double quarteD and larger quarteD. 

The Umement system of Bombay does not obtain here., Vest of the qua.rteD are 
siugle storeyed and none is more than two storeyed • 

. (iil 111 general it may be said that the types of quartets provided ha .... been 
designed to meet the demand of the workers themselves. with d .... regard to hygienic 
requirements. 'The ideal type of quarter has not yet been evolved. 
. rill) Water, sewage and lighting mains are brought to the aettlements by the 
mllllicipality. 'Thereafter the distrihution rests with the employem. and has been 
adequately met. 

19. 'The a=mmodation provided is fully utilized. 
20. Single room quarto .. from Ro. 1-2 annas to Rs. 2-8 annas; double room 

quartets from Ro. 3-4 to Ro. 12; larger quarto'" from Rs. 4 to Rs. 17. 
21. Subletting is not permitted, and is believed to be 1lOIl_ 'The reia.tives 

of employees who are tenants ~. in some cases, permitted to reside in mill settlements 
e""" though in other employ. 'The numbelS of BUCh "'" limited, and they are suhject 
to notioe to uit. 

A wor~s claim to his qUarUonl terminates when he leaws the service of his 
employer. hut this rn1e is not _y enforced. Evletion, in tbe ~ ....... is 
only enforeed. when a resident is guilty of a serious offence~ 

22. Housing in industrial settiemenls is undeIStood to have had .. henoolicial moral 
e1fect on residents. 

. IY~HeaItII. 
23. (i) Statistics are DDt a-.ailable as to the general health eonditioDs of the factory 

workers ... distinct from the rest of the population ot the city, 
In the case of one industrial settiemeot. however. it has heeD shown that the death 

rate in the settlement, averaged over a period of 24 yean. was. roughly. 20 per mille 
less than the general death rate of the city. the mortality figIms beiug respec:tively 
31·99peroent.in the settlement .. against 53·44 per cent. in the city. 

(iii) 'The worlting coDditioDs in the factories are geoeraIty satisfactory. and meet 
the requiremenls of the Factories Act and Rules. 

(vii) 'The figmes given in subhead (i) above indica1e clearly that improved 
housing has deDnitely lowered the death rate. 

24. (i) Most employers have fiISt aid facilities in the factories. Several haw 
established up-to-date dispensaries UDder qualified medical attendants where tree 
medicine is supplied. 

In the industrial settlement free medical attendance and free medicine is supp1ied 
to the worur and his dependenls. Employem also subscribe to the support Of the 
Prinoe of Wales Hospital and, in some cases, to the Dulferin Hospital. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . 

25. (i) As far as workers are oonoemed the mtdi<:al facilities provided are folly 
utilized. 

'The facilities provided by employers appear to be fully appreciated. 
(ii) III the case 01 one groupof employemth. utilization bywomeu of the facilities 

alforded in the industrial settlement amounts to over 70 per cent. of the total ...... 
treated. 

26. (.) 111 the case of factories the provision of sanitary ammgements is fully 
up to and OYeD. in eEe8S of the ~uiJements of the Factories Act. 

(b) 'The sanitaryarra.ugemeols of the city may leave much to be desired. hot there 
is an ample. and geoeraItyadequate. water supply. which is beiug improved. 'The 
COIISumption J"" head of filtered water within the mllllicipality in 1928-29 was 36.5 
galIomo as agsinst SU galIomo in the previous year. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 

28. (i) and (ii) 111 cotton mills the control of tempemtures and humidification 
is canied out according to rules ..,.,.,.,t1y introdaood. 

29. (i) There is 110 industrial disease in the industrieo canied on in Cawnpore. 
(ii) No general figu .... ...., available relative to the worlDngclasaes.as distinct from 

the general popolation. 
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In one group of industrial sett1emeD:ts~ with a population of approximately 
7.000. there were, on an average of four years. ·25 cases of Kala Amf', 5.550 cases of 
malaria. 4·75 of ~bolem and 1·25 of hookworm. treated in each year. 

SO. The difficulties in the way of the introductioD. of a system of sickness iDsurance 
appear to render such a scheme impzacticable. 

Not the least of these dif!iculties is the fact that the institution of any system of 
sickness insurance. would render it imperative on emp10yen to see that none but 
healthy peniOllS weIe employed. This would lead immediately to the dismisrisl of 
many of the present workers. ' 

In any event employets could not accept such a system unless it were made com
polsory, the employee being required to ~tribote to it. They wosld s1so expect 
Govemment 1:0 assist in fulanciDg it. 

31. Women are BOnnally employed in the Cawnpore factories omy to a very small 
extent. but where they are employed it is unde<stood that maternity benefits are 
granted when the occasion arises. . 

V.-Welfare. 
32. One group of employem basi by reason of the estaNighment of industrial 

oettIements, been able to enter on a scl>eme of ~ wo.tk whi<:h bas yielded good 
resnlts. 

ADother group bas s1so DO .. entered on ~ work. and bas laid down the. 
initislllDes of develepment. 

The scl>emes embrace eduoatioo. both juveoile aod udult. ~tion and physiw 
development, oo-opmltive stores and OO-Opmltive banko. 

33. It bas been found neeessury to retain & whule·time psid staff of _!fare 
officers and workeIS. 

84. (i) Facilities are donled in pnctiWiy every mill and -If for the vending, 
on the premises, of refreshments. The provision of iced water IS established in 
certain mills, and is being udopted in others. 

Creches are set up in cert:ain mills and ate utilized. 
(ii) aod (ill) Where ~ work is pmgressing pmvision bas been made for play

grouods, implements of SPOrt. reading rooms and libraries. Troops of boy scou1S 
have been embodied. and amateur dramatie oocleties set up. Annusl sports are held, 
cinema shows given, and WIeStIing competitions enoouraged. Kotitas (reading of 
Hindu scriptu<es) are beld, and other developments in this and similar direc:tions are 
freely permitted. 

35. The results are understood to be satisfaetory in the ~tion both of estab
liahing better relations betweeo the employer and the employee, and of removing 
oommuDsl tension. The mentsl and physiW improvements resulting ~t be 
accurately ga1J8"d hut mustuec:essarily exist. 

It is perhaps inevitable that by some individuals these activities on the part of 
employers are regarded with suspicion. But on the whole the welfare work performed 
is accepted at its true valuation, by the employees. As the work develops~ its growth 
and management pass more and more into the hands of the employees themselves. 
and this fact is being rooognlzed by them. 

36. (i) and (ii) In the case of one group of employe'" the following ed~tional 
facilities are provided in the industrisl settiemen1S >-(al Night ~1s for udul1S : 
(b) boys' ~1s and girls' ~Is; (e) teehniw classes. 

In the case of aoother group a boys' school and a girls' ~l are muintsined in 
the workeIS' settlement. 

In neither case is any assistance received from Govemment or the municipality, 
(ill) These ~hools are open to worke"" childreu uclusively. 
(iv) These schools are used to their full apacity. and their _ is under 

consideration. The average attendAnce represents over 80 per cent. of the enrolment. 
37. Peruiions or gratuities are given to deserving workers on ret:iremeD.t. There 

are .. however. DO established rules OD this subject. 

VL-Bducation. 
40. The Cawopore municipality is canying out more than its .tatotory obligations 

:in the matter of education. Compulsory primary education has beeu introduced 
in some of the city wards. and is being extended to·others. 

It is under.>tood that .. save in the matter of technical schools. the question of 
adult education has not received as much attention as it deserves. 
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VIIL--Workmen'. ColllllODlltioa. 
51. (i) The Workmen', Compensation Ac;t is in UDivenal use. 
eii) All claims are met .... d. in fact. in many cases the employer does not wait for 

a claim to be made before taking steps tot 'the payment of compensation. 
(iii) It is a. burden 011 industry but is willingly borne. 
(iv) Insurance facllitles are freely available. and in a large majority of cases are 

taken advantage of. From the workers' point of view the only advantage seems to 
be in the case of the small employer who might not otbeTwise be able to meet claims. 

(v) As far as the larger industries are concerned, compulsory insurance does not 
seem to be either necessary or desirable. 

52. The Committee of the Chamber qu_ parss 1 and 2 of a letter dated the 22nd 
April. 1929, to the United Provinces Government :-

.. No.1. To """" foul classes of _PIDyees. if ,,,.,,, sAovltllJu Ad ". niMJ4e4' 

.. The Committee agree with. and desire to emphasize the opinion stated by the 
Government of India in para. 3 of their tetter, that ~ the endeavour to introduce any 
scheme of compulsory insurance at any rate in unorganized industries. would be 
attended by serious administrative difficulties.' They go further, and desire to state 
their view that any scheme is. for this reason, impracticable, and that therefore the 
eztension of the Act to unorganized industries generally is not feasible . 

.. In regard to the specific question as to additions to Schedule U of the Act the 
Committee recommend tbat the schedule be extended to bring in :-(/0) General 
constructional and engineering works and dam construction and road-making; 
(b) motor-bus drivers and contrsctozs and _-<!rivers. 

.. They further recommend tbat subhead (e) of head VI of the schedule be 
amended. so as to apply to bridges of more than 20 f_ in length, in place of 50 ~ 
as laid down . 

.. No.2. Slwu14 a .. ,. fworJisi<ms'" j"ITodw;e4 fOl' seeuri7J{f __ agaiflSt possible 
loss by rMoSDft oj ,Ire ilUlbilily of t],ft, tmf.p~ to ~y ."y eomp.,IS&lUm tMt "'"'Y be .... , 

.. The Committee are of opinion that the workmen of employers who eftect 
insurance are protected in this respect. and that. as regards the remainder, if it is 
admitted that compulsory i.nsu.rance is impractica.ble~ no provisio.n of this nature can 
be suggested." 

53 .. (i) The Committee quote pssa. 4 of the abo"" meotioned latter :-
" No.4. SIJovI4 ,he .. ales of .-pe..soti ... f>I """""-etl oi'''''' ,Of' IJu """. poorl,. 
~ ..... _ Of' _oil,.? 

n The Committee recommend that. save in regard to the two lowest grades. the 
scale of compensation set out in Schedule IV is adequate. having regard to the general 
standard of wages in India. The present two lowest grades, giving an assumed wage 
of Rs. 8 and 10. should be abolished. and the 10west grade should be the thUd now 
sbown~ giving aD assumed wage of Rs. 12 per mensem." 

(ii) The Committee quote pssa. 5 of the above mentioned letter ,-
"No.5. SAo..l4 IJu awaifi7J{f pwiod b .... dw:e4 oi/"'" gfIfIer(dly "" i" IJu cas. of 

ticse trIOYkmmi tWw f6N disable4 /Of' ft&Of't!' IAa. In days, mtd if so, 10 wItat utem} 
H The Committee recommend that the present waiting period of 10 days should 

be maintained, but that the principle of • dating back' be introduced. operating as 
follows :-(a) If the disablement. when duly certified after medical examination. 
does not extend beyond 20 dal"'. there should be DO 'dating hack'; (0) but if the 
disablement extends beyond 20 days, but not beyond SO days. it should be dated back 
to the sixth day after disablement. ~.e .• the injured worker would not receive pay for 
the tint Jive dal'" after injury; Ie) If the disablement extends beyond 30 dal'" it 
should be dated back to the actual day of disablement. i.e., the injured worker would 
receive pay from the date of injury." 

(ill) See reply under head 29 (i). 
(iv) The machinery is undoubtedly regarded by the worker as cumbersome and 

slow moving. 

IX.-Ho ..... 
A.-F.aari6S. 

55. (i) The normal custom In Cawnpore is to work a ten-hour day for six daY" .. 
week. 

(ii) In actual work. aDowing for time men are away from their machiaes~ it may 
be said that 8 to 8i hours work only is performed. 

Overtime work is not exacted-or ordinarily permitted under the Factory Rules 
-except in the engin~g department for general maintenance. 
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56. In textile and mast other industries a 6-day week is universal. 
In the case of sugar refineries a 13--day fortnight is the rule. 
57. (i) The eftect on ·work.". is in db way detrimental. 
(til While the reduction in working hours has l>eeD. accompanied by a measure 

of greater efficiency in the case of piece wor~ it has also been accompanied by a 
definite loss in output, more especia.J.Iy in the case of men on a daily wage. 

The effect on industry has certainly been adverse in competition with China and 
Japan. and this is more marked since this competition has. recently. been intensified. 

59. Any further reduction in working hours would be mast harmful to industry, 
until such time as the Indian worker has become more efficient. 

60. (i) The existing pr.Lctice in Cawnpore is a one-hour break in the lniddle of 
the day. The workeIs have expressed no desire for the alternative of two half-hour 
intervals; (Q) The practice is satisfactory in relation to fatigue. It must be re.
membered that all workers snatch intervals during WOl'king hours for rest, relief or 
refreshment; (0) The interval is convenient for the meal times of such workers as 
indulge in a midday meal. A la.rge Dumber actually take their meals during working 
hours. 

(ii) The law is regarded as suitable. 
(iii) The hours oze snitable. 
(iv) By agreement with the workers the employers of Cawnpore geoerally grant 

14* holidays per yeaz. other than Sundays. on festivals. 
61. (i) The existing pr.Lctice of a day of rest on Sundays is universal. 
(ill The law is considered to be suitable. 
62. Exempting provisions have now been reduced to a minimum. In some cases 

these restrictions result in inconvenience and loss of output. 

D.-OI'- Establis"""KIs. 
78. There are many industrial establishments. e.g.. durrie ma.kiDg factories, 

shoe factories. brick ~ etc .• which do not come within the Factoriea Act. 
The knowledge which the Chamber has of them goes to show that it would be 

beneficial to have them brought under some measure of control. 

X.-Ipecia\ Queotiona rela!ing '" Wom .... YOllD/I Adnlia IUId CIUldrea. 
A.-FII&IcrUs. 

81. There has been a distinct reduction in the number.i of women and children 
employed in the Cawnpore mills and factories since the Act was amended in 1922. 

82. When women are employed infants are admitted to factories. Creches are 
I provided. where women employees are required to leave their infants. 

83. The regulations are considered· suitable. 
84. Where children are employed the regulations are suitable. The numbers 

employed aze. however. very smaU, and are decreasing. (i) H""" •• 8 to 12, 2 to 4, 
as provided in the Factories Act; (ii) Ages~ twelve to fifteen. 

XlL-Wag ... 
96. (i) A Statement is appended (Appendix 1) giving the average actual monthly 

earnings of workers in the following industries carried on in Ca:wnpore. 
(i) Textile industries. 
(il) Ginning and pressing factories. 
(iii) Engineering and iron works. 
(iv) Sugar works. 
(v) Tanneri~ and leather works. 
These averages do not represent the earnings in anyone particular mill or factory. 

but are averaged as between two or more in the same industry. 
(ill) There are no payments in kind, save in the case of factory guards and peons. 

who have clothing issued to them free, and are provided with free quarters. 
In the case of workers aeeommodated in workmen's settlements main:t:ained by 

employers the rent -charged is invariably less than that at which they could obtain 
similar accommodation elsewhere. The difference between the two may be said to 
have a money yaJue. It is difficult to state it in precise terms. 
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97. (i) and (ii) AB between 1920 and 1928 there has been no marl<ed increase in 

~ wages and <ertainIy no decrease. 
During tho period 1919-1920. wages advaaced. by reason of tho high cost of living, 

by approximately 25 _ cent. of their previous level. 
(ill) Although wages have been ma.intained at the same level as between 1920 and 

1928. commodity prices and the cost of living have fallen. 
(iv) Speaking generally. wbile wages have been ma.intained at tho same level aa 

between 1920 and 1928 profits have declined, in come cases to vanishing point. 
98. Since the workers have, to a .large and increasing exteDt~ severed their 

cOImectioo with their villages, the ""'QUIlts sent by workeno to villages are imdetswod 
to have declined. 

99. Payment in kind does not exist in Cawnpore. 
100. Speaking generally. tho mills and factories e:xercise DO control over payment 

'I' by _IS to their workeno. But. as has been sbown in the "'Ply under bead 15, 
CODtra<:1:on! are employed sparingly. if at all. 

101. (i) Agreements with individual workeno are as a rule DOt entered into. 
[li) The management. in col1S11ltation with """"""'" fix the wages to be paid 

for a certain class- of work. and when a new worker is entertained he is informed of 
and is required to accept the wages applicable to his empIoyment. 

102. The minimum requirement laid down in the Indian Factories Act is a time 
and a quarter. In actual practice a. higher rate. even up to double time, is paid. 
There is little if any overtime work. 

103. There is DO standardisation either of muster or of rates as between mill and 
mill in Cawnpore. 

104. There have been no notable wage changes in the area sinc:e 1920. The 
wage changes of 1919-20 had DO el!ect on the labour sopply; 

105. The statutory estahlishment of minimum wages is inadvisable and would, 
it is believed. be impracticable. 

106. All the points uD.der this head are covered by an extract from a letter 
addressed by tbe Chambertothe Directoroflodostries. United Provincos,OlI the 18th 
of ]annary. 1927. which is quoted In Appendix 2. The position is to-<Iay uncbanged. 

107. (i) (a) MouthIy aod (b) FortDigbtiy or aiteruatively. semi-montbIy. 
(ii) From 6 to 14 days. 
(ill) .AIl the points under this subbead are covered by a Ietter addreosed by this 

Chamber to the Deputy Secretary to Government. lodustries Department. on tho 
4th December. 1924. conveying the opinion of the Chamber OD the Weekly Payments 
Bill then before the Legislative Assembly. a copy of which is attached as Appendix 3. 

The opinions then expressed remained uncbanged today. 
(iv) Wages claimed after due date fur payment are paid OIl dema.od after 

investigation. 
Wages entirely unclaimed rema.in available to claim fur the statutory period •• 

Thereafter they are. in nearly all cases, de¥Oted to some furm of welfare work. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
109. It cannot be said that bonus and profit sharing schemes are adopted 

genemlly in Cawnpore. Bonuses are paid when profits render it possible. 
llO. (i) Leave is, taken freely but not systematically. althougb ligures obtained 

in one concern show that about half the total number of workers absent themselves 
for short periods on an -average twice a year. 

(ii) No impediments are pJa.ced. in the way of workers desiring to take leave. 
Assistanc:e is sometimes given to old workers with good service. but ordinarily 
assistance is not afforded. 

(ii) Back-lying wages are in such cases paid OIl the workers" return. 

XIIL-Indulrial EIIIci_ of w_ 
112. While the efficiency of the machinery bas improved of recent years it caDDOt 

be said that the efficiency 0-1 the workers has improved. in the same xatio. 
Obviously the longer a man is at his trade the more he should improve but 

adaptability to cba.oging circumstances is not aD outstanding ~cteristic of the 
Indian worker. . 

113. AB a.o example it may be cited that in CaWDpore the large ,!",jority of 
weaven in cotton textile mills attend no more than two looms. whereas lD England 
one worker serves .. looms. In Japan the average is ODe weaver to 5 ·51ooms. 

It may be averaged. not unreasonably. that the efficieDe.yof theIndiaD worker is 
from ODe-third to one--half that of his English CODfrere. 
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XIV.-Trade Oom_li-. 
117. (i) Employeys in Cawnpore and the vicinity are organized only through 

Chambers of Commerce. " 

118 .. It is recognized that properly orgaruzed and well conducted labour unions 
which are truly representative of~ and managed by" the-workers themselves. are 
bound to have a beneficial effect on industry. 

The Ch3.mber is, however. regretfully compelled to state that the maio. existing 
Labour Union of Cawnpore. the Maldur Sab~ does not satisfy these' essentia.l 
conditions. 

The effect of an ideal organization. such as is referred to~ 0Jl the conditions of 
workers themselves should also be beneficial, But it is in this direction more than 
any other. perhaps~ that the existing organization is believed. to have failed. 

The organization of employers. even by the indirect means of Chambers of 
Commerce. has, in every way~ been beneficial not only to industry- but to the workers. 

12(). (i) The Mazdur Sabha is understood to have been inaugurated in 1919. It 
is believed to have been registered in 1928. 

{ul The attitude of workers towards the Sabha is reported to employers to be 
generally apathetic. 'When strikes are in progress the membership swells. 

The Chamber has little information as to the control now exercised by workers 
over the Sabha~ but it is known that neither the President nor the Secretary has 
any direct connection with industry. 

(ill) The attitude of employeys towards the Sabha has gener.illy been that of 
non-recognition. due to the facts that the large majority of "their employees are not 
members, and that the control of the Sabha is Dot vested in the workers themselves. 

]21. (i) It is understood that the Act has been utilized to the extent-that five 
labour unions have been registered in these Provinces. 

(ii) The attitude of employers towards the Trade Unions Act may perhaps 
be best judged from the extract from a letter addressed by the Chamber to the United 
Provinces ,Government in November, ]924~ on the Bill when it was introduced. 
This is attached as Appendix 4. 

122. (i) In the answer under Head 13 reference has been made to the entire 
accessibility of workers to the management. Negotiations between employezs and 
employed are generally. and most satisfactorily. e1Iected by this means. . 

{til There has not heen any systematic attempt to bring about co-opera.tiOD 
between employers and employed to the end of inc.rea.sing efficiency of production 
but individual efforts are constant within the mills to indu-ce the worker to realize 
the importance to himself of improved efJiciency. 

XV.-Induatrlal Diapulea. 

]23, The industries of Cawnpore were entirely free of strikes prior to 1919. 
In that year a con~rted movement took place which resulted in practically 
simultaneous strikes in most of the industries. 

The causes were undoubtedly economic stringency and the general wave of 
unrest of those times. The employers, as a body. met the representatives of the 
employees and a frank and free discussion ensued. 

Prior to this meeting wages had in many cases been. advanced and further 
adjustments were subsequently made. the nett result of which was that in 1919 and. 
1920 there was a general advance of approximately 25 per cent. in wages. Other 
matters decided related to holidays, working hours~ working conditions in factories. 
and bonuses. 

Small sporadic strikes occurred in various industries in every year from 1921 
to 1924. two of which were serious. 

The years 1925-21 were free of strikes. 

124. (i) In 1919. the Chamber approached the UIrited Provinces Government 
with suggestions fer the forma.tion of Boards of Conciliation. The matter was taken 
up and proposals wer~ put forward some 'Of which the Chamber was unable to accept. 
In the event the Chamber dr;opped the matter as it was concluded that~ in the 
then conditions, of labour organization. it would not be possible to have labour 
properly represented on any such Boards. 
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4 (il) There has. not been any.-official action towards conciliation in settling trade 
disputes but offiCIals have funct10ned beneficially as intermediaries in bringing about 
the settlement of individual disputes in the past. 

(ill) The Employers and Workmen'. Disput<;s Act. 1860. has never been used. 
(iv) At one time it was hoped to be able to set up works committee but experi .. 

~nts in this direction failed. . 
(v) The entire accessibility of workers to their employers has been touched on 

elsewhere. 
The existence of this accessibility and its free utilization must be stressed. 
In times of excitement or general unrest individuals have. on occasion, preferred 

to take their complaints, in the first instance. to the Ma.zdur Sabha but even in 
these cases the course provided of direct resort to the employer was eventually 
adopted. Normallyz however. the employer expects and receives the confidence of 
bis employees in the matter of complamts. 

(vi) Under existing conditions they do not appear to be applicable. Labour is 
not yet correctly organized. 

125. The Act is not yet geeerally operative in these Provinces as the Provincial 
Rules under the Act have only just been published. 

In regard to public utility companies the Act is operative and is likely to be 
beneficial. 

126. The only point on which the employer is inclined to be critical of the attitude 
of Government towards industrial disputes is in regard to the ineffective measures 
against picketing. 

XVI.-Law of Masier and Servant. 
127. The repeal of the Workmen's Breach of Contract Act has been distinctly 

harmfulm its effect on employers importing skilled labour at the risk of considerable 
outlay in advanees. 

In the case of employers band1ing large engineering works in remote districts* 
requiring the importation of large numbers of unskilled labourers* the removal of 
the protection to the employer furmerly darded by the Act has also been harmful. 

128. Generally there are no contracts as between workers and their employers~ 
save in the acceptance. generally signified by signature or thumb mark. by the 
employee of the factory rules. Workers on the time scale are, usually, fortnightly 
servants. Piece-workers are also. by factory rules. empioyed subject to a fortnight's 
notice. 

129. The civil law is seldom utilised by and the criminal law is now not available 
to the employer for the enforcement of service entered on by the employee. 

The employee also seldom. if ever, utilizes the law to enforce continuance of his 
employment if this is threatened. 

Cases of resort to the law to enforce payment of wages are very occasional. 
132. It is never used. 

XVIL-AdminisiratioD. 
133. The action and attitude of the Legislatures. both Central and Provincial~ 

have generally been in the direction of beneflting the workers. 
The justice of this is recognized by the employer whose only objection lies in the 

fact that this legislation has descended on him within recent yea:s in a perfect spate. 
138. The Provisions of Section ,36 of the Indian Factories Act regarding the 

display of vernacular abstracts of the Act and Rules are invariably observed. 
. Owin~ to the large measure of illiteracy which obtains among factory workers 

this facility afforded to the workman of acquainting himself with factory legislation 
is less effective than was intended by the Act. But it is known that literate workers 
read out any notices displa.yed to those unable to read. 

139. (i) Notwithstanding the recent provision of an Assistant Inspector of 
Factories the staff is inadequate. but in spite of the inadequacy of the sta1f the 
inspections under the Act have. ill Cawnpo.re. been numerous and efficiently carried 
out. _ 

(iii) It is necessary to make clear that the sane and reasonable employer welcomes 
factory inspection and that where inspections are carried out with proper regard to 
the provisi()lls of the Act and Rules. such inspection cannot be too rigorous or 
efficient. from the reasonable employer's point of view. 

(iv) Prosecutions are few for the reason that the provisions of the Act and the 
Rules aI'EI* in general~ strictly observed.. 
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APPENDIX I. 

(Hta4 96)-5_ dowi"l{ A_fill' Ae/ual MrmIh/y E....,;"Ii • .... 
Variau.s IrtdvsWU.s. 

A wrage actual 
monthly 

Ii) (T .... m. ItultIS1rUs. eaminp. 
(A) Carding (omitting mistries)- Rs. 0.. p. 

(I) Openers and seutelleIS .. 17 9 2 
(2) Drawing frame tenters 81 7 4 
(3) Slubbing, inter and roving tentelS ao 8 0 
(4) Doff.rs •• 12 1 a 
(5) Grind"", (earoeIS) 18 14 3 

(B) Spinning (omitting mistries)-
Mutes.-

li'MindeIS •• 85 S 4 
} Piecen .. 21 13 4 

(3\ Doffe... .• 12 8 0 
(4) Bobbin-carners". 17 11 0 

Ring.-
6 (1) Minde ..... 18 10 

(2) Piecers 17 6 1 
(8) Doffers •• 12 8 9 
(4) Bobbin-carriers •• 18 4 II " (C) Weaving (omitting _ .. ).-

a (1) Winders 26 2 
(2) Beame ... or warp!Ors 34 IS 4 
(3) Sirers 26 0 0 
(4) Drawers or healdexs 36 8 0 
(5) Weavers •. 89 1 4 
(6) Folders 17 2 7 
(7) Stampers 18 8 S I 
(8) Bundlers 17 8 8 

l (9) Balers .. 18 3 6 

(D) Dyeing.-
Dyeing men 17 3 0 

(El Reeling.-
(I) Reelers male 24 11 8 
(2) ReelelS female 18 4 5 

(F) Mill Mistries or Overseers.-
(I) Carding :-(a) Head _tries !O9 14 0 

(b) Line Mistries •. 49 0 0 
(2) Ring :-(al Head Mistries 92 0 0 

(b) Line Mistries 41 2 8 
(3) Mule :-(0) Head _eo 97 10 8 

(bl Line _tries .. .. 50 5 2 
(4) Weaving :-(a) Head Mistries 169 10 0 

(h) Line Mistries 66 2 8 

(G) Power Department.-
(I) Engine mistries 47 10 8 
(2) Firemen •• 21 6 8 m c-Jmen •• IS 12 0 
4- Fitters .• 84 10 4 

{51 Turners .. as 1 9 
(6) Blacksmiths 28 12 8 
(7) Tinsmiths 28 2 5 
(8) Hammer·men 17 1 0 
(9) Carpenters . • . • . . • • .. 26 14 8 

(W) Oilers (including lineshaft ojlers in all departments) 17 2 0 {II! Electricians . • .. • • • • .. .. 77 0 10 
(12 Wiremen .. .. .. .. .. .• 35 5 4 
(13 Switch·board attendants .• . • • • • • 35 12 0 
(14) Moehi~ •. .. 19 1 4 
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APPENDIX 1.-contd. 

A_.actual 
monthly 
earnings. 

(H) Mis<eUaneo .... - Rs. a. p. 
(I! Gatemen IS 9 0 
!2 Coolies •• IS 12 0 
3 Sweepe'" 14 0 5 

(4) Boys 13 10 0 

Iii) G ...... ..,,.,.,, Pr .. si.., Ftldoriu. 
(I) Oil.", 14 8 0 
<;j Pressmen •• 25 0 0 
( Engine Mistries 45 0 0 

. (4) Fitters " 42 8 0 
(5) Firemen 18 6 0 

~) Coalmen.. ,.' 10 9 0 
7) Palledam •. 17 4 0 
8) Miseelbmeous coolies 11 6 0 
9) Women .. .. 9 0 0 

lill) E"';otNri"lf .ndl."" WorM. 
(1) Electricians .. 27 5 0 

Fa! Firemen II 8 0 
~ Machine-men 14 10 0 r Moulders 22 5 0 
5) Tumera .. 28 0 0 
61 Fitters •• 26 8 0 
7) Blacksmiths 21 11 0 

(8) Pressmen .', 11 1 0 (9) Drop-forgetS 23 9 0 
(10) Rivette", .. 15 6 0 (ll! Painte .. 21 0 0 
112 Carpenters 24 6 0 
13) Hammermen 9 II 0 
(14) Oilmen 14 15 0 
(IS) Coolies •• 13 7 0 

(iv) S"!!/U W ora.. 
(I! Sug&1' Boilers 107 8 0 
(2 Panmen 47 0 0 r- ., 17 12 0 
41 Tripl.men 11 8 0 
5 Bagwashem 11 7 6 
(~ Centrifugal machinists., 11 12 0 
(Liquormen .. .. 13 12 0 

l~ Pressmen .. 
12 4 0 

9 Engine mistries SO 0 0 r! Electricians 
as 0 0 

11 Turners •• 33 8 0 
12) l-"itters .. , . 33 5 8 
13) Oilmen .. 17 10 0 
14) Coolies .. 11 4 0 

(v) Tan .. ";'s""" LHII_ Works. 
ISO 0 0 (1) Electricians 

2) Machine operatives 30 18 0 
~ Accoutrement tna.kel:s ~ ~ 17 2 4 
4 Saddle,. ., ,. 19 2 4 
5) Belt make", 19 9 7 
6 Cutten .. 22 0 0 

Lime huuse fiesbm 14 9 7 
Tanners 13 5 0 

91 Currie.... .. 
14 10 7 

10 Shavers.. . .. 15 2 2 
II Dye.... .. 14 7 '0 
12 Settem.. .. 17 4 9 
13 Engine mistri.. . 41 5 4 

I~ Fitte... " 
34 0 9 

15 Cuolies .. 12 9 :I 
16 Women •• 9 8 0 

(I Boys ,. .. .. . . 10 0 0 
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En"'" fr- • lou.. daW 18<i J"""""'. 1927. fro ... u.. Upp.. lMi. C_ ./ 
CommMU. to JM DW«1or o/luMStri&. U .P., reltlling to FilUS. 

Government has referred to. the greater need for the proteetion of the workman 
in this country. where the great mass of workmen are illiterate and ignorant and: 
have not the assistance of strong labour umons. but these very factors operate, in this 
matter, as in others, against the employer in far greater degree than against the 
workman. Ccmcomitant with the ignorance and illiteracy of the Indian worker are 
the facts that, with miscroscopically few exceptions. he take!i no pride in his work. 
does just aslittle as he can with the minimum of trouble and eftort to himself. and is 
entirely satisfied if his output just passes inspection and is paid for~ 

His ignorcmce. and, in many cases, his inadaptability, cause much loss to his 
employer in tools, machinery and material. His insanitary habits impair factory 
discipline and imperil his fellow workers, while the -utter futility of moral suasion. 
and the absence of any corpotate feeling or of any fear of public opinion, make it 
necessary £or his employer to adopt methods in dealingwith bim which would seldom 
be necessary in most other countries. 

These facts are abundantly bome out by the reference which my Committee have 
made to the manufacturing members o-f the Chamber in thismatter. Allareabsolutely 
agreed that the abolition of the system of levying fines, when deserved. is impossible 
if industry is to continue. and k while some are agreed that regulation may be desirable, 
their own statements show that in their factories. this desirable- regulation already 
exists and that their recommendations are in regard to cases where there is no such 
regulation. Such cases among the factory employ"", represented OIl this Chamber 
have not come to knowledge. 

From the replies received it is certain that :-
(4) Every employer is compelled to infiict fines on some of his workmen on 

occasion and that the maximum number so punished in any period does DOt exceed 
3 per cent. of the persons employed in that period. 

(6) That deductions from wages are of two kinds :-
(1) Disciplinary :fines inflicted as punishment for disobedience of orders~ irregn~ 

larity in attendance, uncleanliDes<S and breacll of sanitary rules~ and quan'elling atid 
fighting in the factory. "-

(2) Compensatory deductions for damage done to tools6 machinery and material. 
Save in cert::ain textile mills, where a weaver spoiling a piece of cloth is required to 
purchase the piece at the market price, the rea1isa.tions from these compensatory 
deductions amount to perbaps 4 annas per hundred rupees of the wages earned. 

The practice of requiring the- weaver to buy the cloth he spoils. and whieh is of 
recent introduction in some mills. has had a noticeable and valuable effect as a 
deterrent. Such cases are believed Dot to exceed one per cent. among the men 
employed. or represent more than 10 per cent. of the offender'& ea.mings. 

(3) Instances are not uncommon of workmen having been found tampering 
with the indicators on maehinea showing work output. Such cases of attempted 
fraud aTe in most cases punished with inst&nt dismissal and the lenient puDisbment 
of a fine for such an oHence- is exceptional. 

(&) In nearly all cases the proceeds of disciplinary fines, and in some cases even 
compensatory deductions are, entirely as a matter of grace, credited to some fund 
for the benefit of the workmeu themselves, such as recreation funds~ or dispensaty 
contributions. 

APPENDIX III. 
(Hood 107). 

Copy of ,,1._ fro ... 1M Upp .. In""'" Chatn/mo of C ........ ce. 10 1M D.putjI 50«".., 
10 Gwwntnml, United Ptvwineu. I1tdusWitJs Deluwlm4ttl, ~llahahatl. 

IiaUd 1M 4IiI DoUfllb8to, 1924. 

Prior to receipt of your letter the members of the Chamber had. been invited 
to state their opinion on the Bill and it may be said. succinctly. that seldom has any 
proposal of legislation which has come before the members of this Chamber been 
so entirely condemned as unnecessary. ill-advised and objectionable as has the 
Weekly Payments Bill. 

The objection on the part of employen is not only to the puIpOSe and the probable 
effects of the Bin but to the entire gratuitous aspersion OIl employers contained in 
the Statement of Objects and Reasons. 
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But perhaps the moot important opinion on the ill-<ldWiability of the Bill comes, 
not from the employer, but from the worker. An eD<iuUy recently instituted by the 
Committee of the Bombay MillowneIS~ Association in ord~ to ascertain the views of 
the mill opemlives of Bombay as to the desirability of iotroducmg a system of 
fortnightly psyment has made it clear that a very large majority of the opemlives 
there prefer the present system which obtains io Bombay of monthly 
;psyments. 

In th_ pmvio<:es. and particularly io Cawnpore ... system of fortnightly or 
semi-monthly payments has been in vogue in several of the mills and factories 
during the last few years. In the case of such mills the -system has been introduced 
to meet the wishes of the workers. but it has not been found free of 
disadvantages. . 

As to how a system of weekly payments would he regarded may he judged 
from a communicatioo from a welfare worker iD Cawnpore who has been at patn8 to 
obtain the opinion of the workmen in the group of factories, comprising four sepa.tate 
iodustries. among the largest of their kind io Cawnpore. io which he is ioterested. 
He_te:-

.. I hsve talked with a good number of men, especially those of the anskilled 
class, and without e>reeption they prefer the wages paid for1JJightly. I will give 
yuu a few of their arguments • 

.. They said, , now we buy our grain and supplies fortuightJy. We go to the maiD 
bazaar and buy. where we are able to get better rates thaD we get localJy~ We 
receive about seven rupees fort:nigb.t1y~ Who would go to the main bazaar with 
half that amount? It would mean that we would buy the weekly supply in a local 
bazaar at a bigher rate . 

• Now after we have bought our supplies for.& fortnight we take the money 
remaining and send it to our villages,. or put it away as savings. If we receiwd the 
wages weekly we would spend any halaDc:e n!maioing on vegetables and sweets. 
We would save nothing.· 

H As far as credit at the shopkeepers is conc:emed~ none has· any hope that the 
shopkeeper wonld make any reduction io price io view of heiog paid weekly ID9te&d 
of fortnightly." . 

The Indian factory OWDe~ who are members of the Olamber~ condemn the BiD 
strongly .. and the arguments put forward by them are based. on .intimate lmowledge 
of the conditions, needs aad desires of their workers. These arguments are of such 
weight that they cannot be resisted. They state explicitly that the introduction of 
the system. of weekly pa.yments will not be beneficial to the workers as there would 
be a general tendency to spend the money received weeJdyon pleasures and petty 
and unnecessazy pun:hsses. with the result that there would he little \eft to purchase 
clothing and other necessaries. It is said, With evident knowledge. that the pmctice 
of weekly payments would tend to an increase in the already harmful habit of 
workmen of absenting themselves from work for a day or two after receipt 01 their 
wages. 

One Indian factory owner enquires pertinently whether the 13ill is the outcome 
of representations from actuallabo1lJ'eIS~ and. if not, whether any attempt bad been 
made before the Bill was fnuned to consult Labour on the subject. This owner 
draws from the Bill. and from the Statement of Objects. and Reasons the Dot UD
reasonable couclusioa that the framer of the Bill appears to be utterly ignorant of 
the habits oi workmen or he would not otherwise have taken it oahimseH tointnxluce 
the Bill. 

The belief that the weekly pa ymeot of wages win get the Indian workman out 
of the clutches of the money lender is a fallacy. It is not the withholding of wages 
for a fortnight or a month. which makes the workman the prey 01 the DlODeylender. 
but rather his improvidence in the matter of marriages. funetals and. domestic religious 
ceremonies. 

There would appear to be as much malice as ignorance behind the assertion 
that the workman needs to be saved. from the clutches of min managers and mill 
agents. Labour conditions in these provinces certa.i1lly go to repudiate this wild 
statement very completely. 

The objection to the payment of wages weeldy to domestic servants will naturally 
be more widespread than the objection to the weekly payment of factory workers. 
Any such legislation can with propriety only fullow the adoption by Government 
itself of a system of weekly payments of the salaries of aU its senrants from the 
highest to the lowest. Then would ensue asimi1arsyatem byaUotberJargeemployers 
in the country. Without these pteeedeot steps it would be unfair in the extreme to 
the private employer of small means to expect him to pay his domestic staff weeldy 
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while he was him.seJf dependent on a monthly wage. The same objections rega.rding 
the squandering of small sums without any resultant advantages would a.pply to 
domestic servants, as are obvious ill the case of factory workers, while the risks of 
dishonesty and pilferage would enormously increase. 

This Chamber must record its strongest disapproval of the Bill in its entirety. 

APPENDIX IV. 
(Hoad 121). 

EJ.lrQ&/ from " _ <laW 241& NI1fJItII1Jor, 1924, fr- 1M Uppor [...u" CIo_ of 
COfISIfSMU. Cawnpou. to UN s~ tc Govllt'ftmem:, UtSiW Pro~~ IfJdtuns 

D.p_" Allaloabod. 
They (the Committee of the Chamhell recognize the advisability of the intro

duction of legislation which will furnish. a measure of protection to genuine Trade 
Unions. They further recognize that the provisions of the present Bill go a consid.et'
able way to meet the objections put forward by the Chamber in their letter of the 
9th January. 1922, to the proposals then advanced by Government fortberegistration 
and protection of Trade Unions in India. On one point however the present Bill has. 
of intention. avoided an issue raised -OD the previous occasion. and that is the question 
of picketing. The Government of India's covering letter refers to this subject and 
indicates the reason why the Bill does not include any provisions relating to picketing. 
The Committee of the Chamber are however still strongly of opinion that this very 
important subject should be included in the Bill. They desire to reiterate the opinion 
conveyed in 1922. when they said :-

.. My Committee desire strongly to endorse the conclusion arrived a.t by the 
Government of India that it would be most undesirable in the present stage of the 
labour movement to countenance picketing in any form, and that a defmite res
ponsibility should be laid on the unions or their executive committees, for the 
prevention of the issue of any ordeJS authorising picketingin any form by the mem.bezs 
of the union. The recent Hartals and the exploitation of factory labour by politicians 
to make political demonstration against the Government indicate another aspect 
of the dangers attendant on picketing and make it all the more necessary that the 
public. the employer. and the workman himself. should be afforded the utmost 
protection possible against that form of wholesale intimidation which passes under 
the name of • peaceful picketing/ U 

The Government of India now lay stress OD the point that there is considerable 
force in the objections whicb have been advanced against .the inclusion in the Bill of 
an embargo OD picketing. It is said that the experience of the last few years has not 
revealed any urgent necessity for imposing a geneaJ restriction on picketing. and 
Government is seemingly solicitous of the good opinion of Trade Unionists who are 
willing to confine picketing to systematic persuasion. --According to Government's 
present view those in whose hands picketing degenerates iuto intimidation cau be 
dealt with by the ordinary criminal law. This change of opinion OD. the part of 
Government. as compared with the views stated in para. 27 of their letter of the 
12th SepteIQ,ber. 1921. is the more extraordinary in that the disturbances following 
the recent Bombay strikes should have shown clearly that the evil effects of picketing 
are not prevented by the present provisions of the Indian Penal Code 

The Committee of the Chamber therefore strongly urge that the present Bill 
should definitely carry out the intention expressed by the Government of India 
in their letter No. 1344 of the 17th October, 1921. and lay a responsibility on all 
registered unions, or their executive" committees, for the prevention of the issue of 
any orders authorising picketing in any form by the members of the Union. 

Dr. RADHA KAMAL MUKERJEE, M.A., PH.D., PROFESSOR AND HEAD 
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY, LUCKNOW 
UNIVERSITY. 

PART I. 

Diet O/"IM 111.fl!an Wiwkw. 

It has been observed that differences of climate affect the food requirement of 
workers. Maurel. a French physician, estimates that the number of calories necessary 
for a male adult weighing 55 kilograms and performing light work varies theoreticaUy 
from I,G50 in hot seasons in bot climes to 2.750 in cold seasons in cold climes. Hard 
work bas been done in India and Japan on the basis of 2.000 ealeries as compared 
with 5.000, which was the British war rationz and 3,300. which is estimated to be the 
average requitement of a Britisher engaged in 5efA>Ddary pursuits. 
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Much depends also upon th~ geneml standard of physical measurement. The 
food requirement of an average American is based. for iDstance. on the average. body 
weight of 70 kilograms (154 pounds). In India we have to base our calculations OIl 
an average weight of stock.. The weight of an Indian has been found among difterent 
tribes and communities to he less than 10 to 20 per cent. of the standard weight of a 
European. Professor Morimoto estimates that a Japanese may he fairly expected 
to consume only 80 per cent. of what a foreigner needs. for the average weight of a 
Japanese is only 13 kwa.n. 830 momme, to the European's 17 kwan 20 momme. 

Aga.io~ the level of nitrogenous equilibrium of peoples difiers. It has been found 
that among Eastern peoples whenever the .nitrogenous element is increased there is 
greater inQ"ea.Se of foecal. nitrogen. No doubt, both for meat as well as for vegetable 
proteins. there is greater assimil&tion of nitrogeB among Europeans than among 
Asiatics. In India, clinical researches tend to show that the level of proteiD. consump
tion. which is sufficient for health subsistence and normal efficiency of an adult 
stands much lower than the same level lor the European adult, helng SO to 70 per 
cent. of the latter's requirements. It is obvious that in the dietary there are two 
needs which are satisfied. viz .• the nutritional, and the energy needs of the bodY4 
If in the system of diet that prevails a. race depends more on carbo-hydrates than on 
proteins for the energy needs of the body, there is a tendency for the nitrogenous 
assimila:tion to sofier. As 8. result, whenever an excess of JritrogeD~ obtained. from 
meat or vegetable protein is introduced into the beXlY. its assimilation is poor and 
there is an increase of foecal DitrogeD. This will not occur in the case of a people 
which depends chiel!y on the protein food for the energy giving 1_. 

Co",,,,, ... ,,,, of Footl c ....... "'ptimo. 
Grams of 
protein per 

man per 
day. 

1. Standard requirement for men a.t moderate 
work in the western countries (Atwater) .• 125 

2. For hud work . • • ISO 
S. British war ratiOll • • 175 
4. Avemge man (Royal Society Food War Com-

mittee) • . 100 
S. Fourteen families in York (wages under 26&.), 

. (Rowntree) •• 89 
6. Twelve l&bourer8~ fa.milies in New York 

(WilBon) -.. .. •• 101 
7. For light work in Japan (Oshima) 100 
8. For hud work (Jinriksbaman) (Oshima) • • 158 
9. Twenty middle-class families in Shantung 

(Adolph) •• • • III 
10. Artizan family in Bengal 40 
11. Bengal prison diet (McCay) !IS 
12. Standard military ration in Baroda (Mrs. 

Strong) • • • • • • • • • • 86 
13. Standard army ration in Baroda for folio,.... 86 
14. For muscular agricultural work in the United 

Provinces 100 

Calories 
from all 
sources. 

3.500 
4.500 
4,855 

3,390 

2,685 

2.905 
3,000 
S,OSO 

3,355 
2.283 
3,SOO 

~400 
2,077 

2,400 

Chittenden's ligures of the nitrogen metaboli%ed per kilogram of body weight may 
be compared with Volt's. McCay's and Oshima's figures as follows :-To these have 
heen added figures obtained .. t the Physiological Laboratory, Luclmow Univenity. 

Bengalies and Ooriyas (rice diet, largely) •• 
Chittenden. • . . • 
Biharis and Eastern BengaIies 
Japanese poor classes 
Nepal... .. 
Sikkim Bhutias 
Average European .. 
Tihetan and Bhutan Bhutias 

. Nepaless Bhutias . _ •• 
Average European in India 
United Provinces, peasant .. 
United Provinces~ middle class 
United Provinces, Isctory hand 

-116-·120 
-120--130 
-140--160 
·177 
·180--250 
·250 
-270 
-350 
-420" 
·224 (McCay) 
·092 
-140 
-100 

• Castellani and Chalmers: "Manual of Tropical Medicine," p_ 100. 
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Since the investigations of Chittenden and Hindhead the conviction gained 
ground that the number of ealories which had formerly been considered n""""""'Y 
for a good working diet was much too high. Above all the quantity of proteids could 
be reduced to almost half that which was formerly eonsidered indispensable. In 
Germany it has been estimated. during the last war that the population was over
eating to the extent of 59· 7 per cent. calories and 44 per cent. in protein. When 
ratiohs in all the armies had to be restricted the suggestions 01 physiologists were 
carried out in practice. especia.lly among the Germans, whose offensive power and 
resistance were not affected thereby. 

Burridge finds from a recent survey of the peasant's diet in the United Provinces 
that it gave its ca.1oric energy as 2,400. and allowing for ]0 per cent. waste, as 2,160 
as against 3.500 for" British workman of S1 kilogram weight working eight to nine 
hours per day. but the latter diet would not be suited for work in the Indian sun as is 
that of the Indian coolie. who is very much in the dietetic position that the non
lighting German population were during the war. He observes: .. It is evident 
then that whenever it is easily possible for heat production to outstrip heat loss. 
work can be more safely and economically done at the expense of fats and carbo
hydrates. and the low nitrogen valne of Indian diets has probably been deter
mined through this factor. It may be that the virile race developa in a particular 
country because its climate makes a high nitrogenous ,,-change possible.. The Indian 
ryot. according to European standard. has a low level of nutrition. which may cause 
fatalism but may fit him better for his actual task."· A further and detailed 
investigation at the Physiological Laboratory. Lucknow University. of the basal 
metabolism of a peasant of the United Provinces showed that the number of calories 
needed was about 1.200 calories. This estimate has been reached scientifically and 
is reliable. t 

A survey has been undertaken of the grades of work ... in Cawnpore, and their 
dietaries and caloric energies tabulated as follows :-

ii) A working-class family of the lowest grade- Income Rs. 12 per mensem. The 
family CODSists of the worker and his wife and two cIilldren, aged eight and six. 

Consumption per week. Quantity. Calories. 
I. A mi:o:ture of wheat. gram and barley (in the 

proportion of 2 : 1 : 1) • • '.. .. 14 SIS. 

2. Arhardal 
3. Vegetables 
4. Gar 
5. Meatt •• 

Calories per adult worker per day 

2 SIS. 

i ... · 
3ich. 
isr. 

2,84: 

10 ch. 
34.943,1 
5.672,0 

315·6 
401·8 

1.006,' 

42.338,9 

(ii) A working-class family of the middle grade. 
The family consists- of a single adult worker. 

Income Rs.25 per mensem. 

Consumption per week. 
I. Wheat flour 
2. Rice 
3. Arbardal 
4. Vegetables 
S- Gh ... 
6. Oil 
7. Milk 
8. Salt 

Calories per adult worker per day 

Quantity. 
5 mo. 4 ch. 

14 ch. 
14 ch. 
4ch. 
7ch. 
ich. 

31 ... · 

3,412 

Calories. 
13.041,7 
2.916,2 
2.289,0 

158·3 
3.142·0 

112·2 
2.226·0 

23.885,4 

• Royal Commission 011 Agriculture, Vol. I. Part I. Evidence. page 157 .. 
t Niant Dhan Banerjee condneted certain expariments in King George Medical 

College Laboratory.. . 
1: Meat is consumed. however~ only for one or two days in a month. A meat 

week's diet is taken here. For ordinary days the diet yields 2.393 calories~ with 
vegetables (which are .. substitute for meat and dalJ the diet yields 2.077 calories. 
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(ill) A working-class family of the highest grade. Income Rs. 40 per mensem. 
The family consists of the worker and his wife and three children aged Dine. _ and 
a-halt and one. 

Consumption per week. 
I. Wheat &ur 
2. Rice 
S. Arhardal 
4. Ghee 
5. Oil 
6. Meat 
1. Vegetables 
a Salt 

Calories per adult worker per day 

Quantity. 

14"". 
3t .... · 2. mi. 

'ch. 
I ch. 

12 ch. 
1 sr. 

3.448 

Calories. 

34,739·6 
11.663·8 
11,629,0 
3.141,6 

448·8 
1.509·6 

631·2 

59,763'6 

(iv) A working-cJa.s family of lower middle grade. Income lb. 18 per mensem. 
The family consists of the worker~ his wife and two chlidren aged seven and ODe and 
a-half. 

Consumption per week, 
I. Wheat dour 
2. Rice 
3. Arhar da! . 
4. Meat 
5. Vegetables 
6. Ghee 
7. Oil 
8. Salt 

Quantity. 
7 ..... 
3t"",· 
1 sr. 14 ch. 
6ch. 
6ch. 
5lch: 
I ch. 
7ch. 

Calories per adult worker per day 2.314 

Calories. 

11,339'4 
11.664·8 
3.815,0 

754·8 
237·4 

2,356'9 
224·4 

36.442·7 

(v) A working-cJa.s family of middle grade. Income lb. 27 per mensem. The 
family cousists of the worker~ his wife and three clilldren aged twelve, ten and two-

Consumption per week. 
I. Wheat-gram-harley dour 
2. Arhardal 
S. Rice 
4. Vegetables 
s. Meat ~. 

6. Ghee 
7. Oil 
8. Gur 
9. Salt 

CaIori .. per adult worker per day 

Quantity. 
10 srs. 8 ch. 
5 .... 4 ch. 
S SIS. 4 ch. 

12 ch. 
12 ch. 
5ich. 
2ch. 
7 ch.' 

lotch. 

2.993 

Calories. 
26,222,7 
11,445·0 
17.497·2 

475·0 
1.509,6 
2.356-9 

448·8 
803-6 

60.758-8 

It ill striking that the Iudlan worker in the factory not -merely requires but also 
obtains more calories than are .needed by the Indian peasant or a professtonal man 
engaged in sedentary pursuit. Thus. the calories per adult worker of the ~est 
grade (2,341) are much higher than the estimste of calories needed for a professional
worker or a peasant calculated on the basis of a study ofthelatter's basal metabolism. 
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On the other hand. the calories which the Indian working man's diet yields hardly 
reach the level at which the British working man's dietetic position ordinarily stands. 
The following comparison is signi6cant. 

British working man •• 
Indian working man •• 

Basal 
Metabolism. 

Calories. 
1,708 
1,200 

Diet. 

.3,500 
2,400 

The former has a sutplus of 1,800 calories to expend Oil bodily movement (inclnd
ing his work), while the latter has 1,200 calories only. A part of this di1Ierence is 
accounted for by lower weight. but the difference indicates not merely less stamina. 
and more apathy but also less s:trenuous work, which may be forthcoming. It has 
been found that the expenditure of calories increases thrice when the rate of working 
is doubled. Both climate and physiological adjustment have fitted the Indian 
factory hand to work at a slower pace~ and if he has to labour unremittingly and 
strenuously for long hours he adjusts hi..mself by occasional idleness as well as 
absenteeism. There is no doubt that work under f~ry conditions. both in India. 
and in England~ demands similar expenditure of energy and its recoupment. It is 
true that the warmth of the climate does !lOt require heat production to offset heat 
loss as in the westem countries. but on the whole the pressure of unremitting work 
in standardized production in the factories cannot be nuUntained 10r long on a diet 
which is physiologically inadequate. This is responsible not to a small extent not 
merely for industrial inefficiency. but also for greater absenteeism and prevalence 
of disease and mortality among the factory workers in our country~ 

PART II. 

A ..... lor Social InIlIraIIee in India. 

In India it has been alleged that a thorough going social insurance scheme is 
just now impracticable. The alleged reasons are: (a) there is no unemployment 
among the la.bouring classes. The fonowing analysis of sta:tistics about agricultural 
labour is trotted out in support of the hypothesis. 

I Farm servants Persons living on in-
Provinces. and come from rent and 

field labourers. cultivatiDg tenants.. 

1911. 1921. 1911. 1921. 

Punjab .. .. .. .. 1,192,000 1,134,000 626,000 1,008,000 

United Provinces . ~ .. .. 4,552,043 4,035,887 28,712,015 29,843,168 

Bengal .. .. .. .. 3,660,000 1,805,502 29,748,1l66 80,543,557 

Other provmces betray the same decrease in the number of farm servants and 
agricultural labourers and the same increase in the Dumber of farmers and rent
receivers. In England and Wales th.ere: are more than three hired labourers to each 
farmer or cultiva.tor. whereas the proportion of hired labourers to farmers· and rent
receivers in India is only one to six. The number of people supported by the pre
paration and supply of material substances showed a decrease of 4· 3~ industry 6~ 
transport 13··8 while trade only showed an increase of 2 per cent. In industrlesl 

textiles fell down byS·4. wood 4·9. metals3·1. ceramics I-I. chemical industries 3·8. 
tood industries IS-4. furniture 31. building 14·9, transport. etc .• 6-7. undefined 
industries 4 ,2. while the production and tra.nsmutation of physical forces showed an 
increase of 72-9, hides and skins. 1-8. In other words. there was a deficiency of 
nearly 20 per cent. in all. Therefore Sir C. Innes pointed out that in India. in agri~ 
cultural as well as in other manufacturing industries~ the employer runs after the 
employee, whereas in England and Wales. the employee seeks employment. The 
conclusion is that there is no unemploym.ent here and therefore no case for unemploy
ment insurance can be made out. 
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• (b) The.second reason ad""."ced against the practicability of any scheme of social 
msunmce IS the lack of any JDsurance tradition here. In England. though social 
insurance is compazatively young~ it practically started from. J911. still mutual 
benefit friendly societies and trade unions bad been discharging similar functions fur 
a long time. In Germany the scheme dates from the eighties of the last century. 
Moreover the insurance habit is not popular here as the following figures collected by 
the agent of the Oriental IIl!IUra,IlI:e Coq>.pany.ill Luclonow will show :-

America 
Canada 
New Zealand 
Great Britain 
Norway 
Sweden 
Netherlands 
Denm&rk .• 
Indi& 

Name of eountry. 
. Life iDsured per head 

of population. 
Rs. a. p. 

2.000 0 0 
1.300 0 0 

900 0 0 
600 0 0 
450 0 0 
420 0 0 
390 D 0 
330 0 0 
180 

There &re only 66 Insurance Companies in India with a I""d up capital of 3·1 
Cl'Ol"es of rupees. In the face of th:is~ it is idle to assert. the critics say. that the people 
will take to insurance quickly. 

(e) The third reason is more or less actuarial. As bas beell ably pointed out by 
lTofessor K. B. Madhav " the conditions precedent &re not satisfied in this country-
VJZ •• (ll that there must be & risk of general loss. (2) That the probability of the 
occurrence of this casualty must be capable of being calculated with some approxi~ 
mation of certainty and (3) that the cost of provision must not be prohibitive. U 

In other wor4S. there are DO statistics for Indian Insunuice cOmpaDies to go upon 
and much less fur the Government. 

(4) The fourth MaSOn is that the cost is enormous. and the India Government. 
aIroady saddled with the extremely Ilecessal'}' army expenditure. cannot undertake 
to spenci mil.Iions on behalf of the labourers. eVeD as subsidy to the emp)oyers. 
especially when the important group of capitalists in the textile indnstry are just 
now facing a crisis. The 24 millions of pounds spent by the state for benefits in the 
health insurance and 13 millions for unemployment insurance in 1925. that is 37 
millions of pounds in all, in a country like Great Britain are already a sore point with 
the opposition. Besides. the India Government is already committed to two forms 
of social insurance. viz,. the Workmen~s Compensation Act and the Mines Board of 
Health. 

Now some of the n:asons advanced against any policy of State insurance are valid. 
others are not. For example. the case that there is no unemployment in India among 
agricultmal and industrial population is vitiated by an ignorance of the real conditions 
ofpeasa.nts in India. The large iucreasein the numberofdepeudents upon agriculture 
is due mostly to the rise of rent-receiving non-cultivating class. chiefty recruited from 
people who had drifted from the village to the city and accumulated money there and 
want to come back as landlords. They speculate on rural holdings. hQWever small~ 
uneconomical. fragmentary and mortgaged they might be. Then again the culti
vatin~ tenant may be a temporary ewner who cannot eke out a livingwage. Any
how, 1£ the function of a. social insurance scheme is to prevent poverty. it is small 
consolation to know that so many rndian people are peasant proprietoIs. All that 
we are concerned with is the poverty among a.griculmrallabourers and their living 
below the subsistence level. which is undoubted. We must. remember that an Indian 
agriculturist bas all average holding varying from 3 acres in Assam. Bengal. Bihar 
and Orissa to 12 acres in Bombay. wnich work out on the average 2·5 acres for 
lOS'5 millions of workers. A chronic disease is not dramatic and blunts the sense of 
acute pain. In any case. the effects of chronic unemployment are there- Indian 
labourers as a. whole are poor. Indian poverty as has been alleged. is DOt a qnestion 
of mal-distribution of wealth as in some oountries of Europe~ especially Grmt Britain. 
Mr. Jack'. calculatioo fur a village in Bengal is Rs. 50 per head per &IlIlum and Dr. 
Mann'. calculation fur a Poooa village is Bo. 44. According to Mr. Jack there is 
some pretension of an equitable distribution in a typicaJ Bengal village. .. Nearly 
77 per cent. of the total population there are agricultural families. among whom 
49-S per cent. live in comfort with an annual income of Rs. 365; 28·5 per cent. are 
below comfort OIl Bo. 233. 18 per cent. above want OIl Bo. 166 and • per cent. in 
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indigence on Rs. 115." The per capita iDoome for the _orent classes is Rs. 60. 43. 33, 
and 27 respectively as oootrasted with the model expenditure of Rs. 50 and Rs.20 for 
the first and the last classes. Among the non-agricultural classes. the distribution of 
wealth is DOt so fair. Dr. Mann olfers equally hopeless prospects for the Bomb&y 
peasants. •• The a.verage family income was Rs. 166-6 annas but the cost of livmg 
was Rs. 21~ annas. He mentions that 85 per cent. of the families are insolvent 
having an income equal to 57·S per cent. of the sum required for decent liviDg~ 
i.e.~ Rs. 44 per head per annum. Dr. Lucas' study of Kavirpurin the-Punjab betrays 
an annual deficit of Ra. 9-8 anDas. In his opinion 20 to 30 per cent. of the- people 
living in villages are livnig in poverty. Over and above that there is indebtedness. 
So if we exclude the rent-receiving non-C1dtivating but land-owning classes and con
sider the legal difficulties which stand in _ the way of consolidation of holdings. we 
might be justified in saying that there is unemployment among the agricultural 
labourers. specially during the ofi-season 1asti.ng from 4· to 5 mOJl~ when the deca
dent and moribund cottage industries cannot fully engage their attention.. The 
emigration of labour from Bihar and the United Provinces to practically all over 
India is • striking proof of the fact that there is employment among land-labourers. 
Among unskilled industrial labourers. who are in the majority~ there is temporary 
unemployment in congested areas. Only the Bombay figures are available and even 
they are not authoritative. 

The conclusioDs are that (1) there is no shortage of labour supply in Bombay 
textile and engineering industries. But adequacy in the supply of labour is a vague 
term. It might mean that the supply of labour is just equal to the demand or it 
might mean that there is always available a large source of supply which can be 
utilized by the employer. The report of the returns is Dot clear on this point. But 
when Karachi 'Port Trust reports that the supply of skilled and unskilled labour 
was plenty. there is room for suspicion that the word adequate does not mean an 
equilibrium reached after a severe strain from wheedling the labourer away from 
their holdings in the villages. (2) The absenteeism figure caused by sickness, call of 
the harvest~ festivities and Monday feeling is not high. It ean be fixed at 10 per cent. 
on the average, with the exception of Ahmedabad. In any case. it all depends on 
the locality of the industrial area. whether people come from the neighbouring 
villages or from distant parts. whether there are slums breeding diseases or not. 
wbether the labourers are recruited from the landless proletariat or not. So the 
absence of unemployment :figures do Dot denote full employment and cannot be ad
vanced as a sound reason for not starting a compulsory unemployment insurance 
scheme at all in any shape. 

We recognize the difficulty of the absence of accurate figures. So we cannot 
advocate any unemployment insurance scheme before we can secure statistics of the 
unemployed. In the mean time we can lay emphasis on the other aspects of social 
insurance. namely health insurance. In Great Britain. these two go together and 
whoever is insured ~t unemployment is also insured against sickness and dis .. 
ability. In India in 1924. 50 lakhs of people died of fever. which is an easily preventi
ble disease~ and cholera .. small-pox. and pJague were responsible for 3 lakhs. 1 lakh 
falling to the share of each.; It 18 well known that the latter diseases are preventible ... 
though more elaborate. hence more costly sanitary measures are necessary. Mr. G. 
Bransby Williams. the Chief ~tion Engineer. says~ .. It is often repeated, and 
indeed the fact is patent that India is a poor country as compared to England and, 
America. It is argued from this fact that she cannot afiord to undertake expen ... 
sive works for the improvement of public health. But in reply to this. it may be 
asked how fur' is India poor because. of being UDhealthy.'~ . . • . 

As regards the second charge, viz., the lack of insurance tradition in India. it can 
be submitted (1) that. there is even now a network of village Panchayats and caste
guilds. functioning in India. The Famine Commission codes and reports always 
instruct their inspectors and superintendents to utilize them. The joint family. 
though fast breaking up under economic and legal pressures exerted by western in
fluence. still retains its hold in So far as the law of co-parcenary property is regnant 
and imposes upon the Ka.rta. of the family the obligation of supporting the aged.. the 
orphan, the widow. and the indigent. The Moslem law and practice is equally. 
solicitous for them. There are other fraternal associations. U Kuris .. and Chit funds. 
So the Indian labourer is not a stranger to the idea of mutua.l benefit. though. he 
might be to the exact procedure of premium and benefit scheme involved in 
insurance. 

. (2.) That. the Government in Indian Trade Unions Act of 1026. Chapter m, 
Section 15 (g) wIille notifying the objects on which So registered trade union may 
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spend out~! its genera.l funds. menti~ .. the issue of. or the undertaking of liability 
under policies of assurance on the lives of members or under policies. insuring 
members against siclmess~ accident, or unemployment." as one of the legitimate 
items. of trade union ""Penditare: (3.) That the first Insurance Company was 
established in Japan in 1880. and it was only in 1900 that the Insurance 
Bureau of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce was started. Mr. 
Cook, of the t~ Statesman 'P writes. U Industrial IDSUn\Dee is conducted in that 
country as a Government monopoly and premiums are conducted monthly 
through the post offices. throughout the Empire at an upenBe ratio -which for 1925 
wa& so low as 17 per cent., very much below the working cost of any industrial 
eompany ttansaeting business in Great Britain. At the end of last year there ..."., 
9+ million,policies in foree. insuring SlIms ill excess of ],200 million yen. This 
scheme of state insurance was only introduced in 1916. after having been under 
consideration for 17 yean previously. Policies are issued under both whole life and 
endowment schemes for sums tanging between 20 to 350 yen and between the age 
of limit of 12 and 60 at the time of entry. There is no medical examination and 
·certain redUctioIlS are made in the case of endowments if death occurs in the case of 
2 years and is not caused byiofec:tiousdiseaoe. Foroontracts_dingoverfiveyeam 
a certain percentage of the premiums paid is refunded on expim.tion of the contract 
term. The post oflice authorities are granted nine per mille of the iusmed a.m.ount 
as initial expense and 12 per mille on account of canvassing and the fund derived 
from the premiums collected is invested by the Government in -works of public 
utility. The scl1eme bas become so popular that in some provinces from 50 to 70 
pet' cent. of the population have insured themselves." Therefore it is not impractic
able to frame insurancesehemes forworkmen in India. for Indian labour and Japanese 
labour conditions are more or less on a par. In 1925. insurance proVision for working 
cl ..... in England ...... double that for 1913, and in the U.S.A. and Canada. S times 
the amount of 1916. 

The third objection is valid to some extent. not only in 80 far as any State help is 
concerned. but also with reference to private companies, insuring individuals on an 
industrial basis. But we must admit that the risks of health. i.e., sickness and death 
at least, if not of unemployment. cannot be prevented or hastened. We have the 
aurhotity of Mr. Lethbridge. the Laboor Commissioner of Bengal, to support our 
view. He says that there has Dot been a single case 01 malingering in so far as the 
operation of the Workmen~8 Compensation Act is concerned. We have to admit that 
with 8 to 10 per cent. of the labourers as absentees in Bombar and let us say the same 
percentage on the sick list in afaetoryOD the a~ the' contemplated failure of 
permiums is concerned with a relatively ama1l number during any short interval U 

as Prof. Madhava thinks. Vital statistics in Iudia are proverbially inaA:eurate. The 
Laboor Gazette of Bombay. November. 1924. defends the Government of India 00 
the ground that in Great Britain figures for occupational mortality were published 
teo' years after the- events referred to. It says ... It may be remarked that in India 
we have not yetaecured any figures of comparative mortality in different occupations. 
For one thing, our census record of occupations does not yet distin~ between 
employers and employect so that the numbers returned after the vanous ~Groups • 
in Sub-Group III • Industry,' order 9 . Metals' includes masters as well as operatives.. 
"And for another, our village Death·Registets do not record occupatious, There is 
little doubt that at the next census strenuous eflorts will be made to secure a. better 
cJa.ssUicaUon of occupations. n 

.. 
Dr. Bentley thinks that the Percentage of error is somewhat near 27 on the 

~ed. rates. Tbe death-rate for India in 1922 was 24 -02 per mille. a:figure too low 
by 6. We can accept 30 per mille as the average death-rate in any healthy year iII 
India as compared to 12 in Great Britain. The figures for sickness are more unrella!>le, 
but malaria. dysentry. cholera, enteric. diarrhcea are between themselves. responSIble 
for much more than half the death-rate and 8 to 10 per cent. of absenteeism at most. 
Besides thenJ is hook worm, which affects the efficiency and vitality 01 the poor 
people in cities and villages. Now the deatb--rate of India can. in the opinion of 
Mr. BTansby Williams. be reduced to 15 pet' mille. i .•.• 3,750.000 l.ivescaa be saved 
&ODUalty. In England. there are ISO weeks of sickness per d~th; in the ~bs:O~ce 
of detailed information, let us accept the same 1igure tor Inc;Ua- So we d!mm.tsb 
675 millions of sick weeks in one year for the entire population. For a. labouring 
POIlWatiou of 100.000. on the basis of 10 per eeut. it would be 83lakhs of weeks. Tbe 
Iigutes represent pieventible sickness. A«:eptiog Col. HutchiDsou's estimate of 
Rs. 200 as the average assessment of each life and at the minimum Rs. 2 for each 
week', loss, thOactuallOO8wouid mean210 cnnBorthe capitaliaed oaluo being £2,000 
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miIIioos at ,+ per cent. for the whole country.· The labourers lose 1 crore 7 Iakhs 
or nearly 20 erores of capitali%ed value. Two hundred and ten crores mean slightly 
above fu. 8 per head of tho population. The Bengal Government spends only fu. 2 
per head outside Calcutta for Public Health and District Boards spend t of an 
anna per head for sanitation. Now that a national health insurance can relieve that 
enormous loss of life a.nd efficiency is beyond questioD~ Of course~ the work of the 
Public Health Deportment will not be obv.iated. it will only be reinforced by the 
interest shown towards its aims and ideals by the iusut'allce compa.nies and. tbeentire 
class of employers and employees. On the same estimates of death-rate" sickness
rate, andaveragelife. theresponsibilityfor 16 lakhs of workers in factories. mines. and 
other industries will be more than two crores of rupees. Ii the responsibility for. 
removing sickness and death only is shared equally between. the labourers, employers 
a.nd the State. it is less than 1 crOft for each party~.i.e .• for each labourer Rs. 6 only 
per annum. which is not a great amount for the labourer. whose interests are most 
jeopardized in insanitary conditions. It is not difiicult to fully arouse the conscieuce 
of the capitalist to undertake this responsibility by contributing to the payment of 
sickness beneftt and some kind of burial benefit. Prof. Madhava has calculated that 
U with a burial benefit of Rs. 5, weekly sickness benefit of only 8 annas together with 
allowances at the same rate for only 13 millions labourers aged 60 and over, the 
total cost is 70 crores, not much greater than the military expenditure in India 
(61. crores}." We knowin India, as elsewhere. sickness variesaccording tooccupation. 
age. and sex. In America. 20 per cent. of a normal group will sufier a disabling 
sickness for more than a week. 6S per cent. of the sick are disabled for about 4 weeks. 
20 per cent . .( to 8 weeks, SO per cent. 8 to 12 weeks. 3 per cent. S months. and 1·3 
per cent. for more than a year. Therefore. as such. Indian statistics are in default 
we cannot just now offer an actuarial basis lor a tilorough-going scheme 01 health 
insurance. Butwhat-can be acbieved is shown by the preceding figures of absenteeism 
and the following figures of death-rate,. and the average constantly sick-rate among 
Indian troops. In 1923, out ofa tota.i nnmber of nearly 150,000 • .(SS·7 per mille were. 
admitted into hospita.ls~ out 01 whom 5·98 or 6 per mille died. 16·3 per :mille were 

. invalids, and 20·13 per mille were conatantll' on the sick-list (as against 80 to 100 
per mille in the mills). This year was a particularly healthy year for Indian troops 
but the previous pre-war years were not. Their average for 1910-1914 were 544 ·6~ 
4-39. S-4. and 20·7 respectively. If the marked improvement of figure& for 1923 over 
the average of 1914-1918 is traceable mainly to the inttoductinn of station hoapita1 
system in 1918. then it can be well imagined how a health insuranc.e scheme will 
improve the health of the labourers in India. Let us face facts and know once for all 
that in spite of Mr. Williams's warning. that the cost of deathandsiclmess. arising 
out of preventible diseases~ in India. runs to 2,000 millions sterling. the India Govezn
ment. since the public health and industries depart:ments have been provincialized _erred subjects, will not entertain any such proposa1 of compulsory health 
in.surance~ unless the employers take the initiative. . 

But insumuce by industries. is open to many objectious. It is extremely difficult 
to fix the responsibility for the unemployed.. and the sick on any ipdustry. like 
engineering. which is borizootally organized. In case an insured person removes 
from ODe industry to another. a sepatate establishment will have to be kept to 
consider the claims of such a person. Besides~ when an industry is small~ the 
calculation of risks is not sound. and. dependable and 110 big insurance company will 
enter into business with it. and therefore the premiums will be heavy. Each industry 
will again have to appoint employment exchanges. health officers. and a host of other 
officials. It will impede mobility of labour to a gJe&t extent. What is WOISe is that 
well-paid labourers in big industries will escape with low contributions and ill-paid 
labourers in smaller industries will have to pay more~ The most glaring inequity 
however is that some industries are more susceptible to unemployment and ill-health 
than others. The causes of unemployment &nd ill-health again are sommmes super
industri~ sometimes. unemployment in one industry is due to the temporary 
prosperity of another. Therefore all the vices attached to a policy of drift and non
co-ordination are to be found in a puristic scheme of iDsura.nce by industry. The 
number of organized. ~fuw:lced and wel1-supplied. industries in India is small. 
Those which are, cannot bear- the full burden of Indust.ria.l Insurance. Nascent 
industries will certainly pass on the entire contribution to the community as increased 
prices. Only the importa.nt industries with high dividends alone can think of the 
partial contribution. Therefore a. scheme in which labourers in a. grouP. thecapitalists 
of the sameindustIy, and the State through subsidy, when need arises, can _rate. 
is alone feasible. This is known as Group-Insutallce, a comparatively late develop
ment of Social Insum,nce • 

• As reported in the Statesman October 28, 1925. 
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., In this form of insurance. a group of .employees can be insured under a bla.nket 
policy." The premium of the group, the unit of which may be taken to be the 
family~ or members 01 the village Panch or the same caste working in the eities or 
villa.ges~ is certainly less than the sum total of individual premiums for the respoD81_ 
!rility is joint and several. It is paid in one lump. There is no medical eyamjnation. 
Just as much as very many insurance companies forego it in the case 01 joint or 
partnership insurance. The doctor's fees coming to Rs. 16 for every 2,000 Rs. or 
Rs. 10 for every Rs. 1,000 are saved thereby. The employer takes the policy for his 
group of employees, whose general conditions of health and employment are reported 
upon, en masse. by insurance agents. ., The contract is generallyone--year-renewable 
type, though it may _d to five or ten y<a.... A eertain percentage or multiple 
of the wages of the siek:-em.ployee will be paid as benefit if the employee is still in 
employ. Benefit certificates lapse wheu workmen leave service permanently. and 
death benefits will increase proportionately with the years." The rates of premium are 
lower for the saving in the medical service fees, commission rates, collection cl1arges 
and lapse levies and for the secu.rity of payment which the capitalists may make 
every qua.rter to the companies in lump sum. The inspection charges can be kept 
low by colIabomtiou with the factory inspectors. 

Other advantages are (I) a continuity of service and a healthy c:o.opemtive spirit 
between the employer and the employee which will solve the industrial ~ 
especially the problem of strikes without Doti~. (2) a camataClerie between labourers 
grouped under one blanket a policy"-& very partial solution of the Hindu-Moslem 
dispute in industrial ar ..... (3) a habit of thrift among" pro""rbiallyunthrifty people. 
The chief advantage of group-insurance over industrial insurance on an individual 
basis is that the former is cheaper. In Indiak the block. agency sj'9tem may be 
adopted which according to the latest report of one company in England has 
succeeded in cutting down expenses from 40 per cent. of the premiums to 25 per 
cent. within six years; and in America., one large company has reduced the expense 
mtioto premiumincomefrom 44 percent. in 1900to26t per cent. in 1925-. Needless 
toadd that gronpinsurance will be cheaper than familyendawment policiesadvoca.ted 
by Miss Rathboo. or the Widows' Pension and Old Age Pensious of Great BritaIn. 

Now one company in Indie. the Oriental Life Assurance Co .• of Bombay has 
got the following rate. A whole life policy for Ro. 1.000 without profit, starting from 
the 20th y<ar, would mean Ro. 21-10 annas annually. Fora group policy. the annual 
premiums can be 10 per cent. less, i.e., say Rs. 19..l0 annas which would mean Re. 1 
11 annas per montb. This sum can be proportionately divided between the employee. 
the employer and State. Let us see what happeue in Great Britain ... Men pay Sd. 
per week, women .d. employer 5d.. (he has got to pay more for another scheme of 
pension benefits) and the State tw<H1inthe of the total sum required. From January, 
1926. the contribution for men by themselves and the employer has been reduced 
from 104. to 9tt. and for women from 94. to Sid •• sickness benefits are ISs. for men 
and 121. for women for 26 weeks, disablement benefit of 7L 64. for the whole period. 
maternity benefit if the wife is not illSUred 1.2 and if insured 1,4. Doctor'. advice. 
medical provisions and even Sanatorium treatment are sometimes provided/' In 
other words. in G_t Britain. the shares of employers and employees are equal and 
the State has got to come to the rescue. In India, it will come to 9 annas for eacl1 
party per month which would mean 1 anna for each group of 9. 

Therefore what is needed in the present oonditians of Indian labour is a group 
insurance scheme which is primarily an atfair of the labourers and their employers 
and ultimately one of the State. The scheme is social. but not State insurance or 
industrial insura.nce. 

This &roup assurance satisfies the five tests that have been put forward by 
Mr. Cohen for any successful scheme of socialiDSumnce. In this form (1) the j>"yment 
by the employer is prompt; (2) the administrative _ts are lower. In England, 
societies" Health Insurance, which is admiDistered under Govemmentsupervision by. 
appmved societies (i.e., trade Unions. friendly societies, and private insurance com
pa.nies). have an administrative cost of 14 per cent/'; (3) there is a greater chance for 
~rtyamongourlaboureIS being redUced. espeeiallypoverty ari.singoutofsickness; 
(4) in so far as the funds (from which workmen are to receive benefits), are raised, by 
contributions from theemployees assisted by the employeD and the State (in Amenta. 
the idea is that the employers would inaure their employeesmgroup). ~ted by the 
employers and paid in lump sum as premium, they are safe; (5) there IS no ~ of 
la.psedpolicyeitherfromthenonwpaymentofpremiuIDS. or from the death of thelOSU
red individual. The fear of accumulation does not arise here, for the aceumulated 
sum will be divided.. 

I am not blind to the difficulties of grout>insunmce. Maioly they are actuaria1~ 
But, Mr. Surendara Nath TagoJ'ek the General Secretary of the Hindusthan Co
opemtive Insurance Society thinks that they are not insuperable. .. The sbortness 
of the lives of labourers. absence of statistics about the average longevity. their 
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distn'bu.tion over wide areas. the procuring of proposals* the medical examjnation. 
en masse, the investigation and settlement of claims are expensive items~'* The 
labourer in India individually has no SUrplllS, but if the xate of contribution is 
deducted from the wages by the employer befarehand. then the difficulty may be
easilyoverwme. But how to construct pnmliUDl tables for them l Mr. Tagore 
writes~ .. The premium tables actually in use by life offices for their Indian business 
are far from aceumte, based as they are on rule of thumb adaptations of British ot' 
American experience unchecked by any reliable statistics. How then is such Indian 
business at all workable 1 Because of the margins of safety tha.t are kept and which 
result in the periodical surpluses returned as bonuses to the policy holdezs or absorbed 
as profits by the shareholders or proprietors of the life company itself. If. in the case 
of the lower strata of our society, a large margin be taken to start with and the 
%eSu1ting surpluses returned at short intervals (in our scheme~ a part to be spent for 
medical benefit, etc.) to the assured persons under some equitable scheme. neither. 
will the life office be endangered nor the policy holders defrauded. With the plOgres& 
of the business. 1irst hand information 'Will accumulate and thereupon the premium 
tables can be revised and the excess margin reduced to any degree.H 

Medical examination offers no very great difficulty. The avemge longevity of a 
group of persons in any occupation can not dift'er materially -from the medical results 
of individual insurance by oromary mofussil doctors. The defect might be included 
in the margin as well.. .. The expenses of procur?-tion and claim settlement could be
largely minimised. .. through a representative of the group. We have seen in Bombay 
qowthevillage panchayatand the sanita;ry committees areworking. Tbeirpresidents 
may be elected as representatives.. 'Where they do not exist. there are many other 
socio-economic bodies functioning. the secretaries of co-opemtive societies. the 
Ioca1 boards and the panchayat in the villages and the caste-panchayat, the sixdaIS 
and their employers who will undertake the job. •• In fact the laboU'rers~ own 
representatives. even at a commissi~ will be less expensive than any fonn of 
agency and medical examination by individuals," Over and above this. if the 
CC>Openltive societies. boards of public health co-operate and the state passes some 
kind of protective legislation by which small insured sums of labourers. say up to 
Rs. 1.000 may be unattached and untaxed., the problem of Indian poverty. at least 
so fa.t' as it rela.testosicknessandearly death of industrial labourers lollowed bydesti
tution of their families, will be solved. I suggest this idea of group-insurance to our 
economists and Indian insurance companies, upon both of whom the duty ef 
alleviating the economic distress of Indian labourers lies. Mr. Tagore writes. U An 
insurance company making it a rule, in the case of this department, only to deal 
with such groups, to begin with, should have no dearth of business," Mr~ Hook, 
whose insUl'aDce notes in the •• Statesman ., are undoubtedly the best that I have 
read in any paper edited in India~ is also of opinion that group insurance has a 
future in this country. 

I beg to nate that this paper is not and cannot be a description' of any thorough
going scheme. The reason is that we have no accurate statistical information to go 
upon. It is only an invitation to conduct enquiries, assemble relevant statistics and 
discuss the possibilities of what I consider to be a fruitful idea. 

PART III. 

SHlTLA PRASAD SAKSENA. B.COY:. RESEARCH STUDENT. DEPARTMENT 

OF ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY. LUCKNOW UNIVERSITY. 

Working..elass Cos, oj Livittg ItuU~. C"flmjHw~. 
The general cost of living of the miDband compriseS his expenditure under various 

heads and different articles of consumption. In. a market iluctuations in prices 
differ with the nature, quality and variety of articles, and it is hardly possible to 
.ascertain at a glance the general rise or fa.ll in the prices. Thus. in order to obtain 
& measure of the general movement of prices of those commodities which enter into 
the cost of living. the method 01 index numbers is resorted to. A series of com
modities are selected and their prices taken for a standard or basic period.. In our 
investigation the pre-war year of 1918 has been taken as the normal year exhibiting 
none of the extraordinary conditions of the war period that followed. The prices 
for the commodities for subsequent YC51>nI have been compared. these prices being 
expressed as percentages of the prices ruling in 1913. The comparison of the prices 
is conlined to the years 1914, 1920. 1927 and 1929 . 

• 
(nIlS) K 
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Comf>uJatiOftoltM IMe. N_s: Food.-The following are the average annual 
retail pnces current per maund m rupees of the cereals at Cawnpore for the various 
years noted against them :-

Year. I Rice. j Wheat. j Jowar. I Baj~ I Barley. 1 Gram·I::.ar 
1913 .. .. S'1 3·8 2'6 2·8 2·7 2·7 3·9 
1914 . . .. 5·2 4·5 3·5 a·5 3·4 3·9 5·3 
1920 .. .. 9·5 6·5 4·2 5·0 4·4 5·3 9·3 
1927 .. .. 7·8 5·5 4·1 4·1 4·1 4·a 7·3 
1929 . . .. 7·8 5·7 4·4 4·4 4·2 5·3 7·0 

The following are the variations. calculated from the above table, in the prices 
of cereals in dilferent years, taking the year 1913 as base:- . 

Year. I. Rice. I Wheat. I JOwar., Bajra·1 Barley. I Gram.1.~ 
1913 .. .. 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1914 102 118 135 125 126 144 136 . .. .. 
1920 .. .. 186 171 152 179 163 196 238 
1927 .. .. 153 151 ISS 147 152 167 187 
1926 .. .. 153 150 169 157 ISS 196 179 

Wuball IlOWproceed to allot weights to each cereal and thencompute the average. 
The main criterion in weigbting the cereals is the actual ezpeuditure of the work<:Es 
011. these cereals. The following is the· abstract from some of the monthly budgets. 
of workers showing the amount spent OIl cereals by Iabo"""" under dilferent grades 
of income and the proportiun of the amount spent OIl particular cereals to the total 
amount spent OIl cereaIs:-

" .. 
~ .!i Amount ;l . ;l .!i 

Total Amount &penton 'O~1 'O~I o1;;! monthly spent OIl wheat, 4)g8 j~ Ii Other .. ~ .. 
~ income cereals gram. 

f~! 
Rice. cereals, bOo" 

of the per barley a" puIsea. .flag 
Bcd! " .. :a family. month. and 1!-;tl 

" bajra. .. j II t]~ ~~& 
'" '" il' ",$" .s. 

1 
Ro. a. p. 
41 3 6 

Rs. a. p. 
23 7 3 

Ro. a. p. 
16 IS 3 70 

Ro.a. p. 
800 la 

Ro. a. p. 
300 13 

2 41 10 3 11 12 0 5 8 0 46 3 12 0 32 2 8 0 20 
3 39 9 3 18 o 0 12 0 0 86 3 0 0 17 3 0 0 17 

" 37 0 0 11 13 0 8 0 0 64 2 12 0 24 I I 0 12 
5 32 0 0 4 3 3 2 12 6 51 I 0 0 23 1 o 9 26 
6 30 0 0 911 0 5 Ii 0 SS 1 0 0 10 3 0 0 54 
7 24 12 6 880 5 I 0 68 I 0 0 12 I 12 0 20 
8 15 10 0 7 1 0 5 0 0 71 2 0 0 26 0 I 0 1 
9 15 0 0 11 10 9 7 8 0 68 3 0 0 26 1 2 9 8 

10 13 3 6 7 0 0 " 0 0 57 1 " 0 14 1 12 0 29 
Average 52 % Average 21 % Average26 % 

ThUB __ that about 62 per cent. of the total expenditure OIl cereals is OIl 
wheat. gram. bsrley and bajra. about 21 per cent. 011 rice, &ad about 26 per cent. OIl 
other cereals consisting mainly of pulses. 111 a1Iotting weigbts six points are allotted 
to wheat. two points to rice, &ad the remaining two points to other cereals or pWsN. 

As to the live cereals grouped in OIle-wbeat, barley. gram. bajra and jowar
a detailed aurvey ""'" uadertakell relating to the respective quantiti .. of food grains 
OUIlS\1IIled by the mill population. The investigation shows that the last four cereals 
are not used for the sake of economy. as gram is now actually dearer thaD. evea 
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wheat, but gram adds greatly to variety in the diet. Bajra finds its use 0D!y duriDg 
the two mcmtII3 of winter-December and January. Generally, it is not mixed with 
wheat flour but breads of pure bajra iIour are made and taken with sugar or gur. 
Vmy poor labourers mix barley and jowar with wheat for reasons of cbeapneos. but 
the proportion of barley or jowar does not _ 25 per cent. of ..neat dour. To 
sam up, wbeat commands the greatest importance. and any ~ be it slight. a1fects 
the labourers considerably. Out of six peints aIIotted to this group, we allot 5·5 
peints to wheat and ·5 to the remainder of the cereals. . 

Now computing the average for the cereals, keepiDg in regacl the wejghts allotted, 
.... get the following results :-

I 
Product of 

Year. Cereals.. Ind..xNo. Weights. Indo>: No. and 
wejght. 

1914 Rice · . · . · - 102 2 204 
Wheat · . · . .. 118 5·5 649 
Jowar .. .. .. 135 ·125 11 
Bajra .. .. .. 125 ·125 16 
Barley .. .. .. 126 ·125 16 
Gmm .. .. · . 144 ·125 18 

PoIse&-
Arh&rdal .. · . 136 2 272 

1,192 + 10 
= 119 

1920 Rice .. .. .. 186 - 2 372 
Wheat .. .. .. 171 5·5 941 
Jowar . , .. .. 162 ·125 20 
Bajr&. .. · . .. 179 ·125 22 
Barley .. · . · . 163 ·125 26 
Gram · . · . .. 198 '125 25 

PoIse.>-
Arh&rdal .. .. 236 2 476 --

1,876 +- 10 
=186 

1927 Rice · - .. .. 153 2 366 
Wheat · . .. · . 151 5-5 831 
Jo....., .. · . .. 158 ·125 20 
Bajra · . .. .. 147 ·125 18 
Barley .. .. .. 152 ·125 19 
Gram .. .. .. 167 -125 21 

Puis ....... 
Arh&rdal .. .. 187 2 374 --

1,589 + 10 
= 159 

1929 Rice .. .. .. 153 2 366 
Wheat .. · - .. 150 5-5 825 
Jowar -. .. .. 169 ·125. 21 
Bajra .. .. .. 157 ,125 20 

, Barley .. .. .. 158 ·125 20 
Gram .. .. .. 198 ·125 25 

PnIse&-
Arh&rdal .. · . 179 2 358 --

1,575 + 10 
= 158 

We now pass on to the COIlSideration of the second head under food~ i.e.. other 
foodstuffs. Thia head covers expenditure on linseed oiL milk. ghee. salt. sugar, gur. 
_ etc.. A similar weighting process baa been adopted here .. well. 

(11101 K2 
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The following table shows the prices of other foodsto1fs. in rupees, ruling at 
Cawnpore :in various years under review:-

Ghee. Linseed. Raw Imported Salt. 
Year. per sugar per sugar per 

maund. percwt. SOO ib. relined. maund. perewt. 

1913 .. .. .. Rs. a. p. 
49 10 0 

Rs. a. p .. 
810 0 

Rs. a. p. 
21 8 0 

Rs. a. p. 
9 3 0 

Rs. a.p. 
1 13 0 

1914 .. .. .. 41 13 0 8 2 0 21 0 0 8 10 0 1 13 0 
1920 .. .. .. 85 3 0 18 0 0 60 0 0 37 4 0 3 2 0 
1927 ... .. .. 64' 0 0 10 4 0 60 0 0 13 0 0 2 8 0 
1929 .. .. .. 60 0 0 11 4 0 55 0 0 13 10 0 2 13 0 

The following table shows the index Dumber of the above prices, the year 1913 
beiDg the base year :-

Year. Ghee. I Linseed. I Raw f Re5ned I Salt. sugar. sugu. 

1913 100 100 100 100 100 
1914 84 94 lOS 94 100 
1920 172 209 278 410 172 
1927 129 ·118 278 142 139 
1929 121 . 130 256 146 156 

In the above table we have omitted the prices for milk and tea. The reason for 
such omission is that these articles are eonaumed by the labourers in small quantities 
only ~ally. and we cazmot have reliable records of their COllSUIIlpti.on~ 

As to giving weights to these articles we have allotted 3·5 pomts to salt. for it is 
an essential requirement for physical maintenance. and the demand for it is not 
elastic. though we cannot rightly csll it to be of perfectly iDelastie demand. Linseed 
has been allotted 2·5 pomts. for labourers use it in place of ghee for cooking purposes. 
Raw sugar has been given the third place with two points for it finds a general use 
among the labourers. Last come relined sugar end gh .. with one pomt each. 

The table below shows the weighted a.verage for other foodstu1fs. according to 
the weights alIotted:-

Products of 
Year. Articles. Index No. Weights. Index No. 

and weight. 

1914 Linseed .. .. . . 94 2·5 235 
Raw sugar •• .. -~ .. lOS 2 206 
Sugar. relined .. .. 94 1 94 
Sa1t •• .. .. .. 100 3·5 350 
Ghee .. .. .. 114 I 84 --

969';- 10 
In des. No. - 97 

1920 Linseed .. .. .. 209 2·5 523 
Raw sugar .. .. .. 278 2 556 
Sugar, refined .. .. 410 1 410 
Sa1t .. .. .. .. 172 3·5 602 
Ghee .. .. .. 172 1 172 --

2.268';- 10 
In dexNo. _ 226 
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Tab~td. 

~earol I Product of 
Articles. Index No. Weights. Index Nos. 

and weights. 

1927 Linseed .. .. .. 118 2·5 295 
Raw sugar 6. .. .. 278 2 556 
Sugar. refined .. .. 142 1 142 
Salt .. .. .. .. 139 3·5 486 
Ghee .. .. .. 129 1 129 

--
1.608 + to 

>0 'Index No. = 161 .. .. 0 

1929 Linseed _ .. 00 130 2·5 325 
Raw sugar .~ .. .. 256 2 512 
Sugar, relined .. .. 148 1 148 
Salt .. .. .. " 156 3,5 546 
Ghee .. .0 .. 121 1 121 --

1,652 + 10 
Index No. = 165 

Liglol .-I ftuJ.-For the purpose of lighting the workers generally use kerosine 
oiL Some of them use musta.Td oil as well~ but kerosine finds general use owing 
to its cheapness. As fur fuel. coal is not fowid in use anywhere. Dry cowdung and 
firewood are the chief things used as fuel. Dry cowdung is used to light the lire. 
but the wood is used in larger proportmn. 

The prices for kerosine and mustard oils are given below ~ 
' . 

'1---Prine per 
Year. Article. case of Index No. 

2 tins. 

1913 Kerosine oil .. Chester H .. Rs. a. p. 
4 12 0 

Rs, a. p. 
100 K -

M.ustard or mpe seetd oil .0 - 17 10 0 100M 

1914 Kerosine oil 0'0 .. o' 5 () 0 - 105K 
Mustard oil .. .. .. - 17 10 0 100M 

1920 Kerosine oil .. .. .. 10 i2 0 - 227 K 
Mustard oil .. .. .. - 28 8 0 161 M 

1927 Kerosine oil U Chester .. .. 9 12 0 - 206K 
Mustard or rape seed oil .. - 21 15 0 124M 

. 

1929 Kerosine oil .. Chester 1* .. 7 8 0 - 158 K 
Musta.rd. or rape seed oil .. - 22 8 0 127M 

The cost of fuel has also gone up. No accurate figures for the various years are 
available, hut oral enquiry shows that habulwood (generally used as fuel) was sold 
at the rate of 20 panSeries (21 maunds) for a rupee in pre--war days. The post-war 
rate for the same kind of wood is 10 panseries (Il- maunds) for a rupee. Thus we 
:find the rate doubled and hence the Index No. for the post·war period has been taken 
to be 200. ' 

(1198) K3 
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As for the allotment of weights 7 points are allotted to foel, 2 to kerosine oil aDd I 
to mU8tard or rape seed oil. The workers spend more on fuel. it being a necessity for 
cooking the food~ and little OIl kerosine or mustard oil. Thus we anive at the follow
ing index numbers for this head :-

'-I I-No Products of 
Articles. Weights. lDdex Nos. 

aDd weights. 

1914 Kerosine oil ~ ... .. 105 2 210 
MU8tard oil " .. 100 1 100 
Fuel ". .. .. 100 7 700 

Avenge 1.010+10_101 

1920 Kerosine oil · . .. 227 2 4S4 
MU8tard oil' · . .. 161 I 161 
Fuel .. .. .. 200 7 1.400 

Avenge 2.015+10=202 

1927 Kerosine oil · . .. 206 2 412 
MU8tard oil .. .. 124 1 124 
Fuel . . .. .. 200 7 1,400 

Avenge 1,936+10=194 

1929 Kerosine oil .. .. 158 2 316 
MU:stard oil · . . . 127 1 127 
Fuel .. .. 200 7 1.400 

Avenge 1.843+ 10 = 184 

Next we come to the item of house rent. Cawnpore is a. congested city honey
COIDhed with _ aDd slums. The industrialliation of the city baa added much 
to its population. The mill authorities have tried to solve the problem of housing 
for their workers. and with this end in view some settlements have been constructed 
for housing the workers. But these settlements do not aHord accommodation for 
aU the workers~ and hence the majority of th«n reside in the cities. In dealing with 
the rise or fall in rent, I shall deal with it under two heads-the rent in settlements 
and in the city. • 

Regular records of the rent paid by the workers to the mill .... thorities are main
tained, and a comparison of the figures in dilIereDt periods is possible. Rents in 
settlements difier with the nature 8Jld quality of quarten oftered. The ameuities 
provided in a settlement are also taken into eonsideration in 1ixiag the rent. 

In La! Imli Woollen Mills' Settlement, !mown as Mac-Robert.gaDj, the rent 
charged fora singlerooa. quarter in 1914 ..... IOannas per month. In 1920, the rent 
for the oame quarters rose to Ro. 1-4 annas per month. and in 1927 the figures went 
up to Ro. 1-14 anhaa per month. and is continued till to-day. Thus takiDg the year 
1913 or 1914 as the base year. the index number for rent in 1920 waa 200. and in 1927 
and 1929 it com .. to 300. Again. in AlIenganj settlement, the rent in 1913 or 1914 
:for a single room quarter was 8 annas ~ month. in 1920 it reached Rs. 1~2 annas 
per month. and iii 1927. the rate for _ is etiU maintained. the figure was Rs. I-UI 
ann8S per month for the same quarter. Thus. with the same base year. the index 
Dumber for 1920 comes to 225. and in 1927 and 1929 it comes to 825. 
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To sum up. _ keep the index number for 1929 for the quarters supplied by mill 
. authorities to be 300 approximately. 

In the city the rates 1Ia"" gone higher. For a small room for which 8 anDlLS per 
mouth were paid in pre--war days. the rent now cltarged is Rs. 2 per month. Thus 
woe find that the index number touches 400. but as autheo.ticated records for the 
rent in the city are not available» we shall take it to be the same as for the settlement 
quarters. 

Lastly, let us consider the question of clothing. Tbe labourers use mostly 4IwHs 
and shirting cl_. In pre-war daY" the cost of a fine pair of 4IroIUs (mostly impel ted) 
10 yards in length, was Rs. 3 ; this ",to> was mised to Bs. 7 during the war, and now 
it has come down to about Rs. 4. 

Tbe same is true of the dboti pairs of coan;e kind. Tbe cost of a pair of dboti 
of the same length in p~war daY" was Bs. 2. This _t up to Bs. 4-3 annas, or Rs. 5 
duringthewar period. and to-day itis sold forBs. 3-4 annasto Rs; 3-sannasperpair. 

As to shirting. the .. Statistical Abstract .. of the Govemment of India issued in 
1927, shews the follcwing import prices. 

Cost of cotton grey shirting (imported) per piece. measuriDg 34 in. in width and 
371 to 35 yds. in length :-

Jacuary 1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 

·1919 
1920 

Of 1921 
1922 

OJ 1923 
1924 
1925 

.. 1926 

.. 1927 
1923 

n 1929 

Rs. a. p. Index No. 
S 1 0 100 
6 2 0 95 
5 14 0 
620 
710 0 
910 0 

10 8 0 
17 0 0 
17 8 0 
14 6 0 
13 " 0 
15 8 0 
14 5 0 
11 14 0 

9 " 0 
980 

265 

148 

Thus the indes: numbers fer; cloth are as follows !-

lnda:NumbelS. 

Article. I I I 1913. 1914. 1920. 1927. 

Fine Dhoti, pair .. 100 100 233 133 
Coane Dhoti, pair .. 100 100 225/250 1621175 

237 168 
Sbirting .. .. 100 95 265 144 

SOO+S .295+3 735+8 445+3 
-100 =98 =245 -148 

I 1929. 

133 
162/175 

168 
148 

449+8 
_148 

Lastly. in order to compote the geneal cost of living ind"" :6gwe ..... lind the 
ind~ llumbers for the various heads for various years as follows ~ 

Heade. 
I Iudex NumbelS. 

1918.11914.11920.11927.11929. 

Celeals .. .. 100 119 188 159 158 
other grains .. 100 97 226 181 165 
Light and fuel .. 100 101 202 194 194 
Rent .. .. 100 100 200 300 800 
Clothing .. .. 100 98 245 148 149 

.4 
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As to giving proper weights to these items, we shall allot 6 ~ints to cereals, 2 to 
clothing. 1 to rent .and ·5 each to other grains, and fuel and lighting. After giving 
effect to these weights, we find the general index number for different yea.ra as 
fullows;-

I 
- Product of 

Year. Heads. Index No. Weights. Index number 
and Weights . 
• 

1914 Cereals .. ., 119 6 714 
. Other grains ,. .. 97 ,5 49 
Light and fuel · , 101 ·5 51 
Rent .. .. · . 100 1 100 
Oothing •• .. · . 99 2 196 

1,110+10 
Weighted Index No. -Ill 

1920 Cereals .. .. 188 6 1,128 
Other grains .. ,. 226 ·5 113 
Light and fuel .. 202 ·5 101 
Rent .. .. , . 225 1 225 
Clothing •• .. .. 245 2 490 

2.057';-10 
Weighted Index No. =206 

1927 Cereals .. .. 159 6 954 
Other grains .. .. 161 ·5 81 
Light and fuel .. 194 ·5 97· 
Rent .. .. .. 325 1 325 
Clothing •• .. .. 148 2 296 

1.753';-10 
iWeighted Index No. =175 

1929 Cereals .. ,. ISS 6 948 
Other grains .. 165 ·5 83 
Light and fuel .. 184 ·5 92 
Rent .. .. .. 325 I 325 
Oothing .• .. .. 149 2 298 

1.748';-10 
Weighted Index No. _175 

THE CAWNPORE IMPROVEMENT TRUST. 

N.B.-Tbis statement deals ooly with the question of H using of Workers in 
Cawnpore. 

An improvement Trust Comnrlttee was form in January, 1909. and this Committee 
was given a grant of 21 lacs for the purpose of construction of MestOD road. The 
Improvement Trust Committee was an auxiliary body to the Municipal Board 
and the expenditure of its funds was governed by a Trust Deed which was executed 
by it in favour of Government. 

The Town Improvement Committee existed until 1919 when the present Imp~ 
Trust was formed in pursuance to the Town Improvement Trust Act of 1919. Mean
while. the Government had appointed in 1913. a Committee knOWD as the Cawnpore 
~SiOD Committee with Sir Henry Ledgard as ita President and Mr. Tyler as one 
of Its members; the report of this Committee was signed in November, 1917. In 
accordance with the recommendations of this Committee a Town Planner. Mr. 
Lanchester. was engaged.. and he arrived in Cawupore in the cold weatber of 1918. 
After consultation with him the :report of the Town Expansion Committee was furt:he.r 
couBidered by a new Committee 01 which Mr. Stiffo was ChairmaD. The modificatiom 
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made were small and the Trust, when it was started in December, 1919, with Mr. 
Sti1!e as Chairman, had ready far it, not only the wide _ of the Ledgard 
Committee but a number of detailed schemes prepared by Mr. Lanches<er. 

The Ledgard Committee', programme covered a period of 50 yean and an .". 
penditare of 188 lacs. The programme contemplated three distinct _ges ill the work 
of the Trust. The tirst _ge was to be the _ge of preliminary developments com
prising acquisition of land, prepsratiOll of detailed pIans and estimates, and such 
developments as would be Decessary to make the.first lot of sites in each of the ceotres 
in different areas ready for building opetations. During the seccmd sta.ge~ which. was 
to be the longest, the process of deve10pment was to go OIl gIaduaily to meet the 
demand forsites. Duringthis period. main roads and draiDs. etc .• were to be extended 
as they were required to serve the gradual development of fresh sites. During the 
third or the last stage, it was anticipated. that the work of development would have 
been completed and consequently expenditure would be- small while income would 
continue to accrue, Towards the end of this last stage it was believed the Trust 
activities wonld be confined to the wiuding up of its a1!airs. -

-Thewholeideao1theTown Expansion Committeeappeamto havebeentoprcvide 
facilities for expansion and not to deal with the con~OD which admittedly pre
vailed in the city. The Committee realized that conditions in the-citywereextreme1y 
bad~ but as theirname indica.tedJ they seemed to be concerned only with the question 
of expansion or extension of the city. The Trust appears to have followed from the 
beginning a policy in consonance with the recommendaticms of the Town Expansion 
Committee. Soon after the formation of the Trust which by Statute consists of 1 
membersincluding the Chairman of the Trust~ the Chairman of the Municipal Board~ 
and the Collector, who are ex~fficio trustees, 14 external expansion schemes were 
notified; some of these were subsequently dropped. Tbeworkingof the Trnst bas 
resulted in the acquisition and development of land on the west and south-west of 
the city, but it cannot be claimed that this bas resulted in relieving, to any great 
extent. the congestion in the city or of impnwing the conditions under which work
men live in the AtIf#s'. 

EzIImIoj __ i,. 1M ""'.-It bas been stated that the city of Cawnpore is the 
most congested in the province. Tho population per square mile in Cawnpore is 
22,000 &9 compared with 1,300 in Lucknow. The Collector in Cawnpore stated in 
1908 that" allWlSt the whole population lives within an area of about 1 square mile 
and tha.t overcrowding is excessive.u 

.. 26 families (74 people) live in onetwo-storied 
house of 3,500 sq. It. plinth area. Tbis house contains a drinking well and S privies. 
Another house of the same size bas 32 families and smaller houses with a doseD. or 
more families areeommou.'· !tis admitted tbat the city has grown upon no system.: 
unregulated. There are far too many houses and far too many people living in 
the houses. Thoroughfares. so narrow that a man has to tum side ways to pass 
through them, are commoo. In the dark evil-smelling lanes the passage of ligbt and 
air is impeded by projectiDg balconies and upper storeys. The following ftgures 
relating to the year 1918 .. since when things. have only gone from bad to worse~ 
will speak for themselves E. the average populatiou per acre throughout the city area 
is 57· 8, ill Butcher Khaoa Khurd and Coolie Bazaarit actually reaches $3Z and 562." 

For purposes of comparison it is of interest to note that in the same year the in .. 
cidence of population peracrethroughoutall Ul'baD areas in the United Provinccswaa 
21'25 and for the whole of Calcutta it was 44; within a circle of 18 miles from 
Cbaring Cross it was 14·8; within the jurisdiction of Central Criminal Conrt in 
London it was 22·7. 

The t&tal Dumber of employees of the clliferent :regulated factories iu Cawnpore is 
32,274. Appendix I,· gives the number of employees in each of the several industries 
in Cawnpore. Out of this Dumber of 82,274 at least 29,000 workmen may be taken 
to be living in the city. Careful census has been taken to ascertain the average num
ber of dependants of each worker and it bas been iOlllld that the figure of alittle over 
S represents an average family consisting of a worker and his dependants. On thiS 
basis it would appear that the labouring population living in the city would be about 
90,000 strong. This number does uotincl.ude the workers and their families who live 
in the settlements provided by certain manufacaring concems in Cawnpore. 
Practically three-fourths of Cawnpore can be said to De made up of Justas or bas'is to 
which. reference bas already been made. Tbese IuiJas are oxtremely densely populated 
and consist of houses which are little better than hovels. The houses are structures 
of a very primitive and insanitary type being built mostly with mud w~ It is 
not uncommon for the 1loor to be 21 feet below the surrounding ground level~ as it 
appears to have been the practice to dig out earth to build the walls. The roof is 
of a iimsy type COnsisting of either a thatch or hachclHs tiles on split bamboos. There 
is no provision for drainage, ventilatiOll or sanitatio» of any description. Doring 
the rainy season these ~ are a quagmire of mud and it is not unusual for many 
of the huts to have a good. deal of water in them. About 50 per cent. of the houses 

• Not printed, . 
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in ,,""" have only one room occupying 120 ~uare feet area. Some of the """" ,.." 
served by lanes which vary from 3 to 10 feet 1n width and the ho .... are invariably 
in a state of great di.s4epair. The land nearly always belongs to a landlord who either 
builds and rents the houses or leases the land on a monthly rental in which case the 
tenant himsel:f builds and maintains the house. Itis estimated that abeut 10 ~rcent. 
of the houses in the IuUas belong to workers themselves. There are few cases lD which 
both land a.nd house belong to the worker. In certain a.reas the land (NtJZ#l) belongs 
to Government who have entrusted its administration to the Municipal Board. 
Recently the Municipal _ have improved certain N tUUl a ...... by brick-surfacing 
the lanes and making puec. open drains but such instances are very few indeed. 
An examination was recently made of these naw and as a result of this enquiry~ it 
has been foand that there are in the City of Cawnpore at least 166 II""" which are 
either unntior human habitation OTare ill very great need of imFvement. A state· 
ment showing these haI4s and giviug their description is contained in Appendix II." 

In Se~tember of this year a census was taken of the popula.tion in-1:1 hatas to. 
gether With the bastis !mown .... Gwa.ltoli and Khalasi Lines. The total Dumber of 
houses occupied in this area was found to be 5.031 and the population 19,260 or 
nearly 4 persons per house. The pe~tase of mill workers and their dependants 
IiviDg in these bouses is 55! and that of casual workers 19!_ The following fignree 
relate to persons carrying on other trades and professions who are living in these 
areas :-ekka, Umga and th.Ja drivers St per cent.; shopkeepers 8t per cent.; 
sweepers 31 per cent.; miscellaneous callings 91 per cent.; cultivaton; I per cent. 

Out of the 5,031 houses 2,78.1 are occupied by workmen. 841 per cent. of the 
houses occupied by the workmen are on rent whilst 121 per cent. oI the houses 
belong to the workers themselves and are built on land for which the tena.nhl pay a 
monthly rental. Only 3 per cent. of the houses occupied by the worken stand on 
land which belongs to the worker himself. ' 

&"u pail. in ,n. "'",.-The following figures of rents paid by the inhabitants of 
these hsltIs are not without interest ;-

A 

Rslt of Outrten. Rent of Land.. 

De Jptiuu of Quarte:n. 

~j·!_·IPeob_ ~j·1 - PeobB ..... 

l._";:'lmud ..... - IjBto21- 1/- 102/- - -/2/- to -161- -/8/- to 1/-
tired r • approz. 
area. 16 to 2.2 sq. yds. 

1/12 to .f/- 1/8 to 4/- -I~ ~~ 
I/- 102/-~ ~le:roomand veran- l/8to2/-

or 2 rooms. pooca 
or mud wallI, tiled ~) ...... mol, appros.. _ 22-
to SO sq. yda. 

8. 5mg1o .room vemndah 2/8 to 3/- 8/- to 8/- SJ- to 11- '/8/- :00. -"""'" """ ..... ~- ~the owner 
ormud counr![ - ... tiled 'or tlat ..... ) ae:"" 30 to 1 sq. yds. --4. Doob1e rooma with ver- 8f- to 10/. - - - -
andah courtyard. Ja- to the OWDCll' 
trine. outside IittiDg ............. 
l'OOIDandatorerooms. -q 
katcM pooea walla 
and flat roof with 
VI'OOdtm beams. etc.. 

.. ~enbui1t - - - - - -14/- to -16/-
byt approI:. 
ana 14 to 22 sq. JdI. 

H.tJllTo 0/ u.. i __ 0/ ,n. cily.-Tbe following mortality ficun!S alford an 
interesting comparison :-

Cownpore Municipality 47 per-mille 
Whole Province 2S.. II 

Rural atea8 of Province 24.. " 
Urban areas . • 37 ., 
MacRobertganj Workmen·s Settlement 34 ,. u 

Lucknow 40 u " 

Agra .. 43" .. 
AIlababad lll'S " 

It will be see" that the mortality in the MacRobertganj Settlement is much lower 
than that in the Cawo.pore City as a whole. In most 01 the localities where labour is 
co"centrated. the mortality is very much higher than that represented by the average 

• Not printed, 
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for Cawnpore. In some areas the mortality among the factory population is as great 
as 90 and 100 per mille. The beneftcial e1fect of sanitary dwellings can be ganged by 
comparing the mortality figure of settlements 1ike MacRobertganj with the figwee 
applieable to labour popo1ation living in the city a.eas. The mortality of other 
sections of the population living in the city is not nea:rly SO high as thet of the labour 
population. 

Cawnpore is notorious for its infantile mortality which is the highest of any town 
in India. Taking the average of 8 year.l (1921-1928) Cawnpore showed a birth rate 
of 37·53 against which the infanti1e mortality rate was 452. The corresponding 
figwee for MacRobertganj are as follows :-

Birth rate ,.. \010. 8S·7 
Infantile mortality rate 393 

Tbe high infantile mortality of Cawnpo", may be ascribed in .. very ~ measure 
to the extremely insaDitary SUlTOnndinga in which the parents live. The infants "'" 
exposed from the time of their birth to infection of ahnost every conceivable descrip
tion and only such infants as acquire immunity from. disease can survive. The 
_valence of tuberculosis amongst mill wwkeIs. specia1Iy their women-folk is well 
known and this factor would aiso contribute to the high death rate of infants. Th .... 
can be DO doubt that no great improvement in the health of the mill workers and 
their dependents can be eftected unless the question of housing them in healthy 
surroundings is solved. 

W ........ • .. tIk_ ~ by .... ~.-As aheady _ted the average dai1y 
number of workers employed by dil!erent mi1Is is 53.274. Tbe total number of housee 
that have been provided bv employeD is 3,107 made up of 2,593 single quarters, 453 
double quarters and 61 ~ quarters. The total number of persons housed in 
these quarters is 9,659 inclusive of the workman and his dependants. Taking the 
average figure of 3 persons per hoose. it would appear that 3,220 workmen &Ie at 
present living in houses bniIt by the mi1Is,leaving29,OOOwwkeIswho havenohousing 
acoommodation provided for them by their employeD. ThusDine-tentbs of the labour 
employed in the mi1Is has to find living .. ccommodationin the city. 
~ &Ie not many concema in Cawnpore which provide dwellings for their 

workmen. Elimina.ting those ooncems which provide dwellings for their watch and 
wan! oWl only or for negligible numbers of special class ... of workers, the following 
concerns have built quarters for workmen:-

Name of concerns. 

Cawnpore Woollen Mills (MacRobertganj) (branch of B.I.e.) 
Cooper Allen .I: Co. (AIlengnnj) (branch of B.Le.) •• 
CaWBI""'" Cotton Mills '" Kakomi Factory (branch of B.I.e.) 
Elgin Mills (Begg Sutherland It Co.) " • • .. 
Cawnpore Sugar Works (Begg Sutherland .I: Co.) 
Union Indian Sugar Works _. .. •• 

Total " 

Number of 
pel'SOIIS houaed. 

•• 2,102 
3.H10 
l,229 

34S 
308 
401 

Add number of persons housed by other concerns in Cawnpore roughly 
(including _ and watch and wan! stafI). 

8,154 
1.505 

GmndTotal 9,659 

M4CR~;.-The best workmen's settlement bniIt by the employers in 
Cawnpore is that known as MacRobertganj which hou .... main1y the workeno em
ployed in the Cawnpore Woollen J4iIIs. 

It has 676 single quarters and 140 double quarteIS and 12 bungalow _goo. 
bailt OD an open site covering about 26 acres. 

The eastern side is laid out in blocks connected by streets and Closs-st1eets, 
which have been made into shady avenues. which the people find specially pleaaa.nt 
during the hot season. 

On the western side the blocks and hnngelows are laid out somewhat irregularly 
to conIorm with the nato... of the land. Many open spaces have been left, and _ 
is an open central square with ga.tdens. aiso playgrounds and recreation fie1ds. 
~ "'" 43 blocks besides the bongalows and various scatteIe<! buildings. In 

general these blocks follow somewhat the __ plan-a little group of buildings 
around a large open _paved oonrtyard with a central water supply, cW"",,, and 
shade tree. 

The drainage of each block leada oft into the general drainage and sewerage 
system. The donble quartets have private latrines in the private courtyard at the 
rear of each quarter. and these "'" well cazed for by a large conservancy stall provided 
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'by the company. The public latrines are water flushed and coanected with the 
mWlicipal sewerage maiDs. Filtered water and outside llghtiDg is supplied by the 
muDlClpality. 
, Water for flushing drains and latrines and for irrigating the gardens and grounds 
is fwnished by au electric pump lnstalIed by the company. 

Some of the blocks are "doable quarter" blocks and some •• single quarter'" 
blocks. The ~~ design of the bloek is t:ru: same. but in the .. single quarter U 

block there are two lines of ]0 quarters each facmg other, across the wide c::ourtyard.. 
At eacll ODd of the courtyard thare two quarters which partlyenclooe the courtyard. 
Each 01 these quarteJ:s has a wide covered verandah and a room 12 ft. X 10 ft.~ 
with ceiling averaging a little over 10 _ high. 

All1loon are pucca. 
In a .. doable quarter .. block, private courtyanls "'" added at the back and two 

single quarters are coanected by doorways, 80 that eacll double quarter has twice 
the verandah space and mea the room $paCe plus a courtyard with about 300 sq. It. 
ofspau. , 

The" single quarter .. bloclls have 24 single quarters, while the " double quarter ': 
block, has 10 double quarters and four single quarters, the fust providing for 24 
families, and the second for 14 families. 

Single quarters reat for Rs. 1-2aauas permensem and double quarters for Rs. 5-10 
aanas per mensem and bungalows for Rs. 17 per m ..... m. 

There is aD excelleDt boys' school and also a girls'schooI, eacll with playgrounds 
adjoining. Therearedispensariesiormenandfurwomen. andaooildingformaternity 
and. child welfare work.. There are clubrooms. and six covered. wrestling pits. a. 
large community hall, a segregation hospital, a home for widows.. a central office .. 
shops, woodyards and a bntcher·s shop. In fact, every provision is made for a self
contained &ad happy village life. 

Population fluctuates a little. but averages about 2,700 persom-workmen and 
their dependents and a lair Dumber of clerks, etc., of superior staff, who mingle and 
work together happily in the many recreational clubs and activiti5. 

The membenl of the clubs pay some monthly fees and the clubs receive gran"iD.~ 
aid from the company. Many touma.ments* fetes. dramas, and other social activi~ 
ties are carried on by the residents of the settlement. In the tournaments the 
I14acRobertganj teams win their fnIl shan. of trophies. 

COmmunal tension has been very sligbt and indeed the appnociation of this happy 
life in the settlement is attested by the fact that more people apply for bonscs th .... 
than can be accommodated. 

Judicial cases, arbitration and mediation are earned on very effective1y and satis
factorily by a slld.7 ~ncluJyot composed of three Hindu membezs~ one Mohammadan 
and one ChristiaD.. giving representation to all communitieL 

The company provides two sergeants. a watch and ward staff. a large conservancy 
staff. maintenance staff. full medical and educational staff, gardeners and a matron 
in charge of the home, aU under the charge of the ....!fare supsrinteudent. 

The British India Corporatiou. of which the Cawnpore Woollea Mills CO. is a 
branch. have recently purchased from the Improvement Trust about SO acres of 
additional land for expanding their workmen's settlement. This land is rapidly 
being put into shape for future buildings. a large stadium has been erected. and near 
by a full size footbull field is being prepared. 

Au..p..j.-The above area connects with MacRobertganj on the west andreacllcs 
nearly to Alleuganj-<ulother large settlement of this Corporation. providing hom .. 
for 3,160 persons. and equipped and staffed very much like 114acR0bertganj. This 
mtlement has 816 single quarters, 74 double quarters and four smull cottages, 

There are two types of single quarters reutiDg at Rs. 1-2 aanas and Rs. 1-108lJll&S 
per mensem respectively. and two types of double quarters renting at Rs. 3-4 aunas 
and Rs. 4 per mensem respectively. and four cottages rentiDg at Rs. 12 per mensem. 

This aettlemeut also has a community bull, dispensaries. maternity and child 
....!fare centre, boys' school, girls' school, club rooms. ollice bnildiug and recreatiOll 
and playgrounds; two large _ squares and gardens. There are ....,.,...u organised 
clubo and a sadar panchayat oomposed as in I14acRobertganj and perlonning the 
ume fundioD8. The Company provides two sergeants and a staff which is almost 
the exact duplicate of the 114acR0bertganj staff. 

KaA"";ga1lj.-Kakomiganj, another settlsment of the British India COrporation 
at Juhi has a total of S25 quarters housing over 900 person!t-workmen and their 
dependants. 

In Kakomlganj tingle quarters rent at Rs. 2 per mensem and doable quarters at 
Bo.4permenaem. 
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Conservancy. watch and ward. water and lighting. maintenance staff and manage
ment are all provided by the Coml""'Y who are planning .. complete welfare programme 
similar to that curied on in their other settlements. 

The British India Coxporatiou have in all provided 2.254 quarters in which over 
8.000 persons workmen.. and their dependants. as also a fair number of clerks. etc., 
&reliving. 

It is understood that the retum 011 capital outlay on these dwellings does DOt 
exceed 2 pet' cent. The Trust has gone fully into the question of costs of workmen's 
dwellings and a. note on this matter by Mr. A. Roland Priee. Chief Engineer to the 
Trost, which is .. ttached as Appendix III will be read with in_. It will be seen 
that on tn-day·s prices an up-tcr.date settlement will not yield a return of more than 
2i per cent.-this return does not take into consideration expenditure on welfare 
work. e.g .• provision of schools. dispensaries, amenities for recreation, etc .• nor does 
it :include any provision lor conservancy. watch and ward and supervision. 

E=mi""" ... of lieq.oesii ... 0/ Prop .. Hotmtt{f o/W",,_.-The Indian Industrial 
Commission under the chairmanship of Sir Thomas Holland took up the question of 
the proper housing of industrial classes and it made the following recommendations :<:-

(1) Government should nse its power to acquire land on behalf of employers fer 
the bousing of labour. subject to certain so.feguards; (2) land might also be acquired 
at the cost of Government or local authorities concerned. which they might lease 
at easy rates 'bJ employers for erecting industrial dwellings; (3) local authorities 
should be responsible for the development and lay-out of industrial areas on suitable 
lines, and for securing the maintenance of proper sanitary conditions in such areas ; 
(4) it would be undesimhie und unjust to compel individual employ"", to honse their 
own labour. 

The attitude of Cawnpore employers towardS the questinn of the hollSing of their 
labour has been uniformly sympathetic. 

A special meeting of a Committee consisting of the Ieptesentatives of the two 
Chambers of Commerce, the Municipal Board and the Improvement Trust in 
Cawnpore was held on the 10th of Jo.nuary.·1921. . 

This Committee recognised the great urgency of the problem of housing industrial 
labour in Cawnpore. It was agreed that the cos! of providing dwellings for labour 
ought not to be laid solely upon the individual employer. It was-realised that there 
are a considerable number of employers who would be prepared to enter mto a 
scheme far building their own houses, with financial assista.nce~ on the hire purchase 
system: and it was resolved that the Trust should elaborate a scheme of this _sort 
and submit it to the Committee for discussion. It was. however, felt that the number 
of persons likely to take adva.ntage of S)lch a scheme would be so small that only the 
fringe of the subject could be touched. 

Reference was made to certain new buildings put up by the Elgin Mills to house 
their labour, and rough :figures were laid before the Committee as to cost and rent : 
and from these it appeared that the demand for sanitary and properly cons:tructed 
dwellings was probably greater tho.n had been realised, and that labour was prepo.red 
to pay something approaching an economic rent yielding 4 per cent. on total outlay. 
It was generally considered that a fuJl economic rent would not be obtainable except 
in & few cases, and it was agreed that the local bodies. i.e., the Municipal Board and. 
~ Improvement Trust and the employer might reasonably be expected to ucognl.se 
their moral responsibility in the matter, and to shoulder each his own share. of the 
financial burden. It was suggested that the Municipal Board deal lightly with 
industrial settlement in the matter of taxation.- with special- reference to the fact 
tha.t auch settlement would demand sma.1ler services from the Board than do 
ordinary bazaar dwellings. The Committee stated :-

I. The Improvement Trust should assist by the provision of land at concession. 
rates and of sanitary requirements and water supply. With this assistance the 
employer should provide aCCOmmodation for the bulk of his workeTs~ contenting 
himself with a lower rate of interest on the capital so employed than he would expect 
to get if he put the same amount of capital into his business. He would. undbubtedly. 
reap indirect benefi.ts from this employment of his co.pital. which it is not possible 
to state in terms of money." 

With this co-operative effort it was felt that the gulf between the present price 
of land and building. and the rent which the workman could or would pay. might be 
bridged: but at the same time it was recognised that the workman must do his 
share. Wages had recently been raised to a considerable _t largely OD the ple& 
that the workl:nen were forced to pay increased. rents in the bazaar; and itwaaagreed 
that there- was no reason why the workmen sbould not pay at least the same rent in 
a aanitary settlement as he did in the insanitary quarters which were aU tha.t he 
eould at tha.t time find. In this COlUlectioD it was noted that the rents of the workmen 
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residing in the settlement of l'4essrs. Cooper Anen and of the woollen mills. had not 
been raised, in spite of the increase of their wages: and it was pointed out that the 
low rate of rent there prevailing was a direct inducement to workmen whom it was 
desired to attra.c.t into new settlements~ to refuse to pay a reasonable rent. 

It was therefore hoped that the managers of these settlements would take steps 
to increase their rents as opportunity olfered. 

The Trust in coDSidering the report of the Committee just refen'ed to, accepted 
the proposals outlioed above and placed on record its CODSidered opinion that no 
legal liability to house mill hands could or should be enforced by legislation either 
against the miIIowneza, the Trust or the Municipal Board. It must be admitted that 
neither the Improvement Trust nor the Monicipal Board has so far done anything 
which would induce employers to put up improved dwellings for workmen. Some 
years back negotiations were canied on with the Muir Mills and the Victoria Mills 
for the construction of workmen's dwellings and land was olfered at Ra. 7,500 per 
acre. but even though this very high :figure of price was accepted, the negotiations 
broke down owing to the absence of water snpply. 

Since then there has been great depression in trade and industry which has 
disincliD.ed commercial concerns .from spending money on developments which are 
not direc.tly remunerative. The question of water supply has now been solved as the 
Municipal Board have been able to _d their water works. 

The settlements to which reference has been made were built some SO or 40 years 
ago at a time when the profits which the empJoyers were making in Cawnpore used 
to be much higher than to-day and building costs. incln<ting the cost of land, were 
verylow. 

In January, 1928. a joint committee of the representatives of the Municipal Board, 
employers of labour. and the Improvement Trust discussed this matter aga.iu. It was 
agreed that the serious congestion and very insanita.:ry condition of houses in which the 
majority of labour class employed in the mills lived were responsible tor the high 
death rate and infantile mortality in the town. It was coDSidered that suitable 
qaurters for at least 20,000 workmen and their fa.milies were required as the proviaion 
of a few quarters here and there had not served the object ill view; and it was agreed 
that the problem could only be successfully tackled by co-operation of an the parties 
concerned, i.e., the miIIown_ the Improvement Trust and the Municipal Board 
and that Government aid to finance the oc:heme by loan was ...... tial. 

The scheroe suggested was that the Improvement Trust should raise a loan from 
Government at about 6 per cent. interest to build a Dumber of quarters and of the 
type as snggested or approved of by the various miIIowners and such settlements be 
handed over to them after construction. The miIIowners would repay the loan by 
equated instabuents in 30 years at the end of which perind the settlemeut comprising 
quarters tor the mill hands would become the property of the miIIowneza. It was 
further snggested that the cost of providing roads, sewers. and sanitary conveniences 
should be a charge on the loan money and should be incurred by the Improvement 
Trust* as a part of the schem~ but the cost of providing street lights and water maiDs 
on the roads should be a charge au the Municipal Board, in the same manner as such 
CODvezdences are provided for :in other areas wit:biD the Kuniclpallimits. 

The 'I_on has just been again ..... mined by the Improvement Trust Enquiry 
Committee appointed this year by the United Provinces Government, under the 
chairmanship of Mr. H. S. Crosthwaite, c.I.E .. I.C.S. The r~tatives of the 
Upper IndiaChamber of CommerceiD. giving evidence before this ttee expressed 
their approval of the_e already refen'ed to, whereby Government were toprovide 
fuuds at a low rate of interest; the Trust were to provide land and approved buildings 
at cost, and the Municipality to provide roads, sewerage, water mains and lighting 
free, .... d the factory on whose behalf the expenditure was incnrred would repay the 
amount in payments to be equated over a series of years.. 

The Crosthwaite Enquiry Committee, which has just submitted its report to 
-Government. -has made the following recommendation ;-

U The Fremantle Committee suggested that the local authorities shonld furnish 
the land and amenities at a. concession price and that the buildiDgs should be erected 
by the commerclal companies. We agree that co-operation on these lines is necessary .. 
hut we go further and snggest that the companies should be given the additional 
facility of loans from Government on easy terms of repayment at the rate of interest 
at which Government can itself borrow. We think that this further offer will be 
nece.....-y before an adequate response from the commercial community will be 
forthcoming. Suitable- areas for settlements exist already in the . GultJiya. Faetory' 
Area, Southero City Extension, and KIwJIUi L;"'. IlL B schemes, which are capable 
of further extension if necesssry. We propose that these areas should be made 
avaliablo to the mills on a 90 years' lesse OIl payment of a premium equivalent to 
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the acquisition cost plus overhead charges, with a nomiDal yearly _t for the COD
_on at workmen's dwellings, aDd that Government should lend to the mills, if 
_ mills SO desin:, the JDODeY requisite for _ premium aDd cost of consttuctioll aDd 
development at a rate of interest approximating to the -rate at which Government 
can itself borrow. 'The loaDS should be repaid in equated instalments.m.ndiog..
a period at 30 years.. Both lands aDd buildings will be mortgaged to Government as 
security for repayment. We have been assured by the Upper India Chamber at eo"""""", that if Govermnent are williog to lend on _ above terms some at the 
leading mills will build settlemenb for their _ in the near mtnre, If the 
response to this offer is inadequate the sites should be offered to private persons on 
lease for 90 years. renewable every 30 yean at an enhancement not eyceedjng 50 per 
cent. on the same conditions as those suggest2<l for the mills, except that the premium 
should include the root at such deveIopmeDt as may be ~, that no money 
be I .... t by eo...mment. aDd that the rent to be charged for the quarter.! should be 
so calculated as to give a return of not more than 6 per cent. net after allowing for 
renewals and repaUs. An additional condition will be that _ bonses ..... to be 
kept in good repair aDd that if _lessee fails to do so _ Trost ..... have the repairs 
carried out at the e:xpeDSe of the lessee or in-the alternative cancel the lease. This 
is in addition to our proposals for housing the poorer classes in paragraph 15. There 
is also available .. triangular area to the ..... at the Bomhay. Baroda aDd Central 
India Railway siding which should be offered to private builders on the same terms 
and conditions. 'The Committee is 1UIaDimousIy oppneed to the alternative of the 
Trost itself coustructiDg factory workmen's dwelliogs on the large scale that is 
required in Cawnpore.·· 

'The Committee ha .... also reromm~ to Government the taking np of certain 
schemes wmch include the acqDisi:tion and laying out of 27 1uII4s, which would mean 
the demciitioo at 2,400 houses aDd ~housiog 9,351 persoos living in them. The 
reference 10 pamgraph 15 in the above a:cerpt telates to a further recommendation 
made by the Committee whereby the Trost is to be giwo from provincial revenoes 
a compensatory grant at Rs. SO,OOO a year to be utili2ed in helping the c\is.honsed 
persoos. It has been suggested that these grants should be spent on the provision 
at brick plieths aDd brick wall pillan, so <oBStructed as to admit at mud waIIiog 
being bonded, SO as to fill in the spaces between the pillam aDd thus c:oostitnte a 
suitable sttuctnre to carry the roof of a poor class dwelling. These grants would be 
available also for the pan:hase of doors, windows aDd roofiDg materials, which would 
be pnrchased by the Trust in built and retailed to cJe.honsed .,e..oo. at or oear root 
price, so as to a1Ionl them the benefit at the low rates made possible by such bulk 
pan:hases. It has forther been suggested that assismDce for the coDStructioll at 
better type at houses with brick walls should also be made available in the _po at 
doors, windows and JVOfiDg materials at concession rates. The grant would natnraIIy 
be utilized to help only those persons whose employem are not williog to maIre 
anaogements for their housing. 

If the scheme recommended by the Committee for the better housing uf workem 
in mills, has the approval at Government and the mills concerned, it would only be 
..........,. far the Trust to provide laDd at cost price for purposes at that scheme. 

'The Enquiry Committee have approwd at the following new schemes to be 
taken in hand during the five years commeociog on the 1st April, 1930:-

(II Pechbogh DaIeIpurwa Rs. S,86,1J70 
(2) Birllana.. .. .. 4,14,700 
(3) Naya Chowk .. 1,35,_ 
(4) I40ti MahaI 69,000 
(5) Colonelganj .. 2.55,130 
(6J KhaIasi Lines m.B .. 1,00,_ 
(7) Creet's compound 1,17,700 
(8) Old Cawnpore 1,70,500 

Total Rs.18,50,OOO 

_ at the above new schemes deal directly with some at the insa.nitary "
at the city and their object is to lay out aDd develop the land 80 as to provide spaoe 
1m shops. I<Sidential quarters aDd codowDS buill: 011 approved lines.. 

The whole question at the housing at indastrial workem aDd of -....vaJ at con
g<stioD in the city depends on whether the GowmmeDt .... able to provide the 
~ funds or DOt.. The schemes have been so formed that quite apart from the 
loan which the Go ... __ t would be reqw-\ to give to the indastrial c:oncenJS and 
lor which they would receive suitable security aDd interest, the additional funds 
~ during the five years would DOt exceed Rs. 10,50,000. . 
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It has been proposed that this deficit should be met by the followiug addiuona! 
yearly income which the Government has been asked to provide :_ 

Increase in the stamp dutY on the tra.usfer of 
certain properties • • • • . • • • 

Municipal contribution 
Sale proceeds of specia.I Nazul 
Grants fOr poorer class 4welliDga 

Rs. Rs. 

1,00.000 X 5 = 5,00.000 
42,000 X 5 = 2,10,000 
50,000 X 5 = 3,00.000 
50,000 X 5 = 2,50,000 

12.60,()OO 

This leaves .. surplus of rougbly Rs. 2,00.000. due to the fact that the Programme 
does not take fully into conoidemuon the yearly grant of Rs. 50,000, which has 
been recommended to cover uraremunerative schemes. The Traat would expend 
this surplus on the objects for which the grant is made. 

~ . . . . 

APPENDIX III. 

Mr. A .. ROLAND PRICE, It!. INST. M. AND CY. E., CHIEF ENGINEER. 
CAWNPORE IMPROVEMENT TRUST. 

N()/e ... 1M HOfISi"l 0/ WOO'" ..... ;. C,.,.".p .... 
The quesUon of the housing of the working classes has been steadily gathering 

importance and forcing itseH on the a.ttention of the various employers of labour" 
Government and the Improvement Trust. It is Dot the simple matter of providing 
houses. but a knowledge of the type of house to be built with minimum accommo
dation which can be allotted to each working class family compatible with their 
convenience and comfort. and at a minimum rent. The wretchedness of the dark 
and sordid hovels in the city in which four or five or more persons are huddled together 
has already been described at length in the body of this report, but no written 
description can fully bring one to realize the dire conseouences of an. existence in 
mchpw= ..~ . 

The- percentage of married and single workers. living in the city is not known ; 
according to B.I.C. statistics this can be sssumed to be 3 to I. A single worker 
requires one room and a verandah, and should be built in So sanitary manner and in 
airy surroundings. The size of the rooms in the city vary. in some cases they are 
only 8 ft. by 6 ft., and the projection of the kutcAG roof forms.& small verandah. 
When a worker is married a very natural attempt is made to provide privacy, even 
if the courtyard is only hung round with " gunny .. bags. 

The British India Corporation have stated that the accommodation which they 
provide in their settlements is sufficient for the needs of their employees. McRobert-
ganj can be considered a model settlement, for the simple reason that all quarters 
have a. good circulatiOll of air round them and are not .. back to back," as in the 
Allenganj Settlement. 

For obvious reasons it is cheaper and more economical to build quarters in rows 
and "back to back," and if cross ventilation could be arranged it would meet the 
case. The problem is to provide a settlement which will bring an economical return 
on the capital expended. Building materials can be said to be obtained at reasonable 
rates. Good second-class bricks are ooId at Rs. 13 to Rs. 14 per 1,000. Only inferior 
timber~ such as Nim. Tamarind, and small logs of Shisham is available loca.Uy .. 
Sal wood is imported and is suitable for door iambs and roof timbers. Cut sal wood 
can be obtained at Rs. a per cub. ft. Country batten doors can be obtained at 
12 &!mas to Re. 1 per sq. it. Teak is imported and expensive and usually costs 
Rs. 5 per cub. it. A cheal11100r can be built of dry brick on edge. This 1Ioor is not 
entirely S&ni~ but is an Improvement on the katcba. mud Boors which are provided 
in the city. A Cheap sanitary floor can be made from 6 in. lime concrete with cement 
rubhing finish. A eatisfsctory sanitary ll00ring caD be made with fiat bricks over 
S in. lime concrete. For the wa.J.l.ing. sun"dried pressed bricks can be used, but it is 
doubtful if & dry mud wall of this nature can be made permanently waterproof. 
A substantial walling can be made of geod second-class bricks in mud with lime 
pointed outside. For the roofing. local tiles are usually fixed on cut timber. This 
type of rooling is cheap but tho difficulty is to obtain c:roos-wntilauon if quarter.. 
are placed" back to back." It has been suggested that if the roofs are made with 
semi--circula.r arches. cross~ventilation can be obtained. This would considerably 
cheapen. the cost of COD.Structi~. 
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In order to arrive at an estimate for tIu> cost of building 50 quarters on one 
acre of land, tIu> following accommodation per quarter has beel1 allowed. One 
room, 12 ft. by 10 ft., with a 7-ft. vemndah in iront, and a 12 ft. by 10 ft. courtyard 
surrounded by a 6-ft. wall. From estimates which have been made the cost of 
constIuction varies irom Ro. 400 to Rs. 500 per quarter. 

Under the United Provinces Municipalities Act, SectiOI1 298, municipalities ..., 
empowered to make bye-la_ and under this section tIu> Cawnpo<e Mnnicipality 
have made building bye-laws which were adopted in 1916, restricting tIu> number of 
houses in a A414 to 50 per acre. This bye-law was made to prevent congestion on 
new sites. In addition to above restriction it is requirOO that one-sixth of the total 
area must be lett open as compound and one-fourth open. area included in the house.. 
This means that each family house must not be less than 80·67 sq. yds. in area.* of 
which 20 sq. yds. must be open, leaving 60·5 sq. yd •• for building. These bye-laws 
ue for married families. but there are many workmen who come in from their 
villages leaving their families behind. In another section of the building bye-la_ 
every room intended for huma.n habitation must have a clear area of not less thau 
80 sq. ft., and" minimum width of 7 ft. 

The fo1lowing is the estimated cost of building " workmen's settlement, a1Iowing 
50 quarter.! per acre. 
Estimated cost. 

Cost of one acre of land, including developments, i:e., drains, 
water mains, roads • * 

Estimated cost of building 50 quarters, comprising a 
12 ft. by 10 ft. room, 7 ft. vera.ndah, and 12 ft. by 10 it, 
courtyard, at Rs. 450 each, allowing 50 quarters per acre 

Water liushed latrines, per acre 

Say Ro. 30.000 or Rs. 600 per qnarter. • 

Ro.6,850 

22,500 
800 

Ro.29,950 

Not..-No provision bas been made for boundary walls, fencing or lighting. 

Re"""" ..,..;.;paled. 
If Ro. 600 is tIu> capital value of each quarter, then the rent calculation shonld 

be:-
Interest on Ro. 600 at 6 per cent. per annum Rs. 36 
Maintenance. repairs and depreciation, charged at 2 per 

cent. per annum 12 

Rs. 48 

or .. monthly rental of Ro. 4. 

It is impossible to get Rs. " per month for a quarter of this kind. It is doubtful 
whether more than Ro. 2 wonld be obtalned. 

The rent paid by tIu> workmen in 1:11& B.I.C. Settlement qnarters is as follows :-
Single Ro. 1-2 &IlIlaS to Rs. 1-12 annas p.m. 
Double •• . Ro. 3 to Ro. 5-10 annas p.m. 
At a charge of Ro. 2 per month. or Ro. 24 per annum. 
Depreciation and repairs at Ii per cenl:. per annum 9 

Net receipt per atUlu.ui Rs. 15 

there is only a ""tam of 2i per cent. on tIu> cspital. 
This estimated retum does not take'into consideration the cost of welfare work.. 

provision of schools~ recreation grounds, etc .• or the cost of the conserva.ncy staff. 
In tIu> present state of trade, employers are not likely to build for a retam of 

2i per cont., and if 1:11& building of workmen's .ettiements is to be encouraged, 
employers must either be subsidized or else modem amenities. such as roads~ water 
supply. drains, sewerage, lights, etc., should be provided free by either the Trust 
or the Municipality, and even then tIu> employeES must increase tIu> rent if they 
demand a ",tam of_en 5 per cent. on the capital outlay. 
. From tbe above it will be seen 1:II&t the cost of land and development is abent 
Re. 131 per qua.rter. and in order to obtain an economic return of. say. 5 per c:ent.# 
the quarter wonld bave to be built for Ro. 163. 
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Even if the land was sold at cost and developed at the expense of Government 
and the quarter rented at Rs. 2, the cost of each quarter __ not exceed Ro. 280, 
for a etum of 5 per cent. to the builder. With the present cost of material it is not 
possible to build on sanitary lines~ and give the accommOOation Deeded for such a 
smallsl1m unless the type of house is the same as at present exists iu the city. 

HARNESS AND SADDLERY FAcrORY, LABOUR UNION, CAWNPORE. 

2. R""'f'!irul Umo...-The Union consists of over 500, who are the Iabo1lI1!l1I of 
the Government Ham ... and Saddlery Factory, Cawnpote, except the president of 
the uniOJ1~ who is an outsider. The faetory is owned and managed by the Govern .. 
ment of India, Army Department. It .... pIoys at preseat about 1,500 workmen. 
The union has been ~ by the Gov=mentof India. 

S. Sys..... of Pay ..... ,.-In tbis factory, except those woo are employed as 
transportation coolies and in store department. almost all the Iabourem are paid on 
piece-work system. This system does Dot ensure any fixed wages. 

The payment is made moothly. and only on the manufactuno of those goads, 
which are passed 1inaIly by the department. No payment is made em those gooda 
which a~ rejected. 

It migbt be noted in tbis connection that the "'te at which payment is made 
for the work done" is also ever cba.Dging. depending more or less CD the will of the 
supervising sta1f. It has nothing to do with the prevailing market mte of any 
particular commodity. 

The Govemment keeps a higbly paid supervising _ in the factory. which swelIa 
the ~rbea.d. charges in the manufacture 01 goods. This doubly affects the workI0ez4 
Tbe Government being unable to manufacture the goads. at the market. or below 
the market pric:e •. on account of its heavy overhead cllarges. gets its requirements 
nom private manufaeturers, and this very often leads to the reduction of labouring 
staff. Within a period of six months, the number of labourers has been reduced from 
2.200 to 1.500 or 1.600; and tbe orders for the manufact1lI1! of goads. which wonid 
otherwise have been executed in <be factory, have been placed with private finns. 
It also adversely affects the workmen. as it leads to an attempt that is ofteD made to 
:reduce his ",te of payment. 

A perusal of tbe monthly payment of the workmen of tbe factory will sbow bow 
little and inadequate their monthly earnings are. The tate of payment of piece. 
worken and the wages of those. who work OD. fixed daily rates, should be increased. 
Their scale of wages has remained stationery for the last 10 years. Most of them. are 
beavily indebted. 

The Government sbould gnaraotee a minimnm living wage for each workman. 
4. Compvh<wy r.. ... Sys_.-In tbls factory ... system of giving compulsory 

leave to the workmen is prevalent. H at any time. as is the case at pnsent, there is 
not sullicient work in the factory, to keep all the workmen employed (some of the 
_po in tbe factory are wormg for only four days in the week). <be bead of the 
factory. would Dot as a rule, proportionately decrease the number of workmen 
permanently. so that the remaining men may be able to earn a living wage. but be 
would give them. tempomry leave. The rault is that these workmen live idle.. 
with the hope of getting work in the factory in future. 11 their serrices were per
manentlydispeosed witb. tbeymigbtilave eamed tbeirliving elsewheR. Sometimes 
it happens that a number of workmen go to tbe factory daily only to be told in the 
course of the day. that there is no work for them on that day. They are Dot even 
given compulsory l ... ve. Some of these workmen have to walk to the factory from 
long distances. Tbe unicm ".pectfully urges that tbe system of gi"';og compulsory 
leave, or ealliDg the workmen to the factory, without providing them with suffici.ent 
work, should be stowed. The Government maintains it in its sel1ish interest, as it 
costs it nothing to keep workmen idle. and it gets tbe advantage of tbeir skilled 
services, wbenever it needs tbem. without paying for tbe period wben it could not 
provide them with any work. 

The Government fsam that if it were to permanently dispense with <be services of 
.killed workmen, .. bene_they ..... not needed. they wonid in this case take upotber 
W<l<k. Or migrate to other places. and would not be available to it wbenever needed. 
The Government ought to pay a minimum salary to its workmen for ~ .. oft H 

period. And wages shonld be paid fortnigbtly and not on the 7th aI eaCh month. 
5. N. HotUi"'ll A .. __ -The Government has not made any housing 

arraogemeatforitaworkmeu. 
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A very large percentage of the labour In the factmy. is drawn from villagea and 
other places, sij;uated several miles fromit. In" l"'lle number of cases.labourera have 
to walk four to eight miles. In going to and coming hack from. the factorj>-which 
tells heavily upon the vitality of the workmen-alrea.dy weak on &CCOUllt of 
insuflicient nourishment. not to mention the waste of time involved in this. 

Other employers of labonr in C&WDpore have provided decent quarters for their 
workmen. 

It can reasonably he expected _t Government's treatment of its labonr 
ought to be examplary to private employen of labour. 11 it cannot do that, it 
should at any zate follow their example. 

The private dwellings of the workmen. who live in Ca:wnpore.--which is one of the 
most congested cities of the world. and where house--rent is very high. are very 
insanitary and UIlhealthy. They natmally affect the health and elIiciency of the 
labourers. 

6. W"'" of Medi&Ql A .... "'ge_.-There are no free medical arrangements for 
the workmen, outside the factory. Other employers of labour in ca.wnpore. who 
have constructed Wj)rkmen's dwellings~ have also made free medical arrangement 
{or their workmen even outside their :factories. 

Government should also do somethiDg in this respect. 
7. No GrGtvif.y or Pmsiott.-The workmen are neither given any pension. nor 

my gratuity on retirement. In very :are cases, gratuity of only t:ri1ling amount 
is given out of Fi,.. Ftmd--U_available. That hardly meets the situation. They 
are not given benefits-of Provident Fund Rule5~ as is allowed to the employees of 
railway and of other bodies~ and to a class of other Government servants. The 
absence of these benefits causes much hardship to the workmeD~ and there is no 
:reason why they should not be allowed its benefits. 

8. Wolftwo W .. k.-Educational facilities are aIlawed to the children of workmen 
ouly in the factoE;y on payment of 8 annas per mouth. per boy. 

This facility can he avail&ble of. only by those workm .... who li~ not .... ry far 
from the factory. 

This levy of 8 8ImaS per hoy sbould be done away with. 
Workmen have to attend the factory from 7 a.m. to 3.45 p.m., with AD. interval ' 

of 1 hour from 11 a.m. A very large percentage of workmen, who live at a. distanee 
from the factmy cannot leave the factory (nor are they at present aIlawed to 
leave the factmy) during the Interval. for taking their bath and meals. etc. 

Proper anangements should. be made in the factory for the same by pt'O"iding 
separate shads for bathing and for taking food. Better arrangements should be made 
for providing cold drinking water to all workm .... daring hot season. . . . . . .. ... . ,. . . 

CERTAIN MILLHANDS OF CAWNPORE. 

A f.., of-~ - "'f"ir_l8. 
i. W; are ·not ~ted Jea~ when w~ req~ire it of ~cessity. Our ~ames' are 

struck oft from the factory if we ant absent for four daYSl and the wages due to us 
are forfeited. 

2. Our pay is very low and is not sufficient to support us. . 
8. We work in the mills from chudhood on to old age~ but whenever any 

of us are unfit for work we are turned out of employment without any consideration 
whatever. 

4. We sbould he given ",me share from the profits of the company. 
S. We should be allowed ODe month's leave with pay after one year's service.. 
6. Our residential quarters are bad and too small. for our requirements. The 

millowners should provide qua.rters for us at low rents. 
7. Women workers should be given one month's leave with pay before the time 

of confinement.. as is the practice in Bombay, where leave is granted for six weeks 
with an allowance of 8 annas a day. 

8. A lady doctor should b. appointed by Goverumeut to look after the health 
of women workers. . . 

9. Some legislation should be enacted to enforce fortnightly payments of wages : 
the payments being mode within four days of their becoming due. 
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Mr. A. P. DUBE, B.C.L., BARRISTER-AT-LAW, PRESIDENT, PRESS 
EMPLOYEES UNION, ALLAHABAD. . 

To show tho monthly earnings of salaried bands a statement is given below. 
Figurea are stated as they stand in the month of August, 1929;-

• Rs. a. Rs. a. 
8 men at 
8 .. 

43 
44 :: 
4 .. 

31 H 

I man at 
93 men at 

139 u 

16 .. 
11 .. 
16 .. 
8 .. 

J6 .. 
5 .. 

24 
1 man at 

22 men at 
2 .. 
3 " 

22 .. 
6 .. 
2 .. 

17 .. 
20 

S 0 each. 2 men at 32 0 each. 
70.. 29.. 8S 0 .. 
80 .. au 370 
90" 1 man at 380 .. 

JO 0 u 1 u 39 0 H 

]0 8" 10 men at 40 () .. 
11 0.. 16 u 45 0 
12 0 .. 1 man at 49 0 .. 
13 0 .. 3 men at 50 0 
14 0 u 3 H 60 0 u 

IS 0. •• 5 u 65 0 .. 
16 0 .. 2 u 68 0 
17 0.. 2 n 70 0 u 

18 0 2 .. 74 0 
19 0 .. 6 .. 75 0 u 

200 3.. 900 .. 
.• 21 0 .. 1 man at 98 0 .. 

22 0 .. I.. 100 0 •• 
23 0 1 .. 116 0 .. 
240 .. Iu 1220 .. 
25 0 6 men at 140 0 " 
26 0 .. 1 man at 180 0 
270 1.. 2000., 
280 .. 1,. 2400 
30 0 .. 

Total _. 664 

A """'II" earning> of piece and contract bands are in tho Deighbourhood of 
tho foUowing fisu-:-

2 men, grade I at 
3 nat 

10 III at 
18 IV at 
31 u Vat 

1 men at 
9 
2 
1 man at 
1 
Sm~-at 

COIfI.posiwg. 
Rs. 

5O-5S 
45-50 

43 men. grade VI at 
2S .. VII at 

40-45 8 .. VIIIat •• 
35--40 1 man grade IX at •• 
3O-8S 

Total 141 

F", y"" 1926. 
B'''''ry-Plu.-_k6n. 
Rs. 
24 each. 1 IIl&Il at •. 
15 .. 1 
19 .. 1 .. 
14 .. 1 
7 .. 1 
9' .. 

Total 30 

c_ system (P,. .. -ro_ .... LiIM). 
Rs. 

24 men at 12 each. 1 man at •• 
34 13 .. .. men-at 
Im~at 14 .. 1 man at •• 
3 men at IS .. 1 
2 .. 16 .. Sm~at 
7 17 .. 1 man at •• 
3 " 

18 .. .. men at 
3 19 " 3 
7 20 .. 1 uu:;" at 
7 22 .. 

Total .. 110 

Rs. 

Rs. 
25-30 
20-25 
15-20 
10-15 

5 each. 
12 .. 
13 .. 
8 .. 
4 .. 

Rs. 
24 each. 
25 .. 
27 .. 
28 .. 
30 .. 
32 .. 
35 .. 
45 .. 
50 .. 
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The prices have gene up in this country as in others. The table of wages 
, given above is sufficient to show how badly are the lower classes of press hands 

treated by the Government of the Provinces. It passes oomprehension how can a 
man live on a wage of Rs. 6 or Rs. 10 a month,. especially if he happens to have a 
:family. as in majority of cases he is bound to have. It would. be an astonishing 
thing in a. private individual if he appropriated the fruits of labour of human beings~ 
and underpaid them badly and yet did not entertain the slightest misgiving about 
the elevation oi his private character. or the purity of his private atmosphere. 
But what hope can there be for the removal of the coarse depravity of the garret 
and the slum, if the Government of the Province does not set an example befitting 
a gentleman in a department in which it is an employer t If a Government of a 
big province with all its resourses is incapable of recognizing this simple fact. what 
hope could be entertained from a private employer? These figures are sufficient to 
show that a legal minimum wage must be fixed by law and striotly enforced. 

A real hardship is generally caused. by the fact that piece-workers are _ paid 
for the time during which they remain idle in the Press for want of work. Though 
after repeated memorials the superintendent has very recently commenced paying 
for H no work. U the measure adopted is up till now hal1·hearted. inasmuch as 
the privilege is granted casuany according to the pleasure of the superintendent. 
and-men are paid half the wages only. whereas the Governm.ent of India pay in full 
in similar circumstances. A quotation is made below from a cin:.ular of the 
Government of India in this connection .. (to) piece-workers have represented that 
a real hardship has been caused by the fact that they receive no payment for any 
time during which they remain idle in the Press for lack of work. To remove this 
grievance it has been decided that in future they will be paid according to their 
class rates~ if during normal working hours they have to remain idle for this cause." 

Ow:l"'time.-Extra hours are worked when urgency demands it'
4 
and are known as 

U overtime." For evaluation. which means for the computation of wages for the 
.. overtime n put in, 8 hours count as a day for lino-mono operators, engine room and 
machine room assista.nts~ while 7 hours count as a day for the rest6 except readers 
and copyholders for whom 6 hours count for a day~ 

Now it is clear from the preeedingparagraphsthatthe usual working day consists 
of 6i hours in the Government Press. for nearly 940 men out of & total of 962# But 
when the Government comes to assess the wages of. U overtime OJ done by a worker 
it computes it on a basis of 1 hours a day. In other words for a. calculation of n over
time." a day is taken to be half an hour longer. That is to say again. what a worker 
earns in 6t hours while he is fresh. he has to earn it in 7 hours after he has become 
tired and jaded by 61 hours hard work already put in during the course >of the day. 
It does not require much argument to show that extra work put in after a day's 
hard work is exceedingly more taxing to the powem of the worker than the day's 
work. yet the local Government caleulates the wages exactly on the pay or the 
average wages that the man gets for a regular day's work. neither more nor less.. This 
is in direct contradiction to the rule prevailing with the Government of India Press. 
which adds 25 per cent. to SO percent. to the man's pay or average wage and then 
calculates the amount of .. over work." This shows a rational recognition of the fact 
that for .. over work 'f a man is working 2S per cent. to 50 per cent. harder and must 
be paid accordingly. The simple idea of fair play has left the local Government 
unaffected although the Resolution No. A-31 of the Board of Industries administra
tion. dated the 15th Julv. 1920. was published in the United Provinces Gazette. 
dated 17th August. 192O~ > 

.r Overtime '0 is a normal feature of labour in the Government Press. weD-known to 
the employees who do the labour and the Government which employs them. yet this 
overtime work is ut:ilized to cause a hardship to the overtime worker. It does not 
count for ~e purpose of leave. salary or pension. A clerk who does no overtime 
work is entitled to get casual leave. But an overtime worker who bas probably 
impaired his health in the overwork. does not get it. because he is an overtime worker. 
This additional work does not get additional leave and does not count as regards 
pay on the leave days. 

Ru"l4 19.-Of Resolution No. 31-A of the Boards of Industries and Munitions, 
dated Simla. 15th July. 1920. republished in the .. United Provine .. Ga .. tt .... 
dated the 7th August. 1920 says :-

19 ... Salaried hands to earn overtime will, in future. be eligible for casual leave. " 
In fact the workers of the United Provinces Government Press would welcome 

an increase in working hours to 8 hours a day as in the Government of India Press~ 
and would also welcome all the rules and rates of pay and wages that are applicable 
there. 
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Leave.-In connection with leave the following provisions at present exist ~ 
(i) Casu.l leave with pay is not granu.! to employees. whether permauent' or 

temporary, who are eligtble to earn unlimited overtime allowances. 
• (ii) Employees on the temporag salaried establishment are not entitled to leave 

Wlth(.'f.&) ~___ ,._ ot _"..;~,- f ,__ • w ~~wor_ltaren ~u.ut= OI'_vewithpayexceptmcaseofanaecldent 
inside the Press. 

(iv) Employees absent without leave are fined three days' pay for each day 
they are absent and piece--workers one day for each day they are absent. 

To add to the injustice of the rules stated in rule 22 they are worked in a very 
UDSatisfaetory manuer by the superintendent. A man who under the rules hoe 
earned his leave on full pay is granu.! leave on half pay and even without pay 
as will jmmediately hereinafter appear. • 

Out of 962 men. 221 only are permauent. while the remaining 741 hold temporary 
appointments. Figures are simply _ggeriJ>g. Oue wonders whether the Govern
ment intend to abolish the Press in near future. and this is why they have ma.nned 
it with temporary bauds. If, however. the Press is to he retained as a permauent 
iostitution. it passes all comprehension why the figures representiog permanent 
and temporary employees should not at 1east he revened if temporary employment 
is not altogether d011e away with. 

Another grlev"";" of ih-PeoPh, ls that while ';"'pmYees ;;, • oob. of the 
Government in Allahabad are eojoyiog holidays of 40 to 50 days. employees in the 
Press cannot get more than 24 days in a year. It is understood that the Government 
of India grants 38 days for their Press labourers. . .. ... 

PensiOfJ.-As a rule the permanent establishment is only eligible for pension. 
More than 77 per cent. of the establishment being temporary. Government very 
delibetate1y evade.their responsibility in this respect. How else can their indifference 
be explained in this matter 1 Are they Bot giving pemions to thousands in other 
departments 1 

The Government of the United Provinces should either adopt the oourse followed 
by the Government of India. or make the temporary establishment permauent and 
therefore pension. "le. The employees of the Press are a.nxiously looking ont for 
auch a. consummation. . 

Constitob of;' pro,;ment' fund' is ~. ~ of'the Poor o'.t of ;...., 
working in the Allahabad Governm_ Press. A provident fund. is creau.! out of 
the earnings of a man to provide for his children and uId age. To this the Govern
meet add a amall interest on account of the money being depooiu.! with them. 
So the Government should start .. provident fund scheme for the employees of the 
Press. Considering the hard lot and poor earnings of tho Press employees. the 
Government of India ha.ve removed these disadvantages as long ago as July. 1920. 
An extract from their Board of Industries and Munitions No. A-al. dated the 15th 
July. 1920. is :-

" A 1arge number of men who are now employed on .. temporary basis will become 
eligible for pension privileges. and will be allowed to COlU1t their past continuona 
temporary service • 

• , For all future employees the Govemment of India Presses Provident Fnnd will 
he inetitnUod on tho lin .. of the State Railway Provident Fund." . . "- ... .. 

D;.p. ... ary. Hoi W...n- A..-genwnls """ Din"'c R ...... -It will Bot be out 
of plaoe if a te-o: more grievances, of the Press em"loyees "",."bmitted !>efore the 
Commission First and foremost .. the want of a dispeBaary. In employing a very 
1arge number of la.bouretll on low wages the Government shoold look after the 
medica1 needs of the men. Secondly. want of fans. Khea tattis in all doon and 
windows. during the summer season. Extreme1y hot climate of Allahabad produces 
a devitali&iug elfect on the nerves of. the men "P,OciallY.on account of the huge 
oongregation in congested rooms. 'I'hlrd1y. there IS no dining room thongh there 
.... =eM hollIS for taking mea.1s while employed in the Press. 

Mr. BABU LAL. KHURJA (THE U.P.). 
The nature of my firm'. bnainess _ in the working of cotton ginning and 

pressing factories in tho districts of BuIandshahr and A1igarb. The firm hoe been 
car<ying. on such b\lSineSo for the last 20 yeam. It ~ ont ,about 15.000 cotton 
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bales annually. The worldng season at these factories is from the begiDning of 
October to the end of Marcil. About 600 hands are employed. The proportion of 
men equals tha.t of women and there are practically no juveniles. With the exception 
of some. the workers gener.Uly belong to the lowest grade. women earning 4 annaa 
and men 8 annas a day. 

t and 2. There is no migration iu the sense it takes pla~ in large industrial 
centres like Bomboy. where the labour bas mostly boen imported. Here in the 
COUlltry outside large industrial centres. there is Dot a scarcity of labour. and we 
are able to ftCIUit our supply of labour almost wholly at pla.ces at which our factories 
are situated. Still there are about 20 per cent. of labourers who find it profitable 
to migrate to the towns during the factory season from the villages. They are 
agricultmal labonrers, who at the harvesting time from Marcil are ahle to get and 
earn decent wages in the villages itseli. During the cold weather of the cotton 
season they find it attractive to work at cotton factories. Such labourers come from 
and return to the villages every day. 

3. Recruitment takes place by sending summons to the labonrers through peo .... 
No public employment agencies exist It is not desirable to establish such in the 
country side. 

7. In these parts. unemployment whenever it occurs is the immediate result of 
a fun or partial failure of crops. Whenever the crops are less there is less work at 
the factories and also in other occupations in the town. Unemployment iDsurance 
may be tried as a remedy against unemployment distress. 

57 and 58. No complaints bow boen received from workers with regard to 
60 hours' restriction. On the contrary, they wonId be very willing to work more 
provided they could get proportionately bigher wages. On the other band the cotton 
ginning industry sulfers from this 60 hours' restriction. It so bappeos tbot huge 
stocks of kappas get accumulated at times when the cotton season is at its clim.a:E 
in December and January. and such kappas get badly damaged by the winter mins. 
It is difficult to arrange to work double shifts or overtime as only males can work 
-during night. The ginning and pressing factories work during cold season only. 
and it may be considered whether the weekly working limit may not be increased to 
72 hours a week. Cold season is very healthy in these parts and there is little chanco 
of the workers' health being alfected. 

'. 
96. The rates of wages prevalent in these parts generally for a to-hour working 

day are: (i) 4 annas for a woman and 8 to 10 annas for a man: (ill in agricultural 
........ wages are a little higher for harvesting. weeding, etc.. and an: paid in kind. 

97~ Before the war. wages were 2 anna.s 6 pies for a woman and 6 annas for a
man. During war time they rose to 5 annas and 12 a.nnas respectively. After the 
war they declined and are at present 4 annas for a womau and 8 a.nnas for a 
man.. The rise during war time was in relation to the general rise in prices of 
commodities. In these parts, prices of foodstuffs alfect wages the most. The 
workmen were better ot! with. pre-war wages than post-war wages. 

102. Overtime or SundaY'WOl'kis paid at the-same mte as work on ordinazydays. 
lOS. Wages differ from place to place with the io<ality. Anystatutoryregulation 

mang the minimum will. therefore. be difficult. Moreover, web legislation may lead 
to abuses.. It may become a source of friction between. the employers and the 
employed. It is not. therefore. advisable to fix any statutory minimum wage. 

THE SUPERINTENDENT OF MANUFACTURE. CLOTHING FACTORY. 
SHAHJAHANPORE. 

The function of the An1ly Clothing Factory. ShabjahaDpore. is to manufacture 
prments required by British and Indian troops and followers. 

L-~ 

L The labour with which this factory is cbietly concerned is naturally of the 
tailoring class, for apart from the few artifice", employed in the power house and in 
eounection with the maintenance 01 machinery and plant, the only other labour 
employed is easnallabour for the lower grades of work. such as coolies. 
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In respect to tailors. the origin of our labour is confined more or less to the 
United Provinces and particularly to the districts in close proximity to Shah. 
jahanpur 'city (chief of which are Shahjahanpur, BareilIy and Luclmow districta) 
and ta.ilors l'ecmited fro~ the Punjab~ 

The necessity for recruitment in the Punjab was more pronounced a few years 
ago. as it was then essential to recruit in the Punja.b for the higher gmdes of craftsmen 
who were then only avaiJa.ble locally to a very small extent. 

(i) In the early days of the development of this fac:t:ory the labour was of a very 
migratoxy cbaraeter# but of recent years OW' labour force has been as stable as the 
_ of the factory will permit it to be. 

(ill) As recorded above our labour force is DOW more or less stable. The main 
reasons for this perhaps are the following :-(4) The abolition of the former group 
or gang system of employment and the introduction of the individual piece-worker 
system; (b) improvements in housing accommodation schemes as well as the con
aidera:t:ion given to welfare measures; (e) the training of our operatives. which has 
.... bIed them to increase their individual eamiugB; (dl a better understandicg 
between management and labour. 

2. In the early days of this fac:t:ory many village taiIonI were employed for the 
manufactme of the inferior close of work and for which a very lew rate of wage _ 
paid, but the factory, during seasons when labour was in demand in villages for 
purpcees of attending to crops, etc., experienoed & sudden migration which to a 
large degree upset orderly productiuu. 

Remedial measures were taken in the directien of putting the basic -. of our 
making rates on an equality with the market rate for labour, and, therefore, demands 
for labour in villages are Dot now felt to any great extent.. . .. . . ~ 

3. In the past. recruitment necessitated the despatch of recruiting parties to 
the Punjab and outside districta of the United Provinces. Unfortunately this bad 
to be resorted to frequently and without prior warDing, owing to sudden demands 
being placed on the factory. 

The success of these- recruiting parties was. however, seriously a.fIected through 
the fact that when demands were reduoed the fac:t:ory was forced to discharge .. large 
number of its employees. who naturally went back to their own provinces or districts 
and ~ advertised the fact that employment was not constant. 

These difficulties are now no loDger fell: as the policy respecting the placing of 
manufa<:ture demands improvements in respect of both the provision of supplies 
and in .. planning .. have enabled the ""ecutive to employ oniy that labour force 
which is required for its known or a.nticipa~ load. 

(i) BestresDitswith regard to the recruitment of tailors is achieved through the 
tailar& themselves and viA. the medium of our labour bureaut

; for when additional 
t:ai1onI are required" this information is circulated by our labour bureau and is 
plaoed on the factory notice board and at the factory gate. 

Our taiIonI recrDited from outside distrlcta are also given stamped postc&eds to 
enable them to advertise our needs in their home towns and villages. The result is 
that any want of the factory is speedily tilled. In fact, it is not unusual to find a 
score of tailorslooldng for one vacancy. . 

7. Owing to the abn~ conditions now existing there is at the moment a 
good deal nf uusmployment amongst our teilors locally. This is due to the large 
Dumber of tai10ts discharged during the past six months or so and to economic 
conditions locally. There is. howeV«, a alight improvement in respect of the latter 
and it is hoped that with the approach of the cold weather our unemployed teilom 
will obtain other work. 

{i) As recorded above. the extent of our unemployment is doe entirely to reductiou 
:in manufacture demands. The extent of this can be visualized when it is known that 
in February, 1927, tho factory employed 0_ 1.400 taiIonI and boys, and a y_ 
later approximately 1,000 taiIonI were employed. yet to-day there are oDiy 
approximately 500 teilors. 

The factory has naturally taken full adV1!.Dtage of this opportunity in respect of 
retaining the cream of its labour faroe, in regard to both character and techDieal 
quallfil:ationa, and, therefore, tho majority nf our unem~yed taiIonI are more or 
less operators of & poorer class or these lmown by us as fourth class taiIonI." 

• • • • • • • • • .. • .. • <0 • 

8. LabolW Tt ........... -(i) A few of our teilors have beea here sinos this factory 
was first opened (as a temporary experimental measure) in 1914. Many oth_ 
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have been more or less constantly employed since 1921 when this factory bega.n 
to be developed and organimd as a permanent factory. Of the remainder now 
employed, roughly three Y""'" might be accepted as the average duration of 
employment. 

(ill) Abeenteeism is discouraged because of the principles of the .. snlHlivision of 
labour/' which functions in many of our sections. 

The average is approximately S per cent. amoDg our tailors on piece-work rates 
and about the same in respect of the :rest of our establishment. 

II.-sta!! Orgauization. 

13. (i) Relations bave been exceptionally good, especially during the past two or 
three years. 

(ii) It is presumed by jobbers is meant petty ~ntractOl'3; if this is so, then the 
experience of this fsctoIy and a few other c10tbing fsctoIies is that the employment 
of jobbers is not a wise one. as it opens up many channels for abuse and what is 
.more it has been proved that it is neither economical nor is it in the interests of 
the individual worker. 

(iii) As an experimental measure a workmen's committee was organized. eady ill 
1927. on the basis of a committee composed of one member representing each 100 men 
(or part thereof) of ea.ch class of employees. These representatives were elected by 
secret ballot and to the total number of such representatives was added b.alf the 
number by nomination by the management. 

Later. the workmen·s committee was modi1ied so as to consist of 16 representati~. 
to be elected annually and on the lines of the above. Out of this number an executive 
committee, consisting of four members, was formed and to this executive was added 
four other members, representing :-(1) Tbe European staif; (2) the Indian sub
ordinate stall; (3) the clerical sts1f; (4) the temporary establishments: and 
(5) the supervisor-in-chazge of the labour bureau, the last named being the secretary 
of the joint committee. 

The objects of the committee were :--(a.) To promote better relations between 
the management and the worker, a.ud also good fellowship amongst the employees 
themselves: (b) to act as an advisory committee to the management on all matters 
pertsining to the welfare of the employees as well as the stability ~ the factory as 
a whole. 

Unfortunately, the committee lacked a guiding band with regard to the lines on 
which it should develop, and instead of shaping into an adviwry committee it began 
to trespass upon questions of administration and policy, ands therefore. the deveio.P'" 
ment of its activities was not encouraged pending the sanction of a suitable man 
to control the activities of our labour bureau and welfare questions generally. 

Although the workmen's committee as a. recognized institution is more or-less 
domtant, yet the workmen living in our lines have formed a committee of their own, 
through wbich source suggestions and ideas are frequently submitted to the executive > 

for consideration. 

(iv) The view of this factory is that if labour was properly represented in councils 
such questions as those of technical education, the training of. apprentices, schools 
for factory employees and trade lads. factory sanitation, lighting and ventilation, 
would receive much greater consideration from the powers that be, and this would~ 
possibly result in grants-in-aid to the advantage of the operatives themselves~ the 
industrial development of the country and tbe general good of the State and its 
finances. 

Industrial councils could easily be formed by each factory committee nominating 
one « more representatives to a district or provincial labour coUIlCil, which industrial 
council could from amongst its members nominate one. two or more representatives 
for the local or provincial assembly. Thus the interests of labour would. to a. greater 
degree be safeguarded. 

III.-BODIing, 

16. {i) and (ii) Government provides free accommodation to members of the 
managing staff on the permanent establishment, with the exception of officers. who. 
whenever provided with quarters, pay·either the assessed rent or a. ma.xi.mum of 
10 per COIlt. of their pay. 
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The M.G.O. bas also sanctioned a definite policy in t<Spect of a housing 
accommodation scheme for lndiaDS, and this baa developed in this factory to the _ shown beIow:-

No. 
built. 

No. being built No. provisionally 
this year approved 

Quarters for senior clorb and super
visors (Type U P U). 

(1929-30). for 1930-31. 
4 

10 Quarteao for. superior _ and 
clerks. junior grades (Type .. Q "). 

Quarters for married _ (Type 100 
.. ROIl· 

Quarters for single workmen" (Type 
"·SU). 

90 

10 

Quarters for meDials rrvn. .. J ") •• - 20 
" Each quarter rr~ 7'-5 ") to accommodate two single workmen. . . 

2 

5 

30 

10 

22. Morlll elf.., ... "'or"'" of 1114"'- Hovm.g CoIrdil ...... -ImplO.emems 
tried and suggested. The workmen's housing scheme bas proved a decided boon to 
not oDly the WMkmen, but also to the factory for several reasons. In the first pla<e 
the worker living in a healthy location and under modem conditions is more contented 
and is as a result more healthy. Moreover .. experience bas proved that this has 
assisted in in<:reasing his earning capacity. III fact, a oomparisoll between the 
output of war"'" living in oar lines with those living in the city or elsewhere, ..... 
zecently made over a period of three months. as the result of which itwaseonclusively 
proved that while the average earnings of our tailors living in our lines was 3·11 annaa 
per hour, that of those living elsewhere was oDly 2· 25. This large increase is partly 
due to a superior class of tailors living in our lines, but a comparison between tailors
of the same class shows a comparison in favour of the tai10ra Jiving ill our lines to 
the extent of an increase of over half an anna an hour. . 

From the factory's point of view the above is a decided asset and an economy; 
for the g;eater the outpot given by each individual the g;eater is the %eduction in 
production cost. 

SecondlY. the factory has a oertsin amount of control over the employees living 
in its lines. who are gradually beginning to mote. and more 1I11derstand the fact that 
the executive is ever considering their weIfate. both present and future, with the 
result that .. management" and ~. worker" are underst:anding each other better. 
and, therefore, it is DOt S1U}'rising to note that doring the last time when there wu 
a temporary oessation of work, it was the tailors in the lines who stood by the 
management, Moreover, our _'s lines and their proximity to the factory 
bas pa,tIy %educed absenteeism, especially doring the mon""", season. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. VL-__ 

42. That ordinary elementary education mnst affect the standanl of living and 
the industrial efficiency of workers is an axiom. which caD be accepted at once. 

The factory is only able to impart education of this kind to a limited deg«<: and 
through the medium of its factory school. 

EDdeavours to educate its workpeople., 80 as to make them UDdenJt:and. the 
.,. whys and wherefores .. of the policies inaugurated and the:reasons why the manageo
ment has advocated such welfare schemes. as better education for our employees and 
their child ..... technical instruCtiOll for our .talf. our appreDtice and trade lad 
schemes are c:cnsta.ntly being made. 

Gene<ally speaking our employees, as a whole, ...., beginning to ...,.,gnize and 
appreciate the necessity for the above schemes. but we are also trying to ta.ke our 
employees into our confidence by ~g them into S'Ilcll_ as .. costs of produc:
tion." emphasising to them that it behoves each individual worker to gi.., his maD
mum.. 80 88 to enable the cost of production to be reasoaable enough to increase 
demands and. obtain repetition ordet8. 

This closer study of economie questiODS by l6Pleseata.ti'ft8 of our labout' has. 
been a tremendous asset in sttengthening or in improving the relationship between 
the worker and the staff or management.. 

Further, the necessity for cleanliness aDd healthy surroundings. as exemplified 
by the Iay-out and eondition of our factory haildings, our quartelS, and our work
men'olin .. baa impteSSed the majority of our workers. and I make hold to say that 
this is helping them in improving their._ of living geDeralJy. 

Ten years agn the taiIoD and casuallshonr of this factory ........ iJlitemte, m_ 
and gei.eralJy opeaking nnhealthy, whereas the employees of to-day 1>&"" improved 
tosuch a great extent that the comparisoD is eD:remely conspicuous i for the majority 
of our workpeople ..... to-day sound in hody, of heelthy appooBllUlCO, more intelligent 
and moreovv the majority of them &no fairly wdI dressed. 
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This I claim is entirely due to the intensive education of our employees by ~ 
superiors, as well as by the example placed beI_ them in the shape of men, plaDs 
and structures. 

Finally. the individual eaming capacity of the tailor has increased during this 
period of 10 ,...". by approximately 100 per cent., partly through a more honest 
basis of fixing making-rates, and partly through better etliciency as the remit of 
.... hnical inst=etion; all of which has meant industrial etliciency and helped to 
improve the standard of living. 

lX.-Boma. 
57.58 and 59. The manmum bonno worked in this factory are 46 houts per week. 

This, however, has ooly heeD the case during the last 5 or 6 ,...".. previous to which 
no restrictions as to number of hours worked were in existeo.ce in this factory. 

Since the factory made working hours a compulsory manmum of 8 hents per day. 
the output of the individual as well as the outpat of the factory as a whale has steadily 
increased. 

The daily limit applied to this factory is in aecordauce wjth the Factories Act. 
i.6 .• a maximum of 10 hours per day for anyone day. This maximum is seldom 
resorted to. and thea overtime is made applicahie for the 2 bonno ~ and a_ the 
Dormal8-hour day, 

From ao industrial development point of view I am a disciple of thet school of 
thought which contends that the cost of production and the cost oflivingwill decrease 
with every decrease in the :ma.ximum oi hours worked. until a limit of 6 hours per 
day is reached. subject. of course. to this being made compulsory and industry 
being allowed to utilize its buildings and machinery 011 the basis of two independent 
shifts hoth from the point of sta1f and labour. . " 

• 
96. The bulk of our labour is tailor labour, which is eutUe!y paid em. piece-work 

",tes, 
These piece-work rates ats based on two factots :-The class of garment and the 

OOITeIJPOoding class of craftsmen required to make it and, secoadly, time. 
All garments are classified as fitst, second, thini or fourth class garDll\trts, 

and each class n>quires a corresponding class of craftsman. . 
For each class of garm_ a basic daily rate has beec allotted. aud piece work 

rates are fixed on the basis of the time taken to make the particular garment at its 
class basic day rate. 

The day rates fixed for our different classes of garments ate aa follows :-For 
a fourth class garment Rs. 0-12-0 far 8 bonno work; for a third class garment 
Rs. 0-15-0 for 8 hours work; for a second class garment Rs.0-18-0 for 8 bonno work; 
for a fitst class garment Rs.0-21~ for 8 hours work. 

NatureIly, wjth piece-work rates fixed by the timing process and au the a_ 
basic da.y rates. the prevailing rate of wage and the average earnings of our 1ailom 
m~t vary in accordance with the class of garment under manufacture. as well as 
with the load of the factory. 

Taking the factory as a whale, the average _gs of our tailor labour woold be 
approximately Rs. 30 per m~ though a. great number of our tailors have earned. 
under normal oouditions. as high 88 betw .... Rs. 50 and 60 per month on piece-work 
mtes. 

The following table gives a oomparison of the eaminga per opentor for the _t 31 ,...". >-

S_ '-1f€ -"II" ~. 1- - per _ for Me kist 31 years. 

Average \ Average total Average 
Year attendance of ~unt paid to earnings per tailor 

tailors per mouth tail~ per month permoDth. • dunng the year. 

BB. a. p. 
1928-27 .. . , 937 29.146 31 o 0 
1927·28 , . 1,006 30.584 30 0 0 
1928-29 .. .. 790 25.289 32 0 0 
1929-30 (S mouths) 552 14.878 27 0 0* 

.Low---owm.g to eEeS5l:W number of holidaya and policy of mtiomng. 
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The average earnings of our fourth elass tailors, who constitute the larger 
majority, is possibly not more than Ra. 25 per.mensem. 

The remainder of our labour, other than the few artificers employed, would 
come under the category of casual labour or coolies and their average earnings would 
approximately be Ro. 10 to Ro. 12 per m......,.. 

~ual labour i. !mployed from As. 6 per day. upwards; inc ....... being given 
fM mtelligence, 5eI'Vlce, usefulness. etc.; the Dl8XImum for ordinary casual labour 
being 12 ann .. per day for really _ class men. 

Special rates are~ of course, paid to arti1iceta, mates. issuers .. etc.s which are 
from a rupee per day upward.. . 

The rate paid {or casual labour by this factory is slightly bigber than the rates 
in force locally. 

There are no other eamings besides those of wages. . . . . ~ ~ . . 
110. All permauent and temperary estab1islunents of this factory are entitled 

to privilege leave to the extent of one-eleventh of their actual service plus casual 
leave up to the extent of 10 days & year. which latter is at the discretion of the 
fa.ctory autho-rities. 

Employees either on day rates of pay or piece-work rates are not entitled to any 
leave with pay, under ordinary circumstances; the exception being made when 
they have been forced to absent themselves on medicaJ advice on account of some 
epidemic disease when they are given aegrega:tion leave with pay. 

(i) The majority of our estsbHsImleuts eeIdom utili ... · to the fullest extent. the 
leave they are entitled to or have earned. but they accumulate this to be utilized 
towards the end of their service or in the case of sickness. 

Tailors and day labour seldom take leave, unless this is necessary owing to 
indisposition, domestic a.ffa.irs or ~gent private a:ffairs# as the·ta.king of leave means 
a. loss of wages. 

(il) As far as possible. leave taken throngh illness, when supported by a medical 
certificate, is given by the factory authorities as easuallea.ve, so that the privilege 
leave earned by our staff or employees is not effected. 

Government, it is understood, is now considering a scheme far granting aU 
labour on the permanent strength of factories, a c:ertain amount of leave on full 
pay each year. This will be a tremendous boon and assistance to our employees. 

111. De.sWabilily of Foi, Wac" Clam. j" Public CtmlTocts.-Very desirable in 
every respect. as it is not only in the interests of the worker but also in the interests 
of the industrial development of the C011Dtry. 

XDL-Indaalrial EflIoienO¥ 01 Worke!l. 
112. Prior to the Great War, the efiiciency of the taiIonl employed in the Per· 

manent Army Clothing Factories of Alipore and Madras. reached & very high standard 
of eflicieney~ especially with regard to tailoring work which demaocled hand-work to 
any great extent. 

During the War period the demand for clothing was 90 great as to necessitate 
the opening up of 13 branch factories-. as weD as numerous contract organizations 
throughout the country; and in ODe month during this period the Dumber oj garments 
:manufactored totalled over a. million and a half. 

This expansiOD from an output of approximately 40,000 garments per month 
was far greater than the supervisory staft available could cope with. and at the same 
time guarantee quality of workmanship. economy and honesty in manufacture. with 
the result that the quality of workmanship deteriorated to a very low standard and 
irregularities crept in. 

Immedia.tely after the Waz many difficulties were experienced in respect of 
improving the quality of worJnnansbjp and in reorganizing the various clothing 
factories which were retained to meet the peace demands of the army. 

Of late years organization has steadily improved and the efticiency of the worker 
has also steadily increased. This factory has DOW as high a standard of efficiency as 
there was in pre-war days at Alipore or Madras~ 

113. Machinists or tailor operators in any of the large factories in England or 
Seotla1!d, and particularly so in regard to those employed in specialist factories~ 
are more efficient and give a greater and better quality of output than does the 
Indian operator. On the other hand, I make bold to say that the advancement 
made in this direction by the Indian tailor and machinist during the last two or 
three years through the aid 01 speciaJU&tion, the SUb-divisiOll of labour principles, 
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the teclmical training of operatom aDd the utiliz&t!on of specialist machinery is 
extremely hopefnl and I helieve the day is not far distant when the quality and 
qnantity of the work produced hy the Indian tailor 'Will compare favourably with 
thet of the Britisher. 

, '. 
115. (ii) The wodting conditions of this factory have beel1 developed on definite 

lines which were plamled and decided upon many years ago. This included the 
abolition of the previous system of feliowsbip gangs and its replacement by the 
individual worker system. since when no radical changes have been made, but the 
effect of this ono ebange 011 the industrial efficiency of the worker has been very 
apparent. 

(iii) As recorded elsewhere, health and sanitation are given a very prominent 
place in this factory's organization and development; for apart from. the efficiency 
of the worker~ it is most essential that the sanita.ty anangements of the factoty 
should be of a very high standard, and thet every precaution should be taken to 
safeguard the health of our employees~ especially against diseases of an ~demic 
neture. TIns is .... ntial as otherwise this factory might be a. channel for the 
spreading of disease. 

(iv) The effect of our housing schemes on the industrial efficiency of our workers 
bas been somewhat astonishing. In fact. apart from the wel:fa.re desire to improve 
the standard. of living and the health of our workers. our housing schemes have been 
an investment from the point of cost of production. 

(v) AUnatiofts in MotJwds of RmnlKer4fton.-This has been dealt with before, 
but it might be worth repeating that the introduction of the individual piece·work 
system and the abolition of the gang system has helped to increase prOdUCtiOl1 and 
the industrial elliciency of the worker. 

(vi) Wages have increased of recent yean, but the fact that quality of workman
ship and merit are of far greater importance than length of service or seniority for 
selection has given scope to the ambitious worker. and this has resulted in greater 
e1ficiency of the individual and has assisted in increasing wages. - . 

(x) The effect of industrial -fatigue on production is not as conspicuous now as 
it was prior to the closiDg of the factory for an hour's interval from 12.30 to 1.80 p.m. 
daily. and since the installation of our fans and cooling system~ 

116. Possibk MUIwds of sutWi", inct-,~ EffirMt&ey.-The only recoinmenda-
tions I have to make are summed up in the following !- . 

(a) Increased efficiency in this factory can only be given when a constant economic 
load is given to the factory for manufacture; for this will enable the factory to 
keep the hulk of its labour constant and thus advance the training of the individual 
worker on sp~tion lines. 

(b) The further development of our educational and vocational training schemes 
would greatly assist in increasing the efficiency of our labour and staff. This. however, 
more or less necessitates having an instructional sta.1I. independent of that of manage
ment or those required for production purposes. 

(0) Before <:OIlcludil1g may I take this opportunity to record the fact thet in my 
opinion the sphere of activities of this factory might b. extended beyond that of 
supplying clothing to the army, especialiy now that ,ts organization and development 
has reached a high standard of efliciency and it can guarantee eoonomical production,. 

The argements against this is that by this policy the factory would be encroaching 
on private industry; but such at present is not the case, for as far .as I am aware 
there are no organized clothing factories of any size in India~ other than the 
Government factories. 

On the other hand. it seems to me that when one finds labour in India available 
and amenable to training and yet realizes the astounding feature of oommercial 
world records that in India there are no clothing factories. yet the clothing industry 
in. aU. other countries is an industry of great importance, something ought to be done.. 

It is my contention that India, by closer CO-operatioll with her mills and by tho 
development of clothing factories will in years to come be able to compete with other 
oountries in this direction and thus materially extend her trade. Therefore. the 
work now being dOlle in Shahjahanpur. viz •• the b"aining of staff, apprentices and 
labour deserves greater support than it has heretofore received. , 

If demands placed. on the factory were large enough to guarantee an economic 
load, efficiency of production and the training of the individual could be forther 
advanced. 
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. . ~ . . 
122. (i) Questions which aIIect the industrial devdopment of tIrla factory and 

yet appear to cause criticism and comment from our employees have usually been 
mad. the subject of diseusaiOll between the management and _tatives of the 
employ ..... 

(ii) Several sucoessfal improvements in production have been brought abeut 
through close oo-operation between the employees and the management. particularly 
so was this the caae in connection with the introduction of the "' aub-division of 
labour" principles. This policy was in the fus1: place very cazefully expIaiaed to 
not only representatives of the taiIoie but to the tailors employed in the "shirt 
_Ii",,:' in which it was suggested these priacipIes should be lirst applied. 

Before any definite decision was arrived at a part of the section was put on an 
experimental test of the change in production procedure~ whilst the remainder 01 the 
_tio ... continued manufaetariag garments OB the individual aystem. The result 
was conclusive proof that the new system would not only speed up production but 

. also increese the earning capacity of our individual operator. 
At first there was a certain a.mount of uneasiness amongst some of the leading 

tailors of tIrla secticu, who preferred the idea of being bead men of groups or fellowship 
gangs to that of being paid by the results of their own bandiwork. 

When the time was ripe to change over~ the management made a definite decision 
that only such tailors as were willing to undertake the manufaeturs of shirts on the 
aulHlivision labour principI .. would be entertaiaed. 

Volunteers were immediately enlisted to a larger extent than the nwnber required 
to man the particnIar section. and the tailors of the shirt section have continued ever 
since to reap the beneftt of the change. 

Otber sections have siace been placed on a similar footing and the development 
of these principles on acientilie lines ooutinues to be the subject of carefnl research 
work. . 

XV.-lndUJbia1 DiJpIlIes. 

123. There have only been two factory strikes since 1921. wben this factory 
began to be developed as a permanent organization. viz., one in December, 1921, 
and the seeond in March, 1926. 

(iJ The real cause of tho 1921 strike was opposition to the introduction of the 
factory .4 works inspection '$ or evmjnation section. and also a.gaiDst the ft/J1tJa
...... , of u.. .. TlJaltMl,.,." (If' _ad .,.._ by '''' g,..., ... flllJows/oij> .,,_ of a 
maximum of five workers. 

The strike in 1926 was eaginoered by a sma» graap of .. heads of gangs." and the 
msia cause was oppositiou to the introduction of the individual payment system 
and the entire lIbolmo" of '''' grOfl/> ."sImI.. 

Two other minor cases have occuned. 
One in January. 1921. whan live cutters endeavoured to engineer .. strike in the 

cntting branch as .. pro_ against working till " p.m. one Saturday. as agaiast 
2 p.m., which extra time was necessitated through _out demands. being .... ived. 

The second one was in April. 1921. when 12 a.rtificers of the U power house n 

absented themselves and refused to work. and also tried to make an the power house 
stall go on strike as .. pro_ against being searched wben passiag out of tho 
factory gate. 

ru) and (iii) (aJ The _ in January. 1921, when the live cutters endeavoured 
to engineer a strike* only lasted a. day. as immediate action was taken to dismiss 
the :fi.ve men and replace them by new men entertained. 

(bl The incident of the moehanical staff in April, 1921, when 12 artilicers and 
employees of the power house sta.tI absented themselves and endeavoured to engineer 
a strike as a protest against being searched at tho gate, was speedily sottled by the 
dismissal of the 12 men in ~uestion and by their immediate replacement. While 
801I1e of those of the mecbaD!cal ata,fi who stood by the factory WIn rewarded for 
their action. 

« The big strike, which took place on the 20tb December. 1921, resnltod in an 
tailono (numbering 376) going on strike as a pro_ against the .. g",,"- of .. 
• , W tWAs ltU/l~aiotJ SunOfl .. in this faetory aDd the replacement of tho U T/uJIHUr U 

.,.._ by tho fellowship gang oystom. 
The organimtion of the works inspection section was absolutely essential if 

quality of workmanship was to be improved and bribery and com>ption demted. 
It ~ also necessary in the interest,of the workers. as it opened up ways and m.eana 
for individual iastruction. 
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Very definite proof was obtained in su~ of the fact that the entire strike 
was ~ by 10 of these .. Thakedar.i: 

In passing. it may be worth recording the fact that some of these .. Thakedars U 

employed. inside the factory but under their owil personal control. as many as 
50 tailors. lind the most surprising fact is that the majority of them were not even 
tailors or technical men in any shape or form. In other words. they simply financed 
the _ they nontrolled and benefited by the work and output of their men to the 
detriment of the eamiDgo of the individual operator. 

On the 7th Jannery. 1922, the factory was visited by a committee of senior 
officors of the Headqua.rlms Sta.f!. including the Chief Inspector of Clothing and the 
Deputy Director of Equipment and Ordnance Services, and these officers gave a 
bearing to 12 representatives of the tailors ; as a result of which. notices embodying 
the decisions &rrived at. were posted on the gate &nd these notices embodied the 
fnIlowiDg factcms :-(1) The large group system was to be abc1isbed immediately ; 
(2J no fellowship _ of tailors was to be larger than five; (3) no tailor could be 
a head grottpman or in charge of a group, unless he was a qualified tailor himself ... 
&nd was reported upon favourably by the management; (4) tailors were to be paid 
weekly. 

It was further advertised on the gat. that if through the strike the demands 
placed on the factory could not be met except by giving out of contracts. that DO 
contract whatsoever would be given ou.t in the United Provinces. This notice was 
drafted because the rank and file of our tailors were informed at meetings held tha1: 
they need not wonyz for if the factol'y could not get the necessary Dumber of tailom 
required to do the work then the work must be given out on contract and they-the 
.• Thakedars •. -would re-employ them. 

Later. action was taken in respect of the knowu ringleaders by the refusal to 
re-entertain them.. 

(tl) On the 24th March. 1926. 810 out of 840 tailors employed in this factory 
went on strike as a protest against the introduction of the indWiduall'ayt'INftlSjl>StIm 
&nd the ftrUJJ abolition 01 1M lellOUlsJoip gang Of' group ",s_. 

This strike was entirely engineered by about 20 of the bead gangmen and it 
lasted in all for a period of about two weeks. during which time the original 30 
gradually increased to .. 100 or so. 

Finally. on the 10th April. 1926. 500 tailors presented themselves for employment 
BOd were ~tertained, making in all " total of 600. 

The extraordinery fact about this strike was that the only tallors who continued 
working were those who were employed in the U individual n piece-work section,. 
which was then under experimental test. 

As a matter of fact, this strike has proved to be a bleseing in disguise beth to 
the factory &nd to labour as a whole. &nd the opportunity was taken ()f making the 
strike a .. lock-out" and not allowing any t&ilGrs to be re-entertained unless they 
submitted to the policies advocated by the management. 

Since the strike the relationsbip between the management and labour bee steadily 
increased and DO trouble whatsoever has been experienced in respect of misunder .. 
standings or grievan<:es. This may pa.rtly be due to the fact that on the 26th March. 
1926~ a notice was posted on the gate to the effect that it was proposed to inaugurate 
as soon as possible after the 1st April, 1926. a .. factory welfare committee" to 
assist the administration in the genenol management of matters that pertain to 
internal economy and the welfare of the factory employees. and this committee has ' 
at times been an asset in the direction of arbitratiou6 
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Mr. BAR! KRISHNA AGARWAL. M.A.. Manager. The AIoola 
Cotton Mill .. LtcL 

0-1. Til. Olloi"""", Will you tell us of your own career and how you 
T088 to the position which you now hold P-I was appointed first as the 
llanaging A.gents' representative at Akola and afterwards made- an Assistant 
Manager. Then I was recalled to Bombay to work as Secretary for two 
milIa j I was again sent here as Secretary in charge; then I joined another 
1ecaI mill as Manager J and from. there I came to this place as Manager of 
Akola Cotton Mills. 

0-2 . ..How long have you held your present poet as ManagerP-About two 
76&"" 

C-3. I understand that you are really in responsible control of the A.koIa 
"Cotton MiUs hereP-Yea. 

c4. In your memorandum you make some interesting comment generally 
011 the system of managing agents, with which we are already to some erteniJ 
familiar; you suggest. to us that in some cases the managing agents are too 
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distant from the reaJ seat of respon8ibility in a factory, and you picturesquely 
describe the system which exiBta in some caeea but not, I take it, in Akola, 
&8 .. system of absent.... landlordism, and to tbat yuD attribute oome of the 
di1IicuJti .. in the textile mills. l take it that you yourself are in constant 
and daily contoet with the workpeople who work with you P-I did not maan 
the Manager j I meant the proprietor himse1f. In some cases the proprietor 
happens to· be, for instance, a big cotton merchant, for whom this industry 
happens to be a minor ~bU8ineas. He cannot d,f!vote enough time to look 
aftor it; he &ODd. somebody to look after it and be is not directly in touch 
with it. -

C-5. Sir Vidor S(J$W"'" That will he the manager of the mill P-H the 
manager eontrola then it is sometimes all right; but in maDY cases it is not 
the manager who controls but somebody who does not understand the busi
Bess. 

C-6~ The Chairman.: Have you any d£Ofinite suggestion to make to us 88" 

to how the diJIicu1ti .. of the 8ystem should he removedP-Y.,., &8 a remedy I 
would suggest that a small central committee con&isting of representatives, 
department officers, managers, . salesmen and agents Bhould visit every mill. 
I suggest a sort of eo-ordination among all the mil1owners, that they should 
form a central committee and this central committee should visit every mill 
and report &8 to its efficiency to the proprietor. The proprietor would then 
get " report from an entirely disinterested third party which he would 
accept. 

~1. You are now speaking, I take it, of mills i.hich are in one group 
under one firm of managing agents; do you think that in the way you suggest 
an improvement could be made bringing more local knowledge and local ex .. 
perience to bearP-Nos I mean the other way, the outside knowledge. For 
instance, supposing the Bombay MillowneJ'&' Association incorporated all the 
mafussil mills also, suppose tbe best men from all the Indian mills. were to 
form a sort of central committee and this committee would go round each 
mill reporting on the conditions prevailing to the proprietor, then -the p~ 
prietor would very quickly act on such a repon. At present if an officer 
makes' a report to the- proprietor he max or may not believe it. 

C-8. Then you· are loqking at the improvement of the industry ... a wholeP 
-As a wbele. 

C-9. You would. combine the knowledge that you possess individuallyp
Yes; £be object is to pool the knowledge we have, to make offioo .. and agents 
ereate 8 public opinion of their own and live in it. This is bound to have a 
salutary effect. For instance, supP08mg a spinning master is not working 
his department properly. In the central conunittee there would he two or 
three spinning masters who would go and inspect the mill. Naturally the
spinning master win be ashamed to show bad work to such people and after 
8. third or fourth visit he wiD very quickly improve tM work of his depa~ 
ment or get out himself. 

C.-IO. Do you think that the separate companies would be willing to open 
their mills to the inspection of a general body like that representing th& 
industry &8 a wholeP-Why should the .. he any objection to itP The central 
body if fairly constituted will look after the interests of the industry as a 
whole. 

0-11. There is sometimes a little jealousy, if one textile firm baa better 
methods and hetter knowledge they do not want their secrets to be open to 
the whole body of their competitorsP-Yes, that is quite true; but such 
caaes are very rare in the textile induatry; they may occur with regard to
some dyeing proeesB or BOme special 8ystem. If a particular mill wanto its 
methods to be kept ..- that can he done. That secret portion will he 
about 6 or 10 pel' cent. of the work of the mill and it will occur in very rare 
cues ill very ei6.cient mills which do Dot require 80 much inspectiOD. I am 
speaking of the backwarq mills. 

O-ll!. Si. VictOr Sas_n, Would you insist on the efficient mills being 
inBpeotecJ tooP-Yes ... hy notP It will be from the efficient mills thet better 



knowledge will be derived, .... d if that knowledge is not p ..... d on to the lees 
-efficient mills} what is the use of it. ' -

C-13. Xhe Ohai ......... ' I think 1 _ clearly that you look upon the cotton 
industry in Indi .. as-one great whole working for the henefit of the countryP 
-Y.... That is my contention, that uDl ... the cotton induatry locka upon 
itself as a whole- it will not be able to face the competition of foreign conn-
tries which are better orgauiEd, than we ate. • 

C-14. From your memorandum. I notice that in your.OW11 milia JIl&D.1 of 
your leading oiIicera have risen ~ the rankaP-Y ... 

0-15. You tell US that the weaving master began as a amer at B.a. 40 
and is DOW drawing Rs. 500; the' spinning master -started tife as a fitter and 
the present bead of your dyeing department started 88 a coolie. That at ""7 
rate shows· us that here we ha.ve a place where promotion is open to those who 
show capacityP-But I do Dot want to. be misunderstood; I do not meaD to 
say that they have risen entirely in my own mill; they have frequentlJ' 
changed their employment; for instance, the wearing master was previ.ouab' 
_pleyad in this mill and after several chang ... he has returned as weaving 
maater in thia mill. -

C-16. I understand that, and of course thet i. all the better because it 
will enable him to get wider experience and knowledgeP-Yee. 

C-11. In your memorandum with regard_ to relations between st10lI ""d 
rank and file, you say that they are sometimes good and sometimes bad~ 
... hich is the way of the world. You aay " Seventy-live per cent. of the illwill 
against the stalf can be cleared olf if the aims of the latter can be made 
plain to the rank aDd file. More puhlieity 1I'ODld mean better relatiOJlS. 
Indian miLls are woefully under-ofticered and the WOl'kmen aN illiterate.u 
Would you like to add anything to that paragraph, have you any mggeotion
to make to nsP-Except that more workers should beoome liter .. te by means 
of education I can make no suggestion on this. 

C-18. You tell us that in your mill, yon did attempt a sort of worka 
council and that when the meetings were held it was an educatior not. only 
to the oiIice.. but to the workers themselves; hut you aay that unhappil7 
"after a time the interest alackened and we dropped it n P-Yes, I have 
revived it DOW. . 

C-19. nave you not found that the success of such ...... lfort dependa OIl 
the personal attention of the bead of the firm to make it a BUcees&l-Yes, it 
does. The workers bve no objection to thet eouncil; they found it inter
-eating, but after two or three meetings persona hega.n to drop away and not 
oome to the meetinga. I did not like to put any sort of pressure to make 
them attend. 

0-20. Were those meetings made interesting by disclosing to the work
en' side the general state of the induatry in which they are taking a part p
I did not attempt tha.t; I contine myself to hearing complaints on one aide 
and then &1lBwering them or asking the men on the other aide to answer 
-those complaints. 

C-21. In some ...... it has been fouod that it adds greatly to the inter· 
estB of these councils if the workmen are encouraged to acquire a knowledge 
of the whole of the induatry of which they "'" BO impertant a partP-Quitoj 
true. 

C-2Il. You teU us in your memorandum that insteed of forcing employers 
to build chawls for their \york~rB yon would lay the burden on the shoulders 
of municipalities, the- employe~ of course m~ing their proper contribution. 
It is your opinion that generally spealring it is better that the workers 
Gould not be houaed in chawla or .um. which are the property of the em
ployers P-Y ea. 

C-l!8. And you lind that they themselves prefer the greater independeoce P 
-I do not know; they are just now carried away by the material advant_ 
which the employers' houses provide. _ 

- B2 
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C-l!4. Became the employers take .. lower rent?-They take .. lower rent 
and provide better houaes, but in the end I think it would be much better 
jf the employees were to be h01188d quite separately. 

0.25. Dealing with the health of the workpeople you tell US that cholera 
and malaria. are widely prevalent; you say If Malaria is sapping the vitalitJ 
of the whole race and I cODsider it to be the greatest problem in Indi& in all 
Bpheres, without a single exception H. Have you ever made a rough esta.. 
mate as to how much tift. malaria deducts from tbe total efficiency of the 
industrial population; is it 50 per cent. P-It would be very difficult to reduce 
that to figures, but it doea aJfect efficiency ·to a very great extent j I am sur. 
of thet; it means that the man works half-heartedly; he has not at command 
enough energy to do his work and be does not lind it interesting. 

0.00. Therefore yon ooDSider the greatest. problem in !ndia to be to re
duce or absolutely wipe out malaria?-Yes. 

C-27. Dealing with welfare you tell us -tha.t a creche is maintained by your 
miU. Would you be in f-avoW' of that being made a compulsory provision 08' 
all employers who employ women -workeraP-Yes. 

0.28. Do you think that would greatly add to the comfort of the mill 
workers?-Y ea. 

0-29. To have their ba.bies close at hand in a well appointed 'crecheP-Yes, 
and it would incidentally help employers also in thatc the women would work 
more at ease when- they know that their babies are quite safe and free frOID 

. harm. Otherwise the women work half-heartedly. Knowing that somebody 
may be meddling wit!t their babies. 

C-SO. With regard to welfare officers you say: U I am in favour of the
employment of such officers and workers. In fact trained and full time work_ 
ers are wanted. Mill officers ha.ve very little time to spare n. In your own 
works have you one officer dealing with personnelP-No, I have to look after 
that myself. 

0-81. You would regard that as one of your first duties?-Yes; it would 
be difiic'qlt for me to obtain the sanctioD of the agents to the appointment of 
• proper welfare officer. We have got a doctor but ne works only for an 
hour; we have got a com'Pounder who is .. whole-time man; but theY are ~ 
dealing with patients and prescribing for them. .. 

0-32. Then does this mean thet you feel that you could do more if YO" 
had a full-time officer whose duty it was to keep you informed of all matten 
relating to the health, housing and general welfare.of your workel'8P-Yea;. 
he would also carry out my instructions regarding those points and see thet 
they are carriad Out. 

C-33. You say If trained workers J); have you any suggestion as to the
kind of tra.ining P-Y H, jf there were schoolsJ say, at Bombay which would: 
give further training to officers of this type it would be very goad. -

C-M. Then you would be in favour of the establishment of a system of 
training for thees officers so that there would be a supply of qualili.ed JIleI> 
for the dilferent factories all over !ndiaP-Y .... 

0-36. In yonr memorandum yo1l tell 1111. that the output after the r&d" ... 
tion of hours from 12 to 10, in two of the mills whnse past and present figtU'OS 
you possess, actually improved. That is an intereatiag statement; have you 
actual ligures to Rupport itl'--I have got figures; I have not brought them; 
but if you like I can send for them; I mean the yearly tctaI of beth the 
apinning department and the weaving department. 

0-36. The actual total praductiou was greater after the . intraduction of 
the 10 hoursP-Yes. 

Q..37. You say H We' can easily reduce the number to eight hours per day, 
pl'ovided -training is given to workers u. Is it your experience that under 
the present system of the ten hour day workers take considerable time out
aide the factory P-Y os, they do, especially men of tbe weaviug department. 

0-88. At how muoh wo.uld you put that total of absence from the loom 
or the spindleP' I see you aay there is about 71 hours of actual work; doee 
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that refer to 71 hours out of the total of 10 during which the engine is 
running P-Yea. 

C-S9. Ii the legal hours were reduced to 8, you would have to keep a 
atrong hand and stop thatp-yes. certainly, without that it would be harmful; 
if the 8 hour rule were to be passed th"" the worker should not be allowed to 
go out for four .working hours at a stretch unless for very special reasons. 

0-40. You would keep them strictly at their workP-Yes. 
041. Do you think that the character and hahit.. of the Indian workers 

would lend them to su.bmit to a striot discipline of that kind under which 
they would not be allowed to go outP-The character and baiht.. of Indian 
workers are gradually changing in view of factory conditions; there is now 
a class of workers trained to factory work a.nd they would quickly respond 
to tbia Mcanse then they would have more time at their dispoeal. 

0-42. You tell ua that you lind the workers taking meals at almost all 
hours of the dayP-Y ... 

0-42. When they do that I suppose they ask somebody elsa to look .fter 
their spindle or the loom; or is it actually stopped?-Many times it is stopped; 
many tjmes if they have got a friend it is kept working. 

0-44. Does that system lead to bad work ?-It does .. These are the reasons 
for which I want the curta.llment of ho.urs. 

()..4.5. Are you in favour of the suggestion sometimes made of a half all 

hour break in the morning at 9 or 9-30 to break the long speD of five hoursP
I am not in favour un1ess the workers agree to, take their meals at that 
particular time j otherwise they will h-ave their half an hour and would contiw 
nue to take their meals at other hours. 

C-46. There again you ha1l'e come across the spirit to which I shall refer, 
for they like to go their own way as far as possible?-Yee, as far as poasible; 
it is quite true; hut if the reduction of the Dumber of hours were to take 
place then I think they would prefer working 8 hours solid and then going 
oft rather than being ~resent on the premises for ten hours, and working 
half-heartedly. 

0-47. You say that if you bad a voice in the International Labour Organi. 
zation you would ask for a month's leave on full pay for every worker every 
yE!ar. That is aD interesting S11ggestion. Do you know of any cases where 
that is actually doneP-J· do not know, and therefore I say it must be world
wide; otherwise the competition is such that no one country can adopt it i 
if for -instance India were to start euch a system the cost of production would 
be greater and India would not be able to maintain herself in the industry~ 

Cw48. Because you would be paying 12 monthsl wages for 11 months' work' 
-Yea; but on the other hand if the entire world adopted it there would be 
very little difficulty. 

0-49. Bir 'FietOf' SaSloan: I understand tbat you consider tha.t labour 
would be prepared to- work intensively for two lots of 4 hours giving them an 
8 hour day instead of working less intensively for 7i hours during 10 hoursP 
-Yes. 

0-50. Would you give anY"Tise in rates if you come down to the 8 hours 
dayP-No. 

c..51. You know when you came from 12 to 10 hours a daYl you raised the 
wages proportionately P-The rise was Dot given when the reduction to ten 
hours took place; the rise was during the war period. 

0-52. Did you not give an erira wage when the 12 hours were converted 
into 10 honrs to aU spinners:P-No. 

C-53. Therefore your spinners were getting less moneyP'-Yes. The spin
ners over here are on fixed wages. 

0-.54. Therefore they get less wages on 12 hours day?-No, they get the 
sa.me money. In the 'Ciase of the weavers their production improved and 
nobody walt the loser. 
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0-55. Your weavers did not ask for any proportionate rise in their wages? 
-They did, but we did not give it. . . 

0-66. You merely gave the Spinners the same amount of money for' ten 
hours as for 12 hours?-y 8&. . 

0-51. Did you find that your spinning production was the same OD 10 
hours as it. was on 12?-No. In our case the spinning h86 actually i.m
pro.ved. I w-ill send you the figures for the entire year. It may be that iu 
th688 two particular mills there bad been previously inefficiency and now 
more efficiency has been produced. The experience would be similar in other 
milIa, but so far 88 these two mills are concerned it would be -the 8sme~ 

C·S!!' If you reduce the hOlm! to 8, do you consider you would get the 
same production in your splnning as you have got in 10 bout'S ?-In spinning 
you may get a little less production, but in weaving I think you will get tM 
same amount. If you are suggesting that the coat of production would in· 
crease tha.t can be obviated by having two $ifts At a time in better miUs. 

C-5Il. Then you are increasing your prodUotionP-Yes. 
0-60. Let us take it tha.t you have only one shift. Would you give the 

same wages to the spinners working 8 hours 88 you do now for 10 hours?
Yee, I would. 

C.6I. Therefore you might get an increase of the cost of production on 
your yarnP-Yes; I expect also a slight rise in efficiency because at present 
the spinner does not- always work the frame .at full speed. I have noticed 
several times that he works the frame on half pulley many times and sits 
down beiDg too tired to stand 80 long, 01' he. goes out. 30 or 40 spindles 
ma.y be running with.ont piecing. 

C-62. If you are telling us that he gets too tired working 1i houno out 
of 10~ would you expect him to work hard for 8 hours?--I did not say he gets 
tired during 11 hours. 11 hours is an eetimate. Some would be working 
9 hours and some 6 bours. When· I say 71 hours I am forming a rough 
estimate of the entire mill's capacity. ( 

0-63. You still think they would prefer to work 8 houn hard insteed of 
. working easy· over 10 hours P-Y 85, that is my estimAte. There would be some 
opposition at fim, but after «hree or four months of working they would find 
it was better. • • 

C-64. TM Olwurman: The employers would gain a little in saving in 
engine power with the engine only ronnmg 8 hours instead of 10 hours P
Yes, but that would be offset j there are several factors both on the debit 
and the credit side.· The result ru.. to be taken as a whol ... 

0-86. Mr. Cliff: I understood you to say that the piece rates for weaven 
were not changed; you did not give an iD~rense when you reduced from 
12 to lOP-No, I did not give an increase. 

C-66. But the weavers did obtain the same amount in weekly earninge on 
the old piece ra.tes under the reduced hoursP-Yes . 

. Sir .Vidor Sfu.orm: You consider that they can produce as much in 8 as 
tbey now do in lOP-Yea. 

o-m. Tha.t there is room for an increase in efficiency in your wea.v&rB P
Y .. ; bec&1188 I do not fiud that any mill really gives 10 houn efficiency. 

0-68. Have you got any managing agents in your companyP-Yes, '"' 
have. 

C-69. But they are not in the districtP-No; they are at Bombay. 
C·10. Therefore they are the absentee agentsP-I am not speaking of my 

own personal .talf of managing agents. I am speaking of others. r should 
not like to name persona in this. respect because that would be drawing invi
dious diBtinctiona. 
. c-n. Your point is not eo much that they are absentee hut that they do 

nDt' giva the control to their managers P-E..... if they give control to the 
or manager, if the manager does not happen to be a proper person it it all the 

aam8. No mBnager can be a 8ubstitute for the attention of the master him .. 
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:!elf. Far instance at Ahmedabad the managing agents have given more 
attention to their mills than the Bombay miUowners have, and-the, result i. 
tha.t they have stood in the competition much 'better than the otbers. I am 
spenking of this as 9. genernl proposition .. 

0-12. Mr. Cliff: Am I to understand from your memora.udum that you are. 
making a distmetion between industrialists and 1inanciers?-Yea. 

C-73. Sir Victor Sal$oon.: That is to Sa.y you think that if the managing 
agents are here~ the managers would be able to do better than if the managing 
agents are not heNP-They.may not be pr~nt on the spot", but they must 
take a sufficient amount of interest in the work: that is going aD. Managing 
agents may be able to control three dozen mills or any number provided they 
give slliflieient attention, seeing that the right man is appointed at the right 
place; to enSUH that the mill should produee the proper quality aJld quantity 
of cloth; they should be _.t&ntly in touch. 

0-74. I am very interested in this attempt of yours to inaugurate works 
councils j I understand you have started them again?-Yes. 

C-75. Are Dot your present methods diJferel1t from what they were?
No, they are the same. 

0.76. Then ·bow do yOll propose to keep up a.n interest which you say 
slackened at one time ~-I am nQW investigating more thoroughly the Q&uses 
of the slackness and when attendance begins to drop oft I will endeavour 
tc find out how things may be made to adjust themselves. I am feeling my 
way. 

C-77. You propose to change your methods in the ,hope of getting more 
interest?-Yeo. 

0.78. The Chairman: Do you yourself sit with the councilP-Ye8. 
0-79. Mm Power: Dealing with maternity benefit you say H Six weeb 

full wages are paid to every woman worker during the period preceding 
delivery". Could you give some account of how your maternity scheme hu 
worked out? How many women have applied for itP-I think about 25 
women up to this time have utilized this maternity benefit scheme. 

C-80. Over how long. period is that?-About 2G or 22 months. 
C-81. How'do you pay that benefit, do you pay it weeklyP-We pay the. 

on the pay day to their husbands or whoever they name. 
0-82. Then it is paid monthly f-Or in any way they want. We do not 

make any condition that it should be paid in a particular way. 
C-B3. You do not make any condition that it should be spent for medical 

facilities or anythmg of that kindP-No. 
0-84. They are free to use it 8S they pJease?-If she wants medical help we 

give that extra. 
C-S5. You do not say anythi.ng in your memorandum with regard to in

debtedness i I notice that you omit that secti9n of our questionnaire. CaD 
you tell us anything about that?-Yl!S. The l8.bourers are indeb~ to a 
very great erlent. But I have no figures to go upon.. 1 cannot gJve any 
accurate figures about that. The on1y way I get knowledge about it is that 
I see Pathans, standing outei.de the ga~ on pay day and many of them are 
charging very high interest. 

C-86, Are those Pathan money-lenders aUQ\Ved inside the gates?-No1 
we do not anow them inside the gates. -

C-87. Ha.e you made enquir~? as to the amount of indebtedness among 
your workers?-Yes,. I have and I fuld many of the workers are in~ebted. 

C88. One memorandum we have had from this area suggests the figure 
of Re. 25 per head, which struek me as being rather low; have yon any idea 
as to whether that is an accurate figure £I-It is very d:idRcult to say because 
there is: no proper data available. You cannot eYen get th& accurate figures 
from questioning men and to draw any conclusions is altogether guess work. 
~. Raa Tour inill ever done anything to assist the workers in thi.

matter of inde~bMdness; have you· ever had 8- provident fund O'l" anything of 



that kind P-Recently with regard to the purehase of grain I called some of 
the workers BIld said II I am ready to go to the bazaar an.d buy grain whole ... 
oale and to -retail it out at the rate at whieh I have bought". I poiuted out 
that the workera1 representatives might be present, that the cost of distri
bution would not fall on the workent but I would get that done by my own 
men, provided they 8&W tha.t every item that was bought was consumed imme
diately. Theu objectioD8 were made that they were indebted and so eould 
not buy for caeh. To meet that diffioulty I have arranged to put their namea 
down on a liat .. ad to deduet tIuj money on pay· day. Tbey have agreed to 
that. 

0-00. Sir Victor StU"'''''' Are they hUYing your grainP-No. Tbis will 
_ begin from Snndey nen. 

0-91. How many people will buy P-That remains to he seen. 

0-92. Mr. AA .... d, When you ""id that you would deduet the payment 
from their ...mriea they agreedP-Yea. 

C-93~ Mr •• Kale: You aay in your memorandum U I think the moral elect 
nP cb&wls baa heen most diaaatrous ". Can you tell ua anything about that? 
-Yes. Many times ca.ees come to me fot decision; for instauce,-people in 
the ehawls quarrel. Both tha parties come to me ead then I have to inveati
gate. I lind that the mixing up of good and bad femiliee has a bad elf&et. 
For inetance, there may be a family in which the father and mother both 
go to work a.nd the girl remains at home j there may be a boy living there or 
there may be outaJde loafers who come in. People acquire drink habita from 
heing in ooutaet with people who are conJirmed drunkards; if tbeae people 
had remained living with their own class of people they would -1lever have 
thonght of drink. ' 

0-94. But even i( the .hawls were abolished do you not think the same 
difficulty would remain ?-Then the position would be quite different, because 
then people would be living in their own surroundings among people who 
had the same sort of traditions. The Commission have seen our bu.rti and 
will have appreciated that a different stratum of society lives there. En
couragement fOt' the development of that busti may be given by the millowner J 

the municipality aDd the Government and then that locality may develop~ 
The mill· might allow facilities for its workers to acquire land therel because 
then the worker -would be living among his own 5url'oundings and tree from 
other influences. 

0-95. M.,.. Fulall: With regard to reviving the works council you have 
done that since you 8ubmitted this memorandumt-Yes. 

0-96. Have you asked the textile union of your workpeople to send a re... 
presentativeP-No. 

0-97. It haa applied for _itionP-Yes, it has, 

0-98. You have not recognized itP-No, it does Dot disclose its member
ship; I understand there are only 10 or 12 members and the textile union 
uists only .on paper. '" , 

0-99. Is there any victimisation in" view if the names of menlbers are dis
dosed P-No. The textile union knows 'Very: well that many of its most 
prominent leaders were taken in; I uked the labour leader himself per8OD
ally to get in the I .... d .... lint in order that there might ha DO misuaderstand
ing. 

0-100. Supposing the namea are disel .... d. are we to take it that you would 
Bot have recourse to victimization in practiceP-No, that is only aD excuse 
for not showing the strength of the union, there are only 10 or 12 persona. 

ClOl. CaD you give Any instance in our province wbere a labour union 
has been asked to disclose ita membership P-But I do not know that any 
labour union can exist without publicity. To-morrow there may be a strike, 
8nd you may ask to exercise the right of dissuading yo.ur members from gbins: 
into the mm j then you will Bay that every man is a memb!,r of the union. 
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0.102. Di_ .. Ofla .... " LUI: Are you asking for .. complete'list of all the 
members or jOBt the number of the membe1'8 of this unionP-No, the COJl>o' 
plete list. 

0.108. The n...... 88 well P-Y... Bow are we to distinguish to-morrcW' 
betweeD. members and non-members.. 

0.104. Do you know that even under the Trade Union Act it is net obli
gatory on any union to sedi in a listP-But . you muat show it to somebody 
who lQust be able to distinguish whether the p61'8ODS mentioned are members 
or Dot. If you call aU the illiterate people members they have DO means of 
denying it. . 

0.105. Mr. Ful4!1: Do you know tbat w6 are requirad to send to the 
Registrar of Trade Unions a statement showing the Dumber of new admissions 
every 6 months?-Y s&, but unless there is another party who cs.n give in
.formation that these supposed members are not members how can the Regis-
trar know; he cannot find time to make enquiries in detail about member- . 
!hip. 

0-106. Diu;afl. ChamaA Lall: Is it your confirmed opinion that you will not 
recognize this union unless and until it sends you & complete list giving the 
names and addresses of its members?-The addresses are not Tequired, only 
the names of those who are members working in our mills. It is only for this 
purpose and for no other purpose; if to.morrow there is a strike the union 
will eome forward and say: we have got the right of persuading our members 
not to go into the mill. Of eoUl'86 I h.ve to concede that right. to them, but 
then -they lDay begin to exercise that right with rega.rd to non-members » 
well. . 

0.107. I. the .. any law against th&tP-Yes, the union h ... only get tbnt 
right with regard to ita members. 

0-108. Under what lawP-I cannot quote you the sections; I am not a 
lawyer. But they can only exercise that right with regard to members. 

C-109. You may take it from me that you are mistakenP-No. During 
the &trike time I have taken legal opinion on it aDd I am aure that is 
right. It is the Trade Union Act and it i. quite n&tural because if you call 
a dozen pel'8Oll8 into a union it _ does not, mean that you have got control 
over .all the 1,200 worker •• 

0.110. Mr. Ful4!1: B&ve you ever challenged tbe liguresth&t ba._ been 
submitted te the Registrar of Trade .unionsP-Yes, I bnV& written to the 
Director of lrutustri ... 

o.lli. You do not beli .... e that there are 800 or 400 membersP-1 ha .... 
written 86-ying that the union. uists only on paper and it only exist& by 
the men writing' a few letters to the papers; it is not _working at all. 

o.1l2. Di_" Vila""", LUI: It is not merely a question of strength; you 
want to know the namesP-It is & question of names. The very basis of a 
hade uDion is strength. The men were not discharged even when they 
a.at.ually struck for 40 days. If yon are 80 much afraid of victimization that 
you will not disclose the names of your members then your union is no 
UAioll at all. ' 

0.113. Mr. Ful4v: Supposing the secretaries of the local union write to 
you that they liave so many members employed in your mill and show you 
the register, will you he satisfied without having the names ?-If you. say you 
have got 200 men but I do not know the names, how am I to know whether 
J'our statement is correct or not. 

~114. Then are we to take it that unless we disclose the names the unio. 
will not he recognizedP-Yes, you will not be recognized. 

C-1l5. You are in favour of the compulsory provision of crechesP-Yes. 

0.116. Would you welcome legislstion dealing with such .. matterP-Y ... 
With regard to the local union I may say frankly that I do not believe they 
are ,cting in the' iuterests of the workers; if I believed they were acting 
... the interests of the workers I would be wholeheartedly with them. 
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. C-U7. In "i'our memorandum with regan) to finee you ea.y It It is very 
little, c.,., about Re. 52 on 8 pay roll of Re. 29,000". Is it an invariable 
figure for evert one P-N 0, that is a month's figure. The other months have 
not V81"ied very much, lor instance in one month you will find RB. 19; in 
Another Ra~ 60 j hut the average would n&t be more tha.n that. 

0-188. Could you give DB the number of persons lined during laat month? 
-I cannot ten you ofthand, but if I am. given time I can send it to you. 

0-119. Can you give us the Dumber of dischargeo during the laat month
I mean dismissalaP-We have not eeparated it, but discharges and resign
ations of their own accord aU -amount to 40, 80 that dismissals should not 
come to more than 6 or 1. 

0-120. With regard to houaing you thinke' the accommodation provided by 
you is better than the accommodation provided by the- workers themselvesP
Yes. 

0-121. The """"",modation provided by yon h .. not a complete system of 
drainageP-It h .. got a bettor system of drainage than those provided in 
the workers Inuti. -

~122.· Have all the reoms in your chawla got a system of drainageP-No, 
there is not enough water. That drainage is not' for the chawls. Tbey do 
not make use of the water in their rooms; for bathing purposee they go near 
the well and for latrine purposes and 80 on they go outside. There is only 
cooking water; in this dry atmosphere in Akola yon do not require any 
drainage. The one drain is for taking the water of the dyeing and bleaching
department. It h .. nothing to do with the drainage' of the chaw'" You 
do not require any dt:a.inage in open places. For instance, in my own bungalow 
I have no drainage eystom provided by my landlord., . 

Col. B ..... U: Would you not like dreinageP-But you .... when water 
dries up 80 soon there ill no. water to drain Away. 

In black cotton soil P-It dries UII very quickly. 
0-123. Your ehawla are not provided with separate hathroo.m.P-I ha~ 

not known of any ehawla being provided with separate bat~. 
0-124. Do you know tbat an attempt W88 made by the millownen to .vict 

the workers from £11000 chawls during the last .trikeP-No. When these 
people struek and rofuaod to como to work .... imported fresh labourers from 
outoide and these people began to quarrel with them. When' fresh lahon ..... 
are coming from outside they must be houaod and the people who are there 
will not vacate their rooms. What they wanted to do was to quarrel with 
the men that we had imported and ...... them away. 

0-125. Do you mean'that the quarrola had their origin in your attempfa 
to evict the tionante and put new lahourers in the ehawIaP-No. They did 
not want the outoide labonrers to oomo at all, they wanted to IICaI'O them 
away_ 

O-IIl6. They objected to the new labourers occupying their quartsnP-It 
is not a question of that j the- quarrelling did not start merely in the chawla j 
the quarrol took place ... ben the fresh Iahouron entered the mill. 

0-121. You think the educatio~ of the workers would subetiontially increase 
their effici<\JlOYP-Y", it ""uld. 

0-128. Do you not think that the employers who are evidently inierested 
in iooreaoing the efficiency of the worke", sheuld take a share of the burden 
to educate the workero?-I think the employers, the Government, the pub
lic and the ...,rken are all intereetod end should all contrihute. Industry 
mut exist first an4 then it can maintain the worker; that must never he 
forgotten. 

0-129. Mr. M.Aota.: Do you acoopt the principle that there cannot be any 
further reduction i11 the daily working hOlUll without a oorreopending m
crease' in- the efIioiency of the worker P-I maintain that the eftici,!p.ey will 
iuorease by curtailment of hOUl"8. It is 'often said that the Indian worker is 
not efficient. If you spr8ad the work over a long period the worker oanuot 
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work intensively, the man who works 12 hours caDDot work as eJiciently 88 
a man who only works 8 houra. 

c..lOO. Bow inuch more efficiency have you found since the introduction 
of te .. hGurs instead of III hours P-I 1:ertainly think effici .... cy haa increased; 
every mill manager will say that after the introduction of the .10 hour 
system the eJliciency of the worke .... has been greatly increased. 

0-131. Are you dealing with the effioiency of the managers or of the 
workers ?--1 am speaking of the efficiency of the worken; the mill managera 
are the best witnesses of that. 

0-182. Have you got the same production in spinning as you were getting 
with 12 hourel'-Yes, I have already told you thet production baa _ally 
increased; I will aend you the figurea for the last 10 or 15 yeara. 

c-13S. Have you not increased the rates for piec.workers since the intro
duction of the 10 hourS; it may be in the form of grain allowances or inerea.sed 
rates for piece-work P-That hu been due to high prices during the war 
period} Bot because of the introduction of the 10 hours. 

~134. Have you inoreased the wages for piece-work since you introduced 
the ten hours P-They wanted it but we did not give an increase. 

0-185. Are: you not paying more grain allowances to the pieceo-worket.,.s?
Yes. ' 

0-136. What ia the meaning of thatP Does that indicate lesa efficiencyP
The payment is not regulated by efficiency. 

0-131. I am speaking of the rate8P-Yes; it dependa on various other 
factors, for iDsta.Dce, the weavers get 6 aDDU for every rupee while the spin
ners get 4t azm.&s. 

0-138. Then Binoa the reduction to 10 hours yon beve had ~ pay a higher . 
rate to the piec&-workeraP-It varies with dUferent mills; in some of the~ 
mills they have the- same rate; for instance, in Palgaon mill here they ha-V8 
a 6 annas fiat rate wheiher a. man is a. piece-worker or a daily wage worker, 

0-139. That might be only in the caae·of Palgaon, but not with regard 
to the other milIa in the Province. Practically all the other milia beve di1fer
ent rates for the pieo&-worken and hed: wage workers after the introduc
tion of shorter hours?-It may be, but I cannot give a.ny reason for that.. 
I have given you an instauoe which proves the contrary. 

0-140. ODe of the witnesses has made the statement in his memorandum 
that the effect of the 60 hours 'TeBtrietion has not been prejudicial to the 
industrial development of the Province because there baa been an increase 
in the number of fa9tories year by year,' the most Dotable increase being in 
the case of pressing and ginning factories. .Are you prepared to accept that 
statement aa it standal'-No, I do not endorae that etetement. I think tha 
increase in the number of ginning and pressing factories is harmful because 
there is not enough cotton _ for these f~riea to work i they remain idle; 
some arrangement by co-operation should. be made to remove them to plaoea 
wbere they are wanted more. I 

0-141. Wbet- particular caWiOa are reaponsible for thia inore ... in the 
number of ginning and pressing factories?-The number of factories under 
the Factories Act hae increased on account of certain changes in rulee, &0 far 
.. I know; now, the smaller factories have been included in that; 80, that is 
&- wrong data to go upon and 110 conclusion can he based on that. 

CHll.Tk. elm,,,,,,,,,,, You mean tha.t they ....... not all regiatered before? 
-Now the qualifu:ation has been changed and so a large number of factories 
is" registered, but that does not necessarily _show that there hM been a real 
increase in the number of factories. 

0-1~. Mr. OliN: I think the witn ... should he made cle .... with regard ... 
the statement which was quoted just now;; it is not a. statement ezpressing an. 
opinion i it is just a. record which saya there has been a total increase in the 
number of new factories opened since the Act came into force; 80_ it is- a 
queation of actuaJ fact?-Are there any statistics to show that tllAt is a fact?' 
jf it is 8. fact, then some conclusion may be arrived at. 
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0-144. I would 8Uggest that the -Assistant Commissioner might put tha~' 
question to the 'witness who baa made that statement. 

C-145. The Chairman: We understand you do ndt wish to give any opinioa 
of your own; it is -not your own evidence; it is somebody eIse'sP-Yes. 

0-146. Mr. Cliff: r think the number of children employed at the moment 
is lOOP-Yes: 

~147. You told us thnt you will give Uil a statement showing the earoinga 
of th""e children for the laat month?-Yea, I wiD give that. - _ 

C-148. You said that the numbel' of absentees is between 200 and 300~ 
Could you tell us what proportion of children absent themselves each day?
There is 1888 absenteeism among s::hildren due to the bonus that we give. 

0-149. Di ... " Cha"",,. Lall: According to your evidence, it.....,. that you 
are taking a progressive view. Now, may I ask you why it is that you are 
not pNpared to recognise t.he textile union which says that it has a certain 
·membership, without your wanting to know the actual names of the members? 
-I want to find out the exact strength of the union; if it bas)O or 12 
persons it will be useless to recognize the ~ionJ but on the other hand if 
it hns 200 or 250 members there is every point in recognizing it becauae J 
know tha.t if anything -is settled with the leader of the union it is settled for 
good; but if I find that the leader cannot deliver the goods where is the use 
of arguing with him? • 

C-150. May I put it to you like this: if Il union says that it hH a member
ship of 2SO it can obviously speak only for the membership. it claims? 

The Chairman: H Claims" or "prov-es H? You know, Diw8-D Chaman 
Lan~ we had 0. case of a union which claimed 54,000, and succeeded in proving 
only 4,000. 

~151. Diwwn Chamw/l, Loll: I know that. But do you not think that the 
figures would he revealed by· the statement they send to the Registrar of the_ 
actu&l paying membership P In the cnse pointed out by the Chairman we 
discovered that the actual membership wns only 4,000 because they collected 
only Re. 1,000 although they claimed 54,000 membership. Similarly, in the 
case of this pM1iicular union which, under the law, has to 8elld in & stat&
ment of ita accounts, would it not be possible to discover the actual member
ship from tbe sta.tement of accounts tbat is Sent?-Not it would not be 
possible. 

0.152. Why not?-Because, unless it is inveatigated~ we will not be in a 
position to say whether a particular person is a. member or not. 

0-153. You kno"; perfectly well tbat they are under certain liabilities if 
they Bend incorrect statement of aecounta just as in the case of a limited 
liability company like your company;' for instance. you have to send in a 
Jist of shareholders~ yon have to present your balance-sheet at the end of the 

.... year; similarly, they have also to send in their list. _ 

Sir Victor 8as86on: I gather that the point of the witness is that if in a 
union there are only 10 members wbq belong to his mills he- would not 
recognie or deal with the unioll because it could not deli~r the goods. 

0-154. '1'M Chai,.,,,,,,i: Do I toke it correctly on the two poinlo mentioned 
in this connection P In reply to one poiut I understood you to say that tbe ... 
was no q~tion of victimiao.tiou+ and to the second point yGll said that you 
should be aatiafied that a substantial number of your own work-people are 
members of this uniouP-Yea. 

0-155. Diwa" Chama .. Lall: Do you not think that it "ill be a very gocMl 
thing if you can get assistance of any sort from whatever- union that happena 
to be in existence for setting up works- councils, which is & very good move 
that you have madeP-With reference to your q ..... tion I msy be permitted 
to make my position elsarel'_ It they suspect victimiution, do they think 
.tbnt'I am 10 ilI.infoimed. that I cannot get information that a particulal 
individual is or i. not a memberP Do you think it would not be possible to 
,pt the informationP What I want i8 that that should be gcn in public. 
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0-166. Why st~nd on a technicalityP-It is not· a quest!0n of technicality; 
it .is & question which is vitaUy concerned, becaua& dUrIng the last strIke 
they began to dissuade aU people from going to the mills saying that they 
"Were members of the union, which was not .. fact* .. 

0-157. What waa the reason for the loat strikeP-The reason for the loat 
.strike is difficult to give in public. ' 

C-158. You need not give the reasons, but how did you arrive at a settI. 
mont of that strike P-Tbe strike was not settled but it fi ... led out. No 
proposal for sett1ement that I put forward was agreeable to them. When 
one of the leaders of the movement saw that more than 930 men attended 
and only about 200 were absent at that time, he brought Mr ~ Ruikar from 
Nagpur and approacbed the Deputy Commissioner for making a. settlement. 
We also did not object; the strike, so to speak, was .. ttled before the Deputy 
Omunissioner but in reality it bas completely broken down. 

0-159. Mr. Ruikar is the President of this very unionP-Yea. 
C-160. And it was by negotiating with the President of that union and 

through the good "flk-es of the Deputy Co.mmissioner that & settlement was 
arrived. at. Do you not think that if you could make use of the services of 
the President of that union for the purpose of &. settlement, it would be 
better in future to work through that union even if it does not send in a 
list of the names of its members ?-Mr. Ruikar after coming. to Akola deli
vered a speech to the men; after that he wanted to see me. I allowed him 
facilities to see aU my records and explained to him all my objections; he 
regretted having delivered the speech before seeing ~ and he went 80 far 
as to speak to the men not to go on strike; after acme time, seeing the local 
feeling, he changed his mind and did what the local men wanted him to do. 
I am speaking the truth and am not exaggerating. 

C-161. I am not challenging your statement. That is a very interesting 
history 01 Mr. Rnikar. but I am_ not trying to lind out the hiatol"J' 01 
Mr. Ruikar.-I did not volunteer the information; because you asked me 
whether it was not possible to make use of the services of the President of 
the union. I had to tell you the facts. You- can draw yOUl" own conclusion 
whether or not there is any use in indenting upon the services of such a. 
President for the purpose of a S&ttlemen~. 

C-162. Mr. Fulall: What were the terms of settlement agreed upon- before 
the Deputy Commissioner ?-In the terms of settlement that was agreed to, 
lQ-any things that we had already done were also included; for instance, one 
of the terms was that we sbould make arrangements for free grinding of 
flour for the use of workers. As a matter of fact, I had placed <miers for 
the machine long before the union came into existence or before- the strike 
took place; th"l" wanted to take credit upon themselves and to· show that 
1H!Veral things were wrung from us. Although such is not the case, we have 
not deviated at aU from the terms of agreement. 

0-163. Sir Alem'- M.....-aU: The strike evidently lasted for six weeks 
but the mill was closed only for two daysp-Yes... -

0-164. Were thooe two daya ·in the beginning or at tho end of the strikeP":' 
'They were in the middle. . 

0-165. I have got " book here by Mr. Fnlav in which he aova that the 
mills have not formally recognized the Central ·Provinces and &rar. Textile 
Labour Uni.on; is that the oase?-They do not want to disclose their member
.ship and therefore we do not reoognice- them; we are prepared to recognize 
"them if they disclose their membership. We will not victimize the labourers
for being memoo1'8 of the union because the most prominent of them we know -
already and we have not d1:6lUisaed them. ' 

C-166. Have you hod many strikes in your. mills during recent yearsP-
No, we had only one strike. • 

C-161. That was the only strike over a long term of yearsP-Yes. 
(}'168. Colonel Bussell: In your memorandum you say! H The average 

~Y'T_ does not spend proportionately on his diet aM aUon himself to be 
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undernourished." What exactly do you meaD by that?-For instance, tak. 
the ease of a wea.ver who earna about Rs. 60 or Be, 70 Q' month. He should 
il!ourish himself at. I.... to thet .xtent which a clerk who getH the ...... 
amount does, but be does not; he lives on juar and does not eat wheat. 

0-169. You mean he does not eat as much food as he ought toP-I am 
epecially referring to the quality and not to the quantity; a man may ea'* 
auffieient quantity and still be under-n01lrished if the quality of the food is 
poor. 

C-170. Your point is that be does not spend as much moneY as he ang" 
or couldP-Y .... 

~171. With regard to ~he question of malaria to which 'the Cha.irman 
made a reference: have you a municipality heJ-eP-Yes. 

0-172. Is the municipality doing anything to prevent malariaP-No; tru. 
municipaJ.ity is not doing anything to U8, though we pay taxes to the anent 
of more than Rs. 8,500 ; it is not supplying us water; it is not supplying u& 
light; it baa not laid out row even up to the mill doen. 

0-173. It doea nothiug for the preventi .... of maJari&P-No. 
0-174. You consider that the municipality ought t<> do that?-Y .. , most 

certa.inly. 
c..175. In your memorandmp yon have dwelt OD the paucity of medical 

men. Why do yeu think that the~ is " paucity of medical men'-In th& 
villages many people do not get medical assistance. 

0-176. As a matter of fact there are la,rg-e numbers of mea.ical men in 
towns who are probably living on starvation wages P-Thet is true, but in 
villages the case is different. Due to- professional etiquette, .they do not 

- want to lower their fees and the result. is that poor men do not get the 
help that they need, 

·~117. Dave you ever made any attempt to appoint a medical office;r for 
your mill P-We are aJready running a free dispensary which is in charge of 
a medical office.. Our Managing Agents have been kind enough to give ua 
" free band in this respect to the management., . 

0-178: So that yOu you ..... U had no diJIiculty in obtainiag .. medical.manP 
-No. At present we get the attendance of the doctor only for one hour in 
the day. 

0-1711. Be is apart.time offi_P-Y .. ; a whole-time doctor would be to<> 
"""t1y just now; at pNSent if anyliody happens to fali ill he finds very greu 
difficulty in getting medical. help .. 

0-180. Bave you any suggestions to make as to how be or she could get 
medical help at those times P-U nless more persons are trained as compound
en-. and Dunes and they become cheaper for the poorer people, nothing can 
be done. . 

0-181. Would it net be possible to include the required number of 11"..... 
IJId compounders in your welfare workP:-Bu.t we cannot train them. 

0-182. But onppoaing tnined POOP. were available, would you be prepared 
to engage those people?-We ha.ve already engaged 011e, I am speaking for 
the wbole C01lntryd' I want that Jrul<8 trained people should be available for 
Till_ as this wi be a great. help to the peorer people, • 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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Mr. mANDARE, repr-.Dve of the De .......... Oene., and 
Mr. KHEDKAR. repr ... DteUve of the Non.Brahmia. 

0-183. The GlIai ......... : Mr. Khandare, I undeJ:Stand that you tak .. a gr&a' 
interest in the depressed elasses who form a considerable portion of the 
industrial labollr here ill Akol .. , is that so P-'{Mr. Khaudare) Yeo. 

0-184. Would yeu like to put anything before us affeeting the lives and 
-conditions of those whom you representP-Yes. 95 per cent. of the population 
of the depressed classes are engaged in industrial work; ~hey are mostly 
low-paid labourers, and the higher paid workers take adva.nto.ge of these 
men. The mukk"adam receives from the factory owners Ro. 7.s.o per bAoja 
but he dcee not distribute that equally among the men _agad. on that 
work; he takes a ohare for himaeIf and distributes only the balance. 

0-185. Do the people of the depreseed 01 ..... work only in the ginning 
and pressing factories and not in the spinning millsP-About 50 per cent. 
of the labourers ill the ginning and pressing factoriee belong to the depreesed· 
elasses. 

C-186. In the mills, do they work as spinners or in the blow room; in 
·which department in the spinning mills do the depreesed claaeee workP-They 
-work in all the departments. 

0-187. In the spinning mills they work with other people on equalityP
Y 8&, but a distinction is made with regard to the amount of work j the men 
belonging to the depressed classes are given lees amount of work 80 that 
-they can get less pay, while others are given more work. 

0-188. Is thathecause the higher cia ...... try to keep the beat work for 
themselves, or is itt the mana~ who does thatP-It is not the manager; the 
<distribution is done by jobbera~ But the manager does not hear any com
piaints that the depreesed cl ..... men may make to him while he takea into 
account the complaints lodged by the higher cl ........ 
• 0-189. What do you do yourself, beaidea being an organizer of the de
pressed classes i do you work. in any oCcupation P-I am a petition-writer in 
"the court. 

0-190. How; long h~ve yeu been in AkolaP-FOr i;he past 28 years. 
0-191. The chief grievance is that in the ginning and presaillg factori .... 

ther& is a commission or payment exacted 'by the mukkadam from the people 
of the depressed classes who work in the gangs under him -P-Tbat is one of 
.our grievances. _ 

0-192:. How many people of the depressed classes a.re there in your organ. 
imtion? You are th& Secretary, I understand, of that organisationP-Yesj 
there ia a committee of 13 organisers who ..... tch the intereata of the depreesed 
classes; we have no membership as such. 

0-193. MT. A1>med: Are you in favour of starting co.operative .toree fer 
the supply of grains and other' commodities of cou.aum.ption. to the workera 
.a.t cheap pricea?-Yea. 

0-194. And co-cperative banks to advanoe money at low ratea of inter.aU 
-Yea. . 

'U-195. With regard to the s.upply of water to the labourars, is it adequate 
.and pureP-The supply of water is not at all adequate~ Sometimes the 
labourers have to stay at home simply to fetch water. They not only lose 
the dayls wages, but they lose two day&' wages for having atayed out of work. 

0-196. Are you iu favour of legislation compelling the employers to 
supply pure water to the labourers in sufticien.t quantitiesP-Yes. 

0-197. Man~ Iabourera work for V&rY. long periods ,,;u~h aa 20, 80, and 40 
years With their employers. Are you 1D favour of gIVIng them a pen.aioa 
when they get old and are unohls to workP-Yes. 

0-198. Do you want a pension or a gratuity P-I would prefer & ~nlion. 
0-199. Yl!u are in favour of legislation for this alsoP-Y •• 



, C-200. You think that it i. the duty of the employer to provide edequate 
educational facilities for the children of their workers?-Y .... 

C-20I. With regard to payment of wages, do you not think that the 
workere .... ould not he in debt if wagee were p~d weeldyP-Yes. Now they 
take advances from the manager. 

C-202. Sir Viol.,. t'ku1OOn: Do they Dot get their ... ages every week in 
the gin8l'-Yes, they do. 

0-.203. Mr. Ahmed: Mr. Agarwal WB8 saying that he was advancing money 
to his workers at small rates of interest .. But would you not prefer week", 
payment of wages to taking advanoes at small rates of interest?-Y ... 

C-204. So that you may aave the interest charges and he free from debtt 
-Yes. We would then he free from auy debt whatever. . 

0-205. Again he said that he would be in· favour of a month's leave fOl" 
every worker on full pay without the option of its being converted into cash. 
Such things are done by Government for their servantM. Do you see &By 
reason why Government should not legislate that this thing ebould he done 
by employers for their laboureraP-Yes, I am in favour of legislation to 
that effect. ' , 

0-206. Wauld not the efficiency of the workera be incressed if these things 
were given to the workers 1-Y es, it would. 

C-201. It would be to the benefit of both th .. employer and the labourer p
Yes. 

C-lIOS. Mr. Barflett: Do you belong to the depre •• e,l eIaasesP-Yes, I do. 
0-209. Mr. Clqw: What is the common rate of wages herel'-MouthJy 

wages are about Rs. 20 to Rs. 25. DQily wages during the pressing .......,n 
are 10 &nnaa for men and 6 annas for women. 

0-211}. The Chairman: They are lower during the other seaso .... P-Y ... 
0-211. Sir AIe:ratuhr Murray, Bo.... much do they get during the oil 

seasonP-5 annas for men, and 2 to 8 &llIlU for women. 
C-21~. Mr. CIow: Is it possible to get men cooIies for buildiDg work fur 

/j ann .. a dayP-¥es, it is possible to get that iD the oil season. 
C-21S. Is it pcasihle to get labour 80 cheap during the eowing and 

harvest 8e88OnsP-No. 
0-214: ID what months of the year do you get !ebour at thcae ratesP

May to September are the months of low wages for the labourers. 
0-215. Is it the case of Akola />lone, or d ... it refer to the sulT01Ulding 

areaa alsoP-It refers to Akal .. and mostly to the surrounding aresa. 
0-216. Mr. Cliff: cIs there any member of the deputation that is with YO" 

to..d&Yt who works as a cooIieP-Yes, there is one. 
C-217. What is his nameP-Suryaban Sabra. 
C-218. Let me put him a few questions. What eecupatiou do you fol

low P-(Suryaban Saltara) I am a labourer in the wearing department of 
the Akola Cotton Milia. 

("--219. Are you given !save to.'day for the purpooe of attending on thie 
deputntion?-I am not now working in that mill. 

C-220. When did you last work in the milIP-I,""as di.missed from the 
mill at the time of the strike. 

C-ml. Th. Chairma", Were you dismissed from the mill, or did you lea .... 
it of your own.accordP-No, I was dismissed. 

C-22\!. Mr. Clii/: Bow long i. it since the strike terminat&dP-lll months. 
C·228. What kind- of work have you be&n doing since you were diamissed' 

from the mill P-I have taken a land on lease, and been engaged in agri_ 
cultural operatioJUi. 

0-224. Have you been "fmgnge'd in DO industrial occupation during the 
last 12 monthsP-No. 
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: 0-225. 8;" A!ezaM.~ M........",:Where did ;fOu ge~ the mone,:' ~ b'!y th'" 
land P'-I have not paid the money in advance. It 18 to be paid m iDaW-
meats after the produce is reape,l. . 

C-226. Mr. Cliff: I should like to put a few questions to " man who h ..... 
been working in some industrial occupation in t!tis cityP-They are all on. 
~k~. , 

C-227. The Cha,,......,.: You said that you were diemissed from the Akol .. 
Spinning and Weaving Mills after the strike which took place a year ago P
Yea. 

C-226. Ie it correct to say that you left work with the other strikera. 
that at the end of strike you were asked by the employers to resume work 
with the otber stMlmrs, but. you declined to do so P-I was one of the four 
leaders of the strike. After aU the laoourent resumed work, we wanted to 
resume work, but the manager said that they did not want us. 

~2fJ9. Is it a fact that you were invited to resume work, you went' inside 
and then came out of your own accord ?-N 0, it is pot & fact. I was not 
allowed to go inside the mill at all. 

C-230. Are any of the "ther three mo .. said to: be' the leaders "f the strike, 
""" employed in the mill P-No, they are also out of empl"yment. 

0-231. There is a conflict of evidence which I am afraid we cannot; 
resolve. Information reached .me that you were BeYeral times asked to 
resume work and you declineil.-I was not aaked several tim ... by anybocJy 
to resume work. I sent a letter through the union r~uesting the managu' 
to take me on his mill. But he did nc>t reply. 

0-232. M~. Cliff: Are yon prepared to aooept work n"w if olferedp-Y .... 
I am. 

C-23S. 8i~ Alozand ... M ........ y: Who ,..,u1d then look after your fielda P-1 
would aak someone eI&& to look after them. ' 

C-2S4. Di_ c""""'" LalI: Are you one of the secretaries of the union?' 
,-Yeo. 

C-235. Mr~· Cli/f: Is there no one here with you who is actually working int 
the mill P-There is one. ' 

C-236. What is his namaP-He is Madhu, son of Soma. 
C-237. Let me put him " few qtiesti_. Where do you workP-(Madhu» 

Sometimes I work iD, the ginning and pressing factories and sometimes 0Ik 
my landa. 

C-238. Whan did you last work in a ginning factory ?-Abc>ut th ..... 
weeka_. 

C-289. For h"wmany dayaP-Abc>ut 15 day., 
C-240. In whet factoryP-I .. the "ther mill, that is, the Sawatrem Ram-

prasad Mill. . 
C-I!41. Whet w_ did yo'o getP-8 annaa a day. I was paid weekly. 

C-242. How much did you get for the 15 dayaP-I got abc>ut RI. 7 for' 
16 daya. . . 

C-243. Th. Choi....,.,,: Mr. Khandare. are these all amongst the 13 memo 
hers of the committee representing the depressed classesP-No, they are Jlot.. 

0-244. Do Dot the organizers belong to the depressed classes ?-The organ
isers are not all labourers: 

C-245. Mr. Cliff: Do you get the same wages as other cooliesP-(Madhut 
Yes, I do . 

. C-246. Bir Alezandtr MU~lI: Mr. Khanda.re, you said that there was a. 
dift'~nceP-No, the day coolies get 8 annas a day and the night coolies ge't 
10 annas. 

C-247. Mr .. Cliff: Have you been employed in agricultura since you left th ... 
factoryP-Yes, I was employed as an agricultural labourer on 6 annu a day. 

C-243. Do you live in Akolaf-Yea. 
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0·249. Where do you live and what rent do you payP~I have built a 
small hut· for myaelf. Half the roof is covered with hay and the other half 
with til... I do not pay any rent. 

C-260. Are you married P-Y ... 
0-251. How many children have you P-Two. 
C-252. ColoMlR ..... U'How many ..... deadP-I had four children, twl> 

.of them died and two remain. 
C-253. Mr. Cliff: Doea your wife workP-Yee. 
C-254. Do your children workP-No. 
C-21i6. How much doea your wife el\TIl PC-About 3 annaa a day. 
C-256. Bir AI ...... d .. Mul"NlI/: Where doea she workP-In the fields. 
C-251. M.,.. Cliff: Mr. Kbandare, I undemand that you heve .. oommittee 

of 13 membera apecially repreaenting the depreeeed elasoeo. In ",het way do 
you 8Uggeat that the Oommisoion could be of assistance to the community 
Y"l! repreeent here P-The diJIicDlty is this. The depreeeed elasoeo are stig
matized 8S untoucha.bles and are not given any profeaaional work to do. 
Th.,y are employed as labourers all the tim.,. We want that thera shonId 

, be some legislation fixing a minimum wage of Ita. 20 a month for all the 
.. . labourers. . F~iling that, we should be given at least a 00 per cent. incl"6888 
. '. in our wages.: 
., ". C-258. noaa the oommittee yOu represent here to-day think that any good 

will b. served by the provision of public employment agencies? WonId that 
remove the partiality and the disadvantage that you complain'of? Suppoaing 
opportunity was given to all unemploYed persons to regiater at a publio 
place, would your oommittee be in favour of that P-Yea, they woDld be in 
favour of an _o:v like that. I think legislation setting up .. machinery 
of that kind is eeaeDual. 

(The witn ... withdrew. The CommiWon adjourned to Nagpur.) 
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Engineer. Hasedeo Circle. 
0-259. The ChaiTma .. : Mr. Roughton, you are tho Financial Secretary to

the Government of the Central Provinceo. How long have you been fullilIing 
that duty?-I came in the beginning of April Isst year. 

0-200. What is the organization of your Government with .regard to 
industrial m .. tter&~ chief activity is as regards tho administration of 
tho Factory Act. The Direc_ of Industries is in charge of tho Depart. 
ment of Iodustries, and below him there is the factory supervising staftL
the Factory Inspector& and tho Boiler Iospeotor&. The Director of Iodus
tries is· not. & full-time offiicial. The main pa.rt of his duties relates to 'ihe 
dopanm_t of Co-operative Credit of which be is Registrar; this takes more
then half his time. Therefore we have not a full-time official dealing with 
f~ administration at the top, though of conres the Factory Iospeoton 
and the Boiler Iospectors are full·time officialr. 

0-S6l. What es&etly is the rsl .. tion of tho Factory ID8pe.,tors and Boil;'" 
Iospeotora to the Director of Industrieai'-The Director of Industrieo ~ hesd' 



of tMir n..pan-t aad .... _I .. all ..... titma that oome up ... him,\ ud, 
if the matter is of major importance, he will refer it to Government. 

C-26ll. From your memoraadum I DOIii.. th" there haa been .. rapid 
expSDBion of induatry ill the Celltral Provinces. For _, you ata.te 
that. the number of _ .. gimriDg .... d ~ factori<o waa 108 in 1908 aad 
618 iD 1928. To what do you attribute that rapid i..-P-It i. lariIeI7 
d11e to the alteration iD the deftnition of a factory. It i. not &.. actual 
mcr-. 
~. Dealing with the question of mi&r&tion of labour, I notice that 

there is a nry OOIlIiderable migratiOll, both in_ aad outwarcia, from the 
Central Provinoes. Hu there been any tendency to stabilise that mi&ratory 
character of the iaduatrial labourP-A oonaiderable portion remains here 
permanently. 

0.004. I tako it that .. very large part of the industrial Iabonr iD the 
Central ProviDoeB i. labour wbiclt is attracted from, tho Tillagoo &Dd which 
habituaUy returns at certa.in periods to the villagee P-That i. ,so, particularly 
.. a large number of the faetorieo are aoaaonal faotorieo. ' 
. (J..265. With regal'd to some of the perennial industries, aueh 118 the cotton 
milia, there ia a teDdeney for a greater etability in labour?-Yea . 

• <'~'. 0-266. You make some observations with regard to DeCrUltment for Assam, 
but you do not stat. the Dumber of workers which is reeruited from tho 
Central ProviDoeB for work in AlIaam P-The tote! number for laat year was 
10,446, which ia above the average owio.g to the prevaleooe of famine condi
tinu in pari. of the Province. 

().267, Have you ligures of th... who retarDed frOID AJaam iD tho .....,. 
period P-No, 

, tJ.268, WhEt is dono on the part of your Government. to record how many 
of theoe migrants from your p ...... ince aeWe ~ in _ ""d _ 
many return, and in what condition they "returD:P-We keep no information 
of_kind, 

C--169. Have you ever considered the idea of Jteepina sueb a reoord?-No. 
tJ.270, Mr. Oliff: Is it posaible to get figures, similar to the 0 .... you have 

jut &ivan, over the last five YearaP-Yes. 
c.ll71. Th. Ohamna,,: With regard ... tho Jecis!&tion as to recruitment 

for .hAm, you do not Bay much in your :memorandum except. that you find 
difficulty in 8u~ting II. aubatitute for the existing methods. You have 110 
recommendation to put before us for the improvement of the. _bodsf
No, 

C-272. In oome of the papera "hinh we &a.e before "" there are _ 
tioDO _ recruitiaa; should be .topped aItogetbor, Would that ha.,e tho 
npport of your Governmeni;?-No, 

• cg;S. The larger &eld which;' open to'labonr hu. tendency to in_ 
tho demaad 11& _inat tho oupp\yP-Y .. , aad to lletter the conditions of 
Iallour. Our Govenoment wonld oertaiDly take that view. 

C-27~, Your Government takea the riew that tho additional emplO1ment 
-.Is to impnmt the pooition of labonr aa .. wI>oIef-Y .. , by __ of the 
additional competition, 

C-276: Therefore tho eofy' ~ yon put before "" is _ the ro
p .... entatioo OIl the Board of the ilistrlota from which tho rocruits are takeD 
might be otrenl(theDed by the addition of lebonr _tativeoP-y ... 

tJ.276. What advantoge do you anticipate from tho addition of labour 
repreoentati_P-One is always not quite certain in theoe ...... that all f_ 
heve been brought out aft'ecting labour; aad if there are proper labonr 
__ ntatiTeS on tho Board who are familiar with the aotuaI ooudititma 
1Ulder wbiclt tho laboerer worko, it _ obvious th.t that would be • 
further -check against any possible abuse arising. 

tJ.277. You think a cl1aage of that kiDd would tead to gi ... more oonft.. 
denee to the public in general that the ",nditions ",ero properP-I think it 
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probably would. It would be an added safeguard as well. The proposal h,!" 
only been put forward as a suggestion. We have n()~ oorul1d~red ~hat, if 
any, objections to. it there might be from the Assam 81d~. There ~ugh~ be 
objections to it which we have not had an opportumty of takmg Into 
.coasideration. 

0.278. I notice in the papel'S submitted t.o us a ceT~ain ru,n0unt ,.of 
criticism with regard to the housing of industrial workers m the ID.d~rial 
Provinces. Has Government any policy on the question of the hOUSIng to 
submit to us, or do they regard it as a matter for the emplo~ers and. ~e 
Hunieipalities?-80 far ,Government has ~ .. ~en -a.ny activ~ part In 
housing schemes, except III cases where the Imtlatlve has CQn18 either fro~ 
the MUnicipalities (which is seldom) or from employers, as has occurred m 
the case of the EmpreSB Mills. Where such a~ initiative has arisen, Oovern
men'[, has: assisted it bv the best means in its power. Government has taken 
no direct -action of iq"" own. (Mr. Trivedi) The Government has provided 60 
.acres for the purpose of housing labour. It is Government land. _ It is pro
posed to prepare 24 aeres out of the 60 ~d ~ give it to ta:bonrm:s at 
favoura.ble prices. The price for the land wIll 00 extended ewer 25 annual 
instalments, and the money thus obtained will be given to the iooal'hod$' for 
the provision of amenities like roads, pub1ic latrines, drains, and lighting .. 
Adjoining these 24 acres there is another area of 30 ac1'es. This will m~~ ~~ _ . 
about 800 plots-I.500 sq. ft. for each labourer. -. +;: 

C-279. Sil· Victor Bassoon: Is that a direct Government scheme?-The 
land is Government. land and the plots will be given over to the laboure1'8. 

C-280. TIle labOllJ"ers wHI do the huilding?-Yes; they will do the building. 
C-281. Tke Chainnn-it: Do I understand that Government will lease the 

land to the individual labourer on which to build his own house, Go~el'n~ 
ment .controlling th-e lay-out and also looking after the conservancy P"":""'The 
local body win look after the oonservan<..'Y. 

C ... 282. Will there be any ('ontrol over the nature of the houses which th-e 
individual worker will build under thQ8e oonditions?-We ha.ve provided 
that only half the plot is to be huilt on; that the roa,4,; shall be· 40 ft. 
wi.de j and we have also provided for open spaces in the form of parks. We 
have not laid down any definite type of houSf'. 

C-288 . .Are there any conditions laid down with regard to the size. or 
ventilation, or things of that kindP-That will be done by the local body 
under the ordinary building bye-laws. ... "* 

C-284-. You state in your memtn'a.ndum, U There is no special labour 
office or labour offices in the province ...... Labour leaders havs also urged on 
the Government the n~ of such an organization". Baa Government 
formed any ,~iew as to the desirability, in view of the, inorease of industry I of 
estahliohill/j: " Labour om"" in the Central Provincee?--(Mr. Roughton) At 
present the position is this, the matter is about to be discueeed at the 
Board o-f Industries, but it has n~ yet been discussed. It ia &- matter in 
which Govern:m..t naturally would not form an opinion until it had received 
the &dvi~ of the leading il1dustrialistB of the Province, who are represented 
OR the Board of Ind ... tri ... 

C-285. What is the collltitution of that BoardP-AlI the members of the 
Board ar<> nominated by Government. It is a purely advioory body. 

C.286. Jt is reaUy a committee called into existence by Government F
Yes, to which Government refers matters in which industrial iuterests are 
concented andwm naturally also conauJt them about labonr matters. 

C·287. Ar" the employ .... "oDd employed equally rep_ted on the Board? 
-There a .... two __ ntatlVes of the employed on it. One of them is 
lIr, FuIay. The. remainde!" are mainly businQas men with a. spripkling of 
Gov ........... t oJIicials beIollglng to the Departments which have contact with 
industries like agriculture. The Deputy Director of Education is a member 
and there aTe one or two members of the LegialatiVl! Council. . 
. C-288. ~ou tA>lI U8 ~at the Board acQ, in a purely advisory capacity. Do .. 
that mean It only conslders matt-t:lTS whIch are referred to it by Government, 
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_ or haa it any initiatory powers ?-It can discu8& matters on its own initiative 
... well as matte... referred to it by Government. 

C-289. Has this matter 01 a special Labour' Office been' definitely referrett 
to it for consideration on the part of the Gove-rnmentP-(Mr. Banerjee} 
Mr. Fulay is ODe of the members of this Board and he brought lorward a 
reaalution that we abeuld have a Labour Office somewhat on the lin .. of th .. 
Bombay Labour Office. The difficulty i. to induce tbe employers to give the 
information which we want, especially information regarding wages. I Q 

Bombay a Bill was endeavoured to be introduced making it compulsory on 
employers to furnish all that information, but that Bill had to be dropped; 
and in the light of that experience in Bombay we have been rather diffident. 
I, as the head of the Department, have been investigating the feasibility of 
such a board, and I have asked all the other .Provinces 88 to how they ~ 
information. That is how- it has come to be taken up by the Board of 
Industries. 

C$O. M<. -Cliff: Haa the Government any definite policy in relation t<> 
laboUr legislatioD or any programme of labour legislation?-(Mr. Roughton) 
Generally the line we take in this Province is that we are largely an agri
cultural Province, and only to a. very small extent an industrial Province,. 

~and that any of the evils of industrialism are more accentuated elsewhere. 
We prefer, therefore, to watch things elsewhere before we take any initia'tift 
here. 

C-291. Doe. thet mean that yon await t/:Ie \aad of tho Central GovernmentP 
-Partly, yes. It is obviously 60und that, if there are evils to tackle, they 
should be tackled at the p\acea where they ..... moot obvious. 

C-29Z. A good many of the papers point to tho lack of uniformity between 
the 'Provinces and I want to ask whether Government, as a Government, are 
in favour of labour legislation being All-India rather than provincial P-I 
think we should be in favour of it being All-India. It is 3 matter in which 
uniformity is obviously desirable for the whole of India. 

0.298. Mr.. Clow: Is it the view of the local Government thet labour 
legislation generally abeuld be All-IndiaP-I cannot offhand commit G0vern
ment on & constitutional question of that nature, hut :my pel'BOnal opiniou 
is that all .uch legis1ation should be central. . 

. 0.294. I notice you Bay: ., Tbere is a tondency on the part of the 
local Government to laave legislation more_ to the Central Government iD 
order to secure uniformity of law and practice;" but in. another part of your 
memorandum you 8ay J what appears to be an indication in the contrary 
direction, namely J U Labour welfare is a Provincial subject though subject 
to \agialatioB in tho Central Legislature. The local Government is fuIl7 
alive to the necessity oJ co-ordination in matU:!rs a.1fecting the conditioJl8. 
of l .. bour, hut coosiders thet c~rdiuatioo .an and should be aacur&d by 
joint deliberatiOllS between the provinces at which the main principles caD 
be settled. Control by the Central Legislature over a Provincial snbject 
should be exercised as rarely as possible" P-There is a poosihle divergence 
of newt! there, and for that reason I stated juat DOW that I am not in a 
position to commit Gonrmnent. The latter quotation was put in in view 
of possible political development.. afterwards rather than with regard to the 
constitutional pomtion 88 i~ is at present. 

C-295. It may have been possibly inlluenoed by tbe fact that the anbject 
diac_d bare is OIle which may lead to oonaiderable fuuulcial borden an 
the local GovernmentP-AB far as I rememher thet coosideration ..... not 
present. 

0-296. You give aome figures of w_ of unskilled labour for a Bomber 
of representative districts. Do these wages vary very much from 8easoD to 
aeaaonP-They vary very _tly indoed_ much as 200 or 800 pO>' .... t. in 
Berar. Just as the ootton i. being picked, and cloudy_ther comes, 
and there i& a fear of raiD, the employe", will pay up to Ra. l-S-O or R& II 
per day per lalJanrer; whereaa in the off_n the wage may be ... or 5 
&Dll8I. 



0-297. A labourer to ",hom I waa talking yesterday told me -th"t in tbo 
........,.. he might be gettiug II or 10 annas, and at other times of the year 
-only 6 annas. Would tbot be a fair roprooontatiODP-Yea. 

0-\l98. Do tbo figures you give of oooli .. (male and female) repreoent more 
or less an a.verage for the year, or do they represent a special season P
"They &re. the average annu&! figures. 

0-299. The momorandun, presented to ua by the Factory-Owners' Ass0-
ciation states that there- is general unemployment due to trade and industrial 
-depre6Sion~ Is that an accurate statement P-No. 

0-300. I notice that they are not quite sure about it themsel.ves, because 
they go on to say that recruitment for Assam muet be cloeclted becauae 
there is &!ready " shortage of labour in the Provinoe. Yon otate in yonr 
memorandum: U The law requires that first.-aid appliances sha.ll be provided 
in all factories employing more than 500 persons a day and in all important 
mines." What law is that>P-It is tbo rule uaaer the Factory Act. 

C301. Are you satisfied that the rule h .. the force of lawP-.Jt has the 
force of fact. Whether it is ultra wei of law or not I cannot !!lay without 
further innstigation. 

0-302. You agree that if it haa not the force of law it ought to ha ... P- . 
Undoubtedly. It has never been .uggeetad to "" that there i. this leg&! ".' 
defeot in the law. If it is we should take stePs to remedy it. . 

0-308. I notice in the case of humidification of live steam. you have 
apparently passsd rules which the Bombay Government have f&!t themselveS 
precluded from enactingP-Y ... 

0-304. MT. Bin .. : How many meetings do.. tbo Board of Industries hold' 
in the course of tbo yaar ?-Three at four; it depends on the hnsineee to 
be done. 

0-306. What is the nature of the work they have h ..... enabled to do 80 
farP Have they aottled any etru....P-They do. not h ..... anything to do 
with indmrtri&! disputee. 

0-306. What aort of work have they done P-They are not a body which is 
auppoaed to do work; they are an advisory body which gives adriee to 
Government on induetrial matters. 

C-lI07. 80 fer have they heen ahla to·"give any uaeful adriee to 
GovornmentP-Y.., I think exooediugly uaeful advice; it """taina a 
number of business men whOl!l& opinion on any matter is of the utmost 
value. For instance, they haTe given their opinion on the Maternity Bill 
and on the Iad""trial. Welfare Bill which are at ProBSDt before our Council. 

C-<108. Were. they in favour of maternity bonefitoP-Y .... they favountd 
the gener&! principle. 

0-309. It ap_1"8 from your atatement that the sickneSs insurance 
fiCheme inaugurated by the Emp..... Mills haa not been .... ry 8uccsssful so 
far P-Th. difficulty there is the voluntary element. 

C-alO. You say that during 9 yaars not more than 60 out of nearly 9,000 
emplo:rees h .... taken advantage of the scheme. Can you ten. us the l$ason 
of ito failure P-Because they are required to pay up herd eash. 

C-3n. The employers, of course, are prepared to payP-Yes, it is the 
employ ..... whe ao not want to contribute; they are net williug to contrihute 
as little as 8 or " annA8 a m.onth. 

C-a12. M .. y I take it that ito failure so fer as your Province is concerned 
.uggest.s that a scheme of sickness insura.nce is not & practical proposition 
at this otage p-y ... I think that inference can almost certainly be drawn 
from it. 

C-alS. Diwan OM ....... LaU : From one inetanceP-The reason is that the 
fiCheme haa heen tried in a place where it has the greatest chance of being 
auec:eosful; tb!t-t is to aay, where tbo labour is moot otabl. and anybody 
who puts in his contribution is more likely to have a' chance of dra.wing 
aomething out of it. The fact that it haa for prootic&! purpoeea failed· 
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uade: . the most favourable conditions seems aufticient indication that wben:r 
eondltl~ are -I.e- fav~urable there is less chance of ita 81lCCe88. That is. 
why I think this ODe mstanC6, although it is only ODe instaDce is a vA_ 
valuable illBtance. ' -.7 

C8U. Mr. Bin..: Do you not think that the conditions here are muclo 
more favourable than in Bombay and other places where the relations between 
employ... ~d ~ploy.rs are very bad?-I have no personal knowledge 
of the CondItions 1n Bombay, 80 that I am unable to 'make a comparison. 

0-815. Yau say you do Dot think the present time is favourable for it. 
introduction hecause~ on account of the disturbed conditions of labour 
attempts might ba made on the part of labour to ahift the wbole of th; 
burden to capital. I think you will agree with me that labour is getting 
more organised and educated, and if the tendency exists at present to 
exact more from the employers, it will be still greater in future when labour 
ia more organized P-I do not think it follows that as labour becomes more 
organised relations between labour and capital wiD deteriorate; it is quite
possible that as .a result of the organization of laboUl', with responsible 
bodi .. able to speak on beba.lf of labour, the relationo between labour and 
capital may improve rather thAD deteriQ1"aie; but I must confess that that 
is a matter on which I am more or 1888 speaking 88 an amateur. I think 
both vi ..... can ~nably be tak.m. 

C816. You snggest that even if the scheme is introdueed, it ought to be 
oonfined to some opecified areas. I do not know h.... far that is practical, 
becauee tbat would mean that if 8 worker falls ill say in Nagpur and wants 
to go to his native place for a change of climate, you compel him to stay 

. in Nagpur thougb it might be unhealthy for bim to stay hereP-A ""heme cd 
thilt nature is bound to be rather experimental at the start, and we foresee
that at the start there will be very considerable difficulties in the matter 
of. administration, 'Dot the leeet of wbich would arlee if the employee 
wanders at will over the country, because it will be difficult to find him to 
make payments. But we quite reali.. that tbeee are only administrative 
difficulti .... It would probabJ:r be necessary to enforoe theee reetrictions at 
the start and it might .be poasible to relax them later on 88 we get more· 
experience of the working of a scheme' of this nature. 

C817. Would ;you not like qualify this statement, beca1188 to compeli 
a man to live in a specified area sometimes means rompeUing him to live
in aD unhealthy climateP-It is not an objection on principle; it is one of 
the difficulties of administration wbich would haw to be worked out. It 
is pceoible that we might he able to get round it; I think we would probabJ:r 
be able for inst&nce, to -provide that when a man is .ordered under a 
medical' certificate to go to .. diJferent area, his aickneaa benefits should -
lAp ... 

'C-S18. The Ohairman : Your point is that tbe migration of labour consti
tutee one of the great difficulties from the practical point of view in .ueJr 
.. acheme?-Yes, that is my point, and as we got e~enc:e of ~ ad
ministration we should prohably be able to vary the administrative details. 

C819. M;. Birla: You suggest in your memorandum that the Weeter1I 
.ystem and not the indigenous system of medicine should be used: . I am 
pre you know that the indigenous system pla-ys an Im~t part In the 
country in afording medical fa.ci!ities ,for ~he. mtuIB of ,the peopleP-There 
i. e. practical difticulty of administration; It 18 very ddJicu,lt to b~Y8 two 
different o.uthoriti6S to whom recourse ce.n be hod for medical . ce~tee. 
It is not a. suggestion aimed at the indigenous system. B8 B~eh; l~ IS merei,. 
to see how the scheme can be made workable. Our expenence 18 that tB& 
indUBtrial workers in factories take readily to the Western system. 

(l.32(). Do you tbink there are sullicient doctol'B to take up that ..... 
. of work in' villagesP-The suggestion is that the sche.me ahonld be oonlined 

. to a limitad area. I do not think a vary large m,!cbcal ~ would be re
, q~ired-to enable this to be carried ont in a comparatively limIted area . 

. , . 
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0-321. You will agree with me thet it is almost impossible to tind " 
Cloctor in a small village even if it is} for instance, only 10 or 15 mi1es 
from N agpur l'-I should think a doctor in .. placa like that· is about as 
rare as a textile mill. 

ClI22. Do :vou want to limit it to one townP-We would limit it to the 
area where th; mills are, where there are nearly always doctors. 

0-328. Mr. Jo.t.i: With regard to emigration to Assam, are yOu aatisfied 
with the provision for repatriation in the Government of India1s Bill P
Before I can give a definite opinion on the part of Government I should 
have to consult the interests affected. 

0-$4. With reference to recruiting, do you not think there should be 
some provisiOllS &S to a miDimum wage r-That it a very big question which 
involves a careful economic study and I am not prepared to give a definite 
opinion upon it. 

C-325. From the local Government's memorandum it wotiId appea.r that 
in certain mines in the Bhandara District there is a certain amount of 
unemployment among the local laboulJ but imported labour linda full em
ployment. Will you explain the cause of that P-I take it the re&t!On is 
that when a mine has gone to the expense of importing labour t it naturally 
keeps that labour employed as far as possible! whereas local labour comes to 
seek employment as an alternative employment and will not depart from that. 
neighbourhood. 

0-326. Has the recruitment of imported labour been stopped P-Wben 
there i. a slump they stop the ~ment of imported labour and start 
it again when the demand increaaes; but they naturally try to keep their 
permanent labour force which they have got on the spot; otherwise they 
will have to go to the expense of recruiting it again. I take it that is 
what happens in practice. I ha.ve no aetua) facts before me, hut the 
manganese industry is in a depressed state and recruitment must be at the 
minimum BOW. 

C-321. The manager of the mines in his memorandum states that the 
local l&bOur which cannot find employment returns to agricultural work 
88 they an have amall holdings. The manager in selecting men to be 
dismissed, does not pick out a man just becauB& he is & local man; but it 
is quite possible that the wages paid in this mine are so low that people do 
aot mind returning to agriculture P-I think that is not so. Naturally 
local men are the ftrst to be discharged if they want to reduce their stajf, 

0-326. Mr. Barlktt: The local labour is pu .... ly seasonal; when the7 
have no work in the fields and nothing to do> they come to the mines; nearly 
all the mines are in the rice area and it is only for a. abort time that t~ 
labour is essential in the nelds; during the remainder of the yea-r they 
come for occasional work in the mines. AIsot a number of· the local coolies 
at"e not suitable and capable'of doing the work that the imported coolies do~ 
Tbe local coolie does not care to work on the hard parts of th .. rock which 
ia not blaated, 80 thet a nucleus of imported labour of .. suitable type must 
be kept at all the mines. If it is necessary to rednca labour, the naturul 
thing is to dispense with the people who are ouly temporary' and come at 
6Uch times as Buit their convenieDce~ 

CJ.329. Mr, Jo.t.i: With regard to what you say ahout the control uer
ei5ed over working conditions of contract labour, has your Government ever 
oonaidered the desirability of introducing what is called in England the 
'fair wages clause' in all your contracts P-That question has never come 
'IUlder the consideration of Government. I think our Government would 
prefer to wait until they get tbe advice of this Commission on the subject. 

c.sao. Do you think it is'in the best interests of tbe w .... kers thet hoosing 
ilhould be provided by the employers or by B local body with the belp of. 
the employersf-I think it must vary with the nature of the employen
.... d the natur.. of the local hody. Probably in some cases the local i>od!' , . 
.. ould be better; in other eases the employers wouid be better. In the 
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"""" of the Empress Mills, where you have a body of employers holding 
very enlightened. views on labour questi~, I think we ohoold probably 
get the most satlsfactory results by leaVlng the m ..... r in the handa of 
the -employers. 

0-331. Is it ~ot pOO8ibl~ that the pr-isent management of the mills may 
change. and &. different polwy be entertaIned, whereas in the case of a local 
body you ha.ve, some assura.nce that the 8&1119 policy will he continued P-No 
you have no absolute guarantee of wriformity on the p-a.rt of a Ioea.l body! 
they sometimes change with almost starting rapidity. I should S&y t~ 
employers are more stable. 
. C-382. Mis!. P~wer: The. Chief Inspeclor, in ~8 report for 1928,. says, 
m regard to gxnnmg factones that H the dust nUISance still exiets and can. 
only he controlled by the use of exhaust f ..... , the installation of which 
is too costly for BDl31l employers to consider; the benefit, however to the
workers is considerable and it is hoped at some future date B- systerd of dust 
extraction may be made possible/ t In your memorandum you refer to H the' 
invention of some inexpensive and efficient method 'Of alleviating the dust 
nuisance in cotton ginning and preasing factories" • Is the question of control 
merely awaiting the invention of I. comparatively inexpensive form. of dust 
extraction?-(Mr. Frankau) It h...- always struck me that something might 
be done. This was really put fonvBI'd to draw the geoeral public j I rather
hoped somebody might come forward with a valuable suggestioo. 

0-833. We have seen some very varied conditions in the ginniDg factories,. 
some very good and some exceedingly bad, where different types of machines 
were installed P!-Some of the concerns are very small; if yon made a rule, 
you would have to apply it to all focton ... 

, ~ Have plana to he submit .. d to you for theae pI""'; hefore they 
are erected P-Undar the C<>tton Ginning & Pressing Act they have to submit 
their plana for approval. . 

0-336. Would it he possible to compel the installation of some .ucIr 
machinery in aU newly bnilt ginning factcri .. ?-It would he pooaible; but 
having rega¥d to the expense, I think it would be rather hard on the ownera 
to enforce it. 

0-386. Because no inexpensive machinery exists yet P-Yes; but we have 
insisted on more yentiJatiOll than that which exists in the old factories, 
and we> have endeavoured to> persuade the owners of the old factories to 
improve their ventilation; in many cases they ~ve done 30. by ~iving 
venti1ation· at the ridge of the roof and also makmg mOH opemngs m the
walls, I doubt if. one -could insist on the installation of fans; it would be 
very expensive for 8 small employer and would be rather hud on him. 

0-831. In the 10cal Government's memorandum, a. ref~nce is made to 
a local Maternity Benefit Bill. Would that cover ?nly one 1nd~ry, namely, 
the textile industry, as in BombayP--(Mr. BanarjOe) All perenn.nl factories 
in which the woman employee.is employed at least 9 montha. 

0.338. Regardleaa of the industry ~-Y... ~. course, that would aute-
matically leave out the I!ieasoDal factorlf3;S} the gInlung factorIes. -

0-339. Mr. Jami: Would it apply to the minesP-No, they are not 
factories. 

c..MO. Mis. Power: Does the burden fan entirely on the employers, or 
is it a contributory scheme?-(Mr. ROughton) It would fall on tbe employe ... 
entirely. 

c.841. With regard to welfare, you sl!""k of the impossibility of com· 
pulsion in regard to crt!!ches. Are you ID favour of comp~lslon for auy 
form of welfare work in the f8C'tOries, e.g" welfare ~ers w!rl-c~ wo~ have
the fol'Ce of law 8Uch 88 are operative in England In certain industries P
It is large1y a matter of opinion as to whe~er ~ get ~e ,best reslilts frod compulsion. • It 18 arguable that compulsion gtves a mInImum a lOUD •• 
whereas if you have a more, voluntary system, in some cases employen WlIJ 
CO eubstantially above the minimum. 
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0-842. The trend of your and the Chief Inspector'. reporte is that you 
are at a deadlock here in regard to mCl'68Se in welfare work: that with the 
exception of the Emp....... Milia, practically nothing h"" heen done in the 
ieat few yearsf-Yes, I think that is correct. . 

c..843. You are not prepa:l'ed to say whether the local Gcwernment w<'!.wd 
be in favour of any minimum standard of welfare in the "larger factorles;
for instance, as regards matters such as dining sheds, creches and so on?
It must depend on what that minimum standard is; if the minimum 
_ndard did not impose too great a burden on industry I think Govemmen. 
would gladly accept it. 

0-844. In dealing with hours, you apeak of exempted f ... tories. The Chief 
Inspector's Report says tha.t certain proposal!i &l'9 now being submitted· to 
Government dealing with the curtailing of the exemptions in certain of 
these cases. What sort of facoories are exempted p-(Mr. Frankau) Chiefly 
the -engine room staff, mill-wrights and people of that description who are 
-engaged on repairs over the week-ends and in cleaning, 

0-345. And continuous processes I 8UPposeP--:Yes, of course they are 
'6xempted} but they are mostly engineers. . 

0-346. 'In your memorandum you deal with unregulated places and lOU 
suggest that Government would be in favour of some form of NgUlatlon~ 
'Could you say what number of employees you woold regard as invol~ng 
tho _ity for _ulation; would you put it as low as 25 P I am talking 
of places without power ?--(Mr. Roughton) We should probably take the 
.. me limit as the Factory Act; that is 20. There is a tendency in all these 
tllmgs to start gradually and then tighten things up. -

0-84:7. Have you _ any idea what number of places would be oovered if 
you included firms employing 25 men ii-There are about 600 bidi factories. 

c.348. Would it involve doubling your inapaction stalfP-It would involve 
a very considerable addition I should think, beca.use these places are small _d_*M. . 

_ 0-349. You cannot say exactly how manyP-No. 
0-350. Perhaps you could let us have a statement later P-I'D the intro.. 

uuction to our memorandum you will find that there are 775 b-idi-making 
<establishments employing some 29 tOOO workers ana 15 sheUac factories em
ploying about 2-,000 workers# 

0.-851. Then you deal with the question! which has been raised "in a 
number of places we have visited, as to the madequacy of the fines imposed 
by Magistrates. Do you _eat there could he any alteration in the Act 
<to compel the imposition of bigger tinea, or are you mON in favour of 
the gradual education of Magistrates in the necessity for imposing bigger 
tines: 1>-1 think it would be very difficult to enact by law a minimum fine, 
'because there are bound to be cases in which a very BJIlall nne is appropriate. 
If you lay down &- minimum fine in any Section of the law of this nature, 
the minimum would have to be so small that for practical purposes -it might 
just as well not be there. I think the remedy Ii .. in teaching the Magistrates 
.what tbey ought to do in the matter. 

c..352. Is there any improvement in that raspectP-(Mr. Frankau) This 
-year there bas been a decided improv&ment as- a result of appeals to the 
District Magistrate. Thet is tho he*r way of doing it. It i. righting 
I~. . 

C-863. Sir Ale:rander MUffa-1/: What. is meant by the statement in the 
local Government}s memol'andum that H District Magistra.tes have been 
asked to- ensure that adequate penalties are imposed in these cases" (i.t., 
cases in which t~e fines levied from a very small percentage of the profit 
earned by working the operatiYe8 beyond the legal time' limit)P-Mr. 
Roughton) The District Magistrate is in charge of the various Magistrates 
in his District. Whenever a Magistrate decides a case, a tabulated state
ment is sent to the District :Magistrate showing the nature of the cue,. 
che amount of the fine and so on~ In many C&.86B the District Magistr~~ ... 
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will call for the record of the C8~, go through it and in his capacity as 
,head Magistrate of the District will point out the Magistrate !liter the ...... 

• is over-, any errore in judgment or otherwise in his 'Cond~ct of the case 
which occur to him. A good District Magistrate will frequoutly do this· 
it is a method of securing the efficient discharge of the ma.gisterial duties. ~ 

• C-354. Mr.. Kal.: You say the huts eonstmeted by the worke.. them
~elves are of a low standard. Do yon "ttribute that to the general poverty 
.uisting among the workerof-Undoubtedly it is a contributory factor • 
• ' 0-856. Have you anything to suggest with a view to remedying this &tate 
of aliai .. f-I think it i. really a &tate of affaire that can only grndnally 
remedy itself. . . 

0-356. But in this connection do you not think it would be better to have 
.. minimum wage fixed ?-No, pereonaljy I tllink probably " minimum wage 
is not in the interests of the employees. 

C-857. Can you give us a rough idea as to the cost of the average labour
~ er's hut?-I am afraid I must ask for notice of that question. 

c.a58. Diwan Chama-n LaU: Why are you not in favour of a minimum. 
~ wage?-It is a big economic question, but my idea is that probably a 

minimum wage in the circumstances in this country would tend to reduce
the wages of all to the minimum and would. not allow the person who is 
really worth more than the mini"mnm to get the full advantage of his 
superior skill; but I am· merely speaking personally, and it is a very 
debateable m&tter. 

0-359. Mrs. Kah': You know that the Workmen's Welfare Bill has been 
introduced in the Council. Are you in favour of itP-Yes. We have accepted 
the broad principles, the only line tha-t Government took was that they would 
prefer to wait 8 little until, as 1 have said in another connection, we have 
the advice of this Commission on the subject. 

C-3OO. With :regard to indebtedness, yeu are perhaps aware that. the 
.Pathans charge the labourers very heavy rates of inte~, which constitutes 
a s"t.-b&ck to the JabourersP-Yes. 

C-861. Are you in favour of some sort of legislation with regard to -the 
P&th&D8; would you regulate the ... te of iuterest by l&gislationP-I do not 
.think we could possibly- have cl&ss legislation &Booting, for instanoo, only 
Pathans • 

. C-Stm. Sir Victor BanooR: In any case, would it be possible to ad. 
minister suoh legislation ?-1 aheuJd think it would be quite impooaible. 

C-868. MTIJ. Kal.: What ia tbe average rate of interest th&t .. Pathan 
parga. the 8ver&ge . labourer ?-I .. m afraid you mDBt uk the P .. than. 

C-364. There is a - considerable number of labourers working in bidi 
Uctorieat and I am told many evils exist in those factories especiaUy affect
ing womeD. Are you in favour of applying the Factory Act to these 
fa.etories f-Government is considering that point; we have not yet come to 
a definite conclusion; but the conditiODB a-re certainly not as bad sa they are 
elsewhere. . 

0-856. Are you perBOllally iu favon ... of applying that ActP-I am &fraia 
i have never seen one of these bidi factories. (MI'. Banerjee) I have seeD 
& few only- recently a~ Gondia, which is our largest bidi-making centre, 
and it is my honest opinion that it would be quite wrong to extend the ~ct 
to these eatablishmente, because I find the workel'$, some of whom are qmte 
young boys, quite healthy and cl~n lockin,g. I, do not thi~ the .. is any 
case for extending the Act. I think the evIls exist more outside the factory 
than inaide. 

C-800. Is there medical inspection P-N o. 
0-867. Then you have to surmise P-I am talking of what 1 have BeeIl. 

0-368. MI'. Fuktll: You state in your memorandum that many workers 
are heavily indebted. Do you not think it would be desir&ble from the 
point of view of the workers that all Pathan money-lendera should be-



liceased by Government, persona not licensed not being allowed to deal 
with the workers, that account books should be compulsorily registered by 
Government to prevent fraud, and that a maximum rate of intereJt, not 
higher than the Bank rate, should be fixed by legislationP-(lfr. Roughton) 
Your auggestions sound rather drastic, but we shall be in a position to 
consider them better wben we get the Report of the Banking Enquiry 
Committee wbich is at present going into the matter. 

C369. Do ...... eTta ....... Loll: Do yoo not Imow there i. a Bill now pend
ing before the Punjab Legislative Council on the lines suggested by 
Mr. FuJayP-Yes. 

C-S10. The Banking Enquiry Committee may take 6 yesre to reportp
I understand our Provincial report wiU.be preeented about .April or May. 

C-S11. Mr. F.uay: In your memorandum you suggest that lines are.too 
low to have any deterrent effect OD the factory owners. -Would you, there
fore, propose imprisonment for breach of factory nl1es in such. ~ P-N~ 
I do not think so. 

C-S12. Why not? Is it because yon think facl>ory owners are too respsct
a.ble to go to jail, or is there some principle involved- ?-Having regard to the 
class of case in which UDder the present ordinary law imprisonment can he 
applied, I think these eases belong to a class for which usually we do _ not 
allow imprisonment. 

C-37S. The Chairman: Would you, on the other hand, be in favour of 
a heavier penalty for a repeated offence of the same kind ?-Yss, I think 
there is a provision to that effect; certainly in practice it is so. ~ (Mr. 
Banerjee) The present evil is that the -fines aetua-lly imposed are low; the 
maximum fines laid down by the 1a.w are much bigher. The direction in 
which we should improve matters would ·he to raise the fines actually 
imposed; the Magistrates must take & more responsible view of things~ 
We do not want imprisonment. 

C-S14. Mr. F.uall: You have given us absolutely no suggestion as to 
whether your Government is in favour of works committees: or not. If 
works committees are constituted wit1i equal representation of employen. 
and employees. do yon not think they would he useful in preventing many 
indnatria1 conlIicts and misnnderstandingaP-(Mr. Roughton) That is rather . 
an academic question, beca\l8e they do not exist. A works committee that 
did function properly. I think would have many useful functions of the 
nature you 8Uggest. 

C-S16. 80 that Government has no objection to the formation of IlUclo 
committees if inaugurated or recommended by the CommiasionP-Yes, Gov-
enunent has no objection. - _ 

C-876. On the .Advisory Board of Industry are there not four or five 
times 88 many representatives of employers 88 there are- of workers '-1 do 
not think the Advisory Board of Industri .. is a board on which it """"ss.rily 
follow. that there shou1d be equal representation of employers and employees, 
because it oovises Government on industrial matters as aJ>art frem labour 
matters. "< 

C-S17. Con you reeoIloct any recommendation mOOe by this Board for 
the welfa .... of labour or supporting any labour legisIationP-Yes. Th .. 
Maternity Bill was on. which received the support of the Board as .. whole. 

C-878. The Bill was accepted in principle but not the provisiona of the 
Bill P-I do not think you can expect me to disclose the details of the 
recommendations of the Board, But I can tell you thAt on general grounda 
they did accept it. 

C-S19. Do you not think the coustitution of the Board shoald he changed 
and some more representation should be given t.o the workers P-No, I think 
we should find. it difficult to nnd more satisfactory representatives of the. 
worke",. There is great dilliculty in obtaining satisfactory representatives 
of the workers. . 



0-380. You are alao in C1harge of the Government press as an employer p_ 
'I am. . 

0-381. Do you know that a considerable proportion, &t least S8 per cent., 
of the employe.. of the Gov.roment preea get I .... than Ro. 00 per month 
payP-I have not the exact figuree here. I know they are paid substan
tially higher than in private p ........ 

0-382. Bnt do you not consider that the condition of some of tha worker. 
is extremely had P-No. . . 

. CJ.883. Conld yon tell U8 ,!"hy the employees of the Governm.nt p""'" are 
not allowed to join the Press Employees' Association by your GovernmentP
.As far 88 I remember, there is no objection to their joining itJ but Govern
ment does not- recognize an association which conta.ina non-Government 
servants as well B8 Government servants. I believe that is tb,e re&8On. 

0-384. Do you know thllt the Great Indian Peninsula Railway' •. employees, 
·who are &erVanw of Government, are &1Iowed to form a. union with -ont
siden in it P-I am afraid I have no information about that. 

Q.S85. Wonld you welcome the formation of a Department of Statisti .. 
in each Province, 88 the existing statistics are very meagre and there is no 
reliable information on. diff.rent snhjects ~ with indnstrial weI
fsreP-It is " highly technical matter on which, a consid.rable amount of 
~xpense would be required in order to get any statistics that were of any 
value. I am afraid many of the statistics we have- produced, particularly 
88- regards prices and wages, Ill'$ probably not very ",aluable. 

0-386. Would yon welcome the establishment of Buch a department P-It 
is likely to be an expensive matter and we should have to weigh the c0m
parative coat witn various other schemes, sucb &a the improvement of the 
conditio... in the Gov.rnment preas; probably we should be unahle to 
afford it. . 

0-381. But, funds permitting, yon would welcome tha eetahlishment of 
ouch a departmentP-On general principles I welcome all indnstrial 
stati.tics, 'providad .ufficient money is expended on them to ensure that they 
are reaUy worth while haviDg~ 

0-388. Mr. Oliff: Your Government has not accepted the recommendation 
of the Economic Enquiry Committee on that, have they P-I think not j I 

. think very few of .he recommendations of th .. t Committee were accepted 
J?y any one. 

0-389. Mr. Fulall: You do not know the circumstancos for which the 
oicJm ... insurance fund of the Emp .... Mills is not working properlyP-JSo; 
pessibly Sir Sorabj; Mehta wiD be able to supply some information on that 
point. 
~. Mr. M.A.t~: 18 it not a fact that this prohlem of hOWling is 

peculiar to NagpurP-No, the problem exists .verywhere. I think .very ..... 
'!riD agree that it is desirahle that all workers should b. housed better than 
they are at present. . 

. c.a91. Do they prefer the honoing provided by the factory to their own 
housi,-"gP-I should think they probably prefer their own, but it is a question 
Dot so much of what they like 88 of what is good for them, I believe. 

0-392. With regard to unemployment insurance you say: II All employers 
are of opinion that any such Scheme would be unworkable u. So I hope 
you will agree with me when I say that the State should bear the burd.n 
of this unemployment i115urance P-I do not eee wby the State should bear 
the burden of .. scheme that is admittedly unworkable. 

0-393. Di ...... G1wJmcfi LalI: You ... y " admittedly "-hT whomf-I mean 
by the gentleman who is queationing me now; he is one of the people wh. 
have admitted th"t it is unworkahle. . 

c.a94. Mr. B<>rtl.tt: With r.gard to proposals for sick ...... inauranc;e. 
I find that according to the flguretl given here, the people employed lD 
industry in this Province compris. I ... than 1· per .... t. of the total pop ... 
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• I"tion of the Province. Although it was suggested in a general way that 

the present scheme would be unworkable~ there was a sort of proposal 
in the lirat instance that it should he applied only to th..., workers who 
come under the Min .. and Factories ActsP-{Mr. Banerjee) No, only in 
industriea where labour is comparatively stabl", 

ClI9S. That is ouly 1 per cent. of the total population, and it is .. fact 
I believe that .. great proportion of the industriul labour is employed by the 
larger concernsP-{Mr. Roughton) Yea. 

ClI96. I think .. Il the larger coucerns provide free medical f&ciliti.. for 
their lahoure .. P-I think 80. 

c..897. Is it not, therefore, likely that any such scheme, which it is. 
generally admitted should he " contributory scheme OIl the p .. rt of the 
workers, would eventually involve an expensive Government organisation 
and a contribution on the part of the workers for henelits which they 
a1re&dy get free. My point with regard to the min.. i. that we alre&dy 
provide free medical a.ttention to the workers, and a very la~ number 
of those working in factories and in mines are working for the \veIl regulated 
concernsP-Yes, I think there is something in what you say. 

(J.$8. The workers would b. e"pected to pay for something which' they 
alre&dy get f ... P-That would undoubtediy happen in some c...... . 

The Chairman: That is a point~ _of course) which is always present to. 
our minds: the fact that under "Indian practice medical relief at any rate 
is largely given by the orga.nised employers.· There remama, of course, the
question of what is called in EngJa.nd sickness benefit which is given in a 
few cases but not generally. 

0-399. 001"",,1 B", • .u: I wish to ask the Director of Industries with 
reference to his bulletin of index numbers. Therein, it is stated: U The 
collection of such family budgets ii, no doubt, & tedious and difficult task, 
but if a fairly large number of reliable budgets can he obtoined and averaged 
etc." Can you give us any indication of what· you mean by U fairly large 
number H l'-(Mr. Trivedi) Something like 5 or 10 per cent.; in Nagpur
we collected 1,000 budgets; that is more than 5 per cent. The industrial 
population in Nagpur is about 20,000. 

0-400. Do you· think thet 5 per cent. ie a fairly good percentnge P-.I 
should think so. (Mr~ Banerjee) Budgets are of course dra.wn from various 
classes of workers. 

0-401. If you are drawing your budgets- from different classes) is 5 pQ' 
cent. 8ufficientP-(Mr. Trivedi) We confined our inquiries to workers earn-
ing Ro. 100 or I.... • 

C402. You would have n larger number of elassesP-Yes. (Mr. BaD'w
jse) In this particular case this is aU that we could get hold of; people 
would not come forwani to give us·. informs.tion~ . 

C-403. Again it is stated! II In & number of cases it was found necesSary 
to visit e8<'h house many times before complete informa.tion could be 
obtained ". How long did it take to oompJete one family budgetP-(Mr. 
Trivedi): we had 33 investigators, and the actual time taken was about
four months. 

0-404. as investigato ... for 1,500 budgets in four monthsP-Yes. 

0-406. Sir Ale""nd ... M""""lI: I tbink it took you a year P-That wa .. 
the actual eollection of figures. 

Mr: (f!i.ff: Were 1,500 budgets actually collectedP-We actu&Jly collected 
more that that. 

0-406. Oan you tsll UB the number of budgets these 83 investigators 
collected in that time P-Sp ... king from memory I think the budgets actually 
collected in Nagpur were a.bout 1,250 •. 

0-40'1. C%m! B ..... U: With regard to the statsment that: .. A certain 
amount of operience is also necessary before reliable figures can be obtained~ I,. 
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how many budgets in the early part of your investigation did you find it .",oeoaary to rejeetP-We rejected a very large number of them. 

0-408. How menybudgets were left on which you mede your eatim.tes 
for the tabl .. ?-I,OOO for Nagpur and 500 for Jubbulpore. 

C-4O\l. But you said you rejected a large numbarP-In Nagpur we 
.<X>Ilected 1,250 and rejectod about 200. 

0-410.· You found that was all thet was nece_ryP-Yeo. 
0-411. Further it is said: . tt It will he seen that more than 60 per cent . 

.of the expenditure is on food articles." Would you ... y that 60 per cent. 
of the "xpenditure of the family budget is all that is n ...... ary. for tha food 
aupply of the familyP...,(Mr. Banerjee) That is the eetual practioe; that 
is what they are doing now. We have not tried to find out what the ideal 
eliet should he. . 

C-412. Th ... are actual faotsP-Yea. 
0-413. And you do not agrea with anyone whe> says they spend 16 per 

cent. P-These are the results of our inquiry. . 
0-414. Would you explain inore fully to u. the statament that "During 

the last 18 years there have been some changes in the standards of living 
-of the ..industrial labourers, and the mutual relation of"- the commodities in 
order of importance must have undergone some alteration U P-{Mr. Trivedi}! 
For instance, in N agpur wheat is used instead of juar; people are drinking 
more tea and are hetter clothed. 

0-415. There has heen a distinct improvement in the standard of life I'
Yes. 

Q..4J6~ It is stated: u It may, however t be noted that in spite of an 
-the precautions and efforts it is difficult to get exact figures." Do ,.ou throw 
1Uly doubt on the figures you have given in the tablel'-We would refor 
you to the supplementary information supplied as to the inoo-mea of families. 
We also collected some figures aho~t indebtedness, but we have excluded 
them because we are not ~e of them. 

0-417. lteferriug. to the Govemment memGrandum, with r.,gerd to the 
standard of housing, does Government have any type of plans approved hy 
Government in the Public Works or Public Health Departmentf-(Mr. 
:Beughton): No. 

0-418. It is also statod: "the hOU8e8 provided are at least equal to 
those that the employees normally occupy in their villn.ges:" Is it the view 
:of Government that the houaes of ind .... trial workers are 8atisfactory if 
'they are at least equal to those which are need in the villagea P-I do not 
i>hiqk that follows; we are only giving a .tatoment of fact; I do not think 
...., Upect that inference to be dr .. wn from it. 

0-419. I think it is a legitimato inferenceP-We are quoting from tha 
l(k,ntral Provinces and Berar Mining Associa:tionl

8 xeply. 
0-420. Then you "BY that even in Municipalities whare the MunicipaJitiea 

'levy 80mB tax C( There is no sort of drainage and the sight of the- waste 
water of every house accum.u1a.ting jnto an insanitary ceaa pool is more 
t'he rule than the exception." Is i~ not possible for Government to hring 
·greater pressure on the Municipalities in order to supply these sanitary 
ameaities P-Government is in a position really of only being able to give 
.advice on the matter j ~ far as I know J Government has DO power to compel. 

0-421. Di ... " OMma .. Lall: I. it an acoeptad principle by your Govern
ment and the Central Government that when in times of acarcity ODe has no 
means of 8ubsiatence-. the State should come to his aariatanee P-We have 
'fDCheUl8l with regard to famine, but we do not go as far as that; what '11M 
-aay is that if a man is willing to work he should not starve. Where we 
odeolai-e a famine, if he refuses to work we refuse to feed him. 

0-422 .. Under the Famine Code, in times of aoaroity or famine Govern: 
ment does give assistanceP-l]ndoubtedly" We are spending "1'1 large 
!Sums of mouey daring the pl"esent year. 
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0.4!!3. Bas any portion of the money you are spending during the 
1'-t yoar """" spent to assist men unemployed in industries in big 
townsP-No. 

0-424. Baa it ever ..... n done in the paatl'-We have schemea for ............ ' 
relief in Nagpur; the form the scheme tokes is to huy up the products Of. 
~e~"n. . 

C425. That i. the hand-loom induatryP-Yea. 
0-426. But in industrial towns lik. N agpur and Akola has any portion 

of that mon.y from the famine relief fund ..... n· made available for assistance 
to the unemployad in th_ hig industries P-No, I do not think there ill 

" ,.ny suoh unemployment; in 10 far as they lack emplo:rment they will not 
remain in the town; they will go baok to their villages !lnd be eligible fof 
the ordinary famine relief. 

0427. Did you say there .. as no unemploymentP-No, what I say is that 
when a man is unable to obtain employment in an industrial centre in most 
....... he will return to hi. village. ·1 do not mean that h. will invariably 
do so. 

C428. According to your own memorandum· there is .. considera,)le 
amount of unemployment during the off-season and a tertaia amount of 
unemployment throughout the yoarP-I think that remark refe .. to Killed 
and semi-skilled labour, not to unskioed labour. -

C429. Th. _al factori .. work only for a part of the season and 
during the rest· of the jear the .. orke .... employad in th_ factories have no 
worH-Yea, they return to their villages, 

0-480. They have no work in thcoe factories P-The fuetari .. a ... closed. 
0-431. T"" Chairman: Your point is that they are. eaaentiall,. vio.ge", 

who -go into timelywor!< P-Thet is 80; when the work co.... they return 
to their villagea. . .. 

0-432. Di".." Cha....... LaU: Have you ev.r traced a single man who 
works in any of theae seasonal factori ... ?-No, but I should he preparell. 
·.to traos " large number if you ask me to do. 

C-433. Have you ever made a correct scientific investigation into the life 
history of any of these .easonal workers who go back to the villagea to find 
out whether they did get work in the viI1agea?-It is a matter of common. 
ke_ledge. . 

0-434. Dealing with unemployment you state: "The Empreas Mills report 
that there is a good deal of unemployment both amongst the skilled and 
unskilled workers H,_ Y 88. that is what they 8&y; the people come seeking 
emplo:rment but cannot get it. . 

0-435. The inference one would draw from that is that the ... is 1 
large surplus of labour available for employment?-I do not think it is .. 
large surplus, but in some areas there is a 8urplOB availahle for employment. 
The fact of the matter i. that the ordinary agrU:ulturiat in this province 
in most cases is only a part..time.workerj there is a comparatively amall pro
portion of the year in which there is any work 'for him to do, . and if he 
likes, during the rest of the year~ he can go and seek -employment else
where; but in a very, large Dumber of cases he is content to ~bsi~ for the 
whole ,.-ear on the earnings of a comparatively few months. , . - . 

C436. Would you consider 10 per cent ... large surplus?-I shoUld eon: 
sider it a yery large surplus. . , 

0-431. Bir Victor San.on: It is' 10p.r c.nt. of applicants P-'-Yes '; I 
thought you meant 10 p.r cent. of the total workers, not 10 per cent. of 
the applicants who are additional to the existing work..... . 

0-438. Diwan, Cha"""" LaU: Ten per cent. of the appJi08nts for work 
are turned awayP-I should not consider that large because you must 

"remember that in a ease like that many of the applicants would in any 
-event be turned- away not becll\lSB there is not work hut because they are not 
..,itob1e work...... . 
LADOOM' VOLIn PTII 
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C489. They say they experience no difficulty in tilling ........ ci... ahd 
every fortnight many apply in Tain for admission. They do not gin 
the .......... which you are giving now P-No, hut obviouaIy it must he 90. 

. 0-440. Let ... "take that ... the basic fact; YOll will admit that there 
is unemploymentf-y .. , hut I hava tried to esp]ain that the whole popm. 
tion is not employed fully throughout the year. 

0-441. I am only dealing With industrial work....... What euctly is the 
attitude of your Govennnent in regard to asoistanoe to he given to induatrial 
workere who ha ... no employmentP-I have not yet admitted that these 
are what you would can industrial worlIera; I am trying to explain to yon 
om view that those are agricalturul workara who fail to get a little extra 
..... ploymeut in induatry. 

'C-442. Suppose " man applies for employment at a mil as a weaver; 
10n do not· mean to ten me thet he is exactiy the _individual ·who 
Iooka after cattle in a viUagel-1 think in many ..... he is. 

0-443. Yon tbink thet .. weaver who haa applied at the Emp ...... lIills foJ 
&. job aa .. 8kiJled weaver.is really not a weaver at an but a ·cattle driver?
If he is a hereditary wea ..... and his hereditary """"patiou is weaving he 
probably wouLi not be an agriculturist.. 

<l'444. Yau wen. oolred Ill' the Ceotrul Government as to the extent of 
unemployment. Did you make any investigation into this matter 1-(11. 
Trivedi) There was a reference about it three yerao age. 

0-446. What was yon. estimate 1-1 think ... came to the coDclusimi that 
there waa very slight unemployment. 

0-446. Beyond merely writing ronnd did yon make any scientilk> investig ..... 
tion into the existence or otherwise of unemploymentP-We theught the 
people actually in charge of industry were the best people to tell us whether 
there was unemployment or not. 

0-447. That i. an YOI1 did P-Y .... 
C448. 8uppoae it is proved beyond a shadow of doubt that the,... is • 

certain measure of unemployment among the iDawttrial worken, wotdd YO. 
ooDBidei- it your duty under the Famine Code or under any other Code, or 
as part of your duty to humanity, to make an_nta for the 8Ubaiatenoa 
of th .... unemployed '-(lIr. Rougbton) I thin it will be impooaible for the 
Btato to undertake An obligation of that nature. 

0-449. And yet the 8tate d_ undertake an obIigatiuu of tbat natura 
imd .. the Famine Code. 4 1_ was .... t to you on the 26th of May 1_ 
,with reganl to this very matter by tha Centrul Government. I am referring 
to it bee ....... they th8lllll81 .... referred to the question of the Famine Codei 
they aay that a situation of this cbaraoter is met in Iudia by a system of 
tamine reIinf Which probably has no parallel in other countri... If the e:o;ot,. 
eDOl of unemployment is proved, do you not think it is equally the duty 
of Government to look after th""" who have no meaua of 8ubaistence ia 
industry f-No, I do not think we can he driven to that _elusion. Yon 
have.fa remember that we are an agricultural count.ry J when famine is 
declared it is vary ~oua and widespread and circumatances arise in "bioI> 
&11 mean. of auhaiateuoe are to a very large extent cut off. I thin there is 
A great diJl'erenoa bel>w_ providing reIinf in tboae _ and providing relief 
for tha OC088ionally aurplus of unemployed worke .. in indWltry; the two "
are ott an entirely different footing. 

0-41;0. I. it therefore the attituda of 10ur Government that i~ d_ Dot 
matter at &11 .. bather the ilUluatrial worker who is out of employment sta ...... 
01' does not atarveP-Ne, far from it; we would never take tip all attitude 01 
that scrt. 

C-4Iil. Then if it i. proved that he is starving, ... hat steps do yon propeea 
to taJ...'-1 thin we muat wait until it is proved that he is atarving. 

0-46lI. Would yon be prapared to give him the ne".,."7 aoaistanoa if it 
is proved f-I ~in I must ask for actual ...... ; I do not admit the prem;'" 
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. C-41]1. O,n' you give me an indication 'of the proportion of the 33 or 35 

investigatod M, 'between social workers and student..?-I will look that up. 
, . 

C4711. 8ir "Vietor 8d8.oon: Have ynu lUiy reoord as to howlnng they were 
previously trained ?-They have had no aetnal training in' this wors. 

C473. Mr., Oliff: How long did the tahulation and anaIyoia actually 
take '-1 think it took over oi", month.. ' 

C474. Will you try and tell the Commission the "net time'-Yea. 
_ 0-475. T/)e Oliairmaft,: When yno are doing that, will you giVe tha do.teIr 

between the decision to make this investigation and the date on which the 
tabulation had bean completed and the result.. were av&ilable?-Yea. 

C471J. 'Mr:,Oiiff ,You .... y the emi.p.,."t.. are &aid to remit nearly 76 per 
cent. of their incomes to the vill~"?7(~' B .... erjee) That is the United 
Provinces, people. 

" C471.How far may we base an opinion "Ii that statement?-Tbe United 
Provinces peepl.., for esample,. tha peepl.. who work hare as' porters are 
nntoriouaJ.y most thrifty; they spend very little on themselves hare. I ..... 
speak from. my experience in Bengal where we had a man who did not spend 
more thaJI Ro. 4 on his food and clothing in .. month; he used to ara .. 
Ro. 14 and aent the balan.... 1 was speaking of about 15 or 16 years; this 
is only & rough guess i that is what the manager of one of the mUla ... teld me . 
personally. . , . 

C-478. D~a1ing with indebtednees you say: U Employers deny that the 
low level of wages is to any appreciable erlent respormbl.. for indebted
ness n. What"is the opinion of your Government on thatP-(Mr. Roughton) 
It is very diJIicult to give an' answer to that question. But the view taken 
by the employers is that in many ...... Iabnur will only work to a certain 
extent and when it hu earned 80 much n will not work any more; that is a 
common opinion. . 

C479. 8ir Victor 8",_: If a labourer hadhid>er wages and bigger 
credit, do yOu think ha would he OIlOOUraged to borrow more because he is 
geoenllly ready to borrow to the limit of his creditP-I am afraid yno will 
have to put that question to people who have bed ,more personsl contact; 
with labour than I ha.ve bad. 

0-480. Mf" Cliff:' What step.i. it possible for Gorernment to take either 
by training or eciUcatiOll to help in the production of more efficient workersP 
-I soppose it i. mainly in regard to education thet Government caD help; 
:Governmeat 8ubsidies primary education' very :largeJy in this province. In 
many areas we have schemes for compulsory education to which Government· 
pays a fixed proportion of th ... extra "GOt of edu ... tion •• the result of the 
Introduction of oompulsion; Governmen_ pays half and the local body pays 
the rest. When any scheme comes up, Government, if it bas any mon6y,. 
puts some money in the next budget. We usually ~ve two or three new 
areas every year in which compulsorY education is introduced; 80metimea 
they are i~, the town. and SGmeti!Des they are ;Jl, the country. 

0-481. Li Governm.nt concentrating nil primary education ?-I think Gov
ernment is concentrating more on· primary education...;. the idea of Qcwem.. 
ment is thet the first duty in the matter of educatinn i. th.rt people should 
learn to read ana write. It is not. my department; I am giving you the 
general idea of the pnlicy of Government. . 

0-489. Mr, Ahmed: This province hail greater unemplnyment than other 
provinoes P-I do not know; but 'l should have thought not. 

0-4S8. That is the ......... ,why there is greater recruitment of laboor to 
Assam and Bengal frnm this pl'OVinoe than frnm other provinces P-I think 
probably the reaann is that thi. ia a province which is liable to famiDeO, ud 
we get intensive unemployment at certain periods when recruitment for-
A .. am and other pia .... ia active; but 1 should he sorry to 8ubserihe to the 
Btate_t that genarally thare la mnre unemployment hare than elsewhere. 

0-484. The labour i. much ,chea_, h ..... then in other ,provincesP-Not 
everywhere, I think, probably M.dras ia cheaper than bore. W. import 



labour froJn the United l'rovin .... _ The cost of _ labour vari.. over the 
province. With regard to the cotton- areas 1 should tbink it would be .. 
mistake to say that it is an area of cheap labour though that is undoubtedly 
the case With regard to some areas. 

C485. Are we to understand that the labour in the plantation;' is unfit to 
do the work in the factori .. here?~No, ] do'not think-] hay .. said that.. 

-C-486. Ii they are paid more in the factori ... why do they lIdt Stay he~ 
·rather than go to Assam?-It is different kind of work; one-is an open-air 
Work and the other is the work in the factory; one is work'in the countTy' 
and the other is the work in the town. There are various factors which make 
the labour choose one in preference to the other.' ~,: .' 

0-487. HaVe lOU any 'employment bUreaux, o¥. has your 'Government COD-
oeived the· idea ·of st&rtin~ one~-No, we. ha~e ,not consi~ered ~ qU~o!, 

J'8tc......ss. Do you a'ftord 'la~Ur &Ill' pmteQtiolL witli reg&rd to ,'repatria.tlcbt?....;:. ''J. 

-As far as I· know the que&tion of repatrintion .is dealt with under AIJ,India 
regu\ationa. _ ., _ 

0-489. Bas your Government takensnJ!icient steps for the protection of 
these poor labourers with regard to I'6p&triation which should be ,made . a 
-eondition for recruitment? I am putting ·a general question 11'-1 ~ afra.d 
it is a question of such a. nature that it does not admit of an answer. 

0-490. Do you undentand that the labour recruited from this province to 
BeagaI and Aseam may wish to returuP-There is no que&tion-with regard 
to the general migration, aay, froJn the Central Provinceo and th .. United 
Provinces, of Government stepping in and providing that when the l .. bourer 
... ants to J<!tum to his home he should have facilities. -

C4DI. Do you a4mit th .. t tha major portion of the_lahour in _tha plant __ 
tiona is supplied froJn tha Central l'rovincesP-Yea. 

0-492. Has your Government taken sufficient steps for- the protection- and 
repatriation of those workersP-We control the JeCrUitment, we do not insist 
on repatriation; we bave no pow~' under the law. After aU Assam is part 
of India, and it is arguable whether it is a fair ob1igatioD on Governmen$ 
that they should step in with regard -to the migration of labour from pr ... 
vince to province; it is quite arguable that Government has BU16.ciently dis
charged ita duty wben it has undertaken to provide machinery 80 that. th .. 
labourer knOWll ezactly what he is in for when he chooses to migr&to. 

0-493. Are you in favour of supplying work to the labourer iu your pro
vince?-Not wholesale as the result of Government activities; it, is not a 
practicable propooition that Go_nmeut should be a universal emplayer. 

0-494. There is another school of thought in. politics which is trying to 
e"ploit labour and to get tha masses oftha people into its clutches. Would 
not your Government like to give facilities :to the masses in order to get them 
out of ita eluumee?-I am afraid that our Government have DOt .either the 
funds or tha ability to employ p..ople.on .. \arge scale simply for, the purpooe 
of employing them. _ -

0-495. What educational fa.eilitiea ~do you give _to the workers in yOW" 
Province? If this scheme of compulsory education is accepted, you S8,. that 
your Government will provide 50 per cent. of thE: money required¥" bu~ we 
have been hearing it said that the ot}le-r 50 per cent. cannot he supplied by 
the local Municipalities or District; Boards. Has your Government taken 
any step to bring compu1sion on the employers to pay & primary education 
tu P~ment does Dot admit that the whole of the responsibility Iiee 
on them. 

C-496. ~re is a SC&TCity of water in tMs Provlnee, is there not, muCh 
more BO than in other ProvincesP~ll" in parts; f01' instance there is -Il' 
lCarcity in Berar. 

0-497. Has your Government taken any special step to relieve -the situa
tion P-Y au' are probably referring to Akola in particular. Whet happened 
there was that a water-wo~ks scheme was provided~ but unfortunately it did 



not torn out very suooeoaful. Usually in these cases Government contrihutes 
balf the coot and the local body contributes the other half .. We have a 
_Jar BOheme und ... which these projects are. worked out. 

0-498. But there is still DO improvementf-We are up againet Dature in 
this matter, and it is hardly fair to put the blame on Government. 

C-499. What is the Gov ...... ment doing to ameliorate the oon4itioos in 
thia 1'I88pectP-There are several water schemes under consideration in Berar, 
and ae 80011 as the local bodi .. are in a poeitiou to have thair sel,eme ready 
Govemmeot .. ill """sider he~g half the coot ll<lCOl"<iiDg to their ability to 
in"""" it. . 

0-500. SiF AI .... fId ... MmTaIII: You &tate that a fitter in 1928 drew Ro. 62 
and in 1m he only drew Ro. 41. On the other hand, a blacksmith in 1928 
dr_ Ro. 40 an<1 in l.921 he drew Ro. i7. In the nrat caae there ia a rise 
Of Ro. o"in the rate and in the aeoond oase there is a fall of Ro. 7. Oan 

, we draw any conclusiona from your nguresP-{Mr. Frankau) To begin with, 
"""'there are very few men employed in the engineering trade in tbis Provinoe, 
and theee figures are average figures. A fitter· in a ginning factoJy may he 
_millg about Ra. 30 to 35, whereas there may be a very high cl88J man ...no 
ill alao called .. fitter in the Gon Carriage Factory (prohably a gaup-maker 
Or a tool-makar) earning frmu Ro. 150 to 200 a _th. We strike an average. 
Aa you ... i11 observe from the memorandum, I only offer these figureo with 
all diffidence. 

C-OOI. We ehould not pay too much attention to these figureoP-No; the>' 
are ·of very little value. 

COO'l. Sir Viet ... 8a.o._: We were told by the Bombay Lahour Office that 
the results of the investigations of untrained investigators vary 80 much an 
are 80 inaccurate that they cannot form a true basi.; and the Bombay Labour 
Office reoommenct-that no investigator can give figurea worth while unless he 
or ehe hal;o had at least sia months' traiojog under eome propar training 
eystem. I wao wondering, therefore, that when you say that these figures 
ar& more or leas accurate whether that is not perhaps an impression; whether 

. you heve had enough time to. obeck them up by further investigation in 
ord~to see whether they do reallJ< convey all accurate family budget p
(Mr. Trivedi) The distinet vi .... of the Officer on Special Duty in cbarge of 
this .. ork ill that theae family budgets are fair~ accurate. 

0-00II. H .. h. had any experienoe of 8uob investigations in other parta of 
the eountry¥~Yes. He was sent to Bomhay on special duty. He ..... 
trained. there, 'and after that training he remained·oo this special duty for 
aboot a yaar. 

Q.OOC. I gather that yonr as investigato ... bave bad DO previous trai"ingP 
-No. We ceaaed to employ those investigaton. whom we fuund out to be 
:nnanitabla for the work. 

0-008. But if the Bombay Labour Office ill right, a large .. umher of yo&; 
present investig&tors may alao not be quite suitable for the work P-{Mr. 
Roughton) I think that is prohebly correct. 

().006. This heing an agricwtural province, I take it that unempley
ment here depands upan the rainfull P-8ometimea. The present famine is 
due to frost. • . 

. CW7. Shall we ... y it 10 dependent on natural conditionsP-Yes. 
. e-ooa. When there are favourabla natural conditione there ia no _em
plo.JIll'lnt, or a deaire on the part of the wor~ to go to Aasam, but 
whell there are bad natural conditions. rural unemployment "iU neceooitate 
recruitment for Aasam. I take it the only way to meet these vagariee of 
,nature i. by an increase in your industrial eotabliabmentsl'-No. 

0-609. How are you going to deal with natural phellomena if you ba ... 
D,? in!1u8triea. N ~ unemployment agency can increase employmen'. can it P
Jr4Q, but -you can mcrease the amount of employment in agriculture by iuten .. 

. aive !>ultivntion.. Then there are irrigation schemes in various parts of tU 
ProVlDoe. 
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'C-SIO. Such schemes like irrigation schemes would mean t~ .. t. they would 
employ a larger part of the agricultural population and make It mdependen 
of ordinary natural weather conditiODsP-Yee. • 

C-5ll. No employment agency would find more work in the Provinoe than 
existed P-No; Bor can aD employment agency toucb 90 8C8-~ ,. popula
tion &8 the agricultural population. It would mean ha.VlD~ .~ have ·an 
agency in every village, and the ... ~ would he absolutely proh'biti ..... 

0-512. Therefore in order w .wp migration w the tea plantatinne a vast 
amount of additional work is necessary in the- agriCUltural diatriet.sJ like 

. intensive cultivation and irrigation and an increase in industrial establish
mentsP-It i8 an ex_ingly dillicult problem. 

0-513. With regard to compenaation, you auggeet that the payment should 
be made for the full period "fter 10 days, but I take it thMi if the workman 
i8 ill for the 10dayo he would he paid retroapectivelyf-Y"". 

0-514. Do you think that would encourage malingering?-I know thet lf 
baa bean argaed it would.' ! . 

0-516. A anggeati.n baa bean made that the period shenld be increaaed to 
15 days and that then it should be paid retrospectively for anything over 1 
de,... Have you any views on thatP-It is very dilIionlt to give views from 
a theoretiw standpoint on a matter like that, unless one has esperienc&' of 
the alDOUDt of malingering that does in practice ooour. 

C-Ol6. But you do give a de6nite HOOmmendation in your memorandumP 
-Yeo. In that __ we followed the opinion of the Board of IndWltries. 

0-511. Do tha empleyera en the Board of IndUBtries agree that it would 
not cause much malingering if you made it retrospective ?~rtainly one of 
the employers W88 of thet opinion. . ' 

0-518. Tho Choi,."".,,: Mr. Chon ... , whMi' i. your preeent offi""P-(Mr. 
ChallC&) Superintending Enginesr, Basdeo Oircl •• 

C-5l9. Mr. Bed4y in his written statement tells us of &0 interesting 
method of recruitment of labour) namely, departmentnlly instead of through 
contractors .. Can you tell U8 anything about thatP-We started departmaotal 
recruiting in 1924-25. Sin~ then we have recruited labour amonnting to 
10,000 in this last year. We worked them departmentally direct under 
Government. 

C-5IlO. For how many y .... rs have you been doini!; thatP-From 1924 uDtll 
the present year, and we are continuing it this year. .-

C-521. Does your experience bear out what is riated here, Damely, 
U labourers are usually more ready to aocept employment departmentally 
than from a. contractor H p--Y 86. -

C-522. Yon tell us that with this direot labour yon do mwke oertain 
advances to labourers coming from a distanae. At one place- we w.el'6 
informed that Government never could make these adv8IlCe8 and therefore 
it was neceasary to rely on the contractorf-We have been making advancee 
for the past five years, and the system h .. worked satisfactorily. 

0.523. Hay the Commission take it that, in this considerable -experience,. 
you have found it possible to do without the oontractorP-We still employ 
oontractol'll &I well as departmental labour J but on a. very much smaller scal~. 

C-524. Does the contractor take the balance ?-The contractor works mostly 
on masonry works and works of that sort. Our departmental labour doea 
the ordinary rough earth work which can easily be looked after. This year 
we had about 10,000 departmental Jabour and about 51000 contractor's labour. 

0..525. You go on to 8ay that labourers are more ready to accept direct 
employment than contractors employment, since as a rule they believe they 
will obtain fairer treatment from the Department than from the contractor. 
The fact that the labourers have returned to work in increasing numbers 
from year to year. indicate. that they have heen fairly treated by the &tall 
of the Department, and are aatisfiedl'-I think so. . 



0-526. YOIl think you gal> more regularity of employment under ~ha' 
aystemP-Yes. Contractors occasionally do not treat the lahour falrly. 
When .... Started our two projecta as the Baadeo Circle '" employed con
tractors 8z:e1usively, but the- ~bo1U'ers would not come in and work under 
the contractors to the estent h ....... ry to complete the works. It was for 
thet reaoon that we started departmental reoruitment in order to increaee 
our -labourenJ. 

C-527. Are you aware of any other place where the same thing has heen 
doneP-No. Departmental reernitment has been sterted here and has worked 
successfully. . 

c.628. Yon tell U& that it "brings greater ptisfactiOJl to the workers. 
What ahout the coat. to GoVernment? 10 it any more eostlyp-It is very 
difficult to say. On the last three years working, there has besn a Blight 
profit, neglecting certain pointe which are of the greatest importonca. For 

. instance, the rapidity with which the work has heen eomplal>sd has heen 
.... g\ected in the calculation. There is .. oaving owing to the work being 

; completed quickly. In eddition to that. on the ",tes paid to the contractors 
there has been a 81ight profit on the I .. t three years and .. alight Ioea on 
the lirst two years. 

0-529. I might perhaps put it in tbis way that it h .. been DO more oootly 
_ to the Goverument?-I think there haa heen .. very large saving, but it is 

difficult to estimate. There has heen a aaving on papar, but that neglects 
the fa<$ that the work would never have been linishe& in the time in which 
it will DOW be finished-which will amount to a saving of 4. or 5 lakhs. 

~80. This is the first time .... h ... e come aorooa the direct employment of 
labour, and that is the reason why I &1D amoas to. gal> on the reoord what
ever facts you .. re able to give uoP-The .. heme has been renewed from 
yaar to year by Government 88 having heen aatisfactory. 

0-581. Would it be p"";ble for thia evideo09 to be ampliliedP-Ica.n 80nd 
you in the report on recruiting, and ~he statiStics which have been published 
in that connection. 

c.532. Yon tell us that the first saving is that the work is done more 
qllicklyP-That is the greatest saving. We have prepareQ a statemen~ show
ing the ~tual payment for the recruiWd labour, wages, railway fares, Jld.:. 
vnce& pald, adV81U'eS recovered, payment to the management, and 80 on. 
We have "Iso prepared a statement of the work deoe and the payments' 
which would have heen mode to the contractors at the coutra<$ utes. There 
has been a slight profit in the last three years and a slight Ioas in the &rat 
two ,....... On the whole the .... ia .. profit. 

<J.li38. That, I suppoee. is becauae you have to justily to Government a 
dep&rture from the acceptei planP-Yes. 

0-534. This statement is a justification ?-Yes, but it does n~ bite into 
consideration the fact that we 8re. finishing the work quickly, and therefore 
are saring on overhead charges. 

C-5S5. It would be valuabl .. to us if you would let na have th ... figuresP
I will send in .. oopy. 

C-536. Sir AI.:zan.ttT MUN'IlI/' Bas this resulted in your being able to 
reduce the contractors' rates in other directionsP-No. 
~7. I shall he iuterested to see from the statement you are going to 

Mnd_ In, how you can still effect economy as agamat the eontractor because 
..[ see you pay substantially higher wages to the men aud to the w~en than 
doea the contractorP-We pay the labour three-fourths of the rates which we 
pay to the contractors. . 

0-538. And yet the labour is getting a bigger return than it would gal> 
from the contractors?-Tbat is so. 

c..'l89. MT. OliD: Does the three40urths apply to th .. piece-work listP
Y .... 

C-540. What control do you as a Department exercise- over the labour 
employed by rontrllct-ors ?-Th.ere ~., no official control, but if & labouret 
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comes and complains of being badly _ted by a conti-aetor, or of not getting 
sufficient WDgf3S, I personally make an investigation and wa:rn the contractor 
that if he does not improv& the conditions tile· contract will he C&DoeIIed. 
But I can .only do that in exceptional cases~ I cannot do it in miJd cases 
of ill-treatment. 

c.M1. Do you provide any shelter for the people?-No. 
C-542. Mr. A.hmed, If the pront which you make by engaging work ..... · 

direct was spent OD education,. i,(; would he ., good thing# would it notP-An7 
profit that we make geee tow..-d. a reduction in the _01 expenditure •. 
(Mr. Roughton) We spend very large sums OD irrigation for the general; 
benefit of the Province out of which we make no pront but a looa. 

(Tbe witn""""'l withdrew.) 



Major C. M. GANAPATHY, !.M.s., Offici&ting D'rector of Public 
Health, Ceatral Provinces. ' 

0-543. Oolon.! Bu ... !!: In the first place, would you let us know what 
sort of organization you ha.ve got in the public health department hereP-I 
am the Director of Public Health, and I h .. ve got two health pUblicity officers 

. a.nd one man in -charge of the Vaccine Institute; one lady auperintendent; a 
health school; 39 epidemic dispensarissr and four malaria units. 
• C-644. You hllye no .... itant directors of public healthP-No. 

0-545. Ha"" you· got any health officersP-There are three health offioel'll 
of whom one b ... gone to Secunderabad wb.", he is likely to get en appoinf,. 
ment; one ma.n is stationed at Jubbulpore and the other is at Amraoti. 

0-646. Do we take it that at preeent there is no medical officer of health 
in Nagpur cityP-No. 

().M7. How long haa he been abaent P-8inoe laot April. But the aanitary 
inspectors are functioning 8S health officers at present. 

0-646. Have you any district health officers P-The Civil Surgean8 act as 
district health officers. 

C-649. But Civil Surgeons have DO particular training Dr public health 
workP-No. but atill they are trying to help as far as poosible. 

0-050. But I take it tbat you would he in favour of having a health officer 
in every district and also a health officer in every MunicipalityP-Yea. 

(}.551. With regard to factori .... if you had these health offieera in Mum
cipalitiea and in districts they would be available .. additional inspectors of 
faotoriea I'-Y..... " 

0-559. So that you would he in favour of making theee offioers ~lficio 
inspectors of factories and usa them for additional inspection P-Yea; I think 
they would be very uaeful. 

C-IlOll. H.. the Governmant of the Central Provincea ever made yon an 
"""'lficio impactor under the Factori ... ActP-No. I helieve the Director of 
Public Health 1II!ed to inspect the factori.... up to 1911 when the Factori ... 
Aot w .. brought into foroe in the Central Provinces; since thtm the Director 
of Public Health haa no voioe at all in the mattar. . 

()..004. You have no right to go into any factory in this Province and # 

make inspection ?-Not unless I am ordered by Government under special --. . 
0-555. What do you mean by "ordered under special cases JJ .P-For 

instance, before this Commission came out I was ordered to go and see certain 
factories; I wrote an inspection note of them with my recommendations. 

0-556. Supposing a factory owner objects to your ooming into his factory.P 
-In that c .... I cannot go, but I do not suppose he would object. ' 

(}.557. But he might P-As far .... my experience _. no factory owner 
has refused my iDBpecting his factory. 

0-558. As ordera stand at present, there is no .......on why a factory owner 
should not object?-NoJ as far as I kDOWt 

.0-009. Have the Civil Surgeons got powers as Factory InapectoraP-Noj 
I do not think they have. ' 

0-560. Are. there 01 Governmen~ olodera on the question P-l do not 
think so. 

(J..661~ So that there are no Factory Inspectors in this Province who have 
got any modioal or publio health qualifieationaP-None. 

0-662. III Government'.8 memorandum it is stated: U The Director of 
Publio. H ... ltb who haa recently inspected a few of th .... factori .. (that is 
the .bell ... factories) haa recommended early action to elfect an improve-
m&n~ ". Can you give us an idea of what improvementB .you have suggestedp 
-I Inspected certain shellac factoriea whiob are about 60 or 10 miIea from 
here j th-ere are no arrangements made for the flow of wute water and the 

., 



place is not- kept as clean as it should be. I saW a eeTtain number of 
children worlring there who I consider should not be allowed to work. 

C-G6S. Were they t1nder-ageP-I think thoy were. 
0-064. There is no Certifying Surgeon in the Central Provinces f-:I am 

told that two privato medical practitionere, 10 Civil Surgeons and a AsslBtant 
Surgeons have been appointed Certifying Surgeons. . 

().065. Would you be in favour of having a woman medicalin~ 
attached to tbe inspsctor of factories 80 long .. yon do not have addlti~ 
medical olIicere to do this work P-I think that would be very'sound; that ,. 
IDJ' perennaI opinion. ." 

().065. AI u. p""",,: AN there a Dumber of children in this province 
working in ginning factories .who have not been certified by tho Certifying 
Surgeon f-I have no knowledge ahout tho ginning factoriei. When I visited 
certain shellac factories I saw some chikiren who were working there :were 
under-age. '!" 

0-667. But those featori .. are outside th6 Factory ActP-Y ..... 
C-G6S. I was thinking of those factori .. which aN inside tha Facto.., Act. 

~I cannot say; I have not 6eeD any of those factories. 
0-669. CeIoMl R ... ..a: In your Government'. memorandum it is ototod: 

" A Jorgo parcentogo of thl> houses provided by thl> facton... and mineo ore 
perhopa adequate in that they are not & danger to health". Have yon got 
type plans of any kind &pproved by Government in thl> Publio Worko De
partment or in the Public H&&lth Departmentl'-It may be in' ·tho Public 
Works D&partment, but &8 far ao I rem_bel< th .... is nothing in my depart. 
men~ . 

0-51()' HaV!> they ever ooD8Ultod the Public H&&lth Depai'tmentP-No. 
0-071. I take it that yon are in favonr of oonatructioo of what might be 

called village coloni.. inotoad of having chawla such as are to be found in 
various parl.& of the country; that would be more in oonsonane&- with the 
cnstolllB and habits of tho people and still mijbt be quite 8anitaryI'-Yea. 

0-512. You Bay in your memorandum: u the work-people are- at libert, 
to oonotruct their own ho ...... in accordance with approved design. ". Which 
approved design. are th&oo?-Certain milia have got their own deoigno, like 
tho Empreoo Mi1Ia h.re in _ Nagpur. . .' _ . 

0-613. By .. hom bave they been approved P-Th"y .... re all done before 1 
came to the Provinoo. 

0-014. Do you approve of them ?-I he ... seen some of them and I think 
they are geod. 

0-075. Do you approve of tho idea that work-people ahculd be at liberty 
to oonstruot their owo \Ionoea ?-Provided tb&y build 011 certain pattern and 
on certain site.. • ' , 

0-076. Would you have a preliminary loy-out?-,-Y .... 

0-517. Yon say "The sanitation is look&d after by the MUDicipalitJO". 
Wbat is your opinion witb regard to the aupervision which Municipalitias 
control over eanitationP-It is not very ,eifectiv8. _. 

0-078. In the Goveinment m&morandum there are a number· oj ototistico 
given regarding birth rate, death rate aud infant mortality for the principal 
industrial t.owna of the Province~ CaD you give us an idea as to the accuracy 
or otherwi .. of th .... 1igureoP-I cannot alwaya vouch for tho accuracy of the 
figures, beeBU86 in the majority of places the method of reporting is not.' 
what it 'should be. . 

0-079. Take the liret; in Nagpur. in 1927,infantiie mortality was 353-59. 
Io this high.r or lower than the actual factsP-I thiok it i. very near the 
actual conditions. 

C-580. These 1igures are for the principal industrial toWllS; do these v&ry . 
very much from tbose for the Province 8.8 a whole?-There is not very much 
dilference. I have got figur .. for tb& whole of the Prov iDee. 
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0-08L Can you give us the birth rate, the death rate and infant mortality 
for the year 1928 for the whole of the Province ?-The birth rate was 4&51' 
the death rate was 33-00 and infant mortality was 238.41. f 

0-682". I ahauld ~ink, ".n an average, that these figures ara slightly lOWer 
.than those for the lDdustnal toWnsP-¥ea. ' 

0-583. In the Government memorandum there are two references to vene
real diseases. Can you tell me whether yon 'have any figures to show that 
venereal diseases exist ,among industrial classes to any considerable extentP-
No. ' , , 

C-S84. The total for Central Provinces and Derar for 1921 is shown sa 
1'00, What would you aay about that figureP-Thoae are figure. we got-from 
the statistics collected in 'the' various dispensaries Ot these factories; those 

. dispensaries are in charge of Sub-Assistant Surgeons, and whether they 
diagnose ,the cases properly -or not is a matter upon which I do Dati: desire 
to express an opinion. ' .. . -

0-685. ¥ on .aid that you have two publicity olIice .. ; will you tell u. what 
·"".etly their duties ;'re!'-'-They' help in the baby weeks; they give mag;" 
lanterns exhihitiOll8' and tour round the rural areas j and in .tbe ol..aeason 
they help me in my olIice' 'work. ' 

0-686. What do you mean hy , off-season' P-In the hut weather, that;" 
April and May.' . 

().587. Is there anything else ' in the way' of welfara work that is done bY 
GovertUnellt ?-We have started 45 welfare' committee centres all over the 
ProviDce, and I consider that the, are ~ing very useful work. . We are 
mcreaeing the number at the rate of three a year. Our idea is to get down,
.. far as p088ible, even to rural areas. 

C-088. Are tIiese' welfare centreS 'in: charge -of trained womenP--Yea. 
trained bY our bealth scbool here. ' 

C-OS9. Can you give lis some .particulars about that achoolP-We take 
about 12 girls every year; .. e hav. a lady.superintendent who looks .fter 
them and .gives them. lectures; we also ask various Jocal doctora who work in 
the hospital. to 'give them leetnrea. 

C-690. M ... Kale: How much education is necessary 'for admiaaion to the 
ocboolf-They should be able to read Maretbi or Hindi. They ahonId be able 
to keep registers; that i. our main idea. Generally they are' qualified mid, 
wives bel ..... tbey come to the health scheul; but now I have -.ted the idea 
of picking up 8 or 10 girls and sending them to various DWferin Hospitals 
for a year's training within. which they oonduet about 20 or 30 caaes; after 
that I get them into my health school and give them nine mouths' training
at the end of which period an examination is held. If they pass the examin
ation they are sent out as health workers. _ We have two grades A and B; 
those who get more than 75 per cent. of thi> marks are lied in A grads the 
pay of which is Ro. oo:so; those who get more than 50 per cent. of the marks 
are appointed in B grade, the pay of which is lower. ... 

C-591. Col .... ", B ..... II: Have yon any'dilliculty in obtaining, a lI11lIWient 
nnmher of girlsP:-There is no diJlicalty in getting Cbrialli&1l girls but there 
is aome dilliculty in getting caste girls; 

0-592. On the whole, have these girls proved to be .u ...... ful in the workP 
-Yea, they are doing very usefnl work.' 

0-598. What supervision is effeeted OYer themP-We hand them over to 
tha Municipality which wanta a centre, subject ta inspeetion by myself and 
the honorary aacrotary. 

C-594. MrtJ. Kale: Whataubjects are taught in the health ochoolP-Domea
tic Hygiene, Child Psycbology, A"atomy-all that goes to help them in educat
ing the poor women. 

C-695 .. 'Are they able to grasp aU these in one year's timeP-Ye8; we do 
not aspect profound knowledge· from them j w:e give them some atemental'7 
ide.. of all theae thinga. 



0-596. Coltmel B ..... II: You have no difficult,; in obtaining a .uJlici~t 
Dumber of women for this womP-No.. ' .. -. 

C-.591. You think that a aulIicient number can be obtained if welfare work 
.. as extended .. pecially among the industria.! worke.. a,!d that ~eir w'Irk 
wuuId be quite oatisfactoryP-Yea. . . .' 

0-598. Have you ilny experience of the women. whG are trained. i.J;l the 
Dl>lhi SchoolP-1 have got aoDle experience. . 

0-.599. How do they oompare with those of your IlChoolP-They de very 
good work, but I have got an objection. We give our workers .Re. 60-80 
whereas the Delhi workers start on B.s. 75 a. mODth. and thus .an inviijioUB 
distinction is made j I am aU agaiDSt sending our girls to DeIhl when we .can 
train them aurael..... and keep them . more contented with leaa pay than tile 
Delhi workers. . .-

C6OO. 8i". Alezandet" Murray: Do you think that youI' t~a.illing is as good 
as that in Delhi P-I do not want to _ make any comparison, but oup js.. g~ 
enough for 118. . .••. 

c.001. Colonel Bus •• !!: Are there any ma.!.nutritional diseases iri thi.Pi-o-
.. .inoeP-I know of cert-ain cases of rickets. ~ " 

0-602. But not particularly among the indUstria.!. workersp...cNo: 
~. You have uoreoord of industria.! diooaseo in this ProvinceP-No.. 
C<I04. Hes any attempt been made to keep a recordP-Who should de 

thatP I have not got suJlicient. staff to de that. . . • 
0-605. Is that the _n for the statement oontaiaed in the Government's 

memorandum tha~ U Tuberculosis is coBSpicuou8 by ita ahaence j~ P-Those are_ 
the figuree supplied by the mills. 
~, Do you agree that tuberculosio is conspicuouo by ite aheaace f,-I 

think it is not very large. 
0-001. Wonid yoU aay that· it is more or leaa than in other p_i_P.-

[ think it oompareo f&vourably. . 
~. What about the milk supply in towns in this provinceP-I am afraid 

the 8upply is not. good except in Nagpur where we have got two' or· three 
dairies; I think thet is one of the prime needs of this Province.. . .' 

0-609; Is the supply not ouJIicient or is the milk that is &vailal>le n.ot of 
. 8Uitable quality P-The milk supplied frOI!' the deiri .. is of good quality. . 

. C-GIO. Do YOI1 bow anything about the use of ~~ble ~ in this . 
provinceP-We are just experimentiDg. " 

C-Gll. Set" Yal"uroda. Yo;"'t .. : On" of the witn ..... )las stated that in, 
fant mortality is higher in the factories. May I know whether it io your: 
opinion that infant morte.lity i. higher in factories than in. roral and urban 
areas P-I have no ""peJ!ieace of factory statiotial. . 

C-GH. Can you .ay whether various akin 'dioo.... can he clossi1ied as 
induotrial diseasosP-A eertain' number of them, yes. 

C-G13. Are all akin dise .... peculfarto industria.!lifeP-1n the majority . 
..of instances, no. - " . 

C-G14. Are they not found in other 'ephereaP-y •• ; but the school boys 
are .. little cleaner than the factory workers. - . 

C-G15. Do not the workers in the !i.lds get skin disease, or 'is .it only 
-peculiar to workers in factoriesP-I do not say it is peculiar to fadori.· 
.tone t hut the chancee aN that a worI[er in a factory J because he does not 
get the same facilities fpr washiDg, is more liable to get skin disease than. 
others. > 

C-G16. Is it not more or less due to general habitP...,Yes, in the majority 
of Oll8e8. . , 

C-G11. Y ... Jo.ki, Has the Government of the Centra.! Proriuoas mode 
·any enquiry about industrial diseasea in this Province P~Not that I am 
aware of. 



,<J..81S. Oan yon .tate frmn'the'etatement that you have made here that it 
"n enquiry is instituted 'lOme <iioeaoea"may 00 found to 00 indUBiriai di_~ 
-It is juat poIIib"'. . ,', 

<J..819. With regard te housing, you give the eiae of the room .. 8')(6'. 
Do yon conaider aueh •• room te 00 fit andoufficient for a family te live in,. 
'~Talking generally, no; but if you take the actual ""nditio .... obtaining in 
some of the places that I have seen 10 f", whore people live in more haveIs, 
Fhese _ are far batter. • 

. 0-620. Snppose you are the heolth offioor for " town and you are giVe!> 
the duty of declaring h ....... unfit for human habitation, will you not declare 
a room 8')( 6' as unfit for human habitation P-I should, tmd at. the asme 
time oondemn a lot of ho" ... juat DOW oooupied by tha worken. 

• C-621. 8ir Alezafuier M'uI1Ta1I: Were you a medicul ofIioor of health in im,: 
other provinooP~I was in Simlo. 

0-622. Have you 00en in BomheyP_No. 
0-623. Have yon been in Madras '-1 was there for a little "bile. 
().,624. Are the medicaloffioora of health in MadraS given poW6Ts.&s F .... 

tery Inspectors '-1 was thare 16 years ago and I do not remember wheth .... 
-.nch POW81'S have been given. ' 

-Colonel B ..... U: You can take it' from me that such po_ h,," beeD 
given. 

<J.625. 8ir AI_tid.,. MU1'1'B1f: We were told in Bombay that medica! 
office.. of health there are made ez.officio Factory Inspectors in _der that. 
they can go and viait the milia. H ... not that question been diaou ... d here? 
-Not that 1 &m aware of. 

().626. It will 00 a good thing 'if it were introduced in this P!'oviDeeP
Yes. 

C-62l. Mr. Oliff: In 'your memorandum you have referred te bidi and' 
shellac factOriea. Am I right that you made an investigation into shellac
factories P-Y ... 

0-628. And am I FIght that the' report of that investigation ;. DOW .... 
<>ftieial document P-I have oent a ClOP" of my report te GoT.rumen!.. 

0-629. Would it 00 poIIible to supply .. ClOPY of that report tethe Com
miasionP-I must toke the orders of Go."r"ment oofo,... I call send 8 copy ... ,,' 

~. Will you do that~Yes. 
C-631. Again you eay U The application- of the FactorY Act would, no 

doubt, improve these eotsblishments ": May r know .. hetheryou _
mend thl>t an" of the proviaiona or aU the p",..isiona of the Factory Act he 
applied te these f_iea P-I suggest that they ahould 00 atapped from em-, 
ploying ahihlren who are under-age; the,:: IIhould provide more '98D.tilatioU in 
certain of their buildings where actuiJ work is carried. on; they should have-
drainage. ' 

0-682. You aa.y that ventilation fa not adequate in bidt: factories. Does. 
that apply te ahellac fuct.ori .. P-No. , 
, 0-683. You say H -seasonal facoories are generally dirty )t. Have you made-
any recommendation with regard to those P-No. 

0-834. Dealing with textile milia you say II In these the sanitary condi
tioD! are better than thoae o~taining in the bouaes of the workers". As a 
madical officer of health you do Dot BOt your atandard from what obtai .... 
in the houaoa of the workera?-No. 

<J..8SO. :AI a medical officer you want .. m11ch higher stanaardP-Yea; I am 
more ,ambitious. 

0-636. Could you tell us whether as Director of Public Health y011 ."...,... 
ciae any control over the Municipaliu_?-No, I am only aD advisory ofiicer; 
I CAn only make IUggeBtione with J'egan1 to, a&y, wa.ter-supply and towa 
impovement. _. 
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C-631. Wbate _era reside in 70" u j)fniCto~ of Pnblie H8aIthp"":'The 
powers which the Director of Public Health. ~E e:s are nol ,worth talking 
about. .. 

0&8. Mr. A"_= In the ginning factori ... women work in ..... ry bad 
atm_hereP-I have DOli visited the gilmiug factory. 
~. There are oDiy .. few cnches in the factories and that is ODe 01. the 

.......... why infant mortality is 80 greatP-Y .... 
C-64i1. You are in favour of every mill having cri>cheal-Y~, 
C6U. For want of cri>chea the bahi ....... not looked after properly, aud 

the,Pl'llctice of d06ing them with opinm is th .. ref .... prevalent h .. rel-Y .... 
very much. 

CM2. By having crechES. this practicE. ..... be checkedP-Yeo. 
(The wi_ withdrew.) 
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(1) RADHABAI NIMBALKAR, (2) BHURltABAl ICAPUSItAR,. 
Employee. in the Model Mill .. NauUl'; (3) Mrs. SA VITRABAl 

DHARGAQNE, employee in the Empr"u Mill No. 5 
(_mea worllen in the testile milla in Nauur). 

Xhe Ohai1'flUm: Th .... women have put in a petition to the Commiuion.' 
I have bad a translation of it which tha Secretary will read. 

The Secretoryread the petition. as follow.:-

Xr"",latum of a petitio" 01/ Wom ... W.rk ..... Nagpm-. 
1. The Supervising &toll over women employ ... should be 11'0"""'. 

2. Men supervisors over ..... men should ha stopped by law. 
3. W.men Factory Inspectors should bS appointed. 
4. Pregnant women should gat 8 months' matornity leave. 
II. The hours of .... ork for women should be eight per day. 
6. 'Creches attonded by qualiiiecl, nuraea should be provided for inf8Jlta. 
7. Female labonrera should have 2 representatives of their sos on the

--Legislative CoWleil. 
S. Arrangement should be made for schooling (i.e., education) for OD& 

hour daily in the milia. 
9. There should be classes for girls also. 
10. Leave with pay sh.uld b. granted to employ ... at the time of marriage, 

death or other calamity. 
11. Women workero sIo.uld be trained in firat-aid in factories. 
12. Women .hould be on a permanant aorvice and should be eligible to 

gat a penaion after 16 yeara' ....... ioe. 
13. There is -considerable trouble felt by women from the jobbera. 
C-643. 'M .... Kola: Radhabai Nimbalkar. what work do yon doP-l work 

in the winding department. 
. C-644. Bow long have ;you been working in the mill P-Two yeara. , 

<J.646. Bow much do you gat on an a __ P-1I8. 10 to 118. 12 a m.nth. ,~ 
C-646. Bhurkabai Kapuskar. in what deportment do you work in tIuf 

Model Miila P-1n the winding department. 
0-647. How long have you bean working thereP-4 yeara . 

• ' C-643: Bow much do you gat a month P-1I8. 10 to 118. 12. 
0-649. Savitrabai Dbargaone, where are you 'Workingi"-In the Empresa. 

Milia. 
C-650. In what departmentl'-ln tha reeling department. 
c.e61. Bow long have ;you bean working thereP-S yeare. 
c.e62. Bow much do you gatP-1I8. 10 to 118. 12 .. month. 
C-668. Yau have usked in your ~tition that men should not be .. ppointed' 

to supervise the work of women. What. is the reason for th-atP-Becauae we
- are diemiseed even on frivoloue gronnda. 

Mr. Bi1'Ia: I think there are altogather dillerent relUlOlla for that. It ie
bettar that we examine them fully. 

Mi .. Po",...: Mrs. Kale .. nd myeolf would have a private t.aJk with the. 
women workers and find out in what way they are troubled by the jobbers. 
We would then put in a &totement to the Commieaion. Would the Chairm8Jl
agree to bave that put on -reoord P 

XI .. Oha,,,,,,,,,,, Yea. 
(The following is the &totement):-
There were two grotipa of three women one group from the Empre. Mille 

and the other from the J\Iod<ol Milia. B;ii, groups were aaked by Mias Power 
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why they had asked in their memorandum just submitted to the Commisoioa 
thet it should be made illegal for women to be supervised by men jobher8. 
Tbe women at the Empress Mills .aid thet if on I"'Y day they did not won. 
88 well as the jobber COIlIIidered that they should work they were 80metunee 
merel .. lined but they were aIao sometimes beaten. It was explained to tham 
that ibis was a _ious allegation and thet it ,",uld he beet for them to. 
explain esactly wbat they meant when they &aid that they were n beaten ". 
Did theY wish to .uggeot that the man jobber took a stick and belabou ..... 
them or that ho slapped them with his hand P They said that ba slapped' 
them with tbe open hand but did not use a stick. ' It ..... aIao stated that. 
the jobbers sometimes used had language to them. It was asked .. hat sort 
of language was used and they &aid that the 1anguage was of the kind which 
implied that they were "women' of bad .moral cb&racter which was a great 
insult·". The _d group of women from tha Model Mills said that 12'. 
months ago two new jobbers wore employed-one a Mohammedan and th .. 
other a Parsi-and that, sinae·the introduction of these two men, they had 
no complaint of this kind to make 88 they ware no longer slapped &or ....... 

had language now used to them. 
Both groupa were then asked hy Mre. Kale ... bather they had any alle

gations of a more aerioua nat1ll'e to make, ~.e.) whetbel' they were ever' 
molested by the men jobbers or hy other men in the mill. They replied· thaT 
trouble of that kind bed esistod some yesre age but that it did not ""_ 
JlOW and that they did not wish to make any complaint other than those al
ready referred to, i. •• , being slapped with the open band ·and being "iJUSed. . 
with bad language. 

They were then &shed by Miss Powsr .... hether they bed any other com· 
plaints to make, for instance as to unfair distribution of the work "hiclI· 
had already hean referred to in conversation with Mre. Kale. The women 
from the Empress Mills said that their work ....... distributed to them by bot!> 
a jobber and a naikin. They oaid that the work wae not alwlt.y8 fairly distri
buted aud that eometimes they believed that the women who got the mosT 
work were those who bad given money to the jobber or tbe naikin. They 
did not wish to suggest that any woman obtained more work then another 
heoause she was in any way morally nuder the influence of the jobber. At 
this point the witnesoee _ill empbasioed thet they considered that their 

., ~ra.l character was in danger when supervised by men as 80 much dependeC} 
. upon the character of the men and that for this reason they had petitioned 
that women when employed in considerable numbera should be obliged by 
law to be supervised by women and not by men. • 

They were then asked by Mi.. Power whether they had to resort to
bribery in order to obtain or retain their jobs. One of those from the 'Em
p...... Mills at fint declared that me had Dot heee required to give any 
bribe. When it was explained, however, by Mrs. Kale that they could apeak 
quite frankly and need not be afraid to tell the troth, one of them thellr 
admitted that she had paid Its. 2 to the naikin at the Empress Mills in order 
to obtain work and that other women paid in addition ~ this amount from 
four to eight anDU a month for J1fl" JUJ)at"t'e. She herself, however., did Dot 
pay this. Tbe women employed at the Model Mills ssid that some time ago
hribes from four annas to one rupee a month used to be paid by the women 
to the jobbers but during the lut six monthe three jobbers who were accused 
of accepting bribes from the ... omen had heee diocharged and they believed" 
that DO bribee were DOW being given. 

They were then asked by Mra. Kale whether they had any complaints
to make in connexion with the sanitary Arrangements and wliether they were 
free of any unpleasantneaa when wishing to U8e the latrine- accommodation. 
AU declared thet they had no unpleasantness of this kind. to complain of 
and that tbe latrine ..... mmodation was olean and suJIioisnt. 

The final complaint was that those employed in the winding seotion were 
Dot allowed to work at ODe frame for more than one month and very often 
for Dot more th .... two w&eke. When they we ..... asked why this wao '10 they 
exp\aiDsd that the bl""k thread winding yielded the highest rate of pay "".r 
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after they' had been there_from one 'week to one -month they were moved on 
to white work. When the point 1088 put to them they agreed that this .... 
probably in order that au equal .hare of the best paid work should be given 
to everybody. Thor felt, however, thet the inahility to remain continuouoly 
on the b!ack work was a grievance 88 in _other parts of the Central Provinces 
.... d elBewhere they declared that b1aek wiudero were allowed to remain oonti
uuously on that work. They alec complained that the white winding 10" I ... 
good for their health OOcause so much water W88 thrown"" to the 80ur that 

,-their feet got damp and that they .dered in conoequence. In the black 
winding this 10 .. not done s.nd 88 .. reealt their feat remained dry and they 
did not aulfer in this way. 

'The only other complaint came from one of the women. employed at the 
Model .Hilla, She.... the only one in the group who was a wid ... and she 

"",mplained thet·ohe oonld not earn enough money to make beth ends meet. 
Her_ningo were from ten to twelve rapees a month. She alec said thet if 
ohe fell ill abe could nat earn anything and therefore ""ffered in _nee 
ainoIJ abe had. no savings to fan beck npon. 
~. Mr •• Kois: Yon say you want to rednoo the number of working 

hoUri from 10 to 7. ,Why do you want to work _ number of hours than 
_nP-{Radhebei Nimbelkar1. Becauoe in addition to the mill work we heve 
to -dohonoehold' wor~ and attend to our clriIdren. We DBually got np at 
4: -o~clook in the morning to do our household work 80 that we may be ready 
to go to the mill at 7 o'clO<!k. W. work in the mill from 7 in the morning till 
-6-30 in the eveulng. We then go home and work till 10 o'clock in our honoee. 
We barely have any time for rest. 

0-666, At; what di8tence from the min do :!'ou IiveP-Ahout It mileo. But 
there are oome who ,live at longer di8ten_ from the mill. 
, 0-656. Are there maDY worken in your mill who have worked for 8uch 
long periodo "" 16 or 20 yeareP-There are many women in the Emp ..... Mille 
who have been working for a very long time. The Model Mill is of recent 
-origin -ana even there you will find some workers of long service. 

c.667. Do they give a pension in these milia for th .... workers ,.hen they 
retireP-Yes) they give some sort of pension. 

0-668. Why ao :Jon uk for ... pensionP~Wa work for a long time at .. ..r,. • 
low _ and wa could nat _va anything to mainteiu ouroelveo during old ,_. 

0-669. Mr. J.aIli: It is aaid that thers is a great deal of _teoism in 
. -the mills. When you go to the miD in the mOl"Ding, are you given su1lieient 
work for the .. hole d&7 P-No, not a1wayo. 

.().800. Suppooe you go to the mill every day. Will you be given work 
..... ry dayP-If the woman is a :new recruit ahe may not be sure of gotting 
work every day, bot if abe is an old hand ohe is genera~ given work to do. ' 
.sometimes she would have to wait for one or two houJ'B to -get work._ 

C-e61. Th. Chairma .. : They hav", to wait until the empty hohhina are 
ready to go on windingP-There are .. large Dumber of men and women on 
~heir rolla. They have all to be provided with work hefore a1l(!' ..... reornit 
is giyen work. ' 

C-Il62. Mr. Biritr.: Yon are employed in the Model MiIloP-(Radhahai 
Ni.mheIk~ Yeo. 

0-668. Do you live in the chawla huilt by the MillaP-No. I have loull6 a 
oeparate hut for myself. ' 

, C-8M. 1>0 ;'u know <Ii any women who liva in th .... ohe",IaP-Yeo. 

~. Wha1P do yon think of thooe chawlaP-There is no .. parate arrang<>
mant for >bathing .... d waohing. hivaoy i. not adequately IIOC>tII'Il<l. 

0-666. .E!ow many women stay in one chawlP-About 4to 6. 
C-e61.Suppooing'thers were no eh .... 1a like that, .. hat .. ould they doP

'J'hey woul!l horrow aome moDey .... d put DP their .own hute. 
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0-668. But why· do thoY Jive there BowP-Beca ..... thoY haV" DO other 
place to live in, and cannot donI to build a chawl for themaelvel!. 

0-669. Are the huto in which you Jive bettor thm '"the chawla in which 
your friends are livmg1-Yea, they are. 

C-610. lir. Oliff: Have you any children old _ugh to go to school ancl 
do they go. to school P-{Radhabai Nimb&lkar) I have .. brother 14 y<!&l8 old. 
He goes to a school at S.tabaldi which is .. IOBg way oft from my place. 

C-611. Have the other '0'0....... workera DOW with you any children old 
enough to go to school P-No. 

C-612. With regard to DU>dieaI faciJitiea have any of you been sid ia 
your own hom .... and were you able to obtain free medico! _tm .... tP~o. 
we have not been able to get free medico! _tment in our hom... , 

C-613. Mr. Molwtto.: With regard to .the hours during which you worll 
in the mill, do you atteud when the mill opens and remain thare till the 
mill cl .... ?-{Radhabei Nimbalkar) The Mill opens at 6-30. We join the 
mill at '1 olclock, work tin 11-30 and then stop 'IJ'brk for ail hou"r betWflieD 
11-30 and 12-30, when we go and tab our meala in the premisoa of the miD 
itaelf. Then we begin again at 12-30 and continae till 0.16 wlriki the.mill 
_ at 0.30. 

C-614. Mia Power: What is thi> toto! income of yow fami17including 
the earnings of your husbandJ'-(Rudhabai Nimbalkar) My husband .......... 
Ro. 2l! aud 1 earn Ro. 10 a month. We get Ba. 32 a month. 

C-616. Have you any debtoP-y .... Ro. 200. 
C-616. Why did you borrow that amoDDt 1'-1 waa sick .for acme time. I 

hOllowed this monoY to pay medico! charges and to maiatein my family IIa 
I bad DO income tJien.· . . , . 

0-677. What interest do you p~yP--One '&nDa, per month' per 'rupee. 
0-618. What is the total income of yow! family P~(Mre. 'Savitrai>ai 

Dhargaone) 1 am "the onl7 arain", mom ... of my family. ',1 get,Ro. 10 to 
RL12amonth. T .' >, ,. , 

0-679. Have you any debtoP-Yea. I have a debt of Ro. 100. 
0-680. Why did yon barrow that sum P-l was unwell for three _tits, 

,therefore I could not go to the mill and work. J barrowed this sum for 
. Dplintaining myself aud paying medical charges.' , 

0-681. The OIlainJuul.: Were you employed in the Emp .... MilIa at the 
time you borroWed the m_ P-Yeo, I w:as. ' 

0-682. Did you not get any medico! assistance fr_,the millP-If I 
attanded the dispeaaary and absented _If from work for 'some time, ODe 
fourth o.f .my wages would be reduced. . 

C-683. Sir Victor S",_: Why did you not be ...... the_oYfrom. the 
Emp .... Mills although th.,y have a pnwision for giving loans 'af/low r_, 
of intere&t P-If I borrowed moDeY fJ"ODl, the mill. ,thoY "",uld make a dod...,.. 
tion from my wag ... eve., month in paymellt of tbf> lo.all. The belanoe, .. ouli 
DOt be sufficient to ,maintain my family. " 

0-884. ,How do you now 6nd it eaay to' maintain yonroelf after paying 
an interest of one anna per rupee per monthP 

Di ...... Olta....... Lall: Perhaps she p"~ o.n17 the interest. 
C-685. Sir Vi<for Sru ...... : Are not any medical facilitiea provided b1 the 

Municipality or Government?-There are lOme facilities for the treatment of 
children in the locolity ill which I live. The MiD Dootor usually vi.its once 
a week. 

- , ).1. I' ,- .', ._ 

0-686. How much do you eani every month P-The minimum is Re. 5. 
But if we get auffieient work to do we win 8aTD. &8 much B8 Ra. 14. 

0-687. Mr. Fulall: Do you get any maternity leave in the Model Millsl'
(Radb.bai Nimbalkar) No leave is given. Such wG-men are dismissed in 
advance. 

(The witn ..... withdrew.) 
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Mr. CAVAl, M~.C., representative of the Depressed 0..-, 
ard Mr. NETADE. worker in the Model Mills. 

C-688. The Chairman: Mr. Gavai, You are one of the members represent
ing the depressed classes in the local Council ?-Yes. 

C-689. Are you also an official of the union of the men in the textile 
worksP-No. 

C-690. You come here just to speak for them, understanding what they 
wish to say to usP-Yes. Several of the labourers asked me to appear before 
the .Commission as a witness. 

0-691. Mr. Natade, are you a worker in one of the miIls?-{Mr. Netade) . 
I am a worker in the AlodeI Mills. 

0-692. What work do you do ?-I am a cIerk. 
0-693. What is it you wish to state to the Commission ?-(Mr. Gavai) It 

is with regard to the conditions of work in the mills, wages and housing. 
I gener.ally support the memorandum submitted by Mr. Fulay. 

0-694~ Mr. Fulay: You mean to suggest t-hat the demands in the memoran
dum are the demands of the workers?-Yes. 

C-695. Mr. BinG: Have you some aet.nal weavers and spinners with you?-
Yes, there is a man who is a weaver. 

0-696. What does he getP-Rs. 16 a month. 
0-691. The Ohairman: As a. weav~r working full-timeP-Yes. 
0-698. Which Mill?-Empre.. Mill No.2. 
0-899. Mr. Birla: How long has be been workingf-IO years. 
C-100. And he is only getting Ro. 1M-From Ro. 12 to Ro. 16. 
C-101. Mr. Fulay , Does he work as a BubotituteP,-Yes. 
0-100. Mr. Hirla: Does he "earn that money because he works as a BUbsti~ 

tute P-He eatns from Rs. 12 to Rs. 16. For regular work he does not ex
ceed Rs. 18. 

C-703. Th_ Ohai,.".o", Does he say that he had been working for 10 years 
&8 a weaver at the Empress Mills and that working 6 days a week, he only 
earns Ra. 16 a month?-Yes) from Rs. 12 to &.16. 

C-704. Is he, on time or pieoo-work?-Piece-work. 
C-705. Th_ Ohairma", Does he tell the Commission that Ro. 16 a month 

- is the ordinary wage of a weaver in the Empress Mills? 
Mr. Fulall: He works as a substitute. 
C-706. The Chairman: Does he work on one loom or two looms ?-He works 

only on one loom. • 
0-707. Mr. Birla: Why is' it that he works only as a. 81Ibstitute?-U any 

p6l'SOll is absent he works in his place. 
0·708. The Ohairman.: Has he been for 10 years a badliP-For one year he

was on permanent service, but later on he worked as a Bubstit.ute. 

C-709. Does that mean that for "the laSt 9 years he has been a badli?-Yes. 

0-710. Therefore he does not wish to become a permanent weaverP-He 
has left his emp10yment twice and therefore he is now a substitute. 

The Chairman: Cannot we have a proper weaver bere? 

(Jaivlaag Maniram, weaver. called and examined.) 
C-711. )fro Bifla: What do you earnP-From Rs. 30 to Rs. 32. 
C-712. !tIT. Ful<zy: How many years have you been in serviceP-12 years. 
C-113. Do you work with two looms or with one loom ?-Two looms. 
0-714. How many hours work do- you think it is proper for a man to work 

in a factory?-8 hours. 
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(}..715. The Chairman: Win you work 8 hours at the same piece rate as 
llOWP-Tbe piece .... rkrate should be increaaed proportionately. . 

C-716. Does any bribery go on in your mill with regard to the JObbe,.. P
?he7 have not taken any bribes from me. I cannot say about the others. 

~717. Do you say that there is no bribery of iobbe1"8 in th? Emp ..... 
Mil.l&r-I cannot assert that there is no bribery in the Empress Mills. 

~1l8. Is the recruiting in the Empress Milia <!,>n& by the jobber or by 
someone else?-Formerly it used to be done by the lohbe-ra, noW' It 18 done by 
the head of the departmeot. 

~71g. Mr. Jumi: At the Empress Mill. do all the people who go to the 
gates every day pO workP-No, """'" have to return .... itheut work. -

0-720. Bow many?-I have no idea.; 10 or 20 or something like th&t. 
~721. Do you get 8ullicient work <nWY day when you go to the mill for 

work?-If some people want to manage two looms they cannot get. twO' rooms. 
~m. Sir Victor _: Do they prefer two looms to one 1oomP-Y ... 

for if they get two looms they caD get 81IlIicieut .. ages. 
~723. Would they liko to work three IoomsP-They cannot _ work three 

looms. ' - , 
~724. Mr. Joshi: What h .. pp .... if a cloth is spoiledP-They_ at:G filled 

aooording to the damage dou... Sometimeo they rep!'<li8Dt to the f_ 
that the cloth which was spoiled was not damaged on account of their fault, 
but on account of something else) but the foreman aays: H Yon ought to 
bave taken greater care" and the man is to p&7 tor ft. 

~126. Sir Vietor Sa.""",: Is the man fined or d<>es he have to buy the 
clOthP-ID the. Empress Mills he i. fined. 

~7'"26. Mr. J(}M.i: Would you he willing: to have a sickness insur-al1O& 
scheme, the work ..... paying" certain contribDtion every mouth, the employers 
paying a certain contribution every month and Government also contributing? 
-Yea, we would be quite willing . 

. 0-727. Sir Victor &u800n: Even if the workeH have to contribut9P-Y'es. 
~'l28. Mr. JwAi: Would you alae be willing to have .. lICbeme of old _ 

pensions, the workers contnnuting &. little, the employers contributing some
thing and Governm ... t ..... trihating somethingP-W .. are wiHina, to ..... tri
hDte jf the employers aDd Government alae contributo to the p&n8lon fund. 

0-129. Th6 01>0 __ : Would you he willing to have .. deduction made of 
12 &DDas a month for the two schemesP-Yeo, there would he ....... diBiculty 
at the present l'ate of remuneration}, but- we are wiUiU&. to pay. We .should 
ha.-.. to borrow for the purpose. 

~130. Mr. Jam;: I understand you .a.rn R •• 3l! a month. Would yOU 
prefer to haTe ~ 8 .. week or Ro. 3l! .. monthP-I prefer to h ..... my wages 
weskJy. 

~7al. Mr. Birl«: There is a aeheme of .iclm ... msuranee in the Em_ 
Mills. Why do you not contribute even 4 annas to that .cheme ?-f have not 
heard of that fund. 

~3lI. Will you bo willing to contribute 4 annas from D&xt month to tho t 
funM-I might be able to pay. 

~733. The Ohoirmtm: Yon are not sureP-Y.s. 
0-734. MT. CliJl; How long have you been a. weave_l"P-12 years. 

c..735. Have you been working in the same mill during that time P-I 
~()rked continuously in the same mill for 8 years. Then I fell sick for some 
time. Then I ioin&d the same mill again aDd I h ..... heeD there for tbe last 
four or five years. 

c..136. How long were you sickP-Six months. 

0-131. Did you stay in the town during your sickn_P-Yos. 
C-788. ~id you ge~ any ~nowance from you,r employer during the time 

you were SlckP-Nothmg. I Incurred .& debt of Ra. 200 during that time. 
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0-139. Ha.ve you been receiving Ro. 32 during the lut " or 6 years '-In 
some month. if I am absent or .ick -I get. less. LB8t. month I ..... eick fer 
18 days and got Ro. 11. 

0-740. What medi""rtreatmetit did you obtein when you ......... eickP-l 
got myaelf treated by a private .physician. 

0-741. Was it po";hle for you to he treated by the mill doctor at y_ 
homeP-I attended the mill dispensary where I only got a bottle of turpen
tine. Generally _ get bad medicine from the mill dispenser)'. They are 
medicines only in name. TherefonJ; we prefer our own private medicines. 

0-?4II. What ,. ... your oie_'~Rheumatism. 
C-743. What did yon pay your doctor during the time you were oickP

I 10 ... not required to pay anythiDg. 
C-144. 8 ... Vi.toT BaoIOM>_ You were treated for Ilethingp-Yea. 
0-143. Mr. Clil/: Have you paid elf your debts of Ro. 2OOP-Y .... at_t. 

per8OIl&l """rilice. . 
0-746. Are you married, and if BU, how many childHa have iouP-I ha.

only my wif •• 
C-74? Does eba workP-No. 
C-746. What rent do you payP-I have my own hut on ,; pi80e oIl ... d for 

which I pay Ro. 6 for the ground rent per y ..... to Government. 
. 0-749. Di...... Gllaman Lall: If you paid " annas a month and yon .. ere 

eick for oil< months. you would get Ro. 30 a month for that period which 
comes to Ro. 130. Would you prefer to get thet amount by paying" .DDM a 
month wben yon are siclt. or wonld you prefer the present system of borrowing 
the money and paying Ro. 11-4-0 a month ;11_ on the Ro. ISlIP-We 
prefer to pay" ann ... a month. . . 

C-'l5O. Woiild all your colleagues prefer thatP-AIl the wotkera who are 
present bare are wiDing to contributa. 

0-761. Are they in the Empress Mil1s?-They are both in the Empreas Milla 
and the Modo! Mill. . _ 
. 0-752. W ... the scheme for illSUrance in the Empress Mills fully explained 

to you P-No; _ do not know that such " fund e"isted. 
C-758.· Si. Viet.". Sa • .""..: Did you borrow the Ro. 200 from the Emprese 

Milia Co-operative L ..... SocietyP-No. I borrowed it from my fathsr-m-Iaw 
who -is.in " good positian. ' 

(The .. ito ..... withdre ... f 
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Mr. DlSHNASWAMY. A .. i.taat Secretary. Pl'ess EmpIoy.a 
A-c:iation, Mr. B. BALAJI. Prea Worker. 

0-154,. Th. Chairman: Mr. Krishnaswami, you are the AssiStant Secretary 
of the Press Employ ... Association~Y .... 

0-756. Do you you ...... f work in the p~P-No. I retired four years ago. 
0-766. But you have worked in the p", .. P-Yes, for 30 years. 
C-757. Did you retire 011 penaionP-Yee. 
C.108. What is your pension?-Rs. 65-9-0. 
C-159. What were your wages at the time of your retirementP-I was 

getting Rs. 115 a month with overtime allowances. 
C-760. The members of your association all belong to the" Government 

PrissP-Yes, and the Municipal Press~ 
Cw161. Bow many members are there in your- associatioD'-Near~ 300 .. 
0-762. What subscription do they pay P_ annae .. month. Those who 

draw leas than Re. 80 pay 2: annas a m.onth. 
0-763. Do they pay their .ubscriptiona regularly every monthP-Yes. 
0-164. What benefits do you give to your membersP-We repraeent their 

grievances to the Government authorities. 
0-165. Do you not give any benefits in the way of payment during sick· 

ness P-No. . , 
0-165. If you get these subscriptions paid regularly every month froni 800 

members your association must be nice1y in funds. Where does the money 
go toP-It is in the hank. 

0-167. Is the .. any paid official 01 your union P-8ometime. we utilise 
the money for the benefit of the workers by giving them loans. 

0-768. May I take it the. the general plea of your _iatwn is that you 
want, like most other people, higher wages. And that you want ataedy and 
secure promotion in the serviceP-Yes. We want to abolish the pi~ work 
system in the presses. This is an additional memorandum which I have"' 
prepared (handing in the ... me). , • '. 

0-169. How many hours do you wol'k in the Government PressP-9j hours 
including interval. 

0-170. How many hours, per weekP--48 hou .... 
CL171. Therefore in the matter of hours you are better than most; Indi&ll. 

workers. You have shorter hours than moat industrial workers who work:
to.-Many times in a month when the Guette is issned we bve to work 
late up to 8 01" 9 o'clock at night, and there is no provision for the men to 
take tiffin. . 

0-1'11. During working hours, you mean P-They are not told heforebnd 
that they have to work late. 

0-713. Is your aasociation connected with any of the other organizations P 
-It ill affiliated to the All-India Trade Union CongreBS. , 

0-174. There are other ... ociationa 'of Gov";'nment Preaees in Delhi Cal
cutta and ~ on. .Are you connected in any way with themP--Ours

t is a . 
aeparate umon. 

0-175. You make a point that you get yearly leave of 16 days on full pay? 
Do you think 3;0U should ha~ more days' leave on full pay P-If a .. orker 
does not take h18 full 16 days l:Jl one year h& cs.nnot oarry over the difference 
to the following year. • 

C.776. Would you like him to be able to carry over whatever is due to 
him fOt" leave to the following yearP-Yes. _ .. 

0-717. Mr. 'Cliff: What grade were you empl~yed inP_I started OD a pay" 
of Ro. 16 and I rose np to Ro. 120. ' 

0-178. In what capacity were you at Ro. 120P-$ection-holder. 



,C-119. D .... a Seetion-holder get paid during s)ckneasP-Yes. 
C-780. How many worker ....... there in' the Government Press here who get. 

pay during sickn088P-AIl the salaried etalf. 
C-18l. Sir Victor Sas.D'".: How many of them are th .. reP-200 to 250. 
(). 782. Mr. CUll: How do the rat&! of w_ in the Municipal .. nd Govern

men~ printing presses compare with those in tlte private preasesP-The pri
vato p ........ have no piece work syotom. Only the Government P ...... has 
the pi_ work syotom. 

C-788. Sir VictoT Sasso ... : Who makes the moot mon~the men working 
in the Government Presses on piece work or the men working in a private press 
on salary. You say you eamed Re. 120 a month a.a a section-holder ill the
Government Presa. How much would a section..bolder in a private pN811 
&am P-Ahout Ra. 100. 

C-184. Mr. Olil1: Does your' union have the opportunity of negotiating 
.,._ agreemento with the department? Can you negotiato inor_ in lO_ 
U & unionP-Yes. 

C-785 •. Can yon represent your grievances to the h ... d of your department? 
-Yeo. 

0-786. You have put in yOU1" memorandum a. number of improvement. 
which your members desire. Hav .. they bean zepreoentod to ·the haad of the 
departmentP-Y .... 

C-187. Have you, during the last year, got any particuJar grievance ......... 
diedP-They have bean 8ubmittod to the ltov&nuo Seereta:ry. ' 

C-785. What has hoon the snswer ?-That they are under !'OII8ideration. 
C-189. Sir Victor SallO ... : In the whole history of your ""ion, h .. there -

hoon any point where the department ngreed with you ?-No. 
C-780. Sir Victor Sa ...... : Did you ever ask for extra form carriersP·-W .. 

asked .. hout the coolies. 
0-191. Did they give them to you P-No. (Mr. Dalaii) Not now,-in 1921 

after the strike. 
0:192. There have bean occasions when they have given you something p

o Aftor a strike. 
, C-18B. Mr. Clil1: Have you any works counCils in your printing preooP

(Mr. Krialm .... ami) No. 
C-794. Bas your union ever considered the establishment of worb COUll

cil&P-Th .. question 11'&8 raised last time, hut it was kept pending. 
0-196. As a union 'you have not- come to a decision on that matterP-No. 
0-796. Mr. Jo.m.: In your memorandum yo .. stato: "The piece work .... 

han DO meano of knowing at what rato and in what manner their montllly 
earnings are calculated". Does DOt your UDion think it would be a desirabI. 
thing if it were made compulaory by law that the rates should be put up 
on a notice hoard in the factoryP-Yea .... e desire that. 

c-m. Mr. Fvlall: You have repreoentod that you should be grantod leave 
in the same manner aath"t enjoyed by the employees in the Government of 
India printing pr.... and you aay that for the last 18 monthe, the emIT 

-reply which you have received is: II The matter is under eoDBideration" p
,Yea. 

0.198. It is only in this manner that your grievances have heeD COlIaidered 
up to the present time by the GovernmentP-Yeo. 

C-799. That is to say, there has alw&ya bean ... attempt to delay mattem 
!lntil you have actually given notice of a atrikoP-Y ... 

(Tho witn_ withdzew.) 
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'Mr. Go M. TRAWRE .... Mr. L N •. HARDAS. repn.eatatives 
of wonen iD the biJi factories. 

0-800. The Chainnan: M'r. Thawre, you' come here representing the work .. 
.,... in the I>idl ftwtori .. ?-y.... . . 

C-801. Do you yourself work in .. bid; factoryP-Yes, when I w!'" a sch~~ 
lIoy. When the schools are closed, the ""hool children go to work tn the bid. 
factories. 

0-800. At what ageP-From 6 to 12. 
0-803. That is because the Factories Act does not at p.-nt apply to 

those iactorieaP-That is so. 
C-804. And wbat you ask is th .. t the Factories Act should he applied to 

"idi factoriesP-Yea. . 
C-805. How many persons we", there working in the factory whareyou 

.... rOd P-Allout 5QO, . 

C-806. In one factory p-Y 88, males, femalea and children. 
C807. Ware the children as young "" 6 yoare oldP-Yes. 
0-808. There was nothing in tha Ia.w to prevent them from being there, 

and actually working and making bidil P-Thet is 80. . 

0-809. Is tlmt the esse to-day hare in Negpur thet there are children .. · 
young as thatP-Y .... 

Mr. Cliff: I undarstand that thare are many thouu.nds of children. 
0-810. Th. ehai""" ... : Sil1C8 wh .... baa arisen this great De.. demand for 

bidil, aince the War P-Y ... 
0-811. People DOW seem to spend .. very large amount of mousy on bidil 

.. hich was not opent beforeP-Yea. 
0-812. Mr. Hard .. , hve you yonrself worked in .. bid; factoryP-Yes. 
0-813. Are you now working in .. bid; factoryP~Y ... 
C-8U. How m .... y hours do .you work in tbe bidf factory P-I wt'rk at 

110me making bidil. . 
C-815. Do you suggest that the Factories Act should be extended to ci.ver 

your home so that sou may not work in yOUI' home?-No~ 

C-816. It is really for your fellow workers that you have come here to 
"lead and Dot for yoorselfP-Yes. . 

C-817. Do you employ any other person in your home working bidilP-My 
wile and myself. . 

Mr~ elil: I am informed, 88 a result of an investigation, that there are 
176 bidi factori ... in this Province. It i. sta.ted tlmt there are 7,499 children 
below 12 years of age empl"yed therein. . 

C-818. Can you tell U8 with regard to the payP I ..... talking to • 
woman yesterday who said th .. t the rate of pay was 10 &noaa per thousand P
(Mr. Hardas) It is according to the finish of the article; it is from 4 annas to 
11 Annas. . 

C-819. r asked yesterday how long it took to make a thousand bid; 
";garettes, .. nd a woman replied that they made allout 500 per ·day. Can 
you tell me how many they make in .. factory P-Tbey go to the factory at 
&hout 10 or 11 o'clock, and from th.u until the evening they make 500, 700, 
-800, or up to a thousand each person. . 

C-820~ Is that a man or a womanP-A man or a woman. 
C-821. Do they work in groups ?~y M, sitting -in grQ..Ups. 

C-822. Does one family work togetberP-Y... A_some plaoes _he .... are 
Mpara.te a.rr~ements for women while at other- places there are no sucb 
arrangements. 
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0-823 ... Are the children employed directly by the bidi Factory, or ...... theY 
taken by their parents P-They are allowed by tbe .bid< factort owner" to 
work in the factory. . 

C824. Th, Ohai""",,: The question was, au they taken by their parena 
to help their parents, or arB they separately engaged by the owner of the ·bidi 
factoryP-Sometirnes separatoly, and sometimes they go with their parente. 

0-820. Mr. OIi,: There are two methodsP-Y ... 
C-826. Are girls employed .... well as boyar-yes. 
CS21. What time do children come in the morning P-They come at the 

aame time with their parents. 
().828. That being 10 o'clock?-Yes, 9, 10 and 11 o'cleek. They m118t go 

-before Doon, after 8 o'clock. 
0-829. You said that they work until the evening; what hour do 1011 

meanP-Till 6 or 7 o'clock in the evening.. 
0-830. Do the people who work in bid; factories have to coma far from 

their homesP-Yea, people come from villages in the vicinity of the towns t4-
work in the bid; factories in the town •• 

(l..831. Do people come from viDages into Nagpur to bidi factoriest'-
Xamptee is a city and men, women and children come from the sUlTOundin.g 

. viUnges. . . 

(l..832. Can you toll us the diatonce they travel in order to work in the 
bidi factorieo?-{Mr. Thawre) They come teo grast a diatom •• , two Or threa 
miles. 

c.sas. Did you work in a bidi factory P~ luaed to go to the bidi factory 
when I was at !!choa!. 

0-834. Were you working in the factoryi'-No. 
0-885. Did you use to go with the childrenP-Yes. 
().gg6. Why did you go with the children P-Because they were my 01 .... 

fellows and their paTents were working in the bidi factory; they used to go 
with their parents to help them. 

0-887. D';'" that mean that you ueed to go with your own &choal-mateo 
to the bidi factory?-When the !!chaol was close.d I used to go. 

().gg6. Did· you make bidi cigarsttee ?-No. 
(l..839. Then why did you go?-Only to see the work. 
C-S4O. T". Chairma .. : Did you 1!!1 every day or j118t now and thoni'-Not 

every aay J jtut DOW and then. 
0-841. Mr. OIi,: Am I to understand that you went to see what it wali 

like in the bi<ii factory P-I went to see what ... e .... the conditiODB of labourers 
working in the lAid; factori ... 

C84J1. How old would yon he then P-I was about 15 years of __ Th_ 
is now a viUage education society of which I am Secretary, and we have 
opened a !!chaol for the bidi lehourers at Khandw&; there is also a 1ibrar7 
f"r the .idi WOrkers. 
. 0-843. You cannot get auychildren to come to your !!chool after .. orlriJqt 
all dayP-No, it isa night achool for parents. 

0-844. Do you get people working in bidi factori ... to come to ,,
school i'-Y ea. 

().S46. How ma'!y do you getP-Wehave about 45 adults on our rolL 
0-848. Are they coming fairly regularIyP-No, they do not attsDd the 

&chool regularly. 
C-847. Why i. thati'-Because they ..... iired after having worked all day. 
0-848. What renoedy do you suggest for this situa4don P-I "ouId __ est 

that the FaCtory Act sbould he applied to these factories and there should 
be separate arrangementa for males and females in the factories. 



0-849. The eftect of applyi~g the Factory Act ""uld be to take all tbeee 
child"", out of the bid. factoriesP-~ ... and there sholild be compulsory 
primary education for the children. 

c.&iO. If ~ _k this large number of .hild"", .out of tho factorieo 
would they make the bid, ciga_ at herneP-y .... their _to would. 

C-85l. Would they use their childrenP'-Y ... they a,,! used. 
CM2. T". CIIa;"""' .. , You Wd us thoy make mgarettoe in houeeo in tho 

viIlageoP-Yeo. 
().853. Mr. Clif1: The question is. are they better off or worse off. Have 

you any children P-No. 
C-854. Aoauming that the Factory Act was applied and all th ... chila...... 

.. ere taken out of theae factories. could we prevent thoi. parents employing 
them at home making cigaretteaP-Yea. 

V-855. In what way P-They get tobacco from the factories; they do 'not 
purchase tobacco from the sbops. There are _in _nte who oon ...u 
bid;'. These poor people do not know bow to sen bidi •. 

Q.856. Would you stop the factory owners from giving thJt work out and 
have it doue in factori.... I am thinking about tho childrenP-If tho Factory 
Act is applied that will be stopped. • 

0.&51. It win be stopped in the factories but not necessarily at homeP
Not neceoaarily at home. ' 

C-858. M V. Pf>!IJff: Are the "ageo paid free from deduction to pey for 
tho lean In Bombay we found that the workers had to buy the le"f tbem
.. Iv... and the earninga they conectea did not allow for that expene&. Do 
they have to buy tho leaf here P~r. Hardaa) They only have to buy tho leaf 
in some factories here, and in some factories they have to buy the thread; 
otherwise they are supplied with tobacco, thread and leaves. 

().853. They do not have to buy their leavea at 80 muCh per 100 leavesP
No, but they are supplied in proportion to the thousands of cigarettes they 
produce and if a smaller number of bidi. are made from that tobacco and 
leaves, it is deducted from their wages. . 

c.&iO. You mean they are cherged for waatageP-For shortoge. 
0-861. 8ir Viclor 8 ... ",.,,: When you get your tobaoco and make your, 

9id~J do you always make 1,000 bidit out of the tobaoco you getP-No. 
Sometimes it bappans that the toba",<!, is insullicient to prepare 1,000 bidi •• 

0-862. How maD!" bidis IeesP-200, or 250 sometimes. 
C..a63. Is the tobacco sometimes more than is requiredP-No. 
o.a64. The Cha ......... : Have you .... n the machine for making these; 

billiot-There are no machines. They have to cut the leaves symmetrically 
with sciasors by hand and that takea a very long time; they have to worl< 
tin midnigbt and they get up early in the morning and go on cutting in 
order to nnish them. ' 

().$5. Do you think the application of the Factory Act to th... !Odi 
~ops would hasten the introduction of machinery for doing this work which 
18 now done by hand. Have you eBen the cigarette making machineaP-No, 
and theoe leaves cannot he cut by machinery. 

c..866. Machines do wonderful things, but we need not pUl'8ue that qUBioo 
tion P-Tbere is one more point I wu.nt to emphasille. Women should he 
allowed to work &t their own homes as they are doing in some ca~ and not 
in the factory. 

0-867. You mean they mould be permitted by the owners of the factoryP
Yes. 

C-858. Do you auaest that thet should be made part of the law that. 
bicli manufacturer must allow women to work fol' him at ,ltoJruJP-Yes: 

C-869. Bir Victor S(f,$'HA: Your wife is doing work at homep·--'Yes. 
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. C-S'IO. Nobody can stop her P-Bome are allowed to work at home but 
veri f..... get such facilities. . (Mr. Thawre) If they .... e elIowed.to prepare 
bid;" at home they are paid I.... If the rate i. 6 annaa p .... tbcusand theJ' 
'Will be pai<J.. (; ann .. per thousand. 

Th. Ohai ......... , It .... ms a difficult. thing to put in into a law, but. we 
will give it our CQDSidero.tion 88 you have made- the suggestio!!. 
(The witnesses withdrew, the Commission adj~ned till Monday, the 9th 

.' . December 1929.) 
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CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR 
• 1_ ' 

TBIRTY~FlFTH MEETiNG 
IANDRI MINE, NAGPUR DISTRICT 

Monday, 9lh December, i929. 

PBBSBNT: 

Sir ALuANDBJl MUlUU.YJ It.) Mr. JOHN CLln~ 
C.B.E. (P,.ridifi/1). DIWAN CHAllAH LAu., M.L.A.. ' 

Sir V_ SASSOON; Bart. Miss B:M. LB 1'OEB Pow ..... 

ral Manager, Central Provinces Manganese (A"';'ta~ 
Mr. L. H. BAIlTLBn", M.L.C., Agen, t and Gene-,l' ' 

Ore Co., Ltd. ' " Comm;...;"" .... ) 
Mrs. A""sn BAl lUI&, M.L.O. '_ '," " 

PUN)lLAt... eo..trac:tor'. Ageat (OJ .... Cham .... LaD iDtezpretei)7 
().871. 8i, Ale3la...t.r MUfT/llJ: Wltat are youP-Agent to the.Central ~ 

viDceo ContractiDg and Mining Syndicate, who do the contracting work. 
0-812. What ia your &p1'-45. 
When did you come hereP-I have been here 18 years. 
0-813. Where ........ yon befol'8 that?~I W88 at Balaghat before-that ,.h_ 

I was doing the same work. ' , 
C874. When yon came here what ...... you P-At Bal.ghat'I was forem'" 

but when I came here I wss appointed agent to the contractor. . 
().87fi. What pay do you ptP-Bo. 350 .. month. , 
c.a76. How many work "people have you.. ~nder you'P""':'l,sOO, lm~ and, 

women work under me. . 
C871. Does that include lfansarP-No, only this miDe~ , 
().878. What ia the proportion of men and women ?-Half and half. 
C879. A.... th ..... any children ?-Not working; there are about 500 children 

living here4 
0-880. When do thecbildrenbegin, to workP-After 13. 
CSSl. What pay do you give them to .tart with p-,-Tbey uaually work on 

piece rat. but children of 13 who work on daily wage rates are paid As~ _ 6 
to 6 a day ~ The men and women are paid OD. piece rates, As. 4, 8 and 6 a 
truck according to the distance. Men &Jld women work together j they work.· 
at piece rates in gangs. . . ' , 

C882. You are apeaking' of development workP-Yes. 
C-888. How mauy are there in a gangP-~ere are two, _three Of" four in 8 

gang. 
C884. Will you read to us some entries in this pay book (Same produced). ' 

-From the 16th to 20th November. that ia 6 days, one man earned Bs. 2-S-O, , 
ha.ving worked two days. The nen entry is with regard to &. worker who 
worked 4 day. and received Bo. 4-12-0; the nen one worked two days and 
received Bo. 2-8-0 for 8 trucks. 

C-885. Has this man other people working for him?-Bis ~ and a man" 
The nut entry is of a maD who worked four days and earned Rs~ 10-15--0; 
the nut. Bo. 1-14-0 for fOil. days work. '. 
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~. J. the .... o.nybody on that page who worked I) or 6 d&ysl'-No, this 
...... Di_f .... eek. Mr. Riley (~) They !inish up the week on .. 
Wednesday; Thursday ia the baza&r day on which they dn not work, and 
very few .iI_le 1l\I ..... to work pn ,ridaYi .' _ . .'! :,." 

C-887. Take another weekP-From the 4th to 9th October, tor 6 days work 
'Ra. 1~; for 6d .. ys ~ . .6-4.-0. • ' , - ;_ 

Q.888. Di ...... Chama" LoU: Yoo h .. ve read an entry with regard to .. maD 
... ho works with oIlher memhera of hia f ..... ilyrrY ... 

C-889. Theee .. re not the .. agee earned by one man?~Tbia ia the name of 
the head man. . ,';', 

0.800. How ia the money divided between the gaug P-They diTida it 
equally between them. 

0-891. Yon read out an entry with regard to .. man who worked for ois 
d .. ys and earned Ro. 6-4-0; how many did he h .. ve workiug with him P-
There are three melt# _ 

0-89!!. 8ir Al~ M1WTa!I: The .. ia nothing in this regiater to .hew 
whether a man ia workiug With 2, 3 or <l aaei.tall~--(Mr. Riley) No, ther4 
is not. . 

C-893.. So that we ,do not know whether' it is one manta wage& or four 
men'. w_.--(Mr. Riley) Yon do not know that. That will be shown in the 
l .. bonr register; it ia not in the pay regiatar. 

0-89 •• Where do yon briug yonr men fromP-The bulk of those worksra 
we recruited from Jubbulpore and Katni aide; only about 100 are local 
labour...! '. , I 

0-895. Do they go for holidaysP-Yest , they take leave onee in a year and 
sometimes onoe in two years, while aome go on leave after six months. 

0-896. Is there any difference between the pay of the men from Katni and 
J ubbulpsre s.nd the pay of the local men P-The rete i. the asme. ' 

0-891. Do they w()t"k 12 month. in the yesr P-They work all the year 
round; duriug the rainy _ there ia Iesa work, but they get adv ....... 
from us. When they have no moaey to huy food we have to gi.., them 
aejvanoas. When we lirat recruit them we pay "hem Ro. 25 to Ro. 100 for 
"two workers. It ia very diffioult to get 'back the amount advanced to them 
becaU8& they are always in difficulties, they 'are either ill or they have 
marriage ceremonies or a child is born. . 

0-89S. Do you keep a nota of how much each worker owes youP~Y .. , I 
IlI.va a book in which I put ,down the ad ........... , 

0-899. Mr. Glill: Is this mine open all the year round P--(Mr. Bartlett) 
Yea. 

0.900. Is th ..... a period Whell they do not come to workP--(Mr. Bartlett) 
'No definita period. 

0-001. Does yoor labonr force diminish at any particular time of the 
yearll-(Mr. Bartlett) Not at tbia partieular mine because very little 100&1 
labour ia employed. 

<l-909. You have .. f .. irly &table labour foreeP-(Mr. Bartlett) Yes. 
0-903. We ha .... been told there are 1,500 w,!rkers; does the aver_ 

attendance appromnata to 1,500 all 'the yesr ronndP-J should think about 
1,800. '. ' 

(l.9()4. Di_ .. Chama" Lan: Is there any difticulty iii their gettiug away 
from thi. place beoauae of the advances they have t"kenP-J have no power 
to prevent them from goiug back to their Tillages or runDiug away without 
paying back the advances. 

0-006. 8ir ,U .... ftd ... Munull: Do you keep the wife, or son or daugbtar 
here as a heatag" for the repaymentP-No we do not keap the memhera of 
the family '!" hostages; if they want to go a~ay they do go away, 

0-906. Di ...... CAo ....... LoU: What is th" peroentage of ~ that you ' 
auataiu in regard to these loaDI P-Forlllfl'17 they ueed to t'Un away J- but siDce 



the Jast three yeo.ra. about 1 percent. of tIq> wora.m. ,disappear. in ~ 
fashion. 

C-901. Why P-The reaeon wby they do not do that now is bocaus& tIuo,y 
have got houses to Ii.., in and .:they have got regular work. . 

C908. Sir Aleo>aftd ... Murral/: You aaid they Us&d to go away IIefore, 
hut they do not go now; did they not got regular work IIetoreP-In thoee days. 
the rate for manganeee ore waa high. and therefore people u"<l. to kidnap 
them and take them. to other mine&.· . 

Mr. Bartldt: That is perfectly tree. . 
c.909. Di""", OAamcm LoU; Do you got any bond signed by them when 

you ndvance this money P-We do got a receipt from them. 
Diwan Ohama.. LoU: I have here the noeipt which is giveu for the 

recording of ndvance8; this agreement giv .. the Dame and add .... of the 
man who borrows the money, and it aa:yB: (( I have borrowed Ra~ 20,_ and I 
win by working in the Manganese mine, pay back this advance; I will work 
in this mine and in any other mine to which you may transfer me. I agree 
to accept any rate that may be prevailing in your mine, and for wbafle'ver I 
pay hack toward. the advance I &ball got a noeipt from you. If I pay. back 
any money without, taking a receipt and I say I have paid back that money, 
that will not lie true. I alae _ that from the date of taking this advance 
I will work for at least one year in your mine, if there is any money ~eft 
over after the yaar not paid hack towards the advance then I &ball work 
Dntil it i. paid back. I have signed this noeipt fully eonaciOUII of what I am 
signing in the pl"El8eD.C6 of witnesses " . 

C-9JO. Mr. Olif!: At what time ..... the people go to workP.-:.<rhey work 
from I> or 6 o'clock. There is no definite hour fixed for the piece-workers. 
For those working on daily ... _ the..., is .. regular hour and tIuo,y come .. t 
7-l1O in the morning; they leave work at 12-80 and come hack again at 1-l1O. 
They finish .. t Ii o'clock. . 

Mr. BartZett: It varies in the hot weather. 
0-911. Mr. Oliff: Is thare any fixad interval for pieoa-workers to ha.ve 

their mealsP-There is DO fixed hour" for the pi~workera; they come in 
and go out at any time they choose . 

. C-912. Are th ..... any firat.aid facilities hereP--{Mr. Bartlett) Yea, we pro
VIde them and th""" are about 20 people with first-aid certificates. 

C-913. Sir AZ_...u.- M""""l/: I. there plenty of waterP--{Mr. Bartlett) 
The water arrangements are all from the mines. There is a very convenient 
supply of water. . 

C-914. Diw .. n Ohama .. LaU: What profit does your firm make out of this 
contract.iog busin ... for this mine P-The profit to the Company is 10 or 12 
per cent. on the wages bill. 

C-915. Sir AI-..d ... M..,.,."II: Do you get .. commissionP-I get a month'" 
bonus per annum for good work from my Company. 

C-916. Have you ever got more p-one yaar I got Rs. IiOO bonDS bocau .. 
there wen more men on the work. 



POeNA RAM, • Miae WOl'ker (Di-:- Ch_ LaD iateil'leteti). 

0-917. Sir AI.......ur IJlUTf'G!l: What do yon doP-I drill hoi .. undar
craund. 

,-0.918. What i. your ageP-26; 
0-1119. HOW' long heve you been working hereP-7 or 8 yeara. 
().92(). What "pay are you getting no .. P-14 anne. a day. 
c.921. How ·many daya in the week do you worlEP-When I am not well I 

.. ork /j daya eommm .. , but when I am all right I work 6 daya. 
c.Il22. What bonra do yoo workP-I work from 9 to 4; I hew no rast 

during the day. I have my food in the morning at 7 and then I heve it 
again at 8 o'clock at night. Thuraday is our bazaar day and we do not work 
en Tburaday. I worked with anothar man and W8 got 14 annas a day each. 

0-923. Are you marriedP-Yea; I had four child_, hut two are dead. 
c.924. What did they die fromP-I do not know. I h"ve got " father, 

a wife, two children and myaelf. to aupport: . 
~. Doea your wife work with youP-No, my wife doea not work nor 

does my father. 
C-926. Do you ever go homeP-Ooce a year or once in two yeara I go to 

8eoni. I took 16 daya' leave at Diwali and went heme. 
c.927. Do yoo alwaya gat your job when yon come hackP-M,y job is .. ait

ing for me when I come hack. 
<J.lI28. Are you in dabtP-I bave no.dabt .. 
c.929. Who pays youP-The contractor paya me. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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CUMAN. DUKALU. BALDEO ... a SHUNEYA ...a SAHIBlN (-mea 
_ken). pDg of ~ (Di ..... Chaman Lan intertmtecl). 

c-000. Di.""" Oha,.,." LaU: How many of you are in this g~ng P ·(Dukalu) 
Five of us work together, three men ..... nd two women. The aocount is entered 
in the book in the name of Dukalu. Last week all of us worked 6 days. 
Shuneya and Sahibin are the wives of GuInan and Dukalu. Baldeo is ~ 
related to us, but he belongs to the same caste. We are working in hard 

--rock development work. We start work at 6 o'clock in the morning; at 12 
e'clock: we leave off work; we come back at ~ o'clock and stop work at 5 
"'clock. The coolies rome first of all and start breaking stones and the women 
eome a little later with the food. 

0-931. Sir AI."",oo ... Murra!l:"It is dark a.t 6 o'clock iu the morningP
We start before sunrise. Last week the five of us earned Rs. 17·~. I do 
not remember what we earned the week before, hut I know we earned less 
than we earned last week:. We three men divide the-amount equaUy. Baldeo, 
who is a single man, is paid on the basis of what one of us would get.. The 
ipay ill divided into three parts and Baldeo got Rs. 4. The pay was divided 
inteRs. 7,Rs. 7, an==d~Rs==.~4=.~ ____ ~ ________ ~~~ ______________ __ 

O-lIS2. The pay bock indicates that you received Rs. 1~2-6, while you ea.,. you received Rs. 17-2-6; but you say you divided that in the proportion 
of Rs. 7, Rs. 7 &nd Rs. 4, which makes Bo. 18. According to the bock yo~ 
worked six daysP-Tbere must be some mistake in what we he),e told you. 
We, Guman and Dnkalu, come from the Raipur district and we _have heen 
.. orking here for four years. Balden came here about a year ago. Every 

• year at the time of the Holi festival we go hack to our rilIage for 8 or 
10 days. 

0-lISS. Mr.· Clill: These men are on hard rock development; do they 
• earn about the same .. is earned on ore P-(Mr. Bartlett) There is not much 

diiferenoe; when a coolie has been working some time on ore his earDi~ 
eapacity is a little greater when he bas haa experience in _ blasting a.nd 
breaking the rock. 

C-9S4. Sir AI • .,.,OOer Murray: Have you any debtsP-(Dukalu) We have 
DO debts. We came here because we have no land of our own; we ued to 
work as day agricultural labourers there just as we work as labourers here. 
There we worked the whole day and we used to get 5 pylie3 of rice. Some
times when we saved a. little grain we used to sell it. We had our own 
little hut and we did not pay rent. When we go hack to the rilIago ... 
tift in our own huts in the village. Guman has two brothers. and a mother 
there who work as agricultural labourers. We send money to our rilIage. . 
Eve..,. two months when we can save money I send Re. 5 or RB. 10 to !D.7 

'mother. We, Gnman and Dukal1!, are bra.thers. (Baldeo) I sent Rs. 10"· 
recently. In my village I b&ve my mother-in-law and my little son. I sent 

:.this money by another man who went to the village on leave. My wife is 
dead. (Dukalu) We live in the """'P here and we pay no ran$. I and 
my wife live together t my brother and his wife live together in a separate 
h01l88 and Baldeo .hares that bouse with them. We have each got a room 
and a verandah. We buy our food separately; all three of 118 heve separate 
kitchens; every week we buy food for the week. We have our fint meal 
at II o'.Iock; at III o'clock the wife brings the food and we have it at 
2 o'clock. W~ have our dinner at 8 or 9, We hDrve rice in the morning 
and whatever little is left. over we take at 2: o'clock. At night we have 
rice and dal or we haye vegetables, like potatoes and sometimes ca.uli1lower. 

·We do not keep goats. Who would look after the goatsP Gnmen has two 
ehi1dren; Dukalu'a wife, Sahibin. haa & little girl who goes to the school 
which. the Company provides. We go at B or 9 o'clock sometimes and 
again at about 12 o'("}ock t.o have a look at the children. When we are ill 
and are not eal'ning we take an advance from the contractor's manager 

LARCOM VOLDI PTll D 



for which we pay no interHt. The contractor'. manager deducts it from 
OUl"" Wage&. 

~. M •• Cliff: When they go to look at the children how far i. it to 
get to the linea?-{Mr. Bartlett} It is ehout 2 minutes' walk. . 

(The witnea8es withdre1l>.) 
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Pu ..... , 

Miss B. M. LII POB POWBR. 
Mrs. ANuSYA BAI KALIl, M.L.C. (A."Woof Commissioner). 

PARPADA. a _man worker (Mrs. Kale interpreted). 
0-936. Mill Power, What is your workP-I am .. stone bre&ksr. 
Q..9lI7. How long bave you been on this workP-Iust over .. 1""". 
C-938. How numy children ha.ve you?-Two 80IlSJ of whom one iI at 

""hoo!. . 
0-939. Have you lost any ehildrenP-No. I have only bad these two 

ehildren. 
0-940: Were you workiug in the mine when your two sons were born ?-I 

was at work when iny first child was born but not when mj last child was '. 
born. 

0-941. What do you -earnP-I earn Rs. 8 a month; I am on a. fixed wage. 
C-942. Does your husband also work in the mine P-Yes. 
C-943. What d!"'O he earn P-I do not know what he e,arns. 
~. From what district do you como P-I come from tho Seom distriot. 
0-945. When your )irst child w.. born did you work up to th" birth 

of the child P-No, I loft work two days hofo .. the child was horn. 
0-945. When did you murn to work P-I marned to work about a 

month afterwards. 
(The witnosa withdrew.) 

D2 
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JAGOHATA, • womaD worker. 
0-941. Min Power: .What do you doP-I am a truck loader. 
0-948. Do you work with your husband P-Yea. 
0-949. What do you earn between youP-We earn Bo •. /) " weak 

between us. 
0-950. Have you .. ny children P-Yeo, I have one daughter aged 8 montha. 
0-961. Bave you lost aily ohildrenP-Yes, I have lost two children. 
0-962. Were you at work in the mine when you lost these two childrenP-

Yes. 
0-958. Of what did they dieP-One, a bey, died of pneumonia and 

another, 8 girl, died of small-pox. Both died when they were very young. 
. • 0-964. Were you at work when your daughter was bomP-No, I ..... 

very weak and I .. a. obliged to stay at home for three montha. 
0-966. Bow were you .. ble to alford thatP-I W38 able to alford it beca1ll!e 

"my )lusband was earning~ 
(The witness withdrew.) 



CHHOn. • woman worker. 
0-900. Mit. Po,",": What is your workP-I hoth,break stonea' .... d load 

truckB. 
0-961. How m&Dy children hava youP-I h .. ve live children. &II hoye, 

and I had one daughter whom I lost. , 
C-958. Were these children horn while you were at work. hareP-Yes, 

oJI were horn while I have been working here. ' 
C959. How old is your youngest child?-Three years. 
'0-960. Have you .. Busband?-No, my husband is dead. 
0-961. Do yon work by yourselfP-No, I work with another woman. 
()'962. What do you earnP-Together we earn Ro. 3 .. week. 
0-963. How do you divide that moneyP-We take Ro. 1-8 ea.ch .. 'week. 
C-964. How do you ma_ to live on Ro. 1-8 if you have live boy. 

to keep P-N ot aU my SODS are with me. Only three of them are with me.~ 
two are living with relations in my village. 

()'965. Do your boy. go to school?-Yeo, &II three of my hoy. go to sChool. 
0-966. How long did you stay away from work when your last child was 

hornP-I worked until two days before the child was horn. 
()..007. How long did you stay at home after the child was homl'-f 

.Jtayed at home one month. 
C-968. Waa any money paid to you- whilst· you were at homeP-No, 

~here was no money paid to me. I was without any earnings during that 
tnne. . 

0-969. Now that you are ba.ck at work do you put the child in the 
creche?-Yes, the child is left in the creche. 

(The witnesa. withdrew.) 



PHAGUNI, a woman worker. 
V-97o. Mil. P01Hr: Whir do yon do P-I am atone break ..... 
0-971. Do you work alongside your husband?-No, I work with another 

woman j. my husband is an engine driver md works in & different part 
of the mine. 

Q.972. What do yon and the other woman eamP-We ...... n B4. 3 together. 
Q.973. How do you divide itP-We take B4: 1-41 each. 
0-9'74. I ... that you are fer advanced in pregnancy; are you !!till 

l<orkingP-No, I am not working at preeent; I feel __ weak. . 
V-976. 'When do you expect your baby?-I expect my haby any time no ... 
0-976. How long have you been at home P-I hav. bean at home for 

15 ~"ys. 
'-, # C-977. Have you any other child?-Yee~ I have a son of two to three ,........ 

C9;S. Was this child born whilst yon were at workf-No, I did not 
work tor a whole year when that child was born. 
".' C-9v9. How did you m&nage during that timeP-I was able'to manage 

because my husband gets Bo, 21 aad I oould stay at home, 
, <J.98O. Do you get any payment when you &re at home expecting " haby? 

'''No, I get nothing. ' 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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PHULMATI. a womaD woOer. 
C-9S1. M;" P.""., What do)'o'; <lOP':"'1: ..... ·" Btone.break~ •. 
C-982. Do you work &l~ne'-No)' I. work in .• gang., . 
~. How much money do you makeP-I get Ra. 1-8 " week. 
0$4. Is your husband in the _ gang with youl'-No, my hUllhsnd 

owns land and he is back in his village working his· land. 
0-985. Who works with you in your gang P-I am working under ths 

care of my brothe.r-m-le.w, but I have two children of my own with me. 
C-986. Were these children born whilst you were at work in the mineP

One child was born here- while I was at work and one while I was at home 
with my husband in the village. 

C-9S1. Up to what time did you stay at work when you had a child '\vila< 
was born here at- the mine P-I stayed at home only two weeks when mr 
baby was born; I worked up to one day before it was born. 

0-988. Do you keep your child in the crl>cheP-No, I do not keep my 
child in the creche because i~ plays about too much, so I keep it at home •• 

()..9S9. Did you get any money when you were absent CD. account of~ 
child-birth P-No. -

<J.99O. Have yon any other children besidea theseP-No, I hava ~ 
no children. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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CENTRAL PROVINCESfAND B~RAR 
THlRTY-sIXTH MEETING 

NAGPUR 

Tuesday. 10th December, 1929. 

PuSlllfT: 

The Rt. HOD. J. H. WlIlTLBY (OMi ........ ). 
Sir 1B1tA1IDt R&JmmlOLA, Kt., Mr. G. D. BOlLA, M.L.A. 

LC.S.I., C.I.E. lIIr. JOlIN Cuw. _ 
Sir VI.,...". SAsS"""', Bart. Mr. N. M. JOSHI, lII.L.A. 
flir ALIIUImBB lIImmAY, Kt.. DXWAN CJUJWC LALt., M.L.A.. 

C.B.E. Miss B. 111. LB POBB POWBB. 
Mr. A. G. CLOw, C.I.E., I.C.S. Lt.-Col. A. J. H. R""lILL, C.B.E., 
Mr. KABm,." .... Dnr AmmD, M.L.A. I.lII.S. (Medieal A ......... ). 

88TH MATHUBAD.lS MOJlOTA, M.L.C. ') 
lIIr. L. H •. BABTLBrT, M.L.C., AgeDt and I 

General Manager, Cen~~ Provinces (AlliifGfl.t 
Mangan..., Ore Company, Limited, Nagpnr. r Commi.8iomn.) 

Mr. R. W. FuLAY, M.A., LL.B., M.L.C. I 
Mrs. A ...... n BAl K.wo, M.L.C. . J 

. Mr. S. LALt., I.O.S. J (' '-'. St· ) ,,_ A 'n- ."Oh... ecrc 41'UI. 
JD.Fo • LJIUIDIH. 

Sir SORABJI B. MEHTA, Kt., CJ.E.. Manager, Emp...... Mills, 
, Nagpur. Mr. J. 'L.MOTT. and Mr. S. C. L NASIR. 

Senior Y. M. c..A. Secretary of the 
Empress Mills' Welfare Work. 

0-991. Th. OhaiTmtlfO: Sir Sorabji Mebta; yen are the Manager of the 
Empress MillB in Nagpar, including five large factoriest-(Sir S. lIIebta) Yes. 

0..992. How long bave you bela Ibe position of Manager?-For the last 
8 years. 

0-993. Yon teU us that ill thi. caee the agents leave you .. ...,ry free 
hand in tbe man __ nt of tbeae important f&etories, and it ia to that, 
I 8UPPose, that we may attribute the remarkable advance_ that. you have 
been 4h1e to make in caring for the gelfare of your workers P-There may be 
& little misunderstanding about tbia, because our agents haft always kept 
.n close touch witb ns; I myeelf have to go down to Bombay about three 
or fonr times a year .... d tell them what we ars doing, and nothing ia done 
without thei. sanction. Of course, the Manager h... power to buy cotton 
aDd aeU the products. 

0-994. I UlIderstand that, but you yeuraelf ars on the &pot nearly -an 
the time attending both to the technical Bide and the human side of yenr 
great enterprise bereP-Yea. . 

C-D95. In yenr memorandum Yo.. teU us that the averDge period of 
eontinuOU8 service put in by your workers is close upon 8 yearat-yes~ 

0-996: And that improvement has been made from· a atste of thiugo 
eome years ago when your whole labour force was turned over in" about 
" ,ear and a halfP-Yes. 
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0-991. You have made that eXtraor<liDary Munce in stabilising :your 
labOur'supplyP-Yes. 

0-998. You tell us you ha .... a eyotem of what YOll" can a bouus, whicl:! 
might perhaps be called an ineremen1i for continuous B8rvi~ which l:tegilUt 
after a worker has served for five years and in......... in subsequent fivtr 
years periods, an addition to wages paid monthly, beginning, I think :yod 
ten UB, with Re. 1 per month and going up in st"1!es to 88 mnoh 81 
Re. III per month. At the same time. it is a little diaappeinting to read 
what you aay on the matter of efficiency; you do not appear to have found 
an improvement- in efliciency which one would except to correspond with 
that greater continuity of eerrica. To what do you attrihute thatP-It 
is vex:y difficult to reply to that questiOn, but I would simply attribute 
it to the lasineas of the work-people and nothing more. 

0-999. You attribute it to the fact that the cl .... of labo)ll" whioh in the 
main you employ is easy-goingP-Quite, • 

0-1000. And does not take an the advantage that it might of" the condi
tions yon have here, and! aa yoU tell US, in the matter of weavers you 
reckon your efficiency at only 66 per cent.?-'les~ . 

0-1001. lIut still is it a fact that they might greatly improve thl>ir 
"position if they bad the init.iative and desire to do so P-They 'coold do so. 
I will give you certain iJ18tanOBS. There are three 01&8888 of weavers in 
the mills: one is the koshti or Hindu weaver; another is the Mohammedau 
weaver, and the third is the mahar. The koshti and Mohammedan weavers 
who actually have been in the mills for a Dumber of year. give us. better 
production than the mahan. In fact, the efficiency that I have given 
is an average efficiency, but if I take the individual efficiency of th .. 
koohtis and l\{ohammedallB, it would be 'about /) or 6 per cant. more. 

0-1002. With regard to abeenteeiBm you tell ... you have on yourroUs 
8.800 .... ork-peopl .. against " daily averag.. attendance of 1,500 wliioh.makes 
the full complement of hands neaded to run an your mill.. W .. have been 
trying to _ if w .. could get from anyone an analysis of absenteeism which 
WGuld show DB what part represents absence from sickness and what re:: 
presents merely absence without leave for festivities, ceremonies and' merely 
the desire for a rest. Do the books that you keep in the works offer any 
possibility of an analysis of tbat kind P-No, I do not think I should he 
able to give you that information very correctly. We have a eyotem by 
whiCh we mark U L U whether a man goes on-leave or .is sick. When h& 
OODles to the milla he may say he is sick and we give him leave, putting 
in the book the letter US" to indicate that he is aick:. Sometimes he says 
he would like to have leave and we mark him It L· H t but later on we may 
find he has takan one or two days leave and has then fallen sick; when 
he comea heck after 16 or 20 days he aays he is uck, hut that sioknass is 
Dot marked against him in th .. hook, we put it down as leave. -

0-1(103. Yon sey in most ..... .leave is obtained !>eforehand hy workere 
for such absence P-In certain oases beforeh .... d, hut in other cases he takes 
leave for one or two da". but does not come for 8 or 12 days; when he 
returns he is asked for an explanation and says he was aick and could Dot 
come. 

0..1004. Then an that absence, whether with your leave or without, is 
counted in tbe figures of abesnteeiam P-Yes, Some yearl ago we bad & 

rule by which a man who was absent for one- day bad two ds" wY,eB 
deductsd; but that rule has been a dead lettsr for many ye..... although 
it still remains as a rule. We have not yet struck out that rule; we are 
waiting for the Bombay Fawcett Vommittee rules to be brought into force. 

C-1005. Ia there a. practice in other mills in this PrOTinoe to atop two 
days' wages for one day'S absenceP-I cannot ten you that; I expect the 
Government officers would be able to ten you that from their reporto. 

0.1006. You ton us of the difficulti ... you had in obtaining land for that 
1non inte...ming model settlement which you are now beginning and which 
we visited. Do you tbink the law ahou~ be amended so that an enlployel" 
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proving his ....., for the need for housing his workers oonld heve compulsory 
power.. to acquire land for 8uch a pnrposeP-Thet is what I h .. ve oaid. 

0-1.~. You ~eet to U8 that there should be an AU-lndi"legislstion 
preaorlbmg a uniform standard of welfare measures for the workers in all 
provinces of India. Are yoa. in' favour., for instance, of prescribing in the 
factory legislation that where women are emplo~ in any considerable 
numbers the provision of crech.. should be compulsory P-{ 'would not make 
it compulsory. I wonld rather educats people and P<l.l"81lade them; 

.0:-1008. You make the important &totsment thet yon &re etrongJy of 
0p'DlOIl that there should be &11 industrial welfare 80ciety working hand 
in hand with labour unions in India on the lin .. of the Industrial Welfare 
Society which exists in England j that is to Bay J you would like to see a 
considered policy of emplovers all over India in the matter of welfare 
provisionsP-.1es. • 

0-1009. Have you considered the desJrability of each factory employing 
aay more than a thousand workers having a special labour welfare officer 1 

because it would be on the e:s:istence of a certain number of officers of that 
ki!ld that an industrial welfare society could be huilt upP-Yes. 

0-1010. You yourself, I take it, are really tile welfare officer in the 
Empress Mills. I am dealing now with questions of internal welfareP-Yes. 

0-1011. Do yuu think it would be an advantage if in aU large works 
there was a. special labour welfare officer helping and advising the manager 
on an matterB -of internal welfare," including housing, whose duty it would 
be to be in cI .... touch with the feelings of th~ workers, 80 that he might 
be an intelligence officer to tluJ manager and so that the various kinds of 
welfare work might be surely based on not only the wishes but also the 
co-operation of. tbe workersP-I have not cOnsidered that and I cannot ten 
you olf-h&nd. • _ . 

,0010Ut Beoa.use I notice, for instance) that in some of your welfare eiforts 
you have not had the response from· the- workers which you yourself hoped 
f:lt" ;'-Yes: t.bat is especialb·- so with regard to the night schools. 

C'-1013. And also your sickness msur1lnce. scheme?-Y~, that is another 
thing. 

0-1014. I noti.. in your memorandum that .inee 1914 there has been 
au inorease in earnings bf 121 per cent., as compared with an average 
increase of S4 pw cent. in the prices of necessaries of life. That .second 
figure, as to inorease in the prices of necessaries of life. is rather lower 
than other figures.that have been. put before us; the genera) index number 
shows about 4li:to 00 per-cent. -increase •. Is the increase in prices lower in 
Nagpur than in other plaees?-No-~ I do not think 80, but I believe the 34 
per cent. that we have put down is the result of figures we_ have been able 
to obtain from statistics from our own employees, and there is a R&tement 
showing what we have taken into consideration. 

0-1015. in ynur memorandum you S8,.V: U I am in favour of _8 further 
reduction in working houn per (Jay, bat at present competition is so 
severe in the ma.rkets eatered for by us that I Ct:mIlot aU alone tllink 
of muing any innovation in the direction of ~uced hours of work." That 
is obviously underst.andable; DO one mill or group of mills can go far beyond 
what appHea to their competitors. When you use the word H competition IT, 

are you referring to internal competition in India, or to competition. for 
instance, with J .. pan P-Both .internal and uterus!. 

0.1018; You make an intsreating suggestion with regard to ".. Central 
Labour Oftice with its provincial branches whose experts can guide trade 
unions along the, right- p_aths". Does that mean that YOU aI~ in favour 
of the Governmen~ of India establishing a labour offioeP":Y .. , something on 
those til\M i in one of the appendices to my memOl'andum I have set out a 
1ettsr I wrots to Mr. Banerjee, the Director of Industries. 

C.1617. You tell us you. are emphwca.llv of opinion that legh .. latioo (on 
carning industrial labour should, aa far as possible, take the Shape of nn
India enactmenta-. Does that hold good in view of the tendency to mOT@; 
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independence on tho part of Provincial Governments, labour being in a 
aense a Ii Provincial" subjectP-But the industries are 8pread about all 
mer India; I do not .... why an induotry in one provinoe Bhould 1>& tased 
more than the same industry in another proriDce. 

0-1018. Yon consider labour legislation should be an all-India aubjectP-
y~. . 

0-10111. Mr. Cliff: Does that inclnde lildian StatesP 

The Chai'l"'mtlfl.: I have- no doubt, Sir Sorabji, yon would like to have the 
same legislation in lildian StatesP-Yes, I Bhould. 

C-I02O~ SiT Ibrohim Bah.imtoola: In your memorandum you give us very 
intaresting information about the model village that you have helped 1>0 
build. What is meant hy "a leaae of 2'1 years waa entered into with Govern
ment OD faVOtlJ'B ble terms)). Does it m.&a.D that at the end of 27 years the 
rent payable to Government for the oocnpation of the laud will be revised P
Yee, the Government will revise it, and if they enhance the tu., we ahaIl 
have to pay it. 

0-1021. That is to 8&Y, that would app~ to all workers who, according 
to the scheme that you have explained, will become owners of this land! 
they will be·reaponsible for any increaaed renta that Government migllt levy 
27 years henos ?-No; the land belongs to the Company; it is the houses 
only that belong to the owners. If the Government raisea the taI, the miIis . 
will have to pay 8l1d not the owners. 

0-1022. Doea it mean that the workera are not rea1 ownora of that 
~p~P . 

The Ohoi,...,.,.: Subjeot to a groond rent. 
0-1023. Sir lbrohim Rahimtoola: Subject to a ground rent which to them 

i. fued and to file employera is indefiniteP-(Mr. Mott) We are sub-leaaing 
the land that we get from Government to the employee. 
0-1024. But are you au1rleasing on the same terms as are provided under 

the original lease with Government, or some other terms P-On the lame 
terms, provided Government and tM Municipality do not increase their 
rates; if they increase them it is possible to increase proportionately the 
tax to the worker; but Government laid down in the lease of the land to 
the mills that they would not eilhaooe the rent of the I .... d more than 
26 per cent. each 30 yes ... ; ao that that will not zesult in .. very heavy tax 
OIl the worker ~ At present he pays As. 8 for ground rent, taxes: and ev8l\f~ 
thing. If Government enhances the rent it migllt he he would bave to pay 
aDDU 10 per month. 

0-1026. That is to _ the ground rent of the building is at preaent 
lls. 6 per annum P~round rent pi ... oonservancy and water tax-all ta", ... 

0-1026. And irreepective of the ftuotnations in the unmicipal taxation in 
the city; the Municipality and Government are reatricted to the amount of 
increase they could levy on the aite8P---Government is j the Municipality is 
not. If the Municipality charges more for water pate, then the mills are 
entitled to charge the worbrs more for water rAte. 

0-1021. I was not dealing with municipal taxation; I waa dealing with 
the tenure of the land on which the bnildin!!l' ore COIIBtruoted and the 
prop~ right. that labourers _ under this arrangement. Yon S&7 
that the idea is that labour should acquire the proprietary rigllt. in ~ 
buildings by payment over a period of year. of mon~ inatalmenta and 
ultimately become the owners of that property in which they live; is nut 
that ooP-{Sir S. Mehta) Yeo. 

0-1028. Therofore there is DO real aecurlty of tenure. They become ",",era 
after paying the filU value of the building, but they beoame ownera snbject 
to the right of Gov..roment to revise the ground rent every 30 yeara P-That 
ioso. 

0-1029. Yon aey you are charging dift_nt ratee of ;n_ to your 
work people for the money you adva.nce for ho118in.g; you charge 8. .q. and 
8 per cent. aocording to the cl...... of borro......... That me8D8 that YOll 
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are lending them money at rates which are lower than your own borrjlwiac 
rates?-Y .... 

C-I080. Thai; i. a further .ubsidy. which the employer pays to labour in 
order that they may build their own hou ... P-Y ... 

C-I031. You ·further ... y that the hou.. should he paid for by the pur
Chaser in a period of 6 years in monthly instalments. You ha.ve given the 
vsJu .. of the structures at "'''TYing figures. 5 years i. 60 months, 80 that 
in 60 month. by 60 instalments they have to pay the fuU cost of ths 
huilding?-Yea. 

C-I03!!. Can they afford to do that from the wages yon are payiq 
themP-We have found in muy cases they can pay it, but if a man gets 
ill or is not able to attend to work for various N880DB we sometimes. extend 
tha-t period. 

C-I033. But can the lower c1asa workers in the spinning dePartment, who 
are drn.wmg something like Rs. 15 to 25, afford to, pay what would work 
out at about Ra. 5 or 10 a month? If the cost of the house is Ra. 300, 
it would he Rs. 5 per month; if the cost is Ra. 600 it would hs Ra. 10 a 
month P-They are paying it. -

0.1034. How are they able to do it ?-Because there is not ouly one man 
who has a. living wage, but there are one or two others who may be working 
with him. . 

0-1030. But the ownership will pass to the man who pa.ys the ins~ 
menta?~uite, but if a man comes to worle: in the mins" and becomes the 
owner of n. house, he may have his daughter and wife also working. 

0-1036. Then your position is that the wage earnings of a family are 
.ufficiently high .. t present to enable them to live with suflicient food and 
clothing and still be able to spend Ra. 5 to 10 .. month to pay in i118taiments 
fer the pur.chsse of this house?-Yes. 

C-1037. Then that means that wages are on a. high scale P-I cannot 
tell yon tllat. 

0.1088. In view of what you say in your memorandum under H Health H J 

it would appear that you advocate that welfare legislation should be uniform 
throughout lndia.. In India. there are a number of industries, are there 
noU-Y ... 

C.l089. And the classes of industries .are different; for instance, in 
Ca:lnutta there is the jute industry) which is a monopolyP-Yes. 

0.1040. 'In Bombay Presidency and in other parts of India there is the 
.t&ml. industry; then - there are the -mining industry and various other 
smaller inqustries. Assuming that Government legislates and lays down 
wha.t yon call burdensome welfare work on all industries on a similal' baaia, 
do you think it can work practically IlB between indu~ries some of which 
may be making &Dbatantia.! profits while others may be making no profits 
at aUP-Ithink there i ... slight misunderstanding. Bombay has this 
Maternity Act and it is proposed to introduce & similar Bill here; I say: 
Why should not we have the same thing in Madras and -the Unitad Prarin088P 

C-I041. Yonr point i. with regard to specific welfare work, not .. to a 
general measure of welfare act-ivitiea uniformly applied to all industries in 
Indi .. irreapeotive of their economic conditionP-Yes. 
. c.104ll. The idea of provincial legislation appears to 'ms to be that each 
Prarince ean deal with ita industries aooording to the .ireumatancea known 
to the 1 ..... 1 1iovernment; but irrespective of the fact that ... rtain industries 
may not he . able to ·bear any additional burden, you would .till impose 
itP-Yea. . 

.0-1048. In ,onr memorandum you gin your view as regards the manner 
in which Govemment should oct in certain contingencies. Will you. eIplain 
whether 70u mean that Government should not take any int.erest unless the 
industrial dispute has gone so far that the public eal1 upon them. to look 
,in~ it, th.'b they should bold their hands until the public come on the scene 
and demand some action P-I would not put it &0 strongly as that. When 
r waa in Bombay I formed the impreasion tha.t when there is any dispute 
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between capital and labour} Government take one aide or the other. I 8&1' 
that in the beginning G_overnment ought not to take any action at all, for 
that reason. . 

0-1044. Is it your vie .. that Government .hollid .it with folded hands 
!eat it ahould be aoouaed of taking Bid .. if it takes any action? 

TA~ Chainna~: I take it your view is summed up in. AppeI1dix' I of. 
your memorandum, that you wish to have a permanent board to deal with 
these mattera?-Yes. 

0-1046. MT. Cliff: Does the .. itness ", ... t to put before the Oommiaaion 
that machinery ahould be established for dealing with disputes before ·aetuul 
atoppages occur P 

Sir Ibmhim Rahimtoola: That is what he boa said.-I say Government 
monld atlmd aIaot in tha beginning. . 

0-1046. And allow -the strike to go on indOlinitelyP-No, I do not Bay 
indefinitely. According to your Act you cau have a board of enquiry .. t up. 

0-1047. ImmediatelyP-It may be immediately. This portion of my memo
randum W&8 written before the Act came into force. 

0-1048. Th. OOOi ....... ,,: I take it that since then YOIl have sent in 
Appendix I, which gives your views as to tha eeteblishment of a Board P-I 
sent in the Appendix a long time before I sent in the repliea to the 
questionnaire. . 

0-1049. Sir Ibrohim ll<Jhimto.la: Taking your Appendi .... V and W, in 
which you give the variation in the cost of production having regard to the 
number of houTa worked, I see that the figures per pound of 20's yarn are 
as followa: In 1900 16 pies, in 1914 17 pi .. , and at tha present time 
33 pie&. Can you give the Commission some information as to why the coat. 
has risen so high P-Have I.not mid in other papers that the wages have gone 
up by 120 per cent. P . 

0-1060. Is the rise accounted for by the increase in wages P-It is 
accounted for by the- rise in wages and the rise'in the value of stores. 

0-1051 • .1. it due only to those two faetoraP-Ye •• 
0-1052. Can yoo tell "" to wh .. t extent it is due to the rise in wages 

and to what extent it is due ·to the rise ia the value of storesP-No. I have 
Dot got those figures. 

0-1053.- lfr. ClDw: With regard to your housing experiment at Indora, 
are the tenants in any way selected. or does any tenant who applies to you 
get a loan and a plot P-When a man applies we send Mr. Mott. to make en
quiries as 10 how many people are in the house and how many are working. 
Mr. Mott gets those particulars and sends them to the mills, where we find 
out what the man'. wages are, 80 aa to see whether he can afford to pay 
or not. . -

0-1054. You refuse an applioation if you consider the applicant unstti~ 
.. ble-Yeo. (Mr. Mott), Only on ·finaoeisl grounda-not on moral grounds or 
anything of that kind. Sometimes we find that the peraon boa not earned 
any money for lIix months. I have had a. case just recently of a man whose 
total earnings for himself and hiB family are Rs.. 10 a. monthJ and he wanta 
to borrow Re. 600. Hia aon-in..!aw now sayo that be .. ill be responsible for 
half the loan. If a Dl&Il bringa a surety of that kind .. e will prohably grant 
his appli~tion~ Otherwise we aa.y to him "Build a Rs~' 150- h0'UB8 ", or 
U wait until you earn more". Personally I feel that every one now can 
alford to pay Re. 3 .. month which i. the minimum at present which we think 
1l man can build a hoUBe for-Reo 160. 

0-1055. What are your regulations in respect to the construction of the 
bu:ilding8P-T~ minimum was seen by the Commission on Snnday~ house 
l()f x 16'. .. 

0-1056. Do you impose any regulation as .... gard. the plinthP-Yes. We 
insist on a plinth· of one foott a 5' 6" door in height and 8' wido (inside 
measurement)l and we insist on a window in each room at least 2' aqua-reo 
'These are the only restrictions we have made. 
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0-1067.· There are rest-rictiOJl8 on sub.letting and on taking in lodgers, 
I supposeP-That comes in the rules. I can band in a copy of the rules, 
if_&r7. . 

0-1068. To what do you attribute the remarkable ebange in the sur
roundings and m8l1l18r of living of the inhabitants ?-Ie there a gene_ 
desire among the people to live in that way, or is it & desire prevalent 
among only a selected few P-Those of us who havt!l been working with these 
people for a long period of time have seen within the last. few years a. very 
decided desire on the pa.rt of the depressed classes to improve their ways 
of living. I could take the Commission to a village witbin helf a mile from 
bere, not connected with the mills or not :financed by any outside agency, 
where the people ha.ve removed from a near-by bu.sti. which W88 very poorly 
built and badly arranged, and they have built '"ry much better houses. In 
the new Bettlement they have done even better than that, partly because 
money was available and partly because a better type of worker haa come. 

0-1059. Would yon agree that ownersbip by the employee 88 against 
ownership by the mill has & very impOrtant educative and uplifting effect?
That is the best feature of the scheme. The worker in Cawnpore, living in 
rented quarters, can be ,evicted at 24 hours' notice.' The worker here has 
more surety of living in his honea permanently. That explaina both the 
pride they are taking in their houses and the pride they are taking in their 
gardens and in their general 8l1lTonndings. 

0-1060. MT. mill: You limi' yonr anawer to .one c1 .... ?-! can ouly 
speak for that class because the majority of the people haye come from it. 

0-1061. Mr. mow: Yon suggest tbat in the intereete of the work-people 
all trade nn;""" ahould be compnlsorily registered. Do yon mean that yon 
would he prepared to l'unieh people for not registering a trade UniOD ?-(8ir 
Sorabii Mehta) What ,. done in England? 

C-I062. In England it is optiona1.-If it is.optionru} is it recognized by the 
industry? 
, 0-1063. The employer atteebee DO importance to r<>gistratiOl1. Yon recog
nize that that is the ouly alternative: that if trade nniona are to be compul
sorily registered then every combination which is not registered must render 
itself Iiahle to some penaltyP-They need Dot b. recognised by the industry? 

0-1064. The law d~ Dot compel you to recognize even a registered union 
At preoent.-If it is recognized by the Government why should Dot the u.. 
dustry r8C0gn;,., itP 

0-1065. I undarstand that the trade nnion of wbich you are a member
the Bombay Millowners AaliOCiaticm-is Dot regiat&red. Where you refer 
to this proposal of yours for a -Board you again mention the idea of com
pulsion, and you 88y .. the findings of the Board should be deemed final 
and bindinlli on the partie. to tho trade dispute, and should have powera to 
illfliet puniah:ment on those refusing to give effect to its award n. Suppose 
a Board WB8 held here and, after much consideratiOD~ it decreed an advance 
in wag .. , on which yon thought. you could not proJitahly run yonr mill, 
what would b .. ppen thenP-The Board would not he ao unwise as that. 
For . tbat very reason I aay in my letter that the Board should study the 
question of the ooet of production and all other details. 

0-1066. M7'. Biria: Yoil mention in your memorandum that yon conld not 
;nereaae the e1Iicienoy of yon. spinning department on aocooDt of .. reduction 
in the working houre from III to 10. May I tab it that that ...... due to 
the fact that even before the working houn were reduoed to 10, you were 
obteining quite .. good e1Iieieney (1 notice it varied be_n 8S and 85 per 
cont.) .nd therefore it W88 imp0S8ihle te get any further imp_ent on the 
e1Iioiency whieb yon used to get. Ie that soP-We have 10 per oeDt. of 
spare men for the spinning department. We try to keep the maehinea 
runnitfg aU the time. If a man goes out there is another man :ready to
.relieve nim. We do not stop the machines at an, and therefore the eftioiency 
we get fl"Om 19 boun working was almost the same as we got from 10 hoUJ'8 
working. . 
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0-1067. Is it not .. fact thr.t on 8COOUD_ of a reduction in the' working 
boura in the weaving departm&nt in Bomhr.y .... d other pIaees, the mill

, own ..... practieaUy got the """'" production in 10 hours .... they need to get 
m ill ho .... P-y ... 

0-1068. Y 00 make a comparison hetween the workers' ef6.0ien0y in Indio 
wilfh that in .Japan. the United Kingdom and the United Statea .. The United 
States stande at the top while Indi .. stands at the hottom. Is it not a fact.· 
that in India the wages paid are lower tInm those paid in .Japan; thr.t the 
wages paid in Japan are lower than those paid in the United Kingdom; 
and that the wag .. p .. id in the United Kingdom are lower than the wages 
paid in the United States P-I have not that information with me. 

0-1069. You suggest whr.t ought to he done in order to inereaeo ef6.ciency . 
. You divide the matter under groups, in whieh you include dietary, shorter 
hours of working, adequate wages, assistance rendered in case of sickness, 
primary education and techuical training. Do you suggest that if all 
thesa things r.re provided by the employe .. the ef6.eiency will increaseP
I believe so. 

0-1010. How are the millownero to provide all these things P In Bombay 
the industry is passing through a very serious depress-iou, Bnd if there is 
legiolation to enforce these things on the employers what will be the situa-
tion in BombayP-They will be worse off, I know. ' 

0-1011. Then what is the solutionP-How can yon increase efficiency and 
at the same time enable the empl'7"rB to provide aU the things whieh you 
anggest P-I will leave the OommisslOn to decide that after they have heard 
all the evidence. • 

0-101ll. You mention the acheme which you have inaugurated in your 
own milia of oiolrness ins1U'llllCe. We were told the other day thet the em
ployees were not fully acquainted with what you were doing. You in
augurated this scheme in 1921. How i. it that your workers have no know
ledge of it and have not been able to take any advsntsge of itP-(Mr. Nasir) 
Efforts have been made from time to time to acquaint the workers with this 
lKlheme. The man who gave evidence bere the other day apparently had not 
heard of it, but thare are many others who have. It has been very difticult 
to ."Plain to tbe worken the idea of this ocheme. I b&vo talked with 
dozens of them, and their objection is to keep on paying 4: ann8S a month 
and not getting anything if they do not faU sick. ' Th&t is the main obj .... 
tion in their mind. Tbey dp not realize that tbey are doing good to 
fJOmeho~y else. 

0-1078. Sir Victor Sail Don : But the man we saw the other day said he 
had never beard of the scbeme?-We do propaganda work both in tbe mill 
itself aud in the bun;' through the welfare people. (Mr. Mott) It is quite 
pessible that oot of 8,800' people, 100 may not bave heard of, it, or may 
have forgotten about it. 

0-1074. M,.. miff: What i. the form of your propaganda :work~. 
Nasir) Lectures, personal talks and b.ndbiUe distributed to tbe 'people. 

0-1075. DO ...... aha"", .. Lall: Oan we hove a copy of the bandbill?-I win 
.get you one. 

0-1076. Mr. Birla: The 'total liabilitv wbicb you take under thi. scheme 
is &. 25 per month for 6 weeks and Rs~ 15 per month for 8 weeks. That is 
about Rs. 67 as against & contribution of 8 annaa per month. or 11 years' 
eontributions. What in your opinion should be the average period of eick
n ... of a man working in industry?-{Sir Sorabji Mehta) It is very difticult 
toaoy. 

0-1071. On wb&t basis did you make these cslQulationsP You are taking 
a liability -of 11 years contribution P-I ca.not tell you. Perhaps I 6haU be 
able to supply the information later. 

0-1078. I want to pursue further the. statement which you ha.ve made 
a"bout the increase in wages and the rise in index figures. You put the 
increase in wages to the erlent of 121 per cent.~ but that qoes not agree 
with the statement made- under the head "unskilled labour JI where you say 
a coolie wbo used to get Rs. 9 in 1913 now gets Ro. 1_. rise 01 about 51) 
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per cent. Similarly if you go throush other items you wiD find that iD 
very few ...... has the rise been more than 100 per cent. How do yoa. 
......... t for tha inconsistency in thase two IdatemeDteP Then, again if you 
compare yoar memor .... dum with tha Central Provinces GowrmDeat _ 

. ......dum, you wiD find that while the Government shows an iDor_ in tha 
price of cloth of 94 per OeDt. you only pat it 88 60 per ..... tP-l have g;"'" 
the figu ..... here and they can be verified and checked. I am afraid I ......
add anything to them. 

C-I079. Mr. J •• hi: You have given 8 figure for abaenteeism. la the 
reason that your figure is so high that you have on your register a mucli 
larger number of workers than you require 1-1 have been going into this 
ma.tIer very oarefully, aud I find that our rule is if .. maD goes awey without 
asking for leave we do Dot expunge biB name but we leave it on the register' 
for threo month., and if the worker returns within those threo montha Iilir 
serviceo are cont.inuad. I find that on an 6verage there are 250 mea CD tha 
roll whoeo names have not been apunged for that reason. 

C-I080. Therefore I take it that your figure of abeenteeism is .. !ittis 
swollen for that rsaeon 1-Yes, becauss of this rule about thrss months· 
8bsenee~ 

C.I081. You mention certain msohinery for the removal of dust .0Dd. 
vacuum stripping. Would it be difficult for other mills sud other ginning 
faotorise to hove similar maebinery?-It is very _siva.-

,C-I082. Suppe.e that tho use of this maohlnery W68 mads oompulsery p-
It wou1d mean taxing the industry a groat deal. . 

C-I08S. Whet I want to know is whether it ;& imp088ible or impracti
cable for other millowners and faotoryowners to provide this maohinery? 

Tho Cltainna .. , I. vacuum stripping oompulsery in any country?-I do DOl; 
think 80. 

0.10&l. M~. J .. hi: What is the cos, of this duat removing appsratus7-
I will. send yoU tho figu_. -

0-1085. With regard to your sickness insurance acheme, have you mad'tt 
any spocial .efforts to ge~ this voluntary scheme brought to the noBOB of 
your people7-Mr. liI88ir has fully 8118wered tha6 quesliion. Ws have dClD& 
our best. We have printed the rules both in English and in the vernacular, 
and have put them in every deportment 80 that the people' should !mow ,alI 
about tha matter; md they have made enquiries. 

C-I086. S!",!,king about maternity benefit. you say: .. S"ch legis1lOtion is 
port.inuJarly miquitoua at the _t time when· there is 10 much trade 
depression in the tutile industry II, while later on you say: u On aD. average' 
288 women take advantage of the OOIlcessiOD every year end tha __ 
paid tham comes to about Ro. 4,800 n. la a sum of Ro. 4,800 reall,. .uch 
a 8um thet it ahouJd be feit at aU by a concern like yours?-It will all' 
ispend, I believe, upon the number of women employees you have. 

C-11187. Yeo, but you are not employing & large numher or a amaU numbe.; 
you are employing the same propert.ina of women that i. employad in other 
places. What I feel i. that "8um of Ro. 4.800 for YGU! mills should not be 
~rded in any way .. a has.., burdsnf-l do not think so. 

0.1088. In your memorandum you 8ay: .. I am etrongly in favour of tha 
benefits of the Provident Funds .lot being extended to privata provident' 
fund. ...a of aU firms having suob funds being compeUed to get their fund' 
registered under that .lot 'I. Whet advantage you think win be derived from 
that?-The provident funds that you bave in the roilwayo 8Ild other servi ..... 
are aU. rsgistered whiie provident funds of private companies eould not be
registered. . 

C-I089. yoU oannot register a private provident fund at aUf-liIo. 
C-I090. Under the Insurance Societies Aot?-I do not know; it "Duct be

do". under the l;'rovident Fund. Act. 
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0.10111: That Act i. intended mIy for Govemment concema. Do you 
mean to say that all pri~te provident funda that eodat now ..... not; regiBtered 
at all?-No. as far as I lmow. 

0.1092. You have nctonquired whether they could b. registered under 
tha lneurao... Societieo Aot?-No. ' ' 

0.1093. You have 8 aohemo for old age penslOJlO; I want to lmow whether 
you have 8 separate fund for that purpose "" whether you pay p .... iOll oull 
of your ordinary revennea?-We have a speoial 'fund marked out for that 
purposa. , ' 

o.l()94. Can you teD us how much per head you set apart every year?
We do not aet apart any amount per head; when we see from the books that 
tha amount is g.tting I... we try to put in more; there is no general rule 
about that. 

0.1096. :rn your m.morandum you give your opfuion on weekly payment 
of wages. Have you tried th.t experiment ?-No. 

0.1096. Do you think there will be great objection to weekly paymante, 
from your work.m?-There will be objeotinn from the employer who employs 
a good number of workers; it will greatly hamper his work. For instance t .in 
our ca .. it ~ould be quadrupling our establishment. .. 

C·1097. Can you ten uS what will b .. th .. cost of tha eetabliahment?-,I. ~ 
will lot you lmow' later on. 

C.I09S. With regerd to houaing ecbeme, I would like Mr. Mott to ten me
from his experience whether the workers who are settled in the Indora bUB" 
would deeire to have some ohare in the management or would prefer that t'h ... 
whol .. ecbeme ahould be left to the compauyP-(Mr. Mott) .. Do you ref",,
to the_ent of the echeme from now oowerds? 

C.I099. Yost-My pereonaI feeling is-aDd'I eon mIy ep&.k for myself
thai; if we C8D work out aom6 scheme for the management and the running oft 
tha model .. ttlemant, now th". it haa started, in which the workem will have 
some voice end in which they con be quite .ure that tha scheme is .going' 
to be run entirely for them and that tha milla eennot at any time come in 
and make the situatioo difficult for them, 1 feel that it will become mora
popular. Mr. Naair can tell you from his talks with tha people in tha village 
that you visited next to the mod.1 •• ttiement that a good' many of thea ... 
people have still to b. convincad that tbia is .. perfectly .afe scheme for them 
to com. into. Peracnally I feel that the Government and tha mills ha ..... • 
so safeguarded the workey' in the lease and in the rules that DO one need have
any fear of .viction. I think perhape Sir Ibrahim Rahimtooia felt ~t if" 
a man got the I.... mIy for 80 yaam that would mean that at the end of" 
80 ysam his tenure would be doubtful. 

0.1100. 8i, IbTGAim liaIsimtoclG,' My point was that tha rent would be 
Inereaaad?-That is the way in whioh Govemment givea ouV an Government, 
land m this province, .. I UJld .... tand. (flir S'""bji M.hta) The quostiolh
of increase of tent will not be confinad to one particuler area but it will be .. 
geners! inore.... in the surrounding areaa. 

C.llOr; M,. loom, On tha whole you feel that if the workers get some
voice in the managemen:1i they will have more confidence in such echemest· 
-(Mr. Mott): I do not think that tha queation of management would be 80 
important .. the foaling that it was under a municipality or an improvement'. 
trust and not purely • min town. ' 

C.1102. You feel that if such housing &chemos are taken in hand by a', 
public body like the improvement truat or the municipality, it would be pre
fel'l't'd?-1 think it would be preferred if it were possible. 

C.1108. About tha psychology of tha peopl.: I want to lmow whether. if th .. 
workme-n {tf one company live together in a separate town of their own, theY' 
develop the ...... of citizenahip, or do they begin to fa.l that they are em
ploy .... of a cartam company all their life 'and not citizens of a town; wh~tber' 
the feeling of citi .... ship is 1868 developed in a town of this kind and tha 
feeling th8t they are not citizens but mere employees of a compmy is D10I'&o' F 
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developed by these workerswbo work in one mill IiWig toget.ner?-I feel 
that. a groat many of the difficulties and dongws that may be anticipotod 
hove been obviated in the preeent schem. by l ... ing tbe land and s.lling the 
bo~ out-right; I feo! that thot bOa given them more sense of citi&ensbip 
and more ....... of pride tbae it would have if th.y' had lived in rented 
'luarters. but yet I do foe! thot if it, were possible for .ohemes of this kind 
to, be run by Ge-vernment or municipalities 88 they are in Vienna or by 00-
operative societies 88 they 81"& in Baals in Switzerland, it would' b& even 
bettor. But in India where :finance is tho main question and where an 

, employer is willing to spend monoy. I feel it is well worthwhile for him to 
do ,it. and for the workers to 8CCl8pt it. 

e.11M. Mi8B Pow.,: Dealing with the question of indebtodues. in your 
memorandum you say that, a large majority of the ordinary class of work
peopJ.. are ill deb.. and you ¢ve certsin reasons for it. Has the company 
ever made any personuJ inVestigation into the extent of thot indebtedn... and 
whether it -varies according to the level of eaminge of the workerst-(Sir 
80rebji Mehta) Yes; in response to the request from Mr. Devadhar of the 
Servants of India Society about 6 or 7 y .... ago. we mado oorioin inquiries 
and supplied him with all the information that he wanted; we thought thot 

; he would be sending us a report; but 80 far be baa not done~ tWe made m
'luiries from about 900 work-people, and found that about .65 to 76 per cent. 
of them were in debt. Of course. when you ask these people the extert of 
their indebtedness they would always giva an exaggerated figure simply to 
show tbet they were mora in debt than what really they were. 

C-1100. You say th..t in prosperoua years when the mills made very large 
-profits and on the occasion of the mills' golden jubilee yorr allowed bonuses to 
·the employees. Was there any attempt on the part of the management to move 
·that money as it were in the direction of debt reduction, or- W88 it simply a 
lump sum handed ovarto the worke"" to dispose of it as thay pleased? WsI!. 
there any suggestiOD. made to tho woikers that those amounts obould go to
wards tho reduotion of thair debts?-No. 

, 0-1106. Do you know whether there was any effort made by the workers 
to do that for themselv .. ?-No. 

C-1107. In your memorandum you dear ,,1th the refusal of the weavaro to 
use on an &rverage _ more than One and a. half looms per man, while in Bombay 

, the average is two looms peJ: wea.ver. You suggest further on that there was 
an. merease in efficiency 88 a result of the reduction in hours from 12 to 10. 
It would be very interesting if you could tell us what diiJenmce there is, .for 
in8tance~ between a .Bombay we&ver and a N agpur weaver as to account for 
the Nagpur weaver unable to work on an average two looms per wea.ver?'-I 
.annot reply to thot, question. • - , 

0-1108. Tho Ohai"" ... : YOIl su_tad. to me in conv.~tion yesterday thot 
Mahars were Iesa efficient than otbersP-Yos; the Koohti and ,Mnhammadan 
weavers are more efficient than iIhe Mahar we&Yel'B .. 

0-1109. Mus Power: Are the Muhammadan Weavers running two 1ooms1-
Yes. theyare. 

0.1116. It is only in tho. ease of Moha .. that the avera~ is less?-:-Y ... 
C.ll11. Have the, Mshars increased their efficiency, as a reouJ. 01 the 

.reduction 01 hours. to the same extent as others ?-Tbe efficianey hes bean 
inoreased by five per cent. throughout. 

C-1l12. Mt8. KaT6: You say tba.t when ;your model scheme at;. lndora ,is 
completed it will acoommodat& 1.600 labow-ers. That means that there wdl 
be very many labourers who, will Dot be able to take advantage of that scheme. 
HRve ,yoU got any other scheme in view by w~ieh the other ls.bourers ~n. 00 
aceommodated in view of the faot that Major Ganapathy. the officlatmg 
Director of Public Health. stated the other dav that if he had the power he 
would rondemn the houses that have been oCcupied by theRe labou~l'9 in 
thllt the" were unfit fal' human hBbitation'-We made inquiries about the 

. number of. houses owned by our work-people •. and found that 5,755 of our 
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_ti_, which comes to about M or 65 per cent., b_ got their 0_ 
houses Dumbering 4,265. 

C-1118. But th_ houses, as Major G8D8path;r. baa said m his evidence, 
are DOt fit for hUDllUl resid6llce f-U may be so~ but I do DOt think they 
will leave their own bouses and go to other places. 

When these labourers who own bouses begin to see that their _workers' 
"'" more comfort.obl. than they ore, do you DOt think thet they will be .w.. 
sstisfied with the type of houses in which they ere living at p ........ t and will 
prefer to go to better houses?-In that ...... , I think we COIl go OIl enanding 
our scheme if Government helps us with more Iand~ . 

C.1114. In your seb_e of educatiOD, have you tried to !reel' the Iaboure .... 
informed of the condition in which they live; you know that at present they 
are like blind people; beve you eDV .. ewapsp ..... which they CaD read, or do 
you make them. acquainted with Important news?--1:Mr. Nasir) We hav& 
eomething of that kind in the bu..tti& where people live, but it must he un~ 
stood that our work in the bU8tis only covers about 00 to 60 per cent. of the 
working population; amoog those people we do bave items of news given from 
time to time; and apart from that. we discuss various current questi.oDa with 
groupo of people. 

C.IllS. How many of ~'Our labourer. are literate?-I .. ked the _. 
ment a .. d they p~t it at about 10 per cent.. 

L~1116. Have you tried to remove the illiteracy of the remejning 90 per 
..... t.1-We have made elIorts to start night echoole; you will ~ a d .. cripti"" 
of that in the report which was supplied to you. It is our CIesire, as Iv Be 
pooeible, to make the entire labour literate, but we find that people over a 
certain age. saYs 20 or '22, have DO desi1'e or possibly have DO strength to 
att .... d any achools. 

''lC-1l17. In your scheme of education, has the percentage of literacy 
amongot the workera ineressed during the paet few yea .. ?-I do not know 
wq,.t the percentage was about 8 or 9 years &gO, but it is 10 per cent. now; 
I think it. is more than what it was befoTe, but I cannot compare with a.ctual 
ligures. 

C-11l8. A.mongat the paople who attend to welfare work, you beve included 
Siatera to teach eooking. Do you think they are able to gi""' Ieaaona effi. 
ciently in a oubject m.... oookingP-I think they would. • 

C-1l19. Do yon Dot think it would be mnch better to give charge of that 
aubject to people who know about Indian eooking?-As far as I know, the . 
Siatera boca .... of their close m_t with the poorer c1asaea of people are· 
.. ell acquainted with the wayo of living of these paople. 

0-1120. Is that yonr experieDoeP-Tbat is what I think. (Mr. Molt} 1 
mow of a !lister wbo hea lived IIJIlOIll!Bt the Maba .. for 87 yea"'. I am. sure 
that abe Imowa more about the wayo of living of Mahara and the tbiDgB that 
need improvemeDt than .... ybody else in Nagpnr. 

C.1121. Mr. Ful<!!i: You ';'y that labour in your mills is more stable .... d .
is of a pennanent character; is tIiat bocauae of the welfare arrangementa thet 
yon bave made for your worbroP-{Sir 80rabii Mebta) Do yoo refeT to our 
aetivitisa both inaide aa -n sa outsid .. the mills? 

C-l122. Yest--I am not aure about our activiti .. outaide, but I belie"'· 
they are very much att;raeted by the special ameniti.. that we give. in the 
milia, such .. , provident fund, bonus and peneioD. 

C-U28. B ... DOt tbia pennanent ~ of your labour been re&pOIllIible 
in making your ooncem a au_ ... compared with other induatrial oon-. 
oems t--I CaDDOt anawer that queatiOll. . 

C-llM. Could you tell us whether your co .. cem is the beat profit-makinR
..... cern in tbia province and gives more dividendo to the aharchold ..... '-1 
think we have so fat' given mOTe dividends; I do not bow. about other m~ 

<'_1125. You do .. ot think tlferefore thet the we!fa ... ammgementa both., 
inside and outside the factory have in any way affected the Pl'08perity or 
your mills, or for the matter of that of textile mills in tbia provincet--Per-
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haps we could have made more prolit by Dot doing any welfare work; our 
prollio w'!uId have been increased by Ii lakbe. 

_ 0.~126. But do you DW tbirik that what you would have gained in not 
.pendmg on welfare work you would have lost on other things like increaaed 

"'absenteeism, sickness and 1888 efficiency on the pm of workers 7-1 have 
.hewn in my table what effieieney .... had when we were working for 12 
h011!8 and what efficiency we get now. I leave you to' make your own con
oluston. 

0-1127. With regard to the model settlement, have you any proposal for 
popularieing the scheme by reducing the amount of instalments payable by 
workersP-iMr. Matt) You 'will find that in the report on the .. elf ..... work _ 
for the year 1927-1929. Let me read it to you: .. The coot of the bouaeo 
built by the work.", ranges from B.. 250 to Bo. i ,600. For those who are 
~ poor to pay .. von Bo. 250, we are thinking of l"'ting men boUd bouses, 
capable of extension which will coot ooIy' BB. 100 or 150. This will make it 
pOBBible for even the loweet paid worker to move into the new seWement 
and-to make at I ..... t a .tort towerda living in b&tter surroundings. For a 
loon of BB. 160 he would havs to repay ooIy Bs. 8 per month ". 

0-1128. With regard to your schools for .dult workers your ganeral "". 
perience is that the interest of the workers -in attending those schoOls slackens 
after • time. Do you not think the long working hours constitute one of the 
oauses for this slackening of interest on the part of the adult workers?-(Sir 
Sorabji Mehta) I bave already suggeated that in the evidenoe. 

0.1129. Could you tell us how many msmbe .. of your supervising staff are 
Hindus and how many are Muhammadans?-I will not b. able to tell you 
off-bend. 

0.1180. Sometim.. a charge is made by many pet'llODS that there is """. 
aiderabIe racial discrimination in filling up vacancies in the supervising staff. 
Is it the pmetice -in your mills to a.ppoint a certain sect; of people to those 
poelo in preference to othere, say Hindue or Muhammadens?-Y .. , and 'we 
!rave good- reasons for doing 80 which I would nOI like to disci""" here. 

0.1181. There is no arrangement by which an ordinary worker has any 
ohance of bsocming the a .. istont manager or the manager ,in your mills ?-I 

-. wiab he were 80 muoh educa.ted 8& to become an assistant man8ge~ • 
. 0-1182. B.. h. ever risen. to be the head of a department?-No. 

~ 0.1188. Would you not, welcome such a system of training your wOlkers1'-
Yea, if they were educated we would do so. " 

0.1184. sou. Mal"",ad... Mohofa: From your msmorsndum I underetend 
thet .the restriction of 60 hours has not reeulted in the increased eBicieney 
'" the workere. So efficienoy remaining where it is, would you not be ra

··quired 'to a~ increase the rates of piece-work in case the working hours 
• are further reduced in order to keep the weges to it. present Ievolf-Yea; 
• bot it will in.re.... the ocet of production. 

0.11311. With the increased ocat or production, would it he poeeibl. for 
•. the Indian textile industry to faoe foreign competition, speeielly JapeD end 

'!taly?-I have oIreedy aaid that it i. hed now, end i~ will beocme woree. 
'. 0-1186. . Do you accept the principle th.t there cannot b. any further 

{'eduction in the daily working 'hours without a corresponding increase in the 
effioiencr 'Of the workers P-I egree. 

0.1187. Would you .dvise 8 hou", in the p ..... ent ineffi.ient .tate of work. 
ing in the factories ?-N o. 

0-1188. Mr'. Birr..: Suppose a oertein amount of protection i. gr9D~?
That is sntirely a different. qu .. tion. 

0-1189. 'Sot~ M.I' .. r.da~ MohON: Can the industry alone in ila present 
." position bear Bny additional burden of sickness insurance and unemplo:v. 
ment in&urance?-It will all depend upon how much is «OinR to be eontributM 
by the work.people, by the Government and by Ihe industry. 
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0-1140. 1, am asking you wbether the industry aiD.... would be able to 
"ear the additional burden under the present conditions?-1 am not in favour 
of that. , 

0-1141. Do you think thet the weges earned by the factory workers are 
higher than those earned by their fellow Workers in other spheres of work? 
-1 think we are paying them more than the Public Work. Deportment do. 

C·1142. Does the increase in the number of Fning and p .... ing leeton ... 
indieat-e real industrial development in the provmce, as one of the witnesses 
had .aid ?-Am I to understand from your qnestiOJ> that the shortening of 
houTS he. tended to increase the number of ginning leetori ... \, 
, C.l148. Not ODly that, hut whether there is real industrial development? 
-I think you wODld he ohle to know that from the agricultural rotol'lla. 

C·1144. As a cotton ""Pert and 88 .. manager of a !ergo number of facto. 
nee and knowing the real situation of the province. I want your opinion on 
that. My opinion is that the increase in the number of ginning and pressing 
factories does not show real industrial development.. Certainly there is an 
increase in the number of factories iu the province... during recent years, but 
the .. are r ...... ns for that; the chief heing thet the old cotton marketa heve 
lost their importance on account of the opemng of new markets in neighbour
ing plaeesj for instance, the Warora cotton .market has ~o&t its importance 
on account of the opening of the new Wun market i similarly the factories at 
Pulgaon hava lost their importance sinoe the opening of the Ani market. 

The Chairman : Your point is that it has been a t·ranafer of work:, not a 
real mcrease? -

0-1145. Seth Mathuradal Mohota: That is so. How many hours" female 
worker in the _He mills is required to work out of ten hour.?-l supposa 
there is no restriction; according to the Factories Act, a woman works the 
'Same number of hours as the man. 

C-U·(tt AceOTding to the FactOries Act, the women workers are not re· 
quired to ~rk the same number of houra 88 the male workers?-I do not think 
the Factories Act prevents employment of women for 10 hours. -

0-1147. I am con .. rned with the existing practice in the textile mills. 
For instance, in the moming the women wo.rkers are permitted to attend ~ 
hal! an hourlete?-Yes. 

0-1148. I think in the aftel'llOOll they are l.t off 15 minutes earlier than 
men ?-No; during the mid-day recess they are let out with the men. . 

0-1149. Are the fem~ workers let out at 9 o'c1ock?-Yes; they go out in 
turnR. 

('.11,01. How much interval do women workers get -lUling the day?--lt 
is just the MDle 88 what men get. . . -

0-1151. May I know whether the state of indobtedneas is peculiar 'to 
wo..·keN in the fiextil4) mills, or whether it is a- common e,i1 among the wnrk
ing cltU!'86s and farmers owing to their enravagant habiUo in certain matters' 
-1 Bct uuahle ro answer tha.t. 

('~1152. Your mill is the pioneer mill in fhe Cen~ml rrovincea tha.t.. has 
.tarto3 the matamity ben06t sohame volunterily. Do yon not tbink tha~ tho 
health of th~ mother ie a. national question and therefore the Govel'1lment 
should come forward to pay some portion of t.he maternilY bcmefit. along with 
the empJoyerst-If Government helps, 80 much the better. .,. 

0-1158. Mr. &,Il.tl: With regard to the housing .chsmo at Indora, whet 
bappens if " man after purohesing a hou.e ....... to No empk>yed at the mil .. ? 
-(Mr. Mott) He is allowed to stay on provided he carries on with his pur
CbMI::1: if not he can sell it to any worker, or he c.aol n:l it back to the mills. 

It is possible that after a pertod of yeo.. the hou ... m .. y he aU ocoupied 
by people who are not workers in the mills ?-Yss, it. is quite possible. 

. C~llM. 8it' VictOT 8auoOll: How many spindles and looms you have got.? 
-(Sir Sor.bii Mehta) We have got about 100,000 spindles and 2,200 loOln •• 

." ' 
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, C.ll55. Your managing agents, have,. not only here but elsewhere, .bown 
their desire to improve the welfare of workera?-Yes. 

C.lllX!. In tbeirsteel works partioularly?-Yes. 
. C.llD'l, Could you tell tbe Commission bow it ie that they have been 
able to do .0' much here and eo much at Jernshedpar wbile they have been 
able. to do, ~paratively little in the ~.e of their mill hands in Bombay? 
ObVlOUely It 18 not due to lack of willingness on their parti there must b& 

> ,. some other factors?-I C&D.D.ot give you B reply. 
C.l158. Would you .. y that the conditions here are the ss.me eo they 

are in the mill industry in Bombay?-In what w.y? You mean the general 
condition? 

C.U69. It h .. been .ugge.ted that the welfare work and other good work 
that you a.re dOing here has been instrumental in helping you to make good 
profits. Therefore naturally the suggestion would be~ if the Empress Mills 
could do all this why could not the mills in Bombay do the sew., especially 
when the Mant~5. Agents of the Empr... Mills are also tha M ... aging 
Agents of some . in' Bombay.. Since in Bombay welfare institutions have 
not heen developed to the same extent .. they have been here it will be of 
intere8~ if ,we can have some idea. as to why that is 80. I take it that you 
are not golDg to suggest that lfeasrs. Tata & Co. t preferred the workera in. 
Nagpur to those in Bombay?..!..Tbey are doing it in Bombay also. 

C·ll60. But not to tbe same extent?-Why do you say' not to tbe same 
extent'? 

0-1161. Do you think that in .11 thei. mills in Bombay the. are doing it? 
-Yes, except in Tat& Mills. .. 

C.1162. Ther.fore it may be that that mill b.. not get the money?
Quite 80. 

. c..1168. That is one factor; there may be other factors. For instance. 
have you got a. model village in Bombay where you have housed your workers? 
-1 think they have built chawls at Kurla. 

0·11114. Would you ... y iliat those chawls are .. convenient and good for 
the workers 86 your houses in the model town at Indorat-I will n"ot say con· 
venient; it all depends on the Apace that is given to them. or the BpaGe that 
they have, 

C-1165. Therefore there may be difficulties in carrying out welfare sohemes 
tha'\ you have here and there may not be difficulties whioh aN 688y to 
surmount; otherwi.. I take it that Mesa... Tata '" Co.. would ha"e tham 
carried out in Bombay .. they have done hsrel'-Y ... 

C.l166. You suggeat that un~er the Workmen'~ Co,,!penaation Act, the full 
pariod of abasnce should be plUd fo. when the di88bil.ty _d. beyond ten 
days. Do you actually do thatt-In .fm, _ are not doing that. Before tha 
Act came into force we were paying compensation in .n oueB, whether 
the disability extended beyond ten days, or I ... than tan daya, but we have 
stopped that sin.. tha Act came into force. 

0.1167. Do you think there will not be malingering il you _ to pay 
them 1-1 will only pay if I know that they are absent for more than ten 
d..... We hevs ... ystem here whleh ie quU" different from tha one that 
you have in Bombay; we have 8 miD doctor who examines the mea and we 
act. up to tha deelsion of the doctor. . 

C.ll68. Would you praler the present ayatem of one break in tho day or 
two break. In the day P-The Chainnan •• ked me this guestion yesterday and 
I told him that paople who came out for their "' .... did Dot come out emctly 
at one time becauBe they took th.ir food ai .....yIng tim ... 

C.1lOO. Do you think it will he better to have a break In the morning 
as th~. C'b.irman ,uR"""ted ?-But what i. th~ u.e of having th~ break be-
08U,", if >hev do not take !oed at tb.t partionlar hour. they will ge again 
for their food. 

'Ph. (,~oirn,a,,: They would nut b. willing to have two rigid half hour 
intervals int1tead of the present e,atem. 
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C-1170. 8ir Victor Boa.",,,,, Would you oonsider tha. an Indian worker 
lIe ... in Nagpur would prefer to work ""'Y hard for 8 hoUl'8 to working more 
or Ieso leisurely e_ for 10 hOUl8?-I eouId noS say. 

C-1171. Toke the produe1iion per spindl .. aad the effioiency in the spinning 
department for the ... veral years given in your memorandum. It 88", thet in .... 
1900 fO< a 11.'86 hour day the _tage of efficienoy 011 20's was 86. Th& 
number of hours WlIS reduosd to 9'74 in 1928 bUG the _tags of efficiency 
wss only 86. Agsin with 82 '. warp you find that the ._tags of effici&ney 
sank from 92 in 1900 for a 11'86 hour day to 84 ill 1928 for a 9-74 hour day, 
In these two eases you find that a drop in hoUlS from 11'86 to 9'74 haa given 
~u a worse efficiency in 1928 than it did in 1900. Would you explain why 
ihat was so?-Effieiency will depend on other eonditions as well. 

C.1l711. Did your conditions detsriorat&'l-n may be duo to the cotten. 
We find that our cotton is deteriorating. . 

C.1173. Are you using a Iowsr mixing?-No, we are _ able to got tha 
_me kind of cotton as we. used to. 

C.1174. Are you tbeu spinning down instead of spinning upf-We's:e just 
going down. 

C.1l75. On 82's warp there is a very big difference between 92 and 641-
But Jet us take 12'8. 

C-ll'i6. There the efficiency is more or tess too samet-yes, because you 
get the same quality of ...- throughout tha year. For 82'. we buy tha 
best quslity cotton all over India. . 

C.n77. Surely you can always make a mixing to give you 82'. if ~ 
take good ootton?-We try to get the best Indian cotten .only. 

C.1178. You find that you cannoS get as good mixing fO< 82'. as before?
Yes. 

C.U79. Take 12',. wh.re the effioinnoy has remained the 118me. Does that 
',",ow that the 2 hours' drop has not inoreased the _noy of your apinnsra' 
-No, it has not. 

(' -1l80. It has boon suggested to us that the efficiency of the Indian Worker 
has not improved because of the bard wo<k he haa to do for a large number 
of hours, and that his efficiency will improve if the hours are reduced. That 
certsinly does not seem to be born. out by your stetement?-No. I have 
aaid. clearly in -my written mtbnorandum that we have been for years past 
maintaining 8 system or relievers to take the places of those men who go. 
out for meals aad otber purposes, so that the maobinea may ba running all 
the time. 

·C.1l8~. So that you .. y that thoy are not baing worked so hard altsr alI? 
-I have said so already. 

C-1182. Do yon know of any reason why a Japanase girl who worka 
onl,v for three or four yeaN on an average in a mill should be m~ efficient 
than ao Indian workman ?-1 know of no reason. 

C.l1SS. Do you think you can tsaob the IndiaD workman to rsaoh that 
efficieney?-We are trying to do that., but 80 far, the results have been UD
satisfactory. 

('-1184. Do you use any automatic looms7-lfo~ 
(,.118.>. With regard to yocr dealings with the trade uniona, ha~ you 

found that the. leaders have sufficient control O'Vel" the workers and that; any 
a~ement come t<'l with them. is carried out by the WQl'kel'8' 

('.1186. Mr. Cliff: I do not see any reference in your memorandum to your 
dealings 'With trade unions. 

C_l187_ Sir Vidor Bassoon: Do VOli deal with trade unions at all?-I haver 
811'0 stat.oo. in the- memorandum th'at our relations with the trade uniODB are 
dUdaetar: _ 

C-llSS. Do the workers genenl1ly a.,m!e to any settlement you make with 
the-ir leade1"S?-So far. we have had no difliculty in the matter. We alwaJ& 
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try to ~.fy their leaders by giving them a full e"planation on any matter 
they bnng forward. 

0·1189. In your memorandum you have suggested thai> a permanent board 
should ba appointed to which all industrial disput.. ebould ba referred and 
~at the findinga of the board ohoulci ba made binding OIl the parties to tbe 
dispute. - You were asked to say how it could ba made biDding on the em. 
ployers in any particuiar cese in which they thought that they coUld not ohid. 
by the findinge of the J>oard except at a great loss to them. You &Bid tbat the 
board would not give a decisionwhieh wOuld not .... able the employ818 10> 
work except at .. lOs.. That was your suggestion then. Suppose they gev. a 
decision which was ccnsideJed unsatisfactory by labour end that th.y wanted 
to go on strike and refuead to allow any other people to work. How could 
you make the finding of the board binding on th. labourers ?-1 have &Bid that 
picketing- oUgbt to be stopped. 

0-1100. You think. that that woulci ba sufficientt-Y .. , 1 think it would-
ba sufficient. : 

0-1191. You. would hope to get other labour to dO the work?-Yes. 
0-1192. Sir A~, MumJ!I: You actually require 7,GOO workers .very 

day?-Yes. 
0·1193. But you bave on your regiatsra 8,800 workers?-Y .... 
0-1194. That means that you carry on your registe.. 11 per cent. surpl"" 

workers 1-Y ea~ • . 
0.1195. And not 10 per cent. ?-No. The reason is that wban .. man gosa 

on I ...... for three month. we have to carry his name down every month. Such 
. peopla are on an average 250. If you. deduct that 250 from this 8,800 you 
'get 8,550 only. • 

0.1196. You telk about the effiCienoy of tha worker at. ODS period and at 
another period. But you always bave this 15 per cent. extra man to keap 
up your efficieney. It is not as if a fixed complement of workers do the work 
all througb the year. Th.refore is it not more correct to say _that it is tbe 
efficiency of the management which is supplying this 15 per cent. extra hends 
to do tba workt-We may -aay .... 

0-1197. In appendix U to your memorandum you give an aooount of leave 
teken by your workers during 1928. ThaI> abowa that 2,700 workers out of a. 
total of 8,900 have taken lsave for periods exceeding three montba?-Yee. 

0-1198. Did you remove their names from your registeftlf-We generally
do not strike olI their nom .. if they give. aatiafaotory re8BODB ~ their abaance>. 

0-1199. How many names did you atrike olI1-1 _ Bay olI-hend. 
0.1200. When they atay Bway for more than three montba do thay not 

lOBe their riJZhtB- to pension and provident fund later on ?-No, unIeaa their 
nam .. have been removed from tile roll. We ·generally do not remove their 
nam.. from tha roll if they have been absent on acoount of run.... or 80lIl& 
other unavoidable CAuse. 

0-1201. Nearly i.VOO bends have been absent for longer than three months 
in 1928. If that is the caeo e~ yaar, you muot ba carrying on your booke 
a tremendous lot of extra men over end above the 7,500f-That is wbat we-
88y. We carry on our books about 8,800 men. 

0-1202. 1 888 that the children work in your mills CD split shifts of 2f 
hours in the morning and lit houftI in tba evening. Why do you not work 
tbam 5 hours on end t-According to the Factori .. Act we should give them· 
a ...... at the end of 4+ hoUftl, eo that we cannot work them 5 hours con.. 
tinuoua1y. Under the P!"""""t ays~ the first shift ,",!rke lit boo,," in the
morning end lit hours In the evanmg. Tbe aeocnd shift a1ac has a reo .... 
between 11·80 end 12-80. 

C_~203. Do you lind that there i. any double employment as a reauit of 
the split shift eyotem?-No. 

C.1204. With regerd to tba chawla for your workers, how far are they from. 
;your millat-Ahout two mil .. , 
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1:-1206. Do your worke", objeot to go and live 80 far P-No. Even DOW 
. they live more tban two mil... away from the mills. 
• 0-1208. In Bombay we were told that one of the reeaona why the workem 

did DOt wish to live in oertein chawla wee that they were half .. mile or a 
mile away from the mills in whieh they work. But you te1l ma that your 
ehawla are 2 mil .. away from your mills. In your experience do you find 
that the worke .. have any difficulty in going to and fro?-(Mr. Mott) That 
is one of the peculiar fea.tures of this place.- After :five years of negotiation 
we oould not get any large pi_ of land anywhere near the mills. This wae 
the only one thet we oould get. If the Bengal N agpur Railway co.operated 
with us end ran a workmen's tmin from that p1ace to this it would he very 
eonvenie-nt. They could also make aome money~ 

0.12()7. On an average how far away from the mills are your work ... 
living?-On an average about 70 per oent. of the workers liva a mile away 
from the milla. W. have 14 welfare centre. and all of them era scattered. ail 
over the city where our workem live. 

0-1208. Mr. Ahm,d: I understand that you are one of the moot prosperous 
'OOIloerns in India having wide experience in the line. You have given us 
an aeeount of your .. veral weHere ..,tioiti... Have you found that the 
workers have improved in efficiency as a result of the welfare work you have 
done?-(Sir Sorabji Mehta): No. They could' improve if they wanted, bu. 
they have not done .0. I am not •• tia1ied with the return I get; fat the money 
invested on welfare work. 

0·1209. But do you not have any strikes he .... Os they have in Bombay very 
often?-We had a big strike here in 1924, lasting for two manthe. That took 
place at a time when we were doing the welfare work~ 

0·1210. At any rale during the last three or four years there W88 no strike 
here?-No: -. . 

0-1211. You have don. something with regard to the housing of your 
IaboUl'&rS. Do you lind that they appreciale the bena1its you eonf .. on them? 
-I hope they do. 

0·1212. You said that it would be of greet advant_ to th .. workera if an 
Industrial Welfare Society was etartod?-I said that an Induetrial Welfate 
Soeiety should be started for the whole of India, as they have it in England. 
All the industri .. should join together in establishing and maintaining this 
society. I did not ssy that every individual industry should have an industrial 
welfare society 4 . 

C-1218. Mr. CUR: You have given us nn at'Count of various weUare 
activities carried on by you, Can you tell me in one sentence what is 
the main object of all that r-We have said already that we provide these 
facilrties for the work-people for a fuller development of their peraonality 
and to enable them to become better citizens and efficient workers. 

C-1214. You combine the two. Are you satis6.ed with the result of the 
work done uP. to date? You may separate the point with regard to the 
raising of the standard of life from the point with regard to the improve
ment in the efficiency of the worker8.-I must say that with regard to 
the standard of life there is a decided improvement now. 

0-1215. In what way?-(Mr. Nsair) For instanoo, with regard to housing 
conditions there is a distin<:t improvement not merely in the model settle
ment to which we have referred already) but also in the busti.. where they 
live. Now th@Y build their huts on an improved type. They have an 
increased desire for the education of their children. Some of them have 
a desire for trave1. In one place with :which I am thoroughly acquainted 
the people there have given up drinking on funeral occasions. The desire 
for social reform is gradually spreading. 

0.1216. Is that over a period of 12 yearBP-Over a pe-riod of 9 years 
during which 1 h~ve been here. r 

0-1217. I understand that the scheme has been in operation since 1911 p
But the Y. M. C. A. came only later on. 
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C-1218. H .. it heen possible for you to help the workers aystematically
in any way fA) form thelIlBeJves into combina.tions independent of the em- .. 

. ployers?-(J,lr. Mott) Do you refer to trade unions? 
Yes.-There is &, trade union in Nagpur~ 

. CC1219. I am just thinking of the welfare. side of the work of the
Y. M. C. A" For instance everybody saYI that what is needed is Jkong 
trade unionism. I am as1ting whether you have ever found it possible· 
to help the workers to form themselves into combinations independent of
the employers !I-As a. worker of the y. .M. C. A.. who was not connected 
with the mills, so far as financial matters were concerned, three years ago 
I helped the workers to start the Nagpur Textile Union. I w .. ioint 
secretary of the union for two yean till I went home last spring. 

C-l22O. You ... id that the standard of life of the workers was gradually 
rising. Do those people with improved standa.rds of life put in more «ffi
eient workP-(Sir Sorabji Mehta) No. 54 per cent. of our workers are 
Mahan, and from the efficiency fig1,1res that we ha.ve given, you will see' 
that we have not been able to get much improvemen~. 

C-1221. I understand that the people _ deeiring more comfort in their 
homes, travel and education for their children. From your personal observa
tion do you not find in them a desire to earn more moneyP-I could not say._ 
r think 80 far they do not desire to get more money than they get DOW. 

0-1222. They must he baving an increasing expenditure and consequently
the~ must be an prge for more work. Could you say,-I do not want to tie' 
you down to any percentages.-whether as a matter of fact you have noticed 
amongst them a tendency to work harder ?-It i. very difficult to say. 

0-1228. Of couroe it is. If :yon could help us. we would be glad?-
1 will try and work the figures on this point. 

e.l224. You answered a question of Mies Power with regard to people' 
working on two looms. Am I right in thinking that there are in several of
the mills here in Nagpur a number of people who would avail theuue1:vee 
of the £Ippol"tunity of working on two looms, but the employers being desirous 
of not displacing labour do not provide that opportunity P-This is another
djfticu1t question to answer. 

C-I225. The problems of the Conuuission are all difficult, I assnre you. 
We were told yesterday that t·bere were about 840 weavers managing over
a thousAnd looms amongst themselves. There are still a Dumber of them 
who would work two looms, but have not the opportunity of doing so, 
because the management are not willing to displace labour4-Surely I could 
-ensily n,rrange to 2ive two looms to any man who could work them mel 
send out the inefficient men one by one. I could do that to-day. • 

C~1226. At present there are a number of men who could work two 100mB, 
but are not working two loomsP 

8i,. Vidor Sa$,<won: Perhaps they nre not good enough to work 2 looms. 
Mr .. Cliff: I am iust m ... trating my point. I was told that there we .... 

a number of people who were q,o.alified to work two loo~, but were not 
actually working two looms. 

0.1227. The Chairman.: Does that apply in your case that there are 
men who .could work two looms efficiently but are not allowed. to do 80 P
If Q man could work two looms efficiently we would be the first to let him 
do so. 

C-1228. MT. CliR: Would it not put some men out of employmentP-Ye •• 
it would. We are willing to do that. Here -~ &. statement I have prepared 
on the point (handing the same). 

0..1229. In your memorandum you deal with the suitability of regulations 
affecting children. With regard to the children employad in your mill, you 
sav th ... · the first hewb starts work with the starting of the min. at s.so A .... 
And leave. at 9 ..... When do they take their 1+ bours schoolingP-They 
take that hefore they come back in the afternoon at S o'clock. 
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.. t 1-30 P.l[. P-Y .... 

~1231. W'hen they go home at 9 o'clock will they have to walk & mile 
4D an. aver~?-Yes. 

C.1232. And that would take them half an hour after 9 o'clock to go 
home aod another half an hour before 1-30 P.lI. to go back to schoolP-Yes. 

0-1233. They leave the mill at 6-30 in the evening and reach home at 
·6 o'clock?-Yes . 

• 0.1234. And may .... take it that these boyl! rise gonerally at 6-30 in the 
morning?-Yes. 

0-1235. On that particular shift which is working in alternate weeks a 
child gets up at 5-30 A.M. works for -0 hours, takes Ii hours schoolingJ does 
aU the travelling .here Bnd there and finishes at 6 o'clock. Oa.n you teI)lly 
expect to make much p,-ogress with a child in that particular week at 
school P-Do you mean that he would not have sufficient stamina for work 1 

C-1236. Looking at this particular shift which commences at 6-30 in the 
morning and finishes at 5-30 in the evening it is impossible to get anything 
-effective out of the child when yo-u realize that yon are making him work 
longer hours than adnltl women when you. aak hiJD..to do the schooling also. 
In the interests of the efficiency of the mill, why is it necessary to work the 
ehild in that particular shift? Could you apply the test of welfare work 
and satisfy yourself that this is really for the welfare of the children p
I oould not aay. This ref..... only to 103 helf.timer boys &lid their nnmher 
is gradually decreasing every year. 

0.1231. Yon say that when these balf-timers reach their 1St" year Yon 
give them full-timer'. wages. What rat... of pay do they get P-I have said 
in one of the statements tha.t these half-timers start on Rs~ 15 a month. 

0.1238. At that ~?-Yes. 
0.1239. What training do you give them for the work they have to d.,P

Half-day worken are employed in the spinning department. They know 
exactly how to piece the eods. When. they are on full time we employ 
them aa siders. They alao work aa dofFera. . 

C.I240. What kind of training do you give these boyl! when they are 15; 
have you conBidered giving them some training on the linea on which' you 
"train apprentioesP-That we cannot do because they have not enough educa.
tion to take advantage of that kind of training. . 

0-1241. Can you not train these boys to become the kind of efticisui 
weavers that you want ?-I have said that these boys aN sent to the weaving 
department. If there is a 'Vacancy in the weaving deparimentt we give them 
the first chance of going there. 

0.1242. It i. claimed by you and it is claimed by othel'B that there is a 
great ditliculty in getting efficiency from the weaver and the spinner, bui 
I sea little heing. done to help . them' to become efficient. Wonid yon, first 
of all, say that the labour is iaherently wicked ?-No. . 

C.1243. Would you say it is inherently lazyP-Some woUld be lazy; 80IIW 
wonld not he lasy. 

C-1244. Will you take the ODes that are not inherently lazy; in what 
way·do you try to make them efficient workmenP-When we want. mukadams 
and jobbers in the department we do not take in new men; we take our 
own men who are of the better class. 

0-1245. Do you 8upervise these boys~ watch their work and encourage 
them to do hotter work ?-I .annot do it myself but. it is done hy heads of 
departments and assistants in the departments who try to encourage them. 
We are encouraging them by giving them ce~in extra bonuses. 

0.1246. Do you ever set these beys of 15 on to looma hy tlIemselveo under 
a muter to train them P-We do not generally put them under a master; 
we put them UDder n weaver who is minding two looms and he traina them~" 
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A learner is given a learner's pay and when he is fit to work on a loom he
is put on tho job. That learning tak .. from 10 to 25 days .• 

0-1247. If I accept the story of the mill managers, it is impossible to 
. get the weavers to be efficient. Why put the beys under the people whom 
you cannot get to become efficient. Could you Dot consider putting them 
~der a master and training them with a view to their becoming efficient?
It is very difficult to put them under a master; it would mean having • 
separete department. • 

C-1248. You suggest that a hoard of &ome character should be set up. 
Can the Commission take it that what you are concerned with is that. 
there should be a control in the first place over industry?-Yes. Why notP 

0-1249. You are seekiug to bring the less e:fiicient manufacturers up to. 
the standard of the highestP-Yes. • 

C-l2W. And therefore you would have a hoard of control ?-Quite . 
. 0-1251. Are you suggesting some board that would be an aid to labour P

The same board can collect data, can give advice :to the industry or indus
tries and also to labour. 

0.1252. So that you reaUy want permanent standing machinery for the 
purpose of controlling industry and for labour questionsP-Yes. 

0-1253. In the Provinoos would you be in favour of labeJ commi ... 
sioners?-Yes. I say we ought to have a commissioner for each' Province 
who could get out nIl the details and supply them to the Board; he wonld 
be in constant touch with the industry in the Province and with labour. 

0-1254. In the Provinces what is the difficulty with regard to the pre-. 
sent machinery of the Department of Industries and Labour; do yon not 
get much assistance frum that Department P-I cannot answer that questioD 
because it is a question which haa to be answered by the .. Government Officet'~ 
who i. the Directo~ of Industri.... . 

0-1255. No doubt he has one answer, but what is the answer of industry 
itself P What· kind of assistance do you now get from the Department of 
Industries and Labotir, and is that sufficient to meet your purposesP-In 
fact we ~o not get any assistance. 

C-1256. And therefore )'00 want to have a Department from which you 
will get aasistaneeP-Yes. 

C-l2S7. Could that be done by re-orgll.Dizi1!g the present DepartmentP-l 
should think so. I say we get no assistance fOol' this reason. The Director 
of Industries is an Indian Civil Service :rna.n j he gets into the work after 
lOme months i-of COUJ'Be, he cannot get into it all at once, it takes him 
time -to etudy things. By the time he approach.. a oertain age he is 
transferred to another Department. That means that he leaves his work 
incomplete. 

C-1258. He has a period of apprenticeship and then p ..... onP-Yeo. 
C-1259. Would you suggest, then, thet they should be more permanentP

Yes. 
0-1260. Do YOI1 agree that effective strong trade unions are necessary 

it industry i. to go on?-I should ,think 80. 

C-1261. Would you be willing that these lahour commissionera should 
aid workers in forming trade unionsP-Yes, I have said so . 

. 0-1262. Diwan Ohama .. LoU: You have stopped certain of your night 
aehools; there were three schools run by the Y. K. O. A. which were stopped. 
Why were they stoppedf--(Mr. Nasir) It wail found that the nUl;nb,":" attend. 
ing were very small in proportion to the expense that was beIng Incurred; 
we tried this for about 7 or 8 years and bave now come to a atage w~ere 
wt!: do have some kind of literacy elMS, not on an elaborate seale, but Just 
to enable a few people who are keen to l-earn, rather than keep a big atd 
ud have- three or foul' classes. 

0-1288. The Government opened two schools in the mill area in the 
milia them •• lvea; what happened to them P-l think they have become very 
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mnalI in extent by reason of the number of balf-timer. baving decreaaad. -
At one stage there were, I helieve, 700 to BOO balf-timers, but now th ..... 
are only 103, who work in shifte. 

0-1264. Do you know the cost of 1!Unning thoee night schools was about 
Ro. 36 per head, whereas the cost of a Govarnment normal school w.., very 
much lessP-Tha cost in the primary day schools ia usually about Ro. 19, 1 
belisve, but the cost of nigh-t schools has been about Re. 26 to 80, and now, 
with the smaller numhars, it may be more. 

-0-1265. I. there any compulsory education in Nagpur; b .... that heen 
put into force in the mill area ?-The Municipality has iust introduced com
pulsory education in the. city, in &. ward or two. The civil station, which 
is a. different a.re&t is going to try one ward in Indora from the 1st April 
next which would bring the children of 311 these people into the schools. 

0-1266. Wauld the managing agents be in favour of &&king for th .. 
assistance of the Municipality to bring in compulsory educa.tioll for the 
children of the mill bands and have schools instituted in thoa& a.reas in 
which they fiveP-(Sir Sorabii Mehte) Y .... 

C-1267. And you would be in favour of giving them assistance in giving 
accommodationP-Wherevel' we can do so we shall do it. At Indor& we have 
just built a school which has Cost us about .R-s. 171000 and that can be 
utilized. 

0-1268. In the Oentral Provinces you know there is & Government 
scheme whereby every Government employee can get an advance of 18 
months} salary if he wiRhas to purchase or build a. house f-I am not aware
of tbat. 

C~1269. In Nagpur there is a scheme whereby every Government employee
who wishes to build a house of his own can take an advance at practically 
no interest from the Government of 18 mOlltb~ of his wary. Have you 
ever thought of instituting a Bimilar scheme at Indora, giving an advance 
of IS months' Salary without interest to your employees?-We are advancing 
more than 18 months' salary. 

0-1270. I was teking the case that was referred to iuet now where 
you were prepared to reject the applieation of a man whose wages were_ 
about Ro. 10 to 12 a month?-(Mr. Mott) In the ..... of such .. man .... 
should reject his application for a loan of RB. 500, but not for a. loan of 
Rs. 150.· -

0-127i. You would be prepared to give h;m such a loanP-Yes. 
C-1272. In the agreement you state that you terminate the lease by ~ 

denial by the sub-lessee of the title of the mills to the property Bub-leased 
or any portion of it P-My understending of that is that that ia a legal 
term whi.h goes into all leases automatically. It i. one of th_ technical 
mattef'8 which I never can understand. 

0.1278. Suppose a mill ... orkar has actnally paid Ro. 900 for a booee, 
what further right hava YOU to interfere in hi. proprietary ri~to !,-(Sir 
Sorabji Mehta) Nona whatever. Be only has to pay l>ia ground Not. 

0-1274. Would you be prepared to agree to hia mortgaging itP-Later 
on he may do wha.tever he likes. ... 

0-1275. Supposing he wish ... to mortgage it, are there any reetrietionsP
No, after he h"" paid back the whole of the loan he can do anything b& 
likes. 

0-1276. Mr. CIo1D: He could not ell it to a noh-mill emp!<>Y&eP-I de> 
not think he is prevented from doing so. 

0-1277. Di .... " Oha ...... Lall: Mauy of these people after they have paid 
back the loan may be in need of money and probably you will lind yon 
will not permit them to mortgage to an outeider. Probably it would be 
better if you had a co.operative credit society to which these people might 
mortgage thQir property if occMion arose for them to do so. Do you think 
that would be a good plan P-That ia a very good suggestion. (Mr. Mott) 11; 
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""ould ba much batter than letting them mortgap to a IOWkar· that is 
the danger of course. ' 

0-1278. Could you teil me whether last 'year your group of mills made 
a profitP-y .... 

0-1279. What dividend was paid!,-(Sir Sorabji Mehta) I do not remembar 
~xactIYt· 'but it was about B.s. 22 or 28 on a share of the paid~up value of 
Re. IO()" and of the' market value of about RB. 500. I shall be able to correct 
that figure later. 

0-1280. That Is appro"imate?-Yes. 
C-1281. I notice the figure you have given shows that you have paid out 

!n dividends during those years between 9 and 10 crores, so that there 
1B no ground for complni nt against the efficiency of the workers from the 
poi nt of view of profits P 

The Ohairman: Those profits might be due to the management. 
Ditcan Cham.an Lall: Considering the enormous profits that you have 

be~n making. you could not charge your workers with being lazy P 
Sir Ate-.mnder M urr«1I: He does. 
Sir Victor 8a.uoon:. You do say your workers are lazy?-I say my workers 

.are luy, yes. •. I 
0-1282. Diwan Chaman LaU: By tha.t I suppose you mean that instead 

.of giving you 22 per cent. return "on your capital they ought to have given 
,"OU 50 per cent. P-I do not bind myself down to a figure. 

0-1283. What do you mean when you say they are lazy when we know 
·the fact is, according to your own admission, that you paid ·out a dividend 
last year of about 22 per cent. ,. . 

0-1284. S,'r V,~tor 8a18(}on: You have got big reserves P-We have . 
. C-1285. The workers do not help in earning the interest on those reserves 

which form. part of your diridend. 
0-1286. Diwan Chaman LaU: Were the reserv>es built up out of previous 

-profits P-They Qre. 
0-1287. And wbo earned the previous profitsP-T!>e mills. 
Cl.ll188. Were theas workers \aay in those d.ya when an theas proIito ....... 

accumulated ?-The statement I have put in will ~show you; I oannot aay 
'Blore. 

0-1289. Granted that you have average efficiency in the management, 
vRen you can get a dividend paid of 22 per cent., you would agree with 
nte there cann~ be very much wrong with the workers in point of efficiency. 

SiT Victor 8auoOA: Sir, we are on thiB question of dividends on' oapitaJ 
without counting block capital. 

The Witne'3': I do not know whether the Chairman will allow this ques.
tion to ba asked. 

0-1290, Sir Victor Sol.uoon.: If you built a new mill to-day. with no 
ftS8rvea or anything,. an'" the workeJ'8 worked exactly as they do to-day, 
with the _me management~ would you be able to pay 22 per cent. on your 
-capitaIP-No. In fact the reserves themselves bring in about 9 per cent.; 
the reat represents the earnings of the company. 

0.12111. Di_" Chama.. Lall: If you take 28 per cent. and deduct 9 
per cent., there is still 14 per cent. remaining. . 

Sir Victor Sa.tlOOn.:·1 have here a statement which shows that the return 
on your capital uctually is 6'2 per ""nt. 

0-12112. Vi"", .. ChG",o,. Loll: They have pointed out a return of "88 
per cent. in some CIlS88.-You can work out those figures in any way you 
like. 

0-1298. You have said in your .memorandum with n3g8M to efficiency that 
-the weavers bave worked harder since the reduction of the hoursP-Have 
theyP 
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0-1294. MT. alow: I take it your point is that, leaving aside profita 
altogether, the average worker could do a great deal more thaD he is 
doing and get a great deal more wages without affecting the profit position 
at all ?-Quite. 

C.1295. Diu:'an Chaman Lan: In your memorandum you sa.v: "But" 
in our weaving department where the weavers are paid on piec&-work and 
in which department we have no such system as is mentioned above, 
weavers leave their maehines less frequently than before and work more 
energeticaUy for fear of loss of wages due to shorter working hours j and 
the result is increased production and efficiency." That. does not bear out 
the statement that there haa been less efficiencyP-I have shown you that 
it is about 5 per cent. 

0-1296. Is that a very small a.mountP-Very small indeed. If they get 
about 75 to 80 per cent. in Bombay, I do not see why we should get 65 here~ 

0-1297. How many hours do you work your men P-IO hours. 
0-1298. In view of the statement in your memorandum which I have 

just read, SOl I to take it that your 'Workers do put in the requisite number 
of hou~ at their work?-I decline to answer that question; I have given the 
figure lD my statement.· . . 

C-W9. But that does not make it quite clear, because if a man spoils 
{'loth he may lose 3 hours in tlu! course of the day putting it rightP'-Yea 
but why should he spoil doth?· J" 

O-laro. I might equally .. k, why should you supply him ·with bad yarns 
but neither question is in point. From your ex.perience as manager of 
these mills, how many hours do the spinners and the weavers put in aotus11y 
at work at their machines P-Sir. I appeal to you; have I to Teply to 
this quest jon after the statement I have put in II' 

The Chai1"fll.afl,: You are quite entitled to say you cannot add anything~ 
to the statement you have presented to ulI.-That is what I say. 

0.1301. Diwan Chaman- Lall: J am afraid your facta. and figures, if you 
look at them, will not give :me an answer to my question, which is a simple 
one. Yau bring a charge against yotu' workel'8 that they are luy; that 
is a serious charge to make against the workers and I want to see if you 
ean substa.ntiate it. Can you substantiate it by any facta and ~?
I am aorry I cannot. 

('-1302. Are you aware. that the average wage of a spinner in your milla 
is about Rs. 15 a month P-The minimum is Rs. 15. 

0-1308. What -efficiency can you e.xpect from a. worker who is paid Ra. 15 
a. month P-A half-time doBer boy as soon as he starts working as a. pieoer 
only earns Rs. 11 to 12; from Rs. 12 he is jumped up to Rs. 15, &Dd then 
the wages are generally increased RCCOrding to the- length of service. 

C-1304. Sir l'ietor Sa.UOOrl.: If you doubled a man's wages, would yOll 

get more efficiency P-No-. 
~1805. Diu'an. Chama,.. Lall: If a. man has a family which is not earning 

and gets Rs. 15 8- month, is that sufficient for him to keep him.self and 
llis family in good bodi1y and mental condition, so as. to- give A. 1 eti
rieney P-T cannot answer that question. 

C-1306. The t:hainnan: I understood that.was the wage of a beginner 
a,zed 15 yearsP'-Yes, and he goes on increasing according to his service. 

C-13117. mwa" C/,ama" La!!: What i. the highest you pay to a spinnerP
A bout ;as. 24. 

~1308. Do you think that is sufficient for a spinner to bring up a 
family and keep himself in good bodilv and mental efficiencyP-That I 
~annot tell you, because I have not got the figures with me. 

C-1809. A1'e you aware that the infantile death rate in Nagpur is 
80( per thoussndP-Y.es. 



0-1310. Does that indicate that the phyoique, or the 6nencial condition 
.• r the housing couditiona of the workel'S are such that they can give you 
.A.. 1 efficiency P-I appeal to you, Sir; this question ought to he answered 
by the Public Health Department rather than by me; I am Dot at all 
1it to amwer'these questions. -

0-1311. 001. B ..... Il: In yonr memorandum you eay:' "I would like all 
jndustriAlista in India to combine to bring out experts from England and 
Amerioa to help start an Indian Institute of Industrial psychology and 
ludustrial Research Board." Do you not think it would be better to send 

. ...Ieeted Indiana to England to be trained, where they oould see the work 
'that is in existence ?-I do not mind; anybody could be aent over and trained 
for th.,t purpose. . 

0-1312. In Nagpu. City huve yon a high incidence of ma1ariaP-(Mr. 
lMott) I am afraid I do not know the figurea; I know there is a good deal 
'Qf ma1aria. . 

0-1313. Does. the M~cipality do anything to prevent maleriaP~Ycs, 
they have done & certam amount j I know they have in our area in the 
last few years, drying up poola and 80 on; but there are a lot of ~itocs 
.till... -

0-1314. 80 that their work is n.t very effeetiv"P-It is much more than 
it used to be, hut it i. not perfeet. 

0-1316. Is it a feet that there has bean no Health Officer here for 6 
monthsP-I heard that evidence given here, but I have been away for the 
last 6 monthe, so thet I do not know. 

0-1316. Th. Oha ..... an: A good deal has been made jnst now of the word 
41 laminess Jf. I do not remember finding that word in your evidence sub
mitted, and I think: it was rather put into your mouth in the course of 
examination. What I take it you submit to the Commission is that the 
workers prefer an ensy-going method in the mills rather than working up to 
the fuD capacity of the hours that the machinery might run; is that a.. 
eorrect statement of your viewsP-(Sir Sorabji Mehta) Yes, they do »M 
lint in the same number of hours as they ought to in the running of the 
mills. 

~1811. "~ether it is custom er climate we will not- discuss, but in reply 
to me I think you said in your opinion they would prefer a rather more 
easy-going working spread over 10 hours than concentrated working that 
would necessarily have to he the case if the hours were reduced to Sf-Yes, 
that is quite correct. 

0-1318. Therefore" luioess" is hardly a term to apply to it; it would 
lie more correct .to say: easy-going natureP-I agree. 

(The witneeses withdrew.) 
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:Mr. R. C. RILEY. repneDtative of the Ceatral Provu-- and Berar 
Mining "-datioD, Kamptee. 

· 0-1819. Tru. Olla, ......... : What oiIice have you held in connection with 
this Association f-I am simply a membilr. 

• 0-1320. What is the nature of the orgam.ation,. what'<loes it cover and 
what are its ohjectsP-It covers most of the mines, both manganese and cou.l; 
it includa just the OWllerB; a member is either the servant of a company 
.or owner of & manga.nese or coal mine and as auch is eligible as & member 
of the Association. _ • 

0-1821. How many members are thereP-At the present time about 20. 
0-1322. Does it hold freqU<!Dt meeting.f-Ouly when actually necessary; 

there are 8 to 12 meetings a year. 
0-1323. It is to look after the general interestEo of mining undertakiDgs 

in these P1:ovinces ?-En.ctly. . 
0-1324: Mr. Oliff: Does this Association repr_t the majority of the 

mines in this Provincs?-Yes. 
0-1325. It represents the major portion of the capital?-Y ... 
0-1326. Would you say that Kandri, the mine we visited yesterday, 

IS one of the good minesP-y.es, it is certainly ODe of the good mines. 
0-1327. Is it above the average?-Well above the average. 

0-1328. How many are employed there rege1arly through the year P
Roughly 1:600 men and women. 

0-1329. Of that total what is the proportion of headmen, the men who 
are anployed by oontractors as headmen of gangsl'-The ganga are so small 
that a headman is really a worl;er himself; he is not a looker..,,,. 

0-1330. The contractor, I understood yesterday, pays one man who has 
· a number in a gang working for himP-Yea. 

0-1831. I want to know the number of meli that the contracto", employ 
whom they actually payl'-The average gang will be 1>, 90 _ that there will 
be aoo on hi. pay roll. . 

0-1332. Sir Viet.,. 8as.".,,: Would the average1le ;;; would it not be .. 
little lessP-Yes~ the contractors' agent has more than 400 men on his 
pay sbeets to whom he makes payment employed at this one mine. 

0-1883. Mr. Cliff: What are the average &IlIluai earnings of these 400 
menP-I can give figures of daily earnings; there are 80 many days taken 
01£ at festivals and that eort of thing; they really go and come.... they 
please. 

0-1334. You 83-1' in your memorandum that the average duration of 
'8Dlployment in anyone year for the whole of the labour fores is 9 to 10 
months. rrmog these 400 men, can you tell us their average earnings for 
rohe past 12 months?-I could not do that oil-hand, but· you can take it 
'that a man and his wife working wen can earn Re. 1 & day. 

0-1335. But that is not sufficient for my purpose; probably you can fur
'Dish us with a statement showing your payments ma(1e 1"4 the 400 men 0Vttl" 
a period of l2 monthe?-Yes. 

0-1336. You keep records sf YOUI' attendance; can you show ~at alsoP-
,ea. -> 

-0-1837. You say in your memorandum: that wages are offered according to 
the work required to be done and vary with the districts. May we take it 
from that that the aame grade of labour in different districts is paid a.t diffel'M 
ent rates ?-For the same class of work, I suppose that is 50; in some districts 
living conditions are cheaper and labour is possibly more pleDtiful. The 
Association consists. of several members of different companies) and when 
we met we: found that the different rates of the different companies did. 
not all agree,' the reason being that the mines are situated in diBGrellt 
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places; ~ut in anyone distfict the ,ra~ ~ the Bame; for inJtanee, ,the -rate
that f pay at Xandri ·will lie the "'1II~ IIa i. paid ill ~be Nagpur DistricG 
or at Mansar ~ 

0-1338. Have you any records .howiag the variatioD in the cost of liring P 
-We have hot, except that we bave min .. at Balaghat whe", we. kn_ 
the cost of living i& cheaper than in the Nagpnr District. . 

0-1339. Are theBe ivag ... baaed iD any regclar way on that var;;'tion P-I 
suppo.e they are to a certain extent. . 

t::l.134O~ What do you mean· by If to a certa.in enent n P-It is according 
~~the Sow of labour, the amount of local labour varyiag and the amount 
of labour that colDes in. . 

0.1341. D ... that mean the price at which the _tractor can get itP-
E""ctiY. • . 

0-1342. Do you recruit any labour from Indian StatesP-No, it i. aIf 
from British India. 

0-1348. We ha ..... a statement from Mr. BOnnett, the Manager of the 
Central India Mining Company, in which he stat.. that the average diet 
is rice, juari, wheat, dal and vegetables, also mutton and fish where avail~ 
able, the monthly average cost heiag in the case of laboure .. ;Rs. 10 to 12 
per head per menth. He i& corining himself to diet. Do you accept that 
•• a fair stllndardP-No, I .hould think it i. m1ll'h I .... 

0.1344. Is it much I ... in your ca.e?-I shonld net think it would com .. 
to Rs. 10. . 

0-1346. Whet would you .ay they .pendP-From 4. to 5 ann .. a day-
Ro. 8 to 10 a month. 

c.1S46. can they I!I't mutton in a diet of that kindP-No. 
0-1347. Can they get vegetahles and wheatP-Yea. 
~1848. Dt!aHng with minimum wages, it is stated that Ie working condi

tions in the different mines vary so widely that we consider the statutory 
establishment of minimum wage& would be not only inadvisable but utterly 
impracticable". Will you explain thatP-The conditioDs differ at each 
mine. U you bad gone to one of the smaner pits you would have teeD 
that it would be imposaible to fix any minimum wage. . 

0-1348. It is " question of the standard which is fixed, i& itP-Y ... 
0-1360. Apa.rt from that would you be in favour of a minimum wage'-N"o~ 
0-1851. The memorandum states .. Amongst the causes of indebtedness 

most certainly is not the low level of wagea ". On what is that etatement 
baaedf-My experience i. that 'the indebtedn ... of the general ooolie whlch 
my Company employs i. net so very bad. Whea they are ~ofted they 
take an advance from the oontractor and pay off the deht whIch they owe 
in their own villages. 

0-1852. Does that agree with the next sentence, .. the contractor is 
forced by circnmstancea". What are the circumstanoea P-The labour would 
not be free to move from ·ito village until it paid off its debts. 

0-1853. Is the money whlch you advance given for the purpose of payiag 
off debtoP-It i. a money advance which is made to the coolie in the Jint 
place. 

0-1854. May I apply that to an instance which we sa'" from the records 
yesterday. We saw that original advan088 of Ro. 10 and lis. 1lO w_ 
being made. Is Dot tI good portion of that money spent iD rofl fareP
Tb .. t money was giYlm in order to enable the coolie or the gaag to pay 
beck ito debto in ito villageS altd to help it to live from the time of taking 
otI to the time of starting to earn money. . 

o."1Sss. So that in that Ro. io or 1lO there is the rail charge, and also 
th~ titoDey on which the;. h" .... to live until pay day P-Not neceasarily th& 
niil .borg<!: the men may be paid by the contractor separately for that. 
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C-135i. Do I lUlderstand that the CODtra<ltors pay the rail charges?';" 
They do. 

0.1357. That is not a debtP-If the labour remains for over a year that 
is Wiped off at once. ' 

C-1358. Can yon show"" an instaDce of thatl'-")r~. 
C-1359. Will you show us a typical i1l5taDc<> where the labourer does not 

pay his rail fare. We were told yesterday tbat out of the advance which 
they get, the labourers paid their rail fare, and Jived on the ....."aind~ 
until pay day. Is thet .. factP-Yes. • 

C-1360. Then they do pay their own rail fareP-The rail fare is cut oif 
'the advance if they remain .on the mine for over a year~ 

C-I361. But at the moment of transport they nead the moneY with 
.... hich to travel?-Y ... 

C-1862. How much would there be left out of Re. 10, after paying the _ 
nil fare and the cost of living for a week P-It is diJIicu1t to judge. It 
depends on bow quickly they get on to the work •. 

0.1363. May I suggest that there would not be much left with which to 
payoff debts in the village ?-There would certainly be something for that 
purpose. 

C-1364. How much do yOn think there would be out of Re. lOP-II;. 
depends where the labour is recruited from. 

C-1365~ Cut ont the\question of rail fare and take a mnD coming with 
his familt'. Would he live on less than Re. 10 ?-In that c.... the man 
would get a bigger advance than Re. 10. 

C-1366. I wonld be mnch obliged if you would give a few instances 
showing that it is the general practice of the men to payoff their debts 
in their villages out of the> advance. Is youI' Association in favour of 
maternity beoetit, subject to the condition which you specifyl'-Yes. 

C-1361. Have ,you a tra.nslation of the copy of the agreement which the 
labourer signs for loans?-Yes. Here is OD8~ . 

C-I368. Have any of these agreements heen signed this year?-Yes . 

. Cl369. This is the declaration which I understand the man must sign: 
II The sum of Rs. ...... which I have t,ken from the Mines to-day is duly 
given to me for the purpose of working out the value of the said money 
either in mining ore, earth work, etc., and I hereby agree to recoup the 
abOTe amount advanced to me for earth work, mining ore1 etc., either at 
the above mine or at any mine situated. in the same district or in any other 
district." May I aalt with regard to that portion of the declaration, whether 
the mining company approves of this declaration?-That agreement was 
introduced before the Workmen's Breach of Contract Act was cancelled. 
It really dcea not IOpply now. 

C-1370. But it is being signed'to-dayP-Yes. Different contrectors have 
their own forms of agreement. Th~ Association has Dot necessarily seen 
that particular form. 

C-lSll. In view of the changed legal condition under which the labourer 
lives is it not the business of the company to see that this form is not 
signed P-Our contractors are labour contracton and they bring in our 
labour. I do not think there is anything objectionable in the agreement. 

0-1879. It is said in the memdrandum: U Every opportunity i& afforded 
to work-people of making representations to the mine manager, who is 
.always on the work, and who 18 looked upon aa a just and fa.ir tribmlM 
for redressing their grievances. tI With a change in the legal status of the 
worker~ surety there is a responsibility lying on the company' to see that 
'COntractors in their employ are not compelling labourers to sign this- domIo. 
mentP-After they have signed the document it does not carry much weight. 

C-1373. My point is. tirst with regard _the responsibility of the COT!l
"any. If the mine managw is a just and fair tribunal for redressing 
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grievances and a. new law haa been put into operation or a law ce.nce1led 
wh~t about tq.e responsibility of the company aDd the mine -manager u{ 
seemg that the workmen know their legal status?-I think the majority 
of them know that the Workmen's Breach of Contract Act is gone. 

0-1374. Surely the ftrst way of making them know it is to annul the 
contract which they previously Bigned. May I read the other paragraph 
of the document: ,j I agree to work at the usua~ rates prevailing in your 
min~ and. recoup the advance from time to time, for which I shall duly 
obtaIn recelpta from. you 88 and when advances are recovered by you. Nothing. 
will be valid in the transaction on either side unless supported by receipts. 
I undertake to recoup the above amount of advance _ in onB year either a,1i 
the above mine or at any of your other mines, and -undertake to work 
over a year if the amount due is not cleared off within a year." Has your 
Company, or has your Association issued any instructions to their contrac
tor. with regard to ~oeIling that form of agreementP-No, they have
not. 

0-1875. Have any mine managel'8 made the labourers aware of their new 
legal statusP-Not to my knowledge. 

0-1376. With Ngaro to loans, will you ask your contractor what is the
average loss whi9h he entails through advancesP-Three to four thousand 

..,rupees a year. The outotaadiug advanoea are iRa. 18,000 to JM. 20,000. 
0-1377. My recollection of what he said yesterday is that 3 per cent. 

of the advances were bad debto. Is that correctP-Yea. 
0-1378. Si-r A!ezand ... M",mvy; Then if he advaneea Ro. 24,000 he only 

loses Ro. SOOl'-{Mr; Bartlett) The three thousanCI or four thouaand rupeea 
hpresent rail fare and the 3 per cent. represents his loss. 

O_1379 •. Mr. OIi6; What I want to be clear aboot is the pe_mage of 
bad lossea. I understood yeeterd."y that it was 3 per cent. P--{Mr. Bartlett) 
That is probably correct. The ligure of 3 or 4 thonaand rupees will include 
the rail l&res. 

0-1880. Mr. OliH: Is there anything except.ional abont your mine in the 
way of loans P Is yours & specially good mine, or a bad one, or is it an 
average mine '-It is an average mine. 

0-1881. In the memorandum it say. "Most of these have linally to be
written. off as bad debts". If that is a correct statement, I would like to 
see the record) because this is quite at variance with what we found ~ 
on our visit to your mine. Do you subscribe to this statement. It is a 
general statement, is itP:-Yes~ 

0-1889. Ph. 01ai""" .... Would you wish to modify thatP-Yos. 

0-1383. I understand you to say that this statement " and mast of th_ 
hs.ve linally to b. written olf as bad debta" is too sweepingP.-Possibly, 
it is too sweeping. 

0-1384. Mr_ Oli6; Could you give the Commission any ""Planation of 
the difference in efficiency bet,!een manganese mines and coal miD~ p-
I know not.hing about coal mines. . 

0-1385. How much longer time would you auggest should be taken· 
before operating the convention of sickness insuranceP-It would' be diHicult 
to apply to labour which is moving from one place to another. 

0-1386. Your advice to the Commission is that more progress will be· 
mode if a more gradual advance W88 a-ttempted with International Conven
tions. When should the nert step be taken in the enforcement of any of 
the International Labour Conveutions P What period do you ~ should 
elapse P-Qur labour i. recruited from the iungQr people. They have nO' 
educa~on at all. 

0-1887. That suggests that labour is in .. condition where they need 
protection P-They need protection.. I do not know whether they W'OultJ 
uuderstand the deduetio"" made from their pay for aiekneas maar.nee .. 
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0-1388. M .. y I tnke it th .. t this i. a general etatement and that you 
have not considered when any Convention should be brought in?-Not I 
have not. 

·0-1389: One question about the time of attendance of your supervising 
eta« at the mine. At what hour in the morning do they attend P-From 
1-30 to 8. . 

0-1390. What record have you got with regard to the attendance of 
the work-people at the mineP-The time-keeper. . 
. 0.1391. What time does the time-keeper turn up?-He is on duty , .. 1> 

7-30. We have no means of actually keeping & cheek on the number of 
hours worked by individual labourers. They come on as they like and 
go oil' ... they like. 

0-1892. There is no real control in that directionP-No. 
C-139S~ So that the labour can come at sunrise as we were told yesterday, 

and there is no supervising stnff?-At lily mine there is. 
0-1394. I am wondering how you know the number of hours which an 

individual labourer works in your mine ?~imply . from the register kept 
by the time-keeper and the foreman. 

0.1895. My difficulty is to see what your organisation is to check in 
the labourers P-Ttlere is no at'tnal check on the labourers with the ucep
tWn of the Deparimental etaff. The", i. no actual check of the actu&l 
miners. 

0-1396: Do the people wander off and on as they willP-More or I .... 
0-1391. Would ynu be prepared to weleome the estahliehment of .. trade 

union amongst your worken P-I do not think it is: very necessary. at the 
present time. I know nothing about trade unions. 

0-1398. Mr. Bartlett: With regard to the qneetion of recruitment, .. 
figure of RB. 10 to RB. 20 h88 been mentioned 88 ad .. """"" paid: to labour. 
Is it not often a great deal more p-It very often exceeds RB. 20. 

0-1399. There are three types of labour recruited, are there no_bot 
which i& a1rea.dy working in the Central Provinces and which receives 
advan... from the contractor; th""" who are recruited directly from the 
villagea; and thoae who are recruited from the ordinary local villages, 
men who live in their own houaee. In the ...... of the local vill_r do ynu 
agree that little or no advance is given P-NexI> to no advanoe is given 
to the local men. 

C-1400. In some ....... , .specially the caete coolies, and peeple who have 
been working for some time, the advances are .often heavyP-Very heavy. 

0-1401. Have you heard any instence of B contractor charging interest 
to the coolieP-No. 

0-1402. In connection with the mine of which you have charge, have not 
the housing conditions been imp~ within the lnat 2 or ,3 yearaf-y .... 

. 0-1403. About what proportion of the labour bove ynu ho ..... d in the 
new housee P-..J usb owr 50 per cent. of the total. 

0-1404. Were th .... houses huilt in !'C.cordance with the CoalSelds Board 
of Health specificationP-Y ... . 

0-1406. Sir Vid ... 8a ...... : There is no rent chargedP-Notbing at all. 
0-1406. Mr. Bartlett: There is rather more than half of yOur work-people 

housecl in this model type of houses, and nearly bolf which is h.usecl in 
the gr ... and_ bamboo houseo which they ha.ve huilt for tbemselveaP-Y .... 

0-1407. Do ynu ever get any applications from the men in th.... small 
and rather poor housOB to be given houees of the new typeP-No. My 
experience is that they prefer to remain in housee. of the type which they 
have always occupied. . 

0-14ffi. How long ago is it sinoe the employment of .. welfare nurse waa 
&rat sanctioned by your CompaayP-About 18 months ago. 



0-1409. Can you remember how long it took to obtain .. trained workerf
Three or four months, I understand. 

0-1410. Do yon think the trained worker which you have now is a suitable 
pereon for the work which she was intended to undertakeP-I am afraid I 
do not. 

0-1411. Can- you give us the reasonP-I think it would be better if we 
could emploY a caste woman instead of .. Christian. _ 

.0-1412. Amongot the jungly population, is it not a fact that any woman 
go.ng about by herself i. looked down upon, and regarded with auspicionP
·Yea, a woman taking up that kind of occupation . . 

0-1413. A dai is gonerally regarded as being a very low personP"-Y....
one of the lower depressed cl ...... 

0-1414. Have you any suggestions te make in regard to the matterP-If 
we could employ a caste woman having the 88ID8 qualifications as our presen1i 
woman, I am of opinion that we would get better results from our welfare 
work. 

0-1415. In other words, you really want .. man and his wifeP-If we cou1d 
got a doctor and his wife it would b. ideal. 

0-1416. Do you know the procedure that is folloWed wheh a workman is 
injured P Perhaps you cannot speak for an the firms, but can you toll us 
in your case what happens if a man gets hBrtP-The monagar puts in an 
application for .. lief which i. sent to -my head office; eftar the head -office 
sanctions the amount of compensation the man is immedia~ly paid. 

0-1417. You do Dot wait till the man puts in an applicationP-No; the 
maDager himslf takes the initiative. 

0-1418. With regard to the hours of work you stated that in the hot 
.... ather people come to work early and gQ olt more ..... less when -they like. 
Have yon any reascn to believe that any individual worker exceeds the 
limits prescribed by law?-No; I do not think &I!y worker works longer hours 
than ;8 allowed by law. 

0-1419. What do you think would 00 the averagsP-'-7 to 8 hoUrs. 
0-1420. Mr. Clil/: That seems to dilter from your memorandnmP-I am 

talking about my mine; it varies according to the class of work. 
0-1421. Mr. Barilett: You were asked a question with regard to mini_ 

mum wageo and the pOO8ibility of lising them. You &toted that the working 
conditions on different mines varied widely. Can you explain how they 
very P Is it 011 account of the short hours worked by the local labourer 
and the longer hours worlred. by the resident labourer that there i. diffi
cu\tyP-In certain smaller mines nothing but local labour is employed. 

0-1422. And those people work for shorter hoursP-Yes. 
0-1423. As the ,.ork is done on contract system, it is very difficult to 

fix a minimum wagar-yes. 
0-10&24. MT. OloV}: You aay in your memorandum: "Recruitment for 

Assam onght not to 00 allowed in other industrial distriota or in any 
district where there is shortage of labour.'" What is your justification for 
that suggestion P-Because the labour that might 00- employed on the min .. 
might be robbed and taken away. . 

0-1425. If they get more money elsewhere should they not be- encooraged 
to go F-I auppose they should 00. 

0-1426. Min Pow.r: In your memorandum you deal with the attitude of 
,.,ur Association towards the Central Provinces Maternity Benefit Bill. Do 
I uke it from that that yOIa Assooiation is in favour of thai Bill coming into 
lawP-Yes; under the conditions set down, I think they would 00 in favour. 

C-1427. Have they ever thought of instituting .. maternity benelit 
fnndP-No. 

0-1423. What percentago of emp!oyeM in your mines .... w0m8nP-I 
think it is half and half. 
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~1429. Up to what number of days before giving birth to a c!rild is the 
ayerage woman engaged. on actual work; have 1011 any idea!-I have no 
idea; it is very difficult to obtain figures. 

~1430. We ""'" told that three of the five women we interriewed yester
day were 8oo)lslomed to work to within two daysP-l should not believe that. 

~1431. Wby ahould you not believe itP-llecauae if they were in that 
condition they would have been aent holO6. 

C-1482. Is it customary to send them home1-1 do it personally. 
~1433. Are there any instructions in the matterP-No. 
~14M. But if it reate with yoo alone the number of women whe are sent 

home is prohably infinitosimal ?-May he. 
~1435. You cannot apeak for the mines as a wholeP-I know that all 

the European managers do their hast to see that such women are sent home. 
~1486. Can ~you say what is the average period they take bef ...... return

ing to work after giving birth to a .hild?-Two to three weeks. 
~1437. You suggest in your memorandum that the period of. matornity 

benefits ahould be restricted to six weeka. The Bombay Act gi..... seTen 
weeks, and I understand that your local Bill givea 8 weeks. Have you 
any reason for restricting the period to six weeka?-I think the Association 
was generally of opinion that six weeks was sufticient~ But I do. not think 
my compaay would object to eigbt omeka. 

~1438. Are there any women members in your Association P-No~ 
~1439. You say: .. Women do not take 88 much advantage of the 

medicul faciliti ... provided as men but it is much bettar now than some 
yean. ago." What has made it better now than some years ago?-Because 
they have become more used to seeing the advantagea derived. ~ 

~1440. The woman factory inspector for the Bombay Presidency, who 
is the only woman who occupies that position in India, said that even in 
Bombay it took on an average over six months for the women in factories 
to become familiar with the idea of crechea. I suppose you would agree 
that it would take a much longer period in your case P-Yes. 

Cl441. Without considering the fin&J1cial loss due to & poor reepoDBe. 
would you he prepared to try it up to 18 manthe in order to get y<lUr women 
accustomed to the idea of that sort of thingP-I cannot apeak for the 
Association, but I think my company would try the experiment. 

~1442. You said that the nurse that you had in your mine was not 
successful; is there any special reaeon why she is not a successP-Beca.use 
of her oaate; they would go to a higher caste woman sooner than they would 
to a low- caste woman. 

C-1443. What is the caate of this woman P-She i. a Cbriatian. 
~1«4. Ia there any difficulty in obtaining the eervi .... of a trained 

Ilurse P-There is great difficulty. 
~1445. Did you not approach the Women'. Association for tbis pur-

poseP-My head' office might have.. . 
~1446. MTI. Kal.: Did they approach the Sev':"'den. SocietyP-I cannot 

tell you. . 
~1447. Mr. Bartl.tt: Has the Association anything to do with the 

appointmentP-No.' . 
~1448. M7$. Kal.: Yon say in your memorandum that infant mortality 

is 20 per cent.; that c:om .. to 200 per thou~nd. The figure ~ive!, by another 
gentleman is _ per thousand' I "ould like to know which IS correct p
Those are not my 6gurea; those' are taken from th" statistics supplied by the 
mines. 

~1449. Have:y .... figures for your min ... p-Yes. 
C.l450. Aroording to your calculations. what would it come to. appro";. 

matelyP-I think it will come to about ao per cent.; the figure 20 IS on the 
1_ side. 
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~1461. How long have you been working in the mining company. in 
India P-For about 20 years. 

~1452. Do you find any dillerence in the standard of living of the 1ab0Ul'0 
en during this period of 20 yean P-I do find au improvement. 

~1453. What aort of improvement do you find P-An all-round improv&o 
me;niT; I do not know how to exp)ein that. They wear more clothes, they 
enjoy better health, they look better. 

0-1454. Do you find aoy improvement in ed""otiouP-Very little. 
~1456. You do not have any schoolsP-We h .... elementary soheolo fer 

clllldren. 
0-1456. HoW many attend th ... schoolsP-10 per cent. of the children 

attend thnm. 
0-1451. After the primary otage, do they go to any other schooIP-No. 
0-1468. That meana that they imbibe illiterate habit. after the primary 

_go ?-They go back to the min .. and become minora. -
~1468. Is there s.ny........,.. by which you have tried to keep up their 

literate habit. ?-W" have not worked our schools for any length of time; 
we h,.ve been working them only for the last 3 or 4 years. 

0-1460. Hi,. Ala.:ander- M,.,...,.y: Of the 1,500 workera who are employed 
in your mines, how many are working under this pa.rticular type of agree
~ntP-About 400. who are headmen. . 

0-1461. So the rank &ud file have Dot signed the agreement .t all?-No. 
~1462. Di"",n Ohaman LaU: In your memorandum you give the wages 

of unakilled labour. Do we take it that • very -large number of workera 
working in. your mines are unskilledP-Yes. the majority of them are 
unakilled. 

0-1463. Would it he correct to say that the ma.iority of men get from 
7 as. to 8 as. and women get round about 4 as. P-The maiority of them get 
ebout 10 as. - . 

~1464. Would I be far wrong if I took it that a man and hia wife work
ing on your mine earned 12 88. a day between them; would that represent. 
the average p-It is below tha average. 

~1465. How much is that below the averageP-Working well, I think 
they caD piok up one rupee a day on the avemge rates OUl'l'eIlt at present. 

~1466. Let us say that a mILD and hi. wife earn 14 88. "day. If a 
man .spends 6 as. &D.d & woman 5 88. on food) the average comes to Its. 18--12 
a month on foodj taking 14 88. to be the earnings a daYJ the earnings for 
26 daya come to about Ro. 22 to 23; so that the margin is very little. 
They have to 8pend something on their clothes, utensils, ate., etc~ In view 
of this, I auppose you would he prepared to modify your etatment in your 
memorandum tha.t their indebtedness is due to- their ingrained improvident 
habit. and not to their low wages; there ia very little margin left for them 
to be improvidentP-But somehow they do manage to save &Om.thing. 

0-1467. Maoy ofJheo mines during the slump period were shut down, 
is it notP-Y... -

~1468. Ha ... you any idea ... to the number of men who were thrown 
out of employmentP-No. '. 

0-1469. Could yoU give me an idea as to the total wage Dill of the 
mine that we visited yesterday,P-Yea. 

~1410. The contrBCtor tak.. about 10 per cent. as hia profit. What 
I want to know is whether you would be prepared to oontribute the propor
tion that he takes away ... his profit towarda a fund which would he 
utilised for the purpose of setting .up publio employment agenmea insteed 
of giving it to the contraotorf-In other words, you want that we should 
deal witJi the men direct P 

0-1471. Ye.. Would you b. prapered to oontribute it for the purpoee ~ 
oetting up a public employment ageD., through which you can recruit 
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-labour instead of through the contr8CtorP-The contractor does lots· of 
other works; he rtUlS the labour; he employs foremen. 

0..1472. Would :pou he prepared to _tribute B portion of that and do 
Bway with the cOlltraetor!'--I do not think we would he able to control 
smaller mines without the aosistsnce of the eontr&ctor. 

0..1473. Would you agree thet it is the duty of somebody-I do not know 
whOlle-'that if "m&D becomes old and decrepit and is lUlable te work he 
should he looked otterP-Yeo, he is looked after. 

0..1474. By whomP-By the contractor. 
0..1475. Could you tell me the number of old people who are paid bY 

the contractorP-We have about 16 or 20. 
, 0..1478. I am glad to hear thet. Woold:pou agree that it would he 

better to have a comprehensive scheme for the purp.... of looking otter 
an people employed in industry wbo are unable to earn their own living 
because of old-ageP-Yes, if it coold he worked. . 

o..14n. Mr. Barl!etf: Is it not a fact that the majority of labour in 
the mines stays on the works for comparatively a short time only P 

0..1478. Diwan Ohaman Loll: Thet is not borne out bY the memorandum. 
0-1479. Mr. Barlldt : They stay ouly for 1/ to 10 monthe. 
0..1480.' Di-.. CIiam<m Lall: But they come hack again. 
The witness; 10 some cas .. it is not a very large proportion. 

(The witnese withdrew.) 
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LADtAN GWBIR]I NARAYAN~ lOa of Gamhirji. employee in 
Empre .. Mill, No. Z J MUHAMMAD AKBAR. "'a of iaa , 

Mllhammad, iI _ver. iIow lIIIeIDployed; DAULAT. 
lOa· of Mabllr' Jairam, employee ia the Madel 

Mill I. HARICHAND. employee ia the EIDpress 
Mill. l RADHA BAI, employee in tbe 

Reelin~ Departmeat of the 
EmpreuMiU 
(iaterpreted). 

The OMi .. """,: I understand thes.. workers ere representatives of the 
Dew textile labour union which appea.rs to have been born &t 1-80 p.m. J yester
day and h.. 500 memhers. I hope they have ..n paid their subscriptions. 
Th!y ha.ve submitted to the Commission a memorandum of their grievances 
whIch I sh&ll presently read. It is hardly fair to croso-esamine an infant 
so young., 

(Tlie chairman read the memorandum to the Commisaion.) 
0-1481. Mr. Fula,u: Were any of you membero of the old Nagpv Textile 

Union?-(Muhammad Akbar) Two of us were memboro of. that union and W8 
have. some experience of Union m8tters~ . 

0-1482. Th. Ohai1'm<m: Is it &liva or dead? 
Diwan Chaman' LaU: It is alive. 

Mr. Fulay: They are memhera of the old union trying to get into the 
new union. 

C·1488. Th. Ohainnan: Do you work two looms or one loom?-I was 
ordina.rily working two looms, but I fell ill for some days and when I came 
hack I was given only one loom for & few days as So sort of punishment. . 

0-1484. At pr .... nt how many 100mB do you work?-I am now unemployed. 
0-1485. Do you wish to eay anything further to the Oommisaion P-With 

regard to the people who are given two looms, very often owing to shortage 
of beams they have to stop one of the looms for some time,. with the res.ult 
that their income is reduced from Ro. 25 a month to Ro. 20. 

0-1486. What have you to sayP-(Luman Gambirii Narayan) My ex
perience alao has been the same. Sometimes. the beams are bad and we 
could not turn out enough work and our wages are consequently reduced. 
The Jobber h .... number of looms to look after and we have to wait till 
our turn comes for him to set right any defects in our looms~ We lose time 
.8Bd consequently our production suffers. -0-1487. We have heen told tholt there are some weavera who are not 
wiDing to work two looms. Would ..n of you here prefer to work two 
loom.?-(Lammn Gambirji Narayan sud Muhammad Akber) We ..n. willing 
to work two looms. (Daulat) I ain not willing to work II looms. (Muh&nJmad 
Akbar) A beginner would a1 ... sy. prefer to have one loom. But when he 
gailUl some experience he would prefer to have two leoma to one loom. 

0-1488. Sir Vietor S"" ..... : Would yon prefer to have 8 loomaP-(Laxman 
Gambirji Narayan) I will not he able to work 8 loome. 

0-1489. Th_ Ohai ......... : Evon on plain c1othP-There is no diffioulty to 
work three lOODIlI on plain oIoth. . 

0-1400. Have you ever put forward a dsaire to hAve three lOOlD8 on plain 
elothP-No. (Muhammad Akhar) There 1088 plague in Nagpur in 19U and 
moet of the weavar. left Nagpur and only 4.00 remainad. 200 of us ..... ked 
th .... l_ for one month till all the men returned after the plague auheided. 
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(Luman Gambirji Narayan) At p ....... t we ara not; allowed by the authoriti ... 
of the Emp""", Milla to work S looms. . 

0-1(91. Would you ' ....... If he prepared to in ......... your wag<!S by war)<
ing three looms on plain cloth P-As far as I am concerned I am willing 
to work three looms on plain cloth. 

(The witnesses withdrew. The Commission adjgurned to Cawnpore.) 
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UNITED PROVINCES 
'TIDRTY-SEVENm MEETING 

CAWNPORE 

Thursday, 12th Deeemher, 1929. 

P",""""" 

The Rt. Hon. J. H. WBITLlIY (Oka .......... ). 

Sir VIOTOR SA8800NJ Bart~ 

Sir IBItABIK RABnrTooL&, Xt., 
E.C.S.I., C.I.E. 

Sir ALBXANDml MURRAY, Kt.., 
C.B.E. 

Mr. A. G. Cww, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
Mr. KABm-un-Dnr AlnmD, M.L.A. 
Mr. G. D. BIRL4, M.L.A. 

Mr. Jom< 'CLIn. 

Mr. N. M. Josm, M.L.A. 

Dxw Aft CluJLuf LALL, M.L.A. 

Miss B. M. La POlm Pow"". 

Lt.-Col. A. J. H. R" •• BLL, C.B.B., 
I.M.S. (Med.cal A ... ..",.)., 

Sir THo""s SJrn"II, Kt., V.D. 1 (A.8i.t.mt 
M. MollA>UlAD YAXtrII, M.L.A. ) O ...... iniOMT •. ) 
Mrs. K. SmvAlTA.VA (Lady A ..... .,.). 

Mr. S. LALL, I.C.S. } 
Mr. A. DmDm. (Joint S.cntari ... ) 

Mr. W. Go MACKAY. MBA. Chief Inspector of Factories ....a 
Boilers, UDited Provinces. 

0-1492. The Okai ......... : How long have you hsld your p ..... nt ol!ice of 
Chief Inspector of Factories .... d Boilers in tha United ProvinosoP-,JUBt 
over two yelU"B. 

,0-1493. Will you d .. oribe to us the organiAtion of your departmentP
In thill Province tha inspection of heiiars and factories ill combined; in 
other Provinces they are entirely separate orga.nisations. We have here 
ODe chief inspector for both boilers and factories department. Until recently 
I h .. ve been tha only wh,,*time Factory Inspector. I h .. ve now hod an 
.... illtant given to me. The three Boiler Inspectors are joint lnopectero of 
Factories and they aasiat me & little. We have numerous ez officio Factol'Y 
Inspectors such as medical officers of health, Civil Surgeons, Distri<>1; Magi&. 
tratoo and Dsputy MagistrBtoo. The total number of inspectiODB do"e by 
them ill negligihle; the majority cf inepeotions are mode by the Boiler 
Inspectors and !DYBeIf. 

0-1494. What is your opinion ... to the duirability of combining boiler 
inapection with the inspection of factories P-They cannot be done together; 
a man cannot go to a factory to inspect tha boiler and also inspect tha 
factory undar the Indian Factories .lot. beoeuee for boiler inspection one haa 
to give a stipulated number of days' notice, whereae factory inspection 
;. .... ntialJy .. matter of iurpriss viait.e. The reoult is that when we do 
factory inepection we do not do !>oilers' inepection at the same time, but 
.. lepar&iIe viait is made. 

0-1496. Do you think it i ..... odvant_ to yonr ofIioe to heve Bo;]er 
Inspectors .... allable aIao for factory inopectionP-It haa been a neceeoity, 
becauee I oould n<>1; carry on alone. 
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C-1496. What portion of their time is taken up with lJoiler inspection 
_ the one hand ."d factory insp<>ction on the otber. I take it that boiler 
mspeetion is done first of all in the event of & Dew boiler being put in in 
a factory and then there is periodical examination once a y.B&l' to see that 
1.be boiler is in &. safe-conditionP-Yes. 

0-1497. How much- of the remainder of the Boiler Inspector's time 11 
available for factory insp<>ction?-5 to 10 per cent. is devoted to factory 
inspection and the remainder on boilers. 

C-1498. Are there such a large number of boilers to he attended toP-
Yes. . 

C-1499. So that you only get slight benefit from the inclusion of Boila. 
lospectors as part of your stalf?-Qu,ite. . 

C-1500. In addition to that you told us, as we .observed elsewhere) thai; 
the ~ officio inspecton are not of very grea.t advantage ?-Tbey are not; 
I think in 1928 they did 56 inspections out of a total of 600. 

C-1501. Is it your view then that the strengthening ef the factory 
inspection department .hould proceed on the lin .. ef additional whole-time 
inspectorsP-Exactly j one whole-time inspector is far better than a hundred 
€z officio inspectors; that is my contention. 

~1500. You have just obtained olle additional inspectorP-Yes, an 
.assistant whole-time iDspector. . 

C-1503. That being so, what is your total staff for the moment not 
including the Boiler Inspectors ?-The assistant. and myself for factory 

-work. 
C-1504. That is two men for the whole ef the United ProvincesP-Y ... 

A great deal of my time is spent in administrative work i I find it exceed
ingly diflicult to get away on tour myself; my time is spent in the office owing 
w my dna! capacity. 

C.1505. Then I take it, to put it mildly, tha.t even with this new addition, 
300...., much under_ed for the work that ought to he doneP-Yes. 

C-1506. Mr. Glow: It has been suggested that there should he a reduction 
<Ii the daily limit of hours for both men and women to 10 hours. If tbat 
were effected would it be necessary to give exemptions on a large sc.alep.:......No, 
bot at all; most of the factori .. work 60 bOUl"l! a week, 6 d~. ef 10 hours 
a da.y,. .. 

C-1507. Do not ......,na! factori .. as a rule work ionger?-They had 
.exemption once, but not now. 

C-1506. They do not work 11 bours a dayP-No. 
C-1509. Are the ginning factori .... a rule adequate to deal with the 

e.ropJ-Yes;, more than adequate in some cases. 
0-1510. We have had in one memorandum a suggestion from an employer 

'that, owing to the danger of cotton deteriorating, he ooght to he allowed 
tt. work 70 hoors a weekf-He would probably like to. 

0-1511. Is there in thiS Province a pool of ginnjng factoriesP-In Bome 
.cases there are, bu. n~ in every district. 

C-1512. Are factori .. kept idleP-Y ... 
C-1513. IntentionsllyP-Y... ' 
C-15U. You say that the British India Corporation not very long ago 

were able to avert serious labour troubles mainly due to their welfare work. 
Is that a general statement or were you thinking ef a particular instance p
I W8B thinking of a particular· incident. 

0-1515. Could you give no any particularsP-They brought to the notice 
.of the various employees who were. threatening a strike the benefits that 
accrued to them by having very fine housing arrangements and I am toIIl 
that tumed the eca1e. I gather that impression from conversation. 

C-1516. In yoUr memorandum yon give particul&r8 of au inve.-tigatios 
which I Ullderstond you JZl&d.e with a view to ascertaining how far fatigue 
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.. los responsible for increasing accidents. Your inVestigation apparently 
ga.ve an extraordinary negative resn1t?-Yes. It surprised me. 

• -0-1511. Because the accidents in the last few hours were very much 1_ 
than at other tim .. of .the day?-Yes. 

0-1518. In what kind of factory w .. this in ..... igation madeP-In aIt 
the factori .. in the Province. I took the total numher of accidents in th .. 
Province. 

C·1519. Can you explain this surprising resnlt?-I cannot; that is just 
the diffienlty. I anticipatsd that it would be the other way about. 

0-1620: Do you think it might he due to the fact that the worker works 
with very much less intensity towarde the end of the dey p-It is possible, 
but 1 would not like to say that definitoly. 

0-1521. In your memorandum you say that .. certain number of young 
adults work on both dey and night shifts. Do yon mean they work & fulf 
shift in the day and again a.t nightP-No, certainly not; they -work either 
at night or in the day. It is a question of working young adults at night 
and I mean that young adults are to a certain extent employed at night 
u wen as in the day time. -

0-1522. You do Dot mean, as we found in one centre, that people are· 
attsmpting to work on both day and night shifts 1-1 do not mean that. 

0-1623. Are you' in favour of making auy partienlar reguletious wit!> 
regard to young adults as distinguished from fully grown adults P-I do not 
myself see that there is any necessity. 

0-1524. In your memorandU}Jl you refer to relationa between employers 
and trade unions; you say that there has 'been no general recognition of' 
the unions but that the employers would weloome a properly constituted 
union ?-That is what 1 gather from the employers. 

0-1525. What do you gather from the other eider-Nothing; I have not
had any eouveraation on the subject ~th the other side. 

0-1526. You say, it At times certain difficulties have -arisen, due, it ia. 
said, to· the union officials being unable to· appreciate the technical and" 
administra.tive difficulties connected with the situation n.. Do you. mean it 
is said by the employers?-Yes. 

0-1521. Mr. Jo.hi: Do you refuse to meet the unions?-I do not refuaa
to meet them. I have met them on occasions. 

0-1623. There i. Jnck of contact hetwe-en you and the unions. What 
is that due toP-I do Dot know; it is not my fault; I am ready to meat 
them at any time. 

0-1529. You have never taken the initiative?-I have. done 60 on more· 
than one occasion. 

0-1680. Mr. Glow: With regard'to deductions you .aid that this practice
of requiring the weavers to take over damaged cloth is more or less genervl 
in the cotton mills and the amount so purchased varies from 5 to 10 per cent. 
of the salaries of the weaversP-Yes, of the-total wage paymeni'B4 

C-1531. In other words in any" month. a weaver receives about 5 to 10· 
per cent. of his •• lary in the sh .. pe of damaged cloth P-I would not put 
it in that way; I would say 5 to 10 per cent. of the totaJ wage hill <>f th .. -
depa.rtment; some weavers may get 5 per cent., 8QDl6 none at all or 1 
per cent. 

0-1532. And som. much more than 5 per cent.l'-Not very much more; 
I Bay between 6 and 10 per cent. . 

0-1538. Tk_ Clai,."".,,: Is it your view that the method of compelling
the we .... er to tlike d8llltlged cloth is one of the chief grievances that leads 
to frictionP-No. 

0-1534. Mr. mow: You say that it is aaid that men prefer this system 
to direct cash fines. I suppose again that is laid by the amployersl'-No. 
I understand that from the men themael_. tho ......... being that they-
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""'" sell this cloth nsuaDy at " fair price in the banar and recoup them.
selves, whereas a cash fine is a dead lOBS to iilem. 

C-15S5. The CAm ......... : In some eases it has been represented to us . aa. 
one of the continuing irritating points making friction between the wea.vers 
.and their employers; that is not your view here P-I have not that knowled~, 
>10. 

C-1536. Mr. Glow: You have warned us that the figures you give of wages 
are not to be taken as reliable ?-I should lil.-e to emphasize that. 

C-1587. Apparently in 1919 the wages of spinners were &t le&st &S higjl 
if not a little higher than those of weavers~ Sinee then the weavers! wages 
-bave' risen steadily while the spinners are pra.cticeJly at the l~ve1 they 
vere at heioreP-That is so. 

C-1536. To what· is that dneP-I could not say. 
C-1639. Bir Victor Sas ... n: Are they on piece workP-Some spinning 

is on piece work, winding for instance. 
C-1540. Mr. OloID: Are the weavers here MussalmansP-Not aD, but a 

;good sprinkling of them are. 
C-1541. Outside the weaving department, I p ..... ume the labour i. &!most 

entirely Hindu?-A large percentage of them are .HinduB, yas. 
C .... l542. Do you institute prosecutions on your own initiativeP-Some.. 

: times; and sometimes the District Magistrate does it. 

C-1548. You do not have to refer to the Director of 'Industries before 
instituting proceedingsP-No. . -

0-1544. Sir Ale:z:ande-r- M'l£1"roy: In your memorandum, speaking of 
jobbers, you say, U The defect in the system is that many of them aNi 
oorrupt, which fact hu more than oncfi been the cause of labour troubles. U 

'Do you know of epecme insta.nces in whieh etrik .. have been a direct result 
~of trouble over ;obbera?-Do you wish· me to- mention names? 

C-1545. No. Have labour troubles been epecificaUy due to ilia jobhersP-
1: will not .a,. speoiJically, but it has certainly .... isted; it has had a large 
bearing, 

C·1546. Have any of the petitions or statements of' grieva.nees that have 
- been put to the emplGye .. by the wwkers at the time of these atrikes speci
fically dealt with· the quastion of iobbers?-I cannot ,Bay that; I have not 
seen those petitiODS. 

0-1547. SiT Victor 8al400'lt: The point is: has eo strike been caused by 
-eomplaints against a. jobber or beoa.use a jobber has been -dismissed P-Bome-
-times because of a complaint against a jobber. One case which I can 
remember c~ly was due to a complaint that there was bribery., 

. C-1548. Have there been casas where a jobher has been dismissed ?-I 
·-cannot recall to mind such cases at the moment, but. I believe jobbers have
D.en dismissed. 

0-1549. Has there been a strike 'consequent on a jobber being dismissed?
I cannot remember any though possibly there may have been j I would not 
definitely sa.y there was not such a thing. 

0-1550; Sif'; Ate2l4flder Murray: Have you ever _ in your capacity Bs. a 
"'Factory InspectOr had brought to your- notice instances of COTroption on the 
part of a jobberf-Not particularly of a jobber but of supervisurs, yes: . 

C-l551. As we go round we get thiB complaint everywhere and there 
"seems to be good 'ground for it, but we' have never been able to find any
'body who eould give us chapter and verse of particula.r instances. Have 
you ever as a Factory Inspector had a workeJ' or' a. body of workers coming to 
you and giving epecific iustanc:es of corruption 0" the pan of a jobber or 

·cverseer?-Yes, they have. 
0-1052. Speoillc. casesP-Y .... 
0-'1553. What have you doueP-Nothing; I could Dot do ·anything offi

-cially. 
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0-l554. Tk. OMiTmlm: Have the employers in th.... ...... dismissed 
the jobbers P-I oonld not say; I have ~timee brought that point to the 
notice of -*he employer. 

0-1555. We had two cases iII Nagpur where. jobbers had heen dismissed 
for that practice. 

0-1556. Sir, AI_d.r M_: When you have had those complaints 
have you gone to the employer of the jobber and stated the case, and if soY 
what hae been the reenlt of yonr hariDg done soP-In one caee I complai,,;i 
to the employer and I understand that tho man was di8chargad, bnt I cannot 
81lbstantiate that, because I a.m... not. ceriain.. 

0-1551. Csn you tell us of BIlY ;,f;her ...... ?-In some cases I did n';t 
take any action at all, because it is not within ttte purview of the Factories-
Act and I could not very well do anything. -

0-1556. Sir Victor Bas • ."".: Would not the employer weloomo such a 
thing p-som.. would. It is very difficult to prove a statement like that; 
very often the man will make 0. complaint to mel but will be uuable ~ 
8ubstantiate it; it is R complaint and it is very difficult to get to the 
bottom of it, 80 that one has to be very carefut in what one does in actmg 
on it. 

0-1559. 8fT A.l!!Mntkr Murray: I was hoping that in your es::perience-
you might have had specific cases ?-N 0. I cannot say that. " 

0-1560. You say. U The main reason for the large number of accidents 
is the liberal leave rules in railway workshops/' What do you mean ·by 
that?-A man has only to stub his toe against " machine or scratch his thum!> 
and he gets 2 days' leave for things which wnuld not be considered as 
accidents at all in other countries. 

0-1561. You are referring to the Jhansi workshopo1'-Yeo. 
()"1562. We found in the Puniab' and Bombay th .. t the bull!: of th .. 

accidents in factories in those provinces were due to increase in aaciden .. 
in railway workshops. You are the fust who haa had the courage to say 
specificnlly that it has been due to some wealmesa in the leave rulesi'-1t 
is Dot exaCtly the leave rules, but the discretion vested in the Medical Officer .. 
He has a discretion to give two days' leave which constitutes it an accident 
for the slightest ocratch. 

0-1563. Diw<m Oka""", LalI: Have you had BIlY specifie eaoesP-Many_ 
~1564. Would a respDnsible doctor give leave for two daya fur asenkh?

The fact ia nhvi0118. It is done. 
0-1565. Haa it ever been brought to the notice of the AgentP-Y .... 

and very strongly too. 
0-1566. Actunl caeeaP-Yes. It 'haa not been brought to the notice of 

the Agent, bnt to the notice of the man in charge of the Railway workabO!/' 
tloncerned, the Deputy Chief Mechanical Engineer. 

C-1567. Sir Ale.ro'1WkT Muf'nlY: It is also an extraordinary coincidence-
• th .. t the Railway workshops are the shops that work the shortest bours amr 

the shortest number of days ill the week?-Y .. , and they are poosibly the-
best guarded too. . 

0-1568. And yet there ...... more accidents reported aa .accidents from 
tho.. .bops than from any other place. Ai! a matier of taot leat year. out: 
of 1,600 accidents 1,300 were in the railway workshopsP-Yes. 

0-1569. Are the certificatoa enabling these men to go on leave given ny 
Railway Medical omcersP-Yeo, by the Railway Medicn1 Oflioer, & aaIarie<l 

.officer of the Railway. 
0-1610. In the Jhansi ""rkshopP-Yea. 
0-1571. Mr. Clitl: Who, dn you suggest, should decide if not a Medicn1: 

OBicerP-Naturally he mast decide. 
0-1512 •• Have you any propooal for obviating ,..bat yon think is a thing: 

that ought to be dene away with P-N othing except that the Medicn1 om"",.. 
ahould UII8 hi. discretion carefully. 
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C-1573. In a gie..t deal of the evidence which has been given up to data 
we are told that in cotton mills and 80 on, workers do not work intensely; 
but our experience in railway workshops is that they do work intensely j 
may that be the cause of mOJ:.8 accidents?-NoJ because 8cc~dents do DOti 
occur on macb,inery; the bulk of these accidents are simply a man hitting 
hIS thumb wiih a hammer, scra.tching his finger against ~ grinding stone
or something like that; absolutely trivial things. 

0-1574. Sir Ak:mnder Murray: Statistics are given which show that very. 
few of the accidents occur from ma.cbineryP~Very few. 

0..1575. From your- memorandum it would appear that you have per
sonally observed men leaving factories. at the midday interval and you 
baye never noticed any sigDS' of fatigueP-No, not visible. 

0-1576. You also say; If Acquaintance of work-people with faetory legisla
tion is practically niL Very few even know what the daily and weekly 
limits of l\'orking hours are." Are you speaking of seasonal or perennial 
factories P-It is worse in the seasonal factories hut it is almost as bad in 
the perennial factories. J 

C-1577~ Do the workers iD the perennial factories wear any token or 
carry aoy tickets to indicate to them when they should go in or go out?
.No; a worker- has a register number, that is all. 

0-1578. It does Dot state the hour of beginning work and the hour of 
ceasing workP-No. _ _ 

0-1579. What have you done to instruct the workmen in these mattersP
We have abstracts of the Act and Rules printed in two vernaculars and iJI. 
English and posted up. The Ruins and the Act <:&Il alBo be obtained in· 
the vernacular. 

C-1580. My own erperienee in the mills with which I have been 88SOCiat
ed is that every worker knows his closing time and the commencing time P
That is not my experienoa. 

C-1581. Min p"",,,; : Are any complaints received from the workers as to
non~seITance of the Factories A<lt?-Y8B, occasionally, and they are imme
diately attended t4 by me. 

C-1582. How many in a yearP-About half a dwlen a year from the< 
workers themselves. 

C-1583. Sir AlemMer MurTa1I: Do yeu get reports from medical offie_ 
of health .and other public officers regarding their visits to the factories Z
Yes. 

C-lS84. Are they of any essiatance to yeti P-Bometimes they are; 0 ... 
unitary and medical matters they aN. 

C-l585. Do You think it is .. drisable to have these medical officers visit 
the faetories apart from the regular whole time medieal factory inspectorf
Yes, I think it is v~ useful for the medical officer to inspect _ the _ 
factories. . 

C-1586. Does your Director of Publio Health take -an aetive intereSt in 
this ?-I cannot say that. 

C-1587. H"" be visited the faetori .. and made reports to yeuP,;",.NoI 
personally that I know of. 

C-1586. Mr. Ahmed: You have said that yeu have never seen the Director 
of Public Health visiting factories. Wonld it DOt be a great help if the
Director of 1"ublic Health were authorised by Government to inspect these
factories.~-He already is instructed by Government and he is alread) 
authorised to do 80. -

C-1589. Then' he is merely negligentP-May I explain tlIRt he i. aD 
administrative officer and does not do this kind of thing himself. 

0-1590. You have said that you have Dever noticed the workers-looking 
fatigued. 1 suppose in this place in the middle of the day the iemperatu<& 
1& sometimes 120 degrees?-Yes. It ia warm he.... -
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0-1591. Then I suppose people beC9me fatigued ?-I suppose they do at 
'times, but I have never noticed it. 

0-1592. I suppose manual workers become fatigued and requite .. drink 
-of iced water, but it is not supplied to themP-I cannot say. 

0-1598. Sir AI.z"nder Murray: I. iced water suppli.dP~ced water i. 
supplied in some cases; the water is there for them to drin,- if they want 
lit. . 

0-1594. Mr. Ahmed: I suppose th .. t there are not sufficient provision. in 
some factories for supplying pure drinking water to the lahourers?-There 
;are. 

0-1595. Everywhere?-Practically everywhere. 
C-1696. In all the f.eterie. and milIsP-Y .. ; it is part of my business 

·to see that there are. When these people are thirsty they take water. 
0-1597. You have seen them do 8OP~Y ... 
0-1596. I suppose they become exhaUBted after their b .. rd workP-I can

~ot say that.. they are exhausted. I have seen them drink water. 

C-1599. In a ginning factory I suppose it is abeolutely n ....... ry for a 
.boy or a girl to give full attention to their work, otherwise they get 
injured; for instance their linger will probably get cut P-H anybody is 
-careless he may get his finger cut. . 

0-1600. They must gjve very full Ilttention to their workP-Yes; they 
:are sitting down all the time they are doing it.. 

0-1601. That being .0, ao you not think the hours of work should be 
Teduced from 10 to 8 ?-I cannot agree with you; I do not really thiuli that 
·the hoors should be reduced from 10 to 8. 

C-.1602. Do you not think it would be a great help to these ·people to 
reduce their hours frOID 10 to 8?-It would be, provided the wages are not 
.... duced at tbe same tune. 

~1603·. What is the. average salary these people get working in the 
ginning factories; is it 5 or Q annas a dayf-Yes, about thats 

0-1604. I suppose that is. a very small amo1int, considering that their cost 
·of Jiving has gone up a gre-at dealP-I cannot say. 

C-l605. What is the average cost of living of a man, his wife and two 
children P-I do not know. 

0-1606. Have you any .ideaP-;-Not the fai'ltest. 
0-1607. No factory has made any provision for the education of the 

·children of the workersP-Yes, they have; t.here is a. list of them in my 
TepOl't. 

0-1608. ""hat about their housing conditions ?-Many factory mvnel'B 
haT'€' pt'ovided housing accommodation. . 

C-1.609. I. that the oese in ,,11 the factoriesP-No. 
C-1610. Are there any night. schools?-There are night schools in some 

factories. 
0-1611. Si-r Victor Bassoon: Have you not got compulSory educationP

-certain Municipalities have compulsol'Y education. 

C-1I112. Mr. A.hmed: Men who ",!YO be.en working many years in a factory 
do not receive any pension P-A few factories give their old hands a pension 
and all Government faeteries do. 

0-1619. Apart from. Government factories, there i8 no provision for 
gratuities P-Ye!, .iri. some factories \ a vatuity is given. _ 

0-1614. Owing to the high temperature which prevents worke~ from 
giving fun attention to ~eir ":Ork the.l'9 are a large. Dumber of ACClde~tst 
a.nd injured workers are not paId sufficlent compensationP-I know notluDg 
.. bout that; 1 have nothing to do with the Workmen'. Compensation Act. 
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()"1615. Outside the f&dories And outside the .... orking hours no medical 
facilities are provided for the workersP-Yes, where' there are housing 
settlements there are dispensaries as well. 

0-1616. How many housing settlements· are there?-There" are three or 
four in Cawnpore; Begg Sutherland, the British .India Corporation and th& 
Sugar -works have got some. 

()"1617. 'rhe otlters heve noH-Practically the others have not got any. 
0-1618. Where medical facilities are provided there is a great demand 

for those facilities?-The M.unicipalities provide facilities for medical 
attention and there are Government hospitalB and dispensnriet. r 

C-1619. I am asking with regard tq. the proprietors and employers. 
Would it not be a great help to the work-people if medical faciliti~ were 
provided by those employers who do not do so P-Y eo. . 

C-1620. Are vou in favour of instituting organizations to provide medical 
a..'iSistance for the workers in those places where such facilities do not existP 
-No, I cannot say I recommend that; there is a limit to what an owner is 
required to do for his men. 

()"1621. But you have already said it would De a great help p-It would 
be a help, but I am not prepared to recommend that it should be foloced 
on owners. 

C-1622. You have said to the Chairman that probably the payment 
made by the workers for damaged cloth is one of their grievancesP-It maT 
he. 

0-1623. You have told us that wages are 5 to 6 annas; that is very low 
and that may be another grievance P-It is ,5 to 6 Annas in the ginning 
factories; it is more tlum. 5 to 6 annaa in the mills. 

0-1624. I suppose some g~t less and some get more; I am saying it is 
one of their grievancesP-It may be. 

C~1625. Ool. RU&3ell: On the question of inspection by ez D/ficW inapac
tors, is it not the. case that it is only since 1926 that the Public Health 
Department has had a number of medical officers of healthP-Quite -correct. 

0-1626. So that comparatively speaking) they are u. junior set of 
officers?-Yes. 

C-1621. DG yous therefore, anticipate that there will be in the years" to 
come an increase in the number of those inspectiollS made by medical ofticers 
of health?-y .. , I think so and I hope 80. 

~1628. You are in favour of tbat?-yes. I am in favour of medical 
ofticeno inepecting factoriea. 

()"1629. Mr. Ahmed has suggested that the Director of Public Healtlt 
himself should carrt out these inspections; you realise that is not possible P-
It is not possible at all. . 

()"16ll0. The reporte of these medical officers of health are •• nt to youP
y .... 

C-1631. What action can be taken on reports dealing with sanitary and 
medical matters in factories P-If they fall within the purview of the 
Factories Act, the factories are immedi.ately ordered by me to carry out 
the recommendati0IlS5 

0-1632. What is the procedure in connection with the model bye-Iaws?
Before & ma.n can construct a. factory or building for the purpose of a 
factory he has to submit drawings and plans showing the various sizes 
of the rooms, the area and oapacity of each, the -number of windows, doors, 
height of roof, etc. j this is to be sent to the Municipality in duplicate; 
and after they have inspected it in accordance with the municipal rules 
they eend it to me for final approval. . 

()"1683. What officer l>f a Municipality i. capable of' deciding whether 
th .... plans are suitable or noH-The Executive Officer does that, I under· 
stand. . 
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0-1634. What qualification h ... he to decide whether a factory is suitable 
-Dr noti'-I do not know. 

0-1636. Would it not be better to send pia ... of that kind to the Publio 
Health Department direotP-No, I do not tb.ink 80; I do not. think it is 

'Ileceaaary • 
0-1636. What are your reasona for that?-Because the Municipality 

flavs medical .officers who can advise on the medical points and their 
engineering section can advise on the strength of the huilding. It finally 
f:Omes to me with respect to the Factories Act. . 

C-1637. You are quite satisfied with the present arrangments?-Yes, if 
it is adopted, but there are not many doing it. 

0-1636. You say these rul.. require to be adopted and then enforced 
a.nd comparatively few have adopted them. There is appa.rently a Saw 
in the procedure. CaD you suggest any means by which this flaw can be 
Temedied?-I should_suggest Government bringing p~ure to bear on them. 

'That is ell. 
0-1639. I take it that under the pr .... t Municipal Act which is enforced 

in the United Provinces. the Municipalities have got practically full 
powers P-So I understa~d. I am not convel'SMlt with that point .. 

0-1640. And Governmeot cannot interfere with their administnition P-
'Yes, that is the difficulty. . 

0-1641. You have no other suggestion for overoommg this dilliculty ?-If 
the Boards will not adopt the rules I do not see what could be done unless 

-Government bring in legislation to enforce it. 
. 0-1642. Woaid it not be possible for Government to say that th .... model 

.by&.law8 sha.ll come into force on a certain date?-I ca.nnot say where the 
machinery exists for' that purpoae~ • 

0-1643. Would not that get over the dillicultyP-It would, if it could 
,he done. 

0-11144. With regam to the housinl! of empl"",es, is there any c0-
ordination among} for instance, the Pubhc Works Department-, the Public 
'Health Department and Government for the Bupervision of type plans and 
so OD, for houses of employeea1'-Not that I am aware of. 

0-1645. So that the Public Works Department, for instance, could prep"", 
plans and build quarte1'8 without any supervisioD from the Health author
ities P-That will depend on the situation of the quarters; if they were 

·within municipal limits they would h .. ve to comply with the municipal by ... 
lAw. with regard to senitation and other mattara. 

0-1646. Mr. Oliff: Have you been on factory iDSpection work longer than 
·two yearsf-Yes, 10 years: two years in Bombay and eight years here. 

C-1641. In your memorandum you say you are not quite satisfied with 
. the adequacy of the fines for breaches of the Factory Act. Have yon any 
propoaals to overcome that difficulty f-Government have addressed District 
Magistrates on the subject &Dd asked them to see thet experienoed Magi&
·trats. try caaes with a view to getting " prop ... penalty. 

0-1648. I. it your view that the penalties stated in the Act are adequate 
hut they are not enforced to the IimitP-Yes. 

0-1649. Has any improvement been noted since that circular was addres&
·ed P-Slight, hut it has dropped off again. 

0-1600. Have you any fnrther proposal, for dealiag with the dilliculty P
<Yea, there is a. proposal that in cases where a fine is obviously very small 
a.n appeal &.bould be made to the High Oourt, if necessary, for enhancement; 
the ruling- of the High Court coald the.. probahly be circulated to Magi&
tr .. tes and woald make them realiss the necessity for substantial fines. 
"It ia obviously no good fining " man Ro. 1!5 or 30 when he has made Ro. fM 
"by working overtime. 
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(',..1651. Mi$$ Power: Yon mention that your fines range from Rs. I 
to Ro. 125; to what type of offen... would the letter refer P-I cannot say 
off-hand. 

C-1652~,Mr. Clif/: The record shows a ,number of offences 'for working 
Dvertime and outside fixed hoursP-Yes. 

C-IG53. Are there some verv low fines for -those- offencesP-Yss. RB. 50 
i. frequently the type of fine i get for that. Recently I bed rather good 
fi_. . . 

C-1654. Diwa .. Cha.-" La!!: There was " fine of Ro. 800 on appeal to 
the High Court. What was that fort-The same thing, working' overtime. 

C-I655. After previons offences1-Yes. It was an appeal by the owner 
a.gainst conviction. 

C-I656. Th. COOi"""",: What was the original fine in that caseP
Re. 1,400. There were foUl' cases. under Section 26 of the Act, working 
outside fixed hours, for which a fine of B.s. 800 was imposed and that 
conviction and fine stood. The other three cases were for working men mo~ 
than 11 hours per day; that feU through and he was excused B.s. 600, so 
that the fine was deoreased from Ro. 1,400 to &. 800 on ,appeal. 

0-1657. Mr. Cliff: What was the grana" on which the appeal partially 
succeaded in the High ConrtP-It is .. matter which will probably have to 
be taken up by the Government of India. Seotian 52 affords a loophole to 
any owner; it stipulate. that any interval by which the work is suspended 
for haH an bOUT or more may be deducted in computing the hours under 
Seotiorui 24, 27 and 28, The accused .sid that for three houro during that 
day his men were not working. Any owner can say that, even if he works 
1:2 boun. 

0-I1i58. Mr. Clow: HaS h. not got to oomply with the hours ... given 
in the register?-Yes, and that is why he was convicted under Section 26, 
for he was working outside fixed hours, but he was. not working more than 
12 hours. He was convicted UDder one Section but not under the other. 

0-1659. Surely one i. edequateP-It shows the weakness of Section 52 
of the f..ct. 

0-1660. Tn.e Chainnan: Have you in your memorandum set out the 
amendment of the la.w which you suggestP-No. This is quite recent; in 
fact" it happened about a week ago. 

C.1661. Sir Vietor Sa&Mfm: You were trying to convict him under two 
Sections for the same offence P-They are two separate --otiencee; he was 
eommitting both. 

0-1662. Sir A!<o:an4eT Murray: Supposing you start at 6 o'clock and end 
at 6 and there are intervals in between?-You must fix those intervals and 
'fix the times of starting and stopping; if you start before your fixed time 
or stop after your fixed time, you have broken Section 26 of the Act. In 
this ease the owner's fix~d stopping time was one hour from 12 o'clock to Ii 
he maintained he stopped from 12 to 3. Anybody can ... y that. 

0-1663. MT. eLiH.' Can you enforce meal times where they a.re workiDg 
a shift?-Yes, nobody is allowed to work more tha.n 6 hours without a rest 
.f one hour. . 

0-1664. Haw do you aacertain whether they are workingP-Visit them 
iluring the meal hour. -

C-l665. At Karachi a ease WI\S brought to our notiee in which a flour 
-mill was working continuously; there was a stated meal time but the men 
,"1'e ba.ving their meal time at any hour and there was no possibility of 
checking that. How do you eheek itP-A floor mill works f~om 6 to 6; 
one balf of the atoff have a meal time from 10 to 12 and the other half 
from 12 to 2. 

0-1666. Are they named P-TheIr n"mea are in' the register showing their 
working houl'8; you can alwaya check it. 
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0-1667. You state in your report that a go<>d deal of time h .. to he 
spent 'W'ith. employers in explaining the Factory Act. Bas it ever been 
thought part of the work of - the Department to explain the Factory Act 
and the Workmen's Compensation Act to the work-peoplaP-No. 

0-1668. Do you think there is a posoibility of doing thatP-Yeo, there 
is, if we had a sufficient sta1f. It takes a long time to give these explana. 
tions. I do not think you will nnd in any Province that the Factory 
Inspector is required to explain the Act to workment because the workman 
is Dot penalized under the Act; it is the owner or the manager who is 
subject to penaitiao and he is the one to whom the Act should be explained. 

C-1669. You explain- it to the factory ow"er in order that he may net 
contravene_ the ActP-Yes, knowingly. 

0-1670. With regard to the work-people, who are 1aoo favonrably circums
tanced in any case thaD the employer, would yon agree that, given the 
necessary staJf, it would be a. good thing to make them know their legal 
rigbts under the AetP-I agree, but I thiDk it would come automaticaUy 
if they were properly educated. 

0-1671.' But I am trying to deal with the position as'it is, not as 
we hope it will be?-It will require greater staB to ~o it; it is impossible 
under the present conditions. 

0-13711. Yon aay that -one of the causes of indebtedness is eickneso. That 
is. because they are without any earnings?-Yes. 

C-1673. Have you given any consideration to the question of some form 
of provision during sickaess?-I think the matter was~ Considered by a 
~mmittee appointed by Government of which I was a member. 

C-1674. May I rely on the conclusions of that Committee, which..are set 
out by the Director of Industries, for your view?-Yes.- There are obvious 
dillioulti ... 

C-1675. You say that the employers would welcome. or do welcome t a trade 
union organized on proper linesP-That is the impression I got from them. 

0-1676. How did you gather that impraooionP-From conversation with 
them. 

0-1671. Have you any experience of the attempt at negotiation betweeD 
the union and the Elgin MilIs?-1 ha.ve no personal knowledge of that hut 
I have second-hand knowledge. 

0-1678. So your statement hare is haaed on what you have gathered 
in conversatioDP-Yes. 

0-1679. Sir Victor Sassooo: With reference to increasing efficiency of 
production you state that there have been attempts made, but that thaoe 
were dropped because the employees resisted it on the grounds that they 
would be required to increase their quota of work and the prohability of 
reduction in staff. Have you said that these workmen are capable of being 
more eflicientP-I have not considered that point. That would lead you 
to suppose they were capable, but I am not prepared to _ they are capable. 
Poeaibly they would try if appealed t(). 

0..1680. You have no views as to their capacity to increase their effi
ciency P-No. 

0-1681. In the main Governmollt report they quote you, the Ohief 
Inspector, as to the return of damaged cloth being more popular than a caoh 
fine, and a.t another place they appear to make ~ contrary statement by 
saying that the practice in some cotton mills af the workers buying a por
tion of the gooda damaged' by them haa alwaya a.ted aa an irritant. Do 

. ,you Jmow on what evidenoe that atatement is madeP-No. 
0-1682. l/iw<m Ch_ LoU: Why are there more prooecutiono under 

Seotionll 26 and 26 tbis yur than laot yearP-We have been able to be 
more active, that is all, and have devoted more time to catching them~ 
-S:hil1leeD. C&Bea 'WeNt againat one man; it 1n8 one big case. This does not 
apply to Oawnpore only; it is the whole Provinoe. 
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(}"1683. Are the employers wanting to work their factory hands mo,..,P~ 

Noll aa far .. I know. , 
0-1684. Sir Victor &u .. "": Are these ginning faotoriesP-TbiB particular 

case of 13 charges is with regard to a !lour mill in Cawnpore. -The object of 
bringing 18 cases waa to get a aubstantiul line, but I did not get it. 

(}"1685. Di,,,,,,. aha"",,, LaU: Is your stall sulIicient for the purpose of 
inspections P-No, I do not consider it is, not the wholeatime sta.1f. 

~1686. You say in your memorandum. that the fines do not act as a 
deterrent. Can you recommend any .yatem by which you could get ade
quate fines imposed upon the employers P-I have tried various .systems. 
One is bringing a multiplicity of cases. In this cae of which you have 
spoken, instead of bringing one case, I prosecuted for 13 separate offences 
in order to get a big fine, but I did not get a very big one. 

(}"1687. What is tbe constit~tion of the tribunal which tries these 
easesP-A Magistrate tries them. _ 

(}"1688. Could you Noomm.iul Bl!y change in the constitution of the tri
bunali'-Not peyond what Government has done, DO.-

0-1689. If you look at the Factories Act, under Section 50 certain 
elaasea of offences aN triable on appaal by a particular Magistrate who may 
sit with two assessors; the recommendation is that ODe of those assessot8 
should be appointed by the authority to which recommendation is made 
in that behalf and the other one by the Magistrate himself. Would yon 
be prepared to recommend " system for ordinary caoes in which .. special 
tribunal could be set up on which there might be " representative of the 
-employers and a representative o.f the workea P-No, ;r do not think that is 
necessary at all~ I think & better Buggestion would be to ha.ve 8. com
petent prosecutor for factory work alone. Gooerally our cases are conducted 
by the Police prosecutor who knows nothing _ at aU about the Factory Act. 
In fact, there have been times when I have felt I should like _to conduct the 
proseeution. myself, but r am. not allowed to do it. . 

0-1690. The preaent state of affairs in your -opinion is UIllIatisfactory P-
Yes, undoubtedly. . 

(}"1691. Th. Ohair""",: Are you not allowed to bring your own caaesP
I a.m not allowed to speak: and cross-examine witnesses. Some !Magistrates 
'have 9Uowed me to do it, but others have objected to it aDd have told 
me if I .. anted to ask any questions I must ask them through the Magistrate. 

(}"1692. Is that peculiar to this _Provinoe?-I cannot &&y. 

(}"1698. Diwan aha"""" LaU: Who is the complainant in these casesP
"Tbe King-Emperor. 

0-1694. Then what objection could there oeP-BecauSe I am not' a mem
~er of the Bar probably_ 

The Ch.a.irman: We are, Of. course, much concerned with any defects 
~here may be in the present Factory Act, so that it is important $a.:t we 
chould appreciate exactly what this ·point is. - <., 

(}"1695. Sir IbrohimRaAimtoo/a: Is Governmentrepreaented by Counsei? 
-:-Ye8J it is represented b.1 the .Public. ,PrOfteC-utor... ' 

SiT' Ibrahim Rahimtoola: The Gov9rnment is the complainant. The 
"Ordina.ry procedure. is that the Government is represented by a· la.wyer 
who \l... sole charge of the prosecution. The factory inspector has nolo.".. 
standi. 

0..1696. TAe CAai1"'man.: Clearly there is in your view a defect in the 
-practice, -if not in the law P-Yes. Tbe difficulty perhapa is that I be ..... to 
give evidence for the prosecution and therefore there is an objection to 
my eross-.examining ~e. witnesses. . If We had on. Pu1)lio ;Prosecutor I who 
w .. really conversant W1th the Factory Act and Rul ... , '",8 should be able 
to con .. ince ·Magietrates muoh maN ealIi!Y and get cases :finished much more 
'!uickly then at present. - - -'. 
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Til. OMi .......... : I was afr .. id it might be the lawyers' trade union whiclJo 
was the diJIiculty. 
• C-1697. m"",,, OM,.,... LaIl: That is a very importent point,and u. 
strikES me that there may be another important point~ In many places. 
we have come across the difficulty that aomet.imes the magistrate in aD 
outlying district who tries the case happens to be a friend of the em
ployer, and it i8 difficult for him to impose_A heavy penalty. That is why 
I 8m asking you if you think it desirable to recommend any other eort 
of tribunal?-I have had no complaints of the nature to which yop refer. 
If we had a prosecutor who knew the Act and who could empbasize the points. 
of the Act, it would serve the purpose. 

0-1698. You say that the Ohambers of Commerce are represented on the
Legislative Council and on the Municipal Boards. Are the workers represent-
ed on these bodies?-No, not as workers. 

0-1699. In your opinion would it not he better, in the interests of the 
workers, if some sort of system were introduced whereby they were given' 
representation in the legislatures and on Municipal Boarda?-I think thp.t is 
only fair. - . 

• C-1700. Do I understand yon to say that it would he & good' thing if 
hours were reduced to B per day, provided there was no reduction in 
wagea?-From the worker's pomt of view the lesser number of hours b· 
works per day the better provided he does not lose money by it; but it is
not 60 from the employer's point of view. 

0-1101. Miss Power: There is a reference in this memorandumt in regard 
to workJnen's compensation, to the advisability of the inspectorate bring
ing the regulations to the notice of workers who have been injured. How 
extensively is that, done alreadyP-Very little has been done. Any man 
who comea: to me for advice gets it. I have sent several to the' District 
Magistraw and they have rec&ived compensation as a result. 

C-1102. It is said that there are a good many work-people entitled to 
compensation who do not get itP-That .is quite possible~ hut these reports 
about -compensation do not come to me.- I get accident reports. 

0-1703. Do you suggest it would be well to have an amendment of the 
Factory Act, empowering the inspecting staff to take up workera' caaes. 
whenever they arise?-Yeo, if it will sssist in the 'working of the Act. 

C-1104. I take it that you think it will assist?-It probably will ;;, some
eases. 

C-1105. The Superintandent of the Government Pr ... impliea that the 
inapectiou done by Deputy Magistrates are of a very inferior character. 
Is it your experience that it is, on the whole, better not to use fti ojJicio> 
persona, with no technical knowledge, on. inspec~OD8 of this kind ?-I am 
of that opini<m, other than medical otlicers. 

0-1706. Would you rather have a su~cient &taft, an4 do without th& 
ez officio penonsP-Very much 80. 

C-1707. What value do you put- on the inspections of theoo ." ol/icitJ. 
persons P-Their inspections have. this value: that these persons are in the 
particular districta. If they would only do what we want them to do. 
follow up our inspection and see that our orders are carried out, it would 
he very helpful, but that is Dot done unfortunate1y. • 

0-1108. They work at their own _t willl'-They work in a casu&1 sort of 
way. They have not the tima really. District Magiatratea are very hUSY m .... 
with tbeir other duti... Thoy inspect factoriea occaaionalJ.y hnt only .. heD 
they can. 

·C-1709. To .hom do they report l'-To nobody as a ,rule. They sometim ... 
come- to me. . 

O-17Ui. How do you know they have heen therioP-They let 'me know. 
C-1711. Who follow. up their inapections in order to .... that any recom

mendationa are carried outP-We do in the nor~al way_ 
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<C-11l2. I notice that the Director of Public Health refers to a case which 
aros& in oonneetion with a bangle factory, BBd be suggesta the extension of 
the Act to places hitherto unregulated. What is :your own view 118 to the 
-extoDSion of the Act to places at present unregnlatedl'-I do not recommend 
~t unless the staff is augmented. 

C-1718. Taking it that the stall' would. be correspondingly increased, are 
the .... a numher of·fairly large places without power in the United Provincee 
'Which in your opinion should come under regulation P-Yes;: the carpet fao
.tories in Agra, for instance. Bangle factories would be most difficult to c0n
trol; the work is canied on in hundreds of little ho~ and mud huts. 

C-1714. Is it home workP-Part of it is, and part is factory work. It is 
dillicult to draw a liae between the two. . 

C-1115. 'what Dumber of persona do yon consider would he the right num
ber to include nuder any form of regulation P-Ten, subject to extra staff being 
.given. 

C-1116. Tk. Okoinna .. : And also including those wbich have no driving 
>p<>werP-I would not say 10 in that CII8e. I would make it ovet: 19. 

0-1717. Then your recommendation is, 10 with power and to' include also 
:factories employing more than 20, even though they have no powerP-Yes. 

C-1718. 1ly how much would your present staff be required to he 
mUltiplied ?-~t is difficult for me to say off-hand, but by two at least. 

C-1719. Mus Power: "'"hat is the number of firms without powe~ employ
ing 20 and over in the United ProrincesP-I do not know.. There are DO 
.records. 

0-1720. I take it that you have a record of those firms with power .<mlpl07-
inK from 10 to 20 personsP-Ne. 

C-17l11. Therefore when you aay yon would reqnire two additional inspeo. 
1iorst you are merely gu668ingP-Y'es. 
. Sir Tkomao Smith: The figore of two additional Inspectors is quito an 

'UDder-estimate. . 
0-1722. Mw POWBT: How ma.ny Inspectors have you for factory workP

There is an Assistant Inspector, recently appointed, and myself. . There are 
three Boiler Inapeotors who are additio .. al IIllI}>6Ct<mo of Factories, but they 
<>nly do froiD 5 to 10 per cent. of tactory_rk •. 

0-1123. You yourself ha.ve to be indoors for most of your timeP-Yes, that 
i. the dilIiculty, and the A.ssiBt&nt Inspector has bean ill since shortly after 
his appointment. 

0-1724. Who is doing his inspectioDBP-I am. You will see in the memc>
nndum the proportioDB of inspections done h7 myself and. the others. 

0-1725. Ho.. many additional full time Inapectors· would you reqnire for 
the existing number of regulated factoriesP-As things etaod at present, one 
more Assistant. . 

C-1726. Making a stall' of three in all P-Y .... 
C-1721. Would that enable you to dispense with the ... o!Ji<io peopl.P

Y 88, except the medical oiIieers. 
0-1728. How mUch. inspection work 'Would you be able to do yourself with 

hro assistants---one visit per 81lDum to each factoryf'-I should like- to make 
two. 

0-17l19. Both in connection with perennial and seasonal facliori .. p-yes. 
C-1730. Do you thiak that would be sufficient P-Y os; that would he the 

'minimum. 
C-1731 . .Bow many ginning factories are thereP-About 1OQ. 
C-1132. Can you tell us anything abont the conditions as _ards duot 

in those placeaP-In the It Kappas Openers." in ginning.factoriea there is 8a 
-extraction fan ,.hich removes the majority of the dust. . 

C-1788. Is thet fan compulsory P-No. 
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0-1734. Have you beell able to enforce itP-AU the ginning factories 
-!!ave t/tem. , .. 

0..1735. How eIlicient are th81?-Th81 are. ahow; 50 per eent. eIliciOJlt. 
0-1786. Do you. tIIiak they could "" improved upon without aBY undue 

espenae?-Recently I heve bee,! going into the queetion of improving on the 
preeent method of dust em_. but I have not got far with any dasign 
yet., . 

0.1737 • We have b8en told that no fan exiete ... hiob is sufficiently reason
able in price for thase people to inetol. Is that your view?_I do not think 
that is sound. . 

C-1786. Do plane have to be submitted before a factory is erectod P-Yeo, 
under the Cotton and Ginning Pr ... ing Factories Act . 

. C-1139~. Do you take into. consideration, in connnection with these plans,. 
thi&. questum of dust &xtractlonP-No. We have not don,! 80 hitherto. 

,0-1140. Would it be possible to compel the installation of a dust extractor? 
-There is no such law at present. -

0-1741. Would it "" an improvement if there wasP-Yea. We ""uld do it 
under the Factory Act. 

p-1742. Would you edvacate Buoh a thingP-It is diJIicult to pen.w.e a 
few. It should be done in aU c ..... if it is done at all. These are 8e880nat 
factoriel, and the people who feed the gius seldom work for more than a, 
week in one factory. Therefore the effect on health is not serious. 

0-1143. Do you mean to sal' that the work-people keep moving from 
factory to factory-<!VOJl the oeaaouaI IabourP-Yes. 
, C-1144. Is there any difference in the rates of w3ges they receive at differ-
ent gtnning factories P-No. • . 

0-1145. Then why do they keep moving ahoutf-Do they receive allY 
benefit lrom itP-No, they receive no b8neJit at aU. They just plaase them
,;elves. 
_ 0.1746. We have heard in certain provinces that it is practically useless
t<J try to keep under-aged children Gut of ginning factories. What is yOUI'" 
exp.'!rience here P-I do not a.llow .children in the factories themselves, but 
thay aN allowed in the compound. 

0-1741. Sir IbroAim Bal>imto.la: YoU say: .. Effects of the contracting 
ayatem,-{a) on induatry-is to lower the cost of production JJ. Further on 
you say that the wages paid are freqnently very low~ Do you mean that the
ngeri paid to labour are comparatively very much lower when they are paid! 
,by the contractor than when they are paid directly by the emplgyerP-I da
not mean that at aU. 

0-1748. Then how cen the contracting sYstem mean a lowering of the ClOSt 
of produotionf-It is all piece-work ,88 a rule, alld the. rates paid are very 
low. 

0-1149. Lower tban the contractors·-Yes. 
-0-1150. If the contractors were not empleyed, the labour would get higher

wages f-They might possibly get higher wages from the principal. Every 
intermediary must make a difference in the ultimate prices of the article. 

0-1151. Wb;y do you sal' that tb coet of production would "" low. fa it 
that tbe wngea paid by the contractor are lower than th088 paid by direct 
recruitment P-Tbe production costs would he lower because the contractoc 
Would pal' lower rates in erder to get the produotion. 

0-1152. On whet basis doas the employer pal' tbe contractor l'-GeneraU;y . 
there is .. competition for the contract and the lowest bidder gets it •• 

0-1768. If the employer pays directly to labour the same BmOWlt as he 
pay. to the contractor, then the cost of production will-be the aAmeP-Yes. 

0-1154. If h.f pays less to the oontractor then he would b. obliged to pay 
by direct i-ecrui .... ent. and if the controctor pays lower wages, tben ~ .. 
question ....... Ives _If into ttvo parts: it would lower the cost of product.oD 
becauae the contractor accepts lower wagel than in the eue of direct recruit-
ment, and also pays much less to lahouM'-Yee. - ' 
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0.1755. How is he abl. to engage labour at rates which are 80 obviously 

I_I'-He can do i\_ Th. men ..... earn prohobly ,. fair day'a wage at \he 
lower rate by worlDDg harder. 

0.1156. That is to aay, labour is more efficient _der "" .. _ than it: 
is under direct recruitmeDt. You say u the work too is often done ia 
smaU Jots in scattered _trolled premiaee which are nei\her oaaitary '" 
hygienic H. How do you account for the fact that labour is willing to warla 
UDder thoee conditionaP-Thie is not workiDg lUlder factory oonditiODll. 1 
have never inveetigated it;. Thie refers to ho ...... in \he haaaar, where I 
have actnalIy seen thoee CODditiODB. 

0.1757. IJoee it m .... that \he supply of labour is 80 large that \he ...".ke3 
_\ any wagee in order to get any kind of work P-I would not 11&7 \het;. 

0.1758. Then what does this meanP-It meaDS that the ratae paid are 
low, lInt \he u1timato amonat obtained by the worker is fairly suhetantial, 
_ he has got to work for it;. 

C-17S9~ Then the use of the words II very low rates" is only comparative? 
-hactly. 

0.1760. In your memorandum you deal with \he workiDg heura, and &By: 
"Reduction of workiDg honrs is poosihle at the cost of produetiou". Do 
you think it is poosible, if hours of work are reduoed, to raise \he standard 
of efficienry of the workers 80 that they may bo able at least to get \he &&me 

wagee by doing 8 houra work inatead of 10 hours work 1'-1 doubt it;. 

0.1761. You have given statistics to show the e6eota which hava been 
produoed by a reduetiou of hours from 12 to 10. Haa \he experience in this 
province sho .... that \he reduction of houra h .. raised the e/licien~ of labour. 
or has it remained the aameP-I cannot &By. . 

0.116\1. You state that auy reduction of honra would be detrimental to 
labour P-Baaed on the Iigureo which I have given here. 

0.1763. You do not think that with \he conditions prevailing in Cawnpore 
a higher standard of efficiency is poosihle hy a reduction of h0)U"8 P-I do Bot. 
say it is impoosihle" hot I doubt \he poosibility. 

0.1164. Mr. Jou,i, In connection with public empl"""" .. t ageneieo, yon 
say you do no\ think they are either necessary or deeirable. Why do 70U 

think they are not deeirable P-Fram \he point of. view of corruption. 
0.1765. Do you think that a Government officer is likely to be more 

corrupt than some one in the factory it&elf?-I do DOt say that. I think 
there is a likelihood of corruption. I may be quite wrong. 

0.1166. You eay that \he employment &genci .. are not D""""""'Y. Do you 
aay that from the employers' point of view or from the workers' point of view P 
-From both points of vie ..... Apporentiy all \he mills can get ae many men 
as they want. 

0.1767. Can \he workers fiud work easily?-Yee, where \he ... ork exists. 
0.1168. U there ... as ... Employment Burean at ea .... pore, a worker who 

wanted a job, iDstead of going to the gates. of the mills one after another, 
rould go to the employmen\ agency office and enquire whe\her there ... ere any 
mills which wanted workers, and \he o/liee could then get in touch with \he 
mills by telephone. I _ to that eatent that an emplo:vment agenry is 
_ry. I .. ould like to know why you think an employment _ ie 
..at neee5S&ry P-I do not think it is called for. It would be helpful but it 
is DOt, necesaary, because the men can get ~k quite easily by going to one 
or two mille. 

0.1169. You think a .. empleyment agency would be helpful in finding 
work for the workera?-It would be helpful i .. attracting workers to where 
work is available. 

0.1770. You make a statement .hout ind118trial unemplo:vment. You Bay 
U Industrial UJlemployment in a general sense 88 understood in European 
<lOUJltriee doee not exist ". What do yon mean hy that 1'-1 mean we have 
aot go1i bodies of unemployed moving &l'OUDd \he rountry. 
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0-1771: You mean to aay that they aU! not making thair presence felt?-
Exactly. . 

0-1772. The reason why they are not making their preoenoo felt may be 
due to the fact that they are unorganized P-Po .. ibly • 

. ~1773. Have you made any enquiries to And out whether there are many 
· ..... employed people or notP-Yea. I have DO ligures at all. I have just 
made personal enquiries. 

0-1774. Diwan 0""""';' La!!: It is quite eaay, is it, for any industry her .. 
to get workers, skilled or unskilledP~Yee. . 

· 0-1775. Do ma..y people wait at the factory getes every mo~ing?-
Occasionally you lind lIOlIle. Meet of them are thare to take poet aa substi
tutes. 

0-1776. MT. JooM, You &tate" The question of unemployment is closely 
connectad with the .tate of industry and trade generally. Broadly speaking, 
the foetorlng of new induatri ... and the up .... ion of existing ones would help 
towards this end U. These workers come from villages, and in Indian 
villegeo there is a very large potential source of new ........ ito. Buppoeing 
new industries are started in Cawnpore, the small amount of unemployment 
which now exists will be removed by the starting of such new factories, but 
will not more people come in search of work,. so that there will always be SOIlle' 

unemployment?-There must be a- certain amount of unemployment in any 
big industrial p1eoe. 

0-1777. Are the piece rates paid in textile factories exhibited on notice 
hoardoP-Not ae far .. I know. 

0-1178. Do you think it is n ..... .,ry that thot should be doneP-Na. 
0-1119. How are the worke ... to kn .... whot rates they are going to be 

paid at tbe end of the month P-Thot is ao. 
0-1180. If the English pratice ware followed of putting up such noticee 

compulsorily, do you think it would serve a \188ful purpose?- It would 
ceminly let an employee know whot rate of wag ... he was going to get for 
a certain job .. 

0-1181: There is a legiolation in ceTtain countries with regar4 to the 
maximum weight to be lifted by .. woman. 10 there much lifting of weighta 
by women hereP-No. In the whe1e of. tha United Prarinces women da 

· not do a.ny heavy work.. There are DO women who lift any weights" 
0-1182. Where there is any risk to human lif., do you think it would 

· be well to have some penalty in the form of imprisonment instead of 
JiB. P-I think the Indian Panal Code coven that. I think thara is a 
section .... hich penalioee auy empleyer for negligent uoe' of machinery. I 
eannot remember the section now. 

(Tho witnaoa withdrew: the Oommiooion adjourned until Fridey. 
December 13, 1929.) 
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UNITED PROVINCES 
THIRTY-EIGHTH MEETING 

CAWNPORE 

Friday, 13th December, 1929. 

PBIIBBN'O: 

The Rt. Hon. J. H. WHl'l'LBY (Ohainnan) .. 

Sir VIO'l'OR BASSOON, Bart. 
Sir IB,..mK R..,mlTOOLA, Kt .• 

K.C.S.I., C.I.E. 
Sir ALUANDBR M11BBAY, Kt:-; 

C.B.E. 
Ml'. A. G. CLOw, C.I.E., I.C.S: 
Ml'. KAsm-""..Dn< AmaD, M.L.A. 
Ml'. G. D. Bmu, M.L.A. 

Ml'. Jo"" CLIn'. 

Mr. N. M. Jo.m, M.L.A. 

DIWAN C!rA>w< LALL, M.L.A_ 

Miss B. M. J& PoJm Po ....... 

Lt . ..<JoL A, J. H. R" •• BLI., C.B.E:,. 
I.M.S. (Medical A ..... ""). 

Sir THo __ SKlTIl, Kt., V.D. 1 (A..ut .... t 
Maulvi MoHAKKAD YAEtrB,. M.L.A. CommiarioneTl .. ) 
Mrs. K. SllIVABTAVA (L¢1I A ..... or). 

Ml'. s. LALL, I.C.S. } (J . t s ttarie) 
Mr. A. Dumnr. Mn ecr s. 

Lt ... CoI. LC. LARMOUR, LA.. SUperintendent. Harness 'ancl 
~dd1ery Factory. CaWDJlOre. 

0-1783. The Ohai"""",,' How I?Dg has this factory been in existence?
-Since lS62. 

0-1184. In normal times uuder your control there are 2,000 men P-That . 
is right. . . 

C-l1l!5. ls tha.t the number a.t p..-ntP-No; I have got about 1,8000 
men at present.. ' 

0-1186. With regard to labour turnover )'<>11 tell us that tha average dura
tion of employment amongst .skiUed and semi..skilled men is nine years anti 
2t years amongst un.killed men. Yon aiao tell Q8 that the turnover for the
put three years givea a figure of 40 per cent. in the case of sk:illed and 
semi.-skilled men and 100 per cent. in the case of unskilled men. That means. 
~at amongst your unakilled men it is a case of very rapid come __ and goP'
Yes; that is casual labour. 

0-1787. That means that practically every year you get different menP
A certa.in number of them come back during the seasonal period and stay 
for three or four months. 

0-1186. Are those men agrioulturist. from the villageoP-I would not Bay 
that. Very many of them are coolies employed in the local bazaars j they 
get better rates in the buaar for loading and unloading during certain times: 
of the year and they go and work there; when the work gets slack in the· 
buaars and on railway platforms they come and work in my factory; the 
sa~e men -often come back over and over again. It is_ very hard to giV9'\ 
figures; it is a floating population in Cawnpore. ' 
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0-1789. Mr. (}liff, Are you referring only to unskilled .... uallabourP-Yes. 
it is purely coolie labour who handle my goods-going out and coming in. 

0-1790. I. there work all the yoar round if they desire to 'have itt-As I 
have stated in my· memOrandum, it Bll depeo:ds upon the orders that I get 
from th~ Goyernment; but my .killed and semi-skilled labour has regular 
work. • . 

·0-1791. May we take it that the unskilled work is casual from the point 
of view of the work obtoinablet-Yes. 

0-1792, Th.. G'kai,.""..., Tho.e' repr....,.t men who are on the look out 
for the best jobs for & few weeks or months in a yearP--Yea. 

0-1793. That evidently does not apply to a large proportion of the 1,800 
men ?:-No. I have got some figures, which I worked out the other day;; 
perhaps they might be of interest to you. There are' 7 men whose service in 
the factory exceeds 50 years; 14 men whose service exceeds 40 years j 61 whose 
service exceeds ao years; 137 over 20 years, 170 over 10 J:e8l'8 and 892 bet
weeD 5 and 10 years. 

0-1794. That is rather an u.nusual !iegree of stabilityP--Those figures re
present the men who are working at the present day. 

0-1795. In a memorandum submitted to us this morning from the Gov
ernmeJlt Harness and Saddlery Factory,Labour Union there is a complaint 
about what they call compulsory I ... ve. I take it that like other commercial 
departments of Government your output aas necessarily been cODBiderably 
reduced in recent yearsP-Yes. 

0-1796. Is this systam of compulsory leave an attempt to spread the work 
over as large Dumber of men 88 possibleP-That is uactly right. The men 
were given the optiOn when the work wap cut down. I had deputa.tions 
from all the sh-ops and I said ff I have not got work for you all j you can 
arrange it amongst yourselves; I am prepared to take you for three days in 
a week or get rid of acme 01 you ". They unanimol18ly decide<! that they 
would come and work in two alterna.tive ganga, each gang to work for three 
days in & week, instead of some being put out of work entireiyA When the 
work comes in they all come in; they are not shown absent; they are on my 
labour' bureau books. 
" _ 0-1797. You say yoU took the,r opinionl'-Yes, and they all wanted it. 
, _ .. 0-1798. Can you explain. why the Union should obiect to itP-The Union 
does not have much bearing on my factory. 

, 0-1799. Are you satisfied that your men atill prefer this spread-over 
system?-Y as; the other- day I asked my men in the saddlery department and 
ther •• id that they preferred it. 

0:1800. I suppose it is open to any man who thinks he can get work for 
more than thras day. in a ..... " elsewhere to leave your servi08P-Certainly_ 

C-l~l. Your policy presumably win be, as men do leave, to reduce the 
total of your ataif 80 that there may be work for more days in & week P-
CertAinly. • 

C-1802. It would be better to have. a small numbw of men working} say, 
:live days a week than " large number working thras days a week P-That 
is 'true; when there. is not enough work for them. in the basaar they would 
rather come three day8 and have. the money circulated amongst themselves 
than only a certain number of them working all days and tho rest being 
without work. 

0-1803. In·tho absen.e ~ another war it is hardly likely that your output 
will go back to what it w .. at one timel'-No. I am trying to help the 
men as far as poasiblej if they are thrown out right a.way there ie not. 
enough of h .. rn ... and saddlery trade to absorb them. Eventaally when .. 
ma.n finds that hfY Camlot earn enough, he may turn to something else; he 
may drift back to hi. viUage; but if I were to get rid of 600 msn all of " 
sudden, it wiu causs ~em a lot of hardship. 

0-1804. 'r do not think it will be suggested that at once and drastically 
you should do that, but! it is a quastion to oonsider whether it would not be 
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possible, jnthont hardship, to get your staff down to ~a number which will give
them more than three days awee"P-I quite agree, and that is my object, 
but I calUlOt do it right away. 

- 0-1805. In their memorandum the Union -also ask that thare ""ould he .. 
provident fund aystem 88 they have in some other _departmente, particularly 
on the Government railways: -Has there been any proposal fOr instituting 
such a fund P-The question has been taken up by the Master General <If 
Ordoance. -It is beyond my ecope, but I i<!u>w that it is heing discussed 
with the Government of India. 

C-lS06. You make a reference in your memorandum to your labour bureau.. 
Can you tell us what that isP-I thought I attached a report on it. 

0-1801. Could you just describe it; is it to avoid the intermediary of 
jobbe1"8 or mistries that you have a recruiting department?-Yes; every 
workman who eomes into the factory has to come through the labour bttrean. 

0-1808. Who is at the head of the labour bureau P-I have an officer at 
the head of the labour bureau. 

0-1809. Is he a whole-time officerP-No; he does it as part of \1iS duties, 
1 have two clerks and a pbotographer OD it. . The function of the ---la.bour 
bureau is to centralize aU dealings respecting entectainment, medical examin
atioD, discharge, etc., of all labour, and maintenance of labour records. The. 
bureau is directly under the supervision of the Assistant Warks Manager. -
The steff consists of .. clerk and a photographer. The procedure for enter
taining labour and the manner in which all records are maintained and 
registered1 etc., are fully laid down in the instructions, copies of which are 
.ttsched with the necessary forms. The main function of the labour burea .. 
is to keep accurate records, while the actual selection of Iabenr is given to 
the heads of sections. This is essential in & factory where such diversity of 
labour exists. I That is my own factory DOtes. Then I have thflt actual duties. 
of the labour bureau laid down~ I 'W88 under- the impression that I sent" 
these to the Commission. 

0-1810~ Perhaps you would hand them in now?-Yes. 
0-1811. In your memorandum you tell us of a new scheme for housing 

whick hBS, 1 gather I been decided upon but not yet begun P-The money wlla. 
allotted, and I tried to get'the land; I have actually got the land, but 'IJ'; 
fortunately the question of arbitration has come in; certain buildings on: 
the land have to be evacuated and pulled down, and we have asked the sanc
tion of the Government of India for this; it is all 8 roUDd~about way and 
it natarally takes time. 

0-1812. The schame at present is hung up until the arbitration has take .. 
place about dispossession ?-That is right. 

0-1818. I ... that your achame .. vera 340 hou ... for the lowest ola .. of 
your labourP-That is. changed j I cannot get the lowest class of labour into 
those ho ...... ; I could not get the laud for them. 

0-1814. Then how many of ~our worke .. will he covered by this new 
schemeP-At the present moment I am only going in for the 8uperior class 
of labour. I cannot build the H S H class quarters because I cannot get 
accommodation for that. The only possible land is about -fcur 'miles both 
from my factory and from the city) and the men would nct like to livB in 
such a far off pia ... 

0-1815. What is the diiliculty in getting the laud; is there no vacant land 
available near enough to the factory P-No. We bave been trying fcr four 
yean and I got this land with the greatest difficulty; there were all sorts of 
objections to it. 

0-1816. Bir Alezand.r MU"",,I/: What did it cost you per acre?-I 8m 
getting it for nothiDg i it is Government land, but I have got to buy two or 
three houses which are on the land. • 

C-l817. Bir -Tho ..... Smith: How far is your land from .the faotory!'-It is 
about balf a mile. 
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c..1818. Ia it in the Cantonment .ide or ovar the bridger-It ill in the 
Cantonment. 

c..1819. Tlu Oha;'I'W/.OR>: You tell us thst tbara ill .. co'operative sociot, 
amongst your workmen which is evidently prosperous and well-managed. 
Have you a.nything further to .ay on thatP-It is run by the men entirely. 
I am the President of the society, hut I leave all the dealings to my men to 
<10; I think it haa been a very great 0_. 
, O-l.82O. You have found them capable of runliing the co-operative &ociety 

"".nomically a.nd ... elI themselvesP-Yes; they pay 10 per cent. dividend and 
- they have got a reserve fund of Ro. 4,000. , 

c..1821. Yon say that thia year there are 728 mem~ of whom 525 are 
workmen. The -balance, I suppose, are men amongst the superior staffp
Xaa. 

c..1822. Do you find that men who have joined that oo-opsrative society 
are men who are free from debt, or who have freed themselves from debt?-l 
would not like to .ay that. They join with the idea of getting out of debt, 
hut whether they completely avail themselves of that I d. not know. But 
the society does help them to a tremendous exte)lt. 

C-1823~ It is an interesting case of self-management; you tell 118 that it 
is entirely managed by the men themselves and that they have chosen yOll 
.as the President. But your control, I gather, is nominal P-I try to make 
it nominal~ 

c..1824. Sir Victor Sauoon: Who looks after the fundP-I have one of the 
<Clerks to attend to that j I no doubt sign the cheques, but they have to make 
up their minds what they spend and how they spend; they have c6rtain rules 
.and regulations laid down by the Registrar of Societies. 

c..1825. Th, aha,,,,,,,,,,,: By whom is the audit done P-Tbey have their 
.own auditor,..and the Registrar senda down au auditor once a yea.r4 I uheok 
~ir funds very closely once a month. I must say that there is an ell:oop
tionally good man who is running it. 

c..1826. Sir Thorn ... Smith: 10 it entirely left to the men themselves to 
"settle what advances at'e to be given to a- borrowerP-They have an elected 
.cam.mittee before which all applications for loans are submitted; the com
m.i:ttee deoidea what advances are, to be given. 

c..1827. Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola: Under "Unemployment. Extent and 
oOharaclier/' You say H The programme of- army reorganization now em· 
barked upon will result in smaller demands for our manufactures. Further, 

. an increased proportion of army orders, normally placed with UB, is being 
.diverted to private firms n. Why are these orders being diverted to private 
tirmsY-l'hat is the policy of Government at present. They want to train 
up 8- certain number of private firma in the kind of work we do in the facto-~ 

--80 that in C888 of mobiH.ation they can rely on these outside firma and not; 
-only on the Fastory. -

c..1828. That polioy is directed to providing larger avenues of supply in 
-time of a.n emergeneyP~That ill right. 

0-1829. It is not due to the fact that private firms are able to manufacture 
.at ehesper rates than your factory f-No. The rates of tbe private firma 
average from about 25 to 50 per cent. more than my Tates. 

C-1830. The policy of Government} therefore, is to get; their suppliea from 
private firms at prices ra.nging from 25 to 50 per cent. more than your price, 
:and in addition reduce your ca.pacity for production"P-That is so. 

c..18111 •. Th. OAai ......... , Does n.ot that depsnd a good daal on bow the 
,calculation" ia made' One is aware of Government costing Dot taking into 
account many itelIl8 whi_ch a private firm. is bound to- take into accountp-n 
is the other way round with us, UDfort-unately~" We have to- carry a 'Ver;y 
'heavy dea.d load. If we hod not to carry that heavy dead load we should 
produce very muoIt cheaper. 

0-1882. You are aware, no doubt, that there is a cross complaint OD the 
-aide of the private ma.nufacturers that; you are entering the ordiDR-l'Y market , 
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-with -some of yOm" predllcts ill oompetition with, them'P-'lhere is no competi.. 
>!;ion. We only enter tile muket to a very small extent. Private firms come 
to me for a particular type of leather which they cannot get anywhere else. 

0-1883-. All I want to do is to establish the fact that there are two Bides 
-to the case P-I quite agree~ I am not in competition with any private firm • 
.certain private manufactUl\8l'S, specially in Cawnp0t'9, cs.nnot get the heavy 
~e of leather which I mair.e, and they Mk me to suppI;v it to them. 

0-1l134. Sir Ibrahim Bahimtoola: How do yon accOtult for the fact that 
private firms whieh are expected to work OD an economic basis, are so much 
more expensive in their eostP-They have their shareholders for one thing. 

0-1835. But shareholders only come in when profits are madeP-Then l 
Gave fa.r better macbinea. 

0-1836. Is interest and depreciatiol1 taken into account in working out 
:7Our prontP-Yes. 

C-It!37 _ Aod you can still produoe from ·25 to 50 per cent. cheaper than 
private manufactnrers?-Yee, in certain articles. 

0-1838. Mr. Clow: You refer to the change made from the contractor 
.aystsm to a systsm of direct employment and the excellent results which 
were obtained. What were the evils to which you refer which reached such 
a magnitude that you were compelled to make the change?-ID the COD

-tractor system you do not pay the workmen, you pay the contractors, and 
you do not know if the workman gets his money or not. A man ma.y be 
worth 10 annas a day; he owes the contractor 8- good deal of money (that is 
probably why he has got into the factory), with the result that he onI;v 
receives from 6 to ! annaa a. day. It is an evil custom. 

C-1839. Thie ..... «airman: When did you abolish the contractor S'y8'tA!~ 
mDee the warP-Y.ee, in 1920, I think. We had a strike over it. The gangers 
worked a strike. Bince the change, however, we have not had & single daTB 
trouble. . 

·C-1846. Mr. OZoto: You pay some workers on a. system of gang piece-work? 
-Yes. 

0-1841. Mr. Cliff: Who recaives the pay? Take a gang: is each man 
paid individuuIlyP-Yea. 

0-1842. Mr. Clow: With regard to the Labour Boreau, do you take the 
recommendationS' of the gangers, or does the Labour Bureau finally select the 
men ?-The head of the Section finally selects the men. The Labour Bureau 
keeps the records. A man ;glay have been working in the factory a year ago, 
and comes back again ,for work. We have a photogrnph system, and the 
Lahour Buteau gets all the details and sends the men down to be linall:v 
dassilied by the head of the Section. 

0-1843. The Chairmtm: 1>0 you find any objection on the part of the 
'Workers to the photograph system P-No. . 

"t,j-l844. M1'. Clifl.~ Dealing with unemployment, you say U This year 0U1' 
labour is down some 20 per cent.". Does that mean that your labour is 
IlOW only employed three days .. week?-Yes, in certain shops.. 

C-184S. Did the Department make any provision for compensating those 
'Who were reduced ~r displaced?-No. 

0-1846. Under the head H Htlurs n you state: U Our working hours are 
under 60, but in connection with this aspect of labour we und that if the 
working day is extended much beyond the normal length, there is a consider
able fall in efficiency and we by no means 8eC1ll'e the full advantage of any 
additional time worked". Is. that declara.tion made over a long period of 

:timeP-It was my own esperience immedia.tely after the war with regard 
to men working in certain shops. For instance, we found with regard to the 
BIIlithies that after they had done their full 8 hours with an extra two hours 
.overtime we did not get the same production out of them as we did during 
the eight hours. Therefore it was not worth while paying overtime to them, 
and I stopped it 011 that ~oount. It is much better to have separate shifts. 

UBeOM' VOLUI PTIl F 
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C-1841. Your normal·work is 44!. hQurs?-Y ... 
C-1848. Do your men work regularly through ... cIay?-They knock off: 

from II to Ill. 
C-1849. During the actual period of working cIa they work fairly regu

larlyl'--Yes. Most of them are on piece-work. 
C-IB60. You sat that wage. are fixed by mutoal agreement at tbe time' 

a man applieS for employment. How do you -fix the piece--work rate?
The head of 8 section knows the rate. He gives the men that rate, and it is. 
sent up to the Manager's section for corroboratioDa 

C-IB61. What bappens if there is any dispute between the head of the 
saction and the workmen 88 to the rateP-If a man objects to his piece-work_ 
rate he comes along very quickly and leta you know it. Several of them 

~ are in a gang, on the same type of work, and you can very SOOB fmd out 
those who are slacking and those who are not. Once we have set a rate W8" 

Dever alter it unleas there is a very bad mistake. 
C-IB62. Do you fix your rate after aD. experiment?~r work is so' mucir 

repetition work that we fairly well know where we are~ 
C-1853. Mr. BinI>: Dealing with the applioetion of International Conven

tions, you state: "Great caution should be observed in applying Western 
standards to &- country offering 80 widely different racial and religious cus
toms H. Will you explain why you think that the introduction of Inter
national Conventious will be difficult aD account' of religious customs. r 
take it you know wha.t the International Conventions are. I will tell you. 
They are Maternity benefit; Prohibition of lVomen working during the' 
night; Eight hours working day; Sickness insurance; and 80 on. Will yOll' 
tell me why you think religious or racial customs present &. difficulty in the 
introduction of some of these Conventions? Take, for instance, the 8 hour' 
day. How do you think that will be affected by religious or racial customa?
-I will tell you how it will affect clerks and .ncb people. Most of the clerk&
in Cawnpore will not come to work before 9 o~lock in the morning because 
they say their religious observances are disturbed. They cannot bathe in the. 
early morning. 

C-1854. But these International Conventione are not applicable to clerks ~ 
-But the clerks affect the workmen. 

C-1855. Di""", Cham .... La/!:- Do clerks in any other part of the world. 
go to their olliees before 9 o'cIockP-lI£;y clerks come to'Work at 1.'clock. 

C-IB66. Ie that the ..... in any other part of. the worldl'--I cannot ten 
fOU. 

C-1851. U your clerks come at 1 o'clock, apparently it does not interfere
with their religious observancesP-App&rently not; ~t many other clerkS' 
will not come to work before that. If you do not have a section clerk check
ing the labour, the workmen are upset. There is no one to carry 011 th-e
ordinary routine of the <Jay. 

0.1858# Mr. BiTla: What is the diflicultYJ so far as racial 01' religious 
eustoms are concerned, in introducing the 8-hour dayP-I must confess that. 
I did not understand what you meant by Intlernational Conventions# I Jnia.. 
understood the phr......· , 

C-1859. TA_ Chairma .. : All you mean to say was tIoat the particular 
conditions of India must be taken into account in considering the applioatioa. 
of Western conditionaP-Exactl7. 

C-1860. Mr. Bina: U you dismiseed a pertion of yonr labour force becanae 
you had not anlIicient work for tt, would it be able to lind employment at 
other placesP-I doubt it at present-not in ham ... and aaddlery work. 1£ 
a certain amount of the work goes out to local firms, some of my men may 
drift to those local firma, but there is not enough to keep them going. As 
an instance, two years ago, I turned out 41 laltha worth of work for that 
Army. This year I am only turning out aboot 24 or l!5 lalli. The differ
ence is'lost and I cannot employ the men. There is not enough harness and 
aaddlery work to keep them all going. 
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0-1861. You told the Chainnan that there was a difficulty in getting land 
~or building houses. I could not quite understand what di:l!iculty th.re 
should be. Is your J.I'actory entirely surrounded?-Yes; there is Dot enough 
land on which to huild Itousea. 

0.1862.. Could you not sell your factory and mo.e elsewhereP-I cannot 
answer that. Who would buy it? 

C-1863. M.,.. J oaki: What proportion of goods are rejected out of your 
.total manufactnre?-I have two distinct inspection sections in :my factory . 
.one is my own Warks Inspection, and my men are paid after their work has 
passed my own Works Inspection. Out of that I have rejections of under 1 
per cent. H the goods go on to the Army Inspection Section and there they 
..are thrown out it does not aifect my men, beca.use my men are paid after the 
inspection by my own Inspection Se~on. I stand hy that. 

(~1864# How often have you changed your piec.ratesP-Very seldom
..unless I fiDd & maD. is either over-paid or under-paid. 

0-1865. With regard to the reduction in the number of men you employ 
-on account of orders going to private firms, we learn from certain figures 
given to us by the Harness and Saddlery Factory Labour Union that you 
..have actusUy reduced the labour cost while your- supervising cost has gone 
np 100 per cent. I wiD give yon the figures and I will ask you if they are 
·correct. It IS stated that your cost of outturn for the year 191~19 was 
Bs. 58,24,000, and that your temporary staiI. including labour charges for 
that production 'COSt B.s. 5,79,000; while in the year 1927-28 your outtum. 
-vas 37,30)000 and your labour cost was Rs. 3,14,000; and while your snper
vi.lUg charges (that is, tbe permanent establishment) in tbe year 1915-19 . 
were Rs. 1,39,000, to-day the supervising cbarges are Rs. 2,98,000. You baq 
more than doubled your supervising charges, while you h!lve actually reduced 
your la.bour charges. Are those figures fairly sccurate?-I cannot tell you 
'"Without reference~ I can imagine it would be so. At one time we paid prac
"tically all our men on daily rates of pay. We had two pay rates-daily rates 
snd.monthly rates. The dany rate of pay was not quite fair. to the workmen 
-and ,during the last six yea.rs the staff has been revised considerably. A 
-very'large proportion of the men have been taken from the daily rate on 
"to a monthly rate- of pay, which put- up supervising charges. _ 

~1.866. Why have you felt the need for increasing your supervising 
charges to such an enormous extent ?-If you analyse it, I do not think you 
'will find that they have gone up. What happened was that many men, who 
were previously on the daily rate of pay have now been brought on to the-
monthly rate and shown as supervising staff. . 

C-1861. Th. Chairma .. : There has heen a trensferP-There . has been a 
'transfer, in fairness to the men. 

0-1868. Mr. Jod.i: You say: U Provision of electric lighting for indivi
-dual houses of the larger type is to Be made". Why do you restrlet the 
'Provision of electric light to the large type of houseP-That does not rerer 
to individual typea of hOUBe8, ·but to blocks of houses. 

C-1869. You say that no reasonable leave requests. are refused. Have YQU 
-any syri.em by which the workers, either Blnlled or unskilled, get any sick 
leave with pay P-All oW" men are on piece-work and are paid according 
-to their ontturn~ No leave is refused them. They are not shown as absent. 
But I cannot pay them. J. only pay them on their outturn. 

C-1870. Why should piece-workera not get leave with payP-They are paid 
'tOD pi~work, and unless they produce the work I cannot pay them. 
_ 0.1871. Mr. Joahi: Other concerns, such 88 the Government Printing 
P'resS and Railways, pay their piece-workers for sickness leave. 

Si~ Thoma. Smith: On what basi.? 
Mr. Jo!hi: A certain number of days in the year. 
C-1872. Sir Vietor SauoOfi: I nnderstand that in Oawnpore. wages are 

1Iaually paid twice a month, but thet in your Factory they are poid month
!yP-Yea. 

F2 
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C-1873. Therefore you differ from the general practice in Cawnpore p
I do not know if it is the general practice in Cawnpore to pay wages twice 
a month~ 

C-1874. Sir Thomas Smith: It is in a good many cases.-When I intro
duced the system of paying wages twice & month the men came up in a 
body and said they wanted their wages paid once a month. 

C-1875. SiT Victor So..300'" Did they give anyre_n why they preferred 
their wages being paid once a month?-I argued it with them and they 
said they had been ueed to receiving their wagea once a month and tbey 
.prefered it. As a matter of .fact I think it was their bani .. who preferred 
it. I even tried the system of paying them once: a week.. My .AccoUllta 
Section broke down completely over that •. Then I tried paying them once a 
fortnight, but they would not have n. I· did it ror about three montb& 

, and they petitioned me to revert to the monthly payment.. 
C-1876. SiT AI.:z:trnder. M'lM'Tall' You Bay that although you bave no 

definite figure,s available your conversation with some of your men leads yatr 
to state that to.da.y's cost of living is abont three times that of pre-war 
timesP-That is a figure I have got ,from questioning the men. 

C-1871. Io that your own .xperienceP-I would not put it .. high .. that. 
C-1878. You cannot refer us to any statistics bearing on wages or OD 

food prices wbich would support tbio statementP-I am trying to get..,me 
lignreo, but it b .. -been very hard indeed to do BO. 

C-1879_ Your wages have about doubledP-I Bent up all my wagea ill 
about 1922. 

0-1886. Mias Power: I see in the report of the Superintendent of Manu .. 
ractur. of the Clothing Factory at Shahjahanpur. that the workero are paid 
weekly and this has its advantages as U it is favoured by the employees H 5 

Do you suppose there is anything more to this than that the workerS' prefer 
the method of payment to which they are accustomedP Here is a large
hod! of workers who prefer to be paid weekly"because they are accustomed 

'to being paid weekly P-They are Muhemmadan tailon and I OUPP"'"' they are 
on piece,-work. I do not tbink they pay the full wag .. ; I think they pay 
up to 75 per cent. every week j I cannot imagine the Government auditor 
allowing more. They say this entails & good deal of extra work on the 
clerical and accounts staff. 

0-1881. Do your people get " BUbs" on their monthly payment; can they 
call for money in advance of the date of payment when they want itP-No,. 
except that they have a fund, they are not allowed to do so offi.ciaJly. 

0.1882. You do it unofficially?-Tbe co-.operative society allows them a 
~rtain amount of money, but the man cannot take advance on his wages. 

0-1888. Do you think there is any connection between that and the ex
teDt of hIS iDdebtedness?'-I would not like to say; his debts are a'mystery 
to me. I ha.ve a statement as to the debts; some .of the men ten DJ.6 all their 
deba, but it is a hopeless figure to work on. 

0-1884. Have you any opinion aa an employer as to which method of 
payment is heat: weekly, fortnightly or monthlyP-Personally I like to pay 
them fortnightly, but I assure you they will not have it. 

0-1885. The Chai'1"'1nmlo: In the private leather works in Cawnpo:re are the
wag .. paid fortDightlyP-I daresay, but tbey do not employ the same Dum
ber of meD as I do. 

C-l886. They employ 2,OOOP-Cooper, Allens mny do 50; they are leather 
workers and 1 do. not suppose tbey employ more than 300 leather workers. 
~'hey are tanners and curriers i they make booY. It is much easier to deaT 
witb this matter wheD boots are being made. I am in sympathy with fort.. 
uiglltly payment if I can only get my men to agree with me. 

0-1887. Haa the Union ever made any representation in favour of fort.. 
nightl,. paymentP-! cannot remember. Unfortunatel..v my labour union doea 
not represent the men j I wish it did.i but itB membership is very small com-
pared with the Dumber of men employed. . 
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~lssa Mil", Power; In your memorandum you refer to & school at which 
a tuition fee of 8 annas a month is charged. You indicate that you ca.nnot 
en.end the facilities owing to lack of space, which presumably mea.na that 
)'Our school is full. What cl ... of boy goes to tbat school; is it tbe children 
of tbe more skilled menP-No. Every boy who comes to work bee to go to 
the school; it is compulsoty~ 

0-1889. Who pays the 8 annas a montb P-That is only paid by tb .... 
whose wages are more than 6 annas a day; those.- whose wages are less than 
6 annas do not pay. . 

0-1890. So that tbe children of tbe less well paid employees have £rea 
schoolingP-Y.... < 

C-1891~ You say that works committees h"ave not heen a success; could you. 
tell us why ?-The men take no interest in it. ' 

0-1892. What sort of encouragement have they had to take an interest 
ill it?-They had their own members whom they appointed, hut they would 
rather come to me direct if they have a complaint to make. They are sus-
picious of their own committees. . 

C1893. Was any real effort made OD the part of the management to foster 
the system of works committees when it was in operationP-Yes, I have put 
my own men on the works committees; Europeans have run. them; but the 
men will not take an interest in their committees at all. 

C-1894. To what do you attribute that?-I think they are auspicious of 
each other. They feel that the other man is trying to get something out of 
it. They will much rather come. to me direct or through their assistant 
foreman. As I go through the shops, if there is any complaint,-the man 
sees me and tells me. I have very few cases like that. 

C-1895. Sir Thomas Smith: You gave us very interesting and gratifying 
statistics with regard to length of service. 'We have it stated in evidence 
here that the general feeling of some millowners is that labourers keep good 
h.altb for about 10 monthe after joining after which they show signs of 
breakdown and unless they take rest they are seldom found satisfactory 
after this period. Is that your experience?-No. 

C-1896. So that really a statement of this sort is an unjust aspersion OD 
factory conditionsP-Yes. 

0-1897. Di"",n Oha"""" La!!: You work shorter hours tban a" millP-Yea, 
but unfortunately my men do not stop work there. 

0-1898. What is the average number of hours & man puts in in a. factory? 
-71 hours, but unfortunately they go and work in private firms after they 
have left me. I have no experience of men breaking down. 

0-1899. Th. Ohairman: I take it tbat the sentence referred to < really 
means that the custom of tlie pP.Ople to return to their villages for 2 months 
in the year is their own method of recuperation after factory work ?-It 
may be that; on the other hand· it ma.y be to work·on tlreir fields. 

0-1900< Di,,,,,,, Ohama .. La!!: What is meant by permanent establishment? 
:""'-That is my supervising staff. ' 

0-1901. S" that there i. no change over from the daily to the monthly'" 
far 8S the piece-workers are concerned?-No. . 

0-1902'. Could you give us a correct statement in regard to these figuresP 
-I could< 

0-1903. Has this any hearing on the orden being diverted from Y011r 
factory to private firmsP-No. The overhead charges of my factory naturally 
must be high now because I have not got the work. Also they have increased 
the- staff. Tha.t is the Government's policy; it is not in my hands at all. 
Only 25 per cent. of my harness work goes out which is a very sman item 
in my o11tturn. 

0-1904. You ten us your average wage is Rs. 19..s..o for the past 9 years. 
D that for the entire week's or month's work or is that for the period durin« 
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'which they are employed P-A man _Uy takes that away in his pocket 
at tha end of every month. 

0-1905. You Bay there has been an increase in efficiency ~uring recent 
yea.rsi'-Yes, a distinct increase. 

0-1906. H .. there been a distinct iner .... in wagooP-Yon see that in 
192~21 it w .. Ro. 18-3-0 whe ...... in 1928-29 it was Ro. 21. If.. man baa 
improved in his piece-work he will get more pa.y. 

0-19()7. Have the piece ratee been increasedP-In certain inst"nceo consi
derably. 

0-1908. There was no machinery whereby matters TJl1a.ting to increase in 
wages which the workers may demand can be dealt with P-They do nct like 
machinar:y. 

0-1009. You merely depend upon pressure being put upon you 'by tha 
Union, I supposeP-No, the Unions do not put any pressure upon me. 

0-1910. So that when they want increased ratee you do it on your own 
initia.tive?....-Yes. 

C-1911. You mention in your· memorandum. that you are providing fl 340 
quarters for artisans of inferiOl' class) single men on an average. pay of 
Re. 30 per month H. May I take it that no housing is provided for the 
actual workers'f'-Yes, It S H class quarters are for workmen. 

0-1912. But if the average wagee are Rs. 1!M-O, they are excluded by 
your restriction to those getting Rs. 30 a. month t-Tbat is merely a qaestioD 
of getting the ren" in. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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Lt. CoL C. i.. ·DUNN. ~ D.P B .• LM.S.. Director of Public 
Health. UDited ProviD-. ua Dr. TRIVEDI. MWlicipai 

Health Ofiicer of Cawnpore. 

C·191S. Th. Ohai!'7nlm: How long have you held your present oJIicesP
(Co1onel Dunn) About lot years. (Dr. Trivedi) 8 y<!&rS. 

0.1914. Then you both have had considerable experienoe of health work in 
the United PrQViDces~ I notice from the memorandum which you have prepared 
for us that you are inclined to put rather wide responsibilities OD to the em... 
ployers. Is it really your view that all these matters of housing, provision 
of medical faciliti .. and so on should be a responoibility of emplo~ and 
not of the local authorities, whether Municipal 01' GovemmentP-{Colonet 
Dunn) I think: the conditions in India are such that unless the local em
ployers, especially in a place like Cawnpore, take -the initiative in doing 
things of th .. t kind for their employees, a great deal will be left undone; 
I think it is a part of the duty of tbe local employers by example a.nd pr .... 
cept to show what ought to be done, even jf they ought not to be cOllBidered 
NOponsible for doing it altogether. . 

0.1915. But you suggest to us quite a number of statutory obligations to 
he placed upon employers in matters which in other countries are usually -
the duties of the local authoritiee?-I have enquired into what is being done 
in other countries, especially. in England, and I came to the conclusion that 
in places where the industrial concern was situated in a large city as a. rule 
a great deal was done by the Municipality; for iusta-nee, housing was not 
done by the loeaJ employers but by the Municipality concerned j but that if 
the concern was, one which for economic reasons had been removed from a 
large centr& of industry and placed out in the oouutry. tho local employ<!rB 
did' the whole of the necessary welfare work for their own employees. 

0.1916. But ~ou would agree, I ~agine, that BUch an imposition on em
ployers would ra188 economic questions with regard to their power to compete
with other oountriesP-Yes. 

C-1917. Oolonel BuneR, How many Assista.nt Directors have youP-Bix. 
C-1918. How many Districts have you in the United Provinoes?-Forty-

eight. . 
0.1919. Of those 48, how many have District Health Oilicers?-Twenty~ 

eight. . 
0-1920. Have all the Municipalities in the Province Municipal ·B;~a[tb. 

OfficersP-No~ There are 86 Municipalities in the United. Provinces of which 
31 have whol ... time Municipal Medioal Officers of Health. . 

C-1921. Are these Medical Officers of Health Government officials, or &1'9 

they appointed by looa! bediesP-They belong to .. Provincial cadre, chielly 
with & view to giving them. eecurity of tenure, and they are, as it were,. 
deputed or secoaded to the service of tbe Boards. The Boards are alW&ys. 
consulted before the appointments are made. 

C-1922. For instance, in Cawupo ... you have a Medical OlIicer of Health. 
who belongs to a Government cadref-Yes. 

C-1923. Supposing the bealth offi .. r of Cawnpore put up a proposal for· 
tho clearance of slum areaa which belonged fA> " landlord who ...... also .. 
Municipal Commissioner, would he he at all induenced by that consideration, 
or can he depend upon his position ... " Government medical oilicer?-If r 
may elaborate on that, the position up to the-1st June, 1921) was that the
Municipalities oould appoint their own Medical Officers of Healthj Govern
ment paid baIf his salary, and for this contribution on bshalf of Gov. 
ernment} Government had the right to approve of the appointment. r 
found by practical experience that this did not work very well, because a. 
Medical Officer of Health might, aa you say) from & sense of duty, f01'C8 or 
try to force, on "s. Municipality, an unpopular improvement and he might get 
the majority of tho memhers of tho Boa.rd against him. They might thea 
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under the rules which then existed pass a resolution in the Board by a b .... 
majority that 11e be dismissed. He had th. right of appeal 'to Government; 
but this right was of very little use, because theN wu very little use in 
Government sustaining his appeal and sending him back to a Board in which 
there was a ma.jority of members against him. Consequently this new rule was 
brought in to give better security of tenure, by which, they were all put on 
a Provincial public health cadre, and the rule was altered to this extent, 
that the Municipality must appoint a- Medical Officer of ·Bellth from this 
cadre. So that if they then at any time wished hini dismissed, he was not 
thrown on a. cold hard world, but came back on to the Provineial cadre and 
was appointed somewhere else. I may say that from next Monday the 
amendments to the Municipal Act will be diBcus:sed in the Councit There is 
a Certain amount of difference of opinion lL8 to the -alteration of~ the Munici
pal Act to come in with the present existence of a cadre and without the 
rule in the Municipal Act having been altered to dovetail in w:ith it. The 
present rule is that the Municipality may a.ppoint their own Medical Officer 
of Health, provided he bas the qua.lification laid down by Government, pro
vided they give him the pay laid down by Govermnent~ provided that 
Government approve of their choice, and that they may equally dismiss him. 
Tha.t does not at aU dovetail in with the Provincial service, and the BiU 
which is now to be put before the Council, which is .sub judice, provides that 
the words should be so altered that certain Municipalities must employ the 
services of a Medical Officer of Health from the Provincial cadre and tha.t 
their wishes shall be consulted in making the appointment. 

O-lW4. So that sinca July 1927 the health offi ..... have Det had that 
difficulty in making r-ecommendations which otherwise they might have hadP 
-They have still, because they might sti.ll get an antagonistic feeling against 
them in a certain Board with which they have been for some years. That did 
occur the other day. The Health Officer of Agra bad held that position since 
1917. A new Municipal Board was appointed and they seemed to have an 
antagonistic feeling towards him; they sent up .. resolution passed at a. 
special meeting of the Board asking for his services to be removed from the 
Board and somebody else appointed. I pointed ont to the Board that he had 
been serving there for 12 years and every year had received in the annual 
report of the Municipality the praise of the Board for his work; I said! 
It What Budden alteration haa there been in the circumstances that he is not 
now considered to be lit to he your Medical Officer of Health" P Th .. resnlt 
,.,.. that they could not make any case against him and they withdrew their 
resolution; he is stiD there. 

; . 0-1W5. Ha ... you any woman Assistant Di~ector of Public HealtH-No, 
DOt yet. .. 

. 0-1926. Have you any female Madical Officer of Health for child welfare 
work and 80 OD.'-No~ 

0-1927. Have you any proposal to make to Government in that conn ... 
tion P-Yas, under the Lady Chelmsford League, which is run by a Provincial 
committee of which His ExceIJency is the President and of which I am 
Ohairman of the executive committee, the organizing secretary, who is a fully 
qualified medical woman, is practically the adviser of myself and Government 
in all matters connected with maternity and Qhild welfare centNa. 

0-1928. Do you agree that the time haa come in India when these women 
Assistant Directors of Public Health are necessnryP-I have made a proposal 
to Government that the title of this medical woman should be changed and 
that while ahe continues as organizing secretary of this Provincial League 
fihe should be on th .. cadre of Assistant Directors of Public H .. lth for 
maternity &D.d child welfare, with the same status, pay and prospects. 

0-192Q. You say in vour memorandum: U For Cawnpore. however. I think 
it would be au advantage -to have a separnte and whole--time medical inspec
icy, tiMe-r ths medica' officer of health, as the normal duties of the medi('lll 
officer of hea.lth there ar-e heavY". Whv do YOU say thntf-I mean that 
Cawnpore is the place, as wen aa Lucknw. Benat-es nnd one or two other 
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-towns, in whieh I have considered ~at 006. Medical Officer of Bee:Ith is Uft 

wufficient. Cawnpol'e is the largest ~dustnal etm~re of t;he ProvInce, .andy , 

as & first step. there should be a. medtcal woman- WIth public health q.u~lifi~ 
tions who should be in control or partial control. You see the -MUIllClpaIity 
subscribes to the child welfare centres here B.s. 10,000 a ~ar~ 

C-1930. But this paragraph is dealing with factory inspection P-~re are 
many women employed in the factories. . 

c..1931. But a very small proportiont-Many of the operatives have wives. 

0-1932. Would you appoint first of all a man or a woman medical ~peo
tor under the Medical Officer of Health P-I would prefer as the first. assIstant 
a woman. I think sh~ is more necessary for all departments of public health 
in Cawnpore, not factories alone. . . 

C-1933. This paragraph is with regard to factory inspectionP-That would 
he part of her duties. 

C-1934. Have you got .. District· Health Officer in Cawnpore DistrictP
No. 

C·19M. Is not· that a defect, Cawnpore being such an important contreP
The defect is altogether due to economio stringency in the Provincial finaneN, 
owing to two or three bad monsoons and remissions of revenue aDlounting 
to over 60 lakhs; the sanctioned scheme of Government for extending the 
district health_ scheme to the remaining 20 DistrictB has been held up for 
want of funds. The reason why Cawnpore is n~t in the 28 which now have 
a full public health staff is because ..... we started with the districts in which 
epidemics were most prevalent. Ca;wnpore District is luckily one of th~ 
in which epidemics of cholera 8.1ld plague are not nearly so frequent as In. 
these other districts. 

C-1930. Th" Chief Inspector of Factories and Boilers in his memorandum 
gives a list of inspections and says: "In spite of the somewhat formidable 
Jist of ez officio inspectors, the extent of their assistance can be judged by 
the statentent that in 1928 the 82!' ol/icio inspectors made 92 inspections out of 
.. total of 612 " . I think the Chief InSpector yeoterday described the help 
g~ven by e2: oflicio inspectors as it negligible '~; but, apart from that, is this 
"number: of inspections sufficient in your belief to control factory conditions po
No. 

C-1937. Do you anticipate any in!!rease in this numberP-I say that until 
IUch time as Government give us the funds for increasing the district health ~ 
stair, it will be very difficult to increase- the number of factory inspectionS'.' w" 
When you have one Medical Officer of Health and one .Asaistant Medical 
Officer of Health in & district with an ave-rage population of" a million, they 
are so employed in their primary duties of dealing with outbreaks of infec
tiou8 diseases that they can only attend to these subsidia.ry duties when they 
are free from their principal duties. 

C-1938. I also hs.ve some experience- of that, but if you take the figure
for 1928 you will see that your Medical Ollicers of Health did 30 factory 
inspections in the whole year; you have 70 or 80 Medical Officers of Health. 
80. that they did .about half an inspection each per annum. Do you not 
thlnk they could mcrease that numberP-A large number of these Medical 
Officers of Health are serving in districts where there are no faetol'ies"; th& 
industrial centres in the United. Provinces are limited to & very few districts. 

C-1939. Do ;vou see the reports that are sent in by these Medical Office", 
of HealthP-I do not. 

C-1940. Do you consider it would b. of advantage if you did?-I think 
they should come through Jne; they go direct to the Chief Inspector of Fa~ 
wries at present. 

0.1941. "\"\1'e have been told in certain other provinces that there is -It 

.certain lack of co~ope.ratioD between Government departments that have the 
control of labour) such .as the Public Works Department, with Public Health 
Departments in relation to such matters.as the ·control of labour on large 
worka with rega.rd to health, and there i. failure also to consult the Publi" 
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'Health Department regarding plans for housing quarters, ete. What is your 
~lI:perience in that connection?-'WIren I first took up this post I was Dever 
consulted at aU, and, it was only by insistence over a number of years that, 
-to begin with, I got it laid down 88 a rule that DO Government building 
should be put up unl ... the site and the plans of the building were approved -
.by myself or an officer appointed by me. Before tha.t they were putting 
Government buildings on unhealthy Bites with plans which were not suitable 
fo1' the purpose for which the building was meant, and the Public Health 
Department had nothing whatever to 8&.1 to it; but I am glad to say that 
haa been altered. 

C-1942. You have definite rules on the aubiect nowP-As to sitea and 
-buildings. 

C-1943. So that there is no n ...... ity to lay down any special set of rules 
in that connection P-N 0; they C&nnot now put up a Government building 
even at a cost of Ro. 000 without reference to the Pnblio Health Department. 

C-1944. Tk. Chairman, But that is'limited to Government buildi_P
y .... 

C-1945. Yon have no control over the auit3bilityof site or plana of any 
private building ?-No. _ 

C-l!l46. Col"".! Bus.en: Are aU pI"". of llew faotori.. and hou ... for 
"Workers sent to you for approvalP-No. 

C-l!147. De you think that should be _ doneP-I think it certainly should be 
•• nt to me to depute an offioer. I have been trying to get the local bodi.s 
to pass rules that no important -building, or in fact any building, should be 
passed nul ... the Medical Offioer of Health haa passed it. Bome looal bodies 

:have agreed, and the plans...."d site and everything are dealt with by the 
Medical Offioer of Health; but in other 100al bodiee it goes to a sub-committee 
called the public health commitee, or, in some other Municipalities, merely 
to the member "lectOO: for th .. t ward and he pasaes the building without any 
-refereuQe to expert opinion. . 

C-l!14S. I suppose l1e hae not any expert knowledge -himself P-Mostly not. 
'1'he chairman of the public health committee is usually a local practitioner, 
but it d .... not follow tha.t he knows anything about sites of buildings. 

0-1949. In the United Provinoeo I take it you have a Municipal Act 
,giving these municipal bodies wide p~er&f-YesJ very wide powers; 

C-1l160. What has been the general result of this widening of the powera 
~ven to MunioipalitieoP-Very patchy. 
'"', 0-1951. In COIlnection with public. health matters?-80me Municipalities 
.are -'in advo.nce of. others. No Municipality haa reached anything like the 
.standard one would like to see, but some of them are doing their best. 

C-l!l5ll. With regard to oontrol of aanitation of b'U8fu in nmnicipal areas, 
'the Chief Inspector of Factories in his report says there is no comparison 

. -betwe&:l the accommodation provided by- employers and tha-t available for 
workers iu rented buati&; the latter are overcrowded, insanitary and ill-venti
la.ted. Do municipal bodies reallY have a.ny effective control over the l!Ianita.
tion of these busti.oP-If the MOOioal Officer of Health i. doing his work, 
;some Municipalities pay some small attention to it~ but I might S8Y in the 
Municipalities of the United Provinces these Gusm are in nearly t\very case 
llractica.lly neglected. They are within the municipal area,. they pay muni
cipal taxe8J and although you may get portions of the Municipalities in which 
Toads, light and water are- provided, geDwall,. when you go into ODe of 
these bU3tis you find absolutely village oonditioDB: water from wells, no 
iighting, nothing but kacha roads and drains, and everything else exaetly 
as you would find' in a village miles away from anywhere. 

. C-1958. I notice. you say the conditions are deplorable; what has the 
Public H ... lth Department done to remedy th... oonditionaP-They are 
'lT1&rely advisers of the local bodies and have no executive power, but T 
personally have been in m~ of the bwtis iu Cawupore. Ca.wnpore is one of 
-th~ places which standa: out in my mind as the very worst in regard 110 
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these b""m. I haVe been all through them at all SeasODS of the year and 1 
regret to say I do not find any improvement, walthough in my repeated 
reports which are sent to the chairman of the Municipal Board I have ·again 
and again dre.wn attention to -the neglect of these. areas within the municipal' 
limits. . 

0-1954. In the preliminary part- of your memorandum you Bay: II In 
1927 bye-laws for regulating the construction and alteratio~ of factories were 
approved by Government &nd are now being worked" • The Chief Inspector 
in his report says: These, therefore, require to be adopted and then enforced 
by M~nicipalities lmd District Boards before they become operative, and com
paratively few have adopted them. There seems to be & dUference of opinion 
between you on that point P-They only came in recently and. they cannot 
be eDforced un1ees th& Mnnicipalit;J< adopts them. They are Dot compulsory 
by~la\Vs j they are model bye-la.ws. Where they have been adopted we are 
dOIng. our ~t from the puhlic health point of view in carrying out the neces-
sary mspectlona. . 

C-1955. In view of the fact that the Municipalities are not carrying out" 
their duties in oollDeetion with such subjects, 88 this, do you not think that 
these bye-iaW8 should be framed under the Factories Act and made compul
eory P-<Jertainly they should' b. made compulsory. 

0-1956. I think you recommend that in your memwandum in connection 
with glass. ba.ngle factories in Firozabad; there has been delay in dealing with 
the bye-laws and you recommend the application of the Factories Act iDStead 
of the Municipal ActP"":"Yes; I have a 4u"ge file with .regard to Ferosabad; 
they have been reminded aDd visited again and again, and we are doing our 
best to get them to adopt .these bye-laws; but they have not done so. 

0-1957. I suppose we may take iJ; this is due to the general slackness. 
municipal administration. In the same paragraph you say:· c'Local Govern
ments should have the power to close such works". DO you think conditions 
are so bad as- to call for such drastic action on the part of Government as 
~IQSing of worksP-In certa.in works they certain1y are~ 

0-1958. With ... gard to housing, is a room 8 ft. by 10 ft. sul!icient for a 
worker and his fnmilyP-No. -

0-1959. Have you any type plans .uitsble for different gradee of workers? 
-Yes.-

0-1960. By whom were they preparedP-By the &Dgineering branch of tha 
Public Health Department. _ 

0-1961. A .... these acceptsd by the psrsODlJ interestsd, m., the indttatrial 
concern8" and MuuicipaJitiesP-We supply them. OD demand; we inform them ~ 
we have got them. Certain Municipalities have put; up houses in accordance 
with our pl"ns, but we find that instead of these hoDses being occupied by ths 
people for whom they were intended, they are occupied by a higher class of 
work.ers, usually clerks in offi~. 

0-1962. Mr. Mackayaays that in the British India Corporation lin .. the ... 
are single quarters. consisting of a living room 10 ft. by 12 ft. with a verandah 
and a private courtyard. Do you approve of that type of house"P-It is not 
big eDOugh but it is much bett&r than the pI ..... they are living in elsewhere. 

0-1963. What size would you &ugg&StP-It depends OD the size of the 
family. . 

C-1964. But you must have some type which you admit to he suitable for 
the averngeP-I C&J). 8upply the Commission. with our standard plans; it is 
very difficult to d"""ribe th&m vsrbally. 

C-1965. Do they contain one or two roomsP-We ha.ve them of various 
grades j two rooms is the smallest we have.. _ 

C-1966. The Cha11"'7J1.1l'n: Are these standard plans the Olles which ha.ve been 
adopted by your. D6partment and approved by the Provincial Government 
as model plana for the purpose of advice to the Municipalities?,:,"",""Yea., and for 
rural areas also. L 
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C-1967. Are there any cas ... where your model plan. h .. ve actually b~ 
carried out?-We have got &Elveral model villages. In the Azamgarh DistrIct 
we have had four completely new model villages put np in the last year on 
theoe plo.ns. 

<J-1968. It would be intereoting to the Commission if we could have parti
culars 01 these plan. and the coot.-(Witn ... ): The coot is attached in eaeh 
case-the whole apecUication. 

C-1969. Colonel B ...... U: Mr. Crighton in his memorandum a.yo: "It 
would help to improve housing conditions generally 1 however, if certain 
specifications regarding capacity, dimensioIUJ and material were incorporated 
in the agreement when 8. loan is granted. No control is exercised in this 
direction with the result that prevailing conditions are being perpetuated u. 
Does that mean that the Public Health Department is not cowmlted ?-Each 
year a certain sum is budgeted to provide loans for Government servants in 
order that they may build their OWil hon .... 

C-1970. Is no control ezercised by the Public Health Department?-No, we 
have no authority, 

C-1971. Do yon not think thet is B defactP-Certainly I do. Such houeee 
are not Government buildmgs in the sense in which I have used that es.pres
Bion. 

C-1972. MT. OliN: Have you any control over open works?-We used not 
to have any. For example. when they started to build the Sards Canal, 
which is a very big canal, the Public Health Department were not consulted 
a.bout it at alL It "as only as the result of inaiatence that I finally got 
Government orders that the Chief Engineer in charge of the .works W88 to 
come and consult me as to what provisions should -be made for looking after 
t1It health of the la.bourers. I told him that as the head works' were to be 
in one of the -most m.alarians tracts in the world, there would need to be 
quite a large organization to deal with this matter. I pointed out to him 

·the example of the Panoma. Canal. He seemed to know very·little about it. 
I told him he had better buy Surgson-General GoTgu's book on the subject, 
which he did} and after tha.t there was very little ,trouble. I was supported 
to the utmost eztent by the Irrigation Department, with the r ... ult that 
thereafter there W8.B no stint of money; we were ena.bled to do successful work, 
to such an extent that the Chief Engineer finally said that if it had Dot been 
for the Public Health Department it was doubtful whether they could ever 
have built the head works at all. 

0-1973. We have had several enquiries witbooregard to open works in other 
Provinces. It would be useful if we could have a statement ae to what haa 
beea done on these particular works P-I can supply the Commission with .. 
copy of the report of the Public Health Department on the "' ......... taken 
Gn the Sarda. Canal curing the last 9" years. The report .,.9.8 submitted to 
Government about two months ago and Government propose to print the 
report. . 
. C-1974. Tk. ahairman: If you' would be good enough to send us coPies of 
.that report, I think it would be usefulP-Yes. 

C-1975. a.Ion.1 1hm.lI: You say the better .laos workeno are not satisfied 
with the quarten which some of the mills provide p-It is a general cause of 
complaint. 

Q.1976. What i. tbe raBOOn for thatP-The reason is that & I.bourer with 
a family of four or five haa to live in a one mom house. Some of the better 
class workers can only get. the one room houses, beca.use the houses with two 
and three rooms, which are very few, are already full. . The industrial con
cerns from an economic point of view cannot go on supplying any more of 
the better class houses. V 61"3" often these houses are not occupied by the claaa 
of workers for whom they were intended; the houses are generally occupied 
by a higher grade than that for which they were built. 

C-1977. Do you consider it the duty of the employer to build houses for 
!tis etnployeesP-I. divide my opinion: I Bay th&t if the industrial concem is ,n 8> large town m a country rather more advanced in the supply of the 
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• :amenities of civilill&tion for workers, it is usually done by the Municipality 

.ooncerned. In England houses are provided by means of Government ~to 
Deing given to the local body usually up to 50 per oent. for,. large hOUBUlg 
«hemes. Where the concern is not in a large centre I consider it to be 
.absolutely the duty of the employer. 

C--1978. Sir Yidor Bassoon: What is your view with regard to CawnporeP 
-In Cawnpore I think it is the duty of the Municipality assisted by Govern. 
ment. I am talking of general housingf not industria\ housing~ For ex
.ample, it would be rather a peculiar state of things if the employers ~ the 
. mills in Oldham were expected to supply all the houses llecause practically 
.every house in Oldham is occupied by somebody who is employed in a mill. 

C-1979. Cokiflel RuneR: Supposing housing schemes were being carried 
..out. what sort of lay-out would you recommend to avoid this terrible over
..crowding that takes place in the- ordinary bwti ?-I am afraid I cannot 
,answer that question off-bnnd~ 

0-1980. Generally would you recommend what might be called a village 
..",Iony?-A village colony would oertainly be the best, provided that from the 
..economic point of view it' was not too far away from the works. ..... 

C-1981. Supposing it were-possible. in your preliminary lay-out you would 
:first provide open spaces, and then sites for individual housesP-Yes. .'. 

0-1982. Perhaps you would also provide plinths of Ii suitable charscter. 
"Then would you allow the workers to build on ~ose sites houses accordiDg to 
7i:heir own requirements, with certain control OveJ' ventilation and so on p
iCertainly not. 

.C-19B3. Why DOt?-Becaose if they were allowed to put up hOll .... at their 
<lWIl sweet "';11, they would simply reproduce the old type of house. I shoul" 
lay down an absolute plan. You. could not allow the worker to put up & 

. shack. 
CI984. I say under certain restrictionsP-It depends on the amoUllt of 

restriction. If you say the restriction should only be with regard to ventila
:tiD", I do not think that is suflicient. •. 

C-19S5. Yon say in your memorandum: U I consider that separate blocks 
.of family quarters (larger than the nm) should be provided 'for in all schemes. 
,of industrial housing JI. What is the meaning of tllat?-It is owing to -the
:parda. system in India j I think it 1S VEry nECeSSary indeed to meet their 
.religious susceptibilities. 

el986. You also refer tonte quest-ion of industrial areas and labour settle
-meuts; to whose decision should that be left ?-In Cawnpore and Lucknow it is 
'left to the Improvement Trusts, and if a WEll organized improvement trust is 
formed, I think it works very well.- As far as I know t the Improvement 
'Trusts of these two towns ha.ve exceedingly well thought out policies for 
providing industrial areas and laying ont these areas in accordance with 

'modern practice. 
0-1987. SiT Al...,nd..- MUTTall: Are they being put into forooP-They are 

certainly being put into force, but at & very much slower rate than Govern~ .;: 
·ment originally contemplated when they gave the grants. That was ehie:8y 
.owing to the fact that there was a great boom succeeding the War, in 1919 . 
and 1920. when not only Government but other people got infla.ted idE"~ of 
the p~perity that was coming to the country; they Bt&rted huge schemes} 
but, owmg to the slump that followed, they have not materialized. But in 

<Cawnpore, although there has: been this slack period since about 1920 until 
last year, the industrial area. is beginning to take shape. 

0-1988. Col"",,1 Ru .... U: Who was responsible for tha colIection of the 
health statistics yoU: give in your memorandumP-I have nO' doubt Dr. Trivedi 
·gave the Ilgm. of mortality. 

0-1989. Can we rely on the death ra.tes given for Cawnpore and other 
plscesP'-Ye&, I think the percentage of error is under 2 per cent. In 1911~ I 
was deputed on special duty here to enquire into the high death rate that 
.ooourred in October .. han it went up to 79 per mill. At that time I expo. 
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" rienood the greatest difliculty in determining which areas in Cawnpore were-
unhealthy, because the statistics at that time were kept only for the city as a 
whole. I suggested that the city should be divided into separate areas BOo 

tha.t we should be able to compare one area- with &nother 88 regards mortality. 
The check provided under the Municipal Act is not by any means perfect;.: 
the law provides tha.t the head of the family or guardian must report births 

.. and deathB; the sweeper of the mohalla. must report ·the same occurrences. A.. 
further check is provided with regard tQ dea.ths from the !"$turns of the l>urial. 
grounds of Muhammadans and the burning ghats of Hindus. 

0-1990. -Sir Alezander Murray: I Bee in the reports of the Oawnpore Muni
cipality for last year and the report of the Medical Officer of Health attached, 
it is said that the infantile death rate was 383 as against 322 per thousand in 
the preceding year; it is said that this figure will fall to 815 pet' thousand if 
tbe number of unregistered birtha is added to ,recorded birtha. Will yott 
explain to us the difference between registered births and recorded births?--
(Dr. Trivedi) The householder or sweeper reports. We have 6 registration 
officers in the city. Sometimes these househoJders do not report, but when, 
the vaceinator goes round and makes searches from Muse to house, be comes 
across these unregistered births. He nnds out where the child was born; if 
he finds the child was born ill Cawnpore, he vacCinates the child and I get the 
information, but it comes to me after a year. I mention that over l,6(H)' 
unregistered births were found by the vaccinators. 

0-1991. Then with regard to births there may he a margin of" error of 2(} 
per centP-(Colonel Dunn) It varies; it depends upon the number of people
who are afraid of having their ohildren vaccinated. 

C-1992. Then these figures are useless as far as their value for comparison 
is concerned ?-For that year; but we ean give a corrected return for that. 
year & year later. . 

0-1998. Colonel BuneU: Your figures show extraordinary variations in 
birth ra.tes in the different areas; for instance, ha.ve you a.ny explanation of 
why in ltaipurwa. it should be 35 and in Gwaltoli 51?-I have not with me
the report I made giving the population of the various wards in Cawnpore in-
1911. 

0-1994. Do these figurea refer to 1911P-No; but if I had that report with-
',me, I should probably be .l'ble to show Yo0u by the density of population, which
has a great deal to do with it. The result I gave to Government on that. 
report was tha.t in certain warda of CaWDpore the density of population per 
acre was the greatest iu. the world. That means gross and serious over-
crowding in certain areaa,:which increases the diath rate. . 

C-1990. That does not explain why in certain areas the birth rate should. 
he as low as SSP-Why should it not b. low under more healthy conditioDSP 

0-1996, The birth rate is always high in crowded .. eoaP-It is lowered by 
the more healthy condition of the parents. 

0-1997. In dense urhan areaa is not the death rate higher than in rural' 
areas ?-I think it is almost invariably so . 

• - 0-1998. Have you got any figureO to substantiate your statement tbat tuber
culosis is- also more prev&le~t in these industrial btUtisf-We can only go OEl· 

l'the reports by practitioners as to the number of tuberculosis cases in their 
practices. 

0-1999. Did you make any special investigation?-I made a special 
investigation in Cawnpore in 1911-12 into the prevalence of tuberculosis. 

C-2000. You say in your memorandum: "The death rate in the different> 
flwlwlla, of the city where labour predominates is 8S high as 8'8 per thousand 
among females". Is that for tubereulosis?-Yes. . 

C-2001. It seems to be a high rate even for a city like -Cawnpore~ From
whom , .. as the figure obtained P-From the returns of the Medical Officer of 
Health. 

C-2002. Sir Alexander Murray: You give us figures onl..v for certaill'" 
flJ,oll aUQ-4 and only for females. Could you give us complete figures for the-
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.-hola citv and for the males alsoP-According to the system .we have and 
-within the degree of accuracy which we have reached, we could supply you 
-ngures for every ward of the municipality, for females and males. I 
-eould give them to you classified according to the various ages such as under 
1 year, 1 to 5 years, 5 to 10 years a.nd so on~ 

C-200S. Sir Victor 8Msoon: We should like to know the death rate for 
males in those particular wards where you have given the death rate for 
femal .... g'8, and also the death rate for females for the whole city. Would 
:you give lIB the whole story of it?-yes. 

C-2004. Colm1e! R, ..... n: Dealing with worlring conditiona you aay that 
~, an average cotton mill is not equipped with a:H the "modern devices for the 
"health and comfort of the workers". What have you in mind when you 
speak of modern devices ?-I am not an expert on cotton mills, bu~ I have 
friends among the owners and I have discussed the ma.tter with them before. 
For ex'ample. there is always a great complaint in the cotton mills abo:ot heat 
iIi summer, especially with corrugated iron roofs. . 

C-2005. The Chairma,,: You are speaking· generally when you refer to 
corrugated iron l'OOfs?-Y~ some factories have such roofs. 

C-2006. Sir Th........ Smith: In the main building p-Yes, some factories 
nave. . 

C-2007. Are you miring up godowna which tre in the mill compoundaP-I 
.have seen people work there. 

0-2008. With machinery 1-1 do not know about machinery. Do you mean 
-that there are DO workmen's rooms in any mill in Cawnpore in which there is 
-corrugated iron roof P 

Sir Thoma. Smith: It is certainly possible. 
The Chairman ~ I auggest that these questions are better put to the Inspee-

--tor" of Factories who is coming. . 
C-2009. Colonel Ru.uell: Would you be in favour of the provision of fans 

'Or other mechanical means of agitating air in cotton Ilnd woollen mills duIing _ 
the hot weather ?--ceP'tainly. -I h~ve already said that one of my -friends 
-tried to find out how the economic factor worked out in reducing the tem':" 
'perature in J uns. - .. t 

C-2010. Sir Viet..- Sauoon: How wonld fans do thatP-Fans are no gOoa. 
J do not wish to- mention Dames I know of one. general manag$" wHo has 

-made experiments to see if it could be economically done and be has found 
it cannot be done- economically. The expense is much too great to try to 
reduce the temperature in June.. . 

C-201L The Chainnan.: -Are not these questiOIlB more in the sphere of the 
Inspector of Factories than the Director of Public Health 1-1 do not think 
so. We ha.ve got everything to do with seeing about humidity ud tempera
ture inside too factories in which workers have to work. 

0-2012. Are you duplicating the work of the Inspector of Factories P-No, 
.we merely, advise. _ .. 

0.2013. Colonel Bv.ell: Dealing with working condition&. you say that--. 
" study was made particularly of the working conditions of the labourers in 
places not congenia.l to health". What attempt has been made to ohtain 
-information as tQ the health of the workers?-I regret to say that there is 
-only one oompany in Cawnpore which keeps health statistics, t.-iz., The British 
India Corporation. 

C-2014. You say that U the details of the dietaries could not be obtained 
for more than a ('oupl~ of hundred labourers ft. How long did your investiga.-
-tiOD last; En, week. " 
. C-2pl. ad your jn~estigato!' any special training in this work P-Tlie 
"m"i'estJgatoJ" w~ the ASSistant DIrector of Public Health. 

C-2016. What kind of records did he make. How are those ...oorda 
.analysed P-He has had a good deal to do with dietary aa I bad to submit a 
long report on village dietaries to Government within the lost year. This 
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.fficer was put on special duty iii connection with tAeee village dietaries. He
.ant me a. report of 40 pages on all sorts of dietaries and I think he waa= 
perfectly competent to find ont what the value of the dietary of the mill 
worker was. 

0-2011. Could you let us have any report dealing with this matter, fel!' 
inet.nco the report of the Assistant Director of Pliblic H."lthP-! could 
give yo~ the report he made on village. dietaries. Most of the Public Health. 
Officers know the a~erage diet of people in the province. 

0-2018. Mr. aUf!: We are asked to investigate the standard of life of the 
industrial worker. Could your Assistant Di.rectos give: 'this Cemmission within' 
& reasonabJe period a. statement of the standard of life of the industrial 
worker in Cawnpore?-Do you mejm. for aD ave~ag& worker with a wage of 
lIB. 15 to lIB. 16 a month?_ 

C-2019. As far as the Commission is concerned, I think they are prepared' 
to take it higher than that. Could he make an investigation into the dietary 
of a labourer receiving wages of B.s. 20 a- month?-Yes. 

0-2020. How long win it' take?-The only way it ceuld be done is by 
peROnal investigatioD1 by going round from one laOouter to nnotber and' 

,asking, "What is your diet I' i1 You would then get so many ounces of one 
kind and of another. 

0-2021. Would it be sufficwntIy representative to be indicative, and if SOt 
how long would it takeP-It should.. not take very long to do. It could be
done in a week. I should not even have to ask my Assistant Director. 
Dr. Trivedi is perfectly capable of getting all the information within a week 
with regard to the average diet ef a labourer. If you wllnt to put it into 
ecientifi.c language I could get that done. 

0-'2022. If the Commission wore tc make a request to you with regard to the
collection of fairly accurate statistics as to the standard of life of the workers 
91 say under..Rs. 20 a month which should be sufficiently representative to he 
rndicativ8. you think tha'b it could be done within a period of 6 months?
Yes, quite easily. 

C-2023. The Chairman: Is it done by the Medica( Officer of H •• lth with
out aDy tra.ined staff?-He would not need any trained std. All he would 

'mquire is to go to the houses of these people and inspecft their dietary. 
0-2024. ,Sir Thoma" Smith: A good deal will depend 011 the number of 

members of the family dependent on the worker earning .&8. 2O?-Yea, it:. 
varies a great deal. ; 

0-2025. Various wor1rers have various tastes and the food 'will vary accord~ 
ilig tc the ta.teB?-Y ... 

C-2026. For every rupee of additional wage he gets lie certainly adds
IIOmething?-Quite so. 

C-2027. Colonel R11$8tll: How many industrial workers. are there in Cawn~ 
poreP-About 32,000 . 

.,. C-2028. The Chairman: In view .f what YOl1 have just said how is it that 
there WM recently nn ,attempt at this work and it was given up as a failure? 
We were told 'that the Government of India asked Local Governments to do' 
this work of collection of family budgets, An officer was placed on special" 
duty. With great difficulty figures were collected. 409 budgets were on' 
acrutiny found to ~ fairly reliable. They were then analysed and so on, but 
no report wns pUbhshed.-What I was asked to do by the Minister of Public 
Health .o! the United Provinces was to submit a ~port on the dietary of 
the Val'lOUS classes of agricultural labourers~ their. dietary in various seasons 
of, the yen.r, the substance of the diet'~ tlieir methods of cookiag and every
~ll1ng elS6t and do propn.ganda to try to improve the dietaries so that their 
econ,?mic output .might be in~reased. We went into the question altogether, 
gettmg iM calOl'! values and 10 addition to that ascertained as far as possible
und.er ou~ pr~ent knowledge. whether tliey were getting sufficient of th~ 
various vltamms. I sent COples of the reports of various diets to Colonel 
McCal'J'ison. the expert on this subject in' India. Be gave me the vitamitr 
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value of the various diets which cannot he described n:umerically, but as .. 
aeries of pluses. 

0-2029. Th. Ghai ....... : That is merely .. general sto.tement as to thO' 
dietaryP-Yes. . 

0-2000. MT. Gliff: Could we have thst report which waa presented to the
Minister of Public HealthP-Yes, I could give you a copy of that~ 

Th. Chairman, I shall get a copy and if I find it useful I shall have it 
circulated. 4 

Q...2031. Colonel ltu8!sll: There are 32,000 workers in Cawnpore. What
percentage of the family; budgets of that population would you' consider t.&
be n. sufficiently statistical sample in order to draw any conclusionsP-Kuow .. · 
ing Indian conditions as wen as you do, Colonel Russell, you know that· 
the dietary of the various castes is absolutely stereotyped. 0-1 -per cent. or
less would be sufficient to give an indieation. 

C-2032. It was said a. few minutes .ago that if wages were increased by &
rupee, they spent more on ,foodP-Yes4 

C-2033. So thel's would be n large number of classesP.....::..They are all ster~ 
typed. They are practiealJy the same as to what they a.d.d. 

0-2034. Sir AZezandBr Murray: How many roughly out of 32,000, do 'YOU 
think, it would be necessary to uamine ?-H I were personally doing it I 
would get hold of five men in each easte getting Rs. 16 to Ro. 20 a month 
and ask' them H How many rupees do you get; how ma.n,y members of _ the
family are there.; and what kinds of food do you buy P " 

0-2035. Is thst quite suJlicient P-Any Indian member will tell· you that 
they all practically eat the same, All the members of a oa.ste eat practi-cal17 
the same and there is very little variation. 

0-2036. Have you seen the reports of enquiries made in Bombay) .Ahmed~ 
had and Sholapur P-No. 

0-2037. You are speaking from your personal experience of .the United 
Provinces?-Yes. . 

C-2038 . ..colo1ld R'WseU: Have you any mal-nutritional diseases ua. the· 
Unlted Provinces?-Yes, occasional outbreaks of scurvy, very seldom beri-~ 
heri; it is chiefly confined to the very eastern districts of the Province, 
becaU8e this is not a. rice eating province as a whole. ' 

0-2039. They do nat oceur particularly among industrial workersP-No. 
0-2040. Is the -milk supply in your municipal toWll8 suffi.cientP-It- is· 

beneath contempt. 
0-2041. Do yon agree that milk and milk products are essential for a 

good vegetarian dietP-Essential for children. ' 
0-2042. Have you any experience of the use of vegetable ghee?-Yes. 
0-2043. \Vhat are yoUl' views"in regard to thatP-It is a very good medium ~ 

for cooking other food i otherwise it is of no food value whatever ~ 
0..2044. Does it not supply a. certain proportion of fatB?-It does, but 

the fats it supplies are totally deficient in vitamiu valueJ 80 that it is not 
a good substitute for gbee in a vegetaria.n diet such as you get i1;1 India. in 
which prote-in deficiency is well known. If you substitute vegetable oil 
for ghee which is animal oil, you get a deficiency of animal fatSi It is the ~ 
proport.ion of animal fats that is required to make &. dietary a good one, 
not merely vegetable fata. .. 

C-2045. That could be made up by milk and butter?-Yes. 
C-2046. Have you an Adulteration of Food Act in this ProvinceP-Yes. 

0.2047. ~oe8 it workP-It works well enough. The District Magis-· 
trate sends cases to the stipendiary Magistrates to be tried., When he sends 
them to the honorary bench, punishments al'e not deterrent. 

C-2048. Does it work well at all in the Municipalities auch as Cawnpore?
It works- in Cawnpore better than &IIY other Municipality in the United'· 
Provinces. 
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C-2049. How J;Ilany coDvictions do you get in a year..?-(Dr. Trivedi) 
'They are in the report. (Colonel Dunn) At present there is a temporary 
.lule under whieh I send a quarterly report to Government of alI cases 
tried under the Food and Drugs Act, also drawing special attention of 
Government when in any particular place the punishments are ridiculously 

-low J 80 that Government may take action nnd instruct- the District Magistrate 
m send c ...... to stipendiary Magistrlites instead of to the honorary bench. 

0-2050. If the fi.:zation of minimum wage were desirable here, it would 
obviously have to be 'based on cost of food mainly P-Yea. 

C-205l. Therefore accurate figures are essentialP-Yes~ 
C-200~. Do yon consider that in connection with this question) tbe figures 

that you would collect in a week -or six months would be suHiciently 
aoourate to draw any conclusiollS therefromP-We could draw conclusiollS 
on the food they are ,taking BOW. Whether the food they take now is 
su1ficient is another matter. . 

0-2053. W. have been tald that .. ma" earning abeut Ro. 20 .. month 
- will have to spend from 60 to 70 per cent. of that income .on food alone. 
Do you· agree with that eatimate?-It depends on the size of his family. 
The average per head among the labourers .of Cawnpore is 2t to 8i &DDB8 
... da.y per head, so that if he has a family of Ii members, Rs . .20 ~ month 

". is very small indeed. 
0-2054. »twa .. ahaman LoU: For .: family of Dve?-If he has no family, 

he will openc.l 3t ""naa " day per head; if he baa a family he will spend 2, 
. aDDaa a day per head. In other words, -if there are several members in a 
family tIiey ouJIer in food, This i. by direct personal enquiry. 

0-2055. M... 0/0",: What is the expenditure per adult p-It dependa on 
whether he is earning money to spend on himself .or whether he has - a 
family to m&intain. It varies from 2i ann"" to 3t annas. That is what 
1 1ind froi)! enquiries made in about 200 to 800 familiea. 

0-2056. 001. R,.. •• U: You say that yaur Assistant Director say. that the 
diet of the workers was as a rule ill balanced. Is there not a possibility 

_.that with the same expenditure an ill balanced diet could be converted into a. 
• balanced diet ?-No, it is not possible with the same expenditure. 

0-2057. But Col. McOarriion has sajd that with the same expenditore an 
bill llalanced diet can be' converted, with .a change in the purchase of -the 
articles of consumption, into a bala.nced diet?-It may be right so fu as 
a balanced diet is concerned, but it will be deficient in everytbing. I want 
,;nto this matter only recently for the Jail Committee j I am speaking from 
very recent- knowledge. I went into the diet of prisoners and worked out 
the actual protein and fat deficiencies and carbo..hydrate excess and the eldon 
va1ue I found that in a vegetarian diet which is supplied to an 'Prison!!l'S 
in jails it would be quite impossible to balance it in its animal protein value 
anless we added ghee which WAS not an article in the jail diet. No substi-

. tute for ghee could make it a bal......,.j diet. ' 
0-2053. PM OhtJinna", A. .... the .... enough cows in India to .upply ghee 

-to everybody P-I should not think there are enough cows in India to produce 
sufficient milk. The villager' in the United Provinces is lucky if he gets 
ghee once a week. In the towns it all depends on whst he can bny. 

0-2059. lJium .. Oh""""" Lall: Is curd a usual dietP-No •. it is a mistake 
that many· Indians make. The villager gets very rarely anything more than 
hi. a.tta chapati, dal, and fruit when in He&sOn. .As for ghee, he cannot 

. afford it. 
0-2060. Mr, 01 ... : Doee he get milkP-It i. absolutely impOSIlible to talk 

about milk as a. general article of diet in the United Provinces. There is 
'. not sufficient milk for the children alone. . 

0-2061. Sir Al."",nd... MU""II' Even in the agrieulturaJ districta far 
.. way from toWllB the diet of the vill_ inhabitants is not ph.vsiologicaJly 
~bal"nced ?-It i. de1ioient in animal fats, that is ghee and milk. 

0-2062. I want to put the following information on record. A queation 
-wae asked ... to how many oaaea had bean institoted under the :Adulteration 
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of Food and Drugs Act. I lind from this book that 440 samples were taken. 
last year and 137 persons. were prosecuted. Out of these 131 personst only-
11 ~ere acquitted. It shows quite a good percentage. The- average nne 
was Rs. 14 to Rs. IS.-As I said Cawnpore is the place where the Food and. 
Drugs Act is best administered in th!> United Provinces. 

0-2003. Mr. Ahmed: But the fine is 80 small. In other towns in India' 
it is much more P-In some places' the fine is 4 annas. It is not deterrent 
enough at all. 

0-2004. Col. 11 ...... ,11: You say that the general physique of the labourer is. 
poor. Is- it lower than that ~f the agricultural labourer P-Yes. 

0-2005. Is that partly due to urban Iife?-I should say so. 
C-2066. You have snid something quite new as far as the evidence so far 

placed before the Commission is concerned when you say that after a period 
of teu months work the worker breaks down. Did you make any investi-· 
gation to find out what that was due to ?-I did not make any personal
investigation. I got the questionnaire from Government on 2nd September 
19'29 and was asked to submit my reply by the 16th September. At the 
same time I was in bed with infiuenza~ I had to depute one of my Assistant. 
Directors to do personal investiga:tion in Cawnpore. _ 

0-2067. 'Whose statement is this with regard to ten monthaP-That is my 
Assistant Director's statement. 

C-206~. Sir Ale:ca1idcr MllTm'Y: From your general knowledge do you 
agree with that?-I have no general knowledge as to how long & m&n. 
Temains in employment. 

C-2069. The Chairman: Is their retiring to their villages e.yery yellr
necessary for their healthP-I am informed by milloWllers in Cawnpore 
that the habit used to be) when the industrial centre here was first formed 
and milIa began to spring up, tha.t they drew practically all their labour 
from the agricultural tracts. The labourers came for a period and went 
back home. They were in no sense aD. industrial population. This phase· 
has been gradua.Uy passing away and there is now an established industrial 
population which forms a. very large percentage of the general labourers.. 

Sir Victor Bassoon: If this were true, you would get a labour turnover 
of 100 per cent. per annum. 

0-2070. Cot llu ... U: The Factory Inspector gives figures which show 
that the average period of turnover is 21- yearsP-I do not consider it- is a· 
very big figure. ., 

C-2011. Compared to yours it is ve,¥ large?-It is. I do not support 
that figure at all. I have told you the circumstances under which it was 
coUectad. 

0-2072. Could yon give us any figures with regard to the incidence of 
venereal diseasea?--Quite impossible. The only source from which· I can 
get any reliable information with regard to the incidenoe -of this diaeaae 
is the child welfare centres in which you get mothers suffering from. 
syphilis, children born with congenital' syphilis and .ti11 hirt.ha due to. 
syphilis. 

0-2073. Could you not give us your impression as to what the ratss &rep.;... 
I could give my impression, but you must not attach too much weight to it. 
For the city of Bareilly, when the first annual report of -the child welfare 
centre came to me I noticed that there were a large number of still births 
recorded. I asked the Superintendent of the centre if they could give me' 
reasons as to why there was such a. large percentage of still births. The 
wife of the Commissioner who was the president of the centre replied ·that .~ 
it was probably due to ma.lnutrition~ About two months later I happened 
to be. visiting the centre and then she said that it was all wrong; that-
90 ~r cent. of the st-iU births were due to syphilis. 

0·2074. With regard to medical facilities} we have had various complaink 
in certain centres as to the inejfecti~Dess or insufficiency of the western 
s.vstem of medicine. Have you any remarks to make with regard to that?
No;: I have never had any complaints. 
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0-2075. In your experience an industrilil worker accepts these "",thodsP
He prefers them. 

0-2076. Is there any reluctance on the part of industrial workers, hctb 
.male and female, to enter hospitals ?-There is racial objection to go to 
.hospitals. I do not think it is conD.ned to the Indian race j there are momy 
raceo whb object to going to the hospital. 

0-2077. Tke Cllai_: There is no special objection h~reP-No. 
0-2078. Colonel Bu .. eU: Do you agree with the statement· that ".. been 

made that there is a pa.ucity of medical men P-There aN many medical men 
MoiD~ . a.bout in Cawnpore who cannot earn a. living j the place is full of 
medIcal men. There 18 great unemployment amongst medical men' because 
they stick to citiea and do Dot go to rural areas. 

Ci-2079. Sir A.I......a.r M UrrajJ: Why do they not go to rural areaa p-It 
is 8 dull life in a village; there are no amenities and amusements that yon 
nnd in a town. . 

0-2080. Colonel B_e!!: With regard to general sanitory arrangements, 
have- you got any type plaDS approved for industrial areaa?-Yes. 

0-2081. Do the industrial employ..... apply to you or uk you for th ... 
~ype plane?-Y as, quite frequently DOt only in Cawnpore but all over the 
,province. 

0-2082. I notice that tha Chief Inspector of Factori .. sayo! "The habit. 
.of the people, who much prefer to use the fields or the road side does not 
help to promote sanitation. It has been frequently noticed in mofussil 
·seasonal factories that the latrines which have been provided in accordance 
with the law are not used, as the workers prefer the fields.u Do you agree 
with that?-No, I do not. There seems to be a general impression among 
·the general public or the educated public that it is very difficult to get the 
,lowest class of the populatioD, from an economic point of view to use latrines. 
I am persQnally of the opposite opinion; I think it is comparatively easy to 
·make them use latrines. 

0-2088. Provided they are kept cleanP-Y... My experience i. that 
where you have la.trines they are over-used. What they object is. to use a. 
dirty latrine. (Dr. Trivedi) H there are fields within e .. y reach, and if 
'there is DO one to clean the latri"", they might use the fields, but if th.re 
are public latrines, they freely use them; there i. no difficulty about that. 
(Lt.-Colonel Dunn) Of course, I do not advocate putting up la.trines in 
.. village with Bay only a hundred inhabitants because they would not be 
Used. 

C-2084. I come to the question of industrial diseases. You say that the 
dndustrial diseases WeN hardly ever noticed ?-I have never had any com
pla~nt which required an investigation from my department. 

·0-2085. Hav. any ..... s of anthr"" ever been reported from the tann.ri .. 
. in Cs.wnporeP-Never. r 

0-2086. Do you think that th ... bases are entirely abaent?-During my 
·20 years' service in thiB province I came BCross only one outbNak of anthrax 
·in a village in the Gorakhpur district near the Nepal border in which 19 
sweepers ate & buffalo that died of anthrax. 

C-SOS7. The hides are frequeJitly inf.cted with anthrax P-l do not 
-think 80. 

0-2088. Is it not p"".ible that c.... of anthrax are miaaed by medical 
officers attcllding th .... factoriesP-I do not think they could be missed for 
20 yaars. 

0-2089. So that you delinitely state that anthrax does not prevail P-l . 
hAve nev¥ heard of one sipgJe case of anthrax in Cawnpore. I may say 
:that when there was a se&re a.bout anthrax some years ago r carefully 
inspected the Brush Wa.re Limited, which is one of the concerns of the 
'British India Corporation, and I laid down very stringent rules about 
disinfection of their' products which they carried out. That was ptwely _ 
·voluntary step; I had no legaJ statuI at all. 
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~ I notice that malaria gives a certain amount of trouble. Fo~ 
instance the Chief Inspector of Factories says: H Quite recently Lucknow 
had an 'epidemic of malaria. and the staft of the railway workshops there 
were depleted by over 25 per cent. for a time. n P-Luck:now has had aD 

.epidemic of malaria this summer; it started sometime in the ~ month ~ 
April and it is not quite finished i- it was quite an unprecedented ~ m 
the ~nnals of this province; during the months of May ,and June It was 
eausing a death ... rate. of 112 per t.housand per annum.. It was the wom 
.outbreak that I have experience of~ 

0-2091. Have you any idea why this happenedP'-We have submitted a 
report to Government in which we have given two reasons; we may be wrong, 
bu.t these are the- reasons. A survey of the Lucknow City was undert&ken 
sometime in 1911 and the officer in charge of that Bllrvey laid down two 
places 88 the chief breeding grounds for mosquitoes; they were the river and 
An old disused canal built by Nawab Gazi-uddin-Hyder. He managed to 
get Government to eliminate the inftuence of the river by putting up a. weir 
8CJ'OB8 the ri_ which is lowered weekly. As to the eJfectiveness of this 
weir I can $Peak with absolute knowledge; it is one of the most e1fective 
anti.mala.rial measures th&'t I have seen; it simply wipes out every single 
larva from that river once a week. The other existed until last year when 
we' made the whole of the Gazi-uddin-Hyder canal pu.cca. We thought 
we had finished with Luclmow, but then we got this epidemic. We found on 
iavestigation that there was breeding in the ~oad-side drains. It seems 
to be a paradox that the breeding grounds sbould be these drains which have 
been 80 wen looked after within the last few years; previously they were 
110 dirty that they would not breed mosquitoes. The second thing was exactly 
what happened in Bombay 30 years ago. Having cleaned up the usual 
places to such an extent that there were no breeding grounds, they took to 
breading in the wells. We found that breeding was actively' going on in 
80me wells. of which there are over 5.000 in Lucknow, a large percentage 
of which were not in common use. I have got the Lucknow Municipality 
to pass bye-Ia.ws. We have started a campaign by which we ·are .going to nIl 
up every single well which is not in constant use. The cost- is the only thing 
that will delay ~etting this carried out, but they have already started 
filling up unused wells. . 

0-2092. MaI.ria is one of the epidemic di&eas$ and cholera is another 1-
'Y.es. '. 

C-2093. III connection with the subject of sickness insurance and the 
1letuarial basis on which one must estimate the cost, what importance would 
you lay on the incidence of epidemic diseases P-I would lay great stress on 
malaria and none on cholera a.t aJt 

0-2094. Why not P-As far as cholera is concerned, the man is dead in 
three days~ or soon back to work, while if he is attacked with malaria lie 
mny be off work for months and months. .. , " 

0-2095. The Chief Iupactor of Factories in his memorandum Bays thai; 
.& committee was appointed to consider the question of a sickness insurance 
scheme. Were you a member of that committeeP-No. • 

0-2096. U The opinion of that committee was that such & scheme would 
he unworkable on account of the very great administrative difficulties, llarti .. 
oolarly in view of the numerous systems of medicine prevailing in India, 
and the impossibility of obtaining reliable medioal certificates of fitness U? 
Have you any remarb to pa.. on that?-H is exosedingly difficult to get 
relia.ble certificates. 

0-,2007 • Yon think thsre would be great administrative difficulties?-V ery 
great. 

C-2098. From the point of. view of people in rural areas who would under 
the scheme he entitled to sickness bene6ts?-Yes, 8Ild also from the point 
of view of producing certificates which are not worth the pa.per on which 
they are written. . 

0-2099. What ;syo-.ir opinion on having .. State medical aerv;08P-I am 
in favour, and am trying to push it through for some yeara. 
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0-2100. You think it' will work in the United l'rovince.P-! think it wiD 
work in every country if it is properly worked~ 

0-2101. In your State medical service you will have maternity homes for 
pregnant womenP-Yes., -

c.2102. And ..... tern1ty schemes will form part of the State Medical 
ServiceP-Y ... : 

c.2l03. You have no maternity schemes at present in this provincel'-Yee. 
The all-India Lady Chehnsford Maternity and Child Welf ...... League baa 
many centres all over the Province. 

0-2104. You would have to have additional hespitale. Do you not think 
it would be too expeDBiveP-In the present economic condition of the United 
Provinces anything is too expensive. This is temporary for the last two 
years. The fulanoes of the Prom.. have been completely depleted by 
failure of rains j this year they had 10custa in addition which, I believe, 
reduced the provincial revenue by 20 I~. 

0-2105. In your memorandum you have dealt with maternity benelits. 
For what period would you say thet .. ·preguant woman should h ..... 
maternity benelitsP-A fortnight before and .. fter childbirth~ 

0-2106. Yau think 'that would be quite oul!icient P-For Indian eondi
tiollS, I think that is sufficient. 

0-2107. You say there are three Maternity Centres in CawnporeP-There. 
are now four. . 

c.21OS. And you state that the infant mortality of the town continues 
to be the higbest in tbe PronDoe. How long have the.e Centres been. 
workingP-For three yssn. 

c.2109. How many women and babies .. ttend the Centres per d .. y OIl "'" 

'average?-Abont 2,670 eonJinements were dODe during this laet year by 
the midwives of the Cent .... 

0-2ilo. Wh .. t is the daily attendance at the M .. ternity Centres'~ 
the average, 120 for the four Centres. 

0-2111, An average daily attea.dance of 80 at each Centre would not 
neoessa.rily decrease the infant mortality within the period of three years .. 

. would it?-No. It has deereosad. Infant mortality of Cawnpore has been 
very much highar than it ill BOW. 

0-2112. Referring to the question of general welfare.work, Mr. Crighton 
of tbe Government Preoa Bays thet the whole coot must he borne by employers., 
What is your opinion as to how the expenditure OD welfare work should 
be borne P-Tba policy I am prsesing upon Government, and which I think 
ill being accepted, is that Government should bear at least one-third of the 
expenditure, that the local body should bear the second 0Ile-third and tbat 
the aeneral publio or the interested parties should bear the remaiuing 
ODe-third. 

0-2118. Do you have a system of training midwivee and doia and baalth 
naitors?-Yes. 

• 0-2114. What numbers of each of those cl...... are YOll able to produce 
each yearl'-We hopo to train 200 midwives and 20 health visitors next ye .... 

0-2115. Is it possible to obtain suitable women for these posts I'-Y eo. 
0-2116. We have been told in other pi..... that it i. not possible to de> 

soP-We have more applic"Dts to be admitted to the Health Visitor Schooll 
than we have vac&llCies. . 

0-2117. What type of women do you getP-We are trying to improve the 
cl .... and we are getting gradually bigher castes in. We have a Brahmi .. 
widow here. . 

0-2118. I notioe you say that several progressive Municipalities aIs. 
employ lady health visitor.. How many Municipalities are doing thatP
PraotiMlly ev!'ry large MUIlioipality. 

c.2119.' I take it you would approve of. the provision of erich .. for aU 
factories where women are working P-Yea. 
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o.2J.20. Is it possible for selUiO"al factori .. to give maternity beneJitsP-
I suppose it is, but it would be a little difficult. .. . 

0.2121. Bir AI~ Muf"nIY' Would there be a tendency to dro~ women 
<lut of tbe industrial employment altogether in that case P-Takmg the 
-other man)a point of view, there would be that tendency. _ 

0.2122. Speaking from your practical experience, is there any practical "., 
utility in it. Does it serve any-useful purpoSe) or is it largely sentimentalP-", 
The utility of it from a public health point of view is great. I cannot 
..speak from the economic point of view. 

0-2123. Col",.o! B_.U., Your Assistant" Director saY": "As far as 
the British India Corporation's colonies are concerned, the remIts are very 
..satisfactory!' P-What he means is that the general result of all their work 
is in reducing death rate among the people who live in their settlements 
far below the general death rate of Cawnpore. 

0.2124. Mr. Cliff, Does it increase the standard of health P-Certainly 
it does. 

0.2126. Sir AI.zander Murrt:y' If expenditure on health and welfare does 
-not bring in an -economic return in some form. or another ~ would the British _ 
India Corporation be spending about Rs. 60,000 annnally on th .... heads p
I suppose they are hardheaded businessmen and I do not suppose th87 
would throw away this money if they were not getting some return,. 

0-2126. PM Chairman.: U Some return." You do not suggest it is an 
·sordidP-If they can afford it and still pay dividends .. I suppose it ;" all 
.right. 

o.2l21. Bir Alem1ldeT Murrall: But they are not paying dividends. and 
they cannot afford it. You put it down as haVing an economic returnP-Tp.ey 
:have to. do .& certain amount, because they are forced by publio opinion ... 

0.2128. How many of the employers 'in Cawnpore are do~ ~P
'Very few. 

0.2129. Thea doea public opinion make itself felt more on the British' 
Indill Corporation than on other em.ployera?-PerhapB the British Indi& 
-()orporatioD are more eonscientioUB. 

0-2130. Then such a thing as conscience ~ or' sentiment may enter into it 
AS well as economic returnP-You are asking me to give an opinion now on 
generaJ. questions, and not on public health questions. From the publio 
health point of view, if we can increase the output of a working manJ 
whether he be a manual worker or 8- physicaJ. workerJ per day, without 
increasing his hours of work, by having him physicaUy and mentally· fit, 
'he is of more value to his employers. " 

Tk. Chairman., That i. rather different {rom the stBtement you h .. ~ plZlC 
~ down here. ' . . 

0.2131. Cok",.!· B ..... ll, You are of the opinion that factory"' mera 
.should be required by law to employ paid oJIicers for the purpose. What 
kind of officer have you in mind ?--Certain welfare uperis. They are 
.employed in England by mauy larga industrial oonooms. 

0.2182. Sir Victor S". ... ", Not by l .. wP-No. 
0-2188. Yon edvooate it should be by Ia.w hereP-I >!rink we have .~me 

-to that stage. . 
0.2184. Th. Ohairman, Do I take it that what you really m .... n i. that 

you would like to &Be all employers brought up to tbe standard of the 
1>ast P-Y 88. 

C-21S/i. Do you not thiak thet an attempt to put it in the form of a 
1aw would have a tendency to stereotype, and in some cases to reduce, the 
standard which is now reached by the best employereP-That is possible. 

0-2136. That i. a danger to be barne in mindP-Yes. 
C-2131~ Sir Alt2aMer Murray: Where there is a settlement or a popula,.. 

tiOD of working men living together, it is easy to carry out ~elfare work; 
"but whe.re there are thousands of workers living in· congested ar-eas

j 
how 

... ould yon propose by law to oompal an _layer to engage a health oJIicer, 
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and how would tfb$ health officer function under those circumstances P-l 
pre-euppose- advaiices in other directions 88 welI~ I tbi.nk it would be 
exceedingly difficult to begin with for 8 welfare worker to have to deal with 
the employees of any commercial concern who are scattered about in lodgings 

. all over the city. Nevertheless it is what the child :welfare centres in the 
.. '( city are now doing. These workers are actually going into houses in the 

... congested areas. . 

0-2138. Under municipal auspices i'-No. The Municipality subscribes 
Ro. 10,000 .. year to the Lady phelmBford League Centres and they are ...... 
presented on the Committee j but the" movement is not a municipal activity 
altogether. ' 

. 0-2139. You are speaking now rather in favour of the voluntary I:cheme?
No, I am not. I am merely saying that that is what voluntary eftort is 
DOW doing. 

0-2140. lifT. ('''liH: Do I take it that these observations are being made iD 
the light of the last paragraph nnder "General Remarks"?-Y eB. 

0-2141. Sir TADmtu Smith: If employers were compelled by law to engage 
in welfare work, what obligation would you put upon the employee to 
receive the benefits of welfare work?-You e&nnot put any obligation on the 
employee. 

Sir Thomas Smith: I only raised the point becanse the Superintendent 
of the Government Press in Allahabad says that they have been trying hard 
to get the emploYees to indulge in games after working hours. and demands 
have. been put forward by those taking part th.t they should be paid 
overtlDle. 

The Chairman: Yon may bring the horse to the water but vou cannot; 
make liim drink. • 

C,2142. ·v.lon.z E_olI: With rega.rd to safety, according to tha rnl ... 
every concern with 500 workers must have first aid appliances. Do you 
think the figure of 500 is to. high ?-It depends upon the cIasa of work. In 
business concerns where they a.re working in dangerous or semi..dangerou& 
'conditions, such as with machinery and belting, or in coa] mines, railway 
worhhops and places like that, I think it is necessary to have first aid'" 
appliances. But with 80me types of industrisJ. concerns it is not in the least 
necessary. 

0-2143. Your Asoiotant Director did no. find any of the Bupenising stall, 
except in one instance, .trained in first aid. Do you imply that there should' 
be a certain proportion of the employees in 'these industries trained in first 
aid work P-I think it would be. desirable. 

0-2144-. Sir Alexander Murray: Do you carry on St. John Ambulance e 
WorkP-Yes. It is carried on in every city. 

0-2145. V.lone! B_.II: With regard to inteDigenee, yon say that definite 
suggestions were made by you to Government, but no fina1 orden were issued. 
What were your suggestions with regard to statistics?-It was suggested to
tha 1000.1 Government by the Director of Public Health that proprietors of 
large faoteri .. should be required, by ralas under ·the Indian Factory Aot, 
to, keep records re-latintt to deaths, births, infantile mortality or still births, 
deatlm and caus... of death by ag<18 and sena. When tha workers are 
housed in settlements the coUection of this information should be easy. 
In other ca.sea the workers should be required to report to the foreman 
the deaths of 8ny~ of their re1ations, or births amongst such reJations 
who actually work in any mill 01' factory. No orders were passed by the 
local Government in this matter. ' 

0-2146: Do you think that workers oould report ca..- of death to their 
foremen ?-The provincial methods of "porting the causes of death are 
very defective. . 

0-2147. 1,1h~ Ohairman.' Do you want to make all millowners assi~tant 
medical officers of healthP-The..only way in which we can give a Commis
lion like this any accurate information as to the incidence of_ disease, causes 
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.01 death, and 80 on in any individual concern is by ,the industrial concern 
keeping Cfl'tain statistics, which would Dot be very difficult to kee~~ 

C-2148~ Some of the statisti08 you mention, for insta.nce those lD regard 
-to leave and sickness, might be obtained f&irly efSily; JIlt ~u ~ further 
· than that~ You want to ask the employer to hold . an enqurry Into some 
rather intimate domestic affairs of his workers, which might be very much 
resentedP-I do not see how the worlmrs' could resent reporting. to the 
for.ma" the fact that h. had had a ehild born to him the day hefore 

· yesterday. 
Tk. CMir"" .. " Th. Indian muat he very submissive: 
0-2149. Sir Victor 8a ... _: If he fails to give the information to the 

.. employer, would the employer ~ put in jail ?-N~~ It is only ~e same 
as registration of births by law m the whole of India. T.he. chowkldar ~f a 
village is paid Rs. 3 a month to report .the presence of m:unlJ~als ~and enme., 
He is a.lso required by law to report bIrths and deaths In hIB vlll&ge~ He 
is a]90 required to guess at the cause of death. 

0-2150. The coolie can go and aay "Pie... Sahib. I had twins this 
:"morning and I wa.nt three W$u' leave on full pay '?-Exactly. . 

0-2151. Oolonel B ..... ll: W. have a note by the Director of Land Records 
: about the inspection of emigration depOts. It appears that there is no_ 
provision in the existing Act Or rules for the inspection of emigration 
dep6ta. Have yon any emigration depots in the United ProvinoosP-J beli.ve 

· there is one at Gorakbpur. 
0-2152. Do you inspect it P-No. It ia chiefty for the aupp~ of labour to 

-the Assam _ garden., end th. gystom used to he that every coolie wiabing to 
.go to the Assam tea gard.ns 11M to go to the CiVIl Surgoon to be insp&cted, 
·and ..... not allowed to go to Assam unless h. got a certificate of fitness. The 
· whole of thet baa been tak"" away from the Civil Surgeon end the certificate 
-c8JI: DOW be given by. any registered practitioner. Therefore it is not con .. 
-trolled by any Government agency whatever except the recruiting officer! who 
,·can take the certificate of any registered practitioner, orJ on the other hand, 

be may refuae it. 
0-2153. You have DO power of inspecting th ... depOtaP-No. 
0-2154. Do you not think it would he a. good thing to have emigration 

· dep6ts under ~ inspection P-We ought to have the power to inspect.. 
0-2155. Because every now and then these emigration dep6ts are the 

'!o 6OUr0e8 of epidemics P-Yea. 
0-2156. Sir Ale:m.nd'er Murray: How many emigratio~ dep6ts are there 

in this ProvinceP-I believe only one at Gorakhpur. I am not laying this 
officiallv, but I have heard recently that the system is gcn.ng to be altered. 
Instead of being centred in one place to which ev-erybody- has to go, it is 
being decentralized and there are· going to he several small places where 

~ the coolies may be examined_ 
0-2151. Oolc"eI R .... ell: The recommendation i. that there should he 

··some provision for. inspection by specified non-official visitors. I wondered 
-what value that would be. I want to find out wbether you think it should' 
he done by the Medic&! Offi~r of Health or by the Assiatant Director on bis 

-tour P-It could quite easily be done. ' 
0-2158. You think it would he &dvantageouaP-Itbink eo because th ..... 

· 1& no official inspector. ' 
C-2159. Sir Alezander M1bf'f'ay: What are the steps which it is necessa17 

· for you to take before you can condemn a.n insanitary area in Cawnpore p_ 
If ~ find an in&anitary area I include the fact in my repot't to the Munici
pality. A copy of that report goes to the Commissioner. The Municipality 

· are required ~ report within three months any action taken on my report. 
What the:,! do 18 they send my re')ort to the Medical Officer of Health! who 

~ 'Puts .up hIS note to t~e Public- Heal~ Committee of the Municipality. The 
Pubhe ~ealth ~mmlttee make their recommendations to the fun Board. 

'The Med.cal Officer of Health has to tell tho Public Health Committee the 
·eoat, if auything is intended to he done.. Th. Medical Officer of Healtb 

.'.' 
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.haa the assistance of the Municipal Engineer, to whom the matter is aI~ 
referred ii, as I say, .... ything is intended to be done. 

0.2160. Have yon made many reports about particular "resa in O&wnporeP" 
-Very many. ,,-',. 

0-2161. Adverse reportaP-Yes. 
0-2162. In how many ceses hee lICtion been takenP-In abont 90 pel' 

oent. of the cases no action is token. If it is lIOlIlething that can be don..
without the expenditure of money it'is generally easy to get action taken, 
but when it f:omea to be an economic question, the answer simply is
H No funds u. 

0-2163. Mr. Al>med: Then the high death rate is due to the insanitary 
conditions of the mill areee?-No. The high death rate ia due to th", 
~nera1 congestion and insanitary condjtions of the ma.jority of the wards 
m Cawnpore. 

0-2164. Th. Ohai,.."...,.: In yom memorand1UD there is rather an enr8-
ordinary statement, namely, U Better working conditions and welfare work 
inspire confidence amongst workers and keep down wages JJ. Does that 
mean that where these welfare schemes are carried ont wages are- lower 
then nnder employers who do not carry ont weIf ..... achemeaP-Yon have' 
referred, with many compliments, to the work of the British India Corpora
tion and to the BUCCe88 of their welfare w-Ork. Do you maintain tha.t in 
their case the wages are lowerP-It is & mere matter of opinion. I do not 
say thai the fact is so in every industria) concern; but I do say that in 
inanstrial concerns whose workers are looked after and are given good houses 
at an economic rent instead of pa.ymg an uneconomic rent for one room in
a bulti, you .oertainJ.y tend :to get a class of., worker at a lower wage who 
is given a. good house at an economic rent than you would by paying him 
more and he paying a high- rent for a bed honse. . 

0-2165. It is simply a theory of your 0_. It is not based on any 
factsP-I should think it is an arguable qu .. tion. Suppose a man ea ...... 
Re. 20 a month and he. is charged by hi. employ.... Re. 1 a month for a· 
clean, ~ventil8ted and well-dr&ined h01l8e. Surely that man would 
rather take Re. 20 a month and pay Re. 1 for his honae rent than get Re. 22 
and pay Re. 5 .. month for hie ho""" rent. 

0-2166. That i. a very different proposition ?-That is what I mean by 
."ying it keeps down __ . 

0-2161. It is well to have that on record bec .. use it is very different from
the statement made. What you now state is that where these beneJits are 
given in the way of houses, "t much 1 ... than an economic rent ..•... ?-I did 
not say U less than an economio rent u. I said at an It economic rent n .
Some of the psople in the btUtis in C"wnpore are being charged exorhitant 
Nots. • 

0.2168. Yau do not suggest that Re. 1 a month for a ho..... in a model 
eettlement is an economio rentP-I was only taking that 88 an hypothetioaf 
example to show that they are charged less proportionately in one of thees 
settlements for a fairly good hollB6 than they ..... charged for a very bad-
one in one of the bmtil'. . 

Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola:. In tbe one ease the man gets Ra. 20, and if 
he pays Re. 1 rent h ... really earns Re. 19. In the other case he gets Re. 211 
but pays Re. 0 for hi. rent, and thus only esrns really Rs. 17. Therefore
the firat man is not getting I ... wages but higher w-. 

. 0-2169. 2'10. Ohai"",,": AU yon mean to say is that the niaI _ a ..... 
not whoJly measnred in .ashP-Y... Tbe man gets BO much benefit in kind.. 

0-S17D. There may be benelits whethe~ in honsing or medical faoiIities or 
oihe. kinds of faeilities. which are really a part of his remuneration ""d 
... hi.h are Dot meeeured in merely cash wages P-That ill so. I may ba_ 
."'PrM8tl1i it very badly but that is what I meant to convey. 

0-S1n. Mr. miff: Taking thi. paragraph, coupled with eft\cien07, d_ 
it not probably indicate that labour COBt.I may be IowerP-Yee. 
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0-2172. 8i~ Vi.tor Sa .. oon: Have you any eviden." of thatP-The only 
evidenoe I have are the returns of the one concern that keeps statistics. 

0-2178. Th. ohiii ........ : The net ....rut is that good ~d does not alwa". 
fall on stony groundP-Perhaps so. From the economio point of view, no 
industrial concern can spend money on improving the health of their workers 
if they have Dot got it j but you know 1 as well as' I do, that there was a 
period in which profits were vsry large. 

{The witnesses withdrew and tIie Commission adjourned till December 14, 
1929.l 
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UNITED PROVINCES 
I 

THlRTY.NINTH MEETING 
CAWNPORE 

Saturday. 14th December. 192!t. 

PB.E8Ewt ; 

• • The Rt. HOD. J. H. WHIl'LBT (Oha"."..".). 

Sir VIa.rOB SABSOONt Bart. Mr. G. 'D. Bmw, M.L.A. 

Mr. Jom< CLmr. Sir lBRAKlK RAlIIH'1'OOLA, Kt., 
X.C.S.I., C.I.E. 

Sir ALBxANmm. Mli'RRAY, Kt., 
C.B.E. 

Mr. A. G. Cr.ow, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
Mr. KABm.-m>-DIN .Alnum, M.L.A. 

Mr. N. M. JOSHI, M.L.A.-

Miss B. M. LB POER POWER. 
Lt.-Col. A. J. H. RUSSBLL, C.B.E.,. 

I.M.S. (M <dUal A .......... ). 

Sir THo .... SMlTIl, Xt., V.D. 1 ( . 
MAt1LVI MolLUWAD YUUB, M.L.A. &snJtant Commiuioners.) 

Mrs. K. SBIV AST' VA (Lady A ••• .,OT). 

Mr. S. L.u.r., I.C.S. J (/ . . 
Mr. A. DmDnr. omt 86CT8taN~uJ.) 

Mr. J. M. LOWNlE, Vi ...... Preoident of the Upper India Chamber of 
Cnnmerce, ancI. Director of Messrs. Begg, Sutherland &: Co. (for' 
the SUlar Industry) ; Mr. IL A. WILKINSON (Director, Meson. 
Begg Sutherlar.cI & Co., Ltd., for the Cotton IndlUlry); Mr. W. R. 
WAlT, M.A., B. Se., Dl.c.. F.G.S. (British India CorporatioD. 
LteL, for the WooDen IndlUlry); Mr. A. C. INSKIP, O.B.&. 
(British Jndia Corporation Ll.d., for the Leather Industry); Mr. 
C. H. MATllSON (British India Corporation Ltd., Welfare 
Department); Mr. J. G. RYAN. M.B.E.. Y.D •• Secretary. rep ..... 
~ting the Upper Inclia Ch,!",her of Commerm. 

0.2174. Th. Ohoi-rman: You tell U8 in the memorandum which you ha ... -
prepared,r that your Chamber of Com:merce is a thoroughly representative 
body and is in a p<>eitioo to Bpeak for the industrial undertakings not only 
in Cawopora but in the Province .. a whole~-(Mr. Lownie) That is BO. 

0.2175. Mr. Cliff: Do .. the Chamher cover the leather induatryl'-It doea. 
(Mr. Ryo.o) The leather induatry is represented by tW() separate memhe1'8. 

C.2176. Th. Chairman: In raply to our queotion about abseofleeism. yoo . 
• tate: .. It has been found extremely difficult to arrive at &I1y precise figure, 
but it is said that absenteeism prevails to the approximate extent of 10 per 
cent." Could the members of your Chamber help the Commission iu this 
way: we 'find that absenteeism. so called, covers three or more quite separate· 
oauses of absence. There is, for instance, absence with leave. absence witbout
leaV&t and also absence on account. of sickness where the sickness hu been 
oertmed by the mediool officer of the faebory. Would it be possible for a· 
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. number of your members. who perhaps keep their books in a more detailel 
form th811 Bome employers do. to help us with an analysis of absenteeism 
under three or more heads? There are two possibilities. One is an analysis-" 
&f books over, say, &. six: months' period which has passed, and another 
possibility is over a six months' period in, the future. It would add greatly 
to our information if we could get from a number of employers who had kepil· 
eareful books an analysis of absenteeism?-(Mr. Lownie) We C8Illlob do it 
at the moment, but we will endeavour to· submit such a stai'4nnent. 

C.2177. Sir VieIDr Sa .. _:. Do you see any diffieuUy in supplyini!' this
information under the difiereu.t ca:tegories named' Are you in &- position to 
know when a man leaves, and whether he is lea.ving merely to go back to 
his village, or whether he is leaving 011 aooount of siokness. Are you also 
in a position to know. if he tells you that his absence is due to sickness, 
whether it is really due to sickness?-It is very difficult til prove. (Mr. 
Wilkinson) I could only give you the figures' of men ahssnt with leave and 
of men absent without leave. To say in the ease of a man absent without 
leave whether it is due to alleged sickness or real sielmess would be verr 
iiffieult. 

C.2178. The Cluzinnan: Are there not some cases where sickness leave is
givsu Oil the certificate of your own medical olIicer?-(Mr. Lownle) That 
mao. . 

C.l!179. Knowing what the Commission would like in this respeet, perhaps 
you will consult amongst yourselves and see if you C&D give us some figure& 
eave-rin.,. three or four of the industries in CaWDpore. You understand what 
our diiculty is. U Absenteeism JJ is a very vague term, and it appears'to 
be .taken to cover both absence with leave and absence without leave. In 
some cases I underst..m the employers h..... do mark in their books with the 
letter .. S to absence on account of sickness. Perhaps you will see what e.G 
bs done to help us in this matter. 

()'21BO.Sir Thoma. Smith: Do you want it for the l1est siX months or for 
the pest six montbs? The information is probably Dob .. vailable for the past 
aU: montba?-(Mr. Lownle) It Wl1Uld b .. difficult to lind out thet information 
now. 

Tn. CMirman: It would he better if it were done in the next six months. 
and then no doubt the members of ~ur Chamber interested in the matter 
could agree on 8 form which would be the same in each case. 

Sir Thom.. Smith: That would he lietter. 
MT. Cliff: In many places which we have visited there a.re included in the 

Jigures of absenteeism those men who have been Ii: played off J), that is to 
8&y. enforced absence. That, as well as -sickness and absence with leave 
and absence without leave? has been included~ 

Sir VieIDT Sa .. "",,: What Mr. Cliff wouid like is IUlOther eolumn showing 
where the leave is forced lea.ve~ 

3fr. Cliff: Yea. showing when men are U played off tt. 

C·2181. T"" Chai,.....,.: Tha' is the term used in England. I noties ;von 
_all it here ., oampulsory lesvs n. Compulsory lesvs ought net to b. included 
under ahaenteeism?-That eould be shown separately. 

C.2182. SiT Al<! ..... "d.,. Murray: In the Factory ·In.peetor'. teporf> thero 
are a lot of u:tt-eresting figuTes given with reference to a typical Co.wnpore 
miD. showing what workers have. retumed to their villages, the numb~r of 
IiDles tbev went and: how long they stayed. Could those figures bs analysed 
so 8IJ to Show how many went on Je&V& with consent and how many went 
on leave without consent?-(Mr. Watt) I am 8llre that would he very di.fficult~ 
To the best of my reeollection the form was drawn up after discussion with 
the individuals themselves. I should think that in this statement both types 
of absence are included. If it were desired we could analyse it over the 
next period. . 

C-21SS. Sir Vidor 8QIBocn: \\'ould six months be sufficient? Would it 
not be more valuable if taken over a whol$ year?-(Mr. Lownie) Yes~ it 
'WOuld be more valuable if taken out over 12 months .. 
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. 0.2184. Th. Ohairm4": .We will take your knowledge and experience CD 
that matter. We are anxious to get, in a. place where conditioDs are favour • 

... .able, 88 they a.ppear to be here, a really careful analysis 80 far 88 is possible 
of what is called "absenteeism "0 ' 

0.2180. Bir Victor B .... o": No doubt Oolonel Russell would alao like to 
know the causes· of such absenteeism where possible-what the nature of the 
siclmess is,. . 

Oolone! RUI"!!: Malaria and things like that-{Mr. Ryan) The Oonunittee 
of th" Chamber will take stepe to have that done. . 

·'6.2186. The Ohai"""",: With regard to housing yon state it as yonr opinion 
~.t l!Ithough • great deal of housing is done here by emplGyers, it is ... en. 
tially the duty of GGvernment.or of the corporate authority. It is not rGr 
the emplGyers a100e to discharge this function. Further you tell us that YGU 
believe the employer, where he has not already provided dwelling accommoda-

...... tiou t is prepa.red to co-operate in any corporate or joint scheme for the purpose. 
It i. valuable to have that statement on record. 

C.2187. Mr. Oliff: Before leaving the question of' housing, I seo it is 
stated .. land WSB offered by the Cawnpore Improvement Trust at exorbitant 
rates". Can we have a more complete statement on that?-Land was first 
offared by tbe ImprGvement Trust at lis. 10,000 per aore. After protast the 
figure was brought down to Re. 7,500 an &ere. Even at that fi~ure BOme of 
the milla were prepared to take it, but they found that it was unpossible to 
obtain facilities such as water and conservancy. The Improvement Truat 
.could not supply water, and the Municipality was unable a.t· that time, owing 
to inadequate supply, to give any promise. Supply is more adequate no-w, 
.but the -distrlbutian has not been improved 80 a,s to make it available in :the 
NDlOter porta. 

C-2188. How many years ago was this ?-Abcut 6 Gr 7 yearn ego. 
0.2189. Were representations made to the Government?-We ha.ve made 

frequent Yepresentationa to the G<>vernment. 
C-2190 .. On this specific pointP-Not on this apecilie point, as to the Jack 

of mcilities, because that is' a matter of 100M self.Govemment. 
(J.l!19L The Okairnum: !referring to the question of education, yon tell 

.u! what is done by 8 number of employers in Cawnpore. and you make the 
remark that in no C888 is 8l!Y 888istanee receivei from the Government or 
from the Municipality. Do I take -it that these schools which are main
tained by employers receive no grant or essistance?-That is .. , but th .. 
Municipality discha.rges a very large function from ita own resou:roes iu the 
matter of education at large in the oity" Nearly 14,000 children'8 education 
is provided for by the Municipality either directly or by means of grants..-in
,aid. 

0.2192. But in ... pact of this particular employera s.bemef-There is 
no assistance givan and I do not think any is expected. 

C.2198. Yoo give U8 some reoommendationa with regard to the amend. 
ment of the law of workmen'. oompenaation. You recommend that Schedule 
II be _dod to cover two new categories of work-general construction and 
motor, bus drivers and so on. I may say that all these recommendationa 
will ba carefuliy noted l!y the Oommisaion. I... that yeu recommend that 
tha minimum rats of wegea .hould he raised from lis. 8 to lis. 12 a month. 
As regards the matter of hours in factories, you tell us that in your view in 
actual work, allowing for the time men go away from their machines, it 
may ha said that 8 to' at hours work only is performed. Do I take it that 
it is your _" view that the worker would prefer less intensive work spread 
over the present 10 hours than 8 hours which would necessitate their being 
kept on thair machines throughGut the whole of the S hours ?-(Mr. Lewnie) 
!fh8-t is our view. 

()"2194., Mr. Oliff: Would the empJoyera themselves praiar that slackening 
in working?-(Mr. Wilkinson) In our ..... tha present hours of work are the 
most auitsbla from our point of view end teking into conoideration the condi. 
~on. of tha ocm:try. 8 h<>Urs' intenoiva work wonld probably ~IaiJ consider. 
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ably more hardship on the individual worker than 8 hounl' work spread owr 16' 
hours. . 

C-2195. You prefer that the worker should have th" leisure of the other· 
two hours even though <mgaged on a 1G-honr day P-Y... . 

C-2196. Th. Chairm .... ' You recommend that cert&iD. additional est .. h. 
Iishmenls should be hrought within the Factory Act, of which we take dna 
note. Dealing with the method of payment of wages. we understand that .. 
fortnightly system is the usual custom in Cawnpore. Is thet soP-{Mr. 
Lownie) In tenile mills, yes. 

C-2191. You find DO dillicnlty in making these payments hi-monthlyP
(Mr. Wilkinson) No. 

C-2198. You give in the appendix to your memorandum & quotation from. 
ona of tile welfare workers in Cawnpore who appeam to have talked with a 
number of men giving their reasons why they prefer the ~ht1y to 
weekly payments. May I take it that custom is the chief factor-that where 
they have been accustomed to fortnightly payments they are not in favour of 
a change ?-{Mr. Ryan) This factor of custom is most important. Very larg .. 
numbers of workers from this Prcvinoa go to Beogal and accept weekly pay_ 
ments, but that is a case of doing in Rome as Roman does. But here they 
do Dot like it.. . 

C.2199. MT. Cliff: We visited a leather factory tbto other day and we saw· 
their WBge bill. Wages were paid at the end of 16 days from the and of the 
month. Within 6 days of pay day tha whole of the employees were getting: 
advances very nearly equivalent to two-tbirda of their wages. Would it not 
he better, instasd of making th_ advances, to pay them at the time the· 
advances ..... re made? On pay day the men were actually receiving less than 
ooe-tbird of their wages. the rest having been advanced previously?-(Mr .. 
Lownie) We have no knowled" .... of that factory. 

C-22OO. That system is in operation at a leather factory employing about" 
500 wQrkers, and the men were actually receiving Bs~ 8 QD pay day, their 
montbly rat.. being Rs. 15?-The remedy would seem to be to accelerate 
the date of payment of _ '" bring it much nearer the end of tha month. 
rather than 1;0 give advances" 

C.2201. Would it not he hetter that a man receiving wagea on pay day: 
should receive in elfect his fu/l wages. In this particular factury we visited 
the other day .. the men were receiving less than on&-third of their wages. OIlo 
pay day. 

C·2202. BiT Vic/or Sao.""", Would that he an exceptional case?-Yes •. 
We have no koowled.. .. of that factory. 

C-2203. Mr. Cliff: Is there Dot a great ~ of room for improvement" 
in the payment of wages in circumstenoea Iika that?-Yes. 

C-2204. The CIi8inna .. , Has Mr. Mattison anything to .a, to us on th ... 
question of the feeling of the workers with regard to the fortmghtly system of 
payment of _ which generally prevails?-{Mr. Mattison) Word came to· 
W! from within the Cawnpore cotton milia that the work.", wanted to revert 
to the monthly payment of wages. I made enquiries from the workers them
eelvea and from those in charge of them, and I found that the workers muc~ 
pn>ferred to continue with the fortnightly system; and they made no requ .... 
for a weekly system. 

C.220S. Bir Ibrahim Rahimloou.: Dealiug with the haem 01 work you .ay
that the elfect on industry of a reduction of working hours "has _inly 
been ad.e ..... in eompetitino with China and Japan. and this is more marked· 
since this eompetitiOIl. has, recently. been intensified ft. Further on you BaY' 
" Any further reduction in working haers would he moat harmful '" industry. 
until such time as the Indian wcrker has become more efficient u. Since the· 
time that hows were reduced from 12 to 10. has there heeD any appreciable· 
inereasa in efficiency &IDOIIgSt the workera? I have read what you haT" &aid 
about the piece work.rs--tbal; there baa been some additional efficiency in· 
the matter of production; but. as a general rule, has the oost of production 
inoreased in _ueuce 01 the reduction of hours?-(Mr. Lownie) That is &0 •• 
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'. C-2206. Then Will you tell us what you really mean by .. competition with 
China and Japan ".?-(Mr. Wilkinaou) It is well.known that in recent yea", 
the cotton industry in InPia- has been ....faced with severe competition from 
China and Japan, and by reason of the loee in production by tha reductinn of 
hoUl'8, necessarily that competition h~ tended to increase. 

0.2207. That ia to .ay the coat of production haa increased in Indill?
Yea. 

C-2208. You B.y .. there haa been a distinct reduction in the numbers 01 
women BIld. children employed in the Cawnpore mills and factories since the 
FactorieB Act wea amended in 1922". Further on you Bay .. Where childr ... 
are employed the regulations are suitable. The numbers employed are, how
-ever, very small and are decreasing H.. Is it your opinion that this reduetiou 
in the employment of women and children is due to the eftect of the Facto" 
Act regulatione?-(MT. Lownie) Ye.. It iB largely due to the introduction 0' 
the Factory Act. 

Cp2209. The provision of these measures, which are considered by the 
legislature 88 required in the interests of labour, has had the effect of causing 
larger unemployment among women and children ?-That has been the eflect 

C-2210. You .oy: .. Speaking generally, while wages bave been maintained 
at the same Jevel 88 between 1920 QIld 1928, profits have declined, in eome
cases ..to vanishing point". Is that due to lack of efficiency in labour, or 
what aTe the causes? You say that wages have remained at the same level: 
the cost of production remains the same and the pro1lts have V8Di8bed~ What 
do you think are the causes of these conditioniP-That is a very large question. 
It .covers many pointe~ 

0·2211. Can you indicate some ?-ElPlh&"g.. It is a very broed qu .. tioc 
1lIld it covers a very 18l'ge field. 

0·2212. I will Dot press you, but· if you can indicate some of the causes it
'Would be helpful ?-The cotton indushy all over India baa .bown during the 
past yeal'!! bow little the profit bas been. 

0.2218. Does it apply to the textile industry only or to other industrl .. 
which are. located in Oawnpore?-It applies particularly to the textile induotr;< 

0·2214. Then i. it a fact thaI; all other industries are making profits?
That is Dot within my knowledge. 

C-2215. Dealing with the- attitude 01 the legisla_os, both Central 
and Provincial, you say: U The justice of this is recognised by the e!nployer, 
whose only objection lies in the fact that this legislation bas d.escended OJI 
him within recent years in 8 perfect spate. U Is it your 'Opinion that the~ 
meRSUrel which have been passed by the legislatures in the interests of labour. 
have adve .. ely atrected the iadustriesP-(Mr. Ryan) I would not be prepared 
to flay they have adversely afieeted the industries, but they ha'V.,6 come. m 
Bueb a rush that 011 arranj<01llenS in regard to labour bave been, 'rom time 
to time and frequently, disturb«i-, and empJoyera have not been ab1e • 
settle down to the problem of their labour without nmewed disturbance. 

0-2216. That means that the industries have been, off and OD? dislocated 
in their actual efficient workingP-I am ~ not even prepared to go as far 88 

that. 4( Unsettled U is perhaps the 'better word. 

0.2217. The etrect has been a higher cost of productionP-I am not p ..... 
pored to accept that. 

0-2218. Then how i. it that industry ha. been adversely affected by these 
measuresP-They are unsettling. They have not b%-n without their contribu
tion to the wave of Jabour dissatisfaction and unrest. 

(,.22111. Have they brougllt about labour unreat'l-No, but they bove not 
been without their effect.. 

~2220. Will you expln-in the point ft little moreP-Labour obviously de
Bires its ~nditiGns improved. The employer is perfectly prepared for that, 
but when nf',," measures .towards. this end come in continuously I they have a 
disturhing effect on labour from new angles. 
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C-2221. "nat has been the .ffect on industry'-I am not in a position tG 
$BY whether or not profits have been reduced or 'Output disturbed.,· but there 
has been very considerable dissatisfaction with this intensified rush of l"llil;Ia. 
tion~ In no other country in the world has there been this intensified rush. 
I would beg thet the impression be not token tha. we are a-ive"", tG the 
.effect of this legislation. It is the method of ita application nnder whi • .h 
we feel restive. 

C·2222. Sir VictOT S ... oon, Labour becomes lik. Oliver Twist?-Yes. n 
'Wants more and more and more . 
• . C.2228. Sir Al.:rtmdsr MU""!I' It is not the nature of the Iegislat.ion, but. 
It 15 the spate ?-In some oases w& have had to resent the nature of it too. 

C·2224. Mr. (]low: Will you give us an er-unple 01 an Act the nature of 
""blch you heve reaenled?-In tb& detail. we heve obviously objected to the 
methods of trade union legislation because our recommendations were no~ 
adopted; that is one; but the Act having become law I we loyally accept it. 

C-2225. But what would you have preterred?-I am being led into .. dill. 
-cuasion for which I was not prepared. 

C-2226. I bave beard this objection belers about tbe spate of legislation 
1md the disturbing effects. Sinoe the Factorie. Act of 11122, which sdmittedly 
made a very big changet there have been only three Acts of any importan~ 
.aHecting factories: Workmen's Compensation, Trade Unions and Trade Dis. 
putes, and I gather thet of those three the Trad. Unions Act is the only one 
to the form 01 wbich you toke chjection?-Without prejudice, '1 admit thet. 

0.2227. Then how do you consider it could he improved?-There a~in. 
l om not pr&pared to apeak without referring to my files on tbe eubj&et; It i.' 
" big aubj&et. 

C.2228. Perhaps some of your coUeagues could say in what way they think 
the preseot Act bears hardly on industry?-I am not going to .. y that it 
does bear hardly on ioduatry. We think it does niit bear as well as it should 
-on the relationship bebreen employer and employee. . 

C-2229. But the queat.ion of improving this Act win be one that is bound 
to receive our consideration aud we should be glad to receive any suggestions 
from tb. repreaentative body present in thet oonnectioh ?-1 oan· make aVail. 
able a letter which we addressed to Government in 1922 when this matter was 

'first mooted. Perhaps for future ooosideration that would b. thl> shortest 
way to deal with your question. . 

C.228(). Have your views changed at all in the lost 'I yeam on that 
subject?-I do not think they heve materially. 

C.2261. In your memorandum you refer to the question 01 the .upply of 
labour. I understand that for .. number of years there WBB 8 continuous 
complaint from employera of Cawnpore that labour was scares j so much BO 
that at one time at the ilwtance of employers Government conduct-ed a special 
enquiry Into the scarcity of labour in CaWDpoI8;.is that sot-yes. 

C·2282. You now aisle that at the present time, .. the mills and factories 
Sod little difficulty in obtaining their lull requirements of labour, even at 
tim-ss of extra pressuTe ". Since when do you date this change?-It is more 
recent. 1 8m not biking now of the extra pressure such as prevailed in the 
'boom period of the War J but the seasonal extra pressure which is normal. . " '. 0-2288. But I gather from your memorandum that normany speaking. tba 

. supply 01 labour is now at Ieaat equal tG the demand?-Yes. 
C-22S4. Formerly it was not sot-Formerly it Was on occasion not 60; 

ht is why for, one thing we resieted the recruitment for the tea gardens. 
C.2265. When did.his change oeour and tG what do you attribute it?

lAwe" production generally. 
, . C.2286. Are you employing fewer men than you were ""Y in 1005 wb .... 

the scarcih of ~labour was most acute Sind the complaints in that respect 
were loude&t P-You are taking me to a period beyond my personal knowledge. 

C.2267. Then take, generally spe.king, tbe p .... war periodP-I am not 
preporOO to •• y ye. or DO to thet; I do not know. 

t.ABCOl( VOLIII nIl G 
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C2238. Do any of your colleagues know?-(Mr. Lownie) We do not go as 
far back as llJ01j. 

()"2289. Take since the War; labour has become for some reason equal to 
the 8upply?-(Mr. WilkiDson) As far ee my esperience ia """""mad, the' 
number of men werking in the textile industry has increeeed considerably. 

()..224(). That makes it all the me", remarkable, does it not?-We must. 
suppoee tbat labom: ia satisfied witb tbe conditions oIf.red. (Mr. Ryan} 
There are a lot of new mills open. 

C-2241. Tbat would tend to increase the scarcity of ~bour?-Tbe answe., 
would bo that labour ie more attreeted tban it was formedy. 

C·2242. BiT Victor &s_n: Would you eey that was due to an mcl'88Se in. 
'the population in the rural districts or to the feet that it i. harder, to make> 
a living on the land?-I sbould eay the latter, if I had ..... y view, hut I am. 
not quite sure about it; I do not think there bee been any marked inCl'88Se in. 

_rural population. ' 
'C.2243. M.. CIow: You would not attribute it to the beneficient' measures 

pasaad by tbe State?-Not directly, beceuse tbe reemits are not aware of 
these beneficient measuresa The Factories Act, for ODe. thing. has made it 
nee .... ry to incr.... staffs to comply with the OOIlditions. 

C·2244. In that connection have you aeon the memorandum 8ubmittad la
ua by the late Mr. Walton dealing with workmen'. compensatian?-I hav .. 
not.' . 

. C.2240. Be draws attention to the fact that in Cawnpore in a very re-
markable de~ the workers appear to be. ignorant of the benefits to which 
they are entrtled under the Workmen's Compensation Act?-Tbat is a point. 
to which my co\leaguea from the industri .. th ..... el_ could teply. 

C.2246. While he says it is p~08Sible that they are less ignorant in the' 
lArger concerns, generally speab'ing he says in a, large measure the workmea 
are not aware of their rights 1-\Vhat has been reported to me is that the
workm!"1 are not only quite ali .. to it, but. they are being well lookad after 
by interestad persons. 

C.2247", The figures he gives show clearly that the numbet' of claims: 
brought is only • -small proportion of the possible claims?-Tbat I ellllllOt 
answer. 

C-224B. Have you in the mills any macltinery by which -when 8I4 "accident 
oceura th." question of compensation due is aut.omatically taken up?-(Mr. 
Watt) I admit it i. net universal, but in many of the larger firms tbe liability 
for workmen'6 compensation is covered b:v insurance; when an accident occurs 
the first thing that is done is to advise the insurance company straight away. 

0-2249. Sir Al8zand~r Murray: Who advises the insurance company? 
. -Tbe employer straight awa,y.advieea the insu"",ce compeny. I am speak. 

ing for my own firm in which ~I know that does in fact take place. There. 
after it runs ita normal' course. 

-C-2250. Have you any reason to believe that the insurance oompanies make 
attempts to settle with 'the workmen for sums less tban the Act provides 1-
No. (Mr. Wilkinson) In case of any accident we have a system by which tho> 
accident is immadiately reported and ",e immediately teke steps' to submit;'" 
• -claim. If you wish to have a copy of the form, it is available~" 

C.2251. BiT Victor 8as800n.: You are insured too?-Yes. We dO'not wait 
for the workman to submit" claim, (Mr. Lownio) That gen~rally I think ia 
the practice in Cawnpore in tbe milia we ~rssent. ' 

<J.22fill. Mr. Bim: Having regard to wbet you said in answer to su: 
Ibrahim Rahimtoola, I take it you are in complet.e sympathy with the legiti
mate demands of the workers in the direction of reduction of hours, sicknen. . 
insurance and that sort of thing, provided you find yourself in a position to 
meet 'heir demands?-I did Dot say sickness insurance; I do not think sick_ 
1leea insurance is mentioned. 

C.225S. Reduction of hours t-Y est I am. 
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0-.2254. If then there 'Were no competition from. abroad and if the indus .. 
"'tries were passing through & prospet:.ous time, probably you would be pre
pared to CODBider seriously the queatioll of reduction of -working hours. 

C-2255. Sir l"ietoT BaIlODn.: In other words t if you had more or less & 
monopoly and oould .ettle tho prioe at whioh to ""II your product, you would 
-be prepared to give wo<kmen shorter hows!. 

- Tho CMi""",,,: That is rather a hypothetical question. (Mr. Lownie) I 
do not see how I can reply to that. 

C.2256. Mr. Bir14: I did not put that question; tbat was rather distorted 
·by Sir Victor. It has been mentioned in your note tha_t the ohief difficulty 
-so far aa the cotton industry is concerned is the oompetition from lapan and 
China?-That is so~ -

C-2257. If there were no such competition and if the industry wem pass .. 
ing through a normal period 01 proeperity. probably you would -be prepared to 
..QOIl8ider the questioo of reducing hours more favourably?-I think we are now 
working hours in aocordanoe with the Waahington Couvention. I think tha 
'number of hours we work in India is no greater than. in other countries DOW. 

0-2256. No, that is not SQ.-Except perhaps England. 
C.2259. Ezcept lapan I think all the. civilised countries work 48 hours II 

"Week, while you are working 60 hours & week?-\Vestern oountries. 
_ C.2260. &T 'A'!e",and., Murray: H. haa already ,aid' h. thinks' a 10 
hour day suits tbe Indian and that he only gets practically 8 to 8t houN 
work. 

C-2261. MT. Birl4: W. have heard from almost .11 the workers' represents-: 
tives that they would prefer 8 bou ... work a day. From what ~ou have aaid 
it; appears that aet.uaUv the worker works only 8 or 8l hours. Jf the workem 
prefer 8 hours instead. of 10 houl'S, would you be prepared to consider it 
more favourably?-I think we have pointed out lhat the preaent 10 hours day 
really amounts to 81- hours work, and I think it haa also been mentioned that 
the worker himself prefers to work 10 hours than 8 hours mol.'8 intensively. 

C~2262. Leave out what the work~ prefers or_ does not prefer. Would yoU' 
b. prepared to work 8 boUl'6 insteed of 10 bours if you found yourself -in 8 
position to do so. if thel'e Was no competition?-It is a questiop. of whether 
the industry cou1d afford it; if there were DO competition from abroad, I 
suppooe we could aflord it. 

C.2263. So that~ as you have mentioned in another part of your memo
randum, the crux of the position is the financial problem?-I think there is 
more than. that in it. 

~2264. You SlLy efficiency has not much improved a.nd "the comparatively 
poor physique and health of Indian workers are advel'Se factors Jt _ Do you 
mean that in order to improve effioiency you win have to pay higher wages, 
provide bett-er house6t have more stability f make some sort of provision for 
.sickness insuranoe and tbat sort. of thing?-Those are all factors. 

C.2265. Will you kindly explain wbat you mean by the .tstement th.,
-the comparatively poor pbysique and health of In .. ian workers are adverse 
factors?-(Mr, Rysn) It is Cawnpore that we ar. particularly referring to 
'here. 

C--2266. If you could improve'the food and bealth of the Indian workers, 
do you agree it would impl'Ol"e his effieieney?-YeEl. 

C-2267. How are :vou going to improve his physique and bealth; have vau 
any Mlution except that of paying him higher wages 'I-There 81'& man:y other 
methods, such as improving his surroundings in the matter of sanitatIon. 

C.226e. Who i. going to pay lor th.t?-Tbat i. largely a corporate respan. 
eibility. • 

C-22.00. Eve-n if vou provided him with beUer houses, that would no\ 
improve his physique, because ~ess he ~ts su~eient nouris.hment~ & better 
diet. more wages •. ~ou c~not unprove hiS phYSlQue?-It ~lght ensure the 
preservation of such phYSique as he has got. (lIT. Lowme) Welfare work 
too would und to improve physique. 

G-2 
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0.2270. My own feeling i. that we have tv lice the fact. very boldly. As 
,OU have stated in one portion of your meli:orandum, the crux of the posi~ 
tion is bile financial problem?-Yeo. 

0·2271. Instead of mincing mattera, I think it would be more proper for 
the employers to .. y that we are prepared to give them aborter working 
bours, sickness insurance. better- houses and all that, provided We- have suffi
cient, money. We have not got sufficient money,. therefore we oannot do 
it?-It is not entirely a matter for the employers. to provide housing. 
. 0:2272. The. Ohai,man, I take it your view broadly i. that the economic 
'(>081tion of IndJ& must always be bome in mind ?-That is 80. 

Si,. Victor Sassoon: And you do _mention other m~tters in :Jour memorandum 
including sanitation and housing. 

0.2273. M,. BiTl«, You s.y .. The mills and factories find little difficulty 
in obtaining their full requiremenw of !abour, even at times of extra pres
sure ... Am I to take it there is a large amount of unemployment in 
Oawnpore?-(Mr. Ryan) There is DC real unemployment. 

0.2274. Then how do you explain this atatement'l-Becau .. they are al. 
ready employed in other capacities in the city J SDd when there is a necessit, 
arising in the mills, the first flow to the mills is from the city. Any re
plenishment of the city's requirement is from. the country, and when thd 
pressure ceases that flew goes back into the city and is re-absorbed in "its 
previous employment. 

C-2275. Have YOIl any reasons for making that statement?-Yes, because 
I am assured by persons who have themselves bad occasion to resort to this. 

0-2276. Mr. Joshi: Referring to employment agencies, you say: .. This 
.ystem of recruitment through mistries may have its objections. But it is 
exceedingly doubtful if employm.en~ agencies would be free from similar obo. 
jeotians. wbile they might even introdul3& other evils." Can you tell me
what other evils would foHow from this system P-The particular evil that we 
had in mind there was that your labour would then be practically at the 
commaild and control of whoever conduoted that agency. We had not in 
mind a Government agency but private agencies.. 

C-227'1. May I sugeest to you that- you are misunderstanding the scope 
of the work of the publio employment agency. The public employment 
agency does net make the actual appointment in a mill, nor does it supervisa 
the work; but it would 8Uggeot to any particular mill tha name. of certain 
people who are available, and it would also suggest to the men themselves 
that work in certain mills was available. That is the proper function of a 
publio employment agency. Do you think there "'ould be .all the evils that 
you fear in the system?-Put in that way, perhaps net. > 

0-2278. With regard to eiokneaa insurance you st.", that if eompulsory 
insurance were introduced yOU" might have- to dispense with a large number 
of people and you would only employ healthy persons. I want to know 
whether persons whO' are generally sick can work 10 hours &. day for a year 
or for even 6 months ?-PersOns who are generally 8iek~ at the time of being 
sick of course de not come into the mill to work; they stay away i but a person 
who was habitually getting sick and laying oft from his work for that reason, 
would~ for the purposes ef a system of insurance, be regarded as unemployable. 

C-2279. At present you are empleying a certa.in cla.ss of people; they work 
generally 10 hours a. day for 6, 8 or 10 months in the ~ar. You do not mean 
that these people who work in that way are aick or unhealthy persona?-No. 

0-2280. So that if compulsory insurance is introduced, what you pro_ 
to do is to select men ?-Rather the reverse: you will have to weed out the 
men who are not up to the require-ments of their job. 

0-2281. And you will be prepared to psy more wages if you appoint more 
$e1ect' men ?-No; I am afraid I must not be led into an admission of that 
'IOrt. 

C.2282. In :vour memorandum you say: .0 In the case of sugar refineries 
a lS-day fortnight is the ru1eY 'Is that a general uemption given to the 
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sugar industry?-The sugar industryt being a continuous process, is under 
the Aet entitled to ask for that, and I believe,.011 reBSOIl being SbOWD, it is 
given. 

C.228S. It is a general exemptiOll?"":"Yes, for a continuous process. 
C·22&!. You have three shifts of 8 bours?-(Mr. Lownie) y .. , with baIf 

an hour interval within those B hours. 
0-2285. You say; •• Any further reductioD in working hours would lbe JnOBt 

harmful to industry~ until such time 88 the Indian worker has become more 
efficient. 11 You admit that the Indian worker shows "increased efficiency if 
the bours of work are reduced ?-Piece workers. 

G-2286. You say that "the reduction in working hours has been a~ 
panied by a measure of greater efficiency in the case of piece worke1'8." You 
are faoed with this problem, that tba Indian worker does net give you 10 
hours work because the hours of work are long; he does not become efficieni: 
unless the hours are reduced and you will not reduce the hours onle&s he 
shows better ~ciency?-Which is to come first '1 

C.2287. I want to know really who should mske a beginning: whether tba 
employers should make a beginning by reducing hours or whether the workers 
should ma.ke a beginning by increasing effieieney?-We have made a stan 
by reducing hours; I think it is now for the worker to inerease efficiency .. 

C-2288. You 8&y: .. During the period 1919~20 wages advanced. by reason 
of the high cost of living. by approximately 25 per eeJlt~ of their previous 
leveJ. n ,What is the u previous -level .. j is it the level of 1914 ?-No, imme-
diately preeeding 1919. . 

C-2289 .. Your memorandum does Dot show clearly hew ~uch rise there 
was from 1914, the pre .. Vlar wages?-Duririg the War certain increases were 
made in the way of War allowance or dear food allowa~, and these were 
continued until 1919·20. They were continued 80me time after the War, 
but after 1920 this general increase of 25 per cent.. was made. 

C-2200. You cannot eay how much wages were increase.ci over 1914 pre-, 
War wages?-We have not beeD able to get that jnformation~ 

C·2291. Sir Thoma. Smitll: Individual mills had been workin, OIl thmr 
own giving increases. but in 1919 and 1920 there was a genera] merease; I 
think that is what you are speaking of?-Yas; I think it .was general to give. 
increases during the War as War allowances.. . 

C-2292. Mr. Joshi: In your memorandum you say: .. There is DO stand· 
aTdisation either of muster or of rates as between mill and mill in Cawnpore.n 
Did you ,ever make an attempt at standardisation?-(Mr. Ryan) To m, 
knowledge DO such attempt .bas been made. 

C.2298. Do you think it would be desirable?-Tbat i. a matter to he 
considered. 

C-2294. You say: •• In Jap~ the average is one weaver to 5'0 looms." 
Is this an ordinary loom or an a.utomatic loom?-(Mr. Wilkinson) AD 
ordinary loom. 

C-2295. So that the Japanese worker is much better ev~n than the 
Lancashire worker?-Yes. . 

C.221l6. Ia that ~-our personal knowledge?-'l;he authority i. the recent 
report by the Secretary of the International Federation of Master Spinners, 
Mr. ArnQ· Pearse. published alter m9 journey tc Japan last year. 

C.229'1. You say: <I It may· be a*raged, Jiot unrQa'8onably. that the 
effieiency of the Indian worker is from one-third to one-half that of his 
En~li8b confrere. n You mean that production per worker in 9reat Britain 
is three times or twice that in India. CaD you ten U8 what IS the propor..: 
tion between wages in India and in T..ancMhire?-(Mr. Lownie) We have no 
information. but conditions are entirely different. 

0-22'98. You say ~ tf The attitude of employers towards the Sabha has 
generally been that of non-recognition due to the fact that the large majority 
of their employees aT8 not members. ~' Am I to understand that you win 
Dot recognise any union tm the majority of ·wol'ken in Cawnpore become 
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members of a union ?-(Mr. Ryan) Oh no, we realise that thet is noli quits 
always to the advantage of the employer. 

C-2200. Then what is the meaning of this ?-It should really have been 
put the reverse way. -

• C-2800. BiT, VictOT B.8B(w,,: Is ~ tbe point rather thet the .... jonty of 
the members 01 the union are not your employeee ?-No. 

C-2801. Mr. Josm: If 100 or 600 members have formed a union and tbey 
send in 'a representative on behalf of the members, should the employer soy: 
No, we oarmot receive your representation because the other thousand workers 
are noli members?-(Mr. Lownie) No, we would not do, thet; we should noli 
refuse to hear the deputation simply bec8U$e 8 thousand workers were nol: 
members. 

0.2302. Then will you explain what is the meaning of tbi. e .. toment?
We 88y: .. and that the control of the Babka is not vested in tbe workers 
themselves ", 

C-2808. SO that thi. i. not really "' good reason that vou hove given?
(Mr. Wilkinson) My own experience with the loca18abha is~that we have gone 
out of our way to receive their deputations, and they have shown U8 that tbey 

. are unable to abide by their promises and undertakings i therefore 8 sort of 
mistrust has grown up. Further, as there is such .. small body of our 
workers actually members of the Babha, it tends to mak .. us realise thot tbe 
Sabha is not representing the interests of the men. 

0-2304. But whera the 8al1h,. rep..,..,nts the intoreste \If the members and 
you can make sure that the Babka is only representing ita real members: you 
wiU have no objectian. You say: {{ and that.the control of the SabAa. is 
not vested in the worken themselves H. Is that really a valid point to be 
Insisted upon ?-No~ in view of the Acl. 

0.2806. But; generally 1 that if an association is to be formed, its offic& 
bearers mua' be men who ore doing that work?-Prelerably'sa far sa poaaible. 

C-2806. Is that applicable to work.",' associations only or is it applicable 
to oaaooiationa of other people sa wall ?-Logicolly to all web associationa. 

0·2807. You are tbe Secretary of this Chamber?-Yes, 
C-2808. What are you doing at presen~'-At present I am having the 

pleoaure of lleing examinad by you on this point, bu~ I am doing my job sa 
Secretary of the Chamber. 

C.2S09 .. Are you an employer or au industrialist,. or are you au outsider? 
~I haw had considerable experience sa on iaduetrio11st. ' 

C-2310. So that what you really insi.t upon is not that the secratary 
should not be 1m outsider, bu' you want an experienced secretaryf-Yes. 

C-2811. I think you bive put it rather wrongl,!'?-Y .. , perhaps 80; perh_pe 
we should have said: recruited from the ranks and one able to speak 88 

from. within the industry, or with knowledge of it. 
0.2812. You want an experienced • ..,relary?-Yes. 
C~2S13. Mi.. POtU6T: Dealing with unemployment insurance, you say: 

u·U is doubtful whether such measures could, indeed, be applied. u You 
also Bay that the textile labour force is permanent, as is the C8SQ in the 
leather. wool, sUF and oil industries. In-- another place you say H the 
workers have, to & large and incre~iug extent.. severed their connection with 
tbeir village. ". W. are usually told thet the difficulty in regan! to un· 
employment insurance arises from the fact that. the unemployed workers 
ratum to their villages and so do not constitutli& a pe,rmanent labour fore&. 
You tell us that dift'e.ult:v does not arise here because your labour force is 
permanent. What difficulty is there. therefore, in having an unemployment 
.chem. p-1t is on anticipated difficulty. 

C-2314. What is the difficulty that you antie.ipate?-I am afraid I have 
Dot quite ~asped the point. What is it you wish me to reconcile? 

C~2815. I want vou to tell me whv you think .. it is doubtful whether sueD 
me88urea could be' applied ". when ymi have. on your own admission. & per-
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manen. labour force. Wh.~ is the,... clifferant about . the labour oonditiona 
heM, with a permanent labour foree, from the labour condi\ions in an., 
other country wh.,... there is 8llch .. scheme?-As I admitted, I think to 

-lIT. Joshi, we perhaps have Dot quite grasped the meaning 'of the llIhour 
agency that wae envisaged. . . 
. 0·2816. I do not mean a Ia~ .agency; I am talking about ~ployment 
msuranee~ You say: .. The condItions are not sucb 88 to reqwre the assist.. 
anee- of unemployment insurance. n I am not raising that issue.- Then you 
oay: .. It is doubtful whether' such meaeuTaS oould, indeed, be applied." 
You have pointed out elsewhere that your workers are permanent in all these 
main industries, and that their contact with their villages is slight and is 
beoomiDg increasingly less. I WIlIlt to knew whet you anticipste would be 
the difficulty in inaugurating an unemployment insurance scheme, if BUch 
were" considered DecessBl'y? . . 

Sir Vidor 8auoon: Is it not a. question of defining the word U per
manent ". 

0·2817. Mi .. Power: I win !ea .... that question if you do not feel able to 
answer it. With reg8-M. to Jabour ~rnover" you say: II There is a greater 
turnover in the case . of cotton mille." With regard to· wages, you sa.y: 
... There is no standardisation either of muster or of rates 88 between mill 
and mill in Cawnpore. '.' Ie one of the reasons for the greater tumover in 
the ..... of the ootton mills the fact that th_ i. I... standardisation in the 
cotton indus~ as compared with, for instance, sugar or leather?-It ia 
quite probable. 

"C.2818. They go from mill to mill 1-Y .s, that is right; it i. known that 
they go from mill to miD. 

e-2819. Has there been any discussion os to the possibility of slmt.dardisa. 
tion auch as there was in Bombsy?-We used to have a measure of union, but 
it was more in th& direction of preventing the filching of labour by one em
ployer from another. I do not think it ever tended in the dire.non of 
standardisatien of wages or rates. . 

C.2820. You say: H The e%periment of setting up works committees haS 
been tried. It was found to be a failure as regards its essential purpose, 
and whare it now continues it has N80lved itself into the formation of com
mittees of mistries.'· I take it that means aommittees of people in tlie 
position of foremen?-Yes. 

C.2.'21. What do those committees do1-(?lr. Wilkinson) W .. have in our 
mills a. committee of mistries; they deal with matters such 8S fixing of holl. 
days and intemal matters affecting the workers themselves. 

C-28Z2. But I take it the mistries are not in a position to voice the griev.. 
ances of the workBl"S, are. they?-Yes, on many occasions they dO'. 

C-2323. How friendly is th~ relationship between the two, because. you 
infer that these mistries as regards recruitment are not always very suitable 
persons ?-Admittedly a works committee consisting entirely of mistries is 
not satisfactory. 

0.2824. But at present that i .. the only form of contact existing be"tween 
the worker and emp1"l'er?-Yes. ' 

C.2825. You agree it i. not stltisfactory?-(Mr. Inskip) Work. oommitt ... 
were tried I understand in my firm before I came to India, but it waa tumed 
down for the simp1e reason that the members of the committee brought for. 
ward hundreds of petty complaints that should never have been referred. 

('.28-26. You say it was H turned down fl. Do ,you mean the manage~ 
ment stopped the works oommittees?-Yefh 

. 0.2827. They did not peter out lor lack of support; they were stopped? 
-Because the:r were being abused. In my CorpGration the managers go 
round the milia 'daily and in BOrne {'ssss twice daily, the workers hs.ve direct 
aeeess to the manager, and anv grievance they have to bring forward is 
brought to the mODager bim •• lf· and not through the mistri ... 
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. 0-2828: Are the petty complaints to which you refer those thet are now 
dealt with by the miatriaa_ committees or Dot?-Thet I am afraid I cannot 
.y; I was not heN when the works committee was in force. I am told that 
was the reaaon why the works -committees were drop~. 

0-2329_ Si. Viet"" SUBDon: Who deals with them now?-The manager 
himaelf . direct with the workmen. 

C.2880. Miss P~we,: Was any endeavour made to assist these works com
mittees to develop in the proper channel?-Ye8, I understand assistance was 
~ven by the management. As I say, it was not during my time, bu' I' was 
gIven to understand that they were abused in that very foolish complaints 
were put forward and the Committee men were kept continually on the nIB 
to the office with these complaints. 

C-2331_ Could the Secretary of the Chamber toJJ me how extensive tho use 
of worb committees h .. boon ?-(Mr. Ryan) It baa been oocasionol_ I cannot 
epe8:k of it from my own knowledge, b'Uf I may say that one reason assigned 
for dropping it was that very soon the members of- the committee 'considered 
they were entitled to levy a fee before they ·took up a caee. 

C_2882_ With regard to your .tatement that wages are paid fortoightly 
or monthly t what is the position as regards earned wages if a worker goes on 
leave. without notice, because of sicknessJ family~trouble or any other reasons~ 
.roes the worker forfeit tbe full amount of biB earned wages?-(Mr_ Lownie) 
Do you wiab me to reply with regard to the legal poOition or .. regarda the 
practice? 

0-2838_ I would like both_-(Mr. Watt) As regards tho practice, ao far 
as my own min is concerned, the wage;; are set aside; they are credited to 
a special lund. If the workman returns they are practicaUy paid on demand; 
if he does not -return. if he goes away~ falls sick and dies when he is away. 
they ~8id t.o his heil'9 as nearly 8S we can ~t them. I might say that 
last year the balance on that fund was exactly 011, everything bad heen paid 
out. There is no question of forfeiture fol' going on leave eithel' with or 
without nptice~ or anything of tilat sort; it does not arise with us. 

C-2SS4. Supposing a 'Worker wants to go on leave and not to return, is he 
able to draw his wages, even if it is not pay day?-Ye6, even if it is not pay 
/fay we would treat it as an O%COptional case and he would get his _
It would perhaps take some time to make up the amount of his wages. I 
have had 24 houm noticet but. it is very rare. 

C-2830- In point of fact, is tbere much forfeiture of w_ dne to tho 
- worker going olf witbout applying fOl' his wages first P-There is aboolately 

Bone 80 far as I am concerned. 
C-2336. I. the ...... of your mill at an typicalP-I should 88y 80_ 

C-23-'l7_ What is tho legal poeitionP-I am afraid I do DOt Im __ 
(Mr. Lownie): Tbe legal position I understand is that, leaving without noti08, 
be forfeita wagaa due. ' 

C-2838. It would ba possible in oertein ..... than to forfeit tbe whole 
month'. wages wb9l'8. a worker is paid month~vP-That is the legal position, 
but I do not aey that that i. oarried out at alt 

c..as9. Bir AI"""...ur MU1TaI/: CeD you "peak from actual Im""ledga of 
the legal position; have you ever boon in the position of having to oonsnlt 
YO\lr lawyera on the pointP-Not personally. We have DO 1m .... lodge of a 
ease of n man'. wages for the whole month. or even for a large pan of a 
month, beiDg forfeited simply because he left without notice. 

C-2840_ Min Pow .. : With ~ard to maternity bene6t, I understand that 
about 80 per cent. of your members do not employ womeR J and that the. num- ..
ber of women in perennial factories in the Province is in any ease small. .In 
't iew of that fact, would YOUI' Chamber be prepared to support a Mate~lty 
Benefit Bill f-I am afraid I cannot answer fOl' aU employers 011 that pOlnt, 
but J should think tbey would favourably oonsider ancb a acheme_ 

C-2S4:1. By mere arithmetical calculation you reaU .. that it would not be 
a lorge ""penditure P-That is true: that is.-lised; that is wily I ~ they 
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might favourably consider it. (Mr. Watt) Speaking for ourseJves, We do give 
11 measure of mat.erDity benefit~ . 

0-234!. For how many weeksP-Actual wages are paid I think for a fort
night afterwards; the post.. is kept open for the woman whenever she.- wants 
to come hack; and, of course, if she happens to he in our settlement- there 
are other facilities. J 

C-2348. Your benefit only covers a period of two """,ksr-Yea. 
~23«. You do Dot suggest that from the health point of view a period of 

2 weeks absence from work is adequate for a woman after child birth P-I am 
afraid 1 could not slty'. (Mr. Ryan) Perhaps it might assist if I say that 
when a Maternity Benefit Bill was proposed and came before the Chamber, 
the OIlS feature of it which met with opposition was the mode of leVl'ing which 
1"& was then proposed to extend to all factories whether employing women f# 
not; it was felt that that was entir~ly inequitable. If a. measure were framed 
which applied equitably to the employers and was beneficial to the employees, 
I am certain it would. be sympathetically received •. 

C-2345. You think the worker as well as the employer should eontributeP
~n the analogy of other proposals, we would prefer to see it; but we have 
got to realize that the woman worker is perhaps the worst paid of an and 
it may not he practical politics. 

0-2346. Are you in favour of maternity ben.fitP-I am not prepared to 
say we are to-day. As I say, the large objection on the previous occasiOll 
.. sa to the mode of levying. I would venture the opinion that it might he 
quite sympatheticaily received. {Mr. Lownie} One of our objections was 
that if & certain industry was in the habit of employing women, and one 
employer in that industry did not have any women in his employment, he 
was still going to he .. contributor. 

C-2347. MTI. Sri ...... fa"" ~ Is it a fact that out of so many. milia in 08_ 
pore only 4, 5 or perhaps 6 subscribe to the Lady Chelmsford Welfare LeagueP 
-1 am afraid I cannot answer for individual employers as to what they suD
scribe, but I think I am right in saying generally that the Lady Chelmsforll 
Welfare League is subscribed to by the larger employers in Cawnpore. I 
woald not say that every member of the Chamber eubseribea to it but I 
should thiok the largest employers of laheur do. Some of our m.mb..... are. 
Dot sure that they have even been asked to subscribe. . 

(,.23-18. To my knowledge the League does a great service to the ... tkers2 
--We agree. 

0-2349. Do you not think some subscription ought to be given by each 
and every mill?-{Mr. Ryan) A good deal really depe~d. on wbetber th .... 
who are responsible for this e:s:cellent scheme have sought the best means of 
reaching mills whether they have asked them. For iDStance, Mr. Watt says 
he baa no idea whether his 'mill has been asked; it would seem. to indicate 
that it h... not been asked. Tbe British India Corporation have their own 
welfare undertaking, but I do Dot suppose they would be unsympathetic to 
this League, the value of which is recognized by every employer. 

0-2350. Sir Thomao Smith: Mr. Clow asked you if you could aooount for 
the fact that there is always a sufficiency of labour now. Of course in the 
old days here we had to go out into the highways and by_ay. and compel 
labour to come in, in other words, to try to get the people to leave their fields 
aod get accustomed to industrial work ?-Tbat is right. 

C-285I. But I put it to you that many years having elapsed it seems to 
me there is IlOW a new industrial generation growing up; that is to Bay, the 
SOIlS are following in the steps of their fathersP-Tha~ is so. 

0-2352. So that that would give an additional supply of labourf-Y ... 
0-2363. Also wages heve increased so substantially within the l .. t 10 ~ 

15 years that there is more attraction in the !,age8 to be. earned in a mill 
now sa compared with what can be earned outside P-That IS correct. 

0-2354. Mr • .lORhi asked you about sickness insurance. You aay: U Not 
the least of these difficultiea i8 the fact that the institution of any system of 
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Biokneas insurance would render it imperative on employers to 8e& that none 
but healthy persons' were employed". Is it DOt perhaps rather that your 
Chamber is afraid that this is going to be a burden placed upon industry 
only p~ organized industry only, yes. . 

0-2356., We know thet the Government themsel_ are the largest employ
ers of labour in India; supposing Government started a system of sickness 
insurance among their employees and we had the benefit of their experience 
do you not .think industry would be prepared to follow, based on that exper~ 
ence, if it were Jiot injurious to industry?-After having observed the results, 
yes. 

0-2356. What is at the back of your mind P Are you afraid that und.r a 
system of sickness insurance there might be a. good deal of malingering, for 
instanceP-T!:te Factory Inspector'. Report brings .out a. very interesting 
matter in connection with accidents as affected by the rules and conditions 
prevailing in a railway workshop. r- rather fear that GOftrtUDent would 
find themselves, under &. system of sickness insurance, .confronted with a 

. simiIa.t position and that every trivial little thing would be resorted w# 
0-2851. Could this Commission take it as yonr message in regard' to sick. 

ness insurance that Government should try it out amongst their own servants 
on the railways and see wbat e~rience they gained from itP-{Mr. Lownie): 
Yes, I think so.· . 

0-2858. In regard to Miss Power's questions M to materBlty benefits, I 
put. it to you on your memorandum that the fear at the back of your mind 
i~ that if it is imposed by law, what is now done voluntarily win be with~ 
drawnP-(Mr. Ryan) A definite result, as we warned Miss Broughton many 
yeal'S ago -wben she came- round. would be a still larger reduction in the 
number of. women employed t that is to say, if it is enforced by law. .. 

0-2859. Can you give me the figures of women employed P-In 1921 in " 
cotton mills, 1 woollen mill and 1 leather works there were 1,041 women 
employed in all. Now in 7 cotton mills and the others there are just a little 
bver. 600 employed. 

C,2360. So that maternity benefits .. ould not mesn a great deal of e"ponse. 
The only point it seems to me would be that if they were imposed by law, 

I others outside organized industry might put the poor woman 1lway from 
. wor~t at the very time when she wanta to earn a bit of money for her 

coming oonfinomeiitP-Yos. . 
0-2361. So that she might reany be a Buff.rer if this were enforced by 

lawP-Yes. 
Mil& Po'W61": I was dealing with perennial industries; I was not 8uggest.. 

ing that seasonal industries- should be included. 
0-2362. SiT Thoma.! Smith: Of the 600 women employed in the textile 

mills! a good many I believe are widows, 80 that that would reduce your 
liability. A good many of the wom.n .mployed have husbands who are 
spinners or weavers, not necessarily employed in the same mill but in some 
other mffi; 80 that really in many cases there are joint earnings to meet the 
maternity ben.fitP-Y .... 

0-2363. In your memorandum you say: U Speaking generally, while wages 
have been maintained at the same level as between 1920 and 1928, profita have 
declined, in some cases to vaniShing point. U Have-you any id~ to what 
.xtent profits have declined .inc. 1920 in CawnporeP-(Mr. ~le)P It has, 
of course, varied industrY by industry, but the figures are 8Vllllable from !-he 
returns of the Registrar of Joint Stock Compani .. and from the oompantes' 
balance .. hests. -

0-2364. _ I myself made a calculation on five of the main industries in Cawn~ 
pore and it may 8urprise you to hear that in 1928 the profita were uactl,. 
one-tenth . of wbat they were in 1920. 

Th. Dhairma .. , I think it is rather common knowledge. that does not 
apply only to India. 
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C-2865. Sir Tit ...... Smitlt: I merely wanted to show that while profiiB have 
beeD disappearing, wages have remained the same. After what the Chairman 
haa said, r think that is su4licient. . . 

C-2366. Mr., Yakub: In your memorandum you say: 'f The repeal of ... the 
~orkmen's Breach of Contract Act has heen distinctly harmfuJ." Could you 
give us some idea of -the extent to which it6 repeal has been harmful and 
what particular industries have suffered P-(Mr. Ryan) As we have stated, we 
refer in particular to engineering works; that is based on a definite complaint 
"from a member, who is practically the only member who is engaged in B1lCh 
works, that at that time it involved him in considerable loss. I have no· 
dooht he has DOW adiusted hi. methods so as Dot to suffer that I.,.,.. 

C-2367. Do you know that brass-ware factories in Moradabad have suffer
ed m_ from the repeal of this Act 1-1 can quite understand it, beca_ 
there I understand the custom used to he to pay very heavy advances. . 

C-2368~ Do you think it would 'be in the interest 'of the industry -if this 
Act were again put on the Statllt;e book P~Now it is dead and h ... been dead 
for some years, I do not think. we would be prepared to support its resut'J'eC)o 

tion.· , 
0-2369. You CGmplain of the unsatisfactory condition of the labour unions; 

could :v_ou tell us if_ allY e1fort has been made by your Chamber to improve 
the coadition of the unions ?-1 would like to explain that my connection 
with thia matter -is not that of an outsider; I was called into very intimate 
connection with this labolD' union question:- in 1919 when -I had the honour 
of acting as Secretary _and interpreter for the meeting of employe" and 
employed in December ,of that year •. As his Chamber is not an employers' 
union, since then the employers have resorted to meet in several instances 
with a view to arriving at a common composition of their troubles in this 
matter j I have in that capacity come into touch with the MazdUf' Babka. 
The employers have definitely been rendered nervous by the past atti~ude of 
t-he Babita. It is necessary to say that ODe of the ablest a.nd sanest of our 
local lawyers--ablest and sanest from. this point of view who, 1 understand, 
had been the Vice-.President of the Babita found it necessary to resign the. 
Babka because of his realization of their inability _ to impose control or disci
pline. I myself have heard it from the then Secretary of the Babka who 
was a journalist that his mission was to create a divine spirit of discontent. 

0-2370. That is not my question j my question was what attempt your 
Chamber has made to improve the condition1'-I am coming to that. We 
were made so nerrous by the attitude' of -the Bablm that definitely little if any 
attempt has been made towards the format.ion of a 'Union such as you and 
perhaps I have in mind. 

C-2371. That is, without making any effort you gave up the attempt 1- . 
We were taught a very hurting lesson. -

C-2372. In your memorandum yon say: "The statutory ~ablishment of 
minimum wages is inadvisable H. Could you give us reasons for that stat&
mentP-In a province su~h as this where there is an ample supply of labour 
one tendency of the impoeition of a minimum wage- "Would be to bring down 
aJ.l wages to the minimum. I think that is a very fair assumptionJ but I 
admit that beyond assumption I cannot go.· 

0-2878. Will it not help thoo&-1Uld their numller io very large-who are 
getting even less than the minimum wages?-Are they getting less than a 
minimum, which has not been established P I cannot accept that fact. 

0.2874. I mean the living wagesP-The fact remai.ua that inspite of the 
attractions of the Row of labour to other provinces, a. sufficient numher is 
attracted to C.wnpore to staff aU the industries here on the present ~. 

0-2876. Because there is s. much unemployment in the country P-May b. 
rural. ' . 

0-2376. You say: .. The action and attit~e of t.he ~egisl&tur .. , "?th 
Central and Provincial, have generally been In the directllOD of benefittlDg 
the wQrkers/ J Could YOll give us instances in which the UmtA;td Provine. 
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Legislative Council have shown a sympathetic attitude towards the workers? 
-1 ~ afraid I cannot single out just that instance here. 

0-2377. Then probably your remark is too sweeping and too general 11-
!Perhaps I would be prepared to accept that; our remark refera to the action 
and attitude of the legislatures taken together. 

0-2378. Sir Alexander Murray: .What has your Chamber done in the 
direction of benefitting the workersP~ur Chamber not being an employers' 
union haa not done anything direct. But, for instance, this phamber W88 
the pioneer for the reduction of working hours two or three years hefore the 
amendment of the Act, that is to say in about 1919 and 1920. This fact has 
ileen acknowledged by the Bombay Millowners' Assooiation, and I would very 
much like to make available-because time does not permit my reading-the 
remarks excerpted from the presidential address of Sir Thomas Smith who was 
tile President of the Chamher during 1919, 1920 and 1921. His remarks 
made in 1920 were quoted by the Bombay MiUowners' Association in a 
memorial which they submitted to the Viceroy in March 1920 praying for a 
reduction of hours. To that enent. we certainly submit that we have func
tioned beneficially for the workers. 

- C-2379. Mr. Yakub: In your memorandum you say: ~I The Workmen'! 
Compensation Act is in universal use. I' Could you 8ay whether the employees 
are satisfied with the working cJf .this Act; have you ever made enquiries in 
the matter P-No. We admit that the machinery was cumbeJ'80me. 

C-2380. Would you suggest anol amendments?-We have suggested all the 
amendmenis possible when we were last appealed t.. This questiou of work
men's compensation is not treated unsympathetically by the employers. 

0-2381. Is it not a fact that the labourers are generally heavily encum
bered with debts ?-I am informed so. 

0-2382. Is it • fact that money-lenders flock to the factories on'the pay 
day and a very large amount of the earnings of the workmen goes to the 
money-lender P-I do know this that when I was in charge of one of the settle
menta now belonging to the British India Corporation, I did not admit the 
very worst type of money-lender, that is the Kabuli1 within the precincts of 
the place. (Mr. Wilkinson) We do not allow them inside the compound of 
the works. 

~2383. Sir Altzanaer Murmy: Do you give them any facilities fur :re-
covering their dumP-No. < 

0-2884. Mr. Yak ... : A ""ry large proportion of the earnings of the work ..... 
goes towards the interest P-As regards the proportion, I cannot answer J but 
a very large number of· them are evidently in deht. 

0-2385. Is it not a fact that generally the labourers get loans at very high 
rates of interest; something they get at 2 aunu per rupee pel" month p
(Mr. <Lownie): We have no information as to the rate of interest charged. 

0-2886. Do you not tbink that a very great deal of the poverty and misery 
of the workers is due to this untestrieted and uncontrolled money-lending 
business that is prevalent in IndiaP-(Mr. Ryan) It is a case of their not 
being able to help themselves. They are impelled, or compelled, by cnatom 
and praetice to he extravagant on various occasions, and as a result th&y 
must resort to the money-lender in the absence of any other agency for 
alleviating such distress. But I may say that \n some factories such agencies 
are being established. 

0-2881. My question was whether this system of uncontrolled money
lending in India is not to a very great extent responsible for the poverty of 
the workers and the m ..... P-I would beg to he permitted not to be led 
away' from my book just on this point. 

0-2388. Sir VictOT 801800",: I was not quite clear on the question put by 
Mr. Joshi regllroing unions. Is your objection to the Sahka an objection 
beCAuse the bulk of its members have no knowledge of the industry, or because 
it does not possess among its members B ma.jority of the W01'k6I'S in the indus
tryP--oIMr. Lownie) Our obiection to the Sabha i. both: that it is managed 
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by those who have no practical knowledge of the industry and that it is not 
fully re_tative. . 

~2389. Let us assume that there was a new textile union consisting of no 
one but members of textile firms. Would you refuse to recognise it if it had 
not actually in its body & majority of the workers in your firmsP-No. 

()'2390. Therefore the question of the number of wwkers being small would 
not prevent you from recognizing the umonP-No. 

()'239I. Would you object to recognising it if it had a paid """"'tary or 
one of the members of the management did not happen tel be a min hand P
No. 

0-2392. You have no objection to outside helpP-No. 
~2393. As long as the trade union is predominantly & textile trade union 

you do not object to its taking outside help P-No. 
C-2394. On the-questioD of employment agencies, I understand you did 

not Appreciate what was meant by an employment agency. Let us assume 
that they have an employment agency on the linea that have been discussed 
here to-day. Would you consider, in the present circumstances, tha\ such 
an agency would be ao mueh to the lIenefit of the workmen as to justify ite 
cosH-No. 

0-2895. In other words, the workmen do obtain employment that is. avail
able nnder the present .ystemP~Mr. Ryan) Yee. 

C-2396. And therefore any employment agency of the kind mentioned 
would not help p-It does not appear to be n...........,. . 
~. Perhaps you would admit that it might be n""""""ry if it enabled 

..... plus worke ... here to go to placee in other districtsP-Yee, to tbat extent 
it would ~rtainly be an adv .... tage. 
~. Supposing the aurplus workers lIere were told that tbere was a 

demand for mill .. orke.,. in Ahmedabad, do you think tbat they wonld lie 
tempted to go to Ahmedabad P'-It might easily operate very harmfully 
against the industry :in Cawnpore. 

0-2399. I am considering the question from the pOint of 'view of the sur
plus worker. If he heard there was a demand for textile workers in Shola
pur or in Ahmedabad, do you think he would be prepared to go there in 
search of workP-He has shown himself an emigrant. in his habits and he 
might even succumb to it. 

C-l!4OO. So that there might he advantage from that point of viewP-Yes. 

()'2401. GeneraUy .pe.ki~g, do you tbink that the cost for carrying out 
legislatioo which i. for the henefit of labour should be borne by the industry 
ooncemed or should be paid for by the tex-paye ... as a wholeP~Mr. Lownie). 
Ii very muCh dependa on what tbe proposed legislation is. If it benefita the 
work .... the worke .. might 'Ie asked to contribute. 

()'2402. I ",as talking from tbe point of view of diJferentiating betweeu 
the burden being placed ou the industry and the burden being placed en tbe 
State, in the first pi""". Do you envisage that it might be advisable that 
a part of the burden should be borne by tbe labour, a part by the industry 
.and a part by the outside agencyP-Yes. 

0-2403. Talking a'bout workmen's oompensatioo, you said that there was 
the difficulty of the workers U appreciating the benefits" due to the action 
of intereated peraons. What did you exactly mean ·by tbatP-{Mr. Ryan) 
I had in mind the Mukbtyar or the lawyer who is looking around for work. 
It is notorious that in certain plaoes these people are interested in seeing 
that the worker submite his claims and fights his claims. 

C-2404. Generully speaking, do not the employers BOon after they hear of 
an accident to one of their employees, proceed to take action without wait
ing for the injured persoli to put in his claim P-Yea, that is 80. 
(Mr. Lownie) If under the Act compensation is payable, it is immediately 
paid. 
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0-2405. The workman is not dependent on ouwde lawyer. to learn that· 
he is entitled to some compensation P-No. I understand from my oo1leagu .... 

. that, to their knowledge, when the Workmen'. Compensation -Act came into
force there was no general intimation given to the workers because' they 
believed that the workmell would soon hear about it~ 

0-2406. Do you or your colleagues know of any- instance where compen
Bation was p&yable but that tbe workman did ·not ask for it?-{Mr. Wilkin
IOU): There W88 such an -lD8tance within a short time .after the A.ct came into. 
force; the man did 119t know that he was entitled to compensation. 

0.2407. But he was paid irrespective of whether or not he made any 
application?-Yes. (Mr. Ryan) We did not take advantage of bi. ignor
anee. 

C-2408. In your memorandum you my: U if it "is admitted that compu1-
lOry insurance i8 impracticablet no 'provision .... of this nature can be sug
gested Jt. Would you explain that?-Tbe uovernment "themselves bave 
._ted that the endeavour to introd ..... it. would be attended by serious admin
istrative difficulties. We go furtber and say that any scheme for this l'e88OD1 
alone is imp~icable and therefore its extension to unorganised industries 
generally is not feasible. If it is impracticable then naturally no provision 
of the nature BUggested can be made. 

0.2409. Do yon think that oompuls<iry insurance is impracticable at pre.
sentP-We are large~ inclined to accepi Government's admission that admin-
istrative difficulties would render it SO~, . 

0-2410. Your view i. based on the Government statament1-Yes. 

0-2411. Si'1' A.Zezande1' Murrav-: Mr. Claw asked you what obiections you 
had in res~ of -certain Acta. Take the Trade Disputes Act.; does it suit 
you as it stands at present, or would you suggest any improvements ?-When 
the matter was under discussion we made what we thought was a strong 
point tba:t in setting up boards Of arbitrat.ioo tho first step or request should 
emanate from one of the parties concernedt and we wished this question of 
hoards of al'bitration to be treated on quite a diHerent basis from that ot 
courts of enquiry wherein the request need not ~8.te from either of the 
parties concerned. We feel that on the question of l'eCOJ;lciliation which· 
depends upon the good-Will of both parties, it is wrong in principle to forc& 
them to the Drst step of arbitration. 

0-2412. You are willing to accept the Trade Disputes. Act·so far as courts 
of enquiry are concerned?-Yes. 

0-2413. You now suggest, in connection with boards of arbitration, that 
Government ought not to iJ;ltervene unless there is a request by .one or the 
ether partyP-Not ~nowj we had suggested that previously and we still hold 
the same view although it has become law. 

. 0-2414. Can you suggest any improvement to the Act? Can you suggest 
any machinery whereby you can get the employer and the workers together 
to disculSS with a view to arriving at a settlement before the strike actually 
takes placeP-You are asking me to suggest immediately what many people: 
have found it impossible to do after many months of close inquiry. 

0-2415. You as a Chamber must have been considering this question for 
a tong timeP-We had merely pious hopes. We were inclined to think that, 
with some machinery effected, publio opinion~ for instance, would compel one
M the other party to advance t\ request for a board of conciliation and that 
the other, equally in view of publio opinion, would respond. 

0-2416. What typo of bo.rde of conciliation should he ";t up ?-8peaking 
person_Vy, I would he prepared to accept " pBn<>l which waa representati .... 
of workers imd of employers and selections should he mad. from the panel 
ad hoe as applicable to the industry concerned when occasion arose. I see & 
diffioulty that. it might not always he possible in the present state of labour 
to MOure from the workers themselves fit and able representatives to serve on 
Inch a panel in which CR8$ we would have to accept .hetter edueated. indivi-
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<inala to &e!"ve. for them provided they were themselves definitely concerned or 
I.uterested m Industry. . ~ 

0-2417. In a way you. have suggested that trade unions ought ~ be repre
'Mntative of the .:w-orkers. With regard to the conciliation board you would 
go to the length of suggesting outsiders to represent the workers?-R.ealiaing 
-the ,limitatiolls of the available workmen to-day we cannot but make that 
8uggestion. 

C-2418. What would_you suggest far securing the services of an independ
~t chairmanP-The independent chairman would, I fancy, have to be 
nominated by some authority, and I can see no authority other than Govern: 
ment. 

0-2419. I can understand the employers putting forward their panel, hut 
bow ate you going to get the workers to put forward their panelP-You have 
raised a difficult question which I would rather like _ at any time to di8cuss 
'With ~'"Ou. -

0-2420. If you could think of making any suggeatio1l$ it would he very 
helpful to the Commission. Do you hold any. views on the qu&-tion of picket
ing?- I think it is accepted that everybody understands that the law of tha 
land llas failed in the matter of PiCketing, and that is a pDtnt on which we 
bold strong views. We have seen the results of many examples elsewhere 
that picketing is the one feature which leads to disorder and trouble and 
should gener-aUy he put under control. 

0-2421. Wbal would you snggeotP-We suggest tbat, with regard to picket
ing in ordinary industrial disputes) the same measures as are employed ill 
regard to disputes in puhlic utility companies should he employed. 

c..2422. But there is a difference between a. public utility company and a 
private ftrm?-Yes, but we consider ~t it is possible to devise some m~ure 
<tf control which is essential. 

0-2423. Mr. Ah_, Under the present Act picketing is permissibleP-
We are Dot content with the present Act in that aspect. . 

C-2424. You h~ got a representative of yo';r own in the Central Legis. 
' .. ture~-No; he rep.....,nts the Associated Chambers of Commerce. 

0-2425. M&ny of YOlll'memh .... are alao members of the Associated Cham-
bers of CommerceP-Yes~ • . 

0-2426. There are probably more than one representative of yours in the 
local legislatureP-(Mr. Lownie) We have given the!; information in O\1r 
l1ll6D1orandum. 

0-2427. So that you have your say hoth in the ~ntra1 as well !'" ~ ~e 
Provincial Legislatures. I 8llppose you accept the VIew of the maJorlty m. 
:th .... legislatures?-(Mr. Ryan) No. 

0-2423. Why notP-We have go~ to put up· with it, ~ut we cannot say 
-.we accept it. . 

C-2429. I take it that your view is agaiDrl the maiorityP-We ~ve ~ t;o 
"put up with the majority vieWs hut. we cannot be taken 88 agree-mg Wlth It 
every time. 

C-2430~ You are all capitalists. You invest so much money in trade and 
industry .and you cannot make any profit out -of that unless you have the 
human ogency to do your- work. Therefore is it not just that you should p~y 
a living wage to the workers who help you to make the profit ?-That 18 

axiomatic. 
0-2431. You must make available "to them the means of o'htaining the 

necessaries of lifeP-That also is axiomatic. 
0-2432. You accept the proposition that you should pay a living wage to 

the workers and you want to pay a living wage te JOur workersP-Y .... 
0-2433. What is the living wage of a worker with a wife, two chd:!ren and 

an old mother P-1 do not kuow. It so euti.-eIy depends on wbat they -
sider necessary. . 



0-l!4M. Have you any idea as to wbat will be necessary?-I am not pr .... 
. pared to say. 

0-2435. Could you not give an approximate ideaP-I am not here t<> 
guess. . 

0-2436. You cannot tell us what a living wage for a worker iar-No~ 
.0-2437. What do you pay on an average to a w ... kerP-It is stated in a 

separate memorandum that has been submitted to you that the average earn
ings of a worker are" Rs. 14 a month. 

0-24a8. If a f .. mily consists of five persollB, will Re. 14 a montb be suJIi.. 
·cient to maintain them BliP-It seems to me that, since laootu' comes to 11& 
on those wa~, it is quite sufficient. 

0-2439. You have said that many workers in your Province migrate to
Bengal. We also heard in Bombay that a large number of workers there had' 
como from the United Provinces. I tbink it bas been stated hy somebody 
that one-third of the labour is employed here in this Province itself and the
other two-thirds go outside the Province in search ·of employment. Ther& 
may be a ditference in the proportion, but the fact remains that labou 
migrates from the United Provincee to ot~er placesP-Bnt the labour from 
this place does not ga abroad. Tbe rural pepulation goes abroad, bet not 
the labour from Cawnpnre. 

0-2440. I am speaking of the Province geaerally, not particularly with 
reference to the towns. Have you any idea of the proportion of labour thet 
migrates abroadP-I have not the figures with regard to ·migration. 

0-2441. Whatever the exact figure may be, since labour from this Pr. 
vince goes abroad in search of empleyment I take it that there is unemploy
ment in this Province ?-There is better employment elsewhere. 

0-244ll. You say thet you get the labour you requJre at an averaga rat<> 
of Re. 14 a month?-Yes. 'They come to us at that wage. 

0-2443. When you heve more than enough of labour going to yOd at that 
rate, oouJd you not say that there lO88 ""employment in this Province I'
Do you refer to skilled or .. nslrilled labour? 

0-2444. BothP-Ali that we can answer is with regard to our own pre
hi....... Our lab'onr supply is suJlicient and there is no real unempleyment in 
Cawnpore. 

0-2445. Are you not Contradicting yourself wben you make tbat state
mentP-No. I am not. 

0-2446. Do I understand tbat the industries are carried ... here with ill 
paid or 1ess well paid workers P-No. • 

0-2447. But i. Re. 14 a montlt a living wage for a man witIrhis wife aDd 
two children and a mother?-I could not say. 

0-2446. Mr. Cliff: In your memorandum dealing with sickness insurance 
you state the difficulties associated with a system of sicknese insunmce. 
You also answered a questioll of Sir Thomas Smith CD the subject, Hay I 
take it heving regard to your answers to Sir Thomas Smith, that you would 
not oppose a test of sickness insurance echeme: in order to find out its P~ 
cability and adequacy?-If carried out by Government protected factorle5 
wbich are not expnaed to world competition. 

0-2449. Would you oppose it in any selected indllBtryP-(Mr. LOwnie) We 
should prefer to wait and see the Nault of Government experiments. 

0-2450. Would you be prepared not to oppnse a ecbeme if it was tried not 
merely in a Government industry I but in any seletted industry P-{Mr. Ryan) 
We should prefer to see it first carried out in a Govemment industry. 

0-2451. Wby?-I am not quito 8uggasting it as a case of trying it on 
Governmenti because it is Government, but in these industries they &r4! m~e 
or las. ~tected and experiments may be triad there. Then tbere IS th~ 
very important fact that Government is the largest employer of labour 1D 
Tndia. Therefore let them try it at home before they go abrood. 
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0.2452. You prefer to try that on the largest employer of Iabour?~ , 
section of them experimentally. ..• ~ 

0.2453. Might you not take any large industry and try this experiment;. 
there P What is the principle of equity that it abould not be tried in som .. 
large selected industryp-You will be unduly bandicapping that industry iD 
its world competition~ 

C-24M. Is that the reasoD P-Tbat is one reason. 
.. 

C-24:55. Are there any moreP-The principal reason is that we should: .\e. ... 
acting definitely; we do not want tinkering with these industries at alt· We
should prefer to wait -and see what is going to be the result of it in & Govern- ': 
ment controlled industry. 

C-24.';6. Is that a queation of eosts?-It ie largely" question of eosts. 
C-2457. Is there any other considerationP-There is no question of lack: 

of sympathy with the men, except that it might encourage malingering. 
0.2453. That would ordinarily be prevented by regulatioos P-I bope .... 

(Mr. Lownie) I bope the regulationa would be sufficiently eJfeotive. 
C-2459~ In your memorandum. you give an appendix dealing with the! 

average actual monthly earnings in various industries. Could you give us
. the number of factocies in each indnstry from whicb these ligures have IJeeD. 
. oompiledP-(Mr. Ryan) Yes. 

0.2460. And also the number of ",!,ploy ... in eacb grade in eacb separate 
industry P-In future it could be done. . 

0.2461. I' take it that the figures with regard to the average aotual 
monthly earnings have been anived at with reference to two or more fao- r 
toriesP-Yes. 

0.2462. Could yon not make available to the Commisaion the number lIfi., 
workers in each grade with reference to whem the average aotuul montbl;F 
earnings have been arrived at P-I will endeavour to do that. 

0.2463. With regaI'd to these industries, may I toke it that the ginning: 
and presaing factoriea and the sugar works are ~ end that the others
are perennialP-(Mr. Lownie). The sugar works are partly seasonal and'. 
partly persnoial. Some of them are sugar relineriea and the others ..... · 
sugarcane crushing factories. The sugar refineries work 10 or 12 months in: 
a year, whereas the cane crushing factories W'OJ'k 3, 4, or 5 months in a J"ear. 

0-2464. Would you make it clear in the supplementary note that you a_ 
sending to tbe Commission as to how many -of them are r;easonal and how-
many perennial P-Yes. • 

C-2465. With regard to the attitude of your Chamber towards trade· 
unions, when we were at BombJo.y the employera there suggested· that they 
would welcome efficient trade uuions. They made one rather novel ~ 
tion to ua that ""porte should be obtained from England to organise trad ... 
unions "nd train officers of trade uoiOUB here. Having regard to tbat sug
gestion would your Chamber welcome assistance from the International 
Labour Oflice of the League of Nations with a view to the creation of efficient 
trade unions in India P-Yes, provided these trade unions were controned b]t· 
persons with .. clear knowledge of the aims and objeots of trade uni""". 

C-2466. I am ::ot referring to any single trade union for the moment. 
The proposal is to create effective trade· unionism in India. It is suggested 
that assistance is required from outside in order that trade unionism may 
become effective and voice the aspirations of the workers. Would you Wel
come such assistance in that directiou.?-Yes! provided the aaaistance is from· 
men with practical experience of the particular industry to which the unioll' 
refers. Sucb .... istance would go a long way to meet this objection abou~ the 
aon-representative -character of trade unions in India as they are at present .. 

0.2461. Can it be taken that not only would you not oppose it, but .... el-. 
-:oms itP-I am only speaking my personal opinion. This matter haa not 
bee" considered by the Chamber. (Mr. Ryan), It ie rosily consistent with. 
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our attitude that we should welcome reo.lIy good and representative trade 
~ionism. 

. 0-2468. One of the oonstituan1> bodies of your Chamher has appointed a 
,welfare officer P-More than one. 

C-2469. ~ore than one? I came in contact with one. Bas he ever tried, 
as payt of hIS work as welfare ollicer, to help the workers to form independent 

, ~ combl.~&tlons amongst themselves ~ order to deal with matters arising out 
• of the .. employment?-(Mr. Lowmo) In some ...... welfare work has not 

gone on long .. pough. to express an opinion. (Mr. Mattiaon) I know that in 
my Corporation, the General Maneger favoured the promotion of sound trade 
unionis~ either by the welfare of6.cer or by any other organisation. 

0-2470. I would not stop to deal with the definition of the word, "sound". 
Bu; have you ever attempted to help the workers in this directiont-No: 
that has not been tried, .. 

0-2471. If a trade union officer who i. sometime. termed en agitator ,-I 
leave aside for the moment the question of soundrieas or otherwise--wauted 
to visit the settlement of your workers in the village in which we were yester. 
day, which was on S" private land, in order to form a. trade union organisa
tiOD., would his entraueEt be opposed or would-he be welcomedP-{Mr. Lownie) 
I do not think we- would- oppose it. (Mr. Ryan) Unless he was a. notorious 
tigitator. . 

0-2472. I underst'and that aU trade- union officers are agitatorsP-We have 
another meaning fOor the term " agitator " as it is known here i it is not con~ 
iined to Agitators of trad& unionism. - . 

0-2473. May I take it that you will not be opposed to any independent 
'COmbination Oof your workers?-We have not discussed this matter in the 
tlbamber. 

0-2474.· Then I would not wess you. With regard to welfare work speak
ing generally J this question' has been raised before the Commission as to 
whether certain aspects of welfare work should he made permissive or statu~ 
tory. What is the experience of your Chamber P Bas your Chamber attempt. 
oed at any time, . dealing with welfare work as it is permissive. a.t the moment, 
to set a standard for the whole of the members of your Chamber f
(Mr. Lownie) Do you mean that some employers should ... t a standard for 
the- other employers P 

0-2475. Some members have in fact set a standard. Bas your Chamber 
,.. a Chamber ugreed upon a common standard which should he adopted by 
ita m~bers ?-I do ~ot think there are euflicient members wbo ba~ adopted 
welfare work ta set a standard. Some of our members may not be of ·the 
aame opinion as others; they may not he in favour of welfare work as' it is 
carried on at all. They may have good reaoone for that. 

0-2476. I rather gathered -from reading the memorandum that there was 
more than one point of view in your association with regard to welfare work? 
-There is. 

0-2477. And thet no oommon standard haa been eetP-No. 
0-2478. With regard to the provision of houai1l8 and medical faciliti .. in 

the conditiona in which we are living to-day, do you oonsider that they should 
be permissive or statutory P-(Mr. Ryan) If you mea.. provision by the 
emplayere, it should certaiuly not.he obligatory. Both of th_ bave always 
heen regarded as the duty of the Mnnicil'ality and Government. We have 
been compelled to provide these in certain pi.... owiug to the abeence of 
Government or Municipal agenCy, But a considerable advance has been 
made in regard ta the provision of diopensaries by Municipalities and by Gov
ernment.· . 

0-2478. We visited" mill the other evening. I thought they were distri-
buting handbills. I obtained & copy, and found that it was an invoice for 

. damaged cloth. We were told that the damuged oloth amounted to B.a. 4.,5OQ 
during the laot .ix montha. Taking any one mill, GOnld you give lIS the per
.... ntoge of damaged oloth in relation to the tnrnover duriag the last 6 montheP 
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~. Wilkinson) The ineiden"" of this damaged cloth for the past 6 months 
works out to approximately 8 anna.s per loom per month. The average value -
0; a piece of damaged cloth is about Re. 2. Therefore it comes to this, that 
one loom in four haa produoed a piece of damaged cloth during a month. 

C-2480. Could you give WI the pereentag& of that figure to the turnover, 
the worker's earnings and the price that wsa paid to you for the cloth P-I 
will eend those figures. I made enquiries of the particular case to which 
you refer and found that the dilferenoe hetween the price the weaver <paid .... 
for the damaged cloth and its value as a reject waa 4 annss. It W88 a 2t 
yards piece of cloth. -

<J..2481. I understood th .. t you were selling it at wholesale selling price. 
Could you give us the wholesale selling price, its relation to the turnover 
aud the amount of wages paid to the worker P-Y eB. 

<J..2482. It h ... heen admitted before the Commiaoion that the sto.ndard of 
life of the worker is low. Has your association given any consideration to 
the first step that should be taken to· raise tbe standard of life of. the worker P 
-In what direction? 

<J..2483. Whatsver you oars to suggestP-(Mr. Ryen) Put specifically like 
thet I do not think we have. There is no machinery here to gauge the oto.nd. 
ani of living accnrately. We admit thet in our oonception the oto.ndaTd of 
life is generaUy low J but then: is no machinery that cau gauge the depth of 
it. 

0.2484. But there is obvious evi.den$l8 that it is low?-We accept that. 
<J..2485. Then it requires to be raised ?-It is distinctly desirable. 
0.2486. Has your -associatitm a.ny Buggestions to the Oom:mission wherebl' 

steps may be taken to begin to raise it?-I do not think it will he possible to 
say th&t off-hand. - .. 

C-2487. Would you like to consider thatP-We woUld very much like to be ~ 
requested to consider it. . 

C-2488. Th'e (!hairman.: You ha.ve been asked several questions about sick
ness' insurance. You have stated both in your memorandum and orally the 
difficulties you see in establishing a State insurance in the western sense of 
the word. Would you take the same objection to the institution of &. State 
Medical Service in Indi&?-(Mr. Ryan) That raises a new Question which baa 
many- aspects to it. If that. could be included 88 one of the points for -a 
supplementary reply I should be obliged. 

C-2489. You have not considered that so far?-No. 
" 0..2490. As a possible alternative to sickness insurance involving cont~ 

butions from the workers, the employers and the State P-In & letter to the 
Government, of India we have stated aU possible objections to that scheme. 
Among others, there was a)so the question of the difficulty of certifications 
particularly when the worker goes to his village.· . 

C-2491. Many of these objections are present to the mind of the Commi.&.., 
sion. My question is whether yoU have considered a possible alter-native in 
th'l form of a really tborough State Medical ServioeP-I am afraid not. 

<J..2492. When we were speaking of the hours ·of labour I Imderstood you 
to say that in the opinion of the members of your Chamber two factors which 
militated against the intensive work of an Indian worker for a aborter period 
of hours were his physique and the climate P-Tbese aN two of the factors .. -
We have mentioned others also. 

C-2493. Do you think that climate is an important faetorP-Yes, it is a. 
very importo.nt fac1ior. It is the climate that is responsible for the prevail
ing psychology of the worker and for his not being able to stand the stram 
of intensive work. I understand that in America testa were made which 
showed that a. man was more fatigued after 4 houra intensive work than after 
a longer period of work at less pressure. -My experience is that the psycW> 
logy of the Indian worker is generally opposed' to intensive work. 

0-2494. Do you think that if the bours under the Factorins Act were 
ahorten~ to 8t he would still do his work in the same leisurely way in which 
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he is: doing at present?-The piece worker would _soon realize that if he did 
his work leisurely hie earnings would be reduced. But the time worker 
'w<mld still continue in the same leisurely fashion. Efforts w<mld have to he 
very urgent to combat that. This was what happened at the introduction 
~, the shorter hours under the Factories Aet. Then the worliier tightened 
hjinself up 88 far 88 he could. On this point of shorter hours, Mr. Wilkinson 
tells me that .the workers were actually asked whether- they would stilI con
tinue to snatch some time in loitering if the hours were reduced and they 
repli4Mi, " Yes, we would, and we would not have our wages reduced either.JJ 
, 0-2495. May I ask one of you representing, the cotton industry whether 
you have ever considered putting the spmners,-the rovers and the sluhbers
in a cotton mill on piece work as it is done in EngtandP--(Mr. Wilkinson) 
Practically all our spinning department are on piece work. 

,0-2495. All your ring spinnersP-We effected the change last'year. 
0-2497. n is very intereeting. Do you know of any other part of India 

where this -haa been dooe P-Not to my knowledge. I reduced the total num
.her of men from 260 to 188. As a conaequence the earnings of the men roe&. 
The doflera who were getting Rs. 15-10-0 got Rs. 18 a month; the piecera and 
the minden! who were getting Rs. 15-10-0 and Rs. 1840 get now Rs. 22 a 
month. Previous to the change they were all paid on a fixed monthly basis. 
But after the change they were put on pieee work and their earnings have 
increased. 

·0-2498. Are they working only the same Dumber of spindlesP-No, they 
are looking after a .larger number of spindles on aoooun. of the reduction of 
the muster from 260 to 188. -

0-2499. Mr."Joohi: Doaa a spinner mind two aideaP-Yes. 
C-250(t SiT Victor Sanoon,: Does a side boy mind two sides instead of 

.one sideP-I am not. certain as to how the work was distributed. 
0-2501. The OhaiTma": How many ring spindles doea a spinner mincH 

Il is certainly rather interesting,. because hitherto we have only eome across 
time work in the spinning department. Could you give us the details of the 
muster roll P-Y os, we mall prepare the details and rend them on to the Con!
mission. 

0-2502. When you introduced the system of reducing the men and giving 
them higher wages a year ago, waa there no objection on the part of ~ men 
to the introduetion of the aystemf-No, they were only too glad to come hack. 
The ring department had gone on strike and we locked them out. These were 
the terms under which we re-opened the department. When they went on 
strike the opportunity was taken to introduce new terms and readjust the 
conditioDB. 

0-2503. Wha\ waa the .trike for; higher w~P-You heve. the report 
hefore you, 
~. Are the men DOW working happily under the piece work aystem, 

hecause they have the opportunity of getting higher w_P-Peri.et1y 
happily. Ever since we re-opened the dspartment there haa been nO'trouble 
of any kind. 

0-2505. You answered a question of Sir Alexander Murrey with !egard to 
a system of arbitration. Am I clear that your Chamber would be in favour 
of the establishment of a panel of arbitraton from whom may be selected 
arbitrato~ for particular industrial disputesP-.cMr. Ryan) No, 1 gave my 
personal opinion, not the Chamber'. opinion. The Chamber has to be COR6 

suIted on the point. 
(The witnesses withdrew and the Commission adjOllrned till Monday, the 16th 

, Decemher, 1929.) 
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0-2506. TM OMi ....... ,,: Mr. Mackay, you we.. good enough to answer 
... number of questions on Thul'Sday last. We have ,since then visited a 
number of factories in Cawnpore, and there may be questions arising out 
of what we have seen during those visits. For myself there are only two 
qnesttons I should like to ask YOll. The lirst is with regard to " qU88tion 
pnt to yOu on Thursday"", to the strength of your .toft in the event of 
our recommending an extension of the scope of the Indian Factory Act. 
You will remember that we put the question of the industries which are 
at p1'88ent outside the scope of that Act. There are two claso88 of those ' 
indUBtries--those which are excluded becauae they do not use any mechanical 
power, Bnd those which are exeluded on account of the number of persons 
empktyed. I think you suggested on the last occasion that if your staff 
was doubled you might he able to cover both thooe fields ?-~. Mackay} 
Yes. 

0-2507. Would you like to aoy anythiug further to us on that point?
The question of additional staff is merely guess work, as we do not know 
how many of these small factories exist. 

C-2508. Have you any means of making even an estimate of the number 
of these omall factories?-Not readily. 

0.2509. It was thought by some of us that your estimate was a: very 
modest one. I myself thought it seemed B mod..t estimate, but you still 
adhere to that opinionP-As I 8ay, it is purely guess work. I cannot say defi
nitely how many extra officers would be required, but I think we might make a 
start with the numbe:- I suggested, and increase it later, if necessary. 
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0-2510. Have you any idea bow many factories them are which do not 
employ power and which are therefore at preaent excluded ?-N o. 

0-2511. Can you tell us wha.t i. the na.ture ef those factories-taking lirst 
those which do not employ power. but employing'8 considerable numher 
of personsP-The biggest' of those are carpet and bangle factories, which 
is an manual work. -

0-2512. It h ... heen suggested to us in some places that if those factori .. 
were to he brought under the Act two things might possibly happen: they 
migbt be split up into sma,ller numbers so as to avoid inspection. and control, 
or in Bome cases they might be moved over the border into Indian States. 
Is that Ii danger in the United ProvinceoP-Yes. I should imagine it '\Vould 
he a danger. 

c.:.2513. Ha.ve you had any instances of a trfmsfer of a factory over the 
border in order to escape the provisiODS of the Factory AetP-No . 

• 0--2514. Not in the co ... of ginning factories. for inatonce '-No: 
0-2515. Have you heard any .uggestion from employers that they mighl; 

transfer their business Gut of the. Province-P-No definite 8uggeatiOD. 
0-2516. Another point is with regard to the haslth of workers in factori ... 

Under the Factory Act, you have many duties to perform apart from fencing __ 
machinery and things of that kind which affect health. You deal, for 
instance, with ventilation, humidification, drinking water, latrines, and 
general sanitation of places where the people work~ Therefore a considerable 
part of your duties comes really under the head of U Health uP_Yes. 

0-2517. Do you lind that the reports which you get from"", oflicio inspec
tors are of much help ·to you in that direction ?-Th.. reports I get from 
the Medical Officers are of help. . 

0-2518. You receive reports from themP-Very few. 
0-2519. Have you any suggestiop. to make to the Commission how that 

side of the WOl'k might be improvedl'-I should lik .. the visits of the Medical 
Officers of' Health to be more frequent and numerous . 

. 0-2520. Is there any co.-orm.oatioD in organisation between your DE:part
ment and the Health Depa.:rtmentr--No, except that they are instructed by 
Government -to iu.spect these factories from a medical point of view. They 
have powers allotted to them, snd they 'submit their reports to me 'When the;y 
ha.ve made an inspection, on which I take action. 

0..2521. You do Dot hold conferences with. themP-No. 
C-2522. You ha'f"e no point of contact except when they are pJeased 

to exercise those duties and send in reports to youP-No, other than occa
sions when I happen to meet them and have conversation with them.t 88 
has happened with the lo,cal Medical Officero! Health. 

0-2523. Have yOll ever thought of the pOll8ibility of holding' periodical 
conferences with them to see how far they could be of more: use to you..?
No. 

0-2524. Is there any difficulty in· that, with regard to the organisation 
ef Government Departments generally F-I do not think there is an:y di1!i· 
culty at all. It could he done. 

0-2525. Do you not think it would be a great improvement if you had) 
say. twice a year. a conferenceP-It would probably help considerably. 

0-2526. They would he more ow..... of bow they could he of use. 
And I imagine that from your periodical inspections you could help them 
also as to where they could best direct their attentionP-Yes. 

0-2527. Mr. Jo.hi: With reference to production, :you state that tha 
average production for the years 1923, 1924 and 1926 was 55,875J which is 
a 1'eduction of 18 per cent. on that of 1921. The working hours were 
rednced from 72 to 60 per week. which i. a reduction of 16'66 per cent. 
These figures are quite contrary to the experience gained in other places, 
where we found that the average production of the weavers haa noh gone 
down at all. Is there not something wrong about these figUrE6'-Tllese 
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figures were supplied to me by the local mills in Cawnpore. I cannot vouch 
for their accuracy t but I believe them to be accurate. 

~2528. What is your general experience about production in proportion 
to the reduction of houl'S ?-I have, no experience of production. I am not 
:a mill manager. . 

0-2529. You have not made any enquiries; you have merely taken,,-the 
figures as 8upplied to you. And we· must take them for what they are 
wortH-Y .... 

0-2530. Mr: Cliff: In reply to the Chairman you said you had recei.,ed 
reports from certain of the Medical Officers. Arising out of those reports, 
have you heen able to form any conc1uoion as to whether the health of the 
worker is being effectively safegua~?-No I have not. 

_ 0-2531. At one factory which I visited the other day, I was told they 
had organized a rest time whi~h workers took during the day. For instance) 
they took 20 minutes in the morning for. smoking, 20 minutes ·in the afteJo... 
DOOn for smoking, and a further 20 minutes for bathing in the morning. 
If it is recogniJsed that these intervals are necessary, having regard to 
'Clima.tic conditions, what is your opinion as to making them statutory-P
I do not think: tbat is the universal practice in all mills. That applies to 
.one particular mill where they have been very liberal in that respect. 

0-2532. It ma.y b" that they were making & virtue of necessity. May 
I put it in this way. When tbe Commission started, the .figure given for 
.actual effective working time out of 10 hours was ft. As we have gone along 
it hu now reached 8t in Cawnpore. If the rest time in a 10 hour dlly is 
one and a half hours, the point I want to put to you, arising out of the 
experience of this particular factory, is: Had not that better be organized 
_d~P _ 

Th. Chairman.: W... the machinery in that \,nrticular factory stopped 
during thoee 20 minutes intervals 'P 

Mr. Cliff: No. They put a clerk oil thedocr. . 
0-2533. What I want to ask .is, 6rst1y, what effective centrol hee the 

Factory Inspector got to ensure that the meal interval is observed; secondly, 
why ahould these periods of intervals be publiahed only in Engliah. and not 
in the vernacularP-It can be ascertained whether the men are getting aD.· 
interval or not by visiting the factory during the interval and checking the 
register against the men who are working in the factory at the time of 
the visit. With regard. to your second point, Form OJ Notice of Working 
Hours, shows working time in English but not in the' vernacular. There 
i8 no objection whatever to that being shown in the vernacular. 

C-25li4. The Ckai..".,.,.: It is not compulsory P-l do not think so. 

C-2535. Di"",n Chamm> LaU; UauaUy, in your experience during the time 
.,you have been Inspector of Factories, the grievances of the men which hav.e 
heen made known to the employers have related to their torm& of employ
mantI wages, hours and such like things, I suppose ii-Mostly so. 

0-2586. Yau say in your memorandum, H simple grieva.nces of workmen 
are often complicated by political eonaideratio1l8." What do you m~n by 
i.hatP-lt has been my impression that some of tbe workmen are led astray 
By outsiders with political tendencies. 

0-2<i37. Do you mean to say that the grievances they have made known 
to their employers .are not legitimate grievancesP-The ultimate grievaneee 
are not legitimate. The original grievances may have been. 

C-253S. Do you not know that the usual experience in industrial 
1iiaputes in India is that although the dispute may arise over .. simple 
matter yet the prolongation of the dispute is C&used by, uumerous other 
grievances which are added on and which have not been redressed from time 
to time by the employeraP-Yea, I believe that i. general. 

0-2539. Is that what you are referring toP-Yea. 
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C-2540. You have no other information as to aetual political entangle
mentsP-No. 

C-2541. Mr. A"",.d: Would you .,all it a political consideration if .. 
member Qf th& Union went into the mill in order to collect Union 8ubscrip--
tion?-No. . 

C-2542. WheD I visited the Lalimli Mill I noticed that in the proceso
of colouring the cloth. it was necessary for the workers engaged on thal. 
process to put their handa into excessively hot water, aDd they told me they 
W$'e doing that for 11 hours & day. From the point of view of healt·h, 
do you think it Is d .. irable that that should be allowed P-They do DOl;. 
aetually put their hanlls in the hot wator. 

MT. AAmed: We saw them doing it, 
C-2543. SiT V ictOT Sauoo,,: Would they be working 11 hours " day 1-

No, that would include the rest interval. 
C-2544. Mr. Ahmed: They informed me that they were only getting 

from 8 to 10 ann... per day. I take it thet with your other duti... you 
have not sufficient .time to enquire into details like that. If you had 
additional help, I ,suppose such conditions as I have juri stated, would be 
ameliorated by you, either by way of report to Government or by direct. 
~ion on ,.our part in taking steps to remedy the eviI?-If I had more men 
I could certainJy do more work. 

0.2545. SiT Vict ... S_,,: Do you think it i. likely· that they are ae
tualb working 11 hours a day 1-1 am quite sure they are not. 

EJ..2546. Mr. Ahmed: How many hours are they workingP-Ten hours .. 
C-2547. DC) you think it is right that human beings should work 10 

hours on work which I have described, and under such circumstancee-the 
excessive heat of the water and with a temperature outside of 1200 P I 
have 'travelled in many countries hut I have never seeD. human Buftering 
like that,. Have you seen, in any pert of the COUDtry, such human Buffering 
as that for 10 pence .. dayP-No, not ... you daocribe it. I have often 
been in that mill, but I ha,", never seen the conditions as you ha.ve described 
them. 

C-2548. You have atoted that there is a danger that factori .. will move 
_ the horder into Indian States iD order toasc&pe the provisions of 
the Factory Act and of International ConventlonaP-I said there was & poBBi-
bility of it. 

0.2549. Sir AlezandeT M_: You stated that it was not customary 
to poet up notices in the vernacular. I have seen notices posted up in the· 
vernacular as well as in English. ~ Dot that the custom in CawnporeP-No. 

0-2060. I have heen ill two or three factories here, aDd I have seeu 
notices put up in both languagesP-Yoo mean the Abstract of the Act and. 
RJlles. I was referring to tM working hours notice. _ 

0.2551. The Abstract of the A1lt and Rules has fitted into them the· . 
houra?-The atotutory limits are put in, but not the hours of starting and 
stopping of the particular mill. 

0.2552. The tim .. of starting and stopping are written inP-We have· 
a separate notice in this Province. 

~2553. There are no notices in the vernaeular in '8D.y of the mills here, 
showing when the mills start and stop. Is that sof-In some· mills, but not 
in very many. 

C-2554. T1I.. Ohairman: Does it lie within your power to order the form 
in which the Doti .... sh&ll be displayed P-The form ia preocrihad by Govern
ment.. 

0.2555. What about the langu.geP-Our rul .. under the Factory Act
do not prescribe that the notice shan be in the vernaeu1ar. 

0.2556. Sir AI"",<,ndeT MUmlY: What does your rule BayP-It pre
scribes the form-Form O. 
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C-2557. Is there no reference to the vernacular at aU P-Not in the 
.... Ies. 

0-2558. The CMirn" ... : The Provincial Government could, by rule make 
that provWonP-Yes. _1 

May I read Section 36 'of the Imperial Act :-" There shaU be affixed in 
some conspicuous place near the main entrance of every factory, in English 
and in the language of the majority of the operatives in such factory, the 
prescribed Ahatracts of this Act and of the Rules made thereunder, and 
also a notice containing the Standing Orders of the Factory upon the 
following matters, namely, the time of beginning and ending of work on 
eacb day. the periods of rest fixed under Section 21, the hours of beginning 
and ending of work for each shift, if any, 'the hours of employment of ,..11 
persons employed, and the weeJdy holiday fixed under Section 22.11 

0-2559. Sir AI.,.,.nd .. MUNG,,: Is not that mandatory "There .hall be 
posted in each factory in English and in the vernacular of the majority of 
the workers" B notice including the hours of -workP-It is a matter of 
interpretation" ' 

0.2560. There is no- doubt about it, is there? ,.he notice .ought to be 
put up in the vernacular?-Hithel'to we have not enforced the rule for the 
working hours notice. 

0-2661. It is expressly stated that you ougbt,u, 'do 80. Read it agai;'P
I agree with you in that sense. 

Sir Al.uandn M1I;M'QtI: There are no two senses about it. It is the 
practice in other Provirices, and it ought to be the practice here. 

C-2562. Th. ChaiTman: There .... ms te be no doubt about the Section 
as I read it-u There shall be affixed in English and in the language of the 
majority of the ·operatives H.-Probably that was the intention, but it has 
Dot been enforced. . 

The Chairman: Perhaps yon will look inte th .. t rnaoter. 
C-256S. Sir ThomaB Smith: In your memorandum you say that the pro

duction per loom in 1921 wo.s 308 pounds and in 1923 it was 288 pOllDcis, 
The difference is very alightP-Yes. , 

0-2564. That might be very well accounted for OWinlt to a finer clotb 
heing on the loom. The finer the cloth the I ..... r,the weightP-Yes. 

C-2565. It might also be due to the looms at one time 'Leing employed 
on a wide cloth~ when you can get more pi-oduction, and at another. time 
'being employed on a narrower cloth. It might also he due te the fact 
that the looms were not particularly busy in 1923 and thet there w'" probab
ly less coming off the loomsP-Yes. 

0-ll566. The outtum in 1921 works out at 12 poundS per day and in 
1923 it works out at fI pounds per day; 80 that tbe differen08 is not veryi 
great. Itt regard to the Chairman's question about how many new factories 
you antidpate would come in, .if the Act were\. amended, have you any 
figures in your office which would be help in snowing how many would 
come in P In 1929 when Government were enquiring about the extension of 
the Workmen's Compensation Act, were any enquiriea made 88 to how many 
new factories the Act would apply toP-No. 

0-2667. Would it take you very long to get the information for the 
benefit of the Commission P-It would tske some t~me. 

0-2568. How would yoU procead to obtain itP-We would have to make 
-general enquiries in the Province. 

Sir ThGma& 8mitA : Perhaps, Sir, in -the course of the next six months 
some enquiries might be made as to the n~ber of new factories which 
'WOuld be brought in, and how many additional Inspectors would be required 
to meet the additional work involved. 

Th~ Ckainntm ': One would· be reluctant to bumen an ,.already· under
etaffed Department. Perhaps it might he done by anether Depertment. 
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0..2500. Mr. Yakul>: Do you think the extension of the Factory Act 
would help small factories. like brassware factori ... ; and would it help to 
improve the conditions of the workers in theee small factorieeP-It would 
help to improve the conditions of the workers. 

0..2570. a... your Government ever' taken any etepa to exteDd the pro
visions of this Act to th ..... small factorieeP-No, not 80 far. 

0..2571. H the Workmen'. Compenaation Act was extended to these small 
factories, would it help the workers or enconrage the industry?-I have no 
experience of the Workmen's Com'pensatiOD Act, 80 I cannot very well 
reply to your question. . 

0..25711. Mi.. Pow.,.: How many different grades of officials collaborate 
with you in the work of factory inapect.ion ?-Eight different c1_9 of 
persons. 

0-2578~ Of whom. none are trained 8S factory inspectors esoept one p
Y t$; that is BO. 

0..2514. You suggested the other day that you did not find this method 
oatiofBCtory?-I did not say that with regard to medical inspection. I 
aaid it was inaufiicient. .. 

0..2576. I take it you would prefer to have your own otoffP-Very much BO. 

c..~76. Are you unique in having ~SO large an Il880rtment of assistants 
who are supposed to be helping you P-I could not say that definitely. Some 
of the other Provinces have ez olJicio InspeCtors also, but to what extent 
I cannot eay. . 

0..2577. Sir Viet ... SlUIoon : In 1927 there wso a strike at Hathr.... The 
re&8OD .given for the strike is tha.t there was an increase in the Dumber of 
working hours ?-I cannot support that .reasoD. I do not believe it to be 
correct. 

0..2578. Do you now any dctoils of. the matter?-I know that .this 
particular min has always worked a. ten hour day J and I cannot ~ how 
they could have increased it without going beyond 60 hours a week. 

0.2579. That is the point I am making. Was it an increase from below 
10 hours up to ten hours, or an alleged increase from 10 hours to over 10' 
hoursf-It may have been an inCl'686e from below 10 hours up to 10 hours,. 
but it was certainly not an increase to above 10 hours. 

0..2580. You do not know ant of the detail.P-No. 
0..2581. The Chairman: Mr. Donaldson, yon are Deputy SeCretory to 

the Government of the Unitsd Provinces P-Y .... 
0..2li82. For how long have you held that postP-Two ·years. Previously 

I W88 engaged in district work. ' 

0..2583. I want to ask you one or two queatiOll8 with regard to the Gov
ernment memorandum. You make, some important statements there under 
the heading of our query' about Intelligence, which appear to show that 
there is a oonsiderable lack of co-ordination in the. GoverD.JJKmt services
as far as they deal with indnstridl labour, its health and oonditioDB. You 
say: "Speaking broadly, there is behind them no organised plan for 
unifying or co-ordinating or correlating the entime work}' You eay jueio
before that U The preparation of this memorandum has naturaU,.. Buttered 
from the lack: of a unitary, trained and experienced office familiar with the
detail. of labour problems." You have many_ .other remarks to the same 
effect. For instance~ " The important point to note is that lor the collec
tion of labour statistics no particular Department of Government is resPOD
aible.u Then with regard to suoh faets as control, you say ff Uniformity 
is very desirable. The staff should be capabla of controlling the purposes 
for which the information is collected, and should he se~ for their' 
competenee and eBiciency in the handling of statistics!' Those and many 
otber remarks appear to indicate that your Government would wish to- ae& 
improved co-ordination. Baa your Government got' furtbar than the ex-
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pression of the wish? Have they· considered· any .cheme of improvement P
(Mr. Don&Idson) We have not had in thin Province. an organized labour 
bureau, or anything of that kind, aa they have in Bombay. We did .t 
one time consider the question of appointing a Laj)our Commissioner l' but 
.the expense of tha ocheme wao more than Government could· race at that 
time. We have realised fOl' some time that our information work is not as 
complete as we would wish it. We would like to ha.ve more- information. 
The present intention is to create a section in the Director of Industries' 
oBice to deal with theae problemo. 

C2584. I take it the chief dilliculty is finance?-Y es. 

C.2585. Am i right in saying that the Director of Industri .. is"engaged in 
the promotion of cottage industries a.nd presumably in the increase of other 
industries in the ProvinceP-Yes. 

0-2686. Bnt he has no contact with the Inspectnr of Factories or the 
Health DepartmentP-No, he has direct contact with the Inspector of 

. Factories j the Inspector of Factories reports to, and corresponds with, 
Government through him in the majority of cases; they are very closely 
connected and their offices are beside one another. The position is -stated 
in the memorandum: tc The factory inspection staff works under the con
trol of the Director of Industries. H 

0-2687. Sir A.1 .... nd .. Murrall: Tb"t is tn say the Inspector of F...,. 
tories submits his report through the D;rector of Industries; the Inspector 
of Factories does not ta.ke insti-uctioDS in~ any way from the Director of 
Industries as regards inspections of factories; he only suhmits his 
report through the Director of Industries for the sake of convenience P-
Yes, that is so. -

0-2Ii88. Th. Chair" .. m: You have no suggeotioo to make tn the Commis. 
eion further than the wish that you have expressed in your memorandum?....,... 
The setting up Qf' a separate department to deal with these mattei'S would 
involve greater expense than combining it with tlle office of th~ Director 
of Industries 

0-2589. SiT VictOf' Bassoon: Have you any estimate of what that e~pense 
would beP-We had an estim&te, I think in 1922. for setting up a Labour 
Commissioner who was to be entirely independent' of the Director of 
Industries; the estimate for Mm llnd his staff. was Rs. 50,000 per annum} 
rising to Rs. 15,,0Q0 per annum, and a further, Rs. lOJOOO for loco.l price 
investigators. 

0-2590. Witb that staft' would you he able to get out statim", a. tn 
-cost of Jiving and so on P-That was the estimate for starting the office; 
the stat! proposed was: ·8 Labour Commissioner, two investigators, one 
lady investigator, two clerks1 a stenographer and a. typist. The duties 
whieh it WatS proposed' to assign to this officer were extensive; it was 
obvious that the expense of that departn,aent was going to increase. 

0-2591. AIr. Cliff: Will you· state the duties suggested?-Tbe suggeSted 
functions of the La.bour Commissioner were: first, 1a.bour statistics fOil 

which he was to be entirely responsible; secondly, information, not Btatisti~ 
cal, but ,on genera.l labour questions. something of the same type of 
information as is collected by the Labour Office in Bombay. Thirdly, it 
was thought that his services could be used for conciliation in labout" disputes; 
he was to keep in touch with the labour leaders, trade ~ unions and so on, 
and with the emp1oyers, and useehis influence. It was thought if we got 
the riKht type of, man he migbt be of_ considerable intiuence. Fourthly, 
propaganda. I think it was intended to make kno.wn the effects -of exist. 
;ng legislation, to inform people of their rights nud that sort -of thing 
under tbe pxisting laws: and also to encourage welfare work and that sort
of thing. Fifthly. t-o advise Government on such legislation as he th!'ugbt 
was necessary. 

C-2592 . .:111·. Joslti: :Was he to be Uidependent ?-The proposal was for 
an indepeude.nt officer. 
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C-2S93. Not under the Director of InduBtri .. P-No. 
C-25114. Th_ Chairman: A new departmentP-Y ... 
C-2S95. That did Dot tak~ elf.ct ?-G""emment decided thet the,. 

eould not face the expense, and I do not know that they were 
convinced that the expense they would have to incur would be C-ommeD8W'ate 
with the results they would achieve; they had to balance it. 

0-2596. In their decision was one of the factora that the United Pro
vinces was 80 predominantly agricultural?-Undoubtedly. 

C-25lI1. They felt it would not he fair to place on the Province that 
u:penSEi in regard to the proportion of persons employed in industry 1-
Yas, undoubtedly tbat was one of their rea.soD8. 

0-2698. Iii your memorandum, dealing with health, you tell us that io 
these Provinces malaria in particular takes a heavy ton on both the life 
and the efficiency of the people; you say that the leading di~_easesJ "a!moR. 
perennially endemic, involve a huge loss of efficiency and output even 
when they do not prove fatal It. . Has any estimate ever been made of the
lack of efficiency of the worker due to malaria and these other debilitating 
diseases?-I am afraid I cannot say; I-think the Public Health Department. 
could give information on that point. 

C-.2599. Sir Ibrahim Bakim-toola :--In your memorandum you explain why 
in the opinion of the Government of the United Provinces industrial develop.. 
ment has not been greater; you say! "Though the vast and in the eastern 
districts congested population furnishes immense man~power, traditioJl., 
social custom and hereditary proclivities hamper industrial progress~ It What. 
is really meant by that P-There are social and caste prejudices against 
certain forms of la.bour~ 

0..2600. What are theyP-We all know there are ~ many pel"8ODS who. 
would do any form of clerical labour, but who would not -he prepared to. 
undertake manual labour in a factory or certain. types of work in a factory;. 
for instance, would not work in a tannery. ' ., 

0-2601. Does this represent 'a numerous class of the population?-I will 
not press you for an a:nswer • Yon go on to say: U In addition to these 
internal difficulties, there are still wider factors which hamper the growtb 
of industries in the province, e.g., the ~tart gained. by other nations. and 
even provinces, powerful vested interests and the lack of control over 
tariffs and currency:' What is meant by thatP-I did not write. thi& 
memorandum. . 

C.2602. This is the Government memorandum P-The Governmeni bave
-stated at the beginning that this was written by Mr~ Shah; I cannot: 
say tbat Government subscribe to every sentence of it in that way. 

C.2603. I should like Mr. Shah to tell us what h. meant· by tbis. For 
instance. lack of control over tariffs and currency by WhoIllP-(Mr. Shah) 
Lack of control by the Provincial Government. 

~2604. That is to say the Provincial Government have to accept the 
policy laid down by the Central Government and carry it outP-Ex8tl:tly, 

Q..2600. And in your opinion the tariff policy of the Gov61'DI1lent »f 
India has been instrumental in retarding the industrial growth of 
Cawnpore e-J t is my personal view that it haa not been particularly 
favourable to the· industrial growth of the Province. 

0-2606. Sifo Alexander Murray: That "he tariff policy of the Government 
of India haa: been agajnst the industrial development of this ProvinceP
'I will rather put it in this way, that it has not been particularly favou!,
able to the industrial deVelopment of the country. I want to make It 
clear that that is my own personal view a.nd not the view of the Government 
of the United Provinces. 

C-20fn. Sir Ibrahim Rah.imtoola: In dealing with U recruitment n you 
aay: U Owing to the proJO'essiv8 8Ub~diviBion of holdings the ahare of land 
held by the workman or h\s family may be too small to support them/· 
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Is it your view that owing to the increase of the. population the 8ub-divisiou 
an> becoming smaller and smallerf-That is 90. It is not necessarily due 
to an increase of populatiOD; it is only a question of sub-division among 
the members of the familYJ i.e., of increase of population within the parti_ 
cular land-<rwning or land-holding family. 

C-2608. But in your statement you show that there has been a steady 
iDcrease of population in the Province P-There has been a steady increase 
of pressure of population on the land. 

C-2609. Population is in fact also IargerP-It has not increased very 
much. 

0-2610~ But it has inen>asedP-Yes. 
0-2611_ And that imposes additional pressure on the landP-That i. right. 
0.2612. YO\! say: "The eottage worker may find himself hard preEsed 

by the competition of organized industry and may either give up his. 
hereditary occupation and confine himself to agriCUlture or migrate to an 
industrial cent~ and take up work in a. factory doing work related to 
his ancestral occupation. H Then this state of things has been brought. 
about by the development of manufacture by maehineryf-Yes, that too is 
one of the reasons. 

0-2613. And. that has affected the cottage industries?-That is so. 
0.2614. And the imports of manufactured good.. Dealing with un,. 

employment you confirm t-hat by giving figures; you. say ~ H The numbera 
of persons engaged in cottage industries including their dependants, as 
aooertained at the 1901, 1911 and 1921 censuses were 6'24, 5-83 and 0-10 
millio~ respectively." So ~hat during these 20 years the number haa 
steadily_increased by over' a. million workersP-That is so. And in fact. 
the Pr-ovincial Superintendent of Census Operations went a little -beyond 
that; he said it -was not ~erely a. question of re-classifi-cation of people
with some subsidiary occupation, it was not a. question of their being 
el&SSifted as now belonging to some other occupation; it was an absolute
decrease in the number of workers engaged in rottage iIufustries. - . 

0-2615. Brought about by the causes which you ha.e .given there?-'-Y.s. 
0-2616. Air. Clow: In the' introduction to yOur memoranduni' with 

regard to the smaller industries you say: U Normally a small local 
financier advances money or material and buys - a.nd distributes the finished 
product;. The system is suited to the condition and genius of the PJ'O
vince.Hl We bave a. long and detailed memorandum from the Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies and the impression it leaves on my mind is that 
one of the ~entials for the prosperity of cottage industries is the elimina
tion of this middleman. What do you mean by saying this system i& 
suited to the "genius of the province uP-The >report of the Provincial 
Superintendent of Census Operations contains a. statement that the condi
tions under' whiC'h the Mirzapur carpet industry is being carried on are 
in his opinion ,ideol; those ar.e the conditions to which reference is made 
here. 

,0-0017. DOl you sa.y that is genera.lJy trueP-r,I'ha_t ~ my ,view. 
C261S. Of all cottage industriesP-Yes, I do not think the oo-operativ& 

movement is going t& achieve very much; I think the local financier is 
inevitable: you cannot eliminate him, at any rate for & long time to come. 

0-2619. You think it is· au ideal system?-Escept that he has to charg .. 
a lot of interest, or make a big pronto 

C~2620. Tlte Chairman: Are you not to 80me extent eliminating the 
middleman by means of that admirable emporium which we visited yester
day P-I take it the tone of your question conveys its own answer; if aD 
annual turnover of about Ra. 30,000 can eliminate the middleman, we have 
succeeded in doing 50. 

C-2621. Mr. Clow: I understand the view that it is snited to th" 
conditions of the Province. but there does not s,eem to' be much genius 
about it. Under the beading of Staff Organization there is a statement 
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that the contractor system is "eU suited to the genius and economic condi
tions of tbe Province?-I have given the answer in my statement in the 
memorandum: H The fact that in spite of the steady growth of large
aeaie organized industry the system still persists and is vigorous shows 
that it has an inherent vitality rooted in the genius of the people-." 
O-~. B~t you admit, for instance, that swea.ting is not uncommon P_ 

Yes. . 
C.2623. Do you not think there is 80mething wrong with .. system of 

that kind ~-SO far as sweating is concerned I admit it exists; it is not a 
desirable feature. ' 

0-2624. Under the heading of Stafi Organization you aa.y: II Piece work 
contracts.-These are common in the weaving sections- of cotton mills. It 
is estimated that 65 per cent. of the weaving is done in this '1f8,y. It Does 
that J;I1ean anything more than ordinary piece work payments; is there 
some aystem of contraetP-(Mr. Mackay) This does not refer to contra_ 
at all. 

C-262a. Sir Victor S,.....,,: It comes under the wrong ."b-headingP
-It is merely piece work. 

C-2626. Mr. Cl_: Under" Health" you say, "In 1927 model bye-laws 
for regulating the construction and alteration of factories were approved 
by Government." Under what powers can these bye-laws be enforced 

. ·outside the municipal areas P-(Mr. Donalds.n) They can aIao he enforced 
under the District Boards Act and in the case of factories situated adjacent 
to any district hoard roed. . 

0-2621. With regard to sickness insurance you refer to U amall..aca.Ie 
experiments in the government factories". Do you contemplate III system 
of compulsory or voluntary inaura.nce 80 far BS_ the workman is conce-rnedP
We could experiment with both. We thought Government could make 
experiments of different types of insurance and find out in aetna! practice 
tpe cost of administration and also how far the di:ffi.culties with regard to 
certification which have been put forward by variouS people we consulted 
would operate in actual practice. . ' 

0-2628. You heard IIr. Mackay'. remarks about "'" .Ifie;. inspectors p-
y~. . 

C-2629. Does that represent the Local Government'. viewP-No, I .00 
not think 00 entireli. Naturally the .., o/1icio inspectors are not. fully 
trained in -factory inspection and with regard to such things sa the sai6-
guarding of machinery; 011 the other hand, they are on the apot; they 
are about the only people who -can, in the case of factories situated out
aide Cawnpore in the- districts make a surprise inspection or pay & visit 
at night and that sort- of thing~ They -can, if their other duties permit, 
inspsct much lUl'l1"e- frequently than our present staff ao-uld do. 

C.26.1O. Th. Chairman: Would you agree that there might he periodical 
conferences hetween them &Dd the Chief Inspector of Faotorieal'-I think 
they would be useful. When making that statement I was thinking 
particularly of the inspeotions by District Maglstratosand Deputy Magis
trates, not so much of the Medical Officers of Health. It would be mON 
difficult to arrange for ""nfere"""" in the ..... of District Magiatr .. _ 

0-2681. Hi". Al~nder M'U'lTG-Y: In ,.pur memorandum you say: ft It is 
possible that the interest of the .., o/1icio inspecto!6 could he stimulated, 
but the officers con-cerned find the work technical and uDcongenial, and 
do not always have time to spare. for snch extra dU'oiea.". Is it u~~n

.genial for the health officers to viSIt \ and ~port on the health conditIOns 
of the fRctories?-I cannot 9&y. 

0-2632. "That is the objection to a Health Officer visiting' 11 factory .BDd 
reporting to the Factory Inspector what he findsP-I do not consIder 
there ought to be any objection, but I am not certain that they aU take 
thnt view. 
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C-2633. Hll-ve you ever as A Government put i~ before these Health 
Officers that it is their duty as whole-time olfrcers to do that as much as 
-anything eJse?-There are orders on the Bubject and I imagine the Director 
of Public Health endeavou", to stimulate their interest. 

C-2634. Have you endeavoured to stimulate the Direetor of Public 
HealthP-I am not in control of the Director of Public Health. 

C-2635. Mr. CIo1D: I notice that prior" to the present year, when there 
seems to have been increased activity in factory proaecutions, the «£ Dl/icio 
inspectors seem to have been responsible for nearly M many prosecutions 
as the regular staB, a.lthough their inspections were fewer?.....:.Yes, I think. 
iu ~in years that has been the case.· 

0-2636. When dealing -With industrial diseases" you say: U The ineide.nee 
of tublrcul09is in glaas blowing factories was not found to be heMltf. 
and no action was, therefore, recommended. U Do you think that attitude 
is strictly logieall'-Aa far as I recolIect, in this particuler ease the report 
of the Director of Public Health, who investigated the queetion, was that 
the incidence of tubereuJ.osiB in these factories was no heavier than in any 
other form of employment. The suggestion was that in these factorieS 
tuberculosis was exceptionally and extremely prevalent, and the Dindor 
of Public Health reported that tb .. t was net tho. ....... 

C-2637. With regard to the practice of giving .tho. w ... v.,... spoilt cloth 
instead of fining them, you state th .. t .. The Ohiof Inspector found that 
this system of fine was more popular than cash Jines". But' in your 
conclusions with regard to industrial disputes, you lay that this practice 
H h88 always acted. as an irritant N. Can you explain thatP-{Mr. Shah) 
As between the two evils one may be preferable to the other, but it is an 
evil all the same; it acta as an irritant and yet it is more popular th&n 
casb fines. 

0-2638. In . other words, the cash fine has even· acted as a greater 
irritantP-Yes. 

C-2639. Sir A.!e:ronder Murray: Wbat would you suggest instead of a 
nne ?-Government have not made any suggestion, but only a statement of 
fact. 

C-2640. Mr. Joshi: You nave 'said that this Province is predominantly 
an agricultural province; IS it your opinion tha.t within a short period 
thii Province is likely to develop indnstrialIy?--(Mr. Donaldson) We hope 
industries will develop; we wish them to. 

C-2641. Hna your Government formulated any policy as to the develop
ment of industries, as to whether they should be concentrated in a city 
like Cawnpore or should be distributed~ and has your Government attempted 
to encourage the setting up of industries in different places?-We ha.ve no 
special poliey of that kind; we are anxious to develop iYidustries- wherever 
we can. . 

0.2642. Ain I to take it that you propose to develop your industries 
by b .. "hasa.rd methodeP-No, I ilo not think 80. We h ..... a Department of 
Industries whose main object is to enoourage industrial development and 
there are various other schemes operating; for example, there is the hydro
electri.c scheme in the West of the Provi·nee which- we hope -will give rise 
to industrial development. 

C-2643. Have you considered this point, whether industry should be 
anowed to develop in cities like Cawnpore and create conditions which 
are not desirable Buch .. exist in Bombayp-{Mr. Shah) I would lilt<! this 
answer to be TeJtarded as my own personal opinion. This question has 
never been considered at. all by Government. The Department of Industries 
b9.fl been more concerned, firstly. with imparting technical education. and, ~ 
serondly, with trying to keep alive the few small-scale or cottage indus
trl(4S that have mana~d to surVive the competition of orga.nized industry. 
The (tuestion of creatiDR; new industries bas heM beyond_the power of ~ 
Department. it. may be the Department.'s pious wish~ but v,ery little 
more thAn that. 
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<:-2644. Th. Factory Inspector is under the Director of IndWitriesP
T.h<\t ;. right. 

C.2645. It is the Imein... of the Director of IndWitri.. to de .... lop 
indWitriee, it is the bosin .... of the Factory Inspector net to check indWitry 
but to see that proper treatment is given to work.raP-That is wby we 
leave almost complete liberty to him; as regards the technical side ~f 
fectory inepections, the Director of Industries has practically nothing to 
do with it; it i. left to the inspectorate. 

0-2646. With regard to· your statement as to the contractor sYstem, 
:have you con~idered the question of the desirability of introducing a fair 
wages clause in Government cootracts such aa exists in Great: Britai D?
(Mr. Donaldson) The question haa not been considered in detail. I think 
.yOU have first to consider what a. fair wage is, -what fair .wage yt.u are 
t8Qmg to prescribe; that is going to involve a very complicated local enquiry 
for each particular area and class of work. 

~2647. -Is this a reply given by you alter your Government have con
~idered the matter ?-It haa not heen considered in detail. There was an 
.enquiry about minimum wages, and that was one of the tint aiffienltiea we 
ame up against} to decide what ahould be- a m~um wage. 

C-2648. I am not talking about a minimum wage; I am talking about 
fair wages. In your memoranlrum you give the sizes of rooms. There am 
rooms of 8 ft. by 6 ft. Has your Government enquired from your health 
advisor whether a room of these dimensions is fit for human habitationP
(Mr. Mackay) No enquiry wos made. Tbese are private houses. 

0.2649. Does Government or the Municipality regulate the size of 
roomsP-(Mr. Donaldson) The Municipality does not, as far as I am aware. 

0-2650. There is no x:egul~tion as to what should be the minimum size 
of the living room?--Of any private hOUBe-, no. 

C-2651. With regard to sickness insurance, you state that B. committee 
was appointed by your Government. Will you tell me the personnel of that 
committee and whether there was aDy representative of labour on that 
committee·?-(Mr. Shah) The Preside"" of the local union ..... invited 
to attend, but I think he stated it was n~ possible for him to attend as 
he was engaged somewhere elsel 80 that actually he did not attend. He did 
prepare a Dote for consideration by the" committee. and it was consideMd 

. by the committee. 
0-2652. And then, after considering his notel you ,came to :this conclu-

sion P-The majority did. . 
0-2658. Bow many employers were there and how many representatives 

of workers were there P-There was only one workers' representative. 
C-26M. How many employers were there ?-I am afraid I do net 

...... emher the details, but I can let you ha.., a note latar on, if it is desired. 
The Chairman: This is all on record already before us; in the 

memorandum of the Government of India the names of the committee, 
their prooeedioga and report are gi\"en. 

0-2655. MT. Itnhi: That commit .... mad& a recommendation that Govern
ment ahould make an esperiment; does your Loco.l Government control 
any factori .. of their own?-(Mr. DonaldllOn) Only the Govemment press; 
that is the only factory we control. 

0.2656. Have you introduced thi8 system of siekness insurance in that 
factoryP-WI> have not done 80 yet. 

C$657. Do you propose to do 10 P-We suggested to the Government 
'of India, who eontrol a g~ter variety of faetories, including some factories 
in Cawnpore. and who pressed this question of sicknesS insurance upon us} 
that they should make this experiment. 
C-~. The Chai-rman: Would any such system be real insuran~ unless 

'YOu tied the worker to his particular place of work P-I am afraid I do 
not understand. 
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C.2659. Could it be called insurance if it were based on a single industry 
-with people coming and going in that industryP-That bas not been· .... 
4:onsidered P-No. . 

C-2660. lIlr. Joshi: You state thnt reduction in working ,hours now is 
not possible without curtailing production. As a piece of history J was 
there any reduction of hours in India when this feu was Dot entertained?
(}lr. Shah) It is true that every time the question of reduction of hours 
bus been thought of this particular plea. has been put forward; but the fact. 
that .the plea has not made good so far does not mean that it is not 
gOJng to make good in the fut-ure. After all) in the matter of reduction 
.of hours as .correlated to production) you must at a certain point reach a 
limit where it would not pay the industrialist to reduce the Dumber of 
.hours. It is the view of the Government of the United Provinces tha.t 
.that limit haa now been reached. The Government of the United Provinces 
ha .. e not thought out this queation in great detail; it :is an Q priori 
.conclusion. 

C-2661. I 'Wanted tG know if there was any period when tbe Govern
ment of the rnited Provinces thought hours should, be reducedP-No, I 
.(10 not think the GOl"'ernment have thought of, that, because they were 
'Dot called upon to do so. 

0.2662. They were consulted at every stage when faclory legislation 
'was contemplated?-No, I do not think they have' ever been consulted 
on this speei~e question. 

0-2663. You say in your memorandum that Government consider it 
impracticable and inadmissible to establish and maint.ain minimum wages 

. "by legislation. lJiy bing a minimum wage by legis1ation do you. mean 
.rmerely legislation fixing say IRs. 10 or 15 as -a minimum wage?-{Mr. 
IXma:ldsoo) No. We were asked to consider the setting up of machinery to 
-ux minimum wages.. The question as addressed to us was fixing minimum 

.... ages in 'industries Tn which wages were lower than the general level, and 
in whleh, owing to lack of organization of the workers, there was difficulty 
in raising wages by the ordinary method of collective bargaining. The 
view of the Government with regard to the estaQ.lishment of macliinery 
'for fixing minimum wages in such industries was that, first of 1l11. they 
would have to collect a great deal more info:unation than they already 
'Possessed as to what actually the minimum wage should be in the circum
-stanaes of sa.cb particular case. 

C-2664. The difficulty ,which YOll mention did not e:!:lst, because it is 
"!lot suggested that a partiClllar wage should be fixed by legislation. It is 
,suggested that machinery Should be established to coUect information about 
-all the circumstances of a particular locality J and then to fix wages 
for certain classes of workers.-We were asked whether we considered the 
-letting up of such macbinery would be practical. and Government said 
-they did not think 80s they were not in favour of it. ' 

C.2665. I did not understand the reasons?-The reasons' were, firstly, 
difficulty of collecting the information in a particular-locality. 

C-2666. But suppo!cing 11- sman wages board were a.ppointed, consisting 
of ihr~e persons. to A-S<'erblin wages in a partiCtlla.r small town. wyuid it 
be difficult for tht\t board to get infonnation about that small locnlity?
'Th@~ ('('Insider that you would lmve to have such a 'board officiating in each 
locality col1ecting information. Secondly. that when you bad the informa
tion. wages in thE' last !'Mort in this Province most1y depend on the earnings 
'of labour in al!ri<'Ulture. .1t is not practical by any -method to fix the 
rates of wages for 4griculturnl 'labonr. 

C.2667. Miss P01!'~T: 'While Qenling with compulsory education. you 
say: U "\\here compulsion is in fOl'eE' in selecteod portions. the children of" 
hctory emp~s tend to be left out of its scope. as the wards larp:e1y 
inbllbit-ed by fnctt:'l!Y Jabour nre llsnn,lly backward tmd therefol"e ~nsidered 
unsuitahle for the applicati'On 'Of ('ompulsion.u That seems t-o he the 
reove-rse of what I understand is the policy in Bombay, wbere they introdueed 

UBC03{ VOLIIt P"lTI 11 
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compulsory education in F and G wards b .... use those are the most denselY' 
.. ~ populated wards as regards industrial workers~ Why i8 it the policy here

to· l&a.v9 OU'& of the scheme of compulsory education what is declared to be-
the ~most: backward. section of the population ii-The introduction of ccmpul
&Ory education is a ~atter. "!,hich depends on th~ M:u~ipalities; they 
~rst of all ex.preas the" opI~on as. to the aNa8 In whIch they consider
It .sh,?uld be lntrodueed and In whIch they are prepared to pay for it. 
Th18 18 '" .statement of what ·has actually happened; it is not a sta.temen'b: 
of policy. 

0-2668. Do they not get any grant. from Governmentl-They do get. 
grants from. Government. 

0-2669. So that Government has some sort of say in itj haa it not?-We
have a say in it to the extent that we can help them to introduce it if 
they wish to int~uce it; we cannot make them introduce it- in areas iD 
which they do not wish to. 

0-2670. But does Government approve of the suggested system of leaving: 
out these people because they are the moat backward?-No, this is 11 state
ment of what is thtJ actual state of a;ffain; it is not a statement tha't 
Government approve of it; Government wish to see compulsory eduC&tionr 
introduced over aU the .Municipalities as quickly 88 possible. 

0-2671. But they do not suggest that it should be lirst inaugurated wher .. 
the population is most, backward, in other words, among the industriaD 
workers in the eity?-They are most anxious to assist the Municipalities to
introduce it everywhere they express a desire to do so •. 

0..2672. Dealing with trade unions, there is the statement! tl The great 
inducement ,to the acceptance of registration was and is 'recognition r 
by the -employers. In this imporiant direction the unions feel keen dis
appointment. It can aafely be asserted that the failure on the part of 
employers to recognize registered unions is seriously affecting the utility
of the Act, and tends to cause union:iem to grow up along unhealthy 
lines." . Has Government given any leal! to employers as to their attitude
towards recognjtion of trade unions?-No. 

0-2613. Have they considered it at all P-I do not know that they have-
. definitely conoidered the matter, but I think their attitude is that this 
is tL question on which they must preserve ,their neutrality; they must holtt 
the' balance between the employers and employees; they cannot come dOW!]! 
deli1litely on either side. 

0-2674. But if they feel that the attitnde of the employers is tending 
to make trade unionism groW up U on unhealthy lines n, do they still feel 
they have to remain neutra1?-They have not thought it so far their duty" 
to interfere. 

C-2675. Again there is the statement: U There is a general complaint
that; there iii little direct and personal touch between the management- and 
the work-people, and it is alleged that thin!!.'" used to be different some yean;. 
age. As th",re are no joint works committees and as even the registered 
unions have. except in ODe case, not been recognized by the employers. 
'OJ>portunitif'8 for making representations a.r& somewhat meagre. Every 
mill at Cawnpore keeps a petition box into which written representatioll& 
intended for the manager can be dropped. Besides, there is the usual 
'regular cha.nnel' through ,which petitions can be submitted. In excep. 
tiona! cases the petitioner or complainant is permitted to have a personar 
interview with the mnnager." Tha.t is rather the contrary of what we 
understood was the position when the representatives of the Cliamher of 
Commerce M!f'e giving evidence j they implied that it was perfectly easy 
for the most humble emploYge to bring his personal grievances to thit 
management. Upon what is this information in the' Go~ernment 
memoro.ndum based?-(Mr. Shah) On the imp ..... io ... gathered by the staff 
of the Department of Industri.. who actually worked out • facts and 
ligures for the preparation of this memorandum. As for the .... w of the-, 
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<Jhamber of Commerce, I should hardly expect it .to he any' different; after 
.all, they are employers and naturally they would take up that line,. . 

0.2676. You mean they would exaggerate the facilities for intsviewin& 
<Moe management ?-It would be difficult for them to say there are no sucIl 
eppOFtunities lor employees. 

-C-2677. Sir 4!eo:and ... MUf'f'aI/: Is it not natural that an employ .... 
.should wish to know the grievances of his employees, so that he can remedy 
:themf-We sq opportunities fur personal contact are lacking,; the redre.sa
.of a grievance is a slightly different matter. 

C.261S. Sir Victor Sas,soOf1.: Is it common for Government employe~s to 
.complain that th~ lack opportunities for personal contact with administra... 
-uve officers-That is what our subordinates say about us) I ex~,. 

C-2679~ ,Do ~ou agree with that view?-I agree)" tha.t opportunities for 
:personal contact are in the ma.in IlOn-e:Dstent. 0 

C-2680. The Chairman: Is it not the fact that in Cawnpore the actual . 
.employers and managers are more in touch with their workers thaD' in 
-other places in .India 1-1 cannot auswer tha.t because I do not know other 
",1aces in Inai". 

<0-2681. SW J11~w Murra1J" You are not speaking from very practieal 
knowledge P-No, I ha.ve made it perfect1y clear that this is based on the 
.iews held by :vari..". members of the staff of the Department of Industries. 

~2682, Miu Power: I revert to my question, whilst allowing for a 
-difference of opinion between you and the Chamber. It is alleged that 
"things used to be difi'el'l8nt some' years ago. Does that Nfer to the period 
Defore 1'he .. trikesP-It i. said the officer used to he of .. diJferent type 
:25 ye8l'B ;agO:. 

~268B. You dQ not wish to enlarge upon what has brought about this 
-cha.nge in the last 20 -y@ars?-No, I do. not think I should like any con
tClusions to be drawn as to whether the change is due to the strikes. 

~2684# Under "AdministratitlD n you say: "Neither la.bour in general 
nor factory labour as such haa any special representation in the Legislative 
'Council of the United Provinces. n The Ch&mbeII has three representatives, 
Baa it noH-Yes. The two Chambers between them have three. We do not 
uy that ODe Chamber has three representativ8S4 . 

C-2685. Is there any history behind the fmiure to give a nominated 
member to labourP-(Mr. Donaldson) This was dealt with by the Government 
in their memorandum for the Simon Commission when they stated their 
position about this. Is it necessary to go into this question of the franchise 
lor labour? 

C.26S6. Mr. Joshi: Did not the Muddiman Committee _ommend that 
there should be nominated members for labour in the provincial legis
laturea1-Yea. 

C-26S7. Did your Government give effect to it P-ThlB Government did 
.cot agree with that recommendation. 

C-2688. Mi#3 Pow-er: Would you say that the labour vote has in any way 
influenced the elections iu Cawnpore in the last 16 yean?-Yes, the present 
Member of the Legislative Council for Cawnpore is the ;t>resident of the 
Maodow Sabka. 

(}"2689. If the labour vote is strong enough to effect tha.t influence, is 
-not labour ib;elf of sufficient importance to ha.ve 8 nominee on the Legisla.. 
'tive OouneilP-If you give special representation to industrial labour, the 
question arises whether you should not also give it to agricultural labour 
which represents a much greater proportion of the population. In general 
I think Government are opposed to creating more special electorates. 

C-2690. Mr, Jo,hi: You are not against having 8 special electorate for 
the employers? 

C.2691. Diuxm Chama" LaU: And for .the landlords? Do the Goverll.
'!Dent propose to have special e)ecto~ates for rural workers P-No. Their 

H2 
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proposals were put before the Simon Commissioll.j I a~ atreid I Am not 
aware of what they were. 

c.2692. J!us Powtr: With regard to reIatioIlS between subordinate 
supervising staff and workmen, ·you sa,..: U Corruption in various forms i& 
a widespread evil." We have had very little evidence as yet as to _the 

'actual form of corruption here in COtwnpore. Is it your experience that 
workers here, as in many other places, have to pay the jobber in order tq 
obtain their jobs in the first instanceP-{Mr. Shab) One of the allegeG 
reasons of a rather importnnt strike was this corruption on the part of 
mistries. I think the fact that an important strike did take place is a. 
strong enough argument to support the state-ment. 

C-2693. Is there any suggestion also that there is a perpetual Bystem ot 
bribery in order to retain a job?-I do not think Government would likS' 
to go so filr as that, because tlie question has not been considered. Gol"ern
ment are aware of the fact that corruption does exist in the matter of 
finding jobS. 

0-2694:. If Government admits that, in view of the fact that Cawnpore
is the greatest industrial city in the Province, would Government be pre
p-ared to support a system by which the worker obtained his employment 
through a lahou,' e.schange, which would largely eliminate that difficnlty p
H labour exchanges were practical propositions. 

0.2695. Why should they not he practical propositionsP-Government' .. 
conclusion so far is that they are not practical. 

0-2696, May we know why P-Tbe reasons have been given in some detaiP 
in the memorandum. . 

.. 0-2697. It is admitted, that the industrial population in Cawnpore is: 
largely stableP-May I refer you to the paragraph of the memorandum 
headed H Desirability. of establishing public employment agencies} and' 
possibility of practical schemes H. 

0-2698. I am talking ahout Cawnpore, where the Chamber admits that" 
the vast ·proportion of its industrial workers are a stable force resident 
in the city and having broken their connection with agriculture. If you 
aay it is agreed that the bulk of these people have to submit to a form ot 
bribery to obtain their jobs, would Government be prepared to agree that 
a labour exchange in Co.wnpore would go a long way towards gEltting ria 
of that abuse?-Provided we could be certain there would be nothing 
happening like that at the labour exchange itself; our experience in this:: 
country in the matter of corruption is unfortunate. 

C-2699. If it were a Government employment erchange, would you be 
prepared to agree that you could eliminate the possibility of thatP-Not 
at all; no Government servant bas been able_ to eliminate the possibility 
of corruption. 

C-2rot). Al'e you suggesting- that your Government employee would be 
as subject to bribes 8S your jobber j I am asking you whether yon insist that 
that would be so p-It would be almost so j the comparative extent cannot 
be defined, but I cannot p08Sibly guarantee-I am quite sure nobody would
that when it becomes a Government exchange corruption would aut-omati.
eaUy be eliminated. 

0-2101. It would be very much decreased, surelyP-I cannot say. 

0.2702. Mr. Cliff: Then i. there any hope for the Indian workerP-I 
did not put it in tliat way; India has mnnaged to get along in spite of ~he 
corruption, and unless a solution more satisfactory from nU points of view 
is devised, will have to go OD with the present system. 

0-2709. M,.8. -Sri'l1a3tal'a: You say in your m&morandum that ~~,,:hes 
are provided in only about half a donn mills in Cawupore. ConS1derll~ 
that there are over 6,000 women employed throu~hout the Province. would 
it not be advisable to make it compulsory under the Factories Act for 
faotorn.. employing women to provide ch~ch .. P--{Mr. Donaldson) Th .. 
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Factories Act is 8..n all-India Act; we have no control over the Factories 
Act. 

M704~ But I suppose Government can make it compulsory that. miUs 
employing women should have chechesP-We can only recommend to the
Government of India that they should amend their Act; we cannot take 
action ourselves to amend it. 

c..2705. Sir Alexander MuT'TUv: Do you not lay down your local rules p
I do not think we have any power under the Act to make a rule like that. 

C-2706. Mrs. Srivatfa"a: Does the Government of the United Province& 
employ any -woman inspector of FactoriesP-No. "". 

"C.2707. Has any proposal for such an appointment been madeP-No; 
there was a suggestion that we should employ 0. woman inspector but it 
was decided that we had a greater need of more men inspectors at the 
moment. 

0-2708. But if you bad a woman inspector it would be. a good thing. 
for the women workersP-In this Province the proporlion of women to.. 
men employed in factories tmder the Factories Act is about 8 per cent., 
and in Cawnpore it is only about 5 per cent." There are no provisions
of the Factories Act which cannot be equally enforaed "by a man inspector. 
There was a proposal to appoint a ·part-time lady inspector in Cawnpore, 
but she would be only of use for Cawnpore. 

0-2709. Mus Power: Why ?~_u ... of the difficnlty of touring • 
. 0-2710. I take it that is not an insuperable difficulty !'-The bulk of 

the women who are employed are in the ginning factories which a.re situated 
in very out of the way parts of the country districts, difficult to get at, 
and where there is no accommodation~ It waa felt that a man inspector 
would have very much less difficulty. 

0-2711. Bombay h ... " woman inspectorf-Bombay has a very much larger 
factory population tha.n we have. . 

0-2712. I am talking of the capacity of a woman factoTy inspector to 
get to a factory in the coUDtryP-It was a choice of which would be most 
_tol to us. . 

C-2113. You do not suggest it is impossible" for a woman to get to a 
ginning factory ii-I do not suggest it would be impossible. 

0-2714. M .... Srimufa"", Last .luly the Maternity Benefit Act was 
passed in the Bombay Legislative CounciL Under this Act women who have
been at least 11 months in the employment of & firm ara ent.itled to 
B annas per day for two weeks before coni'inement and foul' weeks after. 
Would the Government be prepared to support & similar Bill in this pro.. 
vince P-Tbe Bombay Act~ I think, was a private member's bill which was 
carried in the Bombay -Legislative Council. and it imposes the entire burden 
on the employer. I do not think this Government has considered the 
question of similar le~8Iation. -They would probably like to see the effect 
of the Bombay Act before they move further in the matter~ 

C-2715. M-r. Yakub: In your memorandum You speak about the density 
of population in this Province. Do you not think that the enormous increase 
in population is the chief cause for poverty and unemployment amongst 
the peopJeP-It is one of the causes, perhaps the main cause~ 

C-2716. You also speak of the middle class in the Province being finan
cially weak. Do you mean to say that a very large bulk: of the labCllTers. 
especially the agriculturists, are heavily indehted!'-(Mr. Shah) That is not 
the idea. You ta.ke the middle class in a Province like Bombay; it is entirely 
a different proposition from the middle class in the United Provinces which 
usually relies on such little landed property as they have. got, contrary to 
the practice, fm example in Bombay) Gujrat, Sindh, or in southern Punjab. 
Tha.t is the type of people we had in view when we put down those remarks. 
We do not mean tel" suggest tha.t the agricultural labourer is heavily indebted ~ 
in fact the agricultural labour would not form. the- middle class of society 
in the Province at aU; he would be the lowest class. 
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0-2717. IS it not a fact that the agricultural labourer iB beavily indebted 

in your ProvinceP-That i. a belief that is &baost universally beld; but 
the Government of the United Provinceo have not gone into the queotion 
;n deteil. (Mr. Donaldoon) There iB the Provincial Banking Inquiry Oom
mittae wbich iB going into the qu .. tion of indebtedneoo to some extent. 

. 0-27l8. D... your Government not know that thouaande of Afghan 
mone:v-Iendero raid the Province like loeusts and carry away not ooly the 
money of the men who have actu&IJy taken loano bnt aIoo that of their 
neighbour. in the mohaUaP-(Mr. Shah) We beve referred to the Afghan 
money-lender in the memorandum. but not in such piotureoqae lango_. 

0-27l9. R .. your Government taken otop. to aave people from theee 
mone:v-lendenP-No ....... of violence on the part of Afghan money-Ienden 
have come to th.. notice of G0V6mm&nt and th&refore DO &etiOD heo been 
take •• 

0-2720. But you know that they charg& very u;borbitant rateo of interOBtP 
'-We have mentioned in our :memorandum that sometimes 100 to 300 pel' 
cent. iB cha.rgod. 

0-2721. RBI your Gov&rnmot ever thought of taking any otepo to check 
the u;borhitant rateo of in_P-There iB the oo-op&rative movem&nt to 
counteract the activitieo of the Patban mcmey-lender. Apart from tbet, 
.0 far as I am aware no action has heen taken. 

0-2722. Has the co-operative movement been auccessful in your Province' 
-Yea, to a certain extent, espaciaIIy &8 regard. the pro..wono of credit. 

0-2728. Di"""" Ohaman. LaU: I think Mr. Yakub iB thinking of legisla
tion On th .. lin .. of the Punjab P-(Mr. Donaldoon) We have not contemplated 
any lagiBlation of that oort. 

0-2724. M~. Yakul>: Ie it not a fact that the m ...... generally do not 
take advantage of the Co-operative SocietieoP-(Mr. Shab) I am afraid they 
tnk .. too much advantage; aft&r having taken the money they hardly think 
.of returning it. 

0-2728. Is the number who take money from your sbcieties increasing 
..very yearP-Tbe numher b&8 actually increaoed, and the liabilities of the 
'Societi .. 88 well "" the liabilities of individual memhero bave both incre&BOd 
·but that in my opinion-it may not be the opinion of the co-operative 
odepartmen&-does not denote any progreeo. . The numher. of Boci~ in ~ 
oProvince is about 6,200 at preoent, and .t had steadily heen mcrelllllDg 
_til the preeant Reg;.trar took charge. 

0-2726. Baa your Government made any enquiry about labour uniono 
in .the Province, and if &0, what iB its reonIt~Mr. Donaldson) ~ do not 
think any enqUiry has heen made. The RelPstrar of Trade Umono gets 
annnal roturno from registered trade uniono. 

0-2727. Doeo Government enconr_ the formation of snch·unionsP-It 
neither enoourages nor discourages; it registers them when they apply 
for regiBtration. , . 

0-2728. Whet iB the generale_ of the repeal of the Workmen's Breech 
of Contract Act on the industri .. in thio Province?-(Mr. Shab) We beve 
given our opinion in the memorandum. It No serious handicap to employ
ars haa come to this Government's noti6e.u 

0-2729 Do you know that thio repeal hoa very seriously "lfected the 
brass: wa~ industry at MoradabadP-I have no infonnation; I have n8Ml' 
heard of it. 

0-2780. Could you say what iB the elteot of the new Tenancy Act. on the 
indnstrial labour of the prcvinceP-(Mr. Donaldoon). I do ,,:ot think we 
have any informa.tion on the subject. It is not -very long SInce ~e Act 
hRa come into operation and as such it is difficult to say what eWeet It had 
<>ll the supply of industrial labour. (Mr. Shab) Do you refer ta the Agre 
Tenancy Act or ta the Oudh Tenancy ActP 
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C-2731. To the Agera Ten"""Y Act P-That Act is much too recent, but 
ita effect is mOle or I ... likely to he on a par with that of tbe Oudh Ten"""Y 
Act. 

0-2732. But doee it affect the industry of the ProvinceP~omewhere in 
the memorandum I have atated what the effect is likely to be. On account 
of the f&vourable ten"""Y rights conferred by the Act, it will tend to retard, 
though only to a very small extent, the I!ow of labour to industrial areas. 

C-2733. 8W Ale$ndet- M_li: In your memorandum you refer to the 
various factors which hamper the -growth of induotries in tIie Provinoe and 
J'011 refer in particular to the lack of control over tariffs and currency. Do 
you expect tha.t at any stage of its career & Province will be able to oontrol 
tariffs and currencyP-Yes, if you have a confederation of Provinces, not 
if you bave & federal state. But I am not proposing a confederation. >. Pr0-
vincial Governments can be given a voice in their determination. 

C-27M. Take America or any other big oonntry; are there tarills .... 
between State and State in America P-In theory you can have them. 'l'b.. 
GoveTnment's idea was not that one Province should put up tariff walls against 
another Province. Here the question is about tariffs on imports into India i
it is not a question of tarUfs between ProVinces. 

C-2735. Industries have llourished in other Provinces as well as iD 
J'OUI'BP-Not to the extent thOJ' should have. 

0-2786. This is a big agricultural Province; 80methiDg like 46 millioo 
people are not depandent on industry in any way P-That is, too big a Jignre. 
Cottage induotries alone.cleim nearly 6 million (ineludiog dependants). 

C-2737. What would you put the ligore atP-We have given the number· 
. somewhere in the memorandUm; about 68 per cent. of the population ot 
the Provinoe depends on agriculture. 

0-2738. That is to saJ' two-thirds are purely agricultural. In the in
terests of the remaining one-third are J'ou prepared to put on tarilis to. 
help the industries at the _ of the agriculturists P-I am afraid tha· 
question is getting too wide, and to answer it will meaD. so many suppositions., 
and hypotheses. For one thing I would question the figures including the 
one-third. Secondly, I hold tj1at tbe interests of the industrialist are not 
dilferant ultimatsly from the intsreats of the consumer living in the same 
country, and so ou. --

C-2789. Yon make a statement: U As 8. rule relations are satisfactory 
where the managing,. staff comes in personal contact with the operatives. 
In very large concerns such close personal contact becomes almost a physical' 
impossibility." Can you. overcome thatP-1 am afraid I cannot make any 
ouggestions e:<eept that all the employers should at least know tha language 
of the workers. 

C-27 40. It, therefore, follows that labour disputas must cootiuue in big 
concerna?-We have used the word U 1lSt1sJly n; that statement is borne> 
ont by the statement appended to· the Chapter on industrial disputes. 

0-27·11. YOI1 ea.y that atrikes generally take place in large ooncernsP-We. 
ay I uaually , .. . 

0-2742 . .c Usually r means' generally/- I take itP-Yee, but not escluaively .. 
C-2743. Strikes generally take place in large iDdustriesP-In large con

cerns. not industries j there may be a distinction between the two. 
C-2744. Strikes usually teke pi ... in large concernaP-Yes. 
C-2746. And you suggest that tbet is largely due to the lack of contact: 

between the employer and the workerP-Ye&, because there is no opportunity 
for clearing up the misunderstandings that &rise. 

C-2746. And that is inevitable in large industriesP-Yes to a certain. 
extent because of the sise of the con~rD. J 

0-2747. And therefore the strikes are inevitabieP-No, I do not wont; 
to .ay that t&." are inevitable. There is .. greater tendency but it i. net. 
the aame as inevitability. .'. 
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C-2748. May I refer Mr. Donaldson to that part of the memorandum 
wherein the names of members who are responsible for la.bour in this Province 
are given. As I read it you have got the Home Member responsible, the 
Finance Member responsible, the Minister of Education and Industries 
responsible, the Minister for Local Self-Government responsible, the Ministe}" 
for Agriculture responsible, the Director of Land Records in his capacity 
as Superintendent of Immigration- responsible, the Director of Industries, 
the Public Works Department, the District Magistrhte, the Registrar of 
Trades Unions and others. Wha.t I want to know is to wha.t extent are 
these various members and ministers responsible .for a common policy of 
n.~y description in regard to labour; ha.ve they met at Rny stage and actuaUy 
dIscussed labour problems as 8uchP-(Mr. Donaldson) The policy is the policy 
of Government which is taken after consultation between all the members 
and ministers, but the point is this: the subjects dealt with in this memo
randum cover nearly every Department of Government and na.turally differ
ent people o.re responsible for different Departments. The ~main subjects 

. of yOUt' enquiry like labour legislation, the Factory Act, and 80 OD, are. 
with the Home Member, but questions of public health, questions of muni
cipal administra.tion and so on, which affect the welfare of labour directly 
or indirectly are dealt with in other Departments. 

. C-2749. At any stage heve they ever met together to discuss labour prO. 
blems or administration ?-Government meet frequently to discnsa questions 
o.f policy; I cannot give any further information; I do Dot know. 

C-2750. Th. Oliainna .. : You do not attend the meetings of the Cabinet?
No. 

C-2751. Sir Akrond ... M" ..... ll: How many Improvement Trnsta are there 
in the Province P-Three. 

~2752. You say: "There is on foot an important scheme on 'behalf of 
801D& of the owners of factories in Ca.wnpore for providing housing for some 
20,000 workmen and their families." Could you tell "OS something about 
that sclieme P-I believe the scheme has reacbed the Improvement Trust; 
it is based on the borrowing of money from Government at a low rate of 
interest which would be advanced by the Improvement Trust employers f:o 
build these houses4 That is my ~ information; the scheme has not yet come 
before Government. 

C-2753. Hoa Government made advances or financed any of the Improve
ment Trusts f-They have made large loana ""d granta to all the Improve
ment Trusts. 

C-2754. Is it your policy to cGntin~e .making granta and loonsP-I thi~k 
80 A committee haa recently been slttmg on Improvament Trusts and lta· 
rePort has not yet reaehe<! Gov~ent; after th~ r~pt of the report, 
there might he .. freah cOOSlderat.OD of Government s policy-

C-2755. When you give loana .te Imp","",ent. Trusta do .you follow it 
up to see what has been done With the money glven P For mstance, take 
the Cawnpore Improvement Trust. whieh is in existence for the last ten 
years' they have had loana from you. What haa actually _ d~e to 
impro've the labour conditions in Cawnpore as a result of the. ~pera~lons of 
the Improvement TrDat ?-1 am afraid I am not fully familiar WIth the 
operations of the Improvement Trust in Cawnp~. I ~n<!erstand th~t they 
have -submitted a written memo.rand~ to the Comm~SSlon and 'WIll also 
give oral evidence. The committee whIch hns been appomted By the Govern
ment will go into the question as to wha.t Improvem~ Trusts have done. 

C-2756. Do you lmC)w whether the Improvement Truata can act fairly 
independently of the Municipality, or are they largely bo~d by the pohey 
of th(h Munieipality?-I think they can -act mo.re or l~ Independently of 
the Municipality, but I am afraid I have not go~ any detailed knowledge. 

C-2751. Mr. A.hmed: In this Province II sufficient number of workers are 
available, is it notP-{Mr. Shah) Not necessarily industrial wot'kers. 
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0-2758. The services of a portion of the industrial workers of this Pro. 
vince are utilised in other Provin<=es~ such as Bengal, Assam and Bombay?'
That is so; they are utilised awn in the Malay Peninsul&) but they may 
not 1m industrial workers to start with. 

C-2759. There is unemployment in this Province~ is it notP~There is 
'IlIlempioyment amongst the so-called educated middle-classee. 

0-2760. I am referrinlll to unemployment amongst industrial workeraP
No •. 

C-276L You will agree with me that if You want A number of workers 
t<Hlay there is no dilliculty in getting them P-If you want the number 
within reasonable limits you can haVe them j that does not necessarily mean 
that there is unemployment. 

0-2762 • .And therefore, in the intereeta of the industrial workers, it- has 
become absolutely necessary for ~vernment to develop the scope of ind~' 
try?-Yes; it is just the same in other Provinces. .. 

0-2763.· If you are in direct touch with the unions you will be able tc;: 
solve the question Gf unemployment to a great extent P-In a sense we . 
are in direct touch with the uniGllSi the Registrn.r of Co-operativ8 SoCieti~· 
is the Registrar of Trade Unions. Do you contemplate any closer con
tact? 

C-2764. I might say that this Province particularlY will be much ben .... 
fited if you are in direct touch with labour unions?-AIl Directors of Indus
tries have tried' and try, to keep in. touch with the labour movement and. 
the labonr leadera. -

0-2765. Is Government agreeable to ameliorate the condition of the 
workers by way of improving the living wage ?-(Mr. Donaldeon) Government 
is naturally favourably disposed to anything. that would increase the wel
fare of the working clasees, but they have to oensider it in connootion with 
a large number of other factors; Government cannot give any' -general 
answer. 

C-2766. In order to improve the industrial situation in the country 
would you like to give educational faciliti"" for the workers and their 
childrenP-Yes, to the same .. xten~ aa to the general population of the 
PronD~. . 

C-2767. In Municipalities and District Boards there are general areas. 
and industrial areas. The Local Bodies do not consider it their duty to 
encourage education among industrial workers in industrial areas as among 
the general population of the district. Are you prepared as a Government 
to assist the industrial workers in the matter of the education of their 
children P-Government are anxious to give increased edueational facilities 
for the industrial workers "88 for ~e remainder of the population. 

0-2768. I am not expecting Government to do everything. Could they 
Dot request the employers to give facilitiea for tha education of their work
ers under them P 

0-2769. Th. Ohai1'OlUm: The employers o.Iso pay their municipal ta.x .. 
like everybody elser-yes, they do. 

0-2770. Mr. Oliff:· In your memorandum speaking of .the welfare work 
done by the British India. Corporation you say that it sometimes I( gives 
valuable control over the men." Would you explain what that means?
(Mr. Shah) I have heard it aaid so in a personal conversa.tion with one
of the principal officers of the British India Corporation. He said that under 
their housing scheme they were able to provide their workers with house& 
such as no other concern did. If the men living in 0D6 of their settlements 
went on strike, according to the terms of the agreemetn they would be liable 
to be ealled upon ~ vacate their houses. There was a great demanq for 
these houses; naturally the men did not want to lose their privileges by 
going on strike. (Mr. Donaldson) I tbink it might be better to use the word 
II influence n instead of the word U control -'!. It is more or less a personal 
feeling, noi; so much a definite compulsion or anything of that kind 
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... 0-2771~ Mr. Donaldson, ill answering certain questions earlier you used 
.. hat may be r_dad as the -general conNlltional phrase certainly adopted 
by moot Governments, and said that it was the _duty of Gtmlrnment tQ hold 
the balance even between the employer and the work-people. In the opinion 
of Government is the balance to-day between the work-people here in 
Cawnpore and the employers even ?-It is the function of Government 

. to hold the balance even; they are doing their beat to do it and treat the 
-two parties equally. 
" 0-27711. It is a different thing to say that the balance ;. even from 
eaying that you hold the baJance even. My point is, ;. the balance even 
between the two parties P • 

Tht Ohai1"m.a1J.: IIr. Cliff's point is that the employers are organized 
"ut the workers ere not and the on .. educated and the othera iIliterateP
We are doing our best- 1;0 remove the ditference~ 

0-2773. Having regard to the atatement in this memorandum with regard 
to the recognition of trade unions by employers, is it any part of the fune
'tien of Government to encourage emp10ters to recognise trade unions p
I do not think Government consider that it is pert of their function to 
encour_ employers to recognize trade unions. It all depends on the 
-circumstances. 

0-2774. Take another way of holding the balance fairly even between 
the two parties. According to this memorandum at the moment trade 
-unionism is not in a. very etrective poaitiOll and you havel said that it is 
not part of the dut.y of Government to encourage employers to recognize 
unions. One of the things that the Commisaion linds is that men fear to 
'Organize themselves into trade unions because of the fear of victimization. 
Would Government be prep~ to OODlIider the adoption of atatutory 
machinery which would remove the fea.r from the minds of the work-p80pleP
It would depend.. entirely on the details of the machinery proposed. Haa 
'Such a machinery been in Opera-tiOD in any other country in the .orId? 
Doea it exist in Great Brit&inP 

0-2716. I am thinking of the German worke counciIsP-Doea that specin
"ally remove the feer of victimization P I think that is to daal with industries 
in which labour is already very highly organized. 

0-2716. They aIao deal with queationa of dismissal and eee that justice-
1S done to the work-people. If your Government want to hold the halance 
even between the twOo parties, ha.ve they ever considered the adoption of 
atatutory machinery to hold the ba.la.nce even P-I am afraid I ·caDBot say; 
they ha.ve not considered the question at aU; they would prefer to wait and 
iSe& whAt the exact proposals were. 

0-2117. Would your Government be prepared to consider the adoption 
~f compulsory arbitrationr-We ha.ve ~e Trade Disputes Act which gives 
certain powers, hut not compulsory arbitration. At any rate it enables 
the employers and the employees tJo meet and discuss, the matters in dispute. 
1 do not think Government will go beyond that. The difficulty ill ill enforcing 
"Your award in the case of compulsory arbitration" 

0-2778. There may be some difficulty in enfon:ing the findings. Would 
'Your Government be prepared to consider favourably the adoption of com
pulsory arbitration P-I do not think they win do so for the reason I have 
.. tated. I cannot say definitely. _ 

0-2779. One or two questions have been asked .. about representation of 
la.bour. I do not propose to go into the political side of that matter at 
all. In your memorandum you any that if DO resolution specifically raising 
an ht4uswial labour issue has been adopted". Is that due to the fact 
"that labour ia not sufficiently representedP-It is rather more- due to the 
fact that labour questions' are not provincial, but central.' The Factoriea 
Act and other Acts dealing with labour ere Acts of the Contral Legislature 
-and the Provincia.l Government is not -concerned 80 much with these matters, ~ 
though there ore- certain directions in which they can legislate 88 for instame 
the Matemiw Benefit Act in Bombay. 
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C-2780. Mr. Clow: They can legislate on all labour matters subject to 
the previous sanction of the Government of India P-Subject to previoUS' . 
&&netion, _. But they consider it better that such legislation ebonld be 
all-India. . 

C-2781~ Sir Victcw S(UJ$OOfr,: Even -though it meo.ns a charge Oil your 
revenues?-We prefer that it should not be a charge on onr revenues • 

. C-2782. Mr. Cliff: May I take it that the attitude of your G"vernment·c. 
on legislation dealing with labour questions is that it should not be pro. 
vincial but ebonld be all-IndiaP-They think that there shonld be uniformity 
in the restrictions and regnlatione imposed by legislation between the 
different Provinces. 

C-2783. Do tbey propose to obtain that uniformity by all-India legis
lation? Does that account for the absence of aD.Y resolution dealing with 
industrial labour questionaP-I cannot say. 

C-2784. W""ld it be unfair to suggest that because there was no effective 
laboul" representation, there was no resolution dealing with labour questions 
adopted P-I do not think there is no labour representation. As a matter 
of fact, there is ODe very prominent member who, though representing 
a general constituency, is the president of a la.bour union. 

0-2785. Diwan. Chama.,.. Lall: In your memorandmn you: have detailed 
ahout 46 disputes that took place from 1920 to 1929. Each one of them, 
I see, was in connection with bonus or increase in wages or some matte!" 
connected with their employment, except the two where you sa, that no 
information was available.. I take it, therefore, they are all industrial 
disputesP--(lI{r. Shah) Yes. ~ 

C-2186. At the end of the Introduction to your memorandum you sey" 
" Purely industrial questions often tend to take the form of disputes between 
castes or communities H. Ie there any single instanoa in all these 46 disputeB 
that you have quoted where an industrinl dispute has tended to become a 
dispute between csstes or eommunities 1-1 cannot give yon any instance of 
a dispute in .. factory. None has been included here. 

C-2787. Wh .. t do you mean when you say that purely industrinl questions 
often tend to take the form of disputes between castes or communities P-I 
can give an iDstauce. There was an industrial dispute between the brOOM&" 
weavers of Benares and the local financiera~ The weavers were almost entire
ly Muslims and the financiers were Khatria. What was purely an industrial 
dispute in the beginning finally tended to become a dispute betweon the tw<> 
castes. The Diatrict Magistrate of Benares gave th .. t to me as an illustra
tion and the etstement here has been made on the information supplied 
by him. 

C-2788. Was that only one instsnos of .. dispute of this character P-That 
was the only one brought to mY notioe. 

C-2789. Would you be prepared to correct your statement tbat purely 
industrial questions often tend to take the form of dispntes between castes~ 
or communities, because you have been able to cite only one instance of' 
that kind P-If I were sure that that. WllS the. only one I would, but 88 I 
am not so I would not alter the statement. 

C-2790. B,ave you any other instanoeP-No. 
C-2791. Would you be prepared to agree with me that on the f •• ts 

submitted by you, this statemen:t of yours cannot stand P-I would agree 
with you that my statement would not stand if I believe thai! there WaIiJ 

noll likely to be any other case of this character. 
C-2792. But you are not able to give specifie instances to substRntiate 3 

wide sta:tement. of that characterP-I have no reason to helieve that they 
do not exist. . 

0-2793. So, it is rather your feeling that such instances exist?-It' is: my 
Delief that possibly there are other i ... tances lik& that. 
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" ~2794. But you have not given them here as you have no definite informa
tion P-Yes, that js so. 

C-2795. In the Introduction to your memorandum you also 8"y : 
II The labourer's outlook is extremely narrow and produces in him an 

attitude to look upon his lot as one ordained by the fates Bnd therefore not 
capable of much improvement by his personal exertion. Such a cramped 
outlook on life and fatalism help to perpetuate in the induatrial centres tile 

> ~ndition8 which obtain in the rural areas and seriously handicap the reform
lng efforts of Government, the employers a.nd private orgnnizations.1t Could 
yatl give me instances of reforming efforts of ::your Government in regard 
to the amelioration of the lot of the working classes in this Province P
(Mr. J)onaldson) We try to improve the sanitary conditi0D8 in factories. 
The labourers are provided with latriIle accommodation, but they do not 
always use them. 

0-2796. We have had eVidence on that point and we bave been told that 
they do use them ii-That is one oxample. . 

• C-2797. We have been told by the Medical Officer of HeAlth that .. he", 
accommodation was made availa.ble, the workers were quite willing to U88 

them?-(Mr. ·Mackay) That is only what he said. I entirely disagree with 
him. Particularly in regard to the cotton ginning factories, that is not 
correct. 

C-2798. Is there any other reforming effort made by the United Pro 
'rinces Government in regard to the amelioration of the condition of the 
working classes?-iMr. Donaldson) Efforts have been made in the direction 
of improved sanitation and provision of dispensaries. 

C-2799. Ynn are aware, Mr. Donaldson, of the terrible housing conditioua 
in Cawnpore?-Yes. 

C-2800. What is the attempt made by your Government to BOt it right P
The creation of the Improvement Trust was intended to solve that problem. 

C-2801. H"", long has the Improvement Trust been in existence ?-10 
:yea .... 
. C-2802. And yet the conditions are stilt thE> s.,ine?-It is pcesible that 
the conditions are not entirely what they were. The blame,' if any, is not 
entirely tD be laid at the door of Government or the Improvement Trust; 
the Municipality also i. responBible to some extent. 

C-2808. Is that one of the c ..... which you ascODe to the fatalism of the 
workers?-I think 80. 

C-2804. Take the question of minimum .. ,.g... Ha.ve you provided by 
legislatiClll for minimum wages in any particular indUBtry?-We have not 
<>OOSidered that. 

0-2805. Notwithstanding the fact that you state in ,.our memorandum 
that there is a great deal of sweating in certain industries ?-No, I do not 
think we ha.ve said so. (Mr. Shah) !'hat was only with regard to the work 
given on contract and when the workers take it home to do it. 
_ ·0-2806. You say that the practice is to give out the work ?D contr~. 
You admit tha.t there is sweating. Still you have not brought m any legI8-
lation for ~inimum wagesf-No. 

C-2807. Do you ascribe that to the fatalism of the workersP-Bave we 
stated anywhere that it WAS due to the fatnJ.ism of the workersP-We he.ve 
not. . 

C-280S. You say that yonI' efforts to ameliorate. the condition of • the 
workers are handicapped by the fatalism of the workers. I ask you whether 
there Was' any effort made in connection with the fixing of minimu~ wages 
in industries where labour was sweated and whether it was ,handicapped 
by the fatalism of the workers P-But there have been so many other efforts 
of the 100&1 Government which have been 80 handicapped • 

.C-2809. Take old age pensions. Have Y01l oonsiderod that questionP-No. 
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0-2810. Dc> you Men'" ihnt to the fatalism of the worke .. ?-No. It;s 
a question of finanoe. . 

C-2811. With regard to sickness insurance what was the original coIftriba. 
-tion made by your committee for the so1ution of the problem of sickness 
insuranceP-:-The Committee said. that sickness insurance was not feasibler 
that instead of sickness insurance~ a provident fund scheme such as Gbtaid 
-on the Railways might 'be instituted and that it would meet all the financia 
needs of the workers. -

0-2812. You yourself suggested that scheme and, that was accepted b,: 
-the Committee?-Yes, that is right. 

C-2813. The memorandum of the Government of Indi& refers to a reso
]ution passed by your Committee. Yn that memorandum you find: H The 
oC-ommittee did not accept 'his contention and adopted the following resolll
non :-

t Some State 8ssistnnre not only administrative but also financial is 
essential. HaVing regard toe the system in force in J span the 
Committee consider) that this is just about the system, which 
would suit the circumstances of the country.' " 

Here is a definite resolution adopted by your Committee that the Japanese 
system would suit the circumstances of. this countryP-Yes, that is so. 

C-2814. Just above thnt there is another resolution which is in absolute 
-contradiction to this. It says that in the existing conditions of this country 
the adoption of such a system would place an intolerably heavy burd~ on 
-the industry and that the Committee did not consider this an appropriate 
-time even for experimenting with such schemes. Is tha.t the original con~ 
"tribution ,made by your Committee to adopt two contradictory resolutions 
.on the subject ?-I do not see a~y oonttadiction in the two resolutions. The 
.one Bays that a particu1ar scheme Should be inaugurated as it is the sort of 
system which would suit country, a.nd the other says that the scheme as sug
gested in the Government of India:'s letter would place an intolerably. heavy 
burden on industry and" thai; some State assistance would be es.Ci6ntiaL ,The 
-second resolution dealing with State assistance does not contemplate the giving 
:&way of a. huge fortune. 1£ Ii particular scheme costs industry Rs. 2,00,000, 
.and nnothel' contemplates Sta.te assista.nce to the extent of, say, Rs. 2,000 
you enn sny the former imposes a. burden and yon can still say the latter 
'Would suit the country better. :Certainly the two things are not contradio-
-tory. • . 

C-2815. When did you pa .. these resolutions ?-I think about the end of 
.January or the beginning of February 1929. 

C-2816. Haa your Government- taken any steps to undertake legislation on 
-the lines recommended by your CommitteeP-(Mr. Donaldson) We were asked 
to give our opinion to the Government of India and we gave it. 

0-2811. Your opinion as given in your memorandum is that you do not 
-consider such a scheme feasibleP-We do not consider it feasible. -

0.2818. Did you ever institute an enquiry into- the existence or non
-existence of industrial nnemployment?-We made some unofficial enquiries; 
we did that. • 

~2819. What sort of enquiry wns thnt?-I think we addressed'ibe various 
·Chambers in Cnwnpore and Government officers. As far as I can remember 
we also collected statisti-cs. 

C-2820. What has been the ",.ult of such enquiries? Did you find that 
industrial unemployment existed or not on a large scale P"-The information 
we got was that it did not, 

0-2821. In yo-qr memorandum you refer to the strike that took place 
in the Lucknow Paper Mills and in that connection say that the management 
..of the mills H found DO grea.t difficulty in securing substitutes-facts which 
-proved that plenty of casual and out-of-employment la.bour was immediately 
Available H. Does that not show that thera is considerable industrial un .. 
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employmentP-(Mr. Shah) That was only with regard to the Papar Mills, 
Dot with regard to the industries generally. 

C{l822. And you have not made anyapeciJie enquiries yourself with rega'" 
· to that P"":"",,N OJ o~r conclusion was based only on my office records. 

0-2823. And you have made this definite assertion only with reference
to the Lucknow Paper Mills and not with regard to. industries generally p
I am referring to tho.se mills and not to industries generally. . 

0-28114. Have you not facta to prove that plenty of casnal ""d out.of
employment labour which could be employed in other industries, is avail-
ablet-No. . 

C-2825. Have you considered the question of unemployment insurance-p-
I de> not think the United Provinces Government has done that. -

· C-2826. Ool. Rmsell: In your memorandum, dealing with H Health,'" 
you refer to the Municipality of Lucknow having reserved separate areas for 
industria.l labour settlements. Is there no such thing in Cawnpore'-{Mr~ 
Donaldson} No, there is none in Cawnpore, not 80 far as I know. 

0-2827. What is the difference between the conditioIlS in Lucknow and 
Oawnpore- in that reapect?-Cawnpore was an industrial city already. 
Luc-know has not been any very large industrial city up to the present 
moment. You could regulate the sites of new factories, but you cannot 
regulate them where they already exist to a large extent. You cannot 
'transfer them. 

0-2828. Has the question of If zoning" for the development of industriat 
cities .. in the United Provinces been considered by Government ?-I cannot 
... i. I think the Improvemant Trust deals with the matter. 

0-2829. And Government h&ve not considered the question P~I do not 
know_ 

6-2830. Have you U zoning n law in this Province by which you give
the employers reasonable opportunities of providing their employees with 
lands. for housing?-I am not acquainted with the operations of ,such law 
at .all 

.. 0-2831. Certain zones are reserved for industrial pnrpoaea where Y01l 
have suitable land available for the housing of industrial labouren. H&vt' 
Government considered this questionP-Not, as far as I know. 

0-2832. Too Director of Public Health haa .recommended the adopti_ 
of such a 8chemeP-It has not come to my knowledge. I cannoJ; say. . 

C-2833. Suppose you adopted a scheme such as this. Would Government 
be prepared to give the employers facilities for the acquisition of land for 
housing their lAbourers ?-Do you mean the grant of Government land or· 
compulsory acquisition of private land? 
· C-2834. Any land suit.ble for housing the labourers. I refer to the Land' 
Acquisition ActP-That is an Act of the Central Government. Gove~!Ilt
have been advised that the employers could not, under the Land AcqUlSltlOD 
Act, acquire lands compulsory for' housing - their employees; but a Muni-, 
cipality or an Improvement Trust could do thet. • 

0-283li. In your memorandum you refer to further extension of medical, 
facilities to rural areas by giving subsidies to medical practitione!,s wh~ settle 
down to practise in such are!'5- In connection. with a pOBSlble SlCkn~ 
insurance scheme and a matermty benefit scheme, It has been stated. that It 
would be difficult to develop the schemes and follow up the cases lD ruraf 
nreDS. Supposing you had a State Medif::al Service, would you be able to 
use the services of those subsidized practitioners for the development of 
these two schemes?-Do you mean a State Medical Service or private
In-nctitisners subsidised by Government or the Industries concerned P 

0-2836. I menn a complete State service. Would you not be aD!e to ".... 
tits services of those subsidized practitioners in rural areas !Gr ~be benefit of" 
the workers who leave the industrial area and return to thelr vdlagesP-Yesr 
that could be do"e. 
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C-283i. Haw many subsidized medical pl'actitioners have you at presentP-
1 cannot say. I tWnk the scheme is not a. success a.t the present moment, 
the reason being that medical men find it more attractive- to practise in towns. 

C-283S/What is the amount of subsidy that yon give themP-I cannot .. 
lay j I think it is about Rs. 600 a year. 

Tk_ Ohairman: At my request Mr. C10w will put the leading questi""s on 
the matter of recruitment of labour for Ass:am. 

C$39. Mr. OIow: I understand, Mr. Donaldson, that "hout half this 
Province is entirely closed to recruitment for Assam?,-Tha.t is correct. The 
Divisions which are open are-Gorakhpur, Fyzabad, Jhansi1 BenareaJ and 
part of the Allahabad Division. 

0-2840. Roughly, the e.stern half of the Province i. open to con~olled 
recruitment, and the western half is cIosedP-Y~ 

0-2841. You mention that, ..... result of the Report of the Royal Com
mission on Agriculture, you examined the question of the control of l"$Cruit
ment afresh?-We examined the questiGn of the closing of this area afresh. 

0-2842. Tha.t was consideredP-Yes. ' 
C-2843. You state that the local Governme~t were not convinced that the 

time was ripe tor a removal of all the restrictions on recruitment of la.bour, hut 
yon do not say what conclusion the local Government came to on the 
question of opening these five Divisions for reeruitment?-The conclusion 
come to was this: they said there was no popular demand for it in the 
Province. They consulted opinions in both areas and came to the conclUfion 
that the opening of the remainder of the Province would not find favolll" 
with the Provincial Legislative Council. Tbey were, therefore, not prepared 
to undertake it. 

C-2844# You state H The demand for a relaxation of the present restric.
tions comes from Assam, and from those who think tha.t as few restrictions 
88 possible should be placed on any movement of surplus labour from the 
C'Ongested parts of the Province". Are the local Government amo~g t40se 
who- take that view P-There aYe two questions. There is first of all the 
question of the opening of the area. which is at present closed to recruitment. 
Secondly, there is the Question of an alteration or abolition of the present 
restrictions. Government, after consulting opinions, said tha.t they wp.re 
not convinced that the time had come for the abolition of aU restrictions on 
the method of reernitment. They also saidz o&eparately, with regard to the 
area) tha.t there was no popular demand for that. and that the Le~slative 
Council is not in fa.voUr of it. Therefore they were not prepared to move 
in the matter. 

0-2846. I take it that the cl...e. which a.re articulate wo~ld not be 
likely to benefit in any way from the opening of any particular area; in fact 
their interests lie, OD the whole, in the other direction P-That- is possibly 
iSO. On the other hand, there does not seem to be any grea.t desire ar.J.0Dg 
tbe population in the Province to go to Assam. 

0-2&46. TherefOl'e as far &8 one can 66&, the opening of that area would 
not result in any large emigration to AssamP-Probably not. On the ot.her 
hand, it is not in accordance with the wishes of the Provincial Legislative 
Council. 

0-2847. Generally speaking, the western part of the Province is less 
oong~sted than the eastern parl?-Yes. 

0-2848. Th. Ohairman: Is it the case that employers of labour naturally 
do not much like to see 8 new avenue of employment open to people becauae 
it might result, for what it was worth, in an increased demand as against 
i.he supply, and therefore an increASe in the standard of wages?-I do not 

. know that this opinion is entirely confined to employers of labour. It seema 
to be the general opinion among the articulate classes. They are not in 
favour of any form. of permanent emigration from the Province, either to 
-Gutside India or 110 Assam.' 
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C-2849. Sir Mom"".,. Munay: If they agreed to it for the one helf of: 
the Province why did they not agree to it for the other halfl-In 1901 
wh-en this Act came into eHeet, they apparently discussed the question
whether or not they would prohibit recruitment altogether in the Province. 
There bad been various objections to the old form of recruitmeDt~ andi 
,they decided that they would continue to allow it in respect of the four 
most eastern divisi01l8 from which in the past most 'of the labour had gone· 
to AsSam and which were decidedly over-populated. That was 28 yeam
ago. On every occasion OD which it has been considered since then 
the opinion has been against the opening of the other Divisions. As late' 
as 1925 a resolution was to be moved 'in the local Council (it did not come
up for discussion) that recruitment for Assam in this Province should be
entirely closed. 

C-2850. Who moved that resolution P-Rai Bahadur Lala Sita Ram. That 
appears to represent the opinion of the more educated and articulate classes 
in th& Province. There has been no popular dema.nd that we should throw 
open this division. The Royal Commission on. Agriculture recommended 
it on logical grounds. and certain District Officers and othen thought that 
it should be op&ned on the ground that such a restriction was illogical. 

0-2851. Mr. (Jlow; Mr. Harper, you have been in Gorakhpur for about 
four years, I thinkP-Yes. 

0-2852. You have had previous es:perience of that part of the Province?-
YM. " 

C-2853. Will you tell us briefly what is the actual control exercised by 
the district authorities over reeruitment for A.ssam?--The control exercised" 
is very slight. There is a local agent in Gorakhpur. who is paid by the
Tea District Association. Tbe sardtzrs who are appointed by the tea estates 
report to him and go straight out into the district to get whatever recruits 
they can i they bring them back to the local agent WOOl if they- are not·· 
Ringle women, sends them off at once to the Superintendent of Emigration, 
who is at Allahabad. If they are single women they are kept for three
days in the Dep6t at Gorakhpur and then sent off. That is "the last which 

...-the. District Magistrate hears of them. As a matter of fact he does not 
hear of them at all, unless any complaint is made at the time. 

·0-2854. He has the power to have any emigrant prodneed before him, 
but he very rarely exercises that power. Is that soP-He never exercises
.it unless any complaint is made. 

0-2855. Is. any eounter-signature of the licenses required ?-No. 
C·2856. So that in actual practice the control consists of looking into-

abu6es, as a rule. after they have- occurred?-Yes. . 
C-2857. On occasions it may happen that the District Magistrate :finds· 

• him.self in a position. to do very littleP-Exactly. 
C-2858. The coolies heve gone and there is nobody l~ft to complainP-Y .. , 
C-2859. Sir Me:tander Murray: Whose fault is thetP-I do not see thai< 

.. fault arises. There is no rule requiring the production of the labourers 
before the Dist.rict Ma$tistrate, OT requiring the Distriot Magistrate to 
inspect the labourers before despat-ch. I understand that there used to be 
such a rule but there ha.s been a relaxation of it in the last few years, and" 
now th~ agent senda off the coolies direct to the Superintendent. 

0-2860. As I remember it, the Act empowers the District Magistrate to 
see the ~uits, but the local Government, of its own volition. has made 
!,ul~s under which it is not necessary for the Magistrate to do thatP-:-Yes. 

0-2861. But the District Magistrate first of all lice"""" tho local agent. 
N ot~ing ('an be done without the previous licenaing by the Distri~ 
MagIstrate of the local a'tentJ and the District Magistrate. if he chooses. 
can have the person who is recruited brought up before him. If that is not" 
done. and if there is any grievance of tha.t kind in the mouth of anybody 
it is dne to Government not choosing to exercise a. right which the,v have?
Yes. The 81;tent is empowered to send off at once l the same day. the coolies: 
to Allahabad. 
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0-$62. But the District Magistrate who grants the license to the agent: 
eo, if Government 80 des~) arrange for the men to be brought before
him P-I understand so. 

C·2863. Mr. Glow: The real effective control is this: if it" is found thai>' 
the local agent .is not working satisfactorily you would be in a po .. utio~ 
to withdraw his Ii<leneeP-Yes. 

C-2864. The actual emigration to Assam from the ereaof which you are 
in charge is only a small proportion of the total emigration, i. it not p.,... Y ... 

C-2865. You have· given figures of the amount of money which is ae~t. to<
one tahsil by persons working outside?-What I h&V6 stated in my written . 
evidence conveys a. somewhat wrong impression. It is a distinct understate-
ment. It is quite correct from the revenue point of view tha.t the whole of 
the land revenue of the tahsil is utilised in payment of money orders, but. 
as a matter of fact in that ODe tahsil. money remittances amount to DO less 
than 16 lakhs, and towards these 16 lakhs the contribution from the land 
revenue is only one-third. The balance of 10 lakhs has to be sent out from 
headquarters. So that in one tahsil there are remittances from outside, in
a purely agricultural area, of 16 la.khs. In another tahsil in the south 
it is 11i lakhe.- Then it varies down to the northern tahsils where it is-
2l1akhs. 

0.2866. Th. Ohai,."... .. : That is money coming into the ~Ia&e' from' 
the emigrantsP-Primarily. 

0-2867. Mr. ()low: The 16 lakhs do not includa"pa.yment of land revenueP 
-The payment of land revenue by money Grder is a. very small proportion. 

0.2868. But it i. included in your 16 Iakhs?-Yes. 

0-2869. About one-half or one-third of the total laod revenue is probably 
paid in that way ?-Certsinly not more than on .... third. 

0-287(). In th .. t single tahsil there are 14 Iakhs OO(Zling from pers01lS
outside by way of contributions to their familieaP-Y .... 

0.2811. Th. Chairman: Cali you ... y how much ot th .. t ."m"ll from 
,u; .. m?-No. " 

C-2872. Mr. C/ow: It would naturally he .. very small fraction fro£ 
Assam because people go there with theit farililiesP-From this particular· 
tahsil very few go to Assam. There are no figures to show what come& 
from ,u;am. 

0-2873. You presented to the Chairman a. supplementary memorandutft 
containing onilf or two items of interest. You observe! (~The conditions 
prevailing in Aasam, whether climatic or whether on account of the rate· 
of wages. paid, are such that the employment does not hold out the same 
inducement which is held ~ut by employment in other places/' You are 
not in a position to Bay whether it is the fea.r of the clima.te or whether it is 
on account of an imuflicienoy of wages?-From. the enquiries I have been 
making the la.bour seemS to be attracted almost entirely by the amount of· 
wag .. which .... paid. r was told that generally the further they g<> the 
higher the wages. In Siam they are paid the highest of all. In Burma" 
they are paid very high wages, and in CaJOlltta not 80 high. 

0-2874. They emigrate freely to Calotttt&, RaDgooD. and even to Siam 
without a.sistance P-Yea. 

0-2875. While the A •• am employer gets labour with difficulty, although" 
sending paid recruitera?-Yes. 

0·2876. Do you think the dislike of going to Assam i. in any way _", 
eia.ted with the fact that 8. compa.ratively small proportion come back? 
Is it n fact that a small proportion do oome backP-I caDnot say. 

0-2817. The Chairman: Have you any register ,of those who return?-No. 
We have a re~ster of those who go. . I-

0.2878. In the hands of the agent P-Y ... 
0-2819. You yourself do not keep .. complete registerP-No, "r have no' 

register at all. 
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0-2B80. M.,.. O/ow: You have the right to inspect the register that is 
It.pt?-Yes. 

0-2881. Sir Al~e1" Murray: In the Government mem<U"andum it is 
·said that the lahourers elready engaged in the tea gard.ns come back &I1d 
.hold themselves up as examples to the people of the local area in which 
they have ·relations or friends. What do you mean by tha.t. Do you me8Jl 
that they .come back and say how well they have been treated in Assam. and 
-try to p .... uad. their rell\tions AlId friends to go to Assam?-(Mr. Donaldson) 
That is the &n-dar system of recruiting. They send down coolies from the tea. 
gardena in Assam and the.. coolies take back with them their friends or 
d"elatives or whoev~ they caD persnade. 

0-2882. It is really the $ardars- to whom you are -referring when you say 
the la.bourers come back P-Yes. The sardft.r! 'are labourers. 

0-2888. Mr. Oww: Provided the local Government has adequate control, 
would they be prepared to consider allowing recruitment by other person! 
than ,ardar8P-Yes. (Mr. Harper) In that connection even thou@ the 
recruitment other than by lardars for tea estates in Assam is prohibited it 
-is by no means the case that such recruitment does not go on. I have here 
a letter, dated the 9th November from the agent in Gorakhpur in which 
he says: {I CertaiD contractors have sent about 800 coolies to Assam last 

-evening." • 
~. W .. that for the tea gardensP-NO. 
0-2886. Tk. Ohairman: Is that legal ?-It was quite illegal. Ahout .. 

fortnight ago I had another report in which the local agent wrote saying 
(( some 40 coolies were leaving that night" ~ The l-eport of the 9th of 
November dealing with the 300 eoolies was sent to Police for enquiry. 
Their report came in on the 6th of December saying that it was the case that 
SOO cooliea had been taken away; that the m.n who had recruited them had 

. alBo gone and adding that they would return in June or July of 1980. 
0-2886. !llr. OWw: When you will he waiting for themP-Yea. 
0-2887. The Ohai ....... ,,: Would it not be much better that Any .uch 

recruiter should be a local resident with some responsibilities in your own 
..... aP-Much better. 

0-2888. You also state in your supplementary memorandum "It is a 
'Iloticeable fact that during the laat four years while no applie .. tion. of any 
kind have been presented 88 regards labourers who have gone to other parts 
in Bearch of employment, a considerable number of applications have been 
presented at various times regarding people wh9 have gone to Assam and 

...-whom the relatives want to have returned." Can you account for thatP
The only reason is that they know they bave been recruited by a certain 
agency which is COIlDeoted with Government, and he~ they have a source 

-to whom to apply_ 
c..2889. There is a popular conception that Government takes part in 

recruiting for Assam, is there notP-I presume that is the basis of it and 
it is. .quite correct. When they come tp me I ca.n trace tbe relatives, whereas 
as regards the other lleopie, I ean no more trace them than anyone else 
can. 

0-2890. Yon do not BUggest it is because tbere ..... mere malpracbi.e. in 
connection with recruitment for Assam than there are in COllJlection with 

- recruitment fer Calcutta ?-Not at all_ 
(}"2891. DQ you consider there would be any advanta'ge likely to accrue 

... fro,rn op6lling employment agenoies for industrial employment in YOV' 
~ dietriet P-I eee DO reason for it when there is such an enormous emigratiOD 
of unemployed labour, men acting on their own because relatives have 
brought hRek news. We have .. la.rge emigration going to Calcutta. 

· Rangoon alld elsewh.re. 
0-2892. Sir Victor Sas8OOfl.: You have no information p........None at, aIL 

_.0-2898. So that yonr puhlio employment agenoy in this pro.moo would 
· have to have some similar agency in other provinces for purposes of in-
· forma.tion?-Y M. • 
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". c..2894. Mr. Clow: You -have in fact in your district and in the areas ad-
joining it a very much larger population than is sufficient efficien&ly tel 
cultivate the land P-Yes. 

Ca2895. The population problem is really one of the most SQrious problems 
in that part of Indi. P-Y os. 

0.2896. Mr. Jo.hi,· Too Bill drafted by Government with regard "to A.ss&m
recruitment provides for repatriation when the Distr~ct Magistrate is satis
lied there is fraud. Do you not think it would be desirable to give too 
District Magistrate n wider discretion with regard to repatriati~n at the
expense of the employer; should he not have that discretioD" for instance". 
when a ma.n falls sick before he ean save sufficient money W come backP
Yes, I think it would be a good idea. In some cases in whi611 I have ma.de 
enquiries on the basis of these applica.tiOl1S, the reply has ultimately come: 
from the employer in Assam saying the labourer will be returned provided: 
the employee has remitted to him n. very considerable sum which he quotes, 
by way of refund of expenses, and of course, in the ordinary way the sum" 
mentioned is quite out of the power of the relatives to provide. 

C·2897. Where a man bas no money it is desirable that $ should be 
repa.triated, in certain circumstances at the expense of the employer ?-h 
ehould think so, yes. 

0-2898. Are you aware tha.t the planters in Assam. have an agreemen~ 
amongst themselves tha.t no la-bourer recruited by one planter should be 
engaged by another planter?-No, I know nothing about the conditions-
thece. . 

C-2899. If there is such an agreement, does it not restrict the freedom of
the coolie taken there and make him helpl .... P-I am afraid I know nothing. 
about the conditions in Assam. On general principles· it sounds right. 

0-2900. You know the distanoe between your district and Assam; if a 
coolie goes to Assam and :finds that his employer is not a good employer awf' 
the other employers cannot employ him by reason of this agreement, his~ 
liberty to leave tbat employment is restrictedP-1f the emploYer has been
put to expense in getting that particular coolie to his estate, it is only 
right that he should retain hi. services. 

C-290I. That may be so from the point of view of the employer, but we
are considering the question from. the point af view of th~ coolie and his-. 
freedom. Does it not amount to & kind of slaveryP-No. 

0..2902. "Slavery JJ may be too strong a term, but when a man is in, 
ABsam and finds thet no other employer will employ him, $ is bound to 
one employerP-I think that applies to everybody who comes out on any 
contract; it appli .. to me: when I oome out here I cannot be employe<! 
elsewhere~ 

C-2903. But :.vou can take care of you1'Self; we are considering the case
of a coolie who cannot ta.ke care of himself. Is Dot BUch a restriction again8't" 
public policy and toorefore should be made illegal P 

0-2904. Th.e Chai'l'ffUm: I understand you have no opinion on that 
pointP-I do not think I am qualified to e~ ...... an opinion. 

0-2905. Sir Al~-nder Mu1"I'tl1/: Have you received me.ny complaints about
the system under which recruiting i. done for the tea gardeIUI in yon. parti
cular districtP-Pr&etically Ilone; in my supplementaty note I. have givetl"-
some ngures of actual prosecutions. . 

0-2906. There ..... m to be very fewl'--Extremely fow, lind very petty" 
at toot." . 

C-2907. Have yon bod reported to you many cases such ... you have told" 
.us about~ as to unlicensed recruiters coming into the Province and taking·'" 
awa.y hundreds of labourers to Assam P-Every year usually .one or two 
such reports cOBle in j they are complaints from the local agent. 

0-2908. What do you do?-Here is a case in point; I sent it to the 
Police for enquiry; they say it is perfectly true, that the recruiters have-
,rone- off to ASMm and no further action can be taken: j in other -words, the-
people cannot be traced* . -
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'0-2909. Sir Vicf~'f 8a3BDOn.: That is to say, the illegal recruiter has gone 
<to Assam withth .. men he haa recruited?-Yes. 

0-291Q. S... AI.zander Murray: You can trace those who go to the te .. 
,gardens through a properly licensed recruiter and find out what happens 
<to themP-Y .... 

C-2911. But in other eases have you no means of finding out where they 
.have gone?-W" could through the Police in Assam if we wished to do 80. • 

0-2912. But you do not feel it your duty to trace it any' fnrther?-We 
-have not done so. In this particular case it so happens that they mention 
.8 district in A.ssam to which :they have been sent, but, of course, a district 
·is a big place a.nd no further address is given. , 

0-2913. So that you do not know whether tMy h-a.ve gone to oil or coal 
.or what?-Not at all; the usual thing i. that they go for forest contraets. 

0-2914. Probably .. Government Department?-A contractor has prob .. hly 
--taken a contract from Government. 

0-2915. The existing method to which you are accustomed is the tea. 
_ garden method tbrough saroaT31'-80 far as Assam is concerned, yes. 

0-2916. A. between that &nd the suggestion that there sbould be free 
d'eCrniting what Are your viewsP-I think the restrictions should 'be removed; 

":I see no justification for them a.t alL 
0-2917. Doe. not the fast that 300 are taken away and you do not know 

·where they are constitute 0. justification ?-I say the reverse; thnt is the 
-reason why the restrictions with regard to the tes estates should be removed. 

0-2918. Mr. Cit>w: It i. net suggested that that 300 were unwilling to 
-goP-No. 

0-2919. Sir Alemolder M"..,..,y: Your idea is that there should be DO 
restriction whatever placed on recruitment from your Provinee ?-I say 
I see no reason why the tea ga.rde:ns should be selected~ 

0-2920. If there is freedom of recruitmeIlt elsewhere, there ought to be 
freedom of. recruitment for the tea. gardensP-Yes, 80 far as the local recruit
ment area. is concerned. 

0.2921. That is not the poHey of your GovernmentP-That is my opinion, 
-not the opinion of the Government. 

C-292l!. Mr. Donaldson, speslring for Government, i. that your poliey P
(Mr. Donaldson) That i. not the policy of Government; the GO\'ernment 
'bave said the7 do not think the time is ripe for removal of the restrictions. 

0-2928. As representing the Government. what do you prefer: to continue 
the tea garden system through a SG'I'oor who bas baen licensed at the other 
'·od and is subject to control through an agent at this end, or would you 
have general recruiting through any system of recruiting irrespective of the 
-tea garden aystem P-Govermnent have said they are perfectly satisfied with 
the present sardari method. 

0-2924. But I ga.ther tJIBt Government were prepared to go in for any 
system of recruiting in addition ?-They weA asked whether they were pre
pared to go into that, and they said that with certain safeguards and 
restrictions they were prepared to go in for it. 

~2925. ~ir Victor Sassoon wBnts me t~ ask you whether· you would like 
to restrict recruiting "for everyone and everywhere P-No, there 1S no sug
gestion of that; it is simply with regard to the existing restrictions on 
recruitment for Assam which were imposed about 20 years ago for sufficient 

< -reasons when this Act came ·into force. 
0-2926. Mr. Harper sesm. to think tbe time for that has passed, but 

you still in the interests of the individual think it ought to be continued?'-: 
-Government stilI think some restriction should be maintained. 

C-2927. Sir Victor SCU300n.: You say in your ~emorandum that labour is 
..oomparntiTely immobile. From what we ha.ve just been hearing. it seems 
to be e~remely mobile in this Provinee?-(Mr. Shah) That is a survey of 
the ProVlnc:e from the point of view of the actual industrial development 

.. of the ProvInce and of the possibilities of its further industrial deve1opment; 
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the comparison is not necessarily with the other pro~inces of India but 
with other countries as well; United Provinces labour i8 comparotitJel,l 
.immobile. . ,-
. C-2928. Are you suggesting that labour is immobile when it is a matter 
of leaving the Province to go elsewhere, but immobile within the Province p
I ha'\-e served in Bundelkhand from which it is very unusual to come across 
a man serving in another part of India j in that. division labour is partI
culnri\"" immobile. From the western districts too the emigration- of labour 
is comparativelY speaking ra:"e.. W11at you refer to as the mobility of United 
Provinces labour has reference more or less to la.bour from the Eastem 
district.; of the United Provin .... 

0-2929. Then your statement is concerned with labour in the Western 
districts of the Province ?-It is a general statement about the ProviDce as 
a whole, though there are some local exceptions. 

C.2930~ MT~ Ahmed: I understand -nQ particulars are kept as to workers 
emigrating from here elsewhere than to the. Assam tea gt!rdensP-{Mr. 
Harper) Anybody is entitled to go where he wants to as long a\ ho does not 
require a passport.. -These workers go voluntarily. 

C-2931.8ir Victor 8as_,,: I take it the family remains behind?-As a 
mle, yes. 

0-2932. Mr. A.hmed: How do you know that?-I have enquired in the 
vilages; in some villages all the adult men go, }ea.ving only one man behind 
in eacS family. 

0-2933. Do not the women go with them.?-No, the women usually remain 
at home. 

C-2934. Do these emigrantsJ'Ome backP-Yes. 
C-2985. But you heve no particulars or papa ... to enable you to know 

whether they come back (I-I have met many of them who have said they 
have come back from Burma and various other places. . 

C-2936. If a cOOlie commits an offence., are particulars kept by the 
Police ?-If they commit n.n offe"nee in my district their thumb impressions 
are taken. 

0-2937. Do you not get any particulars as to where they are going and 
tlleir addresses in Assam or other placesP-If they an re~stered bad chnl'n.e
ten we can trace them,· but if they are not registered bad characters they 
are free to go where they want. , -

'C-2938. But for their welfare Mld protection are there no restrictions 
as regards the man who takes them, provisions for their repa.triation p-It 
does not seem to be necessary except as regards the tea_garoens. -

0-2939 .. Do you remember the trouble in 1921 when many people were 
stranded. 

C-2940. Is it not necessary to reserve the right of repatriation by the 
employ-en who should pay the :expense if the workers ftnd it necessary for 
some reason to return home:P-Ynu cnnnot apply it to all the labourers who 
go abr-oad, and I do not see why it shonld be applied merely to those who 
2:0 to the tea gardens. ~ 

C-2941. Are -you aware that a portion of the wages 9f these emigrants is 
taken by the contractor or broker who takes them away; ha.ve you never 
enquired into that P-I have no occasion to enquire into that. 

C-2942. So that I take it you do nat afford' any protection to this labour 
that goes to ASIIam and other plnees?-No. 

C-294.'!. You have no welfare centre or society for the protection of these 
\Vorkers j there is nothing for these poor -people to take advantage of; in 
other words, you do not give them any protection ?-N o. 

C-2944. You are nware that these middlemen who ta-ke them get a 
percentage of the wages of these emigra.ntsP-N~ that I am aware of. 

C-2945. What'do they getP-I do not know. 
(,~2946. Sir Ale2'<lftder Mtl'T"NlY: If these men go to Assam, 'say 300 of 

them, I SUpOBe they go of their own: free will and are in the same positiOn 
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as an individual who goes of his own free will?-The position is just the 
aame whether they go to Assam or Calcutta or Rangoon .. 

C~2941. So that a man can 'leave yoUr district and go to Assam of his 
own free will and you caD take DO steps of aDy description P-No •. 

0·2948. If 81lch a body of 300 men Raid to you: II We did not go because 
of what was said to us by n. recruiter, but we went of our own free will II 1 

you could not do anything P-I eonld not do anything. 
0-2949. Mr. Oliff: Do the Government here oppose the proposal of the 

Oontrel Goverament thet a board shonld he constituted of labour representa
tives .s wen aa of tea planters ?-(Mr. Donaldson) The Government hero 
allticipated a. certain amount of diftioulty, ; I think, in getting representatives 
who wonld really represent the type of labour which is reoruited for Assam. 

0-'1950. Did they oppose it for that reason P-Tbat was the reason; they 
&aid they thought a reproaontative of this Government wonld he more to 
the point. . 5 • 

0-2951. T~e Bisllop of Rtin.hi sayo, .. Generally tbe labour com... back 
after one year although about 3 per cent. !&ave the country for ever and 
oettJa in the neighbourhood of tea gardens." What wonld you say of your 
own experience hereP-{Mr. Harper) I am afraid I cannot give aDy in· 
formation on that. 

0-2952. Diwan C/oa..".. La!!: Do you keep in touch with these p80J'le whe> 
are taken away to AssamP-No. 

0-2953. Would it not he advisable to institute some 80rt of system by 
which you conld keep in touch with th .... men p-It seems to me there ought 
to he control in -Assam aud not in the recruiting centre. . 

C2954. Would you advise the organiaation of a sort of labour board to 
include an. equal number of labour representatives and representBttivea of 
tea plantero?-I am &froid that is entirely beyond my sphere. (Mr. 
Donaldson) The dUllcnlty is to get repreoentati_ of the type of labour . 
which is reoruited from Assam who would really repreaont them; they would 
have to he men who had been recruited to Assam and knew something about 
it; we anticipate diiliculty iu getting such men. 

0-2955. If that dilliculty could h. overcome ivonld you he in favour of 
it P-If thet difficulty oonld he overcome and suitahle men oonld he got, 1! 
think we wonld oonoider it. 

0-2956: Mr. Yukub: Is emigration from your district to Assam very 
popnlar P-N 0,. it is not popular to Assam. 
~57. You say your district is very much eon~ted; why is not emi

gration popular P-I have asked in B good many villag... and they seem w 
_ the air and water al'O had and the olimate of Assam is bad. 

0.2958. Do you reaDy think the climate of A....m i. worse than the 
climate of GorakhpurP-I do not know. 

0-2959. Has your Gove1"Dll18D.t made any enquiries 88 to the olimatio 
conditione in A.asam P-I expoet the Government kno.... hut 1 am &froi,} 
1 d. not. . 

Sir AlBzaftd8. iIlwrray: The ligures abo ... that Aooam is healthier than 
Cawnpore. 

0-2960. Mr. Yak"b : If it is no. so, then do you take any steps to popu. 
lvila migration to A88amP-No, Done at all. 

0-2961. Why not ?-It is not part of my duties to eDcourage em~tion. 

0-2962. But when there is conpstion in your district, is it not pan of 
your duties to see that this state of oongestion is remedied 1'-1 wonld not 
do that without orde .. of Government; I conld not encourage people to go 
outside without instructions. 

C-2968. So that you think Government do not like this emigration from 
70ur district, even though the district ia, as you aay, very much congeatedJ>-. 
I do not know what Government'. views are on the matter. 
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0-2964. Do you think it would he advisable to carry out propaganda in 
your district to toll people that the climate of Assam is not as bad 88 they 
.thinkP-I think it is probablY a questiOD of tile amount of wages. I do not 
know what _ are paid in Assam, but I would imagine tht also weighs 
.in tha balance. 

0-2965. Th. Okai ........ : From what yon hve said I take it your pereons.! 
view is that one of your citizens .should he allowed to migrate to Assam 88 
.easily, for inetence, ae the Scot migrates to England or CalcuttaP-Y .... 

C-2966. I think you told us some 400 8OIJ'do..,., came into your own little 
.area P-That is right. 

C-2967. And they took back, on an average) one recruit' a head P-The 
Provincial reports say that there is an a.verage of 2. 

0-2968. The Iaet figures I saw were -0-9 of a recruit per ",rdar. A aaTCim
is merely ., coolie who has served for three years and who says he thinks if 
ile is allowed to go home at the expense of the tea plantar he will he ahle 
.to bring somebody back:) which he does not always do, and sometimes the 
mrdar stays himself, does he notP-I think that is probable. 

0-2969. There is a leakage, anyhow P-Probably. 
C-2970. Contrast that system with a system where, in cases like yours 

where there is a great surplus of popula.tion, a substantial local resident, or 
several of them, were entrusted under license, which could be withdawn, 

\ with the power to recruit for Assam, somebody who is' known to his neigh
ttours. Do you think that might be a superior system, both from the point 
-of vi.... of the confidence of the people and pntting the truth before them, 
ths.n the system of .ardara ?-As applied only to the tea. estates, no, I do not 
think it would. 

C-2971. In the case of tea, public opiniOD at a.ny rate at present will 
insist upon some sort of eontrolP-I do not think 8- eommit1:;ee of 'that kind 
would be able to control the areas; the number recruited amounts to o~ 
1,000 in a popnlation of Si milliona over 4,000 odd &quare mi1ee. 

C-2972. I am not speaking .of a committee; l' am suggesting that the 
recuiter should be a person resident within the area in which the recruitment 
is made instead of an out§ide contractor coming along; bnt you think: 
.the area and scale of population would make tht impracticable P-I tbink 
it would make it very Ilifficult and' I do not think it woold obviate abuses 
.any more than the present system in 80 far as such abuses exist. 

C'-29i3. Then if nuy control is to continue, in your opinion the yresent 
ItlTdar system is as good as any that can be devised P-I ean only spatk on 
'the basis of the prosecutions that have been instituted; as my statement 
shows, there have been 18 in 5 years. 

C-2974. But you do tell US this in your memorandum, and it is supported 
by the Royal Commiasion on Agriculture that it would he a very good 
thing, to relieve the pressure on the land, in such districts as yours .and 
under proper conditions to enable the labour to migrate to where there was 
employment for it. Therefore in your view it would be a good thing ·if'· 
more than &. thousand persons per annum were recruited for Assam, alwayt'o 
assuming the conditions to be satisfactory?-Yea, quite &0. 

C-2975. It would to B large extent relieve the pressure on the landP
Undoubtedly. 

('-2£176. TherefoTe. if local resident re<.-ruiters were n.ble to recruit larger 
numbers of people for Assam, assuming there were DO false pretences, you
would think that a good thing for your district?-Undoubtedly, v~ry much so. 

C-2977. Sir AleJ'ander Murray: That would only be from the point of 
view of your district, but who would take those coolies to Assam and be 
responsible for them in Assam. The 1NI1yror who comes from the ten garden' 
eomes from a specific tea ga.rden and takes the coolies back to his own paTti
eular garden where the Government of Assam exernises control through the tea 
garden manager and the m1"do"1' over the _particular coolie. You would be 
all right at this end of the recruiting, but what would hppen at the other 
end?-I speak only for my distriot. 
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C-2978. Hir Victor S!Usoon: I see that out of 40,341 saMar8 20,181 were" 
<lOmpleteiy unsucceosful in bringing anybody back. Would thay ba BUgg_ 
ing to their employees that they should become 8ardar3 merely in order tot 
get " free holiday?-It sound. like it. 

C--2979. Or would this be merely a method by which they would get 
repatriation at the expense of the employers, Would they all go back to 
the gardens P-I have no information. 

0-2980. Miss Power.' The Bishop of Ranchi in a statement he has made 
with regard to Bihar mentions & number of abuses in the recruitment of 
women. The number of women recruited here must be very S1I1.I111 j you 
My it is only one in five, and the total number is just over..a. thousand?-The 
one in five sloes not apply to the tea. estates; that is as regards genera! 
migration; it is only a. rough tigure. T have not got .figures as to the propor
tion of women among the 1,161 recruited last year for Assam. 

0-2981. Hal'e you any figures ilS to the Dumber of women recruited tor 
the tea estates P-I have not got them at the moment. (Mr. Donaldson) 
I can give you the figures for last year! 4,226 men, 2,403 women and 3,216 
dependants, sex unspecified; I suppose that is children. 9tOOO altogether 
'Went last year. 

C-2982. Are they recruited mostly in family groups ?-They try: to get 
them in family groups if they can because they think they will then my in 
Assam. 

C-2983. Are there any rumours in your Province of the kind referred to 
by the Bishop of Ranchi with regard to Bihar ?-There are oooasion&lly 
complaints; one or two of the prosecutions we started 1a.at year dealt with 
complAints of that kind. 

0-2984. At what age can a girl be recruited without going with her 
hmlband or some male relativeP-I cannot remember any restriction about. 
the age, but she ill kept for three days in the depOt. 

C·2985. What ill the purpose of keeping ber for three days?-To 866 if 
there is anything wrong about her recruitment. 

0-2986. Sbe is kept in her own dUitrict for three daysP-Yes, after being 
token to the local agent. 

C~2987. Who gives the consent j does, her husba.nd or some male relative
give it ?-She comes in of her awn accord; she is brcrught in by the sardar. 

0-2988. For instnnee t cnn a. girl of 16 give her own consent to go tct 
Assam, er does she have to get the consent of some male relative if she has 
any, or of her husband if &he is m-.rried?-Every -8ingl~ woman baa got to 
toke the COIlB6nt of her'guardian, and that is why she is kept in the depOt' 
for-..three days in order that such evidence may be vermed. 

C-2989. Is there any check on the MU'tlars to ascertain how far that 
rule is operativeP-Prosecutions have been instituted in the last three. 

'1e&Js~ at the 13, 1 think 8 were as regards women :who were produced as 
-havmg obtained the consent of their pardial18. 
:4·· C-2990. That implies that the prosecutions mnde agninst the sardars are 
more or less in respect of abuses of that kind, does it not ?-In 1928, two 

ooCa888 were as regards females recruited without the permission of their 
guardians while the third case was one in which a saroar recruited a 
Brahmin representing him to be a Kurmi. Of the 1,929 cases five were caseB 
in which females we", recruited without the consent of their guardians. 

C~2991. You only ascertain whether the recruitment bas b~n made
without the consent of the guardian if somebody claims the girl within three 
dnye?-Y ... 

·C~2992. If nobody claims within three days, it is presumed that consent 
'of the gu&rdien has baen obteined?-Yes. 

C·29I>3. It need not neoessarily be so, I take iH-No. 
0-2994. So there is a liability~to abuse tbereP-Yes, it is possible. 
0-2995. Mr. Clow: You do not recruit any girl who is not of &geP-No .. 

She muet he of ego. 
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C-2996. Di""", (!h"man Lall : Who is to check itP-She i. produced hefore 
'" Medical Officsr at AIl&hahad. 

0-2997. Sir Alt"X«flder Murro-y: Do you suggest women reeruitersP-;, 
Women of respectability who can he in touch with the vill_rs would net 
::be obtainahle. 

0-2998. ]Ilis.s POteeT: The Bishop of Ranchi in his note saYf!! H ACCOl'ding 
·to the Act unmarried girls of 16 are not. minors, but if 18 and married 
:they are n:.inors Bin09 they require their husband's leave to be recruited.. 
Unmarried boys and girls are oonsidered by the aboriginals &8 minors. The 
Act might perhaps he changed in this way: 'for the purpose of this Act all· 

.. unmarried young people &r$ presumed to be minors '. JJ This is his 8ll~ 
tion. Have all those who are recruited got husbandsP-No, not necessanly,. 
If & woman who is Dot married represents that she has got no guardian and 
~that she is a solitary wom:&D., she would be taken. 

C.2999. But I take- it that no girl who is under 16 is recruited?-NoJ 

.exospt when they go in as dependants. 
C-aOOO. Do you think that the amendment of the Act suggested hy the 

Bishop of Ranchi is a good one? He suggests that t for the purpose of this 
_Act all unmarried young people should be presumed to be minors'?-:
(Mr. Harper) I take it that the point is one of extending the __ limit 
from 16 to ISP 

C-3OOl. He liays that there are great ahuses under the Act. He i. of 
..course referring to his area and hot to your area. I am really trying _to 
ascertain whether such abuses as he refers tAl eDst ~o in your &reaP-Not 

-that I am aware of. 
C-aOO2. The Chairman: The figures show tha.t last year there were some 

'9,000 recruit..s from the United Provinces to Assam?-(Mr. Donaldson) 
'That is correct. 

C-3OO8. Can you give U& an idea how those were distributed j which is the 
,district that sent in the largest number P-The largest district was Bnsti with 
'a total of 2,040; next comes Fyzabad 1,964, Gonda. 1,687, Gorakhpur 1~631. 

0-3004. Sir Victor Swrsoon: That differs from: the figure given by 
Mr. Harper in his notoP-These are taken from the latest report of tha 

'Superintendent of Emigration. 
C-3OO5. Perhaps one fi~ure includeS' dependants and the other does not P

'I think that is so j if you take the dependants you get the figure given by 
':Mr. Harper. Cawnpore was 1,067. 

C-3OO6. The Chairman: What report you were referring to?'-To the 8n~ 
nual report of the Superintendent of Emigration, Rai Bahadur Babu Brij 
Lal, who'has 8e!lt to the Commission his written evidence. 

C..aG07. Is that a report made to Government?-It is an annul report
nuule to Government. 

C-3OO8. Can I see a copy of that report?-I can send you one; it is not 
pl'lnt.ed j it is a typewritten report, and I can send you a. copy. 

c.aoo9. Is it a report that win be published P-No, it is not published .. )t 
iet an annu.al statement which is sent to Government. ' ... 

C-3010. Does it contain purely figures?-Figures 3D;d his .remarks. 
C-80ll. Will you please send us a copyr-Yes, certainly. 
C-3012-. Do yout as representing Government-, consider tha.t under- satis

taMory conditions it would be a good thing if' migration to Assam was in~ 
{,fE'nsed to relieve the pressure on your land P-Governmentt I think} consider 
,thnt It. would be n good thing if the pressure on the land could he relieved 
whether by emigration to Assam or elsewhere. I do not know whether G-:>v- , 
el'nm~i would like to express any definite opinion about emigraim>n 1.()~ 
A~rul1. . .. 

C-3D13. One knows that thE.lr8 is here a prejudiC"8 -against Assam possibly,' 
,on the ground of certain things that occurred there somet~me ago P-Public 
• opi'n inn l\ppean to _be rather opposed to emigration to Assam. 
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0-3014. Bas Government 08 snch ever satisfied itself as. to the conditions
in Assam w~ere on.an aver~e 6,000 or 7,000 people go every yearP-There 
_were nn·lndu~ committees which reported on Assam emigration· I think there
waa one in 1921 and one pNVious to that. We recently had Sir William Marris 
as. ~ut' Governor, who had heen the Governor of .Assam and was familiar witn.. 
tIvl conditions of Assam. We never sent any special commission of enquiry 
to Assam or anything of that kind. We get the Assam Government's reports .. 

0-3015. You Dever thonght of sending an officer of your own so that yo« 
could tell your own people what the oonditions &reP-We have not done that,. 
as fnr as I :know • 

. 0-3016. Mr. Glow: I think there seems to be aD error, Mr. Harper, in' 
your statement: in olle place. You refer to an indentured labour associatioBl 
in the adjoining district of Bosti. There is no indentured labour now either 
lor any part of India or for outside P--{Mr. Harper) I have stated that r 
have no information about it. This is only a upon sent in by the local 
officer; it is quite possible that he may have misused the term. 

0-3017. Mr. Oliff: Under the heading .. Dietary" you say: .. The Depart
ment of Publio Health has worked out a. table of quantity, cost and calorie 
velue of the diet· ... hi.h a man doing hard work shouid take in the hot and 
cold weather, but no attempt has 80 far been made to ascertain how far the
actual dietary -of workmen Bud their families compares with the minimum 
and the ideal dietaries. n Is it possible for Governmen1J to consider whether" 
they could get information with regard to the standard of Hfe of work-people 
in Cawnpore P--{Mr. Donaldson) Do you mean generaUy with regard to the' 
standard of living, or this particular question of dietary which is a scientific" 
one? In 1921 we were asked to collect family hndgets in Cawnpore and a 
certain number of budgets were collected, but they were not very satisfactory 
Of _ reliable; they were sent to the Government of India. W & could, I sup
pose, collect more family budgets if that is what you want, but I cannot guar
antee their reliability. 

0-8018. Th. Ohui""""", H I remember aright, at that time, ont of 1,4(JOo 
family bu4gets you had to discard .. thousand straight oft and the halanoe 
also 'were not quite re-liableP-That is true. We had no trained investi
gaton. 

}Cou h .. ve \lot got them nowP-No. 
0-3019. Mr. Clill , Is it possible for your Government to help the Com

mission in collecting working-class budgets that could he relied upon P-l 
cannot say off-hand how long it wouid take or what they could do. We have' 
no machinery established and we should have to se1; up whatever machinery 
is necessary. 

C-302O. I would like Government to give " considsred reply about itP 
Th_ Ohairman, I would hardly like to ask a partiouler Provincial Govern~ 

meat that question until we come to a ooDClusion on the broader queatiODl 
which is under our oonaideration. " 

C-l!Olll. Mr. Oliff, I want to deal with the question of dietary. Is it. 
....... ible for Government to collect information regarding dietaryl'-It would! 
·-undoubtedly he possible {Ole Government to coUeet information, hut I could' 
:not .... y he ... long it wouid take or what special stall would he required. In~ 
quirieo into dietary have hasn mnde hy the Director· of Publio Health and' 
the questiou. Wtr.I alao gone into in connection with jails, but I do not mor 
exactly what material is at present available and how muoh more would have
to he colleoted. 

C-8022. You say in your memorandum U The conclusions of a social' 
worker who is also- an economist were almost identical." Having gone :so far, 
it it possihle for your Government to assist! us in this- matterP-I think the
Director of Public Health appeared before tile Commission and he was ask .. 
about thit j he is our &;uthority 011' dietary. 

CJ.l1023. I think he said that it could he done within three monthsP-l' 
cannot give an opinion against that of our expert~ 
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"c..3024. When your expert has saId· that it can be done within three 
months, would it be possible for your Government to belp us in this m .. tter P 
-All I can .ay at the moment is that they ",ill consider it. 

0-3025. You sa.y: U supervision over labour has had to be- stricter) and 
there is less lOItering than before". May I ask you if that is your genera!. 
experience f-(Mr. Mackay) Yes, that is my general experience of factories. 

C-3026. Yon do not carry it any further than thatP-No. 
0-8027. I want to ask whether Government has considered the appoint.. 

ment of s. labour commissioner P Do I understand that the cost would be 
About Rs. 85,OOOP-{Mr. Donaldson) The ClOSt was estimated to h& about 
Ro. 85,000. 

0-3028. What is ths capital smplayed in industri .. in- Cawnpore 1-1 am 
Afraid I can give no estimato. 

0-8029. Vi ...... Ohaman La!! , Have you bAd any objections raiasd on the 
part of workers to.any eohemes for their ameliorationP-Governmenu have no 
information. 

C303O. Mr. Shah made a st&toment a little while ago that as far as these 
hoUBel are concerned, there is a rush for th4m. That shows that it is not ~ 
passive but active desire to live better ?-I believe there is competition to. 
gei _. particular ho...... (Mr. Shah) As I e:s:plained, the rents are parti
.cularly low •. 

0-3031. The housing is better t is it not P-The housing is better and the 
rents are particularly low; I would stress the latter point; that explains their 
desire to get into those houses. 

C-3032. Where there is a desire to improve the housing conditiollS and 
:you give them cheap and better houses, they are ready to avail themselves 
Df it?-Tbere is always" market for goods going cheap. 

0-3033. In your memorandum you admit the fact that at Cawnpore the 
permanency of labour is somewhere about nine years P-This is what we say! 
.U A certain mill at Ca.wnpore reported that the average duration of employ-
anent among permanent employees in it was 8·87 years. In the opmion of 
the Chief Inspector of Factories this :figure is fairly representative of fac
tories which provide housing accommodation 'for large numbers of their 
employees, and thus enjoy the benefit of a comparatively stable labour force." 
(Mr. Mackay) That was at the time when this memorandum was prepared. 
Since then a further inquiry has been made, and the result given in my note 
on recruitment. 

C-3034. Engineering works, 3'S years and textile factories. 6~5 years;: that 
is for skilled and semi-skilled WOl"kers. That shows a fair amount of perman
-ency. In your memorandum this is what you say: U Owing to the strong 
inclination of the workman to cling to his habita even when his environment 
has changed and to the migratory nature of a large proportion of industrial 
labour the reforming efforts of Government, public bodies, loeal boards and 
.employers are Blow to bear fruit, and the incentive to action for the improve
ment of the ()Ollditions undel' which industrial workers live and. work is weak .... 
.. ned." How do you justify that &tatomentP-{Mr Shah) By" visit to' 
labour localities. 

0-3035. On what information h&V& you basad that st&tomentP Consider
ing, firstly, wherever housing accommodation is provi~d cheap and good, the 
worker, have been ready to avail themselves of it, and secondly that there is 
.. fair amount of permanency, how could you. attribute the lack of better 
conditions to the weakness on the part of workers) their lack of desire to 
-avail themselves of better opportunities and their migratory character P-I 
do not say that there is no incentive to action on the part of workers; refel'
-ence is made to the incentive to action on the part of Government, public 

. lJodies, local bodies and employers. 
C-3036. Because of the migratory character of the workers, of their Jack 

.of desire to avail themselves of better facilitiu1'-We have not stated that. 



C-3037. Can you ten us what are the improved conditions which the work
ers have failed to avail themselves of?-For example, they still continue to 
use the open space for answering calls of D&ture even though municipal 
latrines have been provided. . 

0-3038. What others ?-If you provide 8. sanitary well, it is not always
mada use of. In short, sanita.ry conveniences provided are often m6l'egardec1. 

C-3039. Anything else?-If the employer provides a ventilator, it is not 
an uncommon thing :to find that it is. obstructed. I think you found that in 
the chawla at Bombay. I 

C-3040. Anything beyond that?-In the matter of disposal of refuse and 
rubbish, aga.in it is the same thing; they throw it all over the area where" 
they live. 

0-3041. So it is all A question of sanitation?-Yes. 
C-3042. Anything else beyond sanitationi"-I do not think they are parti

cularly careful in the wje of accommodation provided. For example1 the, 
put nail. and pego into the walls and damage the place. 

C-3043. So that is on what you based this statement of yoursP-Noj these 
are only some of. the illustrations. 

0-3044. The Olwirmt.m : .As to the sense in which you used the words U per
manency of labour H may I try to clear that a bitP What you would calt. 
a permanent worker in Cawnpore, I take it, is a man who has severed bm 
connection with his village. Could you suggest to what proportion of the 
total industrial workers does that a.pply?-{,Mr. Shah) I em afraid I cannot 
give the ligures. . 

0-3045. Even those whom you call permanent, do they usually go back to 
visit their relations in the villages for One month in the year?-They would 
not necessarily take a month's leave or holiday in 'order to visit their rela
tions. They ddl go out in order to visit them people and in connection with 
social events. " 

0-3046 .. I take it tbat they are comparatively permanent?-Yes. 
0-3041. Mr. Clow: What proportion of the permanent labour force has 

bee" t>ompletely divoroed from the land?-I expeot it is a very amaU peroent
ego. 

0-3048. Si,' AlexandtT Mwrray: But you said that in some woollen mills 
the workers stay t}tere for a period of 8 or 9 yearsP-We did not refer to a: 
woollen mill, but to a local mill. 

0-3049. You said that only 25 per c .... t. of the labour com .. from Cawn
pore and the rest from the surrounding districts P-Y ea, that is true. 

C-3050. Even in a mill where the people have be'€'D working for 8 or 9 
years, only 25 of the people ar-e really from Cawnpore and the rest come from 
the surrounding districts P-Y ea. 

3051. The Chairman.: I take it that even those whom :vou call perman
ent or semi-permanent, they very often go back to their villages as they get 
older P-Yos, that is true. But I ahl"'ld say that we have no definite figures 
on the point. 

(The witnesses withdrew. The Commission adjourned till Tuesday, 17th 
December.) 
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Laclmow University. 
Th.e CAairman; I propose to put one or two questions to you in the first:: 

place and then to ask our Medical Assessor to follow OIl some of the details of 
JOur statement. 

C-3052. Yon say: U It is striking that the Indian worker in the factory 
aot merely requires but also obta.ins more calo-ries than are needed by thw 
lDdian peasant or the professional man engaged in sedantary pursuit. II 
Later on you say "Both climate and physiological adjustment have fitted> 
the Indian factory hand to work at & slower pace jU4 that is, at a slower 
pace than the Europeo.Jl)-" and if he has to labour· unremittingly and' 
strenuously for long hours l;te adjusts himself by occasional idleness as well as 
absenteeism." Do I take it, then, that your conclusion supports what we 
ltave had put before us by witnesses, namely, that what I may describe as a 
fa.ther easy-going procedure spread over 10 hours. is more Buitable to the 
Indian by reason of his diet and his climate than 1& shorter term of I say J 8 
hours in which he would he kept at his spindle or his loom during the whole-' 
W the time and not allowed any of the relaxation which he takes at present 
in the longer spread-over. Is that a correct summary of your conclusion P
IIy point is that the Indian labourer cannot work unremittingly and strenu
ously for very long hours, and that if there is a leisurely disengagement his 
efiiciency increases. I cannot be definite on the point whether 10 or 8 hours
would be more suitable for the Indian labourer under present conditions, but 
1 am definite on the point tha.t the hours of labour in India are not adjuste.l 
to the conditions of the clim.ate. For instance. a factory, in my opinion, 
ehould commence work very much earlier in the morning, say, at 4:30 or 5,
especially during the summer when the temperature is so very high.. 

C-3053. Sir VKtor Bassoon: ·Wbat hours do you suggestP-From 4'30 toa 
9-SQ-and then agaill from 3 to 6'30. 
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0-3054. That is aD 8i-hour day?-Y... If it were" 10 hours d"y, the 
aftsrnooD. h01ll'll would he from 3 to 8. . 

c.so55. The GhaiTf1W.1L: My first qUestiOD did not have regard to the tim .. 
of the da.y which you thought were suitable to Indian conditions, but whether 
.or not, supposing a reduction in the hours, you could even then expect the 
Indian worker on his present diet and in his present climate ro be workin,g a~ 
!ria spiDdles during the whole of the time withont being allowed any of the 
relief which is at present allowed UDder the Io-hour oy.tamP-My submi .. ion 
is that we should seek efficiency in other directioni first, in adjusting houra « labour to the conditions, ~d to the climate. 

c.so56. As to the time of the day in which tboas hours were put in P-Yeo. 
C-3057 •. You have not reached a conclusion as to whether even in those 

.circumstances it would be practicable to expect the Indian worker to work 
lUlremittingly during those houraP-Unremitting work would be inefficient 
for an Indian worker if it were cootinued over very long periods# 

C-3058. By tf un1'8mitting" I should mean that the workmen are not 
allowed to go from the room in which they work on any excuse other than 
illness?-There are occasional spells of absence which do not mean unremit
"ting work.. 

c.so59. We are told th&t even if the hou,," were reduced to 8 per day, the 
Indian would still take French leave, and that is due to his nature and clim • 
.ate and could not easily be altered ?-If the hours were reduced from 10 to 8,' 
I do not think there would he the same absences. 
~. What do you suggest by your term II unremitting work for Jong 

hoUl'l' P-The Indian worker now goes away from his room in order to make 
himself easy snd to smoke, ~nd in BOme cases to take food in the morning. 

0-3061.· Sir Vict01' Bauooo: What do you mean by It unremitting work 
for long houn n P How In&ny hours of unremitting work do yon think the 
Indian worker can do '-It is for the physiologist to aDswer th&t. 
~. You said he should not work unremittingly for long hoursP-My 

point: is "that unremitting drudgery for long periods is unsuitable under the 
present conditions of Indian clima:t8 and diet. 

- ().3063. What do you can a long period P-Ten houra. 
C-3064. You mean the toto.l apread.over. You do not mean that five houn 

withont " break is too long. You are talking of the whole day's workP-Y ... 
C-3065. The Ckai1"1n4fl,: We have been told by some witnesses that at pre

sent the actual working time at the spindle or at the loom of 8 factory 
worker amounts to about 8t hours out of the nominal 10. Do you think that 
that eaoy-1!Oing method is euited to hi. character?-That i. due to occasional 
absences during the offioial hoursP 

c.8066. YesP-What do you mean by ea8J'-1!Oing methodaP-These are 
more or 1... a physiological D"""""ity. 

C-8061. - I mean that absences from the working place in the course 
-of the day, amounting to 2 or 8 or more periods of absence, aN suited to the 
needs of bie physiology and to the .climate in which the Indian worker works. 
'That is what w-e were told by BODle witnesaeeP-It all depends on the circum
'8tanees under which the workere have to work, the kind of drudgery they 
have to undertake, the rest periods and so 004 

0.0068. We have also been told that there might be • half an hour inter
val 8ay at 9 o'clock or at 9-30 in the morning when the engines should be 
&topped' and the whole of the work61'S have a period of rest or relaxation, 
lm* it haa boen statad that the workers would not like tbat; that their needs 
.and desi1'68 vary as to time, and that for ~ll the workers to leave their w~rk 
at the same period would not meet the varIed needs of t~e workers?-I thInk 
the occasional absences should be chocked as far as po88.ble, and that there 
'Should ~ be regula.r intervals of leillure.. 

0-8069. You think there should be definite breaks when every man i, 
.obliged to take hi. relief and th .. t no relief should be allowed while the 
~ngine8 are runningP-Yes. 
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C-301o. Cot. Ru.s"eU: You say U hard wOrk has been done in India and' 
in Japan on the basis of 2}000 calories: as compared with 0,000 which was the-
British war ration )", Where did you get the figure of .2,000 ca1oriesP-From 
McCay's investigations on the jail diet in Bengal. 

C-3071. That invEStigation was carried out Jbout. 20 years agoP-Yes, but 
aince then no investigation on those lines has been undertaken in this c0un.-
try. . 

C-a072. Why has no other investigatioll haea carried out P-Apathy 
towards labour problems in generlll. 

()'s()73. But physiologists clo not worry about labour problems?-I thinli:· 
they should, as they have been doing in all other countries • 

. C-307 4~ Is it Dot due to the fact that, in the opinion of physiologists, the 
calorie estimation of diets is not so important as other methods of calcula;
tiOD P-What other methods of calculatiOD do you mean? 

C-007S. I am asking you whether it is not the opinion of physiologists that 
ealories are not so important now as other methods of estimating diet V'aluesP' 
-It is tha only work .. ble and practiclll method. It gives useful resnlts. 

C-307tt: Yon think the calorie estima.tion is the only useful method P-I 
do not say it is the only useful method. but it gives the most practicul' 
_nits. 

C-8071~ In making your"" investiga.t.iona did you estimate the average' 
weights of Indian workers P-It is a general estimate that I have given you 
in my memorandum-that the weight of an Indian is I... by 10 to 20 pe" 
cent. than the .tl>ndard weight of a Europaan. 

0-3078. Twenty par cent. less than 154 pounds wonld ha 124 pounds. Do' 
you think that the overage Indian worker weighs 124 poundsP-That figure 
has been arrived at on a rough estimate. 

c.3079. I should 8Sy it is a very rough estimateP-I do not think so, it 
is the result of taking grades of workers coming from different communities_ 

Q..3080. There are figures in -existence which show that the average weight 
of an Iudian WOl"ker is about 104· pounds P-There are differences 88 betweeJ1' 
the different provinces. I think yoo. will find my estimate for the .United; 
Provinces quite accurate. ~ -~ 

C-808L You say U In India clinical researches tend to show that the level" 
of protein consumption which is sufficient for healthy subsistence and norm&l 
efficien~y of an ~dult .~nds much lower than the san:e level for the EuropeaDi ~ 
adult.' To which clmIcsl researches are you referrlngP-McCayl's. -

C3082. In lOOn-yes. 
0-3083. Have you any &gures to show what is the average protein con

sumption of an Indian labourerP-I am dealing with comparisons. 'It is. 
_inly tha result of McCay's investigation which I have mentioned here. 

C-30S4. I want to know if you can give me any :6gure.P-I have not got i1r 
with me at present. - . 

C-3085. You have made an investigation?-Yes. 
0-3086. Would you say that 43 grams fo protein per day were sufficieu:tJ 

or too much or too little?-As I have not the figures witb me I cannot ental! 
into & di.scussion on that. -

0-3087. Yon go on to- say H If in the system of diet that prevails in a race 
depends more on carbohydrates than on proteins- for the energy needs of the 
hody, there is a tendency for the nitrogenous assimilation to sWYer. U Is not 
that so all over IndiaP-Yes. There are systems of die$ where there is an 
excess of proteins even in this country. . 

C-a088. There is an escess of proteins ?-As compared with car6o-hydrates. 
0-3089. To which diets ure you referringP-There is, for instance, the

North-West Frontier PrOvince diet. 
C~~ The general Indian diet usually contains an ,e-s:ce&S of carbo

hydrates. does it notP-Yes. 
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0-3091. In your memorandum, you say If An artisan family in Bengal. 
-Grams of protein per man per da-y:........(O". Is that correct'P-Yes~ 

0-3092. You aay if Burridge finds~ from a recent· survey of the peasants' 
.diet in the United Provinces that it gave its calorie energy as 2 400 and 
allowing for 10 per cent. waste as 2,160." What amount of protei~s, carbo.
hydrates and fats did you find in a diet giving a 2400 caloric eontentP-I 
-can tell you ..from the Cawnpore diets. 1 

0-3093. That will do. How'much protein per day.?-Those were Dr. Bur-
;:ridge's results. ~ 

0-3094. Have yo~ get figuresP.:....No. 
c.a095. Do you agree with the statement H The Indian ryot according to 

'European standard has a low level of nutrition which may cause fatalism but 
.... ay fit him better for hi. actual task." P-Y .... 

0-3096. What exaotly do you read in that. If he has got a low level of 
nutrition how does it fit him better for his actual tnsk?-Throughout the 
,country much of the agricultural work permits of leisurely disengagement a.t 
.intervals. The low level of nutrition, and the kind of diet to which the 
Indian peasant is used, accustoms him very well for this kind of work. 

0-3097. TAe COO;""",,: It may fit him better for his actual task but it 
would not .fit him for the unremitting inten.sive 'Work for a shorter period?----
"Yes, that is the point. . 

C-309S. Sir Virlor ~a3&oon: Do you hold that the low diet is going to fit 
him for his task better than if he had .. better diet ?-If be had a better diet, 
.and his standa.rd of protein consumption were diffeNnt, he would be fitted 
for exacting tasks where there is no leisurely disengagement. 

0-3099. Let us take hi. actual task in the fields. You oay that hi. present 
nutrition fits him better than any other form of nutrition.. Do you consider 
-that the peasant in the field would be better fitted for the work he is actually 
doing by So low standard of nutrition: in other words that he would not work 
80 well if yo'u gave him more food?-You are carryipg the point much further 
.than what was intended. ,. 

C-310Q. It is stated: U but may fit him better for his actual task ". How 
.do you read that quota.tion P-Aa I have e..-..:plained, agriculture which permits 
.of some leisurely i.nterVals fits an Indian worker better. 

Sir Victor SaASOO": Surely what you are saying is that the task fits him 
l!etter for the nutrition and not that the llutrition fito him better for the 
-task. 

C-3101. The Chairman: As 1 read it) the emphasis is on the wQrds H ac
cording to European standards." The first is a. statement of fact; "the 
"Indian ryot according to European standard has a low level of nutrition. n It 
would perba.ps' have been better to ha.ve said 1C and this may cause fatalism 
but it also may fit him better for his actual task." P-That is the intention of 
'that quotation. 

0-3102. Ool~ Rm~dl: You say U A further and detailed investigation at 
-the Physiological Laboratory at Lucknow of the basal meteholism of a peasant 
.of the United Provinces showed that.. the number of calories needed was about 
1,200.-" How many cases did you investigate in order to obtain that figure? 
-I think two da&en cases have been investigated~ 

0-3103. AU typical peasants of the United ProvincesI'--Y eo. 
C-3104~ You have taken their actual diet and have worked out the caloric 

-value-in two dozen oasesP-Yes. 
0-3105. You give us details of !l working class family diet where the 

income is Rs. 12 per month. 1& the total income of the family Rs. 12P-Yes. 
c.3106. That is nil th.t come inP-Yes. 
0-3107. When the family eats wheat, gram and. harley they only get 14 

_ ... Dlonth I'--Yes. 
e-S108. And they only have me-at ODe or two days in the month, 80 that 

it c .... be practicolly neglectedP-Y ... 
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C-.'l109. Do you think that this whole diet is physiologically adequateP
n is 2,3U calories per adull. worker • 

. 0-3110. From a caloric point of view you think it is adequ~teP-Yes. 
C-.'lln. Do you think from the vitamin point of view that this diet is 

adequateP-There are some important vitamins which they take in with the 
greens. 

0-8112. You base your opinion as to the adequacy of this diet wholly upon 
its caloric va.lueP-Yes} and that has been the practice in the study of indus-
trial diets in other countries. ~ 

0-3113. Twenty years ago P-Even now. 
C-.'l1l4. You say that for ordinary days the diet yields 2,393 calories, with 

ve~tablesl which 8l'8' a substitute for meat and dal. In what way do ve~ 
tables act as a substitute for meat and .dalP-During days when meat and dal 
are not taken only vegetables form the food along with the cereals. 

. C-3115. If you look at diet No. 3 in your memor3ndum~ you win see that 
the amount of vegetabies that that family gets per month is half .. seer only, 
5riving 815 calories for a whole week for a family of four individuals. Do you 
think that 815 calories of ve£etables is & sufficient 8upnly for a family for 
• week P-The adequacy or inadequacy is shown by the total amount of 
Calories which the whole diet yields. 

0-3116. You still marntain your point that the diet is adequateP-Yes. 
C-3117. Then the other diets are more than adequate ?-What leads you to 

think that it is adequate or more than adequate P 
0-3118. From the caloric vRlues which -vou give to the otber diets. They 

are obviously much better ?-They are hi~ber. The adequacy or inadequacy 
of these diets has not heen investigated by me. 

C-3119. I have heen askina you whether you consider that this first diet 
is an adequate one or. not ?-My point is this--that for strenuous conditions 
of work such a diet is not adequate; and that explains the occasional absence 
and idleness of the workers. 

0-.'120. If it is Dot adequate, in what way would you amend itP-Wbere 
meat is consumed only once or twice 3 month 1_ would amend it by having 
more meat consumption. 

0-3121. Hilt there RN large numbers of people in this country who Dever 
eat meRt. How would you amend it for them?-By the addition 'Of milk 
and milk products and more vegetables. 

C-3122. You state" It is striking: that the Indian worker in the factory 
not merely requ.ires but fLlso obtains more CAlories than ar6 needed by the 
Indian peasant:" but we have bfr.en told freauently that: he does .not obtain 
more ealorieA than are needed P-These investigatiot11l show that the number 
of catories which the Indian wOfker in & eity obta.ins is much greater than 
what the India.n peasa.nt obtains from his food in hi. village. 

0-8123. But you consider that the Indian worker in the industrial Areaa 
obtains an inadequa.te dietil-Yes. . 

C-81.24. So that the peasnnt's diet is still ,more iuodequateP-Yes. 
0-'125. You sav H The calories which the Indian working ma.n's diet 

:vields~ hardlv reach the level a.t which the British working man's dietetio 
J)OSition ordinarily stands," That must be so, I take it, seein~ that there 
is a difference in weight, .& difference in climate and &0 on. Therefore that 
would be hardly n. $tood point ?-But climate a.nd weight will not expla.in the 
great difference between 3 1500 and 2,400. 

C-312A. But ~ t,he difference between the basal metabolism acoounts for 
about 6OOP-As I have stated later on. the British worker has a. surplus of 
1,850 calories to expend on bodily movement, while the Indian has only 1,200 
calories left. 

0-3121. But the difference between the basal metabolism accounts for 
about OOO'P-Also it is aecounted for by lower weiJlht. Nevertheless the differ. 
enr8 is too big still, and it ought to be rectified by better diet. 

LADCOM VOJ.I11 PTn I 
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0-3128. If you increase the amonnt of the Indian w~rker'8 diet, to the: 
standard of the British worker, do you think you will get the l!Iama amount 
of work out of the Indian worker P-If we at the time adjust the bours a.nd 
~ditions of work. . 

C-3129. MT. Oliff: And the training, I .... umeP-That i. quite .. different 
probJem j we are dealing with the physical bssis of effi~ieney. 

Mr. OliD: I understood the question to he as to -whether you would get 
the Barne amount of work RS with 8 Western worker; that is Burely not merely 
8- physical question. 

e-a130. Sir Vietor Sa3800n : I take :it yon would have to assume that the 
other fnctors of training and 80 on were equa1?-Not merely should we 
improve the standard of nutrition but 8}SO the hours and conditions of work, 
in order to achieve efficiencYf Rnd then it is for industrial training to improve 
tha.t efficiency as much B8 possible. 

0-3131. Col. Rus!ell: At the end of your memornnc.nm you say: H This is 
responsible not to a sma.n extent not merely fo-r industrial inefficiency, but 
also for greater absenteeism n-ud prevalence of disease Rnd morta.lity among 
the factory workers in our country." Do you attribute- the high incidenoo 
of diseases like cholera, plo~ue. dysenterv and so on to the inadequacy of the 
diet of the Indian workerP-It is wen known t.hat inadequate nutrition 
result9 in a pre-disposition to all diseases. And especially when such innda
quate~nutrition is accompanied by fatigue which lowers the resistance of the 
body still more. 

0-3132. So that :vou think the high incidence of diseases which are very 
common in India. like cholera. leprosy, ma1aria and so OIl, is due to an in
sufficient diet?-You are mentioning some diseases which have nothing to do 
with mal-nutrition,. but one of the causes of the high incidence of disease and 
mortality in aU our industria.l cities is inadequate. nutrition rouplcrl with 
fatigue which lowers the resistance. 

C-31~. ~ou Bny that rn< the industrial cities you have this hi~h incidence 
of mortality j do you not ~t high incidences of mortality in the same way in 
rural nreas P-The mortality in the industrial cities i" always lllucb higher 
than in the rural tracts. 

0-8134. That it so a.U over the worldP-Yes, but the difference is very , 
IDuch greater in this country than elsewhere. 

C-3135. Are you sure of th&tP~Y ... 
0-3186. The Cha.irman: 1& the incidence of plague, cholera and malaria 

,.iJ!.ller if' the rities than in the villagesP-Taktl', for instance, .n (liseaso like 
tuberculosis which is ~ntiany n disease of the slums. 

C-81S7. I was leaving that out for the moment and referring to malaria. 
'cholera and plaA:ne; n.re those disellSes not just as prevalent in the viUngee 
in the ru-ml Mens as they are in the cities P-They Are as Dlnch prevalent in 
the villages as in the cities, but on the wbole the mortality in the dties. and 
especially in the industrial cities of India, is very much grenter than in the 
rural districtl. 

C-8138. Col. Bu..'ufll : I put it to :vou that that is the snme in every paTt 
of the world. that you get n. hiJ!:her death rate in urbn.n arena than in rural 
arens. Would you not say that part of that mortality is due not only to in· 
adequacy of diet, but is due to other conditions, such D8 overcrowdinJl;, in. 
sanitation, and so on P-Overcrowding and oongestion are connected with ceJ'.. 
tHin special disenses. Of ooul'Se I do not mean that inadequate nutrition is the 
sole cause of the high. mortality of our cities; that Wall never my intention. 

0-3139. Sir Victor 8a!Uto(Jn : Do you maintain that disease and mortality 
in an industrial centre are higher among the factot"y- workers than in that 
part of the population which is not employed in factoriesP-Obviously the 
worker's represent the poorer grades of an industrial city; take Bombay or 
Oawnpore where 75 per cent. of the popu1ntion Jive in single room tenementa. 

C·8140. T am not spE'R-king of where they nre living. As far ns t can see 
;you maintain h~r. that on. of too roasons of the preyBrence of. dis..... and 



IruIrtatity among factory workers is the preas..... of unremitting work ill 
standardized productions. I am trying, therefore, to compare 6 worker in 
a factory with an ordinary sweeper in. the streets or in other- occupations in 
a city. We have never been able to :find in our investigations up to DOW 
that there is more disease or mortality among the actual workers employed 
in factories than in the rest of the poorer population) the-· other workers. 
Have you any figures or facts to advance in that respectP-Workers who are 
employed in factories show- a. greater pre-disposition to disease and a higher 
mortality _than unskilled labourers who do not work within closed doors. 

C-3141. In the same city ?-Y ... 
C-3142. That is the point. What evidence CBn you put forward ta 

justify that statement?-I hnd an opportunity to study the incidence of 
tuberculosis in the industrial cities of India, and I found that tuberculosis 
was a. fa.r greater soourge in those districts or cities like Banga.lore, Madras, 
Calcutta and Bombay where the industrial workers are localized. 

0-3143. Would you find there is more actual tuberculosis among actual 
workers in a factory than among the other workers in that city j in other 
words, are you sure it is the work in the factory that CBllSe8 it and ~ot houa- _ 
_ jng and other conditionaP-There is a plurality of causes and you cannot 
take one. cause and emphasize that. 

c..a144. But you seem to be emphasizing the cause of unremitting work 
in: standardized productjonP-Will you read the sentence again ~ "This is 
responsible not to a small extent not merely for industrial inefficiency, but 
also for greater absenteeism and prevalence of disease 8Ild mortality among 
the factory workers in our countr,y/' It is far from my intention to say 
that it is work in factories which is. the only ca1lS9 of increased mortality in
our cities; there are 80 many other causes which are inter-mixed; my con- " 
elusion is simply this, that there is inadequate nutrition, there is fatigue, 
there are also overcrowding and congestion for most of our workers who live 
in single room tenements, and there is. the mal-adjustment as between r1H'al 
and urban habits of living. All these causes ha.ve brought about the me.reased 
mortality of all our industrial cities, especially the mortality of our indus-- ~ 
trial workers. 

0-3145. Supposing I take two workers with the same factors, with only 
ODe difference, that one is working in a factory and the other is not; would 
you say that the "fact that one worker was working in a factor,- would make 
him more prone to diseases than the other worker living in the same condi~ 
tions who is not working in a factoryP-I thiIlk the question is too theo
retical. 

C-3146. I am kying to make it practicaL However) you have no evidence 
to answer that question, although you do consider that this .is responaible not 
to & amall extent for his being more prone to diseases. 

C-3141. Col ltu ... U: In repiy to Sir Victor Saasoon you aaid yon had 
investigated mortality of industrial workers in places like Bangalore and 
Madrns ?-Madrus, Bombay J Cawllp0r9. Calcutta. 

C-3148. Take Bangaiore and Madras because I know those places. Yo" 
said you found the tuberculosis death rate W88 higher in the induatl'ia.1 areas 
of these towns than in the other areas?-Yes. 

0.3149. Which are the areas for instanee, in Madraa which you eal1 
industrial areas?-Yon will find these results published in one of my books, 
"Comparative Economics" J to which I can refer you. 

C-3160. Sir Vwtor Sao"",,,: Could you ."plain for the benefit of a layman 
..-hat you mean when you 8&y: "Both climate and physiological adjustment 
bave fitted the Indian factory hand' to work ,at a slower pace " P-His atand
ard of Dutrition and his metabolism are such that he cannot work Ullr6IIlitt.. 
ingly and atrenuouoly for 1cng hours. , . _ 

c.3161. Bit' Ale:cande,. MUf'1'all: Would you dilferentiate between a 'Pun
jab; and a Bengali. Suppooing 1 have side by side a Punjabi and Ii Bengali, 
am I to give ODe less work to do than the other, or am 1 to pay one man 
leu thaD the other man; if I fix a minimum wnge am I to fix the minimum 



"age of on~ man at less than that of tIle other IiIan P~The pbysique
J 

diet 
and weight of the Punjabi are far different from that of the Bengali and hi. 
efficiency will be dift'erent accordingly.' 

0-3152. Therefore I should have to pa.y the ~unja.bi more money than I 
pay the Bengali P-That does not necessarily follow. 

0-3153. Mr. Glow: I suppose 'the stronger man would probably drift to 
differen~ types of occupation ?-It wJ>uld depend to .. great extent on physio
logical eadowment. 

0-3154. Th. GI",irman: Doe. it not ,,160 follow that the pr..ent system 
at "rather go i.lS you please" during working hoW"8 enables the varied 
people to meet their physiological needs?-That is true, but at the same time 
this is a very fertile cause of industrial inefficiency. These things have to 
be mgularised; occasional absence should he prohibited as far as possible 
during factory hours;. if the men would be idle while the machinery is 
running, there would be ISO much waste. 

C-3155. You are 1I6ing the term H inefficiency H Be compared with a Euro. 
peliln Bta.nda-rdP-Yes. 

0-3156. Sir Ale:mnder MWI'TIlll: If I were to start a textile factory in the 
Punjab; would I have to pay a higher minimum wage to a Punjabi thaD. I 
would have to if I had started .. textile factory in Cawnpore?-It would 
follow from your own assumption" that the Punjabi's industrial output per 
capita would be greater. 

C-3157. You want me 'to pay by results and not according to a. man's 
capacity to live on a. particular diet; you teU me the Punjabi is a fitter man 
and yet yon tell me I moo pay by result6?-That is ulwaY" the case; that 
moo bappen. 

C-3158~ Therefore the employer must not pay too much attention to all 
these atatistica of yours j he must largely judge by the results in the miUs in 
whtch the workers are workingP-No, my statistics are significant in this, 
that there is already a gradation of 8eleetion a<e<>rding to -efficiency based on 
such considerations 88 1 have submitted. 

0-3159. Mr. Clow: Is it your point of view -that 80 far as the rural popu. -
latioD is concerned, their 4ist is adequate ?-I have never said that; what I 
uid was that the lndian industrial worker obtains more calories thaD the 

. "lndia.n peasant. 
C-ll160. But be bas ·more and barder work to dol-My point was also that 

even with higher calories the industrial worker's diet W88 de1i.cient and in
adequate. 

C-8161. You sQ.y that the number of calories needed by a. peasant is about 
1,200, and I understood you to say that you consider the caloric measurement. 
a sufficient measure of adequacy P-I simply gave & comparison 88 between 
the diet of the peasant and the w-orker; I have not given any opinion regard
ing the adequaoy or inadequaoy of the Indian peasant'. diet. 

0-3162. You say the number of' calories needed is about 1,200P-That is 
the basal meteboliam. . 

0-3168. You have not fonned any estimate of the total number of calories 
you regard as sufficient P-These investigations are still being conducted; I 
have Dot given here n:sctly what would represent the number of calories 
that an agricultural labourer, for instance, would require during busy times. 

0-3164. We have received a memorandum from Mr. Shitla Prasad 
SnkseiU\'r who, I take it, is 1\ reSearch student working under your direction P' 
-Yea. 

C-ll160. Am yon able to give any opinion about this enquiry P-ThiB en
QUiry into the coat of living index of tile "ffOrkiDg classes in Oawnpore ,,_ 
undertaken BOlDe Q montbs baclt by Mr. Saksen8. who is on8. of our research 
student.. 

C-3166. Hr. Baaen& in his memorandum 10.78 in regard to comp1ltatioll 
of the index numbers that the weighting of the varioull articlea of diet was 
based on an "bat.· ..... from IOD18 of the monthl¥ budget. of th .. w.rk...... H ..... 
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many budgets .. ere collected and on how many is this abstract based p~ 
Something like 200 f~ budgets are being collected by Mr. Sakeen ... 

C-3167. He gives a tabJe dealing with 10 serials j does each _ 8erial Corres
pond to a single family budget· or to a group of budgetsP-A group' of 
budgets; in each group there would be 16 or 20 budg<ll;s. • *. 

C-3168. Mr. Ahmed: In your memorandum you give a ststeruent ... to t~ 
diet of "& working class family of the lowest grade, income Re. 12 per 
mensem. The family coilsists of the wGrker and his wife and two childrea 
aged 8 and 6". Do you -think Rs. 12 is sufticient?-My concerD was witJI 
the diet. 

0-3169. But you have experience in the United Provinces, Bengal and 
other pisces ~nd I want your personal opinionf'-It is not a.t all adequate. 

C-3170. You then give the figures with regard to " a working family of 
the middle grads, income Rs. 25 per mensem. The family consmts of a single 
adult worker H. I suggest to you that in that case B.s. 25 is quite inad& 
quateP-I agree with you that if you increase the income,- the caloric value- of 
the food consumed by the worker would similarly increaae and that would 
constitute the physical basis of an increased industrial e1Iieiency. 

C-3111. Th. Chairman: And that will apply to everybodyP-Yes. 
C-3172. Mr. Clill: Ware these budgets collected by 'yourself or by mam

be ... of the staif1-These were collected hy my Department. 
C-3173. Are these hudgets still in existence 1-Y os. ' 
C-3174. I take it the examination of the budgets is purely from a calorific 

standpoint?-We have un<Jertaken an investigation of the social and ec0-
nomic conditions of the workers generally speaking, and this is parG of the 
scheme". 

0-3175. Is the investigation complete~-It is still being carried out. 
0-3176. Have you any idea. when it will be completed?-Yes, within four 

or five months~ , 
C-3177. Tho ChaiNlll1,.: Who collected theoe hudgets P-Mr. Saksena, Our 

research student. There is a tea.cher on our staff, Dr. Raj Bahadur Gupta, 
whos& book on "Labour and Housing in India" has been forwarded to 
you. Both students and teache .. take part in this investigation. 

0-3178. Have they had any training in investigations of this kindP-YesJ 
in the. University. _ . 

Mr. Clill: I should like the Commission to be supplied with the resuI~ 
of the completed investigation. 

0-3179. BiT Victor Bassoon: Was any individual hudget checked by ail-". 
other inveatigatorP"-Yes, there hBB been a thorough scrutiny. One of the 
teachers went to the same family of workers and checked each budget item by 
item. 

0-3180. Was it usually found that the result6 of those two Jnvestigations 
were the same or difterentP-There were some differences in some cases but 
usually the firet reaults were found to be accurate; where there. were allY 
dilierences they were corrected. 

C-3181. Th. Chairman: I understand that later on you will be able to give -
the ()Qmmission such results as you havel-Yes, some more results relating to 
the hours and shifts of Iahour, the systems of wage payment and ~uitment, 
aD~ housing conditioDBj I will send you a memorandum on those subjects •. 

C-3182. M>-. Clill: I am in groat difficulty in regard to obtaining evidence 
as to the health and standard of life of the worker j will you let. us have .. 
memorandum explaining the method of collection of information and investi
gation, and theD. the results of your social and economic ~iesP-Yea. 

C-3188. 8,r ·Viet ... 8_,,: And tbe number of inveot;gators and what 
typeof-Y ... 

C-3184. Diwan CiIama!> L<J11: Have you seen these budgets t>lld examined 
themf-Y ... 
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C-3185. Too OkaiNn!>": Would you prefer to leave that until we get the 
pBpere?-We wil.l give a. considered view on this subject. . 

0-3186. Mr. Utili: You say: U If be has -to labour unremittingly' and 
strenuously for long hours he adjusts himaelf by occasional idleness os wen a.a 
abscn~ism." . Is it your opinion that by regulating those periods you will 
get greater e1Iicieno,v P-lf we h .. ve regulated rests there will be greater 
efficiency. 

(The witness withdrew.) . 
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Mr. J. P. SRIVASTAVA, ML.c., Chairman. Rev. C. IL MArnsON. 
TI'IIstee, and Mr. A. ROLAND PRICE.· M. lust. M. & eg. E •• 

Chief Eu!ineer, representatives of the Improvement Trust, 
Cawnpore. 

C-3181. Sir Alexander Murray: We are very interested in the working 
of the Improvement Trust, because as we have gone round from. mill area to 
mill area. we have found di::ffi.eulty in arriving at the best method of proviCting 
accommodation for the workers. The Holland Committee in 1918 made certain 
recommendations~ and I see that the United Provinces Town Improvement 

• Act is dated 1919. Was your Improvement A.ct 8. direct result of the Holland 
Committee's report?-(Mr. Srivastava) No, I do not think so. 

C-31S8. What was the .origin of your Improvement Trust P-We hOO con~ 
gestion in Cawnpore And the Government appointed a Committee in 1914 to 
investigate the matter. This Committee reported about 1918, if 'I remembeT 
rightly. As the result of the report of that Committee the Tract was 
formed, after the paasiog of the Town Improvement Truat Act of 1919. 

0-3189. How many Trusts BTe there in the United Provinces ?-There: at 
Cawnpore, Lucknowand Allahabad.. • 

C-3190 . .Does .your Trust provide for extension inside" or outside the 
municipal areaP-It is all within the municipal limits, but it is really outside 
the city as we understand it. Very little of our, work ha.s heen outside the 
municipal area. and I think even that area has since been taken into the 
municipal limits which have been extended •. 

C-3191. So that there, is no reason for any difference of opinion between. 
you and the municipali.ty. Where there is a CODSlested area and an attempt 
is made to house the people outside the municipal areB, sometimes a munici
pality will take objection owing to the loss of revenueP-Yes. 

C-3192. But in your ease there i~ no reaSon why the two bodies should 
not work side by side ?---:There should be no reason. . 

C-3193. Do you actually work in unison or do you find differences of 
opinion arising between you P-In all human affairs there are differences of 
opinion and we are not exceptions to that general rule, but generally I think 
we work hand in hand. 

C-3194. r see vour constitution is such that the municipality is repTeSented 
on your bodyP-Yes, they have three members out of six on our body. ' 

C-3195. J see you had n. committe who were mn.kin~ enquiries and who 
recommended that settlements should be provided for -the workersP-Yes. 

C-S196, Where wou1d these settlements be tha.t you have in viewP-The 
settlements do not yet exist but we have land for them j we have three or four 
areas marked. out for that purPose. 

C-3197. Outside the oongested portion of the towp?-Yee. 
~198. How far are they from the mills, for example, the Ebdn MiIlsP

In each case these areas a.re in close proximity to a group of mills. 
r~l99. Are you filferring to the McRobertganj area.?-BeYOlld that; we 

nave some land Deyond there, These sites are within a mile or a mile and a 
half of the milia; for instance, the Khalnsi Lines and Gwaltoli Sites would 
be about hn.lf a mile from the Elgin Mills and about a mile and a quarter 
from the Muir MilIa. 

~200. If :vou put workmen's houses in the Kha.lasi linElS, do 'you think 
the workers will tra.vel the distance to the milIsP-Yes, 

c.a2Ol. Wlmt is the longest dista.nce you now have workers travelling ?-I 
know some workers come quite a long way; some walk 6 miles every _ morning. 

0-8202.· A ma.n mUll;" be tired before he e;ets to work if he has to walk 6 
milesP-Moat of them walk more than a. mi.le. and then moat, workers have 
now got bicycl.... Bicycles have taken on very well. 
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0-8203. If you tell us the workers ore all getting bicyies, we are delighted 
to hear it, but we want to consider the p08ition of workers who ha.ve not got 
bicycl... In Bamboy .... heord complaints that the hon ... were ton far from 
the mill area. and that the workers were not prepared to walk so far; they 
preferred to live in the con~sted btMtis P-The congested bu.:rtiB are not less 
than 4 or 6 furlongs from the mills; for instance, the workers in the Muir 
Mills live in Colonel GaD; and Bacon Ganj which are not Jess than 4, or 5 
furlongs from the mills, and many workers live at a greater distance than 
that. 

(}...32O.t. So that you are going to set up these settlements a mile or a 
mile and a h .. 1f from the mills and you do not think that difficulty will ari ... p 
-No, I do not think they would mind that. 

0-8205. What is your pxperience, Mr. 'Ma.ttisonP~r. Mattison) My 
opinion and my experience is that they will walk EWen further for good homes. 

0-3206. Sir Alezander Murray: Are there tramways to any of these settlp_ 
mentsP-There is a. service from Halsey Rond t but it does not seem to be used 
very mu.ch; they seem to prefer to walk. 

C-3207. Th.e OlMlirman: Do you think a mile or a mile and & half is an 
unreasonable distance P-No. 

0-3208. It was stated at 6ne place we visited that it was rather good for 
the worker to have a little walk P-A. reasonable distance ~ regard 68 good 
for him. 

0-3209. Sir A! ...... de. M11H"rOAJ' What i. the cost of the land likely to' 
he?-(Mr. Srivastava) It will certainly he below Rs. 1,000 an acre. 
~lO. You will be able to get land at a distance of a mile or mile and a 

half from the mills at a cost of Ra. 1,000 an acre P-Y ea. Of course, there wiU 
be no developmentB carried out hy the Trust; if that is to be done, the cost 
will go up. 

C-82il. What will be the cost of what the Trust dries in the WRV of ronds. 
liJZ:hting and drninageP-fMr. Roland Price) Rou~hly Re. 1,500 an n(':re. 
(Mr. Srivastava) We usually supply '\Vater connet.'tion. stonn water drninfl, 
levelling and terracing the land and roads; those four things will cost Rs. 1,000 
each. 

0-3212. S" that though the land will originally cost Rs. 1,000 "'\ aore, by 
the time you hand it over for building it will have cost Ra. 7,500 ?--But we 
do not propose to.do e.ll that ourselves; it is not necessar.v. for instance, to 
level up all the land, and one does not wnnt water laid AU throuuh. If the 
mills are going to build. tbe.v would much rather have land which has not 
been developed j they will do the development themselves and it '\'fill be cheaper 
for them~ 

0-3213. But we shall be in the same state as in the congested 1nutls unless 
you are going to lay d9wn roads, drainage and make proper provision. Are 
you not going to put down roadsP-No, not inside the settlement, They can 
make their own roads there. T~y can lay them out according to the plan 
approved by the Trust, 

0-.'1214. Aa for drainngeP-'rhey can make their own nrrnnJ!'pments for 
that nlso, 'The British India Corporation n-N buying lands nt Rs, 6{X) to 
Rs. 100 nn Aore and developing them. ~ 

0-3215. Your suggestion is that the mills should take ov@-1' the d~velop
ment of the land at a cost of Re. l}OOO an 8("re. You will ~ve it to them 
to do whatever they think necessaryP-Yes. It works out mU('R chenpeT in 
that way. Mr. Mattison will bear me- out that it is so. 

C-32i6. Bu.t thn.~ is not the usual function of the ImproT£On'tt'ot Trust. 
The usual function is for them to ma.ke- l'Oads~ streets. sud dpt""elo'p the lands 
under their control in so many waysP-We have'roads outside the area you 
BUggeat and juet contiguous to it, but not iuaide the settlement itself. It is 
for the mills to do this inside the :gettlement. If "We WE're seUinf( ~m8n plots 
inside the settlement then we wiU do the development ourselves. But we are 
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now selling one large plot of land and we leave it to tho mill to carry out the 
developmento in any way they like. 

c.3211. What about congootod bmti>. Wh .. t have yon dona to move the 
people living in !-hose bwti8 ~ outside areasP-Nothing vel'Y much .. We 
started with the ,dea of extendmg CawnPOl'<l. We had draoma of a bigger 
Cawnpore and we ha.ve not tackled the problul of the congested buill.! yet. 
As you: 'Would have 88eD. from our written statement we have now decided 
to take up the question of the congested a.reaa. in the city; But the diiliculty 
is tha.t we come into conlIiet with the Municipal Board. 

c.3218. In what wayP-These a.reaa belong to them a.ba.olutoly. They have 
powers to pull down had housoe in those areae. 

0-3219. Do yon :mean that those areas are outside your limitP-YesJ they 
are. They are not covered by our' schemes. 

C-32-20. Can you not condemn a particular .eongested area in the municipal 
areaP-Yes, but since the Municipality bve also the paw:er to do it, it is 
primarily their huaiuess. 

C-8221~ Then the two bodies are working side by side but not together 1-
Tbat is what it anwunts to. 

C-3222. What are the SJ,c"inJ. functions of the Improvement Trust P How 
do they stand with regard to condemning bu.rita inside Municipal areas as 
unfit for human habitation and trying to improve them?-We- have not so 
far tackled this work. We know that the Municipal Board hAe ample po_ 
to do that. Of course we are now going to take this up. Though the M\lnici~ 

.. pal Board can condemn the b'1£.!tia: wholesale, they do not generally do i.t,. 
because they are mostly elected members and they do not want to meur the 
displeasure of their voters. This is the main re8.8on why they have not been 
able to do anything in the matter of oongested husti.s .. 

c.3223. Would you be able to condemn these areas?-We would acquire 
them and then pull down the houses. . 

C-3224~ Th.e Ohairman: You would acquire them, but you have no power 
to over·ride tho Municipal Board?-No. We would acquire these areas with 
the houses sta.nding on them, pull doW1J. the houses and then layout the area 
afresh. . 

0-3225. Sir Alea:aooer M'U7TG1I: That is a. question of finance. How do 
you stand financially at the present momeDtP-We a1'8 in a very bad position. 
We have'ito reBOUr<:e8 whatever. We ha.ve managed 80 far on loans and grantB 
from Government. We took a loan of RB. 3n Iakh. from Government. The 
interest on that amount has come to RB. 15 lakhs. We have paid hack pre. 
ba.biy a few thOU&aJ'ld rupees out of this 80 far. We owe Government about.
RB. 50 lakhs. We have also had RB. 10 lakbe in gr&nts. 

C-3226. 8iT Ibrolli", Bahimtoolo: For the past tau years P-Yea. 
0-3221. Sir Auza.nder Murray: Your position is that you are more or less. 

insolvent as an Improvement Trust P-Absolute\y 80. From .. business point 
of view ~e are bankrupt. 

C-3228. Wha.t is your income at the momentP-Nothing, uoept what we 
get from the lease of our lands. We do not get any income just 88 they get in 
Hombay or Calcutta. 

().3229. You have RB. 20,000 actual incomeP-(Mr. Roland Price) That is 
roughiy our income from perlBaDent leases. From Bales of land we get about 
11 to Ii lakbe of rupe .. a ye.... (Mr. Sr,vastava) But that is Dot income. 

().3230. You have acquired abont 1,500 a...... and disposed of about 500 
acres. Yon bave 1,000 """'" still to be disposed of. How do you valne them? 
-There has been & difference of opinion as regards valuation. Some experts 
say that the land should fetch RB. 50,00,000; others ... y that it would not 
fetch even RB. 16,00,000. The Enquiry Commit_ could not itself go into the 
matter. Tbey have recommended valuation by exparts. 

C-3231. Where is the land chie1ly situated; is it nearly in the centre of 
the town or in the outskirts P-1n the outskirts. 
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0-8232. Is it suitable for workmen'. hOU!l88P-8ome of it is. We are 
going to acquire fresh landa if we take up this Bcheme~ 

0-8233. I have read your rep<>rta. I lind that you have been functioning 
for 10 ye&rB. You are left DOW with about 1,000 acres of land. You have 
debts of about Re. 50,00,000. You haTe no income.. You have done nothing eo 
far to' improve the 'COngested Me8B in t~ centre of the town. What are you 
going to do to help us in providing suitable accommodation for these- people 
who live in congested sreasP-We have Bt&ted tluit in our memor&11dum. 

c..a234. That does not show where you are to get the money fromP-We 
ha ... aho .... that. -

0-8235. You expect to get stamp dutiesP-Yeo. 
c.3236. On cOllveyaneesP-Yes, and on mortgages. 
0-8231. Do you expect to get " terminal tax?-Not exactly .. terminal 

tax, but s. Municipal contribution~ 
C-3238. Has the Municipality agreed tAl, give it P-They are very much 

oppossd to it, but coDllidering that they take the taxes from the land that we 
develop and sell, it is _nabl., that they should contribute something. 

C..3239. My difficulty is thiB. There are two bodiea here, the Improvement 
Trust and the Municipal Board. The latter have the-power to e1fect improv~ 
ments in congeoted areas if they choose to do that. The Improvement Trust 
also has the power, but it haa DO money •.•• P-May I just explain the pcsi~ 
tion a littlei' The MUDicipai Board has the poWer to pull down houses which 
are unlit for human habitation and ask the owners to rebuild them at, their 
own cost. They need not acquire the land wholesale. But l!"8 have DO ,power 
to pull down houses piecemeal ~ik:e this.. We can acquire the whole area, dev~ 
lop it and Jay it out. - .. 

0-3240. But:y<lu have no funds to do tb .. tP-If you read the seheme that 
we have proposed in our memorandum you will finer that we are abort of 
it •. ~,OO,OllO every year. We have made proposals to meet that deficit. 

0-8241. But you are already heavily iadebtsd ?-Governmeut -wants to 
reduce that. 

C-8242. ])0 theyP-Y.,.. they are hound to; they have to. 
<J..3il43. SiT Ibrohim Rahim.teola: Who is ultimately responsible for any 

1089 that the acheme may involveP-The Municipal Board. When we cease 
to exist or stop working ell tho _ e.nd liabilities are -tr .. nsfen\ld to tho 
Municipal Board. 

C-ll244. You have debts of ahout iUI. 50,00,000 &ad _ts of about 
&t. 16,00,000. If you cease to esist or to function as an Improvement Trust 
tho liability of RB. 34,00,000 will be plaeed on the Municipal BoardP-Y .... 
if we stopped working to-.day, Government could recover that sum from the 
Municipal .!Ioard. ~'hat is the legal position. Whether they would do that 
or nct is ... othor matter. Very likely they would not do that. 

0-3245. Your function is to acquire the slum areas, pull down insanitary 
dweUingB and layout tho grouad again .10 ..... it&rylin .. I'-Yes. • 

0-3246. What work ho.ve you done in thai; direction chtring the past ten 
yean of your 'exiatene&P-We hav& done that in ,one or two BIllall areas. 

C-824'l. Of what BiMP-Five acres in one of the most congested areas of 
tho town. There the l .... d i. worth RB. 50 a square yard. 

C-324S. How much did you spend on acquiring the five acres of land and 
laying it out afreab ?--{Mr. Roland Price) In the DhaDkutti we acquired about 
4. acres of land. We paid RB. St lakhs for the 'acquisition of le.nd and have 
apeut up 1>0 date RB. 78,000 on engineering. In the Namrhagh Ghuoiana, 
.... other congested part of the town, we acquired ahout 13 ........ of land. W. 
-paid Be. 2,-64,000 for the land and epent Re. 31,000 on engineering. 

<J..3il4!1. :After acquiring those lands, did you pull down the houses standing 
01l- itl'-(Mr. Srivaat&va) Yes. ' 

0-3250. Did you make any provision for those· people who have been dis.
placed I'-In the Nuirbag'h Ghusiana tho milkmen uead to live there. -rhey 
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had very ins&nibsry Burroundi;,g.. They had no drainage or a.nything of that 
lrind. We have cleared them out and they are living in one of our developed 
areas. 

0-3251. Did you provide for themf-We have built some model dwellings 
to acoommod&t& them. 

C-3252. All those who have baen displaced P-Most of tho.... Some did not 
want to go there. We told them that we would provide for everybody who 
wanted to go there. 

C-3253. Did you take a census of the number 'of people displaoed and the 
number provided forP-No. I do not think we did that; hut no one had a 
complaint to make. 

c..3254. We are not concerned with complaints j we are concerned with 
faetoP-I could not tell you tha e"act number off-hand; we could probably 
lind it out and tell you. -

C-3255. What was tha ... t of developing the areas and providing tha di ... 
placed people with houses P-Thls was .. very big area. which we developed. 
Part of the land was "nlled land U on which only cheaper structures could be 
put up. We put up some quarters and housed our ghosies (milkmen) there •.. 
The cost of filling the land was very high, hut we have not valued it very 
high in our boob, because substantial strucbsrea could not be put up on it. 

C-3256. You made temporJU'Y arrangements for the accommodation of 
these displacad peopleP-They are not temporary. We have built sheds and 
regular houses for them. , 

0-3251. At what costp-{lti:r. RoIaod Price) We put up 18 quarters in
cluding shedo &1; an appOOJrima.te oost of Rs. 16,000. 

C-3258. After providing for them eloewbere you demolished the insanita.ry , 
houses on the old site aod laid it out afreshP-Yes. 

0-3259. Did you ""II itf-We have just completed developing it and 
sta.rW selling. .. . 

0-326(), The O/Iai..".,..., Are you oelling the land on freehold or on leaoeP
Both. If a ,Pe1'son wanted to take. the land oD.lease he could do BO; if he 
wa.nted to purchase it outright he could 'do 80 by paying cash at- once or in 
instalments. ' . 

C-3261. When you have replanned a-nd developed one of these congested 
areus, appa.rently you do not get an adequate return, say 0; per cent., on 
the cost of the schemel-No, we do not get. that. 

0-3262. You get only 2 to 2! per COIIt. on the cost of the scheme?-That 
figure rela.tes to the workm.en1s dwellings put up by the Mills. But our retUTD 
i~ not so bad, because the ghosies (milkmen) ean afford to pay a higher rent 
than the workers. . 

C-3263. SiT Ibrahim Rahimtoola: According to the statement in your 
memorandum one of your functions is to provide new sanitary buildings for 
the people living in the congested areas of Cawnpore?-We have had various 
proposals from time to time. Onoo it was suggested that the Trust should 
build houses for them:; then it was suggested tha.t it should only provide sites 
and the individual workers and the poor people should be given facilities 
for building their own houses themselves. Now there is &. third proposal 
before us. We have never favoured the Trust itself constructing the build
ings, because we ha.ve the example of Bombay before us. Moat of the chawls 
there are empty. 

C-326t. But these buildings were not put up by the Improvement Trust; 
they we .... put up by the Development Department?-Btill some department 
built those chawla and most of them are e.mpty. 

C-3265. Sir Al4!'llWnder M-U1TOlI: Are your lwuses intended ror the Pharias 
of Collectergonj full?-No. We 6uilt small houses for them, but they have 
not occupied. them. There is some trouble between us and the Municipality 
ever this matter. They do not want to eject the Pha.rias from where they 
Ill'e now. . 
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0-8266. You are not always on cordial relatiOJl8 with the Mun.icipal Board? 
-The difficulty i. that the Municipal Board ia not 00"';_. It changes ita 
policy according to, the public opinion of the moment. 

0-3267. Has .not YBur own Board alao ""angedP AlJ far as I can .... the 
only one member of your Trust who has had more than a year's experience of 
this matter is the Chairman?-Yee. 

Q.3268. And Mr. Vikramjit Singh.. All the rest of the memhers hu."" been 
there for less than a yearP-Qoite 80# But we Dev&l' go back on our prerious 
poliCY. .In the case of the Municipality it is not an uncommon thing for 
them" to pass a resolution to-day and an exactly contradictory resolution a 
few days hence. . 

0-3269. When you provide buildings for certain elasses of people, you say 
. that they do not implement their agreement and ask the people to move into 
those buildinga?-Yes, they gave a de6.nite. guarantee to that effect. I do not 
know why they do not now want to aak them to move. We provid9d the 
buildings at their reque&t~ but we were told "recently that they were not 
going to eject the Pharias from where- they are DOW. I am informed only 
to-day thnt probably they will reconsider the matter once again and will eject 
them. 

0-3270. The point in whiclt we are directly concerned is tbe hGUBing af the 
working classes. You' have ·given a. 'statement showing that the cost of 
cOnstructing workmen's quarilers on" a sanitary basis would come to about 
Ro. 600 a room.-Yea. • . . . 

0-3271. And that in order to get a reasonable return on .the capital in
vested you require a rent of Its. 4: a month for each roomP-Yes. 

0-3272. You further say that it mnot poesible to rent that accommodation 
for more- than B.s. 2 a month, thereby giving a return of 2t- per cent. on the 
capital invested?-yes.· ! 

. C-327~. In that ca.ae you co.n well understand that nB capital would he 
available for investment in landed property giving a retUl'D of only 210 per 
cent. P-That is why we. have evolved this scheme.. The Government should 
lend money to the mills who wish to p.ut up workmen's- quarters under the 
supervision of the Trust at a cheap rat& of interest. We think that Govem
m.f'ont~ Municipal Board and the- Improvement Trustt all the three, have a 
duty in this matter. Unleu the three co-operate and each bean its iJwn share 
of the burden, nothing could be done. We have-said that Mills in Cawnpore 
have done nothing for housing their employees, because ~t is not a paying 
proposition. It is true that they get an indirect advantage, hut it is not so 
great u.s to justify tbe in_ent of tbe .um reqnired. . 

0-3274. Quite 80. The industry oannot alford to invest capital on honaing 
their employoea and get a. return of only It per cent. on their investment. 
Would not that mean an indirect increase of wages and increase in the cost 
of productionP-That is what it would anunmt to, unless the indirect advan
tages outweigh the 1088. 

0-8275. Quito 80. You say thai in the interests af the puhlic health of 
Cawnpore the burden oUgbt to ha diatribnted amongst Ga-nment, looaI 
bodies and the miilownera in view of the indirect benefits. which they get P
y .... 
_ 0-8276. What ""anoaa are there tho.t this _ration will matoriali .. p
The Enquiry Committee a.ppointed by Government eat for several days. in 
Oawnpore and as a. result of iM deliberationa 1f8 are hopeful of attaining this 
eo-operation. -

0-8277. May I take it that the present attitud6 of Government and the 
Local Bodies is such that there is every hope af tbeir oo-operating with the 
milloWIll>l'8 to solve tbe problem of aanitary housing for the work-peoplo in 
CawnporeP-Most definitely 10. . 

Q.3278. 1Il~., 8ri_ ... : 10 there any perk or open space provided far 
.... omen in Cawnp.....,P You know that they do not go to theaa puhlio parks 
o~ o.ecount af tbe pardo. ayatom.-Not 10 f..... We have just tabu up this 
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matter. We have set apart' acres <If land near the ""'ana bathing ghat 
which is the b...t plAce for the~ purpose. It baa bean recently decided to put 
up 6. parda park there. 

0-3279. Mr. Yakub: Your Improvement Trust came into existonce in 
1909P-No, it came into existence in 1921; the Act was passed in 1919. 

0-3280. Since then for bow many people have you been able to provide. 
:accommodation in your model housesP-We only build model houses for th088 
people whom we turn out from the congested areas which we propose to im
prove. We have been able to build houses for about 800 people. 

0-3281. Is that what you have baen able to do since 1919 in the direction 
'Of improvmg the eongeeted areas of the townt'-We have been trying toO 
remove the congestion by providing ·the people living there with lands out.
side. We do not aim at building the houses ourselves at all. We do build in 
certain cases, but we do not recognise that as one of our main duties. 

0-3282. To how many people have you provided lands for buildings?-We 
can give you the figures in terms of areas or the number of sites. But we 
could Dot say how many people live in one plot. 

C3283. Th.e Choirman: For how many people have you provided accom
modation under your MacRobertganj scheme? I understand that the land 
was provided by you ?-About 2.700 .. Only part of tbe land was provided by 
us j the MacRohertganj extension land. 

0-3284. Mr. Ytikub: For how many persons have you provided accommoda.
tion in that extension P-(Mr. Mattison) We have 50 acres of land there. On 
the basis of 40 homes to an acre and three persons to a home, there would be 
BCCommodation for 6,000 persons. (Mr. Roland Price) In the whole of the 
"frusta Schemes there are 5fYl acres of land disposed of and. housing approxi-
mately 507 x 40 x 3 persons. ' 

C-S-285. You have built some big bunga]owsP'-{Mr. Srivasatava) Yes, we 
built quarters for our staff. 

0-3286. Th .. t was what you did JirstP-We thought thet linl ... this was 
done our staff could not work. . 

0-3287. ,How much did yo nspend over th_ staff houssa?-About six 
lakha. 

0-3288. And you have transferred or Bold those houses since thent-Ell'
-cepting two. 

0-3289. Did yo'; sell tbem on proJit or on I ... ?-o~ loss of course; they 
were built in 1921 when the value of the property was very mueh higher than 
what it has been since. 

0-3290. How much money have you spent in acquiring land for the poor 
.people?-The question is rather vague. 

0-3291. You just now gave the area. of the land ~t you have acquired?
We have- given you th~ area. of the land which we have disposed of 80 far. 
It is not all sold to poor people; there are many rich people1 and ertremely 
rich people, who ha.ve takea the land. 

0-329ll. Have you acquired any land for the poor peopleP-Not specially 
marked out for them. 

0-3293_ 'What is your scheme to give better housing to the workers in the. 
town who live in congested and dirty areasP-As I haV'8 already -ezplain~d, 
we have now got a scheme that would ear-mark several areas for the housmg 
'Of workers. 

0-3294. Have you started doing anything P-No; the whole matter is now 
before the Government j this is the recent .recommendation that has been 
-made to Government. 

C-3295. In you,r memorandum you speak about the recommendations of 
the Holland Commissi01l. Haa the United Provinces Government accepted 
those recommendations and done anything to give elfect to themP-I cannot 
say; we have got nothing on. record. I 

C-32\l6 •. Nothing came out of it lis far 88 you knowP-No. • 

L2 
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0-82979 You state in your memorandum that a joint committee of th& 
representatives of the Municipal Board, employers of labour, and the Im
provement Trust was appointed in 1928. What steps have you taken to. 
give effect to the deciai.oDS of that committee ?-The whole thing Wa& under
consideration since then, and now, as you know, a scheme baa been formulated, 
a.nd put up to Government. ,..-

0-8298. The Government has not taken any steps yet?-It haa juet gone' 
to them; of oourse, they appointed a committee this year consisting of about 
12 memben including BOme membere of the legiBlature. 

0-8299. Can you give us an idea .. to how much money h.. been spen;' 
over these special committees which have been appointed to OOJ18ider the 
!ueetionP-We do not keep accounts of that. 

0-3300. :r. the Cawnpore Improvement Trost popular with the people of 
the town P-I think ~o aod I hope 80.' . 

0-3301. Yon have definite indication that it is popular with the people of 
the townP-There: is no out..cry against it so far as I am aware. Of COUrBe' 
improvement trusts are always unpopular bodies. 

C-3302. TAe (JhQirmafl.: You cannot make improvements without treading
npon the rights of some one or other P-Yea. If you compare the Cawnpore
Truet with the other Truets in the pro..moe, yon will find that the Cawnpore 
Trost had the least opposition 80 far. 

c.:l3OS. Mr. Yakub: That is prohably because the Cawnpore Trust has not. 
so far tread over the rights of anybedy?-I do not know. 

0-3304. Has the Cawnpore Municipality any control or hand in your work po 
--()ut of the six truetees on the Truet, three come from the Municipal Board. 
Every scheme that we frame goes to the Municipal Boarf,l for objections, and' 
those objections are at! considered by Government. 

C-8305. I suppose your relations with the Municipality are cordia11-J ust 
now they are cordial. 

0-3806. Mw Power: The Upper India Chamber of Commerce use rather a 
strong expression .. bout your body. They eay: "Land was off~ by th .. 
Cawnpore Improvement Trust at exorbitant rates. and with no undert·aking 
for the provision of water or sanitation, while the Municipality was unablo 
to assist with these necessary requirements". . It will be interesting to know 
your comments on that statement1--{Mr,. Srivastava) 'That statement is. 
correct in 90 far as it goes, but this land at Rs. 7,500 an acre was developed 
land. Bince this memorandum was written by me, I understand that the
price WBS reduced tc Re. 4,600. This is an old matter; I was not personally 
conversn.n~ when I wrote this. ,The price was reduced to B.s. 4,500 and the
Trust has also guaranteed wa.ter from tube wells which they had especially 
put up. The Municipality resolved as far back as Fehrnary 1921 that if 
employers would put up qua.rters the}" would remit ta..."Ce$ entirely OD those
quartera. 

0-3307. The Chairman: In perpetuity P-It means that; they do not state
the time. The house taxes be wholly remitted, that is the resolution .. 

C-3308. Mr. OlifJ: What was the dote on which the Crosthwaite Committ<><> 
concluded their reportP-They concluded their report juet abent ail< weeks 
ago. • 

0-3309. With regard to the scheme that is now mooted, will the public> 
have a right on these lands which are made over on leaseP-I do not think 
80 j the land would belong to the pa.rticular concern which takes it over, and 
it will be for that concern to control it afterwards~ 

()..3WO. Will the Municipality do in th"", lands .... hat they do in otbor 
lands and will not the publi. have a rightP-Th" Municipality would have to 
provide certain conveniencea in order to help the scheme. 

0-3311. If the MUlliojpalitydo exactly in those areas wlua they do in 
other areas, will not the public have & tight on thew P-I do not see how they 
can. . . 
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C-83i2. Is that a recommendation of your committeeP-That has nothing 
Go do with us because that would be fGr the Municipal: Board tG consider. 
But I should think that an employer whG puts up quartsra and aI:se a bonn
<lary wall would seriously obieot tG any intGd .......... 

~13. Th_ Ohai"""",,: Who will provide lighting; will it be dGne by the 
Municipality or by the privatG landiordP-Tbe lighting will be previaed by ~ 
-the Municipality. 

C-8314. Mr. Yakub: Who provides lighting for the MaeRobertgaej l'-
(Bevd. Mattisen) Largely the Municipality. 

C-8315. Mr. Cliff: Your cc!mmittee waa represented (}D the Joint C0m
mittee of 1928?--{l\{r. Srivaatava) Y .... 

C-8316: Do I understand that the CrothwaitG Enquiry Committee did not 
.agree with the Joint Committee of 1928 that the land should become the pro-
perty of the millowners after 30 yearsP-Yes. • 

C-8317. They disagreed P-N o. The millowne .. will pay for the land and 
lmildings in 30 equated inatalments at the end of which period they would 
~me their property .. 

~18. That is the proposal of the Joint Committee of 1928 and not thet 
.of the Orosthwaite Committee¥-No, it is e=ctly the same. 

C-3319. In your memorandum you will ·find that the Joint COmmittee's 
reoommenda.tion is that after a certain period the settlement ought to become 
the property of the millOWU8!'&, while the Crosthwaite Committee's recom
mendation is that they should be made available to the mills on a 90 years' 
_P-The idea is that when the entire _ h .... been paid the land would 
become the property of the factory. Prohably this is not made clear. The 
1IIight cbaege has been made because of a legal difficulty. If land is sold out
right then the Trust or Go'\"ernment ean have no control over it; if it is 
leaaed then Government would have a bigger bold, but once the dues of 
Government 8l"$ paid oH, there is no need for that hold to continue~ 

C3320. May we take it that the Crothwaite Committee have declared on 
the lines of the 1928 eommitteeP-Yes, excepting this dillerenoe thet the . 
Joint Committee of 1928 recommended that the Tr_ should build whereas 
the Crosthwaite Committee has recommended that the mills themaeIves should 
build out of the money provided by Government. 

0-3321. The question is mainly a question of public rights on those lands. 
Whose property will it boP-It will be the mills' property. 

~22. DiUla" Oha_n LaU: The same Committee th .. t Mr. Cliff waa re
ferring to recognise the.moral responsibility of the employer, the municipal 
board, etc., to share the financial .burden in the matter of providing hottaes 
for workeni. Do you agree 'With thatP-Yea. 

0-3323. Yon do not agree with the recommendation of the Industrial Com
mission which said that it would he undesirable and unjust to compel indivi
-dual employers to house t.heir employees p-compulsion is one thing and moral 
Ir68poDsibility is a. ditlerent thing. 

0-8324. If the moral responsibility is not being discharged what"" is your 
<remedy for itP-The remedy may be gen~e persuasion. 

c.8325. Obviously gent-Ie persuasion has failed because if ,.OU turn to the 
n .. port of the Cawnpore Improvement Trust you will Jind there stated: 
_ct There !s perhaps DO city in the Provinces where the problem of houaing 
·for the W(!rking classes is 80 serious or - of BUch great dimeDSions as in 
'Cawnpore. The conditions under which the poor live in Cawnpore are a 
standing disgrace and the BOoner something is done to remove this blot the 
Detter for all concerned" .-1 obviously wrote it iII & moment of excite~ent 
-or enthusiasm. 

C-3826. Mr. Y"k"b: Was it written before you wrota the Simon ~m
lIDittee'. report- or afterP-After. 
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0-41321. Diwan Ohtz<nl1,n LoU: If you· visit the .poto that you call biota YO" 
would probablY be fortified in the excitement that was cauoed when you. 
"rote that P-I agree. 

You agree that they a ...... otending disgraoeP"--Y ... 
<J..382S. Yon aay that the sooner something is done to remove this blot; the 

better. Wha.t comprehensive scheme have you in view for doing eo:m8thing, 
-We have put up a scheme before Government which would BOlve the· 
problem; it would ~ the _oration of all concerned. 

0-3329. Let me examine this scheme: you are providing for 2,000 workers 
and th.ir familieof-No. 

Th. Ohairma .. : For 20,000 workers. 
C3330. Diwan Oha"",,, LoU : In replY to Mr. Yakub you eoid that you hod 

at the present moment a scheme whereby yotl are going to allot a certain.. 
number of acres which would provide housing for 2,000 workersP-I said: 
nothing of the kind. The l ... d whicb one linn of which Mr. Mattison is a 
member has taken up from us recently would provide h-owng for 2,000· 
workers. . 

0-3831. H9W long is it going toteke to provide housing for 20,00& 
workenP-I cannot probe into the futurej it is all a question of W&ys and 
means, how much money is forthcoming, at what rate the employers &re
prep&r&d to build and 00 OD. 

0-3332. In tbis Bcheme that you have propounded have you come to any 
definite conclusions as to the number of houses to be provided, the period it is. 
going to take and the money it is going to C08tP-When Government accepts 
our proposals, then the Trust would be in a. position to approach the em
ployol'S a.nd ask them wbether they would take up the thing .. t once. Of 
course, before the Improvement Trust Enquiry Committee, the Chamber or 
Commerce expressed their approval of the scheme, but -the Chamber of Com
merce could not obviously apeak on behalf of other concerns; it would be for· 
individual concerns to decide. 

c.3333. Haoit struek you that it might be desirable to have" oo-operative 
.housing· scheme in connection :with thisP-I have thought over it several-
times~ but I am not a great believer in co-operativ8- movement yet; somehOW" 
or other it hu not taken root ~ this country. A great many of these co.. 
(\perative societies in the province which deal with all sorts and marmer of. 
things are more or less a. failure. 
. 0-3334. So that. if the employoro do not avail themselves of these oppor

tunities that you are placing before them, the. matter will be at a staDd.stillP 
-We have got- an alternative scheme. n the employers do not avail them
selves of the offer, we will offer the land and the facilities min"" the: money 
which Government is expected t-o provide to private parties who can .build 
houoeo for workers. But the troubJo there would be that you cannot bind' 
them to a low rate of rent; no one would like to build a :bouse unless it 
fetches at least 6 per oent .. interest. 

<J-3385, You have thought of the printe I .... dlord but you have not 
thought of the worker working the scheme on the basis of tha co-operati",,· 
syotemf-We thought of that .. f .... months ago. 

c-3336. Would you be prepared to make the land available to the workers P 
-If a scheme is put forward before lIS,..we will very gladly consider it. 

0-8881. You have not thought out working·that scheme yourselfP-HoW' 
can we work unless the workers themselves join together P There was a c0-
operative housing scheme started in Cawnpore some time ago which WaB, I· 
beli&V61 a failure; they took up some land from us, but we had to get tha~ 
land heck from them. 

0-S388. 8ir Viet .... 8a.s'0MI0: Has the union thought of negotiating with· 
,OUP-No. 

ClI839. Diwan Oha""", LoU: Have you thought of negotiating with the 
uniODP-No. 
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0-3340. Hay I make ~at suggestionP-I will pI .... it before the Trust. 
0-3341 •. Col ..... 1 B,....U: In yeur memorandnm yen give certain interest

lDg suggestio,," as to the method by which you propose tc> houee persoll8 who 
are removed from a oertain area. I think it would be of particular interest 
to have aome d.tails. Conld yon send no .. etatement as to the cost of ""ch 
plot, the number of plate per ...".." the cost. of the plinth, the cost of tho 
erections on the plinth, and the cost of the materials which you have provided 
for these individuals for tilling in the gapeP-Yee, we wiU eupply " etatement. 

0-3342. Mr. Ah .... tl: Is it not a foot that there is unemployment' a.mongst 
workers in the town of Oawnpo .... P-I do not think there is very much of 
unemploymen.~ 

0-3343. If you want & suflicient. number of workers You can always gei; & 
supply?-Those who do not find work in the mills find-work in b ......... ; • 
Cawnpore is a particnla.rly industrial place. 

0-8344. We have evidence to show that there are a lot of people who 
do not g&t suffici&ot workP-Not .. lot of _Ie; th& .... may be a few. 

0-3345. To some extent they look upon the Improvement Trust for amelio
rating their condition?-I do not know how we can give them employment~ 

C-3346. You can utilize their services in the various schemes that you 
launch upouP-Yesj we naturally employ men who are available in Cawnpore. 

0-3341. Yon asid that you have a defi.it. Did yen think of levying a 
terminal to", from the p8SS&ngers who eom& to this city P-That proposal has 
-heen di8cussed time and again, but I believe tiIere is aD objection to it in 
principle, namely, why should aD. outsider- who comes to Cawnpore for a day 
should contribute towards the improvement of the city. Terminal tax is 
only' levi&d in centr&s wh ...... pilgrima CODgregate. 

0-3348. Did you try to levy a tao< on exports and imports of goods, like 
rotten and woollenP-We hove no pow .... to do ~t. . 

(The witn ...... withdrew.) 
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ACHCHHA SINGH and other represeDtldives of the lIara_ and 
Saddl,ry Factory Laboar Union fmterpl'eted). . 

0-3349. Tk. Chair""",: You represent the L!<bour Union in the H".."... 
and Saddlery Factory of Cawnpore 1-Y es. , 

C-a35O. You- tell lis that your UnioD oonsists of over 500 members who 
are labourers in the Faetory, except the President of \he Union who is an 
outsider?-That is 80# 

C-3a51. I ,understand your Union waS formed in 1927P-Y .... 
C-335lI. And that it is recognised by the Gov~rnment who control the 

F""tory?-Yes. . . 
0-8368. Then you have an opportunity' of representing your grievallC8ll 

direct to the Manager of the Pactor:y?-We can rep .... ent our grievan ..... 
0-3354. Do you represent your griev&1Wes from time to time to the 

Manager of the Factory ?-When W$ have grievances and when matters arise 
which we want to represent through our committee- we represent those 
m&ttera to the Manager. . 

0-3806. I notice that you appear to complain about the pi __ work "Ystcm 
in the P""tory?-We have many grievancea in regard to the pi ..... work 1!JStBm. 

(}.336IY. The piece-work system, I think, was established about 10 :years 
ago?-It was brought into force after the war ended. 

C-3a51. It was established in order to do away with the erila which had 
arisen under the previous .ystem, whish meant the employment of jobbers 
and controctors?-Thot is so, bnt by the institu~ion of this system ws are 
put to a greot deal of trouble. . 

0-$358. You do not ask to be put back to the system of jobbers and con
traQtors whioh existed 10 years &got-We do not went that. 

C-335lI. But you would like .. me 00_ to be made in tbe pieoe-work 
system as it at preeent exist. P-Qne of our gr<>atost dillioulti... is that we 
do not get paid for the work 'which we turn out. Before the present system 
was introduced we were paid, i_or instance, Be. 1 for a particular Ilut that 
we tomed out. Whether we turned it ont in an hour or in a whole day 
'Was our concern. Now when we tum it out iii depends upcm the charge.. 
man's goodwill to pay us the Be. 1 whioh is 6xed or to pay us 2 annas for 
it. If a. mM is ta.ken on at Be. 1 a day, and in the OOUl'Be of the day he 
turns out work worth Ro. S, he ie not given the Ro. 3, but only Be. 1. On 
tbe other hand if .. man is eugaged on Be. 1 " day and he turns ou' work 
worth two annas I he is not given the rupee but he is only given 2: annas. 

C-3360. Do you toll us that the 111<>'; are not paid by the chargeman the 
arranged rate of piece.work for the different jobst-The OOargemao giv .. 
us a. particular article to manufacture and he fixes the rate. But when we 
have manufaotured the artiole he says the rate baa gone down. 

C-3361. That seems a proper mattor for you to represent to the Manager 
througb your recognized Union. Have you put that point before the Manager? 
-Many times we have represented t!lls matter, and the reply we have received 
is 'I... The eha.rgeman bas fixed this rate; we cannot do anything more. It 

0-8362. Mr. Yakub : He eays that they heve not repr .... nted the mattor 
through the Union but only to the foreman individually?-B.>oently. a new 
foreman was appointed and he cut down the rabes of '$he whole 88Dtion which 
employs about 50 men. When they went to receive their w_ ot the end 
of the month tbey found that their _ were lower than they used to 
_eive. They made enquiries from the clerke and the clerks .aid thot pro. 
bably the rate hed been made lo_r. Then tbe maUer reached the ears of 
the foreman, and the only reply we j{Ot from the foreman waa that the rate 
had been lowered. No reason wae gIven why the rate had been lowered. 

0-3368. TA. 011 ... _: This ... ms .to m& to be quite a proper matter for 
your Union to represent to the Manager. I understand you have not. as & 
Union, represented this matw1.' to the lfanager?-There is no point in our , ' 
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_resenting tho matter to the Manager. I will cite an esample. A ~r ago 
the Manager put us on to & piece rate and we worked very hard t Wlth the 
JeOUlt that instead of getting the .... UM :as. 50 a month we got :as. 55 .. 
month. When the wage bill was prepared tho Manager s&id .. Whl, are they 
going to he paid Rs. 55. You must cut the rote down to Re. 50 '. and the 
rote was cut down. . If the Manager acts like that towards us, he is not pre
pored' to listen to our grievances. 

c.3364. I still suggest that what you have told us is a proper matter for 
you to represent to the Manager through ~ur Union.-Although we have 
not actually represented the case through the Union, we know that the 
Mao8ge.r and the Superintendent are perfectly well aware of all our grievances. 
The Superintendent is familiar with the state of a1fa.irs prevailing in. the 
Factory. 

0-3365# With regard to the question of compulsory leave, you ten us that 
there is not; work for the 6 days in the week at present. for all the workmen 
who attend the Factory?-That is true. We are given oompuleory leave. 
That is because instesd of keepmg four men on the register they keep on 
the register 6 men. 

C-3366. You think it would be better to employ a smaller number of men 
1M) that the four men could have full work instead of the six working for 
four days a week?-That is quite true. We would like them to keep jUBt 
the Dumber of men for whom. there is work. As it iBt they oaJl us in for 
four days and keep us off work for 8 days. 

C..3367. We were told on Friday that the men had been consulted and 
that they preferred this system of compulscny leave when work wae short to 
the dismise&l of men. Is that eo P-That is not so. 

C-336S. Would you he prepared to abide by a vote of the whole of the 
workmen employed. as between the system of compulsory leave-that is, 
spreading the work over the whole number now on the rota.,---or alternatively 
dismissing a number of the men in order that the remainder may have a 
full 6 days' work?-We would abide by the decision of the workers. 

0-3369. The number of members who belong to your Labour Union is 
about ooe-third of "'the total number employed 1-At present there are about 
l?lOO men working in that Factory, and about .500 or more are members of 
\he Union. 

C-3370. It would seem to be quite a proper matter for the Union to repre
sent to the Superintendent, and if there is any doubt in the matter as to 
what the workmen prefer, to consider the propriety of taking the opinion of 
ills whole of the workmen. In your Sta.t1mlBllt you say that wages should be 
paid fortnightly and not on the 7th of each month?-We put this m OU? 

"~\6ment beC8US8 if a. man is given work only for a forlnighb -then it is 
difficult for him to last out. the whole montn, and fortnightly payments would 
I:.Jp him. . , 

c.8371. But are the workers paid once a. month or once a fortnightP-
After a month. ' 
~2. Was not a proposal made by the Superintendent to the men asking 

them if they would prefer to have the payment maile forteightly?-Yes, that. 
waa 80; for two months this system of fortnightly paymenta was in vogue, 
but then those people who were givon no work during the fortei(!ht ODd there. 
fore got no wages made a complaint that tbey were given nothIng at all and 
it would b. better that the payment should be mede 'monthly. and therefore 
it waa' put back to the monthly system again. 

0-8373. Again that hardly seems to he .. queetion that this Commission 
..... deal with further than by makmg .. suggeetion that the reeogoized Union 
should take the .opportunity of discussing this matter with the Superintendent, 
and tbe.t the W1Bh.. of the whole body of workers should b. ascertained 1_ 
That is so, but the policy of the European supervisors, cha.rgemen, etc., has 
Ioeen not to let. the Union merease m strength. 



tJ-3374. In your statement yoll tell llB that a number of the workmen ",he 
live at a distanee from the {""tory cannot leave the factory, nor ere they M 
preoenD allowed to leave the factory during the iDterva\; that is _.... 11 
end 12 0 'cleek. Do you mean to o&y that they are not allowed to go ouWda 
the factory during the mberva.!?-This is true, thet we are not allowed to go 
outside the factory during the mterval, end if anyone of ue doee, tbsm is 
denget of his not heing treabed wall. 

0-3375. But the hour from 11 to J,2 is en hour when you are not m the 
employment of the factory ?-We cannot understand why we are not allowed 
to go outside the gate, although it is the hour of leave; and if we de ..... 
come back at the regular hour, that is 12 o'clock, then of course they eaa 
take action against us, but we connot underatacd why they do not let us go 
out between 11 and 12. 

0.3376. Sir Victor Sas""",: Baa tbat always been soP-From the very 
beginning it hee been like this. 

0-3377. Tho ehai ......... : Then you ask that proper arrangemente should he 
mode m the factory fur providing &heds for bathing and having food. Are 
there no sheda for taking food?-There is no _ent for bathing and 
there is no dining shed either; it was because we were not allowed to go out 
during the mterval and ws wanted to have a wash hefore taking our meaIo 
tI!at we suggeated we should have bathing &hode as wall .. a dining shed. 

0.3378. Has tbis been diseussed by the Union with the SuperintendentP
Not through the Union. 

0.3379. LaatIy you ask that hetter arrangements should he made to proride 
cold drinking water to all workmen during the hot asason. What is the ........ 
plaint there; is there no water <n' inadequate waterP-There is no wen water 
inside nor is there any pump water inside; the water we get is water from 
the river which is hrought m and througb a taek which geee mto the ............. ; 
from there they draw Ii pipe and that is the water we drink i it is the water 
that is used for washing leather, eto~ 

0-3380. Is the complaint that there is not suflicieut water, or that i.t • 
not cold ?=-There is no arrangement for pure drinking water at all. 

c.3381. The Factory Inspector inspects theee works to .... thILt ~ ia .. 
proper water supply?-In onl:v one section have we got a IIlBIl who provide. 
water for the workers. Our handa are a.ll covered with oil and dirt aDd we 
want water for washing and drinIrlng purposes. 

c.3382. Do you know that anyone oan complain to the Inspactor of F_ 
tories if the Faetories Act is not. observed j he can evea anonymously f without 
putting his name, send a complaint to the Inspector of Factories P-About the 
water we have not put in any petitions like that, but about other similar 
complaints we did; the resuli was that in fiVery case the man wee dis· I. 

C-S388. But you are an organised Union with, you teD us • .liO() mem'hen; 
it should he your duty to know where you can eddrees the Inspeotor of "
toriesJ and you are entitled if you please· even withoub signing your !l8IDe. 
to put ""y complaint before him ,where the Factories Act h.. not beat 
obeerved.-Nohody infOlmed us about this. 

c.8884. Sir ll>rahim BaAimtoolaA: You say in your statement that pay
ment i8 made monthly only on the manufacture of thase goods whieh are 
paaoed finally by the department; no payment is made on thoee goods _ 
are reieated. Will you es:plain whether this means that for the whole work 
done by you on articles rejected by the deportment you get no pay at aIIP-
W. get nothing for the work. . 

c.3385. What hecom ... of the article whieh has been rejected1'-W .... 
nothing for it, but they oollec. these rejected artioles, heap them up and 
ocoasion~Y auction them. 

C-S886. Who tekes the proceeda of th.t aaotion waP-The Deput;r 
~~~ . 
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C-3387. N" portion of the' proceeds is paid to the workmen f-No, nothing. 
;., paid tel the workmen. -

C-3388. The whole of their labour is therefore wasted P-Thet ia so. 
C-3389. Can you give me any idea of the proportion of rejected articles.. 

.. eompared tel articles passed by him ?-Not many-out of 100 probably about 
10. I 

C-3390~ MT. Jomi.' The tlnion memorandum contains figures about the 
mere..., of expenses of permonent and suparvismg staff. When the Super
intendent was asked about this he explained that this increase was due not 
to an mereaae of personnel hut to some change m the denomination&. Recently 
have ally new officers been appomted 8Ild fresh appoiDtroenllJ created m the 
facto-ry?-ThBt is so; there are more employed in th& supervising staff now. 

c.3391. Btr Victor 8N8007l: Has any transfer been made in classification; 
have some men who were called temporary DOW been caned permanent?-Yes. 
that is so. 

C-3392. Mr. Jo!li: I want to know whether the number of officers has 
been increasedP-Yes, they have been increased. 

C-3383. H ... an A.ssiat .. "t Manager'. post bean newly cr""'ted while the 
number of workers h.. been reduced ?-A new post h... been. created. 

C-3394... Have they also appointed officers in the inspection branchP-¥ea,. 
~w~ . 

0-3395. Sir Victor SfUlDOft,: How many new posta have been created p...:
Formerly there waa one Manager Superintendent; now there are ;two of them. 
and ao they have duplioated posta. 

. 0-3396. Have any posta been suppreseed ?-Where tbere was one formerly-
there are three of them DOW; there has been no retrenehment. 

0-339'1. Have any Foremen been made permanent who were originally 
temporary?-In this way they have become permanent, by being given a ~ 
Foremen heecroiDg Aeawt&nt Managers and 60 forth. 

C-3398. Mr. Ahmed: Have the &ai.ri .. of these people also been incri!aaedl' 
-That we do not know. 

C-3399. They have bean promotedP-y .... 

C-MOO. 80 that I ta.ke it tbere must also be an ine...... of .alary ?-I do
not know. 

c.3401. Do you see the Government Inspector coming there j does he take
steps to look after you '?-We have DDt seen the gentleman. 

0-8402. Did you see him coming to your Union to hear from you your 
grievances ?-No, we are not. :familiar 'with his movements~ 
~. Do you see the Chief Inspector of Factories sitting there; he 11U' 

been serving here-since 1926; have you ever seen that Factory Impector?
I have seen the Factory Inapeet<>r who came to p.... the boiler. heeanae he
is also a Boiler Inspeetor. 

0-3404. Did he enquire about your conditions th~reJ that you are neU. 
supplied with drinking water? 

Tke Cla.irman.: He cannot answer that. 
~. Mf'. Ahmed: Do you S&y there are no Iree medical arrange-

ments P-There is a dispensary inside the factory but- it is not according too 
our Wishes4 -

C-34~. Yau want certain pensi0B8 and gratuities after retirem8D.t; do. YOU' 
know whether among you there is anybody who has served for 5, 10, 20 or 
even 26 yea.ra?-Tbere are people ·wbo have worked for " longer periDd tJum. 
that. . 

Q.3407. And atill they did not get any gratuity or pen$on?-No, they go1I 
nothmg. 
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0-3408. Have they worked in one streteh all the time without heing absent 
for 2D years or more?-They worked for tbat long period only in this faotory 
:and nowhere else. 

C-3409. No fo.cilities are given for your cliildren's eduoation P-There is a 
.i!cheol inside the. factory IIIId they charge us As. 8 per month per child. 

0-3410. And you cannot alford to pay thetP-We cannot. 
0-3411. I understand that many of you are indebted; would you like some 

co-operative society to he started in order to reli&ve you from the payment of a 
higb rate of inter .. ., 

The CM1"rman.: There is a co-operative society. 
0-3412. Mr. A""' ... : What is the rate that yen bave to pay for the money 

yeu owe ?-1t depend. on the need and the person from whom we take the 
money. Sometimes we pay 1_ anna .in the rupee per month and sometimes 

:2 IlrIIllBS • 

.0 .. 8418. Is there no co-operative society to lend you money at & lower 
rate of intereat?-YesJ there is. 

0-3414. What rete do they charge ?-Two pi .. in the rupee; but we cannot 
take any loans from that society. 

0-3415. Wh3'1 do they not lend you the Bum yen wantP-B __ the work 
,is less now, as against a deposit of Bo. 100 they lend only Bo. 90. Formerl~' 
whoever had a deposit of Bo. 100 was able to get Bo. 800 if he furnished two 

",e.utiti... But now he could get only Bo. 90 With two securities. 
0-3416. So that inepite of the deposit and the aecurities they do not lend 

you the required sum of moneyt-That is 80. 

0-3417. Mr. Cliff: Do all the men that are with you in the deputation 
,to-day work in .. faotory?-Yes. alI of us work in a factory, 

0-3418. What was tbe aCtual earninge of ea.ch last month?-(Mr • 
. A.hohhar Singh) I earned Ro. 40 laet month working a.a & daily rated litter. 
-(Mr. Laltoo) I am " Mistri on a lixed rate of pay. ' I got Bo. 95 lost month. 
:Since the Union was started I took an' active interest in it with the result 
that my rates w~ cut down. A man on lOWe!" pay was put in. my place. 

0-3419. Th_ Chairm<m: Are yeu still getting Ro. 95 a monthP-Vea, but 
.my increment ha.a been stopped. (Mr. Patrakhan Lall) I am a motor cIeanor 
on daily wages. 1 get Bo. 15-18.0 last month. (Mr. Badloo) I am a machiner. 
The month hefore last 1 got only Bo. 27; last month I get Re. 80-15.0. 

-(Mr. Mashar Hussein) I am the jemadar of the oooliea. I got Ro. 15-7-6 I ... t 
month. (Mr. Ram Pieri Loll I am a hoiler Mistri. I get Bo. 26.4-0 last 
month. (Mr. Shivnath) I work in the D-I 860tiOC which puts the hide in 
time and takes it off.-I got Bo. 26_12-0 lost month at the rate of 14 snnas 
.. day. 

0-3420. Did "II of you work full time?-(Mr. Singh) As it is the holidays 
. are many and if the faotory plays us off for a few days each month we would 
.get nothing. 

0-3421. Were none of yeu on short time? Were you not played olft
There is one who was played off for 1ibr.e days. He was idle for one day. 
'Then he got news that there was 80me more work in the factory and he 
~went baok to the f.o~ry. ' 

0-3422. Von say that if your esrvi... were dispensed with perma.nelltly 
you might he able to 86m your living elsewhere. Is there any possibility of 

.earning your living elsewhere in this trade?-There are other faotories in other 
·towns. 

0-3428. Leather factorieeP-Not n ......... ily leather factories. We can do 
·aU aorta of work. . I 

0-3424. When did your Union last meet your SupenntendtmtP-We never 
"have any p~l'8OIlal interview with our Superintendent. ,We only OODUDunicate 
-with him by m...... of letters. 
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0-3425 . .Min Power: Have you ever asked for a personal interview-P-No; 
never. 

c.3426. Mr. Clil/: Why do you not go to the Superintendeut in the Bame 
way as you have come to the Commission with your griev&uces?-There is no
arrangement for us to meet the Superintendent. _.We are afraid to go before-
the Superintendent. -

0-3427. The Chai ........ : But the Superintendent has told us that he is 
willing to see the representatives of the Union-of courae on proper ·ocoasions
-<md discuss matters with tbem?-That may be so. But whenever OIl oppor
tunity arises again, we shall go to you again. 

c.3426. Do you think that we are not lIS formidable as your Superinten
dontf-The ch"'g_ is the autocrat of the f""tory. He is the commander
m-ehief . . 

0-3429. Mr. Yakub : Wh .. t i. the attitude of the oflioers of the factory
towards your Union; is it sympathetio or antagonistioP-It is very antago
nistic. When we came to give evidence before the Commission we were
told that we would be turned out and that the Commission could not do any-· 
thing to them. 

C-343O. Which officer told you thisP-Mr. Baptiet. 
Tho Cn.nrma", You have no naed to be afraid of victimization. 
C-3431. Mr. Yakub: What is the minimum wage that you expeetP-Ra. 25-

to Ra. SO a month and nothing leas than that in these coatly deya. But 
there are many of ua getting only Be. 6 or Rs. 6 a month and we do llOt. 
know how we are going to maintain a family on tWa small sum.. 

C3432: When you are treatad like this why do you not leave the factory
and go oomewbere_else?-We have worked here for 16 or 20 years _ how 
oan we go somewhere else? 

(The witn..... withdrew.) 



Mr. GHASlTA and Mr. MUNlR, repre...atali ..... of ",,"aiD _k6h 
in the Textile Mills, Cawapore(iaterpretat). 

~,j; : 
C-3433. The OhaiTf1V1A1,: Mr. Munir and Ghasita, you a.re womera in the 

"Textile Mills in Cawnpore?-(Mr. Ghasit&} Yeo, we ere. 
C-3434. Do you all work in the same mill ?---No, we work iii different mills, 
0-3435. Some of you in woollen mills and some in cotton mills P-Yes. 
0-3436. Are you all members of the Union, the Mtudwr SabhaP-No. 

()niy Bome of us are members of the Union. 
c..s431. Your first grievance is that you are not granted leave when yon 

Tsquire it of necGssit.-y?-Yes. When we ask for leave for urgent oooaeions 
we do not get it. We go to the man in charge and ask him for leave; he 

.says something in English; we do not understand what he aa.ys. If we stay 
away for three or four days, we are told that our names &re crossed off and 

..our wages 1orfeited. 
0-3488. Clearly that has not happened to any of you here to.day; you are 

all working in the mills to.day?-It h .. happeoed to almost all of us. 
0-3439. And you have gone to work in other mil1s?-Yes. Either our 

wages are forfeited or we are played off for 8&other 10 or 15 days, with the 
;~68ult that our children 8~er a. good deaJ.. 

C-3440. That is only if you take I."ve which is ·not granted by tbe 
.-em.p)oy-erP-Yes. 

C-3441. The second claim is that YOUE pay is very low and is not sufficient 
to support you and your families?-Yes. Our wages 8l"& very low; OUI' children 
'sta.rve and we are all in debt. Sometimes it happens that nothing is left to 
us at the ~d of the month after paying the debtor. ' 

C-344ll. Does that apply to all the mill. boreP-Yes, that applies to the 
worken in all the mills. 

0-3448. Mr. Munir) at which mill do you work?-Both of us Work in the 
-Victoria.. Mills. There are others here with me who are working in the Muir 
---Hills and various other mills. 

0-3444. What is your occupation ?-I' &m a slubber. 
C-3445. What are your wages ?~It comes to Ro. 9 or 10 every fortnight. 

-:I am not speaking for myself. 
0-3446. Your third request is that there should be provision for old age. 

Is there no such system in the mills you work?-No. 

~1. Then you say that you should be given .some share from. the 
profits of the company. Are you sure that the companies make any profiw 

just now?-That can be seen from look..ing at the balance..sh.eets. Our impres-
· &ion ia that they are making profits. 

C-3448. Is it not the case that in some of the mills, when there is • profit 
"there is a bonus given to the worl,era out of the profits ~For two years we 
were ~ven bonuB~ but that has been stopped now. It is difficult for us to 

· carry on now with the present wages; we c&nDot pay our debts. 
C-344I1. Tben you ""1 that you should b. allowed one month'. lea ... with 

'pay after one ye&1"8 eenlce?-Yea. 
C-3450. And that your' resdential quart&rs are bad and too amall for yonr 

,reqwrsmeIils sod that the mill-owners should provide quartem for you at low 
· renta?-e-Yes. 

c..3451. You then. 8ay: H Women workers should be given one month's 
leave with pay before the time of 6Oni1nement as is the practice in Bomba.y." 
You would like the, Mat&rnity Aut of Bomboy to be applied to the United 
T?ro~oes?~Y ... 
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0-8452. Then you ask that a lady doctor should be appointed hy Govem-
_\-to look after the heelth of women' workersf-Y.... . 

0-3463. And lastly you ask that legislation should he enacted to enforce 
fortnight.ly payments of wages, the payments boiDg made withla four days of 
their beooming due. Is it not the general oustom in Oawnpore to p.y wagea 
fertnight.ly?-In the woollen mills we do get our w_ fortnightly but not 
in other millsa 

C-.'l454. Is it not " fact tha.t in the ootton mills in Oawnpore wages are 
paid fortnightlyP-The wages are paid twice &. mouth, but they are paid 
after a lapse of some period; there is regularity in woollen mills but -Dot in 
other mills. 

C-.'l455. Your complaint then is that the payment i. too long delayed after 
the fortnight when the wages have been e.rned f-Tbat is 80. 

0-3456. How long is the pa.yment delayed after the fortnight has 
u.pired P-Bometimes ten days. 

0-8457. You ask that it should be made compulsory that not more than 
four days sbould elapse between the date of the payment and the date of 
erpir&tion of the fortnigM?-Tbat is so. (Mr. Nur Muba.mmed): In the 
Oswnpore Ootton Mills sometimes psyment is delayed for a fortnight. 

C-:l458., Where this delay tokes 1'1&08, ha.ve any complaints been made to 
the mill authorities?-We ha.ve made complaints several times, -and sometimes 
they have been put right but not always. 

0-8459. Has any complaint hoen made to the Chamber of Commerce which. 
"",.......,ts aU the mills P-The Maad'UH' Bab"" must have represented the 
mattor to the Ohamber of Commerce. (Mr. Masbir): Nobodylisliena to Our 
pieVBD.ces, and we are often abused. 

C-3460. In the Victoria Mills in which. you work you do not cleim that 
your language is not understood by your ManagerP-How can we go up to 
the Manager P There are many .people in ~ milia who do not understand 
eur language. 

C-3461. Mr. Jomi: Instead of receiving pa.yments twice a month, would 
"'" prefer r_iving four limes a month?-We will get very little every weak 
and. it might be dillicult for ua to pull an. 

<J.3462. Do you take any advances during the forlnigbtP-Yes, we do take 
advanees. 

C-346S. Advances from the mills?-No, not from the mills hut from out
aidere. 

0-3464.. Do you get any pay during 8i~knessP-No. 

0-3465. Do.you incur debts during sick:nessP-We borrow money and we 
live on borrowed money; if we cBmlot,raise loans we die of starvation. 

<J.3466. Would you prefer to have eome ..,heme hy which you can get 
some portion of your pay during the days of aioknesa?-Yea. 

C-8467. Will you contribute a. sma.ll monthly payimmt of 8&Y, "as. or 2 aB. 
if the employ~~l'8 and ~ Government also contribute similarly towards auch a 
acheme?-We would be quite willing to contribute) but we -are 80 'poor at 
tile p~ent time that we cannot contribute sa.y more than 2 annas, 

C-3468 ... The Oha.irman: Would the women workers who have come like 
to •• y anything?-(MslB. Jamaula and Janld): We are extremely poor. Wo' 
_m about Rs. 2: or 3 every fortnight out -of which we have to keep our 
children going on and pay the rent. If we fall iU and stay away for more 
than three or four days, our names are crosaed off. At present we are given 
leave only two days before confiDem~ti we want that Government should 
pnvide for maternity benefits one motllh before and ODe month after COB

finement. One of ua is working in the New Victoria Mills for the last 12 
;rears, wbile the .other for the las, forty y...... ' 

0-S469. Mi<. P""'If": Do you evo' gn to _ the mill.doctorP-No, never. 
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C-S470. Why notP-We do not get good medicinea;.the medicin .. givea 
are a1moot water. Suppose we rely on the mill doctor ODd die, who is gciDc 
to look after our children? 

C-S471. M~. Ahmed: When you said that you are net gi ..... any haliday 
with pay, are we to undentand that even on festivais like Id and Id-......w.a 
you are not given holidays with pa.y?-{Mr. GhaBita) ·That is 80 • 

. C-S472. You say that our wag .. are too low and that they should lie 
miaed f-Yes. 

(gWT8. What does it cost you a mcmth for food, taking the family .. 
comprise of yourself. your wife ODd two children ?-If we eat well ... we 
slIould, it could not ob>iouelv ha 1_ th8i> 8 .... per heed; at the loweet '" 
require RII. 1-4-<1 or RII. 1.s.0 Ii d .. y. 

C-S474. How much rent have you. to pay for the house in which you live' 
-It ranges. from Re. 8'to Re. 6 a month. 

C-S475. What will b. the coot of the cIotb that you will >equire?-W .. 
cannot alford to buy clothing. but if we were to get olothee for _. it 
would coot RII. 10 for .. p.rson to ha. .. e decent c1othee. 

C-S476. Mr. Ol<no: Why have no weavers come with you?-Beca ..... _ 
peraons from each mill wonted to oome here and they have come; the othem 
did not come baeauae it would h ..... been .. gteaf; _ of people. 

C-S471. Are fin ... impooed upcm you P-If we make a mistake we are lined; 
if by chanco we are late by ten minutee or 80 we are aiso fined two &mUlII or 
thoreshoutB. 

C-S478. Last month have you been fined at all f-There are many w_ 
have been fined. 

C-S419. At what times you take me&ls in .. day?-Twice we get it, bU 
we do not get sufficient to 1ill our stomachs ;OIle of the two me&Is we Mae 
at 12 noon. (Mr. Meshir): There is ooe prayer that we want to mol<e ODd 
that is that the workiog hours should he reduced. Thay are too Ioog DOW; 
we have to leave our children in the dark ODd go baok to them in the dark.. 

TM Ohai"""",: W 0 will give attention to that and to ell other things thai 
you have said. -

(The witoes.80 withdrew. and the. Commis.ion edjourned to Palna,) 

I4GIPC-1.-6i1SLab.I'ML-13.Z·30-1.5IlO. 
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BOY AL OOllDllSSION ON 1.AlI011R Ill' INDIA. 

FINAL IfE!l[ORAND1lIII OF THE GOVEl!DIEJIT OF BlHAIl AND. 0lUSSA. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT. 

Number of persons employed in :- , 

r:-~ 
Machinery 

number Iron and Sugar 
Census year. perso Coal Mica "l'd en~- fac· 

• ~~yed mines. mines. steel neenng tories. work&. works. 
mdustry. _ 

1911 .. -- . . . 179,714 86.878 10,840 5.077 562 2.559 
1921 .. .. .. 219,974 103.315 12,804 25.735 8.181 4,948 
Figures of C. I. mines - IOS.&l2 13.418 - - -

for 1927. 
Figures of C. I. factories - - - 21.052 7,.514 5.534 

for 1928. 

Even allowing for the fact that the number of persons employed in industry is 
only the actual number so employed and does not include families of industrial 
workeJ'S, it can be seen that the number of persons connected with industrial concerns 
in this province represents a very small part of the population of the province. 

It is also perhaps noticeable that in the Jha.ria thana of the Dhanhad sub-division 
of the Manbhum district. the population at the last census was 180.072. which gave 
S87 pex:soDS per square mile. Therefore. even in this area., which is probably the 
most heavily populated area in the Jha.ria coallield, the density of population is 
less than that in the MuzaffaIpur district (907). which is purely an agricultural 
district. 

It must. however. also be noted that a considerable number of labourers migrate 
from Bihar and Orissa. to other provinces for industrial or other works. Thus at 
-the time of the census of ]921. 459.497 persons from the Chota Nagpur plateau 
were recorded in Bengal. and 403~784 were recorded in Assam. There is also migration 
from Bihar to the jute mills. 

(ll (i) Two statements are given below. taken from the last census report. showing 
the birthpIa.ce of peISODS engaged in industry :-

Birlhpl4c4 of skilled tIW1'keyS cl(l,$$Wd acGOTasng to t/seW industry and oCGUpation. 

Boruin Born in 
Bomin contiguous non-

district or districts contiguous 
Census states of and states districts 
year. Class of industr~,... enumera- 01 Bihar and states Total. 

tion in and Orissa of Bihar 
Bihar and and other and Orissa 

Orissa. provinces. and other 
provinces. 

1921 Coal mines .. .. .. 19.132 10.416 9,411 38.959 
1921 Mica mines .. .. 3.837 347 24 4.208 
1921 Iron and steel works .. 1.184 1.028 7.017 9.229 
1921 I Machtuery and engineering 1,951 607 946 3,504 

works. 

NoU.-rtgUTeS in columns 4 and 5 are approximate. and figures in column 4, 
include a certain number of persons who should be enumerated in column 5. 

(530) Wr. PSSCi886i701 1,526 5{30 Harrow G.71 B 
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Born in Born in 
Bomin contiguous non· 

district or districts contiguous 

Census - states of and di.Jtricts 
enumera- states of and Total. year. Class of industry. tion in Bihar and states of 
Bihar and ~a.and Bibar aad 

O ...... aad . 
Orissa. other other provinces. provinces. 

1921 Coal mines .. .. · . 28.191 14,614 17,909 60,714 
1921 Mica mines .. · . 7,034 934 64 8,032 
1921 Iron and steel works · . 6,870 4,311 3,413 14,594 
1921 Machinery and engineering 

works, 
2.567 770 914 4.251 

NoIe.-Figures in columns 4 and 5 are approximate. and figures in column 4-
include a certain number of persons who should be enumerated in column 5. 

A. ]haria CoalJi<ld.-The fluctuation of labour as a result of agricultmal con
dition is still very marked. An instance is given in the census n:port for the year 
191~19. which shows that in the third quarter of 1918 tbe labour population of 
collieries was about 65,000. When the rains failed in September of that year, the 
number began to rise; in the last quarter of 1918 the population numbered SO,OOO..
and in the first quarter of 1919 when the pinch of scarcity was actually felt. it 
reached 100,000. The collieries. therefore. had very little trouble in connection with 
their labour in 1915. but when the agricultural situation improved in 1920, constant 
complaints were again heanl of shortage of labour. The figures given in the 
annual reports of the Chief Inspector of Mines for the total output of the 
Jha.ria. coalfield show very clearly the effect of agricultural operations on mining 
output. and it will invariably be seen that there is a drop in output at three 
periods of the year :-(0) In March-Apri~ at the tim. when marriages are 
frequent; (b) In June-July. at the time of sowing; (e) In November-December. at 
-the time of harvest. 

It is commonly stated in the coalfteIds that if the condition oJ' harvest and rainfan 
could be known at the beginning of the year it would be possible to prepare an 
accurate graph sbowing the monthly ou.tput of the coalfield for the year. The 
extent of the variation in the labour foree in some collieries is shown in the table 
below. which shows the total labour force on seven collieries on that date (during 
the last 12 months) on which the maximum labour force was employed. and on 
26th July.I929 (a date when a large amount of labour was absent for sowing), and 
it will be seen that the labour force in July was only two·thirds of the maximum 
labour force. In November the proportion would probably be lower ;-

StAI8mm1 sIIowing ntmWu of workers employed in Vat10US co1lunes. 

HuJmum number employed. Number employed, 

On any date in last twelve months. ODHthJuly, 1929. -
DAte. I ....... 1 __ 1 Total. ...... 1_'-'.1 T ..... 

Stalldard •. .. .. 'ZSth September, 1929- ' .... . .. ..... 1,.12 ... 1,734 
Bbowra •. .. .. '13ni Mareh. 1929 .• 1,713 '5O Z,728 1,023 <0' 1.426 
Gaaliband .. .. Notknown .. , .. ... 1,315 ... .. , ... 
Go •• ,,,.... .. .. 

.. !t(,"'l .. t". Febnwy, , ... ~.O38 ... '."'" ,,.., ... 1.970 trait GIlt) .. 
Cen Klrbad. .. 

<SO t.:: Lodna .. . . otknown.. •. 1,818 1,144 '.967 , .... 
Bh .. r. ..... .. .. Notknown •• ' .... 31. 1,713 1S. 'SO 
""'" baria .. .. Jlst Dec:ember, 1929 ... ,., ... 178 .. '62 

Total, . .. .. .. . . 9,818 • ,343 IS .... 7,188 2,111 . .... 
. 

... A colliery contractor states: •• It is customary for labour to return to their 
village. to work on the land about the first or second week in July until late in , 
August or early September for planting. The labour returns to collieries for a short 
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while and again goes back to the land for harvesting S:OO:ut the la.~er part of Octob~. 
If the harvest is poor the labour returns to the collienes by mid-December~ and If 
good by the end of Dec-ember or sometimes a.C! lab> a'i middlo- of J annary." 

A table is given below showing the birthplaces of labour in: the whole of the
Jba.ria. coa.Ifields as RCOrded. in the census of 1921. and as at present in July in 

. certain mines from whom reports have been received. The reports received are 
insufficient to give an accurate picture of the birthplaces of the labour iorce. but 
they possibly indicate two featuns wherein the present labour force differs from that 
at the time of the census. These are an tnCTeaSe In the labour force commg to the 
coa.I.field from the Monghvr district and an increase in the labour fowe coming from 
United Provinces districts: the latter labour is _ exclusively employed in 
drilling :-

~ :S ~~ 1I~ 0 

1 "':5 'll .,,1 50a 
,; 

~oa ~~ Ii 
~ Ii'" ~ .~ - -[ 

~ -; h £ £ " B 

1 
~ '" £ 

J • ~ 

1i ~ to ~ ] ] 1i A .; If t 
~ 0 ~ !l • S ;; !l 

~ • • jl • " :z: ~ '" 0 '" :> 0 

Ceasus. 1921 .:-
(01 Penoos .. .. 

1
97,.245 36,717 18,,188 2.'" .... , 14.777 3,22' 1.21S 1._ ' .... 97 

,_ 
{"I ~ to total c.... 37·75 UI·70 2'62 .... 15-19 2'" 1'24 1· .. II,,, . ... , ... 

-
Collieries :-

StaDdanl .. .. 1,184 SS4 200 - '!! 473 .. .. 50 .S< - -
Bhowra .. .. .. 1.'" '36 '" 2 ,9S '; " 11 52 • 2 -
Pure Jbaria .. .. '62 107 2 2. '" - 2 - • -""" ..... .. .. '48 .. .. - .. .. - - - - - -

Total •. .. ~ 1,427 ... 2 • ... ... ., .. 110 .., 11 

Pereentage to total - ..... • ·60 0'12 to·61 ..... 1·70 0· .. 3'07 NS 0·30 I-

Reports -=eived from other mines give the following as birthplaces of their 
Iabour:-

East India Coal Company. Ltd.. recruits its labour from Arrah. Gaya. 
Hazaribagh. Mooghyr. Manbhom, Santa! Parganas in Bihar and Orissa. from 
Bilaspor and Raipur in the Central Provine ... from Bareilly in the United. 
Provinces. from the Punjab. and occasionally from Madras. 

GopaIicl!ak and Central Kirkend oollieries n=uit their labour from Santa! 
Puganas. Hazaribagh and Patna districts. in about equal proportions. They 
state. however. that during the monsoon the labour force from the districts. 
mentioned above is :reduced to about 40 to 50 per cent., and during that period 
labour from the Central and United Provinces is recruited. but the number 
available only brings up the labour force to 75 per cent. of the average during 
the cold weather. 

Bhuggutdih eolliery reports that 25 per cent. of its labour is local and the 
remaining 75 :per cent. is drawn from the Santa! Pa.rganas. Hazaribagh and 
Monghyr distriCts in about equal pro~orti01l3 and that during the monsoon the 
labour force from the districts mentioned above is reduced to at least a.bout 
50 percent. 

Loyabad.-Labour employed is either local labour or recruited from the
Santa! Patganas, Gaya. or Hazaribagh districts. with a few workers from the 
United Provinces districts. 

B. Mica MiNIS and Splilti1t(( FGCtories.-Practica1Iy all labour is local. though 
there is a certain amount of what is called /,fWdesi labour. that is labour coming 
from some 14- or 15 miles away from the factory or mine# 

The labour force uses the mica mines and factories as e. means of adding to its 
earnings from agriculture and there is a reduction in the labour foree at times of 
sowing and harvest. A noticeable point about the labour force is that whereas in 
the coal mines drillers are largely recruited from the CentI'al Provinces and United 
Provinces. in the mica mines all drilleIS are recruited locally and found to be quite 
satisfactory. -

C. lrtm 1IIines.-Bengal Iron Company had a total of 133 males and 651 females 
working on 26th July. Nearly the whole of the labour fo~ comes from the 
Singbbhum district or the neigbbouring Feudatory States. though there are 
approximately ISO workers who come from Bilaspur or Raipur in the Central 
Provinces. 
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D. Factorils,-Generally. the labour employed in factories is solely local. In 
the sugar, oil. rice and tobacco factories the great bulk of unskilled labour is drawn 
:from the ne~ghbourin~ villages and sometimes from ~he ,neighbouring districts. In 
some iactones (e.g., tn the Pumea and BaJasore districts) there is some female 
labour from Chota Nagpur, and in the extreme nortb. on the borders of Nepal 
male and female labour from the Nepal tarai is found. The percentage of local 
recruitment in the case of skilled labour is not so marked; In some cases local 
labour is trained, but in many instances trained men are imported from urban and 
industrial areas, sometimes from neighbouring provinces. 

jamsheapu,.-In Jamshedpur conditions are different. 
(4) Tata's IroD and Steel Works ($" Company's memorandum). 

(b) The Tatanagar Foundry state that skilled labour comes mostly from Orissa 
and Bengal districts non-c:ontiguons to Singhbhum. while their unskilled labour 
comes mostly from the Singhbhum district. 

(c) In the Tin Plate Company, labour is drawn mainly from the Punjab, United 
Provinces, Bihar and Orissa, Bengal, Assam, Madms and South India. About 
10 per cent. of the labour is local. Le .• Santhalis. 

(il) (a) The reasons that induce labour (resident in the province) which would 
normally prefer to remain engaged in agricultural work to work in industrial 
~oncerns may be summarized as the desire to add to the income of the family from 
agriculture. This desire may arise from indebtedness of the iamily. or insufficiency 
-of agricultural work to support the lamily. 

(b) The main feature of practical1y all classes of labour in the province is the 
desire to return to their lands in important agricultural seasons and there is. 
therefore, considerable migration from practically all labour fields at this time. 

(c) There is generally no 'particular reason for any particular stream of migration 
from any particular district. Connection is obtained with the factory or mine either 
as a result of $CCUclty in the home district or as a result of's desire to earn more in 
order to supplement agricultural wages. and this connection once established is 
maintained, Other members of the same or neighbouring villages see what their 
feUow-villager earns and obtain from him information regarding the conditions of 
work. There have, however, been two fairly large streams of migration. The first 
was that of the Bilaspuris into the coal1ields. These BiJaspuris arrived in the first 
instance to work on railvr;ay construction and thereby established a connection. 
and since then the employment of Bilaspuris from the Bilaspur and Raipur districts 
of the Central Provinces has continued. and though the numbers vary and the 
mine:s often return to their native villages there is always in the coalfields a con· 
siderable force of labour from Bilaspur and Raipur. The second was an influx of 
some 7.000 people in 1920 from the Central Provinces into Jamshedpur. This influx 
was due in the main to severe famine conditions prevailing in the native states 
comprising part of that province. Tbislabour. which is called •• Chattisgarbia ", has 
remained resident in Jamshedpur and remains as more or less a permanent Jabour 
force. and Messrs. Tatas Iron and Steel Works report that about half of their daily 
rated unskille.d labour is recruited from this force. 

(ill) There have been practically no changes in recent years. though the Manager 
of the Tatanagar Foundry reports that he finds it more difficult to recruit skilled 
labour from Orissa and Bengal, because such labour has found that wages are not 
.as high as they appear on account of the high cost of living at J amshedpur. while 
also the company states that there is some unwillingness among this labour to 
engage in any industrial work be~use an idea has developed {based on experience 
of cooly Jines in certain Bengal mills} that jnd~striallabour is apt to be short~lived. 

lI. Ccmlact with ViIlag .. , 

A. JAaria Coolfields.- (i) A committee which was held in 1917 found (a) that· 
15 per cent. of the ~ labour in the Jharia cnalfield was settled and that this 
was mostly Santali labour, that 7S per cent. C&ID.e for weeks or months together 
and lived In dJww"tJS provided by mines. and that 15 per cent. lived in their own 
villages; (b) that there was no sign of a labour force divorced from agric~ture 
coming into existence; (e) that it was necessary in. ~er to induce a family ~ 
se'¢le. for the mine managers to provide land for cultivatton. and that as at Jhana 
there was a shortage of land, it was impossible to settle miners in the same manner 
as was done at Raniganj or Giriclih fields. 

(ii) Some mine ma.na~. especially those in charge of old established mines. 
however, report that a hIgher percentage of the labour force is now settled, Thus 
Lodna. which is the oldest mine in the J haria coalfield, estimates that 65 per cent. 
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of its labour is settled even though the company has no land to give the miner. 
Loyabad. the second oldest mine. estimates that 50 per cent. cd the labour foro. is 
settled and is mostly housed in houses provided by the colliery. In some cases 
the grandfathers of labour now employed on both these two collieries had worked 
on the mines. Standard colliery estimates that 75 per 'CelIt. of its labour is settled. 
Bhowra colliery estimates about 50 per cent. of its skilled labour and 30 per cent. 
cd its unskilled labour as sett1ed. Bhuggutdih estimates 25 per cent. is settled. The 
mine managers apperently mean by .. sett1ed labour" labour thet works falrIr 
regularly and pays one ar two visits to its home. Generally. skilled labour 15 
reasonably settled and visits its home once a year~ Unskilled labour probably 
visits its home more .often.. 

(ill) In Loyabad colliery each miner is given a token number at the beginning 
of the year and this miner retains this token number throughout the year: it is, 
therefore. possible in this colliery to trace the history of " year's working cd 
any individual miner. A statement has been furnished by this colliery showing 
for No. 8 pit the birthplace of each miner. the number of days in each 
week on which each miner worked. and the number of tubs raised by each 
miner during the year 26th July. 1928. to 29th June. 1929. This period was 
se1eeted. as it was stated by the mine manager. to be a period of more or 
less normal working. From this statement the following figures have been 
extracted :- . 

STATEMENT A. 

Number of weeks on which miners ciassiJied by hirth districts worked. 

(i) P...,,4 26M J'"y. 1928.10 lIlA J"".....". 1929. 

I'l 
~ i ~ ] 1 t ] ~ f ] i Jl .~ " ; - 3~ it ~ ~ o~ ~ i' !Io .... '" ... ... . ., ~, .. = .., :!l ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. - -

Allahabad .. 10 1 1 - - - - - 2 1 - -
Hazaribagh .. .. 17 - - 1 4 - - 2 - - - 1 
Manbhum .. 98 6 6 4 11 4 9 S 12 6 7 7 
Monghyr .. .. 16 - 1 - - - - - 1 - - -
Pratapgarh .• .. 1 1 - - - - - - - - - -
Santa! Parganaa .. 81 3 6 5 8 9 4 6 4 1 5 3 

(ill P.....,d 12'b J""....".. 1929.10 29th J" .... 1929. 

Allahabad .. .. 6 - - 2 - - 1 - - - - -
GaY' .. .. 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 -
Hazanbagh .• .. 2S - - - ~ 2 1 1 S 1 - 3 
Manbhum .. .. 68 - - 4 5 7 6 6 4 9 4 6 
Monghyr .. 27 - - - - 2 1 4 1 2 8 1 
Pra:fgarh .. .. 1 ~. - 1 - - - - - - - -
San Parganas .. 63 - - - - 4 2 9 4 8 2 2 
Unknown .. .. 31 - - - - - 1 1 - 5 2 4 

. 

.. 

1 j ~ 

11 
j ~ j j 1 

,; ~ I~! - ; ~ ; ; .; '\1 " • k 

" ; ~o 
;2 !9 ... ... - ::: ~ - - - ... GO ... '" '" 

Allahabad .. .. 1 - 2 1 - - - 1 - - - -
Hazaribagh .. .. 1 - - - - - - 1 3 4 - -
Manbhum .. .. 4 4 2 - 1 1 1 3 3 2 - -
Moughyr .. .. - 1 2 - - - 1 - 1 3 1 5 
Pratapgarh .. .. - - - - - - - - - - - -
Santa! Pagan .. .. - 1 2 3 2 1 4 3 7 1 1 2 
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STATEMENT A.--<tlftli ........ 

(ii) Periotll2l1oJanuary. 1929, Ie 29/h fUM, 1929. 

-i ~ ~ 1 ~ i ~ i i ~ i .,! -- ~ ~ 
.. ; ~ .. .. .. "'-". lO lO ; ; ~ lla 

<0 :!! :!: !:l ::l - ::: 10· lO - - '" '" .... <0 '" 
Allahabad .. 1 - 1 - - - - - - - 1 -Gaya .. .. .. - - - - - - - - - - - -
Hazaribagh .• .. 2 2 4 - - - - - S 1 1 1 
Manbhum .. .. 3 1 - - - 1 2 - '- - 1 4 
Monghyr .. .. 2 2 - 1 1 - - - - 2 2 3 
Pratapgarh .. .. - - - - - - - - - - - -
Santa! Parganas .. 2 - 2 - 2 - 1 1 - 2 3 19 
UnlmowD .. .. 3 - - 2 2 2 3 1 - 1 1 3 

N.B.-The statement furnished ~!!:~llety omitted the birthplace of certain 
min.eB. which havez therefore~ been . as unknown. 

STATEMENT B. 

Certain averages obtained from the statement. 
Periotl261lJJuly, 1928, to 11l1oJanuary. 1929. 

I!! fi ~ ~ ~ 
~ 

.. 
oe! oe! ~ oe! 

r r ~ ..,0 

e'" ai> --
" t ~ 1 " " ~ 

0 :.: ;:;l 

Average 11umber of weeks 17·80 15·11 19'65 9·25 27·0 
worked per worker. 

Average number of daY" 
worked per week in 

3·30 3·50 3·58 3·58 4·22 

'WIhieh work was done. 
Average number of tubs 

raised per day's working. 
2·32 2·81 2·86 2·77 6·75 

Periorll2tlJJanuary. 1929. Ie 29I1oJ ...... 1929. 

• E E r! Il E 1 ~ " oe! ~ oe! oe! 
1~ 

0 r -- ~ . I" ail 
!:. " 

~ .~ 
.., 

~ g ~ a :l! < ;:;l ;:;l 

:3e " .. l:i,oe! 
k O 

~'" 
;; 
~ 

" c1l 

18·23 

\'50 
2·83 

:'I!! Ii 
" ".l! ~ "k 1; i> 

~ $ c 
c ... 

" c1l ;> 

Average number of weeks 18'00 18 15'16 18·80 14·92 25 12·86 13·80 
worked per worker. 

S'90 hverage number of days ,,·23 " 4·16 3·83 3·80 " 4·04 
worked per week ill which . 
work was done. 

Average number of tubs 
raised per day working. 

8·3 2 2'75 2·84 2·55 8 2·92 2·6E 

~ 
oe! 
~ 
;ij 

17·99 

3·55 

2·84 

i 
~ 
;ij 

15'46 

3·94 

2'84 
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It will be seen that in this colliery (which as noted above estimates its settled 
labour at 50 per cent.). the miner is by no means regular in his attendance. and 
works on the average for only about 33 weeks in the year. The most consistent 
worker was a Partabgarh man* who worked during all the S2 week:s~ and it will be 
noted that this man Iaised a far higher number of tubs than the average. A reference 
was made to the colliery as to whether more than one man worked under the token 
number. and. it was stated that only one man worked and that it was the same man 
in each half-year. 

B. Mi&a M ...... """ Splitl'tt{f Fa<toriu.-The whole labour force is locally 
recruited. The worker generally works spasmodieally for periods of yeaIS, returning 
to agriculture when he fells so inclined. Labour is by DO means regular in its 
attendance: in a shift of 21 workeD in Kbunjia mine it was found that in a period 
of 13 da.ys taken at random the average number of days worked. by a worker was 
5·8 days. In the factories, attendance though still ineguIar is slightly more regular, 
as shown from the statement below. 

Total Worked. 
workers. 6 days. 5 days. 4 days. 3 days. 2 days. 1 day. 

17th 23rd {April 120 46 16 16 17 14 11 
- .. July 119 81 16 11 5 4 2 

The greater regularity in July is explained by the fact that money was then 
wanted to anange for sowings. 

The table below shows the difference in strength of the labour force in two mines 
on a day of normal working and on a day in which a. considerable portion of the 
labour force was absent due to sowings.. 

Un· 
Date. Skilled. skilled. 

28.5.1929 129 127 
mine. 

Un. 
Total. Date. Skilled. skilled. Total. 
256 26.7.1929 60 SO 94 

DudpaDi mine 11.4.1929 80 19 99 26.1.1929 56 19 17 

C. F ........... -Generally in factories. labour will retom to its villages when it 
feels inclined, but figures are generally not available. . 

The ftgu:res for employments and discharges in Tata·s Iron and Steel Works in 
1927 seem to s\'ow tha.t workers 'even from distant districts will frequently return 
to their home districts for periods longer than that of the leave allowed to them., 
These .figures also show th3.t the percentage of discharges and employments is 
generally highest for those born in Singhbhum and the neighbouring districts. 

8. Methods of Recruitment. 
(i) E"istitt{f M.llwtls. 

Jharia Mining Fieltl.-There is nc method of recruitment of skilled labour. but 
when skilled labour is required. applicants obtain information from persons already 
employed and vacant posts can easily be filled. 

As regards unskilled labour. recruitment is either by means of sardars or 
recruiten. 

( .. ) The aardar visits villages and brings the labour with him and the labour 
brought by him forms his gang. He has to pay the labour """shish, kltora/ti and 
travelling expenses~ and for this purpose the sarda.r frequently receives advances 
either from the contractor Cor from the eompany. Thus at Bhowra. colliery advances 
varying from Ro. 3 to Ro. 10 are paid to miners in addition to their travelling 
allowance and food~ and such advances are seldom recovered and never if the gang 
maintains good attendance at work. 

The sard.ar obtains remuneration for his seivices in varion& manners. Sometimes 
he is paid a commission and salary, but generally he is paid a certain amount on 
each tub of coal raised by minen; WQI'king in his gang. Certain instances are 
given.:-

(1) Loyab.d CoUiery.-The miner aardar is paid a fixed rate per month 
(which fixed rate :is based on his own attendance at the mine as sardar and the 
Dumber and attendance of miners eontroUed by him) plus a rate of 3 pies per 
tub raised. 

(2) BlJagoltlib Colliery.-The cooly sardar is paid 6 pies a tub raised. 
(3) BIwuw .. Colliery.-The sardar is paid a commission and salary. 
(4) P .... J hari# Colliery.-The sardar is paid a commission of 3 to 6 pies per 

ton and bakshisA. etc .• is given. 
(5) Bali .... CoUiery.-The sardar is paid 3 to 6 pies per tub raised. 

It is reported that in other Indian managed mines. in some cases the coaly sardar 
is paid a:fixed pay~ in others fixed pay phis commission. and in others commission 
only. All three methods exist. 

(530) ca 
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(D) In some colIieri .. , in addition to the sardari syJltem, there is recruitment by 
means of ,. recruiter who visits villages. Thus at Bhag&.tdih recruiters are sent out 
into the villages and are paid at 9 pies per ton raised. 

(e) In some cases the miner comes of his own accord. This is generally the case 
with miners coming from: the United Provinces and further west. In the ease- of 
certain collieries, if the miner is unattached to a cooly sardar~ he is paid the 
commission .per tub which 'WOuld ordinarily be paid to the cooly sardar. In the 
East Indian Coal Company's collieries. labour which is aecustomed to work in the 
mine frequently comes in without recruiting. but such labour willreauze all travelling 
expenses- from the contractors before going to work," 

(ti) As regards the cost of recruitment, the lollowing figures have been furnished 
by the Indian Mining Association relating to two large collieries situated one in 
Jharis and the other in Mohuda :-

Total Total . Average -- raisingB expenditure expendi 
of two on per ton 

collieries. recruiting. raised, 

ture 

Rs. 
Year 1927 .. .. .. .. .. 552.000 21,280 7·82 pies 
Half-year, 1st January to 30th June. 1928 291,000 15,140 10 .. 
Half-year, 1st July to 31st Decemher, 1928 172,000 9,400 10·5 .. 
Half-year, 1st January to 30th June, 1929 263,000 12.740 9 .. 

In the case of Pure Jharia Colliery. the ma.uager states that his recruiting expenses 
vary between 1 to 2 annas per ton in the present state of the market. but it will 
he more if the prine of coal improves. 

(tI) No inducement will bring loca.l miners during the cultivation season. and it 
may be said that the mines themselves are the best recruiting agents. Good houses. 
easy COIlditions underground. with plenty of tuhe cIoee to the wo<lling face, good 
ventilation and facilities to make good wages attract labour. St_ seams do not 
attract labour. 

Mi&tJ MiJlJes.-Thereis no definite method ofrecroitment as alllabour is available 
locally. Occasionally. however. sardars are sent out as recruiters wh~ necessary. 
These are generally paid fixed wages and nothing as commission for coolies nrougbt 
in, though occasionally, if the recruiting has been .uccessfu~ they are given something 
as bakshun. ' 

Iron MiHds.-Bengal Iron Mines rel;lort that as the mines are old established 
there is a continuous dow of labour commg of its own accord. whenever agricultural 
work and other mines are slack. Work is carried 011 half departmentally and half 
on contract. Departmentally~ no recruiting is done beyond sendi.ng mates to the 
surrounding ba.Gf's on btuM day to let. the labour know that they are wanted. 
ContractQ1'S. however, send out recruitem to more distant district& to bring 
labour in. 

FtI&Jorlu.--General1y. there is no organized recruitment .. Skilled labour hears 
of possible employment and applies for emplnyment. Unskilled labour is generally 
local or has estsblished a conn<o<:tion with the factory and applies for employment. 
There is seldom an excess of la.bour applying for employment over demand. Recruit
ment such as it is~ is either direct or through labour contractors. In the sugar 
factories the bulk of the unskilled labour is engaged through " labour contractor. 
In rice mills also the unskilled labour is largely engaged througb contractors. but in 
oil mills direct recruitment is the general rule. Some reports have been received 
!rom fsctories. . 

Taltlf Iron .4 SI4,1 Cctttp4ny maintain an Employment Bureau where skilled 
and unskilled workenJ are registered and employed. Applicants for work a.ssem~le 
in a. yard and daily requirements are selected by the officer in charge. No out9l~e 
recruiting is done in the literal sense of the word. but in'the event of special 
q'l"lliication. heing required and no applicants heing available, the post is advertised 
in three or four leading daily newsp&pem. 

Ift.tlilJ1t Cab14 CotJiP..".-Wben no akilled persons were available. recrui~ent 
was local from trainable people. As output increased.. labour has been recnuted 
from applicants for employment. who assemble at the factory gate when it becomes 
known that there is a likelihood of vacancies. 
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(ii) PosWH.~. 
The existing methods work satisfactorily and there is no need for any improved 

methods. 

(iii) De.si.abi/ity.f .. "'blisAi"ll j>ublw ....pl.,-I sg • ...;. •. 
Tbe matter is dealt with in answer to question (7). 

f.. _t and EIIecta of DiatDrbance of Pamibr Life. 

J Mri. Coalpel •. -From reports received it would seem that between 40 to 
50 per cent. of persons coming from. non-contiguous districts leave their families in 
their home districts, but as such persons frequently visit their families there is little 
or no disturbance of family life. 

Mica Mi1U's.-Generally the worker lives in his village home. In the ca.se of 
I>anwi labour~ in some cases the worker brings his family with him and lives in the 
houses provided by the mines. In cases, however. in which he leaves his family 
behind at his village there is little disturbance of family life~ as the worker goes 
bad< to his village whenever he wishes. 

F aaoms.-Ordinarily. labour is local, and there is no disturbance of family life. 
In Jamshedpur there is some disturbance, partly as a result of shortage of housing 
referred to in Section III~ and partly because labour coming from further oft does 
not invariably bring its family. 

S. Beeruitmant for Assam. 

(i) It would not he safe at present to dispense with control for the following 
reasons :-

(a) The recruiting is of aboriginals who. in .pite of the undoubted .""",d of 
education. are still extremely ignorant .. and are amongst the most backward classes 
in India. 

(b) Most of the a.buses in connection with recruitment occur in connection with 
the recruitment of women and minors. 

(e) Though it is possib1e to reach Assam by train in a few days. to the aborlgin8J. 
Assam is still immensely far away. The Deputy Commissioner of Ranchi 
writes:-

.. I am not acquainted with conditions on the tea. gardens and can only 
give my views on the matter as it appears to an officer in charge of a recruiting 
district. It is easy to consult the nplway and steamer time-tables and to wotk 
out how long it takes to retam from the garden to Ranchi. But that is not 
the way in which the problem """,ents itself to the dissatis1ied cooly. He 
cannot read or write and probably has only a slight acquaintance with any 
language but his own.. His first acquaiuta.nee with -railway travelliDg is probably 
his journey to the garden .. Above aU. he has no money. It is somewhat cynical 
to point out the excellence of modern communications to a man whose only 
real resort is to walk home. That the difficulties of communication are formidable 
is evinced by the fact that in this district the :fact that & man has 
gone to Assam or • Bhutan • is often regarded as synonymous with his total 
disappearan-ce." . ." 

(d) Similar recruitment for the Darjeeling and Duan gardens is subject to no 
restriction. It baa been argued that for this teaSOll restrictions are no longer 
necessary far Assam recruitment. In imswer to this argument it must be sta.ted 
(I) tbat the frequency with which the aid of the magistrates is 8011ght to recover 
women and minors who have been taken to the Duan indicates that abuses occur 
on a fairly considerable scale under free recruitment~ (2) in the last resort a cooly in 
a Duars garden caD walk home. An Assam coolycannot. owing to the greater distance 
and the ditficulty of the country. 

(8) The supply of labour for Assam is not equal to the demand and it is not 
possible totIuat to the growthot public opinion to prevent. if control werewithdrawn. 
a recrudescence of the abuses previously prevalent. Chota Nagpur coolies are in 
great demand on the ASsam gardens. The co-exis-tenee in the recruiting die-trieta of 
free MCrUitment, both for the gardens and other forms of labour. has resulted in 
the- survival of labour contraetors aud similar agencies who would tum their attention 
to Assam recruitment if the present restrictions were relaxed. 
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(ill ( .. ) A statement is giveD below .hawing the _I number of emigrants 
recnrited for Assam from each of the districts of the province duriDg the \sot three 
years for which figures are available :-

Districts. 
Number of emigrants recruited m-

Monghyr 
Santa! Parganas 
Cuttacl< 
Puri including Feudatory States 
Balasme 
Sambalpnr includiDg Feudatory States 
Angul including Feudatory Stat .... 
Hazaribagh 
Ranchi 
PaJamau 
Manbhum " •• •• 
Singhbhum iucIudiDg Feudatory States 
Remaining district •• 

1925-,\l6. 

140 
478 
436 
670 

8.017 
808 
101 

2.029 
207 
144 
551 

1926-27. 

156 
1,103 

553 
335 

6,336 
779 
117 

5.312 
437 
242 
904 

1927-28. 

279 
3.346 

499 
201 
126 

4.757 
520 
247 

7.932 
887 
256 

1,085 

NDIo,.-(i) Santa! Pargan_The increase in recnritmeut in 1926-27 was due to 
an increase in the number of coolies recruited for short term six·monthly contracts. 
The increase in 1927-28 was due to a partial failure of wiutes rice crop. 

(ill Ranchi--The increase in 1926-27 was due to a pastial failure of the lae harvest, 
and that of 1927-28 to the growing popularity of short-tesm recruitment. 

(iii) Sambalpur-The decreases in both years are due partly to good harvests and 
partly to the increased loeal emp1oym_ of labourers 011 the co_ction of a new 
railway; while it is reported that in the Feudatory States, owing to the existence of 
a ready market for labour within the States (as & result of the large expansiol1 of 
public works projeeto. and the development ollae and tassar industries). the raiyat 
is no longer as ready as previouoly to emigrate if his crop fa.ilo. 

(b) A statement is given below &hawing the number of males. females and 
dependants nlCl'tIited from the three main recruiting districts duriDg eoch of the 
\sot three years:-

Year. Male. I Female. I Depeodan1s·1 Total 

1925-,\l6 (An~ (T~~eitory Sta:"). 808 
1926-27 587 118 74 779 
1927-28 392 89 49 520 

1925-26 
Sambalpur (including Feudatory Stateo). 

4.074 1.982 1,961 8.017 
1926-27 3,336 1.494 I._ 6,336 
1927-28 2.579 1,144 1.034 4.757 

Ranchi. 
1925-26 1.154 472 403 2.029 
1926-27 2.886 1.165 1,261 5,312 
1927-28 3,883 1,870 2.179 7.982 

(e) The number of garden oardaro and aardarino engaged to recruit cooiies during 
the last three years js giwn in one statement below-:-

1925-26. 1926-27. I 1927-28. 

Santa! Parganas 366 454 1.366 
Ranchi •• S.052 3.878 3.883 
Ma.nbhum 514 415 53S 
Singhbhnm 742 929 I.S18 
Haoaribegh .• 259 162 380 
PaJamau •• 428 378 5S2 
Sambalpur .. S.1I3 5.507 4,650 
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(e!) The places of aocommodatiO<l for enrigrants are tegUlarly inspected and .... 
maintained genemlly in a good and sanitary condition. . 

(e) The Dumber of criminal cases connected with emigration was :-
1925-26 10 cases 9 peISODS convicted. 
1926--27 27 .. , 19 
192748 28 " 26 

Most of these convictions are either under section 174 of the Inland Emigration 
Act (infringement by a garden sa.rdar of the conditions for recruitment laid down 
under section 91) or under section 164 (recruitment in contravention of the terms 
and procedure of the Act). 

(f) There has been recently a considerable increase in short~term .recruitment. 
This is very popoIar with tho labourers. as they go to Assam for the noo-cultivating 
season and retunl in time for the next cultivating season, It is, however. expensive 
for the gardens and is only workable on the assumption that a. good many of the 
labourers decide to stay on~ on the gardens and that a large number return as 
short timers every year. as such labour is trained and is at once useful on the 
garden. 

(w) The Assam Labour Board is<:O!llposed of an oilicial chainDan and 16 membets 
of the Tea industry. 

The Lahour Board gene<ally supervises tho work of loes! agents snd garden 
sardars. It maintains three SUperv1som who spend a. eousiderable Dumber of days 
on tour. 

(iv) {a) The Actread with the notifications thereunder provides far the recruitment 
of coolies through garden sardsrs. This system has the followiog defects:

(1) It does not produce sufficient recruits. 
(2) It is unsuited to the needs of a new garden. 
(3) It is unsuited to recruitment in a new recruiting district. 

(bJ The composition of the Assam Labour Board' presents the followiog 
defects :-

(I) There is a lack of liaison between the Board and the local Governmeot. 
(2) In times of dif1iculty the one-sided composition of the Board might 

weaken its action. 
(3) The Board as at present coostitnted is practically equivalent to the Tea 

Districts Labour Association.. There are other local agencies. besides those 
maintained by the Tea Districts Labour Association. It is inadvisable that 
the Tea Districts Labour Association should (as a result of the eoostitutiou of 
the Assam Labour Board) have any opportunity for control over its trade 
rivals. 

(v) I. The locsl Government agree that the 5ardari system is nnable to supply 
the legitimate demands of industry in Assam for labour. and are$ therefore. prepared . 
to supplement that system by admitting recruitment through recruiters duly 
authorized by the employer suhject to certsin safeguard •• 

Those safeguards must lay down that local control over recruiting is reserved 
to the locsl officials of the recruitiog district. The local Government consider the 
following to be the m;njmvm safeguards necessary :-

(I) Thetall ..... dazs .... d reCTUiteIS shonld he licensed by the districtanthorities 
of the labour district (i.e., Assam' district) and that the issue of snch licence 
should be notified to the district authorities of the recruiting district. 

But thst (a) the loes! Government should hsve power to anthorize the 
District lIIagistrate of the recruiting district to endorse. suspeod or csncel the 
licences. whether of sardars or of recruitel'9~ and (b) in the ease of recruiters 
who are natives of the recruiting district, licences must be counteI'Signed by 
the District Magimate of that district before issuing. 

(2) That DO person should be allowed to reeroit or assist in recruiting without 
a licence. 

(3) That all locsl agents of the employers or the recruiting organization 
should hold licences issued by and withdmwable by the District Magimate of 
the district in which they opeISte. 

(4) That all recruits should he registered at and sent through recogniZed 
forwarding depots. 

(S) Tbe Distri~t Magistrate of the recruiting district should retain the 
existing power to inspect depots and call for the production of documents or 
of recruits. 

(6) Power should he given thst in esse of necessity all sard"", and re<:rUitem 
should be required. to work under locsl agents. 

C"') C4 
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2. The local Government have considered the dmft Bill whicll was prepared 
by the Government of India and circulated with their letter No. L. 1266, dated the 
3n1 December. 1928, and have in their1etterNo. 1028 Com •• dated the 16th February. 
1929. reported on the provisions of that Bill. The main points whicll the local 
Government raised in connection with this Bill may be sum:ma.rized below:
(a) The registration of allliceosod TeCrUiters and sardars in the offi<e of the District 
Magistrate of the TeCrUiting district should be made compu1sory. and that in the 
case of TeCrUiters. eountel1lignatnre of the District Magistrate of the rOCTUiting 
district shonld he necessary (though the local Government do not press particularly 
for this latter point). (b) That powers be given to the District Magistrates of the 
recruiting district to-endorse. suspend and cancel aU licences of sardars and recruiters. 
(el That & clause be added to the _ that no person may rec:rnit, engage or 
assist in recruitment unless he holds a lieenoe. (d) That power be given to 
the local Government with the previona sanction of the Governor-General in 
Council to prescribe that recrniters shall work under the control of local agents. 
(el The local Government apprehend that the definition of "Estate" given in 
the Bill might lead to evasion of the Act. as it would be possible for the 
planters to split up their laod. and devote a small portion. which could be 
treated as a separate estate. to the ouItivation of some other crop. e.g .• sugar 
for which they could recruit labeur. It would be difficult in prectice to deal 
with this abuse. 

3. Assam Labour Board. 
In the same Bill. the Government of India proposed a reorganization of the 

Assam Labour Board. The local Government do not approve of the propaoed 
formation. as it would appear that the Board would lose the stroog disciplinary 
power over the industry whicll has. in the main. been efiectively exercised and at 
the same time would not gain any effective representation of the local Government 
or liaison with them. The local Government consider that it is necessary that on 
the Board a preponderating majority of the representatives of the industry should 
be retained in order that the authority of the Board over the industry may not be 
impaired. but the local Government consider that the remaining representatives " 
should be rather representatives of the local Government than of labour. The 
constitution. therefore. of the Board which appears to the local Government to be 
most suitable :is an official chairman, a. majority of members to represent the tea 
industry (say. eight members) and a minority coroposed of representatives of the 
local" Governments. If, however~ it is considered inadvisable to have the whole 
minority composed of representatives of the local Governmeots there might be two 
representatives of local Governments and two representatives of the interests of 
labour appointed by the Government of India. But it must be rewgniud in this 
latter case that the inclusion of the labour representatives will quite probably 
paralyse the Wlited work of the Board. 

'1. 1JnempJorment. 
(i) 1. Industrial unemployment as it is understood in the west is unknown in 

Bihar. and will probably remain _own until a porely industrial popo1ation of 
some magnitude has been aeated. At present, hardly any industrial WOI'ker is 
sulely depeodent on industry for his ijvelihood. The popolatioo is a1ro_ entirely 
agricultural. The bulk of the industrial workers are agriculturists or field labourers, 
and industry is a oubsidiary rather than the permanent means of livelihood to 
them. 

mustratioos of this from varioos industries are given below :-{a) At Jamshedpur. 
during the recent atrikes in 1928. it was found that even in a hi8 industrial centre 
and specialized industry the hulk of the strikers returnecI to the land while they 
were out of employment. (b) In the coaUie1ds a large portiou of the mining 
population. 'other than the skilled atafi. is really agricu1tuJal and only works in 
the mines at periods at which work on agriculture is slack and in OI'der to add 
the earnings obtainable in mining to those obtainable from agricultnre. (e) SN/I"" . 
Factoriu.-These factories are also dependent on agricultural labour, and factory 
managers call attention to the tendency of unskilled labour to return to agricu.lture 
in November for the harvesting of the rice crop. and in the latter part of Mardi or 
in April for the harvesting of the .1Ib< crop. though beth th_ times are periods in 
which the factory is utreme!y busy over crushing. 

'2. There aret however, signs of a nucleus of a small body of unemployed coming 
into existence. Thus in lamshedpur, persons who took their settlements from Taw 
either before or after the 13th September, 1928. the date on which the :recent strike 
ended, did not leave the place. A number of these have now found employment in 
the Tinplate Works. but in a large measure these will simply be replaced by _ 
tinplate atrikera. The numbers. however. are small and it is doubtful whether any 
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of these men are entirely depend.nt on industrial wages fa< "living. Similarly. in 
the coa.lfields & certain number of skilled staft. such as fitters~ pump IIMJasis and 
clerks. are out of employment as A JeSult of the depression in the industry and the 
closing d<>wu of certain mines &ad C&IlIlot lind fresh employment. Th ... poISOllS 
also. however. have their agricultuml e&mings to fall back on .... d only seek indutrial 
employment to supplement those agric:ultuml e&mings. 

(iv) TIu= is at pnosent 110 necessity for any method of alleviating or remedying 
distress "",,-S by .... employment or fur the provisiOl1 of unemployment insurance 

III 'r, .f~tinn&1 Conventinns relating to unemployment are not applicahle 
to conditions in this province. 

As there is no unemployment there is no necessity for retums giving informaticm. 
sta:tistical or otherwise.. eonceming UDelD.ployment and the measures taken to 
combat it. 

There is also DO Decessity lor the establishment of free pnblic employment 
agencies in the province, partly because there is no industrial unemployment and 
partly because- there is no indication on the part of. employers of a desire to make use 
of such official_DC)". The only unemploymeot that exists (&ad that only to a amaIl 
extent) is that of middle class, pa.rti.allyeducated persons suitable for employment 
as clerks, etc .• and of skilled laboursuchas fitters. pump kllakJsis. etc .• in an industrial 
concern, but the- establishment of em:ployment agencies would not be likely to-assist 
such persons. as their unemployment 15 the result of an excess of supply over demand 
and is not caused by any ignorance as to where opportunities for work exist.. 

8. Labour !ruruov ... 
(IJ It is very difficult to obtain any acenrato statistics of IabOllr tumover aa there 

are few coucems that keep such TeCOlds. 
Faaories.-It may generally be stated that skilled labour is fairly regular in ita 

work and has an average doration of employment of several years. Unskilled labour 
is less regular but it is apt to keep its connection with the factory and with periods of 
of intermitta.nce has probably an average duration of employment of several years. 

Messrs. Tau. 1_ aM Stul Compa.." report that the average duratinn of 
employment is one to four years and that their labour turnover during the last 
three years of normal working has been ;-

1925 
1926 
1927 

In the case of recruitments that are taking place :in this company at present it 
is estimated that 75 per cent. of the new applicants are men who have already 
served in the Steel Company. It is, however, reported that this percentage is probably 
higher than the normal as there are some men who took their settlement last year 
after the strike who are applying for fresh service, while also some of those. who 
went home during the strike and -did not return to employment with.in the three 
weeks allowed and so were not taken on, are now applying again. It is also stated 
that men with families try to keep their connection with the works and if one member 
of the family leaves another tries to take his plaee. 

Tlu I"dia" Cab/4 C&m/Jtmy reports that throngboot the five years dering wbicb 
the factory has b ..... working skilled IabOllr has remained largely IlIlchanged. but 
the I1I1skilled aboriginal cJ... has changed to the extent 01 about 30 per _to annually 
and continues to do so. Several of this class habitually come to the industry for a 
short period to collect a small capital or to tide over & difficult period in their usual 
agricultural employment~ . 

Tlu Tinplilk Ccmptmy reports that the factory has been operating for Gt yean 
and that the average duration of appointment to date has been 2·6 years. The 
Company gives the following figures of service records of their employees (other 
than clerks and foremen) :-

Less than one year's service 42· 9 per cent. 
One to two year's service 15·4 
T~ to three years' service 10-6 
Three to {our years> service 8·0 
Four to five years' service 14·0 
Five to six yean' service.. 8,.3 
Six to seven years' service 0·6 
Seven to eight years' service 0·2 ,. 

Among clerks and men of the foremen type. the labour turnover is small and 
the duration at service considerably longer than the figures given above. 
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In ,,,. Coal Mine, skilled labour is fairly RgUIar in its employment and the 
average duration of employment amounts to several years. Unskilled labour is less 
regular, but there is a distinct labour force which tries to keep its connection with 
the mines and its average duration of employment may be said to be for several 
yeam with intennittent periods of work and absence. 

Mica Mines.-The position :is much the same as in the case of coal mines, but 
probably unskilled labour has a slightly longer duration of senrice and maintains 
with the same periods ot intermittance a lODger CODIleCtion, with the mines. 

(ii) M ....... Tata Iron and Steel Company report thit the extent of their casual 
employment is ·03 per cent. and they base the fignre on the total number of 
temporary employments in 1927 and the average monthly stall on the roll for that 
year. 

The Indian Cable Company reports that is has little casual employment, which 
amounts only to about 3 per ceDt~ of its complement. 

PeninsnIar Tobaeeo Company report that aU their employment is permanent and 
there ~ no casual employment. 

(iit1 Absenteeism is extremely frequent both in factories and in mines. 

FaeIorUs.-In the larger orgauieed factories it is perhaps less frequent than in 
the sm.a.ller factories and in mines. There is~ howeverz considerable seasonable 
absenteeism consequent on marriage and agricultural seasons. The -figures given in 
(2) C indicate the extent to which this occurs in Messrs. Tata'. Iron and Steel Company 
and it probably occurs to a similar or even greater extent in other factories. There is 
also absenteeism due to lack. of dort of the worker~ and Messrs. Tata's Iron and 
Steel Company lind it advisable to offer a bonus of two daya' pay extra to each man 
of their weekly rated labour who works 27 days out of a possible 28 and one day's 
pay extra to each man who works 26 days out of &, possible 28. It was 
estimated tha.t approximately 80 per cent. of the weekly rated labour get this 
bonus. 

Coal Mines-In the coal mines absenteeism is of two distinct sorts ;-
(i) Seasonal absenteeism caused at the three periods of the year, i.e .. March and 

April for marriages, June and July for sowings~ November and December for harvest. 
The extent of this a.bsenteeism can be estimated by the fignres of production furnished 
by the Chief Inspector of Mines in his annual reports. The relstion of these ligures 
of production to miners working is shown from the figu~ below, which show the 
total of tons cut in each month and oi miners, including loaders in the Loyabad and 
Standard collieries. It may be noted that these two collieries were the only ones 
which were asked to famish this statement :-

Tons Miners 
Month. oi ineluding 

coal CDt~ loaders. 

1928. Loyaba'; CoUiny. 

January .• 42,508 33.690 

February 49,001 41,736 

March . , 46,907 37.702 

April 39,729 33,792 

Msy 46,934 40.756 

June 35.817 29.290 

July 23,458 19,_ 

August 36,100 36.865 

September 40,123 40,213 

October .. 86,425 35;058 

November 28,694 24,272 

December 28,268 25,168 

---
Total 456,964 400,877 
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S ... ..-II CoUiny. 

Tons Min ... 
Month. of including 

coal ~ut. loaders. 

) 
34.149 18.750 january •• 

February 37._ 20.168 

MarcIl 36.540 19._ 

April 36.095 16.773 

May 42.117 19.333 

June 34,524 17.043 

July 28,231 14.695 

August 42.022 20.285 

September 68.051 22.154 

October •• 43.419 26.254 

November 35.100 25.844 

December 37.904 24.705 

Total 460.618 245.893 

(il) Absenteeism caused by lack of elIort of the miner and the unwillingness to 
work more than a small number of days in the week. Figures regarding this given 
for Loyabad in answer to question 2 and for a. number of collieries in auBWer to 
questiou (64). From these figures it seems that the avenge Dumber of days worked 
m a. week by a. miner is about 4. 

Mic. Mines.-Absenteeism .is of the same nature as in the eoal mines. 
9. Apprea._ Act, lB5O.-TheA~isnotusedinth.provin~ .. 

JL-ftAFl' Ol!.GAlOZATIOli. 

(Nou.-For convenience the anSwers to aU questions in this section are given' 
separately for the ]haria Mining Field and for all other Industrial con~.l 

A.-JHARIA MINING SETTLEMENT • 

. n. ~ of Mavging ltd. 

Mine managers are required to hold the following qualifications :-
For a mine with an output of more than 2.500 tons a first-class 

~~~ . 

For a. mine;with an output of less than 2,500 tons a se"cond class certificate 
though man.agers holding only 4, permits U are allowed in collieries where the 
output does not exceed 600 tons a month. 

In the larger coal mines managed by European !inns. the man.agers are 
generally Europeans who have origiDally been recruited from home. These 
Europeans are usually a.ppointed as assistants and after they have had time 
to leam the conditions and the language are put on to manage a mine. Most 
of these persona hold :first-class coal mine managers certificates from home. 
but a number of European managers have been trained in India and hold 
Indian coal mine manager's certiftca.tea. These European managers frequently 
change from one company to another. 

With regard to India.o. managed collieries. the Indian mauage-rs have 
usually had their training in India 8Ild have passed their examinations in 
this country. A few. however. have obtained their certificates ill Great 
Britain. 
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The Indian Mine Managers' Association points out that the number of mine 
managers- ~ in excess of the .demand for the~~ and that the number of persons to 
whom certificates have been JS9ued by the Mmes Department since 1906 up to date 
in 1929.is as follows :-

Pi"sl Class. 

Indian Rest (speakiDg 
-- (speaking any language 

Indian other Total. 
language). than Indian). 

In lieu of Home Certificates 2 344 346 
Service 43 115 158 
Competency 83 121 204 

Total 128 580 708 

Seamd Class. 
In lieu of Home Certi:ficates Nil 27 . 27 
Service 135 70 205 
Competency 328 119 447 

Total 463 216 679 

Grand Total 1.387 

The number of mmes worked at the end of 1923 was 942; at the end of 1927. 
644, and at the end of 1928. 554; and even allowing for casualties among the passed 
mine managers. for those who have taken up other posts and for the fact that some 
01 those obtaining nrst--class certificates aTe those who had previously obtained 
second--class certifi:cates. the Association considenJ that there is considerable un .. 
employment among Indian. mine managers. It also considers that the conditions 
of service of mine managers. owing to the depressed condition of the trade. have 
become unsatisia.ctory. and that in some cases mine managers have to work under 
unsatisfactory conditions. 

llI. Becruitment and TraiDiDg of SuborIliDate SupenIsiDg SId. 

(i) In the case of the better educated classes. a person usually joins a colliery as an 
apprentice. After he has had practical training for three years and attained the 
age of 21. he may sit at the examination foe a sardar's certificate, and, if successful, 
may be appointed as a. sardar or over-man. In the case of a person holding an 
approved degree or diploma the period for practical training is reduced to one year. 
He may also sit for the second-class mine manager's eerti6cate after three years 
and for the first..class cert:iflcate after five yean. In the case of those holding an 
approved degree this period is reduced to two and three years respectively. A person 
holding one of these certificates enbances his prospects of he.ing appointed as an 
assistant manager and possibly eventually as manager. 

In the case of the uneducated classes~ a cooly sardar may sometimes pass the 
examination (which is an oral one and on practica1lines) for a sardar's certificate. 
In some mines, persona desirous of doing this are giving an opportunity of working 
as assistant sardan (thougb their wages are not shown in the books as such), and 
before a aardar's certificate can be granted the aspirant must have three years' 
practical experience of WOTking in a mine. When & certificate has been obta.in~ 
such & person may be appointed as an over~man. 

(ill (t» No facilities ..,.. given for training workmen to obtain tb. positioa of 
over-man but the training required is largely pmctic&l and obtained by aspirants 
in tlie (:Ourse of their ordinary duties in the- mine. Classes. however. nnanced by the 
1oc31 Government and run by the Mining Educa.tioD. Advisory Board, are h~ld at 
lhana and Sijua in the evening so as to allow assistants. over-men and apprentices 
to attend them. The classes comprise a three-year course and by attending the 
cla8H8 a student is able to pass bis eX&mination for the fust and second-class certi
ficates while in the third-year class; instruction in surveying also is given. , 
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(b) The f<Jllmring reports have been received from min .. showing the number of 
certificated sardars at present working who started work either as cooly sardars or 
workmen. In some cases those who were originally workmen became first oooly 
sardaIs and thereafter certificated sardars. 

Number of 
certificated sard8l'9 
who atarted work . 
in the mines A9-

Cooly Worl<men. 
sardaIs. 

Bhnggutdih 12 Nil 
Bhowra.. 0 3 
Central Kirkend 0 4 
Gwilitm 2 8 
Lndna .• It 4 
Standanl . • . . • . 7 6 
East Indian Coal Company (for all collieries) 9 as 

(e) There are no ammgemenis for the theoretical tralning of such skilled labour 
as winding engine men, haulage engine me~ pump men, boiler fire men, fitters~ 
etc .• who are mostly illiterate.. 

13. RelaIiODI I>etweeD Stat! and BalIk and File. 
(i) Relations genemlly in the coalfields are. on the whole. good. This is shown 

by the absence of strikes~ In many m.ines~ manageIS make a point of knowing their 
labour and it is not uncommon lor a manager to know all his labour by name. 

(ill) Worlos _ees: TMi>- __ " ...m.v_.-These .... unknown in 
the coaIlields. 

1S. _ sa Intermediari ... 

(i) (4) Contractors are employed by a large number of collieries to provide the 
labour required for cutting the coal and loading the coal on wagons, and are paid 
at a fixed rate per ton for all coal loaded on wagons. In some cases. ho'Wever. the 
rate paid per ton is increased either because coal is being extracted from difficult 
places in the mine or because the contractor has difficulties in maintaining his labour 
supply. The extent to which contractorsare employed for this pmpoe;e is consideTab1e 
and probably more than half the coal raised in the Jharia coallields is raised on 
the contract system. Definite figures are not yet ava.ila.ble~ but the India.n Mining 
Association reports that 70 per cent. of the coal raised in mines belonging to that 
Association in the Jharia. coalfield is raised by the contractor system. 

(b) Contractors are also employed simply to provide the labour requisite for 
cutting the .coal. . -

(e) In some cases also contractor.. are employed for petty contracts for cutting 
the coal from particnlar places. 

(ill) (a) The contractor is generally responsible solely for raising the coal while 
the colliery supervising sta1f is responsible for seeing that the mines are run safely. 
In some cases where the supervising staff has been paid by the contractor the 
Department of Mines has objected to the practice .. there is then " tendency that 
the supervising staff would pay more attention to raising than to safety. 

(b) Housing and medical facilities are invariably provided by the management. 
though in some cases the contractor is required to pay sickess paYJiIlents to the 
labourer employed by him. e.g .• in Standanl Colliery. 

(e) A contractor is genera.lly at liberty to pay a labourer as he considers lit. bot 
is more or less bound by the law of su.pply and demand to pay the rates which are 
general throughou~the colliery area as otherwise his labour would probably leave him. 
In some cases, as at Standard Colliery, the contra.ctor it not authorized to alter rates 
of pay withou.t consulting the manager, but in other cases this custom does not 
exist though generally managers report that no complaint had been,received by them. 
regarding the rate of wages paid to labourers by contractors. 

(iv) Effeets.-Whel'l proper control io;; exercised by the management there should 
be no ill-effects either on labour or on the working of the mine. If~ however. the 
contractor is not properly supervised the system may have a. bad effect more 
particularly DD. the working of the mine, in that the contractor may endeavour to 
wiD 008) from the easiest places so as to get a good output. 
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B.-FACTORIES AND MINES (OTHER THAN THOSE IN 
THE JHARIA COALFIELDS). 

'. 
1L &election. of Managing Staff. 
( .. ) In the larger indust:rial concerns the Managing Agents or Board of Directors 

generally appoint the highersta1f either by direct recruitment from abroad
6 
sometimes 

under a covenanted Ifyatemk or by promotion from the junior ranks or by direct 
recrnitment from large indust:rial cities in this country. In the Indian-owned 
concerns which are generally smaUestablishmeDts~ the occupier or one of the occupier's 
agents often manages the concern with a clerk at clerks to keep registers and accounts, 
but in a few concerns such as some of the IndianwOWned sugar works in Biha.r~ there 
are regular mana.gen. with previous business training in some industrial firm either 
in this province or elsewhere. The majority of ouch managing stalI", however, 
helougs to this province. 

(b) Mess,.. Tats. Iron and Steel Company report that their managing stall" cousists 
principally of men with a wide and varied experience acquired in the f~m06t iron 
and steel works in America or Europe. The heads of departments are usually men 
with experience in similar departments of other steel works, recruited in America or 
Europe. but there are a Dumber of Indians. some of whom have had training in foreign 
steel plants. while others have obtained practically all their experience with the 
company at J a:mshedpur. As vacancies occur in the positions of heads of departments 
promotioDl! are made from other employees engaged in the department (if a suitable 
DJ.a.Il is available) otherwise it is necessary to recruit from_ abroad. 

(0) M ...... Indian Cahle Company report that their managing stall" is recruited 
from especially trained men in the English faetori .. helouging to their Managing 
Agents. 

(01) The Tin· Plate Company report that their managing stall" is ",cruited from 
abroad. 

1lI. Recruitment aD4 Training of s.._1e SupeniJing Ii1alL 
(i) (0) The subordinate supervising stali in some of th.larger industrial concerns 

where tho work as well as the skill required is of diverse nature is recruited .from aU 
classes. Some are members of this province. some Anglo-Indians. some Europeans. 
and some membem of other provinces. 111 the railway works. Anglo-Indians form 
a fair percentage. In other concerns where the work is not 80 varied or in smaller 
concerns, local men are generally trained up to hold these positiODS" but here also 
there is a sprinkling of per30DS helouging to other provinc ... 

(6) Messrs. Tats. Iron and Steel Company report that the Company maintains 
the Jamshedpur Technical IDl!titute to train in theory and pta<tice certain selected 
8tudents for positions in the operating departments of the works. The course is a 
three-yea.rs~ one-half of which is spent in the works and half in the institute. and 
during training each student is paid Rs. 60 per month. Since the institute was starteci 
in 1921. 137 students have entered the institute of whom 50 are now under training 
Ji,nd of the remainder 63 are in the works. Many of these students have replaced 
imported covenanted labour and quite a number are successfully fiJ.ling foreman's 
positions in various parts of the works. though Done are yet fit far the higher positions 
of Departmental Superintendents. 

Foremen in the Electrical and Mechanical Departments .&re also often recruited 
from persons who have graduated from the various mechanical and elect:rical training 
colleges in India. 

Th. Company gives the following figures to show the e-..t to which the number 
of covenanted lmported employees in the manufacturiDg departments has been 
reduced since 1925-26 

Number of Average Present Present 
covenanted monthly number of avemge 

-- employees output in covenanted monthly 
In 1925-26 employees. outputiD 

1925-26. in toD1I. tons. 

Cokf\ovens .. . '. NU 51.840 NU 63.000 
Blast furnaces •• . . .. 13 50.200 10 65.000 
Steel piants • • • • • • 49 39.210 42 50,000 
~olling mills (finished product) 108 27,000 40 35.000 

" , 
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(e) Messrs. Indian Cable Company report that when their factory epaneel the 
subordinate supervising staff was reeruited from seruOJ' students of reputable 
engineering colleges.. The method was found satisfactory as although the men were 
not particularly skilled at their duti.es~ they had sound education and 'Were found 
able to receive practical training and also to eontrol labour* Future subordinate 
supervising stafi will,. however.. to a great extent. be drawn from their present 
labour. 

(01) In the Mica Industry. sarda", are gen..ally pe%SODS who have had their 
training as ordfaaIy workers. while mining assistants are gen....uy re<:rUited from 
Bengal. 

(ii) (a) In some of the industrial _=ns. as for instance. in the engineering 
1irms~ there is an apprenticeship system and the apprentices on completion of their 
term are kept on but the percentage of students completing their term is very small. 
Details of such apprenticeship systems other th&n those existing in the J amalpur 
East Indian Railway Works are given below:-

(\) A.u. ... BJUln .... d Compa .. y. Mwraff....pur. takes in apprentices for motor 
works and structural works. Period. 3 yeaB. . Usual number of apprentices 
about 20. Approximately 20 per cent. remain with firm on completion of 
the term. . 

(2) S"'.... Engi .... ri"l! Comp .... y. M .. _tsh. takes in apprentices as 
mou1.ders~ tomers and fitters. Period. 5 years. About 1 per cent. remain with 
:fum on completion Df the term. Usual number of apprentices a.bout 10~ 

(31 Tata 1""" .. nd SUeI Company takee in apprentices in the brick 'depart
ment. roll-turning department, electrical department. machine shop and foundry. 
Period. S years. Usual number of apprentices in these departments about 100. 
Attendance of all apprentices at the Technical High School is compulsory. 

(4) Patna Iron Foundry, PllltltI City, takes in apprentices in the machine 
shop moulding and fitting work. Period 2 to B yean.. About 5 per cent. 
Temain with 1irm. on completion. Usual number of apprentices varies 
from BtoS-

18. 1IeIaIi_ between Sial! and Rank and Pile.. 
(i) (a) Gen....uy the relations between the stat! and I10Uk and file particularly in 

the smaller factories are satisfactory. In some of the larger concems. howeverz 

there is sometimes a lack of contact between the managing and supervising stafi~ 
who are frequently ignorant of the language of their workmen. and there is also a 
tendency on the part of foremen to abuse their authority. 

(0) In Tata. Iron and Steel Works the lack of contact between the supervising 
sta.fi and the workmen and the abuse of workmen by foremen has been stated as 
one of the reasons leading to the 1928 strike. The company itself reports that 
•• the present relations between the staff and workmen are generally speaking of a 
cordial nature. In the earlier days of the company it was not uncommon for foremen 
to abuse their authority and powers by demanding from the workmen sums of money 
in return for which men were given preferential treatment and employment, promoR 
tien. etc. In recent years this .:.ms largely disappeared and charges against the 
foremen of this nature are now seld.m;n preferred. Nevertheless confidence in the 
integrity of the foremen by the workmen has not yet been completely restored. 
The difficulty of establishing such confidence is greater here because of the labour 
belonging to various communities. and the almost impossible task of trying to 
please each. EBerts have been and are being made to educate all our foremen up 
to the responsibilities of their positions and the necessity of dealing with workmen 
in a straightforward. honest and sympathetic manner. This instruction is given 
by the Departmental Superintendents to all foremen under them in a. series of 
lectures. " 

(iii) Wo.ks C ...... iU. ... -(QI As regards Tata Iron and Steel Company .ide the ' 
Company's Memorandum. 

(e) The Indian Cable Company report that a Works Committee was started in 
January. 1929. and has met monthly since that date. and it is the unanimous opinion 
tha.t the management 'and the workpeople have derived considera.ble gain from this 
system. The Com.mittee consists of ten workpeople elected by vote from ten 
se<:tions and two representatives of the management. The first two meetings 
produced nothing beyond reite..~tion of wants, but it can now be considered that 
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the Committee is permanently established as an excellent bridge between labour 
and control and that the individual workman takes CODSiderable interest in the 
work of the Committee. ' 

(d) In the Tin Plate Company there are two main Works Committ.... Of these 
one deals with safety ugnlationo and is composed of two superin __ , doctor, 
sanitary officer~ and a number of Indian foremen and 8upervis0I8. This Com
mittee holds meetings periodically to discuss safety fiIst propaganda and makes 
enquiries into accidents. The other is a committee composed of Indian and European 
employees which considers the works organisation and. makes suggestions for 
improving effi.dency. 

11>. CloDtraeto .. u Inlarmsdiariel. 
(i) (a) Genemlly the construetion of factory buildings and other such work is 

given co. contract. But in other matten the extent and character .of work given 
on contract varies considerably between the various concetna. 

Cb) As regards. Tata Iron and Steel Company iii'" their Memorandum. 

(0) Tatanagar Foundry report that most of the work of the company is given 
on piece-work contract system, and that the relations between the staff and rank 
and :file are consequently very cordial. They find that laboure1'6 on contract can 
finish the days work in much less time and do it with care and interest, and that 
after a. reasonable contract has been made~ there is neither detailed demand from 
QIle side DOl' complaint from the other. 

(iv) (/0) M...",. Tata Iron and Steel Company report that it has been found 
more ~ofitable and expeditious to employ contractors for the classes of work done 
than if the company employed its own staff. This is because the work given on 
contract is principally work which can be done OD. a piece-WOfk basis. The eon
tractonl have quarters that accommodate approximately 600 labourers. who form 
the nucleus of their sta.ft. The workmen, therefore~ are readily available for work 
of urgent nature on account of their proximity to the works. As most of the work 
for which they are employed can be completed within. 5 or 6 hOUtS this labour is 
not employed for a longer period than that prescribed, and the Chief Inspector of 
Factories reports that the contractors' labour does not seriously violate the rules 
regarding hours of work. 

IIL-EOUSIlia, 

[The allSwet'S to all questions in !this seetion are grouped together for the 
Jha.ria. Mining Settlement and for the remainjng industrial concerns.] 

A.-JHARIA MINING SETTLEMENT. 

18. Ibtsnt to wbich JIoUling II Pro'ridetl. 
Ci) Co) All collieries in the ]haria coalfieid (as distinct from the Mugma or Lower 

field) are amply and ef!iciently equipped with approved types of houses, Their 
design. construction, ventilation, and general ame.wties are governed by the Jharia 
Min .. Board of Health By-laws. 

(b) Those workers who are reoruited from villages situated within five miles 
from the mine frequently prefer to live in their own villagea and walk backwardB 
and forwards to their work, 

Co) A statement is given below showing the extent: of housing provided 00 
15 collieries. of which 5 have been selected by the Additional Deputy Commissioner, 
Dhanhad ... being the best-equipped, S the worst equipped. and 5 normally equipped 
.in the matter of hoU8ing~ 

A comparison of housing figures with the average labour population in the 
collieries :selected does not give an absolutely accurate picture of the extent of 
hOWling provided for the following reasons ;-

• (1) In many cases more than one miner is accommodated in one "" ... ,.. or 
house. 

(2) Very frequently a man and his wife .... d his family. all of whom may be 
regarded as separate labourers :in the 1igures of the mining populatioD.. o«upy 
one house, and 
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(3) The extent to which the worlt"", go back to their own houses in their 
own viJIages is not definitely !mown. 

Colliery. 

Bhowra ~. 
Jamadoba •• 
Pure Jharia 
Kustore •• 
Loyabad .. 

New Barwa
. ben. 
Sonardih (No. 

106). 
Angarpatbra 

(NQ. 137). 
Kantapahari 
Kesolpur 

(128) 

GopaIichek-
West. 

Ena .• 
Bhutgoria .• 
Kirkend (No. 

196). 
Central Xu

jama. 

Number of houses of each class provided. 

of White cession Special ue _ute. Red !: Con- \ \ Bl ,,--- I 
woo:kers. licence. :::. licence. Standard.1 0theIs. 1icence . 

2.082 
2.052 

409 
2.187 
3.383 

55 

190 

107 

loll 
61 

1.185 

605 
558 
736 

. I.-Fi .. _ eqwippotJ eoI1iffks. 
733 -- 6 
755 48 - 19 
168 53 5 30 
267 412 97 121 
277 149 36 10 

II.-Fiw un:wst equipped collieriu. 

88 

20 

320 
360 

895 
368 

10 

17 

1 

20 

III.-Fw. _y eqwippoii eoI1o<ri ... 
118 55 - 21 132 

158 
77 

143 

44 

21 

22 

30 
13 
81 

28 

18 
89 

11 

47 
2 

49 

53 

42 

110 

Total. 

1,059 
1,224 

256 
1,292 

950 

10 

17 

89 

20 
20 

326 

258 
202 
223 

158 

NoIe.-A white licence is given to those houses which conform in every way to 
the standards laid down by the Board. vi .. 18 (ii) helow:-

A concession white licence is granted to houses which differ from the standard 
speciftcations in one or two minor details, e.g~, ftoor space 100 square feet cubic 
capacity 900 cubic feet; 1100r 5pa.ce 90 square feet. cubic capacity 1 .. 000 -cubic 
feet, width only 71- ft .• hut full iloor space and cubic cspacity. etc. 

A speciallic.ence is granted to houses with tiled roofs, but insufficient slope
the defect to be remedied on renewal of roof. 

A blue licence---c::onsiderable improvements required, but carrying out of 
improvements deferred. 

A red licence requires renewal within 12 months. 

(iv) In the Mugma or 0 Lower" ~1d the housing by-laws mentioned in ques
tion 16 (i) above have not yet been applied. In the majQrity of the collieries there 
is no resident labour. the workers coming in from their own villages. In the few 
large collieries in this area, accommodation is provided by the management or land 
is given to the Workem to build their own houses. Elsewhere in the Jharia minefi.elds~ 
except in the instances mentioned in question 16 {i) (6). the workers do not provide 
their own houses. 

17. FaolIiti .. for AoqDilitiGll of Land for Workers' BoUIeo. 
Difficulty has been encountered by collieries in the Jharia coalfield in acquiring 

land for the purpose of housing schemes. In 1920 the Coalfields' Committee suggested 
that every facility should be offered to a colliery company or proprietor to acquire 
laud under the Land Acquisition Act for the housing of labour (paragraph 52 of the 
Coalnelds' Committee :report). In considering the amendment of the Land Acquisi
tion Act in 1922. the Locol Government in pamgraph 5 of letter No. 132-R.T. of 
13th August, 1922. suggested some such amendment to give some facilities for the 
acquisition of land for colliery purposes. The Government of India. however, 
did aot include any such amendment ill the Land Acquisition Act. The matter 
baa ~ beeu before the Local Government iD connection with the revision of 
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Sections 49 and 50 of the Chota NagpurTenancy Act and a Bill was introduced 
and passed in the last winter session of the Legislative Council. Slight alterations 
were found necessary in the Bill to improve its working, and these changes have 
recently been passed by the Legislative Council. < 

The Bill will in the fint place facilitate the transfer by the occupant of a holding 
of raiyati lands to & colliery requiring land, and in the second place allow the lessor 
of mineral rights to acquire for his lessee (the mineowner) such land~ which he is 
required by the terms of his lease to provide for the development of the mine. The 
Bill will therefore give faeilities to collieries to acquire through their landlords such 
land as may be necessary for housing their labour. 

111. Nature of Accommodation Provided ill each Illaas. 

5 ..... """" of stan4twtls. 
(a) Floor space 100 sq. ft. (0) Verandah floor space 40 sq. ft. 
(b) Cubic capacity 1.000 cu. it. (f) Verandah width 5 ft. 
(e) Width of rooms 8 ft. (g) Doors 5 ft. X 2 ft. 
(<i) Average height 7 ft. (hJ Adequate and independent ventila-

tion. 
Every house must be licensed. Licences are not given u.nless the standards are 

complied with. If labourers are found in occupation of unlicensed premises. the 
management is liable to prosecution. 

The type of house most commonly found is that known as the U arched tlItau'4 ., 
built 01 cement coDcrete throughoutl thoughmany,other types are favoured. including 
some two-etoreyed buildings. 

The provision of satisfactory housing is controlled by the Jharia lIflnes Board 
of Health. and in ]919 it was decided that the elimination of non-standard housing 
should be extended over a period of three years. Early in 1923~ however. it beca.me 
clear that the three-year programme was drastic having re~ to the financial 
condition of the trade, and it was, therefore. decided to substitute a five-year pro
gramme commencing with the year 1925-24 and ending in the year 1927-28< This 
programme was accepted as a provisional basis by the Indian Mining Association 
and Indian Mining Federation. Subsequently. however, owiDg to the depression in 
the coal industry. moratoriums have been allowed in sUbsequent years· and full 
compliance with the programme laid down has not been insisted upon, though the 
Board insists tha.t new constructions must comply with the standard specifteations 
and that houses which fall into disrepair and become unfit for human occupation 
are thoroughly repaired. The hOWJing provided may. nevertheless, be described 
as eminently satisfactory on the whole. 

110. lI.ent RateI ill VariOlUlIllaalel. 
No rent is ever charged. 

ilL Special Problelu AriIing ill Clonneclion willl VariOlUl CIassea of 1I0l11ing. 
(a) Sub-letting is not known. 
(b) Occupstion of employers' houses by teuants in other employ is sometimes 

~tted by special sanction of the Board. Workers on one colliery may be housed 
m the buildings of .. neighbouring co11iery or .. shopkeeper may be allowed to use 
a dha-ur(J for the purpose- of trade. It also frequently happens that two friends. one 
of whom may be working on one ~ezy and one on auother~ share a dhaW4 on one 
or the other of the collieries. 

(c) Eviction.--Generally the miner lea.vingwork in the collieries leaves the tiM'II,.a. 
At the same time on some occasions a. miner going to work on another colliery keeps 
his house on his original colliery and there may be dimculties in connection with his 
eviction. but such cases are rare. 

(d) In some cases if a colliery manager wishes to concentrate the labour worki~ 
in one pit in houses close to that pit he finds difficulty in doing so~ but the matter 18 

not of great importance. 

B.-INDUSTRIAL ESTABUSHMENTS OTHER THAN THE JHARIA MINING 
- SETTLEMENT. 

16. Ibtent 10 which 1I0l11ing Ia Providell. 
(i) By .mployo.s.-It may generally be stated that where labour has convenient 

acceas to ita own house, whether in village. 01' towne, housing is Dot provided. but 
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t.hatwhere there is no such. convenient access or where it is cousidered by the manage. 
ment advisable to keep the labour close to its workplace housing is provided. Some 
instances are given :- . 

Mesw •• Tata .... <1 1_ SiHl C"",jnmy.-There are 4,821 residential buildings 
provided. Of these 801 are rented at over Rs. 20 a month and may be considered 
as probably provided for the supervising and subordinate supervising sta1f and the 
description of them need not be given. Sixteen ate Iated as hotels. For further 
particula!S see Cnmpany's Memorandum. 

Tn. Tin PIBk C....,..,." provide 49 European style bungalows and 326 pucca 
quartas. These quarters housed at the last census 425 tenants and 1,411 lodgers. 
equivalent to 41 ·5 per cent. of the labour force. Prior to the strike of the 6th April. 
1929. 20 lakhs of hricks had been burnt in readi ...... to build 80 additional quartets 
sanctioned hy the Cnmpany for erection during 1929-30. 

Kuch_ Lime an<l SteM Company provide 350 rooms, some of which are built 
with puttra (limy shales) and mud and some with puttra and lime. Roofs are 
CODStructed from rollas. bamboos and tiles. 

Son. Valloy PorllGn<l Co""" Comp .... y.-425 puC<a brick hui1dings are provided 
and more are being built. 

Kalya..p ... Lime Works. Limite<l. have built 314 rooms with country tiled roof-
one room and verandah for two persons. -

Shre. D4s RU:s Mills. P.""'.-Housing provided for 40 coolies and ten mistries. 
Slwu BiAarift MiJIs1 PaIntI.-One room for coolies, one room. and verandah for 

press attendants. and rented houses for miller. engineer. and some ofher persons • 
.PeftinsuiM Tobauo Comp_y.-SOme time back made arrangements for quartm! 

for their labour. but the scheme did not meet with success and has been stopped. 
Their employees, who are alllo~ make their own arrangements~ 

Bar<IC/sakia S_ MiIls.-Forty-four quarters are provided for outsider workmen 
and skilled labour and the remaining workmen are residents of surrounding villages 
who go away to their homes after working hours. -

p"".,. S_ F ....... y.-Housing is provided for aU outsiders and local men gQ to 
their homes when olf duty. 

Japaha S_ Comp ... y.-Housing is provided for aU outsiders and local men go 
to their homes when olf duty. . 

Se .... " Des; S_ FtICIcry and Samaslipwr C"""'" SIIIJM Company.-Housing 
for 10 per cent. of their labour is provided. . 

Th6 Ne",Saflxn. S_ Camp..." report that housing is provided for aU employees. 
but this does not include the local labour . 

M""hoWYaJo SlIIJar FtICIcry provide bungalows fo& aU Europeans and Anglo
Indians. quarters for aU Indian stal!. mistries aDd watch and ward. 

Sara" ElljJinurilllJ Company provide housing for aU imported labour. 

Himgir Romp ... Coal Company provide housing for 50 per cent. of the total 
labour force. 

Bengal I .... Comp....y.-AIllabour is providoq with quarters. 
Messrs. 1"dia1& Cab1s Company provide accommodation for skilled labour only. 

The aboriginal cla.ss of unskilled labour prefer" to-live in their own busfis in the adjacent 
villages. 73·S per ceD.t. of the skilled. labour are accommodated in rent-free quarters 
and the rest of the skilled lahour aDd of the unskilled stal! provide their own 
accommodation. 

Tota""Car Fo_dry report that free quarters are given to assistants and workmen, 
but that they have not been a.ble to provide quarters for aU men employed. Em
ployees. however. are not taken unless they have made arrangements for their lodging 
and boarding in the locality. and the company is trying to hasten its own programme 
for housing workers. 

Ray"", Sugar Compemy.-Quartet'S are provided for those workers who- are not 
resident locally. 

Rat,wl .. ,..,. Mills., Muktap..,..-Housing is provided for aU workers who desire 
accommodation.. 

Pasupaii_ Ria ""d Oil MiJIs and Sikta Rico Mill provide housing for labourers 
who come from distant places~ and for those required to live near the factory. 
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Mka Mi .... ",,4 SpUllit!g FaeIories."-All Ioea1 labour resides in its villages, 
and housing is provided for pardUi labour. Lokai futory provides housing for 20 
coolies. who come from other districts. The Chota Nagpur Mining Syndicate provides 
housing for its pardesilabour in the Dhanakola division. At the Lomchancbi mine a 
large Dumber of quarters have been provided by the sam.8 company but these remain 
unoccupied except by darwans~ etc. 

(ill (0) No housing is provided by Government or any other public agency except 
for various persons working in Government fa.ctories. 

(b) The Maude Committee, which inquired into the conditions of Ja.mshedpur 
in 1919, suggested that the Board of Works should construct ho ..... for workers 
in that town and should charge rent which should he pald direct by the companies 
and the workmen should pay the rates and taxes. It was expected that the average 
cost of housing would not be less than Rs. 3 or Rs. 4 a month. This proposaJt; however. 
was not appr0ve4 by Government as it was considered that the housing scheme as put 
forward by the committee was far from being a sound proposition. 

(iv) Messrs. Tala 1,,,,, and Siul CAmopany report that in view of the prevailing 
shortage of houses and with a view to encourage employees to build their own houses, 
the Steel Company grants leases at 3 per cent. interest to its employees for building 
houses. For kutcba houses three months' pay are advanced repayable in J2 instal
ments. For pukka brick-iu-Jime houses loans are granted on mortgage system; 
ordinarily 15 monthe' salary limited to half the cost of building is advaoced to 
employees recoverable within a maximum period of .five years. though occasionally 
the maximum is increased to two·thirds of the value ofhouses. For further particulars 
see Company's memorandum. 

no T;" Plalo Company state tha.t many workers build their 0W1I hou.... 724 
houses have been built with loans granted by the Company a.mounting to Rs. 22.907. 
Loans are limited to a sum that can be repaid. ill 10 months without undue hardship 
and the Company exercise care to .... that the bouses are of good design and that good 
material is put in them. . 

18. llli1izalion b Work ... of Accommo<lation Available. 
In all cases quarters provided are invariable occupied~ except in the case of the 

urica nllnes~ 
20. Bent l!ateo in VariouI_. 
In some cases rent is .charged and instances are given below. 
SIw" BihariJi Mills, p..,.. City.-Rents charged at rates not given. 
Must's. Taltl It'on '"'" Stul Comp,u,y.-Rents are -calculated as near as possible 

at 5 per cent. on the capital cost. The rents of various types carrying rent less than 
Rs. 20 are giveo in the statement a.ttached in answer to question (I4) (i). 

T"- Indi4tJ C4bl. Compilft,)'.-No rent is charged beyond two anuas per month 
pAid by each occupant of the A and M4 types of quarter.; which have extra water 
mains provided by the company. 

Tift. Plat6 eomPtMy.-Rents are fixed on a basis of 5 per cent. (and in some cases 
.. little as 3t per cent.) of the capital cost. 

In other cases no rent is charged. 

. .' 
IV. HEALTH. 

[In this section also answers to all questions except questions SO. 31 are 
grouped together for the Jharia Mining Settlement and for the remaining 
Industrial concems.j 

A.-1HARIA MINING SETTLEMENT. 

23. General Health CODlIIIIOIIlI of Work .... 
(i} Fig1W6S of morlality.-The figures available are not accurate figures for 

workers. but represent the figures for the whole mining settlement which is~incid.ent 
with Db.nbad Subdivision, excluding the figures for the Dhanbad Municipality. 
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(a) A table is given below sbowing tbe deaths in the mining settlement for the 
last five years. 

Year. 

1924-25 · . · . 
1925-26 · . .. 
1926-27 · . .. 
1927-23 · . .. 
1926-29 .. · . 

I 
Number of deaths. I ----------1 Dea. th-rate 

Male. Female. Total. per ItOOO. 

5.143 4,312 9,455 20·88 
4.541 3.900 8.521 18'77 
4.117 3,611 7.728 17·02 
3.979 3.616 7.595 16·73 
4.447 3.853 8.300 18·28 

(b) A statement is also given 01 the incidence 01 cholera and Small-pox in tbe 
mUling settlement during the same period. 

Year. 

Colliery population · . 1924-25 .. 
1925-26 .. 
1926-27 · . 
1927-28 · . . . , 1926-29, · . Non-colliery POPulatiOn .• ' 1924-25 .. 
1925-26 · . 
1926-27 · . 
1927-28 · . 
1926-29 .. 

I Cholera. I Small-pox. 
Cases. Deaths. Cas... Deaths. 

671 342 379 11 
273 104 382 20 
131 37 461 27 
63 12 748 29 

132 36 744 24 
760 218 173 97 
672 257 316 82 
546 121 672 38 
322 70 731 28 
581 164 782 32 

(il) Birl/H-_ a .... inl_ morlality.-The figures lor tbe whole miIUng settlement 
for the last five yean are given below:-

I Number of births. 
. 

Year. Birth-rate 

Male. Female .. , Total. per 1,000. 

1924-25 · . · . 7.028 6.715 13.743 30·27 
1925-26 · . · . 7,753 7.519 15.272 33·64 
1926-27 · . .. 8.257 7.759 16.026 35·30 

i 1927-28 · . .. 7.887 7.878 15.315 33·74 
1926-29 .. .. 8.219 7.895 16.104 35·47 

The mining settlement includes. however~ two thanas. Tundi and Gobindpur. in 
·which no mines are situated and also thana N"usa of which the greater portion is 
rural. The birth-rate figor •• of these three tbana:I for the Ias.t three yeam are given 
helow:- . 

Thana Tundi •• 
Gobindpur •• 
Nina. 

1926-27. 
50'74 
48·23 
41·90 

Birth-ra.te per 1,000. 

1927-28. 
54·19 
42·35 
37·18 

1926-29. 
51·10 

.49·28 
38·26 

Figures for infantile mortality in the mining area and the three thanas, Tundi. 
Gobindpur and Nirsa for the last three years are given in the statement below :

Infant mortality per 1,000 births. 

1926-27. 1927-28. 1926-29. 
Mining area 199 165 171 
Thana Tundi 124 '93 112 

Gobindpur 132 131 120 
Nina. 105 96 HI 
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MeIAo4s f!f Regish'alion.-The ]haria. "Mining Settlement is divided into eleven 
circles. Eadi circle is under the charge of a Sanitary Inspector, who has under him 
from two to foUI' vaccinators. the number, varying with the size of the circle. 

2. Stmiltwy Impecl<wsare Registram of Births and Deaths under the Registr.ltion 
of Births and Deaths Act (Bengal Act IV of 1873). It ia their duty to record all 
births and deaths reported to them in the Births and Deaths Registen. The sources 
from which the registrano get their information are the following :-la) T ......... ~All 
births and deaths reported by the Government Chaukidars at the thana and recorded 
in the thana registezs. are copied by the Registram into the Births and Deaths 
Register.!. (b) Yacei"-s.-The births registered as per paragraph (I) above are 
then entered in a special form (Vaecinator'. Daily Record) one of which is kept for 
each village in the circle. 

Each vaccinator is in sub-charge of a. definite area.; a programme :is drawn up 
which ensures a visit to- each village every four or :live weeks. 

3. Sa,,"!,?, Ins{>ed<Ws.-Duriog the vaccination season. when the Sanitary 
Inspector visds .a. village about a. week after the vaccination -operations have been 
performed by the Vaccinator, be takes with him these records and. while noting the 
results of vacciDation .. verifies the entries made previ0D51y by the Vaccinator. 

4. CoilUrios.-The fonowing is the procedure as regards Collieries :-Births and 
deaths occurring on collieries are reported in the weekly returns of siekness and 
mortality which each colliery is required to submit to the Board's office. where 
the iDformation is separated and forwarded to the Sanitary Inspectors concerned 
who. as Registram of Births and Deaths. record the particulars. after verification, 
in their respective Births and Deaths Registers. 

(iii) WMIJing eonditions.-The conditions underground iIi the mines are on the 
whole satis1a.ctory. The galleries are generally fairly airy. There are, however, no 
latrines undergronnd and no proper method of disposal of dijecta. Where sweepezs 
are employed below, their services are unsatisfactory. . . .. .... 

(iv) Did"",.-(A) Wages are high enough to allow of generous diet for all worker.!. 
There is no eborta,ge of food. The staple diet consists of rice. lentils (dal), 
vegetable, spices and oil (mustard, ginjeny, mahua seed). with occasional meat 
(ox. goat or pig) 8l!d rarely milk and ghe.. Sometimes maize or other 110m 
replaces the nee. 

(Ii) The Jbaria Min .. Board of Health maintain a speciallabOIatory iD which 
samplea of foodstulfs are analysed. The expenditure on thia labOIatory in 1927-28 
exceeded Rs. 10.000 and the number of samples of __ analysed was 775. 
In 1925-29 the number of samples examined was 256 and the expenditure over 
Rs. 7,500. In addition. iD the Bacteriological seetion. samples of water are. analysed 
and 600 samples were analysed in 1928. Two hundred and lifteeo prosecutions. WIth 
197 convictions, were instituted in the settlement under the rood and Drugs 
Adultera:tiOD Act in 1927-28. There were 50 prcsecutions with 38 convictions un~r 
the same Act in 1928-29~ Five cases were brought under section 273 of the Indian 
Penal Code for selling food· unlit for human consumption iD 1927-28 and three cases 
in 1928-29. Investigation is being camed on by the Jbaria Min .. Board of Health 
fat" an amendment of the by-laws with the object of preveD.tion of adulteration of _so No decision has yet been arrived at. 

o _ • 

(v) Physique is almost invariahly good. especially so iD the case of Bilaspuris, 
Santals and Bowries and pezsGDS from north-west provinces. The BeIdars who 
usually work on the surface are not 80 good. 

(vi) Elf_cis of aistrubGfCU of u. ratio m i1JilV8friill citiu.-The ce~us 
reports show that in the district of Manbhum in which the Jbaria minlog 
settlement ia situated. the number of females per thousand males has dropped. as 
shown below:-

1891 1.012 
I~I ~ 
1911 963 

• 1921 m 
The figure 937 is the smallest figure for any district in the province which results 

in the smaller birth-rate that occurs in the colliery portion of the mining settlement. 
vja. answer to (28) (ii). 
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M. Eldent of lIIIodioal Facililieo p..mded. 
(i) By anployers.-A statement is given below showing certain iDfonnation 

regarding the eight hospitals maintained in the coalfield :-

Serial No. aDd IllUDe of 
of_tal. 

2.-Katras colliery _tal. 
3.-Hodidih -
"-Loyahad • ..,.;tal 

5.-Kustore hospital •• 

6.-Jamadoba hospi~ 

7.-l1anno _ •• 

8.-Bhowra. --

"""",,,""" ... _ .... 

Two wards of five beds each, 
with plenty of ~ veran-
dah space for ex.tn. beds. 
Also a ~ ~te in-
UdioDS disease !pital. 

Fiw bedI fot men and Jorrr 
for women in main bniJd-
ing. Also an isolatiDn 
ward of three rooms with 
three beds in eadJ. 

Two wards with six beds in 
each. One ward for women 
but used for men if there 
are. DO women inpatients . 

Two wards of sh: beds each, 
one of whieh isRSm'Ved for 
womtIIl when necessary~ 

Two_ Four beds in 
male and two in female ...... 

Two wards. four beds for 
men aDd three for women. 
Also ,b;ree dbowras dole 
byUMdfot'ovuftow orfor 
families accompanying 
pa1ial.t&, 

Ditto •• 

0) One doetor(L.M.P.) 
(iiJ One -qualified Com--. (ill) One "'-. 

(i~ One doctor (L.M.P.) 
(ti One co:wpoUlld&. 
(ili One dresser. 

(l) One doctor • • • • 
(ji) One Assistant Medical 

Officer of Sub-
Assistant ...... -(iii) ~e4 com-

{iv~ One dresser. tv Om femalo attendant. 

(II One doctor (M.B;l.,o: 
{til ODe unqualiJad 

torof.twenlyyear&-' 

(w1 ~ec! com-

(Iv) o:"J';'!::;,r. 
(l) -_Il..M.P.) 
(tt) One qtWmed ann-- . (iii) One dresaer. 

Q) One doctor (L .... S.l 
(iiI One doctor (L.c.P.) 

(iii) One qualified com-
pounds. 

........ t 
of daily 

aIlowanco 

=.:: 
Ra. .. p. 
•• 0 

Ditto 

H ......... 

• I. • 

01. e 

_of 
....... or .......,.. 
covera.b1e 
"""'<om. 
C .... any. -

Amount 
ofdaUy 

allow ..... _to 
attendant. 

Rs. a. P
O • e 

Ditto. 

-

-

0 • 0 

-

-

Besides these at every colliery there is a dispensary. its size and scope varying 
with the number of workers employed. A schedule of drugs and appliances set up 

·under the Board's By-law No. 27 indiea.tes the minimum requirements which must 
be maintained. Every colliery with 30 workers or more is compelled to employ 
a registered medical I?ractitioner ~ Of the 215 collieries now working. 36 have whole
time medical practitioners. 114 have part-time. and 65 are exempt as having not 
more than 30 workers. No medical practitioner can be engaged without the approval 
01 the Board'. Chief Medical Ollieer. 

(ii) By G ........... d.-At Dbanbad there is a fully equipped charitable hospital of 
46 beds which. though it is maintained by the local board, is in charge of a Govern
ment Assistant Surgeon and under the supervisioll of the Inspector-General of Civil 
Hospitals. To this hospital are sent from the collieries all those cases which, from 
their serious nature, cannot be suitably dealt with on the spot. The Jharia Mines 
Board of Health makes an annual grant for the upkeep of this hospital and maintains 
a motor ambulance for the transport of patients~ . ,4 
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The foll~8, Dou-recurring gra~ts ~ve been given by Government for expendi. 
tur. on MedIcal m the Manbhum dism.:t (figures for the Dhanbad .ulH:!ivision are 
not availa.ble) !-

1920-21 
1921-22 
1924-25 
1925-26 
1926-27 

Rs. 
18.000 
24.750 
13.000 
12.000 
18.000 

A 8um of Rs. 9.600 recurring is also provroed by Gcmm1ment annually for 
expenditure on 10caI fund hospitals and dispensaries in the Manbhum district. 

(ill) By .,"'" "".Mes.-The local board maintains three charitabl. dispensarielr
two in the Jharia field and one in the Mugma field. The Raja of Jharia maintsins 
a charitable hospital at Jharia with seven beds~ which is under the supervision of 
the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals. 

(iv) The extent to which accommodation for women is provided in the hospitals 
maintained by collieries and the extent to which family attendance, etc .• are provided 
in the hospitals maintsined by collieries. are given in answer to question (24) (i). 
In the Dhanbad district board hospital four beds in an improvised ward, besides one 
in the isolation ward and one in the small-pox ward.. are provided for women. where 
a lady doctor of the Sub-Assistant Surgeon class and two nurses are provided. 
Under the supervision of the assistant surgeon the lady doctor attends female 
indoor and outdoor patients. She occasionally attends maternity cases outside 
bospital when people can aflord to ~y her f .... but her services sre not generally 
utilized by female labour of collienes. The D1l1"SeS are fully occupied with their 
duty in "the ward. The Jharia Mines Board of Health pays a contribution of 
Rs. 2.000 towards the cost of the female medical.taII of tms bospitsl. 

Il5. Eztent 10 which Kedioal _1ieII are utiliDIl. 
(i) It may be said that the facilities provroed are utilized to their funest extent. 

It is true that Santals and some others occasionally prefer to rely upon iDdigenous 
nostraz but the whole tendency is towards the acceptance of Western medicine 
and treatment~ 

(ili) For most ailments and accidents. women are willing to avail themselves 
readily ¢' the facilities provided. but for diseases peculiar to their sex they appear 
averse to beiogtreated by a male doctor. Thus matemitycases ratelyreaeha hospital 
except occasionally iD extremes. The wives of babus and similar members of the 
staff are Jea;uing the benefits of skilled attendance at l&bour, though the miners' 
wives do not as yet aspire to anything beyond their own dangerous dais. 

Il8. LaIrinu and other SaDiIal7 AmIIIgemeall. 

A.-LtJIri ..... 
(i) AI IIJOt'B pl ..... -Undergronnd scavengers are employed as ordered by the 

Mines Act. Their work is- without exception inefficient owing to the Jack of 
an:angements for the removal of night·soil. There are no latrines below ground, 

{iiI AI _.-Attempts have been made to deal with the problem of promiscuous 
deflEcation. with little succ.... The individual still resorts to the __ . 

The ~. AQua privies U provided on mines were little ~ though in Jharia. 
Katras and 'kirkend buars. the public latrines instsUed by the Board are weU 
patronised. A septic ta.n.k.latrine ~ one colliery is proving very suecessful. 

For the removal of ashes and other rubbish. gangs of sweepers are employed 
on the collieries. adequate conservancy arrangements being insisted upon. under 
the Board'. by-laws. 

B.-W_ Swpply. 
(s) The Jharia Water Board supplies a piped supplr of filtered and chlorinated 

water from Topchancbi reservoir. About two-thirds 0 the collieries in the Jharia 
field are connected up to this supply. The remaining one-third will connect up as 
soon as -circumstances pemrit; the water mains do not extend to the Mugma field. 
Mesnwhile. their water supply (from wells) is watched by the o1licials of the BoarcL 

(b) Inadditinn to the provisions of a piped wate ... uWly. the Board in 1928-29 
reserved for domestic purposes the water of one tank in Jharia and one in Katras. 
It also 'prOhibited the n .. of water for any purposes from the railway tonk at Jharia 
and the Katri river at Katras. and for this purpose employed chauklClars for the 
control of the water supply throughout the year. In a.ddition. at times at which 
there is risk of epidemic. ebaukidsrs are appointed temporarily for tanks that ore 
ettlter reserved or prohibited for domestic pueposes. 
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(e) The ac_l expenditure incurred by the Jhuia Water Boaro on the piped 
..... ter supply up to the 31st March, 1928, has been Rs. 97;96,500. This &mouut 
mcludes repayment of loans (Rs. 5,32,000) and interest on loans (Rs. 21,15,000). 
Of the total expenditure Rs. 60.37.000 was derived by loans from Government. and 
Rs. 4.82.000 was contributed by Government. The balance of Rs. 26,78,000 bas 
been proWled by a cess on the coal industry. The balance of loans outstanding on 
the 31st March. 1928, was Rs. 611akhs. ' 

27. Edent and Nature of OlIIcial Supenisi"'; 
(i) Worlu of BOfWtls of Heal'h ... specUilan .... -The Jhuia Min .. Board directs 

and supervises every phase of disease prevention in the mines and to further this 
end is concerned also in supervising the villages throughout the whole coalfield area 
with certain extensions beyond to those villages whence the collieTy labour is derived. 
The _ maintains a Medical Officer of Health and &Iso an Assistant Medical 
OfIicer of Health. 

(s) The Board obtains its income from a tonnage cess on coal which was raised 
for the year 1928-29 to Re. 1.4,0 per 100 tons, having previously been Re. I per 
100 to1lS~ and also from a royalty cess which stands at 15 per cent. of the road cess 
paid by ~ty receivers. The income derived from these two sources in the year 
1928-29 was:- Rs. 

Tonnage cess 1.31.550 
Royalty cess t. 13.900 

(6) C ...... M' ... of '''' B ....... - The _ consists of eleven members. viz •• six 
nominated by Government of whom four are officials and two non-otficials. four 
elected by the mine-ownetS and nne elected by the royalty receivers. Of the two 
non-officials nominated by Government one is in practice elected by the Colliery 
Managers' Association and one represents the general public. ' 

(el The following ls a summary of the activities of the _ :-
(I) Supervision of housing of labour. 
(2) Sanitation on collieries. in bazaars and to some extent in villages within 

the settlement area. 
(3) Supervision of medical arrangements mcluding the provision of a motor 

ambulance. 
(4) Prevention and control of epidemics on collieries and in villages within 

the Board'. area. 
(5) Supervision of aU water-<mpplies. 
(6) Vaccination both in collieries and rural areas. There is probably no 

part of India where vaccination ls more thoroughly canied out. 
• • • • # ~ • • a • • •• 

(7) Registration of births and deaths m colliery and m rural areas. 
(8) Prevention of food adulteration. . 
(9) Public health Iectores both in colliery and in rural a.reas illustrated by 

magic lantern slides. 

29. Disau_Preval ...... 
(0) Hook-worm is generally ~~arded as ao industrial disease more especially 

~ongst miners. In India.. however. owing to the habits' of the people the disease 
15 by no means con1in.ed to mining areas and miners. and the ordinary agriculturist 
suffers almost as badly. Investigations were carried out in the ]haria. mining area 
for a period of four yeus from 1920-23, and over 15,000 persons were examiend 
of whom 70 per cent. at least were found to be infected. It is probable that 
still a very large percentage of adult labourers are infected but the Medical 
OfIicer of the Jhuia Mines Board of Health reports that owing to some 
cause which is not absolutely clear, though it is probably the avirulent nature 
of the local strain of hook-W0Y'II4 illness (even slight illness) is produced. only in 
a very small proportion of ca5eS* and it is exceptional in the]haria coalfield to 
find a case of. anaemia. due to hook-worm serious enough 't9 make it labourer unfit 
for work. . 

(b) Coof 'w' appears to produce as little ill-effect here ... m mines in England and 
elsewhere. 

(e) Figures regarding cholera and sma.ll-pox are given in answer to question 23. 

B.-INDUSTRIAL CONCER."'S OTHER THAN JHARIA MINING 
SETTLEMENT. 

118. General Health CondiIioDl of Wozk .... 
. l~odwetory.-Except for the mining settlement the only other area. in the 
provmce which has to any extent a large industrial population is Jamshedpur. 
With regard to the rest of the province the conditions. of persons engaged in industry 
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can be considered as identical, or practieally eo. with th .... of the neighbouring 
population. As regards ]amsbedpur the most cha.racteristir feature of the population 

, is tha.t it is not a true industrial population dependent on the wages of industry for 
its existence. It is an agricultural population adding to its income by working in the 
mel trade. Practirally aU the men employed either own land and cattle themselves 
or belong to a joint family that lives 00 the land. The only indigenous class that is 
entirely dependent on its wages is the Anglo-Indian. The population, therefore. at 
Jamsbedpur is·not stationary and is frequently likely to return to its vil.lages at time 
o! sickness or child birth. 

Generally. the health conditions are fairly good. There has been no epidemic 
of cholera in Jamshedpur for a long time. and since January. 1927. there have only 
been 13 eases of cholera. with three deaths. There was an epidemic of small-pox 
in the beginning of 1926 but there bas been none elnce then. Tbe foliowing statement 
sbows the ineidence of diseases during the last three years-the figures show the 
number of attacks as obtained from the hospital :-

Malaria 
KalaAzar 
TubercuJosls 
Hook·worm 
Fever 

... 

1926. 
803 
64 
80 
10 
39 

1927. 
914 
20 

107 
18 
24 

1928. 
771 
64 

181 
25 
61 

(G) (i) In the.larger factories the working conditions are generally satisfactory. 
In some of the smaller factories the Officiating Chief Inspector of Factories has 
has suggested that the amount of ventilation is insufficient. and hag-proposed that a 
standard ventilation based on the ratio of 10 square feet to .each operative should 
be provided. 

(ii) In his annual reports elnce 1921 the Chief Inspector of Factories bas invariably 
reported that the health conditions of employees have been normal. In the case- of 
factories no abnormal incidence of epidemics has been noticed. 

(iv) The general dietary of industrial workers can be coosidered to be the same as 
that of the ordinary population. except possibly at Jamsbedpur. The Jamsbedpur 
Public Health Stafl and Market Stafl do their best to prevent the sale of adulterated 
food·stuffs. Bad fish is destroyed whenever fonnd. Other articles thought to be 
adulterated are seized and analysed in the town laboratory. and if found bad are 
submitted to the Magistrate for dlsposal. The cost of living in Jamsbedpur is high. 
and a large part of the cost of food is freight: the area in which the town is situated 
lies in the angle of two neighbouring rivers. and the communication with surrounding 
country is difficult, which raises the cost of ordinary bazaar purchases. Market 
gardening has. however. recently increased. and bas brought down the price of 
vegetables a little. Another factor which bas _ the cost of living is the high 
wages paid by the compsnlse which bas served to creete an artidcial standsrd of 
comfort. The proposed creation of the co-operativo stores mentioned below may help 
towards reducing the cost of living. 

(v) Physiq .... -At Jamsbedpur the worke .. come mostly from outside and 
comparatively few have settled down in the place. The tendency of those who have 
settled down bas been towards improvement in physique due probably to regular 
work, W8l!'os and open air conditions of living. In the rest of the provlnce the pbysique 
of industrial workers may be takeI1 as being similar to that of the rest of the 
population. 

U. Eztent of l"IIeclloal J'acillti .. ProvIded. 
(il The larger concerns frequently provide full medical facilities for their 

employees and smaller concerua frequently subscribe to the uearest local fund 
dispensary. 

Various compeuies from whom reports ha"" been received give the following 
information regarding medical facilitiee provided by them :- . 

KadlfIIM Lif'M .,..4 Slotu CO"!'/'!'''Y provide a dispensary with indoor accommo
dation for two persons with a qualitied doctor who is IlOt allowed private practice and 
a Iluraibg cooly. 

S .... Vtlll.y Porll,..,,1 C._ C .... pm.y provide foDy equipped hospitals OIl the 
works and on the quarry with ODe qualified medical offi.-cer. one compounder for the 
quarry and one compounder for the works. There is accommodation for both 
indoor and outdoor patients. 
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K4lYG"PIW Li_ Works, Limi,.d, provide & hospital with .. fully qua1i1ied medical. 
officer (M.B.) with locally recruited wan! boy assistants. Accommodation for both 
indoor .... d outdoor patients is provided. 

T_ I ........ d Siul Works.-The Comp&ny maintains a hospital of 140 beds, 
four outdoor dispensaries and three First..aid stations and an isolation hospital for 
infectious ruseases having 52 beds. Theno are 24 doctors, 14 registered nunes, three 
probationers on the staft besides compounders. dressers and warders, etc: Of these 
two doctors are specially kept for isolation hospitals. Two ambulance cszs are used 
for bringing injured aod sick persons to the hospi1al and the employees are tnated 
:free whether in the hospital or at their quarters. Far medical attendance of their 
families a nominal fee is charged. 

nnpl4k Co"p."Y.-The Comp&ny maintains .. hospital outside the works gate, 
and a First-aid post inside the works. The works hospital comprises a dispensary. 
minor dressing station and a ward 'With. three beds for in-patients was well as usual 
offices. The ,Wi consists of two qualliied doctors, one hospital trained n1Ulle, live 
compounders and two dressers. 

l'Iwsa S"!!'" Fad<wy pay a monthly salary to the local dispensery doctor and 
carry a stock. of medicine in the factory. 

Bihar S"g'" Works.-A dispensary and medical. attendant are maintained by the 
Comp&ny. In serious cases the Assistant Surgeon of Siwanis called atthe Comp&ny's 
expense. 

i-pur Riu MiII.-Subscription paid to district board dispensazy. 
TM PmitJ.SVlar Tobacco eo_pay maintain a full-time European medical 0 fficer 

together with a compounder and dresser and provide an outdoor dispensary equipped 
for the relief of ~ accident aod common ailmeut. Medical. attention is given free 
to all their employees. 

Delri Li_ Comptmy, LimiUd, at c."a.-The necessary medicines are kept in 
stock and the nearest doctor is sent for in urgent cases and for accidents. The 
comp&ny bears all charges. 

F. F. CAI'imm ... d COMpany, Limi,.d (Mie .. Mittixg).-Dispensaries are estab
lished for the accommodation of in-door patients at headquarters in charge af a 
quali.lied medical. man. 

B...giJl 1, ... Company, L .... i,." (Agita .... d p........,. Mi .... ):-A fully-equipped 
dispensary is kept at both mines, one in charge of a qualified dispenser and the 
other of a. qualified doctor who is in charge of the medical and sanitaIy works in both. 
mines. A trained Indian nurse is kept for women and children.. 

["iii ... Cabk Comp_y maintniD two skilled compounders who supply free 
treatment and medicine. When a case OCCUIS beyond the skillof the sta1f maintained 
the comp&ny provide transport facilities to send to the hospital at Jamshedpur. 

Iii) It is impossible til give definite ligures. regaMing the extent of medical. 
facilities provided by Government for the industrial population. The following 
ligures give the amounts Sp&nt by Government throughout the province :-

(a) Non-recurring grants made til local. bodies for medical. relief:-

1924-25 
192&-26 
1926-27 
1926-29 

Rs. 
2.57,000 

.. 3,34,000 

.• 4,82,000 

.. Nil. 

(b) Non.-recurring sums spent on construction of Government hospitals and 
dispensaries for the ten years ending 1921-28 amounted to Rs.22,24,I85. On 
original works in connection with such hospitals and dispeDsaries the following sums 
were spent by the Public Health Department :- Rs. 

1924-25 2.07,975 
192&-26 2,37,887 
1926-27 93,758 
1927-28 1,02,326 

(e) The recurring grants made to local bodies for the upkeep of local. fund dispen. 
saries, etc .. in 1926-29 amounted to Rs.3,30,795. . 

(4) The recurring cost of upkeep of Government hospitals aDd dispensaries in 
1927-28 was Rs. 7,46,382. 

(ill) The district and local boasds I""'vide a considerable number of dispensaries. 
The usual standard is ODe dispensary m each thana, but this standard is frequently 
exceeded.. In each district and subdivision.al headquarters there is a hospital which 
it maintained by grants received from the district boardJ municipalities and from 
Government. 
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(iv) Provisi".. fM woms" tl<Jt:lof>s, ,Ie. 
. Bengal /f'01S Com/J4WjI. Limited-AgitA mad Parmwa mine.r.-A trained Indian 

nurse is kept at e3ch dispensary to treat the women and is largely utilized. 

25. Eztenllo wbioh lIIedical FaciIiIi ..... UIiliHd. 
The following reports ha.ve been received from factories regarding the number 

of patients treated during the year 1928 at the factory dispOIlSary :_ 
Kfl<hwm'Lime _Ii 5<oM CompaHj',-Outdoor patienta 1,362, indoor patienta 2. 
S"", Vallsy Porliand c.menl Compa..,..-Outdoor patienta 5,574, indoor 

patients 29. . 
KalyiSnf>u. Li"", W""ks, L;"';teli.-Outdoor patients 2,010, indoor patients 2. 
Taia Iron and Steel Compa..,.,-Number of new cases treated was 210210 

against 206,899 and 196,120 in two previons years. ' , 
The indoor hospital is nearly fnll at all times. 
It is estimated that 30 per cent. of the total cases are outsiders who have no 

connection with the company. 
TinplaJ8 CompaHj'.-It is reported that the medical facilities are freely utilized 

by tha employees of tbe companr. and of neighbouring companies and even by 
villagers residing ten to twelve miles away. In 1928, 89,193 cases were treated, 
and there were 1,980 minor operations. 

P.,.i_ ... Tobauo eomP"Hj'.-The average daily attendance at the dispeneary 
is about 75 pel'8OD.S~ 

])em Li.... CampaHj', Gay".-Abont 33 p .... ons are treated in a month for 
simple ulceni. 

F. F. Christun Compa"y, Limi/ea.-Approximately 12,000 outdoor and 100 
indoor patienta are treated yearly, . 

Women generally attend the dispensaries for ordinary ailments but except at 
Jamshadpnr do not generally attend tha dispensary in materofty cases. 

25. LatriD .. and other Sanitary Arrangemenlo. 
Factories. . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . 

(b) In 1921" the condition of latrines in factories was not entirely satisfactory. 
and in that year type plans for the provision of latrines were prepared by the Director 
of Public Health. In 1922 the conditions of latrines showed steady improvement. 
New latrines were built or existing la.trines were structurally altered where ordered 
and since that date the Chief Inspector of Factories in his annual reports has con4 

sistently stated that the provision of Ja:trine9 is up to the requirements of the 1924 
rules, though in 1925 he notes that it is common to find that the sanitary accom~ 
modation provided is in advance of the operative's appreciation of ita use. 

(c) Rule 30 of the rules allows exemption of factories from the YUles regarding 
latrines under the orden of the Chief Inspector of Factories where there is convenient 
access to open country~ Such exemptions have been most sparingly used and at 
present 36 factories (including 16 indigo factories. five sugar mills~ four rice mills)# 
aU of which satisfy the conditiODsz have been C?xempted. 

Pf1. Eztenl and 11'._ of 0fIlc!a\ Supenision. 
A liminis"'oti"" of J ..... ludptw.-In the beginning the area on which tha town of 

Jamshedpur stands was acquired by Government for Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel 
Company. and the steel company themselves developed the town providing the 
necessary dwelling houses. roads. sanitation. etc. The area was acquired at three 
diHerenttimes-m 1909-10 3.500 acres, in 1919-20 7,200 acres, in 1920-2IS,OOOaeres. 
Of this area 400 acres have been resumed by Govemment--60 acres for the Dhalbhum 
subdivisional baildings, and 340 for tha Bengal·Nagpu:r Railway. In 1919 & Com
mittee was formed to submit recommendations for the future administration of the 
area. so as to meet the needs of the industry concerned as well as of tbe attendant 
population. The recommendations of this Committee proposed that a Board of 
Works should perlorm. the administra-tion of the &.rea. The recommendations of 
this Committee were never carried out. and though a Board of Works was formed; 
it was· not constituted entirely in accordance with the recommendations of the 
Committee. The Board 01 Works as formed consisted of six ~resent&tivea of the 
steel edmpany. three representatives of tho associated compames~ and two repre
aontatiVe8 of the general public. It was eonstituted by mutual agreement between 
the companies concerned. Under this agreement the compa.ni.es. including the 
steel company, contributed the necessary funds (on & percentage basis) for mun~paI 
services such as road., water. street 1ig:hti.ng~ etc .. and the Board was re9po1lSlble 
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fur the administIation of public health. sanitation. hospitals. fire protection, sewerage. 
waterways. eommuniea:tions. general welfare work and everything ordinarily admini· 
stered by the commissioners of a. municipality. In 1923 a couferenee was held under 
the presidentship of the Minister of Local Self-Government at which a petition 
received by the LocalGovernment for the establishment of amunicipalityat Jamshed
pur was considered. and it was decided to declare Tata's acquired area a notified 
;;rea nnder Section 388 of the Bihar and Orissa Municipal Act. and to _end to it 
the necessa.ry- sections of the Act reserving the question of taxation for the time 
being. Accordingly. in 1924 the area was duly notified and & Notified Area. Com
mittee was appointed to carry out the purposes of the Act. and the members of the 
Board of Works were appointed as members of the Notified Area. Committee. Sub~ 
sequently certa.m powers of taxation were given to the Notified Area Committee. 

2. Gradually. however. the p06ition has slightly altered and the present position 
:is that the area is administered by the Notified. Area Committee~ but this Committee 
has only a small income. For the year ending 31st March. 1928. the income derived 
hy the Committee from taxation was :-

Tax on animals and vehicles •. 
Miscellaneous receipts •• 
Pollllds •• 

Rs. 
2.753 

802 
292 

This income is expended mostly on road-making. The Notified Area Committee 
also passes such bye-laws as are necessary. Meanwhile the Board of Works agree-
ment referred to above lapsed in about 1927. and has not been renewed. The Board 
of \Vorb, however, still exists. though it only holds very occasional meetings# The 
present position regarding expenditure by the steel company and the associated 
companies on what may be called municipal service is as follows :- • 

(I) The associated companies. which include the Tinplate Company. Indian 
Cable Company. East Indian Railway Works. the Tatanagar Foundry, have agreed 
to :finance aU capital improvements east of the line drawn up the Sakchi Nulla to 
Tatanagar station except that the steel company will finance all improvements 
necessary for working the Agrlcc>. Company. 

(2) The associated companies deal with medical, water supply. drainage. welfare 
and lighting within their own areas, and make lump sum annual contributions 
to the central administration of the town. The lnmp sum contributions paid by 
the associa.ted companies to the steel company amount to O·48lakhs while the 
steel company itself pays something over 7lakhs. With the help of this contribu
tion from the associated companies the steel company finances aU municipal services 
other than those that are being maintained by the associated companies in their 
own areas. 

29.Di .... O-
Industrial disease is not prevalent in factories in this province. 

30. Siclmesl IDmrance. 
(i) Suitability .f I~ LiWotw C._ .... -The Government of India 

has stated in letter No. L-1518. dated the 20th September. 1928. .. that the introduc
tion in India. of any comprehensive scheme on the lines of the conventions is not a 
practical proposition in existing conditions. U This is. particularly the case- in this 
province. and the draft conventions aTe not suitable to the-conditions of this,provipce. 

(ii) It fa not at ~t possible to introduce any other system of compulsory 
sickness insurance for the following reasons :-

. (a) The labour employed in practically all industrial concerns is extremely 
mlgratory. In the mining area a very high proportion of the workers is agriculturist 
and follows a dual occupation~ a large proportion is also seasonal. and the labour force 
employed fluctuates within wide limits. Similarly, in jamshedpur the very large 
cooly force is :fluctuating in character. ,In both South and North Bihar most of the 
factories are oil. sugar. and rice mills or indigo factories which are themselves seasonal 
in character. and the greater part of the labour force is employed only for a portion 
of the year. It can be safely said. that throughout the province the stable labour force 
is distinctly in the minority. . 

(b) It is improhable that labour would agree to any deduction from wages fur 
compulsory sickness insurance. 

(c) It is doubtful to. what extent it would be possible to impose any additional 
burden for such purpose on industrial concerns. The coa.l industry is at present in a 
stat. of dep"'SSinll and it will he seen from instances given in auswer to (30) (iv) that 
the larger concerns are already to a certain extent meeting their obligations lD the 
matter of sickness payments and it is doubtful whether the smaller concerns would be 
able to shoulder the additional burden. Many of the owners of small. factories 
throughout the province are probably in. the same position. 
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(d) It is improbable. tberefore. that any system of <;ompulsory sickness insurance 
could be ·e1iective in the present industrial condition of the province unless such 
system was subsidised by tbe St&te. 

(e) The locaI Government is unable to incur any ftnancialliability in tbe matter. 
Their revenues have ceased to expand and they are only a.ble with difficulty to main
tain their existing institutions and services. They derive directly no revenue from 
the proceeds of industry. The loeal Government do not consider that they would 
be justified in -undertaking to subsidize sickness insura.nce for a. smaU class of the 
community at the expense of the rest. 

(iii) (0) The prejudice against dispensaries and medical treatment is breaking 
down even among tbe aboriginals (who form a large part of the mining population) 
and Western medical facilities are generally acceptable. 

(1)) There is no paucity of medical men in this province. The larger concerns are 
fully provided with their own qualified doctors. while most of the smaller concerns are 
situated close to Local FlIl1d or other dispeosaries to tbe support of which tbeY fre.
quently suhscribe. 

(t) It would be necessary to devise a scheme which while allowing benefits to a. 
worker migrating from one industrial concern to another, did not provide benefits 
for a. worker who treats his earnings from labour as merely an addition to his 
agricultural ea.mings. and who therefore works only in a factory or mine for short 
periode and tbeo retoms to hie agrlcultore. The scheme tberefore could ouly apply 
to:-

(1) Workers who bad beeo employed in a concern for l<mger than a minimum 
period. which would have to be tixed with reference to the conditions of each 
inllustry. 

(2) Workers who chaoged employment from one industrial concern to 
another .without an unduly long period -of industrial unemployment. (This 
would Dot be unfair to the worker as in the present state of industrial labour 
in this province there is very little involuntaty .unemployment). 

(d) The scheme would bave to be either self-50pportiog or subsidized by tbe 
Central Government. 

(iv) Some details are given below showing tbe extent to which uoder present 
arrangements some of the industrial concerns provide for payments to their 
employees during sickness. as reported by the companies concerned. 

Taia's Iron and Sud Wor-Rs.-(l) Employees absent from work due to injuries 
50stamed by accident in tbe coarse of their employment are giveo full pay duriog the 
eotire period they are incapacitated. 

(2) There is DO scheme for payment of unemployment allowances to employees 
for absence from. work for illness. Time lost owing to sickness is usually charged 
against the leave due or leave like1y.to accrue. But this is not done in the case of the 
cooly class of aborigioa1 employees. 

The New Sawan SugM C~4,.y.--SiCkness payments are made to permaDent 
employees but net to casual workers. 

C""",pow Sugar W orks.-sick leave is 8l""'ted on full pa.y to permanent employees. 

i...ri"'; L.a.j T.~ Factcri ... -Perm:"-'t·empl'oy..; are g.,.,.";,,, 35 daYS'ieave 
per year with full pay which cove<lI siclm .... 

• • s • • ~ 

Sru MaWirji Ric. and Oil Mills.-Permanent servants only receive sickness 
payment. 

Bis}nvtma'" Rice MUZs.-Full pay for absence owing to siclm.ess to their monthly 
rated workers 18 in number. 

leo PaeIDriu III BolNg""" and KoluFIII!Mt pay during abeence on siclm .... 
H,mg;, Ramp"" Coal Company pay siclmess a.llowance at the rate of two aIIJ1a5 

per bead. 
S4uwt Dm Sugar FtICtMy pay up to one month on account of sickness. 
MarhowraA SugM'- FfJdory.-SiekDess payments are made if the ease necessitates 

it and conduc~ attendance and work are taken into consideration. 

P..s.. SNg ... ·P-:.,..-Fun ~,;,.. ~ towor~ for"their"absen;" ow;;.g to 
siclmess. 

j a}.ah. S~ C.;..p..,,~.-Half ...i..,.y is u.~y ~ ~ workers absent from 
sickness. 

BtJtfgal booK Compmt.y.-Skilled workers receive full pay during sickness. u~ 
workers receive the full amOUllt drawn io siclm ... but generally tbeY depart to their 
homes, 
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Coal ItJduslry.--(No information is given regarding the Railway col1ieries as this 
will presumably be furnished by the Railway Board) 

In the collieries in the Jbaria coalfield. most collieries make some payment to their 
employees during sickness. This is doce probably with the intention of keeping 
labour on the mine and is generally paid by collieries to those persons who are 
recognized by their docton as being employees of the colliery. It is difficult to obtain 
definite figures of the amount paid as the paymeotis frequently not en.tered"sepa.rately 
in the accounts but treated as a. charge against coal raising. The amount paid varies 
from co1Iiery to colliery. Some instances are gi"..,. 

Mn~s. Bird and Compafty's Collieriu.-For indoor patients for serious sickness 
and accident cases free fooding and full wages while indoor and when discharged 
though still unfit for work. half wages. All accident cases up to the tenth day of 
sickness receive full pay and then half pay. While the patient is indoor free ration is 
supplied to an attendant. 

Must's. Hrilgws 4tId' Comj>tuJY's Sttuula..a Colliwies.-These collieries are worked 
on the contract system and in the cases of ordinary sickness such as diseases. payment 
to the worker raugiug from three anno to eight annas Ii day is made. This is paid 
by the management to the employee but is subsequently deducted from payments 
ma.de by the management to the contractor as the amount is held to be payable by the 
contractor. In cases of ulcen. and other minor injuries ~ulting from occupation 
similar amounts are paid by the management. 

Colli~ ..;.w 'by MOl ... : A...i .. ", Yule ~tJd ~. Bhuu..tdih (;011";'.
Five anDas are paid to males and four anna.s to females who are known to be the 
colliery labour. 

Pasnupaii""'" Riu tm4 Oil Mills aod SiB'" Ri .. Mills.-Payments are made to 
those. who occupy the housillg provided~ if absent owing to sickness. 

Samastijnw SvgM Com-p""".-Payments are made to employees absent through 
sickness. 

LOll,," Colli.." pays four annas daily through the contractor. 
Pu" JhMi" C.ll..." Compr...y pays two annas to four annas to recogoized labour. 
BolihMi CoIli..".-Four annas daily is paid to the miners reported sick by the 

Doctor Babo but there are very :few pa.yments. 
CoIli ... es ._ by 1110 EasJem Coal Company. Lj",Uet!, pa.y eight annas per day 

in accident cases only. _ 
Collimes oWMd by 1M Raiganj Coal AssociafiOfl.-Sickness benefit is paid from 

four annas to Re. I, according to the nature of sickness or accident. 
In the Indian owned collieries sickness benefit is generally given from two annas 

to six annas according to gravity. 

81. lIIatemil¥ BeDeflt.. 
(i) (al Anenquirywasmadein 1924 as to the extent ofmaternitybeoefitschemes in 

existence. The results of this enquiry are printed at page It) of Bulletin No. 32 of 
Indian Industries and Labour. 

(b) At the mining settlement. there has been little change aod maternity beoefIts 
are still paid at approximately the rates shown by the collieries mentioned. 

A statement has been prepared for the Burrakur Coal Company for the period 
January to December, 1928. showing the amounts paid as confinement allowance 
for four collieries beIooging to this company as Ro. 1473 for 350 cases. 

~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(e) Mesars. Tata Iron aod Steel Company have receotly introduced a maternity 

benefit scheme details of which are given in their memorandum. 

(4) Ti .. Pl~ Comp • ..,..-Women who bave been employed by the company for 
one yea.r or more are allowed six weeks' leave on full pa.y upon confinement. 

(el India" Cab14 Comp • ..,. pay fixed wages and supply half a pint of milk per 
day for six weeks to any woman worker who has been in the employ of the company 
for nine months previous to the application for the benefit. 

(/) In the case of the other factories so far as information has been received. there 
is no. change in the position reported in the bulletin and no other factories maintain 
maternity benefit schemes. Such schemes, however, are not particularly necessary 
in the case of the factories in this province as the prospective mother genemlly 
returns to her village home for a period before and after childbirth~ 

(ti) Histof"y of CettJrlll t.lnd Provincial Bills.-The resolution given below was 
introduced in the local Council on 19th Augost. 1926. 
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This Council recommends to Govemment that early steps be taken to protect 
female labour employed in the coallields and all industrial plants of the province :
(oj By prohibiting their e."'ployment during their advanced state of pregnancy and 
three .weeks afte>; childbirth has .taken. place, (bJ and that such companies or 
fums m this provmce that have 111 theJr employment such labour, providing that 
a period ,of SlX months' service has been given prior to the event, be directed to 
pay to such persons in the way of maternity benefit a sum of money eqna1 to pay
ment lost during that period~ 

The resolution was suppoited mainly on hmnanitarian grounds. and the mover 
proposed that the Whole cost should be borne by the employer. The resolution was 
moved by Lata Baijnath and was carried by 35 votes to 21. Government and the 
representatives of employers opposed the resolution. 

(ill) 1. The Iooal Government are of opinion that legislation in the matter of 
maternity benelitwould, at present, be inad.uable and impractieable for the following 
reasons :-

(a) For many years to come the welfare of women workers during and after the 
period of ehildbirth can only be the object of voluntary clIaritable systems organized 
by employers or, to some extent ~ Iooal bodies. Such organizatioo would be 
directed to the provision. where poBSIble. of female medical aid, of trained dais and 
of creciles at the works where, as is now- the case at the Tata Iron and Steel Works, 
infants could be left and looked after while their ~thets were at work. 

(b) The conditions of life of industrial work ... in the province do not compare 
~u:favourably with the conditions of landless agricultural labourers or even of the 
petty tenantry. Tbe standard of living of the class frcm wbicb female Iaboor is 
drawn is such tbst the husband has no difIi.:uIty in supporting his wife from his 
daily wage during the period before and after confinement when she cannot work. 

(c) It would be dif!icult to obtain a clear definition or limitation of the class of 
persons to be benefited. This difficulty is aggravated by the semi-agricultoral 
nature of the industriallaboor of tbs province. It would be necessary to lay down 
that a woman should have been in service for a certain time before she is entitled to 
claim maternity bene1it~ and it would also be necessary to obtain some guarantee . 
that the woman would return to work after her confinement. 

(ci) The last two points are of particular importance in eonnectinn with the coal 
mines. The labonr unit in the coal mine is the family. and the woman does not 
draw ~es directly. but through her husband who is paid by the number of tubs 
filled. The miners work inteJmittently sometimes for a few weeks only and then 
return to their villages. At present women in the coaUields expecting confmement 
almost invariably return to their villages, but the provision of maternity benefits 
in the colliery would probably stop this salutary praetioe and possibly dn more harm 
than good. Not only would women regularly or casnallyemployed by the collieries 
remain there for their confinement but there is nothing to prevent a woman in an 
advanced state of pregnancy being brought to the mine by a miner who would then 
claim the bene1it on her account. 

(0) My attempt to establish a system of maternity insoranee upon so narrow 
and uncertain a basis .as the female industrial population of this pro,inee is not 
likely to be successful in praetioe. 

2. Ifz however. ally legislation for maternity benefit is to be introduced the local 
Government would make the following suggestions regarding its :oature ;-

(Il) That it would be impossible to support any such scheme by direct contribution 
from provincial revenues. These revenues under the present system derive very 
little advantage from the industrial community. and a direct contribution for 
maternity benefit would in fact have the inequitable effect of taxing the rest of the 
community for the special benefit of industrial labour. The proviDcial finances are 
barely adequate for the supply of the most urgent and essential services to which the 
public are entitled and until more progress has been made in supplementing, their 
general deficiencies the local Government will not be able to divert any pornon of 
their resources to more particularized schemes. . 

(b) That any proposal fur a ~ntml Don-contributOI'Y insurance fund would Bot 
be workable and that the only practical method would be to make the employer 
liable as in the case of the Workmen's Compensation Act. It is proba~e that after 
a little experience insurance companies would be willing to cover the risk. 

(e) That in the first instance it sbould only be applied to organized factories. 
(Ii)' Tbat the benefit eould only be given to a woman who had been at least.w. 

months in the service of the employer immediately preceding the date on which she 
absents berself froro work. 

(e) That it would only be necessary tbst the period of enforced rest sbould be 
four weeks before and four weeks after confil1ement. ~ 
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V.-WlIILFABB. 
(The answers to all the questions in this section except questions 37. 88. 39 are 

given sep;uately for the Jbaria Mines Board of Health and all other industrial 
concerns in the province.) 

A.-JHARlA MlNING SEITLEMENT. 

8Il. EdenhfWeIfare Work. 
(i) The labour population is so migratory that it is difficult for employers t"o do 

anything in. this connection. There is. howe-ver~ a tendency to provide football 
grounds for employees. though these are generally only utilized by the skilled and 
clerieal sWl or their dependants. 

(u) A Colliery Employees' Associatiou with of!ices at Jharia was formed to look 
after the interests of the labouring cl.... A few lantern lectures were orgaofzed. 
but the activity of the association does Dot appear to have been noticeable ucept 
in the matter of pressing for compensa:ticm in accident cases. 

(illl For W..-ken· Ciil4 ..... -Only four collieries are known to provide primary 
schools, but most of the larger collieries make subscriptions for the m.aintenance of 
the Local Board primary schools in their neighbourhood. Some instances are given 
helow:-

Sltmll4rtl Coal CtmfPMSy maintains two schools~ one {or 'WOrkers' cllildren. but few 
attend~ the other for clerks' children. 

Easl 1,,4iIm Coal C .... pa"Y·s Baran CoUiMy pay Rs.25 a mnnth for a teacher, 
and are quite prepared to put up a school if then is a demand 

K .... I_i CoUiMy.-The company built a. school at a coot of Rs.4.000. In 
order to get its clerical staft to take an interest the company tried to organize a. 
managing committee which would pay for masten other than the headmaster, who. 
was paid for by the company, but little interest was taken and the school failed, 
and the building is now occupied as a post office.. 

Bhvggwttlih CoUiMy.-Rs. 20 a mnnth is paid towards the upkeep 01 .. lower 
primary school jointly by the Ena and Bhuggutdili collieries. The colliery has built 
.. school building. 

Lctl,.a CoUiMy.-A night school is maintained ~or the sons of workers and boys 
working above ground. but is not well attended.. Subscriptions are given to day 
schools and a building has been given. 

P .... JMtW Collieryt.-A primary school is m.aintained~ the roll-number is 45. 
of whom skilled labourers' sons may be estimated at 70 per cent. and minel'S'sons 
very few. 

(iv) The schools are very little used by mineD' children occasi<ma l1y used by 
the children of skilled stalf, but mostly by children of clerical staff. 

B.-OTHER INDUSTRIAL CONCERNS. 

8Il. Exlant of Welfare Work. 
(i) Most of the industrial con.cems are too small to do much in the nature of 

welfare, and practically the only provision that is made by most employers is the 
provision of football grounds and grounds for tennis or wrestling. and in some cases 
competitions are held and prizes are given for sports. 

A great exception to this general view is Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Compa.ny~ 
who pay very considerable attention to the welfare of their labour at Jamshedpur. 
(For particulars !liM their Memorandum.) 

The following reports regarding wel!are activities have been received from other 
companies. 

Srme V tslky PtWtl4,,4 CemenI ComJnmy make arrangements for outdoor games and 
also for indoor games in a club. Provide dramatic shows and cinema perfonnan.ees 
annually. 

B4ngal 11'011 C~"y's MiJJU.-5killed workers havo athletic clubs in each mine. 
a :reading room and a supply of books. 

(530) D 
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1 .. 4ian Cobl. Comp"",.-The company have organized hot do not contrihote 
to the following :-

(I) The Cable Company provident fund to which 37 per cent. of the _I 
work people, i.e., 69 per cent. of the skilled workers (as unskilled are not willing 
to contribute). There was a tendency to use the society as a loan society and not 
as a provident fund: The committee realizing this have tightened up the rules 
relating to loans. It is intended that if in the future the finances of the company 
will allow it the company will control the fund contributing proportionately to 
the investments of the members. 

(2) T/U Cabh ComJ>tmy's WelftWfJ Assoeiali .... ~Ther.exist three sectional 
committees controlled by one central committee. e.g .• literary6 dramatic and 
sports. In the literary there is a reading library well equipped with magazines 
and books, the dramatic section is responsible for the arrangements of English 
and Bengali plays, the sports section arranges the annual tWo days' sport in the 
company held in January each year. Pri%es are given and it is reported that the 
the greatfeature of the games and sports is the sportsmanlike quality of the play. 

In addition the company have organized a co-operative dairy farm for the soPtt1y 
of pure milk to the employees and plans are at present being prepared for the erection 
of a club room and a bu~ for the staging of dramatic produ~. 

Tin plfI.tI Company.-The company has provided a suitable club house which is 
utilized as a club by the Indian employees and is run entirely by the members. 

Muws. Chris/io,. .,,4 Comp"",.-Enconrage sports. provide for polo grounds 
and have a small indoor club. 

(ti) III concerns other than those at Jamshedpur little is done. At Jamshedpur 
the Tata Iron and Steel Company reports the following welfare activitrea of other 
agencies. 

The Vivekana.nda Society. a branch of the RaIn.1aishna Mission, is doing very 
useful work chiefly among the aboriginal population. They have four free schools$ a 
library, reading room and students' home. They also do very useful work in times of 
distress by floods. epidemics. etc. 

W ...... •• Council.-The Jamshedpur branch of the Bihar and Orissa Council of 
Women has recently been started for weHare work in the town in general. 

Sewing Ci,.de.--Certain ladies of Jamshedpur started a weekly sewing circle 
where they make useful articles for the hospital and other deserving institutions. 

MaJiila Samily.-This is a society of Indian ladies who -are doing very useful 
work there. They ha.ve weekly classes for sewing. needlework. etc... and -also run a 
Sunday school and a literary section. They also make useful articles for the poor 
people and for deserving institutions.. 

Privak Cinemas.-The Jamshedpur cinemas give cheap cinema shows every 
day in .. L .. town and other private cinema companies are also starting in the near 
future. 

In the Golmuri area there is the Golmuri Club which is the centre of the social 
life on that side of the town and also runs sports in that area.. There are also two 
Indian clubs on that side. 

83. Bmp!o,....,.t of Welfare 081 .... and Work .... 
So far as is known. the Tata. Iron and Steel Company is the only company that 

employs a welfare officer. This company has just appointed a 'lrelfare officer with an 
office and staff to co-ordinate the various welfare activities that have been carried 
on by the Steel Cofnpany. 

38, Provifion of Ed ...... tional FaoIJIIieI • BIIlPIo:rera. 
(4) Generally. industrial concerns do not provide any educational facilities for 

their employees. but the employees' children make use of the neighbouring schools 
maintained by local bodies which are generally close to the Kctones. Exceptmns are 
the various Railway companies details of wbieh will be given by the Railway Board 
and Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company. In some cases certain educa.tional facilities 
have been provided and closed down owing to la.ck of support.. an instance of tbis . 
is:-

PenimwM Tobacco Ccmpany, MortgAyr, where at one time educational facilities 
for half,time workers were provided, but owing to continued irregular attendance 
these facilities were discontinued. 

(b) The educational facilitrea provided by Mess .... Tata Iron and Steel Company 
are given in their memorandum. (To some of these educational institutions sub
acriptions have been given aecord.in8 to their financial ability by the other associated 
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companies situated at Jamshedpur. Thus the Tin· Plate Company states that it 
contributes its quota to the J amsheq.pur Boanl' of Works' educational. activities. and 
bad contributed Rs. 4.326 towards the capital cost of the Middle English School in 
Golmuri.) . 

38. Co-op .... IiOD. 
Tbe ooly large industrial areas are the Jbaria Mining Settlement and Jamsbedpur. 
(i) There are DO co-operative societies nor are there any facilities fur starting 

such in the actual mining area included in the mining settlement as the worker 
population is extremely fluctuating a.nd has no sufficient security in land. 

(il) JtmtS1oedp....--(a) Co-operative Societies have been formed and have·been 
working for some time. There are 24 societies baving an aggregate membetsbip of 
4.928 and a working capital of Rs. 4.60.835. Of these 24 societies 22 are in connection 
with the lroo. and Steel Works and two in connection with the Tin Plate Company. 
The Iron and Steel Company collect through their Accounts Departm.ent instalments 
of loans advanced by the societies to their members, and state that the amount thus 
collected is about Rs. 40,000 per month.. The membership in Jamshedpur includes 
officers as well as clerical establishment but the majority of the members are recruited 
from the working classes. Before the societies were well es~blished moneylenders 
used to charge very high rate of interest ranging from one anna to two annas per 
rupee a month. The rate of interest charged to members of the societies is between 
91 to 18t per cent. per annum. At present the members have an aggregate share 
capital in the societies of about 3i lakhs and there are also deposits by members to the 
extent of Rs. 80.000. Of the two Societies belonging to the Tin Plate Company one 
is formed by clerks and foremen and the other by the ordinary workmen of the plant. 
The amount of loans granted by these two Societies in 1-928 was Rs. 64.960 while the 
Societies paid a 6percent. dividend. The Company. however. statetllat the membem 
s~m to regard the Societies more as a convenient source of getting a loan than as a 
means .of saving. 

(b) With a view to co-ordinating the activities of the various societies a Central 
Bank is being inaugurated. . 

(ill) -Messrs. Christien"s Mica. Company have organized a C<H>peraOve stores at 
Domchanch. The stores have 300 shareholders and sell rice and other necessaries 
both to shareholders and coolies employed by the company. Credit is allowed by the 
stores for a month or two and no interest is charged. The sale of rice by the stores 
averages apprcm.o:ate1y 50 maunds per month.' , . 

VL-EDUCATIOB. ' , 
Information so far as it is available regarding educatiooal facilities provided 

by employers has been given in Section V. 
As regards the provision of educational facilities provided by local bodies and 

by Government. a brief summary is given below. Primary and middle Eoglish 
" schools are generally under the control of district boards and municipalities. and 

"high English schools are maintained either by Government or by Managing Com· 
lnittees wbo are geuer.Uly aided oonsiderably by recuning grants received from 
Government. 

Government ~ve made the following non·recurring grants for educational 
purposes in purely industriol areas :--(a) In 1927 a grant of Rs. 75.000 was mad. 
to the Ja.mshedpur Notified .Area. Committee towards the im.provement of 
secondary education in its &rea. (b) In 1921 a grant of rupees one Iakh towards 
the capital test of the Jamsbedpur Tecbnical Institute. (e) In 1926 a grant of 
Rs. 13.000 for the capital cost of the Jamsbedpur Technical Nigbt Sebool. 

Tbe following rec:UIring II\lIDS are paid by Government for educatiooal purposes 
in purely industriol areas. 

J G .... 1oedp- "Ro. 
Higb Sebool .'. . 4,920 
Middle English Sebool (boys) 2.380 

u .. (girls) 3,_ 
Primary Schools 7.100 
Technical Institute •. 25.000 
Tecbnical Nigbt School 1.800 

J/taria Mini"C Fi4l4.-Ex'PeDditure on the evening mining classes., which is 
estimated for the future at Rs. 17,OOO~ but has in the past been an average of 
Rs. 21.819 annually. 

(530) 02 
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The existing regaJations in factories regarding safety are given in rules 34-56 
of the rnIes published with notilicauOl1 No. 1194-Com. of the 7th April. 1924. 
A revision of ' these rules has been under the cousideration of the local Government. 
and draft rules in which the rules relating to safety are Nos. 35-07. have been framed 
and have b~ published in notification No. 1801, dated 31st May. 1929. These 
rnIes clear up certain defects that previously existed in the rnIes relating to safety 
and are conaider~ to be satisfactory. 

44. Inoid...... of Accidenta in J'aotorieI. 
(IJ) The incidence of accidents during the years 1922 to 1928 are given in the 

statement below:-

11922. 11923. 11924.11925. 11926. 11927. 1 1928. 

Average daily number 68,752 67.951 70,015 73.641 74.923 71.400 68.100 
of persons employed. 

Fatal accidents .. 17 17 43 2S 54 36 48 
Serious accidents .. 249 146 160 302 

_ 
346 420 

Minor accidents .. 1.001 1.005 1.010 1.402 1.608 1.671 I._ 

Total accidents 1.273 1.168 1.213 1.729 2.223 2.058 1.849 

Percentage of fatal 0·02 0·02 0·06 0·03 0·01 0·05 0·06 
accidents to total 
persoos employed. 

Perceutage of total 1·85 1·71 1·73 2·34 3·00 2·67 2·7\ 
accidents to total 
persons employed. 

. 
(b) A very large proportion of the accidents that occur in the province occur in 

the metal manufacturing industry. which is almost synonymous to Tau's factories. 
The fignres of incidence of accidents are, therefore. divided. up in the table given 
below between metal manufacturing industries and all other industries. The accident 
rates for aU other industries compare favaurably with thOse in other provinces 
of India:-

Metal Ma_jtKIUn"ll Indwtry. 

192~·1 1923., 1924·1 1925. 1 1928., 1927., 1928. 

Number of accidents . . 415 625 808 I.S67 1.725 1.627 1.373 
Rate of total accidents 1·89 2·5$ 2·74 4·25 6·0 6·23 6·32 

per 100 employees. 
Number of fatal acci~ 18 13 86 20 38 29 3L 

dents. 
Rate of' fatal accidents 0·06 0·05 0·12 0·06 0·13 0·11 0·14 

per 100 employees. 

All 0'." r-..".... 
Number of accidents . . 858 S43 405 "862 498 426 476 
Rate of total accidents 1·64 1·26 0·97 0·67 1·1 0'94 1·04· 

per 100 employees. 
Number of fatal accl- 4 4 7 5. 16 7 12 

dents. 
Rate of fatal accldents 0·009 0·01 Q·()2 0·012 0-03 0·01 0·03 

per 100 employees. 
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45.. Cau!es. 
I. The classffi.cation of tile causes of accidents has been altered with effect from 

1927 in accordance with the recommendations of the Internationsl Conference of 
Labour StatisticiaDs. The figures for 1927~ are g;""" in the statement be10w :-

2. A classffi.cation of the average of eight years. figures of the province as a 
whole ending 1928, and expressing each class of accident (classified under causing 
~ents) as a percentage of the total accidents~ shows the accidents as grouped 
below:-

Percent. 
1. Falling or slipping weights 23·46 
2. :Machinery or plant peculiar to the industrY •• 19·58 
3. Mjs<:eDaneous 14·57 
4. Hand toolS 12·03 
5. Persons falling or stombling 9·46 
6. :Machin. tools 6·44 
1. Rolling stock on lines 4·09 
8. Cranes. h.oists. winches and the like 3·93 
9. Electrical machinery. apparatus or conductOTS 1·71 

10. Chemi<als •. 1·28 
11. Explosions 1·14 
12. Mill gearing, shafts. pulleys and drums (l.g( 

13. Tanks~ pits~ wells, reservoirs and other floor openings 0·91 
14. Belts 0·46 

All accidents 100·00 

3. In industries. other than metal manufacturing industries. the accident rate 
has been considerably reduced since the formation of the separate inspectorate for 
this province, and the figmes call for little remark. In may, however. be noted that 
:izl this class a considerable number of accidents occur in connection with the con
struction of buildings. etc.~ which are actually outside the control of the Factory 
Inspectorate. 

4. In connection with the incidence of accidents in the metal manufacturing 
industry. the following facts- may be noted :-

(J) From the figures collected by the Chief Inspector of Factories when at 
home on leave in 1925 showing the inciden<:e of accidents in the district of 
Midd1esbrough~ England. in metal manufacture in the year 1924. it appears 
that the combined accident:J;'&te in that district for tha.t year was 8-44 per cent. 
of persons employed. which is higher than the rate for any metal manufactery 
in this province. 

(2) Figures have been received giving the rate oi accidents in the whole steel 
trade in America. A comparison with these figures is not absolutely safe, 
as no enquiry has been made into the standard of repOItability of accidents, 
while also the figuTe8 are worked 'out for Taw on the average number of opera
tives, and in America on full year"s workers. The 1igures for fatal accidents 

(SSO) DS 
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are, however, interesting as a comparison. A comparative statement is given 
in the figures below. The figures seem to show that it is in the blast furnaces 
that the accident rate in Tata's is high :-

Acci4enl Rille in T aIa~ s compared with America 

Number Num~ 
Total Fatal 

Department. Year. of 01 accident accident 
person. accidents. rate per rate per 

100 men. 100 men. 

Wholo I"d«stry. 

-American .. .. 1926 436,_ 33,230 7,6 0·073 
Tata·s .. .. .. 1927 21,791 1,514 6·9 0-108 
Tata's .. . . .. 1928 17,372 1,278 '·3 0·13 

Blast F1IYnBU. 

American .. .. 1926 25,_ 1,986 7·67 0·162 
Tata's •• .. .. 1927 U67 126 9·22 -0·292 
Tata"s .. .. .. 1928 762 96 12·60 ()·131 

DpmH./Jrlh. 

American .. .. 1926 22,727 1,440 6·33 0·224 
Tata's .. .. .. 1927 2,379 162 6·8 0·083 
Tata's .. .. .. 1928 1,740 122 7·01 0·287 

N.B.-The figures fer Tata's have been calculated omitting in rolUIDD 3 the labour 
employed in Agrico and by contractors-the numbers of which are not known. 
Th. number oIlataI accidents occurring to persons employed in Agrico and by con
tractors are also not taken into account in calculating the percentages in column 6. 
If this labour and fatal accidents to it were included. the percentages for Tata's in 
column 5 would probably be slightly lower and in column 6 would he Iarg .... 

(3) According to the Chief Inspector, inspection shows 'that in any given 
year the bulk of Tata's accidents are the inevitable consequence of ea.rrying 
on a heavy and inhetently dangerous industry with a pen;onne1 that is, judged 
by common industrial standards, greatly lacking in car.fuln.... discipline. 
intelligence and training. 

The truth 01 this may perhaps he ilIustmted by reports on twelve typi<al 
fatal accidents which occurred in 1924. the details of which are included Ul the 
annual report 01 tho Chief Inspector of Factories for that year. 

(4) An analysia has been made in eonnection with this increased Tat. 01 
accidents and tho following figures w .... compiled tor accidents occurring in 
connection with 'the duplex, open·h.arth and blast furnaces. These figures 
seem to show that the increase in production per man has been a possible cause 
of the,increase in accidents:- . 

Acci-

Total TollS Total Accidents dents Accidents Totalpro· 
Year. men em- duction per acci- per 100 per 100 per ton tons 01 ployed. in tons. man. dents. men. produc-

Uon. 

perman. 

1928 .. 5.244 6Il.I0S 117 209 3·98 0·03 0'00000006 

1924 .. 6.022 _,533 140 260 4·65 0·03 0-0000000 

1925 .. . 5.977 1.018,740 170 312 5·22 0·04 0·00000005 

1926 .. 5,784 1.141._ 198 S24 '·06 0·05 0-00000008 

1927 .. 5,526 1,203,216 218 412 '·45 0·03 0·00000008 
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5. The reduction in the rate of accidents in a factory of this description is largely 
a. matter of invention and requires not only good intention but much ingenuity OD. 

the part of the management. It cannot be achieved simply by the exercise of 
authority. An example of this is given. 

The mixer crane accident in 1926 in which 31 people were injured. As a result 
of investigation into this. the Chief Inspector of Factories suggested that the wear 
on all important machine members should be checked to gauges and a. -register kept 
for the scrutiny of the inspector. It is obviously a fairly large undertaking both 
:for the factory management and for the inspector, and is obviously also a very 
different thing from the sort of order under Section IP-A that was contemplated 
at the time the Act was passed. Since then the following steps have been taken 
by Tata's management :-(<» RegistenI have been opened for each Iadle crane 
and everything of importance concerning each crane is entered therein. (0) A 
mechanical and electrica.1engineer has been appointed as Crane Inspector whose w~ole 
time is devoted to crane inspection. (e) Investigations are made of any mechamcal 
or electrical failure whether such failure results in personal injury or not. 
(d) Ladles are no longer repaired in the Mixer building. (0) A special furnace bas 
been built for the heat treatment of important steel shafts~ (f) Instructions ha.ve 
been issued to avoid sharp angles at the journals of important shafts, (g) Shafts 
with journals of full diameter have been fitted. 

6. The high accident rate is also prohably largely caused by the frequency of 
labour turnover but the Steel Company now reports that its labour turnover is on 
the down grade so that this cause may shortly disappear. 

1. The increasing rate of accidents is being most carefully considered by the 
management of T&ta's~ and a scheme is under consideration for rewarding that 
department which shows the least accident rate. For this purpose it is propo&ed to 
divide the whole factory into three classes :-A. Those employing more than 1.000 
men and having a more hazardous occupation. B. Those &veraging from 500-
1,000 men and a less hazardous oocupation_ C. Those employing under 500 
men. 

It is suggested that for Class A a week's wages,- for Class B half a week's wages. 
and for ~ C no award at all sbenld be given to the Department which shows the 
highest percentage reduction in number of accidents over its own average for the 
previous two years • 

•• Accident PrevenIioII (iDclnding "Safety Pint " Propaganda). 
(a) The lim three resolutinns on this subject which were adopted by tIui lith 

session of the International Labour Conference have been communicated eitherdirectly 
or throngh the leading associations of employers or by the Chief Inspector of Factories 
to all industrial concerns in the province. Safety roles have also been drafted by the 
Chief Inspector of Factories, which have been cireulated to the Iarger factories, 

(0) Certain information has been ccIlected from some of the leading indnstrial 
concerns regarding the matter which is given below :-(i) Tata Iron and 
Steel Company has, since 1920, subscribed to the British Industrial Safety First 
Association and has installed notic",boa.rds all over the plant exhibiting the 
posters supplied by the Association. The literature received from the Association 
bas also been circulated througbout the works. A safuty department is maintained 
by the co",\"",y, which at every opportcnity brings to the notice of employees the 
dangers inCIdent to their employment and investigates cases of very serious or fatal 
accidents. Safety rules for every department in the works have been framed and 
every worker at the time of employment is supplied with a copy of these rules. 
Illuminated signs' indicating dangerous points serve as night wamings. Depart
mental Safety Committees function in e8.ch. operating unit of the works and their 
recommenda.tions of safety measures for the prevention of accidents are forwarded 
to a General Safety Committee. The General Safety Committee makes a careful 
investigation into each serious accident that occurs in the plant and SJ;lbmits to the 
management recommendations for the prevention of simi:Ia.r accidents. The General 
Safety Committee couslsis of employees drawn from different departments of the 
Works. all of whom are Vractical men with an intimate knowledge of the hazards 
of employment in the vanous occupa.tions of the worker. (ti) - In the J amalpur East 
India Railway Works safety rules have been framed. (iii) In the Tin Piate Company 
it is reported that machines and belting. etc .• are fenced and that employees are 
forbidden to wear loose clothing which might get en_g1ed in the machinery. 
Boats, goggles, aprons, etc., are provided when necessary free of charge. A safety 
first aid committee· consisting of medical ofticer. the Chief Engineer. Health Officer. 
Indian foremen and supervisors holds regular meetings presided over by a Senior 
Official to consider safety precautinns and safuty propaganda and records nf these 
meetiogs are maintained. 

t"'l D< 
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. (e) It has been found that accidents are apt to occur (especialIy in the smaller 
factories), owing to the ignorance of engineering problems displayed by mauagers 
and also owing to their ignorance of the exact meaning 01 the :in.structions of Factory 
Inspectors, particularly in the matter of construction of suitable fencing. It has 
therefore, been decided to prepare and issue certain circular instructions. One such 
circular has already been prepared regarding "Dams and retaining walls and the 
dangers of incorrect desigus." It is also proposed to issue circulars regarding 
fencing, safety -devices. machjnery. strength of beams, precautions in build.ing. 
workshop illumination and on the return from leave of the permanent Chief Inspector 
of Factories this matter will be taken up. 

(Il) It has been found that a certain number of accidents haw occurred in Messrs. 
Ta'Ia !roo and Steel Company in collIleC1ion with their factory railway, and in cou
slderiug the draft rules·to be published under the Factories Act receutly prepared. 
Governmeut proposed under section 37 (1) a rule regulating the working of trains on 
factory railwaya. The main objects of this rule were to direct that no train should 
proceed .. t a greater speed than four miles per hour and (in order to .... ure this) that 

. every train moved by mechanical or eleetrical power should be preceded during the 
whole of its journey by" qualifiad and duly .... ppointed person 00 f_ provided with 
signalling flags or lamps, as necessary. This rule was, however. found by the Gov.rn
ment of India to be 14lJ,,/J vins of the Act and certain suggestions were made by the 
Government of India which are still under the consideration of the Local Government. 
The necessity of rules regulating the working of railwaya in factories is emphasised 
by the figures in the tables below:-

R.il_ A.~ in Foclories. 

1924. I 1925. I 1926. I 1927. I 1928. 

--

I ~ 1 ~ I ~ 11 \ ~ \ 1\ ~ \l\! 1 
Wholeprovince. excludingTata's 

Iron and 5~ Works. 
1 27 1 SO 1 28 - 48 1 11 

Tata'sIrooandSteelWorks " 9 41 5 45 6 56 11 25 5 29 

WboleProvince .. .. 10 68 6 75 7 84 11 73 6 40 

48. FirlI-aid and J1edica11teIieL 
The existing rule framed by the Governor in Council under section 37 of the 

Indian Factories Act is. given below :-
.. Rule 75.-In ewry factory in whicb the totalllumber of persons employed 

is 500 or more there shall be maintained in readily ae<:eSSible position fiIst..aid 
appliances CODtaini.ng an adequate number of steriliz.ed dressing and some 
sterilized cotton woul. The appliances shall be kept in good order and shall be 
placed under the charge of responsible persons who shall be readily available 
during working hours." 

The Factory Inspectorate state that this rule is geuerally observed. 

Certain informatioll obtained from factories is given below ;-
(i) III Tats's Iron and Steel Works boxes with fiIst-aid supplies are main

tained in eacb department and two first-aid hospitals in dilIerent parts of ~ 
plant are staffed with doctors and compounders m readiness to render first-aid 
toinjured .mploy .... 

(ii) The Tin Plate Compa.ny report that fiIst-aid outfits and stretcbers are 
maintained in aU d.partments and there is a first..aid post with a quali1ied 
compouuder and d.resseIS in the centre of the-works. 

: 
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VIll.-WORKMEN·S COMPENSATION. 

6L WorkllWl'. Colll1lOlll&lion Act. 
(i) (a) A statement is attaclled showing the number of cases and the &m.OUIlt of 

compensation paid throughout the province in the last four years. _to. 
A_ . ....,." 

c...s_ Compmsation paid for-

Year. 
w_ ... -. plnyod -IT_-perday. _. "'Y 

Death. 

_. 
dT:l:.r:t _IlL" -- d1c..J.LnnlliDt 

.... L """'-

, .... Adults .. ' ...... '" .. 1,412 
Rs. .... 

....... 0 
Rs. .. p. 

17,723 IS Q 
Rs. a. p-

34,_ 8 0 ....... .. 1J~06S 7 - • '00 0 • - 22 0 0 

Total •• 191,334 , .. .S 1,4-74 ...... 8 • 17,723 IS 0 34,4&7 • • 
'928 Adult> .. 192,790 •• .. ..... 47.948 • 0 15.537 14 • ~'102 It 0 ...... .. ' .... - • - - 128 0 • -. 

Total •• .- ., .. ..... ...... • • 15JlSS I • • 3i~702 11 • 
192' Adulb " ....... II. 62 ,,*015 ... .., 0 • 20,.918 • • 49,385 0 0 ....,. .. ' .... • - - .00 • 0 - -

-
Total •• 163,_ 11. O!! .,015 ..... ' 0 • 200£118 • 0 6.S&; 0 • 

'928 Adults .. 182,400 '88 , .. ', ... 82,- • 0 57,707 0 0 38,172 0 0 ....... .. ..... • , • ... • • - ,. • 0 

Total •• 185,,218 , .. , .. ..... ....... • ",707 • 0 38,184 • • 

The figures for 1925 are not very reliable, but from the figures for the remaining 
years the following averages can be struck :-

1926 
1927 
1926 

AV&age payments 
for death. 

·Adult. 
RS. 
523 
455 
491 

Average payments for 
permanent disablement. 

Adult. Minor. 
Ro. Ro. 
317 128 
837 No case. 
363 

(b) From the tables of cases coming before the Commissioners. it appears that in 
1927 only 110 and in 1926 only 148 fatal accident cases to adults appeared before the 
Commissioners. These figures are less than the figures of fatal accidents shown in the 
employers' returns, which shows tha.t the provisions of section 8 (i) directing the 
payment of compensation for fatal accidents through the Commissioner, are Dot 
clearly known to all employees. An instance in which such compensation was not 
paid through the Con;tmissioner was found in a. case in Messrs. Chrlstien's mica mines~ 
where compensation was paid direct to the dependents and it was stated that this was 
done because the dependents did not like to go to Huaribagh, a distance of 3tl to 40 
miles, in order to obtain the compensation through the Commissioner. In some 
cases, however, the discrepancy may be due to payment of compensation by 
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companies to persons who do not come under the de1inition of workman in the 
Workmen's Compensation Act. or who for some other reason are not entitled to 
compensation under the Act. 

(~) In the ~es ~ 43 fatal ~~nts;;' 1926 and 54 i.tal";"'id.;'ts;'; 1927. the 
wages of persons ldlled were below Rs. 20# so that they would Dot have obtained 
the minimum. al;lount of compensation proposed in answer to question (53) (i) below. 

(4) The table below shows the number of _nts filed under Section 28 of 
the Ad:- _. 

1926 
1927 
1928 

Number of cases Number of cases 
of permanent in which agreements 
disablement. were filed. 

49 45 
62 44 

159 144 
(ill) There have been no noticeable effects on industry. though some collieries 

report that the Act has resulted in better supervision of safety arrangements. The 
Tin Plate Company state that before the Workmen's Compensation Act came into 
force it was already the practice of the Company to compensate workers for the 
time lost as a result of bona. fide accidents. It is stated that the Act has only bad 
the effect (so far .. this <:ompany is concerned) of defuUng and limiting 
the Company's liability~ though it has also benefited the worker by ensuring a 
certain basis of computation and letting him know exactly what compensation 
he may expect. 

(iv) Insurance facilities in connection with workmen's compensation are available 
to those employers whoO wish to insure. Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company. 
however. report that "'There are several reasons why employers have not been able 
to take advantage of the tenns offered by insurance companies for this class of 
insurance. So:far as we are concemed. we have not insured against this risk, 
firstly. because the mtes quoted by ~rance companies are far too high for the 
cover they have offered and, secondlYz because we are able to make paylIlellts on 
claims that arise under the Workmen's Compensation Act Dot only toO the extent of 
the liability imposed upon us by law. but a much higher amount for a smaller 
amount than the premium demanded by insurance companies for a more restricted 
cover...· .' 

As a f;enera1 rule mines do insure. In the larger industrial concerns the question 
whether InSurance is efiective or not is probably decided by economic considerations 
such as those which have led Messrs. Tatas not to insure. But it is probable also 
that the premium _prevents a number of smaller companies from insuring. Thus the 
Indian Mining Federation repert that in 1924 a number of Indian-managed collieries 
ineurred extra expense by insuring and that the premiums paid raised the cost of 
raising coal by approximately one anna a ton. Now. however. a number of collieries 
keep the risk uncovered. There is an obvious benefit to the worker from the existence 
of insurance facilities (provided smaller companies make .... of them). as he thereby 
becomes certain oOf payment of the compensation awarded. At the same time there 
is a certain disadvantage in that the insurance companies would be more likely 
than the company concerned to contest disputed claims. 

(v) D ... ..mJily of comj>tllsqry i.....,,,,,,,, by ....pky ..... -In the opinion of the 
local Govermnen.t" the difficulties of introducing such insurance are at present 
insuperable. There would be great administrative difficulties, while it also appealS 
that the rates charged at present by insura.nce companies for the cover offered are 
unduly high. Compulsory insurance would. therefore, cause an unjustifiable loss to 
those companies which invariably meet all claimsz as it would force them to insure 
at rates which in their opinion are at present uneconomic. 

U. DeoIrabiIII:F of ateniliDc Act 10 other Oocapatinna. 
There is no advantage in extending the Act if the workman has no security 

that"he will obtain compensation from his employer. and the practical test for 
extension is the degree of probability that the workman will ordinarily be abJ~ to 
recover compensation. Extension to unorganized trades or eveD to all organized 
trades would only be possible if comJ?ulsory insurance were introduced. The l~ 
Government are of opinion that the dUliculty is that insurance- will be too expenS1Vtt 
for a 'large proportion of the employers. Small employers could give so. little 
guarantee of sale working or of stability that the premium would necessarily be 
extremely high-

The local Government are, therefore. of opinion that until greater experience has 
been obtained. the best method of extension is to make specific additions to 
Schedule II only when necessity arises~ and have at present suggested to the 
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Government of India that extension should be made to the following classes of 
industrial concerns :-(s) Industrial conc:ems (such as ~ plant, electric power sta
tions. motor pumping stations, dal mills, etc.) employmg less than 20 workmen and 
which at present fall outside the definition of U Factories u as defined in Section 
2(3) (a) of the Indian Factories Act. (/» Such conc:ems as are at present exempted 
under Section 46 of the Mines Act from the provisions of that Act. The concerns 
to which such exemptions have been given are shown in answer to question (72) 
below~ 

The question of extending the Act to persons employed in manufacturing 
explosives was considered in 1928. but the local Government (virilletter No. 2801-
Com.. dated the 12th December; 1928. to the Government of India in the Department 
of Industries and Lahoor) were of opininn that except in the Jharia coal1ieIds (where 
there are 11 licensees who work on a moderate scale) the manufacture of explosives 
is entirely limited to the making of fireworks, and that the reports reoeived indicated 
that this was almost invariably auried on as a family business without the employ
ment of paid lahoor. The earnings of firework makers are low and, therefore, in 
the rare InStances in which paid labour is employed. employers would generally be 
unable to meet the demand for compensation. The local Government are~ therefore,. 
of opiWon thatz except in the Jharia coalfield. the notification would. be infructuaus 
or inapp1icable~ and that in the coalfields the number of licences are so small as 
hardly to make the matter worth considering. They would~ however~ have no 
objection to the issue of a notification aftecting that particular area. 

63. Suilabilib" of l'rooisi""" reIatiDg 10-
(i) Scaks of """,pens_.-(G) The scal .. of compeosation are generally adequate 

for the higher grade of workmen but are not adequate for the lowest grades. The 
present Act prescribes the maxima for the payment oi compensation. bnt no minimum 
apart from that which is created by the fact that. thelnwest wage for the purpose of 
calculating compensation is Rs. 8 a month. It is suggested :-

(1) That the minimum lump sum payment should be-(i) In the case of the 
death of an adult. Rs. 600. (ii) In the case of permanent total disablement of 
an adult or minor Rs. 1.000: and this minimum should be applied before the 
percentage calculation according to Schedule I is made in case of perma.nent 
partial disablement. 

(2) That in the case of temporary disablement if the half-monthly payment 
is calculated is less than Rs. 10 it should be increased by half the difference 
between itself and Rs. 10. but subject to the limit that the half-monthly payment 
should not exceed one-half of the assumed wage. <6 

The scales as proposed by the Seventh ~teroational Lahoor Conference appesr 
to be unneeessa.rUy high for Indian conditions, as the greater number of industrial 
worken in India take up industrial work to supplement their income from the land~ 
while the prevalence of the joint family system is a factor which renders a high rate 
of compensation unnecessary. 

(b) In some cases employers are already paying considera.bly more as compensation 
than the amount which they are required by law to pay. 

(ii) Condi'ions g ........ ng 1f1'''''' of compellSatioa.-(,,) The local Government are of 
opinion tha.t lump sum payments are at present more satisfactory than recurring 
payments and consider that the administrative di1ficulties of a pension system in 
the present i.udustriaJ. conditions are so great as to make substitution of recurring 
for lump som payments unworkable. The_ migratory eha.racter of most o-f the labour 
and the long distance from. which it frequently comes would make it impossible for 
employers to a.dmin.ister such a scheme and. if it were introduced, Government 
would probably be forced to take it over. The pension scheme also involves recurring 
harassment to the recipients, while the employer on the other hand is exposed to 
the risk of fraud by substitution made With the object of keeping the payments 
alive. A lump sum payment also is often more useiul to the workman and his 
dependents. since it enables him either to purchase land or to pay off 11m debts 
or mortgages. ' 

(/» The retention of a waiting period.appears to be advisable in view of the fact 
that malingering is very easy in India.. It would. however. be possible to accept 
the principle of the English Ad. that if disablement continues for more than four 
weeks, compensation should be payable from the beginning. It may perhaps be 
noted in this connection that some of the leading employel9. including the Tata 
Iron and Steel Company and some of the larger mines and collieries. actually pay 
compensation without claiming the benefit of the waiting period, but at the same 
time such concerns are opposed to the amendment of the law in this respect. 
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. (e) The present method of defining persons who are entitled to receive com· 
pensation as •• dependents .~ appears suitable and it is not necessary to insist that 
actual dependence should be proved. The following persons might~ however, be 
added to the list of dependents: widowed sisteIo, widowed daughters and widowed 
daughters-inMlaw, as these relatives are frequently found as dependent membem 
of a wage-eamer's household. 

(d) Clause (b) of the proviso to Section 3 exempts the employer from liability 
where the injury resulting from accident is directly attn'butable to certain forms of 
misconduct OD. the part of the workman, The operation of this section appears 
very harsh in the case of accidents involving death or serious disablement. The 
workman has already suffered heavily for any fault that he may have- committetL 
and it is unfair to him and also unjust to .his dependents to deprive them on this 
account of the sUp~ that compensation may give them. The local Government.. 
therefore. are of opmion that the question w~ether the employer should be exempted 
from liability in such cases is worthy of serious consideration. and that the principle 
of the English Act is possibly sounder and that the employer should not be allowed 
to raise the defence of serious and wilful misconduct in cases of death or serious and 
permanent disablement. 

e-} As noted in answer to 51 (0) above, some cases occur in which compensation 
for fatal accidents is not paid through the Commissioner. In the present ~ 
though it is laid down that the employer must pay such compensation through the 
Commissioner, the obligation cannot be enforced because the Act provides no 
penalty for default and no time-limit within which the money must be deposited. 
The object of the provision is presumably that the Commissioner .shall decide to 
which of the various dependents the compensation shall be paid and presumably 
also a company that does not pay through the Commissioner but pays direct to the 
depeodeots might be required to P!'y again on a subsequeot claim being made to the 
Commissioner by some dependent who had not received. compensation. At the same 
time, however. it seems desirable that as instances are occurring in which such 
compensation is not paid through the Commissioner. some p;nalty should be 
provided for failure by the management to carry out the proVlSions of the law in 
this respect. 

(iii) ltt4wstrial tliuGses.-No cases of compensation payable on industrial dlsesses 
have been reported. It is unlikely that any such cases will be reported as there 
is no likelih.ood of industrial disease occurring in the province. 

(i .. ) Ma<M.....,. of ""minis"''';;"". - The mat:hlnery of administration is 
generally suitable, but the following additions or alterations might be made:
(a) A penalty should be provided in the Act for failure to comply with the 
provisions of Section 16. (b) A depeildent claiming compensation should have a 
right of going direct to the CommissiOner. 

(v) 00.. mcltns.-These are suitable so far as present experience of the working 
of the Act is able to show. 

54. DuIrabiIlIl' of Le!!iIIatioD .... Ihe LineI of EIIQ)loJvo' Liahilitr Act, 1880. 
The Local Government have not had time to call for any opinions, but are pro

visionally of the opinion that there would be no obje<:tion to legislation. on the 
lines of the Employers' Liability Act of 1880. The main difficulty in any such 
legislation would, however, be the doubt as to whether employers in unorganized 
industries or even in the smaller organized industries would be able to pay the 
compensation awarded. It would be impossible to lay down that every employer 
shouJd insure against his liability under any such Act. and it would have to be left 
to the employee to decide whether the Jinancial condition of his employer was such 
as to make it worth his while to move the court for the grant of compensation
that is, the employee would have to take the risk of his employer's inability to pay_ 
The court would also have to be given power to take into consideration the financial 
condition of the employer in arriving at the amount of compensation to be a~ed. 
If legislation was introduced. it would probably be most satisfactory if actions for· 
recovery of compensation under the new Act were instituted in the court of the 
Commissioner for Workmen', Compensation. The Commissioner should be given 
power 'to decide {in cases to which the Workmen's Compensation. Aet and the new 
legislation both applied) under which Act compensation should be awarded. . It 
should not be awarded under both Acts. Before, however~ any such legisla.tion 
could be undertaken~ it would be necessary to call for and consider any objeetio~ 
and the IoeaI Government might find it ne<:eSS&ty to alter the provisional opinion 
now gtven. 
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IX.-IlOUJIS. 

A.-FACfORIES. 

A statement showmg the hoors of employment. intervals. etC.. in the main classes 
of factories as complied by the Chief Inspector of Factories is given below :-

S_ slwrDill(f HOlm; of E ... ~, i""",,,", "'.' 

...... w...... CIW<Irea. 

....... - Hams wudred Hours worked ~ 
..... -. ., ..... -.... ... ... .... 

~ 
..... 

w ..... 1 Day. .Weak.l Day. Week-I Dar. 

Shift_ 
.... and ..... 52 

I • 
52 • - - 7 - FortDightly holiday 

... loris. for shift worbrs 
and 
_ ...... 

day for non-sbift. _ ...... 
Noa-sbift 1t'MkeIs 

52 ,. - - - - • -- .. • .. • - - • 1 tn 2 Wee1dy 00Jida,. --... ..... -. • • 7 N .......... -""C,.,.. .... 52 50 - - -
loris. are allowed 1 hour's 

rest from 12 to I. 

~~~oo:;~ 
.2Dd fortnigblly for 
__ 

Mica factoIies •• .. • .. 8 SO • • 1 to. 12.30 to l.so p.m. 01' ..... 12 to 2 pm.. 
Sa';:l"J!; .......... as ,.. ........ """, . .. • .. • - - • 1 boar ...... 

Shift_ -- ....... 1 • - -
N ......... _ 

- - 7 thoar One day holiday 
art.ovsy S weeks. 

eo ,. - - - - • N. Weekly holiday. -- .. eo ,. 54 • - - • 1 boar Weekly holiday_ 
Oil_ SO " .. • - - • 1 hour Weekly holiday. 
Tobaa:ofactories 54 • 54 • SO • • 1 h'"'' Weeklyboliday. -- .. 7 .. • - - • , hour Weoklyholiday. 
Co,", .......... 56 • 56 • - - 7 , boar Nan-shlft workem ...... . ". ........ 2 • ......... "'" from 

11.:10 to 2 o'clock. 
W~ holJday tOE' _..mit _ 

"'" -~ holiday tor . 
"""""--- ...... • - - - - - N • A bcWday .tter 1. 
days. 

c.m.o. maoo- .. 8 .. • .. • 7 N • Non-5hift wodan 
"""""- .allowed 21 hom!i 

rest from 11,30 to Z 
.. <look. Weokly 
holiday for DOfl-
$hilt ....oIkel'S and 
fortnightly boliday 
for shift workezs. 

Leather DWUl- .. • .. • - - • , boar ......... 
11 ~':<':" Jute spiJ:u3i:Dg .. " ..... .. - - 5 2 ....... 

and weaviDC. for< forO .. ,. daY' 
.... 1 • ..... 0 ..... ...... 

00 00 
Friday. Friday. 

66. _ Worked Jar WB&k _ Jar ».J'. 
(i) N-..l.-<:ertoin reports have been received from factories and they are given 

below:- . . 

I."" 4tUI Slul Works. 
Mu .... Tala 1_ 4tUI Slul Compatoy.-Theirlabouris dividedinto three cia .. • 

(a) skilled. (b)semirSkilled and unskilled. (e) supervisory. 
Classes (a) and (0). numbering approximately 5,000 and 17,500. respectively, 

work 8 hours a day_ In the case of non--rontinuous process departments they work 
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6 days in the week. Sunday or a. substitute day being an offday. In the continuous 
process department these men work 7 days in 0116 week a.nd 6 days in the ~ 
alternatively. 

Class (e) and the' clerical stall' numbering approximately 1.800 work from 48 to 
52 hours per week according to the need of their work. 

The general shift hours are 7 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. and 1.30 p.m. to 5 p.m. 

OliIH Fadori •• "I J .... s1Iedfnw. 
Indian Cable Company.-Monday to Friday~ 6.45 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. and 1 p.m. 

to 5 p.m.; Saturday. 6.15 a.m. to 11 a.m.· Total weekly hours 48. 
Tiu Tin PIaU COtnfHJny work as a continuous process based. on three 8-hour 

shifts a day. 
Talanagar Fowndry.-Eight hours a day and 48 hours a week wherever work 

is Dot given on contract. In contracted work workers are never found to work 
more than 8 hours; often they work for less than 8 hours. 
TOO_. FacIcrks. 

Pen'_ Tobacro Company,-From 1st October to 31st March the normal 
factory working hours are from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Mondays to Fridays. with an 
hour's interval at midday. On Saturday the factory closes at 12 noon. The normal 
:factory hours during the cold weather are 50 hours per week. 

During the hot weather period. ie .• 1st April to 30th September. from Mondays 
to Fridays, the normal factory working hours are from 6.30 a.m. to 3.30 p.m., with 
an hour's interval from 11.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. On. Saturdays the factory closes 
at 11.30 a.m. The normal worlDng hours of this factory are 45 hours per week 
during the hot weather period. ' 

1Mi ... Le..t Tobacoo D~ C"",""~'s FacIcrks.-January: 7 a.m. to 
noon and 1.30 p,m. to 5.30 p.m, May: 6.30 a.m. to noon ~d 2 p.m, to 5.30 p.m. 
S"II"" Fadori ... 

New Si_ S"II'" Compa..y.-Eight hours per day (shifts). 10 hours per day 
(daily works). 

C,."",po.-. S_ W""As,-Eight hours per day (shifts), !Ii hours per day (nOll
shift). 

Si"", .. Desi S_ C .... p"""',-6.30 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1 p.m, to 5.30 p.m. in 
January. 6 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. in mid-May. 

B .... ~." Sugar F«<Iory.-Janussy. 8 hours; May. 9i honrs. Pow,,, S"II'" F«<Iory,-Janussy. 8 hours; May. !Ii h,""", 
Rayam Sugar Com/NI11y.-5hift men. 8 hours with half an hour interval; others 

from 6 a.m. to noon and from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
S"mas/i/'tW S"II .... Compa~.-56 hours per week (shift workers); 60 hOUIS per 

week day workers). 

Oil MiU., 
A".,. .. Mills. Dinap ..... Dinapcr. Ri", Mill, Sri n... Riu aM Oil Mi//s.-60 hours 

per week and 10 hours per day. 
S_ Bi1Iariji Mills al Pal1l4 Cily.-Workshop men work 9 hours a day a.nd 

other men 10 hOUTS. . 
Bis"".,.,uh Rice MiII,-7 a.m, to 12 p.m .. 12 p.m. to 5 p,m. in winter. 12 p.m. to 

6 p.m. in-summer for males; 8 a..m. to 2 p_m. and 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. for females. 
Jal .. _ Riu Mill: Bal<u ... Distria-
A~. Ma.cbjne and Chattan coolies--7 a.m. to 12 a.m. and 2 p.m. to 

7p,m. 
B group.-Machine and Chattan coolies-12 noon to 14 hours a.nd "p.m, to 

7p,m. 
C 8J'O"1>.-Bciling coolies 5 a.m. to 10 a.m. and S p.m. to 7 p.m. 

Mrwlidh,.. Gop; Singh Ri .. Mill (Balas" ... Di.IricI).-6.30 a,m, to 12 p.m. a.nd 
2 p,m. to 6.30 p,m. 

Utkal Rie. Mill (Balastw. DisWicl}.-6.45 a,m. to 8 a.m. a.nd 9 a.m. to 12 noon, 
and 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
E"giwemttg Compafriu. 

S .. a" Engi ....... 1f/f Compa..y,-9i hours. from 6 ".m. to 12 p,m. and 2 p.m. to 
5.3Op'm, 

,Anb"" lit<tu. and (MKp""",,-7 a.m, to 12 p.m. a.nd 1 p,m. to 5,30 p,m. 
Miea FinisAiftg Fadory sI DAmtlcAa.d.-7.30 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. to 

5.30 p,m. for thos. residing close at ha.nd: 8.80 a.1Il- to 12.SO p.m. and 1.30 p.m. to 
5.30 p.m, for those residing further elf. Boys 9 a.m, to 12 noon and 2 p.m. to 5 p,m. 
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In some of the oil mills there is still a practice of working alternately in ~rlods 
of 6 hoUlS throughout the 24 hours. though in other 01 the oil mills the legal hours 
are worked. The"representatives of the oil mills filed an appli<:ation before the local 
Government asking for exemption from the provisions of the Factories Act so as to 
admit of working the mills continuously for 24 hours, dividing the period into four 
equal parts by two shifts. the men working 6 hours alternately. After detailed 
examination of the subject. -the local Government formed the opiniOn that such 
exemption was unnecessary and have only granted exemption to the oil mills from. 
Section 21 of the Factories Act, i.e., from provisions relating to rest periods. In 
coming to this decision the local Government formed the opinion that the- process 
of crushing oil was not a continuollS one because the process was not one which could 
not be shut down a.t regular daily intervals without causing a disproportionate loss 
in the efficiency and working of the factory. The.only ~ loss is that there 
is some wastaga in stopping /lu .... before the oil is fully pressed from the seed and 
to avoid that loss the mills have been exempted from the daily rest intervals during 
which the maehinery would have to be stopped. The local Governm_ also held 
that the work of employees in oil mills is not intermittent as the worker has to be 
present throughout to attend the machine as required. and therefore held that there 
was no justification for exemption from the prescribed weekly holiday. They also 
pointed out that approximately SO per cent. of the mills in the southern circle already 
comply with the law and work for only II hours a. day or else OD. three-shift ~tem. 

(ii) ActvaI, i.", including overlime.-Some reports have been received from 
factories ;- ' 

Messrs. Taf4: Iy()ft, and Steel ComPtDiy report that the actual average number of 
hours.. inclusive of overtime. worked in a week is about 51 to 52 hours. 

ItJdimt Cabk eomp..." report that during the past yes< the average hours of work 
per week by various classes of labour were :-

Skiiled. male . . . . 50 hours par week. 
Unskilled. male • • 50 ditto. 
UDSkilIed, female • • 48 ditto. 

]" 1M Ti" Plah Compa~ 40 or 48 hours' work a week is done according as the 
plant works 5 or 6 days. Overtime is worked only wben absolutely necessary. by 
such as millwrights or electrical or mecbanical repair gangs. 

PeniftSUltW Tobacco Company report that overtime is worked and paid for at 
11 times the usual rates. The company states ·that the maximum Dumber of hours 
worked overtime in. anyone day by anyone individual was one hour. except on 
Saturdays. On Saturdays the company.only works for lialf a day. for which the 
employees receive the full day's wage. Sometimes employees are required to work 
overtime on Saturday afternoon up to a maximum of four hours. for which they 
are paid at Ii times the usual r&tes. The average overtime would work out at 
half an hour per employee per month. 

• • • • • * • • • • • • • • 
Swgar FadorUs.---Overtime has been worked in some factories in the past and 

paid for at 25 per cent. over normal rates for 60 to 66 hours, 50 per cent. over normal 
rates for 66 to 76 hours, and double normal rates for over 76. As, however, no process 
in these factories is any longer exempted from seCtion 27~ overtime will now Dot be 
possible to the same extent. though there is still likely to be some overtime in 
connection with urgent repair work or because of men failing to turn up on their shift. 

The following instances of overtime worked in sugar :factories have been 
given:-(a) Siw ... Desi S"IIIW Compllny.-From June. 1928. to June. 1929. 391 da.ys· 
overtime were worked at an average of 1-91 hour per day. (b) Ba"aeluJkia SugfD' 
F/IGlory.-During a month en crushing. 62 penons worked overtime. Of these. 
:five peISOllS worked overtime for seven . days. -totalling 3S! hours; five persons 
worked overtime for four days, totalling 251 hours; and the maximum overtime 
worked on anyone day by anyone individual was 2i houm, and the average 
approximately Ii to Ii hOlm!. (e) R,,_ S"IIM C .... pony.-In January. 33 men 
worked overtime for a total of 128 days. The maximum. overtime worked by any 
one individual on anyone day was eight hoU1'S~ and the average was one hour per 
day per individual. (d) Samastipsw Suc .. Company.-During c;rushing season. 2S 
men worked overtime for approximately 24 days. The average number of hours 
worked overtime was two per day. 

Rit:d Milh-{a) jtUesifwar Rke Mill, BGl~.-overtime is worked and paid for 
a.t the usual rate of daily wages. It is worked generally for about:five days each 
in the months of C/USih'a, BoMaR],. ]esUs4 and Asarh. The maximum Dumber of 
bouts worked overtime by anyone individual in a day is three hours. (b) Mission 
Ria M iU~ Baltis01'tJ.~ertime is worked at about double the usual rates. and the 
.maximum. number of hours worked overtime by a.ny one individual in a day is 
three hours, the average being about Ii houm a.day. 
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66. na,s worked per Week. 
(4) Information as furnished by the Chief Inspector of Factories is given in the 

statement above. 
(6) The attendance of workers on all days of work during the week, pa.rtku1ariy 

in the case of unskilled workers.:is not by any means regular. To encourage regularity 
among their weekly rated Jabour~ Messrs. Tata's Iron and Steel Company give a 
bonus of two days' pay to those who work 27 days out of a possible 2S~ and of one 
day's pay to those who work 26 days out of a. possible 28, and it is reported that 
80 per cent. of their weekly rated labour obta.i.ns this bonus. This percentage is, 
however. probably higher than that in other factories. 

(c) The following figures for the Mica. Finishing Factory, at Domchanch. show 
the number of workers who worked various numben!: of days in two weeks. taken 
at random :- . 

6 days. 5 days. 4 days. 3 days. 2 days. 1 day. 
17th-23rd April 46 16 16 17 14 11 
I1th-23rd July 81 16 11 5 4 2 

It is probable that the greater regularity in July was due to a desire to collect 
money for purchase of or payment for seed for sowing. 

67. ElI .. 1 of 80 Houn' _ction. 
(i) On worRNS.-Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company consider that the effect 

of the 60 hours' restriction has been beneficial to the workmen. There has perhaps 
been a slight loss in earnings, inasmuch as overtime cannot be put in to the same 
extent. but against this there is less fatigue, which results in better health and 
efficiency. • 

(ti) 0.. i,,'uslry.-Indian Cable Company consider that the restriction causes 
some inconvenience in connection with maintenance and repair work which might 
otherwise be accomplished over the week~. 

The Peninsular Tobacco Company, though their weekly hours of work are con .. 
siderably below the legal maximum. suggest that a little-latitude might be allowed 
to permit of slightly louger hours in occasinnal short periods of stress. 

68. ElI .. 1 of IIailJ Umil. 
Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company consider that this has generally had a 

beneftcial effect on the workmen. 

69. Poaibilib of Reduction in Mapm .. 
The lor.al Government have at present insufficient information on which to:furnish 

an opinion. 

80. InIemIII. 
~pt in the exempted industries, this provision is now generally observed. 

Generally, the rest interval is allowed at midday from. 12: to 1 o'clock, but in some 
instances a longer period than one bour is allowed. From the figures given in answer 
to question (55) (i} above. it will be seen that in some factories a longer interval 
at midday is given in the hot weather. Thus the Indian Cable Company give 
Ii hours at midday. increased to 2 hours in hot weather by moving the morning 
period SO minutes- earUer. 

(i) Existing praaiu: (a}b. l'~l,uitm 10 !,uigw.-The climatic conditions during 
" considerable port of the year produce quicker and greater fatigue of body than 
in countries where the conditions are temperate. SiS: hours. therefore, is the maximum 
limit of time during which a workman can work continuously without producing 
undue fatigue. but in continuous processes the limit has to be extended to S hours. 
but the workman has opportunities to consume light refreshment, if he so desires. 

Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel cmnpany Teport that in the various continuous 
p:oduction departments their men are employed on 8-bour shifts. There are no 
lObs requiring continuous work for which spare hands are not provided to relieve 
workmen so as to prevent fatigue and while many of the men engaged in S-bour 
shift are employed. on work in which the process is continuous, the actual work itseU 
is intermittent and men in consequence get intervals for meals and rest. In the 
TIn Plate Company also it is reported that sufficient sta:ft is carried to permit 
spellhands. . 

(b) In ydatiOfl to WCWR~r$' tIN. iinN.-"Ihe midday interval is the usual meal 
time and the interval is- availed. of for this purpose~ In rum! centres, save in large 
central factories. suob 88 sugar factories. little or no housing accommodation is • 
provided. and u the workman in many instances has to cover 2 or 8 miles to get 
home. he prefers to stay at the factory and consume uncooked cereals or other food
stuffs and go home at the end of the day. Even in larger establishments the housing 
accommodation is limited and in most cases unsuitable for keeping families. and 
similar conditions hold good for at least 60 per cent. of the employees. The conditions 
in urban areas or large industrial centres are slightly different, but here also a 
good proportion of the workmen has DO other alternative. 
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The hours of work at the Mica Finishing Factory. at Domcha.nch. are noteworthy~ 
and it will be seen that the hours of work are adjusted so as to allow of the two 
different types of labour being given an interval suitable for their particular needs 
as regard meal time. 

(ii) The law is generally suitable. The officiating Chief Inspector of Factories 
has suggested that during the hot weather months the limit of work without a 
period of rest should be reduced to five hours. except in the continuoUs processes. 
He considers that this reduction of the continuous working period is likely to check 
the -qmdency of the workman to snatch periods of :five to ten minutes oft during the 
work period. The local Government have not invited the opinions of industrial 
concerns on this suggestion. but there seems to be considerable force in the suggestion 
and it appea.r.!l to be worthy of examination.. 

(iii) Svitability of 1M iwfw. d .... ng .,hiM ftulory is ", ... king.-Generalll' the 
hours of working are satisfactory and the tendency to grant a longer rest period at 
midday in the hot weather. where possible. is commendable. 

8L DlQ'ofBest. 
(i) Except in the exempted industries, a weekly day of rest is now generally 

observed. The case of the oil mills has been noted above in answer to question. (55). 
It must. howeve[', be admitted that there is a greater tendency to violate this provi
sion of the Act than any other. and it is objected -to largely by the employer on the 
ground of decreased output. enforced idleness of the plant~ inability to arrange for 
wo['kers for a single day only. while th~ workman complains of the enforced deduction 
from his wages. 

(ii) S.mabilily of 1M iaw.-{a) MesSIS. Tata Iron and Steel Company report that 
the general efleet has been a protest from the daily rated workmen against losing 
pay for these days of rest~ but the day of ['est from a health point of view must be 
materially to the advantage of the worker. 

(6) There is little doubt that there is a fairly general comphint by the workman 
against the enforced deduction from his wages. In the ease of unskilled labour 
wages are genetally based either on a daily wage rate or on a piece ra~ and it is 
difficult to see how this can be a.ltered as long as unskilled labour is SO ineguiar in its 
attendance during the week. The da.y of rest is. however. imperative from the point 
of view of health. even though a considemble amount of the unskilled labour does not 
work continuously throughout the remaining six days. The regulations. therefore •. 
are suitable. 

62. EDmpIiDg ProviaiOl1l and 1118 made of them. 
The exemptions at present allowed by the Government of Bihar and Orissa. are 

grouped in five classes and are detailed in. the notifications dated the 11th MarchI 
1919. annexed. (Not printed.) 

Class (I) deals with exemptions granted to individual factory processes. The 
exemptions and notifications are self-explanatory. Exemption XVI is a new 
exemption which has been found necessary. because wherev.er a three-shift system 
is in force it is necessary to change the worker periodically from one shift to another 
in orde[, that the same man shall not be continnously on night duty. Such changes 
are usually made twice a month and the process involves making the employee work 
two shifts in the COUISe of twenty-lour bOUIS. It also happens occasionally that a 
shift man fails to tum up on duty. and therefo[,e a shift man has to be ou duty for 
two shifts running. This. however, is only of rare occmrence. 

C1ass (II) deals with exemptions relating to motive power. In this section a 
considerable change has been made from the exemptions previously in force. in that 
exemptions previously granted in favour of ordinary maintenance. adjustment and 
Tepait' work have been entirely withdrawn and exemption is confined solely to 
attendance upon and operation of motive power. For the purpose of this exemption 
factories have been divided into two c1asses--continuous and non-continuous- process 
:faetories. In the case of continuous factories. the engine room and boiler s-taft are 
exempted from sections 21 and 22 to the same extent as the continuous process 
departments. In non~continuous process factories a new principle has been intro
duced. and exemptions are graded according to the size of the plant and the number 
of men required to operate it. This province contains a numbe[, of small factories. in 
which the engines are under-staffed or run by men who are not fit to be trusted 
with machinery. It basI therefore. been provided in the first instance that no 
exemptions will be .given if a competent man is not in charge of the motive power. 
Secondly. if the grate area of the boiler is more than 20 square feet no exemption 
is a.llowed unless two or more men are employed and the staff is suflicient to allow 
one man to be employed solely as watchkeepe[' or supervisor. The observation of 
these conditions makes it possible to be fairly generous in allowing exemptions and. 
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accordingly, the Local Government have aDawed exemptions from Section. 21, 22, 'J:1 
and 28 in the case of one-man plant since that exemption is limited to the smallest 
type of factory which cannot work without liberal exemptions, and have allowed 
~ption from Sections 21. 22 and 27 in the case of the bigger factories under 
stringent .limitations. which provide for sufficient staff for a period of daily rest~ 
for a partial rest day every week, and a full day'. holiday every four weeks. 

Class (III) deals with exemptions given in favour of urgent repair work. As all 
exemptions ha.ve been withdraWll in the case of ordinary repair and maintenance 
work~ the Local Government have decided to grant exemptions under this clause. not 
only in cases where delay would involve increased danger to human life or safety 
but also where delay would result in the stoppage of the factory. Every exemption 
thus exercised must. howeverl be reported to the Inspector of Factories. 

Class (IV) deals with exemptions granted to tea. coffee and indjgo factories and 
is self-explanatory. 

Class (V) deals with exemptions relating to exceptional pressure of work and is 
self-explanatory. 

62A. U .. by Local 90 .... _' or Seetioa II (3) (b). 
ti) The onIynotifieation issued by the Local Government DIldo< Section 2 (3) (b) 

is notification No. 21]] of the 9th July. 1924~ in which it was declared that all 
premises wherein on anyone day in the year not less tha.n ten persons are simul
taneously employed and in which power-driven saws are used should be factories 
for the purposes of the Factories Act. 

(ii) In 1927-28 an investigation was made as to the advisability of extending the 
provisions of the Factory Act to certain small factories. in which the work of cutting~ 
splittiog aod dressing mica is cai"ried out. In only one of such factories is mechaoical 
power employed (the factory of Messrs. F. F. Christien and Company at Domchanch) 
and that is registered. It was found that the number of persons employed in these 
factories was about- 6,000. while possibly ]0,000 persons are employed at home in 
splitting mica-regarding this home industry the Chief Inspector of Mines writes : 
.. Again many firms have established a kind of home industry in mica splittiog. 
Mica is given out from the central factories at Kodanna. to contractors who take 
the mica to the diilerent villages where it may be split by one or several members 
of a family. I had 110 opportunity o-f seeing this class of work being done. but I 
was informed that parents and children aJike indulge in this work in order to earn 
extra money. The finished mica is returned to the central factory by the contractor •. 
who is paid on results. I understand that & certain amount of the mica given out 
goes utraYI but the amonnt is said to be negligible. At Giridih Messrs. F. F. 
Christien and Company give work to 400 persons living in Giridih and the sur
rounding villages. At Tisri the same firm gives out work to 4,000 persons. also living 
in outlying villages. u 

On aD enquiry made from Chief Inspector of Factories it was found that excessive 
hours were Dot worked in these unregistered establishments. and that other conditions 
were Dot seriously contrary to the provisions of the Act except possibly in the matter 
of the space aDowed per employee in the boildings. The Local Government decided 
that if the establishments were brought under the Factories Act~ this would be bound 
to lead to increase in the home work and consequent increase in the amount of theft 
of mica. which was undesirable~ and that. therefore. in view of the report of the Chief 
Inspector of Factories. it was ulUleCeSSUY to extend the provisions of the Factory 
Act to these establishmen13. 

B.-MINES. 
88. H ...... W ... _ per Da7 and per Woek.. 
(il Nrwmal • ........ de..,... .... d by • ....- '" ..,........,;.-(<» Cosl"'""s.-CeneraIly 

the normal number or hours worked per day varies from 8 to 12 honn. Except at 
a few mines there are no arrangements by custom or agreement to work a specified 
number of hours underground. Lodna colliery is the princi~l exception in the 
Jha"" coallields. At this colliery a system of shifts, two shifts per day with an 
interval of two hours between shifts~ has been in operation for over a year. The 
difficulties encountered in introducing the system were not great, and as the manag~ 
ment made arrangements for full tubs to be raised from the mine and empty ~ubs 
to be ready for: the ingoing shift during the two honrs' interval between the shifts. 
the miyers quickly realieed the benefit of the system and now they prefer the shift 
system to their old methods. It may, however. be noted that in this colliery machine 
drills are used, and a large proportion of the miners are Bilaspuris and men recruited 
from the- United Provinces. Also as the colliery' is an old established one a larger 
FOportion of the labour (estimated by the manager at 55 per cent.) is settled than 
In the case of newer and smaller collieries. 
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(b) I,.". Mi-.s.-BnsgtJl Inm- Mittes.-The normal hours of work are 8 hOUlS 
per day. 

(e) Mia MiftU.-The normal hOUfS of work are 8 hours-the work: of the mine 
being divided into two shifts of 8 hours. 

(ii) AetNal. i .•.• iKCiNdi"ll __ '--Coal "';_.-(a) Tho actual bolUS so worked 
per week at a large representative mine in each important mining field in the province 
during the year ending Slst December, 1926, is given at page 4 of the Report of the 
Cbief Inspector of Mines for that year • 

. . 
{b) Enquiries were made from various collieries as to the number of ho1:lI'S during 

which the miner worked underground in a. day. The figures received do not lend 
themselves to tabulati~ but the collieries' reports are given below. . 

Loyabad.-Out of 682 days' work done in the week ending 20th July, 1929:-
26 days were between 10 to 11 hours. 

3S6 .. 9 to 10 
3]0.. u u 8 to 9 

13 days were under 8 hoUlS. 
BAvggvtdi'\'--AIl miners work less than g houn. 
~ Coal CtmIJHm.y. B"" ...... CollUry.-Miners do not work lor more than 

9 hours daily. and in many cases work much shorter hours. 
C...tral Kirketod.--Mlners work between 8 aod 9 houn. 
SUul4twtl ColIUry.---OccasjonalIy 01\ Saturdays or before the Pujas the miner 

works between 9 and 11 hours; he generally works between ~ hours, but about 
30 per cent. work less than 8 hours on the first day of the week. 

If the approximate average of these figures are multiplied by the average number 
of days worked per week, it will be seen that they support the Chief Inspector of 
Mines'figure of 37 hours for & week-work by a miner. 

These figures do Dot$ however. give the a.ctua.l number of houts Worked by the 
miner. as during the period that he is below ground the miner whether 88 a result 
of lack of tubs, lack ofloaders, or lack of inclination. does not work regularly. During 
the week a miner may be underground from 30 to 54 hours. during which time his 
hours of actual work probably vary between ]8 or even less to 30 hours.. An examina
tion of the raising figures for any pit will show that on the same day one miner will 
raise one tub whereas another miner may raise 4 or 5 tubs. This is probably not 
to any grea.t extent due to difference of conditions under which the miners·are working 
but largely to difference in inclination. 

(c) Other labour. such as winding engineman. bauk's maD, fireman. etc .• may be 
considered at work during the whole perind of their duty. Their work, however, 
is intermittent. 

In Lodna oolliery in an incline for week ending 24th March, 1929, the foUowing 
classes are shown as working eight houm-trollyman, honkmen, firemen, propping 
coolies, line mistris, shakpickezs, while engine khalasis are shown as working 10 hours. 

lrotl MiJleS.-In the Bengal iron mines the actual hours of work are :-
Slrilled labour • . . • 9 hours. 
Unskilled labour • . 8 

M ... Mi ..... -Though the shift is an eight houn' shift it is reported that actually 
the miner works only about five hours. He comes late, and spends some time in 
getting his tools. In some mines blasting takes place during the shift. aod the mine 
is cleared fo!: at lesst hal! an hour at-each blasting. of which there may be two within 
.. shift. In other mines blasting takes place between shifts. 

64. Dan Worked ,... Week. 
C04l Mius.-(a) The over-man. pump kbalasis. enginemen and other skilled staff as 

a general rule work sa days per week. These persons are- on weekly or monthly pay 
(b) Miners.-The miner works only as many days as he feels inclined. He is 

generally paid on Sunday and the mine is closed on Sunday. The great majority 
of miners will not WDrk on Monday also. In the case of some mines an extra rate 
per ton is given for raisings on Monday. Thus~ at Bhagatdih colliery an anna per 
tub extra is paid for raisings on Monday. but it is not very effective. Originally it 
was intended that this one anna should only be paid provided the miner worked 
six days. but in practice it is paid for every tub ra.ised on Monday. Similarly, at 
BaIihari one pice per tub is paid for ralsinga on Monday. and probably if an inquiry 
was made from a number of collieries the same practice will be found. The figures 
for No.8 pit at Loyabad given in answer to question No.2 show that the average 
days worked in a week by miners from all districts in that pit was 3·50 for the period 
26th July. 1928. to lIth January. 1929, and 3·94 for the period 12th January, 1929, 
to 29th June. 1929. The statement below will show the- number of days worked per 
~k in eertain pits and inclines as wen as certain other information. 
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better supervision. and accidents due to persons travelling on haulage roads when 
coal raising i. in progress will diminish. There will be difficulty in getting outside 
labour to conform to the shift system~ especially those who travel some distances to 
their- work. Thus, the Indian Mining Federation reports that miners who are not 
resident in the mines but come to work in the pits from their village homes in the 
vic~ity of the coalfields ca~ I!1lt in ~ attendance. They desire to make up 
th8lI' late attendance. by staymg m the mme longer after the closure of the shift and 
it is with difficulty that they can be persuaded to suspend duty. 

2. It is the opinion of the local Government somewhat difficult to apply the law 
relating to shifts to those who are engaged on preparatory or complementary opera~ 
tions~ far instance, in connection with engines. boilers, machinery. workshops~ urgent 
repairs. or in the transport and carting of coal or the loading of wagons. and ill 
operations connected with transport and dependent primarily on the time at which 
wagons become av.aila.ble. The hOUTS at which the workers aTe to attend must, 
therefore. be regulated largely by this factor. A strict eIlforcement 01 the law would 
entail the maintenance of a double shift of tIansport workers which would probably 
be idle for a large part of the time and would. therefore. be UI1I1eCeSSSriIy expensive. 
It may further be desirable to gra:nt some exemptions at &rst to smaller mines which 
cannot afford the intreductiol1 of the _ system. In the opinion of the 10caI 
Government. therefore. at any rate at fust, exemptiollS should be granted under 
Section 46. of the Act to cover these cases. 

68. l'oIIibility of lIl_uciDg aD EI!ecIi. .. Daily I.jmijslj ...... 
The law relating to 5hifts will limit the hours to 12. Ulltil the law bas been 

firmly esta.blished and operated for a number of years. it is inadvisable to introduce 
further IegislatioJl. The dilliculty in operating. the _ system will be to go the 
miner to go down a.t the beginning of his shift, and it is therefore advisable not to 
reduce the legitimate number of hours worked. as otherwise it the miner does not 
go down at the beginning of his _ his hours of work will be seriously curtailed. 
The introduction of fresh legisla.tioD with respect to hours of ~k would at present 
probably result in reduction in outpu~ and until the miner used to working more 
regularly for the hours that he is below ground any further restriction in hours would 
probably result in a reduction in his weekly eamiI1gs. and might result in his seeking 
occupation elsewhere. 

69: JnIarvaII. 
(i) 1 .. rtlatioro w jaligw.-(a) Mi1ow •. -Th. miner works as he wishes. and is a 

leisurely individual and takes his interval!l when he likes. He rests after. going down 
the pit. when he reaches the surface. between filling up tubs and after he has filled 
his tub and before returning to surface. He ~ not became unduly fatigued. 

(6) Pvmf> k~ tmd ._ slri1led 141>0.., be/oa! gr ... 0r4 a0r4 _" .... obou. f{t'ouIfIl. 
-The hours 01 worka.re genemlly during the hot weather from 6.80 a.m. to J 1.80 a.m. 
and from 2.30 p.m. to 6 p.m. and during the cold weather from 7 a.m. to 12.a.m. and 
2 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. The interval!l are suitable. Soriace worken employed on loading of 
wagons, etc,. work as wagons become a.vailable. and their work is therefore inter
mittent, and 110 defined intervals are required. 

(ii) I. relati<m w _" .. s· _li ...... -It is unusual for all Indiall miner to take 
his meal below ground. In the open wnrld.ugs there is usually an interval of about 
two hours. during the heat of the day. when meals caD. be taken. Surface wurkers 
can also take their meal during the midday interval. 

7lI. Da.7 of BelL 
Usually Sunday is reeoguUed as a da.y of rest and. as pointed out above. the 

miner also. to a large extent. tskes Monday. He. takes holidays for all his festivals. 
and as he is under no contract he leaves the colliery when he likes. 

7L Adeq_ of BI:i.IIIDg ~ODI. 
With the passing of the Indian Mines (Amendment) Act. 1928. the existing 

provisions are at present adequate. After the 12 hour.;' shift has been in operation. 
for some years and labour has become used to working in shifts. the question of 
reducing the number of hours per shift might be reviewed. 

72. BDJDlIIiDII ProviIIoDa an4 _ made of tIIem. 
The exemptions under SectiOIl 46 (1) of the Mines Act are published in notiJica

tioJI. No. M-IOSI. dated the 23rd December. 1926. and No. M-I051. dated the 
2Srd November. 1927. issued by the GovemmOllt of India. in the DepartmeI1t of 
Industries and Labour. 
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The exemptions peculiar to this province include certain coke factories in the 
Manbhum and Hazaribagh districts. certain cpen excavations for coal in the Santa! 
Parganas and. certain iron-ore mines wodted without mechanical power. In the 
case of the latter two classes (which are new exemptions) the local Government 
agreed with the suggestion of the Chief Inspector of Mines (received with letter No. 
M-IOSI. dated the 20th January. 1927. from the Government of India in the Depart
ment of Industries and Labour) that these classes of mines should be exempted. 

Although section 25 of the Indian Mines Act empowem a I\umager in certain 
emergent circumstances to employ persons in e:J:ces$ cf 54 hours underground or 
60 hours on the surface. few emergencies have arisen when advantage has been 
ta.ken of this provision as only the number of homs per week ate restricted~ When 
the hours of work per day are restricted tI=e will probably be more Clttasions when 
advantage will be tallieD. of the exempting provisioos. 

It.-8PECIAL QlIESTIOJill BELA'l'IIrG TO WOlllEll', YOUliG AD1lL'l'II Alm 
CHILDREN. 

A.-FACTORIES. 

8L E!!ect at 1922 Act on EIJIlllo7mant 
(4) The figures given below show the average daily number of employees in 

registered factories under the three clam s to?l. women and children ;_ 
Year. Total. Women. Childnm.. 
1922 68.752 9.977 1.951 
1923 67.951 7.162 2.295 
1924 70.015 6.234 1.821 
1925 73.&11 6,660 963 
1926 74.328 6.610 1.116 
1927 71,400 6.226 1.017 
1928 68.100 5.682 934 

From these figures it wm appear that since 1922 the percentage of womeo to tota1 
employees in factories has dropped from 14·5 in 1922 to 8·3 in 19"..8. and the tota1 
number of chiJdreo employed has dropped from 2·8 per cent. in 1922 to 1·4 per 
cent. in 1928. 

(b) The drop js mainly due to the conditions imposed on the employuient of 
'WOmen aDd children. as now that the hours of work of <:bi1dreD. have been limited 
to six it is not so prditable to employ them. It is also reported that owing to 
agricultural pressure on land more male labour js tun>iDg to factory work and 
replacing women and clilldren. It costs about the same to employ one man as it 
costs to employ two children. and as male labour is more efficient. employers often 
prefer the male adult labourer. 

(c) Messrs. Tata', Iron and Steel Company report that the passing of the Act 
made ""'Y little difference to the steel company. Prior to the passing of the Act 
the employment of women at night time had been stopped. and the company has 
not at any time encouraged the employment of chiJdreo. Figures furnished by the 
Chief Inspector of Factories for the daily average number of women employed by 
this company show however a considerable red~ as showu below:-

1923 .• 4.949 1926.. .. 3.172 
1924 • • 3.474 1927. . . . 2,634 
1925 .. 3.753 1928.. .. 1.933 

It may be noted that when the question of prohibiting the employment of women 
at night at Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Ccmpany"s works was under considera;tJon 
in 1919. the company raised strong objections and stated that it will be difficult to 
replace the women working at night time at the coke ovens by male labour. As 
a result. however~ of the prohibition of women labour by night it appears that such 
women labour has been replaced by male labour without any undue inOOllveniem:e. 

82. Ad_ at Jnlanta to-... 
(0) A cdcbe is maintained by Messrs. Tata's; this is situated where- there is the 

greatest concentration of women workers, and it would not be convenient to change 
its bcati.on to near one of the entrances of the factory. The admission of infants 
to the factory for the purpose of being kept in this cr~ is goverued by the following 
rule framed by Cbiet Inspector of Factories;-

.. ThO ad_on into the factory of the Tata Iron and Steel Company. 
Limited. at Jamshedpur of child"", whose age is less than 12 Y""IS other than 
infants in arms who are being talrea to or from a _ js hereby prohibited." 
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(6) The PenlnsuJa.r Tobacco Company (Monghyr) report that women are allowed, 
in: cases where they may desire. to bring their young children into the factory com
pound. A shelter is provided wherein such children may remain, and if able. play 
during factory hours. A woman attendant is provided who looks after the clilldren 
and calls the parent in case of need. 

(e) In the Tinplate Company the admission of infants to the factory is strictly 
forbidden, but difficulty has been experienced in enforcing this rule, particularly 
m the case of. wonfb. workers who are unable to leave their children at home. A rest 
shed has, therefore. been provided. where women can leave their small infants. But 
QIder children. get into works on occasions and have to be turned out. 

1!3. Baitabilliy of Begulationa lor Woman" Work. 
The local Government have DC points to raise. The question of the employment 

of women before and after childbirth has been touched upon in answer to question (28) 

85. Double EmJloJ'_ of ChiIdnn. 
So far as information is available, there is no reason to suppose that this takes 

place. 

87. _t of .. Blind AIIe7 " Em»loJ'menL 
So far as is known there is no ~4 blind alley H employment. Thexe are two classes 

of bol'" employed to whom the term might apply:-(a) Boys who used to go down 
the mines, carrying the lamps of managers and assistant managers. These boys used 
to have chances of training on into efficient """dar.;. They are still employed. 
though they now do not go down the mine; it is reportedk however. that they 
obtain employment as cbaprasis or if they decide,. when of legal age to go down the 
min. are likely still to have a chance of becoming certilkated sardors. (6) OF 
..."s.-Messrs. Tata's Iron aed Steel Company report that all office boyo, as they 
grow up. are absorbed in various parts of the works establishment. Some of them 
who attend the night school become sufficiently educated to assist in the office, 
others go into the works. while some become chaprasis a.nd peons. In smaller 
establishments office boys are probably similarly absorbed. 

89. Work of Wo""", and ChihlreD in l'aciori .. Dot Subject to Act. 
(i) and (u) The use made by the 10csl ~ of sectlon 2 (3) (D) of the Act 

has already been referred to in a.nswer to question (62-A). 
In the mica splitting factories which are no.t subject to the Act and in which no 

mechanical power is employed~ the conditions of work of women and children are 
suitable. The work is light. hours are not ex:eessive. and factory conditions are 
genemlly healthy. It may perhaps be noted that educational facilities are not 
provided for children working in such factories, but even if they were provided they 
would prohably not be utillsed. In M...... CI!ristien'. mica splitting factory at 
Lokai (unregisten>d) th"", were on 23td August, 1929, about 400 persoos wwking 
of whom 69·36 percent. were adults, 28·19 percent. were boyo, aed 2·45 per cent. 
girls. . 

B.--MINES. 
90. Elrect of let of 11123. 
Sui/abili/y 0' eerlijKati... i"'ovisi ..... -{a) It was argued by many that when 

children were taken out of the mine the women would not go down, but this argument 
is Dot found to have been correct. As far as aJly labour left the mine for this reason 
the amoUDt was insigniJieant. 

(b) The provisions for certification appear to be quite suitable but are rarely 
put into operation as managers have always. at the request of the inspectors, ceased 
to employ any child about whose age there may have been any doubt. 

9L 1bolaIi. .... of WOlD .. __ 
(i) The regulations are in accordance with the suggestions of the local Government, 

and the local Government have at present no reason to modify their opinion that 
these regulations are suitable. 

CtJ4l mittU.-There is .. difference in opinion betweeu the Indian. Mining 
Association and the Indian Mining Federation in the matter. The- Association 
reports that the general concensus of opinion is that the regulations are suitable. 
but that they should be made applk:a.ble to open coal workings. The FederatiOD~ 
however. states that the reguJationsa.re unsuitable and are likely seriously to disturb 
working conditions in the mine. 
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Mica M ...... -The Kodarma Mica Mining Association reports that the regulations 
ate not suitable to mica mines. and that it will. be difficult to get sufficient male 
workers to replace women. and that the exclusion of women. if considered absolutely 
necessary~ should be gradual rather than all at once. The general manager of the 
Chota Nagpur Mica Syndicate considers that the total exclusion on short notice 
was unfair to the industry~ as no time was allowed for making the necessaIY 
arrangements. . 

(ii) p,.obab" effe<i "" ."4...,,,,: Cool M ...... -( .. ) Little. if any. elfect will be 
apparent for 2 or 3 years, and the large mine owners will introduce new methods to 
counteract the exclusion of women as the reduction proceeds. Practically all women 
working below ground are employed as coa.l carriers. and in 50 per cent. of cases 
the coal could be loaded into the tub at the face. Miners will have to be- taught 
to load their own coal at the face with a shovel and it will be necessaIY for the ownexs 
to lay tub tracks up to the face. thought there is likely to be some di1Iiculty felt in 
working seams which are of steep gradieot. 

(h) In the weIl-eqnipped mines. recomse will be made to modem methods of 
loading coal by machinery and systems of working will be modified to meet the new 
conditions. At some mines the difficulty will be overcome by recruiting male coal 
carriers~ ;Did it is noticed that already in the mines there are a number of male coal 
carriers. e.g .• Muhammadans from the Monghyr district. These Muhammadans 
work without their women, and though in some mines there maybe uo M1lh ammadans 
working. in other mines there may be a considerable number~ amounting. as steted 
by one manager in exceptional circumstanees~ to 40 per cent. At Bhagatdih. the 
manager estimates that he has 20 per cent. Muhammadans from Monghyr working. 
It may be noted that in certain cases the Central Provinces and the United Provinces 
miner will load his own coal. Thus the manager of the Standard Colliery reports 
that if a Central Provinces or United Provinces miner was unable to obtain a loader 
for a longer period than one week~ he would probably go back to the mine and load 
for himseH in order to earn wages. He adds that in some bad places in the mine 
the women had been forbidden to work by the manager. and he had f'lund it possible 
by inducement (which might consist of extra payments or of bringing the tubs near 
the face) to get the Central Provinces and United Provinces minezs to load their 
own coal. 

(e) If mechanical loaders are introduced and worked on a suitable system~ there 
should be little. if any, material increase in the cost of production and the workers 
would be able to earn higher wages. 

(tl) In the case of owners who are unable to equip their collieries with machinery. 
there will be increased cost of production. as the miner will demand an increased 
rate to make up for the loss of his wife's earning. _ 

(If) One mine manager reports that difficulty may be felt in keeping mines clear 
of slack. (which will be a positive danger in repsect of fire in depillaring areas) as the 
work of clearing slack is almost entirely done by women labour at present. He. 
however. anticipates that the difliculty will only be ooe of tnmsitioo .... d will be 
overcome in due course. 

Mica Mine.s.---Certa.in mine managen consider that exclusion of women will 
increase the cost of raising mica. Owing to the manner in which the mines are 
worked. it 'Woald be impossible to introduce improved methods of haulage. and. 
therefore, women labour would have to be replaced by male labour. Previously, 
women used to be paid 4 annas a day. while the wage of the male is approximately 
8 annas a day. At present. however. it is stated that female labour is likely to be 
replaced by young adult labour whi<:h will be pam approximately 6 annas a day. 

It is also stated by certain mine managers that the exclusion of women may 
cause diffieulty in obtaining an adequate supply of male labour. Thus the General 
Manager of the Chota Nagpur Mica Syndicate refers to his ligures of totalemploymeot 
in tho Db.arakola. division_in July, 1928~ and July. 1929. as ShOWll below;-

Male. Female. Boys. 
J uly.1928 2.276 5:>1 709 
Jnly. 1929 1.596 271 206 

and he argues that the smaller amount of male labour available in July. 1929. was 
partly the result of the exclusion of women, as pat'desi labour (i.e.~ labour coming 
from 14 or 15 miles away) may be unwilling to come to the mine because the earnings 
of the male member only are an insufficient attraction. 

(ill) Eemtomic effect em warkers: Coal MitN$..-At :first there is bound to be a 
decrease in the amount earned by the iamily unless the women can find work on 
the surfa.ce. As there will be a surplus of women for this work the rates may decrease 
but the opposite will be the case underground. The loss can~ to a certain extent6 
be made up by more regular attendance by the miner and if this actually results it 
would no doubt be a help to the industry. Where the work is mechaniz:ed~ the miner 
who can adapt himself to this type of mining will be able to make up the deficiency 
as with an. increased output Ius earnings will increase. 
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The lDdiaI1 Mining Federation. however. report that it is impossible for employets 
to make good the entire extent of the loss in earning of the women members of the 
family. and that it is unlikely that women would find remunerative occupation in 
their village homes and, therefore~ the Federation anticipates that a low standard 
of living consequent on reduced aggregate earning of the family is likely to occur. 

Mua Mine.s.-Mine managers report that the earnings of a family are bound to 
decrease. The women worker who previously used to work undergound in the mine 
will be unable to take up work in mica splitting factories. as such work has to be 
learnt when young-while a girl can learn to split mica. in six months, a woman would 
take two years and would never be very efficient. 

(iv) Spud of "ilhtl'..,'".-<~) The following ligures show the percentage of female 
workers underground to male workeD during the various months of 1929 in certain 
min.". as furnished by the collieries. 

p."t:Md4ge of F_ fo MtJ1es u ..... grotmtl. 

I Jan. I Feb. 1-·1 April. I May. I JUDe. 1 July. 

Bhuggatdih .. 27·63 24·99 24·99 21·38 25·42 28·31 23·85 
Eastern Coal Company 41-(10 40·00 40·00 42-00 40-00 40·00 24'00 

(Bbowra). 
Central Kurl<eod .. 32-20 27·20 27·20 25-70 24-70 25-40 16·40 
Ghuslitan . . .. 38·00 39·00 39'00 34·00 29·00 28·00 26'00 
I.odna .. .. .. 40·55 40·75 41·96 38·90 36·30 29,90 21·40 
Standard .. .. 20·00 21 ·16 21·23 20·01 21·52 21·95 17·28 
Kendwadih .. .. 39·00 43·00 39·00 41·00 41·00 35·00 24·00 
South Baliari •• .. - 53·00 53·00 53·80 41·10 39·00 21·80 
Bararee .. .. 38·80 36·90 38'30 34·10 34'10 28·20 21·40 

At Pure Jharia Colliery the pereentage of women UZlderground ...... on the 
31st December. 1928, 43·8 per cent.; for the week ending 9th Mareh, 1929. 49 per 
cent.; and lor the week ""ding 27th July. 1929, 29 per cent. The ligures show 
that in a number of collieries (among those that have furnished figures, Standard and 
Bhu~tdih are exceptions) there must be cons~ble alterations in methods. The 
effect. however. has not yet been :fully felt. as July is ordinarily the month in which 
the number of women workers underground is at a minimum. as they are absent 011 
planting fields. 

(b) Owing to the fiuemation in the daily labour supply, it is diflieult for the 
management to be certain that the pettentage of women below ground on anyone 
day will not exceed the legal maximum. The manager of the Pure Jharia Colliery 
zeports that a daily percentage of women underground is impncticable., as there is 
a great difference in the attendance of persons working underground on Tuesdays 
""d Saturdays. 

(e) The speed of withdrawal gm,s adequate time to the indushy to adapt itself 
to the new conditions. 

(4) In cases in which the pettentage of...",.." employed is nearthe maximum 
some difficulty may be experienced by the management at each successive reduction. 
in deciding which miner is to be allowed to take his wife down the mine with him. 
The lDdiaI1 Mining Federation reports that arbitrary discrimination in this matter has 
already given rise to serious discon._tment. The dilIiculty, however. is not likely 
to be insuperable. 

XJL-WAGES. 

86. ProvaillDg Ra\eo 01 W_ IIJUI ...... in .. 
..f Mi ..... -(a) The amount of daily earnings in each important mining field in 

the province for the year 1927 are given in the Chief Inspector of Min .. ' Report for 
that year at page 5. The reports of local officials for the year 1928 show that there 
has been practically no alteration in wages in that year except in the mica mines 
of Hazaribagb. where a partial failure of local crops caused a slight rise. It should. 
however, be noted tha.t the daily earnings of a miner vary very considerably with 
individual dort and that a. hard working miner am earn very considerably more 
than this average wage. The ea.mings of & miner depend on the Dumbs of tubs 
raised, and the figures given in answers to Q.uestions 2 and 64 show that the average 
number of tubs raised in a day's, work vanes between two aDd three. The figures 
of 6· 7S and 8 tubs a dsy raised by the Partabgarh worker (si><>wn in the statement 
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in question 2) probably indicate that mono than one miner was engaged under that 
token llumber (though the company says this was not so). but in any case it is quite 
possl""ble for a miner tn raise four or even five tubs a day with intensive effort. 

(b) The contractors employ«! by the East India Coal Company. Limited. report -
that the average weekly earnings in the mines of that c:ompany a.n!I as given below :

c. P. mine<s •• 
Ordinary 
Loaders 
Trolleymen •• 
Hookmen 
Line mistry •• 
Line coolie •. 
Cazpenters •• 
JLvbinemen 
Drill"", 
Loading coolies 
Shale piGkers 
Women 

Rs. a. p. 
S 8 () to Rs. 4-8-() 

S 0 0 
880 
S 8 0 
400 
480 
S 6 0 
5 () IJ 

13 8 0 
500 
S 8 0 
280 
240 

In this company_ in which the mines are worked. on the contractor systetn., 
machine drillers are paid by the company. The daily wages of .. machine driller 
are Rs. 1-1~ and of their head men Rs. 2-4-11. 

B. F~.-A statement is giV1m below showing the average daily wages of 
worker.; of v.u-ious c1as.es in factories to< the yeac 1928. As. however. these averages 
are based on returns from rural factories where wages are low as well as from factories 
in large centres. such as Jamshedpur. where they are 1Ugh. they do not necessarily 
~t what the worker of average competenoe may expect to be paid. There is •. 
then:fure. included in the statement figures showing the wages ean>ed in 1928 by 
operatives of the various classes ill seven iBdustrial concems of varying types in 
the province :-.4._ ciaily _ •• fod<>riu dumog u., "..., 1928 

Sri • -00 

=--
s~ of Lobov. Ib. a. p. Rs. L P. Rs.. a. p. R:s. a. p. Rs. .. p. Rs. a.. p. Rs. L P. as. L Po 

Cbargtmaoohkil1ecl .. 4, 0 .fo 0 0 3 GO :I 0 0 212 0 8 S -4 15" 2 2 8 -~~ 'lID- I a 0 I 0 0 1 8 0 1 ... 0 0 9 6 Its .. 010 8 I) 7 0 

SltlW lMiow. 
Pattern malLl!:r , • 
EngiDe drivva .. 

~~1oco-
~ ..... 

FireDlUl •• •• 
Glt!:aIIer • • • , 
Fitter' •• ._ 
E1«t.ridm •• • • 
TmDet •• •• 
BJvkmritk •• •. 
JIou1der • ; •• 
Carpenter.. •• 
8rickJa~ 01' _ 

~tar".. ._ 

{'u.tilIdII .!:.Mow • 

280 ZO'O 
I 0 0 -

• • 0 

015 0 
012 0 
1 7 0 
• S 0 
1 7 0 
1 • 0 
160 
1 • • 
1 •• 
110 

I "0 -

2001-&0 
S B 0 -

- 1" 3 
- t 60 

180160 
180170 

- 015 0 

• • • 
(t 14 0 
014 0 
100 • • • 1 •• 
1 •• 
014 0 
1 • • 
1 •• 

- 0lS4 0108 -

- 0108010.8 

1000'861510 
I 6: 11 - --

- 1 2: 8 
- 1 0 0' 

1801188 

1 to 0' 
o 1-4 .. 

...... Coobe.. •• 0 7 0 0 aDO 7 0 0 8 0' 0 7 0 0' 8 0 0 8 0 0 8 0 
Femalf"Coolie •• 0 5 6 0 6 6 0 5 6 0 8 0 _ 0' 5 10 0 5 0 _ 
ClWdCoolie •• 0 4 8 0 -6 0' - _ 0" 3 - _ _ 
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C. For the sake of comparison a. statement is given below of the average mtes 
of wages of ploughmen and carpenten. in the various districts of the province as 
they were ascertained a.t the wage census of Bihar and Orissa. held in 1924::- . 

Districts. CarpenteIs. Ploughmen 

Champaxan 
Saran •. 
Muzafiarpur 
Darbhanga .. 
North Mooghyr 
South Monghyr 
North BhagaJpur 
South Bhagalpur 
Pornea... .. 
Santa! PMganas 
Raochi •• 
Hazaribagh 
Paiamau 
Manbhum 
Singhbhum 
BaIasore 
Cuttack 
Purl 
Angul .• 
Samhalpur 
Pa:tna .. 
Gaya •• 
Shallahad 

97. IIIovemenlll In Recent y ..... 

Rs. a. p. 
010 3 
010 3 
010 
o ·8 0 
076 
o 10 0 
066 
080 
012 0 
010 7. 
011 0 
011 0 
166 
160 
086 
o 10 3 
080 
083 
o 10 0 
080 
o 10 6 
010 0 
o 10 6 

Rs. a. p. 
040 
046 
040 
030 
033 
033 
040 
036 
050 
043 
050 
o jI 0 
073 
063 
040 
040 
020 
060 

046 
o 3 6 
030 

A. Mi,....-(il The rate per tub of coal raised before the war was generally four 
and .. half annas. It was raised during a.ud after the war to eight annas or eveu 
nine annas and it has now dropped to a general average of seven annas a tub.. 

(li) The fiuctuations in &veI'age daily wages in six mines in the ]haria. coalfields 
during, the last six years aTe given :in the statement below :-

Wagu of Mittel's. 

Name of Colliery. I 1923. I 1924. I 1925. I 1926. I 1927. I 1926. 

Jamadoba. 
Rs.&. p. Rs.a. p. Rs. ... p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a.. p. Rs.a. p. .. 100 100 1 2 6 1 4 9 1 3 3 1 3 9 

Bhowra .. .. o 14 0 o 14 0 014 0 o 14 0 o 14 0 o 14 0 
Loyahad .. o 14 6 o 14 0 014 3 015 0 o 15 0 o 15 6 
Lodoa .. .. o 10 0 011 0 o 15 0 o 15 0 1 I 6 o IS 9 
Pare ]haria .. o 14 6 o 14 6 014 6 011 8 o 10 6 o 10 9 
Bhalgora .. o 13 6 o 13 6 o 13 6 011 0 o 13 0 011 9 

This statement should. however. be read with the statement showing the variations 
in output of coal in tons per person employed in the same collieries which is given 
be1ow:-

OtUpNloj Coal i" T .... per Per_ .... plcy"'. . 

Name of colliery I 1923 I 1924 I 1925 I 1926 I 1927. I 1928. 

Jamadoba. .. 0·45 0·43 0'54 0·80 0·81 0·82 
Bbowra .. 0·40 0·50 0·50 0·49 0·43 0·44 
Loyabad' • .. 0·48 0·47 0·48 0·58 0-54 0·44 
Lodna .. -- 0-89 0·41 0·50 0·55 0-59 0·58 
Pare ]haria -- 0·72 0·92 0·75 0-55 0·48 0·52 
BhaIgora .. 0·43 0·43 0-54 0-72 0·70 0-63 

These figures represent the output of coal in tons per person. taking into ~t 
an persons employed in the colliery during the year. such as miners. loaders. skilled 

. and unskilled workers, both underground a.nd surface as well as offiee staff. 

B. F':'_.;_-A ~tau,.;..ntc;""pil~ fr~ ligu~ ~ished byth. chief Ins~tor 
of F~~. ~owing the 'mnvement of daily W&.gea in seven typical factories m the 
provmce, 1& gwen below :-



Suporvlsion .1 Skilled labour. UDIkIlle4 labour. labour. 

Name of Paetory. y..,. Charge- Chug .. : man .1 ..... 1 - G.....,. PJttor. T ........ Black. Oupootor. Bricklayer Mal. Pemal., thUd 
,kllIod unlldllod loco· am.l.tb. or 0l.U01l. c.ooUo. (IOoUe. ...u.. 

worken. "",_ maUve. 

RI. a. p. Ro. .. p. .a.. a. p . Re. ... p . a.. .. p. Ra. ... p. RI .•. p. RI. a. p. Ro. .. p. RI. a. p. RI .•. p. RI. a. p. RI. a. ,. 

'92' • 8 0 , 0 0 • • 0 
.1< • - • 0 • • • • • 0 • I 8 0 - 0 7 0 0 • 9 • a 0 

Tala IroQ n.nd Stool Wotb.{ J925 • • • I • • 6 0 0 o I. 0 - • 0 0 • • • • • 0 I 8 • I 8 0 0 7 0 0 • 9 0 • • J&Irllbcdpur. '928 • 0 0 I 0 0 - I • • - • 0 • - .- I 8 0 - 0 8 • 0 8 8 0 8 • 
Co •• { '92' , ,. • , 0 0 - - - , 011 , I S - - - 0 • • 0 • 0 • • 8 PenfJlJU!ar Tol»ulco ,92. S 0 • • • • - - - • '0 

0 I 0 • I • • ••• 0 o ,. • • 7 • • • 8 0 • a M008hyr. '92. S 0 0 I • 0 - - - I • • I • • I 8 • I 7 • o 15 •• 0 7 • 0 • 8 -
Indla.{ '92' • • 0 • 8 • - - , 8 0 • 0 0 • • • I 12 • I 9 • I " • 0 8 • • a 0 -1'Int£,late Co • • 1 , ... S 9 0 S • • • • 0 . ,. • , • 0 I • • I a 0 I 0 0 I • 0 I • 0 0 8 • 0 a 0 -wutl. J9'.l8 8 0 0 I • 0 • • 0 o 1!1 0 o I' • I 0 0 I • 0 I • 0 I • 0 I • • • • 0 • • 0 -

Sugar Woru. Muhaun. .. { 
1922' 

• I. 
7 I 0 • - - - - - - I • • - • • • - -19'1S ... 0 o I. 0 - - - - - - I • • - 0 • 8 - 0 • • I ... 

• I. 
0 0 9 • - - - - - - I • 0 - 0 7 0 - • • • 

Mru.{ 
, .. , • 8 • I 10 S - o 9 0 o e 11 I 0 • - I • 8 - - 0 811 • • • -s.... Dibarij' au • 92. · , . 8 I •• • - • I. S - I • • - I • S I 8 0 - 0 7 • • • • -Patna. , ... • 8 • I ,. • - o ,0 • - • I • - I • • I '0 • - 0 I 0 0 510 -

.. { ,92 • I • • I 0 0 - o '0 • - - - - - - 0 7 0 0 8 • -~ MID, Dfnaput '92' • S • I 0 0 - 011 • - o 14 11 - - - - 0 8 • 0 • 0 -I ... I S • o 10 8 - o 10 I - 0 8 8 - - - - 0 8 0 0 • 0 -
.922 I 8 0 0 8 0 - - - I 0 0 t • • o 9 7 - - 0 • • - -Arthur BuOer and CoDl'{ , .. , 1 I. • 0 8 • - - - • 0 0 1 • 0 

• '0 
8 - - 0 • • ~ -1*l1, Mur.afJarput. , ... • • • 0 7 • - - - I 

• 10 
I I. 0 01< • - - 0 8 0 - -
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. The Tin Plate Company report that the movement in wages in recent yean has 
been upwards and give the following as their average monthly wages per head for 
all labour. 

1926 
1927 
1928 
1929, March, including bonus 

Rs. 
32·37 
31·58 
31·68 
37·8 

The company points out that though these ligures seem to oontradiet the statement • 
that wages have moved upwards. it must be remembered that in order to start up the 
plant the company had to pay higher rates than were warranted in order to attract 
and retain men and also to engage more men than were necessary in the hope 01 
training them. None of these original men have been reduced and even to-day the 
company reports that it is paying Rs. ~ for doing Rs. I~ job. Men engaged 
after the plant was well started had to start at the bottom. and the introduction of 
the properly graded sca1e caused the appareot drop in wages in f921 and 1928. 

98. AmcnuIta oem to ViIIagea. 
The statement given below shows the amount sent to villages from July, 1928. 

to June, 1929, inclusive, from :-(a) All post offices in the coal1ields, Rs. 40,11,032. 
(b) Jamshedpnr, Saleehi and Tatanagar post oIIices, Rs. 28,39.366. eel GoImuri 
post office, Rs. 3,32,394. 

There is a drop in remittances from the coal1ieJds in November and again in 
June. In November it is due to the departure of laboUT for the harvesting and in 
June to the deperture of labour for sowing. The only noticeable drops in the 
Jamshedpur and Golmuri figures are the drop in remittances in the intensive period 
]amshedpurstrike and at the beginning of the Tin Plate strike. 

Generally. it is estimated that the miner in the minefields can save from 8 annas 
to Rs. 1.S per week6 and that this amount of money is generally sent by the miner 
to his home village. but this can only be a rough lignre. 

99 •. l'a¥m0Di in Xind and AIlie4 Pro_ 
(,.) Practically no wages are paid in kind. thqugh in some instances fcoding is 

given in addition to wages. 
(0) In some cases arrangements are made to enable employees to purchase 

commodities cheaply by a system of permits or other means of guaranteeing to the 
tradesman payment from the. wage \-ill, but these are voluntary met.h.ods. lnstaDces, 
are given below:-

1",,;..,. Copp.. Ctwprw.rnm allows its unskilled workmen credit up to one-third 
of the weekly wage. 

Hi"";Y Romp- Coal Comp...,..-Facilities are given by the company to labour 
to procure rations at the bazaar held on colliery premises every Sunday. 

With the coosent of the debtor and in his presence payments are oocasionally 
made in part to creditors of employees. 

100. Bztent and Efteci 011 l'a¥ment th:ough ContracIorL 
In those mines in which the contractor system is in force6 the miner and unskilled 

labour is paid by the contractor, though generally skilled labour is paid by the 
ma.nagement. The contractor~ however, is bound to pay & more or less similar 
wage to that existing in the remainder of the minefield. as otherwise the labour . 
would not remain. 

~L Methadl 011 FisiDg Wages. . 
lAma Mif18 FisltL-There is no recognized system. by which wages ha"", 

been fixed in the coallields for skilled oc unskilled labour and they are not 
standardized. . 

I. );-~ .. -In general. wages have not been fixed either by negotiated agree.. 
ments or by any other means. Thus it is found that wages vary fairly considerably 
even in the same area. as the figures given below showing the rates of wages for 
(~) Tatas and Tinplate Company. which are both situated in Jamshedpur, and b) the 
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figu"", of the Locomotive Works at Jamalpur. and the Peninsular Tobacco Compaoy. 
both of whom are situated in the neighbourhood of Monghyr~ will sh~ 

Rain of Wag ... 1928. ~ 

Tata Tinplate rOCOWOTks. Peninsulc 
Class of worker. Tobacco Compaoy. Compaoy. Jamalpur. Compaoy . 

. 
s .. pnvisioto of Lab ..... Ro. a. p. Ro. a. p. Ro. a. p. Ro. IL p. 

; 

Chargeman of-
Skilled workers .. .. " I) 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 
Unskilled workers .. .. 1 0 0 1 " 0 - -

Skilled labour-
Fireman .. .. .. I 4 0 0'14 0 - -
Fitter .. .. .. 2 0 0 1 0 0 ~ -
Electrician .. .. .. 2 8 0 3 2 0 - -
Moulder .. .. .. I 8 0 I) 14 0 - -
Cazpenter .. .. .. I 8 0 1 " 0 - -

Unskilled labour-
Malecooly .. .. - - 0 6 0 0 7 0 
Female cooIy .. .. - - 0 6 0 0 5 6 

2. In the sugar industry in North Bihar there is apparently no attempt made 
to fix wages for the industry. and wages vary fairly considerably between the 
various concerns. 

S. Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company report that there are standard rates 
fixed by a Rates Committee for the various grades and classes of labo?< employed 
throughout the steel works. This Rates Committee is composed of certain depart
mental superintendents who are in close touch with the labour employed in the 
pIant and 'With the nature of work performed by the various grades of labour-in 
each department. 

4. indIan Cable Compaoy report that the rate paid is decided by the supervisory 
sta.ft and is graded according to the efficiency. working conditions and services of 
the employee. The amounts paid to the sub-supervjsory sta1f are rated by 
negotiated agreements. 

lO2. _ of PaJment for Overtime and lInnllQ Work. 
Such information as is available is given in answer to question (55) (ii). 

108. l!lJ;IOnt of 8IaIulaJm&a1i0D. 
(4) Wages are not standardized throughout any industry. In the coa1fielils the 

Chief Inspector of Mines reports that no -attempt has heen- made to standardize 
wages though they are more or less unif~ throughout the field.. In the sugar 
industry there is no attempt to standardize the rates for the various classes of la.bour 

. throughout the industry ~ 

(b) As regards standardization of wages for particulaT jobs in " factory. a question 
was ratsed in the strike at Ta.ta~s Iron and Steel Company in 1928. and the company 
now reports that standardization is carried out as far as call possibly be done in 
order to minimize complaints which were frequently made that men when engaged 
are promised certain rates and eventually they find that they get somewhat less.. 
Under the stand~dization scheme each job is rated and every employee understands 
what his minimum. and maximum rate will be in that grade and what he can expect 
when promoted from: it to other grades. This has the advantage of rating _all men 
doiJ1g the same work so as to yield the same or about the same remuneration 
irrespective of the department m which employees are working. In the Indian 
Cable Compaoy wages ..... standardized for the same class of work. In the Tin 
Plate Compaoy~ .. are standardized where men perform the same kind of work, 
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with the exceptions that some meehanics who are ~la.rly efficient receive higher 
rates than othem and some old workmen are still receiving higher rates than the 
rate of the job. 

~
104. Etfeot of Wage Changeo OD Labour Supply, 

I. Wage changes may be said to have practically no efte<:t on labour supply. 
D. the coalfields it is commonly stated that an increase in the rate paid per tub of 

coal raised_ is likely to be followed by a decrease in output. This statement was 
also commonly made at the strike period of 1920-21. when the Deputy Commissioner 
rej>orted :-

.. I tried to obtain some ligures on this point, but the conditions vary so 
greatly from time to time and the factors which detemUne tbe amount of 
output are so many. that I could find no proof one way or the other. So far 
as I ca.n. judge, however. a sober and industrious man does Dot relax his work 
because he gets better pay, but I should say that the tendency of tbe less 
industrious class is undoubtedly to work only when they require money and to 
be idle when they have money in their pockets, and to this extent a raising of 
wages means & lessening of dort. U 

The Indian Mining Federation reports that the raising of wages in 1921 by 
roughly 25 per cent. had tbe result that the average working days per week dropped 
from 6 to 41. 

The facts that :-(a) In some mines an increase in the rate per tub raised on 
Monday is offered and yet fails to attract any apprceiable Dumber of miners to 
work OD that day, (b) aU colliery managers consulted stated that an increase of 
rates per tub in the busy eultivation seasons would not prevent the miner 
leaving the mine at those seasons, seem to show that & :rise in wages would not 
be followed by any increase in the labour supply~ as the labour works when it 
wants to and then onlw. 

2. Tbe Tats Iron r&d Steel Company report that wage changes do not ailect 
the company. There have never been any changes made by the steel eompany iD. 
the wages of its labour except to increase them. 

lIl6. JliDimam. W_ 
I. 'Unskilled labour is generally agricultnral and toms to industry to obtain 

additional earnings to tbe family budget. The industrial wages of unskilled labour 
must bear a close- relation to agricultural wages~ and in order to attract labour to 
industry tbe wageo paid must necessarily be considerably higher than agricultnral 
wages. Thus. in North Bihar in the sugar factories casual unskilled labour is paid 
an average of Rs. 8 & week~ whereas an agricultural labourer cannot command more 
than Rs~ 2; but even so. in busy agricultural seasons the factories find a tendency 
among their workers to revert to agriculture. In the colliery area there is no 
evidence that the rates paid are low. and there m little doubt the miner could. OD the 
average. earn considerably more than he does at present if he was prepared to work 
more regularly. It may be noted that in the recent Jamshedpur strike in 1928~ 
a demand was put forward by the workers in the middle of the strike that a minimum 
wage of Rs. 1-2-0 a day should be :fixed~ but this demand was not strenuously 
pressed. and no decision was come to on. it in the final settlement. The local Govern
ment are of opinion that there is no necessity to fix by statute a minimum wage 
for unskilled labour. 

2. With regard to skilled labour, ligures obtained show that tbe rates vary even 
in the same neJghbourhood. The variation is quite probably the result of di1ferencea 
in the nature of the work dOIl8~ though it is possible also that in the absence of Trade 
Unions a skilled worker is sometimes forced to accept a wage less than he is entitled 
to. The local GovemmeD.t are, however, o! opinion tha.t at present the conditions 
01 industry and the rates of wages are not sufficiently established to make the iixatioa 
of a mjnimum wage !easible at present. 

8. The Jamshedpur Labour Association, however, considets that minimum 
wages should bo fixed by legislation, with duo consideration to standard of living, 
nature of work and climatic conditions. 

i06. Deductl ...... 
(i) AD inquiry which was made in 1927 indicated generally that emplo~ did 

not resort-frequently to the use 01 fines~ but that occasionally au¢h fines were inflicted 
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for breaches o-f discipline. damage to plant. negligence of duty~ disobedience. ete.~ 
but the amount of such fines was very small. Some instances of present practice 
are given below :-

PemtfStllar Tobacco C .... !>tmy. Mongh"...-Fines or deductions are imposed only 
for breaches of discipline. continued bad work or wilful damage. and then only when 
all disciplinary measures have failed. There are no hard and fast rules. 

Jlttwits Mimttg SMdemsnt.-The impositiOll Qf fines is not prevalent in the coal
fields. When fines are imposed on rare occasions they are ordinarily a punishment 
for breaches of discipline. There can be no regular or extensive system of fining 
in the -coalUelds as labour is in demand, and therefore in a strong position and would 
be able to contest any excessive or unjustified fin.ing~ 

Tala Irtni tm4 Steel Company used to in6ict fines for (a} culpable negligence 
and the 100s of OT damage to employer'. property, (b) loss of nickel or bronze 
tokens issued for the purpose of identification. but now report that nuing as a 
form of punishment for delinquency has practically been eliminated. as can be 
seen from the follawing figures of the amounts co1lected in lines during the last 
three years :- . 

1925-26 
1925-27 
1927-28 

Rs. 
10.8M 
5.039 

8M 

Tlu Tift p~ Compan".-Fining has been completely discontinued in the 
company since the beginning of 1928. 

T al4tuJgM Foundry.-As a rule no fines are inflicted nor are there any other 
deductions from the wages. 

Itulia. .. Cable compmcy.-Make no deductions or fines except that a man pays 
for any of the company's tools or properties that he loses. Deduction is only made 
in the case oi loss and not for breakage or damage~ and. is considered by the company 
to be essential to reduce theft~ 

Tlr8 Mi<a Mi .... '" Sa!>Ioi, Bh_hh4/> ... tI Chalkhari.-At tirst a verbal warning 
is given to the workman. If that warning does not prove to be efiective. the. workman 
is only paid. half a day's wages. In exceptional cases where the labourer is found 
idle several times in. a. day. he is fined the whole day's wages. Such fines are not 
shOW1l separately. but the attendance is not marked in the registers at all. or only 
half a day's attendance is shown to the credit of the workman as the -case may)le. -

LiUptw Lae Foetory.-No lin .. are regularly imposed, but occasionaUy when 
workmen destroy materials half the price is levied from them. 

Htftdpir'LM Factory.-Fines workmen whose onttum is very much below the 
average and devotes the pr-oceeds to rewarding good workmen. In no case does the 
fine exceed 25 per cent. 

J4f>l" CBff'IMtt Wcwks.-The system of 1in:ing here is practically non-existent. and 
if ever a. fine is imposed the employee who is fined is allowed to redeem the amount 
of line by subsequent good work. 

A.1Iatw B1Ul4, a"tI Comptmy.-No system of lining is adopted. and the manager 
reports that experience has taught that ;where any man has transgressed sufficiently 
to merit an effectual nne. it is wiser to dismiss him. for if a fine isinflicted~ the amount 
is invariably recouped by stealing or in other ways.. 

SugM Fa.clmVs.-Fines are not generally imposed. 
Rtu _4 Oil MtUs.-Practice varies. In some cases, as in the Aryan Mills. 

Dinapore Rice Mill, Shree Bihariji Mills, Patna. fines are inflicted fOt' slacknesS and 
negligence of duty. In othet" cases, such as Shree Das Rice MillB. Shri Mahabirji 
Rice and Oil Mills, Darbhanga. they are not. 

These instances 2eem to show that the extent of fining is very moderate throughout 
the province, and does not disclose any abuse of power necessitating legislation. 

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(ill) Uftlil4licn of fims.-Fines are either utilized for some charitable purpose 01" 

in some cases the worker is allowed to earn back his tine by good work on subsequent 
occasions. Instances of the manner in which fines are utilized are given below. 

TaltJ Inm tlftd Stul Conspany.-Fines are utili2:ed for hospital fund. 
Petti~ Tobdceo Company.-Fines are credited to a special account ina.in~ 

tained by the company and used for the relief of employees or their family in deserving 
~L • 

(530) " 
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A",,,,, MiIls.-Fmes are credited to a charity fund from which prizes are given 
to those damg good work. 

SA,.. BiAariji MiIls.-Filles were paid to the ~ GtIOSAaIG. 

Intlian Cable Comp....,.~The money cIed!'cted is used to xeplace the article lost. 

(iv) After consultation with the local officials. who were almost unanimously 
~d .to any special legislation being undertaken and in agreement with the 
Comm1skmers of each of the five divisions of the province. the local Government 
formed the opinion in 1927 that the statutmy prohibitiun of .fines is not desirable, 
and would have unfortunate results for the workmen themselves while 80 far as 
~ditioDs in.this provinee are concerned DO special legislative ineasures of any 
kind are required to remedy or prevent abuses in the imposition of fines. There 
has been 110 change in the positiun regarding .fining, and the IoeaI Government are 
still of the same opinion. 

10'7. PedodaafW_P_t. 
(i) An enquiry was made in 1924, and the results of this enquiry have been incor· 

porated in the Bulletin of .Inman Industries and Labour No. 34. 
There has been no material alteratiun sinee that date. 
(ii) PeriDds eu.psi"lf bej... ~.-Generally th.... has been no material 

alter&tiun since the enquiry of 1924. the results of which are also published in the 
same Bulletin. 

Messrs. Tata'. Iron and Steel Works. however. xeport that they have been able 
to shorten ~e waiting period for the payment of labour on monthly rates. Previously 
the company had reported that their monthly rated men who were mostly skilled 
were paid between 6th-18th of the succeeding months. The company DOW xeports 
that all are paid generally by the 12th and invariably by the 16th. 

(fu1 (I) The 10eal Government are of opinion that-conditions in this province 
are not such as to require legislatiun either for the reguistion of periods of payment 
or to prevent delay in payment. 

(2) The proposal for a weekly payment bill made by Diwan Chaman La1I was 
e~ed by the local Government in 1924$ and it was found that the employers 
generally disliked the idea because of the increased cost in the economieally unpro
ductive work of accounting. and it was urged that if the experiment was to be tried 
it should at least be confined in the :first instance to mines and factories where. as 
a matter of fact. weekly payment system is widely in force already. It was also 
found that weekly payment (where not at ~t in force) was apparently not 
generally desired by workeIS. 

The manager of the Bengal Iron Company took a referendum among his stall and 
found some 4,500 employees among the staff in favour of mOllthly payment, while 
some 200 only desired weekly payments. 

The ]amshedpur Labour Association regarded the Bill with apprehension as 
likely to deprive the montbly paid stall of payment for holid .. ys and other privileges 
aDd concessions which they now enjoy. 

It may also be noted that in the terms of settlement that were offered by the 
Tin Plate Com~y Union before the strike the company accepted the workmen'. 
desire to be paid montbly instesd of weekly. 

(3) No dissatisfaction with regard to periods of ~ payment has ever come to 
the notice of the local Government. When strikes have ~ at Jamshedpur. 
]amalpur and other places no such dissatisfaction has ever been expressed by the 
strikers. So far as the larger industries are concerned payment of wages is invariably 
made as soon as the necessary accountancy can be concluded .. while in the smaUer 
industrial concerns no great delay occurs. 

In the mining industry the Jigores on ;\'&gO 24 of Bulletin No. 84 show that there 
is no delay in thepaymentofwages by colliery proprietoos. and in the Jharis coal1ields 
wages are paid weekly. 

In the case ofTata.$s Iron and Steel Company the nUmber of employees is approxi
mately 29,000. of whom hetweeo 12.000 to 14.000 are paid weekly. while the rest 
ate paid monthly. and payments 8ft made by this company as early as possible 
(and the co_mpany have already reduced the waiting period since 1924~ and are 
taking steps to reduce it fuI"th&)z and it is stated that it would be impracticable 
for a companv employing so large a staff to comply with the proposed periods 
that were 81lgg..ted by the Govemmeut of India m letter No. L.I391 of the 
28th July. 1926. 
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In the Jamalpur worksbops of the East Indian Railway 15,000 workmen are 
, employed and wages are paid monthly on the 15th of the succeeding month. and 
at the East Indian Railway strike in 1922 no complaint was made by the strikers 
with regard·to the period of their wage payment, 

The Peninsular Tobacco Company employs 6,000 men, and wages are paid monthly 
not later than the 10th day of the month following that in which wages are earned. 
The company have stated that this sytem. is best appreciated by their employee5* 
and is more likely to keep them out of debt than payment for a shorter period. 

(iv) T_o/..".;'ai ... llw ....... -ThelocalGovernmentbavelitUeinformation 
on the matter* but are of opinion that cases of unclaimed wages probably seldom 
arise in this province. The foUowing reports from companies have been received. 
In Messrs, Tata Iron and Steel Company the unclaimed wages are ultimately absorbed 
into the workmen's pension and gratnity fund. In Messrs. East Indian Railway 
Company·s workshops at Jamsbedpur unclaimed wages are paid on subsequent 
demand, In the Tin Plate Company it is reported that unclaimed wages are used 
as a charity fund entirely for the benefit 01 Indian workmen, and that a statement of 
l m claimed wages is available. 

lOB. Indebledn .... 
J MriG t:Oalftdll.--{;enerallylabour is indebted to some extent to the moneyleoders 

in the bazar. The extent of such indebtedness is proba,bly not very large. The 
mine managers generally report tha.t it does not exceed one week's wages; The 
extent of indebtedness varies .. according to some mine managers. with caste and 
social customs. Non-residentisl labour (e.g .. Santalis) as a rule does not borrow 
at the colliery. but RSidentiallabour. such as surface loading coolies. e.g .• DmadM 
and Bhuia.s borrow from shopkeepem and Kabulis. Skilled workers frequently 
receive advances from. companies~ but these are invariably repaid. One labour 
cootractor makes the lollowing report regarding the expenditure of workers: .. The 
Central Provinces labour (that is labour from the Central Provinces and the United 
Provinces) gamble most. All classes drink, the DusadJos being aboutfheworst. The 
Central Provinces and Ma.drasi save most; they earn more than otdinary miners. 
The Santalis appear ordinarily to be a saving caste, bnt they save probably to drink 
in their villages. 

108. Bonus anilPro!!Hharinc Schemes. 

JAMia &Oal ,,",,".-There is no profit~sh.aring scheme in the coalfield. and the 
only bonuses that are paid are those paid to miners in some collieries for working 
six days a week or for loading extra tubs. Labour oontractors also sometimes pay 
a similar bonus to miners who raise extra tubs. 

FIIICtoriu.-The following companies report the existence of bonus schemes.. 
1. Musrs. TlIIa~s [rim tlml Sk61 ComP4ny.-There are various types of bonus 

schemes which aTe detailed in the Company's memorandum. 

2. Messrs. Tala's Agri«> C....pany.-Most of the actual production and finishing 
work is performed on piece-work rates, but a bonus scheme has been worked out 
for the non~prodnction stail by'which those engaged on non-production work based 

. on the output of tools. which can be handled without any increase in the non· 
productive labour force. 

S. Tift Plate Compawy.-A percentage of salary is paid as a bonus on production. 
The percentage increases with the output. On the hot mills, where men work in 
crews, bonus is paid on the production obtained by each crew. The rest of the plant 
is paid the average of the hot mill crew's bonus calculated on individual earnings. 
This scheme was, however, only in force from the 1st Ma.rch~ 1929. until the strike 
broke out on the 7th April, 1929. 

110. Annual Leave. 
(i) Messrs. Tats. Iron and Steel Company report that* except in a few cases among 

the higher grades of the supervisory statf. leave is a:vailed of as it becomes due. and 
is in many cases ove.rdr{Lwn. 

Krichwar Lime and Stone Company report that leave is usually taken in short 
periods during the course of the year. The clerical staff seldom avail themselves 
of the foil leave allowed; the tots! leave taken by other permao_ employees is 
usually not less than the period sanctioned. 

JAariG ..,alfie/d.-Unskilled labour remain absent from work as they like. Iu 
the case of skilled labour they an apt to return to their homes on leave at least 
once- 8. year" 

("'1 E2 
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(ii) it may generally be stated that " monthly r .. ted " stall is granted .... adequa.te 
am~t of leave by its employer. In the case of U daily rated .. staff procedure 
vanes. ""here the work is more or less regular or organized. it is probable that 
leave will be granted. if required. Where. however, a worker is able to absent 
Irlmself .. t will. lea.ve will generally not be gr .... ted. Reports rega.rdlng the lea.ve 
facilities granted are given below:- . 

TlIta I .... and S/eel CDm?any.-(I) All monthly ra.ted employees a.re allowed :_ 
(<I) One month's privil<ge lea.ve. five days' casual lea.ve, two days' festival lea.ve 
with pay only, all of which may be combined. and (b) six months' leave on half-pay 
or three months' leave on full pay after seven completed years of service. 

(2) Da.iIy rated sta.ff-
14 days' lea.ve a.nd two days' festivallea.vo with fell pay, 
Employees caD. utilize leave earned on full pay to cover time lost by sickness and 

leave earned does. not lapse if not taken. 
1" /he Tin Plak Comp • ..,..-Da.iIy rated employees a.re only granted lea.ve with 

pay for two days' festival leave per annum. Monthly rated employees are granted 
14 days' priviiege lea.ve, five days' sick lea.Yo, a.nd two days' festival lea.ve per 
annum WIth pay. 

TaJa1U.fCtJY Founby.-Montbly rated men get one month's leave with pay in the 
year. As atten.da.nce of daily rated men is optionaJ, no leave.is allowed. Generally 
they attend regularly, but rare cases have arisen when daily rated men have been 
replaced on aceount of their long absence and irregular attendance. 

S- Vall", Porl1muI C.......t Comp.ny.-Tbe staff are aIIowe:l one month's lea.ve 
per year and labour in accordance with the Mines and Factory Act. The amount 
taken by the staff varies considerably. 

Kalya.npuJ'Linu Worlls. Limiled.-There is no standing rule, but leave to the 
extent of 10 days to a month is given during the year. 

Bengal 1 • .,.; C .... p ... y.-Skilled la.bour is allowed 17 days' leave on fell pay .... d 
extra. on special occasions. 

P .... """ •• Tobacco C .... pany.-Tbe factory is closed on the usual festival days. 
and to to 12 daysz holida.y is given as a matter of rule during the Durga Puja 
festival. and extensions to this period are allowed to those employees who have made 
a.rra.ngements to lea.vo Monghyr, 

ina,.;;. «>alfield$.-No leaVe is given to unskilled la.bour which· absents itself 
when it likes. Skilled labour is frequently given leave by arrangement with the 
management, the amount dependent OIl the length and approved nature of the 
~ployee's service. 

1lL Deoirabili\J' of Pair W_ Clause in Public _II. 
The local Government are at present unable to express any opinion. 

Xm.-DlDUSTRIAL BFPICIElfCY 01' WORKERS 

Ill!. CIomparative ChaDgeo in EIlioieDor of Indian Worken in _ Y ...... 

A. Fadorits.-Most of the nDSkjUed labour are recruits who have arrived from 
agricultural pursuits or rural areas, and are quite unfamiliar with machjnery 01' 
factory plant or factory Wscipliile. At first they a.re in stra.nge surroundings ..... d 
it takes them some time to get used to such conditions. Previously this class did 
not generally (though there were exceptions) stick to tho work for any grea.t le.ngth 
of time and their efficiency was low. but in recent times owing to pressure on the 
land there is a greater tendency amoDgst this class to stick to the wcrk and in so 
far as this ha.s happened there is slightly grea.tor efficiency. Semi-skilled and skilled . 
workers stick more regularly to the work. and in COUJSe of time rise to the position 
of subordinate supervising st:.a.fi. and in ~e small industries these skilled men become 
engineers or mistris. It is stated that in this class greater e1ficiency is perceptible 
during recent years. 

Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company state that in their opinion there bas been 
an, increase in the efficiency of Indian workmen during recent yea.rs~ but the labour 
turnover is still too great to state to what extent with any degree of accuracy. 
Labour unrest has, however. to a certain extent prevented the increase in efficiency 
which the company would otherwise have expected. 

A statement that has been furnished by Messrs. Tata's Iron and Steel Company 
for the financial years 1923-24 to 1927-28 (tho yea.< 1928-1929 wa.s not a normal 
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year consequent on the disorga.nisa.tion arising out of the strike} shows that the 
number of tons produced per man per annum has steadily increased in each year 
in the following departments :-

Coke OV<mS. blast furnaces (pig iron). o('en hearth (steel ingots). duplex plant 
(steel ingots). new blooming mill. new rail mill. merchant mill. sheet bar and 
billet mill. sheet mill. 

That there has been some reduction in the output per ton pel' man in the old 
blooming mill, the old rail mill, the old bar mill, while the prodnction in the plate 
mill has remained more or less stationary. 

Indian Cable Co. report a moderate increase in efficiency. while the Bengal Iron 
Co. say that efficiency is about the same. 

The Tin Plate Company of India report that there has been no change in the 
efficiency of l1Dskmed workers or of such classes as utters. machinists, blacksmiths 
or carpentns who come to the company having already learnt their trade. The 
Company bas also not been wol'king suffi.ciently long for the apprentices who are 
employed in the mechanical and electrical departments. to.make any appreciable 
effect on thelI labour supply. In the case of skilled labour in this Company it is. 
however. reported that progress has been made and. men have now been trained for 
all positions in the hot mills, and Indian foremen and instructors are employed .. 

. though it is still necessary to employ expert covenanted hands in jobs requiring tho 
finer points of judgment in the hot mills. In other departments Indian shearers 
picklers. annealers. tin house operators and sorters are employed, and it is reported 
that little difficulty is experienced in training new men in a short time. There are. 
no covenanted. superintendents in the time office. stores. mechanical. electrical, 
machine shop and traffi.c~ etc.. which are all superintended by local men who have 
risen from ranks. 

B. Coal Mi ...... -The Indian Mining Associ&tinn considers that there has been 
an advance in efficiency among the skilled labour. but not in the case of unskilled 
labour. The Mining Federation considers that there has been no increase in efficiency~ 
Various mine managers have formed various op~ne states that there has been 
a general increase in efficiency. others that there has been DO increase, and others 
that the increase is only in the case of skilled labour. 

118. OomJU&ti'" Ell!ciency 01 Indian and Foteign Work ..... 
It is somewhat early to compare the respective efficiency of Indian and foreign 

workers. The industrial system in India 011 modem lines is of much more recent 
date than in most other industrial countries. and except to a very small extent there 
is ha.rdly an industrial class in this province used to industrial life and factory 
machinery. The home life of the rec.mit is quite foreign to modern mechanical or 
industrial conceptions. and at the factories the recruit has small opportunity of 
acquiring higher or theoretical knowledge of the plant he ~rates. and his only 
knowledge is based. on practical experience. Naturally. therefore. as conditions 
exist a.t present the Indian workman is not equal to the workman in indusbial 
countries in point of efficiency. 

Tau's Iron and Steel Company, who have experience of both Indian and foreign 
workers, state that they employ in relation to output a. far greater number of 
employees than a similar works would in western countries. India is mainly an 
agrieuitural country, and the workmen of the iron and steel industry do not have 
the experience or skill of the workmen in those countries where the industry has long 
been estab1ished.~ Climatic conditions also operate to the disadvantage of Indian 
workmen, and the education~ health. physique and standard of living generally are 
lower than is to be found in western countries, which adversely affects the efficiency 
of local workers. It may. however, be noted in connection with this company that 
the figures furnished in answer to question 11 show that the reduction in the number 
of covenanted employees .has been ~complished concurrently with an increase in the 
average monthly output In tous. 

The Tin Plate Company report that the Indi&n worker is not so efficient as the 
European or American tin worker. In the hot mills. for instance, they state their 
mills work OD the double mill. three part system and carry crews of 42 men per 
mill, whereas on similar mills in the United States the crew number is only 18. 
In 1926 the Company employed 2.734 employees. excluding those who are not 
properly part of the work organisations. It was stated by the Welsh Plate and 
Sheet Manufacturers Association in their evidence before the Tariff Board that the 
total number of employees for a six-mill. equipment similar to that of the Tin Plate 
Company operating three .shifts and producing 36,000 tin plates pet" annum would 
be between 700 and 720. In 19'17 (the last year of normal working) the Tin Plate 
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Company'. output ..... 43.191 tins of _ plate. aDd therefore the labour ratio 
of the Tin Plate Company as compared to that of the Welsh Plate Association was 
1 : 3. Since 1927 further improvement has been made, and the company DOW _tea that the ratio would b. 1 : 2 ·8. 

114. EEtent 10 which 1l0lZlll&riJ0Dl are EII.c1e4 by-
(i) The frequent absenteeism of Ull8kilIed workers, to which refereuce has been 

made in answer to question 7* undoubtedly impairs their eflicieD.CYI even though a 
tendency is now noticeable for workers who have had experience in industrial 
concerns to return to such concems after periods of absence. 

(ii) U •• of ..... "'''''Y. (m) comp .. ati ••.• 1ft.;...." of J>lam.-The Chief Inspector 
of Factories reports that tbe arrangement of the factory plaot. its working aud 
sometimes tho plant itself are frequently of au obsolete na_. and mecllaDicaI 
transport or handling of goods save in the largest and most ~to-date industrieo 
is unknown. Efficiency and output consequently suffer. This, however. is not 
true of the larger and more up-to-date industries. for instance the plant in Messrs.. 
Tata Iron and Steel Company and in tbe Tin Plate Company is of a very modem 
and efficient type. and sim.iIarly in the ease of many other companies. At the same 
time in the.smaller companies there is Ulldoubtedly considerable force in the remark 
of the officiating Chief Inspector of Factories that output and ofliciency are diminished 
by inefficieut plaots. 

(v) PflynqU8. (VII H6Gli4.-Tbe physique and health of industrial workers is no 
worse than that of ordinary egricultural workers, audis probably little if any worse 
than that of industrial workers in other parts of the world. Neither of these 
points. therefore. should a«oct the compansOll in efti.ciency of IndJan aod foreign 
workers. 

The TiD. Plate Company, however, Teports that in their opinion the average 
IndJan physique and health is not as good as that of foreign workers. 

(vii) E~.-The Chisf Inspector of Factories _tea that folly 95 to 
9S per cent. of workmen have no elementary education. The answers to questions 
dealing with education show that little is being done in the ~y of night schools. and 
until compulsory education is introduced. even if such schools existed, they would 
be little attended. In all industries lack of education is a serious handicap to the 
attaimn.ent of any gteat degree of efficiency. 
. (Viii) S","dar<l o/livi7l8.-Tbe Indlan workman', diet is generally not suitable 
and produces insufficient energy for sustained eftort. It is, however, what he is 
used to. Until he is eduea.ted to apt»reciate the value of a higher standani of living. 
it will be OlIeless to _t such higher otand&rd of living merely from an increase 
in wages. 

(ixl Cli_.-The climate undoubtedly .«ects adven;ely production. Reference 
may be made to the figures given for production eompa.red with the number of 
mine", employed for Loyabad colliory in aoswer to question (8) (ill). It will be seen 
that in August and September the number of tons cut per miner working was con· 
eiderably less than in the other mODths of the year. An enquiry was made from the 
company to try to ascertain the reasoo for this. but no reply has yet beeo received. 
Unless there is any particular <easOIl for the drop it may perhaps ehow that in the 
humid moothe of Auguat and September the energy of the miner is reduced with 
consequent -reduction in output. 

XIV.-TBADIII IlOlIDIIlIATIOIIS. 
U7.-(1) EzlenC nf Oqanfaallon nf BIIIPlo7en. 
The following empioyers' organizations exist: - (.o) The Indian Mining 

Association-an association" of owners of European controlled mines. (b) The 
Indian Mining Federatlon-e.n association of owners of Indian controlled mines. 
(e) The Kodarma Mica Mining Association. (II) The Bihar and Orissa Mica 
Association. Giriclih. (e) The Bihar and Orissa Chamber of Commerce. (f) Tbe 
Bihar Planters' Association-an association of Indigo planters and 'Other planters 
in North Bihar. !61 The Indian Metallurgical Associ&tiOll. 
. The activities of these associations may be said to centre rather in trading con~ 

ditipns than in labour conditions. though the committees of the various a.ssociati~ 
are always prepared to enter into communication with GovemmeDt and furnish 
opinions on any mattem connected with labour. 

There' are ~lso ~ ~ocie.tions 'of mine ~~the ~tion td eoruery 
.Managers in India. and the Indlan Mine .ManagetS· Association. 
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Iii) EzkmI of OrguIaIiOD of BmpIOJe4, 
Besides the registered Uade unions. the only organizations of employed. other 

than railway organizations worthy of note are (a) J amshedpur Labour Association. 
and (1)) Indian Colliery Empl~ Association. . 

(al J._tIptw IAIxnw A ... <iali .... .:....Thls association was formed in 1920. and 
was offered recognition by the company in 1921 on certain conditions. the chief of 
which was that membership must be conllned to the company's employees. As, 
however. its promoteIs and secretaries were not company>s emplo~ recognition 
was not extended to it at that time. After 1922 the Association was reorganized. 
with Mr. C. F. Andrews as its President. and was eventually recognised by the 
company. During the strike of 1928 the Association was recogofsed by the company 
as the official mouthpiece of the men, though it had actually ceased to have any 
great influence with a large number of the strikers. The Association reports that its 
activities are directed to looking after the welfare of its members as regards their 
economic, social, moral. educational and physieel demopmont. 

(b) I"dUm COU..." Empk1y.~ .4sso.:WioM. J ...... -Thls Association was 
formed in 1920. and according to its annual report.of 1928 now bas a membership of 
approximately 2.000~ of whom. 1.500 are U actual picks. and other miners~ U and the 
rest are the general office and outdoor staB of the collieries. 

All colliery employees and min"", are eligible for membeIShip of the Association 
and the a.fta.irs of the Association are managed by an Executive Committee of 21 
members who are elected by votes at the annual general meeting of the Association. 
From amongst the membeJS of the executive. one president. ODe vice-president, one 
honorary secretary and one auditor are elected for the year and there are also thKe 
paid permanent assistants. ~ 

During the year 1928 the Association states that steps ....... taken to redress the 
grievances of individual memben and otber mine workers in about ]00 c;ases-7 
were under Workmen's Compensation Act~ 83 non-payment and iiTegular payment 
of wages. and the rest under miscellaneous heads. In the compensation cases .. 
compensation was realized and paid to claimants by eontest in the cou~ while the 
majority of the other cases were settled by comproDrise though some were rejected 
for want of proper grounds. 

l2O. Individual. -. tlnimII. 
(Ui) All registered Trade Unions have now been recognized by employee. The 

Jamshedpur Labour Association is also recognized by the employe .... 

lllL -. tlni""" Aot, 1928. 
(i) Only three Unions have been registered up to date :-Ca) The East Indian 

Railway U%ll. (b) Tbe Labour Federation at Jamshedpur. (e) The Gulmuri Tin 
Piato Works Uniono 

In the case of all these three unions the executive includes a person or persons 
who are not petsonally engaged in the industry in which the members as a body are 
employed. 

(ii) As two of the Unions have at p-esent not been registered for a year it is too 
early yet to express any adequate opinIon on the effects of the Act. It may. however~ 
be noted that in the Jamshedpur strike 01 1928 the strike was under the control of no 
registered union. nor even of the Labour As&ocia.tion which is not registered. 

(Ui) Possib14 Amen ....... Is.-Tbe local Government have no suggestions to make. 

XV.-DlDUS'rRIAL msP1l'l'E8. 

1118. EzkmI of BmkeI and Lookoula. 
A statement is given below showing the duration. number of striken. and 

maximum number of persons affected for all important strikes (other than nUlway 
strikes) that occurred in the Province between 1920 and ]924 and for all strikes 
(other than railway strikeS) that have occurred since that date. It will be seen that 
during this period 110 strike was reported from the Jharia coalfield. There. was 
however~ what may be called a .. strike period H in the Jharia coaffield in the winter 
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of 1920-21. when there were a number of smaU strikes. These strikes were, however. 
of short duration and. not very important. It was thought at the time that there was 
some risk of a general strike in the coalfieldz but such general strike nevermaterialised. 

Name of ~ustrial concern. 

I. Government Printing. 
Gulzarbagh. 

2. Kumardhubi Iron 
Works. 

3. Tata . Iron' and Steel 
Works. 

4. Tin Plate Company of 
India, Limited, Hot 
Mill Departmeut. 

S. Tin Plate Company Cold 
Mill. .. 

6. Shellac Manufacture, 
Jhalda, 

7. Shellac Manufacture, 
" Bai&rampur. ' 

8. Tata Iron and Steel 
. Works. Ope .. Hearth 
Bepartment:-

9. Tata. Iron and Steel 
Works Duplex Plant. 

10. Tata Iron and Steel 
Works Hot Mill and 
Shearing Shaft of 
Sheet Mill. 

11. Tata. Iron and Steel 
Works Electrical De
partment. 

12. Tata Iron and Steel 
Works. Rail Finiohing 
Mill. 

13. Messrs. Christien and 
Company Mica Split
ting Factory. 

14. Jessop and Company, 
J amshedpur. 

15. Tata Iron and Steel 
Works. Jamshedpur. 

16. Tin P1.t. Works, 
GoImuri . 

Duration. 

10th February. 1922 
to 

28th March, 1922. 
25thNovember,l920 

to 
2nd December, 1920 

again 

Number 
of strikers. 

233 

1,000 

3rd January, 1921 • 
to. 

22nd January, 1921. 
19th . September, 

1922. 10 p.m. to 
23rd October, 1922, 

6 a.m. 

31st March. 1924. 
to 

6th April, 1924. 
3rd January. 1925. 

to 
8th January. 1925. 
6th August, 1926. 

to 
19th August. 1926. 
13th August, 1926, 
. to 

28th August, 1926. 

. MaXimum 
19.000 of whora 
14-.000 resumed 

before the 
strike ended. 

1,000 

50 

500 

500 

Maximum 
number of 

persons 
a:ffected. 

311 

1.000 

30.000' 

1.000 

50 

500 

500 

2 hours on 
11th April. 1927 • 

No infOl1Jl&tion. No information. 

1 day~ 1927. NoinformatioD.Noinformotion. 

Tuesday. Friday. Noinfonna.tion. No information. 
in 

December. 1927. 

17th February, 1928. 
to 

23rd February. 1928. 
15th March. 1928, 

to 
25th March, 1928. 
16th March. 1928, 

to 
23rd March. 1928. 
4th April, 1928, 

to 
12th April. 1928. 
21st April, 1928, 

'to 
18th September. 1928. 

6th April. 1928, 
,till progressing. 

1,100 . 

700 

596 

200 

17,500 
. (inside 

workers). 
2,800 

1.100 

700 

630 

700 

"20.000 
(inside 

workers). 
3.000 

.• 9,000-10.000 persons (outside workers) were alsoallected. 
(iv) Loss 10 i1tdusWy and' wlWMf's.-The Deputy Commissioner of Singhbbum. 

estimates that in the Tata's Iron Steel Com~ny strike of 1928. the ~t loss ~o the 
company was a crcre of rupees while the mdirect loss from general dislocation of 
business is not estimated. He also estimates that approximately the Dumber of 
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working days lost was a million and a half and that, therefore. the men lost about 
30 Ia.kbs of rupees. A subsidiary loss occuITed to the Tin Plate Works where the 
company continued to pay wages for full-time though the amount of steel being 
received by them was only sufficient to enable half-time work to be done. The loss 
to this company by doing this is estimated at 21lakhs. 

l24. Conciliation and Arbitzaticm _ary. 

(;'1 The distnct ~cWs whlle ,,;,.;,...:mmg an ~ttitude of' strici: neui:ralitY are 
always prepared to listen to both parties and to communicate if desired the view 
of one party to the other. 

Certain non~fficial gentlemen have taken considerable part in some strikes. 
more particularly the larger strikes, and have been in some cases of considerable 
help in bringing the disputes to settlement. . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . 

(v) Generally full opportunity appear.! to be allowed for workpeople to make 
representations. Though there has been among some employers a tendency not to 
receive representations from their workmen, unless such representations are presented 
by one or more of their workmen and not by outsiders. 

125. Trade Disputes AcI. 
(4-) The local Government have at present had no experience of the working of 

the Act and have therefore no points to mise in connection with it. 
(6) An application was received from the representatives of the workers in the 

Tin Plate Works strike for action to be taken under the Trade Disputes Act .. but for 
reasons which have already been reported to the Government of India~ it was decided 
that it would be in the special circumstances of the case fruitless to-take such action~ 

l26. Allitude of GovermneDt. 
(i) TcnHrtls wa. combifllllUms.-The local Government is always ready to consult 

such trade combinations as are concerned ill questions relating to the alteration -of the 
la.w or conditions of any :industry~ and always carefully considers the opinion of such 
trade combinations. 

(ii) In connecliOft "mills industri4l tlispules.-The attitude adopted by district 
officials has been noted in answer to question 124 (ill. Government itself watches 
most carefully the progress of every industrial dispute. and makes all necessary 
arrangements for the maintenance -of law and order. and for the protection of the 
individual in the exercise of his legal rights. As stated in answer to the last question 
the local Government has not up to the present made any use of its powers under the 
Trade Disputes Act. 

XVI.-LA W OF lIlASTER AlID SERV AliT. 

1J!7. Elfect of Repeal of Workmen'. Breach of Con_ Act. 
The Act was not in force anywhere in the province for a period of nine years 

previous to its repea!l and no difficulties have been experienced since its repeal. 

128. Erlent to which (i) C;.u. (ii) Crimjnal Law is available IIDd used for 
enfo:comenL 

No occasions are known in which Civil or Criminal law has been used for enforce
ment of any contract with a worker. and" no Dgures are available regarding the extent 
to which the Civil law is utilised. in the case of covenanted workeIS. 

131l. Employen' IIDd Workmen" Dispulel Act: II it used P 
The Act is n-ot ia use in this province. 

XVIL-ADIIWIlS'l'&ATIOlf. 

183. C<mtralllDd Promlcial LasWameo. 
The only resolution that has been moved in the provincial Council in connection 

with labour questions is that moved by LaJa Baijnath in 1926 regarding maternity 
bene1its. which has been discussed above in answer to question No. 31. 

131i. Re\a1i0llll between ContraIIIDd Local Govemmenls. 
The local Government have no points to bring forward. 

1811. A.mjDj ..... 1ive Aulhorilieo in VuloUJ Govemmenls. 
There are no labour offices or of6.cers in this province~ 
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13'1. Blfeot. at Dilferencealn Law or AdminimaIiODIn IJUliaD Slate. and Brililh 
India. 

In the Feudatory States existing in the province there are no factories of any 
importance. There are, however. a certain number of mines: the hzmatite and 
manganese mines of Messrs, Bird and Company in North Keonjhar, the blematite 
mines of Messrs. Tata and Company in Mayurbhanj. the Bisra Stone and Lime 
Company in Gangpur, the asbestos quarries of S~ the kyanite <lua.rries in 
Kharsawan; and the Talcher coalfields. The political agent and comnussioner of 
the Feudatory States reports as follows regarding the conditions in these mines :-

Sal_!y.-Although the rules on the subject whicl1 are in force in British lnella 
are not m force In the States, safety precautioos are observed on ~y the same 
lines byTata'., Bird'., the Bisra Stone and Lime Company and the Talcher Company, 
which cover over 95 percent. of the total labour employed. The number 01 accidents 
is rare and compares favourably with the number occurring in the Singhbhum 
district. CompenSation nuder the Workmen's Compensatinn Act is paid by Tata's, 
the Talcher CoalJields Companyand the Bisra Stone and Lime Company and p<obably 
also by Bird's. The Workmen's Compensation Act is in force In Maynrbhanj and 
Talcher, and its spirit is observed In Gangpur and Keonjhar. 

Hows 01 W ....... -The hours of work in the Talcher coalfields and MOSSIlI. Bird'. 
manga.neae and iron mines are stated to be 56 hours per week. 

A great deal of the lahour is employed on piece-work nnder whlch system workers 
are allowed to choose their own time and to rest as they desire. Where this system 
is Dot in force either the mines are closed down entirely on Sunday as in Keonjha.r. 
or they are closed down early on the local market days. 

Goneral.-The political agent, who also baa experience of the SiDgbbhum district, 
reports that from what he has seen in the Feudatory States he considers that there 
is no difference whatever (either as regards production or health of workers) between 
the Feudatory States and British India, and that in view of the fact that moot of 
the companies employing labour in the Feudatory States are also working in British 
Iudia~ he is of opinion that conditions inside and outside the States are identical. 

i38. Acqn";"l",,co at Workpaople with FaoIozr LqiJlation. 
In the tura.l areas and in the smaller industries the acquaintance is very slight. 

but in the industrial centres. or where the workpeople are better educatect a growing 
. knowledge and interest in factory Iegisl&tinn is evinced. Under Sectinn 36 of the 

Factories Act an abstract of the Act and the Rules thereunder baa got to he affixed 
in a conspicuous pIau in every factory. in English and in the laDguage of the majority 
of the operatives. 

188. FaoIozr lnQeciioD. 
(i) (a) The staff consists of a Chief Inspector of Factories and ODe Inspector of 

Factories; the post of & draughtsman for technieal wnrk in the _ was sanctioned 
last year. • 

(0) The questinn of adequacy of staff was examined by the local Government 
last year. and it was decided to make use of Section 4 (4) of Factories Act to appoint 
10 8ub-divilional officers 'kJjfi(:it.J Inspectors of Factories within the local limits 
of their respective jurisdictions. while the Additional Deputy Commissioner of 
Dhanbad baa aiso been vested with the powers of District Magistrate nnder the 
Factories Act. 

The m1.in obj~ in appointing these ~ddiilimaJ. inspectors ~;-
(I) To make use of Ioca.l knowledge, the lack of wmob often handicaps the 

regular inspector in his darts in obecldng the periods of labour actually worked 
in the factory and the hoIid&ya actually granted. 

(2) To relieve the regoIar ~tor to some _t of that portinn of the 
work which does Dotrequire techn.ical knowledge of constructional and industrial. 
p<OCesseJ,leaving him freer to devote bimselI to the engineering side 01 his work. 

(c) The present staff is considered adequate, though it is intended to ~e 
the questinn afresh when experlenee baa been obtained of the revised _tinn 
ordera which he .... recently been issued, and of the revised factory rnIes which are 
being issued. It is expected that these revised rules and ~ptions may briag 
with them an increase of work, but until the extent of that increase is seeD. it cannot 
he known whether the appointment of an additinnal inspector will be necessary. 

lii) UaVOf'tl4ity 0/ """",,wanon •• 4i/f4'fml P,ovi"",s.-In this province it has 
been found impraeticaOle to insist on managers of factories holding certificates of 
competency. though it is undentood t.h&t such certificates are still requin:d in 
Bombay and the United ~ces. In this province it is imprac:.ticable to require 
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certificates of competency for the following reasoos :-(s) Most 01 the _eo 
~ small and unimportant. and are not such as would permit the employment of 
expensive and highly quali1ied managem. (0) The adminimation and supervision 
of such certi1icates in 20!H100 petty _ spread all over the province would 
be extremely troublesome and would thrown an increased amount of work OIl 

factory iDspectOIate and would probably be not worth while. (e) The require
ment of certi:fi.cates would be extremely irksome to petty factories. and would almost 
amount to interlerence with their trade. It has. therefore. been considered that it 
would be impmcticable to enforce technical qualifications in petty factories. and 
that it is nnnecess ry to do so in the case of large factories such as JamalpuT' 
and Tata's. since their own interests compel such factories to employ highly 
quallfied men. 

(ful (a.) The number of inspections by inspectOrs of factories is given in the 
statement below. As the various factories are situated throughout the province at 
considerable distances from each other. it is not possible to increase the number of 
inspections :-

Number of Percentage Percentage 
Number of inspections~ Number of iDspe<- of vists 

Year. registered .i.e .• number of tion to to regis--. of factories visits. registered tered 
inspected. factories. factories. . 

1925 -. 242 189 247 74·3 102 

1926 .. 242 156 291 77 120·2 

1927 _. 255 115 189 45·1 74'1 

1928 .. 261 154 220 59 84'3 

(b) The local Government are satisfied as to the efficiency of the'administratioa 
They are satisfied. that there is general compliance with the rules under the Factories 
Act, and that preventible accidents are being kept at the minimum possible figure. 

(iv) (4) The statement below gives details of prosecutions under the Factories 
Act during the Y""'" 1921-28 inclusive:- ' 

Year. 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

Number of 
Prosecutions. 

7 

6 
2 
1 
2 
5 

(b) The number of prosecUtion8 is~. As the Department was & new one it 
was at:first the policy of the loeal Government to try to secure comJ?liance with factory 
rules by co-opemtion with and advice to factory managers, and It was only in really 
obstinate cases that prosecution Was undertaken. The fall in the accident rate in 
all industries other than the metal manufaeturing industries shows that the policy 
has been successful; while an analysis of the figures for the seven years ending 
1928 for the provin~ as a whole (expressing each class of accident classified under 
the causing agents as a percentage of the total accidents) seems to show that the 
kind of accident which prosecutions can most improve by compelling simple fencing 
(Le .• belta. pits. and mill gearing) are the least frequent of the accidents that occur, 
and that accidents that prosecution is not much able to infiuence (i.e.~ falling weights. 
hand tools and per80llS falling) are amongst the most frequent accidents. 

The accidents OCCUlTing from machinery of the industry are mostly eonfined to 
Tata·.~ where the safety or dangers of the industry are absolutely beyond mitigation 
by the kind of measures that can be enforced by prosecution. This point has been 
thorougbly discussed in answer to question (45) above. 

(e) A ferther di!fu:ulty in prosecutiog occurs (especially in the larger industries) 
in the -difficulty of placing respousibility for accidents. This is exem~lified by the 
mixer crane aocident (whiAob is described in paragraphs 7 and 8 of the Keport of the 
Chief lnspector of Factories for 1928). 
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(5) The local Government are advised that Section 41 of the Factories Act 
overrides Section 287 of the Indian Penal Code. and are doubtful whether the penalty 
provided under Section 41 of the Factories Act is in all cases sufiicient. e.g.~ in a 
C&S.6 where operatives' lives are risked by deliberate disobedience of orders 01 the 
Chief Inspector of Factories. The point was considered in CODDection. with the 
prosecution of the managing director and manager 01 a certain factory for failing to 
keep certain machinery securely fenced as required by the rules of the local Govern
ment. and by order of the Chief Inspector of Factories. In his order the Chief 
Ins)H!ctor had stated that U the ma<:ltinery in the crushing sbed is totally unfenced 
and 18 the most dangerous I have seen for Home time. If allowed to remain in its 
present condition it will be on.lya matter of time before someone is killed." This 
was on the 20th January, 1926. On 17th February the manager had reported that 
the defects had been removed. But on the 6th of May a fatal accident occurred to 
a cooly in the. crushing house as a result of quite inefficient fencing having been 
erected. A case was instituted and a conviction secured with a mnjmnm fiDe of 
&.500. 

148. BmIiDg 81a_ ... 
As there is no labour office in this province, the amount of statistics collected 

and prepared. is not extensive. Such statistics as are published in the reports of 
the Chief Inspector of Factories. Chief Inspector of Mines, Registrar of Trades 
Unions are collected and published. The returns required under the Workmen'S 
Compensation Act are also furnished and statistics compiled. Certain statistics are 
also eollected relating to people engaged in mines that are not subject to the Mines 
Act. while reports are also received from Messrs~ Tata Iron and Steel Company 
regarding the number of persons employed and the total production. and from the 
Indian Mining Association of the monthly totais of actual raising> and despatches. 

144. ~bilily ofImpro ...... omt in SIa_cs. 
In connection with the resolutions of the Third International Conference of Labour 

Statisticians the question of the systematic compilation of statistics of industrial 
disputes and working class budgets was considered by the local Government. With 
regard to the former the local Government decided that industries were not at 
present sufficiently developed. and that there were no strikes or disputes of sufficient 
frequency to warrant setting up a machinery of the type suggested by the Conference. 
It was considered unlikelytbat any officer would be able to collect necessary statistics 
from the employers' associations or unions without powers being given by legislation 
and it was doubtful whether employers, especially in the smaller industries of 
this province. would either be able to or take the trouble to give the statistics 
accurately. 

As regards working class budgets the local Government consider that the collec
tion of a large number of accurate budgets of typical families on scales sufficient to 
insure accuracy in index numbers would necessitate the employment of a considerable 
staff under trained supervision involving an expenditure which might be dispro-
portionate to the results; while on the other hand, the -employment of a small 
untrained staff for the purpose of working on a more limited scale would probably 
not make any material difierence in the accuracy of the index numbers as at present 
maintained. 

Although the information rela~g to labour furnished to the loea1 Government 
is at present Dot extensive. it is not considered necessary to adopt any methods for 
collecting any larger quantity of sta.tis~. Fairly full statistics are already comv 

piled for the two main industrial areas in the Jharia. ooaIfield. and Jamshedpnr and 
the remaining industrial concerns are so scattered and of so varying a type that 
DO result of value would be obtained from the collection of accurate statistics relating 
to such institutions, and those statistics already oollected by the Factories and Mines 
Departments are probably sufficient for ordinary purposes. At the same time the 
absence of more complete statistics makes the preparation of a memorandum d:ealing 
with labour conditions in the province a somewhat difficult task, though m the 
opiniOD of the local Government the present industrial condition oJ the province 
would not in the ordinary course of events jus~ the expenditure of any furth~ 
sums for the maintenance of a labour office to facilitate the collection and considera
tion 'of labour statistics. 

145. Rature of Spooial IDvlllligalioDa c-t ... 1ed. 
(i) Inquiries for the purpose of preparing index numbers showing the rise and 

fall in the cost of living in Bihar and Orissa were orgaaiaed in 1922 and have been 
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continued ever since. The methods adopted are given on pages 5-12 of Bulletin 
No.7 of the Department of Industries, Bihar and Orissa, and are summarized 
thus:-

1. Family budgets were ptepared for six centres, and the ratios of money expendi. 
tore in these family budgets were taken as .. weights .. and used as bases for preparing 
inda figures. These bases were multiplied by the prices current during the normal 
year at that centre (but as no ODe particular year could be called normal, the normal 
year was taken as the average of the five years ending 1914). In this ms.nner the 
normal expenditure of the locality was obtained and was assumed to be 100. Index. 
prices for subsequent periods are obtained by multiplying the bases by prices CUITent 
in that particular period. The result thus obtained is compared with the normal 
expenditure already calcu1a.ted for tha.t centre. and it is expressed in the percentages 
for the basic period, taking the nonnal year as always equal to 100. 

2. Six centres were originally selected. i.e., Patna. MuzaflatpUT, Jamshedpur, 
Monghyr, Jbaria coaIlields and Cuttack, and subsequently in 1925 Ranchi was added. 
Monthly ligures for each of these centres axe p~ and published in the Bihar 
and Orissa Bulletins. In ~ table below an extract from the figures is given showing 
the mean average at each of the seven centres at which it was reported for the years 
1923-24, 1924-25, 192&-26, 1926-27 and 1927-28:-

Centre. I 1923-24. I 1924-25. I 192&-26. I 1926-27. I 1927-28. 

l. Patna .. · . 159 163 162 171 170 
2. MuzaBarpur .. 160 174 163 170 171 
3. Monghyr .. 163 165 160 169 167 
4. Jamshedpur .. 186 196 200 201 195 
5. Jbaria .. · . 190 202 198 198 190 
6. Cuttack .. .. 133 155 159 159 151 
7. Ranchi .. · . - - 188 179 166 

3. It should be noted that the figures for each centre only bear relation to the 
normal expenditure figure for that centre. and do not bear any relation to' the figures 
for other centres. 

4. In 1926. in connection with the proposals of the Second International Con
ference of Labour Statisticians. the local Government considered whether the figures 
-of normal prices on which these index numbets are based were sufficiently accma.te. 
and it was considered that they were tolerably accurate for the classes to' which they 
rela.te, and might continue to serve for some time longer. 

(ti) The results are published in the " Bihar and Orissa Gazette," and are supplied 
to all important industrial concerns. They are used by Government departments 
in determining the comparative dearness of a particular locality and in :fixing local 
allowances. It is probable that they are not used to' any great extent by industrial 
-concerns for the purpose of fixing wages. 

Mr. H. E. HORSFIELD, I.C.S" Resistrar of Joint Stock Companies and Trade 
Unions, BIHAR AND OiUSSA. . 

3. Since the introduction of the Indian Trade Unions Act only three Trade 
Unions have sO' far been registered. in this Province. e.g.: (1) The East Indian 
Railway Union, Khagaul (Patna), registered on the 15th March, 1928; (2) The 
Labour Federation, Jamshedpur, re~ered on the 28th January. 1929; and 
(3) The Golmuri Tinplate Workers' Unton. Jamshedpur. registered on the 13th April, 
1929. The East Indian Railway Union had 25,208 members (all males) at the end 
of the year 1927-28; the Labour Federation had approximately 15,000 m~mbel'S (aU 
males} at the time of its registration. while DO figures are yet available about the 
last Union. These unions do not appear to be working successfully. and the annual 
returns due from the two first two unions for the year ending the 31st March. 1929. 
have Dot yet been submitted by them in spite. of repeated reminders. 
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THE CHIEF INSPECTOR OF FACTORIES, BIHAR AND ORISSA. 

In reply to your letter No. 2SO-XL.24.L.C.-dated the 22nd September. 1929, 
I have the honour to state that I have studied the preliminary memorandum. of 
the local Go~t and find that, except in respect of the several ;points noted 
below. the memorandum. already includes the subjects on which I mtght suitably 
give evidence, and, that I am in agreement with the opinions expressed. 

2. In1Mvals,-In tha answer SO (i) (.), I agree that the workman'. dil!iculty of 
obtaining the sort of meal he Ilkes during the mld-day interval often exists where 
the distance to his home is great and housing is not available near the :factoJy. The 
possibility of factory dining rooms is, of coursez obvious1 but it is not so simple here 
as :in Europe on account of caste complications. There is at any rate room for con
sideringwhetheritwDuld be ~bleand fair to oblig-ethe factorywowners to provide 
(as some do) cooking facilities for such workers. 

3. Suitability of ReKuUzti .... fOf' CAil4nn.-In connectinn with No. 73 of the • 
memorandum. I think that a. distinction should be made between boys and girls 
in considering the suitability of regulations affecting children. I think there is at 
least an arguable case for making it more difficult than at present for girl children 
to enter factories. except in those industries that employ adult women upon industrial 
processes~ A boy entering a :factory has the prospect of learning a skilled or semi
skilled craft, but in general a girl has not. If ~ remains in the factory as an adult 
it will be as a menial. There are exceptions (e.g.~ the shellac industry) where \yOllleD.. 
are employed in skilled or semi-skilled work. . 

4. Further, regarding the employment of children. it appears to me that in t/lis 
Prov'ince. whatever may be the case in others, it would be advisable to consider 
the question of the employmeut of children together with the question of apprentice
ship. This is beyond the scope of an Inspector of Factories~ and I have not got the 
necessary statistical and other definite information necessary toenableme tosay more 
on this subject than this-I have a very strong impression that state-supervised 
apprenticeship system in the major industries would be to the advantage of both 
employer and em!'loyed-tc the employer because the members of his laboUr force 
would have definite crafts; to the employee because. being better stabilised in his 
occupation. it would be good busineas for the employer to treat him better than is 
ever likely to be the case with transitory labour. As is stated frequently in the 
memorandum. the factory worker to--day has a foot in two worlds. An apprentice
ship:which would put him deftnitely in the factory world. while good for the factories .. 
might be bad for labour in a time of industrial depression. might in fact create what 
we are so far fortunately without, an unemployment problem. But from the point 
of view of efficient factories and of good COllditions for the factory worker while he 
remains a factory worker. it seems to me that one of the serious obstacles to improve
ment is the relative absence of the apprenticeship system. 

S. The occupation which is probably in the greatest need of a.pprenticeship. and 
in which apprenticeship would, I think, yield the greatest results. is that of the 
factory engineer. The matter is not within the scope of the Indian Factories Act~ 
but as a member of the Governing Body of the Bihar College of Engineering and 0 f 
the Ranehi Technical SchooL it seems to me that some of the attention now given 
to training men for engineering degrees might better be expanded 00 training a less 
exalted kind of engineer for whom. there is~ if I am right; more need in this province a 

,Mr. W. B. BRETT, I,C.S .• ,Financial Secretary to Government. Bihar and Orissa. 

The subjects dealt with are: I.-Recruitment, (e) Recruitment for Assam, 
heads (i) tc (v). . 

The experience on which this memorandum is based consists of 2t,r;rs as 
De;poty Commissioner of ltanchi •. the principal recruiting district 01' and 
Orissa. I have no experience of cooditions on the Assam tea gardens. 

Ii) I consider that " measure 01. control over recruitment for Assam is neceasary. 
The aboriginala of ltanchi are in great demand on the tea gudens. They are an 
impulsive race. easily persuaded and apt to take little thought for the morrow. & 
characteristic-which is enhanced by their fondness for drink. For & great many 
yean they have tended to beeome the natural prer of nOD-a~ and of the 
more ,sophistinsted memhers of their """ communi..... .The two chief Qbjections to 
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an uncontrolled system of recruitment are (l) that a labourer who was sent torAssam 
and wished to return against the will of his employer would find it practically 
impossible to do so, (2) that labourers could not be traced by their relatives. 

It is the latter difticulty which comes chiefly into prominence in district admini&
tration. An aboriginal who disappears from his village and regrading whom there 
is no certainty whether he is alive or dead.. is extremely likely to lose the land on 
which his dependants rely for their living. Again. minor children, especially girls, 
tend to be recruited without the knowledge of their parents or husbands. Where 
the girl is married serious difficulties occur, especially among the Christians over the 
re-marriage of the deserted husband. Even under the present system I have often 
had to deal with cases where the bread-winner of the family has gone o1f to Assam 
leaving his dependants destitute. . 

(al The existing system is based ultimately on the pOsitioll that no labourer 
shall be -recruited for Assam except by a person who (4) has recently worked on the 
garden and (0) has personal knowledge of the intended recruit. Condition (0) follows 
from the proviso. in Section 164 of the Act, that it is a penal offence for any unlicensed 
person to assist in recruitment. Though abuses occur, partly through the desire of 
the saroar to earn more money by producing more recruits and partly through the 
attempts of the employers to make the system give better results than it was intended 
to do, the system. works fairly waJ. and~ given adequate supervision, should mean 
that no one is recruited without an opportunity of ascertaining the conditions at 
fust hand, and that the relstions usually know where the recruit has gone. 

rt must be emphasized that for the district of Ra.nchi, with its poor soil and 
increasing population. and liability to famine. it is of supreme importance that in 
times of difliculty, the population shall be able to find employment in Assam. 

(ill) The defect of the Assam Labonr Board is that it CODSists almost entirely of 
the r~tatives of the -employers. Its personnel is almost identical with tha.t of 
the pnncipal recruiting organization, an arrangement which hampers its usefulness 
in the not infrequent cases where the views of that organization as to the forms of 
recruitment permitted by the Act run counter to those of the authorities who 
administer that Act. It is fundamentally unsound that a body of this composition 
should have the power to interfere with the appointment of the local agents employed 
by the trsde rivals of the principal recruiting organization. 

(iv) The sardarl system is expensive to the employer. In 1927-28 the sa.rda.rs in 
Ranchi recruited on the aversge 1·4 labourers each (excluding dependants). A fair • 
proportion of the sardars abscond or fail to do any recruiting. 

The Act, with its rigid prohibition of assistance by non-licensed persons; is 
exceedingly difficult to administer. The exact point at which assistance becomes an 
offence is difficult to determine. For insta.nce~ the use of propaganda by the 
recruiting agencies in connection with sardari recruitment is probably illegaL There 
has been a tendency to do the real recruitment through missionary and slmilar 
bodies and to employ the sardar as a figure-head through whore the labourers so 
co11ected are enrolled. For a new garden the inutility of the sa:rdari system is obvious. 

(v) In my opinion. the sardari system is that which afiords the least chance of 
victimization. It ought to secure, and usually does secure the maintenance of 
communications between the labourer and his home. To meet the requirements of 
new employers who ha.ve no connection with the recruiting district. an alternative 
system should be provided, but the greatest care is necessary to secure that the 
existence of the alternative system does not impair thesardari system. It is necessary 
here to indicate that the sa.rdar is usually an ignorant ga.rden cooly. There are 
numerous agencies. sometimes of very undesirable cluuacter, which recruit labourets 
for places othertban Assam. Once the prohibition against assistance by an unlicensed 
person is withdrawn. the sardar will buy his' recruits from. one of these eontractms 
and the whole sa.rdari system will disappear. 

Consequently it is necessary that all the a.gents ~loyed under the alternative 
system should be licensed. and that the De~ty CommissIoner of the recruiting district 
should. have full p~r to caneel their licences on proof of misconduct and to suspend 
them, pending enquiry, 00 a reasooable suspicion that malpractices are occurriog. 

It wonld he advisable to keep the two systems entirely distinct, so far as the 
actual recruitment is concerned, and to provide that the p06SeSSiou of a recruiter's 
licence does ndt entitle a·recruiter to assist in sarda.ri recruitment. 

My reason for requiring that all the agents onder the alternative system should 
be licensed. and not merely a few principalsz is that in actual practice such recruiting 
'WOuld be done through sub--agents of quite humble status~ Unless such persona 
were licensed, it 'Would be impossible to prevent the employment of la.bour contractors 
of the type which was. responsible for the old abuses. Though under the- present 
sardari oyatem and the pro_d a1ten!ative system. recruits are produced before a 
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responsible registering officer, it is quite impossible for the latter to verify their 
antecedents unless he has before him the- person who recruited them in the first 
instance. EveD. under the present system it is common for recrnits who have been 
recruited under suspicious circumstances to give anentirelyfalse account of themselves 
at the instigation of the sardar. 

THE HONORARY SECRETARY, BEHAR AND ORISSA CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE. 

In placing its views my Committee begs to draw the attention of the Commission 
to the position of labour regarding sanitation and education. Their effect on labour is 
lifelong. and the remedy lies not in tinkering with it by having better sanitary 
COQditions and educational facilities at the factories or in industrial centres only. but 
in improving the conditions in the villagesj without which improvements at places 
of employment would not be of much avail. Such schemes. unless these be at areas 
where there are a group of factories or where individual factories employ a very large 
number of men, would be prohibitive for smaller employers of labour. and put a 
heavy burden on them. 

The Government, so far. has :failed to bring about .a. satisfactory state of afiairs 
in the villages, or to start any comprehensive scheme of improvement along these 
lines. 

The Government itself is a very large employer of labour-in its railways;. factories, 
printing presses, mines. canals. public works, dockyards. and other places. So far as 
the Committee is aware, the terms and conditions of employment are not much better, 
than is the case with private employers. My Committee begs to submit that the 
improvements in the conditions of labour should be:first brought about in Government 
factories, so that these may serve as examples and other employers compelled to 
follow. and labour will also see the better conditions of employment. 

_\menlo 

Most of the Industries in Bihar (except the Tata Iron and Steel Company and the 
coalfields) have their unskilled and a major portion of their skilled labour:residing 
in the locality. within radios of two to three miles of the place where they are situated. 
Only a small portion of the skilled labour belongs to neighbouring villages or some
'times to Bengal. The number of the latter is slowly decreasing as the local labour is 
getting trained. . 

A part of the labour. mostly unskilled~ leaves at the time when agricultural 
operation is in progress in the villages. 

The recruitment in industries (other than coal and steel) does not present'much 
difficulty. except in the case of skilled labourer.;. as competent hands are not available 
in. enough numbers as required in the province. This state of affairs is expected tG 
continue until suitable anangements are made for technical edm:ation here. 

Employment agencies do not exist nor has any effort been made W orga.n.iz:e same. 

tJnempJ_ent. 

It is very seldom that skilled labour is unemployed for any length of tim~ It is 
only the labour which is released after the agricultural seasons that remains unem· 
ployed. There is also another big class of men. the products of the prevailing system 
of Higb School education. who pass unem.t>loyed lives fur many years after they leave 
their schools. in the hope of finding a clencal job in some Gowrnment or other office. 
and ~g that. some take to patriotism or other pursuits" which barely maintains 
them. If the State makes some arrangement to provide for them a short training in 
some skilled trade which may enable them to find employment in the prevailing 
industries of the province. much useful work would be accomplished both to the 
advantage of these persons as well as the State. The opeDing of night clasges in chosen 
oentres giving the"",ti<:ai trainUlg in technical subjects will be -nu. 
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SIal! Organiati ..... 

The Managing staB is generally selected from penons who have some general 
business skill or em.ployees having a general education. There is no anangement for 
any commercial college in this province which is a long felt want. Out-turns of the 
newly started Engineering College are few and have greater aspirations as regards. 
their pay than what can be otIered by the smaller concerns generally f~d here~ 
Their practical knowledge is nil of any particular trade. while they want more wages. 
than a skilled workman whQ generally has no theoretical training. 

The evolution of a Supervisor is a JDatter of long perseverance and exceptional 
intelligence, He starts from the unskilled worker or apprentice, becomes skilled in 
course of several years to a decad~ according as he a.ttends to his work '!rith carer 
and the degree of his intelligence, and if he happens to do exceptionally well during 
these processes. he is then a supervisor. This time is only lengthened by the a.bsence 
of primary educati~ amongst'tbe working classes. 

EouBmg. 

It is mostly a few skilled labourers and clerl<s (in each factory) who are drawn 
from outside the locality who require housing accomodation. Outside workmen 
and office assistants generally live alone without their families and are generally 
allowe<l to live on the prem.ises~ or their quarters are arranged for them in the 
neighbourhood~ faili..Ilg it .. rent allowances are paid. 

No Govenunent or other public agency in the province has been heard to have 
cared for the erection of houses for industrial WorkeIS. Private venture is aJso. 
wanting. 

Theworkers are satisfied with the accommodation provided or rent allowance paid 
to them, which is about 5 per cent. of their wages. For this they usually get aD 
accommodation which is above the standard of their native houses~ except when in 
towns. where they cannot get so much open air. As the indnstries do not COmmaIl(. 

very large capital. nor do they make very large profits, no radical action in this
matter is possible. The State should encourage the employers by acquiring Iaod 
near the mills and leasing it out ,to them on a long term hire purchase system for 
gradually et'ecting buildings of cheap but sanitary types. In addition to the above 
mentioned acquisition of land. concerns having a nett income of less than half a lakh 
may beenconraged bya provision in the Income Tax Acttothe eftectthatallapenses 
towards the erection of quarters of a type approved by the Government shall be 
considered as regu1a.r expenses and shall be deducted before reaching the amount-of 
assessable income. and also by exemption from Municipal taxation. 

Healih. 
23. No separate figores of mortality. adult or infant, and birth rate. among 

industrial workers is available. 
Working conditions are on the whole good both at work places and at quartetS 

provided. It is much better than the workers can find in their native places. But. 
owing to the lack of education among them in the elementary rules of hygiene~ they 
do not take much care of their diet. neither observe cleanliness,. 

Medical facilities are available in towns. where there are hospitals and dispensaries 
owned by the Government or local bodies. which they use, and in serious cases the 
employers make special provision. In millssittlated far from towns, it is the Ayurvedie 
physician or the homoeopathic. medicine box of the employer, that is usually to hand. 

Women doctors. trained midwives or dais aU rare in this province and a beginning 
seems to have been made by the Government and local bodies. This want may only be 
removed gradually by a rapid process of female education and facilitating arrange
ments for training inte-nding Indians as midwives or dais in the local hospitals, 
receiving aid from funds of the Government or local bodies. 

26. Sanitary arrangements at work places as regards latrines and drinking water~ 
bathing and washing are fair. Almost all the mills have got good wells for the use 
of the employees. Usually the employees in their quarters arrange for their bathing 
and drinking water from a neighbouring river or wells which are found in abundance 
everywhere. 

27. RefemDg to the matter of health the fcIlowing extracts deserve consider-
ation:- . 

U Public health with its two main functions of preventing disease and. 
increasing the welfare of the individual is of fundamental importance in the 
industrial development of any COWltry." 
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ff The recruiting centres of Indian labour forces are for the greater part 
rural areas, where public health conditions are not a whit more advanced than 
they were when the etiology of all the important communicable diseases of the 
tropics was enshrouded in mystery. n , 

•• Malaria and hookwozm infection are almost certainly the tWo most potent 
causes ~ inefficiency.u . 

The above extracts are from the views submitted by Major F. Norman White. 
C.I.E .. I.M.S., M.D., to the last Industrial Commission. Referring in the same paper 
to malaria he says :-

.. As has been indicated the general incidence of this desease throughout 
the country is a matter of grave moment to all COImected with industrial 
enterprise." 

.. A large part of the relative inefiiciency of Indian labour is due to removable 
pathological causes. U 

The following is the view of the members of the Industrial Commission (Report. 
page 191). . 

.. It is clear that the improvement of the health of industrial workeIs can not 
he discussed separately from the qUestiODS of public health generally, if only for 
the reason thet" large proportion of Indian IndllStriallaheur moves periodically 
from village to city and hack again." 

The following extract from the Annual Report of the Public Health Departmeo.t, 
Bihar & Orissa. 1927, may be considered • 

.. "Whereas fevers; of which malaria is the chiei. are more prevalent in rural 
areas. where the facilities are greater for the breeding of anopheline mosquitoes, 
and where theec:onomic rondition of the people is frequently not so good. U 

U There investigations reveal a high spleen index. and indicate the prevalence 
of malaria in most districts of the province. Very little has been done up to now in 
the province to control and check malaria and evil dects of this disease do 
not appear to be generally appreciated .. • 

Malaria in itself is not the cal1Se of lrigh mortality but by reducing the vitality and 
resistance of its victim it indirectly conduces to a high death rate from intercurrent~ 
or subsequent attacks of more fatal and virulent diseases. 

In addition. malaria produces a disinclinatino to WOtk the _ of which are 
more difficult to estimate.. 

Later on in the same page the report says that the death rate from fevers is 
IS'4againat the total death rate of25-1 percent. in this province. 

On page 258 of .. India in 1927-28" in a diagram explaining how each rupee 
of expenditure was made in India in 192~7 (Provincial .... d Central together) we 
fmd:-

Expenditure in military service 
Railways .• 
Education 
Public Health 

0·27 
•• 0·13 
•• 0·05 
•• 0'01 

It will he ... n from aheve that spe!lding of money by employe .. for medical 
aid and facilities at the centres of employment will not be of much benefit and it is 
necessary that the State should spe!ld more money in Public Health. especially for 
the eradication of malaria which is causing so much havoc in the rural areas and 
thereby spreading infection and inefficiency among the industrial workers; and 
dissemination of education in elementSJy rules of hygiene and cleanliness amongst 
the rural, ur~ and industrial populatioil by means' of magic-lantern lectures and 
einema through the Department on a more extensive scale. 

VL-Ed ..... ti .... 
The problem of education of present and prospective Iaheur is connected with 

the general education of the province. As the factories are SC&~ all over the 
provinco~ and there are no industrial towDa worth the name~ aDd as the sm&ll number 
of the employees working in mills~ as a rule, do not like to remove their family 
from the native place. any scheme of education near the factories is not expected to 
benefit the employees for whom it may be designed; the real Deed is a UDiversal 
free and eompalsory education throughout the province. Tho present _te of 

. illi.teracy is appalling and the speed. atwhich the work is going OD. quite unsatisfacto..ry. 
In 1872 the literates numbered in India 9·2 millioDa and in 1921 they were 22·6. 
i .•.• therewaa adi£ference of 13~4 millions in 49yea.m. 
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Taking the population same as at 1921. and taking the education policy same 
and the rate of increase in expeDditure on ~uc&tion going on as it did from 1872 
to 1921 (which unfortnna.te1y is not hoped) it will take. by a plain calculation, to 
reach literacy even to 90 per cent. a little over 967 yean. That is. to reach to the 
extent of literacy pIeValent in many other countries by the present policy and rate 
of increase in education expenditure~ we should wait for the yur 2830 A.D. Should 
the Government be eontent with this or should it take steps to expedite things_ 

The position regarding education of female population is WOISe still. 

COIIl of Elementary Education. 
We have quoted before that out of each rupee of expenditure of the Central 

and Provincia.l Governments together. education received 0,05 . 
.. Few will be found to deny that lack. of education. especially among the masses~ 

is one of the main roots of India's ills, social, economic and political. and that her 
comparative bacltwardness in so many spheres of hu1l1&D. activity is traceable to 
this ultimate cause." (" India in 1927-28." page 362.) 

Therefore _ ate of opinion that a scheme of Compulsory Primary Education 
should be formulated as soon as possible by the Government of India. and taken in . 

. hand gradually by Divisions or other areas as expedient. 
Further, we recommend that Drawing and Physics be made compulsory subjects 

in all the dasses of Middle and High Schools. Forthe Upper Primary-classes Drawing 
be made compulsory. No reasonable objection is· expected against the introduction 
of drawingas it a!ready exists in the High Schools though nominally. There is already 
too much literary or .. clerical" education, it would but be a compensation for 
neglecting to build up a technical bent of mind of the students. which is necessary in 
the interest of Iahour and industry and against unemployment. 

vn.--8afeIy. 
45. Most of the accidents in factories occur through the negligence of the 

workers. 
49. The inspection of the factories is carried OIl very carefully. and the employera 

comply with the suggestions and requirements with the least possible delay. 

VIIL-Workmen'l COJQI!IIS&tiOll. 
51. (v) There has been nothing which calls for compulsory insurance of com

pensation by employers, and the smaller factory owners should not be burdened with. 
compulsory insurance until more experience has been gained. 

Hours. 
57. There "'" certain industries here like the oiI·milling by gham system. in 

which the worker. though on duty for instance for six hours. has to work about four 
hours only. Such industries suffer much by the weekly and daily limit now in foree. 
For such industries we suggest a schedule should be prepared and approved by the 
Government, after investigation by the Industry Department of the total time of 
actual work per hour during which the workers a.ctua11y work and such actual hours 
of work be taken for purposes of calcnlating the homs of weekly and daily limit, 
instead of the nominal hours of attellda.uce~ as done at present. 

Unless the Commission is sure that industries can afford to bear this strain of 
reduction in the hours of work. it should not make any recommendation in this behalf~ 
as it may likely result in creating propaganda lor such reduction. 

59. In view of the present circumstances of industry in the province. and the low 
education and efficiency of the labour. we do not think any reduction in maxima. 
possible. 

86. Owing to the regulatinn of child labour, we notice that employers ha-.e 
begun to avoid taking children UDder 15 years of age. This is sure to aflect the 
training of labourers. as long as there is no arrangement for the compulsory education 
of children by the State. In the meantime. we suggest (i) that certi6cation of age 
be made more easy, and every doctor holding M.B., L.M.5 .• or equal degree be 
declared com~t to certify the age and fitne .. of a child for work in a factory. and 
(il) the liability of an employer for compeosation to a bena fide child apprentioe be 
abolished. These will improve matters much. 
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XlL-Wagu. 
fIl. There has been a general rise in wages owing to high prices since the war 

and there is no sign of return to the former level. • 
99. We do not think conditions are such as to necessitate legislation regarding 

prompt payment of wages in this province. 

XJII.-Eflicienc7. 
116. For the eiliclency.of the workers. we think improvements suggeSted under 

the heads of Health and Education and an arrangement to keep liquor shops as far as 
possible (about two miles) from a mill or group of mills employing at least 100 
workers will be much helpful. • 

Mr. ARIKSHAN SINHA, General Secretary. the Bihar Provincial Kisan Sabha, 
District Muzaflarpur. 

The Bihar Provincial Kisan Sabha represents the interests of the peasants and 
workers of Bihar. LaboureJs are drawn from agricultural classes. There is no 
special class of laboure", in Bihar. Bihar supplies labour to Bengal and Assam. 
Some labourers even go to Burmah. . 

L-Beoruitmimt. 
1. The origin of labour lies in the poverty of the people. Those who have not 

got sufficient lands to maintain their family members take to labour and seek employ
ment in the agencies mentioned above. and a very large number go out every year 
to Assam and Bengal for employment there. (i) More than 50 per cent. of the 
labourers leave their homes temporarily and go out for employment elsewhere. 
(ti) Causes are poverty and want of sufficient work at home. (ill) No changes 
noticed in these years. Labourers go out as usual for employment elsewheie. 

2. Labourers retUln home after six months. (i) Some come back after a year 
or two. They never lose contact with their villages. Their wives and children 
remain at home. to whom they send their earnings by money orders.. About 75 per 
cent. of the labourers who go out return. home after a year. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(ill) In my opinion the Government ought to create public employment agencies 

throughout India to meet the crying need of employment. Asa member of the Bihar 
and Orissa Legislative Council I had drawn the attention of the Bihar and Orissa 
Govemment in 1926 to tackle the problem of unemployment; but nothing has 
been done by the- Government. We have got a very large number of educated 
people who are unemployed. The Government ought to take up this question 
seriously soon and try to remove it, otherwise much discontent will grow against 
the Goven1ment. The unemployed pemons will be loyal citizens when they get work 
for supporting themselves and their family members. otherwise they will turn 
seditionist8 against the present system of government existing in India. There is 
already a cry fur Independence by young men inasmuch as they hope that when 
India will be independent they will get sufficient work for their livelihood. In my 
opinion the Government ought to start big commercial and industrial enterprises 
in India to meet the cases of unemployment. Indian boys should be taught skilled 
labour such as motor car making. match making. lantern making. and other such 
arts which aTe available to English. Japanese. and American boys. Industries based 

. upon acientific improvements ought to be started. 
4. Some labourer.! who go out to Burmah or Assam do not return home. They 

neglect their wives and children and take new wives at Rangoon or in Assam, and 
thus lose their castes and are cut oft from their families for ever. In my own locality 
ma.ny labourer.! went to Rangoon and Assam. Some died there. Some married 
Burmese women. and became outcasts and never returned.. Now we do not advise 
these people to go to Burmah or Assam, as their migration has made many villages 
as so many deserted villages. Besides this the treatment of laboW'el'S in" tea gardens 
in Assam is far from satisfactory. They would like to starve at home rather than 
go to Assam for employment theRl, on account of the brutal treatment meted out 
to these people by the tea. planters in Assam. 

6. Bihar .';ppli';' a large "pro.,.;m.,.; of ~bour'in &.am tea.~. Every'day 
you will find Katihar Railway lull of labour recruits for Assam tea gardens. The 
treatment meted out to the IaboureIS in Assam. is most brutal aDd inhuman.. They 
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are not supplied with healthy quarters. no good drinking water. and consequently 
they catch m.a.Iarial fever and kalaza.r fever and die like rats. The Assam Govem
ment does not care much for the welfare of the labourers. and the Bihar Government 
has never raised its voice against the ill-treatment of Bihari labourers in Assam. 
Labourers who come baclt from. Assam tell very woeful tales about their treatment 
in tea gardens~ I have no idea of Assam Labour Boa.rcl but I would suggest that 
there should be a sufficient number of labour representatives on such boards to 
safeguard the interests of the labourers. A few years ago many thousands of tela 
garden labourers left work in disgust and walked on foot to Chandpore. and these 
took trains for their respective home districts, 

1. Unemployment is very keen in India. In England the Labour Government 
is doing its level best to remove unemployment because the British Government in 
England is responsible to the people. But in India. the Government is responsible 
to none. and I doubt very much whether they are responsible to God even. , . ~ 
I am the President of the B.B. Collegiate School. Muzaflarpur. and have been con
nected with school and college for more than twenty-one years. I find that the 
distress of unemployment is greater among educated people than among uneducated 
people. Uneducated people can earn their living by working as coolies, but educa~ 
people have no sources of earning livelihood. I would. therefore. urge upon the 
Commission that this is the most important subject requiring immediate solution. 

lL-B1aft ()rgaDiIation. 

is. ~ly" cent.:' per ~cent" work under the P.W. ~~n~ and' the iocal 
bodies are given to cont:ni.ctors. The railway company also gives a major portion 
of their works to contractors such as earth work and building works and bridge 
works. 

Contract system works throughout except in workshops and mines and irrigation 
works. Big contractors obtain contracts of big businesses and make a profit and 
give the work to sub-contractors. The P.W,D. officers exercise control over P.W. 
works and railway officers over railway works, and similarly the officers of local 
bodies on their works. In my opinion the contract system has got the efiect of 
having a WOl'k done soon. 

m.-lIoasing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
22. Some eases of immorality have been beard in Assam tea gardeDs and in 

mining areas in Dhanbad. No such complaint has been heard either at Jamsbedpur 
or at jamalpur.· By the employment of labourers.on adequate wages better men 
will be drawn. and by their association moral tone may improve. The only suggestion 
that appears feasible to me .is that women workers should not be employed in mines. 
and if employed at all they should be given work separately. The owners of mines 
should keep vigilant eyes OD the morality of their men and women workers. 

IV.-Bealth. 
23. In rural areas the health of workers is generally good. They breathe pure 

air and drink pure water. and thus preserve their health. But the health of workers 
sufiers much in mining areas. In.As$m tea gardens labourers gener.:t.lly catch 
mala.rial fever and Kala-aza.r~ and mort:a.lity is greater there. 

(ill) Conditions of workers a.t home in rural areas are better. At workplaces also 
the general condition of health is good except in mining areas, where health sufters 
on account of underground work. (iv) Diets of workers are generally poor; but 
there is no surprise in it. India is a place of poverty. Here more than 50 per cent. 
of the people cannot get both meals a. day in a proper way. A very large number 
of persons in India starve every day on account of chronic poverty. (v) Physique 
depends upon diets. If labourers get sufficient meals they will be physically strong. 
but if less nourishment and food they will be wea.k:~ . 

24. I have not noticed special arrangement for medical facilities provided by em
ployers anywhere. There are medical hospitals at Jamshedpur. Jamalpur, and 
Dhanbad.. They are run by local bodies and the Government. In other labour 
employing centres no such facilities exist. Labourers go to these hospitals for 
treatment. No, other ~ncies provide medic:al facilities. 

27. (i) Such Boards exist only at Dbanbad and Jbaria to look after the 
general health of people in mining areas, In no other places such Boards of Health 
uist. Tohere is some ofiicial <supervision here. (ii.) There is. DO a.rrange~t of 
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official supervision for indigo and sugar plantations inspection in North Bihar. In 
South Bihar there is no indigo or sugar industries. (ill) In mill. and other industrial 
areas DO such arrangement exists. 

29. Industrial dise .... prevail only in mines and in Assam tea ganIens. 1 have 
already said that malaria and KaIa-=ar prevail in Assam. Cholern. malaria and other 
tropical ~eases pre~ some time, but not alw3l:' in th~ year. Cholera commences 
from April and lasts till June. In some yean It continues up to July. Malaria. 
commences in North Bihar from September and lasts till December. 

30. Sickness insurance is not practU:able. (ill) I would suggest the engagement 
of Ayurved.ic and Tibbi physici&ns at all the industrial centres. Indian medicines 
will be much more acceptable to labourers than western. medicines. Besides this 
the Indian medicines will be cheaper. I. therefore. strongly recommend that Vaids 
and Ha.kims should be engaged to treat labourers according to Ayurvedic and Unani 
systems. 

81. No scheme for allowing maternity benefits exists in Bihar. • . • In 1926. 
while I was a member of the Bihar and Orissa Legislative Council. this matter was 
brought np before the Bihar Council. But the Bihar Government opposed this 
scheme on the ground that this was an all·lndia subject and fit to be dealt with by the 
Legislative Assembly. Although the motion was carried the Government has done 
~tbing in the matter since then. . . . (iii) I would strongly support legislation 
on the lines suggested by Mr. N. 14: JOsbi. and on the lineS of the resOIutioh adol>ted 
hy the Bihar Council in 1926. . 

V.-Welfare. 

:is. I'; J....;..pur· a rugh E':glish 'sch~ ~. ~ and co.:tro1I~ by' the 
railwsy company. Such schools exist at Jamsbedpur and Dhanbad also; but 
what is most required is primary schools meant for workers and their children only. 
Some ujght primary schools should be opened for adult workers and half-time 
workers. 

37. I am. in favour of making provision for old age and premature retirement; 
so far as I know nothing exists at present. Something like provident fund system 
at Jamshedpur. Jamalpur, Dhanbad. Dehri on Sone and other railway workshops 
should be adopted. But this system is not practicable anywhere eise. 

39. It is e.dre~y ~hie ~t tru,"re sh;""" be a 5tstutory :Mm~' Weitare 
. FUnd. ~ 

VI.-Etlncation. . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. 
41. There is DO anangement for Industrial and Vocational training for workers. 

Of course~ there is a Mining Institute at Dhanbact but that is for training of educated 
men and for employment as officers in mines. There is one Technical Institute at 
Muzaffarpur. in North Bihar. I have myself been several times in it. I have 
discussed the future prospects of students reading in'that school with the teachers 
of that school. They candidly admit that the future prospects of their students 
are dark and unknown. Necessary livelihood-ea.ming arts are not taught in that 
school, such as, for example, motor-car repairing and fitting new motor-cars~ and 
other similar arts. In my opinion the existing arrangement is unsatisfactory. It 
needs much improvement. If the Government Te&lly wants people to be tnUned 
in such arts. then boys should be _ined in Jamalpur workshops and other railway 
workshops. and shou1d be'taught how to make and repair railway engines and other 
necessary materials required for railway service. Some boys should be taught in 
the workshop of Messrs. Arthur and Butler and Co. in the art of ntting and repairing 
mOtor-an and other engines. 

42. If industrial education he given to workers. then such workers will earn 
higher wages and remUDeration. and with the increase of remuneration and wages 
the standard of living of workers will certainly improve. The standard of living 
of workers will certainly improve. The standard of living depends upon the means 
of &~. If a person is ill-paid he leads & very miserable and starving life. But 
if be ,. paid handsomely his standard of living is higber. I must frankly confess thst 
the _arcing of average British labourers Is much higher ~ ~ educated 
clerks in Government offices and, therefore. the standard of living in England 15 
mueh higber than that obtaining in India. It is too much to compare the standard 
of living of Indian labourers with those of British labourers. British labourers are 
adequately paid for ,their labour and there is a large Dumber of elected members 
of Parliament to look after their interests. In India, labour bas not got elected 
representatives in Councils to look after their interests. 

• • • • • 
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IX.-IlourI. 
A.-Fa&t6riu. 

93 

55. In indigo and sugar factories. labourers generally work for six houn for 
half-day wages. In special seasons they have to work for whole day. In that ease 
a labo~ has to work for ten hours a day. But in cigar and Indian liquor factories 
labourers have" to work for the whole day generally at the rate of ten houm per day. 

56. In indigo. sugar. and cigar factories. labo"""" hsve to work seven dsys a 
week. They have no holiday far rest. 

S7. Sixty hours" restriction is good from the point of view of workers and it 
may not affect industries at Jamshedpur 0< Jamalpur railway workshops. but it 
will be impracticable in indigo and sugar factories. 

58. So far as daily limit is concerned there is no harm if time limit is fixed far 
half..ciay work and whole-day WOrk6 but I must state that a labourer has to- do 
nearly two-thirds work in hs!f·dsy time and for this he is paid two·thirds uf the 
whole dsy. 

59. There is no harm if reduction in ma,nma is made at Jmnshedpur~ Jama.lpU1'~ 
in cigar factory and in Indian liquor factory, but in other factories it is not a 
practical scheme. 

60. (i) In big workshops aud factories generally two-hour intervals are allowed 
for meal times. (ill) Genenlly between II a.m. and I p.m. (iv) So far as I know 
no holiday is given in any factory. 

61. No rest dsy allowed. 
B.-Minss. 

63 to 72. Ge-nerally~ a labourer has to work fur 10 hours a day in mines. There 
is no holiday or rest day. I am of opinion tliat in mines a labourer should work for 
6 days per week and for not more than 60 bours a week. I would advocate the 
making uf statutory provision in mines fixing daily limit. weekly limit. and holidays 
for the benefit of labourers. Working in mines is much more difficult than in other 
factories and workshops. 

.. .. . . .. . .. . 
85. No double emp~ exists in factories. 
86. There is no arrangement for training of yowig adults and facilities for 

apprenticeship in factories in North Bihar. No factory exists in South Bihar. 

B.-Minu. . ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . 
91. In my opinion women should be excluded from working in mines. Under

ground works in mines aifect the health and morality of women workers. 
Withdrawal of women from mines will not affect the industry but it may afiect the 
economic conditions of women workers. If women be aUowed to work in mines 
vigilaot eyes should be kept 00 their health and morality. When these women 
workers are pregnant they ahould not be allowed to work in advanced stage of 
pregnancy and adequate maternity allowance should be given by mine owners 
befa<e and after child-birth. 

XlL-Wagea. 
96. (i) Prevailiug rates of wages in factories in North Bihar per day for each 

labourer was from 1 anna to 6 pice a day* but since the Bihar Provincial Kisam 
Sabha took up the question in 1918 the rates have increased. Besides this the 
propaganda uf Mahatma Gandhi for peasants and workers have brought European 
planten and factory 0WIleJ'S to their sense of responsibility and so some factories 
now pay even at the rate of S annas per day. The same is the case now with sugar 
industry alsol but the payment has increased only in some factories and in other 
factories low payment still continues. (il) In -agricultural aree.s6 labourers are paid 
in grain. Both the whole-day and hslf-daylabourers are given breakfast, which 
is called in the vemaeular Pani Piayee. that is fur takingwater. The rate is usually 
S to 4 chhsttaks per labourer. Then the hslf-day labourer will be given 
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2 kucha seers, that is one-qnarler of a. Pucca Passeri as wages and baH a kucha seer 
food for meals. Thus the average earnings of a balf.day labourer varies from 2. 
to 3 annas per day. As for the whole~y labour a labourer gets I- seer for breakfast. 
1 kucha seer food for mid-day meal, and 3 kucha seers for wages for family members. 
This comes to 4 to 5 annas per day. But there are special classes of labourers 
employed by agriculturists, m., blacksmiths and mallahs. The former is employ«! 
for making implements of agriculture. ploughs~ and wooden materials for houses. 
and the latter are employed in thatching houses. These labourers are paid 6 annas 
.. day besides mid·day feeding amounting to 1 kucha seer for food. 

98. Th; question ~f sending ~ounts to rila.ge"s ~ only in the ~ of ~bour 
at Jamalpur and other E.I. railway workshops. and at Jamshedpur and Dhanbad. 
At these places labourers spend half their earnings for their own maintenance and 
remit half their earnings home for their wives and children4 

l(jO. In' work. under hblic ·Work. ~ent .;.,." ~ Bam"; and' also 
building and earthwork in railways it is contractors and sub-contractors who employ 
labourers and make payments. M regards extent I may say almost all works are 
done through contractors and sub-contrac.ton. Labourers are paid from 4- annas 
to 4l annas a day. The effect of such payments is that the oontractoIB and sub-
contractors make large profits out cd the works drme by labourers. 

lOS. Munm~m ~ges ~y be nx~ in industnal ~ ~~, ~t it ~ not 
practica.bJe in agricultural areas where payments have been made ill grain by 
immemorial custom. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

110. Labourers are not permanent servants. Hence no question of leave arises. 
If he is absent he will not be paid for that day. No em.ployer encourages leave for 
which he.:will have to pay. 

111. 1 would welcome fair wages clause in public contracts given to contractors 
and su&-contractors under the Public Works Department,'Local Bodies, and Railways.. 

XIn.-Indusirial Elllciene,. cd WOlken. 
11.2 and 113. Indian workers have much improved in efficiency in industrial 

works. If Indian workers be properly trained in skilled. labour they can successfully 
compete with any foreign workers. 

114. In my opinion comparisons are a1fected not by health and physique or 
standards of living. nor 0{ climate. but by the opportunities to use scientific machinery 
and plants. . . . But of course some education is necessary. In England primary 
education is compulsory. In India it is not. If any member brings this subject 
before any Council the Government of the day stands in the way. Therefore the 
fault lies not with the Indian workers but with the Government. 

XlV.-!rade Combinations 

122. (m) ~ Sta~ is a,; mIlCh indifferent and ~~pathetic b,wards ~ur ~ons 
as the private employers. The State looks down with absolute contempt towards 
these labour and workers' organizations. Since 1920 the Bihar Government has 
Jlever eared to nominate any representative of the peasants and workers to the Bihar 
Council. but on. the other hand. the Government has been nominating big capitalists 
and landlords as members. Unless and until universal franchise for adult petsons 
is not introduced the cause of the peasants and workers will suffer much. 

XV.--lndulrial Dispute .. 
123 .... There was an upheaval among indlgo plactatinn labourers in 

Champaran. a few years ago. But for the first time the work~ of Champaran we~ 
crushed by prosecutions and persecutions. In the second time Mahatma Gandhi 
intervened and some settlement was brought about. By this settlement the workers 
of c.ha.mparan in indigo plantations have been to a certain extent benefited. By 
constant strikes and lock~outs there is much loss to industry and to workers also. 

• a • • • • 

124. (vi) In my opinion there onght to he Industrial Courts, Trade Boards. and 
Joint Industrial Councils as they exist in other countries. There is no reason why 
these Boards and Councils should not he created for Indian workers. 
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126. The attito.de of the Government towards trade combinaticllS and iudusbial 
disputes is wait and see. Unless there is an imminent danger of breach of peace 
the Government will not intervene. The Government intervenes only with Law and 
Order formula. If the Government takes into its consideration the eases of millions 
ot dumb and innocent workers then nothing is expected to happen. But when matters 
grow worse and the followers of Mahatma Gandhi intervene on behalf of the poor 
workers then the Government also intervenes and settlement is made between the 
followers of Mahatma Gandhi representing the workers and the employers and the 
Government. r 

XVJ.-Law of Muter and Servant. 
127. No effect has been produced by the repeal of Workmen's Breach of Contract 

Act so far as the interests of the workers are concerned. The repeal has neither 
lla.nned nor beoe1ited the labourers. 
.~~ ... ~ ... ~ .... 

132 ..•. I have visited all the :fi.ve divisions of the Province of Bihar and 
Orissa. but I have not come across any use being made of the Employers' and 
Workmen's Disputes Act. ' 

XVlL-~ation. 

133. So far as I know the Local Government and the Provincial Legislature has 
done nothing in this matter. Whenever this question is taken up in the Provincial 
Legislature the reply of the Government is that this is a central SUbject. During 
my time as a member of the Bihar and Orissa Legislative Council when labour 
questions were<t:aken up by some Hon. non-official members .. the reply of the Govern
ment was that this question should be dealt with by the Central Government. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

138. Workers are not aware of factory 1eg:isla.tion. In my opinion vernacular 
translations of the:factory legislation should be distributed among worke,rs to acquaint 
them with factory legislation. 

139. (i) So far as I know there is no staff of the Government to inspect indigo 
factories. In other matters it is the Director of Industries who inspects some 
factories. The staff for this purpose is.not adequate. . • . (iii) The administration is 
neither vigourous nor efficient. In my opinion it is useless and Dot worth the money 
.spent by the Government over it. . . . 

140. In mines at Dhanbad there is an Inspector of Mines. There the staff is 
better than in ordinary industries and inspection there is much more efficient than- in 
any other industrial centre. The reason is that there is always danger to human 
.lives by working in underground mines. • . • 

XVIIL-Inlelligenae. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
]'46, Future developments of industries and the improvement of the conditions 

of workers depend upon the recommendations made by this Commission and the 
action taken on such recommendations by the Government. In my opinion industries 
should be better developed in inrua aDd should be helped and patronized by the 
Government and the COllditiom and wages of labourers should be adequately improved 
In foreign countries where the Government is responsible to the peopJeitis the Govern· 
ment who gives aid to new industries and patronizes them, But in India it is im
possible unless and until the: Provincial Governments and the Central Governments 
are made responsible to the people of India.. This touches constitutional question, 
But it is necessary for the -future development of India and Indian industries. So 
unless and until India. attains self-government of the types enjoyed by the self
governing Dominions of Canada.. New Zealand. and Australia. it is impossible for 
India to develop its industries and remove the long-felt cry of unemployment. 
Hence I would recommend the adoption of the Nehru report by the British 
Parliament. . . • 

.. . 
KODARMA MICA MINING ASSOCIATION. 

L,.-BeeruitmenL 
1. (i) The major p'ortion of the labour employed in mica mines and factOries is 

local, being partly agricultural and partly industrial. There is no grea.t migration. 
2. (i) Local labour returns to their villages daily. The Purdesi labour returns 

to tbeir homes about once in a month. (ii) About 50 per cent. of the whole labour 
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~ployed is pennanent. The other 50 per cent. is partly agricultural and partly 
mdustrial. They only abstain from working in the mines during transplantatinu 
and harvesting. 

3. (i) No definite methods of recruitment. 
7. (i) There is practic&lly no unemployment in the Mica mining area of the 

district. Unemployment to a certain extent has been caused by the prohibition 
of women labour in the mines under Government Notification No. M.I0S5 of 1929 .. 
(ill) Allowing the same privileges for.women labour to work underground in the mine 
as in the coal mines. . 

8. • . • (ill) Genera1 absenteeism is pnu:tised more or less during agricultural 
operations and after pay day: (IZ} At times want of labour in the mines and factories 
is keenly felt due toeultivatinu. maniages and festivals. (b) Yes, s .. "Onal (<) Abont 
three months and about Rs. 45. 

IL-81a1f OrraniIaIiOD, 
10. Every management or mm is divided into divisions with a divisional manager. 

The mines of that division are managed with the help of a number of competent 
persons. The manufacturing work is done in the factory of each lirm. 

II. From the most capable in the std. 
IZ. (ii) There are ample fscilities for promotion of workmen provided they are 

intelligent .... d willing. . 
13. Very cordial. The general manager of the lirm cao always be approached 

by """" the meanest of labour with ease. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
IS. (i) Mica is givtm. on conbact for the pmpose of spUtting and cutting. Raising 

andsinkingcontractsaresometimesemployediDthemines. (ii) SplittiDgsareissued 
to sub-c:ontractors in some cases. (iii) Weight and qoantity is checked when the 
splitting is returned. (iv) Increased output of splittiDgs on the one hand and 
provision of work for many Purda women and girls. 

lIL Bonein,. 
16. (i) Housing is provided byemployeIS for Purdesbi labour (i.e., those comiog 

from.& distance)i and quarters are provided for supervising and clericalstaffJ da.rwaDs ... 
and menials. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 

18. (i and 81 Temporary houses are built near mines for the use of the workers. 
(ill) They obtain their water supply from rivetS and streams for washing. Drink-

mg water is supplied from. wells. 

IV.-BeaItb. 
23. . • . (iv) Diet consists generally of rice and dal and bread and mohua, mnkai 

and ehattn. It is regarded as fairly wholesome. 
(v) Labourers both male and female are genemUy of good physique. with & fair 

amount of power 01 endurance. . . . . 
24. (~ One hospital started and managed by the largest lirm in mica. in 

Domchane.b:. (ii) There is a Government charitable dispensary and hospital in 
Kodarma.. where the mica mining mms make liberal contributions towards its upkeep. 
(iv) A midwife is employed in the local hospital. 

25. (i) Labourers used to fight shy of hospitals, but now are gradually acquiring 
the habit 01 undergoing treatment by doctors in cases of disease. (ll) Very scan:ely. 

26. (i) Unnecessary- in mines but are provided in factories. (ill Pure drinking 
water is soppned to the labourers from wells. (ill) In tanks, rivers and atmuns. 

29. (ii) Th~ ..,.; P."~icai outbreak,; of cholera' in ..;.... ~ .. ~ts 
for eradicating the evil and checking it promptly are not always satisfactory: 

A.-FlUtoNI :-
·48 houn a week~ working eight homs a day for six days in the week. 

59. liwm~ ahotdd nert be ~du~d. 

• 
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60 (I) (a and b) As work in·the factoyy is not _OOllS no intervals of rest are 
needed. Work generally commences at 9 a.m. and closes at 5 ~.m. LaboureIS take 
their momin~ meals at home and again in the evening. (ill Does not suit mica 
factories. (iU) Prosent system most suitable. (iv) One day in each week of seven 
<lays and on days of local festivals. . 

B. MitUs. 

63. (i) 48 hours .. week working eight hours a day for six days in the week both 
by custom and agreement. (ii) Same as. above; 54 heurs underground and 60 
hours aboveground. including overtime. 

64. Six days in the week. 

6S. Good, both on workeD and on the industry. 

66. Maxima should not be reduced. 
01. Suitable. 

69. (i) As work in mica mines is Dot incessant~ labourers automatically get 
intervals of rest after blasting. Miners or drillers get greater intervals of rest during 
removal. of debris. (li) They take their meals during morning before starting for 
work and take tiffin duriog rest intervals. (iii) One day in a week and also on 
<lays of local festivals. 

It.-llpeaial QueoIiODl BelaIiDg 10 Wom .... Young Adnlll, and Chi1dMn. 
A. F_riu. 

81. Not in force and not at aU suitable. 

84. Childreo not engaged. (i) Nil. (ii) MinlmUm age thirteen years and maxi
mum sixty. 

86. Young boys and girls are taught to learn the work of splitting and cutting. 
87. Instead of being dismissed they are promoted and get an increment OIl' 

reaching full age. 

B. MUMS~ 

SO. Good. 
• 91. Women should not be excluded. (i) Regulations for probibiting the employ

ment of women underground in mines are not at all suitable. (ill Employers are 
having great hardsbip in replacing females with male labourers and the cost of 
production has increased 50 per cent~ (ill) Has caused unemployment amongst 
women, and the .... is great hardship amongst them. (iv) Gladually, if considered 
necessary. 

XIL-W-. 
96. (i) Skilled labourers in "mines average sev~ annas a day, unskilled laliourers 

(including women., girls and boys above thirteen) four aDDU a day. Male labourers 
in factory average eight annas a day. Female labourers in factory average six annas 
a day. (il) wage level is lower than in the industry. 

106. (i) No fines. 

107. (i) Wages are pald by some lirms weekly and by some fortnightly. (ii)Within 
a week after completion of period of payment. (iii) Not required. (iv) Wages 
<:an be claimed any time by Iaboureno a'nd are always paid. . 

110. Lea~ taken on all local festivals and marriages an~ 5Adh ceremonies. 
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nv.~ade CombiJlatiml. 
II? .(i) ~ .org~isation of mica ~~rs. un.der t~e .natne of Kodarma Mica Mining 

AssOCla.tioD. 15 m exlStence. The pnIlapal mJ.Ca m.uung firms are its members. 

N.B.":"Su~tiany the sa.~ U;f~tion 'was ~ven -in ~o~da ~ubm.itted 
by- .. . 

The General Manager, F. F. Christien and Co., Ltd .• Domehanch. 
Mr. F. Letham. Superintendent. The Ch_ Nagpur Mica Sindicate. Kodanna. 
Messrs. R. K. Sabana and Sons, Kodarma. 

FATHER LIEFMANS. RANCH! (endorsed by Dr. L. Van Hoek. S.] .• 
B'shop of Ranchi). . 

The labour of the Ranchi District is found chiefly. in ~e tea .plan~tions-in the 
country called by them Bhol<m. i.e .• the tea gardens of the North of Bengal and 
also in Assam. 

Next in importance is the stream of emigrants leaving about October-November 
for Calcutta and the surroundings, Santragachi, Howrah. Matiabruz, Titaghar. 
Serampure. etc. They are in demand for earth work, garden digging and so on. 

A few go to.Asanool al\d ]aJIlSheC\pur. . •. . .. 
Some also go to do forest work for the Government in the Andamans~ and otbel'S 

go to the mines of Raipur in Gangpur State. 
The labour of Ranchi District is moatly unskilled. 

L-RecrumnonL 
1. (i) The last census showed that out of 131akhs. inhabitants of Ranchi District. 

S lakhs were enumerated in. the tea gqniens of the Dooars and Assam._ 
From September. 1928. to September. 1929. the Tea District Labour Association 

alone received 23,000 for the Dooars. 18.000 lor Assam, 
(ii) The cause of emignLtiuu is poverty,-the soil is Poor and. the pressure on. the 

soil increases yearly so that want alone is the sufii.cient cause of emigratiQD,. 

• 2. {i) Generally. the labOur comes back after one year. although about 3 per cent. 
leave the country for ever and settle in the neighbourhood of tea gardens. 

4. Family life often sullers from emigration-( .. ) Young girls. unmarried. are 
enticed and disappear among the mixed population of the gard ..... ; (b) Manied 
girls are enticed by grand promises and are often lost to their husbands; (c) Young 
men, the props of an old couple, are taken away and leave their parents in poverty. 

6. Assam not proving as attractive as the Dooars. the sardar (reeruiters) use 
sometimes illegal means to- obtain labour. The greater distance of Assam from 
Chota Nagpur and former abuses have contributed to render Assam less popular 
than the Dooars-a runaway boy or girl is easily found in the DooaIs. but in Assam 
there is often no hope to discover runaways. 

Agreements are sometimes not signed in Ranchi but in the tea estate of Assam. 
This way of acting seems to diminish the freedom of the coolie-he might easily 
be induced to sign on for three years out of fear of compulsion. The agreement 
should be signed before starting to avoid any suspicion of undue pressure. 

Young girls (married or unmarried) when recruited for Assam against the will 
or without obtaining the consent e1 the parents 01' husbands, are taken by devious 
ways to the dep6t and are often passing in the open with the sardar who may easily. 
under the circumstances. commit immoral actions with these girls. 

Sometimes. too. the better to avoid pursuit and detection by the parents, one 
sardar passes on his victims to another and this one again to another (sardar) so as 
to render it difficult to u.ce ~ fugitives: .,... 

It is a cOmmon thing for a satdar to change the names of his victims and to 
declare them his near relations. When the girl or boy has rea.c::hed Assam, the 
planters ate rather loath to send them back, as by doing so they lose the fruit of 
the recruiting expenses and have to pay the journey back. It should be made 
illegal for sardats to supply alcohol to intended victims. No depOts should 
be allowed except in towns near a railway station; depOts not so situated 
are not easily supervised and runaways or illegally recruited people cannot be 
recovered. 
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Inspection of dep6ts should be frequent and minute. even for the dep6ts where 
the Dooa.r labour is sent. else morality will suffer~ A depOt keeper should not be 
allowed to supply his recruited labour (men and women) with alcohol; for instance. 
one or two hundred coolies have to wait for a tra.in~ the gentleman in charge orders 
his subordinates to fetch liquor, these force the liquor on the coolies. Then the 
gentlem.an* and perhaps his wife and children. come out and sit in the verandah, the 
coolies are fetched and made to dance and the gentleman enjoys their antics, Then 
the coolies are sent back. ,but better draw a veil on what happens at night. This 
incident is Dot supposed to be a general occurrence. but an extreme exa.mple-an 
exceptional incident. 

(iv) No communication is allowed between the missionary residing in Chota 
Nagpur and the planters. so that the missionary cannot direct his intending emigrants 
CD an estate where they will be happy and remain together. 

This is a great defect of the Jaw. A missionary is bound to care for the moral 
and spiritual welfare of his people~ and with the present Act he :is Dot allowed to 
assist his people and is left helpless when their people are taken to different estates 
or to estates where the conditions will not satisfy them or prove harmful to them. 
The result is not favourable to the Assam tea industry. for the missionaries mu~ 
nndeT the circumstances. discourage emigration to Assan:L Not only does the Act 
djminish emigration but those who emigrate cannot do so without deterioration, as 
they often are left guideless. 

Sardars are paid too much and they gain their money too easily. Hence. some
timestbey do not ca.re whethertheyactlegally arnot provided they receive their pay. 

Simple coolies are sometimes on leaving the plantation urged to become sardars. 
Money is advanced to them and if they do not return to the estate they are threatened 
with the police. Many coolies cannot resist easily the offer of an advance hence the 
obligation of recruiting other coolies should in no way be fostered on them. If 
they themselves ask to be appointed sa.rdaxs then~ of course~ the case is different. 

According to the Act~ unmarried girls of sixteen. are not mi.nors~ but if eighteen 
and married they are minors. since they require their husband's leave to be recruited. 
Unmarried boys and girls are considered by the a.boriginals as minors. The Act 
might perhaps be cha.nged in this way: .. For the purpose of this Act all unmamed 
young people are presumed to be minors. U 

(v) The Act need Dot be changed very much. It might be altered in such a way 
that persons truly trustworthy would be allowed to help in recruiting only the 
people well known to them. The recruiting for Assam if made too free will surely 
lead to great abuses; therefore, only a few changes should be. made in the Act and 
later on a few more if judged necessary. It is then suggested that certain trustworthy 
and responsible persons be allowed to assist in recruiting. Sardars would still be' 
used a.ccording to the Act and the labour would be sent to the usual depots. 

These chosen persons, quasi agents~ would be allowed to correspond with the 
planters of Assam about recruiting. Then the quasi agents would send to the 
plantation a few intelligent men to work there for a short time and come back 
with a. sardar's certificate. These sardars would be allowed to recruit with the help 
of the quasi agent the people in whose welfare the quasi agent has the right and 
obligation to take interest. This recruited laOOla' would be sent to the nearest depOt 
by the sardars. The quasi agent should have the right to enquire from the planter 
about the welfare of his people. 

The granting of status of quasi agent would depend on the Deputy Commissioner. 
who might at any time. when reasonable cause offers. suppress the ce~te of the 
quasi agent~ The quasi agent would be strictly forbidden to receive any salary or 
commission. 

7. (n) «) Unemployment as to the or<iinarY labour is due to the failing of demand 
lor it. l\Iany indeed would be willing to emigrate for six months or even for one 
year~ if the salary were good, but the offer is'too great for all to find work. 

The ordinary labour of Chota Nagpur is good a.t digging and forest work. Only 
great want or high salary will make them sign on for one or two years. Their attach
ment to their holding. however small it may be~ makes them dislike long term 
engagements. 

A$ it is. in many cases an exodus .to the tea plantations leaves them with little 
real profit. They bring back money indeed. but much of it will be spent in buying 
the rice they did not obtain from their fields during their absence and in buying 
seeds for the next season. The tea plantations provide them with a ready means 
to tide over a bad season but do not substantially improve their lot either morally 
or financiaUy. 

• 7. (iii) The best method to aneviate distress would be of an agricultural kind. 
and is. thetefore~ outside the scope of this enquiry. 
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Another method would be to give petty contracts of the PublU: Works Department 

to the labour directly. 
8. (ill) (e) Grogshops. H removed to a great distance from the plantations, would 

not be the cause of time and wages lost# Leaving out the labourers who sign on for 
a six months' term and work hard-the others work in general not more than five 
days in the week. Were the grogshops farther away, they would work more. The 
majority of tea labour sign OIl for one year. 

m-BouiDg. 
16. (i) In tea plantations the housing is good. (ii) Prl""te landlords do not 

provide any for seasonal labour. but the coolies of Ranehl District who work in the 
Babu gardens around Calcutta-live often in leaf huts made by themselves. 

lV.-BoaIlh. 
23. (i) The morteiity in the tea plantations does not seem to be higher than in 

Chota Nagpur. 
24. In the plantations the labour is provided with medical help. Some native. 

owned gardens are eaid to be less well managed. 
29. (ill The labour coming back from the smroundings of Calcutta. bring often 

o with them Kala ....... and other diseases unknown in Chota Nagpur. 

V.-Wol!are. 
32. The tea planters oller a school bouse to the labour. hut I think many do not 

really desire the coolies to accept the oller. neither do the coolies shOW!1 any __ 
to accept it. 

IlL-Bour,. 
D ra) In the tea plantations the hours depend on the amount of work the planter 

<:an offer. A strong man can finish 2 hajiris (tasks) in 5 or 6 hours; if work be 
available such a. man would work 8 01: 10 ho\llS. 

XIL-W-. 
96. One hajiri is paid 4 annas; an industrious worker may finish 3 hajiris in 

one day, except in the dry _on, when the same amount of effort would mean & 

gain of about 8 to 9 annas only. 
98. Thirtean lakhs yearly are .... t home by money order in Rauchi District. 
100. Contractors should be obiiged to pay in full thewagesatleas1:once a month. 

and eepecially at the end of the work. Some promise to send by money order the 
amouut of wages left over and do not send it. 

RAJ SAHEB DEVENDRA NATH SINHA, Vioe-Cbainnan, District Committee. 
SANTAL PARGANAS, DUMKA. 

L-lleoruitmOllt. 

I. (iii) The district of Santal Parganas is inhabited by a large Dumber of aborigina 
and &eml .... horiginal tribes, their proportion to the total population being over 
60 per cent. Pecnliar laWl and regulations have beeo framed by Government to 
induce these thrHtIess aboriginal people to keep them to their horoee and not abandon 
their hearth and home entirely thoughtlassly. In spite of this. ho __ • '"' find 
the aboriginal tribes, notably the Santals. do go abroad in _ of labour. 

• • • 4 .. • • • • • • • 

Besides this regular recruitment by the Association there are other private 
agencies who recruit labour for work in coal mines in the adjacent districts of Bnrdwau 
and Manbhum and Birbhum. and their number is estimated to be between 3,000 
to 4.000; the people who take to mining being mainly B~ low a.ste Hindu. 
TheJ'le is casual eJDigration of aboriginal labour from the district in connect.ion with 
lute and paddy harvest in Bon.,., as they can the part of Bengal where their labour 
IS in demand. In this way also about 4.000 peop1e go abroad. thcngh fur a short 
time only. 
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(ii) In T!!COZlt years, however. a change·has come upon the migratory people. 
The aboriginala of the district, who are generally thriftless. do not lay by anytbing 
in a yur of good crop. The result;' _t in a lean yur they have to borrow from 
nou-scrupulous MaAajGtIS or Basiays. who during the harvest season take away 
whatever they could lay their hands on to satisfy the debts he had given. So 
practically the poor cultivating aboriginal 'Yot finds himaeIf in a vicious circle of 
repaying in fat years what he borrowed in a lean yur and in trying to make the two 
ends meet :finds himself much in the same ~ DO matter whether his lauds 
brought in a good or had crop. Disgusted WIth life dependent on land _t could 
not sustain him ho naturally turns his eyes to labour abroad. Tha _ plantatioos 
offer such people a good avenue for work.. The terms and conditions under which 
the plantations Tecmit lahoor. especially undo< the Labour Association. prove 
attractive. 

The aboriginal people are DOted for their fecundity. a.od for a people like these 
pressure OIl the soil is liable to be very acute~ necessitating & search for employment 
by memhOTs of "family who are """hie to WOTk remuoOTatively on the l&miIy holdiog. 
The aboriginala of the district. in fact. have in the put beao driven to seek WOTk 
in connection with paddy &ad jute haTvests in Bengal. dock and bnildiog works in 
Calcutta. coal mines and on tea estates: the volume of migration varying a.ccording 
to the necessities of each season. When there is plenty of food owing to bnmpOT 
haTvests. migration ;. smaIJ;" hUt in se&soDS of scarcity the people literally c:lamon1" 
fOT lahoor. . 

2 and 3. The system _t obtains both in the DOOOTS and Assam may be called 
the SardDri system. Owing to this system being in vogue heTO a proportion of 
emigTaDts ;. constantly returning to recruit their TOlatives. These saroars can be 
taken to be an efieetive link betweeD persons who have gone to the gardens and. 
that of their relatives who have Dot. I have known of men who have gone to the 
plantations with a view to knowing things first hand and then if conditions thOTO 
proved suitable to come back and take away as many of their relatives as are inclined 
to go. In many cases the whole l&miIy has mipted. The gardens. I undemtand. 
repatriate a laTg.numbOT of short OT fixed term recruits from this district on the 
expiTy of the term at the garden expense. The fact that so many of the people of 
this district wiiIiogly go over to the plantations js a sure testimooy to the eonditicmo 
under which they are recruited and tha sort of life they are required to live in the 
gardens. In the olden days. when the ..4._ system of recruiting was in vogue. 
people used tosnspect the intsntions of all the recruiten ; the system _t attached 
no responsibility to the ~ency that recruited lahoor be<:ame in coone of time a 
byword for deceptioo a.od mtrigue. The very name of ..4rktai (recruitOT) still stinks 
in the nostrils. To maintain contact with villagers. what is wanted is & responsible 
agency. A pOTSOn who recruits directly should be known to the people whom he 
recruits. and the people under whose guidance and control the recruiter works 
should be men of standing a.od poaition: exactly what we find nowadays amoog 
the Tea District Association employees of the status of supOTintendents. In fact. 
from the point of view of the labourer the Stwdtwi system is in my opinion an ideal 
S)'Stem-a system by which a pOTSOll is recruited by an individual who himself 
returns to the garden with the recruit and is .responsible throughout for any fables 
or misrepresentations be may have perpetrated. The garden sardlw who recruits is 
of the same class as the potential recruit and is not merely fula.ncially interested in. 
recruitment as would be a. professional recruiter or the o1fi.cials of an employment 
_eau. The aystem also whereby a local agent a.od a forwarding OTganization 
register the recruit and look after creature comforts in the way of clotbiDg and 
food js calculated to give the intsndiog emigTaDt lull confidence in his futuTe. 

All labour recruited from our distriet is not done according to any fuced 
principle. There are persoDS who come from outside the district and recruit labour 
under false pretences just to get something out of the fum or company that cares 
to employ them. To be effectively conducive to the good of the labourers, the 
agency or organization whatever it may be. it should be responsible for its doing to 
a legally constituted body whom law and public opinion can easily touch. It would 
have gOlle a good way towards the bettennent of the lot of the Iahoorer if all 
recruiting agencies come under some such bodies as the Tea District Labour 
A60ciation. 

4. The recruitment of labour for distant districts such as Assam and Dooars 
c:ertainly affects the family life and tends to lower the moral tone of the people 
who are snatched away from the family circles. Instances are not rare when husband 
goes away in search of labour leaving his wile in the village to be cared for by the 
parents of the husband 0%' more commonly by the parents of the wife. If they are 
young-the recruits are generally young able--bodied men. for they ha.ve to pass a 
medical test before they can be sent away-tbe wife plays the fool and the husband 
scents this on return and the result is a rupture in the home. In spite of precautions 
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being taken it is not uncommon to come across young couples in intrigue with each 
other coming to a. depot and describing themselves as husbands and wives go away 
to the gardens. The extent of the disturbance is not negligible and can only be 
minimized by resorting to the practice of recruitment of family groups and avoidance 
of single male recruitment. 

The gravest evil results from the breach of this family tie and the presence of 
harlots. The victim of separation from the husbands. in a small Santa! hamlet, 
tends to lower the morality of the whole people. Subject to social ban put upon 
her she defies openly the conventions of their society and -contaminates the whole 
village by her presence. The sooner this single male recruitment ceases the better 
for the people and persons employing labour. In the same way when a woman goes 
to the garden singlel which is very rare though. she is looked down upon by her 
community on her return and not finding her position enviable begins to look upon 
morals as something she would like to maintain but others do not allow her to do so. 
She joins the ranks of her less fortunate sister whose husband had gone away. The 
Santals of the old type resent recruitment for labour only Oil this ground. 

RAJ BAHADUR SARAT CHANDRA ROY, M.A., B.L., M.L.C., Vice-Chairman, 
District Board. Ranehi. 

1. Origin of L ......... -(i) A CODSiderable migratioo to the Iabollr districts takes 
place from the Ranchi district. 

There are three streams of migratiOll, from this district. viz.: (a) AIlIlnal migra
tions to Calcutta and its suburbs and also to certain Bengal districts such as Rajshahi. 
Ma.lda, etc .• in search of temporary employment~ such as digging tanks. making 
embankments. working in fruit gardens. etc .• from November to March or April. 
when the aboriginal raiyats have DO agricultural work of their own at home. 
(b) Simi1ar temporary migratiOll to the tea-gardells of the Dooars. (e) MigratiOll 
to ASsam tea-gardens. 

(It may be Doted that very few people from the Ranclll district go to work in the 
neighbouring coalfields of Hazaribagh and Manbhum districts, or to the neighbouring 
industrial town of J amshedpur..........as the conditions of work there are not liked by the 
aborigines of this district who are ~customed to work in the open air.) 

(ii) Causes of the above-melltiolled three streams of migratiOIl: ( .. ) and (b) As 
the aboriginal population (Mundas, Oraons. Kharias, etc.) depend for their sub
sistence ma.inJy on agriculture. and as in the case of a large number of aboriginal 
families the produce of their fields is not sufficient to maintain them throughout the 
yeaI'. the annual migration to the labour districts is considerable. Debts incurred to 
meet occasional ceremonial expenses such as marriage. the rapid swelling of debts 
contracted on high rates of interest from usurious money-lenders. heavy costs of 
occasional litigation, etc., drive some aboriginals to migrate temporarilY',to the 
labour districts. Years of drought and famine ~ add to the volume of 
migration. (c) Migramm to Assam-Migrations to Assam. now generally on agree
ments for one year. are normally not popular among the aborigines. 

In many cases unscrupulous recruiters induce young men and women and simple 
unsophisticated families by false hopes of easy labour, cheap living and good prospects. 
to migrate to the tea-gardens of Assam. The recruiters sometimes ply their victims 
with drink to secure their consent. Not unoften· young men who are in love with 
women (sometimes other people's wives) whom society forbids them to marry or 
consort with. on paia of excommunication, are induced to migrate with their sweet
hearts to Assam under false names. Very few aboriginals of this district voluntarily 
migrate to Assam with full knowledge of the conditions of work. net income. housing. 
etc., in the Assam tea-gardens# • 

(iii) Since the abolition of indentured labour, conditions of labour in Assam tea~ 
gardens have improved to some extent; but such labour is yet far from popular. 
TelJilporary labour as tank-diggers. etc .• in Calcutta and its suburbs and in certain 
other Bengal districts is getting more and more popular as wages are gradually 
increasing and as the labourers are much better treated and can return home at wilt. 
and the conditions of work are more favourable. Labour in the Dooars gardens is 
preferred to that in the Assam gardens as the treatment and conditions are reported 
to be much better than in the Assam gardens. 
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2. C...- ",itl VilIa,p •. -(i) E.mto: .... <1 fr"'l_ of fflunt."Th""e who go to 
Calcutta and other Bengal districts for temporary labour retum home in MlUcll or 
thereabouts after a stay of siz months or less.. They gener.Llly go in company with 
other fellow~villageIS or tribe·fellows and relatives and thus even when tempomrlly 
away from their villages. they are hardlY'cut off from the social moorings of their 
native land. 

Most of those who migrate to Assam generally tetorn home as soon as they can 
get free. and would hardly think of going back again UD!ess under exceptional and 
unavoidable circumstances. -

Those who go there to avoid social stigma or excommunication or for similar 
other motives generally settle down near the tea-gardens and hardly return home. 
So too do those who fall into evil ways in the gardens and begin to live in illegal union 
with some woman. A few of the more intelligent and ambitious among the aboriginal 
labourer.; are tempted by the prospects of recruiter's emoluments to attach themselves 
permanently to the gardens and work as recruiters or Sardars,. These latter pay 
periodical visits to their villages for the purpose of recruitment by methods which are. 
as often as not. undesirable or reprehensible. A very few, owing to superiorintelli
gence. a little education. and exceptionally good work get employment as clerks, etc.~ 
and stay on. 

3. M.u.ods of lI&tT .. i'",,"'.-(i) So far as labour in Calcutta and Bengal districts 
is concerned, the aborigines go direct and of their own occord. and seek out employ
ment for themselves or with the help of their tribe·fellows who had been to tbose 
places before. 

So far as recruitment to the tea-gardens is concerned. recruitment is carried on 
by SMtiarS and their underlings. not unoften by undesirable methods. Recruitment 
for the Dooars gardens is generally free from objectionable tactics. 

(0 and iii) The first step for effecting improvement would in my opinion be tc 
abolish the system of employing recruiters or Stw_s. and to effectively put a stop to 
the demoralWng practice of giving commission or remuneration of any kind for 
recruitment of labour. 

The next step that I would recommend would be to take the help of such honorary 
workers for the social and economic uplift of the aborigines, as Missionary bodies 
(like the Catholic Mission and Protestant Missions of Ranclul and socia.l improvement 
associations like the Chota Nagpur Improvement Society {UftJlati Soma}) who~ I 
expect. would in the interests of the labourers. agree to keep registers of penons 
willing to go to the _-gardens after full knowledge of the conditions of labour, 
remuneration, mode of living. cost of living. and prospects, if any; and no coolie 
will be taken to or admitted into any tea-garden without a certificate from the head 
of such missionary bodies or Social Improvement Society that it is & case of voluntary 
emigration with full knowledge of the conditions, prospects, etc. 

The third measure that I would recommend would be to arrange for quarterly 
visits to the gardens (at the cost of the garden authorities who should pay suitable 
travelling and halting allowances) of representatives of these Missionary bodies and 
indigenous Social Improvement Associa:tions to enquire into the condition of the 
labourers. and discuss with the garden authorities how the grievances. if any. of 
the labourers may be removed and conditions of labour may be improved. These 
representatives will forward to Government reports of the condition of the labourers 
during their visits and suggestions as to any improvement. 

4. E""'" _ Effects oj Disllwbll_ oj Family Lif •. -!50 long as the present 
system of recruitment through Stwtltws continues. the effects of disturbance of family 
life will continue to be in many cases quite disastrons. I have known several cases ill 
which these Sardars have taken edvantage of temporary quanels between husbaad' 
and wife in secretly inducing the wife to fly to some Assam garden under a false name. 
In most such cases~ after her temporary fit of anger or annoyance has subsided, the 
woman finds or is induced. to believe that it is too late to return~ and she has to repent 
for the rest of her life. In a few cases I have known elderly women being taken away 
in this way lea.ving her husband and grown-up children in a huff .. And in such cases •. 
the name. etc., is changed and so the husband. even when he seeks to pursue his wife 
to Assam. cannot generally find her out. I know of One instance in which such a 
husband went to seek his wife in Assam, leaving his children at home. and never 
returned home himself. Mean advantage is taken in this way by these recruiters 
even of temporary quarrels between father and SOIl, or mother and daughter. 

Sometimes tbough .. man goes to Assam under stress of poverty and with the 
avowed object of returning home, after a time. with savings. he falls into evil ways and 
never retums home; and his wife unable to maintain herself and. her children, when 
Temittances from her husband diminish and at length disappear~ bas to take another 
husband, and thus the family is broken up. Freed from tb. moral restraints of society 

15.90) F 
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that existed in his native place. an aboriginal coolie Dot unofteo succumbs to the 
various evil influences of Assam tea-garden life. Some live in illegal union with 
women whom society would not permit him to live with 01' marry; and thus they ca.u. 
never return home. 

BIHAR AND ORISSA COUNCIL·OF WOMEN. 

L-l!eanUtment. 
3. (i) Method of recruiting young women and young girls should be thoroughly 

investigated. . 
(ii) Proper provision should be made for their care at the depOts and on their 

journeys, 
6. (iv) Facilities should be afforded and help and encouragement given to coolies 

to send remittances to their families. The coolies require assistance in the actual 
completion of the forms.. Difticulties of this nature have occwred to our knowledge. 

lV.-lIeaIth. 
24. (ii) More provision should be made for the clerk aDd teacher classes for the 

treatment of phthisis at a moderate -charge. 
(iv) Compulsory regular training of midwives should be enforced. Anoual 

courses 01 training, of teD days to a fo.rtnight. should be compulsory throughout the 
province to all practising midwives. Trained welfare workem who would tour and 
give lectures where necessary should be appointed. . 

25. (ii) Medical facilities would·be more utilized if the OOspitals were made more 
attractive for the women by the provision of special care for women and more female 
nurses and attendants. 

27. (ill) In view of the increasing employment of men and women. used to an 
open-air life. and the consequent 8pRad of disease~ especiallX phthisis~ strict atteoticm 
should be paid to the provision of adequate light and ventilation of factories. 

31. MaJey"iIy B .... ji/$.-W. are strongly in favour of maternity benefits bemg 
given to women employed in industrial concerns for at least a week before and after 
confinement. 

V.-WeIIare, 
33. Where women are working in lac factories. etc.* we recommend that a woman 

welfare visitor should be employed to look after and report on the health and environ
ment of the women workers. 

Mr. G. E. FAWCUS. M.A., C.I.E., O.B.E., Director of Public Instruction, Bihar 
and Orissa. 

2. (Item V, 36.) The returns<submitted to me for the year 1928-49 show 42 
so-called factory schools. Of these 17 are colliery schools maiotaiDed by the East 
Indian Railway near Giridih", 10 are schools supported by various collieries in the 
Jharia eoaIJield, 5 are supported by the own .... of miea mines near Kodarma. one by 
the Peniusular Tebecca Company at Monghyr, 2 by the BeDgal Iron and Steel 
Company nea.r their mines in Singhbhum. and the others are 6 night schools and 
& commercial school at Jamshedpur. 

Of the abcwe schools only those at Jamsbedpur really cater for adults. The 
others are intended for children. The concerns connected with the schools are said 
to employ in all 2,647 boys and 678 girls. The number of pupiis who are employ..<! 
by the concerns, or are children of employees. is 1,718 boys and 4] girls; there are 
6C other boys attending the schools. 

l·h. schools at Giridih are fully described in Pamphlet No. 2 of the Bureau of 
Education. When I wrote the article for that ~ph1et there were 31 schools, but 
the number has fallen because the Hazaribagh district board is in financial diflicult.ies 
aDd has greatly reduced its grant. 
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. Having regan! to the interest which the administration of the East Indian 
Railway has shown in the schools at Giridih. and in the education of its employees 
generally. it is at first sight sUrprising that the list of .. factory .. schools includes no 
schools at Jamalpur. The Jamalpur labourer. however~ appears to return by a. 
coaly train to his village as soon as his work is over. and the more skilled labour is 
provided for by the technical school, which. as already Dotedk is under the control 
of the Director of Industries. 

The night schools at Jamshedpur and the colliery schools in the Jharia coalJield 
have been described in the memorandum prepa.red by the local Govern~D.t~ 

3. (Item VI. 40.) There is nothing special to record nuder this head "xcept as 
regards J amshedpur. J amalpur is well provided with schools of the ordinary type. 
maintained or aided by the East Indian Railway. and the Jharia coalfield contains 
the usual high, middle and primary schools. neither better nor worse than others. 
The :financial position of the province makes all its schools less efficient than they 
should be. 

The educational position at Jamshedpur in 1921 was described in Pamphlet 
No. 11 of the Bureau of Education. Since I wrote that pamphlet the schools have 
been reorganized. Much more attention has been devoted to the primary schools. 
and the boys who pass out from these schools can now proceed to middle schools 
and so to the high school. in which. by the way. elemen~ science has been made & 
compulsory subject -of instnlction. The company's contribution to the schools has 
risen from about Rs. 52.0'00 in 1920-21 to Rs~ 82.000, and the GovemmeDt grant 
from about Rs. 7~OOO to nearly Rs. IS,OOO. 

I have been in close-touch with Jamshedpur for many years, and can t~y to 
the real interest in education taken by the company, and its readiness at all times 
to co.operate with Govemment in the matter. The sum of 11- lakhs. provided half 
by Government and half by the company for the recent improvements to the buildings 
of the middle and primary schools, has made those schools Dot only easier to teach 
in but much more attractive in appearance, and this fact alone will, I have no doubt~ 
tend to swell their roll Dumber. 

SHREE BIHARIJI MILLS. 

ROLLER FLOUR OIL RICE DALL MILLS AJ!.lD FOUNDRY. 

4. Dietary ....a Physiq .... -Indulg.""" in intoxicating liquors and drugs among 
the labour seems mcreas.tng. Such practice generally tells upon their health and a 
greater portioD of their daily earnings is wasted away in intoxication. Number of 
such liquor and drug shops should be reduced by the Government. mot'eover they 
should be kept at a distant place from a factory so that they may not fall within 
the easy reach of the la.bour. This will improve both the intellectual and physical 
power of the la.bour. 

9. The eff_ of 60 TIcK .. ,'e."rid;on.-Such restriction is considered to he not 
beneficial to local industries. This bas increased unnrcessary labour expense of the 
employers. Some suitable scale of actual time of working rendered by the employees 
during the whole of their time when they are on duty. should be drawn up. ~or 
insta.nce~ Ghani attendance and coolies working in the oil mill. though their working 
period is 10 hours a. day yet the actual time of their work will in no way exceed 6, 
or 7 hours a day and the remaining 8 or 31 houIS of their working period they spend 
in idle talks and in a light slumber. There is a mutual arrangement among them. to 
look after the work of their fellow workel' also, besides their own whenever dunng 
the working hour their co-worker intends to go out to attend his own private business 
and thus they manage to go out ODe by one in their respectiw tam. But such is 
not the case with a Fireman working with a boiler. He has to work continilously 
till the time of his work be OVeI'. Consequently in our opinion the weekly period of 
work for the labour employed in industrial concerns such as oil mill. etc .• should be 
increased from 60 to 70 hours or 80 per week and it is needless to say that such 
modiJication in the Factory Act will save maoy indnstrial conoems. 

P' 
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IttknnIh allo_.-As most of the local factories are worked by means of labour 
divided into certain groups or shifts working alternately at an interval of 4 or 6 hOUIS~ 
there is DO necessity of making any periodical stoppage of their work but in case of 
ordinary labour working continuously for 8 or 9 hours a day. an interval of half 
an bour is allowed to them for rest and tiffin. Special attention is given to the fact 
that in no ..... tb!'ir period of work shonId exceed 6 hours at a time. 

THE LABOUR FEDERATION, JAMSHEDPUR. 

L Beauibnent. 
I. Origift of Labotw.-Jamshedpur being one of the iargest concentrated labour 

employing indnstrial town people all over India regard this place as a direct field 
of employment. Practically all provinces are 'leptesented on the skilled and semi
skilled job&. Unskilled labour is coofined mostly to Central Provinces, Chatio-Garh • 
divisions and to Behar and Orissa Chotta. Nagpur division. Previous to 1918 Chatis
Garb labour .... nnknown in Jamshedpur. Since that time it bas largely replaced 
aboriginal labour from Cbotta Nagpur. The causes assignable are presumed to bo 
violence used. in the first strike of 1920 and the excitement before.and after the event. 
That seems to have frightened these timid folk. It.is claimed that the aboriginal 
labour from Cbotta Nagpur was more sturdy &Cd bard working tbao the one that 
later on replaced it. 

The Chatio-Garb contingeot lUst arrived in 1918 due to famine conditions in 
&ipur District and since then the stream is continuously and steadily pouring in. 

The causes of indux of skilled and semi-skilled labour so far as aU the communities 
represented in Jamshedpur are concerned together as & whole can be said to be one 
or the other of the tmdermentioned causes :-(11) Dearth. of Industries in their own 
provinces. (6) BetteT wages. (e) Extensive turn over of labour &Cd betteT oppor
tunities of employment. (4) Prohibitive Ia .... agaimt bolding lands in their own 
provinces. (0) Escape from indebtedo .... &Cd consequent poverty. (f) Native daring. 

Of recent yean; the PodM.. population bas appnociably increased due to the 
preference shown by employers to recruit this class of labour in times of labour 
troubles as boing the least likely to be interfered with by the striking workmen. 

2. COJI1<J&t am! fJiIlages. (a) U ... Mlk4 labour.-Dnring cultivating season from 
June to September there is great exodus of this class to their native fields. An 
appreciable dearth is always felt during these times. This class had not yet divorced 
itself from its lands* incomes from which they always supplement by annual labour 
in industrial towns. Given. a preference they would revert to their native soils. Their 
holdings are uneconomical and. they must fall back to manual labour in towns. It 
bas been that brothers and relatives will change turns between minding the Iaod 
one year and seeking employment the next. 

(b) Skilktl .,.tl semi-skUled.-Their employment does not vary on the aforesaid 
cause, but their stability does not vary the less. Maniage and deaths are two factors 
that take: them to their native places and. their absence averages about two months. 

8. Mel1u>ds of R_.-Formerly employment was made directly by the 
officers having vacancies. but as that system led to various abuses and corruption, 
a central employment bureau was substituted. with. a.ccording to labour view point.. 
very little ~ or success. 

. At one of the Ioca1 fa.ctories in Jamshedpur obtains a Sardar system of recruit
ment. partially adopted for some time at the Tam's plant also. Sardar system is 
uneconomical to the growth of orderly organ;-! system of Trade Union. 

The best possible solution from a labour point of view and we de Dot see why it 
should not be from employers' point of view, is to establish an employment bureau 
in conjunction with a labour union that ean render service both to labour and 
employer. 

7. U_ployJlUffl.-A certain number of unemployed is always visible in town. 
At ties .. getting aggravated due to various causes :-(5) Strikes or lockouts &Cd 
retrenchment in other industries and factories. (b) Famine or ftoods.. (c) Restriction 
on employment as prevailing at present. (4) Men who bad taken settlement and 
service money from the Tata c:ompany after the last industrial dispute. 

Lines of solution suggested of ending of indnstrial disputes by :-(i) Conciliation 
Boards. (ii) Opeoing up of temponuy relief m ......... by way of road. embankments. tan.... etc.. constructions by public funds. (iii) Better sources of distributioo of 
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information of possible requirements in other towns than where such aocumulation 
of unemployed takes place. (iv) Establishment of labour commissioners in provinces 
with suitable facilities and machinery for obtaining requisite information. 

Unemployment insurance would be a success where labour is a stable proposition 
and in the case of workers of a skilled nature if unemployment insurance premium 
is either paid by the employers or if the premium is made sufficiently low to be paid 
small premiums out of the workers' wages, or through State agency or partly a. 
combination of each of the three mentioned above. 

8. Labotw T1U'7WVer,-The biggest factor militating against continuous employ
ment is the periodical or seasonal return of work.ers to their native homes for marriages .. 
funerals. crops. Leave is obtained for a certain fixed period and invariably overstay .. 
losing not only chances of their existing jobs but also the accrued privileges of previous 
service. Lack of native education and proper distribution of information are re
sponsible. for this a.ttitude of mind. The chances of repairing the mvages on retum 
are daily getting restricted. 

D.-81a1f Orgauizati01l. 
(10 and 11). At present labour has no voice in the selection or form otthe depart

mental or administrative organ.ization. But one thing that labour in Tata Works 
at Jamshedpur feels is that there has been such a multiplicity of supervisory staff .. 
both higher and subordinate ones~ that much time and e1fort is needlessly:wasted 
through conflicting orders. In fact the ratio between supervisory stafi and actual 
working men would be found to be hopelessly out of proportion. 

The managing staff is mostly recruited and appointed by the board of directors. 
apparently helped by1:eItain technical stafi stationed in England and America. 

12. The method adopted so far is one of benevolent discretion which has led to 
a. growth of a supervisory staff, which both in bulk and in intelligence cannot be re· 
garded as an extra. efficient organization. The selection bas been haphazard. and 
one of the most disorganised type, with no basis either of education. training or talent. 
At present a technological institute of a sort has been in existence for some years. 
and the batch of trained officer class students that were originally intended to be 
turned out have neither properly fitted in nor given fun opportunity for the work 
they have been trained for. These men are regarded with a suspicious eye by the 
covenanted staff, wh9 have apprehension of being ultimately replaced by these 
people. and undisguised contempt by the loca1ly :recruited sta.tJ for their lack of pI'oper 
knowledge and training of detailed routines of the departments. The students 
themselves in many cases do not seem to either feel or make themselves comfortable, 
and their value to the company seems problematic. Retaining of lower workmen 
staff must always remain a matter of great difficulty. due to lack of reading and 
writing ability. though not of innate ambition or talent. In many cases these grave 
handicaps have resulted in many a deserving man being superseded or discharged. 
Facilities for learning the elements of reading and writing are either non~istent or 
very restricted~ and social customs have put not a few difliculties in the path either .. 

13. Relations generally at present are very strained between the immediate 
supervisory staff and rank and iile of workers. The reasons are- many and vary. 
The majority of the immediate supervisory staff have been ignOI'ant and illiterate .. 
more concerned with their power and authority than with any welfare of either 
their employer or their labour; corrupt. tactless and unfair~ as a result the organisa
tion cannot render smooth service. The workmen are in no mood to swallow every 
thing that comes from their foreman. As a possible solution. and in place of depart· 
mental enquiries for redress of grievances which have been found to be unsatisfactory~ 
reeently shops or departmental committee system has been introduced at the 
instance of the Labour Federation, and though it would be too early to judge of the 
results, it can safely be said that they have not been found unsatisfactory so far. 
On the contrary. some de~rtments definitely aver that these committees are working 
splendidly. The Commlttees are composed of seven members. foul' nominees of 
Labour Federation, i.e.; trade union, and three nominees of the company who are 
actual manual workers, and there is no representation of the clerical or foremen staff. 
As a result there is not endless arguments nor any kind of coercion possible within 
the ranks. The handicaps. of course, to these committees have not aU disappeared. 
They are :-{a.) Interference from the superintendent of the department or of the 
foreman. (6) Apprehension of possible loss of prospects in service through over 
zeal in discharge of his duties as member~ 

The decision of the shop committee is not final, either on the employer or on 
the applicant for redress. Both tbeparties can appeal to what is known as Board "AU 
composed of two direct representatives of the Labour Federation; that means two 

(580) liS-
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representatives of a trade union and two representatives of the steel company of 
the employe",. - A final appeal has also been provided for in the shape of a board 
composed of the general manager of the steel company and the president of the 
Labour Federation. i.e .• trade union. AU questioDs dealing with discharge. SUSpeu
sion. promotion, grade. etc .• are referred to these shup committees for disposal. and 
in fact every question relating to dispute between employer and the employees is 
within the competence of these shop committees. We are very bopeful of real 
good work being achieved through the medium of these shup committees if the 
employer takes theJr finding in real good spirit to the promotion of lasting goodwill 
of the parties. 

15. A trade union should Dot like the presence of a contractor as an intermediary 
for the simple reason that labourz at all events, should be in direct contact with his 
employers. The contract system we know of in the steel plant covers work that 
company has.found uneconomical or undesiIable to be done by itself. Our view is 
what could be performed economica.lry by contractors could. Pari pas". be done. or 
ought to be done equally economically if not more cheaply by the employers them
selves. One of the disadvantages of working under contractors so far as labour 
is concerned is the ease with which the liability can be evaded by the contractor or 
the employer in respect of compensation for accidents and expense and trouble 
involved in fastening such liabilities. Then, again. contract labour is deliberately 
kept steadily moving and fiuctuating so as to escape liabilities for leave aDd other 
pnvileges which militates against growth 'of a stable working class. FurtheT. 
contractors are utilised as strike brea.keno and blackleg snppliel'S. Again. a close 
supervision .cannot be kept over the various abuses to which contract labour is 
always subject as, for example, sweating, frequent dismissals. etc. 

m-BoasinC. 

16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21 and 22. Tata Steel Company provides accommodation 
for 95 per cen~ of its higher sta1f. but facilities for working people are hopelessly 
inadequate, the company being able to meet only 30 to 40 per cent. of the reqn.i:re
ments of the company's total working staff. Private agency has not receiwd 
any kind of encouragement from the steel company either by way of guaranteed 
returns to the capitalist 01' providing facilities to small money holders. We have 
known of cases where kacha houses bave been constructed and subsequently sub-let 
to ~Db who had not houses to move into~ and the steel company has come down 
upon'the owner of the bouse either to get ejected or submit payments of enormously 
enhanced ~nts. This is not certa.inly affording facilities to put in more houses 
through their agencies when the company itself is not in a position to undertake the 
task itself. The company's scheme of helping the employees desirous of building 
their own houses has not proved much of a success-1ooking to the numbers so far 
built. due to absence of proper rules by the company~ too much interference by the 
departments. and last but not least due to the sense of insecurity regarding tenure 
of service. no adequate provision being made of transfer of holding in case of leaving 
the stations. In absence of proper housing facilities it is difficult to imagine how the 
workmen could ever feel comfortable either at work or olf work. The situation does 
not conduce to peace 01 mind, and has been therefore responsible for a great deal 
of anxiety both to the workmen~ employers and the Government. The housing 
problem bas ever been acute. adding to the shortage has been the hardship of an 
inadequate accommodation provided in the various types of houses built by ~e 
company. The R N. Mi. M2. Nl. N2 type of quarters do- not seem to provide 
accommodation that is consonant with modem thought and tendency to provide 
workmen with. The houses are etl.e room about 10 feet square~ with or without a 
slip of varandah about 2 feet by 3 feet wide. in that is to be accommodated a family 
with one or twenty members. the company not earing to wony as to how many 
occupy that quarter, neither .is there any machinery for taking into consideTation 
the number of family members before allotment of a quarter which is at present 
based solely on service and rate. As a result in town we find much unhealthy 
congestion and unhealthy agitation. 

Waw oupply is hopelessly ;nadeqnate. Busties are still practically without 
water supply. In the various quarters water taps are not provided as a rule one 
tap to each ~uarler. There is one tap to several quartets. leading to frequent quarrels 
and bad feelings in the town. as the supply is at once inadequa.te. 

1:he sum total of these handicaps react very adversely on the moral tone of the 
workman and his family. and to all intent and purposes we find ties of family life 
so loose that one might boldly assert that there exists DG family life at all. One of 
the visible signs is the number of cases in criminal courts of offences dealing with 
_meo. 
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IV .-lIeaIlb. 
23. G....al H_ .. ] ..... hedpow.-Situated. as it is, on a·widely extended 

area. does not compare unfavourably with any town of due equal population, If' 
at all the balance would be in favour of this place. The Steel Company has supplied 
good med:ical facilities both for the workers as for the general pOpulation. though 
in ca.ses of accidents and injuries, and often enough in cases of general sickness. there 
is a marked tendency to go to one~snativeplaceandhave recourse to tbeir own system' 
of village medicine. In many cases where modem medicine has failed we have 
instances of good recovery through indigenous medicines which might be due. 
though we wou1d. not assert:~ to the healing value of indigenous drugs. It is also 
likely that confidence in the medicine may be one of the potent causes of cure. 

24. A central hospital with a couple of branches for out-door patients is at 
present provided. by the company. One would like to see an extension of these out
door patients' treatments in some of the outlying busties. where there is a definite 
compact population. As in many cases people continue through ailments~ rather 
than go to the nearest branch, the extremely conservative nature of the people 
has not yet changed. and we would like to see medical facilities brought to the very 
door of the sick and the ailing. 

The GoVernment has a hospital with very limited acmmmodation and we 
think. looking at the size and population of the place, the Government could. and 
should, provide its quota. of medical relief. As quite a decent percentage- of the: 
population has other employment or provision than serving in the various industrial 
UDdertakings in jamshedpur at various outlying busties. would like 10 see medical 
help extended. in the form of women doctors or trained midwives to minister to the 
wants and comforts of women and children. A direction in which efforts have not 
been adequately made, not ouly in this place, but throughout the company. 

To a certain extent facilities must be provided for private medical practitioners 
which at present is restricted~ due to a mistaken policy pursued by the company. 

26. Sanitary arrangements in the town lea .... much to be desired.. In bosties 
it is a positive menance to develop well being of residence there. Leaving aside the 
northern town or European quarters where a complete flush system is- provided. in 
town and other localities sanitary a.ccommodation is next to non-e:Dsta.n.t. There 
may be one latrine to several quari:erJ. or in othem no la1rine at all. In Sakchi and 
Kasidih a few central latrines is aU that is provided.. an institution that is held in 
biggest &bhoreuoe by the people of the locality. In besties with a growth of 
population. all open spaces gradually come into occupation and the inconveniences 
sul!ered by the people can be more imagined than described. The company has 
made no provision to meet the uecessities of the people _ that direction. . 

Pumping facilities for providing c!,.riuking water for outstanding busties can never 
be an economical proposition for the company, as the out:la.y on the pipes and pumps 
would be, and has been~ prohibitive. A more useful solution would be in the nature 
of digging wells. artesian for preference~ which would permanently solve the 
drinking-water question. 

The questiou of providing facilities for bathing and washing do not seem to bave 
much dis_bed the thoughts of the company. Any odd ualIa with water that may 
be green with dirt. still afiords the ouly cbau<e to people, and we see sights of 
wasb.ennen using the same unhealthy source for clea.ning clothes, that would put 
to revolt the conscience of a malariologist and other medicologists. In States and 
elsewhere we have seen special washing facilities provided to workmen in their 
departmeuts, and also cabinets furnished for putting their clothes and other articles 
of wear. Some have even gone to the extent of providing soap and naperY. We 
would like to see similar facilities provided here on the initiative of the employer 
himself, and not wait till a radical cbauge takes place in the couservative habits of 
the people. for nothing succeeds like the compulsory setting of good examples. 

30. Insurance against sickness and consequent unemployment we consider as 
one of the essential items of an eroployer'sliabilities. and a duty duly to be discharged 
towards his workmen. The employers getinsured against accidents in their workshops., 
and we do not see why they should. not take additional steps to protect the workman 
as he does to protect himself in either case. The legislature ought to take up this 

. matter seriously and compel employers to take sickness policies which would afford 
a halfway bOuse protection towards old age. pension, and unemployment insurances* 
which are clearly duties of the State towards its subjects. We fully realise the 
handicaps the employers have at the present moment in the shape of insecurity of 
tenure of his workmen-but that is .of his own doing---against the migratory habits 
of the people, the still existing dislike. towards the western medicine and other 
causes. But the realisation of advantages by the workmen of this system of sickness 
insurance would gI> a great way towards changing the habits of the workmen that 
are mainly based on ignorance. ~ 

F< 
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31. Matmlity benefit has recently been introduced in Jamshedpur. in the 
Ta.ta's as well as other subai.d:iary industries and though it is premature to epine 
about the extent to which it will be availed of, there can arise no two opinions as 
to the wisdom and necessity of the step. however belated, it Dl&y have been adopted. 
It would not be out of place to use a certain amount of moral suasion to enforce 
compulsory expert medical help just bef"", and after the event. 

V~Welfare. 

32, 33 and 34. With the e>:ception of educational facilities and provision for old 
age and retirements we believe aU welfare work should be administered by workers 
agencies towards which the employer should be made to contribute to a very sub
stantialshare. This is desired in the interest of theemployer himself to a. certainextent 
since it will free the employer from the taint and 8USpicion of bribery ordinarily 
attached to employezs' efiorts in this direction. It has been found essential to provide 
for creches for babies during the period the mothers au: at work and that there need 
not be any objection to their being left to the management of some trade union 
existing in the place. Recreative amusements, physical culture~ picnics. refreshments 
are items in the welfare programme which involve expenditure of large sums of money 
which can be undertaken at present only by the employers. since the trade union 
movement is still in its infancy and consequently in great financial wants, but which 
cOuld be made a success only when administrated through workers' agencM which 
are the only sources liable to inspire confidence. 

36. Employers should provide facilities for education. general or vocational. to 
their employees for nothing contributes to a stability and understanding of their 
workmen. than an intelligent workman himself. Though in this country a few can 
read or write. no man is too old to learn. and provisions of night school or off day 
day-class are known to create wonders in the cultural advancement of theworkmen. 
Such provisions are practically non-existent. but we do not see why a start cannot 
be made in this direction. 

31. Old age pensions are generally regarded in the nature of State obligations and 
50 longas Governments go on spending the major portion of their revenue on military 
expenditures, no money could ever be found tewards discharge of one of the main 
obligations and excuses for which Governments exist. 

On the question of premature retirement we hold some definite views. Due to 
invaria"bility of prevailing insecurity of tenure in most industries in this country 
of workmen services at any ~e. no matter if he has grown grey in the service of his 
employers. we consider it a most essential thing that if a workman binds himseU iDto 
the service of his employers for seven orten years. the employers should be under an 
obligation to compensate the workman by way of gratuity in case of his voluntary 
resignation or dismissal by the employers or in case of death to pay him. an amount in 
1/12 of the period of service put in. 

VI.-EdneatiOll. 
Where industries exist in areas far away from established towns and cities~ we 

believe the employer should be under an obligation to provide for facilities for 
education both of the employed and tln~mployed portion of the town .. which he more 
Dr less establiahed for his own purpose. 

Employment should be provided for workers as wen as for workeIS-~ children to 
take up vocational training according to their bent of mind, and to supplement the 
work they actually do at the factories resulting in the ease of the worker's increased 
efficiency for the employer~ and in case of workers' children, of a well-defined useful 
resource of recruitment. 

There could not arise two questions 01 the advantageous reaction on the employer 
of educational facilities provided to his workers in the matter of increased efficiency 
mtio. 

VIL-Bafety. 
43 to SO. There is much left to be desiretl in the matter of arnmging for safety 

codes in the various factories and indusbies. Tbere practically existed no safety 
rules until the advent of the compensation acts which led to a certain amount of 
Cl&ution being exercised by the .employers. not so much out of regard for human lives 
or limbs as in order to escape from .financial obligations imposed by the aet. The act 
merely prescribes certain compensations to be paid to the injured party or to their de
pend&nts. but there does not seem to be any provision made of a-drastic nature to 
:unpoeestringentregulations uponemployerstoadopt measures forsafegua.rding human 
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lives and limbs. There are iactory acts just as there are mines acts, but they are 
always liable to evasion by the employers, and as opinions will always differ as to the 
degree of measures adopted. we consider that an efiort should be made nowto take the 

·other course of making the cost of any accidents inside the factories so very prohibitive 
to tbeemployer that itwould pay him. to install safety appliances which taken together 
may cost him half the burden. In other words the compensation to be given to the 

. dependents of the killed or the maimed is at present so negligible that theI:e is practi
cally no incentive to the adoption of safety first measures. 

Of COUIse in this country at this stage of industrial development workmen have 
not acquired that •• Safety Sense. U and this ignorance is :responsible for quite a decent 
percentage of accidents. but the time bas passed when one can escape the liability 
under the excuse of workmen's negligence.. It has been found. under the modem 
thoughts on factory legislation. that the employers being more organized. more 
intelligent. and with greater resources~ it is in the matter of things more equitable 
and just to impose the obligation of insuring the safety of the office workmen on to the 
employers than to throw it on the workman himself. In America the employers" 
responsibility to his workmen is made so heavy and effective that they spend millions 
of dollar.; in carrying educative .. safety first .. propaganda~ which has been found 
more paying than meeting any expenses after compensation in respect of injuries 
received in their factories. The display of posten in prominent places~ holding of 
departmental safety .committees and safety classes are some of the methods adopted to 
educate the workmen with vety successful results. It should be made obligatory 
in every plant where more than fifteen people work and machinery is used as prime 
movers to have .compulsory first-aid and medical dispensaries to meet cases of 
accidents~ except in large centres and towns where facilities of ambulance and 
hospitals are available. 

In every plant we consider it advisable to have a safety committee~ composed of 
representatives from employem and workmen, who should report where safety 
appliances are needed and also to enforce such recommendations. Copies of such 
reports should he forwarded to the Government factory inspectors, who should 
satisfy themselves regarning the report and verify the enforeement. 10 places where 
any Trade Unions exist. they should as a rule be permitted to appear and lead 
evidence, in auyenquiry reprding an accident either by the safety committee. 

It bus been DOted that after a certain number of hours about _ on a_e of 
continuous work, after which the fatigue point having been reached. human body' 
and senses become more or less benumbed and are not so alert and mindful of chances. 
There must he given a period of rest and any compulsury work heyoud that period 
is not only uneconomical for the employer as dangerousoto the employee. Conditious 
of work should he enforced under sanitary and healthy rules of plenty of light and 
air and we know of cases in America where even bands are provided to stimulate the 
senses leading to efficiency and activity. Our factories in this country are mostly 
ill-lighted. ill-ventilated. and lacking in modern appliances or ,accident prevention 
and health preservation. In most all machine shops where machines are turned, 
ground. or polished there are not visible uhaust arrangements. whereby minute 
particles of metal and dirt floating in the air are taken out by means of exhaust faDs 
and the atmosphere inside the plant kept constantly cleaned and renovated. Such 
sort of safety precautiODS and appliances should be en..forced. 

VIIL-WOlkmen'1l C,,, __ tioa. 

51-s4. We have a Workmen's CoinpeDsatiou Act since the last live or six yean! 
and though some sort of re1ief bus been secured under it. the remedy bus not been 
exhaustive nor up-to-date. We understand the act is to be further amended and we 
trust that all the latest provisions of such acts as prevail in Western. countries will 
he incorporated in the light of experien_ of the working of the act in this country. 
We prefer that no- limitation of time should be placed on the tiling of compensation 
claims. the report of accident in the books oj the employer which should be com
pulsorily kept should be construed as due notice of a claim against him. The employer 
should be compelled to keep a register of the dependents and nearest relatives of his 
employees to whom he should be bound to give & notice of any a.cciden.t sustained# 

Certain minimum compensation should he fixed in fa.ta1 cases depending au the 
value of the life lost and not commuted. according to the wages drawn. We recom.~ 
mend in case of uuskilled labour a sum. of not less than a thousand be fixed for fatal 
cases and not less than 1.500/- in case of permanent disability supervening loss of 
arm or leg or both the eyes. As for skilled labour the compensation should be com
puted on wages over an enhanced period. than what is enforced at present subject to 

. a minimum whichever is greater. At the present moment compensation is calculated 
on 30 months' wages in fatal cases and maximum of 42 months' for permament 
disabilities, which in the case of llns1cjlled labour :works out to a figure that ~ 
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pathetically negligible. These periods should be enbanced and a minimum should be 
determined in the light of suggestions made above. We are quite mindful of a possible 
adverse effect likely to be produced on minor industries or on small investments of 
any stiffening of the compensation chances~ but we urge that that employer does 
not need to exist who cannot take care of his employees. The problem can be solved 
by a system of compulsory insurance policy which every employer should be forced 
to take out before he cooId be permitted to proceed with his operations. This will 
take care of cases which we have known where employers have afterwards been found. 
absolutely unahle to pay anything to his deceased workmen. 

Administrative machiuery. W. believe dependents ought to be permitted to apply 
directly to commissioner without giving any notice to the employer as at present to 
deposit the compensa:tioo.. This is essen~ as often enough the employer does not 
even deign to give a reply or to exert pressure to wriggle out of proper compensatiolL 

IX.-A. PactorioI. 
55-V2.· The eight.hour limit should be prescribed as the standard for every form 

of industry including seasonal industries like cotton, ginning, etc. Half an hour iDter~ 
val is given for meals if the worker bas to put in more than six hours continuous. We 
'WOuld suggest that besides the time given if the work m of a hard manual cl1aracter 
more period than that should be permitted to overcome the e1Iects of industrial 
fatigue which reacts adversely on his muscle and senses. 

The compulsory off days enforced noder the Factory Act are four Sundays" off .. 
in a month on non.-continuous operations and two Sundays on continuous operations. 
We are of the view that four compulsory U ofts U should be enforced against every 
individual worker. but the cost 01 two 011 days should be horne by the employer on 
the principle of increased return to him by way of increased efficiency and more atten· 
tion to his work. If Christmas and New Year days are observed as total holidays in. 
various factories and plants. we submit that an equal latitude should be given to the 
Hindu and Mahom.edans in the selection of one prominent festival day for them as a 
buliday for the whole plant. 

X.-A. PWorieo. 
Children as a rule. should not at all be admitted into any factories. Infants and 

clrlIdrens' area should be separated from the precincts of the factories and musing 
mothers permitted. to attend to their babies for whom criches should be compulsorily 
enforced on employers. These creches should be in charge of trained nurses, who 
can atte;D.d to the minor ailments of children and give iDstnlction in personal hygiene. 

As far as possible women should Dot be employed in factories where hard manual 
work has got to be done, and we are absolutely oppooed to the employmeot 01 girls 
and adult women between the ages of 12 aad 20~ which age we emphasize in order to 
eliminate temptations presented before immature minds and which are the invariable 
accompaniments of factory life. 

B. Mines, 

All female labour in mines should be totally prohibited and their continuation 
Is a blot 00 the administrations of this co .... try. 

m.-w ...... 
9&-111. The minimum wages ihat Federatioll stands for and that it would like 

to see established by Statute for all industries should be one rupee for male and 12 
annas for female labour. The present average earnings of workers in India are too 
miserably low to permit of even a bare living, bare housing. and bare wants. U ~ 
wage cannot be immediately enforced, we at least want a period to be named by which 
itshonld be attained. 

Wages are:fixed by piece-"W'OI'k or on daily system.. If a man is fixed on piece-work 
as in foundries or in repeat machine shop operations, piece work is not inadvisable~ 
but workers should not be permitted to work for more than eight houn maximum. 
The rate of wages when fixed by daily system should be fixed by the job rather than 
by individuals; what we mean is a flat rate for all workmen doing the same iob~ 
as 0111' experience points out that to be the only method to eliminate bicke~ and 
charges of unfairness. an alternative can be suggested in the form of a minlIDum to 
start with and a maximum to be attained by &nnuaiincrements wherein the questions 
of efficiency or fitness of the employee can be judged by the continuation of his 
eervice only. In certain industries where production is by tannage & system of 
payment by tonnage out-tum should be arranged for. W_ shooId not be held 
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over for more than a week after they are due. as the workers get into debt while the
employers prolit by interest. All payment should be fortnightly, though there 
should be no diminution of any of the privileges enjoyed at present under the existing 
systems. Wages should keep abreast of the cost of living~ and not as at present 
stationary under the existing system. 

Wages in factory towns and cities are always apt to be higher than those in the 
surrounding agricultural areas~ because the cost of living is decidedly Gheaper in 
agricultural areas than towns and cities. and consequently no inference can be drawn 
or rates established OD. a. comparis~ of these rates. . Besides, the conditions of work 
materially differ. 

We are in favour of wages being :fixed by mutual arrangement between the trade 
union a.nd the emplo}'"eI'S. but under the present conditions where the tmde union 
movement has not taken deep root nor enough loyalty cultivated the scheme does 
not after any appreciable prospects at the present time. besides the law of supply and 
demand militates against any such arrangements for there are innumen.ble persons 
ready to fill the places vacated even on less wages. 

All unclaimed wages should be expended for welfare and benelit schemes for 
labour. 

We are in favour of one month·s leave privileged with full pay for all classes 
of workers after a year of service. It should not be permitted to accumulate for 
more thaD three. yeaTS. and leave should be granted whenever applied for and not 
whenever it is convenient. for a large scale employer is always in a position to 
arrange for his requirements, rather than a poor individual who caun-ot make other 
·arrangements to suit his wants. 

Industrial areas mostly everywhere are invariably infested by Kabuli and Marwari 
moneylenders. whose operations are detrimental to the peace and quiet of the worker. 
Most of these debts are due to ignorance and represent exorbitant interest or fak~d 
amounts. These eould be overcome by a proper system of regulated co-opemme 
credit societies. 

xm.-.Industrlal EIIIei_. 
112-116. Indian labour, though classilied as inefficient. is the product at present 

of its surroundings. There is nothing inherent in cur labour that should make it 
either inefficient or uneconomical. Its acquaiDtance with machinery can be regarded 
as only of recent times~ and there bas been DO real opportunity of building up a 
class of artisans who have nothing else but their trade to hold for a living. At best 
at present work in factories is regarded as a meaDS to supplement agricultural 
inCOlI1e. and for that reason rea.! rates of efficiency have not been attained which we 
find in western countries. So long as men's attention and t:ime is divided between.. 
'land and factory this state of affairs will continue. There is, however. a real begin ... 
rung visible of a landless class or a class practically divorced from land. and such 
class of artisan has made real good. and their efficiency can give a pomt to western 
workers. Fnrther: education has not given its touch of refinement because no 
education worth the name exists. Besides. very often. a standard set for work is 
false, and by inference the worker is blamed. Again, a worker seldom has giyen 
to him wmforIs in housing or other amenities of life that could permit him to relax 
to get upon his job willing and fresh. Of course physique in tropical countriu. 
where life is generally easy. is not meant to compare with constitutions built for 
hardships and strains of a temperate ,or cold climate. 

It is a known fact that a meat diet conduces to better stamiDa., capable of facing 
hard solid manual work~ and that temperance both in habits and morals conduces 
still further to cultivate efficiency. When we mean temperance in habits. we empha
size the necessity of restriction over sale and consumption of alcohol, and in. the provi
sion for clean surroundings. It pays the employer to look aft~ his labour outside 
the factory as he at present does in keeping a tab on him inside the plant. we Blean 
thereby provision of clean houses. healthy surroundings. and so 00, 

Betterwages. better housing. amusements, wider education. vocational or general. 
and sympathetic attitude towards its labour are the factors that lead to increased 
efficiency of the workers. and any expenditure on these items will bring in a double 
return to the employers. 

XW.-'1'rade Combinati01l. 
117-122. Trade unions in the modem sense have been only of recent origin in 

India: they have generally come into existence at a time when relations have been 
strained almost at .. breaking point, if not actually broken. with the employer .. 
They attain some sort of cohesion a.D.d efficiency during the period of struggle, after 
which they generally go to sleep. There is. not that sustained interest nor that 
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development that comes to it when carried on during peaceful times. One reason 
assigned for this state of affairs is in the attitude of employers. who look upoa 
~ery combination of workers with the most suspicious blasting eye. He delibemtely 
mlposea an acute and prolonged struggle on such combinations which generally 
perishes through weariness and lack of sustenance. Very often it has been suggested 
that th~ ~pJ?yer is, helped in his ?er5ecution of trade unions by the heavy hand 
of adm1.U1StratioD, and ~t accusation has a ground, if nothing else at least, by 
Government's; a.loofness m a struggle that can at best be described as one-sided. 

In their despair these trade unions that have generally sprung up through 
the initiative of some enterprising workmen or workwomen, who have as a rule more 
native ability than cultivated talent, finding themselves unequal to the various 
machinations and tactics of employers have recourse to politicians in the neighbour
hood, who put a totally difierent complexion on the struggle. More often false 
~es ~,raised and we have kno~ cases where industrial disputes have degenerated 
mto political tussles. Eifects on mdustry and on the workmen of such non-industrial 
struggles are disastrous. they not ODIy cripple industries but detrimentally postpone 
the growth of. trade UDicm or of solidarity amongst the workmen who recall the adage 
U once bitten twice shy. u 

A healthy trade union is the best guarantee for an industry's stability and 
prosperity, and as employers may be prone to form. their own combinations. it would 
pay them to encourage a like movement amongst their workers and a. history of 
workmen's struggles has strengthened this trend of thought. Workmen's com
binations when well-led. well-organized and confined to labour alone have exerted 
a very healthy inftuence both 0Jl the well-being of workers.and that of industry. 

Trade unions generally in this country have had such short existence that the only 
bene6.t they have been able to distribute amongst its members is in the nature of 
strike pay, when they have had funds enough for the purpose, and that not too often: 
either. Mutual benefit. unemployment~ sickness and old age schemes have had no 
time to develop and if we are not wrong a state of a1Iairs will continue in a like manner 
for some time still to come. 

The Trade Union Act has not been so successful as anticip~ted and has not 
encouraged any growth of trade unions because of the halting nature of its provisions. 
Registration of a trade union in the archives of Government does not bring to it a 
recognition to its employers, which is the only thing that brings th. two parties 
together. This glaring omission unless amended will continue to keep the act in an 
amorphous state. and though the immunity from liabilities both civil and criminal 
afford a certain measure of protection they do not go far enough. A determined 
trade union can con~ue a struggle and escape from a.llliabilities by so disorganizing 
the working of the employer, what registration of the trade union is meant to achieve, 
but it will not bring nearer the recognition by the employer which is a thing that 
connects. The Act should be so amended that an employer cannot refuse recognition 
to a registered trade UDion that contains 30 per cent. of his employees as members. 

Where in any industry a trade union of sufficient strength and importance exists 
negotiations between the parties should be carried on through its medium, and an 
points of dispute should be settled in co-operation with it. The greater the confidence 
a trade union inspires amongst its members of its ability to serve them goes a great 
way towards establishing harmonious relations. between the employers and the 
employee which reacts favourably to an increased efficiency a~ the plant. 

XV • ....-1Dd1lllria1 DiIpuIoe. 

A lock-out is seldom paying to an employer though strikesbave beenknOWll to have 
been won. The extent of duration. and character of strike and lock-out have varied 
and are entirely dependent upon the parties and on sbrrounding circumstances. 
Loss to workers is certainly enormous. but there have been no ga.ins without pains. 
Any machinery that ,prevents a showdo~ is al~ys to be welcomed for there i:> not 
known any machinery that can compel either side to accept an aWBId excepting a 
fight to & finish. A Trade Dispute Act recently ~romulgated as it stands can 
render some .service though not surely when its proVlSions are put to use before the 
parties sever their connections. After a regular breach there is very little scope for 
the bill to prove useful. 

GGvernment'. neutrality has been seriously questioned and it is open to doubt 
whether in the struggles between the labour and capital in this country in its present 
state of development can or should remain neutral. Where any large masses of men 
are involved the fact of these being striking workmen does not take away from them 
the status of being citizens and does not divest the administration of its responsibility 
towards them, 
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XVJL-AdmiDiltralion. 
Eaeh provincial administration should be prima.rily vested. with poweI3 to settle 

a pending trade dispute and central must not consider itself absolved from all 
responsibility. 

Labour in large industrial centres should have a direct representation on the 
provincial Governments and provincial labour meaning combination of industrial 
centres should be represented on central legislature. _.. 

Mr. J. R. DAIN. C.l.E .• I.C.S. (formerly Deputy Commjssioner of Singhbbum). 

87 
Extract from covering letter No. XL-1 L.C., dated the 17th February, 1930. 

from the Secretary to the Government of Bihar and Orissa, Revenue Department. 
to the Joint Secretary. the Royal ('.omm;sston on Labour in India. 

I am directed by the Governor in Council to forward fOT the information of the 
Royal Commission on Labour in India. a supplementary memorandum on labour 
unrestinJamshedpur. The memorandum bas been prepared byMr. J. R. Dam.C.LE., 
I.C.S., who has had access to all Government papers 00 the subject and has been 
in close touch with the local Government. Mr. Dam has the full approval of the 
local Government in submitting this memorandum. but I am to explain that it is 
prepared from the point of view of his own personal opinion on events with many 
of which he was in personal contact. 

lIIEMORA1IIlUH Oli LABOUR DISPUTES IIi lAMSJIEDPUR 
PRO. 1920 TO 1930. 

PBELDIIIiARY. 
L-som. Pacta ahonl the Town. 

This memorandum. is an attempt to give- an 1WX)unt of the chief industrial disputes 
in J amsbedpur during the last ten yea'" and in particular the three big strikes of 
1920, 1922 and 1928. in the Tata Iron and Steel Works. and the strike of 1929 in 
the works of the Tinplate Company of India, as well as an account of the unions 
concerned. It is compiled as far as the history up till 1927 is concerned from the 
reports of officers of the Govenunent. and for the last three years from the personal 
knowledge of the writer, who was Deputy Commissioner of Singhbbum (in which 
district jamsbedpur is situated) during the period. It is, therefore. open to criticism. 
as being a review of events from one angle only~ that of the Government officer on 
the spot, charged with the duty of maintaining law and order~ or in other words ot 
.. keeping the ring. U and only concerned in a secondary degree with giving what 
assistance he can to the disputants in settling their differences. Statements made 
and opinions advanced in it are clearly open to challenge either by employers or 
workmen as misapprehensions due to lack of industrial experience or ignorance of the 
considerations which affected the attitude of tbe parties. 

2. It is not necessary to attempt to give an account of the early history of 
Jamshedpur. but there are one or two facts to which attention may be drawn. The 
place is an isolated and self-contained area~ the property of a single big company. 
with certain other associated companies run on a much smaller scale as its tenants. 
Access to it is given by one railway and one road; on the north and west it is entirely 
cut off from. the surrounding country by two big riVeI9. A new industrial ~oncem 
is generally started in an established town in which other industries are already 
working. Little more than twenty years ago Jamshedpur was a quiet comer of 
Singhbhum district. with one Of two big villages and largely under jungle. The 
site was selected for the new enterprise as being near the sources of iron ore. not 
too far from the coal. and having a plentiful supply of water. There is also reason. 
to suppose that it was believed at the time that it would be a centre of a large supply 
of cheap unskilled labour. The first stake was driven in February, 1907. and in the 
course of twenty years the Tata Iron and Steel Company has acquired a.bout 2S square 
miles of land and establisbed thereon one of the largest iron and steel plants in 
the world. and a modem town of about 100.000 inhabitants and surrounded itself 
with associated cOmpanies who take and utilize its products. The town is a 
microcosm of India. containing persons born in every province from Burma to the 
North-West Frontier. from Nepal. Afghanistan, China and Ceylon. as wen as from. 
half a dozen European COUlltries. and from the Unitf.d States. Canada and Australia.. 
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The population has been housed. each after its kind# by the compa.ny~ which also 
provides the hospitals. the municipal services and the amusements, as well as the . 
. means of livelihood. One result, however. of a large industrial town isolated in the 
middle of a comparatively poor country is tha.t the cost of living has always been 
very high and this has been & big factor in industrial trouble. 

3. Another fact to be remembered is that this town far a long time had no form 
of znunicipal govemmentat all. The company was a benevolent autocrat, occasionally 
aggrieved to see that its subjects were inclined to -resent the autocracy and to forget 
the benevolence. A special committee was appointed in 1919. underthe presidentship 
of Sir Walter Maude. to consider the problems that arose from the rapid growth of 
this industrial town. That committee recognized that the form. of ad.m.inistration 
provided by the existing .Municipal Act could not be adapted to Jamshedpur and 
made ma.Dy far-rea.ch.ing recommendations. including the formation of an authority 
to be called the Board of Works. to be composed partly 01 Government officers and 
partly of local representatives and to be invested by special legislation with the 
necessary powers. Effect was never given to this, partly for financial reasons. but 
soon afterwards the Iron and Steel Company and the associated companies came to 
a formal agreement between themselves, by which each was to subscribe a certain 
portion of the necessary capital and recurring expenditure. and to nominate a 
committee of companies which was to be the governing body of the town. The 
executive of this body was to be called the Board. of Works (the title suggested for 
the different kind of governing _y contemplated by the Maude Committee) and 
consisted of six representatives of the Iron and Steel Company~ three representatives 
of tbe associated companies and two of \be general public. The Iron and Steel 
Company was, of course, the predominant partner in this business. as it found most 
of tbe money and owned all the land. but the Board of Works had no legal power.! 
of any kind. To remedy this. tbe local Government in 1924 made Jamshedpnr & 
notified area under the Municipal A~ and appointed a Notified Area Committee, 
the personnel of which always remained the same as that of the Board of Works. 
To this Notified Area Committee were given certain powers under the Municipal 
Act, including the power (subject"to the control of the local Government) to impose 
taxation. But the only taxes it has so far imposed are small tans on motor-cars 
and the like; it has never attempted to impose mtes. for the simple :reason that the 
maximum. rates that could be raised under the existing law would not furnish a 
quarter of the sum needed to keep the administration:running at its present standard. 
There were thus two bodies.. the Board of Works, a committee of the companies 
who folllld all the money and carried out the municipal services, and the Notified 
Area Committee. consisting of the same persons, with legal authority but no money. 
The agreement under which the Board of Works was constituted expired recently. 
and an anangement by which each company manages it own area was substituted. 
This leaves tbe pennil .... but legally empowered. Notified Area Committee as the 
Iorm&l governing _y of the town. Jamsbedpur is a unique example of a town 
with the most modem and efficient municipal services in India where the inhabitants 
pay no ",tea. It is haroly surprising that .... objection bas been raised to the 
arrangement despite its undemocratic character. and the relief fFOm rates at the 
expense of the company constitutes an addition to wages which must not be 
overlooked. 

4. Soutb of Jamsbedpur and outside M ...... Tau'. area is the suburb of 
Jugsalai. This is a congested and insanitary area. controlled also by a noti1ied 
area committee. whose income is limited by the Municipal Act ancL therefore, too 
.ma.lJ. to do anything effective. It is inhabited partly by merchants and others. 
who have been attracted to J-pur. but are not employed by the companies 
there. The in.habita.nts~ who number about 15.000. include also many penons 
working in the companies, which have not yet succeeded in housing the whole of 
their staB. Tbe Indian is indined to be restless under tbe _ticns imp .... d 
by modem sanitary autborities. and even if be could get a house in Jamshedpur 
he p<efeno his priml!ive habits and the comparati"" sanitary licence of Jugsalai. 
This area has also since the strike of 192"8 been the home of many penons who 
are temporarily unemployed. and a.re waiting in tbe hope of anotbeT job. 

5. In 1923 a newcivilsub-division ofDhalbhum witb he&dquartem at Jamsbedpur 
was created. There is a sub-divisonal officer with two deputy magistrates for 
criminal and revenue work and a munsif for civil work. The sub-division was created 
mainly as a result of the recommeDdations of the Maude Committee and to meet 
tha needs of tb. town of Jamshedpur. Tho &d.m.inistration and pollcing of tbe town 
is a heavy burden on tbe general taxpayer of tbe province. while the bulk of the 
taxation being income taz goes to the Central Govemment; weIe it not for the 
ex-ciJe revenue from the town~ it would be a. dead loss financially to the local Govern
ment. Tha benefit it confers by providing employment is great. but more of the 
wages bill paid goes outside the province than remains within it. 
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IL-'1'he amteo ollllllO &lid 1921. 

The strike of 1920 was fully described in a communique by Government published 
immediately afterwards and may be given here "' e.¥1eftso • 

.. The following account of the strike at the Works of the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company. Limited. at Jamshedpur. is published for genera! information. 

The strike commenced on the morning of the 24th February. There had been 
signs for some tUne past that some of the workmen were dissatisfied with their wages. 
and a deputation had waited on the Genera! Manager and asked for a 50 per cent. 
increase of wages to meet the increased cost of living. Various other grievances were 
laid before him. of which the principal were that more liberal compensation should be 
given when an accident occurred in the Works, and thattbeduesof deceased workmen 
should be paid to their relatives more promptly. Too Genera! Manager explained to 
the deputation the impossibility of deciding otIhand questions of this nature. He 
promised at once to make enquiries and to collect figures on which he could m.a.k:e 
recommendations to the Directors. and suggested that the members of the deputation 
might collect statistics on their own account. After the enquiriES had been in pro
gress about a week the General Manager learned that the men were becoming im
patient and acoonIingly .... t for the leaders who had previously waited on him and 
again explained the position to them. When the strike occun:ed Mr. Tutwiler ...,. 
in Bombay where he had gone to explain matters to the Directors. 

(ii) On the morning of the 24th February the foundry employees laid do..,. their 
tools without warning; and their erample was immediately followed by the workmen 
in other immches. and in less thau an hour the entire body of lndiau employees 
with the exception of the clerks. had ceased work. The men proceeded to hold 
a. meeting at which they decided not to resume work 1lllless an increase of pay 
was granted. 

. (iii) The Deputy Comm;ssjouer of Siughbhum, Mr. Scott. the Deputy IDspec_
Genera! of Police, Mr. Swaio. and th. Superintendent of PoIIce"reached Jamshedpur 
on the following day. The strikers at first promised Mr. Scott that they would supply 
sufficient labour to keep going the power house upon which the supply of light and 
water f.or the entire settlement depended. This UDderta.kiDg was subsequently 
disregarded by the men. aod the European employees of the Company were compelled 
for some time to work night and day to keep the power house at work and also to 
close down and pack the blast furnaces in order to save them from destruction. 
On the third day of the strike a. considerable number of men gathered at the gates. 
apparently with the intention .of resuming work~ but were dissuaded by the strike 
leaders who were mainly u~untry men. Though there had been no disorder np to 
that time. the situation at Jamshedpur where 30,000 men were on strike rendered it 
imperative that a strong force should be concentrated on the spot for the protection 
of life and property. A large body of armed and military police was therefore at 
once despatched to Jamshedpur and at the request of local Govemment 10() British 
Iofaetry were also sout by the military authorities. 

(iv) The Deputy Commissioner on arrival at Jamshedpur at once proceeded to 
discuss matters with the strilren with the .object of ascertaini.ng what their grievanoes 
were so that definite negotiations eQuId be opened with the Company. Apart from 
the increase of wages the men asked that a definite- set of rules for the Company's 
Service might be drawu up corresponding to those in force on railways and in G0vern
ment service. They complained that when accidents occUf'Ted the men were dealt 
with unfairly and that in many cases accidents really due to trade risks were reported 
by the foremen as due to negligence of the workmen who were thus deprived of pay 
during their period of absence. Complaints were also made that, when men weIe 
accidentally killed in the works, their relatives and dependents were frequently kept 
waiting before they received their dues. On the 26th several gentlemen (including 
Mr. SurencIra Nath Haldar. Bar.-at-Law). arrived from Calcutta and interested 
themselves in the cause of the strikers who adopted them as their spokesmen. On 
the 26th these geutiemeu with six of the strike lead ... met the Company's officials 
and the Government officers. At this meeting the following agreement was anived 
at subject to ratifica:tioD. by the strikers as a body :-(1) That the men should resume 
work voluntarily as they left it. (2) That no action should be taken or ill-will bome 
by the Company against the strikers. (3) That the Company would make no reduction 
from the men's pay on account of the days'during which'the strike lasted. (4) That 
the Maoager would have his statistics ready by the 1st May and that he would 
consult the leaders of the men in each department before forwarding his report and 
recommendations to the Directors. (5) That the strike wou~ be treated as if it n~ 
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existed. and that as a guarantee of restored good relations a mass meeting of the 
strikers should be called that evening. at which the General Manager for the Company 
the Deputy Commissioner for Government. and the four Calcutta. gentlemen for the 
strikers. should address the men and set the seal on the agreement. 

(v) At the workmen's meeting which was held in the afternoon the strikers who 
had been present in the morning and had themselves been parties to the proposed 
agreement. advised their comrades not to ratify it, and when Mr. Hald.ar and his 

. colleagues a.ttempted to address the meeting in order to persuade the strikers to 
accept the terms offered they were denied a. hearing. In these circumstances the 
settlement proved abortive and the strike continued. The refusal of the General 
Manager to -consider the redress of grievancies until the men resumed work had the 
full support of the Directors of the Company. 

(vi) Up to this period of the strike the conduct of the strikers continued to be good 
OIl the whole. Picket:iDg had been going on from the first in order to prevent men 
who wished to do so from returning to work. and sometimes. if persuasion proved 
ineffectual. resort was ha.d to intimidation or even to actual violence. Occasionally 
also speeches were made at the men's meetings at which the use of force was openly 
advocated. but generally the men appeared to be good tempered and not unreasonable 
in their attitude. From the beginning of March some of the men began to return to 
work and the number of these steadily increased. so that by the 7th March almost all 
the Europeans bad been relieved at the furnaces and the power house. The workmen 
recruited locally in Singbbhnm indeed were from the first entirely ready to return, 
and were only restrained by the infiuence of the Punjabis and other up-country men. 
During the first week of March. the local ofticen including the Commissioner. 
Mr. Heycock. who reached ]amshedpur on the 2nd. the Deputy Commissioner. 
Mr. Scott. and the Deputy Inspector-General of Police. Mr. Swain, wereuutiringin their 
eftorts to bring a.bout a settlement. Assistance was also received from Mr. Byomkesh 
Chakravartti who arrived on the 4th but was obliged. to leave again on the night of 
the 5th. The officials bad througbout done their best to persuade the strikers to 
refrain from violence. and had used every endeavour to secure that the points in 
dispute should be clearly defined and fuUy discussed by the representatives of the 
Company and of the men. They also took a leading part in explaining the various 
offers of the management to the men in the vemacualr. The allegation that they 
were DOt impartial but took sides with the Company is totally devoid of fouudatinu. 

(vii) On the 8th March a final offer was made on behalf of the Company in 
accordance with the terms approved by the Directors. The resumption of work 
was au essential pnilimiuary to the grant of any concessions. but if the men returned 
by 6 p.m. on the 8th all the strikers inclodiug their leaders would be reinstated 
and paid their wages up to the date on which the strike broke out. Negotiations 

. would then be opened regarding the other demands. The Company would reconsider 
the question of paying the men for the period of the strike~ and undertook that 
there would be a de6.nite increase in pay if the financial position of the Company 
permitted. When these terms were placed before .. meeting of the men. they were 
most unfavourably received and the strikers announced that they would communicate 
their final answer on the retum of their adviser. Mr. Byomkesh Chakravartti. who 
did not arrive at Jamshedpur until the 11th. On the 9th Mr. Haldar complained 
on behalf of the men that the management were trying to starve them into sub
mission by refusing to soU grain to them. and asked that a.nangements might be 
made to pay off at once men who wished to leave Jamshedpur. The ba.seless nature 
of the fust complaint was explained to the men at a meeting by the Deputy 
Commissioner the same evening. For many months the company had supplied 
its employees with grain below cost price, the current local rate being from 6 to 61 
seers to the rupee whereas the company had been seIIiug throughout the year at 
7 seers. It could not continue to extend this concession to men who refused to 
work for it. but on the other hand, if the supply in the local ba.za.r ran short. the 
Company undertook to soU grain to the strikers at the current market rates. In 
fact, however, there were l.a.lxe supplies of grain in the local bazar. It was also 
explained to the men that those who wished. to sever their connection with the 
Company would be paid up to the date on which the strike commenced and given 
railway tickets to their homes. The crowd accepted Mr~ Scott's explanation with 
good humour and then dispersed. 

(viii) The crisis of the negotintious was reached on the 12th March. when the 
strikers intimated their ftnal refusal of the terms which the Directors had offered. 
At th6. same time Mr. Chakravartti presented the men's final demands. They 
claimed an immediate increase of IS ~ cent. in all wages which before the strike 
did not exceed Rs. 8 per day. This increase was to be liable to enhancement or 
reduction in accordance with the result of the statistics which the General Manager 
was preparing. No men were to be discharged and sympathetic eonsideratioD. of 
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the subjects enumerated in the following memorandum was to be promised:
(1) Increment---.'l5 per cent. and SO per cent. (2) ProvisiOD against accident&
(4) Temporazy. (b) Permanent. (c) Death. (3) Production bonus, general and 
labouring staH. (4) Annual leave. (5) Holidays. (6) Sick leave. (7) Casual 
leave. (8) Medical treatment. (9) Nmses and midwives, (10) Cattle dispensary 
and veterinary treatment. (ll) Codification of service rules and gradations. (12) 
Number of working hours. {I3} Treatment of India.D. subordinates. (14) Town 
management. (15) Guest house. (16) Temple and Musjid. (17) Railway facilities. 
(18) The Department of Greater Extensions to be inclnded. (19) Strike wages. 

The general manager undertook to lay these demands before the directors. 
(ix) The formal presentation of the men~s claims-at once accentuated the gravity 

of the situation. If. as Government were informed was probable, the Directors 
declined to entertain the proposals made, and adhered to their refusal to consider 
concessions until work was resumed, it was likely that disorder would occur. At 
the request of the local officers, therefore~ Government despatched rein1~ments of 
armed and military police numbering about 100 in all including 50 mounted men. 
The military authorities were also asked to hold in readiness a compaIiy of Indian 
Infantry who were subsequently despatched but did Dot reach ]amshedpur until 
the morning of the 16th. 

(x) On the afternoon of the 13th it became evident that a decided change for the 
worse had taken place in the attitude of the strikers. A meeting was held. at which 
inflammatory speeches were made, and in the evening determined efforts were made 
to prevent those of the local aboriginal workmen who had already resumed work 
from entering the works for the 10 o'clock: shift. Strong pickets of strikers armed 
with lathis were established at various points. and a large crowd also assembled outside 
the south gate of the works. Workmen on their way to the works were threatened. 
and the conveyance of a few men into the works by means of a. motor lorry was 
deeply reseoted by the striken. The Depnty Commissioner informed them that 
the lorry would not be uaed if they on their part undertook not to prevent by violence 
willing workers from coming to work. For the moment danger was averted but 
it was clear that the trouble would be renewed. when the 6 a.m. shift came to work 
on the fo11owing morning. 

(xi) Throughout the night 1arge mobs armed with lathis patrolled the town 
and at 4 a.m ... very 1arge body of strikers had collected outside the main gate and 
droveba.ckbyforcetheworkerswbo tried to enter. Three times willing workers were 
brought in by means of the motor lony under the protection of a. strong escort, 
but lorry and escort alike and also the military police guard. at the gate were heavily 
stoned, and at the third trip the road was barricaded by the strikers in two pll'COS 
in order to prevent the passage of the lorry. A little earlier the mob had a.ccused the 
Deputy Commissioner of neglectiDg to take action. on a list of men willing to leave 
Jamshedpur which Mr. Halda< was supposed to have sent him, and refused to believe 
him when he asserted (as was tbe fact) that DO such list had been received. Soon 
after the barricades had been erected the Commissioner came to the gate accompanied. 
by Mr. Chakravartti who explained to the crowd that no list had ever been sent. 
Mr. Chakravartti endeavoured also to persuade the men to leave the gates and resume 
the discussion at a meeting elsewhere. The crowd~ however. remained obstinate 
and refuaed to listen. Their attitnde was as follows :-(1) They would Dot leave 
the Company'. service (2) They would not return to work unless they received 
an increase of SO per cent. in their pay. (3) They wou1d Dot allow any Indian to> 
work whpe the strike was on. (4) They would not vacate their position until those 
already working in the works were brought out. 

Mr. Heycock and Mr. Scott reasoned with the crc>wd for about an hoer, pointing 
out that their action was wholly illegal and explaining that, if they wou1d not disperse 
force would have to be used to compel them to do so. Mr. Chakravartti and other 
representa:tives of the strikers agreed that no other eourse was posslble and joined 
in the attempt to persuade the crowd to.disperse, but without success. Finally the 
Commissioner gave the men one hour up to 11 a.m. to leave the gates, and informed 
them that force would have to be used if they did not disperse by that time. After 
further reasoning with the men Mr. Chakravartti informed the Commissioner that 
he could do nothing with them, but ultimately they dispersed just before II o'clock 
on an undertaking being given by the authorities that the motor lorries would not 
be used that day if the strikers would guanntee not to prevent by violence willing 
workers from returning to work. It was also agreed that a meeting sheuld he held 
with the general manager in the afternoon. _ 

(xii) The ~eeting was held but was infruetuous. The men adhered to their new 
ultimatum of a 50 per cent. increase of pay~ and when the general manager oft&l'ed 
to pa.y them. up to the day before the strike broke out so that they might be put to 
no difficulty while awaiting the reply of the directors in Bombay~ they said they would 
consider it it: two months' wages were offered. Throughout the afternoon a large 
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moving crowd was present opposite the main gate. aDd a strong guard was !1ecessary 
to maintain the position. It was found impossible without precipitating au outbreak 
to move supplies for the European quarter by lorries or cars, and the strikers expressed 
their determination not to permit Indian labourers to enter the works or to let 
supplies go into them. They objected also to the servants of the European employees 
of the company entering the works. 

(xiii) Early on the morning of the 15th an attempt was made to take out a tnt.in 
<arrying coolies chieBy women. who desired to go to their homes from the works to 
Tataoagar. but it was discovered that the railway line had beeo blocked, and the 
train was forced to-return. ~ half past eight and a quarter to nine ill the 
morning* news was received that a party of strikers was attempting to wreck the 
railway line. and the Deputy Inspector-General of Po1ine despatched two troops of 
mounted police under Inspector Pearson with directions to round up the men who 
were destroying the line and to arrest as many as possible. The mounted police 
were directed not to shoot, but if resistance was offered to use their swords. At the 
same time an engine and railway carriage <:ontaining eight Gurkha military poline 
with two British soldiers as guards OD the engine was $ent out along the line to the 
spot in charge of the Depoty Superinieodent, Mr. Ashby. who was told that as many 
as possible of the offenders were to be arrested. but there should be no fuing unless 
absolutely necessary in se11-defence. A second party of mounted police was sent 
out shOrtly after the _ with similar instrnctious, and was accompanied by Mr. 
Sawday. an employee of the company and an honorary magistrate. who acted as 
guide. This party and the party in the train reached the scene of the obstruction 
before Inspector Pear.ion's men had appeared. On arrival they foned the line 
blocked with signal posts~ pig iron and boulders. and a large number of men, chiefty 
Punjabis. were completing the work of obstruction. Forty or fifty were arrested 
by the police. and the train was then sent back to the works to bring reinforc:ementsk 

Mr. Ashby and bis party rema;ning with the mounted men. A large crowd. number
ing about a thousand. many of whom were armed with lalAis~ rapidly collected on 
all sides. and although detachments of sowars" weRI sent out in different directions to 
keep the crowd back, they soon came to c10se quarters with the police and surrounded 
them. The attack was of the most resolute character, and it soon. became impossible 
-to retain the prisoneIs, who escaped and joined the mob. The police were subjected 
to a severe bombardment -with stones. which was continued when they commenced 
~ retreat to the Running Room, about half-a-mile away. Many of the police were 
struck, with stones.. and Mr. Ashby was somewhat severely injured by a blow from a 
atone on the groin. The mob were warned more than once by Mr. Ashby that if 
they petSisted he wou1d be compelled to order fire. hot these warnings were dis
regarded. and at last. as the poline were surrounded and bopelesslY outnumbered. 
Mr. Sawday being the ooly magistrate present. gave the order to fire. Mr. Sawday 
also gave the same order independently to his own party. Even then. hCtWeveI'. 
the mob continued to press the police bard until they were c10se to the Running 
Room. 

(xiv) Mr. Scott, the Deputy Commissioner, received the _ information of the 
collision from two of the strike ·leaders. Gopi and Bhuta. who came to him at the 
director's bungalow at about 9.30 a.m. He at once proceeded on horseback at fall 
speed to the Running Room but heard no shots until he had come close to it. He 
met the retreating party still pursued by the mob c10se to the Running Room and 
ordered the firing to cease. He sent the poline back to the Running Room and 
went on alone to stop the further advance. of the mob. At this point there was 
grave danger that the. mob would advance and get into the works. The strikers 
werre extremely violent and some were heard to shout that they would kill the 
sahibs even if it cost them their lives. Aided by the two strike leaders Gopi and 
Bhuta. who had accompanied him to the spot. Mr. Scott sucoeeded in bringing the 
mob to a staotlstill. Keeping them in !root of him and refusing to elinw any men 
to get behlnd his horse, Mr. Scott advanced as far as the weighbridga At this 
point Inspector Pearson's party, which had not taken part in the figbting. appeared 
and was sent back by Mr. Soott to join the others at the Running Room. The 
crowd was now oooler, and efter 1istening to what they had to say and persuading 
them to toke the wounded to the hospital. Mr. Scott got them to lee"" the railway 
line and dlsperse. In all about 100 shots were~. Five strikers wve killed, 
10 wounded severely, S lairly severely and 10 slightly. 

(xv) This collision marked the end of the attempts at active intimidation in tho 
vicinity of the works. On the following day men began to retum to.. work in con
.uieraOle numbers. The Bihari MisMs and the Chinese skilled workmen were 
anxious to resume work, while the aboriginals who supply tho bulk of the unskilled 
labour were frenkly delighted to be allowed to work. On the other hand. evidence 
has beeo obtained that Punjabi and other up-country workmen had organized some
thing approaching a reigo. of terror amongot tho vilI_ threatening to beat those 
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who returned to work. to bum. their houses and rape their women. Confidence 
in the ability of the authorities to protect those willing to work was now restored. 
and the number of those who returned was greater than the management could 
deal with. On the 18th & committee of directors. including the Chairman. Sir . 
Dorabji Tata. arrived at Jamshedpur. and after consultation with the General Manager. 
the following notice was issued:-(1) The Committee of Directors- of the Tat&. Iron 
&ad Steel Company. Limited. headed by their Chairman. Sir Dorabji Tat... arrived 
at Jamshedpur this morning. (2) They have decided to give time to the men till 
6 a.m. on Saturday. the 20th instant, to return to work. (3) If the men resume in 
sufficient numbers to enable work to be commenced the Committee will at 10 a.m. 
an Saturday. the 20th instan~ announce the decision at which they have arrived as 
regards the concessions dem&aded by the men. (4) Tbe Directors will leave Jam
shedpur for Bombay on Saturday, the 20th instant, at 2 p.m. 

(xvi) On the morning of the 20th practically all the men resumed spnntaneously, 
and in accordance with the promise made the decision of the directors was announced. 
All men drawing Rs. SO and. less would receive a permanent increase of 25 per cent., 
in lieu of 10 per cent. bonus. while men drawing over Rs.50 would recei.ve & per""' 
manent increase of 20 per cent. in lieu of the bonus. Other dem&nds including the 
question of bonus, scale of salaries. &ad rules regarding accidents aod leave would 
be considered and a decision announced on or before the 31st May. This decision. 
b&s apparently been accepted as satisfactory, aod all is DOW reported quiet. 

(xvii) The attention of Government has been drawn to an article which appeared 
in the Anmta BGZtW Patrik4 on the 20th March last which. which pwpo.rts to give 
an account of the incidents which took place on the 15th .March from information 
supplied by a local correspondent. It is alleged in this article that a European 
servant of the company fired with his pistol on the strikers four times. at a moment 
when the strikers had quieted down.. and there was no danger to anyone of personal 
violence. This is a. complete distortion of the facts. No firing a.t all took place 
uutil the party of police (with whom Mr. Sawday",,",) were oompeUed to fire in order 
to protect their own lives. Mr. Sawday himself did not tire until he was attacked 
by a man with an iron bar, and be then fired in the ground a.b~t six feet in front of 
bis a.ssailaDt. Even this did DOt tum the maD. who was eventnally driven oft by a 
sowar. who rode at him with drawn sword. Subsequently during the gene.ral action. 
Mr. Sawdayhad to fire four times more. butnevet"ex~when the mob were ~ 
home their attack. No other European servant of the company fired at all. Again. 
it is alleged in the article that the strikers demanded back certain Indian workers 
who were being carried in a wagon which a European employee of the company was 
escorting a=mpaDied by a Dumber of cavalry soldiers. It will be seen.from the.
above narrative that the Dring had no connection whatever with the objection which 
the strikers ra.ised. to the conveyance of willing workers into the works in a motor 
lorry. The two events indeed occurred CD dilIereDt days. So f&r were the strikezs 
from being in a peaceful mood when tbey tried to stop the lorry, that they stoned 
the lorry. its escort, &ad the poli<e guard at the gate with great viiolence. No 
cavalry soldiers were at any time during the strike at Jamshedpur; the mounted 
men ref~ to were members of the mounted company of the Bihar and Orissa. 
military police. It is also alleged that the attitude of the strikers CD the 14th was 
ODe of determined persistency that their 'bhailok' should DOt be taken forcibly 
or under threat to work inside the factory. This is a complete misrepresentation. 
No attempt whatever was made at any time to compel anyone to work who did JlOt. 
wish to do so. On the eontraIy. the violence was on the side of the strikers. who 
forcibly prevented the eDtrance of willing worker.! into the works. 

Another statement in the article is that the European gentkmeiJ. could not wait 
even 10 minutes before £ring to send for the Commissioner, who was within easy 
reach. It will be evident from the account given. in the foregoing paragraphs that 
firing was postponed until the last possible moment, and that there '\VaS 110 time to 
send for the CommjssioDer or for any other official. In fact, mOi'eover. the Commis
sioner could not have been brought to the scene for at least 20 minutes. It is stat~d 
in the article that Mr. McNabb. another' employee of the company, appeared at the 
head of a body of soldiers and that~ although there was no competent authority to 
order the soldiers to fire, they nevertheless did so. The fact is that Mr. McNabb did 
not accompany any party of the police on the 15th. and was nowhere near the scene 
of the occummce wlieD the firing took place. No party of soldiers fired at all. 

(xviii) In view of these stories and of others which have gained currency it is 
deairabl. that,.the facts should be clearly understood. It is not the case that any 
attempt was made by or on bebalf of the company to compel unwilling persons to 
work: or to bring men 'by force within the works. The regular troops and the armed 
and military police who were 'Sent to Jamshedpur fO!' the protection of life and. 
property were at no time used for any other purpose. When the police were at last 
compelled to fire on the strikers they did so only in self-defence when attacked by 
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a large and angry mob. With the exeeption of two British soldiers who formed 
part of Mr. Ashby's party in the train no regular troops took part in the firing. 
From the evening of the 13th until the morning of the 15th the behaviour of the 

"strikers was most threatening. and the fact that a collision was averted on the 14th 
was due solely to the mingled tact and firmness of the local authorities. Great credit 
is due in particular to the Commissioner~ Mr. Hey-cock~ for his handling of the situa
tion on the 14th and to Mr. Scott~ the Deputy Commissioner. for the resolute ma.nner 
in which he faced and quieted the mob on the 15th. when the police party were 
driven in. The fact that he was successful in Ilia attempt shows clearly that during 
the negotiations of the previous three weeks he had gained the confidence and 
respect of the strlkeB." 

2. There is little to add to the above statement. It is dear that the immediate 
cause of the strike was economic. The price of living had been increasing rapidly 
since the war all over India. and in the town of J amshedpur there are conditions 
which make cost of living higher there than elsewhe~ at any time. It is'too large 
a concentration of people to live,in that compantively poor country even if an 
industrial population could produce their own food. All necessities have to be 
imported by rail or from some distance. This must have been aggravated at the 
time by the inftux of workmen. employed on the construction. of the .. greater extena 
sions .. which nearly doubled the size of the workS. Added to that it was a time of 
scarcity in the province; for two years the outtum of staple crops had been poor, 
and there had been practically a famine in cotton cloth. It is true that Me5SlS. 
Tatas even then were paying considerably higher wages than were paid elsewhere 
for similar work; for months the company had been selling both grain and cloth 
to their own employees below cost price, and the 10 per Gent. bonus mentioned in 
the papers as given since 1917 appears to have been compensation for high prices. 
and was not a production bonus. There is no material on which to make any 
estimate of how the wages paid compared with a living wage; the ruling fact no 
doubt was that the purchasing power of a man's earnings was less than it bad been 
before. It seems to have been established at least by negative evidence that no 
outside influence of any kind had been at work in bringing about the strike. It is 
gra~g that immediately OD the termination of the strike the Directors of the 
Ir-on and Steel Company passed a resolution expressing their appreciation of the 
services of the officers of Government not only :in the matter of preserving law and 
order but also in the assistance rendered by them. in bringing about a termination 
of the strike. • . 

3. "The settlement reached on the 20th March had left much for future con~ 
sideratio~. and the records of the time show that the final settlement was not reached 
without friction and unrest. On the 20th May, the directors made a further announce
ment regarding (i) service rules regulating employment, discharge, disablement, 
sickness and leave. and (il) provident fund rnles. It was not well received. The 
announcement made no allusion to the points to which the men attached most 
importance. viz .• strike pay and the extension oi the bonus on production to all 
ranks. The service rules gave satisfactiOll, but the provident fund rules were 
unacceptable largely because they were misunderstood.. The men held that the 
increase of wages granted at the end of the strike were a temporary ana.ngement 
pending examination of figures and they expected a :further increase.. Finally, the 
company made announcement to the following effect:-
• {i) The following increase in wages were announced :-

Monthly payor equivalent 
daily wage. 

Rs. 15 to 40 
Rs. 40 to 75 
Rs. 75 to ISO 

Increase. 
20 per cent. 
15 per cent. 
10 per cent. 

The increases were to be calculated on the actual rates of wages drawn on the 
29th February. 1920. excluding the 10 per cent. bonus ~ted in 1917, and were 
to be in addition to the permanent increases granted in .March last. 

The net result is shown in the following table :-

Monthly par. or equivalent 
ilaily wage. 

Rs. 15 to 40 
Rs. 40 to SO •• 
Rs. SO to 75 .• 
Rs. 75 to ISO 

Pe><entage 
~ted 
mMarch. 

25 
2S 
20 
20 

Peroent
age 
~ted 
in June. 

20 
15 
IS 
10 

Total 
pen:entage 

.of increase. 
4S 
40 
3S 
30 
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(li) All employees drawing less than 8 annas a day or Rs. 15 a month were to 
receive two days~ additional pay after every four weeks if not absent for m~ than 
one day. and one day's additional pay after every four weeks if not absent for more 
than two days. (iii) The provident fund rules were altered so as to require a. con
tribution of half a month's pay only from all employees as a condition of receiving 
the company's contribution. {iv) The demand for strike pay was refused. (v) 
Bonus on production was to be paid to all employees. irrespective of nationality •. 
holding or rising to a post in which the bonus was then being drawn. (vi) One-third 
of lapsed deposits in the provident fund were to be held as a fund from which 
gratuities would be paid on retirement to employees who have served the wmpany 
continuously for 12 years. (vii) The company refused to introduce "fixed scales of 
pay in the works. (viii) Holidays for two religious festivals in each year were to be. 
granted to all employees 011 full pay. (ix) Employees paid by the da.y were to be 
allowed two weeks' leave annually on full pay instead of six months On half pay 
after seven years. (xl The directors refused to recognize the Labour Association 
at that time as it had only been in existence for two months~ and they were not 
satisfled that it represented a large proportion of the men. They promised to 
reconsider the question if further experience showed that the Association was a 
genuine body which desired to work in co-operation with the management. 

4. The reference to the Labour Association here is the first we hear of that body 
which bas pla.yed a. large part in Jamsbedpur labour politics subsequeotiy. A note. 
dated the 16th March, 1920, by a po_ officer states .. A ]amsbedpur Labour As
sociation has beeo started with Mr. S. N. Haldar as president, Jogesb Ghosh as 
secretary and Viswanath Janardan Sathey as treasurer. The executive committee 
appears to ronsist of those who took a leading part in the strike!' Mention is made: 
at the same time of a rival :society~ apparently started by the company called the 
Tata's \\torkers Welfare Union, of which little more is heard. At the time the 
membership of the Labour Association appears to have been small and its inAuence 
among the men limited and the company actually conducted negotiations with an 
independent committee of representatives- of the Workmen. ~vernment officers 
noted at the time their view that the recognition of the Association is a matter which 
would not be allowed to drop~ and mentioned two further causes as likely to prevent 
the complete restoration of peace. One was the fact that shopkeepers in the town 
were clearly profiteering and had·managed to force up the price of food grains directly 
the first increment was granted in March. AnotheT was that the system. of promotion 
inteoded to secure promotion by merit alone. did in effect work arbitrarily and give 
rise to discontent and. a feeling of insecurity. However for the mpment the trouble 
was.past. 

5. The period betweeo the close of the first big strike early in 1920, a.nd the second 
strike in September, 1922~ was one of great political activity. The monned. Govern
ment had come into being and ncm-eoopera.tion was at its height. Though none of 
the strikes at Jamshedpur has been either instigated by politicians or due directly 
to causes other than a la.bour dispute, yet this place like all others must have been 
affected by the prevailing unrest. The Labour Association was growing in strength 
and inftuence though still unorganized. and the leaders in its activities were the 
same persons as those who took the lead in Congress politics. The president was 
still Mr. HaIdar, the Calcu_ barrister, and two organizing secretaries were sent to 
it by him. in succession, one at least of whom had been in jail in consequence of his 
revolutionary activities. The early connection of the Labour Association with the 
advanced. political party is importan.t.·as it is this connection which largely explains 
its policy. its failures and its successes. Meanwhile~ great changes bad been taking 
place in the position of the company. The world prices of steel were falling and 
wages were being reduced. in Europe, while ~e company during the period of high 
prices had embarked upon extensions which nearly doubled the capital on which 
they ba.d to pay interest. 

6. The Labour Association was again active in the middle Of 1921~ when it 
presented to the management three demands: (i) Bonus of one month>s pay from 
the profits of the previosu year, (ii) an. all-round increase of 3S per cent .• and (iii) a. 
minimum of 8 annas a day for weekly paid labour. The management declared 
themselves unable to meet these. demands, which. caused disappointment, and also 
stigmatized them as •• unreasonable," which caused considerable resentment. The 
leaders declared. that the position must be accepted as they were not strong enough 
to strike. Tt. failure of the Association in these negotiations discredited it to some 
extent. The executi~ had presented to the management demands considerably more . 
moderate than those which the mass meeting had by resolution authorized them to 
present, and this brought much criticism and suspicion upon them. The other 
point to notice about these demands is that they include a claim to a share in the 
profits. The management of the company have from time to time called attention. 
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to the fact that strikes or threats of strikes always coincide with a time when the 
company is making or believed to be making larger pronto than usual: the strike 
is not for a. subsistence wage. or even a fair wage. or to maintain a particular standard 
of life, but the strike leaders are opportunists taking every chan"" to wrest from 
the shareholders a larger sbare of the pronto of industry. It is true that these demands 
incl:ode one for minimum wage for the coo-ly class; and ~ demand has appeared 
a.ga.m among the numerous demands that have been made m the course of the strikes. 
But a ~eature pf t~ese. strikes in ]amshedpur is that they have been strikes of superior 
and skilled or senu~skiUed men: the coaly class have never been willing participators, 
though kept out of the works by timidity. They have usually rejoined as soon as 
police protection is guaranteed, and their needs have generally not formed part of 
the final settlement. 

7. It was nearly a year before the Labour Association became active again, 
and its activities on this occasion culminated. in the second big strike. There are 
those who attribute its activity and its consequences merely to a. desire of the 
Association to recover their lost prestige* but there is DO evidence to prove this. 
Indeed. it seems clear that the leaders stin considered that the time was not ripe for 
a strike. Reports of meetings are a.vailable which show that the president was 
strongly against a strike until more funds had been collected and the body had been 
consolidated. The impression gained by Government officus was that the Labour 
Association would not call or instigate a strike, hut that if one-occurred they would 
take charge of it and manage it. Appreciations of the situation at the middle of 
1922 refer to the great unrest prevailing aod note in parti<:ular two points (i) the 
large numbers attending the mass meetings called by the Labour Association, (ii) the 
fact that the grievances discussed were to .. very great extent particular grievances 
of individuals and that there seemed no general grievance aHectiDg the whole body 
of workmen. The latter comment seems correct. There was not much talk of general 
grievances. Mention is made of housing, particnla:rly of the terms on which land 
was let for building houses, of tho hours of work for the general shift, of facilities 
for grazing cattle on open spa.ce&z of free medical attendance at workmen's homez 
and the like. But as has been discovered several times the expressed grievances 
are not always a: safe index to the real cause of the troubles, and a statement and a 
counter manifesto were issued by the company and the workers respectively. which 
probably focus more clearly the true issue. The company's statement was. to the 
elIect that world prices of steel were falling, pronts were being reduced aod any 
increas;e in wages was impossible; that the men's leaders were mjglecu:ljng them; 
that if a strike occured the company would be forced to close down and would not 
reopen for many month:!; that the men must assist the company if: the present 
rate of wages was to be maintained, and that if the men struck, strikers would only 
be taken back (if at all) on a lower Jate of wages. Tho counter manifesto appeared 
soon after. It was signed U The workers .~ 88 a reply to the statement that the 
discussions in the mass meetings were not representative of the views of the men as 
a whole. U It is DOt the speakers at the meetings who clamour for an increase of 
wages and,other concessions, but it is we who want a reasonable share of the produce 
of our labour and right and justice done to us in other respects." It then proceOOs 
to ezamine balance sheets and to nrge that shareholders and the reserve fund had 
had more than a fair share of the pronts, that allegations that wages had been 
reduced in Europe was fallacious. since the reduced wages in Europe were still more 
than double pr&-war level. while in India there had been no such infistion of wages 
to justify a reduction or rather the refusal of an increase. It dealt with other parts 
of the company's statement and ended on a distinctly threatening note. It seems 
clear that the chief cause of unrest was tho belief in the ability of the company to 
pay much higher wages, and that jt was making big pronts in which tho moo did 
not got their fair share. A strike was expected immediately after the 25th August. 
1922, hut did not occur at once. Tko Association. howevw, .... t the following list 
of demands to the Directors and the General Manager :-(i) That Ganga Prashad 
and A. C. Mazumdar. dismissed employees~ should be remstated. (ii) That the 
company should recogniR the Labour Association, permit its members to enquire 
into grievances and give the Association a quarterin Bistopnr. (iii) That the general 
shift should be for S hours only, from S a.m. to 4.SO p.m., including hall ao hour 
for lunch (instead of 6 a.m. to" p.m.), and that clerks should work only from 10 a.m. 
to 4.SO p.m. (iv) That there should be no compulsory overtime an,! that for overtime 
at night 4 days' pay should be drawn for 3 days' WOi'k. (v) That VIctims of accidents 
should draw fun pay while absent from duty (i.e .. irrespective of any fault in the 
matt .. ). (vi) That the service rules should be amended to enable employees to take 
leave at the time of their choice and net at the discretion 01 the company, and that 
gretuity should be paid after 10 yean' service. (vti) That workmen drawing less 
than Rs. 300 a month should receive free medical attendance at their homes for 
their wives and families. - (viii) That out of tho ~ts for 1921-22 tho company 
Should grant a bonus of one month's pay to all .ts employees. (ix) Thot female 
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labOurers should draw full pay 1M six weeks before and after delivery. (x) That 
Mr. Campion shuuld make a written apology for having interfered with Saban Bux 
at his prayers. (N.B.-This matter was dropped owing to Mr. Campion's suddeD. 
death in a day or two later.) . 

It is noted that the demand to which the men attached mast importance was 
that for a bonus of a month's wages from the profits. No copy of this letter is in: 
the possession of Government and it is not known whether it contained any notice or 
threat of &, strike. Presumably it did Dot as the strike clearly came as a surprise 
to the management. The papeIS of the time contain a note of & conversation between 
& police officer and the representative of labour in the Leglislative Council. The 
la.tter. who was in a position to speak with knowledge. stated that counsels weIe 
much divided about the policy of striking. that many of the strikers had no real 

'grievances. but the fact that the company had made 88lakhs of profit in the previous 
year and after refusing a dividend to their sbareholders had been obliged to yield 
and declare 4 per cent. had led the men to believe :that the company could pay 
increased wages. if the men took a fum stand as the shareholders had done. The 
immediate occasion of the strike was the failure of the company to answer a letter 
from the Labour Association but the real cause was the high price of food and 
necessities and the failure of the company to control prices and to check profiteering. 

8. On the 19th September~ the acting general manager had authorised an 
announcement that the men's demands would be considered on the return of the 
parmaoent General Manager, Mr. Tutwiler, in the lim week of October. This was 
announced at the mass meeting in the evening at 6.30 p.m. and it was resolved to 
strike. The]O p.m. shift did not go to work and the works were deserted save for 
the whole Europeai1 staff of the company who kept going such work as was needed 
to maintain the essential public utility services and to prevent irreparable damage 
to the plant. The strike was complete and included not only the ordinary Indian 
workmen. but also many Angio.lndiaDs and the Bengali clerical statl. By moming 
elaborate arrangements had been made by the men to -picket all the approaches to 
the works, but everything was .orderly and there was no violence. The managEment 
were determined to adhere to the terms of their public statement, as is shown by the 
notice issued two or three days later, as follows :-(4) Those men who return to 
work on Monday. 25th September. accordingtoiheirpropershifts andhoursofdutywill 
be rf"tained on their present rates of pay. (b) Those who do not return by that time 
e&mlot be taken back on their present rates of pay and their pay will be reduced 
10 per cent. (e) Theeompanyreserves the right to refuse to reinstate tboseemployees 
whose services it does not wish to retain. It is a notice that leaves little room for 
!Compromise or negotiation. 

9. The Deputy Commissioner. Mr. Lewis, was on the spot when the strike be&a.n 
and he was soon joined by senior police officers. Immediate steps were taken to 
concentrate a large force of police and military in the town. The first need was 
to ensure the maintenance of the essential services. the supply of water and light. 
The necessary work was being done by the European staft who were engaged day 
and night on the boilers in the works and in consequence great anxiety was felt for 
the safety of their women and children who were alone in the town. Reports show 
that feelings were extremely bitter, a deadlock had been reathed at a very early stage, 
both sides showed an inclination to .. force the pace, U and the officers of the 
Government anticipated that the situation would deteriorate very Yapidly and end 
in rioting and bloodshed.. Particular anxiety was felt for the safety of the worb~ 
which are a natioDal asset and more than. the mere property of a private company. 
At the same time as these preparatiOns were made. the Deputy Commissioner met 
both parties &Cd assured them of his strict impartiality as regards the issues at 
stake and the fact that the forCe8 at his disposal were intended only to protect life: 
and property and to secure to everyone the free exercise of his private :rigbts whether 
to work or to abstain from working. The need for this was fully proved by a 
number of isolated cases of assault and intimidation. which however were much 
reduced when the system of patrols was established. . 

]0. The Honourable Mr. (now Sir Hugh) McPherson. Member 01 the Executive 
Council of the province went to Jamshedpur a few days after the strike had begun. 
to enquire into the situation. He succeeded in bringing about a meeting between 
the management and the men's representatives in his presence. Mr. Padshah. the 
acting general manager of the company, had by this time received the instructions 
of the directors on .the demands of the men. The directors protested strongly against 
the declaration of the strike without any opportunity for the management to consider 
the demaues of the men (the letter had 1'eached the general manager on the ] 8th 
September and the strike had been called on the 19th) aud then stated with regard 
to the points at issue that the company could make no concession which meant 
increased cost of production, or any concession which involved surrendering to the 
Labour Association the proper functions of the managementinmattersofdisciplineand 
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administration~ but that the other demands would be sympathetically considered. 
It must be noted that the directors on this occasion had given their general manager 
full powers to come to a settlement. thus avoiding ODe of the chief difficulties of the 
previous strike; but at the same time the matten left for negotiation were very 
limited. There were no further discussions at the moment. It seems that at 
this stage both Government officers and Mr. HaJdar (who was still in Calcutta) 
believed that the demand for a bonus of one month's pay was not vital and that the 
grant of some other concessions might save the face of the men and bring about a 
settlement. Government officers thought that in. their dealings with these men the 
company were inclined to presume too far on the fact that they were absolute 0WJlel'S 
of a town of sixty thousand inhabitants, and to lose the credit for the great and 
substantial benefits which they had conferred on their labour. by an overbearing 
manner in comparatively small matters. With regard to the Labour Association it 
appears that the -recognition of that body was Dnder consideration, but the presence 
of outsiders in the executive was a stumbling block. It may be Doted that at this 
meeting the company adhered to its intention of dispensing at their discretion with 
the services of those who did not rejoin by the 25th September* but there is no record 
that anything was said about the 10 per cent~ reduction. 

II. The effective system of police patrols was restoring confidence- in the town 
and under the protection afforded a. large number of coolies and some- of the clerks 
rejoined, but on the date fixed by the company (the 25th September) the number 
of skilled men who had returned was very small. The reports oi the time note 
certain features which we also noted in 1928. The cooly class were never willing 
strikeI9 and rejoined as soon as they could do so without danger. As men re
turned to work the bitterness of feeling and the determination of both sides 
increased. The mass meetings had wavered about calling a strike. but now that 
it had started they were unanimous to continue it. The Deputy Commissioner was 
obliged to warn both sides against the vindict:ive prosecution of petty cases in the 
courts. The strike was now resolving itself into a struggle for power between the 
company and the Labour As:sociation which was by this time affiliated to the Trade 
Union Congress. The Government officers were of -opinion that Mr. Haldu (who 
was now in Jamshedpur) attached little importance to the actual demands of the men~ 
but much importance to saving the La.bour Association and extending its power. 
He would call 011 the strike for two concessions (i) no vict:imisation and (ti) recogni
tion of the Labour Association. The company had no wish to crush out any 
voluntary union of their men, but to the Deputy Commissioner it appeared that 
what the company actually wanted "I1Va$ a Labour Association that would practically 
surrender the right to strike and would be controlled by the management. The 
company would be prepared to recognize a reconstituted association. Further the 
management were determined not to re...employ a large number of the men who 
had beell responsible for fomenting the strike. There was at this stage great risk 
of the workmen themselves becoming mere pawns in the game while the company and 
those who represented or claimed to represent labour struggled over the larKer issues. 
The deadlock was complete. The possibility of some furm of mediation at this 
time was anxiously examined both by the Govemment and by the ofticeIs 011 the 
spot~ but ci.reumstances a.t the moment were wdavourable. 

12. On the 2nd October. Mr. Tutwiler. the pennanellt gene<al manager. returned 
to Jamsbedpur. He immediately announced his intention 01 ~g out the policy 
of his predecessor. Mr. Tutwiler's personal influence and the respect and affection 
in which he """ held by all employees was great, and the _ result of his retum 
seems to have been a tendency of the strikers to break up into communities.. The 
Sikhs. always a most influential body. took a line of their own and sent a ~presenta.-
tive deputation to Mr. Tutwiler. To the deputa.~ however. Mr. Tutwiler only 
reiterated his determination to pUlSue the previous policy and in particular that 
certain individuals would Ilot be re-employed.. Mr. Haldar ..... obliged to address 
a sectional appeal to the Bengali clerical staff not to go back to work. For the 
moment it was successful. But by this time men were rejoining in large numbets 
there were upwards of 10,000 or about a quarter of the total labour force working. 
This as we know by experience is a most dangerous phase. and one in which there 
is every chance of collisions between. bodies of workers and strikers or between the 
latter and the police. The speeclles at the meetings became more menacing in 
tone. Mr. Haldar left Jamshedpur on the 3rd October. Before leaving be wrote 
to the Deputy Commissioner saymg that his services were still at the disposal of the 
men if he would be of any use, that while the strike was inopportune the demands 
were just and that he hoped nothing would be done to take away the men's seU
respect and eompeJ their surrender. He suggested that if no settlement was possible, 
the men's dues should be settled through the Deputy Commissioner SO that they 
might leave Jamsbedpur. an(J that arrangements should be made aa:ordingly by the 
Deputy Commissioner. This last proposal was also given prominence in the meetings. 
and had been raised by Mr. Haldar in the strike of 1920. It was extremely doubtful 
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whether any of the men wanted to leave. and the proposal probably had two objects. 
First those who knew they would not be re-employed wanted to take as many as 
possible of their fellows away with them. Secondly the leaders wanted to 
manufacture a grievance against the Government and throw on the Government 
the responsibility for repatriating a starving population on lines similar to the 
agitation at the time of the exodus of tea garden coolies from Assam. However. the 
general manager declared that any man who applied would have his dues settled up 
at once. and that he had sufficient clerical staff to deal with five hundred applications 
a day. There was thus no need for theGovemment aid in the matter and in fact no 
applications were made. 

13. During the ensuing days of strike weariness became everywhere apparents 
and men rejoined in increasing numbers. but there was a conesponding increase in 
the advocacy of violence which gave rise to much anxiety. This was only natural 
as the more determined element began to recognise that if they are not to be defeated 
by a process of attrition. active measures are needed. At the same time it is on 
reoord that the men's leaders themselves did everyt:bing possible to keep the peace. 
There seems no doubt that by this time the great majority of the strikel's wished 
that the strike was over and that they could return to work. but at the same time 
were determined not to go baclt until some settlement was given to- them which 
would enable them to do so without loss of self-respect. In particulaJ:, the order 
that all those who rejoined would chaw wages reduced by 10 per cent. stood in the 
way. It is probable that the company had. no serious intention of enforcing this 
order, butkatthesametime, would not withdraw it. The maiD. body of strikers waited 
for some advance from the side of the company. By the middle of the month. 
about 14.000 men, including about 8,000 skilled men, had rejoined and the company 
had now enough labour to operate production departments on a scale sufficient to 
enable: it to maintain its position indefinitely. The company's position as against 
the strikers appeared impregnable and the company were apparently proposing to 
use the situation to re-organizetheir labour at their own time and in their own manner~ 
This they could only do under th~ exceptional protection afforded by the large 
police and military forces in the place. and the Deputy Commissioner realised that, 
while it was his bounden duty to preserve the peace and prevent violent measures 
at aU costs, by so doing he bad created a situation which the company could prolong 
indefurltely to their own advantage. He represented this to the Government and 
as a result Mr. Lyall, the Commissioner of the division, came down to discuss with 
the officers on the spot whether any measures were possible to release the deadlock. 

14. Meanwhile the company had taken a step which but for the prompt and 
:firm action of the Deputy Commissioner would probably have precipitated a. crisis. 
On the 16th October. the genend manager wrote to the Deputy Commissioner that 
the company, as proprietors of the land. proposed to issue a notice forbidding the 
holding of public meetings on all land except a portion. of the south of the town, 
but were withholdingthe notice until the 18th instant in order to givetbe Government 
officers an opportunity to make such dispositions as they deemed necessary to deal 
with any breach of the peace that might arise in -consequence. Mr Lewis went at 
once to the general manager and told him that he could not receive an ultimatum 
of this kind. that he was prepared to draw a regular j>Toc:..dmg and to go into the 
legal aspects of the question in the presence of both parties, but that in the meantime 
if the company adhered to the course of action proposed~ he 'Would use his legal 
powers to restrain the general manager from giving effect to his intention. The 
proposal ...... dropped for the moment. and Mr, Lewis heard both parties the foBowing 
day and the strikers asked for an adjournment till the 25th to obtain legal ad,vicel 

but before that date the strike had ended. The same question arose in the strike 
of 1920. and was raised again a ~ or two later. The company based their claim. 
upon their proprietary rights; It is obvio~ that where a private company is the 
sole proprietor of a large town and much of thee surrounding country. the strict 
enforcement of the rights of private property means a complete denial of the right 
of publU: meeting, 

15. On the 20th October. a sudden change came over the scene. Hitherto 
there had been intimidation but practically no picketing. That morning there 
was picketing by thousands of men all over the town and surrounding villages 
and hundreds of workers. particularly of the timid eooly class 'Weft turned back. 
They could have gone to work under the protection afforded by the police patrols 
but did not dare to do so. The Deputy Commissioner was satisfied that, as the men 
who wanted to work and the men who wanted to prevent othel'S working were 
about equally balanced, such a course of conduct must inevitably result in a serious 
collision. or in othel' words, that in the -existing conditions j>eaujul picketing was 
not ,~ib1e. He therefore forbade picketing by an order under section l44. C.P.C .• 
which. however. remained in force for a day or two only, and was withdrawn when 
it appeared that the need for it no 10000er existed. 

• 
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16. On the 20th October. Mr. LyaU~ the Commissioner and Dewan Chaman I.all • 
. Secr_ry of the All-India Trade Unio!\ Congress. arrived in Jamshedpur. On 
that day the Commissioner met Mr. Tutwiler and ascertained from hlm that the 
management were not prepared to yield on any point; in particular that he was not 
willing to withdraw the condition that those returning would have their pay reduced 
by 10 per cent. though as soon as they returned he intended to recommend to the 
dlrectors that this condition should be cancelled and he had Jet everybody know 
this. He declined to make any written announcement or to meet Dewan Cbaman 
Lall. On tho 21st Dewan Chaman LaII met the Commissioner and the Deputy 
Commissioner. There was a discussion on the ethics and policy of picketing. and 
then upon a settlement of the strike. Dewan Cha.ma.n La1l stated that be was in 
a position to bring back the men if the company would forego the 10 per cent. 
reduction though he pressed also for U DO victimization· .. and a conciliation board. 
He wanted to meet the general manager. Mr .. Lyall thereupon went back to' Mr. 
Tutwiler. and asked whether the 10 per cent. order~ which the company admittedly 
never intended to enforce and was apparently the only obstacle. could not be 
withdrawn. The general manager declared his iDability to do this or to meet Dewan 
Cha.man LaII. On the latter point, however. he relented later in the day on the 
intervention of Mr. &ijnath, M.L.C .. to the extent of meeting Dewan Chaman LaII 
as man to man at his bungalow and discussing matters with him~ but making it 
clear that he eoold not hind the compaoy or go beyond the conditions already made 
public. These conditions appear to have been (i) immediate return to work. (ii) 
recommendation to directors after return. that the to per cent. reduction should not 
be enforced. (ill) right of the company to refuse to re-employ those who had been 
especially disloyal and (iv) readiness at any time to appoint a joint committee of 
20 chosen half by himself and half by the workers to Yeport on grievances to the 
general manager..whose decision should be final. We have no record of what passed 
between Dewan Chama.n Lall and Mr. Tutwiler at their meeting. On the evening 
of the 2200 October, Dewan Cha.man LaII addressed the work ... and told them that 
a settlement had been reached on the following terms (which are taken from the 
verbatim report of the speech in Hindi). (i) Everybody was to retnrn to work at 
6 a.m. the following morning. Those who had gone to their homes ~ to resume 
work at once- on their retum.. (n) A committee of 10 from each side would te 
appointed to arrange a settlement of their demands. (ilil Everyone would go back 
on the wages draWll before the strike. (iv) The reorganization of the union shall 
be undertaken by. the Trades Union Congress. 

The following points must be noticed abont this settlement :-(a) The men 
were told that they would go back -on their former pay~ no reference being 
made to the need for the approval of the d-.,.... (b) Nothing whatever is said 
about the right of the company to refuse to re-flDploy particular mea. et) The 
natural interpretation of the statement is that the function of the committee 'WOUld 
be to make a 1inaI decision and not merely to advise. 

11. The uncerta.in.ty contained the seeds of future trouble as subsequent events 
showed.. More important than details is the fact that there is nothing to show the 
authority on which Dewan Chaman Lall made his stateme-nt to the men. The 
general manager certainly gave the Commissioner to understand that he had not 
gone beyond the conditions previously made known. The company made no state-. 
ment of any kind either then or later, and the Government officers were inclined to 
think that the company regarded the men as having returned to work unconditionally 
and the management as entirely uncommitted. On the other band the company 
did. not repudiate the statement. Moreover one· or two things are clear. The 
termination of the strike was the direct outcome -of the meeting between Dewan 
Chaman LaU and Mr. TntwiJer and therefore the comp&lly~ though refusing to 
negotiate with the Labour Association. had negotiated with the larger labour 
organization that stood. behind it. SeC011dly~ the company did allow everyone to 
return on the morning of the 23rd October. and therefore the men can fairly claim to 
heve established the principle of "no victimization." But the 1922 strike eoded. 
as the 1920 strike had done, leaving the main issues in the air to be settled by futnre 
discussion. 

DL-J'rom Ibe 11_ of 1922 to the Strike of 1928. 

The information on record conceming this period is scrappy. The first point 
that emerges is the ambiguity of the understanding on which the men had come 
back ta. work. There was much unrest among the Indian workme.n. and also dis· 
content -among the European and American supervising sta.ff~ who considered that 
they had been "Iet down H by the management in coming to any fonn of compromise 
and particnlarIr in taking back the ringleaders. There -.-. numerous discbarg"" 
&Imost&t once. including that of Mr. G. Sethi. the secretary 01 the Labour AssoeiatjOD. 
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No doubt each of these discharges could be justified 011 its own merits, and no doubt 
on the one hand there was insubordination and indiscipline as a result of the general 
unrest. and on the other hand. departmental superintendents were probably trying 
in their own departments to restore the discipline which they considered had been 
lost by the so-<:aIIed settlement. But the men clearly regarded these discharges as 
victimi%ation deferred. Further. though nothing more is heard of the 10 per cent. 
reduction. some of the men on their return to work found themselves in less lucrative 
jobs than those they left. The company's attitude in this was that the men had 
been allowed to return to work on their old rates of pa.y~ but that there was no 
guarantee that these rates would remain in force indefmitely~ and the dumping of 
foreign steel in the country at the time was making it impossible to continue the 
rates that up till then had been paid. The most important difference of opinion~ 
however. was over the conciliation committee. its constitution and its functions. The 
management said that the understanding was that the men should submit 100 names 
of employees of the compaDY~ both of strikers and non-strikers. and from these the 
general manager would choose ten as representatives of the men. The men's leaders 
wanted to choose ten persoDS~ including not only Qutsiders. but also the secretary of 
the Labour Association, who though dismissed from the company's service still 
retained that position and represented the Association at the Trade Union Congress. 
It appears that the disputes over the conciliation committee lasted so long that it 
never actually came into being or got down to business at all. Not only was there 
dispute as to the nature of the understanding on which the men came back to work, 
but there 'WCI.S mutual accusation that both parties were failing to keep to the terms 
of this ambiguous ariangement. The numbers present at the meetings of the Labour 
Association were, however. small. and it is doubtful whether the un:rest was wide 
or deepseated. 

2. The Indian TariJf _ was set up in July, 1923, and dealt _ with pro
tection to the steel industry. It produced its first report that year~ recommending 
" protective tariff, and the portion dealing with labour is paragrapbs 54-56 of 
ChapterV. It is here pointed out that the wages in JamshedpurduriDgtbe pzevious 
five or six years do not taeem to be higher than those paid in other industries, or
disproportionate to the rise in the cost of living. The cost of labour in a ton of steel 
was~ however~ excessive, partly owing to the high price of imported skilled labour. 
and partly owing to the large number of semi-skilled. or unskilled workmen employed. 
In the former there had been considerable reduction by the substitution of Indians 
for Europeans and Americans" but the numbers of the latter could ba.ve been reduced 
without klss of efficiency. The _ recognized that the company bad been 
handicapped in making economics by the labour unrest and the fear of strikes, but 
drew attention to the need for reduction of sta1I if the industry was to survive. The 
Board thus indicated early the real source of aU the subsequent trouble. It is 'Worth 
noting that Mr~ Manek Homi who was afterwards so prominent in leading the big 
strike against the reduction policy. himself gave ~ce before the Tariff Board 
advocating this policy. 

3. Legislation was needed to give effect to the recommendations of the Tarift 
Board, and early in 1924 the Steel Industry (protection) Bill came hefore the 
Legislative Assembly. Labour was immediately active in an endeavour to gain, in 
conjunction with the advanced political party, some concessions for themselves in 
return for the assistance to be given to the company at the expense of the general 
taxpayer. The Labour Association published a pamphlet describing their grievances 
and distributed it to all members of the Legislative Assembly as well as to some 
members of the House of Commons. This pamphlet dealt with recognition of the 
La-bou! Association and with a number of matters which had previously been included 
in the grievances and demaIuis. The pamphlet was published too late to admit of 
any reply before the discussions in the Assembly on the Bill (which is reported in 
Volume IV, Part IV, of the official report of the Legislative Assembly Debates, 
1924). but the Labour Association did publish a supplementary letter admitting that 
there were one or two actual mis-statements and in other passages the picture was 
overdrawn. Meanwhile the Secretary of the Labour Association was in Simla~ 
conducting a regular campaign among the Indian Labour leaders there or with their 
aid. A conciliation committee met at J~pur. It was headed by Mr. C. R. Das 
and included Messrs. Cbaman I.all, Joobi, the Rev. C. F. Andrews and othe<s from 
outside as well as members of the Labour Association. Mr. R. D. Tata and OffiCeIS 
of the company. as weU as representatives of the workers. were present. while Pandit 
Moblal Nehru and Mr. Ra.ngaswami Iyengar were among the visitors. There is no 
official record of the proceedings available to the public but it would appear that 
the conciliation committee went over most of the matters raised in the pamphlet. 
On most points there was a satis.fa.ctmy understanding. but a deadlock over the 
recognition of the Association. The obstacle was the presence of outsiders in the 
executive. and particularly with regard to the inclusiou of G. Sethi, a discharged 
employee in it. The labour meetings at the time Wlll'e larger probably owing to the 
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presem:e of distinguished leaders. hut not Jarge as compared with those in the strike 
four years later. The Association seems to have been still unorganized, the member
ship sma.ll. and the subscriptions difficult to collect. and irregular. The Steel Industry 
(Protection) Act, 1924, came into force CD the 13th June. 1924. 

4. It seems to have been the Rev. C. F. Andrews. who Jater organized the Labour
Association. ~me its president and secured re<:ognition for it. The difficulty 
about the appointment of a discbarged employee of the company as secretary appears 
to have been surmounted by re-empJoying him in the company. Quarters were 
allotted tot~e Association and subscriptions to it were collected through the pay-bills. 
Each department elected a committee of five and a secretary; the committees 
form the general council and the secretaries form the executive. Two points have 
to be noted about it at this stage. Even at the time of its greatest membership it 
never included a majority of the workers; and it was never registered under the 
Trade Union Act. possibly because this subjected its accounts to public audit. 

5. In December. 1926. came the third report of the Tarift Board on the Steel 
Industry. The second report had not dealt with labour matters.. The third report. 
however. amplified and emphasized the need {or a drastic reduction of the numbers 
employed (Chapter III. paragraphs 3&-43) as a condition of continued assistance 
from the taxpayer. There were difficulties about this. The company bad. continued 
their policy of reducing covenanted hands. but a net reduction of men employed had 
to be made at a time wben Dew plant was to be brought into operation. It was the 
company's efforts to do this that explain the unrest in. 1927 which culmi.na.ted in the 
big strike of 1928. 

IV.-The ,..... 1927 and the !liz lIIonillB' 8mb of 1928. 

1: The following _ dealing with the causes of unrest in 1927. which culmi
nated in the six months' strike of 1928. are taken from a detailed report submitted 
by the Deputy Commissioner of the district to Government at the end of the strike. 
They are the views of a Government officer, without industrial training and with 
only ~ knowledge of the factors ruling the situation, but are given for what 
they are worth • 

•• The strike at the Tata Iron and Steel Works is not an isolated or peculiar event.. 
There is labour unrest all over India. and everywhere it presents somewhat similar 
features. For many yean Indian labour was regarded as cheap. though a few penrons 
pointed out that it was really an expensive form of labour because so much of it is 
required to produce a given result. With the increased. cost of living. the truth of 
this has been realised and efforts made to increase of individual effi.ciency of the 
workman. to install labour-saving devices. and to jettison the surplus hands. This 
has caused restJcssness and discontent. At the same time there has been a. great 
deal. of industrial legislation. based on western models rather than on first-hand 
experience of eastern needs. which is bringing about a fundamental change in the 
conception of the relation of master and man. The present troubles are a phase in 
the adaptation of agricultural peoples to modern industrial conditions. The dis
turbed state of the working classes of course provides an excellent field for the 
agitator, of which he is not slow to take advantage, but in its origin and nature the 
movement is economic and not political. Further. it is eonservattve rather than 
communistic; an attempt to resist a change rather than an attempt to bring about 
ODe. As regards the strike in Jamshedpur. if there is any peculiar feature in it. it is 
that the over-staffing problem was more acute. and the inftuence of outside agitators 
less than elsewhere • 

.. (ii) The iron and steel works did not develop from-.man beginnings. but sprang 
into existence almost at -once. There was one large expansion more than doubling 
the sUe of the works in 1922. It was financed. from tho beginni.ng on & lavish scale. 
and the pay both of the supervising staff and of the workers was fixed on a scale 
that to our ideas was excessive. Overstaffing was almost inevitable under these
conditions. The men were inexperienced and had to be trained. The time of the 
great ~on of the works was a time when the prices of steel were at their zenith. 
Production was overytbing. and the cost of labour absorbed .. very small fractioo 
of the total value of a ton of steel. Then a few years ago prices began to fall. and in 
the meantime the cost of living had risen considerably. The cost of labour in the 
production of a ton of steel ceased to be negligible and became a very important 
factor. The Tariff Board drew pointed attention to the very higb incidence of this 
item in the costing bill. comparing this company's resul~~ Dot only ~th the ~';1al 
figure.of tonnage per man employed in westeru counmes. but also m detail Wltb 
the labour charges of other iron and steel. 'WOrks in this country. It was clear that 
the Tariff Board considered that the continued assistance to the industry at the 
taxpayers' expe!lse could be justined. only if. am~ other tb.ings. a serious attempt 
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was made to reduce the cost of labour. Reduction in wages was impracticable. and 
in point of fact Messrs. Tatas have always adhered to a policy of a continuous 
improvement in the standard of living among their workers. The remedy. therefore. 
had to be sought in the increased efficiency of the individual workman (including 
labour-saving plant) and a decrease in the number employed. The company had. 
been making an earnest endeavour to deal with it for some years.. first in respect of 
"""""""ted bands and the .. in respect of ordinary workm .... &lid the first step as 
regards the latter was taken in ]926 in the form of an announcement that vacant 
posts would not be filled. Even this mild step caused a certain amount of uneasiness 
among the workmen. Then came the work of the Labour Organiza:tion Department 
established for the purpose of carrying out the policy of the company with regard to 
their lsbonr_ This department adopted three main principles (4) the creation of a 
standard force and the relegation of surplus men to a spare gang from which vacancies 
would be filled until all were absorbed. (b) the cbange of the basis of pay from a 
monthly rate to a daily rate with a temporary compensation :fO£ loss involved. and 
(c) standardisation of wages for 'WOrk done. The attempt was a failure. The 
eofor<ement of the first principle brought the depamnent into coulIiet with the 
superintendents of departments, the application of the second and third caused 
resentment and a sense of insecurity among the men. The employment bureau was 
still in operati~ and in spite of the declared policy of the company continued to 
recruit new men. The department failed and was eventually abolished after it had 
caused considerable unrest without any material reduction of the numbers employed. 
As late as April. 1928. the general manager gave a formal undertaking to efiect 
reduction by using the ordinary tnrno_ of labour and not by dischazging them. but 
further experience shows that this could never have been done.. 

"(iii) The third principle. the standardisation of wages. d<serves further con
sideration_ In the first place it has to be admitted that 14""",,_ Tatas pay better 
wages and have more serious and earn.est endeavour for the welfate of their workmen 
than any other coooem in British India. The factor working against them has been 
the too rapid growth of the concern, especially the expansion of 1922. Wages are 
adequate and generous; but they are unequal. Compared with what we should 
regard as a moral standard. the excess of pay 0_ it decreases from the top to the 
bottom. The salaries of covenanted hands are very large and have grown larger 
lately because the bonus on production has been hed at rates which did not take 
into account the growing capacity of the plant. Smelten;, for instance, are drawing 
from two to three times the amount of pay which they would. draw at home. Apart 
from the inflated bonus. the officials of the company say that the pay 01 the e<mmaIl
ted hands is the rate necessary to attract competent men out to the east and could 
not be reduced. Be this as it may it certainly had caused a great deal of jealous)" 
and a sense of injustice among ordinary workmen. The pay of the Indian skilled 
workmen is on a very generous scale and has proved to be sufficient to enable them 
to take some months' holiday without hardship; the -pay of the semi-skilled is 
ample. The pay of the unskilled <X)Olie class is an adequate living wage and no 
more. Thus the ratio of pay to the normal decreases from the top downwards and 
disappears at the bottom. Even so. however. wages are unequal, for inst:a.nce. two 
men may be doing ~ctly the same kind of job and one may be drawing Re. 1 and 
the other Rs. 3 a day. The Labour Organization Department endeavoured to deal 
with this by standardising wages for particular jobs, thougb without reducing any 
person who for the time being was drawing over the standard wage. This. again, 
ran counter to a cherished conviction of the Indian whose- only 9perience of a salary 
is that of Government service. This salary increases with years without any par
ticular reference to industry or cempetence. and concludes with a pension. Sueh 
an anangement is not possible in industry. but if one talked with the men _themselves 
and not with their leaders. one could see that their minds were full of the idea of 
incremental pay. Another factor must not be overlooked. During the middle 
months of 1927 the shares of the company were rising. probably due to market 
operations rather than to their intrinsic value. This gave rise to exaggerated 
rumours as to the profits the company were making.. and labour believed that they 
were not getting a fair share of these profits. An inc:rement of pay was in fact 
promised as part of the reorganization scheme: and a very generous bonus scheme 
was put forward. But it came too !ate to stem the tide of dissatisfaction. and it wa..~ 
easily ~ted as a dodge to get more work from the men for nothing . 

.. (iv) Another and very dilIicult subject for consideration is the cbaracter of the 
supervising staff; Mr. Lewis~ writing after the strike of 1922, observed • the unedu~ 
cated European or American of the smelter class and even of the superintendent class 
is ill-fitted for handling loom... whooe language he does not understand. and of whose 
customs and prejudices he is entirely ignorant.· I have come 'to the same ccmclusion 
independently. and I understand from the Inspector-General of Police that the same 
comment was made after the strike of 1920. I have discussed this with officers of 
the company. and the repI)' give .. is that the supervising stslf is ch ...... for techni<:al 
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qualifications which are the pre-eminent.CODSiderations that middle-aged men cannot 
Ieanl a language, and that a knowledge of the laoguage and customs of the people is 
not essential to the running of a department of a steel works. I have ventured to 
suggest that if these qualifications cannot be -expected from regular superintendents 
it might be advisable to employ a man possessing them to look after the welfare of 
labour; the answer to that is that the company wants no more labo1lI'-orga.nizing 
department'S after their experience of the last one. The company point out that a 
very large part of their supervising sta1f are Indian,. but the Indian in authority 
seems to have less sympathy with his subordinates than a European has. The defect 
may be irremediable.. but it is nevertheless a defect# and the ignorance of the super
vising sta1f and the complete lack of contact between them and the men has played, 
in my opinion, a much larger part in the present discontent than the company is 
willing to admit. 

.. (v) Apart from the superior supervision sta:ft~ a. class that has met with much 
criticism during the strike is that of the foremen. both Indian and Don-Indian. They 
are said to be overbearing, abusive, and corrupt. and to wield too much power in 
the matter of appointmen~ promotion~ and discharge. The company's officials 
admit that the foremen are a weak link in their system; a. very great deal depends 
on the foremen and a class of satisfactory Indian foremen has not yet been evolved. 
But they point to the facts that disciplinary measures are taken at once against aoy 
foreman exceeding his powers, that corruption is a common Indian weakness~ and 
that it is not possible- altogether to prevent it, Further~ it is said that when Mr. 
Subhas Chandra Bose at the end of the strike framed the twenty-three points whicb 
he wished the directors to consider. the complaint against the foremen did not find 
a place among them. On the other hand, the earliest formulated grievances included 
this complaint. and the experi~ of Government officers is that the ordinary 
striker in conversation, before'he had learnt from his leaders to rehearse his demands. 
complained first and f~t against the foremen. In my opinion the misdemea,.
nours of the foremen,. interacting with the lack of contact between superintendents 
and workmen previously described, has played no small part in bringing about the 
present state of affairs . 

.. (vi) We then come to the minor grievances which appeared in the speeches 
made at strikers' meetings and were roughly summarized by Me.Homi at a late 
period of the strike. They were all petty matters. many o-f them were matters which 
a sympathetic superintendent or a competent labour association. could easily have 
settled out of hand or brought to the notice of the factory inspector; none of them 
was of sufficient importance to justify a strike and when it came at the end to the 
final settlement of issues~ they all feU into the background. But their cumulative 
eftect, aggravated by the fact that the men had no efiective means of bringing them 
to notice. must not be ignored • 

.. (w) At the beginning of the strikes the compaoyaddressed the Government of 
India and the local Government asserting that the strikes were the result of deliberate 
efforts of communists and citing evidence to prove this particularly emphasising that 
the methods pursued were copied from those of the syndicalists. This appears to me 
to have been au error and 8. particularly unfortunate error as it clouded the issues 
for a long time and prevented open-minded search for the real causes of the trouble. 
The communistic element that is, a deliberate attempt to subvert the existing social 
order, played a negligible part in the present strike. Avowed communists like 
Singravelu Cbetty and Mukund Lall Sarkar appeared at the outset, bot exercised 
very little influence and soon feU into the background. There ~re a few persons of 
minor importance inside the works avowing the communist creed, but they carried 
little weight. Mr. Homi. the chief leader, is not a communist; he is an extreme 
individualist. Until Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose intervened at the very end, the strike 
has been singularly free from the induence of outside politicians. 

#. (viii) The :point that must impress everybody who endeavours to study the 
causes of unrest 1.D. Jamshedpur is that the two issues which finally c.rysta.llised out and 
overshadowed all the othersk that is mass redUf;tion and lock-out wages~ both arose 
:after the general strike had started, and were- not grievances that gave ~ to it. 
Another point is that the strikers started for the most part without any formulated 
demands, and that the first work of the leaders was to ascertain and give expression 
to these grievances. They did not succeed in doing so until a late stage~ and by that 
time demands. arising out of the strike bad overshadowed the grievances that gave 
rise to it. -

.. (ix) The causesof the strike may be briefly summarized thus. There has been for 
some years & re-adjustment of -conditions in industry in India. Such re-adjustment 
must'eOustantlyoccur, but recently it has been more rapid and deeper than is normal. 
In the Tata Iron and Steel Works the problem was acute~ because the overstaffing 
was very great. and the need for reduction of working costs very urgent. If there h:ad -
been better contact between the supervising staO and labour~ or in the alternatiVe 
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an efficient labour association. it is just possible that the re~adjustment might have 
• been made without an outbreak. As conditions were, an outbreak was the- nature.l 

result~ and the extent to 'Which it was stimulated by deliberate agitation was very 
small. The view that Mr. Homi caused the strike to serve his own ends is entirely 
mistaken. This situation had developed long before his active intervention. U 

2. The long duration of the strike may be put down to three causes. The first 
is the power of resistance of the men. This seems to be due to the fact that the skilled 
and semi..skilled men are partly agriculturists and only dependent in pa.r-t on the 
wages of industry. This is true of all except the coolie class, some of whom depend 
entirely Oil their labour, but the coolie class both in this and in preceding strikes 
were not willing strikers. This and the good wages paid for some years by the com
pany gave them resources which enabled them to hold out for some months without 
visible distress. The second cause was the importance of the issues. It was vital to 
the company to reduce their staff and a firm stand had to be taken against resistance 
to this policy. The men on the other hand were equally determined not to go back to 
work without the concession of at least some of their demands. The third teason is 
the lack not only of regular machinery for negotiation but even of any. channel of 
communication between the management and the men. At the beginning the 
management refused to negotiate through any channel save the recognized Labour 
Association. which had forfeited the confidence of the men; the workers on the other 
hand refused to deal through any person otheJ: than their chosen 1ea.der~ Mr& Homi. 
and thus the deadlock was complete. 

S. The fact that the Labour Association. which "had come into existence out of the 
committee formed a4 Iwc in the first strike, led in the second strike and struggled 
for :four years for recognition. should prove ineffective as soon as it had established 
itself as the official mouthpiece of the workers, needs some explanation. It had in 
fact been fostered by the Trade Union Congress and the extreme political party ; 
the executive consisted of men who bad been leaders in the earlier strikes, but had 
since risen to responsible and well-paid posts in the company. The Association never 
seems to have appealed to a large number of the uneducated workers or to have heeD.· 
in close touch with real feeling in the works. It was arti1icial and unrepresentative. 
The men regarded it more as an agency of the company for dealing with labour than as 
men's representatives and one of the speakers -at the mass meetings invented the 
phrase .. company ke daIa.l .. for the Association which was afterwards extended to 
every one who failed to join the strike~ 

4. From April, 1927, to April, 1928, there were sporadic departmental strikes 
which seem on examination to present two features (i) they were directed against 
the reorganization policy and (ii) they indicate an increasing loss of conlidence in the 
Labour Association. In April and May. J927, there'Were short strikes amo-ng the 
gas producers. and the khalasis of the open hearth and the new blooming mill. The 
declared grievances were the absence of a regulated scale of increment, arbitrary and 
unequal promotion~ dissatisfaction with the methods of the labour organizing 
department; more particularly the change from monthly rates to daily rates and the 
proposed reduction of staff. The trouble was confined to these departments and the 
company dealt with it somewhat severely. Nothing further happened, as far as we 
know. till ~mber. 1927. when the labourers of the hot mill and the shearing staff 
of the sheet mill (chielly Sylhetis) sttuck. The mill was closed from Tuesday to Friday 
owing to overproduction and an endeavour was made to get other work from the men 
while the mill was not running. This strike also seems characteristic in being a resis
tance to an attempt to economize labour. The Labour Association took np this case .. 
and told the men that they must go. back to work unconditionally and there would be 
an enquiry into their grievances. The men went back. but thronghout the succeeding 
months the action of the Labour Association in this case, described as the betrayal 
of the sheet mill. was one of the chief counts a.gainst that body. The next incident 
was in Febtuary. 1928. when -the electrical crane drivers in the duplex plant went out. 
clearly because a scheme for the reOTgaDization of their department was in prepara
tion. Their expressed grievances. however, made ~o reference to this, but mentioned 
non-receipt of increment. low initial rates of pay. insufficient off-time. ineligibility 
for bonus. unsatisfactory channels for presenting grievances. and bad housing 
conditions. The action of the crane-drivers, however. is most important because 
they formed their own eommittee and determined to look outside the Labour .Associa
tion for leaders. It was the crane--drivers who first approached Mr. HoIDi for advice. 
and it was their action which gave impetus to a movement that in a few weeks time 
was to make the reccgnized association powerless to promote the cause of the men or 
to restrain their actions. There is no doubt that from this time onward the discon
tented were in close contact with Mr. Homi. Despite the attitude of the crane
drivers. a deputation from the Labour Association waited on the general manager 
on their behalf. The general- manager -explained the scheme of reorgani%a.tion. 
pointing out that it meant the employment of fewer men on high-er rates of pay. and 
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a graded scale of wages; moreover he promised that all grievances would be con
sidered and tha.t men in excess as the result of reorganization would not be discharged. 
The Labour Association further undertook that all grievances would be remedied 
within three lJlonths. The Association met with very hostile criticism. The men went 
back to work. but continued to hold meetings and to maintain their office and 
committee. and further defea.ted any attempt at reorganization by refusing to change 
their checks and arranging their shifts according to their own liking. On the 15th 
March the coolies of the new rail finishing mill struck work. They are aboriginals 
and compla.i,ned of low wages. a.buse by superiors~ and failure of the latter to listen 
to their grievances. The leaders of the craneoodrivers interested themselves in the 
matter. and on the 1st Ma.reh Mr. Homi addressed· the strikers and assumed the 
direction and control of them. However the Labour Association again intervened. 
and persuaded the men to go back unconditionally 011 a promise that their grievances 
would be redressed. There were other small.trikes. On the 10th April the coupling 
porters and jamadars of the traffic department twice went out, apparently in 
anticipation of a reorganization scheme. and both times returned within a few hoW'S, 
On tbe 12th April there was a brief strike in the machine .hop. On the 17th April 
the sweepers struck. but in their case the Labour Association managed tosecure some 
concessions which satisfied them. 

5. There was DOW serious unrest throughout the whole 'WOl'ks and, as usual, 
a certain number of outside agitators were attracted to it. Messrs. Singravalu 
Chetty and Makund La! Sarkar made violent speeches in Jamshedpur. The Reverend 
C. F. Andrews came to Jamshedpw- and did his best to deal with the trouble. On 
the 11th April a geeeral meeting woo held at which Mr. Homi presided aed Mr. 
Andrews spoke. It was an endeavour to reconcile the Labour Association and the 
discontented workers but the opposition of the cra.nedrivers rendered it infructuous. 
At a mass meeting on the 14th April. the Reverend Mr. Andrews announced a very 
generous scheme of bonus or proftt sharing. but in spite .of his strong advocacy it was 
not well received. and he left the place .. About the same time the general manager 
reaffirmed his promise that reduction would be eHected. by not ftLling vacau.cies and 
that DO one would be discharged. The big strike began on the 13th April. 

S. It may be convenient to divide the big strike into stages :-
(i) The strike of the sheet mill on the 18th April and of the boiler men on the 

21st April. The latter led to the lock-ou.t on the 30th April of some departments 
which were deprived of power. 

(ii) The consolidation of tru\ workmen under Mr. Homi leading to hartals (i.e., 
short demonstration of general strike) in sympathy with the strikers, which paralysed 
the works and reduced output without reducing the wage bill. This culminated in the 
closing of the works on the 1st June. except for those who had worked during the 
hartals. 

(iii) From the 1st till the 26th June. There were abortive attempts tc reconcile 
the Labour Association and the strikers. A complete deadlock as the company would 
not deal with Mr. Homi and the men would have nothing to do with the Labour 
Association. There was organized picketing to keep the men still working out of 
the works. F'mally the management sought to release the deadlock by an announce
ment on the 26th June of the terms on which the works would be re.opened. The 
chief feature of these terms was that the company would adhere to its former promises 
except that it would only take back the men requ~ ie., the company would use 
the situation to effect the required reduction at once. 

(iv) A fortnight elapsed before any attempt was made to re-open the works aed 
meanwhile the men beeame more firm and united. Between tho 9th and the 
16th July the ma~ment endeavoured to re-open on the terms proposed in the 
anD01Ulcemen:t. but the oHer was rejected and met by more intensive picketing. 

(v) From the 16th to the 28th July is the period of negotiations through thin! 
parties, chi<>t\y Mr. N. M. Joshi aed the Deputy Commissioner. The princlpal 
advance on the previous offers of the company was an o1Ier of compensation for men 

. to be discharged on reduction. The negotiations failed to bring abo1,lt a settlement 
but the Chairman of the Company 8ulJllllal'iud. the improved terms and issued them 
asa public notice on the 28th July. 

. (vi) From the 28th July to the 11th August was a period of comparati"" quiet. 
Mr. Horni was in Bombay negotiating with the Directors and trying to rouse the 
shareholders. On the 11th August came the third announcement of the company to 
the effoct that all offers would be cancelled in respect of men who did not rejoin by the 
20th August. ' 

(Vii) From the 11th to tho 20th Augest. There was some attempt of men 
to rejoin. met by more intensive picketing. 

(viii) Tho intervention of Mr. S. C. BOse lesding finally to a settlement under 
which the men retumed to WOrk on the 13th September. 
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7. It is probable that a detailed account of this weary five months would serve 
no useful purpose, but it is necessary to amplify the above outline a little. The 
sheet mill men went out to the number 01 1.100 on the 18th April. They were 
followed by the men of the merebant mill, but· the latter soon """t back. The sheet 
mill men on the following day gave a notice of their demands to J amshedpur police
station as follows :-(i) A _eraJ increase of pay of at least 25 _ cent. (ii) A graded 
scale of pay with an annual increment. (iii) Bonus at the rate payable to covenanted 
haods. (iv) the same pay as roller.o in the bar mills. (v) lli-tre&tmont by European 
hands to cease. ·(vi) Removal from the mill of a member of the supervising .taft" 
(who had been responsible for the attempt to ecollOmize labour in. the previous 
December). (vii) Formation of a committee of 15 workmen to be _ted before 
ony man is suspended or discharged. 

A demand for increase of pay is inevitable :in a strike though the men of this 
department were relatively well paid. On the 19th April some of the men tried to 
drift back to work but the mill was definitely closed at 2 p.m. On the 21st April 220 
men of the boiler furnaces struck. They wanted an increment of pay and this was 
their only demand. Perhaps they had more reason than others. for the pay was not 
high and the work is exactiog. 

8. These nvo departments formed the nucleus of the strike. and the hartals 
which led to the closure of the works were gestures of sympathy with them. The 
general manager took DO immediate action beyond issuing a temperate notice calling 
a:ttention to wha.t the company hadalready done for the men. and warningthem of the 
consequence of this sort of conduct. He took the view that there wore no genuine 
grievances; that such inequalities as existed would be removed by the reorganization 
scheme; and that the departmental .trikes had been fomented by the agitators to 
reduce output without materially reducing the wage bill. He would deal with the men 
only through the reoogDized Labour Association and that association had met the 
Deputy Corrnnissioner and admitted that as far as the strikers were coneerned they 
were helpless. On the 27th April about 800 men of the now rail-finishing mill struck. 
but returned to work after a few hours. On the same da.y the blast furnace s_ 
house men struck and remained out for a few days. 

9. Then the general manager took action. He closed the merchant mill, plate 
mill, old rail mill. old blooming mill. and bar mill, which had been deprived of power 
by the boiler-men's strike and laid off about 2,000 men. This had been expected and 
caused no excitement. He then proceeded to deal with the cran&4rivers who were 
told that they oould either change their checks according to the company's orders 
or go. For the most part they collapsed; one or two only were djsmissed. On the 
8th May an order was passed dismissing all the strikers. 

10. The Labour Association had disclaimed all responsibility for the strikers 
b\\t were endea.vouring to assist the men locked out by the closure of certain depart.. 
menU. The dismissed strikers definitely accepted Mr. Homi as their \eader and Mr. 
Homi's followers increased day by day. Mr. How tried to capture the Labour 
Associa:tion for the men. Elections of the executive of that' body were overdue and 
both parties tried to hold elections and contested the right of the other party to do so. 
One of Mr. Homi's lieutenants instituted a suit against the executive of the Labour 
Association for an injunction restraining them from spending their funds, whieh suit 
was eventually dismissed. The dispute over the Labour Association seemed to cloud 
other issues for the time. . 

11. On the 18th May a hartal of oue hour in sympathy with the strikers was 
attempted in the works but it failed. Meanwhile new boiler crews had been trained 
and the closed departments with the exception of the sheet mill re-opened. Ap_tly 
the works had been restored. to their- previous condition and the struggle was at an end. 

12. Those who took that view, however, received a rude shock: on the 25th May 
when another h.a.rtal was attempted (this time for 24 hOUTS) and was a complete 
sueces8. It was effected by pickets who from 6 a..m. onwards prevented every shift 
from going into the works. It wu a triumph O-f orgauiza:tion and indicated the real 
temper of the men and was really the turning point of the strike. It was followed by 
.meetings of thousands of men almost every night. generally with Mr. Homi~ now the 
unquestioned leader, as president. The meeting of Friday, the 25th May, passed, 
resolutions condemning the lock-out, urging the management to receive a deputation 
of strikers headed by Mr. Hami and praying for the int&rvent:ioQ of ~ernment. 
They formulated their minimum demands as follows ;-(4) minimum wage of 
Rs. 1-2-0 a day or Rs. 30 a month; (b) a general increase in the departments that had 
ISObmitted representations to be :fixed in consultation with Mr. Homi and the men*s 
leade",; (e) Im....aiak slf>PPag. of lh' lWoposed...auction of ."'f1. 

Another hartal was to be observed on the 1st June,. if these demands were not 
conceded. 

G 
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13. At this stage the geaeral manager felt that the organized resistance to the 
reductioD polley absolved him from. his promise to el!ect reduction without discharg
ing any of the existing staff and he. discharged six hundred men of. the electrical 
department. At this time Mr. N.M: Joshi came to Jamshedpur. It is uud.",tood 
that he came at the invitation of the Labour Association, and with the knowledge aDd 
consent of thedirectors. He tried to address a mass meeting but was refused a hearing 
and left. The Labour Aosociation tried to carry OIl -..ter-propaganda against the 
proposed hartal but without success. 

14. The hartal of th. 1st June which was to last far 48 houm on this occasion was 
as complete as the previous ope. The general manager cn that date issued a notice 
saying that it was impossible to operate the works in the face of departmental strikes 
and weekly ha.rtals (from each of which the works took some days to recover). that 
all men who failed to attend their work that day would be deemed to have left the 
company's service and that the works would remain closed until further notice. Thi& 
did not apply to those wbo warked during the hartal. 

15. On the marning of tbe ani June. the close of the hartal period. the men pre
sented themselves a.t the works at 6 a.m., but were refused admittance and dispersed 
quietly. We bove now three groups :-<Ill the dismissed strik"", ; (b) the hartalists 
who were U deemed to have left the company's service n and were estimated at about 
15.000 men; (&) those who worked during the hartal and were allowed to continue 
at work. These were estimated at about 2.500 and. included the Labour Association 
and its supporters, all those who had been prominent in the previous strikes. most of 
the iaremen. the Bengali clerical stall, aud the Patbans. 

The coolie class had been kept out hy timidity. but were not willing strikers or 
ha.rtalists~ Of the rest many of those whose homes were near like the- Biharis and 
Oriyas went home at once and waited for bettt:r times. The S~ Punjabis. and 
Madra.ais remained and were prominent in the struggle. . 

]6. Immediately after ~e closure of the works there was an attempt to eftect a 
reconciliation between the Labour Aosociation and tbe men led hy Mr. Homi. Several 
outside leaders including Mr. Joshi took a. band in this but it failed completely. This 
was partly due to the fact that the Association's record inspired no confidence; but· 
mare in all probability to an interview given by the genexal manager tG Mr. Kishori 
Lall Gbosh. in the latter's capacitY as a journalist.. The interview was published. 
The general manager stated his view that there were no genuine economic grievances 
and if there were. they could be remedied through the Labour Association; thepresent 
troubles were the result of plotting by communists and by Mr. Homi who had a. 
personal grievance against the company (he had once been an employee); that 
negotiations could be opened with the men at any time through the recognized 
Aosociation. but that if Mr. Homi became a member of that Association, recognition 
would be withdrawn from it; that the I:eduction policy must continue, though det¥ls 
were not yet ready for publication; and lastly that wages for the period of idleness 

. would on no account be paid. The Labour Association suggested that the whole 
matter should be left to Mr. Joshi and their funds plaeed in trust with him. while 
Mr. Homi should stand out altogether. The Foremen's Association made a. similar 
suggestion to Mr. Homi that he should stand aside in order to make negotiation 
possible; but he replied that he took his stand on the rights of the men to choose 
their own representative. that he had taken up the cause of the men because the 
Labour Association had failed them and that he deetioed to desert them. He also 
explained his demands, which amounted in effect to complete restoration of the statvs 
tWO as it stood before the sheet mill and boiler strike. a st~ of the reduction 
policy. and then a detailed examination of the grievances m consultation with 
departmental committ.... DurinI!' this time both Mr. Homi and the Labour Associa
tion had suggested Government mtervention: but the local Government replied 
that they had never seen & clear-cut statement of the issues and in any case they bad 
no legal power to intervene except at the request of both parties. 

. 17. Tbere was clearly .. deed-lock whitb could only be released hy some move on 
the part of the compsny. On the 18th June "'prosentatives of tbe directors and 
managing agents visited JamshedJ?ur. They discussed the situation with the general 
manager and the deputy commissKmer and also met some of the workmen both those 
working and those outside. The result was an announcement issued on the 26th 
June. It summarised the situation and re-afiirmed. promises about boons and an 
increment in wages. It announced the directors' intention of making aD immediate 
reduction of staff. but in so doing none of those who remained loyal during the hartals 
woul.d be discharged. while as regards others preference would be given to men ac
cordmg to length of service. The bartalists who had been d~ to ha~ left the 
company's service would be re-engaged to the number :required by the company 
without break of service. The strikers of the sheet-mill and boUers would be similarly 
re-enpged~ but their service would be held to be broken; the benefit of unbroken 
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aeI"Vice would be restored after twelve months~ good behaviour. Those not re. 
engaged would recei~ the whole of their provident fund (they had teclmically 
forfeited the company·scontributioo byleaving itsservi<e) and a tickettotheirhomes. 
Finally it was clearly stated that wages would Dot be paid for the period of dosure 
of the works; and that the Works Service Rules would be revised so as to make it 
clear that wages would not he doe lor any period doting wlUcll the works were 
eIooed by the management lor any reason. 
. 18. An important point to note about this announcement is that the company 
proposed to use the situation to effect the reduction in staff iminedia.tely. For the 
rest it was a fair offer to the men to be re-engaged but offered little to those left· 
outside. Mr. Homi was at this time in Bombay. seeingwbat he coulci do there. but 
under his advice-by telegram and the guidance of other leaders. the offer was rejected. 
The workers" counter~manifesto criticised the reduction policy. and demanded & 

straight increment in. wages instead of bonus (although they had been clamouring 
for the bouns for years and continued to ask for its extension afterwards). They 
drew attention also to a weak point in the announcement: the proposal to revise 
the Works Service Rules amounted to an admission by the company that their 
action had been a breach of the contract of service; they. therefore. insisted on their 
demand for lock-out wages. At the same time the strikers issued a list of i:m.mediate 
""",ands :-(1) All sheet-mill and boiler men to be taken back OIl the old privileges 
with a substantial,increase of wages. Detailed grievances to be considered in COD.

sultatioo with labour representati_ within a fortnight. (2) All employees put 
under reduction or discharged for their connection with strikes or ha.rtals to be taken 
back, with pay for the period from discharge to re~instatem.ent. (3) Reduction to be 
stopped. (4) Lock-out and strike period wages to be paid. (5) A general increment 
of wages to everybody. (6) The minimum monthly wage to be Rs- 30 for men and 
Rs. 22 for wouien. (7) General bonus to be extended to all non-c.ovenanted em
ployees ;l1espective of departments and nature 01 work. (8) Grade and time-scale to 
be fixed lor au jobs. (9) Detailed departmentul grievances to be settled in <:011Sulta, 
tieD. with labour representatives within & reasonable time. (10) The service and leave 
rules to be re~ in consultation with labour representatives .. 

19. The management allowed about a fortnight to elapse before taking actioo on 
their. announcement and then between the 9th and the 16th July the works. depart
ment by department. were re-opened. The only response was intense picketing by 
large bodies of ~ sometimes hundreds in number all round the works. The police 
force was adequate and in complete control of the town; men could have rejoined 
if they wished under the protection provided. It was clear that the skilled workmen 
did not wisb to rejoin; the coaly class wanted to rejoin. but did not dare face the 
pickets. althougb in faetthey were in no personal danger. The Deputy Commissioner 
felt that he could not reasonably stop picketing. particularly as the men's own leaders 
were making every effort to keep them peacefuL But aowds of hundreds of shouting 
men are not pickets in the ordinary sense of the word: and. if this kind of conduct 
was to be tolerated in the town, it was a natural c:oroUa.ry that those who were alarmed 
by it and wanted specia1 police .protection in order to enable them to work were 
entitled to receive it. It was accordingly decided to tolerate this kind of picketing 
provided the pickets left a c1ear road way and did not physically restrain anybody; 
at the same time those who desired it were escorted through the pickets by the police~ 
Later several regular convoys of some hundreds of coolies were escorted daily to and 
from work by the police. At the same time any place were picketters behaved in a. 
violent or disorderly manner was put out of bounds for picketing; in the course of 
the strike three areas in the town were closed to picketing on this ground. 

20. The offer of the management had met with no response and the deadlock due 
to the absence of any channel of negotiation remained,. The first person who 
attempted to mediate was Mr. Joshi. He and Mr. Homi metthe Deputy Commissioner 
on the 16th July; and that afternoon there wereoonferences at which representatives 
of the Directors, the General Manager. the Deputy C.ommjsstoner and Mr. Joshi were 
present. These lasted till 10 p.m. the following evening. The only advance acl>ie~ 
,was that the company were prepared to consider compensating the men Dot re
engaged. It appeaIS that it was mainly Mr. Homi's oppositioo that wrecked these 
proposals; he was prepared to agree to reduction in return for compensa:t:ion to the 
men, but the demanded a definite statement as to increment as well. Mr. Joshi left 
for Bombay on the night of 18th July. Mr. Jamaadas Mehta spent tweoty-Iour 
hours in Jamshedpur on the 23rd July. His intervention elfected nothing; h. talked 
to the men about the crore of rupees that the general taxpayer had spent in bounties 
to help the company and the result was a wild rumour all over- the town that he had 
brought a crare of alpee8 from Bombay to finance the- strike. 

21. The Deputy Commissioner was then asked by the Directors to try to find 
some method by which the management could be put into eommUDication with the 
strikers and bartalists without the interYentioo of the Labour Association which WIllI 

' .... 1 G. 
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lUIacceptable 10 the me:Q or of Mr. Homi who was 1UIacceptabie 10 the company. 
This, however. was soon ascertained to be impractieable. Mr. Homi had pined an 
ascendancy over the men which made it certa.in that they would not act WIthout his 
advice or otherwise than through bim. In the end. therefore, the Deputy Commis
sioner merely acted as au intermediary between Mr. Homi and the directors and 
General.Manager* Three-comered diseussions went on in this way for four days and 
at least secured some advanoe. By the evening of the 24th July the following position 
had been _ nn the main issues :-

(a) Red-"".-The managem.nt adhere to their inten~ to effect immediate 
reduction. bntthey ha.ve found on preparing the Iista that thenumber to be discharged 
is not so large as was previously expected. It wou1d amount to 3,:100-3.500 or about 
18 per oent. of the monthly paid staff. No man _d be discharged who had been 
:in the company's service before 1920. and in the case of those who had joined since 
1920. prefer"""" bad been given to men of longer serviae. More than ball the men to 
be discharged had less than two y""",' service. As ~ the weekly paid s_. 
the reduction would be in the same proportion; but this weekly labour lIuctuates so 
mucl1 that the reduction can be carried out in the ordinazy course. No man will be 
discbarged merely on account 01 bill activities during the strike. 

(b) For _ 10 .. dis._ge4.-The management oller in addition to everything 
ofi'ered in their amlOUJlcement, one month's pay for each completed year of service. 

(e) For tJoo .. 10 .. H-m;J"Ifed.-ln further elucidation of theirprevions ann"""",," 
ment of the 26th June the management announced :_(i) I __ .-For this live 
10 six Iakhs will be available and will be distributed so that about 75 per cent. of it 
will be allotted to those who draw DOW less than Rs. 2 a. day. W_for ..njobe will 
be standardised; those drawing less than the standard rate will be raised to it. those 
drawing more than tho standard rate will continue to draw their old pay till they are 
discharged or promoted. The increase to the coolie class will depend on the cost of 
the increment to the monthly paid workers~ but will probably be aboot 10 per cent. 
of their pmieIlt _. (ll) The proposal to"- the Works Service Rules wou1d be 
dropped. 

As regards minor points, coociliatory statements were made but there are two 
important points on which the management were unyielding :-(1) Lockout or strike 
wag .. would _ be paid; (2) the special conditions attaching to the employment of 
the boiler and sheet-mill men wonld not be altered. 

22. With regard to these terms it is to be noted that they do not represent a 
settlement by negotiation, but merely a forther _ by the company. Mr. Homi 

_ would go DO further than an agreement to put these terms before the men. and leave 
them to decide. Ho did so at mass meetiogs on the 25th and 26th July and though 
he left the decision to the men, he seems by his manner to have given them a. bias in 
favour of rejection. Anyway the terms were rejected. Subsequently they were 
FUblished as an annonncement in English and Hindi by the management; and there 
.IS infonDa:tion that at this time many of the men would ha.ve been glad to accept 
these terms. The notice issued on the 26th July and the same day the representatives 
of the Directors left Jamshedpur. 

23. Then foDowed a comparatively qolet time. Men by this tim. were rejoining 
in fair DUmber's and no very strong efforts were made to prevent them from doing so. 
The General Manager seemed inclined to resort to a policy of attrition. The strike
leadera on tho other band seemed to take the view tbat as long as the really skilled 
men remained OD 8~ as they did, the works could DOt be run: if the others re
joined they rid the strikem of liability without affecting the general position. But 
both Mr. Homi and the Labour Association DOW approached Mr. Subbas Chandra 
Bose who .... t emissaires to Jamshedpur to study the position. Meanwhile Mr. Hemi 
went 011 to Bombay to approach the directors and rouse the _olders. The """tre 
of interest shifted there. We have no precise record of what happened there. but it 
aeems that Mr. Homi was conducting negotiations with the shareholders through Mr. 
J amnadas Mehta. These negotiations had no e1fect on the course of events and bloke 
down. 0.. the 11th August. alter the breakdown 01 negotiations in Bombay. the 
mauageme.o.t with the full support of the Directors issued another notice saying that 
from the 14th August men would be re-engaged whether on the wanted lists or not. 
and alter the 20th August new men wou1d be engaged. Any one applying lor work 
before the 20th August would receive the compensation promised. if he coold not be 
<&-employed because bill place had been filled. In other warde the company by this 
u1_atum put a term to ..n their previous ollers which la.psed if Bot taken by the 
20th August. 

24. The efIect of\tms notice Was to fu.c. the paGe. Men rejoined in fairly large 
.numbers bot to CDUIlteract this the picketing -was intensiDed and every road in the 
~wn was filled. daily with large demonstra~ crowds. Iustances of lawlessness and 
.noIence beeame more frequent and intimidation of warken in their ~ beeamo 
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so serious that strong pickets of police. finding night patrols. had to be established in 
several places. On the 18th August Mr. Homi returned from Bombay. and had a 
longconfenncewith the Deputy Commissioner. who in tum sawtho General Ma.uagel" 
in an endeavour to find some way out before the 20th Augus~ when the company's 
ultimatum would expire. In the evening Mr. S. C. Bose arrived and h. and Mr. 
HoIDi attended & mass meeting together. . 

25. The first step taken by Mr. S. C. Bose was to intensify the strike in all ito 
aspects. His personal inftuence brought out most of the Bengalis who had hitherto 
not joined the strike; and the vigorous picketing inaugurated by him reduced the 
men in the works to the lowest point. He made no attempt to meet the manager 
or to appraoch the company or directors. The most important point. however~ is 
that to regularize his position, he took office in the Labour Association thus reviving 
that body* though he made some of the existing executive resign. Moreover; from 
this point onward the strike was under the control of political leaders. Hitherto it 
had been free of political influence. The leaders now attempted to bring about an 
estrangement between the men and the Government officers. with whom previously 
they had been on very friendly terms and this threatened to make the duty of 
maintaining law and order more difficult. In spite of the fail~ of the reguia;r 
negotiations, the Deputy Commissioner 'W6S still having freqeunt meetings both 
with the General Manager and the men's leaders in the hope of tinding some' way 
out, but there is reason to believe that the new lead.eTS were definitely against a 
settlement through this channel. 

26. On that occasion, Mr. S. C. Booe did not remain in JamshedPUT. being 
busily engaged elsewhere. He paid another ftying visit on the 26th August. On the 
28th August some of the directors and the ('rtmmissioner of the Division arrived in 
Jamshedpur. Meanwhile some of them visited Calcutta for some purpose connected 
with the strike and on the 1st September on their return they met the Commissioner 
and the Deputy Commissioner. There was a frank discussion of the whole position, 
but the visit to Calcutta had introduced new factors, and the discussion necessarily 
led to no conclusion. . 

27. On the SEd September. Mr. S. C. Booe returned to J amshedpur and entered 
into a long discussion with the Directors which lasted the whole of that day and 
the two following days until mid-day of the 6th September. At 1 p.m. on that date 
the Directors asked the "Deputy Commjssioner to ;neet them urgently and informed 
him that the negotiations with Mr. S. C. Bose had failed in spite of a distinct ad:vance 
on the previous ofters. including a larger amount Qf money for a wage increment and 
a promise of loans to meet indebtedness incurred during the strike. They suggested 
another scheme for negotiation and asked the Deputy Commissioner to help them 
in it. He consented. but almost immediately afterwards, certain persons came from 
Mr. S. C. Bose snggesting a. renewal of discussions. This was done and it is believed 
tha.t the basis of the proposals was that the men should yield on the subject of lock-out 
wages (if they received loans) and the company should abandon the proposed 
reduction. The negotiations fa.iled and the Directors left J amshedpur on the lOth 
September6 1eaving the General Manager full powers to settle on any terms he thought 
fit. On the morning .of the 11th the General Managertold the Deputy Commissioner 
that he had very little hope of a settlement and that it looked like a fight to a finish. 
Feelings were now running very high and the whole situation was distinctly dangerous. 
To complicate matters there had clearly been a split between Mr. S. C. Bose and 
Mr. Homi. On the eveoing of the 11th September. Mr. Bose and the GeoemlManager 
came to terms, the chief items of which are as follows :-

(i) Everyone. including those discharged since the beginning of the departmental 
strikes and the dismissed boiler and sheet-mill men. to be taken back at once without 
breach of service except--(l) those who have already taken their settlements; 
(2) those who do not present themselves at the works within three weeks of the 
re-open.ing; (3) those who are not required by the company and voluntarily resign 
on the terms as regards compensation already ofiered to the reduced men. (h1 The 
men returning to work will be divided into the standard force and the spare gang. 
Vacancies in the sta.ndard force will be :filled from the spare gang and there will be 
».0 new recruitment. All the men in the spare gang, not previously absorbed. may 
he discharged at the end of twelve months. (iii) Pay for the period. during which 
the works were closed will not be given. (iv) A loan of ·one month's wages will be 
advanced. to anyone applying for it~ to be recovered in twenty equal instalments hom. 
January. 1929. (tt) The sum available for increments will. be raised from five to 
seven la.khs.. (vi} The proposed alteration in the Works Service Rules will not be 
enforeed. (vii) There will be no victimisatiOD. 

It is knOW'll that Mr. Homi disapproved of certain terms in this settlement and 
it was doubtful whether men would accept it. They did so, however. and retumed 
to work on the morning of the 13th September. 

(SSG) GS 
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V.-The PerIod folIowiDg lb8 Strike of 1928. 

The strike had resulted in a compromise over the two big issues. The reduction 
policy was to continue in the form in which it had begun before the strike. but 

. ~te reduction was stopped. Lock out (or strike) wages would not be 6:! 
but m their place recoverable loans would be given. A new principle had 
admitted in the form of compensation for less of service; the previous promise of 
a bonus scheme was ratified. and a substantial increase of wages promised in addition; 
the proposal to change the Works Service Rules, so as to give the men DO claim 
~here the co~pany had t~ lay o1i men for any reaso~. was dropped. The most 
unportant pomt. however, lS. one that does not appear 111 the published- tenns. The 
Labour Association was restored to its former position and Mr; Homi. and the new 
Union formed by him had heeD excluded from1the negotiations. Thus a vital issue, 
the right of the men to form their own uaIDn and to choose their own leaders bad 
been left in the air; the strike-weary men had accepted the settlement without 
thought as to the channel through whieh it had come. Indeed the majority of Mr. 
Hami's own. committee were in favour of accepting the terms, but their leader. 
Mr. HOmi. was not going to drop this matter and that explalns the history of the 
next few months. 

2. It took a long time to restore aider and confidence in the works, but the 
main ;nterest now shifted .outside where a dispute between two parties of the workeR 
was substituted for the dispute between labour and capital Mr. Homi dissolved 
the temporary association which he had organized during the strike and in its place 
founded the Jamshedpur Labour Federation. whleh was intended to include all 
lahour in Jamshedpur and not merely that of the Iron and Steel Company. Tbere 
were frequent crowded mass meetings, Tendered turbulent by the rivalry between 
Mr. Homi's followers and the old Labour Association~ and these meetings gave the 
Deputy Commjssioner and police much more anxiety than the meetings during the 
strike had done. Mr. Homi's immediate policy was to consolidate his federation 
and then to' secure recognition from the company. The situation in this respect was 
much the same as after the strike of J922, with the difference $t in addition to an 
unwilling employer there was also a rival union. The Federation quickly grew in 
strength and numbers and included most oi the real manual workers: theAssociation 
still appealed mainly to the Bengalis and m~educated men. Further. the Associa:tiOl1 
still maintained theeonnection with advanced political leaders whichhad characterised 
it throughout. while Mr. Homi. ·the leader of the Federation, was strongly opposed 
to Congress politics. The membe"'hlp of the Association increased temporarily as 
the settlement was working itself out and representations of individuals in this 
conuection were most conveniently submitted through a. recognized body. There 
was constant recrim.ination and once or twice actual col1isions between the represen
tatives of these bodies. Meanwhile the company were taking measures to rid them
selvea of Mr. Homi~ whom they regarded as the great obstacle in the way of peace~ 
and in pursuance of this policy they instituted a. civil suit against him and others 
claiming damages on the ground that the defendants had procured a breach of 
contract by the workmen. and the company obtained an ad. i",",-. injunction. 
restraining Mr. Homi and others from. purs.uing a simiIa.r course of conduct in 
the future. The Labour Federation was also attempting to promote short 
1mrlals in the works until it should be recognized, but these on the whole were 
unsuccessful. . 

3. The company appointed .. welfare officer soo .. after the strike ended and 
endeavoured to provide recreation for their men. The Labour Federation on their 
part promoted. sports for Christmas and New Year's Day, hut these came to a prema
ture end owing to the disorderly ,conduct of the crowd. Mr. Romi at this time 
was much occupied with Tinplate afiairs (see Part VI) and the formation of a union 
in the Cable Company. but in February he again turned his attention to the Iron 
and Steel Company. The Labour Federa.tion was registered under the Trade Union 
Act. the first registered union in Jamshedpur. But it needed money. and its agents 
were carrying on an active campalg'D. for the recruitmedt of members and for realizing 
the subscriptions. The company started to'ProgeCute agents of the Federation found 
within the works premises on Federation business on the ground that it was a 
criminal trespass. The Federation retaliated with a crimi.Dal case for cheating 
egainst the Laoour Association clerks, on the ground tliat they were enrolling 
members by taking thumhimpressions of iJlitera.te persons on paper.! whieh purported 
to be resignation fonns, but were really applications for omolmen~ The struggle 
Culm~ated Oil the 21st February. when a party of supporten of the Federation 
raided and wrecked the Labour Association's office. Mr. Homi at the mass meeting 
:failed to c:ondemn this outrage, and iD 1act spoke of it as the natural outc;ome of the 
company'. policy. On the 23zd February there was a large and menacing demoa
atration by the Federation supporters outaide the General Manager's office. and further 
demonstrations were threatened if recognition was not granted. Excitement nuL 
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high: and the speeches in the meetings beeame increasingly violent. A deputatioo. 
of the Labour Association came to see the Deputy Commissioner in a great state of 
alarm at the tum events were taking. 

4. Early in March the company surnmdered to the inevitable and decided to 
recognise Mr. HoIDi and the Labour Federation. Mr. Homi 'WI'Y soon established. 
his position in the works and became 8. member of certain boards set up by the 
company to deal with. grievances. These boards. however~ seem rather intended to 
deel with individual disciplinary cases than with general grievances. and there still 
does not seem to be any standing machinery for the settlement of general disputes in 
the mdustry. The oompany further provided the Federatiou with an office and 
Mr. Homi himself with a residence in J;m>shedpur. The Labour Association still 
continued to exist. but when the Federation was reooguised, the former gradually 
sank into insiguiJicance. The company dealt equally with both aod collected the 
subscriptions of both through the pay bills. The president of the Federation alone~ 
however, had an official position on the company's boards of enquiry. and the Federa-. 
tion had by far the la:rger membership. The Federation maintain a banking account 
and. being registered~ have to publish an audited balance sheet. while the Association. ' 
though they obtain their income through the company, keep no banking account. 
and as far as is known publish no accounts, Meanwhile Mr. Homi and the Federation 
pursued a policy which may be briefty described as aiming at a readjustment of 
Mr. Bose's settlement according to their own views of what it -should have been. 
This readjustment includes (a) complete stoppage of the reduction~ (b) conversion 
of the loans into lock-out wages. and (c) substitution of a straight increment for the 
bonus with redistribution of the amount given as increment after the strike. The 
Federation~ however, received a very severe set-.back in or about July~ 1929. owing 
to internal dissensions over the accounts. At the same time a letter pnrpo-rting to 
be written by Mr. Homi to a-friend in Bombay. which seemed to indicate that he was 
using his position to fUrther speculative tra.nsa.ctions in Messrs. Tata~s shares on the
Stock Exchange. fell into the hands uf the opposite party. Some months later the 

. letter was published in C4pi1sl, aod so far bas not been repudiated by Mr. Homi. 
After his set-back Mr. Homi appears to have found that in many matters the company 
were not so acronunodating to him as they had been before~ and indeed there are
indications that the company would have liked to take the opportunity of restoring
Mr. Bose and the Labour Association. In fact the company has quite recently made 
the concession of remitting the recovery of the loans altogether (there had previously 
been an eight months· moratorium). but in so doing they have represented the 
concession as made to Mr. Bose and not to Mr. HoIDi. The rivalry between the two 
unions is still the dominant :factor in Jamshedpur labour politics. and it is a rivalry 
which in the long run may injure both the company and the men. But for the last 
y= interest bas largely been diverted from the Iron and Steel Works to the Tinplate 
Company of India. at Golmuri. whose affairs are the subject of the n~ DOte. 

VI.-The TinJlIaIe 00_ IU1d ill. Sirike 011929. 
·The T"mplate Company of India is the largest of the associated companies. and its 

works are situated at Golmuri, about two miles :from the works of the Iron and Steel 
Company. It was founded after the war for the purpose of securing the supply of 
tinplate in India. and its promoters and chief shareholders are the Burma Oil ~
pany, who buy most uf the output, and the Tata Iron and Steel Company, who 
supply the tin-bar. It bas been .. technical success from the beginuing, but its 
financial results have not been equally satisfactory. It enjoYs a protective tariff·on 
imported tinplate. The whole position is fully explained in the various reports uf 
the Tariff Board (Chapter IV of the report uf 1924, Chapter IV uf the report uf 192~. 
and Chapter XVIII uf the report of 1921). 

2. As regards labour conditions generally attention may be drawn to para
graphs 219-221 of Chapter XVIII of the Tariff Board's report published in 1927. 
This epeak:s of Indian labour conditions ,as very satisfactory. and indeed unti11929 
the concern has been singularly free from labour trouble. There have only been two 
small strikes of very short duration which would hardly merit mention except that 
one of them furnishes an instance in which a Govemment Officer was able to give 
wbstantial help in bringing about a settlement. At the outset many skilled cove
nanted hands from Wales were. employed. but the number of these has been steadily 
reduced and replaced by Indian labour. The Indian labour foree at the beginning 
of the strike con&isted of about 3,000 men. They were largely Muhammadans from 
Sylhet and. Daeca; the next community in importance were Punjabis~ while & number 
of Aoglo-Indians. Beogalls, Oriyas aod Madrasis were employed. The uuskiIIed 
labour included a large number uf Chatf:isga.rhias aod Hos. 

3. TIfe Causes 0/ 1M SIrike.-The strike may be attributed in the main to the 
excitement -caused by the sudden and~ to many~ unexpected result of the strike in 
the Iron and Steel Company'. works.. This ended in a settlement largely in favour. 

(S30) G< 
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of the men at a moment when it 'WaS generally believed that all negotiationi had 
failed and the situation must continue tmtil the men bad to surrender unconditionally 
through exhaustion or abandon the fight and retnrn to their fields. During the 
strike in the Iron and Steel Works, Tinplate had to work half timeowUlg to lack of 
tin-bar, but paid full wages. thereby incuniDg an ineffective expenditure of aboot 
two and a half Iakbs, in order to prevent the infection spreading. As long as the issue 
jn Messrs. Tata's works was in doubt this policy was successful, and nothing happeoed 
m Tinplate. It was the sudden and unforeseen ending that upset the men, and 
there is no doubt that from this point onward there was a party in the works who 
believed that " strike was a panacea for all evils, and that Tinplate too must have 
a union and a strike. Added to this. however, there were certain positive causes of 
discontent. The IDeO of Tinplate naturally compared their conditions, not with 
those of labour in India generally. but with their neazest neighbours, and in certain 
respects _ conditions were less fa.vourable than tboee in Messrs. Tatas. Men>
over, during the strike in the Iron and Steel Works the output of tinplate had been 
reduced, and consumers expecting a longer strike had taken large stocks from other 
sources. Consequently there was a. fall in the demand for tinplate and a restriction 
of working days, with an equivalent loss of wages. It must be remembered also 
that the rivalry between the Federatiou and Association in the Iron and Steel Works 
was intimately related to the general unrest. 

4. TO. F ... _ ..... of 1M U"""'.-The General Manager of Tinplate, who is himself 
an ex,labour leader and further~ no doubt, had seen the results of the policy towards 
_de uninuism previously adopted in Jamsbedpur, took a friendly attitude towards 
the new union from the beginning. There was some delay because the men were 
divided among themselves, some wishing to have Mr. Homi and others Mr. S. C, 
Bose as president. There was thus a division amongst them c:OITeSpOnding to the 
division in Jamshedpur between the Associatiun and the Fecleni.tion. Finally a 
compromise was effected by inviting Mr. Daud. alderman of the City of Calcutta 
and president of the Seamen's Union. to take the office. Early in January, 1929. 
there was a meeting between the management and the DeW union and recognition 
was extended to it. At the same time there was a frank discussion between the 
GeneraJ. Manager and Mr. Daud; au understanding was reached on some minor 
matters. but the General Manager was able to convince Mr~ Dand that any rela.sation 
of the restriction of working days was not possible for the moment. Mr. Daud 
conveyed this to the men and counselled patience. This was not acceptable to the 
union, woo threw over Mr. Daud and invited Mr. Homi to take the lead. 

5. Mr. Homi's position in the Tinplate union. was not vezy secure.. There was 
always a party against him.~ and his attempts to amalga.mate the union with his 
federation laid him open to suspicion. But be established himself eerly by the 
spectacular restitution of two dismissed men, and he then entered into negotiations 
with the management concerning all the grievances and demands of the workers~ 
with the result that ou the 7th February, 1929. a settlement was announced which 
seems extraordinarily geo.erous and favourable to the men. It represented the 
maximum which the company could afford. It ~vided for an increase in rates of 
pay. a bonus scheme. the institution of a provident fund and matemity benefits, 
and a large increase in housing. It also included an undertakiDg to keep the works 
running full time as far as possible. The formal announcement. of this sett1ement~ 
over the signature of Mr. Homi~ spoke in the highest terms of the courtesy and 
consideration of the management. 

6. The next few weeks were occupied in working out the deteiis of the settle
ment. There were dissensions over this, and there is also reason to believe that 
there was a militant party in the workS who did not want the settlement to succeed .. 
and grounds for suspicion that this: militant party was encouraged by the La.bour 
Association with the object of discrediting Mr. Homi. Meanwhile. as a natural 
result of unrest. indiscipline in the works with consequent suspensions and discharges 
was on the increase. There were lightning hdrlsts on the 7th and 8th March, but 
Messn. Homi and Girl petsuaded the men to resume work. From this point onward 
trouble over the 8uspension and discharge of insubordinate employees obscured more 
substantial issues. 

7. On the 5th April the management met the union officials to discuss the matter 
of these suspensions and dismjssals. The General Manager went to extravagant 
and almost fantastic lengths in an endeavour to conciliate the men. He ofiered to 
try the experiment of not suspending or discharging any man lor any 1'MS011. whatever 
for a week and meantime simply to bring aU cases of indiscipline to tho notice of the 
union: But, while Mr. Hcmu was more than satisfied. other members of the union 
were not to be conciliated by any means. On Sunday, tho 7tb April, there was " 
general strike. 

8, The strike began without notice and without fomiulated demands, but these 
are commou features of an Indian strike. The point that the strike began without 
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the permission of the union is liable to :misconstruction, since there is no room for 
doubt that some of the leaders of the militant ~ were inside the union executive. 
The men themselves were not to blame. They were hopelessly misled. 

9. As soon as the st:rike was complete the union began to get busy formulating 
their grievances and demands The strike had been called without the knowledge 
and against the advice of Mr. Homi. and he resigned. At the same time he did not 
dissociate himself altogether from the atrikeno. He was prepared to accept the 
office of president again if a fresh committee were elected. The election~ however~ 
resulted in the return of the same committee and Mr. Homi broke away altogether. 
Towards the end of April he made a speech to the men telling them they had been 
misled ;md advising them to go baclr. to work. 

10. TM...., /IGttds.-The labour force numbered about 3.000, and in the _ 
instance practically all went out. A Dumber .of men left the place and went back 
to their homes. This included a large number of Sylhetfs. Very soon after the 
strike began the company attempted to resume work.. The company's own men 
began to drift back; but the most important factor was the new hands which the 
company began to recruit as soon as it was apparent that no general resumption of 
work by old hands was likely. These new hands came from various sources. A 
number df them were men who had taken their compensation and left the: Iron and 
Steel Works after the strike of 1928. Some were men who at some time or other 
had. been employed in Tinplate but bad saved a little money and returned for a time 
to their fields 33 the Indian workman often does. Only a small part of them were 
men entirely new to industry~ These Dew hands accumulated rapidly, and it must 
be noted that it was this factor rather tb:an anything connected with the merits of 
the dispute that led to the demand for the intervention of Government. On the 
12th May a resolution was moved at a mass meeting of strikers asking for such 
intervention~ On that date 815 old hands (i.e.~ men employed immediately before 
the strike) and 1.005 new hands were working. The company thus had about two
thirds of the total force required. Immediately following this resolution came a 
partly successful effort by Messrs. Gurudit Singh, Jawahir LaII Nehru and Daud to 
bring out the old hands again. but this merely gave impetus to the recruitment at new 
men.. Meanwhile the request of the men for intervention had been backed by 
telegrams from infiuentiallabour leaders and Government directed the Commissioner 
of the Division to examine the ease for intervention~ The Commissioner met both 
parties between the 26th and the 28th May. By the latter date the old hands had 
decreased to 627, but the new hands had increased to J..341. making a total of 1,_ 
in the works. 

11. TM Case "for ad agaits..d I1fJm1etttiOft b:v GOfm".,n.~!.-The Trade.Disputes 
Act bad by then become law and intervention under that Act could have taken the 
fonn either of a board of conciliation or a court of enquiry. The problem of the 
new hands stood on the threshold. To the men settlement meant the discharge of 
the new bands to make room for the whole of the old hands (Le.~ those working 
immediately before the strike). and then a discussion of the grievances which, how
ever, ~re quite ~ secondary matter. The new recruits were not men casually in 
search of employment. nor for the most part meo of a type who woofd be willing to 
abandon the employment they had obtained. The company had given them some 
guarantee of permanent employment~ and it was not reasonable in the circumstances 
to ask the company either to break faith with its new men or to compensate them . 
for .. breach of OODtnuot. The ruling faet was that half of the strikers coofd not 
return to the works without au ':Q.uivalent discharge of the new reenrits. The 
intention of the Trade Disputes Act IS that Government should intervene if there is 
a chance of achieving by means of a conciliation board a friendly settlement between 
the parties. or if the publication of the results of au .investigation into the merits 
of the dispute is likely to focus pubJi<: opiDioh on the dispute &ad thereby induce the 
parties to -"" to fair terms. We may consider fiIst the scope for a eonciliation 
board. As explained above, the new hands seemed to dord an insuperable bar to 
any settlement by negotiation. Apart from that" the General Manager was not 
prepared to negotiate. He had gone to extreme and even extra_t lengths in 
the way of concessions to prevent the strike; he had. nothing more to ofier, even 
if he had been prepared to treat. Labour was forthcoming to meet the present 
requirements of the company. he was satisfied. with the position and had given his 
word to his new men. The men's leaders did indeed suggest to the Commissioner 
that the new bauds had no claim to consideration: that they must have known that 
their job was temproary and they ought to be discharged; if that was thought 
unfair, then the company should take back everybody and carry the extra st:aft until 
it was absorbed in the ordiIUuy tum-over of labour, or in the last event the company 
should compensate the new hands for a breach of contract with them. Their idea. 
opintervention was that Government should bring pressure on the-company to adopt 
one or the other of. these solutions; but the issu.~ afforded no scope for the work 
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of a conciliation board. For a conciliation board to consider whether the new hands 
should be discharged or carried .a. surplus WlIS clearly useless. It could not act as 
an arbitrator or mediator but could only plead with the company for action which 
would either be a breach of faith or unreasoning generosity with their sha.reholdersl 

moneyl and in any ca.se 8uch a request would certainly have been met by a. retusal. 
The other alternative was a. court of enquiry. For the reasons a.lready given it is 
clear that the court of enquiry~ while it could review events and assign responsibility 
could not suggest. much less enforte. a solution of the deadlock. It remained to 
toDSider whether a judicial investigation and· pronouncement upon the position. 
even if it co~ not eHect a remedy~ might yet serve a useful purpose. That is a point 
on which there is room for difterence of opinion. but an important point is that 
neither party wan~ it. The General Manager was prepared to face .... y enquiry, 
but thought that no practical benefit could result from itl and that it was waste 01 
time. The men's leaders were definitely- opposed to itJ -and hardly attempted to 
conceal their :recognition of the fact that their case was not one to stant impartial 
investigation. Indeed their only constructive suggestion was that the Commissioner 
should use his peISOIlal inftuence with the Manager to persuade him to discharge 
his new hands. The Commissioner's conclusions were that a conciliation board 
would be quite useless; while as regards a court of enquiry. the men"sleaders. the 
only party to the dispute that wanted Government ·intervention$ were strongly 
opposed to intervention in the only form in which intervention was possible, and 
there .seemed no sufficient reason for thrusting it upon. them against their will. 
Government accepted the views of the Commissiooer and informed the parties to 
the dispute of their decision that they could not usefully intervene in the matter. 

12. After the refusal of Government to intervene. the number of men in the 
works increased rapidly. By the end of June the company bad its .fun staff in 
numbers and thereafter proceeded to take in a few men. in excess of its standard 
labour force. The men 1ea.mt their work quicldy; the majority were not without 
experience and mechanical skill: and very SOOIl production also began to approach 
the pre-strike sta.ndard$ and indeed has since surpassed it. The General Manager 
bad practically reconstructed his works. The actnal figures at the end of July were 
2.416 new hands and 152 old hands while production was rising towards the pz-e...strike 
standard. Work, however~ was carried on under difficulties. Picketing was intense 
and. the company recruited a body of Pathans as escorts for their workers .and as 
counter-picketers. Moreover the company had to provide temporary tin-sheds to 
house their men since the strikers were in actual occupation of most of· their quarters 
or had gone away from the place and left their rooms loeked up. They were also 
feeding a large number of men in the Works so that these could avoid the necessity 
of passing backwards and forwards through the pickets. Outsiders began to take a 
hand. and no doubt the refusal of Government to intervene induced the loea.lleaders 
to look outside for assistance. The Workers and Peasants Party, founded by 
Philip Spratt, sent M....... Godbole and S. N.- Cbakra-warti, and these not only 
introduced a communistic element into the dispute, but the former by precept and 
example intensified the picketing. and in particular encoaraged picketing in the 
bastis and the practice of besetting and besieging the houses of workers. Part of the 
area was closed to picketing under Section 144 C.P.c., on account of outbreaks of 
violence. The Swaraj Party was responsible for sending up speakers like Messrs. 
Jawahir Lal Nehru. GUIUdit Singh and Swami Biswanand. Under tbeir inftuence 

. the economic sspect of the strike became obscured and the zaciaI and political 
prejudices of the audience at the meetings were freely exploited. Mr. S. c.. Bose 
himself visi~ the place; he bad been wry annoyed with Messrs. Ta"'" for their 
recogniticn;t of Homl. a.nd tbMatened to cause sympathetic strikes in Taw and the 
Burma Oil Company and elsewhere .. Mr. Girl also spent much·time in Jamshedpur 
working earnestly to find some way outpf the deadlock. At an earlier stage he had 
asked for an interview with the General Manager$ but the latter was not willing to 
deal with him. The active strike:rs were not more than about 500 in number; many 
of the strikers had left for their homes to wait for better time~ though the floods in 
Sylhet drove some of them back; money was being subscribed fairly freely for their 
support from various sources; though there was sufficient discomfort and shortage 
of money to produce discoDtent and bitterness. there was no acute distress. The 
position during this time was one of great anxiety for the Deputy Commissioner and 
police officers. but the details are of no particular interest. Sir Bhupendra Nath 
Mitra visited Jamslledpur on the 5th July: his visit was not directly in connection 
with the ·strike but he took the opportunity of meeting .informally some of the 
person~ c.hiefly concerned. 

13. In the six weeks from the beginning of July till the middle of August the 
strike seemed to be dying a natural death. Conditions and production in. the works. 
were steadily improving. The company actually had m~ men than they needql.. 
The ligures in " report, da~ the 20th August, show 1,012 old hands .... d 2,235 Dew 
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hands in the _ks. The difticult problem was the number of ex-employeee still 
left in the company's quarters; eJectment suits had been instituted but there were 
the inevitable delays before the swts came on for hesring. Pickett:ing was desultoxy 
and only maintained by the union rule that if a man did not picket he :received no 
dole of rice. The ex-employees were also gradually drift:ing away to their homes* 
while from time to time some of them were being taken back: by the company. 
WorkeIs c:eesed to eat sad sleep in the works sad prooeeded unmolested to their 
own homes.. The company ceased to send lorries for their men who now walked to 
the works wj.thout escort. There was daily crowds of new comers, who came in 
some cases from places as far rustsnt as the Punjab. at the works gate asking for 
work. and the officers of the company were besieged by old hands asking to come 
back. The company on the other hand had 500 men in excess of their needs and would 
have been glad to get rid of some. The outside leaders had mostly left the Place9 
On the 19th August the Deputy Commissioner reported delinitely that the strike as 
& strike might.be regarded as at an end. 

14. Then came the deliberate effort of the National Congreos to revitalise the 
strike.. Hints that the outside leaders were likely to return appeared in the strike 
reports from the 15th August. but were discredited as improbable. On that day 
Mr. S. C. Bose sent for Mr. Mitra. an ex-store clerk of Tmplate. and now President 
of the UDion, to meet him in Calcutta. On the 16th August Mr. Mi_ nturned with 
Pandit Jawahir LaIl Nehru. Khan Babadur Abdul Rahim Chaudhuri of Sylhet and 
Pandit Nilkantha Das of Ori!sa came to Jamshedpur and attempted to bring their • 
fellow countrymen our of the Tinplate Works. A leading article a~d in the 
SEtwCAliglat of the 18th August entitled ~4 Golmuri strilre-cause taken up by National 
Congress .. which indicates the deliberate nature of the e1Iort. On the 19th Mr. 
Godbole, of the WorkeIs sad Peasants Party. arrived and was followed the n_ day 
by Mr. S. C. Bose. They prooeeded at once to norganize the picketting. and on the 
afternoon of the 21st held a noisy demonstration outside the Works, which succeeded 
in reducing the old hands from over a thousand to 833. On the 21st also the Budge
Budge works went out on strike and put forward as one of their demands the 
settlement of the Golmuri strike on the terms desired by the Union. On. the 22nd 
the strikers -made a similar demonstration; this culminated in a serious rio" On 
the 24th the number of mea. working was reduced by about 1.000~ and the policy of 
annoyance of Workers at night was inaugurated. On the 26th the total number 
working bad fallen as low as 1.568. After that several of the ouWde leaders left 
and the number at work rapidly.rose again. and on the 29th had reached 2,388. 
Mr. S. C. Bose still remained, sad on the night of the 30th/31st August came the 
attempt to destroy the high tension cables serving Xinplate. The night was still 
and the standards stood in spite of having been cut throVgh completely: but 
though the disaster was averted, the incident served to emphasize the great danger 
in the position. It is perhaps not a secret that the Tinplate Company at this time 
were seriously considering wbether it would not be better to close down altogether 
rather than to continue to operate the plant in the existing conditions; but the 
rapid recovery from Congress intervention indU<ed them to think better of this. On 
the 29th August the Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner had a long interview 
with Mr. & C. Bose~ which, however, failed to clear the position in any way. 

15. Throughout this time a number of the ex-employees of the Company remained 
in occupation of the company's quarters. and thus constituted an element '\Pihich 
kept trouble alive and furnished a ground for frequent renewal of the demand for 
Government intervention. Men were coming and going. and it was always difficult 
to form an estimate of the number .. and in fact the numbers were always s. subject 
of dispute* but their presence rendered it possible to say that tbere- was still a strike 
of the Tinplate Works long after the works bad a full staff and normal production 
again. Various persons from time to time took charge of this little band of ex
employees, and most prominent at the later stage was Professor Abdul Sari. On 
the 6th September a motion was moved in the Legislative Council to adjourn the 
House to consider the serious state of affairs at Golmuri. and the motion was carried 
by a narrow majority at a late bOur7 On the 24th September a resolution was moved 
in the Legislative Assembly recommending to the Government of India that the 
tariff on tinpla~ should be removed. This motion was al90 carried by a small 
majority. 

16. The position in the months of Octobe-r and November was this: The Tinplate 
Works had men than a full sta1I and production had not merely been restored to 
normal but had exceeded previous record-s. But outside the works there remained 
this little company of ex-employees. some of them still in the company's quarters. 
They were encouraged by a belief that on a result of the resolutions in the Legislative 
Council and Assembly. Government would at last intervene a.nd make room for them 
in the works by removing the new hands. They kept up desultory picketting as a 
matter of feIlD. But there was a constant process of attrition, Men were drifting 
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away to their homes, and from time to time wete being taken back into the works. 
'!here cannot have been a.t the outside more than about 300 left though attempts to 
obtain accurate Dumbers failed. Meanwhile constant agitation and intrigue was 
camed on by varioUs political leaden 011 their bebalf. The result of the Congress 
party's intervention bad been a bad set-baek for that party which it. leaders found 
difficult to tolerate. A deputation from the ex-employees went up to Delhi and tried 
to secure the belp of Mr. Gandhi. Further, tbroujshout this time the rivalry between 
the old Labour Allsociatioll and the Federation COlltmued and Mr. Homi and Mr. 
Bose, the respective leaders, were sll:irmishing againet each other, and Tinplate a1faiIs 
came within the scope of their man<eUVIeS. There is nothing to be gained by des
cribing them even if there was complete information about them. During this time 
the Deputy Commissioner met Mr. Girl and some of the men's leaders and endeavoured 
to persuade them. to agree to a scheme for raising the money to repatriate the small 
body of ex-employeesleft ill Jamshedpur in place of carrying nn a hoPeless agitation. 
but they were unwilling to fall in with it. This position stood thus at the end of 
November. 1929, at which time the writer of this DOte severed his CODDeCtion with 
the district. 

THE TATA IRON AND STEEL. COMPANY. LIMITED. 

L-RearaitIll8lll. 

(1) Origin of Labofw.-Thelabonr employed in the Tata Iron and Steel Company, 
Limited, Jamshedpur. halls from every Province in India and a .maIIllnmher from 
Nepal. They are of all east:es. creeds and vocatinlls. 

(i) EJde..t of M~.-Appenclix " A" and Graphs 38432 and 38433 sent 
herewith will show the extent of migration by showing the numbers recruited or 
employed .... d discharged from the various district., province by province. This 
has ~ taken for the year 1927 which was a fairly normal year. 1928 and 1928 
cannot be cited as such owing to la.bour unrest and disturbances such as strikes. etc.. 

(ii) Ca ..... of panic1JtW s_ of Migrati .... -It will be seen fi-om the ligures 
that the Province of Bihar and Orissa shows the greatest number of employmenta 
and discharges; this is only natural as the works of the Steel Company are situated 
ill this Province and the people being mostly agrieuIturists. have to supplement their 
livelihood by some members of the families coming to earn money and thus better 
their living conditions at home, 

In 1920 there was a big in1Iux of some 7,000 people from tho Central Provinces-
this was due in the mam to severe famine conditions prevailing in the native states 
comprising part of this Province. 

(ill) C"""' ..... _etti ".... •. -There is 110 marked change in recent years with the 
exception 01 an increase in the number of ex-Indian soldiers coming here and seeking 
employment and this has been noteworthy during the last two or three years OIlly. 

We are att&cbing statements showing the number of persons employed during 
one month and also OIle particular dar (Appeodix B. C. D. E. F and G). This will 
give an idea as to the extent of migration. The figures given are for all districts and 
for the heaviest month and heaviest day of employment. 

2. C __ V~-<i)ExUta_~of'-"· 
(ii) E_ of ~ Labofw F"""".-Pen:entage of skilled and unskilled 

workers. who work continuously thIoughout the year :-(a) about 7S per cent. of 
the skilled workers from this and contiguous districts work continuously throughout 
the year. and (h) about 51) per cent. of the unskilled labour from this and eontiguous 
districts work continuously throughout the year. 

Percentage of skilled and unskilled workers. who go back to their villages in 
DOD-Contiguous districts once and once only during the year and then return to 
work in the factory or mine ;-(0) Annually about 30 per cent of the skilled labour 
go back to their homes in o.on-contiguous districts once only during the year and then 
:retUrn. (b) About 15 per cent. of the unskilled Jabour r«:ruited from non-oaotiguous 
districts go back to their homes once during the year and then return to work. 

We estima.te that out of a total of 23.000 workers. about 2 per cent. skilled 
workers and about 12 per cent. unskilled workers go to their homes in o.oo.rontiguoQS 
districti more th&n once in the year and then return to their work, 

S. Methods of lU<nI'......,I-(ij E;rimfl{f _hods.-An Employment Bureau is 
maintained by the company where skilled. aDd unskilled workon are registered and 
employed (Appeodix H). 
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The applicants for work assemble in & yud and daily requirements are _ 
by the officer-in-<:baIge. 

No outside n!'ICrUiting is done in the litenfl sense of the word. In cases where 
men of special qualiftcations ..... required. the employment officer goes through the 
list of applications received by post and registonld in his offiee. Failing to get. 
a suitable man in this way. the post ;" advertised in ~ or four of the leading 
daily newspapotS. < 

All employees a:e medically examined before ,they are admitted into service and 
are also vaccinated __ small-pox. < 

(ii) Possible improo_.-As there ;" a large popolation here and the supply of 
labour in Jamshedpur ;" well in excess of the company'. requirements. this system 
works very satisfactorily as the applicants for jobs incur DO expense in connection 
with their registration and despatcll to departments requiriDg tho men and no 
charge is mad. by the company to delray the cost of maintenance of the EmploymenI: 
Bureau. 

(ill) Public ~ ~.-(a)D"'nrbiliIy of 6Slab1;'MfI/:. 
Ib) Possibi/i$y of pradical .. -.<-Until labour as a whole is Iiton.te. it will 

not be possible to establish a public employment agency maintained by the 
Government. The need for such an agency is not felt at Jamshedpur. Our own 
employment bureau is able to satisfy our requirements.. But in other industrial 
centres such as Bombay and Calcutta where there are several coneerna engaged- in 
a particular industry and also where there are various kinds of industries. "" public 
employment agency would be of help to industry in the matter of recruitment. 

4. ExIntt t>..t Effects of n;. __ of Family Lif •. -We ha .... no statistics 011 

the subject of the ~tage of workers whose homes are in ncn-contiguous clistric£s 
and who leave their families in their home district. but estimate that approximately 
about 4S per cent. of our workers have left their families in non-contiguous districts ; 
the reason for this being due to a great extent to a shortage of housing accommodation. 

The average period during which such workers remain at work before returning. 
to their home district is very varying and may be anything from six months to.three 
years on an average. This is an est:imated figure as we have DQ statistics in the 
employment bureau. 

7. UnnnployttutsJ.-We have no remarks to make on any of the su~visions 
under this heading. 

We find vety little difficulty in obtaining all the labour we want fmm casual 
labour applying foe employment at our employment bureau. 

We do not advertise for labour except when the work to be performed ;" ... i:h as 
the onIinary casual labour ;" incompetent to do. 

(ivl UlUlfflployttutsJ i'f&SVf'GfIU.-We do not think: Unemployment insurance can 
be applied to the particular branch of employment. It seems to be impossible to 
pnMde for it when it ;" extended to agricultural labour which ....... impossible.< 
Men are often both. . 

8< LaboNr" To .......... "-Ii) A. ... ago d.....no .. of emp/oyloum.-Two years. 
Iii) E_ of casual emp/oyloum.-·03 per cent. 
(This Dguf8 is bssed on the total number of t<imporaIy employments in 1927 to 

the average monthly staff on the roll in 1927.) 
(ill) A-"'.-Our labour turnover for the last 3 years of normal 

operation was on the down grade· and with stability of labour conditions. it is 
anticipated that it will still be reduced< Tha figuzos are as follows :-1925. 36·6 per 
c:ent.; 1926.31,3 per cent.: 1927.24'1 per cent. 

During the hot weather and the early monsoon we experience more difficulty 
than at any other time due to absenteeism, this correspoDding with the cultivation 
season. also the marriage season amongst the Hincloos. < 

D.-lII1aft ~1i0D. 
10. D_ls of (hg,...,"'" .... A.dmieislnllitn aM Det-tmmlal: 
11. SelmUm of M,,""§i"ll Sl4ff.-The production of iron and stool by modern 

methods being comparatively recent in India. the managing sta1l which of necessity 
must have wide experience in modern iron and steel works practice and desig:o.~ 
consists principally of men with a wide and varied experience acquired in the foremost 
iron and steel works in America. and Europe. 

The general manager is the head of the Stool Company's organisation at Jamshod
pur< The opetation of the plant is dinoctly under the genora1 superintendent. the 
head of each department of tho works being dinoctly responsible to tho general 
superintendent.. The heads of other departments outside the works such as the 
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town, aCCOUllts~ oo1lierie9~ ore mines, prospecting. etc. t being directly under the 
s:eneral manager. The heads of departments are usually men with experience in 
similar departments of other steel WOrks. recruited in America. or Europe. but we 
~ve a. number of Indian ~fficers, lOme of who~ have ~ training and experience 
m foreIgn steel plants, while others have obtaiJled practically all their experience 
with the Steel Company at Jamshedpur. 

As vacancies occur in these positiona, promotions are made from other employees 
engaged in the department if a suitable mania avallable. otherwise it is necessary 
to recruit from·abroad. 

12. III"",""""", and T,,,.,,;,,g of SUPmrisM'jl SI4jf. sup ...... and Subor4in4le
(i) M_ in f-. 
(ii) FaciliHu for "'''',,;ng and p.""",u"" of _k-...-!n 1921 the Jamshedpur 

Technical Institute "Wall started by the compaay. to train selected men in theory 
and practice fur positions in the operating departments of the works. The course 
is for three yean. half of which is spent in the works and half in the institute. A 
total of 137 studenta from all parts of India have entered the institute. of whom 
50 are now under training and 63 are at present employed in the works. 

We also employ a numher of studenta who have graduated from the different 
. engineering institutions in this country. 

13. ReWictos betwe ... slaff .tIIl ,."k and ftk-(i) ReWtons C_aJIy.-Preseot 
relations between the s_ and workmen are. generally speaking. of a cordial nature. 
"In the earlier days of the company it was DOt- uncommon for foremen to abuse their 
authority and powers. In recent years this has largely disappeared and charges 
against the foremen of this nature are now seldom preferred. 

Efforts have and are being made -to educate all our foremen up to "the 
responsibilities of their positions. 

(iii) W MRS eotmJJittees-I/Wr COft.SlilvtiOfJ; exteIU ms4 adI;etI~. 
(iv) Works _,,<ils att4 ItIIluslrial Cauncils.-5hop Committees in all departments 

either have already or are now being formed.. These Committees consist of four 
nominees of the local labour 1ederation and three nominees of the company. The 
work of the committee is briefty described in Appendix I. These have been 
instituted recently. 

In 1920 departmental welfare committees were organised. but the workmen 
were not interested in them and they did ;lothing. 

Latet on a labour advisory board consisting of employees representing the 
workmen and management was formed to discuss, consider and report on the 
grievances of employees brought to its notice. This board functioned about 18 
months and did not meet after the strike of 1922. 

In 1924 a ooncilia.tio-n committee was formed to consider mutual representations 
made to it by employers and employees of the Jamshedpur Steel Works with the late 
Mr. C. R. Da.s as president. This committee met on various occasions during the 
year 1924. but the need for it having ceased~ it was discontinued. 

We hope that the Dew shop committees will be of a more permanent uatum. but 
their value will depend on the iateROt taken in them by the men. 

14. n ...... liuping. Pm'_", c_act tm4 1I~ Reg;st.is-(i) How .tIIl 
by w/wm • .pI att4 ehecAe4. 

(ii) HOfIJ atlll by _ .... If" aaually paitllo _k ..... -Time-keeping and attend
ance registers of labour in the direct employ of the company are kept by the tim.,.. 
keeping ._ employed by the company and the wages are actually dishursed by the 
cash department. 

Except in the case of supervisory, superior and clerical staff who draw their wages 
from the cashier's office, the workmen are actually paid in their departments by sta.ff 
specially sent out for the purpose from the cash department. 

The attendance of -contract labour is maintained by the contracton and the Steel 
Company exercises no check upon it since we are eoncemed only with the amount of 
work performed at the contract rates. 

There is practically no piecework here. Departmental bonuses are calculated 
on the out-tum of tho departments. the production returns being .uhmitted by esch 
department. 

IS. C_"''''''. as I"""",.m.ri.s-(i) EKInti att4 ewaa.. of _" gi_ on ,-0<1: 
-There are two contractors employed by the Steel Company in the steel wo;rks and 
the work allotted to them consists principally of the foUowiog :-(al Loading aod 
unloadiog pig-iron and stacking same. (b) Unlosding sand. claY. brick>. etc .• and 
carrying same to cast house. (el Handliog coal aod omders fur locomotives. (4) 
General cleaoing. (oj Losding aod unloading coal. ooke, ashes. etc. (f) Loading &ad 
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unloading from and into stock various raw ma~ such as limestone. dolomite~ 
ore, etc. (c) Erection of miscellaneous buildings and ordinary engineering work. 
(A) Unloading cinders OIl dumps and unloadjng and screening breeze. . 

The contractors 'employ approximate\y 4,000 workpeople. 
(ii) E..u.tI.f ~"K.-One sub-contractor only is employed by one of our 

principal contractors who bas a sman furce of 50 or 60 labour. 
(ill) C ..... ol." ..... se4 .... _ki"K <"","Rons.-(,,) Superintendents are responsihle 

for the work carried out by the contractors in their respective departments and 
payment for work done is calculated at a- tonnage and measurement rate. (b) The 
rules laid down in the Company's Safety Rules, the Factory Act and Workmen'S' 
Compensation Act are eoforced. (e) Accidents _ reportable by the various 
superintendents and are investigated by the company's safety inspector. (4) Wages 
are paid for time lost as a result cf accidents. 

(iv) Effuts.-It bas been found by experience, thet it is more profitable and 
expeditious to employ contractors for the class of work enumerated in the foregoing 
table than if the company employed its own staff. The reasons for this are that this 
work ooncerns the ioading and unloading of wagous principally, whicll can be done 
on a piecework basis and is most suitable in consequence for working OD. a contract 
system. Prior to 1924 this work was done by the company and as its oompletion 
depended mostly on the arrival of trains and the placing of wagons~ it meant a 
considerable wastage of labour which was tied. down by an eight hours shift and 
time-keeping system that rendered. it in many cases idle half-a-day and more in. 
consequence of any delay in the arrival and placing of wagons. This necessitated the 
empIoymont of more labour than was actually necessary and the resultant additional 
employment of sopervisingstal! together with theaccompanying diflicnIty of provision 
for thcir living accommodatioo. 

, At present the contractors have quarters that atXmDmodate approximately 600 
labourers who form the nucleus of their staffs. These are readily available for work 
of an urgent nature on account of their proximity to the works. This does not imply 
the employment of this labour for a longer period than that prescribed by the Factory 
Act. as most of the work can be completed within five or si:I: hours. which ordinarily 
constitutes a day's work. Such extra. work, however, is paid for at the achednled 
rates of overt:i.me laid down. 

. m BnIIIiDg. 

16. Efimt 10 .... leA Housi"K is p,..,.;~i) By _ploy"" •. -A statement is 
attached of the Steel Company'. quarters (Appendi:E Jl. 

(iii) By f>ri- u...d/ords.-Abent 320 houses have been bniit for 1ettlng out by 
private individuals on the Steel Company's land. 

These are mostly leased to Steel Company's workmen, but not all. 
(iv) By ___ .... -A statement is a-.:hed (Appendi:E K) .. 

17. F<I<i/i1ies ftW A<q1IisiIiofo of LiM for Workers' H"" ... -ltepliOd wider 
., Welfare" as to facilities provided (vide (34)). 

I 
18# Nahw4 of AceoJIIJflDda'iOft; p,f1IIitled j" udJ Clasr-{i) Its rMatiotJ to WOf'k"..' 

dnwm4s. 
(ii) It. _ 10 butlyf>. fr- Aealtlo poiftt of ...... -It is by no means clear what 

information is required. The Steel Company has made a great point of studying the 
type of quarters best suite4 to the needs of its workers. and has embodied every 
practicable soggestion made by theni that appeared valuable, at the same time bas 
aimed at building as far as possible accozding to the la_ and best rules for health. 

(ill) Pravisioft ......u for lighling, ..... ..".....,. anti _ ....pj>ly.-Replied under 
.. Welfare" abent lightiog. Work ... all desire private latrines and private 
water taps but they canno.t all afIord quarters conta.ini.ng them. Also there is not 
enough water to give individual taps throughout. 

19. Utiliralitm by Work ... of A ...... modation Av"j/abl •. -The co_y's quarters 
are all full and it will be some considerable time before we can supply accommodation 
for all our employees. 

20. RMsl Ralu itt. V.nou.s Classu.-Rents are calculated as near as possible at 
S per cent. on the capital cost. The rents of the various types are given in Appendix J. 

21. S1=ial p,.ow..... Arising i" C ................ h Vari .... CUss ... of H ..... _ 
... g., SJI1>.leUi"K: o~ of Employon' H_by t..uutts i" ./Jo., _Ploy.-{)wlng 
to the fact that the ~teeI Company bas not yet been ahle to provide enough accom
modation directly or indirectly, there is a good deal of sub-letting. Also there is a 
-tendooq' of those not yet allotted quarten to .. jump" any that fall vacant. Sub
lettiDg 15 controlled as far as possible to prevent overcrowding. .~ Jumping U 
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quarters is dealt with departmentally. Only 0·5 per cent. of the company's houses 
are let to' _ants in other employ and of those some are employed by firms working 
directly for the steel company. 

, EuWi .... -Discharged employ ... who do not give up their quarters are evicted 
through the Courts. 

IV. lIetIIlh. 
23. G_as' HealIlJ C_ ..... f Workw.o--(i) Figrwu of morlalify.-Health 

conditions are fairly good. We have had no epidemic of cholera. fou longtime. There 
'Was an epidemic of smallpox in the beginning of 1926. We have had Done since. 

Malari<I.-There were 771 cases in the year endiog ll1st December. 1928. against 
914 and 803 in two previous years. These are cases in which the malaria parasite 
was detected under the microscope. It is probably that amongst the cases of pyrexia. 
of uncertain origin a certain number was maIsria. Not all the cases of malaria. were 
indigenous. 

Kakl-A_.-In the year endiog 31st December. 1928. there were 63 cases against 
64 and :20 in two previous years. None 01 the KaIa-Azar cases were indigenous. 

Tt<bwculosis.-There were 181 cases of tuberculosis of lung in the year endiog 
31st December, 1928, against 80 and 104 in two previous years. 

HoM-_-In the year endiog 31st December, 1928, there were 25 cases of 
hook-worm against 10 and 18 in two previous years. 

Enim. F .. .,.~There were 61 cases in '1928 against 39 and 24 in two previous 
years. • 

Morlalify.-155 in the year ending 31st December. 1928, against 177 and 177 
in two previous years, The number of deaths mentioned above includes only those 
that occurred in our hospital and on works. This nnmber is therefore not the total 
number of deaths in the whole of the Jamshedpur area. 

(ill B;~ a"; 'tt!_ ",_/y.-There were 112 births in the year endiog 
31st becember~ 1928, against 55 and 34 in two previous years. These numbers 
include only the cases that occurred in the hospital or came under our direct notice. 
We have 110 retard of iofant mortality. ' 

(iii) Workinc eotfdition.t.-Working ronditions. both at home and at the works. are 
on the whole satisfactory. The standard of living of the workmen at Jamshedpur 
has cmWderably improved. There is still a good deal of ignorance as to sanitation 
and health requirements in quarters of the lower paid employees and in the Bastees. 
But on the whole, the health of the workpeople is certainly better than in other 
industrial towns, and this is probably due to the housing facilities. however inade
quate. supplied by the compeny and to the care tskeD. in town planning and avoiding 
insanitary overcrowding. 

(iv) DUI<Iry.-The'food of the U. P. Hindus, Telugn Hindus and Mobammadans 
consists of the following articles :-Rice, wheat, pulse (dal), vegetables, meat. 
fish. etc., edible oil. ghee, tobacco. liquor. 

The diet of the Bengalis of the ertisan class and aboriginal coolies is aiso the same 
with the exception of wheat and ghee. 

(v) Physique on the whole is good especialIyamung the aboriginals. 
(vi) The incidence of venereal disease in induatrial cities is in our opinion above 

the average. 

Z4. EsUnI of MmCfll FadIili .. p",.;ded--(i) By emp1cyn •. -The steel compeny 
maintains .. hospital with 140 beds. 4 OIlt-door dispensaries and 3 first-a.id statious 
and an isolation hospital for infectious diseases having 52 beds. Two doctors are 
specially kept for the isolation hospital. Two ambulance cats are used for bringing 
injured and sick patients to the hospital. There are 24 doctors. 14:registered nunes. 
3 probationer nurses on the stafl besides compounders. dressers and ward boys~ etc, 
AU the employees are treated free whether in the hospital or at their quarters. For 
medical attendance on their families at their quarters a nominal :fee is charged. The 
hospital is free to everybody, whether employees or not, No charge is made for the 
medicines su~p1ied to employees or the public. The entire cost of the hospitals and 
dispensaries 18 bome by the Steel Compeny. Tho capital expenditure up to 31st 
March. 1928. has been RlI. 3.50 lacs. and the llIlIlual expenditure is !lOW about 3 lacs 
Ii year.~ . 

(ii) By 6 ....... .....".-There is a amaII govemment hospital and a district board 
dispensary in the neighbourhood. 

(ill) By 0""", ~ ... -Nono. 



Isr 
(iv) Provisioro ftw ......... 110<_. _HOd mi4-wivu <w dGis.-Those attending 

hospitals IreeIy amsult the male doctoIs. . There is certainly scope for women doctors 
. and trained mid-wives to visit the villages and help the residents whose ailments 
would be treated from the beginning. Pmvision of nurses at the company's hospitalia 
given under 24. 

(25). _ 10 Ricls MtdkBl jociliMs .... U~(!) G.mMaIly.-The mediW 
facilities are IreeIy utilized by the public as will be evident from the number of cases. 
treated. In the ~ ending 31st December. 1928. the number of new casee treated 
were 210.210 against 206.899 and 196.{20 in two previous years. The hospital is 
nearly full at all times. 

Not 00Ji the residents of Jamshedpur come here for treatment but people from 
dis_ places are brought by their friends and relations who are residents of 
Jamspe:lpur. We estimate that at least SO per cent. of the total cases .... outsiders 
who have no connection with the company. The cost to the steel company o£ main
taining hospitals. dispensaries and medical facilities. since 1920 is nearly Rs. 23 lacs. 

(ill By _.-Medical faciliti .. are also being utilized by women in increasing 
numbeIS. Of the total new cases treated in the year ending 31st December, 1928, 
there were 'El,740 women agalDst 23,582 and 24,397 in two previous years. 

(26) Smfttatry A",aore.....-{11 Lam ..... 

(ii) ImMiore ......... -Filtered water is already put in reach of most of the 
employees. and is being extended. as far as possible in the remainder. 

A statement of Jat:riruos is attaclled (Appendix L). Where private privies are 
not attaclled to quartms as far as possible. one .... t is provided for every twenty 
persoas. in conveniently located pnblic lat:riruos. Permission is tr.eIy given to 
employees to erect pueca lat:riruos in houses built by themselves. 

• 
(29) Dis'ase-{!) FYevakttu of i..a..smal tlisNs ... -In Jamshedpur this is very 

low indeed. We occasionally have to treat cases of asthma resulting from gas 
poisoning, etc .• but these are not frequent. 

(ii) PYevalmce of --. ",aIari... loook-"""", 4114 mllw w.p;.:41 tlisNs ... -
CAole1a.-We do not now get epidemics of cholera. but occasional cases are reported.. 
usnaIly of returned pilgrims. 
M~-We have measures in hand for malaria. eontroL 

Hook-loorm.-The prevalence here is low. 

OtJuw w~ dis.sse.s.-Kala-Azar! we have DO indigenous cases. but sometimes 
we treat imported ones, 

(31) M.......uy B_fiJ.<-{i) Extnd 4114 _hiore .f"""ore .c1sem6S ('-"If 
~ p_ be,.,. 4114 afUr child-birlh).-It is too earty yet to make any state
ment about the benefit of the scheme as the scheme was only introduced in January. 
1929. The terms of the scheme are attaclled (Appendix M). In the Government of 
India Factory Act or Workmen's Compensation Act, no provision is made for 
maternity benefit. 

The number of applications received for maternity bene1it since the scheme was 
put into operation on 1st January~ 1~, are :- . 

January. 1929 •.. 19 
February, 1929 .• 5 
March, 1929 12 
April. 1929 12 
l4ay. 1929 11 
J_I929 11 
July, 1929 7 

77 

V.-Welfare (other ihaD Health aDd HonaiDg, lint melnAmg Ed_on). 

(32) Extnd of Welf .... Work-Ii) By .... pl.,....s.-Jamsbedp.r in many respects 
is. unique in India. What was a dense jungle a little more than twenty years ago is 
now a town of over a hundred thousand inhabitants and a great industrial area .. 
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The Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited, is not only an employer·ot labour but 
is also the landlord and provides municipal services. Its welfare activities _fore 
natura.lJ.y are of a very much wider scope than those of normal emplo~. It ~ 
not only to look after the welfa.re of its employees butalso does welfare work outside 
which in the normal course would be done by the local municipality. All the w~ 
wo~ therefore. done in J amshed.pur with a very few exceptions is done in some 
""y or other by the Steel Company. 

(ii) By olllM .... ....us.-There .... a few outsid~ agencies also doing welfare work 
here, the chief among them being the Vivelrananda Society. a. branch of the 
Ra.m1qishna Mission. which is doing a dood deal of useful missionary work~ chiefly 
amoog the abor;ginal population of the pla<:e. There are also a few local societies 
like the Women', Council, the Ladies' Sewing Circle and the Mahila Samity who 
make useful articles for the hospital and other deserviog iDstitutio ... and do a certain 
amount of visiting. 

(33) Emf>l<>ymmIof W.lf .... Office'n "'"' W ... k .... -The Steel Company has a 
welfare officer with an office and statf to co-oromate the various welfare activities 
that are ~ed ~n ,?Y.the Steel Company. ~ every department of the 
town administration 15 m some sense or another a welfare department, the aim of 
the company being to provide a model town for its work-pen~. 

(34) N _. of _ W.lf.... Activities-{a) By emt>/OYws. 
(b) By 0/"" .... ....us. 
Bvil4i1r{: '""",.-In view of the prevailing shortage of houses and with a view to 

enoouragiog employees to build their own houses, the Steel Company grants loans 
at three per cent. to its employees for buildiog their own ho ...... 

For kutcha houses three months wages are advanced without any bond and are 
repayable in twelve instalments. 

For pucca or briek and tile-houses. loans are granted on the mortgage system, 
ordinarily fifteen """,ths' salary limited by half the estimated oost of the- building 
is advanced to employees on this system. This is recovered OD. easy instalments 
within a maximum period of five years. The maximum of two-thirds of the value 
of the house is being given in exceptional cases. 

Total buiIdiog loans g!.ve1l up.to the 31st March, 1929. were lis. 2,02,967. 
W_ ...pp/¥~The town has an up-to-date PateISou filter plant which has a 

capecity of four million gallons of good filtered water per day. 
The System is designed for delivery through six service reservoirs. Of tbese~ 

only three~ two in a two-storied towu at the centre of the town. and one on ground 
1e ... 1 at Kadma, have yet boon built. The construction of another water tower has 
been started in .. L H Town. The RS1: of the supply :is still direct from the maiDs. as 
money has not yet boon available to complete the scheme. 

The total cost of equipping and runniog ~ ~ fz!>m 1920 is Rs. 26,'7,7!!'>. 
There are also sand filters inside the works which formerly supplied both the 

town and the works and are now exclui~ used for the works. 
Dr ........... -The drainage of the town has boon very carefuily planned and two 

very interestiog sewage disposal plants--<>De an a<:tivated sludge and one a simplez: 
sewage disposal plant-have given very excellent results in sewage disposal. 

The total cost of sanitary works in the town from 1920 has boon Rs. 86.49.725. 
Pub/io liglm"ll.-At present all the buogalews in Northern Town are equipped 

with electrie ligbts and fans,· and a few bungalows in Southern Town and Bunna 
Mines. This is being extended every year. 

Many of the streets in Northern Town aDd a few in Southern Town are also lit 
by electricity. This is also being extended and it is hoped, in a few years, to have a 
complete system of street and road Iightiog in the town. 

The total coot of town ligbting since 1920 has boon Rs. 3,86,198. 
Roads.-There are at present 30 miles of metalled ~s and 53 miles of unmetalled 

TOads. The cost of making and maintaining the roads has boon Rs. 12,21,173. 
Sa/.", "'"' ft,,'-ai4.-A regular Sefety Fint campaign for the prevention of 

a.ccldents has been carried on for some years in the Steel Works. There is a general 
Sa.fety Committee appointed from officials in the works. They supervise the 
working of the safety department and also investigate cases of very !IOrio ... or lotal 
aecldents. Two weIl..,quipped _-aid hospitals are provided in the steel works. 
Docto"' ..... in attendanoe at these statioDB for 24 hours of the day. Each department 
has got one or more boxes with the necessary re::::;: for immediate :first-aid 
treatment and motor ambu1ancea are provided_ have also been held in 
fuat-aid when complete counes of lectures have been given by one of the seoior 
medical ollicem and after proper _urination certilic.ates have also boon awarded. 
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SaaiI_.-A large .taft is maintained for sanitation of the town under a 
qualitied health officer. They look to the sanitation of tho town, bazaars. etc.. 
They are also respoDSibie for quick __ of cases suspecIoed of epidemic diseases. 
The health officer also passes the meat and fish which are put up for sale in the 
marlre1s and shops and in coIlabonltion with the bazaa:r mastels is also respoDSibio 
for seeing that no article of food unfit for human consumption is being sold. 

PracticalJy no charge for these services is levied from our workmen and the rent 
of the houses is CODSiderably less than the economic rent. We CODSider this to be 
the most important and most fruitful form of welfare work. 

LiIw ....... -Provision for reading rooms and libIaries is os foHows :-ti) Two 
reading rooms with libraries at the Main Institute~ and a.t Branch No. 1 where usual 
DeWSpaP"%S. jomnals and periocfu:als are available for reading. (ii) _ reading 
rooms of Vivekananda Society. where about 20 English. and vemacular newspape18 
and periocfu:als are available for the public. (iii) Reading room at the I1ldian 
AssociatiOD. (iv) English and misoeBaneons library in the Mrs. Perin Memorial 
Boys' High School. (v) Stool Companys tedIDi",,! library. containing books. 
joumals and periodicals Oil en the diJ!erent subjects and stages of iron and stool 
manufactnre and its eBied processes. (VII Technical library in the Jamshedpur 
Technical _to. where scienti6c joumels and periocfu:als are also available. 
(vii) Fourteen public libIaries. 

M.1uts ... bamcrs.-There are five markets in this place, the two main ones 
being Bistapur and Sa.kchi. Sunday is the market day and people from the smronnd
ing conntry up to a distance 25 to 30 miles bring in their produce for sale. The 
quality of food_ sold in the markets is inspected by the bazaa:r master and the 
hee1th officer while the former also cherks -'ghts and measures. Since 1920 
Rs. 4.11.936 has been spout for the improvement of the bazaars in various ways. 

ou- sltopf>i"lf facilitW.-Besides the markets. certain good arees have been 
aBotted as shopping centre where big merchants take the ground on loDg lease and 
build their own shops. The outlying bustees from. where the existing markets are 
not easily accessible also have shop areas chie1ly for food-stuffs. 

Co-opttraliv~ ~edu Soctetw.-With a view to promoting thrift among the workmen 
and preventing them from. falling into the clutches of the money-lenders* the Steel 
Company encourages the growth of co-operative eredit societies. There are at present 
22 co-operative credit societies with a total share capital of Rs. 3,25,055. Instalments 
of loans given by the societies to their members are collected by the accounts 
department of the Steel Company through the men', salary and banded over to the 
society concerned. These collections amount to about Rs. 40,000 per month. 
Besides these societies there are two societies in the Tinplate Company's area. With 
a view to co-ordinating the activities of the various societies and to better superrising 
their working the formation of a. co-operative central bank is now under considera:tiOD 
and the formal meeting fur its inauguration is to be held at the end of this month. 

CtH>Pwliliv. sIof'Af.-With a view to bringing down the cost of Jiving by a re
duction 01 prices~ especially of normal food-stuHs, au eJfort is being made to start 
a central co-operative store with branches wherever necessuy. The Tam Iron and 
Stool Company have ollered to assist the stores provided a capital of Rs. 50,000 is 
raised of which Rs. 25.000 is subscribed in cash bY the public. 

Works Hotels.-Withs view to providing good food at achea.p price~ the company 
nms eight hotels. two each for Hindus. Mahommedans. Punjabis and Bengalis, inside 
the works. In addition. there are f~ stalls where gram, peas~ groundnuts. etc .• for 
the poorest class of coolies can be obtained. The very best of materials is used and 
as the hotels do not work. for a profit beyond what is necessary for covering their 
working expenses, and sometimes at a loss. good food at reasonable pric.es is always 
available. These hotels are periodically inspected bY the medica1 officer. the welfare 
officer and by other o1Iicials. About:five to six: thousand people of all classes use these 
hotels every day. "" 

DiAry /_.-The dairy farm has ahout 225 animals including milking cows and 
hu1laloes. bullocks, buUs~ y01lllg stock and calves. The aven.ge milk produced at 
the farm is about 600 Ibs. per day. with an average of about U!bs. per milking 
animal per day. The farm also produces butter~ cream. and ghee for sale. The more 
important monthly staff of milkers have better class of company's quarters. rent free, 
to enable them to live always near the cattle. They along with the milk delivery 
men arc provided with uniform liveries to put on while on 'Work. 

The farm has an extensive acreage of land under cultivation, a part of which is 
under sewage irrigation. The Fann grows crops of Jowar and Bajri for fodder for 
farm cattle. main crops of paddy for grain and straw in the monsOOll, and oat crops 
for green feeding as winter crops. Besides it has a. small acreage of sugar-cane .. 
fodder grasses. !ucero and vegetables. 
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The farm also manages and runs the four District Board Cattle Pounds. 
At the present time the farm 8"'''' about 2.000 mauods of paddy per year which 

is thrashed, hauled and polished by machine. It is propoeecI to seU the farm grown 
rice at a cheap rate through a. farm depot at the Bistapur market as soon as the rice 
is ready far sale. 

The sugar-ca.ne and vegetables are sold at the works entrance gate and in the town 
at a cheap rate tOo the public. 

The farm, as said above~ produces about 600 Ibs. of milk per day which is dis:
tributed as under:-About 40 per cent. :is consumed by the company itself in its 
main hospital and works botels, institute, etc. 16 per cent. of it is consumed by 
covenanted families in the northern town and 44 per cent. by the Indian families in 
northern and southem towns. 

The lann has a system for butter-fat testing and record is kept of aU the milk that 
passes out of the farm diary. Similar tests are occasionally made for the fat contents 
of milk collected from the customers as supplied by the local Goalas and ill every case 
the samples tested are f~d adulterated with water. 

There is also a Govemmeut-aided Veterinary hospital uDder a trained veterioazy 
surgeon where the aoUoaIs can be treated. Up to the present, the company has spent 
Ro. 10,303 on this hospital. 

The farm. is used for sewage disposal and this.is the chief reason foritsmaintenance. 
.Pi<mit:J.-With a view to bring:i.o.g about a. closer contact between the workmen 

and the works supervisory sta.ff, picnics were held by various departments. The 
company sanctioned eight anoas per head to help towards the cost of the prizes and 
refreshments lor these picnics. A sum of Ro. 9,784 has been paid for the picoios 
&ready held this year_ 

EnUnM""",,".-The main institute in the northern town which has a dance hall. 
weU-equipped library. S billiard tables, tennis courts and stores attached to it. has 
also a branch institute in •• G .. town for the benefit of the company's employees 
living in that part of the town. There is an officers' club and the Indian· Association 
which were both helped .in the initial stages by the company and are now self-
supparting.. . 

There is also the Mi1anee~ a dramatic club. built by private subscriptions and 
hel:ped in certain matters by the Steel Company. There are also a number of smaller 
social clubs. i..a •• Chhota Nagpur Regimental club. Bengal club. Madrasi Sammelani 
and Jamshedpur Association, etc. There is also the Jamshedpur Athletic club which 
was started on a small way and concentrates on Athletics and Physical culture. 

Three cinema shows are held per week a.t the institute and eight at the Milanee. 
Dramatic performances an also held at the Milanee. Jamshedpur Association. and 
occasionally at the institute. All these clubs also have frequent social functions for 
their members. 

With a view to providing some entertaiDment for the poorest classes of workmen. 
especially among the out~lying bastees. the Steel Company gives free cinema shows 
four times a week in difterent bastees. Rs. 15.000 has been sanctioned for these 
shows for this year. In the month of JUDe over 38.000 people witnessed these free 
shoW8. 
. Sporls.-A1lsport in Jamshedpur is co-ortiioated and run by the Jamshedpur 
Sporting Associa.tion. a body Dominated by the General Manager from the public 
of this "Place. There are two main playgrounds in northern town and two less 
frequent"ly used in n L U and H S U towns respectively. The C.N. Regimental club 
have also made a footba.ll ground in front of their club. There is a challenge cup 
for ericket~ 5 cups for teunis. 6 culM' 101' football, 3 cups for hockey and" cups for 
golf. to be competed for every year. Besides these. bi-annual athletic sports are held 
among the various departments of the Steel Company and an annual sparts meeting 
for the whole town. 

Wrestling is also encouraged and wrestling tournaments are held in the cold 
weather when a number of well-known wrestlers from outside take part. 

A very good ground, which is now being filled in, will be available in a fewyear's 
time and -has been ear-marked for the schools. 

Pt-oIIi_ "",,'.-From 1920, the Steel Company has estsblishecl a Provident Fund 
for the uncovenanted employees drawing Rs. IS a month and over or an equivalent 
deUyrate. The number of members 00 the 30th Juoe, 1929, was 13,540. . 

The total loans advanced to the members from the Provident Fund comes to 
betwoOn thirty and forty thoesand rupees per month. 

Grat.iJy.-Gratuities have been given in. individual oases for men who have 
resigned after long service with the compsny, and to the dependants of employees 
who hsve died after serving the company lor long psriods. 
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F_ ...pply of _. <Ie., fo. 1M ..... k ...... -Men engaged in hot jobs where they 
are liable to get bums are supplied with boots free at .-by the company. They 
&nil also supplied with hand-leathers, aprons. gloves and eye-preserve:rs wherever 
necessary. 

FilUr$.-Drinking water for the west plant is filtered at the Sand Filt_ inside the 
works. The supply for the east plant is not filtered. Therefore. for the puspooe at 
<Irinking, the company has installed Jewel Fil~ for purifying the water. 

Fra '" 41l4$Od4.-The com~yhas got its own ice and soda plant and provides 
free ice and soda to workmen"tm duty. It is also proposed to put in water coolers 
so as to have &. suJ.>Ply of cool drinking water for the workmen. A demonstration 
machine has been mstalled and the results are being watched. If successfu1~ it is 
hoped to have cooling machjnes in most of the Departments by the next hot weather. 
A sum at Rs. 7.84.891 has been spent in equipping and %UDDin( the ice and soda 
plant since 1923. 
. Women's JastHovu.-A women's rest house has been provided at the Coke ovens 
where women employees can have their food and wash and change their clothes. 
There is a. Matron and two assistants-in-charge. Towels. soap, etc .• are provided free. 
A Dumber of women also 1eavetheir babies here while on duty. Thirteen to fourteen 
thousand women use this rest house per month. 

Meft's fltasA: AoUU.-A men's wash house has been sanctioned and is being put up 
at the Coke Ovens. This will enable the men who have been working in the coal dust 
to wash and get themselves cleaned up immediately after going elf duty. 

(34/ NalN,. of __ Welfan Adivm.~(b) By 0_ ogoncies.-The V1Vekanand& 
Society. a branch of the Ramkrislma. Mission, is doing very useful work chiefly among 
the aboriginal population. They have 4 free sehools, .. library. reading-room and 

• students home. They also do very useful work in times at distress by 1l0ods, 
epidemics, etc. 

W ...... •• """",,".-The Jamshedpur Branch of the Bihar and Orissa Council at 
Women has recently been started for welfare work in the town in general. 

Searing ci,.cU.-Certa.in ladies of Jamshedpur started a weekly sewing circle where 
they make 11Sefu1 articles for the Hospital and other deserving institutions. 

MaJril. StJmiJy.-This is a Society of Indian ladies who are doing very useful 
work here.. They have weekly classes for sewing. needle work,. etc., and also run ~ 
Sunday sehool and a literary section. They also make useful articles for the poor 
people and for deserving institutions. 

PrivIJttl Cinmsas.-The Jamshedpur Cmemas give cheap cinema shows e~ day 
in .r L" town and ~er private Cinema Companies are also starting m the. near 
fum~ . 

In the Golmuri area there is the 'Golmuri Club which is the centre of the social 
life OIl that side of the town and also runs sports in that area. There are also two 
Indian Clubs on that side. 

(36) Provision of Ed ... _01 FadliJios by EmplDyon-(i) Fo. AduU .. .,k.,..
(A) Night school in the High Scbool. teaching English and arithmetic:: (b) S other 
night sehools. teaching Hindi and arithmetic of primary standard: (e) night sehool at 
the Vivekananda Sodety; (d) Technical night school which has eight classes. 

There are tluee classes in the lower or vernacular school and four in the upper 
school with .& transition class. making eight altogether. A boy. who has read in a 
~ s~oo1. can enter the lower class of the technical school m which the teaching 
:IS in Hindi. At the end of three years if he passes the third year examination. he is 
granted a certificate from the vernacular or lower school in the subjects Arithmetic~ 
Engiish. Mensuration. Mechanical Drawing and Elementaly Science. This is all he 
requires as a third grade apprentice, but if.he cares to go on with his education and 
is recommended he is given a scholarship and can pass on into the transition class 
which is preparat.ory class for the upper school. He may require one or perha~ two 
years in this class and then passes into the ]st year of the upper school for which the 
ordinary entrance qualification is the matriculation. A few apprentices have suc
ceeded in this way and have qualitied for the higher grade of apprenticeship. 

Students from the 3rd and 4th year of the senior school pass grade II of the City 
and Guilds Examination. London. Our school certificate is given on the 3rd year 
and 4th year examinations in Mathematics, Mechanical Drawing. Physics, Mechanics 
Gniphlc. Stati<:s. E1eetricity. Mechanical Eugineering and Electrical Engineering. 
This session the school numbers are as follows :-Hil'IfU school, 81; heJHwatory 
ua.ss, ]8; S~nior sclrool. 52. . 

There is a staff of nine with a Superintenden~ all of whOm have had actual ex
perience with &. Steel Company. 

(./ A"",...,;"" wAi"iosg.-In July. 1927. the Steel Company re-organised their 
.scheme for training apprentices for the maintenaneedepartments. A works committee 
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appointed by the general manager was from that time made re!lponsib1e for the train
ing of all apprentices. ,Rules relating to pay and training were framed and are now 
in successful opetation. A youth entering the Steel Company as an apprentice can. 
now be certain of obtaining a systematic training over a period of five years in 
4 departments. 

The Scheme works· in c:o-operation with the Jamshedpur TeclmicaJ Night 5ch00I. 
(f) T .. ,...i.al I ... Ututo.-T!lis is dealt with under SupervisoEy Stall No. 12. 
(il) F",1talj·nme .. _ •• -'!here are no half·time workers in the Steel Compaay. 
(iii) Foy fIIMRnS' eAiIdun.-Education on general lines is administered by a Schools. 

Committee nominated by the company, and the schools are supervised through the 
Officers of this Committee. The school funds are mainly financed by the company and 
a part of it comes from the Government as orclinary grants-in-aid. At the present: 
time the company's contribution is Rs. 81.700 per annum and the Govemment grant 
is Rs. 17,916 a year, About Rs. 13,000 is received from the students as fees.. The 
fees paid by the employees for their children are- at a reduced rate. 

The schools are housed in pucca buildings. The old ones ~ given to the schools. 
by the company. The new ones have been built with half cost from: Government.. 
During the past two yean more than Rs. 1,50.000 have been spent on huildingo out 
of whiCh Rs. 75,000 were received from Government. ADother building programme 
with an estimate of about ~ 30.000 is in progress and it is hoped to complete this. 
during the course of the current financial year. In addition to running its own schools. 
the Committee gives grants-in-aid to many other schools. teaching primary standards. 
A atatement giving details of all Schools' Committees~ as well as aided ones, in whicl1.. 
education on general lines is imparted is given below. 

All the schools except the Te<hnicaJ lDstitute and the Teclmical Night Sc:hooI _ 
under the same Management and Teclmical Supervision. The primary schools feed 
the midd1e schools and these in their tum feed the high sc:hool. At the present 
moment one high school has been sufficient for the town. When the number of 
pupils sent up by the M.E. schools will be too large fax aecommodation iD one high 
school another high school will he opened. 

Numberou 
Schools managed by the Company. the roll. 

(,,) Mrs. Keokee Monroe Perin Memorial High 289 
School. 

'!he Girls' Middle School 
The )amshedpur M.E. &bool 
The Sakchi M.E. School 
'!he Girls' U.P. School at Sakchi 

13 Primary Schools-Boys .. 
Girls .. 

4 Primary Night Schools-Boys 
Girls 

205 
318 
270 
108 

1,080 
180 
106 

9 

(h) S./wQls aidd by 1M Comj><my .~ 
Vivekananda Society's Schools-

8 Primary &bools .. 126 
0""" Amd S<hools .~ 
4 Primary Schools-

Gujarati School-Boys •• 21 
Girls.. .,. 13 

Gurumukhi School-Boys 17 
Girls 27 

Moulbem Primary School-Boys 50 
Girls 29 

Arya Vedic Primary School-Boys 26 
Girls 12 

1 Primary Night School-
Oriya Utkal Samiti Night School-Boys 81 

Sakchi l\Iosque Makhtab ., 

Matrie and School Leaving 
Certilicate Standard. 

Middle English Standard. 

UpPer ~ Standard. 
with English. 

Primary Standard. 

No. on: 
(.) For Adm" _played .~ the roll .. 

The CommeICia.l School teaching. Typewriting, Shorthand and Bookk~. 44· 

(S7j D ..... tIbi1ily ,".d Possibility Dj ~ j ... 014 Ag • ..... _. R.n .... 
ftlml.-The Company's Provident Fund gives coDsiderable protection to the employees. 
agaiDst old age aDd premature retirement and is unusually generous. 
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There· is a proposal of _ Goverament of India to legislate that 110 income-tax 
be deducted from amounts contributed by employees to provident fund.. This is a 
very necessary provision and should be introdlKed. Refunds of incom&-tax Me 
made at present on premiums paid for life insurance. The lower paid employee 
therefore.. should. have the same privilege if he is unable to have any other in.surance 
besides his provident fund. With the increase in the number of insurance companies 
in India and the propagazula carried OIl by them. men earning moderate sa1aries 
are going in for insuraDce. If insurance companies carried on propaganda on these 
lines it would benefit both the companies aud the workers. 

PeNli ... ftm4.-A pension scheme has already -... considered and linaDcial 
provision has already -... made. No definite rules have yet -... framed. 

• • * • 

vn.~, 

44. r .......... of AceiIktrI$ ... Ftldf>riu. Mi ..... Railways .. 114 Dods.-W .. 
attach herewith ftgures: showing the incidence of accidents in these wo.rks during 
the years 1926 and 1927. (We have not sent 1928, as this was a period of abnormal 
condition, due to labour disturbances.) 

45. Cl:wse.s.-All accidents o.ccurring in theSe works are investigated and are 
classified into five groups. We give below a classification of' the accidents which 
occurred during the years 1926 and 1927 :- . 

Class 1. 
Class 2. 

Class 3. 

Class 4. 

ClassS. 

Accidents Accidents 
classification. . during 1926. during 1927. 

Jlfisadventure 
Due primarily to injured person's own actioa. 

omission. negligence .". fault, 
Due primarily to another person's action, 
omission~ negligence or fault. 

Due primarily to neglect of the Management to 
take _ prescribed .". reasonable steps to 
ensure safety. 

Obscure or not a.ssignable to any of the other 
causes. 

1.268 
341 

81 

1.054 
402 

63 

Unclassed 

1 

15 

1.535. Total 1.690 

N .B.-This- statement does not· include sccidents. to Contractors' Iaboqr and 
other .. outside factory .. accidents. etc. 

49. We have nothing to add other than ton!COrd ourappreeiation of_assistance 
we have received from the Chief InspectM of Factories during his visit to and 
inspection of the works. 

vm..-Work ...... 's Co~'"I 
51. W"'-"'s ~ ... "" Ad--(i) Enetof of ..... -Our rules ...... as a rule 

more generous than the Act but we think more experience of it is required before any 
further changes are brought into the ·Act or it is ..tended to other OOCIlpatinas. 

(ii) Comptwistm Ulith .- of POSsibk Ckrims.-The total amount paid in respect 
of accidents in tha plant is as follows :-1926. R3. 58,268; 1927, Rs. 52.418; 
1928. R3. 78.503. . . 

N .B.-The increase in 1928 is due to the fact that. following the labour dis
turbances of the year~ a number of employees who were leaving the services of the 
company. applied for and obtained compensation for disablements sustained during 
the preceding years and that most of these payments were made in the last quarter 
of the year. 

Figures showing the amount of compensation payable under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act. representios payment of the first 10 days of disablement during 
_ last 3 yean, as compared with actual payments :-

From April, 1927 to March, 1928. From April, 1928 to March, 1928 

Amoant payable Amonnt AmoWlt payable Amount 
WIder tha Act. actually paid. under the Act. actnaUy paid. 

Total 5.517 35,119 4,443 25.163 
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The difterence between the amounts payable under the Workmen's Compensation. 
Act and the amounts actually paid is mostly due to paymeuts made in eases of 
temporary disablements. In cases of temporary disablements incapacitating 
employ ... only for ten ds.ys and 1IIld ... , nothing is payable according to the Act. 
In temporary disablements extending for more than ten days, only half-monthly 
payments have to be made~ aocording to, the Act. of Rs. 15 or a sum equal to on. 
fourth of the employees' monthly wages, whichever is less. Payments are made by 
us in cases of temporary disablements not on the above basis but at the full rate of the 
,""p!oyee's salary till he is declared tit to go back to work again or till he is declared 
to have su:ffered some loss of earning capacity. in which case compensation ae<:ording 
to the provisions of the Act is paid to him. The diilerence is also caused, thol1gh to 
a very.trifiing extent by a few cases in which IlQ compensation would be payable uD~er 
the Act acconling to Sul>eectinn (0) of Section 3 (1). but in which compensation has. 
been paid as & compassionate allowa.nce to the depends.nts of the deceased. 

The amounts paid as compensation on acxxnmt of fatal Gcidents to persons 
who would not have bean entitled to compensation under the Workmen's Compensa.

. -lion Act and the reasons which prevented the cases from coming UDder the Act are 
as follows :-

1926-21 Rs. 636 for 3 ....... 
1927-28 u 1~584 u 6 
1926-29 ,. 748" 2 

or a Total of Rs. 2.968 for 11 cases. 

In all these cases the accident was due to oue or other of the causes mentioned 
in Su~ectinn (b) of Section S (1) of the Act and DO compensation, therefore, would 
have been payable under the Act in ordinary circumstances. But, as the company 
usually pays compensation to depends.nts of deceased emp10yess in all fatal accidents, 
irrespective of the cause of the accidents, the company has paid compensation in 
these cases also. 

{illl Eft .. ,. ... indusfoy.-A. the fignres indicate the payments made in respect 
of all accidents according to our Works Service Rules. and inelUiU a wge numb# 
0/ casu." umicA floUring U101414 1H:Io. been payable at all Ge&m'tliftC to tM WMRmett'S 
Compettsstion AG'. the extent of our actual payments to employees in connection with 
accidants will always be abeut five times that of possible claims unda. the 
Workmon:. Compensation Act. 

The provisions of the working of the Act do not a.ppear to have alIected the 
industry appreciablY'-<"l" way or tho tither. 

. . ~ ~ . . . . . . . . ~ . . 
(v)' D";"o1n/i", of c..,.puIstwy 1 ......... _ by Employws.-We do not think this 

can or should be imposed unless it is managed by Govemment. In any case we 
consider it unnecessary. 

A.-FGeIoriu. 

55. H(1Uf'S W<W,," 1- W .. " ad 1- Day-(i) N<WYIJIll • ..... as ~- by 
....-".. ~_.-<>ur labour can be dealt withconvenielltly uuderthree heads ,
(a) Unskilled: (b) semi-sldlled and skilled: (e) Sllpemsory. 

Generally speaking. Classes (a) and (b). numbering roundly 5.000 and 17.500 
respectively. work 8 hours a day. In the case of" non-continuous process ,. depart
ments, they work 6 days in the week, Sunday 01" a substituted day being an .. oft .. 
day. In the ~. continuous process" departments these men work 7 days in. one 
week and 6 ds.ys in the next alt ...... tely. as they are laid of! work once a fortnight. 
aecording to the provisions of the Factory Act. 

All the supervisory and clerical stall. numbering approXimately 1.800. work 
from 48 to 52110urs per week according to the nature 01 their work. 

(ii) Am-ai, i .•.• ifidvding ovmifJII.-Tbe actual average number of hours (inclu
sive of overtime) worked in a week is about 51 to 52. 

(iii) S1"'tJd..qv,,.. i .•.. ,Ilat1Of1 belwHtf. AotD"s awrlt,. _d iotws tlvriffg wlid 1faIOr'i1f: 
if "" _.--Classes (0) and (b). with the exception of a ne~ligibIe number, haw DO 
spread-over at all; once they have finished their day's shift they are :free and not 
OIl ca1I.at aJI. 

The su~rvisoJy staff. however. are lid#M to be called upon for urgent work when
"' ever there IS any brea.k&down or anyother emergency which necessitates their presence 

though actually the Dumber of men called up out of their normal hours 01 ~k is 
verysmaU. 
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57. Effect .f60 H ..... • R~i) 0.. .. _s.-We believe the general el!ect 
of the 60 houts' restriction has been beneficial to the workmen. There has perhaps 
been & slight loss in earnings due to the application of the restriction inasmuch as 
overtime cannot be put in to the same extent, but against this there is less fatigue 
which results in better health 8.11;d efficiency. 

(ill 0.. OOiuslry.-since the works started we have never worked over 60 hours. 

58. Effect of Daily Limit.-Thls bas genOIally had .. beo.ficial eHect on the 
workmen. 

59. Possibility of R.i..ai<m i .. Muima.-We do not advocate such a reduction. 
60. l_o/s--(i) E:risIing jwoctit;o._The existing pr&etice is suitahle both in 

relation to fatigue and workers' meal time. In the various continuous production 
departments, where men are employed on 8-hour shifts, there are DO jobs requiring 
continuous work for which spare hands are not provided to relieve workmen so as 
to prevent fa.tigue, and while many of the men engaged in 8-hour shifts are employed 
on work in which the process is continuous the actual work itself is intermittent. 
and men in consequence get intervals for meals and rest~ The general shift bours 
of the company which were formerly from 6 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. and 1.30 p.m. to 
5 p.m. have- been :revised and the general shift hours reduced from 9 to S hours by 
commencing work at 7 a.m., leaving at 11.30 a.m.~ resuming at 1.80 p.m. until 5 p.m. 

(ii) S.m..bility.f tM _.-In its relatioo to intervals at rest we would say that as 
far as the steel industry is concerned, there is no difficulty in meeting the require
ments of the Act. for even in the continuous process departments. where men are 
employed on straight S-hour shifts. the work is intermittent provic:ling frequent' 
intervals of rest~ and in the non-continuous process de~ents men are generally 
employed on general shiit where 2 bows' interval is gJven after 41 hours' work. 

(iv) Number.f lwlitla:ys gWm.-We are gove=ed in this by the provisions of the 
Factory Act and exemption orders of the Local Government for non-continuous 
process departmentsz etc .• and full use is being made of such exemptions. 

X.-SPeciai QueoIiODI relating 10 WOIDllZl, Yonng Adults and ChilolzeIL 
L_ 

81. Effut.f 1922 Ad Oft Empl<>yMeJd.-The passing of this Act made very little 
difierence to the Steel Company in its relation to the employment of women~ young 
adults and children. Prior to the passing at the Act. the Steel Company h&d elimi· 
nated the employment of all women at night time in the steel works at Jamshedpur 
and has not at any time encouraged the employment of children. Boys only _ 
employed as messengers, being subsequently usually taken. on in the works. 

82. Adm ........ f l .. f- 10 FaeI<wies.-No infants are admitted to the factory 
except under the Exemption Order which was granted by the Chief Inspector of 
Factories for Bihar and Orissa~ which permits admission into the works of infants in 
&nIlS being taken to and from a cdche. 

83. Suitability .f RegulaJiotls ftw W""",,,'s WOO'A.-We have no comments to 
make. The female labour employed by the Steel Company are engaged in occupa
tions in which there is practically no hazard. such as unloading or loading wagons .. 
carrying bricks. sweeping. etc. Nevertheless. the Steel Company feels that tbe 
employment of women labour in a steel factory for any occupation is undesitable~ 
and .our idea is to gradually curta.tl this labour with the intention of ultimately 
eliminating it altogether within the factory limits. . 

84. SNitability.f Reguloti .... "ffuling CAilan-(i) H_s .... 4 i_ilk. 
(il) Mimmum axil maimum ~.-The question does not aftect us, but we offer 

the following suggestion :-The age for children at present. according to the Act" 
is between 12 and 15. They are all half-timers and work not ~re than 6 hours for 
six: days in a week and no night work. 

Considering the early age at which children mature in this country the age of 
12 should not be raised. 

It is, however, difficult in this country to prove the a.ge, and if some means could 
be devised by which a child of 10 is not passed off as 12 would be useful. 

If children &re not admitted to the factories by 12 yearn they will very prohably 
be employed in harder work. and in worse and more unhealthy surroundings than 
those pennitted by the Act. 

Without compulsory education in all parts of the country, and even in all wards 
of one town it would be better not to raise the age above 12. 
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The maximum _ may be increased a.bove 15, as then youth is adolescent and 
required to attend night or vocational schonl, and the 6 hnOlS of work in addition 
is all he should or she should do. 

lt would &lso be of immense help in improving the health of the women. It is 
no use raising the marriage _ and making them work as women after 15. . 

86. W""k _tI T'-.., of y ... .., Atlwl/$: FlI&iliUu fo. APPUftfieosAip.-We 
have a teehnieal night school in which apprentices and yonng employees of the 
company are given instructioll in. the following subjects :-Arithmetic, algebra, 
geometry, trigonometry, mensumtion, elementary science, EDgIish. physics, electrieal 

, engineering" mechanics. mechanicaJ engineering and drawing. 

frl. EKl6tiI of " Bli"tI Au.,," E""'I.".... .. , (i .•.• EKl6tiI to ",AkA CAil""'" "'. 
tlismw.tI ... _'''' Fttll Agel.-We unden!tand this to apply principally to office 
hoys and the like. If this is so. we would ... y that all oflice hnys as they grow up 
are absorbed in various parts of the works establishment. Some of them who 
attend the night school become Sufficiently educated to assist in the office such as 
filing helpers. etc., others go into the works, and some become cbaprasis~ peons, 
messengefB# etc. 

XIL-Wllll81. 
96. p,.""aili.., RIIIles of W""" CT .... _tI Piea) .... tI Aver""e E_",,~i) I" 

",dus"Y.-The average :rate of wages paid per head per month to direct Indian 
employees during the period April. 1927. to March. 1926. was Rs.32·9. In five 
working months during the period April. 1926, to March. 1929. this had increased to 
Rs. 37·4. and in April. 1929. it further increased to Rs.42·3. 

101. Bam of Paymeod f"" OverfifM G"tI s .... tI.sy Wm.-Payment for overthne 
is calculated according to the provisions of the Factory Act. 

102. MlillOd of Fm"" W""es. 

103. &14", of SI4"dlwdisafion. 

104. 'EJJm of Wagr-eIlO"" .. Oft L.w- S..pply. 
There are standard rates fixed by .. rates Committee for the various grades and· 

classes of labour employed through the Steel Works. This rates committee is 
composed of certain of our departmental superintendents who are in close touch 
with the labour employod in the plant and with the nature of the work performed by 
the various grades of labour in each department. Staodardisation is carried out as far 
as it can possibly. be done in order to mjNmjse complaints which were so frequently 
made that men when engaged are promised cert:a.in rates which they eventually 
find are somewhat less. Under the standardisatioo. scheme ~by each job is mtecL 
every employee understands exactly wbat his miDimum. aDd maximum rate- will be 
in that grade and what he can expect when promoted from it to other grades. It also 
has the advantage of rating all men doing the same work $0 as to yield the same or 
about the same remuneration. In a plant of this size. employing approximately 20,000 
workpeople. the necessity of this is at once apparent. There are occupations of a 
similar nature in the East Plant to that of the West Plant and as different Superinten
dents are in charge of each, we found it necessary~iD Older to avoid haviD« diiierent 
rates for the same class of work. to have the rates committee bring all rates for 
similar work into line irrespective of department in which employees were working. 

104. J!JJu' of Wgg.-eIIO"" .. Oft 1M Labowr SvI>f>ly.-We have never hed any 
difficn1ty in securing all the labour we required. Wlige-ehaoges do not affect u. as 
there have never been any changes in the ",tes paid by the Steel Company to its 
labour except tq increase them. 

105. M .... _ W",,_Atlvisabilily a. , .... 1>i1ily of sI4h#ory -'-.
It is adviseble to have .. minimum wage le;!isIation. on the hesis of cost of living. 
The rate should be different according to Industries and Provinces. 

.. 106. D6d~.-(i) E_ of fosi"".~The amounts collected as fines from the 
empl<>ye:es for ths last three years "'" :-1925-26. Rs. 10.85-'; 192~. Rs. 5.039 ; 
1927-28. Ro. 834. 

Fining as a form of punishment for delinquencies has practically been eliminated. 
. (iiI OU- ~.-W. ha."" attached a list of all heads of deductions 

(Appendix Q). 
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As for deductions on account of the comPanY's dues. as for instance. house rent. 
-dues to the company's dairy farm or hotel. ete... the consent of the employees is 
implied. in their general conditions of service. For all dedUctiOIlS outside these 
two groups. recoveries are made only at the re<iuest;. generally in writing. of the 
employees concemed. 

(iii) UlilisaJi ... of ft-.-The amounts coUected as liDes were being utilised for 
hospital fund. as the liD .. were to be devoted to some charitable purpose. As the 
amount has grown triffing and will be .. nil .. before long. the question of its utilisation 
will not arise at aU.. andk in any case, has no importance. ' 

106. ~i) D .... al>ility of kgWaJi .... -These appean to be DO necessity 
for any such leglislation as deductions from wages in respect of fines are hardly 
appreciable to our knowledge anywhere on this side of India. and we do not think.. 
there is any abuse in this direction in any part of the country. 

107. Periofls of ·W"Ii~ (Day, Week orM...u.)-(i) Perioas for "'hicb 
_espaid. . 

, .. . 
(li) Peri04s elapsing bef .... paytfl81tl.-In cases of weekly-paid coolies we make So 

week1y-pa.ymen~ and this payment is made on every Saturday for the week ending 
for the previous Tuesday. The reason why we make the payment on. Saturday 
is that Sunday is a general bazaar day and it is convenient to our employees to 
obtain their _ a little in advance of tlUs day. 

In cases of daily -rated and moothly rated men. we pay wages to this sta1f 
begiDDiDg with the 5th of the month up to the 12th or not later than the 15th of each. 
month in respect of the previous month's earnings. The delay is due to the innumer
able deductions to be ~ such as rents, stores. provlsioils~ etc. 

(iv) T • .,., ....... of ,,1Idai _ _ es.-Unclaimed wages are kept as liabilities ios 
three yean aftes which they are credited to Gcatuity ODd Woskmeo'. Pension Fund. 
No unclaimed wages are refused even aftes three years if claim is proved. 

109. BOIl'" and Profit ShMi"l[ Sc-.....-PIease see cepy of letter 3184 of 31st 
August, 1929, to the Bihar and Orissa Government (Appendix R). 

llO. A,,"ual or 01"" Leaw.-Except in a few cases among the higher grades of 
the supervisory sta.ft. leave is availed of as it becomes due and in many cases overdrawn. . . . . . . .. •••. • 

As regards the query whether leave earned lapses at the eod of the year if not 
taken6 it does not lapse as it can be accumulated. the only limitation being that in 
the case of daily rated employees leave can be aecumulated only up to a maximum 
of six weeks (due on three years' completed service) at a time. In actual practice~ 
however~ the restriction as above said very rarely comes into operation as the number 
of daily rated men who do not take leave at all till they accumulate their leave for 
more than three years at a stretch is negligible. 

:mI.-Induotrial EffI0iaDe7 01 Worken. 

112,. 'Com-PtJI'tUiue changes i" 'fficiency of Indimt WOJI'WS in rlcent YMI's.-There 
has, in our estimation, been an increase in the efficiency of Indian workmen during 
recent yeam, but the labour turnover is still too great to state to what extent, with 
any degree of accuracy. In recent years the general unrest amongst labour has. we 
~~ prevented the.increase in efficiency we wou14 otherwise have expected .. 

113. CfJfJJ/Nwativ. ttfficinu;y 01 [JUlia,. tJ. Foreign Wcrkws.-The Steel Company's 
experience is that it employs in relation to the output. -a far greater npmber of 
emJ;>loyees than a similar works would in western countries. India. is mainly an 
agncultural country and the workmen in the irOJl and steel industry do not have 
the experience or skill of the workmen in those countries where the industry has 
long been established. The climatic conditions operate to the disadvantage 01 the 
IDdian workmen and the education. health. physique and standard of living generally 
are lower here than are to be found in the western countries., These adversely affect 
the local workers in: judging his compara.tive efliciency with the westerner. 

114. E>:Ieollo which """,pari_ M. affec/ed by (i) Migrall!m of ..... k""s~WhiIe 
this is not very considerable in view of the fact that the main population of India 
is agricultural. it does sometimes adversely affect the supply of skilled workmen. 
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Large Dumbers of workmen do leave their families at home with the consequence 
that they ~ve to do much for themselves in the wayof domestic duties which prevent 
them getting the rest they would if living in their own houses with their own families. 

(iij Us. of maem....".-The increased usage of modem macbinery has a tendency 
to decrease the number of employees but with an increase in industrial efficiency. 
The average Indian workman has yet .. long way to gn in the matter of making the 
best use of modem macbinery in order to obtain the full advantage of labour saving 
which is ono of the principal features of such macbinery. 

. (ill) ComplWdliw .fficim<y of plaflt.-The extensions to the .- works at 
Jamshedpur have beeo designed on 'W-tp-date methods of production with a high 
efficiency factor. The ma.jor portion of the machinery being imported and ~e 
parts not being avaUabie in this oountry, necessitates this oompaoy earrying a largo 
stock of spares which would not ordinarily be carried by .- works in western 
oountries who can get spare parts with much greater facility . 

. . 
(v) PlvysifjfU.-on the whole the Indian workman has not the standard of 

physique which is to be found in labour employed in steel works· in the western 
countries. The work in and around the steel plant is of a strenuous nature and 
demands a physique which must be generally above the a.verage. 

(vi) Heal/h.-The essential rules forgnod health are not "" generally understood 
and conditions prevailing in the steel industry are totally different to those prevailing 
in the old village life. 

(vii) E4""atiooJ.-This, is admittedly ooe of the drawbaeke from which Indian 
workmen sufler, hot _ are being made in ]amshedpur to provide more than 
the average educational facilities for children of the workmen. 

(viii) Slandarasofliving.-Thisisnotveryhigh, hotastherearevarymgstandards 
amongst different castes, it is difficult to oHer any definite- opinion or offer any 
suggestion of the manner in which the standard should be raised. There are:features 
in which the standard of living oouId be praetieally raised for all, hot we do not feel 
competent to deal with the details. 

(ix) Climale.-The climate at ]amsbedpur on the whole is good. Nevertheless 
there must of necessity be a loss of efficiency during the extremely hot weather 
months and during the moIlSOOll when the heavy rain-fall creates conditions of 
perS<>nal discomfort. 

115. ·Eff.a ... Pr-04-'''' of-

(iii) E1fj>.n4u.. ..... !Jea1u, an4 •• ,,;Iati .... -The steel eompaoy has been liberal 
in the provision of health and sanitation measures and the results undoubtedly are 
justified, but it is impcssible to say exactly to what extent production has been 

. aflerted. 
(iv) H ..... ng.-The housing at ]amshedpur is below requirements, hot the .teeI 

company is lIudeavouring to correct·this to the best of its financial capacity. We 
certainly believe that adequate bnusing for workmen would have .. beneficial _ 
on production. 

(v) .A ltemnOflS i# 1'IUOwtls of remMfUr4IWH.-We . have- DC) comments to make. 
except that we have endeavoured to introduce production bonus schemes with a 
view to increasing the outtum. So faz these schemes have not produced as good 
results as we had expected, but nevertheless we believe that fixed rates plus a bonus 
on production is the best both for employers and workmen. 

(vi) MOfJlmlfJts j" fIItlClJ ~.-We have not noticed any iD.creased production 
from the inereased pay roll of the eompaoy. 

(vii) L.,ulati.. _".-We believe factory legislation has generally 
improved working conditions which must ultimately increase the efficiency of the 
workmen. • 

(viii) Di~.-We believe there is room for the education of workmen in this 
respect. Labour conditions in many occupations in a steel plant are such that 
they eall for a dietary rather above than below the average .. 

(ix) A/cQAol """ dmgs.-The evil elfeets of th_ are not more noticeable here. 
than elsewhere. 

(xl Im1vslrlal faliglu.-Many of the workmen here have beeo aoenstomed to 
agricultural occupations and in consequence. industrial fa~e is more noticeable 
in the steel works bent than is found in countries where the industry has long been 
_blished. In course of time this condition will tend to beeome I ... visible. 

116. PossiW. fMJIuHls of $""""1 iflCJ'l4Ud .~.-In course of time tho 
measures which the .- oompaoy has taken of establishi.ng the technical institute, 
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teclmical night school apprenticeship system., etc., should result in increasing the 
efficiency of the workm.... It is hoped that individual energy, technical skill and 
acientUic knowledge will be promoted. The company's programme of providing 
additional housing and other amenities in the town. improving working conditions 
in the plant. extension in the nse of up-to-date machinery, regan! for the safety of 
its employees and welfare work. are all methods iQtendec:l, to secure increased 
efficiency of the workmen. 

XlV.-TraiIe ComhiDaliODL 

117. E_ of Organization of 

. (i)' Employors.-The Metallurgical and Indian Mining Association are the 
organizations of employen in this particular industry. The Cbamben of Commerce 
to which most employers beIoDg sometimes take up questions relating to industry. 
The Metallurgical Association does not regu1arise wages. Their co-operation is 
ouly used in making representations to the Government on geoeral principles affecting 
the industry. .• 

(h) Employe4.-The existing organizations of employees are the Jamshedpur 
Labenr Association and the Labour Federation. About 50 per cent. of the 
employees are members. The Trade Union Congress have au annual meeting 
where they discuss general questions a1fecting labour. 

xvn.-AdmlnisIration. 

138, Acqu<>inllJ_ of Work-Pe<>Pk ...w. FtSdary LegiskIHon.-The majority of 
th"e workmen being illiterate~ are not acquainted with Factory Legislation to any 
great extent. Generally their acquaintance is limited to the fact that compensation 
is due under the Workmen's Compensation Act when they are injured in the plant 
and to th .. fact that leg;s!ation has Unposed restriction on wmlring hours and that 
under the Factory Act they must be givou.certaln days of rest. 

APPENDIX A. 

Absl • .a of 1M 5t_ 5"""';ng "'" Origin of Labotw Employ.tl .... d Dis&lt •• pd 
." TM Tala I .... ...., 5uel Co., Lid" dt<ring T_I •• Months fr .... Jan....." w 
D.-e.,1927. 

Total No. Total No. 
Employed. Discharged. 

Bihar and Elrissa, 2,927 2,639 
Bengal 560 534 
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh 1.029 864 
Central Provinces and Berar 1,001 933 
Assam 63 85 
Madras 374 306 
Bombay 275 253 
Punjab 485 413 
Independent States •. 92 119 
Native States .. 305 218 
Rajputana. 4 2 
North-Western Frontier Province 147 111 
Foreign Provinces 2 5 
Foreign Countries 18 12 
Burma •• 1 

Grand Total 7,283 6,497 
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APPENDIX ·B. 

AbslraeloflM SIaIIJ_ SMwi"l1 ,he N_, of Employme""'" 1M M onIJo of M..,.. 1!l21. 

Bihar anil Orissa • • 254 
Bengal 71 
United Provinces of AgTa and Oudh 136 
Central Provinces !Llld Berar 124 
Madras 49 
.Assam 12 
Bombay 29 
Punjab 61 
Native States 34 
Independent States 6 
North-Westem Frontier Provillce 19 
Foreign 1 

Grand Total 

Bihar and Orissa 
Central Provinces and Berar 
Native States 

APPENDIX C. 

GnmdTotal 

APPENDIX D. 

796 

90. 
160 
46 

296 

SI,.,."..'" S"-",, /he Numbs!- of C/riltl .... (0... Twelve Y ..... of A,.) Employotl 
Duri"lf 0... MonIJo. 

Central ProviIl_ !Llld Berar 
Madras 

APPENDIX E. 

4. 
1 

5 

Abs/ra<lof/heS_SIJosC"If/heN_ .. fW ....... W.,..ms~; .. O"'D..,.. 

Bihar and Orissa 22 
Central Provinces !Llld Berar 28 
Native States 20 

Grand Total 70 
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A.PPENDIX F. 

A_~ of u.. s,_ Slttmn"lf u.. N_ of EmpIoy....,.ls i" 0... Da". 

Bihar and Orissa 20 
Bengal •• •• •• 2 
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh 11 . 
Central Provinces and Berar 6 
Madras 3 
Bombay 1 
Assam 1 
Punjab 9 
Native States " 
Independent States 1 
North·Western Frontier Provinces S 

Gnnd Total 61 

APPENDIX G. (Gbridge4.) 

AbstrtJd Slttmn"lf Tolal N_ of MrmDtly PaiS EmpIoym Olio· w ... w Oft 
5·7·29 milA Tltm Nati". Prov'tu:U s_ "Il"triftsl Tho;. N_. 

Assam 
Bombay 
Bihar and and Orissa 
Bengal 

~:: Provin- :: 
Native States 

(dgri<o .. 01 i1lClwdedj 

Independent States and Foreign 
North-Western Frontier Provinces 
Punjab •. 
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh 

Gnnd Total 

A.PPENDIX H. 

275 
319 

5.271 
2.076 
1.327 

839 
297 
221 
181· 

1;301 
3.810 

15.917 _._- • 

s-.., Slttmnwg u.. Nu_ of A.Pf>lie_ R ..... ¥d DlWiwg u.. Y ... 1927. 
Clouifte4 U .... Diff ...... Trtule.. . 

Apprentice . • 137 
Clerk.. . 362 
Crane Driver . • 69 
Coupling Porter . 212 
Cleaner 87 
Rtiu.. 4~ 
Filer •. • 50 
General Job 648 
Grinder 55 
Helper 1.318 
Hot Iron Breaker 114 
Khalasi 1.323 
Mason •• 127 
Moulding Boy 118 
Pig Iron Breaker 96 
Pointsman 52 
Painter 50 
Rigger.. 137 
Stocker 828 
Sepoy.. 351 
Spare Gang 938 
Sweeper 171 
Tumer 74 
Otber Trades 1.891 

Grand Total 9.548 
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These committees consider -complaints JD.ade by workmen concerning service 
conditions and petty grievances. They report the findings of the <:<>mmittee to the 
general superintendent. . 

If the shop <:<>mmittee's findings support the decision of the departmental 
superintendent the matter ends there. If the shop committee decide in favour of the 
applicant against the departmental superintendent's decision the shop committee 
fust submit their findings to the departmental snperintendeDt giving the reasons. 
If the departmental superintendent then sees the case in a diJferent light and revises 
his judgment the matter is settled, but jf the departmental superintendent still 
considers his original decision is correct the man can then put his case to Board .. A." 
composed of two representatives of the management of the steel company.and two 
representatives from the managing committee of the Labour Federation. 

When Board U A II decide in favour of the applicant agreeing with the shop 
committee's decision it is commUDica.ted to the general superintendent aud if he 
agrees with it, will issue orders to the departmental superintendent accordingly, 
If he does not agree there shall lie. an appeal to &. Board composed of the general 
manager and the president of the Labour Federation (Board .. B "). • 

APPENDIX J. (alwidced). 

Seriall No. 
Type of 

:Building. I No. of I No, of I M:R:n~y I Accommodation. 
Blocks. Umts. per unit. 

28 Rahim's Hut .• 
36 H2 .. 

37 HS · . .. 
36 H4 .. .. 
43 L · . .. 

44' .M .. .. 
45 N .. .. 
46 Nl · . .. 
47 M2 · . .. 
48 N2 .. .. 
49 RM · . .. 
SO RN · . .. 
51 RNI · . .. 
52 iRN .. .. 
58 Chawla •• .. 
56 Grain StoreStaif 

62 
Quarters. 

S .. .. 
63 .L2 .. .. 
65 LS .. .. 
66 H .. .. 

67 L .. .. 
66 Store buildinga 
73 M2 .. .. 
74 RN .. .. 
76 C .. .. 

Total. Units nmted at I 
1 ... than Ro. lO~ 

Units at higher rentals. 

Total Units " I 

1 1 
94 188 

6 24 

12 48 
420 940 

2 40 
12 240 

136 552 
78 312 

.50 200 
6 120 

16 320 
117 468 

2 20 
16 96 

" 24 

48 192 

1 " 
2 8 
2 8 

2 8 

1 10 
5 20 

12 48 
120 233 

4,024 

4.621 

Ro. a. p. 
680 2 rooms and backvera.ndah 
7 .8 0 I sit, 1 bed, 1 store. fron t 

v., 1 k., courtyard, L 
and W. inside. 

7 8 0 1 sit, 1 bed. 1 store. 1 k. 
courtyard, 
inside. 

L. and W. 

8 0 0 AsH2. 
9 0 0 1 sit, 1 bed, front v .. 1 k. 

CGurtyard. 
outside, 

L. and W 

1 " 0 1 room. 
I 0 0 1 room. 
:I 2 0 1 bed. 1 k •• 1 v., courtyard 
4 0 0 1 bed, 1 store. I k., court 

3 () 0 
yard, I:. inside. 

1 bed. lk .. ly., 
I 6 0 1 I'oom. 
1 2 0 1 room. 
2 4 0 I bed. 1 Y., courtyard. 
I 2 0 1 room. 

" 0 0 I sit. 1 bed, front y .. I k 
2 2 0 1 room, 1 k., front v. 

5 0 O· I sit, I bed, 1 k., 1 v. 
courtyard L. inside. 

5 0 0 As S but with f. and b. 
verandah. 

3 4 0 AsL2. 
6 8 0 d 1 sit, 1 bed, 1 store, f. an 

b. verandah. 1 k., c0urt-
yard, L. inside. 

6 8 0 1 sit, 1 bed, front Y., I k., 
courtyard. L. inside. 

" 0 0 1 room. 

" " 0 1 bed, I store. It. and court-
yard. 

2 8 0 1 room. 
2 8 0 1 room and verandah. 
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APPEl'IDIX Jt. 
"""""'" bMUt by E"'f>loy .... 

The figures are .. follows (corrected up to JIme 1929) :-
I. (a) Kutcha houses, including some brick and tile ho ..... built by 

employees under the building loan system 1,570 

2. 

(b) Pucca houses built by empl"Y""S on the same system in the 
town residential area 40 

Total 1,610 

Kutcha, including bricl< and tile houses. built by employees 
in the Bastees at their own cost 

GIa11d Total 

5.660 

7.270 
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In about SO per cent.. of these houses. the accommodation is sufficient for three 
families and they are very Iaygely occupied by sub-teuants who in most cases are 
employees. There is some ovueCrowding. no doubt. as in Kasidih, but it is safe to 
estimate that these 7,270 houses are without """'-crowding. accommodating 12,000 
employees. 

Employees have also built their own huts and houses in Jugselai and in Bastees 
outside the town. as in Baghbera. Hargazgutu. Kitadih and other villages to the 
south of Jugselai. and in Adityapnr. Dindly and -other villages in the Seraikela State. 
The number of houses built by employees in Bastees outside our area can be roughly 
put down at 1.500. ' 

vy'ithin the works 

In the town •• 

APPENDIX L (abridged). 

N"m/m> of Lam .... prtJvide4 vp 10 M .... d 1929. 

.. . . 

.. .. 

, Latrine Seats 

Male. I Female. 

.. 119 

.. 510 

APPENDIX M. 

Mtzkntuy B .... fit. 

55 

297~ 

European 
Seats. 

43 

1 

Urinals. 

233· 

16 

I. From January 1st, 1929, the company will pay as maternity benefit to weekly 
paid female employees of the company the equivalent of six weeks' wages followiug 
confinement providing that r-(a) The woman shall have been in the continuous 
employ of the company for not less than 12 months ,prior to the date of confinement, 
(b) The woman undertakes during the period of SIX weeks following confinement 
not to do any work outside her 0WJl home .. (c) Tha.t notification of birth is made 
to the company's main hospital within three days of its occurrence. 

2. Employees who wish to take advantage of this benefit must register their 
claim at the Employment Bureau. The Employment Bureau will arrange for the 
woman to be examined at the hospital. which will state the probable date of birth. 
If the claim is in order the Employment Bureau will issue a leave of absence permit 
for six weeks and payment will then be made of three weeks' wages. 

S. On receipt of notification of birth. the Chief Medical Officer will arrange for 
verilication, noting the date on the certificate issued by him. 

4. The certi1icate will be banded in at the Employment Bureau, which will make 
the necessary endorsement OD it after which payment of the other three weeks' wages 
will be made. 

S. Before resuming work the wom .... must report at the Employment Bureau, 
when a fresh weekJy ticket will be issued. 

(530) B 
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APPENDIX O. (abridg<4J. 

Ru;",d of 1.05/ Tjme Ace;a.nls 0fJe1' 48 Hours of U.e Total Plam DefJtw/m<'" 
jn 1926. 

No. of No. of Accidents 
Month. Accidents. Employees. per 1.000 

Employees. 
January 120 29.379 4·08 
February '108 29.221 3'70 
March 103 28.745 8·58 
April .. III 29.475 3·90 
May 149 28,997 " ·14 
June 126 28,824 4·37 
July 155 29,005 5·34 
August .• 169 28.925 5·84 
September 186 28,999 6·42 
October 165 28,038 5·88 
November 166 26.621 6·23 
December 132 21.003 4·89 

---
Total 1,690 342.284 

Averase per mouth 140·83 28,522 4·94 

R..,ot'd of L .. , Time A.ccidents ove, '8 HolW$ of ,n. Total PJq,nJ D.parlmenJ 
;,,1921. 

No. of No. of Accidents 
Month. Accidents. Employeee. per 1.000 

Employees . 

. January 183 21.250 4'88 
February 100 21.031 3·70 
March 150 27.061 5'54 
April 112 26.888 4·17 
May 120 26.991 4·44 
June 139 26,808 5·28 

July 141 26.311 5·86 

August .• 144 26.497 5·43 
September 152 26.219 5·78 
October 94 26.138 3·60 

November lI8 26.067 4·53 

December 132 26.038 5·07 

Total 1.538 318.557 

Average per month 128 26,571 4·81 
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1. Income Tax. 
2. Provident Fund. 
S. House Rent. 
4. Electric Power Supply. 
5. Conservancy Cess. 
6. Stores. 
7. Dairy Farm Account. 
8. Tiseo. Hotel. 
9. Temporary Advance. 

10. Building Loa.u. 
11. Court Attachment., 
12. Institute. 
IS. Stamp. 
14. General Charity Fund. 
15. Labour Federation. 
16. Labour Association. 
17. Catholic Church Fund. 
18. Muslim Mosque Fund. 
19. St. George Church Fund. 
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APPENDIX Q. 
H...as·fD~. 

20. Credit Societies. 22 in number in aU. Some men are members of four to :five 
credit 8Ocieties~ and deductions are made from them for those societies at a time.. 

APPENDIX R. 
Copy.f L_ No. 3184 of 1M Sis' A_'. 1929, froJA-u.e G.......z Manag .... 1M TGItI 

I ..... ami Sial Works. J_Mdpv.... to 1M Adtim...a/ S..,1Iary to ·,IM Goo.,.,.....,., 
of Bi/uu- au Ol'issa~ Revenue D~. 

Replying to your letter No. 197 L.C. of the '19th August. we have pleasure in 
forwa.rding herewith pa.rtk;ulars of various production bonus schemes which are in 
effect at these works. You. will notice that there are quite a number of schemes by 
which bonus is paid on departmental output. 

In regard to the general bonus scheme which has been marked U A/* we would 
explain that this has been calculated on a distribution of Rs. 10 lakhs per year for an 
output of 40,000 tons of finished steel monthly . . The ~er Statement 4. A n shows 
how this figure rises or :falls accoJding to an increase or decrease of output Forty 
thousand tons taken as a 100 per cent. earns a bonus of Rs. 83.333 monthly. Tlut 
lazger Statement" A" shows the distnbution of this bonus to employees who have 
been grouped according to their rates of pay. No employee eaming more than Rs. 10. 
daily is entitled to this general production bonus, You will observe that the percentage 
of general production bonus to pay is greater for the lower paid employees than the 
higher paid employees. being eqUlvalent to over 20 per cent. of pay for the former class 
falling to about 3 per cent. of the pay of the highest rated employ ... in the scheme. 

Cooli ... -Th. following boous has been granted to all employees drawing less 
than 8 annas " day. or Rs. 15 a month :-(a) Two days' additional pay after every 
four weeks provided that the employee has Dot been a.bsent for more than one day 
during the period for which h. is required to work by the management. (b) One day's 
additional pay after every four weeks provided that the employee has not been 
absent for more than two days during the period for which he is required to work 
by the management. 

In regard. to the Jack-Pot Scheme~ this is on trial in one or two departments. 
The idea. is that if 50 men are required to ·~rm eertain duties connected with 
the operation of any unit and the full force 15 not present, the wages which would 
have been payable to the absentees are distributed amongst the presentees. This 
scheme can of course only be applied to such work that must of necessity be ~ed 
and will not permit of being left over until the following shift or day. At the present 
time the scheme has been applied only to certain sections of the open-hearth. duplex 
furnaces and the gas producers. To maintain the output from these units eerta.in. 
work is essential connected with charging furnaces, making sufficient gas to lIeat 
them. etc,~ which is work that cannot be left over for -execution at a. later perio<l, 

We have one other bonus scheme in operation at the Agrico factory in which 
agricultural tools, etc" are now being produced. Most of the actual production 
and finishing work is performed on piece-work rates~ but a bonus scheme has been 
worked ont for the non-productive staff by which those engaged. on non-production 
work receive a bonus based on the output of tools, which can be handled without any 
increase in the non-productive labour force. . . 

("'" H. 
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GENERAl. BONUS. 
Basis of Risl OY Fall According 10 Inc1ease OJ' DtCYus. of Out,pu# of Finished 

S ... I. 
Tons. Bonus. 

50,000 
49,000 
48,000 
47,000 
48,000 
45,000 
44,000 
43,000 
42,000, 
41,000 

40,000 
39,000 
38,000 
37,000 
38,000 
35,000 
34,000 
33,000 
32,000 
31,000 
30,000 

150 per cent. 

100 per cent. 

10 per cent. 

Rs. 
1,25,000 
1,20,833 
1,16,_ 
1,12,500 
I,OS,333 
1,04,166 
1,00,000 

95,833 
91,666 
87,500 
83,333 
75,833 
68,333 
60,833 
53,333 
45,833 
38.333 
30,833 
23,333 
15,833 
S,833 

THE TINPLATE COMPANY OF INDLo\., LTD, 

The idea of starting a tinplate industry in India originated during the War, as a 
result of the acute shortage of tinplate experienced at that time. The company was 
formed in 1920 and the factory at Golmuri was started up in December 1922. The 
output of tinplates was expected to be 28,000 tons per annum from 35,000 tons of 
Tata steel. ActuaItY. over 50,000 tons of steel has been used in a single year. the 
&Imual output of tinplates since the start having been as follows :-

Year. TooS of Tin· Total Dumber Tonnage per 

1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

1925 

plate produced of Labour. head. 
8,_ 2,490 3·57 

19,982 3,156 6,33 
28,485 3,001 9,48 
34,409 2,828 12·17 
41.521 2.990 13·89 
38,815 2,942 12 ·51 

(Tata's strike) 
83,133 

(Tinplate strike) 
3,133 10·57 

The reduction of output in 1928 was due to the prolonged strike in the 
Steelworks, and on 7th-8th April 1929 a strike oommenced in the Tinplate Works. 
which has reduced production. In 1930 and onwards, ho_ver, the output shou1d 
be 4Sz000 tons per annum. . 

LISi 01' SUBJEC'l'S. 

L-RecruiImOlit. 
,. The labour employed in Golmuri Works is drawa mainly from the Punjab. U,P .. 

Bihar and Orissa, Bengal, Assam. Madras and Snath India. About 10 per ..... t. of 
our labour force is locaL i.e., Sontalis. 

2.' (i) MOll from Bihar and Orissa, Bengal, Assam and U ,P., usuany retum to 
their villages for about one month yearly. The remainder accumulate leave and make 
more extonsive visits every two or three years. 

(ii) Our normallabour force consists of 2.800 men and 100 wome~ making a 
tota! of 2,900. 
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8. Labour is not recruited from outside the district. A -constant labour supply 
is available locally. 

4. Men from the Punjab. RP., and Assam (Sylhetr do not usually briug their 
families to Jive at Golmun. Men from Benga1like to bring their families if actommo-
dation is available, but as their homes are usually within easy distance they are able 
to vWt their families fairly frequently if they so deaire. Employees from South 
India. usually bring their fam.ilies~ . 

On the whole. it may be said that a family life at Golmuri is developing. encouraged 
by good housing and other facilities. . 

8. (i) The factory has been operating for 6* years, and we estimate the average 
duration of employment at the beginning of 1929 at 2,6 years, . 

Accurate figures for the :rank and file are not available, but among clerks and men 
. of the foremen type the dnration of employment is as follows :-

Less than one years service .. 
One year to two years' service 
Two years' to three years' service 
Three yea.rs t to four years' service 
Four years' to five years' service 
Five years. to six: ~z service 
Six yeaxs~ to seven years' service 
Seven years~ to eight years' service 
Eight years' and over ~. 

Percent. 
8·2 

12·6 
8·4 

10·5 
8·4 

, 21·5 
24·5 
5·0 

,9 

Men with six: years' service and over started work for us during the construction 
of the plant. 

The following.is the approximate division of our labour :
Foremen and supervisor.; 
Skilled workers 
Semi-skilled worlrets , , 
Unskilled workers 

Per cent. 
4 

52 
29 
15 

(il) There is but little ca.sua1 employment except among men and women coolies. 
the normal number of whom is about 300. 

o.-81aft OrganiJatiOD, 

II, The present managing staff was recruited from abroad. 
12. R6cruitmMJland trainittg of swborain_ SwpHvising Stsff.-(i) The subordinate 

sapervising sta.fi is recruited from the ra.nks~ Likely men are selected and tra.i:iled for 
.new positions. 

(h1 Every facility is o1iered for training and promotion. Any man in the plant 
is encouraged if he shows ambition. 

13. Rdtdi<ms bnwun staff anti yanA tmdfih.-(i) The relations generally are very 
good. particularly where the rank and file comes in penonal contact with the staff. 

(ill) We have two principal works committees* one deals with Safety Regulations 
and is composed of two superintendents. doctor. sanitary officer* a number of Indian 
foremen and supervisors. It holds meetings periodica.lly to discuss Safety First 
propaganda and makes enquiries ~to accidents. 

There is also a. Committee comp~ of Indian and European employees. which 
considers works organisation and suggestions for improving efficieneY4 . 

14. (i) The timekeeping registers are entered daily after a.ttendance has been 
checked between the main time office and the departments. The registers are entered 
daily in the main time office after the field time-keeper's attendance reports have been 
verified. 

(ii) Wages to daily rated employees are paid on Saturdays by the Cashier'. stafi. 
Pay slips are issued from the time office through departmental su,Perintendents on the 
previous day. and payment is made on presentation of these slips. 

15. Contractors are employed only for specific jobs such as buildings. which are 
outside the usual works routine. 

m-BouIiDc, 
16. (i) In additioo to 49 European-style bungalows, the company has provided 

326 pucca quarters, housing at the last census 425 tenants and 1.411 lodgers, equiva· 
lent to '1·5 per cent. of the labour foree. Prior to the strike of 6th April, 201akh.s 
of bricks had been burnt in readiness to commence the building of 80 additional 
quarters sanetioned by the company for erection during 1929-30. 

,S30, H3 
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(iv) Many workeTs build their own houses. 724 houses have been built with loam; 
granted by the company, the total of which up to date amounts to Ro. 22,907. Care 
is exercised to see that the.houses are of good design and that good material is put 
into them. Each loan is limited to a sum that can be repaid in 10 months without 
undue hardship upon the employee. 

17. Ftzeililies of lICquisimm of I,." .. for wod ..... ho" .... -Leases for bujldings 
workers' houses are readily granted subject to certain conditions imposed by the 
ground landlords. 

18. The compmy's pucca quarters contain the following accommodation !-
R.N.l type I room, bathing place and W10lIed compound. 
N.2 type 2 rooms, bathing place and W10lIed compound. 

~g} types 2 .".;".. and verandah, bathing place and water-
M.4 fiushed latrine, W10lIed compound. 
L.2 type 2 rooms with verandahs, outhouse, water tap. 

bathing place, latrine and walled componnd. 
H.G type 2 rooms~ verandahs. .2 outhouses, water tap. 

bathing place, latrine and walled compound. 
G type .3 rooms, verandahs, 2 outhonses, water tap, 

bathing place and latrine and walled compound. 
(I) The accommodation provided is gnuled according in the class of occupants, but 

there is always a brisk demand for the popular JliU and L.2 type quartezs. 
(ii) These quarters were designed in meet II.dian conditions on modem 1nwn 

planning lines. We believe that the designs am unrivalled from a health point 
of view. 

(iii) hovisi ... ....... ftw ligilling. c............." • .otc.--see 26 l>elow. Electric lights 
(and fans) bave been installed in 20 of the higher gnule quartets. 

19. The available accommodation is fully utilized and there is a. demand for 
more owing rather to- the growing desire of employees. to bring their families to 
Golmuri than in any a~lute shortage. Occupants are very apt in take in lodgers 
aud.wercrowd. Quarters designed for two or three single men, or for a small family, 
are sometimes found to contain as many as 10-14 men, although we endeavour to 
discourage this practice. 

20. The rentals of the company"s quarters are fixed on the uneconomic basis of 
5 per cent. (aud in some as little as 3t per cent.) of the capital cost. Having been 
erected during the very expensive years 1920-21-22, the quarters cost on the whole 
considerably more, although rented only slightly higher. than corresponding quarters 
built by our neighbours The Tata Iron and Steel Works. whose corresponding 
rental rates are appended f-or comparison :-

Type of 
quarter. 

R.N.l 
N.2 
M.2 
M.l 
M.4 
L.2 
H.S 
G. 

Rental per month. 
TInplate Tate. 

Company. Company. 

Ro.2 8 0 Ro. 2 " 0 
S 4 0 S 2 0 
4 4 0 4 0 0 
6 8 0 
7 8 0 

11 0 o (0) 9 0 0 
19 0 o (b) 12 0 0 
25 0 o (b) 21 0 0 

(a) Includes volWlta.ry increase of Re. 1. for water ccmnection. 
(b) Includes Ro. S. for electric light and fan supply. 
(21) There is no subletting except when an employee takes in lodgers. and other 

companies' employees occupy our quarters as lodgers only. 
Except in houses occupied by married men and their families. suble~ ~ 

profiteering exists to some extent. Among the men from Sylhet overaowding 19 
particularly noticeable, quarters granted to two men frequently being found to 
contain 10 to 14 men. It is almost impossible to prevent this as the workers them
selves,are the o1fenders. 

Ordinarily speaking the questinn of evictinn does not arise. Men laaving the 
tompany's service are required to vacate the <:ompany's quarters within three days. 
aud as the ,conditions of tenancy provide expnossly for this, diffieulty is seldom 
expenenced under normal conditions. . 
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Wholesale eviction in the case of a body of men who are determined to resist is 
a difficult matter and seldom successful under three months of court procedure 
largely on acoouui:: of the legal difficulties involved. Unfortunately we have been 
compelled during the strike to issue eviction notices to those of our former 
employees who refused to work for the company any longer. As difficulty was 
experienced in housing Dew men 12 blO<:ks of temporary quarters were built. Each 
block is built of corrugated iron with brick pillars and cement floor. and consists 
of ] 2 rooms. These quarters are only temporary and will be dismantled in due 
course. Meanwhile the demand for them has been considerable. 

N.-Health. 
(23) GoItwal Heallh Ctm4i1i .... of W ... kws-(iJ FiB""" '" ... ..wily.-There is 

no compulsory notification of deaths and we are able to state only the number that 
have come under our notice since we started to :record them, viz. ;-

1927 (August to December) .•• 8 
1928 •• •• •. •• 11 
1929 ilaDuary to July) 5 

No census figures 3R available for this area, but the population is estimated to be 
about 5.000. Taking these figures as a basis the death-rates are :-

In 1927 1·7 per mille. 
1928 2·2 
1929 3·9 

(iil Birlh-I'aIo "" i .. /tmJ .....wily :
Year. 

1927 
1928 
1929 (to July) 

No figures of infant mortality are available. 

No. of births. 

9 = 4·3 per mille. 
21 = 5·4 
15 ~ 5·1 

(ui) W .. kiwg <tm4ilions-(a) AI ...... ;Isus.-Worldng coDditions in the factory 
are good. The buildings are partieu1a.rly 10fty and spacious, and are kept scrupu
lously clean as are the approaches and surroundings. Cooled air is blown 011 to the 
workmen exposed to the worst beat, and furnace fronts and floors are coo1ed by 
water. No expense bas been spared to insta.I every facility pnssible to ameliorate 
conditions in a process which can be trying even in a. temperate climate. 

(h) AI ........ -No work is done at home fOr tbe company. though doubtless 
carpentry. tin-smith 'WOX'k, etc.. are carried on as a spare time occupation. 
. (iv) Dillary-P .... jabi.-Atta.. Dal (specially. aIahar and gram), pee, milk. 
vegetables, rice. mutton.. 

U.P.-Riee, atta., dal, aIahar. gram, mung. oil, ghee. milk, vegetables, meat 
(goat). Most of the Brahmins live on vegetable diet. 

Bewgal tm4 Ass_.-Riee, dal (all kinds). musta.ni oil, ghee, spices, atto. (small 
quantity). milk. vegetables, meat (goat), egg and Dsh. 

L>&ol iMabilaK"'.-5ame as Bengalees, bnt they take mainly rice, dal and some 
vegetables. nsh. mutton occasionally. 

SovlA I""""".-Riee, dal (kala.i and arahar mainly). oil (gingily and coconut), 
coconut, vegetables (potatoes, cabbago, cauliflower, patal very rarely used), tamarind. 
capsicum, spices. ghee, milk butter-milk and atta (very ""ely used). 

Soulh I"" ...... ( ..... -Bt-aAmi ... ).-Same as above and fisb, meat (goat), egg. 
milk, ghee. 

(v) p~s;q-p..,.iabi.-Tall, muscular and robust constitution. 
U.P.-Tall. muscular and robust constitution. 
Bewgal tm4 Ass_.-Medinm size, moderately built. The East Beugal people 

are robust. muscular, and very hardy. 
Gurkh4s.-Short in stature, robust, muscular~ very hardy. 
Local i_ila ..... ---Size medinm, moderately built and hardy. 
SovIiI Imlians.-Medium size. moderately built, hardy. 
(24) (i) The company provides medicine. and medical and surgical treatment, 

free to all comers, and maintains a hospital outside the works gate and a :first-aid 
post inside the works, as well as a small hospital for European employees in the 
towu. The works' hospital comprises a dispensary, minor dressing-station and a 
ward with three beds for in-pa.tien.ts as well as usual offices. The staft consist of 
two qualified doctoIS~ one hospital trained nurse, ave compounders and two dressers. 
A day and night service is uWn~. 

(530) 
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(25) (i) The medical facilities are utilised extensively by our employees, and th"". 
of the neighbouring companies, by the local inhabitanis and even by villagers 
residing 10 to 12 miles away, as ehown by the follawing figures :-

Year. No. of Minor 

In 1927 
1928 

cases. Operations. 

91,193 
89,193 

1,676 
1,980 

Occasionally patienis revert to hom_paths and kaviraj's when allopathic treat
ment is slow or seems unsuccessful. 

(ii) Women avail themselves of the treatment afforded in increasing numbers~ 
Women of the uneducated classes come freely to the hospital~ but educated women 
of the better classes are usually treated in their homes. 
• 26. S""U,.." Awang ..... nts.-(i) (a) Water-fiushedlatrines are provided at suitable 
pla.ces throughout the works. There are in all 36 seats for .men and 18 seats for 
women. The workpeople (especially men) are often too lazy to nse them and prefer, 
if unseen, to foul anr convenient spots near their working plaoes: (b) Private 
latrines are provided m all the company's pncca quarters except the two smaljest 
types, the occupanis of wbicb nse the pnblic latrines, of which there are altogether 
46 seats available in convenient places. 

All latrines are water-Hushed except a few in quarters towhich itwould have been 
toO costly to layaewers. 

(il) (a) A plentiful supply of drinking water is available throughout the fact,..". 
(b) Filtered water is laid on to the village. The bigger quarters have taps of their 
own; the smaller ones draw from taps: (or, more commonly. U rotary boilers .. ) in 
the alleyways. 

(ill) (a) There is a bathicg place at each latrine. (b) Every quarter has its own 
bathicg place. 

27. EJt/eHt am! Nat ..... of Official SupnvisiOJ>--(i) W.,.k of bOlWM of _," in 
special M6M.-The official s~)=on is undertaken by the Jamshedpur Board of 
VVorks~ which provides a qu' chemist~ health officer. and sanitary officers to 
attend to Iiltered water supplies and general sanitation of the district. 

Control over private houses built in villages is exercised by the ground landlord 
throng}/. " specially appointed oflicer who sees tbat the hniIdiog regulations are not 
infringed. 

28. Srillabiln,- of E.oWiftg Faelcriu aHd Mi .... Rt<lu.-(i) COJJt-IOl of~at_ 
in !aclo,ies.-No form of special temperature control is needed for the process of 
making tinplates. but for the comfort of the workmen every e1lorl has been made to 
keep the works as cool as possible. This applies particolarly to the hot miIJs and tin~ 
house, which are considered to be the bardest departments. 

During the hot months with the outside temperature at anything between 
lOoo-IUo F. in the shade we are able to effect a reduction of 200 F. in the air·blown 
011 to the mills by means of the air-wasbing system. 

29. (ii) Dysenteryis pIevalent at certain tbnes of the year, and malaria, and some 
cases 01 kala.~. but practically no cholera. or hookworm.. 

81. Women who have been employed by the company for one year or more are 
allowed six weeks· leave on full pay upon confinement. 

V. We1fare (other than HeafIh anti HouaiJlg. but 1noIotliDg Education), 

34. The company has provided a suitable club building which is utilized as a club 
by the Indian employ.... It is run entirely by the members. 

36. The company contributes its quota to the Jamshedpur Board of Works' 
educational activities. Schools are maintained for the whole area under this 
authority. There is a. free Middle English School in Golmuri and about 60 children 
attend regularly. The company contributed Rs. 4.326 to the capital eost of this 
school building. . 

31. DfflfabililJl _ POSribilily of ~ j<w Did .,. _ p..-.. /i,.-.ol.
As this plant has been in operation on1ysix years we have not yet been faced with the 
problem. but we have endeavoured to anticipate it by means of a. Provident Fund. 

88. The Co-operative movement is represented among the employees of this 
company by two co-operative Credit Societies and one Co-openotive Stores Society. 
The Stores Society had 84 members aDd a paid up capital of Rs. 1.640. It was Dot a 
success as it was too amall to justify the employment 0:1 & whole time cOIllpetent 
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manager and owing to lack of experience among the officials. purchases and sales 
were badly conducted. The society is now insolvent but a scheme is in operation by 
means of which it is hoped to repay the shareholders in full. 

There a,n, two credit societies. one for.med by the clerks and foremen and the 
<>ther by the orWnary workmen of the plant. The following details are of lntereBt ,-

Name of Co-operative Society • • ., General n .~ Friends n 

Number of members (up to June, 1929) 61 284 
Paid up capital • . • Rs •• 8.41(j Rs.28.586-8-0 
Loans granted, 1925 .. 1.382 

1926 •• • . 16.216 
1921 .. 13.088 30.305 
1928 .. 12.610 52.350 
1929 (to June) 3.960 10.035 

Rs. 29.658 Rs. 110.288 

Both societies have done considerable work in granting loans to members and 
managed to pay 6 per cent, dividends after making the usual reserves.. It is a matter 
for regret, however. that the members seem to regard the societies more as convenient 
sources of loans than as & means of saving. Most ingenious schemes constantly come 
to the notice of the committees to stimulate, notthrift but borrowing. and at one time 
there was considerable danger of the societies collapsing, because members borrowed 
up to the limit warranted by their share capital and then stood as sureties to other 
members time and time again. As a. result some membe-m were liable as a. borrower 
and surety for many times the value of their sha.res~ and one big fa.ilure would possibly 
have ca.used the collapse of the whole society. Some of the company's officials now 
act in private capacities as advisers to the societies and it is hoped to run them more 
rigidly and to impress the idea of thrift. not borrowing, on the members. 

VII. llafebr. 
43. Safety regulations are in force geDetally~ and particularly for the machlne 

shop, boilers. locomatives~ cranes and various other departments. 
44. b.cids .... qf Ace;dsms.- 1927. 
Average number of employees at work 2.930 

. {Fatal 1 (a) 
Number of accidents Serious. 63 

Minor 216 

1928-
2.892 

nil. 
50 

190 

340 240 

A vezage days lost per accident 15·4 18·5 

(a) Due to septic poisoning. 
• Incapacitated more than 21 days. 

46. Every efiort is made to prevent accidents and the factory's record in this 
respect is very good, although simple cuts and burns are frequent owing to the nature 
of the work. Copies of safety rules are displayed in prominent places. Machines, 
belting. etc .• are fenced: employees are forbidden to wear loose clothing such as 
dbotis. that might beentangled in machinery. Boots. hand leathers. goggles. aprons. 
etc .• are provided where:oecessa.ry~ free of charge. A safety-first committee consisting 
of medical officer. the chief electric engineer, hea.lth officer. Indian foreman and 
supervisors, etc .• holds regular meetings p~ided over by a. senior official to consider 
safety precautions and safetr propaganda and records of these meetings are main
tained. Enquiries are made mto all serious accidents. 

48. First-aid outfits and stretchers are maintained in aU departments. There 
is .a first·aid. post with a qualliied oompounder and dresser in the centre of the works. 
All cases, even trivial cuts. are attended to. 

SO. With the relatively short hours worked in this plant. the effect upon safety of 
:fatigue caused by excessive hours does not occur. We have never had an accident 
traceable to fatigue. The general standard o£ health amongst our workmen is very 
high, and men who are in any degree un1it are encouraged to visit the hospital and are 
kept out of the 'Works until they are well. It may be nmarked that, as soon as they 
are able to get about. they usually attempt to resume duty even though the doctor 
has not passed them as nt. -The plant is well lighted by electricity and as there are 
also ample connections for temporary lamps we have had no accidents traceable 
to defective lighting. 
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VIII. Workmen's Compensation Act. 
51. (ill) Effect on .nduslry.-It was already the practice of this company before the 

Workmen's Compensation 4ct came into force. to compensate workers for time lost 
as a result of bona·fide accidents. So far as we are concerned. therefore. the Act has 
only had the effect of defining and limiting our liability, but it has also benefited the 
worker byensuring a certain basis of computation and letting him know exactlywhat 
compensation.he may expect. 

53. (i) The scheme of compensation for temporary disablement migbt be eDba.nced 
for workers earning under Re. 1 a day. Half-pay after the statutory waiting period 
seems inadequate for a man on this wage. 

(ii) We think tho conditio ... governing granting of compensation are adequate. 

lX.-Bours. 
A. PacIori ... 

55. (i) The tinplate industty being a continuous process is worked on the basis 
of three 8 bours' shifts a day. The normal working _ is of 6 days. or 48 hours. 

(ii) In all operatiog departments 40 or 48 hours are worked per week according 
as the plaot works 5 or 6 days. Overtime is worked only whee absolutely necessary 
by such as millwrights or electrical or mechanical repair gangs. 

(ill) Normally there is no spreadover~ though in cases of serious breakdowns 
some of the most important men concerned might be called out to assist. 

56. In the hot mills two shifts work 6 days &Cd one shift works 5 days a _ 
tum aod tum about. The rest 01 tho plaot works 6 days a week. 

fIl. Effect of 60 "-s' reslriclio_(i) On fIJOI'k#s.-We have already explalned 
that most of our work, except breakdown jobs. is on an s..hour shift basis or a 
maximum. of 48 hours per week.. It is only in rare emergency cases that men might 
work 60 homs in a week. In many cases. hoWever. a limit is not desired by workmen 
themselves, and we have at times difficulty in persuading men that they must not 
work seven days a week. "Ibis was once made the subject of a grievance by the 
millwright gang. 

59. -We do nOot contemplate a reduction of maxima as in normal circumstances 
men do not work more than 48 hours per week. We frequently have difficulty in 
preveotiog the average workman exceeding the limit already laid down by the 
Factory Act. With shorter hours there would be a real risk of workmen obtaining 
employment in neighbouring factories. We have had cases of this even under 
present conditicms. 

60. In_als.-(i) (al Sufficient sta!f is carried to permit of spell bands. and no 
interval is necessary to take care of fatigue. In the hot mills the most arduous work 
in the plant, each man OIl the crew actually works au average of only 1-4P hours 
on an &-hour shift. 

(b) All workers have sufficient time oft for meals. In continuous processes times 
for meals are found by arrangement with feUow~workers. In departments working 
generaishift (7.0 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. and 1.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.) two hours are allowed 
as rest and meal interval. 

(il) The existing law is suitable. with the exemptions permitted to continuous 
proc ...... 

liv) Each employee is allowed ovary Sunday (or a dey m lieu) as a holiday and 
two days' festivallea~ per annum on full pay. . 

61. (il The existing practice is to' observe Sunday as a dey of rest. 
(ii) The present law appaars to be suitable. 
62. We have Dot found it necessary to take advantage of the exempting provisions 

except in respect of periods of rest for work necessitating continuous production. as 
per aec:tion 30 (i) Ie) of tho Indian Factories Act. 

lL-IlJOOial QUlIIIionI teIating to Wo ....... _ Aauu. ad CIuldreD. . 
82. Tho admission of infants is strictly forbidd.... but we have dillicnlty in 

enforciog this rule, particulerly m the cese of women workers who are unable to 
leave their children at home. A rest shed has beeo provided for _ .... and they 
can leave small infants there. but older childseo get mto tba worlrB &Cd continually 
have to be turned out. . 
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88. The regulations seem suitable ~ women wcrkers in our factory. The only 
WOD1eZl we have are cooly women handling eoal. etc. Prior to the strike we had 
women openers~ but we decided they were not suitable. 

m.-wageo. 
96. PrevailiDg rates of wages and earnings .... :-

Earning- Earning per 
day. month. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Women coolies 0. 7 0 0 8 0 11 6 13 0. 
Coolies 0. 9 0 o 10 0 14 16. 16 4 
KhaIasis o 10 0 I 0. 0. 16 4 26 0. 
Mate o 12 0 19 8 
Senmg 1 14 0 46 12 
Moulder 0. 14 6 1 4 6 22 12 32 8 
Fitter 1 0. 0. 3 0 a 26 6 78 0. 
Smith 1 2 0 2 4 0 29 4 58 8 
Carpenter 1 4 0. 1 12 0. 32 8 45 8 
Turner 1 2 0 3 0 0. 29 4 '78 0 
Driller 1 8 0 2 8 0 39 0. 65 0 
Mason 1 4 0 2 4 0 32 8 58 8 
Fireman 0. 14 0 1 2 0 2212 29 4 
Loco driver :: 2 4 0 3 0. 0 58 8 78 0. 
Boiler attender 3 0 a 78 0 
Electric cra.neman .• 1 0 0. 2 8 0 26 0. 65 0 
EIecIriciaDs •• 1 8 0 3 2 0 39 6 81 4 
S.B ... ttendant 45 () 50 0. 
H,M.~tors 1 0 0 212 0 26 0. 71 8 

125' "ij H.M. instructors 90 0 
T.H. operators o 10 0. 275 0 0 16 4 275 0 
Ron turn.". 1 2 0 150 0 0 45 8 ISO. 0 
Anneal .... so 0 125 0 
Acid pickle.rs 1 4 0. 125 0 0 29 4 125 0 

97. The movement m recent ye&rs has been upward. Our policy has alwaY" 
been to reduce numbers and increase wage mtes. Fo1iowmg are typical flgures :-

H.M.mstructor •• 
RM. ~tor (max.) 
Pickler ... .• 
Annealer •• 
S.B. attend&Ut 
T.H.~tor 
Roll turner •. 
Carpenter 
M&son 
Turner 
Driller •. 
ElecIriciaDs 

1926 ma.ximum. 1929 maximum. 
65 8 0 125 0 

2 10. 0 2 12 and bonus. 
90 0. 0 125 0 

lao 0 0. 125 0 
40. 0 0. 50 a and bonus. 

250 0 a 275 0. and allowance. 
2 4 a_day 150 a 
2 a 0. 1 12 lOUd bonus. 
160» 2 4 
2 8 0 3 0 
180» 28 
2 12 6 3 2 

Average wage per be&d. 

AUl&bour. 

Rs. 

Excluding 
coolies and 

rejas. 

1926 .. 32·37 
Ro. 

34·82 
34·71 
34'I~ 

1927 •• 31·58 
1928 •• 31·68 
1929 (March) 35·0 
1928 (mcluding bonus) 37·8 46·25 

At first sight it would seem that these flgures con1:r&dict tho statement that wages 
have moved upward in recent years~ but it mus.t be borne in mind that to start up 
tho pl&nt-the first of tho kind in Incli&-we h&d not only to pay higher r&tes th&n 
'Wm'e warranted in ,order to attract and retain men but also to engage more men than 
were necessary in the hope of training them. None en t.h.ese original men have been 
.:educed even if they h&ve falled to make good workmen. and even to-day we h&ve 
men paid Ro.2·8 for doing a Ro.I·8 job. Men engaged after tho pl&nt was wen 
started h&d to start at the bottom. and tho mttoductinn of a properly graded scale 
caused tho apparent drop in wages in 1927-2:8. 
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98. A""'"nt sent to viUaps.-Evidence before the Tariff Board (Vol. 7. p. ]94) 
gave -a figure of Rs. 30.000 sent from the .Post Office every month by Tinplate 
Workers and from the wages nowadays being paid it is probably being exceeded. 
In addition, remittances are doubtless made through other post offices and some of 
the senior employees have banking acconnts. 

99. We have no payments in 1tind. 

102. Overtime is normally paid at ordinary -rates but overtime over 60 hours (if 
worked) is paid at the rate of time and a quarter in accordance with Factory Act. 
Men working on Sunday are given a day of! during the week. 

104. Effect of wage-changes on ItJbou, supply.-We have exu-..rienced no difficulty 
in labour supply at any time. -

106 . .D.ducticns.-(i).Fining has been completely discontinued in this plant since 
the beginning of 1928. 

(ii) Other deductions are for bouse rent of company's quarters. income tax, 
provident fun~ and repayment of loa.ns made by Co-Operative Credit Societies or the 
compeny. 

(iv) So far as we are concerned no legislation is necessary. 

107. (i) Dally rated men are paid weekly. Monthly rated men are paid monthly. 
(ill Periods elapsing before payment.-In case of daily rated men one week. 

Monthly men are paid between the 1st and the 4th of the succeeding month. 
(iii) Desirability ojlegisJtUicn.-(a) T (J ,.egu]aIe periads.-So far as we are concerned 

legislation is not necessary. {b} To p,event delay oj" payment.-We should have no 
objectjoD. to legislation as it would be unlikely to afiect us. 

(iv) Unclaimed wages are used as a charity fund when necessary. entirely for the 
benefit of the Indian workmen. The balance of unclaimed wages up to the time of 
the strike was Ro. 11.833-12-0. 

109. We pay a. percentage of salary as a bonus on production, the percentage 
increasing with output. On the Hot Mills, where men work in crews and the output 
is a matter for team wm:k combined with individual eflort~ bonus is paid on the 
production obtained by each crew. The rest of the plant is paid the average of the 
Hot Mill crews~ bonus ca.lculated on individual earnings. .. 

This was only in force from 1st March. 1929 until the strike broke out on 
7th April. 1929. but the earnings were :-

March. April. 
Per «nt. Per eent. 

Best crew on mills 20·6 21·5 
N_hestcrewonmills 15·9 20-5 
N_ best crew on mills 15·3 
Average U·O 12·0 

These results wen: obtained a.t one of the most difficult times of the year when 
the hot weather had started. The average maximum for the first week. of April was 
102·6' F. 

Corresponding bonus figures for November and December. 1929 and January, 
1930. are as follows :-

. Best crew on mills 
Next crew .~ 
N_CRW 
Average 

November. December. January. 
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

30·21 39·24 35·00 
25·10 38·64 32·60 
21·20 27·62 28·40 
12·54 21·35 22·39· 

A provident fund bas also been sanctioned under which employees are at liberty 
to contribute l/12th of their annual salary and the company will contribute an equal 
amount at the end of the year. 

110. (il Workexs living in Bengal. Asoam. Bihar and Orissa, and the Punjab 
usually take their leave annually* but those living in Southem. India accumulate 
their leave io-r two or three years. The company's regulations provide for this.. 
Daily mted employees "'" not granted leave with pay beyond 2 days feativalleave 
per annum. Monthly rated employees are granted 14 daY' privilege leave. 5 days 
sick leave and 2 daya festiva.l1eave per annum with pay. baily rated. employees 
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usually take 4 to 6 weeks .. year. . Monthly employees take their fortnight or a little 
mare. Overstaying leave is frequent and causes considerable disorganisation botJa 
to the management and fellow workeIS. The company's labour fon:e is composed 
of 10-45 per cent. monthly rated and 89-55 per cent. of daily rated employees. 

(ii) Leave is countenanced by eompany, and officials afford every assistance in 
graating. a1thoogh handicapped by insufficient notice from the men and their 
failure to return on due date. 

xm.-Indualrial Etllclenq of Workers. 
112. So far as thls works is concerned there has been no change in the efficienCy 

of the unskilled workers or of such classes as .fitt~ maclrinists. blacksmiths or 
carpenters. who come to us having already learnt their trade. We have apprentices 
in m.eehanical aod electrical engineering depertments, but "'" ha"" not been working 
long enough for these to make an appreciable efiect on our labour supply. With 
regard to the skilled work peculiar to our industry we are glad to record the progress 
that has been made. Tinplate workers have always held the reputation of being 
highly skilled and as this is the first tinplate plant in India it follows that Indian 
tin workers had to be made from the beginning. At the end of sis: years we have 
sueceeded in training mea for all positions on the Hot Mills. i.e .• heaters, roughem 
and rollers. and have Indian foremen or instructors. The finer points. however. 
such as judgment of the temperature of the fmna.ces or a knowledge of the correct 
regulation of the rolls to suit diiIerent conditions of temperature and gauge. are 
learnt only by experience and for these we are dependant upon our expert 
covenanted hands. In other depart.ments~ we have Ind.ia.n shearers~,_ pick.lers~ 
annealers. ti.nhouse operators. and assorters. These jobs have been simplified to 
such an extent that we experience very little difficulty in training new,men in a short 
time. Outside of the process departments we have no covenanted superintendents~ 
the time office, stores. mecbanical. electrieal. machine shop and traffic. etc. .. being 
aU superintended by local men who have risen .from the :ranks. • 

113. In our opinion the Indian worker is not so efficient as the European or 
American tin worker. To take the Hot Mills as an illustration. our mills. worked oa. 
the double-mill S-part system carry crews of 42 men per mill. whereas on similar 
mills in thelU.S.A. the crew numbers 18. 

To compare the general efficiency of the workers with European conditions we 
submit the following figures :-

Total number of employees (average 1926) , , '. 2.827 
From this deduct men such as are not properly pa.rt • 

of the works orgauisation-
Town .. 34 
Medical .• 19 
Watch and ward 40 

93 

2,734 

The Welsh Plate and Sheet MauuiactnretS Association. in their representation 
to the Ta.rilI Bnard (Statntory Enquiry, Steel Industry, Vol. VII, p_ 91) stated in a 
letter dated 24th June 1926, para. VI, that the total number of employees for a 
S.mill equipment similar to OUTS operating 3 shifts and producing 36.000 tons of 
tinplates per allllum would be between 710 and 720. 

This gives a Iatio of 1; S -S. but this figure must be modified in view of the out
puts since achieved.. 1928 and 1929 results are useless for comparison as the former 
year included 4i months of half-time working owing t-o strikes in the steel worksj 

and the latter has been:marred by a strike in the tinplate works. In 1921. the latest 
year for which full working was recorded. we find that the output rose to 43. ]91 tons 
of finished plate. and taking this into CODsideration we obtain a revised labour ratio 
of 1 : a-o. equivalent to a 20 per cent. improvement. Since 1927. further strides ha.ve 
been made and with 8. year's straight-forward working we might fairly reckon on an 
output of at least 45.000 to.D8 which would still further improve the ratio to 1 : 2-& 

.' 114. (ix) Our records .bow tbat output remains fairly ccnsta.nt and is higbest 
through the cold months. During May and June, production decressee but picke 
up after the break of the monsoon. This accords with experience in tinplate works 
during winter and summer moatha in Englaud and America. We believe our; 
efficiency compares favourably with that of wOrD situated in temperate climatee" 
though we suffer in comparison -owing to the longer spell of hot and humid weather. 
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115. (iv) We believe that good and adequate housing,l...w.ng to contented and 
healthy workmen. reacts to the benefit of production. Though our housing is not 
so extensive as we should like and hope ultimately to have, it is good~ and we cannot 
say that production has sufiered on account of bad housing. 

(v) Methods of remuneration have been improved by acting allowance as well as 
the bonus atld provident fund already referred to. The bonus was intended to 
stimulate production. but had only been in etIect for one month before a strike took 
place. so we are.scarce1y in a position to express an opinion on its results. 

(~ Although wage levels have risen we cannot say that they have stimulated 
~uctionz as 1927 still stauds as our best year. even though wage levels were lower. 

(viii) As far as our information goes. the men in this plant have now a better 
dietary than they had nve or six years ago. This is due to increased spending power 
and to better supplies of food stufis being available in the bazaa.rs, and has no doubt 
been a help in getting the bigger production that is nowadays possioo.. 

(ix) To the best of our knowledge but few of our employees are addicted to alcohol 
or drugs. 

XIV.-Trade CombiDations. 
117. Emftt 0' org ... iratkm o}-{i) EmpI<>yers.-This company belongs to no 

employers' organization. 
Iii) Employ.d.-Amongst the workmen a Uninn was formed towards the close of 

1928. which was registered UQder the Trades Union Act. 

118. EIf.a 0' "'lanir"",,, on-{i) lmius/ry.-The efleet on our industry has so 
far been disastrous. 

(iil Conditions of WQl'Rers g&nMally.-The Workers' Union was effective in drawing 
our attention to one or two small points that permitted of improvement, but by its 
a.ttitude towards bigger questions it has turned a body of generally contented and 
prosperous workmen in.~ discontented strikers. 

119. The nature of the Unionks activities has been most disappointing. It made 
no attempt at constructive trade unionism~ but devoted its energies to subversive 
propagan.da. 

120. (i) The Tinplate Worke,.· Vninn was fonned on the 18th October, 1928. 
Mass meetings were held at which violent and exciting speeches were made; Facts 
~ misrepresented both to the workmen and to outside leaders who came to help 
in the formation of the Union. This led to the resignation of the first President. 
The campaign of lies was continued and a list of demands. many of which were 
ridiculous. submitted.. Some of them such as bonus. and provident fund. bad been 
under consideration for 8. long time and had only been delayed by the general 
unsettled labour condition in this area. Every effort was made to meet and help 
the leaders of the Union but such efforts were viewed with suspicion. The Union 
officials could not bring themselves to believe or to tell the men that the company 
was sincere. Eventually a lightning strike wa.s engineered without warning or 
notice and in defiance of the Union Committee. 

(ti) It.is difficult to define the attitude of the worken. _As a. body they are mostly 
ignorant and easily led and their attitude depends largely upon their leaders. Since 
the formation of the Tinplate Workers' Union. the leaders have displayed a hostile 
attitude and the workers have followed suit. The men have little control, being at 
the mercy of the communal leaders and 8. few educated men kept in the back ground. 

(iii) We look with favour on a properly constituted and well-run union, as we 
realise that it is to our mutual benefit to have such an association. It could draw 
our attention to any genuine grievances or weak spots and we should have the 
satisfaction of dea.ling with recognized leaders. Unfortunately this is a pious bope 
that has not yet been realised. 

12.J. T,tule Unions Aa. 1928-{iii) Possibu ....... d .... ds.-Men who desire to 
work should be permitted to do so. The existing law provided iuadequate protection 
for them. We ceuld cite numerous cases of men leaving their houses to came to 
work and being molested or badly assaulted by picketers. usually when the man 
was alone and not :in a position to defend himself. In the absence of witnesses the 
offence is apparently non~ognisable under the present law. Cases of intimidati~ 
threatening the women folk and families of workmen. and even actual abduction. 
Dot only by night but also in broad daylight, came to our notice. and we have no 
hesitation 111 saying that the law wbieh: permits these under the guise of peaceful 
and npn·vlolent picketi.ng is defective and should be amonded with9ut d<:lay. 
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XV.--lndWllrial Disputes. 

123. .ExUm of S'rik .. " .... lock-OIIIs-{i) c ........ - The only important strike we 
have had is that of 1929. the cause of which was mendacious and subversive 
propaganda on the part of a few DWI. 

(ill DUJ'4timt tnUt clM"scler.-The st:rike has been marked by violent intimidation 
of loyal workmen and continued deceit of the strike<s bY' their leade%S. When the 
strike was declared, the Union officials were sent for and were asked why they were 
on strike. The answer was that the men had revolted. They were then requested 
to put the men back to work and an investigation would be made next morning. 
This request was absolutely ignored by the officials. There was~ therefore. no 
investigation made of the strike. . 

(iii) NalW6 oj ~.-There has been no settlement. 
(iv) Loss eo ifldwsby "" fIltwRers.-Figures of loss to this industry through the 

present strike ~ not yet available. We estimate the loss to W'orkers at approximately 
Rs. 50.000. This latter figure may appear low. but although the strikers lost their 
pay for the time they were out, their places were taken by new men and the same 
amount of money was going out to workmen as before. We are unable to give the 
loss to tpe strikers themselves. We should like to make it clear that the U new U 

men taken on to replace the strikers included a. considerable proportion-perhaps 
300 to 400-0f old workers who had been trained by us. gone away. and returned 
in the hope of securing further employment: 

124. Cmocilialion " .... .. _an ... _imry-{i) Ruulls of fwmJiaus invesIiC"';"". 
-We had a smaIlstrike in March to April. 1924. which was quickly settled by granting 
some of the men's demands. From then up to 1929 we had no labour trouble and 
the men drew fun pay every week. The 1929 strike was declared without warning 
or notice, and there was no previous investigation other than a1forded by ordinary 
meetings between the Compa.ny and the Union. In the last meeting the Union 
officials left the general manager>s office. after stating that they were perfectly 
satisfied with the state of allairs and bad IlOthing further to discuss. Within 48 hours 
the works were on strike. ' 

125. We consider the Trades Disputes Act a move in the right direction. but it 
could be improved. in the interests of loyal and willing workers. as well as of the 
industry. by making picketing illegal. 

• 

THE INDIAN COLLIERY EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION. 
JHARIA. 

L-_lmenL 
I. Most of the colliery labourers were originally cultivators. Some of the skilled 

labourers. such as Jitters. turners, pumpmen, blacksmiths and carpenters. etc., 
belonged to the village artisan classes. Their professions in the villages were weaving. 
pottery. smithy, <:aIpentry, oiI-pressing and occupations of the like. The Iabe"""" 
111 the coal industry are generally imported from the neighbouring districts. The 
labourer.; in the Jharia. coalfields. for instance. mainly come from Manbhum. Huar
ibagh. Sonthal Pergoni'S and other districts of Behar and Bengal. A small number 
of course come from some such dist:ant places as C.P., U.P .• the Punjab and Madras 
provinces. 

Migration of labourers from one collierY to another, is not so frequent nowadays. 
But sometimes they are found moving from one place to another for such unavoidable 
causes as (1) closing down of mines; (2) reduction of operatives; (3) extteme cases 
of disagreement in terms of wages and working conditions; (4) hoUSlDg difficulties ; 
(5) and repressive measures su<h as lines, etc. 

2. To speak of the actual miners, most of them can be said to bave almost become 
permanent labourers in the coal industry. They live and work in the colliery all 
through the yeas. Materially they have got very little connection with the villages. 
but owing to poor accommodation. insecurity of service, piece work (no work no pay) 
system and other difficulties of domestic and social functions such as child birth" 
marriage. etc .• all of them bave _ yet c:ut of! their CODIleCtion with the villages. 

Those miners who have still got a sort of contact with villages generally visit the -
vill.ages twice evexy year; once in the monsoon for a month or so for cultivating 
their fields and once about the month of January for harvesting. marriages- and 
enjoyment of village festivals. 
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Roughly calculating 50 per cent. of the Iabonr force occasiona.lly go back to the 
~ in the above way and the rest are permanent inhabitants of col1ieries. 

3. In the coal industry recruitment of labour is no longer necessary now. Thet'e 
was never before any ru:ganized method of recruiting colliery labour in India. Each 
colliery used to send its own men (contractors or salaried men) to the villages of 
labourers to recruit them on payment of some money in advance. which was after
wards deducted from the wages of the labourers. The recruiters also were paid out 
of their wages¥ . 

In Rauigunj some labourers are forced to work in certain mines as arranged by 
the mine owners with the .. zamiDdars" or headmen of'villages on payment of com
mission or 011 some such terms. Some of the colliery owners also have acquired . 
zamindary rights to compel the labourers living in their zamjndaries to work under 
them in their own collieries. 

7. Owing to the absence of any sta:t:istics it is not possible to furnish all particulars 
relating to the question of unemployment in the mining industry. But the fact 
that about tbrea hundred collieries have been closed down within the last several 
years and many others have retrenched in different departments of their firms is a 
proof positive that the question of unemployment in this industry is a very senous one. 

Many unemployed miners have been compelled to leave for Assam or Madras to 
find jobs in those places. . 

Unemployment among all classes of .workers-manual and Don-manual. is a 
permanent fea_e of the mining industry. 

Establishment of unemployment bureaux is the best means to alleviate the distress 
of the unemployed workers. 

10. 11 and 12. So far as the miners are concerned there is no arrangement for 
their training or edueatinn of any kind. They are wholly ignorant of the scientfic 
aspect of mining. Their practical experience is the sole guide to their work. 

18. The relatinn between the staff and the workers <aIUlot always Temam smooth 
and cordial. The management wants the staff to derive the maximum work at the 
m.iJ:Umum' cost which the staif finds very difficult to achieve. Shortage of materials 
Buch as coal tube, timber and other appliances. low wages. under calculation of wages 
for extortion of money and. other defi.C1ellcies give rise to grievances of workmen and 
it is not unoften that the stafi and the workers fall out with one another fur one reason 
or allOther. 

14. Miners in India are paid on pieoe work system. Registers of attendance are 
kept in collieries by clerks appointed for the purpose according to mining rules, to 
show the duration of time the workers remain undergrou.od. They are required to be 
checked by managers or other responsible officers. . 

The miners are paid so much per tub of coal of various sizes without any standard. 
There are no weighing machines in any colliery. The total number, of tubs against 
each miner is counted at the end of the week, and the miners are paid after deduction 
of fines, compensatinn for loss or bnlakage of tools and other charges il there be any. 

The system of paying commission to the supervising staff on surplus stock. is to 
be deprecated, as under this system. the supervising staff in their endeavour to win 
commission force the miners to overload the tubs and cancel wholesale payment for 
even slightly underloaded tubs. 

IS. Contract system is largely prevalent in the coal industry. Besides managing 
agents and managing contractors who work with the authority and responsibility of 
owners, there are coal raising contraetorsand petty contractors for such works as build
mg. sinking. driving 0{ mains. etc., in many collieries. About 80 per cent. of the total 
output of coal are raised througb contractors. Other _rim also are done by contract 
almost to the same extent. The raising contractors amongst others an the most 
important contractors in collieries. They are responsible to maintain the output of 
coal. They get weekly payments from the oompany according to their contract rate 
per ton. of coal and they pay the miners evidently on a lower rate settled with the· 
miners. 

m.-JIollllDg. 
16 and 17. The colliery labourers are provided with "",t free quarters built by 

the employers within _ colliery compound. . 
18. The houses tor- labourers are generally built ill blocks of a number of rooms 

&mmged back to back with a single wall between the two rows. These rooms!are 
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said to be of .-dan! size according to the by&-I&_ of the Jbaria Mines Board of 
Health. But these rooms as can be evidenced from a look at them are in no way 
satisfactory for human habitation. 

One room is allotted to one family of miners CODSist:i.ng of three or :four members 
and the same room serves the purpose of kitchen. store. sitting and bedroom. There 
is no arrangements for maintenance 01 privacy of family life and the inconvenience 
can be easily imagined. It also happens at times that the same room is made to be 
used alternately by two families who work in alternate shilts. 

This sort of over-crowding and living in one dark and dingy room ca.nnot ~ but 
injurious to the health of workers. 

There is no provision for lighting. Conservancy arrangements for ordinary 
sweepings has been made according to the rules of the Mines Board 01 Health. The 
miners use open kerosine lamps in their houses and go out in the open fields for call of 
nature. Drinking water in the Jharia coa.l.fteld is nowadays available for the public 
water supply. ODe or two water-taps are provided near about the miners houses. 
from which they draw their drinking water. but for bathing and washing purposes . 
they are to use dirty tank water. There are still many collieries in the Jbaria. 
coalfields which ba'W not yet taken connection for filtered water. In Ranigunj 

. and other coa1Jields the colliery labourers drink tank or well water as may be 
availa.ble in those pla.ces. . 

22. The housing conditions as stated above are productive of various evils to 
the colliery labourers. They are affected both morally and physically on account 
of this sort of housing cooditions. 

IV .-He&llh. 
23. Overworking in the mining atmosphere, underfeeding, housing difficulties 

and other untoward conditions leading to undesirable ways of living have much 
deteriorated the general health condition of the miners. Periodical outbreaks of 
cholera epidemic which was so very common before has been to a certain extent 
checked by the supply of filtered water, but so long as food. housing and other 
conditions for the growth of healthy family life have not been improved, health 
conditions of the workers will not improve. 

General death rate has been ealculated by the Mines Board 01 Health to be 17 
to 18 per thousand. 

It has been ealenlated by the Mines Board of Health that in 1924 the rates·of 
infant mortality in Dhanbad Sub-Division and in the coal area under the SuI). 
Division were respectively 156 and 213 per thousand. 

This shows that the rate of infant mortality in the rural area was only 99 per 
thousand. while in the coal area the rate was 213 per thousand, that is more than 
doable of the rural area. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(ill) The miners generally. work two shifts in the coal industry. The morning 
shiftmen take their meal by about 8 o'clock in the morning, consisting of rice and 
salt and nothing else~ and go down underground for work where they are to remain 
ten to twelve hours. VYhen they come out it often becomes late in the evening. 
Then they wash. and if it is not too late, they prepare a simple meal of rice only. 
The night shiftmen also work in the same way in the night and come out late in the 
morning. Thus on an average they can take in 24 hours one and a half meals of the 
above descriptions namely. rice and salt with li~e .. dal to or vegetable at times. Itis 
undoubtedly a fact that the working people .for want 01 proper facilities have not 
yet been able to adapt themselves to the conditions and environments of the industrial 
centres and consequently there is a great disturbance of sex ratio in those places. 
The effect of these disturbances has been injurious. to the workers in various ways. 
The habit of drinking. gambling and the prevalence of venereal diseases, etc .• are 
to a certain extent due to this disturbance. . 

24. According to Mines Board of Health bye-laws. every colliery has got some 
sort of arrangement for· providing medical aid to the wodanen. but with the 
exception of & few big collieries the arra.ngemehts are poor; not even up to the 
minimum standard. In the Jharia coalfield all accident cases exeepting the very 
simple ones are treated at the Civil Hospital situated at Dhanbad. financed and 
controlled by the District Board. 

There are no prOvisions f.or women doctors. trained midwives or II dais n of any 
kind ill any colliery. Delivery cases there1ore~ are entirely neglected. 

25. The question that the workmen do not utilise medical facilities even when 
provide~ is nothing but an excuse to avoid expenditure for medical arrangement. 
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26. There are no latrine arrangement in the -collieries for which a. great 
inconvenience is felt by the workmen. In the villages .. jungles and open places are 
available a little away from the villages. and consequently the people do not feel 
any dilIiculty there for the want of latrine. 

V.-,WeIfare. 
32-34. No welfare work worth the name has ever been done in the coaffield by 

the employers. Whatever improvement has been achieved in the condition of 
the workers has been achieved through legislation ill recent Ye&nI. 

The Indian Colliery Employees' Association for its limited resources and on 
account of various handicaps could not go beyond redressing some individual 
grievances and organizing lectures OIl hygiene and allied subjects. 

If any arrangement for provision of welfare works is to be made .. it should be 
made in consultation and co-operation with the labour unions. 

35. The Iaotern lectures on hygiene as aforesaid, produced good results in respect 
. of neatness and cleanliness. 

36. No arrangement for education of workers has been so far made in the 
coal1ield. Only a few schools of primary standard have beeD started here and there 
with accommodation for a limited number of boys of salaried worlcm.e!b 

37. The desirability of provision for old age and retirement is out of question. 
It is a crying need of one and all oi the industrial workers. As to its possibility it 
can be said that all difficulties that may be apparent ill the beginning will disappear 
with. the jntroduction of .some. su~ arrangement as has been the cases in other 
countries. 

39. Desirable and possible. 

VIL-8afely. 
43. Existing rules are not enough. In the mining industry the number of 

accidents is on the increase. 
44-49. Arrangements for prevention of accidents are very poor and should be 

improved by eaforcement of reguletiQn and .. Safety First" propagandi. 
50, Overworking. health. light and other working conditions are to be seriously 

considered in connection with the question of accidents in coal and other mines. 
as a large number of accidents said to be due to misadventure occurs in reality~ 
for one or other of these causes. 

VIIL-WorIml ..... 00mpeua1iOD. 

The scope of the Workmen's Compensation Act and the scal. of payment uoder 
it are quite insufficient at present. They should be improved. Compulsory 
insurance under Government control to provide against insolvancy of employers is 
highly necessary. 

IX.-1Ioan. 

Sa. (ii)In~the;""~areto"";'km~m~tb.nth~rune"~hyiaw. 
64. Miners generally work five da.ys a week. Other WOf'kers six days and more. 
65. If proper facility for work is given and hOUIll of work are reduced and legally 

restrieted~ the efficiency of the workers_ will improve. more output will be obtained 
in less time~ better supervision will be possible and the number 01 accidents will 
decrease. 

66. Quite pcosible if there is proper supply of working materials. 
67. Suitable and desirable. 
68. Possible and desirable. 
69. (i and ii) If shift sY"tem is introduced and tho time. limit is strictly observed 

a very short interval may be necessary for meal purpose Only. 
(iii) There are no regular holidaY" for the salaried workers.. 
70. There is DO fixed day of rest (miners do not of course work on Sundays). 

X.-I.ocIal Queoll.OIlI BelaIiDl 10 Wom .... Yo_ AdullB ani Children. 
90. The eff_ of the Act of 1923, restricting childRn from going undergrouDd. 

will not be fully realiaed until provisiQ1l for compulsory free primary education has 
b_made. 
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The existing certilication provision is not proper but there is not much to complain 
against it. 

91. The prohibition of women labour underground by gradual elimination will 
prove inconvenient in various ways. 

(ii and iii) This gradual elimination will affect both the industry and the economy 
of the workers and win continue to be a cause of dissension and discontent for a. 
inng time. The best thing would heve heen to stop the women labour at a time with 
a notice for a reasonable period and to fix the wages of the workers by legislation. 

X!L-Wag ... 
96. The average earning of miners (piece workers) is Rs. 20. between two. that 

is Rs. 10 per head. And the time wage eamem' income averages between twelve 
and eighteen. that is Rs. 15 P"': month. 

(ii) The daffy rate of agncultnral workers nowadays is aIlS. 10 to 12 per head 
(seasonal workers). . 

(iii) The mine workers of course get rent free houses in India. but considering the 
wretched condition of these houses DO value should be attached to them. 

97. (i~ ii and ill) In the coal industry tbe first appreciable increase in the wages was 
given in the year 1921. as a result of a tremendous movement by the workers and the 
Trade Union Congress. The industry was also enjoying a. fabulous boom at the 
time and living was abnormally dear-three times the pre-war cost. Afterwards. 
since the year 1923.-the wages have been again reduced year by year with the fall 
of the coal market a1thongh Jiving cost bas not in any way become cheaper like the 
pre-war perind. 

100. Eighty percent of the workers are paid by contractors. Directappointment 
and direct payment by the company are much more desirable. In the present 
condition it is self~dent that both the company and the contractors try their 
utmost to make the maximum profit at the sacriftce of everything else. 

lOl~ Wages are fixed by the employers more or less in an arbitrary way on the 
basis of prevaJfing rates. 

102. No payment is geoera11y made for overtime and Sunday work. In specisl 
cases a nominal reward is paid in some places. 

103. No standard. 
104. Owing to unemployment and overcrowding of workers advantage is taken 

to reduce wages off and on with the effect that the labourers become discontented 
and depressed. 

105. The fixation of minimum wages by legislation is highly necessary for the 
labour and the industry as well. 

106. (i) Fines are imposed on the workers in a. most arbitrary and dis
proportionate way for slight negligence or negligence committed for meflicinocy of 
supervision. 

(iii) Fme funds are geoera11yutiJized for club expenses and for such other pnrposes 
as the agent or the manager tb.inks fit~ but seldom for a.ny welfare of the workers 
themselves. 

(iv) Highly desizable. 
107. Wages in the coal industry are paid montbly and weekly. Weekly pay

ments are generally made up to date at the end of every week. But in cases 
of monthly payments, payment is usually made for one month on or a.bout the 15th 
of the next month. Reports from many collieries are also received to the eHect 
that payment is Dot made even after two .or three months of the time of work. 
Workers in many cases are put to extreme hardship and difficulty for this reason. 
There have been many cases when recourse had to be taken to litigation for realisation 
of outstanding dues. Instances are not rare when workers having failed to bear the 
cost of litigation could not realise their dues at all. 

(iii) It is highly desirable that some suitable legislation should be passed to regu· 
late periods and prevent delay in payment. and also to realise outstanding dues. 
if there be any. without any cost on the part of the workers. 

(ivJ Unclaimed wages are credited in the cash of the company. 
' . 

. XIIL-ln_ EIIioi...." of Wodr .... · 
1\2. With the growth of experience in indnstrial works and adaptability to 

industrial life it is no doubt that the efficiency of Indian workers is improving to a 
certain_to . 
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113. Comparative statements as given in mining reports show that the average 
annual output per head of American, British. Japanese and Indian miners are 777. 
221. 122 and 185 -. respectively. But if daily average output per head i. taken 
into account for comparison. the Indian miners will not be found inferior to the 
British miners in any way. The daily average output of coal in Great Britain is 
one ton. per head. while in India it is two tons per pair of a male and a female miners. 

114. Inferiority in these respects in India certainly affect the efficiency of Indian 
miners. -

It has been stated in the Mining Report that at Jamadoba Colliery the average 
output per head has become double (in 1927) owing to introduction of improved 
machineries. (Mining Report 1927.) 

XIV.-Trade CombiDalioll. 

i 17. (ii) The employed in the coai indurtry;;' Inw;. ba~ got;,my tm. ~tion 
-the Indian Colliery Employees' Association. So far as regularmembership is con
cerned" the organization OD account of illiteracy, poor income of workers, large 
number of small and separate ownerships, distance from colliery to colliery and 
hostility of the employers, has not yet been able to achieve proper success. But 
the Association has already spread its activiti~ over the most important coal6.elds 
in India. viz.. Jbaria. Katras, Nowagarh and Ranlgonj ooallields. It has got its 
central office at ]haria. and three branches in three important centres. And as a 
trade union body for all colliery workers its representative character stands undis
puted. 

118. (i and li} From tho condition of the coal trade it can be said that the 
employers' orgamzations have not been able to- render any -appreciable good to the 
industry. (X)mmerciallyor in auy other way. The activities of these organizations. 
as may be evidenced from their reports, have been generally confined to opposition 
of labour legislation, labour movements~ and to such other questions as relate to 
inter-industrial eomplications. But SO far as efficiency of labour. efficiency of 
industry. regulation of production and demand and such other questions of vital 
importance to the industry are concerned they are left to the individual firms. who 
generally enter into unequal competition.. undermine the industry. and depress the 
labouf· 

The main object for which tho Indian Colliery Employees' Association has been 
started is to improve the couditions of the workers consistently with the improve
ment at the industry. It has been trying its best to secure the help and co-operatiou 
of the employers to fulfil its objects, but the employers in spite of repeated requests 
have refused to recognise the union to the detriment of the interest of both the 
labour and the industry. 

119. The Indian Colliery Employees' Association has got certain objects in View 
for betterment of the labour condition. 

It has been genera1ly try;ng to fuJjil these objects. Besides. it undertakes to 
redress the grievances of hundreds of individual workers in cases of realisation of 
outstanding dues, compensation for accidents. and various acts of highhandedness 
by the management. ]t carries on propaganda with the help of lantern slides for 
social and physical improvement of the workers. Further, it has been systematically 
dealing with the legislative questions of the mining workers in India. 

120. The Indian Colliery Employees' Association was first started in the year 
1920. A. a result of highhandedoess by a European colliery maoager towards 
some employees. there was & great stir and excitement amongst the workers in the 
Jharia. coalfield and the colliery workers organized this union on the lines of pure 
trade union m~meD.t. . 

(li) The workers aro well disposed towards the union. They fully rely 011 it as 
their representative body. 

(iii) The employeD were in the beginning indifferent to the labour uniCD.. but on: 
account of its growth in activity and importance have become hostile to it. 

121. Owing to political conditions of the country and apathetie attitude of the 
bureaucratic: government towards the labour mowmen:t" the Trade Union Act has 
not yet ~ u1;ilised to a great extent. There are some defects also in the Act from 
the JQbour point of vIew, The rertriction on the funds of unions as stipulated by the 
Act appears to be unnecessarily overstriet. 

122. (i) There are no negotietion botu<!. consisting of employoIS and employ ... • 
representatives.. The employers' bodies do not recogni!e the employees' unions. 
The Indian Colliery Employees' Association in case of a grievance at present. first 
approaches the management for a compromise~ but failing that takes the help of Jaw. 
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(ii) All atrempts at co·operation between the employers and the employed have 
so far failed for arrogance aod obstinacy of the employers. 

(iii) The employees of State industrial concerns are not allowed to join the general 
trade union movement on grounds of political questions. 

XV.-_ Dispulea. 
123. (i and ii) During and efter the great war, owing to ahoannal increase in 

living cost, there was a Series of irregular industrial disputes in the coalfields for a 
demand of higher 'Wages. But the demands were not conoeded to~ and the strikes~ 
irregular and unorganized as they were, subsided Without any e1fect.. Afterwards, 
in 1921, a general strike was organized for the same purpose at the time of the Second 
Session of the All India Trade Union CODgnoss. held in ]haria. and efter four days 
of the strike the employers declared a general increase of 50 per cent. of the wages 
of all workers without any formal arbitration and the strike terminated. Since 
then no organized strike has occurred. But stoppage of work by one or another 
section of workers here and there for such grievances as low wages. fines. and corporaJ. 
punishment, delay in payment aod highhandedn .... of various d","",ptions. baa been 
of frequent occurrence in the coal industry. . 

{Ui} Settlements in some cases are effected by pressure of the employees with the 
help of the Association. but in .other cases the workeIS are coerced into submissiOJl 
by lock~t and intimida.tion. 

There is no regular method of negotiation for settlement of disputes. as the 
employers do not even recognise the Employees' Association. 

125. The Trades Disputes Act was declared by the entire labour force as a plece 
of re-actionary legislation. It was passed in the Assembly in the teeth of opposition 
by the labour member and other nationalist leaders. It is the general impression 
amongst the labourers that the Act was passed solely at the instance of capitalists 
to stille the labour movement in the country. The:first part of the Act (establish
ment of tribunals for investigation and settlement of trade disputes) if administered 
in proper cases may be of some use to the industry and the labour. but the other two 
parts of the Act are out and out inimical to the labour movement. 

126. The Governmeot of India are themselves very big employers, and they 
are not much di1ierent from other employers in their attitude towards labour wrions 
and industrial disputes. The case at Golmuri may be cited as an instance in point.. 

• 
XVIL-AdllliDDlratiaD. 

133. The natore of franchise and the representation of labour to the Legislative 
bodies that obtain in lndi.a under the present constitutioa are clear enough to show 
that labourers have been altogether debarred from securing any material benefit 
through legi5lation. Provincial Governments are ever silent over labour questions. 
The Central Governm.en~ however. have from some time past begun to take up 
labour questions through the pressure of the DOminated labour member and the 
Intema:tional Labour Conference. 

140. The inspection sWf is inadequate. The method of inspection should be 
improved. as there is a widespread impression (not altogether unfounded) that false 
prosecutions are conducted against the poor workers at the instance of the manage.. 
ment. False pleas and evidences are reported. to have been many times put forward 
by the management to contest cases under the Workmen's Compensation Act. 

J.ospectors should be incraased in Dumber, and some Of them at 1east should be 
choseo by labour nomDS. 

146. Accuracy in figures of statistics is _tially necessary and can oDly be 
obtained by regular inspection and investig.ltiOD conducted in collaboratioa with the 
labour unions. 

Mr. B. MITTER. 

INDIAN COLLIERY EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION. 

L-Bearuilm01lt. 

(2) Miners generally go back to their native places almost three or four tim .. a 
year for the purpose 'Of sowing and ha:vesting, and on the occasion 01 marriages. 
child-birth and other festivities. 
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Some time past the migration of labour within the coal :field area was very 
frequent. Besides other causes of such changing of places. viz., stoppage of mines. 
reduction of wages~ bad working conditions, fines. etc., the maiD. cause used to be 
enticement of the neighbouring colliery owners who during the ilourishing condition 
of the industry often promised better wages aDd facilities. 

Very recently, owing to the depression of coal trade, the practice of oJfering more 
wages. etc., has been stopped with the result that labour force is more or less settled 
in collieries., 

(3) Recruiting is generally done in the following manner :
(I) Raising contract mOthod. 
(2) Labour cnmm;ssion method. 
(3) Zamindary method. 

In the latter <:aBe, where the colliery company own the zamiudary rights of 
the village, obligatory method, or in other words, forced recruitment, is generally 
adopted. 

Under the first two methods of recruitment a. certain amount of obligatory method 
is practised. The raising contractors or·the labour commission contractors generally 
employ the headmen of the villages as sirdars who are either monthly paid or paid 
commission on coal raised. These sirdars are paid advances~ who lend a certain 
portion of the advance money to the miners of their respective gang. The miners 
are therefore kept under the obligation of these sirdars until the loan money is paid 
back to the sirdars. 

To do away with all these evils. I 1m1 of opinion that a recruiting agency shouid 
be established. 

(4) With the advancement of the modem industry. other industries such as 
agriculture .. weaving, etc., have been considerably a1fected. And~ apart from this, 
the labour force has been much morally degraded by coming in contact with men 
of bad cbaracters and criminals, and have become addicted to drinking, gambling, 
etc. To remedy all these evils and vices, the labour should be given free compulsory 
education, good wages.. good housing accommodation (sufficient to put up with 
families together with the arrangement to keep their privacy), recreation, secUrity 
of service, and higher standard of living. 

(7) With the closing down of mines and restricted output, due to the depression 
of coal trade, and with the introduction of machine mining and other labour saving 
mechanical appliances, the extent of unemployment has become very great, and. 
owing to the growing number of unemployed workers the employers have been able to 
make a considerable reduction in the wages of labour. The question of unemployment 
have also been keenly !elt by skilled labour, Indian subordinates and clerks, et<:. 

Evidences are not rare where employees have been dismissed without any rhyme 
or reason, and a change in the management is very often followed by a complete 
change of st:a1l by either dismissing them or by putting them under retrench
ment. 

The idea of such changes is obviously to reduce the establishment with a view to 
curtail the cost per ton and thereby to earn good name in the management. This 
system in fact goes very Jittle in favour of reducing the cost per ton, but it does a 
great deal to create unemployment and over-work to the poor workers. 

There are :instances where Indian subordinates are pushed out to make room for 
either Europeans and Anglo-Indians. To remedy aU these evils strict service rules 
shonld be enforced, 

I am of opinion tha.t UnemploYment bureaus should be established on the lines 
suggested in the Washington Labour Confsrence, 1919. 

(S) Regarding labour (turn over) no concerns keep such record. But in case of 
skilled labour it ma.y be said that it is regular in its ~ployment, and the average 
duration of employment amounts to few years. 

A miner generally works five days in a week, covering nearly 42 to 50 hou~ a. 
week, but if his time lost underground waiting :for tubs is taken into consideratioD. 
the average working hours probably exceed more than 60 hours a week. 

Besides other causes of absence from the collieries such as sowing. ha.rvesting~ 
child-births. marriages, etc., a mine:" occasionally absents himself owing to his own 
and :f&mily sickness.. 

BY BUmming up all these it may be safely assumed that aD average miner only 
works four days· a week. The reason for not turning up to mines more than five 
days a week may be attributed to the great amount of energies being lost by miners 
ill mines due to iU-ventilation~ shortage 01 tubs, etc. 
4.. '5"~O;oO 
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. . 
]3. The relation between staff and workers ea.nnot be called a good one since 

itis the policy of the mine owners. especially during this dull state of trade. to =tract 
maximum work at the minimum cost. Causes oi friction and grievances of workers 
are many, but such causes very often go unprotected. Where the mines are run by 
contracts the managers never interfere with miners~ causes of grieV8.llCe9. 

There is no works' committee in. the mining area. . 
I~. Timekeeping is kept by clerks appointed for the purpose as per Mines Act. 

but ~ check on the number of miners descending and ascending the mines is 
not possible as in many cases mines having numerous openings are scattered an 
over the area. Miners are paid by the numbers of tub of coal cut and filled. Pay
ments are generally made on the production of chits granted by the underground 
munshis. by the cashier.o or pay clerks, to the miners either directly or through 
sirdars. The minezs are paid weekly and in some collieries daily in the Raneegunj 
Coal Field. 

15. A big percentage of mioes are being ron by contract system. . A nUsing 
contractor generally pays all costs of nUsing coal. including winding. baullng and 
loading into wagons, and who in their tum are paid by the mine OWDen on the 
tonnage of coal raised. 

The raising contractors are interested in raising coal only. and they endeavour 
to win coal in the easiest possible way. sometimes in disregard to the safety of mines., 
Although there are supervising staft to look: after the safety 01 the mines they are 
generally engaged in helping the contractors for maintaining a good output with 
the result that very little attentina is puid to safety. 

Effeds.-The contractor is eoneemed in making" living out of his contract. 
The company~ as a rule~ lower the rates as far down as they possibly can~ allowing 
the contractor a small margin of profit. with the result that it is the poor labourers 
and miners who have to contribute. rather heavily. to the pocket of the contractor. 
being doubly exploited. first by the compaoy and then by the eootraetor. The 
sources of income 01 the contractor: (i) the lowering of the wages of labour. The 
labourers have to work as they eannot go away. befog hound by" Dadans" (advance); 
(ii) by making them work extra. hours to save Hazris; (iii) by little favours from 
supervising stal! in the payment of bills for worll: done or partly done; (iv) from 
surplus coal raised. The contractor is t'aid on tonnage mised whereas the miners 
are paid. per tub. The capacity of a tub 15 calculated on a basis of so many hundred~ 
weights to a tub. The miners are made to overload the tub as much as possible. 
otherwise their tubs are cut. The difference ~n the calculated weight and the 
actual weight adds an extra income to the contractor .. Moreoverz • the mineIS are 
penalised a full tub Or a. part thereof for the under-load of a basket or two of coal 
but get DO recompense for a heavy overload or surplus. 

m.-HODBiDg. 

V entilatiOtf.-The ventilation leaves much room for improvement. The colliery 
owners claim. of adequate and sufficient ventilation of the dhowrahs is not proved 
by facts. There are no wiudows .in the rooms except in a very few collieries. when 
the door is shut .. as it will be during night or on a summer day. the miners in the 
room hardly get fresh air. Cases 011luffocation due to inadequate ventilation are 
not frequent. The arched dhowrahs (bullt back to back) which appear as so many 
tomb-stones.o do not afford proper accmnmodation and ventilation to the inmates, 
and the smoke from the cooking place in tl>e attached arched verandah makes the 
place absolutely uninhabitable. Besides arched dhowrahs there are several types 
of dhowrahs. some of which are habitable but filthy. But in all cases no separate 
place has been provided for cooking purposes. 

The owners claim that they provide better accommodation than those a.t villages. 
but it is not a fact. Although the labourers are provided with pucca dhowmhs~ and 
the village huts are kutcha. the la.tter provides more sunshine, air and accommodation 
and the surroundings are moeh cleaner than any colliery dhowrahs. The village 
huts are much more comfortable and sanitary. and labourers prefer them every time 
to colliery dhowrahs. 

The housing accommodation is very poor in Raneegunj Coalfield. 
In Hingir Rampur Coal Company. Rampur CoUiery {C.P.) no hoasing is provided 

either for miners or skilled labour. The miners build tb.ejr own houses fur whic.b. a 
piece of surface land is generally acquired by the compaoy. 

The housing for other employees and subordinate staff is not satisfactory. and 
leaves much room for improvement. the quarters not being repaired and surround.i.ngs 
and dzains not being kept clean. 
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22. Compound walls shou14 be put up to maintain the privacy of each family, 
as these have a great bearing upon the formation of good moral character. 

A miners' settlement in collieries is generally a refuge 'for abscon.ders and old 
criminals. Arrangements should be made to keep such persons away from the 
camp. Verification roll should be 'introduced. 

IV .-Health. 

24. The medical help given to the labourers are quite inadequate, and in many 
collieries the medical department is not properly equipped, and in most caSes under
staffed. 

The services of efficien.t and qualified doctors are only requisitioned in case of 
sickness among superior staJi. 

There are no segregation huts for patients suffering from infectious diseases. 
26. Excepting a few collieries there is no drainage system for cleauing lilth. 

Refuses are generally thrown near labourers quarters or dbowrahs (as there being 
no transport anangements for such "'fnses) thus making the locality insauitary. 

• a • • • • • • • • • 

V.-Welfare. 
32. No extra accommod.&tioD. is given or arrangement made at tlie time of child 

birth. The colliery owners should pay also some sort of a.llowances to female 
labourers when they reach an advanced state of pregnancy instead of employing 
them on hard jobs, e.g., carrying coal, et<:. Medical help should also be given to such 
female labourers. 

Sick allowance should also be given to alllabonrers during their sickness. 
No encouragement is given to introduce some sorts of games for the recreation 

of the labourers and other employees except in one colliery where annual sports are 
being held and in another where a football team is run for the clerks and sub
ordinates. It is no wonder that gambling and drinking are so P"'Valent in labourers' 
camps. 

The creche system for the workers' babies should be introduced. 
No facilities are given to labourers' children for education; since the children are 

prohibited from entering in mines or to do any kind of work in mines it is advisable 
that some arrangement shouIa be made to OOl1trol and educate these children. 

37. It is essential thet some arrangement for providing old age pensions for all 
kinds Of labour, including clerks and subordinstes, be made. 

39. A weIfa... fund should be established. A tax of few pies if levied on the ton
nage of coal despatched would not be a burden to the colliery owners. 

vn.~afet1. 
Rules and regulations enforced under the Mines Act are quite adequate. The 

supervising sta.1I who are responsible for the carrying out of such rules are generally 
engaged in obtaioing a good output and thus ~ little attention is paid to the 
strict observance of rules. A large peroeiJ.t8.ge of accidents therefore occur due to the 
negligence on the part of the supervising staff and it is essential that regular and 
periodical inspections shoold be mads by the mines department to minimize the 
number of accidents. 

It is further suggested thet separate staff should be kept only to look after the 
safety of the mines and the workers should be given some educa:tive lectures on 
u safety:" 

In some cases if proper facilitieoin the way of good working places and supply of 
tubs are given to workmen there is every likelihood that the number oJ accidents 
would be reduced. The cause of sud accldents due to misadventures on the part of 
workers is partly attributed to fatigue and. hurry because of the fact that miners often 
get tired of sitting down in the mines waiting for tubs and suitable working places. and 
when they do get them. a very little margin of time is left for them to cut and till 
tubs sufficiently to earn a living wage within the shift period. 

VIlL-WorkDl8ll'. Co~OII. 
51. The present Act does not afford adequate protection to workmen or thm 

dependents. A greater percentage of accidents are reported by the employees as 
misadventures on the·part of workmen to.evade the liability for compensation where 
the management themselves are respOnsible for the breaches of laws. It goes without 
saying that it becomes easy for the management to prove such misadventures by 
furnishing witn ..... from people directly controlled hy them. Such witnesses are 
f!8Dorally gnided by their employeIS as the application of their OWll t...e will is 
ImpossibJe at the rbk of their services. 
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!t is suggested. therefore. compensation should be paid in all cases offatalaccldents 
resulting in deaths and permanent disablements (necessarily including those reported 
under misadventures) arisiJig out of company's business or trade. 

I am of opininn. therefore, that compulsol'y insurance system shoUld be eoforced. 

IX. Boon. 
63. The mine owners claim that the average working hours for labourers vary 

from 42 to 52 hours & week. But they always overlook the cousiderable amount of 
miners' time spent in sitting down un~und waiting f".. tubs. It is pertly due 
to the defective transport anangement and partly due to insufficient tubs. A miner 
generally works 5 days a week and. other workezs are at work for 6 days a week. 
In many collieries~ :firemen, 'Winding enginemeo. etc., work 12 hours a day. It is 
therefore evident that workers are made to work more than the time limited by law. 
Labourer has to work ertra time in cases of any breakdown. etc •• and also for Ioa.ding 
rakes~ etc. 

65. The effect of restriction has yesulted in the decrease of wages of some labour. 
The employers do not pay any allowance ".. wages f".. the resting day. 

67. The enforcement of law relating to shifts will greatly improve the mining 
industry as this will bring in discipline among the workeI'S. The value of time too 
will be better realized by all classes of workers. 

66. It is only possible provided all facilities to workmen are given. It will bave a 
beneficent e:fIect on the domestic condition of a worker w.ho will have more time in 
preparing his meals. etc. . 

69. If shift system is iDtroduoed 110 interval will be necessary except & few 
minutes' for taking meals, etc. 

Under the present system~ the interval between workers' morning and eveoiDg 
meals is very great. -.uding up to 12 to 13 hours which greatly tells upon the health 
of the miner. 

x. Women, Young Adullll and ClWdzen. 
The prohibition of women labour underground will have a beneficent effect to 

the industry as well as to the labour itself and this can only be achieved if miILers~ 
wages are increased sufficient to maintain their families. 

Steps have already been taken to reduce the number of female workers under
ground. but it is much to be regretted that up till now no arrangement has been made 
by the employers for these WleOlployed workers who eventually fall back upon the 
male- workers to share their living. It is only humane thetefore~ that the wages of the 
male workers be increased. Discontent among the workpeople is becoming very 
acute but the mine owners are apparently waiting tin the fusion point is reached. 

XII. Wag ... 
96. (i) The average ea.TIJing of a miner and his carrier- is from 13 to 14 annas per 

day. which at the rate of5daysa weekcomestoaboutRs.17-8-0amonth. The earning 
of an individual member~ therefore" is Rs. 8-12-0 per month. A miner with his carrier 
is generally engaged in piece work and gets 6 to 7 anna.s per tub of coal cut and filled. 
An average miner with his carrier cuts two tubs of coal a. day. Iti& evident. therefore~ 
that a miner barely earns his living wage. Other labourers earn from 9 to 10 annas 
a day which at the rate 016 days a week comes to about Rs. 14 to Rs. 15 per month. 
It can be seen~ th.erefore. that the earning of a miner is almost ha.lf the earning of 
other workers. The daily rate of agricultural workers is from 8 to 10 annas ~ day~ 
which comes to Rs. 15 to Rs. 18 per month. This obviousiy shows that agncultura1 
areas afford a great enticement to miners and a miner usually leaves the colliery 
during the sowing and barvesting season. Further working in agricultural areas is 
much more cleaner than working in mines. the latter also involves more risk. It ~ 
clear~ therefore, 'tha.t mining industry is not attractive to the miners as far as the 
wage earning is concerned during the. sowing and harvesting seasons. 

(li) Besides the wages earned~ a miner gets free accommodation (where he is not 
at all comfortable) and free coal, but all these do not add an appreciable value to his 
earning. especially in this province where every labourer has a home and he gets his 
fuel from surrounding i""8les.· , ,.. .., 

99. No payment is doD. in kind. except occasionally when eome gangs of miners 
are giVeD some money to have a feed and drink to induce them. not to leave the 
colliery. 
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100. A large percentage of workers are being paid by the contractors. and as such, 
the workers are doubly exploited. It is advisable, therefore, tbet workers.hould be 
paid direct by the mine owners. • 

](12. As miners are paid on piece work, they cannot claim any overtime payment 
nor their time lo~ :in underground waiting for tubs is in any way compensated. 
Only skilled workers sometimes get .overtime allowances. No payment under this 
item is made to clerks and other subordinates. although they are required to work 
sometimes more than 12 hours at a stretch • 

. 104. The labour.supply has not been greatly affected due to the decrease of wages 
owmg to the growmg number of unemplOYed workers. The reduction of wages. 
however. has brought a great discontent amongst the workers. 

lOS. It is essential tbet minimum wages are fixed by legislation. 

]06. (i) Imposition of fines is usually done at the sweet will of the management 
and in some cases fines are so heavily imposed as to nearly cover a week or fortnight's 
wages. Cutting down of miners tubs for underioading is being done indiscriminately 
so much so~ that in some cases an innocent miner is penalized fOI' the underloading of 
tubs by another miner working in the same section and the real ollender escapes 
detection. -

(ill) Fmes are 'generally utilized for the pleasure purposes of the superior sWi. 
no such funds are utilized. for the welfare of the workers. 

As a result of the cutting down of miners tubs a good amount of surplus coal is 
obtained. The outcome of such surplus coal either goes directly into the pockets of 
the contractors or to the pockets of the -superior staft in the'shape of commission. 

(iv)-Dssi.,abk. 

110. Miners go home whenever tbey like as they are on piece contract work. 
Other workers get leave without pay to the extent of one month in a year. 

Clerks and other subordinates get leave with pay for about IS days a year in 
some collieries. 

MR. SIBA KALI BOSE. INDIAN COLLIERY EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION. 
JHARIA. 

R~nI.-The method of recruitment. in most cases, a.pproach very nearly 
and is similar to the method of Indentured labour. The miners are given money as 
DtJd4fJ.S (advances) which :is. as a rule, recovered from them. Unless and until this 
advance IS recovered. the miners have to work forthat particular Sirdar or Contractor. 
The savings of the miner, over and above his daily needs. are so meagre, that it is 
practically impossible for him to repay the advances. It is noteworthy. that very 
few miners go away without repaying their advances.. 

A Celltral Public Employment Agency should be established. with headquarters 
at Jharia and branches in different coalfteld eentres. for the purpose of recruitment of 
Iabou~d aDd unskilled; thereby. the whole thing will be concentrated. 
minimising the cost and centralising the recruitment work, As & pa.rellel to this. 
the Unions of English and American Coalfields, furnish all the labour to the colleries. 

Unmaploymem.-The introduction of modem labour .... ving mining machjnes 
coupled with the depression of coal trade and consequent restricted output~ bas put 
many labourers out of jobs. This adverse effect of unemployment due to the above 
causes, is felt more keenly and is more acute amongst the skilled labour and educated. 
omployees. On the contrary. high-salaried European supervising establishment has 
gone up considerably. The hue and cry of increased cost. which is most prominent 
amongst the exeuses of the mmeowners, is traceable more to this. than to any other 
ca.UR. 

Housing.-The housing, as provided. is insufficient and unsuitable. The rooms 
are. as a rule, overcrowded. The claim 01. the mineowners that they do not find any 
difficlilty in making the labour utilise what accommodation is ~vided. is ~ot untl"Ue. 
But that does not mean that miners are satisfied. Has any oWner. as yet. offered .. 
miner and his family two rooms in place of one. and have met with a refusal? I do 
not advocate the system. as it exists in France~ where a m.iner and his family are given 
a bungalow and an .ttached garde~ but surely the miner and his family. would like 
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to have a room sep;uate from that of another family. _ of having to share the 
same room with others. These DJww,aAs have no windows, so that when the doom 
are shut. as it will be during tbe cold of the night or tb.e heat of the day. one wondem 
how the air will circulate. If one compares the DAouw.hs, with the bathrooms of the 
B""~s. one would certainly choose to live in the bathrooms than in these 
pigsties. 

StmitaWm.--Sanitation is far from satisfactory. and leaves much room for im .. 
provement Surroundings are dirty and unclean; arrangement for sewage removal 
is poor; drains where they exist. are not cleaned; water-supply is meagre. No 
arrangements for bathing or washing: latrines are pzactically non-existant: as a 
result thereof. periodic epidemics are frequent. 

HHltl.-General health of mining labour is very poor and does not, in any way. 
compare with that of the workers of other countries~ This is chiefly due to the lack 
of nourishing food and for the simple reason that the earning of a labourer does not .. 
and under the persent cireumsta.nces cannot, afford a generous dietary~ .Medical 
facilities. as provided by the owners. are far below the actual needs of the mining 
colony. Maternity benefits and child welfare, if properly and wholeheartedly intro
ducted. will be easily availed of. bytbe persons concerned. There should be a regu1a:r 
uniform system of sick allowance instead of the arbitrary method. of distribution, as 
it -exists to-day. Introduction of recreation. facilities. proper inspection of food 
supplies, checking of adultemtion. prohibition of intoxicating drinks and drugs, 
rigourous application of working hOUIS lim.itati.ons~ will go a long way to improve the 
genemi health condition of the mining labour. 

Ed.....nm..-Facilitiesforgenemleducationinindustrialareas, harolyexist. This 
should be encoumged by providing proper instititions. Facilities thus provided, 
will be the only souroe by which the standard of living of labour can be raised and 
more productive work can be had from them.. 

H_s.-Tbough the Mining Regulations limit the hours of work of a miner to 
56 houtS per week underground, in practice. there is no limitation to his hours of 
work.. He goes down the mine in the morning and will not propbably come out till 
the following morning. having to work at a stretch 26 to 30 hours. He makes the 
mine his home, sleeping in the mine as best as he. can. his ~. Kamin~' (carrier) 
carrying his meals back and forth. Not that he likes to be deprived of the freeh 
air or the bright cheery sunshine. hut because he cannot get the proper supply of 
tubs and that in time. Cases are still plenty. where the miner will not be out of 
the mine for daY' together. Adequate arrangement ehculd he made to supply 
.. empties U in time. so that the miner can load his share and eoIne out 10 the 
surface more oftener. A little thought and consideration and better organisatiOll 
on the part of the supervising sta.ff can ensure this. 

Staff org'MJusliOft.-The system of organization and administration is aU in favour 
of the employers. The stafi is selected without any regard to qua.liftca.tions. Racial 
discrimination is predominant; favouritism plays a great part; dismissals are frequent 
depending upon the whims of the superior staff. There is no appeal to these unjust 
decisions; the orders of the officials are law and are final. There is no security of a 
job. One has to work longer hours without any overtime or extra. remuneration or 
fall into the bad grace of the boss. with the ultimate result of dismissal OIl the most 
frivolous grounds. There is no system of promotion. If there be any. favouritism. 
carries the selection. Regular increment of wages are unknown amongst subordinate 
staff. No leave is granted on Sundays or on festivals. System of casua1* privilege or 
sick leave is very irregular and insufficient. Filthy language and dirty abuses form 
a big percentage of the limited vocabulazy of the superior staff. Corporal punishment 
is resorted to without rhyme or reason. Fines are imposed on the least ofience~ in 
many cases~ just to vindicate authority. ~ amount Gf fine is. sometimes, so heavy 
as to have DO relation to his month's earning. If the officer wants to raffle his old 
car or gramophone, the subordinates must buy the- tickets or court the displeasure 
and consequent repression in the hands of his officer. 

On the contra.ry6 the European establishment gets the cream of the benefits. 
The majority of them. are on agreement service; their allowances are liberal; their 
jobs secure; leave .,lenty~ and their privileges unrestricted. All engagements of 
superior and other staff' are inade' withOut idvertisements thus keeping better 
qua.lliied men and the public in the dark about these vacancies. which are generally 
filled up, with the .. pets" of appointing officers. European. and Anglo-Indians 
without any tickets whatsoever, are preferred to qua.lifted Indians holding mine 
manager's tickets, even though. a European will be paid three or four times the 
salary of an lndian. A case is on record, where an Indian with BritishMine Manager's 
Certificate and Board of Trade C.ertificate, coupled with yean; of experience in Scotch 
as well as Indian mines. was turned down in favour of a non-ticketed man for an 
Overman', job in " Railway Colliery. Whenever any ehanges take place in the 
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management. there is & tendency of a similar change taking place in the staJi and 
contractors.. Old hands are got rid of on the least excuse while new hands-the 
favourites of the incoming mauager---get iDa Cases are known where these favourites 
follow the manager from colliery to colliery. 

From these, one can understand, what the relation is likely to be be-..n the _ 
and the rank-and-file. Where methods are autocratic. justice is non~xistant and 
fairness is guided by self-interest. the relation can hardly be called pleasant. Tbe 
superiors, living in palatial buildings. in the atyle of their royal majesties, steeped in 
comforts, that can well be envied by the Genera.! Managers of England end America, 
drawing liberal car allowances and attended by seven or ejght setvallts all paid by 
the company, can surely afford to look down UpOD. the down-trodden clerks and over
men, etc.~ and begrudge them little favours. lest these might be construed as weakness 
Oll his part or generosity towards his suboIdinates. Can one imagine a single civilised 
eountry in the whole of Europe or America~ where the distinction in salary and 
privileges is so great between the highest end the loweot, ""e dzawing Rs. 2,500 and 
the other Rs. 15 only 1 Is it justice, that a subordinate should be working his guts 
out and not get his living wage, end the other. swanking about. showing his authority 
and giving parties and receptinns and earning (salary end extra) nearly as much as 
that of the Govemor of a Province ? 

Whenever nmuction of staff is made. due to the dull state of the trade or through 
any other causes~ it is the lowest paid stafI' who are got rid of and not one of these 
big men. Is it any wonder. why no Works Committee or Unions on the English 0< 
Americau.lines are- welcome? Does it appear strange why this fraternity of superior 
staff is 80 strenuously opposed to organized labour? That" I U is the first person 
(in grammar). and all for me and none for YOU. is nowhere better exemplified than 
in the colliery districts; yet these would be the very persons toshout their lungs out. 
when the labour would ask for an increment of one aDD& a day over their present 
rates. 

CMIIr«&l«$.-The contractors are a. very necessary item'in the mangement of a 
colliery. They not only afford the supervising staff mote leisure and freedom from. 
worries by ~ the whole intricate burden of raising the coal for whieb the 
management is paid for and k~. but also satisfytbe superiors in DlO1'e than one way. 
The ideals of C>eperative SoclOties are more than fulfilled here. It goes one atop 
further. In ~petative Sodeties the subscriben share the profits~ but cases are 
not unknown where the management gets the lion share of the pro1its of a contractor 
--a. share for which he is not at all entitled to. One might as well ask. why does the 
contractor agree to part with his hard~ money, got as a resultof exploitation? 
He bas _for his own existence. If he does not. he will be harrassed. his hills will 
be held up, wpossible conditions will be imposed. ditIioulties will be placed in his 
way and his .... tes will be reduced. On the contr&ry, by aatislying his supervisers he 
will have a smooth sailing and he will make his living. Cases are well-known where 
favourite uneducated ClutprtlSris are put up as contractors~ because they form mute 
agencies whereby to fill one's pockets. The work in an organized colliery goes on by 
itseU. because the highers-up lend their support to the cause; for self-interest 
requires it. Examples are not lacking, where the cont.ractor himself never vistis his 
working !>lace. but has practically retired. living in comfort in England. Can QUO 

answer why respectable men in the coalfield are refused contracts odered a.t reduced 
rates end backed up by large security money. when these very contracts will be given 
to other parties whose credentials are a little hazy? Do the managing agencies ever 
bother their heads about these facts or make any enquiries? They are kept in the 
dark; so are the shareholders. Supposing the existing rates are kept intact and 
labour given a little increment. would it not be possible to reduce the margin of profits 
of the contractonl 1 Can the coeI industry not follow in the footstepa of Henry Ford, 
who increased the rates of his labour. even in the fa.ce of trade depression? Satisfied 
labour will be an asset and not &. hindrance to the trade; but. to be effective. this 
satisfaetion or inerement shouid come before the symptoms of discontent get beyond 
the curable stage and are at its vety infancy. Relation between superior staff and 
labour must improve:. Racial discrimination must be abolished. Recognition of 
~uaWicatiOll must n\pla~ favouritism. Justice and fairness must be more than 
lip-deep. 

T,ado DOIlOIIi .. olioft.-Tho emJ?loyeIS are organised in two powerful but separate 
combinations. Fir_The Indian Mining Association for the European-owned 
Collieries generally. end S .. OfIIJ-Th.1n<lian Mining Federation for the Indisn<OWned 
Collieries exclusively_ Though there _ clashing of interests between the two 
Organimtions. they are alike in their stem opposition and non~pa.thy towards the 
labour movement. The only labo\U" organisation in the field. so far u collieries are 
con •• med. is tbe Indian Colliery Employees' Association. This body is _oguised 
by the Government and is atliliated to tho All-India Trade Union Congress. but as 
yet it ill not recognised by tho employers. 
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The attitude of the employers is marlredly hostile to this cnganisation. Membeni 
of the Association are barassed and threatened with disciplinary action and in one 
case. with curtaiIment of privileges. In fact, this cnganisation. thongh established 
in 1920. is still going through the same privations ~d persecutions that dogged the 
earlycareerof English trade unionism. The officials of this Employees Association are 
not allowed to. collect subscriptions. in some QSes they are prevented from. entering 
the colliery. One can sympathise with the owners for this opposition to any organised 
labour union. The 0WDeIS themselves would want to be combined together in'tO a 
powerlul association. sothat they can offer an writed front prepared for any concerted 
action and ready to pounce upon and nip in the bud any labour activities that might 
tend to interfere with their autocratic regime 01' force the hands of the proprietors to 
part with a portion of their accumulating profits. 

Wagl$.-There:is DO grievance so outstanding. from the point of view of labour. 
as the question of wages. The average eami.ngs for a miner and his wife are so low as 
to be quite insuftlcient to meet their daily needs. The 'W'aIlts of these men are very 
few indeed. They de not want a life of luxury. but expect enough to illl their stomach 
with the plainest of food and clothe themselves against cold and to cover their bare 
bodies for the sake of dec:ency. 

Whenever the question of wages are brought in. reference is made to trade 
depression; yet in the face of this depression of -.!e. the salaries of superior stafi 
have gone up. the profits of intermediate agents are just the same as before, and the 
companies are still making more tha.n their due share of profits. The rates- for con
tractors have been reduced. but in no case has it been followed by an all-round 
reduction in wages. This reduction in rates has invariably cut the wages of labour. 
for they are the mute suffering creatures who cannot raise their voice in Fotest 
against injustice, nor can they oppose it for their capacities are lacking. 

Huge sums are spent on recruitment; the migratory cha.racter of miners is 
deplored; the fact that minerB are mainly agtjculturists. is told to the world from 
housetops. But. has anybody ever thought that. by increasing the wages of labour 
to bring it to the level of liviDg wages. they can sufficiently induce them to be more 
or less permanent! 

That the labour is mainly agriculturist and works in the mine. just to meet his 
extra needs. is solely. due to the fact that the colliery wages are Dot sufficiently 
attractive for him. nor:is it enough to meet his daily needs. so that he is forced to fall 
back upon agriculture for his biggest of all needs. i.e.~ fooding. Moreover. aU labourers 
do not own agricultural lands. They simply leave their mine to work for others-to 
till the sr-nd. sow the seeds or harvest the crop-in exchange for ready payments 
in cash or kind-which is higher and much more attractive than. colliery rates. 

If the rates are made sufiiciently attractive, a little -more than what the miner 
can get from agriculture alone~ it will save the companies much money in more than 
ooe way. This increment, will, in all probability. not _ch the pockets of the ownen 
at all.. For they will be saving heavy sums of. money from various sources. which are 
now necessary items of m..ining costs. A permanent labour force. will be conducive 
to uniform high raising. which alone. will tend to decrease the cost considerably. 
Recrofting cost will be a thing of the past. The min .. can be worked departmentally 
thus saving the huge profits now enjoyed by middlemen. Labour will be more 
content. organisation will be better conducted. production will be more- and steady. 
cost will automatically go down and the prosperity of the mdustIy, as a whole. 
will be assured. 

CHAIRMAN, JHARIA MINES BOARD OF HEALTH. DHANBAD. 

IIL-EaaIiDg.. 
14. (il All collieries in the Jharia Field (as distinguished from the Mugma or 

H Lower .. Field, vide 14 (iv) below) are amply and efficiently equipped with approved 
types of houses for colliers. Their desigu~ construction. ventilation and general 
amenities lOR governed by tbe Jharia Mines Board of Health Bye-Laws (Part I. 
5octioos 1-23) (see 15 (ii) below). There are certain classes of worker. however. who 
preler to live in their own villages and walk. often several miles. to and from their 
work: apart from these. every labourer is provided with a«ommodation.. 
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Take 15 c:oIIieries. of which 5 should be those best equipped. 5 those worst 
equipped. 5 those normally equipped. and shOW' :-(a) Maximum number of workers: 
on any date; (0) average number of workers throughout the year; (c) number of 
houses of each class provided. , 

I.-Fi •• Besl Ef.,;pp.tl Collieriu •. 
(e) No. Df.Mwn of Mal dast Fovi4M. 

{b} Muimum (b) Average No. l3;lue LkeD.ce 
No, 01 workers thn:nJgh- Speeia1 Red 

CoUiQy. workerB. out the 1'ML -W.L -n.W.L l.kz!lee. Studud. Otbas. lJcenc:e. Total. 
Bhowra 1.500 Notavailable 733 8 320 1.659 
Jamadoba 2.141 " .. 755 48 19 360 42 1.224 
Pure Jberia 276 166 53 5 30 258 
Kustore " 2.565 ... 281 412 . 97 . 121 . 335 1.292 
Loy..bad .• 2.699.. 227 149 36 10 365 110 2SO 

II.-Fi .. WOO'" ElJ"iJ>Petl Coil ....... 
New Barwsberal04 Not available 10 10 
Sonardih .. 23 .. 17 17 

(No. 105) 
Angarpathra· 545 

" " 88 1 69 
(No. 137) 

Kautapabari 136 .. 20 20 
Kesolpur •• 25 .. 20 20 

(No. 128) 

III.-Fi •• NonttaIly Ef .. ipp.tl Coll;'';' •• 
Gopslichuk 1.247 Notavailable 1I8 55 21 132 326 

(West) 
EDa 575 .. 158 30 18 47 253 
Bhutgoria •. 700 

" 71 21 13 89 2 202 
Kirkeud 377 .. 143 31 49 223 

(No. 196) 
Central Kujama210 " 44 22 23 11 53 158 

Nole.-(I) "White Licence: "Concesslou White Liceuce. (l'be various types of 
licences are described below.) (2) In the ease of (a). it is diflicult to ascertain the 
maximum. number of workezs on any date. but I have given 1igures from the returns 
receiv~d for the week ending 9th Ma.r~ 1929. in which the maximum average 
number of labour force was shown this year. 

(d) N_ of Iaborw ... HOI ~d i" tho ""..... This ioformation is 
not available. 

The following are the various types of licences granted by the Board in respect 
of houses provided for colliery labourers :-(i) White licence; (ii) CODcessUm white 
licence; (iii) special licence ; (iv) blue licence ; (v) red licence. 

To take these seriatim: (i) WAi/o 1_ is granted in respect of those houses 
which conform in every way to the minimum standards laid down by this Board 
in Part I. J;lye-Iaws 4-8. prescribed under the Bibar and Orissa Mining Settlements 
Act. 1920. Theseatandards briefty stated·are .. follows :-F1oor space. 100 sq. ft.; 
air space. 1.000 c. ft.; width. 8 ft.; average height. 1 ft.; plinth. I ft .. above 
ground level. 

Each house must have a YeIandah with a minimum width of 5 ft.~ a door with 
a doorway measuring 5 ft. by 2 ft .• and adequate and indepeudeut ventilation. 
The block. of houses must also contain not more than ten rooms in line or 20 rooms 
back to back, and the distance face to !ace between two blocks must be Dot 1ese 
than the total heights of the two buildiugo. Each block must bear a distinctive 
mark, and. each room in the block a serial number. placed on a pJastered surface. 

(n) ConcnsiotJ wAit. Ii""" is granted to houses which differ from the standard 
specifications in one or two minor details falling within the concessions sanctioned 
bi the Board from time to time. e.g .. in cases :-(a) Where a block has a floor speco 
o 100 sq. ft. but a cubic capacity of ouly 900 c. It.: or (6) where a block has the 
requisite cubic capacity but a ftoor space of 95 sq. ft.; or (c) wheJe a block has a 
width of 7* ft. (as against 8 ft.) but possesses the standard floor spsce and cubic 
capacity; or Cd) where there are more than 10 rooms in line or 20 rooms back to 
back; or (.) where the distance betweell tho two blocks is little 1ese than the totul 
heights of the two buil<lingo. etc. 

A boneemon white licence is not. however. granted in respect of DeW construction. 
It is only in the case of remodelled houses or houses in existence prior to the intro
duction of the Housing Bye-laws that this form of licence is granted: and that. too. 
when the expenditure invulved in hringing the houses quite up to standard would 
be excessive and unreasonable. 
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(ill) A sp.eiflll~ is _ted to existing houses with tiled roofs, which confonn 
to standard specifications in all respe<::te save that the slope of the roof is less than 
I in 2. The _ting of such licences implies that this defect will he removed when 
the roof has, in the ordinary course. to be renewed. 

eiv) Blw I;CMU:IJ$ are granted in respect of those houses which require considerable 
improvements in order to conform to the standards laid down by the Board~ but 
the question of carrying out such improvements is deferred to a future date. The 
original idea of the blue licence was to make a certain proportion of such houses 
every yea.rinto red licence houses (see next paragraph). thus maintaining a continuous 
programme of improvement. 

(v) R.tlli<oncu are _ted to those houses which are required to he demolished 
within the next 12 months or remodelled to standard specifications in accordance 
with the housing programme of this Board. in which case white licences would be 
gmnted. In any case, it was understood that the licences would not be renewed 
in the following year. 

G.-fIl ........ ks.-The original date fixed by the Board for the completion of the 
housing programme on·collieries was May. 1923: this was subsequently extended to 
1926. Owing to the continued depression in the coal industry~ however~ the Board 
has been granting moratoria annually since that year~ so that no housing programme 
is now really imposed on collieries. except (4) as regards 'new construction which is 
required to comply with the standard specifications, and (b) houses which get into 
a condition of disrepair and become- unfit for human occupation which are not 
granted renewal of the licence unIess they are finot thoroughly repaired and brought 
into a habitable condition. 

(n) All eolli;"';", oil mi1ls, 1Iour mills, etc., are owned by private firms. There 
are no Government concerns. . 

(iiI1 Nil, 
(iv) In the Mugma or U tower" Field~ the Housing Byelaws mentioned in 

question 14 (i) above have not yet been applied. In the majority of these collieries 
there is no resident labour, the workers coming in from their own villages. ID the 
few large collieries in this area.~ accommodation is provided by the management. or 
land is given to the workets to bnild their own honses~ Elsewhere (see question 14 (il) 
above) tllete is no question of workers providing their own accommodation. 

15. N at&W~ of Accommotlalion prouitletl in eacA Class.-(i) The workers, not yet 
organized~ have never been known to make demands. Their convenience bas, 
however, been closely studied in drawing up the type plans Oll which the houses 
are built. 

(n.) The Byelaws, Part I, Sections 1-23, lay down oertain standards which must 
he observed. :Type plans. are supplied to eolliery managers wh\on required. 

S""'.....,. of standa.4s.-(.) F100r space, 100 sq. ft.; (b) cubic capacity, 100 cu. ft.; 
(e) width of room, 8 it.: (4) average height, 7 ft.; (.) verandah I100r space, 40 sq. ft. ; 
(f) verandah width, 5 it.: (g) doors, 5 by 2; (h) wind"",,; (l) adequate and 
independent ventilation. 

Every house must be licensed. Licences are not given unless the standards are 
complied with. If labourers are found in occupation of unlicensed premises. the 
management is liable to prosecution. 

The type of house most commoaIy found is that known as the " arched dhowra," 
built of cement concrete throughout, though many other types are favoured, including 
some two-otoreyed buildings. 

Owing to the depression in the coal industry it has not been found expedient to 
insist upon too close adherence to the standards laid down in the byelaws. The 
housing provided may neverthel .... be des<:ribed as eminently satisfactory on the 
whole. . 

16. Except in the case of those who prefer to !i"" in their own villages (a small 
minority). workeIs ate glad to avail themselves of the accommodation provided by 
the authorities.. 

17. No rent is ever charged. 

18. Subletting is impossible and unknowo. 
Occupation of employers~ houses by tenants in other employ is sometimes 

permitted by special sanction of the Board. Workers on one colliery may be housed 
in the buildings of a neighbouring colliery, or .. shopkeeper may be allowed to use 
a " dhowra .. for pmppses of trade. 

EvicJi .... -Loss of employment is ipso facio loss of accommodation. The question 
of eviction never arises. . 
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IV.-Ke&Ilh. 
19. G ..... al "'alii: CondiMn.< of W ....... .s-(i) FilflWU of morlaliJy. Blrlh.,ate 

and in/a," morlality.. . 

Average 
Year. daily 

Labour 
force. 

1924 ,. 126,231 
1925 •• 112,950 
1926 99,916 
1927 .• 95.901 
1928 •. 95,553 

Birth 
Rate. 

16·95 
22·43 
21·32 
20·9 
22·27 

Year. 

1928 
1927 
1928 

Infant 
C/wle,.lI. Smallpox, 

Death Mor- Inci- Case Inti.. Case 
Rate. iaUty donee Death Mor- denee Death Mar

Rate. Rate. Rate. tality. Rate. Rate. tality. 
213 5·31 2·71 50·97 2·43 0·9 3'66 17·34 

15·93 
15'14 
14 
16 

194 2·41 0·92 38·09 3'33 0·11 5·24 
199 1·31 0·37 28·24 4·61 0·27 5·86 
165 0·66 0·13 19'05 7'78' 0·30 3·88 
171 1·33 0·33 27·27 ',79 0'25 3'33 

Figures for the last 3 y .... for
(a) Mim7l{f A._. 

Total No. 
of Deaths. 

433 
330 
347 

(D) Rtwal Areas. 

Rate. 

199 
188 
171 

1926. 1927. 1928. 
Total Total Total 
No. of Rate. No. of Rate. No. of Rate. 

deaths. deaths. deaths. 
Tondi.. 231 124 150· 93 209 112 
Goblndpur 287 132 251 137 268 120 
Nina.. 242 lOS 200 96 237 111 

(iii) W ... ki7l{f Condilimos-(a) AI _ plaus.-Rarely are sheds found to protect 
surface workers from SUD &Ild rain. 

Underground conditions are not very satisfactory. Most of the mines are hot 
and damp. so that continuous labour for hours on end is impossible. Many of the 
larger collieries are equipped with electric light. 

There are no latrines underground and no proper method of disposal of dejecta. 
Where sweepers are employed below thoir services are unsatiafactory. {See ques-
tion 22 (i}.) . 

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(iv) lmtary.-Wages are high enough to allow of a generous dietary for all 

workers. There is no shortage of food. The staple diet COIISists of rice, lentils 
(daI), vegeiables, spices and oil (mustard. gi.nguly. mohua seed) with occasional 
meat-of tho ox. goat or pig-and rarely milk and ghee. Sometimes maize or other 
flour replaces the rice. 

(v) Physiquo.-Phyoique is almost invariably good. especially so in the case of 
Bilaspuris. Santals and Bowries. The Beldars. who usually work on the surface. 
are Dot so good. . . . .. . . .. .. . ~ . .. .. . . .. 

20. E_ of M.a;cal facUilies fmMdetl-(i) By ~ .... -At every colliery 
there is a dispensary. its sUe and scope varying with the number of workers employed. 
A Schedule of Drugs and Appliances, set up under the Board's byelaws, indicates 
the minimum requirements which must be maintained. In some cases well-eqmpped 
hospitals are provided. capable of dealing with any emergency. Every colliery 
with 30 workers or- more is compelled to employ a :registered medical practitioD. er 
Of the 215 collieri .. now working 38 have whole-time medical practitionen;, 111 have 
part-timo, end 65 are exempt. No medical practitio_ may be engaged without the 
approval of the Board's chief medical officer. 

How many collieries have hospitals with accommodation for indoor patients ? 
Eight collieries have fully equipped and up-to-date hospitals. There are. however. 

three other collieries where serious cases are detained for treatment. though they 
have no proper arrangements for indoor patients. 

How many collieries have dispensaries in separate buildings ~ 
The in1ormation is not avallable. but the number of such dispensaries may be 

put at about 60. 
(ii) By G""""" ..... /, Nil. At Dhanbad there is .. fuUy equippsd charitable 

h""l'ltal of 46 bed. maintslned by the Local Board. It is in charge of a Government 
Assistant Surgeon and under the supervision of tho Inspoetor-General of Civil. 
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Hospitals. Bihar and Orissa. Tn this hospital are sent from the collieries all those 
cases which. from their serious na.ture, cannot be suitably dealt with on the spot. 
The Board makes an annual grant to the upkeep of this hospital and maintains .. 
motot' ambulance for the transport of patients. 

The Local Board maintains also three charitable dispensaries. two in the ]haria 
field and one in Mugma field. 

(ill) By qi/Jn og.....u.-The Rajah of Jhoria maintains a charitable hospital at 
]haria. with sev<m beds. This also is under the superv;siou of the Inspector
General of Civil Hospitals. Bihar and Orissa. 

21. EIde1IJ to .. _ MUiCQ] Faci1iM ... fdiHsed-Ci) c;." .. ally.-It may be said 
that the facilities provided are utilised to their fullest extent. It is true that Santals 
and some others occasionally prefer to rely upon indigenous ~ but the whole 
tendency is towards the acceptance of western medicine and treatment. 

(ti) By flI()M8fl.-For most ailments and accidents women are willing to avail 
themselves readily of the facilities provided. but for diseases peculiar to their """ 
they appear averse to being treated by a male doctor. Thus matemity cases rarely 
reach a. hospital except occasionally ift em",is. The wives of babus and similar 
members of the staff are learning the benefits of skilled attendance at labour. though 
the miners' wives do not as yet aspire to anything beyond their own futile and 
dangerous .. dais." 

(22) I.4Iri ..... M .t"'" .... "".,. _-u-(i) At """k p1ac ... -Undergroond 
scavengers are employed. as ordered by the Mines Act.. Their work is without 
exception inefficientz owing to the. lack pf arrangements for the removal of night~soil. 
There are no latrines below ground. 

(ti) At " ...... -Attempis have been made to deal with the problem of promiscuous 
defaecation. with little succes. The individual still resorts to the .. maidan." 

The U Aqua. privies I. provided on mines were little used. though in Jbaria, Katras 
and Kirkeod baaaIs. the public latrines installed by the Board are well patronised. 
A septic tank latrine on one colliery is proving very successfuL 

For the removal of ashes and other rubbish~ gangs of S'Weepe1'B are employed 
on the collieries. adequate conservancy armngements being insisted upon under the 
Board's byelaws. 

W .... ...ppIy.-The Jhoria Water Board provides a piped supply of.filtered and 
chlorinated water from Topchanchi reservoir, About two--thirds of the collieries in 
the Jharia Field are connected up to this supply. The remaining one-third will 
connect up as soon as circumstances permit; the water mains do not extend to the 
Mugma Field. Meanwhile their water supply (from wells) is watched by the officials 
of the Board. 

(23) E_ on4 N __ of Officilll 5"1' ............ -(i) The ]haria Mines Board of 
Health directs and supervises every phase of disease prevention in the mines and. 
to further this end. is concerned. also in supervising the villages throughout the whole 
coalfield area. with certain extensions beyond to those villages whence the colliery 
labour Is derived. 

The following is a summary of the activities of the Board! (ti) supervision of 
housing of labour; (b) sanitation on collieries. in bazaars and~ to- some extent, in 
villages within the area: (el supervision of medical anangements; (4) prevention 
and control of epidemics on colleries and in villages within the Board's area : 
{t'} supervision of all water supplies; til vaccination, both in colliery and rural areas. 
There is probably no part of India where vaccination is more thoroughly carried out. 
(g) Registration of births and deaths in collieries and in rural areas; <~) prevention 
of food adulteration. FOI this purpose and for examination of water supplies, the 
Board maintains a well equipped la.boratory~ which also undertakes the examination. 
of clinical material for medical practitioners free of charge. (i) Public health lectu ..... 
both in ooIIiery and rural ....... illustrated .by magic lantern slides; and (J) the 
Board n;aintains a motor ambulance for the use of col!ieries. 

(25) ["" ... trial Diseas ... -Hookwormdisease. In 1921-22-23.Dr.G. W. Thompson. 
at that time medical officer of: health, Jharia. Mines Board of Heal~ undertook an 
investigation into the question of hookworm disease as affecting the labourers in the 
coal tie1ds. Over 15.000 persotlS were examined. of whom 70 per cent. at least were 
found to be infected. The Board then decided that .. further investigation could 
add nothing to the results obtained." The question of mass treatment was 
considered. but never undertaken. 

In making tho following remarks. to a wide persooal experience of hookworm 
di ..... in many parts of the tropics has been added the opinion qf Dr. F. T. Simpson. 
who has worked in th~ Jharia Field for over 20 years. \ 

It is agreed that probably over 90 per cent. of the adult labourers are infected, 
but. owing to some cause which is not absolutely clear. though it is probably the 
avirulent nature of the loca1 strom of hookworm. illness <even slight illness) is 

I 
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produced only in a. very small proportion of cases. This is quite conttary to experi
ence in other parts of the tropics (notably in the Kolar Gold Field, of which Dr. 
Simpson has personal experience)~ but the- fact remains that in the Jharia Field it is 
exceptional to find a case of an<emia. due to hookworm serious enough to uo.fi.t a labourer 
for work. 

Treatment is. of course, given to cases requiring it, but there appeaIS to be no 
necessity whatever for intensive preventive measures, for mass treatment, nor for 
the laborious and unpleasant methods associated with the attempt to eradicate the 
hookworm completely. It is held that, so far as the Jha.ria Field is concerned, there 
would be no appreciable U increase of efficiency which freedom from the disease 
brings about u. 

Coal dust appears to produce as little ill-effect here as in mines in England and 
elsewhere. 

(27) MiUemUy Beneftts.-(i) There is DO organized scheme whatever. On the 
majority of collieries, however, the general custom appears to be for the pregnant 
woman to cease work about a week before the child is expected. During this period. 
and for two weeks or more after the event, she receives a sum of money weekly 
roughly equivalent to her earnings had she been at work. 

Sometimes a bonus is given of two rupees for a boy and one rupee for a girL 
Should she be admitted to hospital for confinement (this is a rare occurrence) food 
and extras are usually provided free of charge for herself and one attendant. or an 
allowance is given in lieu~ 

V.-Wellan (other than Health and HoosDlg, but iI1cludiDg Ed ..... tion). 

(28) ExI41It 0/ Will/are W"".-(i) By ...ploy ...... -Beyond the provision of a 
recreation ground here and there, there is no evidence of any welfare work being 
undertaken. 

(ii) By fltm ag81Zcies.-The Colliery Employees' Association. with offices at 
Jharia. was formed to look after the interests of the IaQouring classes. A few lantern 
lectures were organised but the activity of the association does not appear to have 
been noticeable except in the matter of pressing for compensation in accident cases. 

(32) P,ooirirm./ Ed_I""," Fadlili .. by Employ<t'.-(i) For al..u _km nil. 
(til F ... 1I01/4i .... _k.,. nil. 
(iii) Foy warRns' di14Ye1I. Only four collieries are known to provide primary 

schools. 
(ivl E:.t",'10 whid ... N. Freely used where they exist. 

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS ASKED IN CONNECTION WITI'l 
THE ROYAL COMMISSION. 

The figures of thoIlM'aJe ami ;n/""" ""'rlo1~ for the last nve year.o are as follows :-
Year. Death-rate. Infant 

mortality rate. 
1924 20·83 156 
1925 18·71 137 
1926 17·02 137 
1921 16·73 111 
1928 18·28 116 

(In each case, the figures given are 1m: the whole milling settlement.) 

• M eflto4s of Regist"aJion. 

1. The Jharia Mining Settlement is divided into el~ven circles-. Each circle is 
under the cbarge of a sanitary inspector, who has under him from -two to four 
vaccinators. the number varying with the size of the circle. 

2. Sanitary inspscI01's are registrars of births and deaths, under the Registration 
of Births and Deaths Act (Bengal, Act IV of 1813). It is their duty to ~rd aU 
births and deaths reported to them in the births and deaths registem, The sources 
from which the registrars get their information are the following: (a) Th4Jl4S. All 
hirtbs and deaths reported by the Government Chowkidars at the thana and recorded 
in the thana registers, are copied by the registrars into the births and deaths 
registe... (b) V""ciH_.. The births registered as per paragraph (al above are 
then entered in a special form (Vaccinator" Daily Record), one of which is kept 
for each village in the circle. 
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Each vaccinator is in sub--cha.rge of a. definite area; a programme :is drawn up 
which ensures a visit to each village every four or five weeks.. 

Before.proceeding on his daily tour of villages, the vaccinator is handed the 
current Vaccinator's Daily Record appertaining to those villages, which he is to 
visit. It is the duty of the vaccinator to verify the correctness of the particulars 
of the entries made in the vaccinator's Daily Records and to add particulars of any 
births and deaths which have been omitted.. 

3. StJfOiIMy • ....p.dors.-During the vaccination season, when the sanitary 
inspector visits a village about a week after the vaccination operations have been 
performed by the vaccinator, he takes with him these records and, while noting the 
resu:lts of vaccina:tiOIl~ veri6.es the entries made previously by the vaccinator~ 

4. C<>llioriu.-The following is the procedure as tegards collieries: Births and 
deaths occurring on collieries are reported in the weekly returns of sickness and 
mortality which each colliery is required to submit to the Boacl's office, where the 
infonnation is separated and forwarded to the sanitary inspectors concerned who. as 
registraIs of births and deaths, ...:OId the partieulaIS, after veri1icatioo, in their 
respective births and deaths registers. 

5. Eacll registrar of births and deaths submits a monthly return to the office on 
the prescribed form, where the figures are compiled, thana by thana, for the whole 
mining settlement area. 

~ of Ceria«» Diseases. 

(i) CIwlM. ad SHUIilp<>;<.-Tbese are the chief diseases affecting the colliery and 
rnraI populations. 

Year. 

1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

Cholera. 
Cases. Deaths. 

1,411 
945 
f>77 
385 
663 

555 
361 
158 
82 

200 

Smallpox. 
Cases. Deaths. 

480 
698 

1,133 
1,479 
1,526 

20 
52 
65 
57 
58 

(il) .j\l akwia is not a. feature in the health conditions of the coalfi.eld area.. It 
causes little if any disability. Figures of prevalence are not available. 

(ill) Hookwoms.-lt is probable that over 90 per cent. of the colliery population 
suffer from bookworm,. but only rarely are appreciable symptoms produced-in 
labourers (see note on Hookworm Diseases in the Jharia mining area). Figures 
~ not available. 

(iv) Plague. Kala-.A.ztW, and other serious diseases associated with warm climates 
are a..lmost entirely a.bsent. 

PROPOSALS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A MATERNITY HOME AND 
CHILD WELFARE CENTRE AT DHANBAD FOR CONSIDERATION BY 

THE MEMBERS OF THE JHARlA MINES BOARD OF HEALTH. 

The question is not now of suggestihg or evolving another scheme of which we 
have had so many already. but one of a practical contribution to the solution of & 
laJge and important problem of public health. To beat all successful it must 
satisfy certain essential conditions :-(l) Its scope must lie within the legitimate 
functions of a public health body.. (2) It m'l:1st not involve enormous capital !)utlay 
and large mamtenance expenditure. (3) It shonld be moderate and reasonable 
in view of the present depression in the coal trade, one which the Industry would 
readily accept, and it should be possible to work it with the present finances of the 
Board without appreciably increasing the rate of cess. (4) Its financial aspect 
must be clearly worked out in detail. (5) Administratively it should not involve 
any duplication of Board's sta1f but should mean a separate department to be- served, 
sustained and furthered by the existiag organization of the Board. (6) It should 
perform a vital public serviee. a..etual work and not mere supervision. (1) After 
functioning as a centralized. efficient service for a number of years and gaining 
sufficient experience of the conditions and limitations 01 its work.. it should be 
capable of local service at important centres. (8) By demonstrating sound maternity 
hygiene, by actual work ill delivery <:ases and after delivery. the nursing of mother 
and child. it should simultaneously concentrate on educational propaganda in the 
labour popnlation so that ultimately its utility should far exceed the extremely 
small proportion of the cases it can actually handle. 
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After mature consideration 1 have the following proposals 1<> submit fez your 
approval :-(1) The Board of Health should organi2e a maternity hospital or a 
women's nursing home, which should be a centre for medical relief to women workers 
in the coalfield and a child welfare centre. (2) Such a. home for women worurs 
should be located just outside the coalfteld~ at Dhanbad. to eliminate the noise and 
smoke and congestion of a thickly populated industrial area.. and to secure the benefit 
of a. purer and more restful atmosphere. and an agreeable change of Sl1ITOundings 
during a time of extreme physical and meota\ strain. (3) The home should be easy 
of access to the ge.neraI public and for supervision by the Board's Chief and Assistant 
Medical Officers of Health, near enough to the Board'. offices, centrally ai_ted and, 
if poosible, at an easy eIlstanco from the Dhanhad hospital. (4) It should be capable 
of providing accommodation fez about thirty beds, out of which it should be possible 
to put about twenty beds immediately into commission. (5) To start with, twelve 
out of twenty beds should be reserved for maternity cases, the main object of the 
home. {6} Four beds should be allotted to accident cases, for women workers in 
the collieries. (7) Four beds at the outset be reserved :for treatment of female 
diseases or gynrecological cases. (8) It should be ca1.1ed "The Jbaria Women', 
Nursing Home" rather than a 4. Maternity Hospital," the .. Home U having a 
psychological advantage over the word H Hospital .. with working women. It should# 
in fact, combine a free maternity hospital with a free l1uzsing home for women. (9) 
It should be organized and worked under the direct supervision of the Board', 
Medical Officer of Health. who would beits Chief Medical Offioer. 

As regards the main building for the accommodation contemplated by me, it 
would cost about sixty thousand rupees to construct. But the Board of Health 
have .. building available which would """'" admirably the purposes of the 
main building of the nursing home. 

The total cost of additional buildings would amOUllt to Rs. 50,000, or so. 

The following staiI would be sufficient to carry 011 its work :-A lady doctor of 
civil assistant suregon class. specialist in midwifery, with sufficient experience. 
possibly with European qualliications, 011 a pay of, Rs. 400·25/1-600 ; two health 
visitors on Rs. 100 each; a midwife on Rs. 50-5-75; two maternity nurses on 
Rs. SO each; fourprohationernurses 011 an al10wance of Rs. 20 each, Rs. SO; Aclerk 
on Rs. 40; 11 servants on total of Rs. 165: three dais, one for lady doctor and one 
for each of the health visitors. in place of orderlies. Rs. 14 x 3 = Rs. 42; Provident 
Fund 'for Nos I, 2, 3, and 4, Rs. 106-8'(); travelling allowance, Rs. 135; Total, 
Rs. 1,350-0-0. Other items of expel1ditnre: Equiptment for 20 beds Rs. 4,000, 
Geneml Equiptment, Rs. 1165. 

Lights and fans-two proposals.-(i) From East Indian Railway fitting and 
COIlIlecUOI1. Rs. 3.000; (ii) Our own installation, Rs. 6,000. Total. excluding 
installation, say, Rs. 1,200. Equipment for the operation theatre, Rs. 6,000. . 

Total equipment for beds~ general equipment and equipment for operation 
theatre, Ro. lJ ,200. 

It would be necessary to furnish the lady doctor's and nurses' quarters with 
essential items of furniture, simply but comfoztably. I expect this would cost 
Ro. 3,500. Total investment, say, Ro. 1S,OOO. 

The Jharia Min .. Board of Health &!ready maintains an ambulance car which 
is not very frequently used, 8lld could be -utilized for the purposes of the nursing 
home and the Board would not have to buy another ambulance. 

Besides Ro. 1,350 monthly oxpensea 011 staiI, there would be the following 
monthly additional expenditure:-

Mfli"kn4"'< per Bed per MQ1t/Jo for Dieli1t/l.-In the District Board hospital it 
is S As. and in special cases 4- As.. a day. The- diet in·the nursing home should be 
more generous and should include a little of fish and meat occasionally and more of 
milk regularly. I reckan it at As. 8 per day per bed for 20 bed. per month, Ro. 300. 

Besides: (2) Electric cummt charges, Ro. SO; (3) telepbone charges, Ro. 30 ; 
(4) medicines, including materials for dressing, etc., Ro. 100. Total, Rs. 490. Monthly 
expenses, Ro. 1,350 + 490 = Ro. 1,840. .Recl1l"riDg yearly upenditure, Ro. 22,OSO. 

On the other hand the Board would effect a saving of Ro. 2.000, which is pmd 
as yearly subscription to the District Board hospital at Dbanbad. in>COl1l1ectiOl1 
'With the maintenance of a. midwife and two nurses. ~ ~ • • 

2. Ro. 250 a. mol1th is .. very moderate estimateot oollectioo by public subscripti .... 
and possibly a much larger amount could be easily collected. It is Decessary~ 
however, to restrict expectatiollS to the minimum figure. This would bring 
Ro. 3,000 per year. . 
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3, The lady doctor in charge of the home would not be allowed private practice 
by the Board OIl policy .. as otherwise there is some risk of the interests of the home 
being partly neglected. In pursuance of the same policy the medical officer of 
health, like other health officers, has not been allowed private practice. The lady 
doctor would. also be running 8. public health centre. But her services outside the 
home cannot be refused in exceptional cases. As there will be no other lady doctor 
of her qu.a.lifica.tions in the coalfield she is- much more likely to be ea.lled thaD. the 
medical oIfu:er of health. The Board will have to decide as to what is to be done 
with the fees thus creclited. The Board may well utilize .. part of the income from 
this source of Rs. 100 .. month towards the paymeot of her salary or T.A. I expect 
at least Rs. 1.000 from this source. which brings the total to Rs. 6.000. If we 
subtract this &mount from the total estimated expenditure of Rs. 22.080. the 
Board will have to incur an &nOuai net maintenance expenditure of approximately 
Rs.16.000. . 

This is the financial aspect of these proposals as a whole. I think the present 
finances of the Board are sufficiently elastic to incur an expenditore of Rs. 16,000 
per annum on running a centre for maternity and child welfare. 

The whole of the cost on equipment is estimated at Rs. 15,000, and with -electric 
instalJ&tion may come to Rs. 20.000. I propose with every reasonable expecta.tion 
of suocess to raise the entire cost of equipment by public subscription. 

The chief obstacle in the way appears to me tb..a.t the Board is not in a position 
to spend Rs. 50.000 on the additioual buildings necessary. If the Board boIrows 
the same. the Board would have to pay at least Rs. 3,000 in interest per annum 
and .. boot Rs. 5.000 per anonm in the sinking fond. That means another Rs. 8,000 
added to the Rs. 16,000 for mainten.a.uce. But in my opinion it is not feasible to 
ask the Board to spend Rs. 24.000 a year on these proposals, Dor could the Board's 
finances &fiord it without au increase in cess, which would be unwelcome to the 
industry. at least at the present moment . 

• The only solution of the difficulty. and the only way ont, is for the Board to ask 
for and to obtain a. grant from the local Government of Rs. 50,000, conditional on
(I) The Board utilizing existing buildings worth Rs. 60,000 for the purpose; and 
(2) agreeing to maintain the home without any forther contribution; and (3) on 
their being able to realize Rs. 15,ooO-Rs. 20,000 by public subscription. 

Unless the Government can see their way towards making such a gmnt, proposals 
cannot materialize. 

The working of the home and its staff may be briefly indicated in a general 
outline :--(1) The home wouId be in the immediate charge of a lady doctor of the 
assistant surgeon class, possibly with European qua1iftca.tions, one:who has specialized, 
in maternity and public hygiene. I believe such a. qualified person eouId be secured 
on the pay oflered, Rs. 400-~00. We could also apply for aod obtaintbedeputation . 
of a member of the Women's Medical Service in the initiation of the scheme on sound 
foundations. Besides working the home, she would have to supervise by occasional 
visits. the work of two health 'Visitors and the training of probationer nurses or dais. 
In the case of need and in special circumstances her expert services would be available 
for \:he families of colliery managers. (2) For the present the Board could appoint 
two healtb visitors on a pay of Rs. 100 each. and .. permanent travelling aIIow&nce 
of Rs, 30 a month. Each could be assisted by a. dai class of. woman, who would 
take the place of an orderly {or carrying kit. etc., and help the health visitor with 
Iocallmowledge of the area of her work. Both health visitors could for the present 
work in the .Jharia circle of the Board of Health. 

The work of health visito.rs is not so easy to describe. i got into correspo.ndence 
witbDr. Ruth Young. W.M.S .. of the Lady ChelinsfordAll India League for Matenlity 
and Child Welfare. She writes as follows:-

.. I think it is necessary first of all to lay down the fondamental principle that 
the work is preventive in its scope. that health workers are not medical women and 
cannot carry out treatment. Though doctots are, of coune. necessa.ry~ our view is 
that much more than half the sickness among women and children in this country 
is preventable. and can be prevented, by the work of health visitors. Their work is 
to secure conditions at child birth so that unnecessasy deaths do not occur then, 
and that child birth is not followed by sickness: to keep all young children under 
observation so that slight departures from normality are noticed in time, and finally . 
to train the mothers by patient educational efforts to look after the infants and 
children 80 that good hcalth. not sickness, will be the normal . 

.. Naturally. W{)rk web as this which requires 80 much detailed effort needs good 
worker! and concentration. The worker must be properly trained~ or else you run 
the risk of tbo healtb work degenera.ling into inferior clispeusary work. It foUows 
from. this that it is relatively expeosive and that results must not be looked· for 

(S30) 1 S 
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quicldy. A health visitor can only undertake a certain amount of work, and it is 
better to try out the experiment in a small area and watch the benefi.t~ rather than 
try to spread it out over a large area when good work is impossible. 

U I am emphasizing this point as we so often fuld committees make the mistake 
of giving the worker an impossibly large area to work CD, disappointment with the 
work achieved is the only result. 

to I do not know what number of births you have in Dhanbad. but my advice 
would be that you start in a definite area. where there is an average of 250-300 births 
per annum and allow the worker to do concentrated home-visiting there. The 
establishment of It centre may come later. Ii there are indigenous midwives. as I 
suppose is the case, their training should be undertaken at once. 

" I should think you have" splendid chance of SU<CeSSful health work jn " place 
like Dhanbad. as I imagine there is a fair amount of control over the workers and 
housing conditions, I should hope, are good, 

In the selected areas put under their charge, concentrating on home-visiting 
would mean an attempt at securing ante and post delivery hygienic conditions. 
elementary instruction by simple directions to the mothers fur their own and the 
child', health, It would mean the taking of elementary precautions for securing 
safe delivery as well as persuasion to allow difficult or abnormal cases to be brought 
to the nursing home. .It wonld also mean getting into touch with local dais and 
without courting hostility by attempting to supersede or eliminate them, to instruct 
them in elementary maternity hygiene and with this view to bring them or persuade 
them to come for instruction at the home. U 

The Board's organization already enables its chief medical officer to secure 
complete vital statistics so that details of births are already available. The health 
visitors will also get into touch with expectant mothers and would be- enabled to 
advise in and SJlpervise over normal deliveri~ within their areas of charge. and 
to shift the more difficult and abnormal cases to the home. They will also be 
nseful iu propaganda work by giving simple lantern lectures on maternity h}'"giene 
and child welfare. . 

In the nursing home itself they could easily and more particularly attend to the 
health of expectant mothers and to make the ante-confinement period more pleasant 
and useful. On the other hand, their time at the home on the days or mornings 
that they do not go out, could be devoted to child welfare work. They could continue 
the link with the women that have left the home after being delivered or have been 
delivered outside their supervision~ by encouraging them to visit the home once a 
fortnight and then once a month for the first year or so, when these women could 
be helped and advised. as to the proper care of themselves and the bahy, and, if 
necessa.ry. on the treatment of their children. The lantern lectures in the nursing 
home would also remain in their charge. 

While the health visitors would try to improve the knowledge and handling of 
delivery cases by local dais outside, the nursing home itself would devote particular 
attention to the training of a better class of midwives under the direct charge of 
the lady doctor. There are Indian Christian girls trained jn their early Y""r5 under 
various missions. and with social progress in the air there is also a certain Bhadralok 
class of non-orthodox Hindus who would be eager to obtain maternity training. 
Maternity work provides a vocation for such as cannot or do not desire to hang on 
to the shoulders of a man or such as need to supplement a husband's earnings. 
Behind a personal predilection there would be knowledge that there is unlimited 
scope for this class of work. My idea is that four and latterly six such women could 
be trained and turned out every year from the home. They should by pre~ce 
be local women of the district. so that they could settle down and practise as midWlves. 
continuing to keep in touch with, the home and bringing their more diflicult cases 
there. These probationers. should get Rs. 20 per month as subsistence allowance. 
and lodged in two out of the five sets of nurses' quarters. 

Besides this. there would be weekly classes for the training of a better. ~ 
~ the local dais. There would thus be a gradual improvement in the exISting 
material, aild a simulataneous training of a new and better cJ.ass of midwivt:S. The 
substitution of the former by the latter m bloc is an obvious impossibility. After a 
number 01 years~ when sufficient progress has been made in both directions. it should 
be possible to ask Government to authorize the Board of Health to introduce a 

. system of licensing all dais or midwives. so that only those who have passed some 
recognized test would be permitted to practise and to attend cases. Tbis cla.ss .would 
thus b. enabled to become hslpful and useful, instead of as at p.-nt posttively 
dangerous. 

Two Pam ~urses' would be 'qualified ~th i~ mat~ty' and S-end uur.rlng to 
help tho lady doctor at times of delivery and to ...... ain in ""- of twenty beds. 
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It is expected that eaeh maternity case would stay at the home a month on &J; 
average~ and with 12 beds for maternity cases. " for accident cases and 4 for gyuzco
Iogioal cases. there "",uId be accommodation foe 144 maternity cases. 48 accident 
cases and 48 gyruecoIogWa1 cases. If the latter two would take longer time. say 
six weeks each, the capacity of the home would be still for 36 cases under each of 
the two latter heads~ And this is as much as the home could undertake. 

Supply of matemity cases for the home would be secured :-(1) Through the 
co-operation of the managements and the subordinate sta.if an the collieries. who. 
would give information and persuade the dhowra delivery cases to be sent to the 
nursing home. (2) Principally, through the health visitors who would be in intimate 
touch with delivered as well .. ~t mothers in their area of charge. (3) Through 
the formation of a few localcommlttees of voluntaryworkem of men who. have realized 
the immense importance- of maternity hygiene and child welfare. and who are willing 
to help in the furtherance of the home's objects in curt:ailing infant mortality and 
improving the health and strength of the community as a whole. (4) I have no 
doubt that most managements would readily accept and agree to. the payment of 
one monthzssa!ary. during their stay at the home~ towomenworkerswhohad worked 
for six months or more with them before going into the home. It would only be paid 
after disoha.rge and on prodnction of a certificate from the Home. On the othu 
hand. it would always remain a voluntary contribution. I have. however. DO doubt. 
that most concerns would willingly accept such an obligation. (5) The nursing home 
would provide free conveyance to the bome, free food and free clothing both for 
child and moth .... and free treatment. The life inside the home for the period of 
stay could be reodered both pleasant and pro1itable with little or no expense. Useful 
recreation. like sewing children's clothes. etc., are mere matters of detail. (6) The 
Board could also sanction a bonus of Rs. ]0 on discharge after a successful delivery 
for the firstyea.ror. say, forthemst hundred eases. Rs. 1.000 for once would bewe1l 
spent as & means of advertisement and popularizing the scheme. Accident cases 
would come automa.tically, while little or no exertion or inducement would be 
necessary for securing gyruecologWa1 cases. (7) Local dais might get Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 
per case brought by them to the home. 

Once the thing is going, the home wou1d find it difficult to give admission to all 
those who would be anxious to come. Simultaneously, the methods of helping in 
maternity cases outside the home should have considerably improved and elementary 
knowledge and habits of maternity hygiene spread through propaganda so that 
actual work. at the home would only be a :fraction of the total utility of the scheme. 

The home would also function as a child welfare centre. I need hardly expatiate 
upon the urgency and importance of this kind of work, as the J'ublic conscience is 
more alive in this direction than ever befote. The child OCCUpIes a larger place, in 
the economy. of the family and the protection of young lives is becoming one of the 
first objects of public concem. Public health organizations and the press are giv.ing 
more frequent publicity to the high Tate of infant mortality prevalent in India . 

.. She loses annually more than two million babies under one year from causes 
which are mostly preventable. and. more serious still, she retains among the SUrviVOIS 
large numbers of weakly infants who struggle through a sickly childhood; unable to 
avail themselves of the opportunities of improvement and unfitted for the full duties 
of citizenship." (Published by the Government of Bengal Public Health Department.) 

The fust entails immense~ needless strain and gratuitous suffering. death. or 
permanent impairment of health of its women: and the second. a lowering of vitality 
of the entire population. A visit to any of the children's schools in Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa would convince one that the picture is not exagget'8.ted or overdrawn. 

Here is an immense fi.o!ld for work. The home would contribute, in however 
small a. measure, by work and something more through propaganda. 

Mothers delivered at the home or outside. under the snpervision of its staff and 
such as are otherwise accessible to health visitors in their areas. would be encouraged 
to bring babies to the home once a fortnight" and latterly once a month. 

Here their washing and bathing. their change of clothes. their nursing and feeding, 
the examination and medical treatment of such as are ill. and simple instructions to 
the mother. could be undertaken on one day.fixed in the week. one morning or one 
aftemoon. 

Simple instructions would also be given on the care of infants in maladies like 
whooping~ugh. coughs and colds common to childhood, on diarrhrea in babies, on 
infantile ophthalmia. etc. Records of weight would also be kept. 

The home would also organize a Baby Week once every year~ thus collaborating 
with the Natiooal Baby Week Council at Simla. 

N. P. THADANI. 
CAairmtm. 

Jharia 'Mines Board of Health. 

(530) " 
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mAl!.IA IIllIBS BOARD 0]1' HEALTH, DHAliBAD. 
• 

Mr. J. N. MITRA. Assistant Medical 0fIicer of Health. 

JSpeaking generally. the following are the classes of labour employed by a 
colliery :~ 

I.-UNSKILLED L,dBOUR.-8 persons were examined in dilIerent collieries. 
1. Mi-rs 41Cd lo4deYs.-The miners generally work in pairs. either husband and 

wife~ or two men who are relatives.. The miner cuts the coal and the other man loads 
it in the tub. The average output for a pair is 3 tubs per clay; average payment 
per tub is 8. Ana. aJld average wori<ing is 5 days a week. i .•.• Rs.7-<1 for twom .... 
or Rs. 3--12 each person. ' 

W ukly .~ for food and other necessities. A family consisting of husband 
and wife and two or IlIree childIen :-Rice. Rs. 3; dal. 8 ADs.; spices. ealt aJld oil, 
8 ADs.; drink, meat (two days in a week). Re. I; clothing average. 8 ADs. ; 
vegetablee. 4 Ana.; total. Rs. 5-12. 

Typical ...... -Raman Bhuia. Colokdih colliery. coal cutter. Weekly earningo, 
Rs. 5. husband and wife. Expenses: Rice. Rs. 3; dal, spices and oil, Re. I; 
vegetable. 8 Ana.; meat aJld drink. 8 Ana.; total. Rs. 5. He saved mcmey for 
purchase of cloth by reducing his food. 

This class of -xnen., as a matter of habit~ spends on an average Re. 1 weekly on 
drink. Gambling is also prevalent.. On the whole, they are not able to save much ; 
in case of illness they have to take a loan to meet their expenses. It is only in case 
of these persons who have some agriclutural land that any saving can be elfected. 
because these people do not bring their families to the colliery but aeod some money 
hom •. 

Wagon lorMling coo1iN'.~ persons were examined a.t di1fe.rent colIieries. 
Stwjau worAing. Work in pain, either husband and wife. or two males. -The 

wages are shared between tha pair. Rate paid is 2 ADs. to 3 ADs. per ton of coal 
loaded in a wagon. 

E ...... ings.-Rs. 4 to Rs. 6 weekly for the pair. According to amonot of work 
avail:able. They work five days in a. week, very rarely six: days: so average earnings 
can be taken as Rs. 5 weekly for the pair. or Rs. 2-<1 per person. 

E>q>, ..... : . Rice. Rs. 2-<1; spices aJld salt. 2 ADs.; dal, 6 ADs.; vegetables, 
2 Ana.; meat once montbly. 2 Ana.; drink (weekly)." ADs.; clothing (average). 
8 ADs..; total. Rs. 4. These are __ for a family consisting of husband and 
wife aJld two clilldren. 

These expenses repreeent the bare cost of living. The saving is ouly Re. I per 
~ but when the wife does Dot work the income is reduced to half. 

These loading coolies are generally Bhuias. most filthy in their habits. They 
are much addicted to drink aJld gambling. They may starve. but they must gamble 
and have drink at 1east twice " week. 

TypiCill "," •• -Prosadi. MUlI8har. MOnghyr. loading cooly. Joyrampore 
colliery. Weekly earnings Rs. 3. Rice. dal, etc.. Rs. 1-4; drink. 12 Ana.; total. 
Rs.2. 

Re. I is left, but h. spends it in gambling. He has no family to snpport. He is 
a single man and works 61 .. piM with another man . . 

8. T,.ollymm.--4 cases were examjned at difterent collieries. 
U .. dwg""",d. Wages. Contract basis 1 An. to 1-<1 Ana. per tub; 150 to 

200 tubs daily by a batch of 8 to 10 men. 
Average weeklyeamiDgs. Rs.2-<I to Rs.3 per man. 
S""fau.-Wages: Contract basis 9 Ps. to 1-<1 ADs. per tub. Set of four to five 

men. 150 to 200 tubs daily. Average weekly earnings come to about Rs.2-<I to 
Rs. 3 " week. The women folk also help them in their work. 

E ..... ing'.-Hushand and wif ... weekly: Husband. Rs. 3; wife. Rs. 1-4 ; total, 
Rs. 4-4. Family eonsisting of huehaod and wife aJld two childIen. 

W .. "ly ."pm.I$: Riee. Rs. 2-<1; dal, spices, oil, vegetablee. etl> •• Ral; meat 
aJld drink, 6 Ans. ; total, Rs. 3--14. Saves about 6 Ana. weekly. but spends on the 
childIen. The expensee for clothing have not been iDcInded. 

These men are generally Dusad by caste. They are much addicted to drink. 
Some of them are addicted to .. Ganja .. omoking. One of them told me that he 
smolq>s Rs. 1-14 worth of genja in a week. The same cxmditionprevails with these 
men as'the other two classes previously mentioned. 

Typical ....... -Ledu Dusad. auriace trony man, Kirkend Colliery (I. N. Chandra)_ 
Both husband and wife work; have got two childIen. The total earnings for 

the week: Husband, Rs. 3; wif ... Rs. 1-4; total, Rs.4-4. 
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E~: Rico, Ro. 3; dal, Am. 9; oil, Am. 3: salt and spices, Ans. 2 ; 
vegetables, Ana. 3; meat and driDk, Ans. 8; total: Ro.4,9. Practi<a.lly the man 
C&IUJot save anythiDg. The week in which he ea.rns less" he does not take meat or 
vegetable. The expenses for clothing have not been taken into ..:count. 

4. Slack __ .... -Three women ....., examined at Kirkelld Colliery. 
These .... female IaboI11'&S employed .... dmground for removing coal dust. 

The rato paid is AIls. 4 to AIls. 5 per tub. The total work they can. give is only 
two tubs per dsy. So the weekly eanring com ... to about Ro. 3 to Rs. S.12. One 
tub is worked by two labourers. The weekly earning is divided among the two, so 
the total earning weekly comes to about Rs. 1.8 to Rs. 1.14 weekly per female. 
The cost of fOod per week per female is about :-Rice, Rs. I; vegetables, daJ, 
salt and other things. AIls. 8; total, Rs. 1.8. They can banIly maintain. themselves 
un1ess their husbands also work. Generally the husband works in some other 
capacity. 

There are two other classes of Iabol11'&S who work underground :-(1) Proping 
mistry, wages Am. 12 to Ans. 14 per dsy; (2) proping coolie, wages Am. 8 to A,us. 10 
perdsy. 

One person was examined in Kirkend Cclliery. 
There is practically 110 clliference in the manner of food these people take from 

the others before quotod. 
The average expenditure OIl food is Rs. 1.8 to Rs. 2 per man per week. So these 

men can save something and send it home. They usually come without their 
families. 

2. There are the following classes of ._4 labotw :-(il Pump kbs1asi, lireman, 
engine kha.Iasi. Paid monthly at Rs. 20 to Rs. 2S per month. Sometimes Rs. 16 
to Rs. 20 per month. • 

Their expe!lSOS are as follows :-Rice, Rs. 5 ,to Rs. 6; daJ, Rs. 3: other things. 
Re. 1; total, Rs. 10 to Rs. 11 monthly. 

These people are in most instances Mohammedans; most of them belong to East 
Bengal (Noakhali district). They do not drink alcohol. They always save money 
and send it home to their families. They generally live together and feed in a mess. 

• (ii) Blacksmil".~ person only was examined. Pay, Rs.80 to Rs. 35 a 
mouth. 

These people come from different parts of the province. They generally come 
singly. Their expenditure is about Rs. 10 to Rs. 14 per month. They send money 
home for the family and agrieuJture. They are in. the habit of taking drink at 
least once a. week. if finance permits sometimes oftener. . 

Filter mistry.-MOI1thly pay Rs.4O to Rs.50; expenses 011 fOod and other 
necessaries Rs. 10 to Rs. 14- per person per· month.. . 

They generally live with family and sometimes save money. 

Ma. AMRlT LAL O]HA,M.L.C., MEMBER OFTHE MINING BOARD, BENGAL. 

L-Bocruitment. 
1. The labour in the eoa.I fields are 'distinctly of three varieties, viz .. (i) those who 

have come and permanently settled in the coal fields. (ll) those who are recruited 
from outside for Ja.bour in the mines, and (ill) those who a.re local people. An average 
estimate of their proportions in. different mine areas in. Bengal and Bihar is given 
below:-

Jbaria 
,Mugma 
Rsneegunge 

Settled. 
Per cent. 

20 
5 

25 

Recruited. 
Per cent. 

75 
15 
SO 

Local. 
Percent. 

S 
80 
2S 

2. The '?OIltact of the recruited labourers with their villages is both frequent and 
continuous.. The labourers generally return home during the monsoon for sowing 
and selling paddies whence they come to the mines in September and again return 
in November for the harvesting operatiOD.8. They pra.ctically work in the mines for 
& period. of 6 months .. The loca.llabourers however go to their homes every day while 
the settled labourers being provided with lands by their employers where to carry 
on agricultural OperatiOllS~ have no necessity to go back. and 'they have adopted 
the mines as their permanent abodes. 
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3. In the coal industry labour is at pruent recruited through sirdano ana other 
recruiters in the employ of the mine-owners. There is no scarcity of labour in the 
coal industry at present and the question of any remedial measure does not now 
seem to arise. -

4. Generally miners come with their family mto the mines and work underground 
in pairs. the male cutting the coal while the woman. usually his married wife, carries 
it up. The surface labourers recruited from Monghyr come alone and go back after 
6 months to pay visits to their homes. As at present. the recruitment of m.ining 
labour causes very little disturbance in faDilly life. 

1. So far as m.ining labour is concerned there is hardly any unemployment. 
Agriculturists as they are the mines are to them a second source of income offering 
them ready employm.entin times when they are idle. As a. matter of fact the mines 
open employment for all who are ready to come. In case of bumper crops generally 
miners return to the mines later and in less number. 

IIL-BOllIing, 

17. It is very difficult to acquire land for the purpose of bullding workers' houses. 
The want of facilities has at17acted the attention of the Bihar Government and they 
have amended the Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act to provide for acquisition of land for 
this purpose. But even the amended Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act does not empower 
the Government to acquire land for mining purposes at the instance of mine-owners. 

IV,-lIeaIIb. 
23. (vi) As yet the sex ratio is practically in parity but the prohibition of 

employment of women in mines"is calculated to materially disturb it. 

25. The medical facilities are readily availed of though the women display 
reluctance in having their maternity cases looked after by medical men. Dtris 
and trained midwives are now being tried to help them but the women do not seem 
to agree to take their assistance too. The apathy however is likely to die out as their 
help is.being availed of in some cases . 

• 
31. Maltnt-ily Nnefits.-The labourers in question are given necessary rest 

innnedistely before and after child birth, whe .. they are provided with AI_aM. 

V,-Welfare. 
As a matter of fact the welfare works in the mines are praetieaIly nil save where 

they are undertaken by individual ownezs. Sheltets to the needy labourers are 
provided wherever necessary by the employers. The employers also provide for 
wherever necessary facilities for physical culture and recreation. The labourers like 
much more the games and sports they are habituated to. 

36. Whenever possible arrangements are made by individual mine owners to give 
primary education to the workers a.nd their children which are not however much 
a va.iled of. 

37. Provision for old age and premature retiIement is no doubt desirable but the 
unavoidable reduction of income for the retired Ia.bourers, uneducated as these 
people are. will make themselves offer the greatest resistance to any such scheme. 
Moreover the miners not being professional and the labour in. the mines being a 
second profession to them, they being more agriculturists thaD mineD such a scheme 
does not seem to be at all practicable. 

88. Little attempt has hitherto been made to preach amODg the miJ;lers the prin
ciple of co-operation. Backward as these people at pzesent are there IS hardly any 
chance of success in such an attempt. 

• • 
JX.-BounI, 

63. Generallr in the ease of Indinn-owned min .. 12 hours shift find favour, the 
maximum working hoW'S per week however not exceeding 54 as required by the 
Indian Mines Act. Out of the 12 hours the- miners actually work about 7 to 8 hours 
idling away the reat of their time while underground. 
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The surlace work again is intermittent and the loaders work 6 to 7 hOl11'S per day. 
Certain skilled labourers such as pump khalasis. engine kha1asis work on &. shift 
system of 8 hQurs per day. 

64. The millers work 4 to 5 days per week whlle the surlace labourers work 
6 days a week. 

65. The 60 houn restriction has not interfered with the normal working of the 
mines. 

66. It can only be done at the cost of produetioo. 
61. The shift system does not at all suit the smaller mines. Though these mines are generally worked on the basis of a ]2 hours shift. miners do Dot go to work in 

time, and it is very difficult to per.ruade them to leave the mines by the closing hour 
of the sbllt. 

68. The daily limitation cannot suit the miners. 
69. The intervals the workers avail of according to their own habits idling away 

more time than necessary. The number of holidays in the mines is according to 
religious festivals "and Pujahs. . 

70-72. Miners genua.Uy do not work on Sundays and Mondays. They do not 
also work full time on Tuesdays. The existing provisions a.t"e quite adequate. ·Skilled 
labourers particularly pump khalasis and firemen are exempted !rom the obligation 
of weekly day rest and use bas to be made of their labour by the employers by keeping 
them on duty. . 

JI:.-BIJeciaI questi._ relating 10 Women, fOODI AduHI aDd Children. 
90, There is hardly anything to be .aid against the Act of 1923 and cert:i1icatioo 

provisions are quite suitable. 
91. The recent regulations of the Government providing for " gradual exclusion 

01 women Iaboorenl underground cannot bet be characterised as highly ill-advised. 
Imported practices from other lands can hardly suit the circumtsaDces of this country 
whose present conditions are not only widely different but have evolved under social 
customs and traditions almost antagonistic to those lands. Family has always been 
the centre of Indian lives and the individualist movement of the 19th century has 
not been able to make any appreciable ~ to shake this ground. So a miner. 
when he comes to the coal fields. brings his little home. as it was, along with him and 
always prefers to work in fairs keeping his wife working always under his very eyes 
and protection. The prohibition of the employment of women under these conditions 
is calculated to disturb this happy position of the W01'ker and to substantially r:aise 
the rate of wages and bring about a consequent increase in the cost of production, 
fOT the cutter can only be persuaded to work at a wage covering what he and his wife 
is a.t present earning together. In the present depressed condition of the industry 
such a course will serve to put insurmountable difficulties for the industry particularly 
for the small mines mostly owned by Indians. as in the case of big ones it is quite 
possible to make use of machinery to counterbalance the loss of labour supply without 
bringing in any consequent and appreciable relief to the workers. 

A Bengali lady. a. social worker of admitted credentials in women's cauSe. Mrs. 
Kamini Roy~ who had the opportunity of making a special study of the labour 
conditions in the coaIftelds~ made her observations in the matter in the following 
terms .. When a woman is forced by poverty to leave home and earn her living the 
best thing for her would be to work by the side of her husband or some near relation." 
The observations on the matter can be hardly made in better terms. 

It has only been recently decided to withdraw the entire women labour underR 
ground at the rate of 10 'fer cent. annually and as the operations have commenced 
only from July this year It is very d.llficult to say whether the speed is slow or fast. 
but it can be safely said that people interested in the industry look to the future 
with alarm and anxiety. 

XIL-Wag ... 
96. In coal mines the wages are generally paid on piece basis. The foUowing is a 

list of wages paid to various labourers in the mines :
Cutters paid n ... to Re. 1 per ton. 
Carriers paid 2 as. to 4 as. per tOil. 

Trimmers paid 2 as. to 4 as. per toll. 
Loaders paid 2 as. to 3 as. per ton. 
Onsetters. Banksmen paid 12 as. to Re. 1 per day. 
Pump Khalasis, Engine Khalasis-They are monthly paid servants, their 

wages being 20 to 30 Rupee. per month. 
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In surrounding agricultural areas the tate of wages is comparatively lower. 
Besides the wages the labourers in the mines get free quart_ and fuel. 

97. In the years 1919-1921 upward movement in wages took place but in 1926 
commenced a downward movement. The increase was to the extent of 100 per cent. 
and even more in some cases~ the decrease however has been 01 about 4-0 to SO per 
cent. 

The movement has not kept any relation to the prices though it has alwaY" kept 
a proportion quite favolU'able when compared with the costs of living. There is 
however no pro1it sharing system in the mines. 

98. Recruited labourers generally eifect savings and send money home to th. 
~xtent ~ some 50 per cent. of their earnings. The miners are generally thoroughly 
unprovident. 

lOS. In the present condition of labouT organization there .. neitherthe possibility 
nor the necessity of statutory establishment of minimum. wages.. 

107. Labourers are generally paid weekly and in some cases daily. 

109. There .. no eystem of bonus or profi.t-sbaring prevailinlf in the industry 
though sometimes commjssions on production are paid to the miners and also oth~. 

11 O. Leave is only gianted to the monthly paid servants to the extent of one 
month in a year, 

xm.-Induilri&l.mci....,. of work .... 
113. Indian workers are compamtively lese efficient than workers in other 

countries. 
115. (i) Working hours can be reduced at the cost of production. 
116. Education and organisation are the two things that are primarily required 

before proceeding with any scheme to secure increased efficiency of Indian labour. 

XlV.-Trade CombiDalioDJ. 
117. There is pmctically no combinations of the employers that can dictate any 

policy. For the employees in mines there is hardly any combination worth menticm
mg. The Colliery Employees Association has hardly done any work forthe IabouTe", 
and it is undentood that they have veryfew mmers* if any* OIl the list of theirmembers. 

XVlI..-Mmini*aUOL 

140. Mines 'ns~.-The sta.& under the Chief Inspector of Mines is quite 
adequate for the purpose and consists of efficient officials. 

THE INDIAN lIIlNING FEDERATION. 

Letter from Secretary. da.ted 6th November. 1929. 
I am directed to forward herewith a memorandum of observations of the 

Committee of the Federation in regard to the matters cognizable by the Royal 
Commission a full list of which appeared in the List of Subjects issued by you to-the 
public. In this connection, I am desired to make it clear that the Indian Mining 
Federation which was established in 1914. represents exclusively the capital in the 
Indian coal ~g industry and 89 such. all observations made in the enclosed 
memorandum by the Committee relate entirely to the conditions in the coal mines 
of the Jharia and the Ranlgunge .... lfj.ld&-tl1e two principa.l aources of Intlian coal 
supply, 

2 • In placing their views before the Commission. the Committee desire to focus 
their pointed attention to the two main ideas which principa.lly underlie the views 
expressed. In the first instance. it is the profound conviction of the Committee 
that the problem of labour welfare in India. understood in its widest sense ... close?, 
mter-related with the general eduostional problem of the Indian masses. It lS 
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useless to attempt to approx;m..te labour conditi""" in India to the standard of 
western oountries until the Indian ~ as for the matter of thatk the Indian 
industrial labour, has made further advance in elementary education. The 
fundamental fact in the economic life of Indian masses is the ~vailing low standard 
of living .. So long lIS the demand for a better living has not made itself felt from 
within the labour themselves, all legislative or statutory proposals for uplifting 
labour conditions are bound to fail in their object. It seems to the Committee that 
the stiffening oi obligation on the employers with regard to labour· 'Welfare, as 
attempted in the recent years. have been largely clirected at the wrong end of the 
problem. To quicken a desire for better living among the Indian workspeople by 
a. strenuous course of education. both general and trade-unionistic. is the prima.ry 
object to which eftorts should have been directed. Unfortunately~ this the most 
important progmmme of amelioration of Indian Labour has been hitherto neglected. 
or at any rate" its value and importance scantily realised. m the absence of 
such real reforming efiorts, the Committee are coustmined to say that all 
declar&tions of policies have remained a pious wish and legislations .. kind of 
window-dressing. 

3. Nor there need be overlooJred anothe< important aspect of the matter. The 
soci4l fabOO of an .... tern people like Indians is yet founded on the older order of 
status. The sense of mutual obligation which knit the different elements of old 
Indian society still inform the re1atiou between Indian employen and Indian work
men. This...,.. ofmutualobllgation has hitherto Served the purposa of ameliorative 
labour legislatioo in India remarkably well. And it is only natural that where 
the old spirit exists. inetIective 1egislatioo has been resented both by the employers 
and the employees. It is not the intention of the Committee to suggest that the 
legislations shonld not be undertaken. 'Wbat they desire to emphasise is that this 
is an aspect of the labour situation in India. which does not make the need for 
legislation as urgent and as .Ilecessaty. as it might otherwise a.ppear. 

4. Secondly. the necessary quid pro !lIII} in the opinion of the Committee. of an 
improved adjustment of the relation of employers and workem is the efficient 
organizatioo of the former. Much that legislatioo may inefiectively seek to 
accomplish migbt be easily aebieved, if the industrial emplnyets in India to-day 
were efficiently and e1Iectively organized. Except in the one instance whete the 
prosperity of en overgrown industry has been sustained for years by eo-ordinated 
efforts of the employers, the Committee of the Federation think that evezy industry 
in India suffers from the lack of sufficient organization. With such sutiering. the 
welfare of labour is not in a sma.ll measure connected. It is impossible to maintain 
an At labour condition with C3 state of profit and under modem conditions, . it is 
only an industry sufficiently organized which can maintain itsecouomic rate of profit. 
Tbe Committee must confess that the lDdian coal industry sufters from the lack of 
such a vital element for its sustenance. They feel that ill the interest of labouT, 
if for no other reason, a tendency towards efficient and effective organization of 
emplnyets must be fostered. In impressing on the Cmnmission the need for 
strengtbening the positioo of industrial and trade organizatiOll, the Committee can 
do no better than quote no less an authority than the British Committee on trade 
and industry wbose report was presented to the Parliament in March last. After 
admitting that one or two efficient organizations exist in Great Britain the Balfour 
Committee proceeda to remark :-But weIl-equipped Associations are, we fear, 
only a minority and able trade .representatives who gave evidence before us would. 
be the first to admit that the financial strength of such organizations and the support 
they receive from their own membets are often very much below what is needed for 
the efficient ca:rrying out of their present duties. We feel that thlsweak:nessoftrade 
organization is a. matter of such vital concem as to justify our laying particula.r stress 
upon it in our report. Many times during.theoourseof ourenquirywe have turned 
with something like envy to the vastly more complete machinery of the Chambezs of 
Commerce oi Germa.ny and France. where to all intents and ~oses membership 
and contributioo are compulsory. (Vide Balfour Committee's Final Report pag .. 
193-4). 

L-Recruilmant: 

1. From the point of view of origin. the labour in the coalfields of Jbarla, Mugma 
and Ranigu.ge admits of a broad threefold distinction. The laboorem employed 
at the coal mines do not completely represent a population resident in the mines. 
As it is commonly described. the coal minenJ are not a .. settled U population. A 
small percentage of .labour is doubtless permanently resident in the mines; while' 
another small fraetioo is drawn from the neighbourhood of the mines and though 
somewhat permanently connected with coal mining industry. is Dever resident in 
the mines. In the three fields of Jbarla, Mugma and Ranigunge, where conditions 
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are dissimnar, the proportion of the settled. recruited and 1oeallabour is -also varying. 
The followUlg percentage figures may be regaro"d as indkative of the present-<lay 
position. 

]haria 
Mugma 
Ra.nlgunge 

Settled. 
15 
5 

30 

Recruited. 
75 
IS 

.50 

Local. 
10 
80 
20 

It will appear that the problem of migration does Dot present itself in connection 
with the labour in the coalftelds except in a very limited sense. The settlement of 
labour. chiefly in the Ra.nlgunge coelfields. rook place .. few generations ago and was 
doubtleosrendered possible. partially by the grant of cultivable la.od bytbe employers. 
It is the prospect of assnred wage-earning. supplemented by faciliti<:s of agricultural 
pumuits which drew labourem from the economically distressed areas. But it is 
remarkable that the movement towards permanent settlement in the mines or to 
be precise. the mining area. has stopped for the last 15 to 20 yeatS. 

2. As it will have beeo realised from the foregoiug reply. the contact of tbe 
miners with their native villages is both frequent and continuous. The recruited 
labouret'S who are drawn from the Santals. Kols. Bouries, Koras and Bilaspuris 
(C. P. labourem). have agricuItnre as their principal occupation. After the close 
ot the harvest>SeaSOIl. they generally join the mines in January and retire from them 
in June for the tilling and sowing of paddy fields. About September .. when the 
rains are over, they return to the mines and withdraw again in November for the 
harvesting operations. As regards tbe Iocallabonr~ who daily attend mines from 
their home. the contact with their village is of COUISe unin:tmrupted. The settled 
labour have adopted the mines as their permanent homes. 

3. In the coal industry. there is no organized machinery for recruiting labour. 
In certain mines where raising of coal is entrusted to contractors, the mine-owners 
absolve themselves entirely of the responsibility of recruiting labour. In these 
cases it is the ~. raising contractors" who employ recruiters in the usual areas of 
recruitment charging the mine with a certain recruitment expense. But in the 
mines where working is S.,cMi or departmental, the management themselves 
employ sirtla.rstorecruit labour. the latter earning a special swd4n remuneration. In 
such cases. it is usual to make certain advances to the newly recruited labour known 
as KAoralti. besid.es~ of course, the payment of travelling expenses. 

The problems of recruitment of colliery labour are hard to solve. They arise 
mostly from. the fact that a miner is pimarily an agriculturist. The scarcity of 
labour which confronted the industry m an acute form a few years ago continues 
even to-day and it is advisable that some kind of demarcation of areas between coal 
and other industries be officially adopted. For themselves. the Federation would 
suggest Santal Parganas and the whole otChhota. Nagpur as the exclusive area of 
reauitment for the coal industry. 

4. Hitherto the e1Iects of recruitment of mining labour have bad small effect on. 
their family life. For. the labourers when migra.ting periodically to the coal1ields 
used to bring their womenfolk and children along with them. The tenoor of their 
family life has thus remained absolutely undisturbed by the adoption of a new home. 
But the recent statutary prohibition of underground employment of women .in mines 
is calculated to seriously upset the family life of min"",. As a well-known Indian 
lady worker interested in the labour problems remarked, when man and women 
are by circumstances driven to &. working lifez it is better that the husband and 
the wife work together.. (Vide article by Mm. Kamini Roy in Modem Review. 
April. 1921t), 

This socio-economic aspect of elim.inatiDg women from employment in collieries 
has hitherto received a very scant attention irom the authorities. as :is evidenced from. 
the recently made regulation excluding employment of women from mines. 

7. It is obvious from what has been already sta.ted that unemployment in the 
western sense does not and cannot be a feature of -the coal-mining labour. On the 
other hand, in years of crop failure the collieries offer the readiest field of employment 
fOJ; the agriculturally hit population. The subsidiary character of mining as an 
occupation is borne out by the fact that in yean of bumper crop the miners return 
to the eoa16elds later in the cold weather and also in redueed number. 

The recommendation of the International Labour Confenmee for the establi9h· 
ment Bureaux cannot cleady have any scope or application iD ,connection with the 
colliery labour in the circumstances described above. i 

8. The employment in the coal mines is of continuous character~ The collieries 
are hardJy in difficulty in absorbing a fresh supply of labour. But as it is. the 
recruited IabounnS- themselves retire wholesale for two seasons. It is- estimated 
that withdrawal is responsible for the -loss of 3S per cent. of what might have been 
their aggregate annual wages otherwise. 
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Besides scope for regular employment of labour in miDing ope:ations proper 
there is in the coal mines also abundant scope far employment of casual labour in 
connection with building pro~ and earth-work on the surface. 

lL-BtaIr OrgaDisation. 

10 and 11. In a large number of the Indian-owned coal mines the local ma.na~ 
ment is generally entrusted to an agent. who is assisted by a technical adviser called 
the manager of the mine. While the agent is an experienced business man. exercising 
financial and general control over the working of the mine, the manager is responsible 
for the technical aspect of the mining operations. In some of the mines. bowever~ 
where there are no agents. the managers combine the double funetions. The agent 
is appointed to represent the proprietor and the manager is appointed from among 
the persons who hold certiiicates of competency as mines manager- by passing 
examinations held by the Department of Mines. 

12. The regular subordinate supervising staff in a colliery consists of sirda.rs and 
overmen. Until recently the colliery- managements used to appoint any e.~Dced 
miner as sirdars. But recent regulations framed under the Indian Mines Act provide 
for a competency examination which must be passed by all persons prior to their 
appointment as swars. Lectures in vemacular on mining are given in the coaJfte1ds 
for training of sirdars who are. however. still drawn from experienced miners. The 
overmen are recruited both from the :rank of miners as also from educated persons 
having some knowledge of technical mining4 Under :recent regulations an overman 
must have obtained at least a Sirdar's certificate. Regular lectures OD.. various 
subjects 01 m.ining are delivered in various points of the coalfields for mining appren
tices who seek to qualify themselves as mines man.a.gers on completion of required 
tenD.. of apprenticeship at the mines. 

13. The relation in the coal mines between the workpeople and the management 
is one of general cordiality. There have been few ruptures of this genemlly cordial 
relation on score of wages or working eonditions. So long as the wages are paid 
regularly and on the weekly wages day and discipline is leniently enforced. so as not 
to interfere with their prejudices and habits of life~ a. rupture of relation between the 
la.bourers and the management is almost unthinkable under normal conditions. 

The setting up of a Works Committee has never been attempted. in coal mines ; 
nor has their need ever been felt. 

14. The wages in coal mines for all important classes of work is paid on a ·'Piece 
system. Hence the need for time-keeping from point of view of internal administra
tion is not as great in coal mines as in the other industrial establishments. But 
there exist certain statutory obligations on the coal mines in this respect. The hours 
of entry and. departure of each miner into and from the pit are required to be recorded 
in a register which is kept by a timekeeper posted at the pit's mouth. > 

15. The most important class of contractors known in the coal industry is the 
raising contractors. They stipulate with the owners to cut and raise coal. dump it 
on the surface as also to load it into the wagon on the colliery siding. The eon
tracton fix their charge on the basis of per ton loaded into wagon. There are also 
building contractors. contractors who undertake to carry out earthwork, sink a shaft~ 
and do other odd work. 

Sub-contI'acting is in vogue in the coal industry only to a very limited extent. 
It is noteworthy. however~ that when raising of coal is contracted, out. the manage
ment exercises full eontrol in the direction of mining operations as also over other 
marten. The most important e:ffects of the contractors' system in the coal industry 
are to ensure .. continued supply of labour, as also to stabilise production cost to a 
large exteot. , 

m.-Bousing. 
]6. The housing fOt labour in the coal industry is almost exclusively provided 

free by the employers. In the case of settled labour in certain mines, notably in the 
Ranigunge field, labourers have been allowed to construct their own houses in rural 
areas away from. the mines. 

17. In the Jh&ria. coalfield considerable difficulty is met with in the acquisition 
of surfa.ce land for housing. Under the Chhota Na.gpur Tenancy Act the mineowners 
could not at their.OWD. instance move the revenue authorities to register a sale of 
tenancy 1811d. The position has remained substantially unchanged even after an 
amendment of the Act has been passed by the B. and O. Council Jast :session. 
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19. Generally speaking. the housing accommodation provided by the employers 
is availed of by the la.boU1'el'5 nowadays. But fifteen to twenty years ago there was 
distind: prejudice among certain sections of labourers 01 sleeping inside the dho."," 
(huts). Even to-da.y prejudice continues in regard to the use Of double-storied 
all~brick buildings such as provided by one or two employers. The Santals have 
a supenrtitious horror for brick ceiling. 

20. No rent is charged for use of the housing provided by the employers. 

lV.-Bet.l1b. 
23. Certain statistical statements oompiled by the Boarde of Health are given 

in Statement I appended to this memorandum. They will indicate the extent of 
mortality and hirth~rate in the mining labour. The working conditions in the mines 
underground are rigidly regulated by the pravisinus of Indian Min .. Act. and health 
and sanitation of the labour settlements ate jea.lously guarded by the Boards of 
Health. 

The physique of the labourer is determined by the racial type they represent, and 
has not been known to have su1fered any deterioration. 

In the coalfields the sex ratio- among the labourers has hitherto been in complete 
parity. For it was hitherto the practice for every male miner cutting coal under. 
ground to be ~ by a female loader (frequently his wife). But the recent 
regulation prohibiting the employment of women nnderground is caleulated to 
seriously disturb this parity. The outlook of the situation in this aspect seems to be 
disquieting. 

24. The medical facilities. at least of readily available character. to the labour 
in the coalfielde are exclusively provided free by the employers. The Boarde of 
Health insist by their regulatinn On the maintenance by every colliery of a'stock of 
more important medicine and surgical accessories, as also of the service of a fully 
qualilied medical man. 

25. The medical facilities ollered to the labourers are readily availed of. But 
women absolutely decline to have their maternity cases looked after by any medical 
agency. 

26. It is manifestly impossible to provide latrines for workers nnderground. The 
labourers are allowed to (:ommit nwsance in unused parts of the mines which are 
_t and cleaned periodically. But the Boards of Health specify the requirements 
of saaitaiy arrangements to be made in connection with labour -dlwawas. 

80. In the form in which sickness insurance has been -recommended by the 
lntemational Labour Conference- it is unworkable in the coal industry unless the 
employers are propared to shoulder the double respousibility of making their 0WIl 
and the employee's contribution. For the Indian miner is as yet too ignorant to 
understand insurance or to appreciate its value. Moreover. such legislation as the 
proposed Sickness Insurance will have the ellect of Jinaocially embarrassing the 
employers in the presentstate of their organUation. A necessary prelude to advanced 
ameliol'ative legislation affecting Indian labour is the need for better organization of 
employers which has hitherto made small advance on " purely voluntary basis. 

It may be added here that in the ooal induatrythere is a prBC~ of giving Kl;(mlAi 
to labourem incapacitated by temporary illness. 

V,-WeHare. 
32. The Federation cannot help coofeosing that the ...,!fare work among the 

mining labour is almost absentt whatever 8can:ty efforts have been made being. 
however, eotirely undertaken by the employees themselves. Since 1923 tha coal 
industry has been passing through a depression and ;11 the years preceding it. darts 
on the part of individual mines we:e lmpossible for lack of sutlicient organUation 
of the indnstry. 

33. So far as the Federation is aware.. _ there has never beeD. any constructive 
workers in the :field of welfa.re work. 

84. Miners' children eojoy certsin amenities. Sports are encouraged. foothall 
being the most favourite game. 

35. J!ilo definite resulbo are discernible. 
36. In certain mines. limited attempts have been made to provide educational 

facilities to- the children of the work-people. But such e1fort:s have not been of a 
sustained character. opeciaUy for the lack l>f sufficient fuade at the disposal of the 
employers. 
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In. The great bulk of the mining labour being primarily agriculturists and the 
WOl'kets themselves serviDg too many employers. the question. of old age pension 
does not arise at all. 

88. Among the mining labour it is impossible to preach with any success the 
principle of co-<>pemtion. At any rate, 00 attempt has hitherto been made to 
promote co-operative movement among the mining labour. 

39. The Federation does DOt feel the Deed of any. 

VL-Education. 
40-42. In the RaniguDge field there are a number of high, middle aod primary 

schools scattered thronghout the ooaIfteld. In the ]haria field simiJay facilities exist 
but in a more limited extent. The clilldren of the labonring class do not join these 
schools. And those who join do not pursue mining as au occupation in after-life. 
It is diffieult~ therefore. to ascertain how far education has re-acted on the industrial 
efficiency of the miners~ 

vn.-8afety. 
43 . .;rho safety of the workpeople in the coal mines is ensured by Regulations 

and RUles framed by the central and local governments under Sections 29 and SO 
of the Indian Mines Act, 1923. 

44. A statistical table regarding accidents in the coal mines is given in the 
Statement II appended to this memorandum. 

45. The causes of such accidents are ~rincipally subsidence of surface and ga.llety 
wall. flooding and spontaneous combustion. . 

49. The De-=ent of Mines is particularly vigilant in the inspection of coal 
mines. The headquartem of the d~t is sitnated in the coaliields. 

50. The provision for the nse of special types of lamps underground in the 
gaseous coal mines has undoubtedly contributed to the safety of the workpeople. 
Beyond this, it is difficult to assess the etIect of other factors mentioned on the 
safety of the labourers. 

Ym.-Workmen'. Compenn.tion. 
51. In the coal industry the provisions of the Act are fully availed of on behalf 

of the labour. In minor cases of temporary disability preference is expt ssed both 
by the employers and the employed to continue the old practice of .. Bhata .. thao 
to rigorously follow the Act. It is. however, impossible to state the proportion of 
actual and possible claims under the Act.' 

Insurance facilities are readily available. bat the premium, presumably based OIl 
British conditions in -the coal industry, is too high. The reswt has been that most 
of the Indian-owned coal mines have preferred to keep their risk uucovered. 

52. The Federation has no suggestion to make. 

The Federation does not think the Act should be amended so as to safeguard the 
claim of the workmen against insolvency of the employera. As a matter of fact, it 
is more often the practice in the coal indnstry to compound the claim by .. lump 
Bum payment. 

53. The existing provisions of the -Act &reconsidered aqequate. 

54. The Federatinn does not consider the passing of such an Act necessary. 

Ilt.-Boim. 
63. The daily working hours in a coal mili<> are 20 to 24 worked by a kind of two 

shifts. The aggregate working honrs per week UDdergroond are roughly 100. On 
an average the miners idle away one third of their time while underground. 

In regard to surface work. the work is intermittent1 and there is no regular shift. 
The loaders work 6 to 7 hours per day. Certain skilled. labour such as pump-khaJasis, 
firemen work 8 hours a day. , 

64. The mines work 4 to 5 days a week, the surface labourers work 6 days in 
the week. 

6S. The 54 hours restriction has not aHected working in coal mines as the miners~ 
work do not extend beyond 4 to 5 days per week. 

68. Tho 1egislation passed in this behalf (Act XIII of 1928) is not .uitsble at all, 
as miners do not desire to subject themselves to regularity of attendance which a 
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system of shift requires. In the circumstances~ generally speaking, the Indian. 
owned collieries will probably show a preference for limiting working hours to 12 per 
day. But even here it will be difficult to pursuade the miners starting work late in 
the day to leave the mine at the closing hour of the shift. 

67. The problem is one which is intimately connected with a radical change of 
the habits of mine,. and an organized efiort on the part of the industry is necessary 
prelude of this as of many other reforms of working condition in the coal industry. 

69. Having regard to the idling ha.bit of millen while underground in mines. no 
special revision is required in this respect. . 

70. ~e miners~ as already stated do not work for more than 4 to 5 days in the 
week, and the loaders who constitute the bulk of labour on the surface 'Of a coal 
mine also do not put in more than 6 days work in the week. It is only with regard 
to such skilled labour as pump khalasis, firemen, etc., that their work is uninterrupted 
throughout the week.. But with regard to them~ as required by the Section 23 of 
the Indian Mines Act, a weeldy day of rest is given. 

71. The existing statutory provision in regard to \Wekly day of rest is adequate. 
72. UDder the Indian Mines Act DO exemption bas been granted in regard to 

the obligation of a weekly day of rest, though both jn 1923 and 1924 the Mining 
Federation suggested that exemption should be granted in respect of such skilled 
labour as pump khalasls, flreman, etc. • 

Xo-woman, Youg Adults and ChildreD. 

90. The provision for certi1icatioD of children made in the Indian Mines Act. 
1923, bas worked well. 

91. The recent action taken bytbe Government in providing for gradual exclusion 
of women from underground employment in mines has been unfortunate. The 
prohibition of women in the majority of Indian Mines is wholly unwarranted. In 
any event. the method of excluding women from. employment has been most ill
conceived. "What should have been prescribed by Government is a uniform rate of 
reduction of employment in place of standardi:sing a percentage figure of employment 
applicable a.lI over the coal industry. 

The proportion of women labour to the total labour employed varies from mine 
to mine. In standardising this proportion to 29 per cent., for instance, for 1929, some 
of the mines have been needlessly more hit than others. It would have been enough 
for the furpose of the regulation to provide that every mine shall reduce its employ
ment 0 women labour underground each year. say, by lO per cent. 

The direct e:ffect of the prohibition of employment of women would be a rise in 
the wages. the burden of which will not pass on to consumers in the present state 
of the coal market. Here again, lack of e1Iicient organization of the industry will 
alIect the margin of prolit. . 

Economically the loss of earning of women will tend to lower the standard of 
living of the labourers. 

Withdrawal of male labour has not yet assumed serious proportions, bot a most 
disquieting situation is foreseen ahead. 

m.w_, 
96. The bulk: of the mining labour is paid wages on piece basis. But some skilled 

labourers- are also employed fOl' monthly wages. The following is the list of wages 
paid to various workpeople in the mines :--Minem and loaders, 7 As. to 9 As. per tub 
of 13 cwt. Average output, 3 tubs per da.y jointly by 1 miner and 1 loader. Wagon~ 
loadiog coolies, 2 As. to 3 As. per ton. Average earnings per day per head 10 As. to 
12 As. Onsetter, banksman~ to-As. to 12 As. per day. Pump khalasis. flremeD; 
engine lrbalasis. Rs. 20 to Rs. 2S per month. Fitter, Rs. 40 to Rs. 50 per month. 
Head mistry, Punjabi mistry. Rs. 50 to Rs. 10 per month. Blac:ksmith, carpenter. 
Rs. 30 to Rs. as per month. Daily labour (surface). 8 to 12 As. per day. 

There are a number of indirect benefits which the labour enjoy in the coal mines. 
He receives free coal for consumption, kerosine oU for lighting. he receives Psrirmi 
or Balnis on numerous festive occasions. Besides. he is entitled to free housing 
IUld travelling expenses both ways for trips to his village home. The real wagea may 
thus ~ calculated in .terms of money on the month!y basis :-Fue1. Rs. 1.8; 
travelling, Rs. 1; BakslS~ Rs.l.8; houamg. Rs. 2; kerosme. B.s. 0-'8; total Rs. 6.S 
permqnth. 

The Federation is not in a position to quote wages late in the neighbouring 
industries. In the Jharia field there is hardly any. 

97. During 1920 aDd 1921 the wagea CD. the coalfields rose by practica.lly 100 
per cent. But in 1921 the wag .. have fa.llen by 2S per cent. 
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The movement :in wages was determined by trade conditions. Coal prices 
rose by more than 100 per cent. in 1919 and 1920 and have dropped by 200 per 
cent since 1923. 

One of the factors which influenced the wage movement in 1920 was the high 
cost of living. But a downward movement of wages ca.nnot be brought about 
simultaneously with a downward movement of general price level. 

The coal industry has 1m0Wll few periods of high profits. During the only good 
years of 1919 to 1922 the wages were markedly inc:reased. But it is remarkable tha.t 
the fall in wages has not been commensurate at all with the depressed prices in the 
recent years. . 

98. The better paid skilled labourers are provident and make regular remittances 
home. Even some miners send remittances home. 

100. The contractors system. does not affect the rate of wages. The profits of the 
raising contractors do Dot lie in wage-cutting but emanate largely from the recruiting 
expenses which the mme-owners have to incur when working the mines 
departmentally. 

101. The wages are fixed according to the ruling rates in the locality. This 
is precisely the reason why the movement of wages in either direction~ part:icularly 
in downward, is slow to be effective. There is no collective bargaining but a demand 
b sometimes put forward for higher wages by the miners of aD individual colliery. 

102. Overtime work in mines is very limited but when a.vailed of, the basis of 
payment is the same as lor regular work. 

103. The wages are very nearly standardized in each field or to be more ~ 
in each locality~ even though there is DO machinery of collective bargaining. 

104. The supply ol labour does not depend on rate of wages but on the character 
of the crop harvests ench year. 

lOS. There is neither any necessity nor any possibility of working a minimum 
wages system in the present state of labour organization. 

106. The various deductions referred toue almost unknown in the coal industry. 
107. Wages are paid Ollce a week practically all over the coa.lfields~ at present. 

on Sunday. Even the monthly wage-earners are paid on account weekly. There 
is no need for legislation lor more frequent payment in the coal industry. Cases 
of unclajmed wages occur very rarely, if ever at all. In the Ranigunge field" most 
labourers :receive payment even daily_ 

lOS. Indebtedness exists among mining labour but not in any appreciable sCale. 
Creditors are usually the Kabvlis and debtors are frequently the better-paid skilled 
labour. 

109. Profit-sharing in the technical sense does not exist in the coal industry. 
But special bonus is sometimes given to the miners with the Object of stimulating 
larger output or carrying out any work of special Dature. 

110. The better-paid skilled labour receive generally one month·s leave in a year 
on. full pay. The miners who work on piece basis and leave the mines at their sweet 
will do not ask nor are they given any leave. 

111. Such a provision in the public contracts seems wholly uncalled lor. 

XIJI.-WDBtrial Ef8.cienCY. 
112. The Federation consider there has been & slight improvement in the 

efficiency of the Indian coal-mining labour in the recent years. 
113. A comparative statement. as prepared by the Chief Inspector of Mines~ is 

given to indicate comparative efficiency of Indian and foreign ~oa1-min.ers. 
114. The use of machinery, education and better standard of living are the most 

important factom afiecting the efficiency of Indian coal-miners in comparison with 
the similar labourers oi other coontries. The spur to earn more and to produce more 
is entirely absent in Indian labour. He always works for a certain fixed level of 
income an4 when that is reached, he is reluctant to work more. Hence a higher 
wage- leads to a fall in working hours. 

lIS. The restriction of working hours has not afiected production cost in the 
coal industry but the increasing statutory obligations on the employers with regard 
to health and sanitation. working condition. building and housing have the most 
decided effect of adding to the cost. This addition. spread over the last 7 years has 
coincided with period of depression in the coa.1 industry. The effect of this coinci
dence on the wage level has been unfortunate. As it must have been apparent. an 
upward movement of wage level tends to adversely aftect volume of production. 
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116. The problem of industri&l efficiency is entirely one of educating the Indi .... 
masses and the thorough orga.uiza.tion of the induatry itself, if' necessary* under 
active official encouragement. 

XIV.-Trade ComlDDatioL 

117. As far as the Federation is aware. there is no ininers' orgamza:tion in the 
coal industry, with the ""ception of the Colliery Employees' Association. Tbis 
body is primarily an orga.uiza.tion of clerical assistants m the eolliery offices but is 
reported to have on the TOll a sprinkling of mineIS. 

On the employers' side, the coal trade .is represe'nted by the IndiaJ:J, Mining 
.Association and the Indian Mining Fedemtion. the former comprising of non·India.ns 
and the latter of Indian firms generally. The activity of these bodies are limited to 
communication with outside authorities and the Government and providing a kind 
of clearing house of information. 

Intemally these bodies e&m>ot force their own will on the industry. None of 
the bodies have been ever known to have adopted concerted action in regulating 
production, prices. wages, saDitary or working condi~ 

118. These bodiesbavese<Vedex<:ellentlyto bring into reliefthegeneralgrievanoes 
of the industry in relation to Central or Local Governments. railways. port authorities 
and other ontside agencies. 

119. These bodies do not p"y any vital !"'rt in the canying of day-to-day 
bosiness of the coal firms. They voioe grievance and seekrelief from othe:rauthorities. 

XV.--Induslrial Dispnles. 
123. No lock-out was ever threatened or resorted to in The history of the coal 

industry. In 1920. oWing to the activity of certain labour leaders the labour in 
the coalfield was very much disturbed. But actoalstrikes were few. Since 1922. 
the labour position has boeu entirely unmilled • 

. ]24. As. it would beobv-Vms~ no occasion arose in the coal iudustryfor exploitation. 
of the conciliation or arbittation machinery. The only machinery of the kind is 
the Bengal Industri&l Conciliation Paoel in whicl1 the coal industry is represented 
bot there was no occasion for this machinexy to function in relation to a dispute in 
the coal industry. 

'. 
126. Towards the need for combination of employers the attitude of the Govem

melIt appears to be unsyDlp"thetic. The Railway Board last 1"": turoed down a 
simple proposal of the Federation which was put forward with a V1eWto strengthening 
the combination of employers in the eo&l industry. 

XVJI.-Administralion. 
133. The Central Legislature is at once symp"thetic and discriminative in the 

passing of labour legislation. But that Assembly suliers in that respect from lack 
of first-hand information. A wider representation of industrial interests, as 
distinguished from spokesman of commercial politics. ;" required to make good this 
defect. 

The local councils, at least of the two provioces of Bengal and Behar and Orissa, 
are apathetic to labour and to all eeonomic questions. NOlle of. them have passed. 
any labour legislation. 

134. The efiect of the Labour Conference has boeu the crop of the new 
legislatioDs the reaction of which on the production cost of the industry has already 
been referred to. 

135. A radical overhauling is called for in this directioo and must go down deep 
to the root of the present constitutional position.. Local Governments have DO 
coustitutionai locus """<Ii to take cognizance of the larger problema of the coal 
industry and the Central Government is insufficiently in touch with it. The local 
governments express opinion in matters where they have no teSponsibiJity of their 
own. The field of taxation with regerd to industries obould also be more clearly 
demaroated than at presellt. The solution of the present anomalooa position lies 
in either the Central Government cultivating more- direct contact with the coal 
industry or the Local Governments being allowed. wider administrative jurisdiction 
in dealing with problema of the industry. 
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137. There aze a number ofinter-prowlC:ia.\dlscrepanciesin the matter of taxation 
on coal industry. The ces> of the Jberin Mines Board of Health (B. and 0.) and 
the Asansol Mines Board of Health (Bengal) .... not always identical. There is 
.an exclusive taxation in Behar and Orissa under the Jharia W&I:e< Supply Act. 1914. 
and the Government 01 Bengal have had proposals on legislative ""vii for a .... OJ1 
the prafits of coal mines in connection with the rural primary education scheme.. 

xvnL_lelligence. 
143. The statistics with regard to ooal industry are compmheusive enough hut 

are not readily available to the public from the Department 01 .Mines owing to a 
curious interpretation. of a certain section of the Indian Mines Act. 

144. The compilation of _tistics is generally satislactory except probably the 
price statistics. But they should be more elaborately and readily made available 
~t shorter intervals to the trade and the public. 

145. No endeavour has so far been made in this direction except what an official 
of the Federation made in 1923. J3ut financial difficulties and lack of co-operation 
compelled him to give up the efforts after they had made a small headway. 

146. What is needed is a strengthening of the position of the employen' 
organization in which event the economic studies can be easily -undertaken by them. 
at their own initiative or at the instance of the Govemment. 

S_ I. (See reply No. 23). Sbowiog particulaIs of death generally and 
from cholera and small-pox specially in the mining settlement areas during 1927. 

JHARIA MINING SETTLEMENT. 
Death average adalt populatino. 

Men. tal Death rate 
Women. To. per thousand. 

3.979 3.6lS 7.595 16·73 

. Infant mortality (of less than 1 year old). 
Birth Death. Ratio of death to birth 

• per thousand_ 
15.315 1.789 117 

Prevale' .. :e of Cholera and Small-pox amoug colliery popnlatino alone. 

Cholera 
Small-pox •. 

Cases. Death. 
68 12 

748 29 

ASANSOLE MINING SETTLEMENT. 
Death among the popnlatino. 

.. W Total Death rate 
~en. omen. . per thousand. 

2.913 2.563 5.476 16-62 

Dea.th from va.rious diseases. 

Cholera 
Small-pOl< 
Plague 
Fever .. 
Dysentery and Diarrhrea 
Respiratory disesses .• 
Other causes ~. 

Total 

Number of Rate per 1.000 
deaths. of population. 

120 0·36 
72 0·21 
o 

848 
103 
985 

3.348 

5.476 

2·57 
0·31 
2·98 

10'15 

16'62 
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StaIe_ II. (See reply No. 113). Showing the number and results of accidents 
in mines (chieJIy coal mines) in the districts of Bunlwan (Bengal) and Munbhum 
(B. and 0.) during the year 1921. 

NoI6 .~The Jharia and Ranigunge coaJ1ields are situated within these districts. 

Dead. Seriously Wounded. 
Fields. 

under-l OJ>en 1 Surface. under-I Open 1 Surface 
ground. colliery. . ground. works. . 

Bengal (_wan) .. 21 

~ 
9 45 2 18 

Bihar and Orissa 
Uharia and Ran.igunge) 97 S 182 2 44 

51 ... _ III. (See reply No. 113). A comparative _tement showing ~ 
output of coal raised per head of labour employed in India. and other countries. 

United States 
Great Britain 
Germany 
France •. 
Belgium. , 
Japan 
India 
India 

Above and 
below ground 

per bead. 
tons. 

780 
252 
278 
160 
154 
182 
113 
122 

Below ground 
oniy per head 

tons. 

930 in 1926 
316 in 1927 
{ol in 1926 
225 in 1927 
219 in 1927 
(al in 1926 

165 in 1926 
176 in 1927 

Mr. J. H. LANG, Officiating Chief Inspector of Mines in India. 

L-BecrnitmeDt. 
l. Two-thirds of the total workers in Indian mines are employed in the coal. 

mines of Beog&.! and Bihar and Orissa. The earliest miners in the Asansol and 
)haria coalfields were the locaJ Ba.uris~ but these have~ to a great extent. been 
supplanted by the aboriginal Santals, Kels, Koras aod Goods. In more receot 
years recruiting has been done amongst the Bhuyias~ Rajwars, Gopes~ Lodhs, Nunias. 
etc., collectively known 88 C.P. miners. 

2. To. a great extent labour is seasonal, as the average miner is at heart an agri
culturist aod during the sowing and harvesting seasons departs for the neJds. In 
the years following a bad harvest there is always an abundallce of labour. but when 
the harvest is good labour is scarce. . 

In some parts of the coalfields espec:ialIy in the Dishergarh area, the labonr 
comes in from the SUlTOunding vil1agesk which are sometimes as far distant as 15 miles 
or more, and spends the whole day and night at the colliery. This is done twice 
and occasionally three times per week. The proportion of settled m.iners is as yet 
amalJ, except in the salt mines a.t Khewra.. This proportinn is, however, growing 
year by year. 

3. M.tJwds of R""";_-( .. ) Ramfl{l Ctmlwfckw .... 1Iwd.-A raising """tractor 
is paid a fixed rate per ton of coal raised and he reauits the necessary labour. Labour 
imported from a. distance is transported to the mine at the contractor's expense. 
and, in addition. it is usual for the contractor to give monetary advances up to 
Rs. 20 per head. Railway fares are not recovered. but advances are sometimes 
recovered over a reasonable period from the worker's pay. 

(b) I.abotw Contrackw"",IIwd.-At some of the large coal mines alabourCODtractor 
is employed. He is paid a fixed sum of from I to 4 ......... per ton of coal raised or 
despatched. and is responsible for recruiting labour. He employs a number of 
recruiters. In this case, as wages are paid to individual workers by the company, 
advauce8 of pay are made and recovered by the colliery company. 
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(e) Mittw. Sirtian.-A miners' sirdar is a sort of gang leader or petty contractor. 
and is generally a man having some inftuence in his own village. The gang usually 
consists of 10 to 50 men from one village. The gang is free to move from colliery to 
colliery. The sirdar is either paid by the company at the rate of i to 1 anna per 
tub of coal raised by the gang, and the gang paid separately by the eompany, or the 
wages of the gang are paid to the sUd ... for distribution after he bas deducted his 
OWD. commission.. 

In some cases the colliery companies have large pmjndaries and a sman plot of 
cultivatable land is given to each miner as an inducement to stay a.t the colliery. 
If the miner leaves the colliery his lien on the land is forfeited. This system is, 
however. gcing out of vogue. 

The indigenous population of the mining fields is free Iabnnr, and a miner can 
move from mine to mine at his own volition. Such labour working at small mines 
is engaged and paid daily. but at the lazger mines weekly. 

(d) Sirluwi.-In this case the colliery company maintains its own staff ofrecmiters. 
Some recruiters remain in the colliery to look after resident labour, and others 
are sent out into distant villages. Each recruiter supervises a Dumber of villages. 
The- headman of a vi1la.ge from which labour is drau."D. is paid a monthly salary and 
a small commission on. the output obtained by his·men so that he will inftuence the 
viIIag<>rs to work at that particular colliery and atteod work regula.rly. In many 
cases when the miners work for a considerable period ad~ces are not recovered. 

Mitus i" BtcI"'mlJ.-At the stone. tin and wolfram. mines in Burma a portion 
of the Iabnnr force is imported from Orissa. The major portion of the Iabnnr is 
Chinese. On recruitment advances are paid and the recruiter. generally a con
tractor, beers ail travelling expenses. In some cases the employer beers repatristion 
expenses after a term of two years if the employee gives continuous service for that 
period. 

At the mines of the Burma. Corpora'tiou* Limited, no recruiting is now necessary 
as the high rates of pay are sullicieutly attractive w maintain an adequate supply 
of Iabnnr. 

A ........ -In Assam the Iabnnr is chieJ!y recruited through the Tea District 
Labour Associa:ti.on~ which is under Government supervision. Mekranis from 
Karachi are also recruited by siIda.rs sent for this purpose. 

There is little difference in the actual recruiting~ whether it is done directly ·or 
through the raising or labour contractor or a miners' sirdar. The mines themselves 
are the best recruiting agents for when good housing, easy conditions, good ventila
tion and facilities a.re provided there will be no dearth of labourers. 

As there"is at present no unemployment amongst: the labour force in the coalfield 
there is DO need to establish public employment agencies. It is doubtful also whether 
the mining companies would combine to establish a recruiting agency. 

7. There is practically no unemployment amongst the labouring classes in mines. 
although there may be a little amongst the classes from which the subordinate staffs 
are drawn. 

8. I have DO figures showing the extent of absenteeism due to seasonal migration .. 
but to some extent it may be gauged from the accompanying cha.rt showing the 
monthly output for coal mines for the- whole of India, and for the two main coalfields 
for tbe year 1928. The graphs are char.u:teristic of other years. The decline from 
March to Kay is due to tho labour attending their villages for marriage eeremomes, 
The large drop in July is due to tbe miners abseoting themselves for ploughing and 
sowing. while in November the harvest is reaped. If the labour force which is 
available in February were "vailable thronghout the year the output would he 
increased by about 25 per cent. 

In addition to this seasonal absenteeism the miner absents-himself two 01' three 
days per week. Those who are paid a weekly or monthly wage show a better attend
ance than the miners and loaders who are paid acoording to the amount of ooal 
loaded. 

IL-liaft OrpnipHOJL 

10. Large groups of mines are usually under the charge of an U agent U who is 
designated agent. superintendent. general manager or chief mining engineer. These 
are responsible to tho managing agents or in some auJes to mining companies. 

Under the agent are the mechanical engineer and eleetrical engineer, who are 
responsible for the mechanical and electrical plants in the group of mines and the 
mine managers who are in charge of the mines. In large mines there is an under
manager with oveqnen in cllarge of districts and under them. the sirdan. 

II. In the lazger coal mines managed by European fi.rms the managers are 
genorally E~, who hove originally been recruited from bume. These Euro
peans are usually appointed as assistants, and after they hove had time to Ieem 
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the conditioDa and the language are promoted to manage a mine. . For the c:oaI 
miD .. th ... penons hold first..class Coal Mine Mauagers' CertiDcat.os from home. 
A number of the European managers, however. have been trained in India. and hold 
Indian Coal Manog .... ' Certificates. Very often these European managers change 
from one (X)IDpany to another. Collieries with an output of more t:hau 2.500 toM 
per month must have a. first..class certiJicated manager, while from 600 to 2,500 a 
mat or second-class manager must be appointed, The Indian managers have 
usnally had thdr training in India and have passed thaexamjnations in this country. 
A few, however~ have obtained their c:ertifica.tes in Great Britain. 

12. (i) In the case of better educa.ted class .. a. person usually joins a. colliery 
as an apprentice. After he has had pra.ctical training for three years and a.ttained 
the age of 21 yean~ he may sit a.t the examination for a Sirdar's certificate, and if 
successful he may be appointed as & sirdar or overman. In the case of a person 
holding an approved degree or diploma. the period for ~ticaI training is reduced 
to one year. He may also sit for the second-class certificate after three years and 
fur the first..class certiJicate a.fter live years. In the case of those holding a.pproved 
degrees this period is reduced to two and three years, respectively. A person hoJdiag 
one of these certifica.tes enhances his prospects of, being appointed as an assistant 
manager, and if he proves himself worthy ma.y eventually get the post of ma.nager. 
In cases where it is considered that there is no suitable persan. recruitment may 
be made from outside for the subordinate staff, 

In the case of the uneducated cIassea the person in cha.rge of a gang of miners 
is sometimes appointed as sirda.r, and as such may be required to make the statutos! 
examinati9n of the mine. Before doing so, however. he must bold a sirdar. 
certi1icate. examination far which is an oral one which is conducted on practical 
lines. In. some cases these persons after proving their worth are appointed as 
overmen. As, however, they are not educated they cannot study for the first and 
second-class managers' certiJicates and hence cannot rise very bigh. 

(ii) Classes fIamed by the Local Governments and run by the Mining Education 
Advisory Boa.rd are held in the }haria and Raniganj coaIli.elds. Two centr .. are 
provided in each coo.lfi:eld. These cla.sses. comprise a tbree-yea.n~ COlIrse, and are 
held in the evenings, so as to allow assistants, overmen and apprentices to attend 
them. A student :is thus enabled to study so as to pass the examination for a 
ma.nager'. certilicate. More adva.nced training is given at the India.n School of 
Mines, where students attend during the whole da.y. 

In addition to these, vernacula.r classes are held at several centres for the. purpose 
of training the sirdar class. Similar cIassea are held in the Peach Valley, CentcaI 
Provinces, and at Giridih. 

14. TImekeeping is kept by clerks appointed for the purpose who usually note 
"the times at which the work-persons descend and ascend. In openeast workings. 
where there are numerous ways into the quarry, and in underground mines. where 
there are a large- number of inclines, the checking is difti.cult for a miner may enter 
one way and ascend by another. It is only by ma.inta.ining strict discipline and 
making the labour ascend and descend by the same route that a proper cheek can 
be exercised. 

The number of tubs loaded in each section is noted by the underground stafi 
&Ild by clerks called mnnshis, whose job it is to note the numher loaded by each gang. 

IS. (i) Contracts vary from petty contracts to the whole mine being run on 
contract. The company only pays the supervising staff while the contractor. pays 
all the other labour and recruiting expenses. In other cases the labour contractor 
is employed who only supplies labour. He is usually paid on the despat-;hes or 
raisings of the labour recruited by him. This amounts to from one to four annas 
per ton. Even with the same company one mine may be run on oontract and the 
neighbouring mine run scwJuwi. There are no figures available as to the extent of 
those contmcts. 

(iii) 'rhe contractor is generally restricted to the raising of coal, ..mle the colliery 
supervising staff is responsible for seeing that the mine is run safely. In some ~ 
where the supervising stslI' has heen paid by the oontractor the Department of Mines 
has objected to the prBGtice, as there is then a tendency fur the lta.1f to pay more 
attention to -sa than to safety. 

(iv) Itis rather dilIicult to .ta.t. the _cta of contracts. If not properlylupervised 
the contract system may have a bad eB'ect in that the contractor may endeavour 
to win coal from the easiest places so &oS to get a good output. When proper control 
is exercised by the management there should be no ill effects. 0piDi0us va.ry as to 
whether contracting or working is a cheaper method. 
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DI.-1IouIiDg. 
16. Housing for an the resid_ labour in a mine is generally supplied by the 

company. but in some cases the labour travel to their work from their own village. 
In such cases they have their own houses. No houses are supplied by Government 
or by private landlords. 

18. In the Raniganj and ]haria coallields miners' dwellings are COllStructed in 
accordance with <:ertain regelations laid down by the Asa.nsol and Jharia lI4ineo 
Boards of Health. _tively. 

The type of house most commonly found in the ]haria. coallield is tha.t known as 
the .. azcbed dhoura. ". built of cement cencrete throughout. In the Asansol field a 
large number have recently been constnu:ted with Raniganj tiled roofs. 

Owing to the depression in the coal industry it has not heen fonnd expedient to 
insist upon _ close adherence to the sta.ndartls laid down by the Board.. These 
dwellings are much superior to many in other mining areas in which housing. does 
not come under authoritative supervis-ioD:. . 

Some of the accommodation for milletS in some of the metalliferous mining areas 
is deplorable, but this is no doubt due to the temporary nature of the work and to 
the migratory labo-ur~ as the mlnel'S may work for a. very short period and then leave 
their work. in the meantime having built some lWnsy structure for habitatinn. 

At the Burma Corporation's Bawdwin mine the total labour force is housed m. 
substa.ntiaDy built quarters. Drinking and washing water is piped to convenIent 
points and the sanitation of the camp is taken care of by an adequate sta.ft of sweepers. 
Latrines for both sexes ..., provided and their use is strictly enforced. 

At other mines of tb.8 Burma Cmpora.tion temporary dwellings are provided. 
Such temporary dwel1ings are destroyed or rebuilt a.nnuaDy as the work at the 
ironstone and limestone mines is of a seasonal na~ 

At the large stone. tin and wolfram mines houses are of a semi·permanent nature. 
Housing is generally better than tha.t of the indigenous labouring classes in the 
villages. At small mines where- seasonal work is carried on temporary dwellings 
are provided generally in the form of one or more large temporary structures 

. constructed of ba.mboo and tha.tched with lea.ves. 
In a few cases electric Iigbt is supplied in the <dbowr.lhs but usually the man 

supplies his own light in most cases from oil saved from his allowance for his lamp 
underground. 

19. There is little difficulty in getting the labour to utilize the housing provided. 
20. No rent is cha.rged for the houses of workers. . . . . . .- . 

IV.-Beallh. 
23. (ill) Working conditions underground romp"'" favoursbly with bome 

conditions except with regard to ventilation. In some m.ines ventilation is sluggish 
during the hot weather and the mOD.SOOll and i1 gunpowder is used the fumes do not 
clear away readily. In other mines it is mucm more pleasant underground during 
the hot weather than it is on the surla.ce~ due to the- air being cooled during its passage 
through tha mine. < 

24. At pra.ctically aU the larger mines a qualliied doetor is employed who attends 
an the labour on the COlliery and their families free of charge. At some collieries 
persons living on the colliery but not employed are also given medical attenda.nce. 

At the larger groups of min .. hospitals have been provided. but the labour show 
a certain reluctance in taking advantage of them and they are therefore used mainly 
for accident cases. 

Three midwives are employed by the Asa.asol Mines Boa.rd of HenIth. The chief 
work of the midwives lies -amongst the colliery population whose houses they visit 
regularly J giving anti- and post-natal advice and assistance to women requiring it. 
There are no lady doctoN employed regelarly in the coallields. In a few cases the 
mining companies have also employed midwives. but it is dilIicnIt to get the labour 
to take full advantage of the facilities provided. 

25. The opposition to accepting medica.! relief is being gra.duaDy broken down 
and now some of the labour.voluntarily present themselves for treatment. This has 
only been acbieved as the result of years of pstient labour. . 

Women OD. the· whole are more prejudicial. At Bhowra. colliery a ward for 
maternity cases was provided some years ago. but it was never -used. as no woman 
would even be persuaded to enter it. It has ba.d to be abandoned. 
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26. At very few mines are latrines provided underground. the main exception 
being Bawdwin. Latrines are, however, provided in the oongested areas in Jharla, 
on the surface and in the homes. . 

Bathing ghats are usually provided at collieries in which the workers may bathe 
after their day's labour. In many cases they use tanks and rivers f.or the purpose 
where these are ava:ila.ble. 

28. The Coal Mines Regulations provide thatanadequate amount of ventUation 
. shall be constantly produced in every mine to clear away: smoke and render harmless 
inflammable and. noxious gases to sueb. an extent that the working-places and travelling 
roads shall be in a safe state for persons working and passing therein. There is no 
definition of what is meant by an adequate amount of ventilation, During its passage 
through a mine the air absorbs water and the upcast air is, therefore. always humid. 

29-. Indian mines are fortunately free from industrial diseases. nystagmus and 
miners' cramp being unknown. The majority of the labour. however. are infected 
with ankylostomia.sis or hookworm. This. however. is common to all classes of 
Indian labour. 

Thanks to the efforts of the Mines Boards of Health and the managements of the 
mining concerns any outbreaks of cholera in the mining areas are quickly controlled 
and the mining labour sufiers less than the surrounding areas. 

In Assam and Soutll Burma malaria is prevalent. In other districts the labour 
does not sufter much from. this disease. 

V.-Welfare. 
32. Very little has been done in regard to welfare work by tile employers except 

at a few mines. The Mines Boards of Health do some, but their main object is tile 
prevention of disease. • 
- 34. At some mines shelters and creches are provided near the mines by the 
employers for the children so that many of the mothers may leave them alone while 
they work. 

At a number of mines the members of the staff are encouraged to play football . 
but very few of the miners play. • 

3S. The only serious attempt to educate the Indian miner has been made at 
Giridih, where twelve classes were commenced in 1894. There are now thirty classes, 
witll approximately 2,000 clrildren. Attendance is compulsory fur boys up to 
12 years of age. The more promising boys may pass on to the industrial school and 
thence to the colliery engineering workshop. It is DO wonder that many lads trained. 
at Giridih become sirda.rs and overmen in the other coalfields. 

At a few of the other. collieries elementary schools have been established. while 
the Central Provinces Mangan..., Ore Company and the Central India Mining 
Company have opened schools at all their larger mines. 

37. I do not consider that under the present circumstances it would be possible 
to provide old age pensions for miners generally. because oaly a small proportion of 
the labour is settled on the mines. and the remainder is primarily agricultural, which 
works when it likes. 'Where the labour is permanently settled this could be done. 
I understand that at the railway collieries at Giridih some of the old employees an!! 
given a small pension. 

39. In tile Jharia and Ra.niganj coalfield. the MiD .. Boards of HealtIl are financed 
by a. cess on the coal raised. As the coal trade has been experiencing & slump during 
the last ff!JW years the present time would be inopportune for infiicting fresh burdens 
on it by inaugurating a Welfare Fund. 

VIL-&feb'. 
43. A new Min .. Act replacing tile Act of 1901 was passed in 1928 and came 

into ope .... tion on 1st July, 1924. Regulations under Seetion 29 were published for 
ooaI and metalliferons mines in September. 1926. Most of tho Local Governments 
have taken advantage of the power granted to them under Section 30 of making rules. 
The Regulations with necessary modifi.cations are modelled on the lines of. the 
regula.tious in force in British mines. 

Bye-laws are now being established at tile coal mines. These regulations. rules 
and bye-laws are SUfficiently comprehensive at present without being too great a 
burden on the community. 
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44. Table I shows the number- of accidents which have occurred in Indian mines 
since 1919, and the death-rate per thousand persons employed. In the <:aSe of coal 
mines the death-rate per million -. is also giwn. Table 1 (Al gives the death
rates in mines in Great Britain and America since 1922. 

In comparing these figures it should be remembered that in the dillerent countries 
statistics axe collected cill!erently. In India the number of persons employed is 
based OIl the number of shifts worked throughout the year divided by the number 
of days on whicll the mine is worked. In Great Britain the figure is based on the 
number of employees who ant on the books on certain dates. while in America. the 
death-Tate per thousand persons is reckoned in terms of 300 day workers. The 
figures for India compare favourably with regard to the death-rate per thousand 
persons employed, bnt owing to the small outpet per head the death-rate is blgh 
when the output is take into consideration. This to a great extent is due to the 
employment of unskilled labour and to the number of hoUl'S which the Indian miner 
spends undergrotmd in relation to the number of hours worked. During his period 
of rest he is still exposed to risks. 

45. CaUSfi.-Jn British mines most of the miners enter the mine as boys and 
work for some time before they are allowed to work at the coal face. 'When per
mitted to work at the face they are made to work under a skilled miner for a number 
of years before they are considered competent to take charge of a working place. 

In India a cultivator is allowed to start coal-cutting on his first day in a mine. 
Safety at a working place depends ttl a great extent on the skill and experience of 
the miner himself. and many accidents result from the employment of unskilled 
miners. In the mines of Margherita.. in Assam, new recraits are not allowed to work 
in the ehambers until after they have been employed for some time. 

Table 11 gives aCcidents since 1919 according to the nature of the accident. 
These have been classified as shown in Table IlL As in all countries, tho main 
cause of accidents is due to falls of roof and sides. Owing to the thickness of the 
seams worked the Indian miner is subjected to additional dangers from falls of side 
when compared with home workers, Fortunately the roofs generally are good and 
require little timbering. In the United States of America the number of accidents 
from falls of roof are eight to nine times the number from falls of side. whereas in 
India they are about equal. The figures for 1923 were exeeptionally high on O£:COunt 
of the explosion at Parbelia colliery, when 74 persons were killed. 

Those classed as due to misadventure include those which are due to carelessness 
on the part of the deceased so long as no breach of the regulations has occurred : 
the reason for this being that the fu1dings of this department oftea have a great 
influence when the question of compensa:tio!l is being settled. 

46. A 1arge pereeatage of accidents in Indian mines is due to illiteraey,· Tbn 
miners recroited from the uneducated classes do net realize the risk of dangers to 
which they sometimes expose themselves. 

A comparatively large staft of trained men is maintained at most mines to look 
after the safety of min~ but conditions at a working place change rapidly and the 
danger cannot be entirely obviated in this manner. Negligence on the part of 
miners, subordinate staff and fellow workmen accounts for about 30 per cent. of the 
a.cciden.ts~ and of the 60 per ceat. -of accidents classified as misadventure~ a large 
proportion would be avoided by the employment of skilled miners. 

Mining is slowly becoming a hereditary occupation, and accidents from this 
cause should gradually diminish Future statistics win n~ in all probabilitye 
confirm this, because mining at greater depths is now necessary and the percentage 
of coal won from piUars-an operation which is essentially more dangerous than 
gallery driving-will increase year by year until the coal seams are exhausted. 

The introduction of the shift system and the abolition of women should militate 
towards the reduction in the deatb.oorate, as with the elimina:tio.n of women the 
discipline should be improved. . 

48. T;"""'ci. th.-end ~ 1922 Iocai cenb:es oi the St. John ~buu.;.~ ~tion 
W<!re founded in the Jharia and Raniganj coalSeIds, and committees were formed for 
the conduct of classes in fust..aid to the injured. The Inspectono of Mines, Nos. 1 
and 2 Circles, have been the honorary secretaries in these two fields.. 

According to the rules made under the Indian Mines Act there must be at least 
one person certified in ambulance work in a mine where the number of persons 
employed underground is above 50. but does not exceed. ]OO~ and for every additional 
completed 100 persons employed there shall be one more per.;oD bnIding a fust-aid 
certificate. Candidates for first and second class coal mine managers' certifica:tes 
01 competency must also hold a first..aid certificate. Since first-aid classes were 
commeneed in these districts 2,387 certiflcates have been issued. Although the 
majority of these are held by the subordinate supervising staJf, quite a number of 
ordinary miners have obtained them. 
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Finlt-ald appliances have to be kept at all coal mines, and also at the metal min .. , 
which are deemed by Local Governments or the Chief Inspector of Mineo to be of 
sufficient extent and importance. 

The large coal and metal mines maintain a doctor. and one or more compounders 
to look after the health of the labour force, administer to the injured, carry out 
vaccinations, and help in the control and suppression of iDfectious diseases and 
epidemics. 

Most of the small coal mines and many "",tal mines which are """ble to bear the 
_ of maintaining a resident doctor F&Y .. retaining fee to .. local doctor. 

It is also the pra.ctice to pay a worker a subsistence allowance when he is injured 
11Dtil such time as any claim for compensation to wbich he may be due has been 
settled. In some cases the relative is also given khora.ki to stay with the injured 
person while he is in bospital. 

49. In a COllDtty of such vast dimensi""" as India the frequent inspection of all 
min .. is not feasible unless there is .. very large staH of inspectors. Many of the 
small tin mines work only during the mnnsoon, during which time they \ue practically 
cut oft from the outside world. All important mines are inspected at least once a 
year, .... d most of them several times. The officers of the Department of Mineo. 
genecally tind that the inspections by the supervising stalf at the mines are carried 
out in a satisfactory manner. 'When violations are noted the owners or agents are 
called on for .... explanation. and to remedy the defects. This request is generally 
complied with. Should the next inspection show that the violations have not been 
remedied .. proseeotion is instituted unless .. satisfactory explanation is forthcoming. 

In some cases the management institute pro<eedings against employees to enforce 
the regulations, but more often the defaulting employees are dee1t with depart
mentally. 

SO. EjJed fIiJ- .,.fely of _n, lN4lIJJ, lighl """ -'"tiff «ntdiIiotu g...-zlly.
It is .. fact that in British mines the proportion of a<:cidents .occurriDg during the 
last boor of a ehift is grest2r thao that during any previous hour of the shift. This 
is accounted for principally by the fact that the British miner is generally in a hurry 
aDd bustle at the end of the ehift in order to 1inish his work in time. To a small 
extent it is due to fatigue. In India time is of no import:ance to the miner; and when 
the shift system is introduced it will at fust be equally as difficult to get the workers 
on the ulght ehift out of the mine as it will be to get them in by a definite time. 

From the point or view of fetigu. the limitation of hoors of work in " ehift will 
not have,any material eBect on sa.fety~ because most Indian minE;1'S go underground 
~th a definite object in view. and that is to cut and fill a certain number of tubs of 
coal, and no matter how many hours he remains wuiergrvund he will Dot load more 
thau that quantity. There are exception. to this rule, such as coal miners from the 
Central Provinces, but the exceptions are few. Since the limitation of hours was 
introduced there has been no change in the number of accidents which could be 
attributed to this soutce. 

The limitation of hours worked in .. week may have had a slightly beneficial 
effect on the: number of accidents, but 1 do not think that any statistics have been 
maintained to prove this. 

EjJea ..,... lleau.\,-The Iirultation of hours must ha," beneficially aflected the 
bealth of the mining popolation.. Before the introduction of the Act of 1923, a miller 
usually took the whele of his famUy, including babies, undergrow>d with him. It 
was not uncommon for the family to remain underground for 24 hams. In sucil 
ca.se&.thewife of the miner would return to the sur1ace to cook food and carry it into 
the min.. As ankylostomiasis, 01" hookworm disease, is prevaleot amongst the 
labouring classes, and particula.rly "" amongst those working underground, the 
consumption of food in the mines _ded to spread the disease. 

Since the introduction of the limitation of hours very little food is consumed or 
taken into the mines. as the workers ea.t their principal meals before and after their 
day·swork. 

Safety in a mine is, to a certain extent. dependent upon health as a weak pen!OIl 
does not move out of danger as quickly as a healthy person. 

EjJw..,... safely of "th!;"g.-In most of tho mines in India open lights are Used, 
and lighting is better thao in mines where safety lamps are essential. Good lighting 
and ventilation play an important part in preventing accidents. as more thorou~h 
inspections of roof and sides are possihle, and dangerous oonditions are more easily 
detected. 

A renlarka.b\e reduction in tho "umber of accidents by falls of roo! and sides in 
the chambering method of mining practised in the Assam mines bas been effected 
by improved __ of Iigbting where four volt electric lamps ""F&bl. of throwiDg 
a boom of SO f_ have been introduced. 
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Lighting at the working fa<:e in Indian mines is generally better tha.o in British 
. mines. where safety lamps have to be used in the majority of mineo. This is proved 
by the fact that that disease so dIeaded by 1I1in!mo in western countriee, known as 
miners" nystagmus. and which is so prevalent there. is unknown in Indian mines. 

Ejfed ..",.. .. /ety ,,/_/tiff/( _.-Working conditiocs in the coal min .. 
in India. are, as a genonLl rule, far better than those obtaining in British mines on 
account of the thickness of tho seams worked and the nature of the roof stone over· 
lying the seams. Only in the Punjab and Baluchistan are thin seams worked" and. 
in the more important coalfields of Beaga.I, Bihar and Orissa and Assam an almoet 
negligible pen:entago of the output is obtained from seams of less than (, feet in 
thickness. 

In the manganese mines very little underground work is deme, and so conditions 
are generally good. At the Bawdwin mine, Burma. elaborate methods of securing 
the roof and sides are used, ... hili> the workings are kept well ventilsted. As candles 
are used for iDumjnation there is little smclto. 

VIII.-Workman .. Co_Cioo. 
51. This Act applies to the workers in all excavations which come within the 

scope of the Indian Mines Act. . 
I have endeavoured to obtain statistics of the fatal and serious accidents which 

haw occurred in the Jbaria and Raniganj coalfields, and in which compeosation 
has been paid or deposited or agreements registered with the Commjssioners of 
Workmen's CompeosatiOil. The resofts are tabulated in Table No. VI. In columns 
Nos. 6 to 9 I have. after perusing tho Inspector' .. report en each fatal a.ccident, 
endeavoured to arrive at the number of accidents in which compensation might be 
considered to be due. In doubtful cases I have given the dependants the benefit 
of the doubt. It is possible that. in some of the cases included. .. court might hold 
that compensation was not due. and vice l1Wsa. As I have not the requisite informa
tion in all ~ DO account has been taken as to whether there were any dependants 
or not. and therefore such cases have been included in col1l1DIlS 7 and 9. . 

A comparison of columns 7 and 9 with 10 and 11 gives the approximate extent 
of the .... ma.de of the Act. In Bengal the pen:entage of cases in which compeosation 
was paid for 1927 and 1928 gives 62'5 and 66 percent. respectively. In the Dhanba.d 
sub-division. which comprises practica.lly the whole of the Jbaria field, and a small 
portion of the Raniganj field, the pen:entages are milch higher. being 91·5 and 
82 per cent. respectively. 

Considering that the Act is comparatively n_. and that the depeoda.uts are 
illiterate and do not know its provisions. the figures for Jharia. are satisfactory. 
The record of Jharia may be dUe to the fact that the Additional Deputy C0mmis
sioner at Dhanbad is also the Commissioner for Workmen's Compensation. All 
notices of accidents are sent to him. as magistrate, and he is thus in & position to 
take steps to instruct the mine manager.; to deposit the compensa.ticn. 

As formal inquiries are not held into an serious accidents a. similar comparison 
cannot be made. The number of claims made and agreements deposited with the 
Commissionen are, however, very low. I have reason to believe th40t in many cases 
eompensa:ti011 is paid without the Commjssioners being informed. 

The effect on industry has been to increase the cost from i anna to S or 4 auna.s 
per ton of coal, this being the insuIance rate. 

(v) A3 no cases have come to my 1mowledge that compensation has been withheld 
on account of the employers being uuable to pay compensation there does not appear 
to be any necessity to enforce compulsory insuIance. 

53. I consider the _t sceies to· be sufficient; their enhancement woold 
encourage malingering. I thiuk that the dependants should be allowed to apply 
direct to the commissioner. This would save unnecessa:ry delay. 

There are practically no cases of industrial diseases in the mines in India.. 

IX. HourI. 
63. B. Mi ..... -{i) Except at a. few mines there are no arrangemeots by custom or 

agreement to work a specified number of hours underground. Lodna. colliery is 
the principal ex<:eption io the Jharia coa.Ilield. At other coal mines in the Chanda. 
and Lakhimpur districts and at Bawdwin Iea.d..u_ mine shifts of 8 to 9 hours 
are worked. 

At tho BawdwUi mine of the Burma. Corporation, Limited. a system of shifts 
has been ill _tion for some years and there appears to be 110 dilIiculty in ooforcing 
the system because the whole of the labour force is housed. within a short distance 
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of the miDe. At LodDa colliery a system of shifts, two shifts per day with an interval 
of two hours between shifts, has been in operation for over a year. The diftic.ulties 
encountered in introducing the system were not gn=at and., as the man.agem.ent made 
arrangements for full tubs to be _ from the mine and empty tubs put ready 
for the incoming shift during the two hours' interval between sbifts~ the miners 
quickly realized the benef!.t of the system and DOW they prefor the shift system to their 
old haphazard methods. 

Generally the normal number of hours worked per day varies from 8 to 12. wIille 
thenonnalnumberofwwkiDghomsperweekis54forundergrotmdand60forsurlaco. 

(ii) The mfoer works very leisurely and during the time he is underground does 
Dot actually work more than " to 5 hours. Although during the Dight shift a miner 
may be below ground for 12 hours the remainder of the time is spent in resting and 
sleeping. During theweek he may be underground from 30 to 54 hours during which 
time he works from IS· to SO hours. Other labour~ such as winding enginemen. 
hanksmen. momon. etc .. may be considered at work during the whole period of their 
duty. Their work. however, is intermittent. 

(ill) Labour is seldom called upon to work other than on their actual shifts. In 
cases of breakdown or when wagons are not supplied at the regular time they may be 
called upon to work extra time to repair the breakdown or to avoid the company 
havmg to pay demunage. 

64. The great majority 0.1 the miners throughout India do not work more than 
five days per week. In many cases they work no more than three. In the case of 
miners who come from distant villages they visit the mines two or three times 
during the week and work double shifts before going back to their villages. 

Firemen. winding and haulage enginemen. pump miDders and th""" who are on 
a weekly or monthly pay generally work six da.ys per week. 

65. Effw of R~ of H ....... -The elfect of the nIStriction has been to reduce 
the number of hours worked per day and. as a rule~ miners remain underground for 
8 to 10 boo", daily. The nIStriction has DOt adversely alfected the output per man 
shift which bas risen since the restrictions were impOS<>d from an output of 103 tons 
per person employed in coal miDesin 1923 to 181 tonsin 1928. 

It has had .. _cia! e1Iect in that the supervising staff. haulage attendants. etc.. 
now have a rest day Pecause the mines are closed on ODe day per week. Formerly 
they had to work. seven days because a proportion of the miners woald work on every 
day in the week. some millen resting one day and some another. 

By closing the mfo .. on one day per week legislation has belped the oolIiery 
owner to work more economica.lly in one direction for if the sa.meoutput can bera.ised 
in six days as in seven~ the wages for the seventh day of trammers~ haulage hands 
and others are saved. 

66. Possibi1ily of Red .... ft/f MIUi ..... -From 7th April. 1930. no persou will be 
allowed to work more than 12 hours per day. When this law has been in operation 
for some time and the workers have learned to work to regular hours it will probably 
be found possible to reduoe the daily maximum. 

67. In so far as the resident labour isconcemed the law relating to shifts is suitable. 
At Bawdwin mine. as mentioned p.reviously~ there is no difficulty because the labour 
is resident on the mine. 

In the Giridih. Assam and BoIraro ooaIfieids practically all the labour is resident 
and the introduction of a shift system will not present much difficulty. In the Jharia 
ooaIfieid there is a fairly large percentaglo of resideot labour and most of the outside 
labour does not come from--any great distance. In the Raniganj coaJ.tield the percent
age of resident labour is much sma.Uer and most of the outside labour comes from 
villages several miles from the minos. To penonade the outside labour to work to 
definite hours will be a dillicult problem. 

The shift system will oventually prove a great boon to the mfoing industry. 
Many compauios would have introduced the system without legislation if they oonld 
have done so without running the risk of losing their miners. It will result in better 
organization and better SUpervWOll whilst accidents due to persons travelliDg on 
haulage roads when coal raising is in progress will diminish. ' 

There will be difficulty in getting outside labour to conform with tho shift sys~ 
especially those who travel 15 miles or more to their work. When more labour 15 
settled on the collieries there will be 1 ... trouble in eolon:ing the law in this nospect. 

68. 1>ossibiliJy of I"""" .... ft/f "" Eff- Daily L,";t.IIio .. -Thelaw relating to 
- willllmit tho hours to 12. Until the law has been firmly establisbed and opersted 
for a number of years. I am of the opinion that it would be a mistake to introduce 
further legislation. The introduction of further legislation with rospect to !>ouno of 
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work would at present not only prove a great handicap to the owners, but would result 
in a reduction in output. The miner in India is slow to realize the advantages accruing 
from new legisla~ and further restriction of hours at present might result in the 
miner seeking other occupations. 

Indian labour is not easily amenable to discipline and particularly when such 
labour has to be recruited far from the industrial centres. The withdrawal of women. 
from the mines will tend to improve the domestic conditions of the miners as regards 
meals and the arrangements for shifts might then become easier to introduce. I am 
of the opinion that no further 1egisIa.tion. in this respect should be enacted until the 
women .have been withdrawu. 

69. Inl<rvals.-{i) Work in Indian mines is not bard. The miner is a leisurely 
individual. He rests after coming down the pit. Again when he reaches the face. 
between the 1illing of tubs and after he has 1illed his tubs he rests before returning 
to the surface. He does not work so intensively as his confrere- in Europe or America 
but the enervating atmcspherlc condition and the manner in which he feeds himself 
may account for this. 

(ii) It is unusual for an Indian miner to take his meal below ground. He usually 
takes a light meal in the morning and his main meal after ... turning to the surface. 

In opeD workings there is usually an interval of about two hours during the heat 
of the day when his meals may be taken. It is also the custom of surface workers 
to take an interval of about two hours. 

70. Usually Snnday is recognized as a day of rest, but in addition the miner takes 
the bazaar day. He avails himself of holidays for all his festivals and as he is under 
no contract he leaves the colliery when he likes. On the whole he is improvident and 
cares little for the morrow and works only to li'W. 

71. With tho passing of the Indian Mines (Amendment) Act, 1928. I consider 
that for the time being the existing provisions are adequate. After the 12 bours 
maximum shift has been in operation for some years the labour will have been broken 
into worki.ng in shifts and the matter of reducing the number of hours per shift 
might be reviewed. As has been pointed out before the miner does not actually 
work anything like 12 houn; a day but likes to linger over his work. 

72. Although section 25 of the Indian Mines Act empowers managers in certaln 
emergent circumstances to, employ persons in excess of 54 hours underground or 60 
hours on surface few emergencies have arisen when advantage has been taken of this 
provision as only the number of hours worked per week: are restricted. When the 
hours worked per day are restricted there will probably be more occasions when 
advantage will be takenpf the exempting provisions. 

X. BlIOCial QueoIimIa Belalillg 10 Wo_ YOODg Adullll and ChiIdr .... 
90. B. Mi~Eff.a of Aa of 1923.-Many persons maintained that wben tho 

children were taken out of the mine the women would not go down and that the men 
would·also be afiected hut this fear did not materialize. If any labour did leave the 
mine for this reason the Dumber was insignificant and I have never heard of any 
complaints on this score.. It did, however, prevent the suckling mothers from going 
underground. It is rarely that any child is DOW found in a mine as most of the 
managers are very strict in this respect. 

SuihbiJity of urlijic4lirm ~.-The- "'provisions appear to be quite suitable 
but are rarely put into operation. Managers have always, .at the request of the 
inspectors. ceased to employ any cluld about whose age there may have been any 
doubt. . 

91. EKdvsiott of Womm-{i) Sultabil,ty 0/ reglfl4l1'OftS.-Witb. a few exceptions 
little haldship has so far been noticed as most of the larger mines took steps gradu<illy 
to reduce the number of women before the regulations came into operation. Where 
this was not done some dislocation took place. In many mines the number is well 
below that permitted. The provisions appear to be suitable but some difficulty has 
arisen owing to the difference in the number of persons presenting themselves for 
work daily. 

(ii) Probabk eff_ Oft the indvs/ry.-Little. if any. elIectwill be ap_t for two 
or three years. The large mine ownem will introduce new methods to counteract 
the exclusion of women as the reduction proceeds. Much of the work performed by 
women underground is entirely unnecessary. Practically all women are employed 
as coal carriers and in 50 per cent. of cases the coa.l could be loaded into the tub at 
1hefac:e. Minemwillhave to be taught to load their own coa1 at the fa.cewiths;shovel 
and it will be necessary for the owners to lay tub tracks up to the face. 

In the wel1-equipped mines recourse will be made to modem methods of loading 
coal by machinery and systems of working will bemodifted to meet the new conditions. 
At most mines the difficulty will be oven:ome by recruiting male coal carrieIs. 
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If mecha.nicalload.", are introduced and worked on a IIIlitabl. system there shonld 
be little, if any, material increase in the cost of production and the 'Workers will be 
able to earn. higher wages. 

I am convinced that the prohibition of women underground will eventually prove 
a. great benefit to the industry in that more u~to-date methods of mining will be 
introduced; the unakilled type of worker, who is a. cultivator half of the year and a 
minerwhen his finances force him to be so, will gradually disappear and & community 
of wholetime miners will be raised and housed at the mines; where mechanized 
mining is introduced the worker will earn better wages. 

In the case of owners who ate unable to equip their collieries there will be an 
increased cost of production. as the miner will demand an increased rate to make up 
for the loss of his wife's ea.rning.. The present loadem are mainly women who receive 
smaller wag .. than the men. 

It is probable that in order to make up the de1icien:cy in the Dumber of workers 
more up-country unskilled labour will be reauited. 

(iii) E."...mie elfeel on ",,,,""'.-At first there is bound to be .. decrease in the 
amount earned by the family unless the women can find work on the surface. As 
there will be a surplus of women for this work the rates may decrease but the opposite 
will be the case underground. The loss can, to a certain extent, be made up by more 
regular attendance. H it has this effect it should be a help to the industry. Where 
the work is mechanized the miner who caD adapt himself to this type of mining will 
be able tomake up the deficiency as with an increased output his earning will increase.. 

(iv) Spud of wUAtlrowaI.-The speed of withdrawal giv«I adequate time for the 
industry to adapt itself to new methods and conditians. In some quarters: there is a 
feeling that the women should be taken out at once. This, however. would. probably 
hit the smaller collieries very hard. I think~ however. that the time could have been 
shortened without much ill elfect. 

XII. WII'" 
96. The accompanying tables show the weekly earnings for the year.! 1923 to 

1925 and the daily earnings from 1926 to 1928 in the principal mining areas in India. 

Wa,f" in I1u JAMiA cMJjiIU. 
Weekly earnings. Daily earnings. 

1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1921. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Min... ~und.rground) •• 4-12-0 4-12-0 4-0-0 0-1~ 0-14-3 0-13-6 
.. open workings) 0-14-9 0-1~ 

Otherworlrem (underground) 3-12-0 3-12-0 3-9-0 O-l~ ~ 0-9-9 
to to 

0-10-9 0-10-9 
(open workings) 0-1-6 ~ 

to to 
0-9-9 0-7-9 

Females funderground) 2-S-O 2-S-O 2-S-O 0-7-0 ~ 0-S-9 
" open workings) ~ 0-8-8 

Mal .. (surface) •• 3-1~ 3-1~ 3-9-0 . 0-3-0 0-8-8 ~ 
Females(surface) .. ~7-O ~7-0 ~ 0-7-0 0-7-0 0-S-9 

Wa,f" "' 1M R."it""j CooljilU. 
Weekly earnings. Daily earnings. 

1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Minezs (underground) 3-9-0 3-9-0 3-9-0 0-8...(} 0-1~ 0-1Z-6 
.. . (open workings) 0-13-8 0-9...(} 

Oth.rworlrem (underground) 8-4...(} 2-0...(} 2-0...(} 0-9...(} 0-8-8 0-9...(} 

to to 
O-U-O 0-10-3 

(open workings) 0-8-8 0-7-0 
to to 

0-10-0 0-3-0 
Females (underground) 2...(}...(} 1-1~ l-I~ ~ 0-7-6 0-1-0 

" (open workings) 0-7-0 0-3-0 
Males (aurfaee) •• ~10-0 ~10-0 ~IO-O 0-7-6 0-3-0 ~ 
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Wac .. ita 1M Gm4iIJ Coalfield. 

Weekly earnings. Dally earnings. 

1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Min"", (underground) ~ ~ ~ 1~ 0-13-3 0-12-9 .. (open workings) 0-15-0 0-1S-6 0-12-9 
Otherworkets (underground) •• ~ ~ ~ 1~ 0-8-0 0-1-9 

to to 
O-ll-S 0-10-9 

" (open workings) 0-3-6 ~ 
to 

0-1l-3 
Females (underground) ~ ~ ~ ()....5..jl ()...5..3 ~ .. (open workings) 0-S-3 .0-8-0 0-8-0 • 
Males (surface) ~ ~ ~ 0-S-6 1)..3.q 0-7-S 
Females (surface) ~ 1-14-0 1-14-0 0-S-9 0-S-9 0-S-9 

Weekly earnings. Dai1y earnings. 
1923. 1924.' 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Min_ (underground) 7-3-0 9-0-0 9-0-0 1--5-0 1-7-6 1-7-0 
.. (open workings) 1-4-3 1~ 

Otherworlrers (Ullderground) •• ~ ~ ~ 1--5-0 O-UH' 0-1_ 

(open workings) 

Females (underground) 
.. (open workings) 

to to 
1~ 1-3-0 
1-1-0 1-0-9 
. to to 
l~ 1,.3-0 

0-12-9 
1..s-s 

Mal .. (surface) ~ ~ ~ 0-12-6 0-15-0 
1-4-6 

0-1I-S 
0-1-9 Females (surface) .. 2-10-0 2-10-0 2-10-0 0-3-6 0-7-S 

Wac'" ill 1M P"," Valky (C. P.) CD<lljH14. 

Weekly earnings. Dai1y earnings. 
1925. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1926. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Minet10 (underground) 4-1-6 ~ ~ 1--5-0 1-1-9 1-0-6 
(open workings) 

Othorworlrers (underground) •• ~ 2-12-0 ~ 1--5-0 0-7-3 0-8-0 
to to 

0-S-3 0-3-6 .. (open workings) 0-8-0 
Females (Ullderground) 2-3-9 2-4-0 2-4-0 0-7-6 0-7-6 0-7-6 .. (open workings) 0-8-0 
Mal .. (surface) .. 2-10-0 2-10-0 ~ b-8-o 0-12-6 0-1I-S 
Females (ourface) .. 1-11-0 1-11-0 1-14-0 0-4-6 ()....5..jl 0-S-9 

(SSG) K 
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Wag .. ito Bu" """ Oris." Mic4. 
Weekly earnings. 

1923. 1924. 1925. 
lis. lis. lis. 

Mine", (undoIgr01lJld) •• 4-1~ 4-1~ ~ 
.. (open workings) 

Otherworkers (undeIgr01lJld) •• Z-I~ Z-I~ ~ 
.. . (open workings) 

Femaleo (underground) • • 1~ I~ I-I~ 
.. (open workings) . 

Mal .. (slllfaoe) •• Z-1~ Z-1~ 3-0..() 

Females surface) . • 1~ 1~ 1~ 

Miners (undeIgr01lJld) 
.. (open workings) 

Otherworkers (undeIgr01lJld) •• 
.. (open workings) 

Females (undoIgr01lJld) 
.. (open workings) 

Mal.. (surface) 
Females (surface) 

Miners (underground) .. (open workings) 
Otherworkers(undeIgr01IJld) •• .. (open workings) 
Females (underground) .. (open workings) 
Males (surface) 
Females (surface) 

Miners (undeIgr01IJld) .. (open workings) 
Othesworkers (underground) •• .. (open workiDgs) 
Females (undeIgr01lJld) .. (open workiDgs) 
Males (""rface) 
Females (surface) 

Wagu itoMatktlSMic4. 

Wee1dy eo.mings. 

1923. 1924. 1925. 
lis, lis. lis. 
~ Z-6-6 Z-6-6 

1-5-0 1-5-0 1-5-0 

~ Z-6-6 Z-6-6 
1-5-0 1-5-0 1-5-0 

Wee1dy eo.mings. 

1923. 1924. 1925. 
lis. lis. lis. 
~ ~ ~ 

4-8-0 Z-I~ Z-1~ 

Z-4-O Z-4-O Z-4-O 

~ Z-8-O Z-8-O 
I~ I~ I~ 

Week!yeamiDgs. 

1928. 1924. 1925. 
lis. lis. lis. 

Z-8-3 Z-4-O . Z-4-O 

Z-4-O 

4-4-0 4-8-0 4-8-0 
2-0-0 2-0-0 2-0-0 

Dally eo.mings. 
1926. 1927. 1928. 
lis. lis. lis. 

()..3.() 0-&-9 0-&-9 
0-&-9 ~7-5 

0-5-0 O-S-.'I 0-4-9 
~IH) 0-5-0 

0-4-4 0-3-Il 0-4-9 
0-8-3 0-4-9 

0-4-4 0-5-3 0-&-9 
()..3.() ~9 0-4-4 

Dallyeo.mings. 

1928. 1927. 1928. 
lis. lis. lis. 

0-&-0 ~7-3 0-5-3 
0-&-0 ()..3.() ~ 

0-&-0 ~9 0-4-9 
0-&-0 ~ 0-4-9 
()..3.() 0-3-Il 0-3-Il 
0-3-0 0-8-3 0-3-Il 
~10-0 0-4-9 0-&-0 
0-3-0 0-3-Il 0-8-3 

Dally earnings. 

1926. 1927. 1928. 
lis. lis. lis. 
~1~ ~1~ ~11-3 
~7-3 0-5-0 0-5-0 
~1~ ()..3.() ~7-3 
~7-3 0-&-9 ~7-3 
0-&-0 ~7-3 0-&-9 
0-&-0 0-8-3 0-4-9 
0-&-0 0-3-Il ~7-3 

O-S-.'I 0-&-0 0-4-9 

Dally eo.mings. 

1928. 1927. 1928. 
lis. lis. lis. 

--' 
0-3-Il O-S-.'I ~1~ 

0-3-Il 0-&-9 ~7-O 

0-&-9 0-&-9 0-&-9 
0-&-0 0-&-9 0-&-9 
0-&-0 ~ ~ 
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1923. 
Ro. 

Miners (underground) ~ 

1924. 
Ro. 
~ 

1925. 
Rs. 

9-4-7 
.. (open workings) .. -

Otherworkels (underground) •• 1~ 1~14-1~ 
n (open workings) -

Females (underground) 
.. (open workings) 

Males (surface) 9-4-0 
Females (surlace) 

Miners (underground) 
.. (open workings) .. 

Otherworlters (underground) •• 
u (open workings) 

Females (underground) 

Wag .. no lItmn4 Ti". 
Weekly _gs. 

1923. 1924. 1925. 
Ro. Ro. Rs. 

9-4-0 1~ 1~ 

Daily _go. 
1926. 1927. 1928. 
Ro. Rs. Rs. 

1-13-6 1-11-9 1-13-0 
I~ 

1-13-6 I~ 1-8--3 
I~ 1-7-3 1-5-9 

1...0-& 1-1-3 1-8--3 
0-8-0 0-10-0 

Daily eammp. 
1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Ro •. 
z-o-o 1-15-3 2-8--S 

1-8--3 1-7-6 
z-o-o 1-6-0 1-~ 

1-9-9 1-5-0 

.. (open workings) 
Males (surface) 
Females (surface) 

O-U-3 0-1~ 
8-5-0 8-10-0 3-0-0 0-13-0 14-3 1-2-3 

1-0-0 

97. Since the war miners~ wages -have increased a little, bu~ as the cost of living 
has also risen, they are now no better oft than they were. Compared with those 
paid in other countries miners' wages are small~ the average wage of a coal miner 
being thirteen annas per day. 

After the war when there was a. boom in the Indian coal trade, wages were 
increased, but owing to the slump there is a tendency to keep expenditure down to 
the lowest possible amount. Tbis has affected wages to a slight extent. As di1!erent 
collieries pay their labour _ differently it is difficult to trace the movements with 
any~of~. 

99. In addition to actual payment those employed in 0001 mines are allowed to 
take coal home with them. The amount of coal thus carried away has been reclroned 
to be from two to three per rent. of the total output. In addition all miners housed 
at the mines are given rent-free quarters. In cases where they live in their own 
homes material for thatching their homes is often provided. 

100 . .c- aM Eft'" oj P<>yfMHI tIw""l!A c..unrelors, SulrCOfIt,Gdtws "" 
HeGdmeJl.-A!J miners' wages are based on the amount of coal or ore mined wages 
are paid direct if the peniOll is working 0Jl his own. If a contractor is employed the 
COIltractor receives payment from the company and he is responsible for paying 
the workers. As the amount of contracting varies from colliery to colliery it is not 
possible for me to state to what extent such payments aze made. 

101. Me11w4 oj Fui,,/! Wag ... -There is no recognized fixed wages in the 0001-
lields. At Ba.wdwin there is .. sliding scale depending on the time the worker has 
been employed. A miner starts at,Ro. 1-4 per day and rises to Ro. 2. 

102. In 'most cases overtime is paid for "t ordinary mtes. 

104. Eft'" oj Wag .... Ao"/! .. ... LaboUr Supply.-As there have been no violent 
fluctuations in wage-chaDges it is difficult to apprise the e4ects of this on the labour 
supply. Some yean ago during the boom period an increase was given with the 
result that the mineIS worked fewer days ~ week. The supply of labour is more 
likely to be inlIueuced by immediate buksAis than by promises of increased earnings. 

107. In some collieries miners are paid daily on production of •. chits" for the 
number of tullo of 0001 cut. These .... signed by the overmen und countersigned 
by the assistant manager or ma.oager~ In other cases weekly wages are paid. The 
ata.1f are usually paid monthly~ Pumpmen. winding enginemen and. others who are 
paid a daily wage are usually paid out at the end of the week or month. In the case 
of those paid monthly advances are often given against wages. 

(530) K, 
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110. As the Indian miner usually has an intereSt in agriculture he leaves the 
mine at the sowing and harvesting seasons.. In addition he avails himself .of aU 
the puj4S which aifect his class. Wages are not paid while he is on leave. 

XIU.-IDdUBtrial EItioieDCF of WOfkerI. 
112. C6mptw_ CIuuyJ .. ... EJficimoy of Indian W",kw.'" y...,., ".... •• -

Since 1923 the avemge output of coal per person employed per year in the collieries 
in India has n.en from 103 tons in 1923 to 131 tons in 1923. 

113. For comparison I give the following 1igures of OIltput of coa1 per person 
employed in other countries: Great Britain. in 1928, 250 tons; America, in 1926. 
180 tons; Japan, in 1926, 132 tons; Transvaal, in 1926, 426 _. 

The efficiency of the In~ian worker is apparently on an equal with his confrere 
in Japan but inferior to those in Great Britain, America, aDd the TnmsvaaL 

114. (i) As tho Indian statistics are based on the number of shifts worked 
migration does not alIed the comparison. 

(hi Few of the mines in India are mechanised to any great extent. In the case 
of lamadoba COlliery fifteen coal-cutting machines are DOW at work while the ooaJ. 
is transported in cars of 2t tons capacity. These are led right up to the working 
faces. As a result the output per ptmlOn employed is greater than thet of other 
oollieries not similarly equipped. while the wages paid are in excess of those paid in 
surrounding collieries.. The output per person for 1928 was 0·83 tons, while miners 
earned RB. 1_ per day wlW:h is 4 to 6 ADs. in excess of the avemge, 

(iiI) Of late years there has been a considerable increase in the number of ooal
cutting machines used in collieries. The following table shows the number in use in 
Indian coal mines for the years 1923-28. aDd the total electrical horse power used 
in the mines :-

1923 1924 1925 1926 1921 1928 

Coal-cutting machines • • 93 114 125 126 141 148 
Total electrical h.p. in 

coal mines ,. 36.008 43.502 52.336 54.548 59,539 54.418 
Most of the min .. owned by Indiaus are too small to alford to pay for the most 

np-to-date machinery. 

(v) !vi) The phyoique aDd health of the ludinn worker compare llllfavourably 
with those of the worker in colder climates. This, to some extent, is due to the 
enervating clim&te in wlW:h he Jives aDd to tho lack of nourishing food. 

115, (i) (ii) Since the limitation of working houm there has been aD increase in 
the amount of machinery used. This has tended to an increased output per person 
employed. Dnring the last few yean. owing to the slump in the coal trade, "number 
of colJieries have been shut down. The output, howev .... has increased owing to 
the labour being absorbed in other mines which have greatly increased their ou.tput. 
This concentration of labour has certainly led to elIiciency in production. 

(ill) Before the advent of the Jbaria. Mines Board of Health aDd of the Jhari& 
Water Board. the Jharia ~ was visited with severe epidemics of chol~ which 
decimated the mining population and resulted in mines being temporarily stopped. 
Outbreaks of cholera are now stamped out at once, while a supply of good uncon· 
taminated water prevents the disease from being spread. 

(iv) With the haiIding of houses on the collieries a certain amonnt of labonr 
becomes settled and work continues uninterruptedly throughout the year. This 
is aU to the good of the mining companies. for this labour is not affected by periodical 
migration. 

(vii) The legislation which is most likely to affect production is that concerning 
the withdrawal of women :from mines. As the commencement was only made OD. 
the 1st July. 1929, it is yet too early to state definitely how far this will effect 
production. The other provisions of the Indian Mines Aet have had little or DO affect. 

(viii) Some classes of labour are weak aDd degenerate. and it is usually found 
that they are not capable of exerting themselves for long periods. More work can 
be had from thoeo who take nourishing food. The latter also earn higher wages. 

(ix) I have got no information regarding the effects of alcohol aDd drugs on pro
ductioIt. It is. however. almost certain that this accounts for " good d"'!l of 
absenteeism. 
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U6. AD. inaease in efficiency can be obtained by tho introduction of mono 
macbiD.ezy and in laying out tho workiD8a in a _ manner. E""'Y_. 
however. c::&DDOt afford the initial capital expenditure req1ilied to introduce more 
modem machinery~ while many of the properties are 80 small that even if money 
were available it would not be an economic proposition to mecha.nise. ODe of the 
difficulties in improving the efficiency is tho miners' distrust of the haulage anange
meets. Before starting to work he iDsisb on seeing tubs on the loading line. Th"" 
a larger number of tubs than is uecessary have to be provide<L, and a large numbel
of tubs have to be stabled in one level with the consequent long carry to the outside 
tubs. With the elimination of women the miner may come to realise the adva.ntage 
of having the tub broeghtright up to tho working face SO that tho coal may be loaded 
direct into it. 

Great efficiency will not be elfected until there is a large mining population 
independeot of agriculture. 

XIV.-Trade IlomI!iD.ations. 
The employers' organizations are: The Indian Mining Association, rep"",,",ting 

the European coal own .... who control praeti<:ally tho whole of tho 1Ust-class coal. 
The Indian Mining Federation, representing the Indian colliery owners. The Centml 
Provinces and Berar Mining Association which controls tho manganese ore indastry. 
The Kodarma Mica Miners Association, representing tho mica indastry in Bihar. 
The Tavoy Chambe4 of Mines, which is composed of the tin and wolfram mine ownenJ 
of Tavoy. 

The Colliery Managers are represented by two bodies :-(1) The A9SOCiatiou of 
Colliery Managers in India which is affiliated to the Colliery Managem Association in 
Britain. and (2) The Indian Mine Managers Association. 

Au association known aa tho Indian Colliery Em~ Association was formed 
some yeaB ago., but the number of its members is small compared with the number 
employed. 

119. The .Colliery Employees Association was commenoed about Dine yean! ago 
and is said to have about 2.000 members of whom about 1.500 are ordinary miners. 
The attention of the Association is principally conlined to taking up ma_in xelation 
to Don-payment of wages and to cIalms for oompensation. 

As the miner beIonga to tho ..... educated class there is Iittie chance of biB ever 
obta.i.ningoontrol of the organization whichis ron by those who are on the supervising 
stalls. 

The preaeot attitude of the employem is ODe of indifference. 

XV.-IudasIria1 Dispute., 

123. The mine ... in India have been compamttvely free from strikes. Such strikes 
as have occunod have been of short duration and conlined to aingIe mines. They 
have seldom lasad more than two or tbree days. 

In 1921 when tho All India Trade Union Congress met at .Jharia the _tent 
was fanned by pclitical agitatom. During the holding of the Congress the collieries 
were pra.ctica.llyshutdown fora week. This is the most serious disturba.nceduring the 
leet ten yean!. . 

XVIL-Ad_1ioD. 
140. (i) Sinoe the introduction of the Indian Mineo Act, 1923, and theRegolatioas 

..,d Rules made thereunder. tho work of the Department of Min .. baa increased to 
such an extent that an increase in the ata1f will be required in the near future. As 
the definition of a mine was changed in the Act of 1928 a luge number of stone and 
other mines have been brought within its scope. As these are scattered throughout 
India. longer toum ha.ve to be made. This increase has to a certain extent been 
coun_ by tho large Dumber of collieries which have been shutdown owing to tho 
slump in tho coal trade. When ccnditiona improve these will again be re-opeoed. 

Since 1920 the numberofinspecti.ons has risen as shown in Table No. V in which 
the number of Inspectors include those on leave. It will be notioed that the number 
of inspections baa been doubled since 1920. This increased work and responsibility 
have been thrown em the should"", of the Chief Inapector and tho Circle lDapecto",. 

(ti) As previously pointed out all the important mines are inspected at Ieaat once 
a year. Enquiries are made into all1a.ta1 accidents and into such serious accidents 
as appear to require investigation. The regulations and rales are stringently enforced 
and where undue laxity in their observance is noticed more frequent inspectiolla are 

(SSO) K8 
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made. Inspectors are encouraged to use as much tact as possible in enforcing the 
regulations. By so doing owners and managers strive to act up to the spirit of the 
Act and areusually willing to eomply with any reasonable ouggestioDsof anlDspector, 
although these may be beyond the actual letter of the law. 

(iii) Wbere the management have failed to remedy any violation after being re
quested to do so recourse has to be made to prosecution. A threat of being prosecuted 
is usually sufficient to make a -recalcitrant to obey the law as most persons do not 
like to be prosecuted, there being .. certain stigma attacbed to it irrespective of any 
sentence which may be given. 

ProsecutioD. are usually instituted in the folinwiag ..... :-(A) Wbere there are 
repeated violations: (b) Where an accident has occurred as the direct result of a 
violation of the regulations: {G}Where serious violations of the regulations, rules, 
etc., regarding aatetY have been committed; and (eI) Whee it is desired to dl'lLW 
atteotion to the necessity of any provision of the Act, Regelationa and Rules being 
enforced. 

Prosecutions are never instituted where it is not practically certain that a con
victiQIl will be secured, as an unsuccessful prosecu.tion might have a bad e1fect. The 
accompanying table No. IV shows the number of prcoecutiona instituted ainos 1919 
with their results. . 

A number of prosecutions have been instituted by the management against their 
subordinate officials &lid workmen, but these cases are usually instituted after some 
p~ h ... been brought to bear by an lespec_. Their objection to prosecute is 
that such cases usually take many weeks to conclude and involve the manager in 
many visits to the court. In a recent case the manager attended a court on eleven 
occasions and in the end the ease was dropped. The management are also ~raid 
that if they prosecute their labour they will drive them away. There is a certain 
atnOUl1t of truth in this assertioJl. 

XVDI.-Iatelligeace. 

143.-The folinwiag tables of statistics are published in tho Aenual Report of the 
Chief lDspector of Mines in ludia. 

1. Number of worirera and output of minerals. 
2. Avemge hours worlced in each important mining field. 
3. Analysis of figures relatiog to eoal and coke. 
4. Number of min .. opened, closed and inspected during the you. 
5 Fluctuations in output of minerals during the previous tea yeanI. 
6. Coalnlsed and death rates during the previou. ten years. 
7. Aggregate horae power and purpose for electric motors inatailed at 

coal mines. 
8. Number of mines where electric power is used and the ag_te horse 

power of e1ectrio motors inatalIed. 
9. Number and type of eoal"",tting machines. 

10. Number of mechanical ventila.tors in use at coal mines.-
11. Number of aafety lamps in use in eoal mines. 
12. Statement of explosives used during the year in min ... 
13. List 01 fatal accidents. 
14. Statement of fatal and serious accidents. 
15. Statement of fatal accidents classified according to cause of accidents. 
16. Statement of preaecutions nuder the ludi"" Mines Act and the Indian 

Penal Cod •• 
Copies are supplied free to all interested Gowmment ofiicera, 'to a large number 

of newspapers, to the minin, asaocilI.tion. and to the owners, agents and managers 
of all eoal min .. and to allunportant metalliferous min .... 

By this large distribution the .. ttention of those engaged in mining is caI1ed to all 
pertinent questions aHectiog the aatety and workin!!" of min ... 

In addition to the aDIluairetema monthly reterns of I'lLiaings and despatches are 
II\lbmitted by the eoal owners. Copies of these statistics am sent to the Government, 
Director 01 Commercial lutelligeuco. Chief Mining Engineer, Railway Board, Indian 
Mining Aaaocintion and Federation, and to the Aaaocinted Press. . . . . . . . 

Great cIi1Iieulty i. 6l<pe1'ienced in getting a few of the smal1er """era to submit 
returns. The output of these mines is however amaH and would ~y &Beet the 
atatiatics. Where returns have not been submitted allowances based on the PftVious 
years output are mad.. Tho statistics on the whole may be Ioolced upuu ... fairly 
reliab1e, 
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TABLE L 

Coal Hines. MetalliferotlS Mines.. All Hines. 

.,; .. "- .,; .. .,; .. 
'"= 8. 0 8.a c= 

" "''' .. .. "''' - 'a~ .B ~-d 6 ~ • - 'a 31 !l 5"; - 'a 31 i~..; o . ~o'" o • o • 
Yeaa. .. :I lila f .... t! .... .; .. :I Iill!! f1 ~~ l;i 1;;:1 .. .. .. " .d .. ~ '" " .. "" ~ ... ~ "'~ 'Ii o' .... 0"S. ... 0 .. "'-lj "'0 -$c..s ..,~ 'So a.~ :lS'8 ~-ll a~ .. 0'" a-~ ,,8 ... 

i~ 
,,~ ~ga " .. ,,0 a U :d .,,:. a 
z8. Q ...... G:I All" z .. z ... ~"':Q) A-t'c 

1919 .. 212 260 1·31 n'95 40 52 0·88 252 312 1·25 
1920 .. 141 172 0·98 10-07 30 53 0·91 177 225 0·96 
1921 .. 197 257 1·35 13·99 35 36 0·61 232 293 1·17 
1922 .. 174 209 1·13 1l·50 31 M 0·77 205 248 1·06 
1923 .. 1M 332 1·82 17·69 43 55 1·05 231 2S7 1·65 
1924 .. 169 230 1·23 1l·35 44 SI 0·72 233 231 1·09 
1925 .. 157 186 1·07 9·31 43 47 0·58 200 233 0·92 
1926 .. 152 171 1·00 8·51 46 56 0·63 198 227 0·87 
1927 .. 166 181 1·10 8·57 48 66 0·63 209 247 0·92 
1928 .. 163 218 1·33 10·13 38 41 0·40 221 259 0·97 

TABLE IL 

Great Britain. United States of America. 

Coal Hines. Metalliferoos Coal Mines. Hines. 
Years. 

" Death rate "'0 od Death rate Death rate Death rate 
eQ.~ per million per 1.000 per 1,000 per million ~q=o 
_0_ 

tons of coal pemoDS - 300-day tons of coal 
~ttt . raised. employed. wozkers. raised • 
A ~Cl.e 

1922 .. 0·95 4·32 0·72 4·90 4·16 
1923 -. 1-06 4·57 0-70 4-39 3-74 
1924 .. 0-98 4-38 1-07 4-30 4·20 
1925 .. 1-02 4-53 1-48 4'65 3-84 
1926 -- 1-09 4-95 0-94 4-50 3·83 
1927 .. 1-09 4-36 0-82 - 3-70 

(590) X4 



1919. 11)20. 

'Il:i 'Il <I' <I 

11 u i ]~ h !~ z z'" z 
Ezplooi_ of titOHlaDlp and 1 1 S 5 

(l(IOJ dust. 
FaJ.Ia of roof .. .. .. '70 95 40 48 

FaJ.Ia of side .. .. .. 68 75 32 40 

In s_ -- .. .. 34 47 29 44 

SU/locatiOIl by flU" •• .- - - 8 8 

Explo.iv .. .. .. .. '7 7 9 12 

IrruptiOllll of wator or falling I I I 8 
into 'Water. 

Haulage .. .. .. 40 41 16 16 

Mioce11aDeous l1I1dersrol1l1d ._ 10 12 11 11 

Sunao., " .. .. .. 31 33 33 33 

Electricity .. .. .. - - - -
TOTAL .. .. 252 312 177 225 

. 1921. 

'Il:i <I 

U l' !i z 

4 15 

64 81 

72 91 

17 22 

- -
14 20 

- -
30 82 

11 12 

20 20 

- -
282 293 

TABLIII D. 
Brillah Indi .. 

F(Wll Aceid.tnls. 

1922 • 1923. 

<I:i <I 'Il:i <I 

H l' H l' 9i ai 
:ii~ ;l; z ... z 

5 21 2 75 

51 57 61 92 

S8 85 72 101 

26 85 26 32 

- - 3 12 

9 9 9 11 

I 1 - -
20 20 29 29 

10 10 13 18 

22 22 19 19 

3 3 3 3 

205 243 297 387 

1924. 1925. 1926. 

'Il:i 'Il 'Il:i 'Il "ali 'Il 
!~ f~ U !' U !' ~:!! !l ~l z~ z~ z· z 

1 2 1 1 4 5 

66 87 51 61 44 53 

56 64 50 82 57 69 

24 31 27 28 16 17 

- - 1 8 2 2 

17 '26 18 19 15 17 

- - - - - -
20 20 15 15 26 26 

17 17 IS .20 . 9 12 

27 29 22 22 24 25 

5 5 2 2 1 I 

233 281 200 233 198 227 

1927. 1928. 

'i:i 'S 'ali 'S 

11 U ~Il U i1 z z'" z z'" 
1 1 2 3 

54 63 70 64 

47 59 51 58 

10 10 15 16 

3 9 1 1 

18 27 14 17 

- - I 7 

24 24 29 29 

22 23 14 14 

28 29 22 28 

2 2 2 2 

209 247 221 259 

'Il 

i 
1~ 
",'" 

129 

721 

664 

282 

35 

165 

17 

252 

144 

260 

18 

2.707 

'Il 

i, 
P {!. 
~ 

4'77 

26·60 

25'27 

10·41 

1-2 

6-1 

9 

o 
0·63 

9·81 

5-3 

9-

0·6 



1919. 192p. 

'ali 'S 'Sa 'S 
B~ ~] r B1 91 9'ii!, 91 9~ 
!i\ !i\ ,a !i\ !i\ ,S 

EXlIO$iODS of fire .. 3 3 2 2 aDl¥ and coal dust. 
Falla 0 roof •. . . 7. 76 86 36 

Falls of sid ••• " 38 40 38 39 

In shafts .. " 11 18 II 12 

Su1IocatioDS by gas .. I I - -
Explosiv .. " .. 21 28 16 23 

Irru:ru;.0ns of water or - - -
fa. . g into water. • 

Haulage .. " 46 41 36 36 

Miscellaneous under .. 58 58 77 ," ground. 
Surface " .. 92 101 74 76 

Electricity .. .. - - - -
------r---

TOTAL .. 350 872 290 801 

1921. 

'0':; 'S. 

H il !i\ !i\ ,S 

1 2 

55 57 

37 38 

15 16 

- -
20 32 

- -
49 51 

66 68 

85 85 

- -
----
828 849 

!l.'ABLlII 11 .. 

Brililh 1n4Ia. 

1922. 1923. 

'ali 'S. 'S. 'S Ba 11 ~ B1 h ~1 ~,~ 
!i\ !i\ ,S !i\ !i\ ,S 

8 4 - -
39 40 49 51 

39 40 26 29 

14 17 14 21 

- - - -
17 18 28 33 

- - - -
28 28 81 38 

60 60 82 82 

92 93 90 92 

- - - --- - - --
292 300 320 344 

• 

1924. 1925. 1926. 1921. 1928. 

'S~ ]1 
'ali 'a 'ali 'a 'S. 'a 'Sli 'S 
]6 it H i1 ~ ]1 U 11 h ]. 

fa ~1 g1 ~,~ 
Z Z z·a !i\ z·a z Z'S !i\ z·e 

2 /I I I 4 6 I 2 - -
48 50 52 54 57 60 73 80 56 59 

31 84 48 43 45 49 78 85 73 17 

11 20 12 \2 24 85 16 18 22 28 

- - - - - - - - - -
29 SI 35 48 26 33 36 45 38 46 

- - - - - - - - - -
47 47 81 61 45 45 86 88 149 lSI 

116 117 128 128 153 154 245 248 139 140 
'120 120 14q 146 151 158 141 142 171 176 

- - 3 3 2 2 4 5 8 8 
- ---- - - - - - ---
410 424 479 496 507 540 680 718 654 683 
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! Misad-
venture. 

-_0 - :t o . ..,~ . .. .l! .. .l! .. " dai 'c-lj "-", 9'8 2"<3 &c u z .. .... 
1919 134 53'18 
1920 99 55·4 
1921 124 53·5 
1922 120 58'54 
1923 112 47·26 
1924 133 57'08 
1925 122 61·00 
1926 114 57·58 
1927 131 62·68 
1928 147 66·52 

YeaITi. 

1919· .. .. 
1920 .. .. 
1921 .. ., 
1922 .. .. 
1923 .. .. 
1924 .. .. 
1925 .. .. 
1926 .. .. 
1927 .. .. 
1923 .. .. 

Yean. 

1919 .. .. 
1920 .. .. 
1921 .. .. 
1922 .. .. 
1923 .. . . 
1924 .. .. 
1925 .. .. 
1926 .. .. 
1927 .. .. 
1928 .. .. 

Fault of 
deceased. 

'a 'a 
"II -o . !itS. 

I!~ S::I.:J 
.:f=ft 'S~ i!-'" "il 

m·_ 
&1)8 z .. .. .. 

90 35'71 
54 30·5 
65 28·0 
61 29·76 
89 37'55 
60 25·75 
39 19·50 
41 20·70 
45 21·53 
39 17·65 

TABLB m. 
Briidh India. 

Fault of Fault of 

fellow subordi-
nate workmen. o1Iicials. 

- -_0 _0 - 0:: - o~ 
~.o . ",c o • o . "a . .. .l! :!9.l! I!~ J!:s.t! 

"" "=,, ilai ,c" ~~.8 ,co> 

Iii! g:g 2i~ e .s°o 
Z~ d!$~ ~ 0 u z .. .. .. 
15 5·95 4 1·59 
12 6·8 3 1·7 
14 6·0 7 3·0 
9 4·39 7 3·41 
7 2·95 14 5·91 
7 3·01 10 4·29 
8 4·00 15 7·50 

13 6·57 16 8·06 
7 3·35 14 6'70 
9 4·07 12 5·43 

TABLB lV. 
Brililh India. 
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Fault of 
manage- Faulty 

material. ment. 

- _'a _0 - 0li! °11 
",c - ",c o . "a . o . "a . lli J!=l'l .. l'l :!"l'l 

~ii "" ==~ a~ 
,co> a:!! 8Ci"t:J 

=8 P:s~ 
,,0 "~1l z .. z~ d!,sDS 

9 3·57 - -
10 5'6 - -
17 7·3 5 2·2 
6 2·93 2 0·97 

13 6'49 2 0·84 
23 9'87 - -
15 7·50 1 0·50 
12 6·06 2 1'01 
12 5·74 - -
13 5'68 . 1 0·45 

Number of Number of peI30DS Number of peI30DS 
prosecutions. prosecuted. 

35 
53 
47 
59 
39 
68 
62 
75 
61 
86 

TABLB V. 
_India. 

Number of miD.es under the 
scope of the Act. 

COllI Mi_. AllM ...... 
741 1.719 
793 1.716 
884 1,741 
95.'1 1.618 
842 1.543 
345 1.804 
810 2.011 
722 1.897 
&14 1,992 
556 1,948 

57 
62 
72 
76 
61 
97 

122 
123 
109 
122 

Number of 
Officers on 

cadre Oil 1st 
January. 

4 
5 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 

10 
10 
10 

convicted. 

42 
47 
47 
50 
45 
72 
76 
70 
81 
93 

Number of 
inspections. 

584 
1.228 
1.233 
1,769 
1,680 
1.539 I._ 
2,321 
2,_ 
2,410 



TABLB No. VI. 

FATAL ACCIDENTS. SERIOUS ACCIDENTS. 

Number of Number of 
Number of accidents in which accidents Numbeto! accidents 

Number of accidents and of compensation was considered due. in which accidents. in which 
persons killed. • compensation compen8ation 

was paid. was paid. 

1927. 1928. 1927. 1928. 1927. I 1928. 1927. I 1928. 1927. I 1928. 

I. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. B. 9. 10. II. 12. 13. 14. 15. 

Persons Persona 
Accidents. Killed. Accidents. Killed. Accidents. Killed. Accidents. Killed. 

Bengal .. 34 36 49 64 24 24 « 59 15 39 67 61 12 8 

Bihar and 
Orisoa. :-

·Dhanbad .. 88 96 96 109 75 83 76 89 78 73 209 217 19 10 

Purulia .. 7 1 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 8 10 13 5 

Not..~Tb. figures given in Colullllltl 10. II .14 and 15 include ... few ..... o! accidents that occurred in the previouB year. 
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THE INDIAN MINING ASSOCIATION. 

IIfT.R.ODUCTlO2f • 

The Indian Mining Association was fanned in the year 1892. 
The 1x>tal coal raised in India in the y_ 1928 was 21,515,796 _ .. 
The membem of this Association accounted for nearly 60 per cent. of this; 

railway collieries, about 10 per cent., and collieries tepI_ted by the Indian Mining 
Federation and otb.em about 30 per cent. 

The objects of the Indian Mining Association are to protect by every legitimate 
means the interests of those engaged in developing the mining industries in India.- to 
foster those industries. to provide a ready means of arbitration for the aettlement 
of diWutes between mining proprietOiS, and to take part in such discussions affecting 
and as may have a bearing upon mines, their development, or working. and for this 
purpose to enter into communication with the Government or other public bodies. 

p,..awaion.-The statement given below shows the ontpnt of coal in the various 
ptovinces in British India during the ~ 1928 and the two pteceding ~ :-

Assam 
Baluchistan 
Bengal 
Bihar and Orissa 
Centzal Provinces 
Punjab 

1928. 
297,501 

11,217 
5,639,_ 

14,788,580 
732.353 

46,,152 

21,515,796 

Output in _s. 
1927. 
822,517 

8,945 
5,554,990 

14,493.062 
666,758 

62,704 

21,108,976 

1926. 
BOO,50S 

9,131 
5,137,666 

18,942,404 
635,252 

66,043 

20,093,024 

It will be seen that by far thelaIgest proportion of coatis produced from Bengal 
(the Raneegunge field) and Bihar and Orissa (Jharia). 

The Raneegunge fi.eId is situated 120 to 140 mHes north-west of Calcutta-
are a 500 square miles.. 

The Jbaria fi.eId is situated 16 mHes further west-<>rea about 150 &qnaze mlles. 
A list showing the other coa1fi.elds in India is attached. 
C"""""1>Ji .... -Statement showing estimated consumption of coal (Indian and 

foreign) during 1927, in each of the different classes of industries, but these fi.guzes 
should be regazded as only approximate, and but a vezy rougb estimate under """,e 
of the beads. 

Estimated Per cent. 
consumption. of total. 

Railway.. •. 
AdmiIalty and Royal Indian Marine Shipping 

accounts •• 
Bunketcoa1 
Cotton mills 
Jute milia.. .. .. •• .. .. 
Iron, steel and brass fonndries [mcluding eogi-

neezing WOlkshops) 
Port ttu.ts .. 
Inland steamers 
Brick and tile factories [mcluding potteri .. and 

cement works) 
Tea garoens 
Papermills .. .. .. .• 
Consumption at collieries and wastage 
Other forms of industrial and domestic consump

tion 

Total 

7.259,000 

27,000 
1,817,000 

880,000 
935,000 

5,260.000 
205,000 
636.000 

565.000 
223,000 
156,000 

2.208,000 

2.085,000 

21.706,000 

1927. 

N_ of pw ..... -pI.".. itt 1927. 
In coal min.... . . . . 165,213 

which is 5,4151 ... than in 1926. 
As coal cuttera 
Male loaders •. 
Females hiefly loaders ~ • 

41,766 9._ 
38.841 

38·5 

0·1 
6·1 
3·8 
4·3 

24·2 
0·9 
2·9 

2·6 
1·0 
0·7 

10·2 

9·7 

100 
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The a_ number of persons employed daily in the coal mining industry in 
the British provinces in India in 1927 ..... :-

Below Above 
ground. ground. 

Men 80,382 37,785 
Women 33,845 13,620 

It is estimabod that in the ]haria ooaIlield the coal is reised in the fonowing 
proportions :- . 

Percent. 
Under the contractor system, the OWIlexs paying so much per ton 70 
Under the Si:cari system. i.e., by the ownexs themselves • • •• 30 

In the Raruoegunge 1ieId the proportions are 40 and 50 per cent. respectively. 

L-_ent. 
Each colliery ma.kes its own e.mmgements for bringing in labour. Usually the 

matter is left to the raising contractoJS~ who. on behalf of the owneIS~ are able to 
oller. among other inducements, the promise of regular work, regular pay, rent·free 
qua.rteIs. free fuel, free water supply. free lighting and~ in some cases. land for 
cultivation. Tn.velling" expenses are paid and advances are given~ 

The statement attached gives an. abstract of replies from raising cont:ra.ctoa 
and shows the districts from which labour is recruited. Skilled labour works fairly 
continuously throughout the year; the rest. which comprises a decided majority 
and includes practical1yall the underground miners. is in the habit of leaving the 
collieries for several weeks for at least two periods yearly. vi.z.~ about the end of 
IUllefor the pmpoee of planting <:rops and about the middle of October for barvesting 
them. Taking into account other absences on account of ceremonies. festivals of 
all descriptions, and poojahS, '\1: Is esthuabod that the miner _yo on the collieries 
on the average about eight months only. out pi th~ tw0e4Ve. There is very little 
settled labour. . 

The methods of rocruitment of labour _suitable. but might possibly be improved 
on, though it would not be easy to devise others that would be better tmderstood 
by, or more acceptable to the classes and castes of workers afiected., and the Com· 
mittee of the Indian Mining Association do not consider the establishment of U public 
employment agencies .. necessary~ Qr even desirable. 

The Indian miner is primarily an agriculturist. and only mines coal when it sUits 
him to do so. In the Jburia ooaIlieId he comes from distant vilIagee, settles at the 
colliery for short periods at a time, leaves :fmm time to time to attend to his agri.
eultuIal COUcerD8. and returns to the colliery when it suits him.. In the Raneegunge 
field. many of the minel'8 live within walking distanoe of the mines. They usually 
work at the mines for a few days at Q. time and then I:etum to their homes to give 
attention to their agricultural alIairs . 

.. Unemployment U as generally understood hardly exists, as regards those Who 
cut the coal and bring it to the surface. There have been periods when. owing to 
the failure of the crops· or to the closing dawn. of collieries due to poor market:s~ 
labour has been in excess of requirements. Equally there ha.ve been periods when •. 
crops being good, labour has been below requirements. Genera1ly speaking. however 
the mines have been. able to accommodate all those who ofiered to work in tb.em~ 
With skilled labour the cue is .. little dil!erent, and there are periods when the supply 
is in excess of the demand. 

Agriculture does 110t furnish the agriculturist with sufficient means to provide 
for himoeIf and his family dependants, more than a meagre livelihood. The well-paid 
work at themines is. there.for&. attra.ctive 1:0 them. and sufli.cient proof of the benefi.te 
received is to be found in the la-rge amounts that are regularly remitted from tho 
coalfieJds to the villages. 

D.--Itaf! 0. __ ..... 

The higher administration of the larger collieries is usually in the hands of. a 
board of director8 and of managing agents. 

The ol!ice o'l!OJlization is partiy recruited from Great Britain and partly in India,. 
The colliery etal!. as Iv as colliery euperintendents, colliery manag .... and 

colliery enginems--mecbanica1 and electrica.l--are concerned consists of men of 
long technical training and experience, and of high. qualifications. and. is largely 
brought out from Great Britain. 

Other positions. not of the same tela.tive importance, are filled by quali1ie4 men 
recruibod in India. 
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The relatiODS between the sta1f and the rank and lile are. 00 the whole. friendly 
and good. There are many instances of workeno who have started with no special 
technical knowledge who have trained themselves into ftrst.class workmen, and 
who no\y have a record of anything up to twenty or more years' service with one 
employer. In some collieries the second generation of a family is working; in others 
the third. Every facility is present for a reliable worker of outstanding ability to 
rise to a positioo of greater responsibility and more pay in the particular sphere of 
employment in which he has proved himself to he most suited. 

Is free. 
Bearing in mind the great influx of labour at some pericds of the year, and the 

efBux at others. there aro times when housing aecommodation is either in defect orin 
excess. Further, owing to the long period of depression through which the coal 
industry has been passing, some housing progmmmes are behind. The annual 
reports of the Asansol Boa.rd of Health and the ]haria Mines Boa.rd of Health, to 
which reference should he made, show that this important aspect of the welfare of 
the population of the eoaIfields receives careful and unremitting attentioo. Particular 
attentioo has been given to the best desige for dhowrahs, having regard not only 
to what is necessary from the health point of view, and lighting, conservancy, and 
water supply, but aiso to t1ie habits, neagos, and preferences of the class of people 
inhabiting them. It is not always easy to induce them to leave old dhowrahs~ in 
which they have lived for season after season, for others which are of a modern 
type, and cnnsidered by everybody but the persons most concerned to he superior 
in every way and more healthy. Occasionally also ganga of people .. not miners. 
take possession of colliery dhowrahs, and it has been found di1Iicult to dispoosess 
them. Though it is .. slow process, the standard of housing is steadily improving, 
and is higher even now than in the villages from. which labour-comes.. 

N.-Heallb. 
Medical facilities are provided ires. 
Matters of health are the special concern of the two Boards of Health-The 

Asansol and the Jha.ria Mines Boa.rds of Health. 

The ;;p....tiODS of hoth Boa.rds have been hampered by the depression that has 
existed in the coal trade for ....vera! years. 

The collieries recognize not only the obligatioo hut the importance of taking care 
of their labour fo~ and among other things~ have gone to considerable trouble and 
expense in providing a water supply in the Jha.ria Coa.Hield that is plentiful and 
reliable. The collieries supply this water to their workers ires. 

V.-Welfare. 
Welfare work. more or less common in other countries. is practised at the coal 

mines only to the extent indicated in other _phs relatiog to health. There 
is no organization for physical culture. recreation" or amusements, to none of which 
the miner is accustomed~ except in his own way, at festivals and poojahs. At some 
collieries. however~ football teams exist and are encouraged: at others. days are 
set apart fmc sports which attract large .. ttend ...... ; aod. "t othen. cinematograph 
entertainments are provided from time to time. Generally. however, the miner is 
left to himself to look after his own welfare, in _&nee with his _tom from 
time immemorial. He is cared for. as far as he himself permits. in cases where he 
meets with accidents, and he has the benefit of compensation under the Workmen'. 
Compensatioo Act. Provision for old age and premature retirement is _ geoeraI
such questi9ns would have to be considered, if ever necessary~ in connection with 
Indian habits and fa.mily customs, and the casual way many of the miners work 
and move from colliery to colliery. 

The question of the possibility and desirability of a Statutory Miners Welfare 
Fund seems to he more one for the legis1a.turee of Indis than for the Indlan Mining 
AasociatiOll. Indian miners aTe largely agriculturists. and it is diflicult to see that 
their claim (if any) on the community p s ~] points entitling it to special con
sideration. or any which could not be urged with equal force by any body of 'WOrken 
in almost any other industry. Before the merits of any such claim against the 
industry itself could arise for consideration,. the proof of the existence of a class of 
regular workers in the mines--settled labour in other words. with mining as their 
definite occupatioo-would he .. necessary prelimioary. " 
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VL-Edueation. 
This is a bigger question than can be dealt with in the limits of such a note as this. 
The facilities for training in !Irining at the Indian School of Mines at Dhanbad. 

which was opened in December$ 1926~ are good. It is by no means certain. however, 
that coal !Irining can absorb all the candidates who qualify as oolliery _, 
and it is therefore probably true that these facilities will prove to be ahead of 
requirements. 

Evening classes exist for !Irining students, full advantage being taken of them. 
Small primary schools exist on most collieries---<:ertainly on the larger 01>$

but these are admittedly not sufficient to meet the needs of the present day when so 
much importance is attached to the provision of educational facilities for every 
dWd. 

The Mines Act, with Rules and RegulatioDS, is full and comprehensive. 
A table is atw:bed showing the fatal accidents per 1,000 workers in India and 

other wnntries. It will be seen that Indie. in spite of its backwardness, compazea 
well with Great Britain itself. 

Colliery maoagezs have always paid much atteutiou to questions of safety, and 
_ on the subject are frecl.uently given. It wiI1, we think, be conceded that it 
is not always possible, regulations and roles notwithstanding. to prevent a person 
from doing foolish and forbidden things--as an instance~ there are the common 
OCCUl1euce5 of miners entering f-enced.-oft areas, sleeping with head. on rails, or 
.. robbing .. loosely held coal from the sides of pillan. 

The organi=tion of most oollieries of importance is, however, designed to give 
full scope to all safety measures. 

A doctor is employed nn all oollieries of any size, and fust aid and medical relief 
is available in cases where accidents occur. 

No children are allowed in a. mine; the employment of women will cease -in a 
few yean. as required by Statute; and it is hoped that the general adoption of the 
Jaw relating to shifts, which ""mes into operation on the 7th April, 1930, will result 
in further improvement. 

VlIL-Workmen'. eo_lion. 
In view of the evidence which will be tendered by the Calcutta Claims Burean 

it is Dot necessary to go into this question in great detail 
The total accidents for all industries reported to the Calcutta Claims Bureau 

1st July, 1924 to 31st December, 1928 were 14,848. Distribetion has been :"

Compeosation paid •• • . • • .. .. 
Claims in which no compensation was due i-••• ~ less than 

10 days, disablemeut •• 
Cases filed as .. no claims u owing to denial of libility~ 

tiJne..barred. etc. 
Cases pending 

Percent. .. 
S6 

40 

20 
4 

100 

It is probable that at the start. the percentage of cJaims fell helow 100 per tent. 
but that is no longer the caSe. The 'WOrkers know of the Workmen's Compensation 
Act. and take full advantage of their rights in practically every case. The ouIy 
exceptions occur where an injured miner leaves the oolliery for his village. 

The passing of the Act has had no effect on raisings. and it cannot be said to have 
made the laboure;rs more COlltented,. inasmuch as they were not discontented before 
the passing of the measure. 

It has undoubtedly had a good effect as far as dependents are ooncemed. and 
has been of great benefit to them. as well as to those injured in accidents. 

Tho passing of the Act has added to costs, as a Jarge proportion of collieries have 
insured against workmens' compeosation cJaims. 

It is considered that the scales of compensation are still suitable. except possibly 
at the lower eod. The Indian Mining Association has always been particularly 
anxious that the amount of compensation in every case should be promptly 
ascertained and as promptly paid. In this respect the regulations and the 
machinery of administration ha"" proved to be suitable. bet they suggest that in 
eases where a fatal accident occurs (necessitating the deposit of the compensation 
money with the Commissioner) ,,,,*"illle payment of part should be made to the 
presumed dependents, widows particularly, and means be devised to that end. 
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The tim. has not arrived, in tho opinion of the Committee of tho lndi .... Mining 
Association for ."",puh"." ;,"' .... 4 .... by employer&-DOr does thoro seem to be any 
necessity for other changes. 

JX.-lioara in IIiDet. 

The Law xelatiug to ahi1ta (Sec. XIn of 1928) comes into operation on 7th 
April, 1930. 

The Committee of the Indian Mining Association supports tho statements 
contained in tho following extract from .. India in 1927-28" (a statement prepared 
for presentation to Parliament) :-

.. But although the primary object of this Bill is to unpose a limitation on the 
daily hours of work, it is not to be supposed that the hours of work in mines are 
generally excessive, for it is probable that a daily average of eight hours is exceeded 
in only a few 'places. The main advantage which tho Bill is designed to secure is 
an alteration m the system at present in force in many mines which encourages 
miners to speed longer hours undorgronnd thereby making satisfactory supervision 
difficult. This system tends to :increase the number of accidents in various ways 
and it diminishes the potential efficiency of the Indian miner. The shift system. 
is working auccessfully in many mines and it would probably be introduced more 
generally without any compnlsion but for the danger that labour may migrate to 
those mines where restrictions are absent. That danger will disappear when 
regularity in worldng hours is made a general rule. " 

Success will partiy depend on collieries being in a 1iDancial position to provUle 
a full number of tubs to the miners promptly. 

As regards th. possibility of introducing an effective limitation of the daily 
hours of work, this is answered in the Report of the Select Committee of 1928. to 
amend the Indian Mines Act, 1923. They agreed that the eight hours shift was the 
best for all concerned, hat, having considered the matter at I..ngth. adhered to the 
twelve hours shift pr<wosed in the Bill and recommended that the situation be again 
examined after three years. 

The majority of tho miners consider the getting of three tubs to be a day's work
and take their own time over it-worldng 4 or 5 hours per day and 4 or 5 days per -. There is no necessity to arrange anything regarding suitable hours of rest. 

The miner is a law to himself in these matten---resting, feeding, and worIdng, 
just when it suits him. 

Skilled labour usually works-During hot weather 6.30 to 11.30 a.m. and 2,30 
to 6 p.m. During cold weather 7 to 12 noon and 2 to 5.30 p.m. 

A statement is attached showing the hours worked in one Jharia mine for one 
typical _ in tho months of November, February and July. 

Xo-8]leaial QaeotioIIII zelaIiDg 10 Women. Young AdulII lUll!. Children. 
Aa :regards women, they carry the coal and load it into tubs- or wagons. On 

1st July, 1929, the regulations prohibiting their employmoot underground came 
into force. Under these. the percentage of women to tbe total number of persons 
(men and women) employed shall not be more than 29 per cent., steadily dim;nigbing 
by 3 per cent. annuaUy~ over a period of 10 years. to 2" per cent. in the last year. 
The question of the period was tha enbject of prolonged discussion, and even to-<Iay 
there are many who think 10 years is far too long. and many who t:h.ink quite 
otherwise. IndiaD mineowners are largely of the latter view~ likewise the miners 
themselves. 

These regulations do not _ to coal quarries or open worldngs. The State 
and Railway-owned collieries are, _. largely wWfected • 

.AJJ reganis young adults, there are no f~ blind alley" occupations. i .•. DO persoll 
is 'dismissed from the job he holds simply because ho has "",chad full age. Ewn if 
he were, there are plenty of other occupations on a oollieJy On good pay open to him. 

Clilldren are not employed in mines eo this aspect of the question does not arise. 

XD.-Wagea. 

i~ w~ ~ted in ~berl 1920, ~ min~m. 8urlace iabo~. undergro~nd 
labour and kamins on tho following acaIe ;-

M~$.-(") An increase of Ii ADs. per tub of 18 ewt., the increase to be 
calculated on the rates per tub paid on the 1st September, 1920. 

(b) The rates for tubs in ex<:ess of or I ... than 13 ewt., to be adjusted propor-
tionately. . _ 
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(e) Stacl< measurements (Guddas) to be calculated in tho ..".., proportion. 
(d) Kamins to be given an inCIeaSe of 1 amm per day. 
N .... -Imy increases in rates given since 1st September. 1920, to be deducted 

from the above increases. 
S-f_ <Pt4 ....a..g, _ _ .-Im inCIeaSe of: SO per Cent. OIl all wages up 

to and including 6i &UDaS per day, or Rs. 12 per month; 25 per cent. OIl all wages 
above 6i &IlIl&S up to and including 8 annas per day, or above Rs. 12 and up to and 
including Rs. 15 per month; 20 per cent. OIl all wages above 8 &UDaS up to and 
including 12 &IlIlaS per day, or above Rs. 15 and up to and including Rs. 22-8 per 
month; 15 per cent OIl all wages above 12 &IlIl8S up to and including Re. 1 per day, 
or above Rs. 22-8 and up to and including Rs. 30 per month; 10 per cent. on aU 
wages above Re. 1 up to and including Rs. 2 per day, or above Rs. 30 and up to and 
including Rs. 60 per month; 5 per cent. OIl all wages above Ra. 2 per day or above 
Rs. 60 per month. 

N .... -To deal with obviou!! inconsistencies no employee on .. higher grade 
should receive less than the highest pay of the grade below. 

A person earning Rs. 30 per month would recei"" Rs. 34-8; a person earning 
Rs. 31 per month would receive Ra. 34-1-8. The latter should, therefore, be gi""" 
Ra. 34-8. 

It is known that. in many cases, due to the trying times through which the 
coa.l industry has been passing. these have since been reduced; likewise the cost of 
living has gone down since 1920. It has been noticed that when wages were highest 
raisings were lowesL 

.. India in 1927-28 " says: .. But the increase in industriaJ. wages is attended by 
a strange paradox. The wants of the labourer are few, and do not eapand very 
readily, and an inCIeaSe in wages enables him to satisfy his wants at the cost of less 
work. With higher wages, therefore. he tends to work for fewer daya in the year. 
and permanent employers in India have on more than -one oa:asion spoken bitterly 
of the effect of inCIeaSed wages as a d.irect incentive to inCIeaSed idleu...... . 

At a typical mine in Jharia~ where coal is won entirely by manual labour, the 
average earnings per miner per shift amounted to a:nnas 9'6~ 1&4 and 11'25 respect
ively for the month of November, February and July; the a.verage number of tubs 
loaded per shift being 2'4, Z'S and 2'7 respectively. Each miner would be aecom
panied by his woman loader and the joint earnings would be two·fifths greater, 
viz.: Re. I, Rs. 1-1-4 and Rs. 1-2-9. The xate paid for tub-filling a_os &boot 
6·75 annas. 

In Bihar and Orissa, it is usual to pay miners wages weekly, and in Bengal, daily_ 
Ninty-live per cent. of the total output of India. is produced from these provinces. 

In the case of skilled labour there has been an advance in recent years 4 

In the case of unskilled labour, the standard is very much the same as it was. 
Conditions in Indian miues~ i.e .• thiclmess of seams and depth from sur1ace~ are 

in favour of the miner when compared with most other countries. 
The comparative eflicieney of Indian miners may be gauged from the fact that 

the tons of coal produced per annum per person employed, is far less than in any 
other """"by, except Japan, even after malriug allowance for the more extensive 
use of oeal cutting machinery in -other countries. 

The following table shows the toDS of. coa.l' produced per annum per person 
employed :-

Above and 
below ground. 

India, 1927 128 tons 
Japan, 1925 122 .. 
Great Britain, 1925 221 .. 
United States, 1925 777 .. 
-Transvaal. 1925 426 u 

Natal, 1925 228 " 
Canada~ 1925 .. 861 H 

New Zealand. 1925 401 .. 
Germany, 1925 234 u 

Belgium, 1925 .• 142 .. 
. France~ 1925 .. . 141 u 

The fact generally accepted is that, though the Indian miner could comfortably 
cut and load five tubs of coal per day. he will not do more than three. These three 
are sufficient to provide him with. all the money he requires for his simple need& 
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It is to be remembered tbat tba collie<y owner provided free housing, free _, 
free water and free lighting; also large areas 01 agricultural land are p<ovided 
eDtirely free by certain owners. • 

XIV.--Trada CombiJlatiolll. 
Practically none exist in the coal trade. The proprietors' organisations are the 

Indian Mining Association (Emopean and some Indian) and the Indian Mining 
Federation {entirely Indian). These are not sale organizations. The colliezy 
managers in India have an association which is affiliated to the Colliery Ma.nage:m' 
Association in England. There is also an Indian Mine Ma.nage:m' Association. 

In November, 1921. the Jharia Trades Union Congress held a meeting in the 
coalfields, but the number of miners enrolled was disappointing, and. little has been 
heard of the Union since. Independent as he is. it is difficult to see how a miner 
could be any better off with a union. From the employers point of. view, it would 
possibly be advaotageous to have a reliable body with wlrieh to negotiate a settlement 
if labour troubles arose--but an unreliable body. with tmreCOgnizableor unrecognized 
lead."., would be worse than useless, and the present system of dealing with workezs. 
direct or through raising contractms. has successfully stood the test of time, aDd ill 
present conditions, and probably for some time to come, seems tba best. 

XV.-lDduIrial Dilpnleo. 

Organized strikes are almost unknown in the coalfields Lockouts never occur. 
'Where disputes about wages or other matters have arisen. they have been promptly 
settled OD. the spot. 

The Association ccmsider.s that the introduction of intermediaries between 
employers and employed might quite possibly create grievanees, or wants, tbat at 
pzesent simply do not ezlst. 

XVlL-~ 

Generally, itmay be said tbattbaGovernmentof India. no1ess than the Provincial 
Governments most concerned. show a sympathetic regard to the importance of the 
Indian coal industry, and a desire to assist it wbenever possible. The existence of 
state and railway owned collieries is regarded as inimical to the interests of company 
and privately-owned collieries. The bearing of this lies in the faet that the Jailways 
are consumers of about one third of the total raisings of Indian coal, and show a 
tendency, despite increased consumption. to buy less and less from the market and 
raise more and 1JIOn5. from their own collieries. The Government of India have 
accepted it as a principle that they shall not come into the market in competition 
with private enterprise, nevertheless they have done..,. 

The Mines Department. nod .. tba charge of the chief inspeetor of mines and an 
able sta1f~ carries out its import:aD.t duties impartially and with businesslike efiiciency 
and with due regard to an the circumstanees of each collie<y and each case that 
arises. Prosecutions are undertaken in some cases .. as will be seen from the annual 
reports. 

The relations between tba mines deputment and collieries have always been 00 
8. &iendly business footing. as theIe exists a desire to be of assistance on the one 
eide and .. disposition to fall in with eVety reasonable requirement 00 the other. 

XVIIL-ln\ellipDlle. 
The information regarding its wor_ that is available to employers is considered 

to he as fell and reliable as eould reasonably he expected, and no special periodical 
enquiries as to the cost of living seem to be necessary as such iDfomlation is always 
available. 

6eDeraI. 
It was remarked by tba Indian Flscal Commission. 1921-22, when dealing with 

the subject of coal. that an abundant and cheap supply of coal was the foundation 
of futnre industrial progreos in India. Later in their report. in dlseussiDg the question 
01 a proteetive duty, they aaid that cIleap coal .... essential to industries. and they 
were npt prepared to recommend any measures which would make coal dearer. 

The attitude of colliety proprietors in geoeral is sympathetic towards improve
ments in labour conditions, though there is DO particular demand for them from the 
workers most concerned.. At the same time, it must be recognized that the chuges 
against costs per _ bave been _y ~ and a1thongh this aspect is 
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largely ignored when propooals commendable in themselves are pot forwanI, the 
eventual result must be to make tual more costly. This will be a handicap in the 
export markets. which have only recently been regained at much trouble: and in 
India itself it will make coal more costly to other indust:izes. 

IU R _ _ Con4i1ioas of Labour. 
a-- 1.-WAon tIo ,.,.. ..-,.,.., _, GWa locality ....... 8M//: ...... 

from _gi .. _to. 
Answer!. 

Locality. 
Anah 
Bilaspurand Raiper 
Bereilly 
Gaya 
Hazaribagh 

Monghyr 

Caste. 
Chatri. Goala. 
Tanti, Rohidas, Raut, Chamar, Gerch, Ghore. 
Rajput. 
Rajput, Bhuia, Dusad, Goo.Ia, Noania, Mohamedan. 
Rajput. Goala. Bowri. Mobamedan. Rohidas~ Gbatwal~ 

Chatri, Mahato, Kahar, Dusad, Cham ... , Bhomij. 
Bhuia, Dusad, Toori, Rajput, GooJa, Dhanuk. Kahar. 

Noonia, Mohamedan. Musahar. 
Madras JI{ad%lISi 
Manbhum (PunWa) Manjhi,' Kole, XOIa, Bhomij, Dhobi, Malek, Rajm, 

Orang. Bowrl~ Dome~ Toori. Mixdha. Chamar. 
Punjab Sikh and Mobamedan. 
Sontbal Peq:b. Manjhi, Kole, Toori, Dhobi, Gbatwal. Chamar. 
Jownpur . • Chatri. 

Qumi"" 2.-H .... ,",a _ """ tlifJi<vlly of _ ,...,.. by ""- 'tldtul .... ........ ,ru.g 
i. 1M sa,. loe4lilia 1 

Answer 2.--Competition for labour bas been metwith from railway construction" 
dock constructions. iron industry. copper mines. mica~ tea gardens. 

At the present tim. thio competition for labour does not appear to be strong, 
and a number of our contractors have met with no competition. 

a_loa 3.-Whot proc.a ..... tIo ,,01< follow -.. .....,.;ru.g _ ",hot p..,.- "... 
""",,1 

Answer S.-The procedure is to send out recruiting agents who are either eon
_IS' munshis or sirdars of gangs with money to the villages. Feasts are given 
and advantage is taken of the gathering to i:Ollect pemms who are willing to work" 
in the mines. Bukshies of Rs. 1-8 to Rs. 2 are given tothese peISOnS, and sometimes 
advances over and above this sum. The labour is thus collected. On the way to 
the min .. all expenses are pam by the contractors and also a daily khorakie of 4 to 
6 aonas per head. Sometimes labour that bas been accustomed to work in the 
mines comes in without recruiting. Such labour realize all travelling expenses 
from the con1r.u:tors befo<e coming to work. 
a-- 4.-Whot khoraAV tIo ,.,.. pay to _ """"fig i" I 
Answer 4.~ anival labour is pam 4 annas per man and wife for cooking 

utensils and 4 aunas per hsad for that day's food. Occasionally the latter sum is 
increased to Re. 1. They are also given sulIic:ient money if required to provide 
fooding until ""lIes are realised. This latter advance is realizable from ""lIes. 

a-- S.-How '- tIo,...... iliff.,.,u 8tmgs sta" 011 1M coIl;.,y _ -.. tIo ,...,. 
go_l 

Aaswer S.-By far tho bigger proportion of colliery labour leave the collieries for 
the villages for work on the land from the 1irst or second .... k in July until late 
August or early September. This for the planting of crops. The labour rerum to 
the collieries for a short w!We and again go back to the villages for ha.rvesting about 
the latter part of October. If harvest: is poor the labour return to the collieries by 
mid December, if good by end of December, and sometimes so late as mid January. 
About mid-Mareh the marriage season begins, and much of tho local labour again 
leaves the collieries. This marks the end of the good labour season, which may be 
considered ae from mid-December to mid-March. 
a-- 6.-D. " ........... Ii .....,.;ru.g _I,,,,, for 1M _ 0/ wholo viUtl/f8S. if 

SDfZ1~~ 

Answer 6.-No such contracts are made with villages. 
a-- 7."-H_,.,.. """p...-_, if so whot _.} 
Answer 7.-Some permanent coal-producing labour is resident on the collieries" 

these amount to about 600 per.soos. A Wge number of these, however, must be 
claasUied as semi-permanen~ 
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Questicn 8.-e ... yov "'""t ""Y impr00e4 1fUt1wd of ~} 
Answer 8.-The present method of recruiting appears to be satisfactory. 

Qrus_ 9.-To wllal _t lieu ... ruiI_ "fful tlu family lif. of tlu PUJPI. 
YI>U ........ iI from J 

Answer 9.-Work.0Il the land in the villages is conlined to a part of the year 
only. work for the principal crepe occupying the period July and Auguet. and 
November and December~ During the other months of the year there is very little 
work to be done at the villages. The crops often provide only meagre sustenance 
for the peop18~ and employment at the mines, thereforeJ greatly relieves the villa.gem' 
reserves of food. to the advantage of those who have to remain behind. Employment 
in the mines further helps by providing means of obtaining money for rents. feasts, 
marriages. etc. Employment in the min .. is ad ...... tageous to the family life of the 
workers. 

Qrus_ 10.-Do y ... /mow of ""Y _~ M a"" p.m...la. w... of tlu y_ 
tmtI of ""Y <1,... .. of labofw I 

Answer lO.-During the months when the miners are away cultivating the land 
there is sometimes unemployment of other classes of workeIa caused by the necessity 
of the contractol's to economise. There is also occasional unemployment am-cmgst 
'Raj mistries and earth cutter&. 

Qrus_ 1 I.-Do y ... ... ruiI lIN sa_labou.".", af1M".", I 
Answer 11.~tractoI'S generally recruit the same labour year after year. 

Indian labour is very conservative and averse to changes. Miners become attached 
to mines and oftentimes will not work elsewhere 30 long as work is available.. 

Qrus,;on 12.-WkM is likely ,., .In lIN Iffm of willul,,,,,,a1 Df __ ... "",, ..... 
nsp.d,., f-ily ~ I 

Answer 12.-The effect on earnings by the withdrawal.of women is variously 
estimated at from. 30 per cent. to 60 per cent. reduct:i.on. 

Ques- 13.-Gi •• ,8{w .. ...wiv. weekly ~ w. ... fr .... y_ books of C.P. 
tmn"'$~ ordina", mi1JMs. IotJden. tI.fOt'Mft~ mullllJ alAn dss$6$ in your MJtjJloy. 

Answer la.-Average earnings appear to be as follows :-
Ro. As. 

c.P. miners 3 8 to Ro. 4-8 
Ordinary 8 0 
Load"", 3 8 
TroUeymen .3 8 
Hookmen • .. 4 8 
Line mistry ~4 8 
Lme~e 3 6 
Carpenters 5 0 
Ma<:hinemen 13 8 
Drillers 5 0 
Loading <OOlies 3 8 
SImIe pickers 2 8 
Women 2 4 

14 .... ,; ... 14.-WhM effm dII yov BXj><d 10 ,...,u fr .... _Ai1lfJ tlu labotw - • 
shifl .gym_} 

Answer 14.-Tbe opinion is that when the labour has settled down to the shift 
system the results will be very beeelicial. 

QuesHOtI 15.-Whal dII "....Iabou, dII UJiI./t '-1IfJ$ in nus.,., Iiu _ .... 1Is of 
.... """"", i .•.• dIIlMy snul ........,. A.m.. llrifok. g4Jf11JJ4. ek. J 

Answer lS.-5avings. As. 8 to Ro. 1-8 per week. ap~ to be made by some 
classes. This money is ueuaJIy sent to the villages. Money is generally spent 00 
liquor to the _t of As. 4 to He. 1 per head per week. The women rarely drink 
liquor at the collieries. 

Q_iD" 16.-WMc.\ easlos .... tlu _ sav'1IfJ tmtI..mi<l g4Jf11JJ4 .. Mink} 
Answer 16.-The C.P. labour gamble most. All classes drink. The Dusada 

being about the worst. 
The C.P. and l\Iedrasi eave most, they earning mOle than ordinary miners. The 

Sonthals appear to be a saving caste. but they save probably to drink in -
v:iIIe.g... • 

Q_tion 17.-Whal ;. tlu ood of living of .. Ii •• """ ..uiMy _. i .... f0<J4, 
dcIA'frC •• 1&. ~ 

Answer 17.-Tho cost of living per adult appeen to be abom: Rs. :I per week. . . . 
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FigureB 1m One Bin. 1m One 'fJpiClil Week in Pe1lrnar7. 1114' ......... 1oer. 
Figm<s for one week- Nov. 28. Feb. 29. July 29. 

(4) Totall1umber of min"'" working •• 50 122 18 
(b) Total Dumber of days worked in week by 

all miners .. 210 
(e) Number of days worked during the week of-

(i) More than 11 hours .. Nil 
(n) Between I()""ll .. » 

(m) .. 9-10 .. 
(iv) u 8-9 .. 
(v) Less than 8 .. 

(Ii) Number of miners who worked-
6 days 
S 
4 
3 
2 .. 
1 day 

- 210 
Nil 

7 
17 
IS 
4 
4 
3 

PataI A"';dents per 1,000 Warkers. 

U.S.A. .. 2·90 2·42 2·35 2·85 3·08 2·98 
Gnat Britain •• 0·88 0·87 0·85 1·06 0-98 1·02 
Belgium .. 1·13 0·89 0·93 1·09 1·17 0·92 
France •• .. 0-97 0·94 0-82 0·88 0·98 1·18 
Pressia .. 2·31 2·00 2·05 I-50 2·21 2·70 
India .. 0-98 1-35 1·13 1·82 1·23 1·07 
Netherlands .. 1·06 1·18 1·01 1·28 0·98 1·33 

Beortal, Bw.. """ Oriss ... 

464 

Nil .. .. 
464 
Nil 

2 
25 
61 
23 
3 
8 

3·52 
1·08 
0·99 
1·03 
2·30 
1-00 
1·06 

Bokaro •• 
Ramgarh 

220 sq. miles. 
40 sq. miles. 

-
1·09 
---

1·10 
-

.. 
839 
Nil 

11 
31 
20 
11 
Nil 

5 

-
1·04 
-
--
--

North and South Karanpura ._ 
Chape, Itklmri, Auranga and Hutar 
Daltongauj 

472 and 72 sq. miles respectively 
Undeveloped. 

Glridih •• 
Jainti 
Rajmahal Hills. 
Sambalpur. 
Talchir. 

Umaria •• 
Sohagpur 
Korar } Johilla 
Singrauli 

Mobpan; 
Pench Valley .., • 
Oarora. BelIarpur Sasti and Gugu.s 
Kerea CoaIDeldo-

Kereagarh •. 
Kurasia 

.. 

SO sq. miles.. 
11 sq. miles. 
Small area. 

6 sq. miles. 
1,500 sq. miles. 

Undeveloped. 

about 1 sq. mile. 
7·4 sq. miles. 
(Guguo-about 3 sq. miles.) 

about 6 sq. miles. 
u ,48 sq. miles. 

9 sq. miles. 



Nazi<&. 
Khasi Hills. 

Khost and Sor Range. 

Kale. 
Kamapyin-Tendau. 
Namma. 
Loi-an. 

Dandot. 

Palana. 

BaltICA;'"",. 

P .... job. 

JOL. IV., PARr I, 

Stretcl1 for 40 miles to the 
Dorth-east, and· have been 
traced for 100 miles. 

Mr. H. LANCASTER, Colliery Superintendent, E.I.R., Giriclih. 

Hwsi"IJ A" __ Gl Giridih CoI1inies. 

An the labour and staff, excluding officers, are pnMded with rent-free 
accommodation. 

Formerly the lsbour built and repaired their own houses. the materials being 
supplied by the undertaking. In 1921, however, this practice was discontinued and 
repairs to houses were done departmentally, the idea being that the repairs were 
more efficiently carried out and less materials were wasted or stolen. 

Arrangements were made to improve the housing accommodation in 1924-2S~ 
and RO. 2,01,513 have been spent up to date. The result has been entirely satis
factory and a very lorge Dumber of inferior honses have been demolished aud replsced 
by new ones. The number of rooms allotted depends on the size of the family. 

Two types of houses have been constructed-one with 8, pucea concrete roof and 
the other with a tiled roof. The lsbour praters the Istter type. but the annual cost 
of repairs to tiled houses is heavy. 

Unfortnoately, owing to linancial stringency, the housing improvement scbeme 
has hod to be discontinued temporarily. 

THE INDIAN MINE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION. 

L-~ 

1. Labour mostly helougs to the abcriginal cIasses living in the districts in and 
about the coaIftelds. It also comes from Hazarihagh. Central Provinces and Pnujab, 
besicles some skilled labour from East Bongs!. These generally belong to agriculture! 
classes aDd come to the coalfields to supplomeo.t their earnings. also because facilities 
for employment are better than elsewhere. 

. 2. These generally return to WIagse in the beginning of rains for sowing aud 
again in October for harvesting; also return to WIagse for aborter pariocIs three to 
four times a. year. for marriage festivals· and other occa.sions. Some labour from 
outlying villages return to their homes once every week, while those from the 
neighboUring places come and go daily. A smali portion of the skilled 1abc,uris 
more or less permanent. Some Central Provinces labour go to their homes only 
once ,,"year. 

S. Labour is DOW pleotifol and DO special e1fort for recruitment is generally 
DOCesSary. When required. a recruiter is eent to one of the WIagse. where h. engages 
labour through their Sirclar by advancing them some money and paying th ... 
travelling expenses. 
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Possibility of impro._.-Workers may be given small plots of land fur building 
houses and for agricultural purposes to induce them to settle permanently 011 the 
collieries. as is sometimes d~ in the Ra.nigunj Field. 

4. Family life is not disturbed generally. except in the case of those work""" 
who do not bring their womenfolk,. whose number is small. Recent legislation of 
prohibiting women employmtml is. however. calculated to upset it to some extent. 

7. There is little unemployment, except among managing. su~ and 
cleri<:al staff. 

n.-IIaIf 0r!!ImiJIati0n. 
11. The main consideration in selecting managers in Indian-owned mines is 

generally cheapness, though some educated owners look to efficiency as well. Agents 
are generally employed from persons related to or in the confidence of the owners 
and not generally for any special qualliicatioD.. 

12. There are some promotions among workmen but little facility for training. 
Very little promotion among clerical and supervising staff. 

15. Contract is generally given for supplying labour for coal raising and despatch. 
for sinking shafts. earth work. masonry work. main gaIiery driving. etc. These 
contractors also employ sub-oontractors under them lor different works. Control 
over work is exercised by supervising st:ajf in direct employ of colliery. 

Contract helps in stabilizing production cost and is also preferred. as it generally 
ensures a continuous supply of labour. 

m.-'BOWIing. 
16. Employers provide housing accommodation fur workers who like tn reside 

on collieries. Allloca.l men generally live in their own villages. 
In Ra.nigunj Field Colliery. owners sometimes provide. houses with adjoining piece 

of land for agricultural purpose tn make them settle permanently on the collieries. 
117. Land for building worl<er's houses can he had from th.landlords on payment 

of sometimes very heavy' prices. The Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act alfords some 
fa.ci1ities in the ]haria. fields. which are. howe.ver~ neither sufficient nor perfect. 

18. A""""'_i<m . .....c..nerally one room (10 ft. by 10ft.) with a very small 
verandah. with provision for drinking water but no conservancy arrangement. 
Ventilation and lighting good in some cases~ defective in others. Generally. one 
door and one window is provided. 

19. Workers always avail themselves of accommodation provided, but gangs of 
one class generally prefer crowding together in the rooms of one blc1ck mthe:r than 
occupy rooms in separate or distant blocks. 

20. No rent is charged for accommodation tn labourers. 
22. There is little privacy in the type of houses generally provided on collieries, 

with notable exception. and the mOlal eftect is consequently not favourable. 
Separate partitioned UDits desirable. 

Settled Iahonrers in the Ranigunj field have generally their own separate units 
for their own residence. 

IV.-1IsaIih. 

23. (iii) Conditions at worl< plaoes are harder than those at home, where they 
work more ·freely and live a cleaner life. 

Did.-Plain and simple food with ocoasional delicaci .. (more generally enjoyed 
at work plaoes). 

Physi'1"'.-Good. but deteriorating effect of disturbance of ""'" ratio. Bad 
effect on health. 

24 tn 29. Under the official.upervisfon of the Mines Board of Health. all collieries 
provide medical officers with dispensaries. besides arrangement fur drinking water 
and bathing facilities where possible. 

Epidemics have been greatly controlled. Cases of serious illness. epidemic diseases 
are regularly reported, also vaccinators are sent round collieries. Besides, there are 
one or two hospitals provided by Local Authorities at Asansola and DhanbacL where 
serious cases can be taken to for treatment. Midwives not available. except some 
in Raniogonj 1ieId. Some practising midwives available at Asansola and Dhanhad. 

30. Some indigenous drugs and medicines might be provided for those workers 
and women who do not prefer western medicines. 

31. Maternity benefits desirable with the aid of legislation. 
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V.-We1fa!8 WDIk. 

37. It is desizable to have provision for old age III1d retirement with the aid 
of legislation.. 

VL-Bd1IcatiO!l. 
. 40 to 42. No facilities for education. Short evening vernacular __ on the 

principles of miniDg have been provided for by the Local Govemments for the 
training of sirdam III1d overmen, which are, however, not sufficient. 

49. Iospeetion by Government is adequate III1d satisfa<:tory. 

VlIL-WOlkmen" Co_aliaD. AoL 
51. The Act is being utilized in the proper spirit by 0 ....... III1d managers. though 

insurance facilities are not being availed of by Indian ownen:. Compulsory insurance 
is~ however. not necessary.or desirable. The operatiou of the Act is so far satisfactory 
and ~ extension of its scope is not necessary. 

Dt.--Bou!o. 
63 III1d 64. The foll~ limitation of the hours of employment is now improved 

by law. • • • Miners do not ~y work for more than 5 days in 
a week, their hours of employment daily varying from 8 to 10 holUS. Skilled work
men, such as enginemen. firemen. pumpm~ banksmen and onsetters ~y work 
in three shift3 of 8 hours each III1d for 6 days a week. 

No one, not .,..., miners. work continnousiy. III1d excepting perl>aps firing the 
boilers, all work is more 01" less of an intermittent character and workers cousequently 
get rest while at work. 

65. The e1Iect of this restriction of hours of employment has resulted in increased 
establisbment costs. while giving more leisura to tho sJrilIed workers ~y. Tha 
earnings of time workers have a.t the same time been slightly reduced. 

66. No forther reduction in houzs of employment is desirable. 

lL-Wo_ YOUDI Adulia ami ChiklreD. 
90 and 91. Tha provisions regarding the grant of certificates III1d appointments 

held by them has been e8ective as far as the safetY of the nodertaking III1d the 
persons working are concerned. 

As a resuI* of the Indian Mines Act, 1923. there has been a total abolition of 
children (under 13) from work, either on sun- or UDdOlgronod. This bas Dot 

.aftected. the industry in any way. but 'WOlDeD, have- sometimes to keep away from 
work for looking after the habies. The regulation for prohibiting the employment 
of women gradually has. however, only reoently been bronght under operation. 
This bas been a desirable legislation mom a humanitarian point of view. but it bas 
an advene e8ect on the industry in that the ou~t bas slightly fallen and will 
further be on the decrease with the consequent rise III the prodw::tion cost. 

Tha total elimination of women will be effected in ten years. with equal percentage 
withdrawal every year. Unless machinery is introduced and greater facilities for 
work provided underground it will mean a decrease of earning for the miners. The 
purpose of this IegielatiOD. however. will not be fatly realized by the workers unless 
they are properly educated III1d treined to utiliae the time thus alIorded to their 
womenfolk by their elimination mom underground _rk. 

XIL-W-. 
96. Tha bulk· of the miniDg labour is paid on piece basis: Miners, As. 1 per 

tub; trammers, As. I to 2 per tub; loading coolies, As. 1.6 to As. 2.6 per ton ; 
skilled labourers. As. 10 to 12 per day; and unskilled, As. 9 per day. Certain skilled 
labourers are employed 011. monthly wages. Hauling enginemen. pumpmeu. firemeo,. 
sirdars, Rs. 18 to Ra. 20; winding enginemen, overm .... assistant fitters, Ra. 25. III1d 
the staff for higher order, Rs. 50 to Ra. 100 per month. Besides the money _ 
earned. by the workers. they receive free lodging accommodatio~ free medicine. 
free treatment. free coal. free drinking water in the Jharia field, _ all go to 
in""""lO the real value of his earning. 

97. Increase of wages took place during war time III1d is since dropping. but 
they are higher at present than pre-war period, but the cost of living bas greatly 
increased since then. The wages paid have no relation to the profits earned by owners. 
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99. No payment is made in kind. 
100. A IargoI percentage of mines are worked under raising contraclor and sub

can_ The effect of payment is not bad. 

108. Wages are almost standanl for particular sections of the field. There are 
""""!'1i<ms for special circumstances !Or which special rates are fixed. 

104. EJlect 00 labour supply is felt on the conditioo of the harvest only. Any 
change of wages wiIlll.ot effect the total labour supply but might al!ect individual 
collieries. 
. 107. Wages to miners. da.y wagers and other workpeople are paid weekly 011. 
Sunda.y generally in the coaI1ields. but in some ooIlieries in the Ramgunj field, w_ 
are paid daily. Monthly _ are paid monthly after about IS days of the following 
month and later still in certain cases. In some cases weekly advances are paid to 
monthly paid """""'is. There buw been instances where wages are not being paid 
to worlrets and _ hy the OWl!."", owing to ftnaucia! difficulties and have Tem.jned 
unpaid for ever. 

Instances of unclaimed wages are rare; when wages are~ however~ unc1aimed~ 
they are utilized by collieries in other ways and sometimes aedited to company'. 
funds. 

108. I..a.btdness.-Large among skilled labour and monthly wage earners and 
contractors.. and rare amongst mineIs. 

109. In high market, bouns was being granted and commjssion to the superior 
staff~ and miners" sirdars~ on productionJ was also given; but no bemus is now 
being given. 

110. No leave is asked for by the mm.... or day wagers. culy asked by the monthly 
sta1fs. There is no system for sickness. casual and privilege leave in the collieries 
and the consequent loss to the workers is grest. Regulation on the lines of civil 
service code with general provident scheme is essential. Some lea.ve~ however. is 
Biven to the superior and office _ but there is no system. 

115. Less working hOUTS would reo.uce ont·pot and improved working conditions 
will increase the output. ExpeDditure on health, sanitatioo and honses will keep 
a good physique and maintain heslth. which will re1lect on output.· Ak:ohoI and 
drop take a grest des! of strength and consequently reduce output. 

116. The educatioo of Indian masses, the thorough organi2atioo of the industry 
itself. facility of technical training. regulatioo of sbift and full time output will 
secure increased efficiency. _. 

XIV.-'!rade CombiDoliM! . 
122. No lockout was even threatened escept in 1920, the labour demanded higher 

wages~ whieh were granted. Since 1922 no activities are felt and therefore no system 
of negotiatioo or attempt was necessary on the port of organized body. 

XVJL-AdmiDiltratioD. 
140. (i) Adequacy of _ considered sufficient for needs. 
(ii) Reasonably rigorous but satisfactory. 
(ill) Proseclltions have a deterent _ in th8 most.,.... with better results. 

COMMISSIONER FOR WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION AT DHANBAD • 

.d "'" for ~,..... of eompemaliOft itt all a«i",," MwOIim.c <ktUh or ..n-. 
p.m.s,_ limb_. 

I. Sectioo 3 of the Workmen's Compensation Act of 1928. which delines the 
employer'. liability for compensation limits that liability in the followiog cases >-

Where the accident is directly attributable ro-(l) Drink or drop. (2) Wilful 
disobedience to an order expressly given to .. rule expressiy framed for the purpoee 
of II<lC1lring aafety of the workm.... (3) The wi1ful removal or disregard by the 
wurkman of any aafery guazd or device provided for such purpose. 
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These limifations apply to a.II accidents and put the workmen or his dependants 
outside the protection of the Act. wbetheT the accident resulted in temporary or 
permanent disablement~ whether the injury received is trivial or serious or fatal. 

2. The miner contributes handsomely to the excise revenue but it is curious that 
in the course of these years not a. single case has come to my notice where the employer 
has had to deny liability OIl the ground that the workman was drunk or had drogged 
himself at the tim. of the accident. 

3. The most frequent ground to support denial of liability from the side of the 
employer, the- most fruitful source of dispute and litigation has always been cases 
of accidents in which the employer has alleged that the worker had violated some 
standing or verbal order. or a by-law. rule or .regulation: and occasionally that the 
worker had removed a fence to rob coal or some safety devisement for his protection. 

4. By the juxta-position of the word .. wilful u against the word U disobedience •• 
the Jegisla.ture obviously meant to emphasise an explicit intention to disobey or to 
disregard, some process of deliberation and decision, of express volition. a determina
tion of mind or attitude in such acts. Obviously the legislature meant to exclude 
aU such immediate actions as result from impulse of the momen~ where the intention 
to disobey or disregard has not been properly formed and does not sufficiently occupy 
the mind to influence action. But in practice it is often difficult to distinguish 
between disobedience and wilful disobedience and where the former is proved the 
e-mployeT cannot but insist that the latter has also been proved. 

It is to be remembered that in accidents which n arise out of and in the course of 
employment'~ the workers mind is mostly directed to work and disobedience of 
an order or rule is not an object or motive which the worker could directly keep in 
view. 

Prompt obedience to OrdeTS aDd compliance with by-laws. rules and regulations 
should become matters of routine, of habit. almost of instinct with PropeT training. 
The managements are responsible and are doiug their best .directly and indirectly 
in the training of labour. It still remains a fact that labour is occasionally put to 
duties for which they have not received the necessary training and rules framed for 
their safety are not pmpeTly exp!a.ined or undeTstood. 

5. Still this limitation is fair between employer and workmen~ as far as all 
temporary disablements are concerned. or pertnaDent disablements~ which at'e. not 
of a serious character and do not largely alfect earning capacity. 

6. But my experience of the administration of the Act shows that the IimitetiOll 
is ext<emely harsh and undesirable in the case of fatal accidents and accidents 
resulting in serious perma.ueut disablements. In my opinion this limitation should 
be subject to an exceptiOll and compunsatiOll should be admissible ill ali fatal accidents 
and accidents involving serious permanent disablements provided always that the 
accident arises out of aIld in the course of employment. The more and more the 
consequences of this limitation are witnessed in the actual administration of the Ad: 

~ the more and more obvious becomes the hardship of this limitation. till it becomes 
doubtful if the,legislature couI9- rea.IIy have intended to put such fatal and serious 
accidents outside the protection of the Act. It is certsinJy against a.II ideas of 
justice and equity and. somewhat even against common sense to deprive a dependent 
of compensation in fatal accidents, In my humble opinion the limitation nullifies 
the ...... tial object of the Act which is to a.IIeviate distress arisiDg out of industrial 
accidents. 

We C&IlIlot punish the depuod .... ts for they .... in no way guilty or Ie!pOIlSible 
for breach of discipline or rule. We cannot punish the worker as he has already 
psid the highest penalty, a penalty which is altogether out of a.II proportion to what 
could have been inflided for disobedience of an order. I have had to inform widows 
with two children in arms and four minor children that they cannot be granted 
compensation because the husband and fatber had disobeyed some rule which she 
is incapable of understanding. 

In the ca.se of permanent total disablements where a worker is rendeted useless 
for earning a livelihood for the rest of his life or worse still wheTO he may be actualiy 
pbysically depende-ot for his daily movements OIl the attendance of somebody ~ 
the same principle of justice should apply. The punishment already receIved .. 
sufficiently severe and probebly out of proportion for disobedience and disregard 
of a rule or order. We should not further punish him by depriving him of whatever 
little solace or comfort. compensation would bring him or help him ever so little in 
passing the rest of his life. 

In fact the- same principle applies or should apply to all accidents which result 
in .sedona and permanent disablements and compensa-tion should be aJlo.wed ill such 
cases. 

7, There are other considerations to re-enforoe what is ...... tially a matter of 
principle. 
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Managements_not unknown who are themselves responsible for breaches of rules 
and regulations or who acquiese in breaches of rules and regulations by labour and 
who do not mind denying liability in case au accident does occur. It is easy in such 
cases for the management to prove that the workman disobeyed some rule or some 
order verbally given to him. In fatal accidents it is impossible for the dependents 
10 meet such a case and even in the case of penna.nen.t disablement it is extremely 
difficult for the workman himself to do so. 

Instances have come to my notice in which miners have been allowed to rob coal 
inside fenced areas with the k:nowIedge~ consent and approval of the subordinate 
staff and such immense quantities of coal day after day and week after week have 
been known to have been raised that it would be safe to presume that this was done 
with the knowledge of the manager although it was unnecessal"Y to prove the sam<! 
for payment of compensation. 

Cases have also been known in which it has _ alleged and evidence has been 
produced which has raised suspicion that a fence was put only after a fatal accident, 
in a prohibited """'- which shonld have been fented from before but was not actually 
fenced. 

I do _ wish to be misunderstood. Industry as a whole has had tho cleanest 
relations with labour but with prolonged indwrtriaJ. depression, such ~ are 
possible. in some small concems. 

8. The principle I am advocating is already incoIporated in the English law of 
Workmen'. Compensation, on which the Indian Act itself is largely based. While 
the Act enumera;te; these limitations of drink or drugsl disobedience of ru1e~ removal 
of safety device, the English law comprehends them under the general pluase .. .
,,"" tmlfwl ",isamdua." 

The English limitation runs thus,...... .. The employer shall not be liable if it is 
proved that the injury to '8. workman is attributable to the serious and wilful mis
conduct of that workman. and any compensation claimed in respect of that injury 
shall be disallowed tmku 1M injvry ,esvlIs i. dI4I1t or smotu and I'tmft4Mtd 
iisab'emMl.u 

It further provides: .. 2. For the puzposes of this Act, an accident resulting in 
the death or serious and permanent disablement of a workman shall be deemed to 
arise out of and in the course of his employment (notwithst:a.nding that the workman 
was at the time when the accident happened acting in contravention of any statutory 
or other regulation applicable to his employment. or of any ordeza given by or on 
behalf of his employer. or that be was acting without instructions from his employer). 
if such act was done by the workman for the purposes of and in COMlection with 
his employer's trade or business." _ 

Clause I (b) shows that compensation is payable when accident in the <OUISe of 
employment results in death or serious permanent disablement, notwithstanding 
serious and wilful miseonduct on the part of the workman. 

Clause 2 enacts II legal presumption, viz.; that snch accidents shall be deemed to 
arise out of and in the course of employment. if the act was done in connection with 
the employer's bade or business, notwithstanding that there has been contravention 
of some rule or regniation or of order given or that the worl<er acted beyond '" 
without .instructions. 

Now that the Indian Act of 1928 is under review~ the provisions Section 1" 
Clause I (h) and Clause 2 should be inCOIpOrated in the amending A<:t. 

9. I humbly submit that the inclusion of this provision from Section I of the 
English Act would do awaywith SOte 100 per cent. of litigation relating to workmen's 
oompensatioD. in India. 

I could detail case after case within my experience which. with such a provision 
would never have been contested. No body who has cared to acquaint himself 
with the vast amount of literature relating to the workmeD~s compensation in 
England 01' even the 24 volumes of Buttez wOlths' Workmen's Compensation Cases, 
would believe that the work of the arbitrator in England is at aU easy. Wby should 
the Commissioners under the Indian Act be burdened with heavier responsibilities 
and more difficult decisions and iIluch larger litigation. when all this could be obviated 
by a simple provision that compensation shall be payable in all fatal accidents and 
serious and permanent disablements incurred for the purpose of and in COtulection 
with the employer'. tnIde or business l 

10. Take the Mudidih colliery ecmpen:sa.tion case, decided by me and now in 
appeal before the Patna High Court. Deceased Juman Khan was killed while inside 
his ~Q, on colliery premises through a serious subsidence.in the colliery in which 
several. blocks of tlIumwa.s were wrecked. resulting in 6 persons being killed and 
40 injured. The widow of Juman Khan. a trolleyman, was the only applicant. 
Here was a fatal aocident contested by the employer on the ground that the aocIdent 
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did DOt occur U in the course of the deceased's employment." It was not sought. to 
be denied that the accident to the deceased occurred in connection with his employer's 
trade or busin.... It was throughout admitted by the manager, Calcutta Claims 
Bureau, on behalf of the employer that the accident u arose out of" the deceased's 
employment. l't was merely denied that it occurred It in the course of employment.u 

As the circumstances of the case W<m> detailed the bureau manager could not help 
expressing that it was the most difficult case he had ever met with in his experience 
of Indian cases and his knowledge of English law. I submit that such a. case would 
F"bably DOt have been contested under the English law where the legal presumption 
1n Clause 2 of·Section 1 wonld have operated in favour of the applicant widow and 
the minor chiIdzen of the deceased worker and fur payment of compensation. The 
pzovisions of Clause 2 are wider as they apply also in:. '!2Se5 of contravention. etc. 

11. Besides such a provision would only restore the balance and hnld the scales 
even between the employer and the worker.. . 

From the point of view of responsibility, accidents may be classilied, and are 
actually classilied in the investigation reports of the Mines Departmant as follows :
(1) Mjaadventure. (2) Fanlt of deceased or injured workman. (3) Fanlt of 
management or subordinate staJI'. 

12. (1) Misadu_ •. -Asfar .. I know" misadventure " has n.-beendefined. 
Litezally it would mean adventure or undertaki.ng that miscarries and the failme 
must lie in causes or circu.mstances that supervene and are beyond the control of 
the person making the attempt. It does not mean that the cause or causes of the 
accident cannot be assigned or analysed. If such analysis is pushed to its logical 
conclusion it would be found that generally speaking the accident was due to a 
state of things or grouping of circumstances for which the employer was directly or 
ultimately responsible. And this is the true justification of payment of oompeolltion 
in these cases. 

But as far as the immediate cause 01' occasion is concerned it becomes impossible 
to distribute the blame between the employer and the workman. That is why it 
is regarded as misadventure, a casualty, a misfortune, an accident in its narrower 
and proper sense. 

13. (2) Favil of _etl or '''jund wor ......... -This fanlt should amount to 
" serious and wilful misconduct u 4 

This must mean not merely that the consequenCes are serious~ but that the 
misconduct itself is serious. It is not the breach of any or every rule that could or 
ohonld bf necessity coDStitute serious misconduct. That is why Section S (I) (b) (iii 
is so much harsher in i~ operation than Section I, Clause 1 (b) of the English Act. 

Again~ u wilful .. must mean misconduct or disobedience to which the workers 
will is a party, something opposed to accident or negligence, the misconduct and not 
the conduct must be wilful. It imports deliberation and not merely .. thoughtlees 
act on the spur of the moment.. Hence~ ignorance will negative disobedience to rule 
or order, and negligence, inadvertence, impulse, and error of judgmaot will not as a 
rnle constitute it. Also the fact that the mI. which is infringed, is not rigidly enforced 
by the person ixl charge must be taken into consideration. 

14. (3) Favil of _~ of ~ sI<!tf.-This wonld include all breaches 
of the Mines Act, rules or regulations or of their own by laws or stauding orders~ 
It wonld also include the total condltion of things, defects, non ..... pply of proper 
appliances and the safety of premises, wrong orders or improper instructions given. 
toler.mce- of existing abuses, etc. • 

These ""d other things could all be included in the employer'. responsibility. 
15. Under the existing law compensation is of course payable for accidents of 

CIaso 1. But with __ to accidents of CIasoes 2 and 3, it does not appear to me 
that the worker and the employer are treated on a par. 

If.: in the case of a worker being responsible for the accident, the worker is 
deprived of all right to compensation, it is at least arguable tb.a.t in case the employer 
is responsible for the accident the amount of compensation should be doubled or 
quadrupled. Such is. however. not the case. So far is this from being so, that the 
law makes no distinction between accidents which 1I.re .. misadventures." and. 
accidents due to the fault of the employer or his staff. The law in India. however. 
makes an absolute distinction between accidents classed as misadventure and. 
accidents classad as due to the fault of the 'WOrkw. 

On grounds of merit alone if the worker is deprived of compensation in eases 
where ~e accident is attributable to his fault, he should ~ two or four times the 
compensation in oases in which it is proved that the accident waS due to the fault 
of the employer or his staJI'. 
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It is DOt seriously contended that merely to """"'" parity or equality between 
tile parties such an inc:ease of liability on the put of employer would be desirable. 
In my opinion i1; would be higbly ""desirable. 

An accident is an acciden~ & mishap or a misfortune as far as the worker is 
concerned. supervening on an undertaking. and involuntary. at least as far as the 
"""ker is concerned. But this applies equally whether tile accident is adjudged a 
misadventure, or due to the fault of tile worker or the employer. 

16. The only ra.tioual justification for deprivmg the workman of compensation 
most be prevention of avoidable accidents. 

Now the denial of eompeusa.tiOIl would not and does not prevent the OCCUIrence 
of fatal aociclen1s.. or accidents involving serious permanent disablement. Com~ 
pensation awarded would in no way compensate even partially for the loss of earning 
capacity of a life time. The instinct of aeIf-preservation is too stroogly roob>d in 
nature and could not be supposed to relax even for a moment at least not by con~ 
siderations of such a possible compensation after death. We ca1Ulot adopt this 
argument in the case of workers no mons. than we can in the case of the civic popu1a~ 
tion who draw out life :insurance policies. 

17. Such a provision as is here urged comprises DO more than a necessary insurance 
for industrial workem; and the employer's liability is largely an :insurance charge. 

No priva1le person would ever think of his personal iDsumDce being hedged in by 
such a limitatioD. 

Why should not the insurance benefit provided for the worker extend at least 
to fatal accidents and serious permanent disablements irrespective of the workers' 
fault in view of the numerous risks involved and complexity of the rules and 
regulations at least as :far as the coal :industry is concerned 1 • 

18. FilIally such a provision is desirable from evuy point of view. From the 
point of view of iustice and equity from the ethical or moral point of view as I have 
already shown above. From the point of view of the Commissioner for some mitiga-
tion in the ever-increasing volume of his work. From the point of view of the 
worker obviously as the present limitation denies compensation and inflicts very 
severe hardship in many cases in which relief is most necessary~ 

Lastly it is highly desirable from the employer's point 01 view. When liahility 
is sought to be denied on the ground of an alleged contravention and them is litigation 
it is not the employer always who is successful. While the issues are always uncertain" 
litigation is certain and costly. If the money that would be incIeasingly spent in 
contesting such claims wee paid towards compensation. it would probably cover a. 
large proportion of the claims, which employer could sucosed in resistiog through 
such litigation. 

19. Even if the employer is sw:cessful I suspect that he is not altogether happy 
in having asserted his legal right (in England it is the worIrer'slegai right) with the 
consciousness of having defeated a moral right, which he must feel to be on the side 
of the widow and minor clriI.dreD of the deceased wt?I'ker~ Such a feeling is inevitable 
for both parties, as consciousness of moral rights and obligations is not "geogtaplW:&!." 

20. Lastly, if the English indostries can _ to pay compensation in these 
cases there is no reason why the Indian industry should not consent to the payment 
of these claims. It would make for the redress and amelioration of the conditions 
of industrial workers. and for per1llQD.ent good relations. Nor is there any reason to 
auppose that having co .... nted the industry should ever lind cause to regret their 
decision. 

Besides such legislation is inevitable now, or in the hereafter. It is a part of 
social ethics, and good business also. 

MR. P. S. KEELAN, C.1.E., Member, Mining Board. Bengal. 

1. R~i) Origi .. of Wow.-50 per cent. of colliery labour is d"' .... 
from outside the coal fields. 

(il) B~r, Mongbyr, Bhagalpur and Hazaribagh. Causes of miglation.' The 
emigra.ub have not sufficient agricultural land to maintain. themselves and families 
and they find regular employment: in the coal mines more lucrative and attractive 
than the ~s casual. employment they obtain in th~ own ~. 
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(iii) Very little change. except about 10 to IS per cent. increase in settled labour. 
tltis naturally makes for steadier ontput and increased elIiciency among the workem. 

2. CDnJa" .,,;n, Viu.., ... -(i) Twice .. year. for about six weeks each time. 
Practically every body. 

(iiJ No actual figares are available at the colliery. These may be obtainable from 
the Department of Mines. 

3. Met1wds of lUenOt ..... ".-(i) A recruiting staff is empinyed .. t each colliery 
to recruit the necessary labour. The usual method is through sirda.ra who are well 
informed of the location and movements of workers. . 

(ii) No. The present method is very sa.tisfactory and efficient. . 
em) Notnecessa.ry. There is sufficient work at collieries for all classes of labour. 
4. E_ and Eff.ct.. of D __ of Family Lif •. -Very little. There are 

sometimes cases of the male members of a family migrating to mines and leaving the 
females in their native villages. This is a common practice with C. P.labour. 

In cases of na.tives of the area. families work together as far as possible, but this 
can only be observed so far as it does not violate the new regulation regarding the 
number of women allowed underground. 

The same applies wben immigrants bring families. 
7. There is no unemployment in the coal fields. 
8. Labosw u T1fr'nOWt'/'--(i) Outside labour work about nine months per annum. 

for &. period varying from six to teD years, a.:fter which they are able to purchase 
snfIicient land to support themselves and families in their native districto. 

(ii) Very little and is confined to brickmalrjng. building, and earthwork. FJgares 
not available. . 

82. E_ ofW61f"'" W",,".-Themajorpnrtionisperformed by the Mines Board of 
Health which is maintained by mine owners. The Mines Board of Health maintain 
a staff of midwivel> and eanitary inspectors throaghout this coal area. The excellent 
work performed by this organization has & well-merited recognition from all those 
interested in welfare work. In the Annual Repnrt for the year 1927-28 it will. be 

. observed that amongst several bundred deliveries attended by the Board', midwives 
not a single ma.terna1 death occurred. The Mines Board of Health also hold baby 
show. at several cenb'es within the mining area, and maintain the services of a. 
qualified medical man for inspectinn of school children at the several schools within 
the mining area. 

36. :J>""",i<m of EtWe.ti ... FaeiliIi .. by Employ ..... -{'rvJ Schools do not appear 
to be popular with mine workers and apparently the parents-do not encourage the 
children to attend the pathsalas. 

67. Suitabiiity of the law relating to shifts. A system of shifts would be very 
difficult to institute a.nd operate. The managements would welcome a sbift system 
if it were reasonably possible to introduce it, bot the miners would regard a strict 
shift system with great disfa.vo~ and it would cause a real hardship to workers 
who often live in villages up to eight miles distaat from the colliery, it would mean 
that the miners in such cases would bave to walk 16 miles daily instead of everyother 
day, or eIee leave their viI1age and land and live at the mine. either alternative would 
be _y unpnpular. 

68. Posribilily 0' 11"",,4"';108 _ Eff"'; .. Doily L;mUalioto.-An effective dally 
Jimi:ta.ti.on of hours IS not desira.ble~ but a weekly limitation of working hours can and 
is being observed. In any ..... the COal Mines Act forbids working more than 12 
hours in 24. 

91. E#el""",, of Womm-(iJ S,,;1abiH1y of ~.-The regalation. appear 
to be very suitable. 

(ii) A slight dislocation and a consequent decrease of output will. result. This 
will. only be tempnrary. 

(iiil A reductinn of total weekly income where man and wife work together. 
(iv Suggest that spread of withdrawal of women ... fixed by Rules and Regs

lations is rather too protracted. & total elimination of women :from the- mines cculd 
come about in three or four years, i.e.~ a 33 per cent. or 2S per cent. reduction each 
year. . 

98 Pnvoil;108 R_ of Esm;. aM Waps.-A_ male Rs. I-I~ per day. 
f_aIe.~ par day. 

97. Mow_", R_ Y ....... -A genera1 in........, of 30 per cent. was granted 
to au workem in 1921. .. • 
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107. PmoGs o/W"t'os-P..,.-.-(i) Workers are paid daily and weeldyand the 
supervising .-monthly. 

(n) When paid daily each days work is paid the following day. Weekly paid 
workers are paid every Satw:day. Two days are generally kept in baud. Monthly 
paid .-paid on or about the 8th of the following month. 

(iii) (a) Not necessuy. (0) No delay is ever made in payment. 
(iv) Instances of unclaimed wages are very ra:nt~ would remmmend that the 

amount should be depositzod in <x>urt. No law exists for dlspooal of nnclaimed wages 
at_to 

108. Ifl4ebk' 'rr. :'!"his scarcely exists. 

110 • ..4. __ L..aw.-(i) All workers avail themselves of PIljas and festivals 
which total about 30 days per annum~ No provision is necessary as workeD take 
lea.ve at will. 

(u) Some of the PIljas are assisted by the employers. Monthly paid staffs 1m> 
granted one month~81ea.ve per annum on :full pay. 

112. c,,"'1'=orlj.., CMoog ...... EfIid-t;y 0/ IM_ Work .... ... R_ Y ....... -
There has been a general improvement in efficiency of workers. most noticeable in 
mechaDics and worke.Is connected with mining machinery~ 

117. ~ 0/ Org .... """"".~u) The workers have not concerned themselves 
about an organization and they have not found it necessary. If they feel that they are 
being unjustly treated they will at once leave the mine and easily obtain employ
ment elsewhere. If the Dews spreads tha.t a mine is not treating its employees 
property that mine will have the greatest dilliculty in getting workers. 

138. Mine workers are acquaintzod with the Coal Mines Act as far as it effects 
themselves. 

Printed by B.It.S.o.. ~ IIanow. 
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0-2. I take it that, although the main interest of your Province 
is that of agriculture, there is a very large number of persons who need 
to migrate to other parts of India because of the intense pressure upon 
the .land ?-That is so. 'The migration to other parts of India comes 
very largely from Chota Nagpur, where the pressure on the land is 
actually the least in persons per square mile because of the poverty of 
the land. The migration from North Bihar is not so great. 

0-3. But speaking generally of the Province, that i.s the .case?-
There is pressure on the land, ye~. . 

D.4. And your figures show to us how large the migration is at 
the present time?-Yes.. . 

D·S. Do I take it that the .policy of your Government is to 
encoursge that migration, so rar as liM. conditions are satisfactory?
I have no authority to speak of the policy of Government, but as far 
as I understand it that is the policy of Government. 

0-6. Coming to matteI'S on which you expreSll Government policy, 
dealing with unemployment and unemployment. insurance you ten ns : 
.. There is at present no necessity for any method of alleviating or 
remedying distress caused by unl'mployment, or for the provision of 
unemployment insurance in this Province." Do I take it that the 
view of the Government is that, nnder existing conditions, those people 
unable to find employment in their immediate locality are able to find 
it in. other places ?-This refeI:S to industrial unemployment, and my 
view is that industrial unemployment bardly exist •. 

0-7. Dealing with relations between staff and rank and file in 
industrial establishments. yon make the interesting statement: 
.. Relations between the staff and rank and file, particularly in the 
RIllaller fadories. are satisfactory. In some of the larger concerns. 
however, there is somet.imes .. lack of contact between tbe manageJ;S 
and the ·supervising staff who are frequently ignorant of the language 
of their workmen, and there is also a tendency on the part of foremen 
~o abuse their authority." Will you amplify tha~ . statement for .the 
henefit of. the Commission ?-My personal experience is entirely con
fined to J amshedpur. It seemed to me that, as one of the causes of 
the big strike last year, there was a; lack of eontact between the 
supervising staft and their men, and that that lack of contact was 
Jlartly due to the supervising staff's ignorance of the language and 
of Indiull customs. 

D-S. 'J'bat is the case of all Indian concern, wllleh I take it from 
what you say, is staffed to A large extent, by Europeans?-The 
Ruperior staff is composed mainly of Ellropoons and Americans. . It is 
being Indialiised gradQ.ally, but at present it is composed maiuly of 
Europeans and American..· . 

0-9. r. there no labour offi('er there who ean form .. {'hannel 
between the rauk and file and the superior ElatT?-There was a lab""r 
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8upe~-isor. thet;'l. but his position waa a little anom!"lou~ .. .He neither 
belorigea to. the superior stalr nor to the men,' and It dld- not seem to 
me that he formed 8. very efficient· channel of 'communication between 
theni. ." . '. . '. "'. ' 

·:D-11J. Do you, suggest be. was· not suffici~ntIy highly qualifio:d fOll 
that dellcat·e and difficult p~tion ?..:....It is difficult for me to ~ve a personal 
descriptioB ,of the·' man. He· was 'excephonally gIfted ill .languages •. 
but I do not. think hisgeneral.education.was sufficient for.hit{ positio~ 

D·n •. ' Is it your view that it needs a man:; 'I&y highly, qualified, 
and of course also highly paid, to satisfactorily.- fill a position of that 
kind!l-Th&t was what I· told the General Manager of Messrs_ Tatas. 
I told' him that· he required a· highly qualified .officer. with. a broad 
general edncation Who also· possessed. the necessary ability to under_ 
stand and to speak the Indian . languages. . : 

D.n .. ,'l'h& memorandnm ex-presses. the. opipion of ,your GilYern, 
ment with regard to the qnestion of sickness insurance. It would 
appear'that your main difficulty in that regard is one <>f finance?-Yes. 

0·13. You tell us that youi Government is' unabi~' to incUr '~ri~" 
final¥'ial lia.bility in this ;lUatter. Woul!I your objectione .also 'hold 
against the pro.vision of .'" State. M:edic~l Serviee i" lieu ·of ~icknes. 
insurance .on the. ,gJ:'ound of. e'l'pense ?-I ta,ke iJ; it would be Jhesan,le,: 
thing. 

0·14. Fro~ what you tell us. you.have' ill your view, !ill adequate 
number of medical men. in the Pro-rince. . You go on to' detail sornt)' 
of the difficulties in the iIlaUer of workers frequently changing from 
one eoncern to another?-That might hold good in th<coalfields, IiUt 
I do not think it would hold good in Jamshedpur. ," . ,~.' 

0-15. You think that any system' could only be IOcal-and partial?-'-
Yes. ',' 

·.D.l6. You deal with the Workm~'8 CompeIls~tion Act, and yo~, 
t-ell ~s that your Gov~nment ,prefer.s:to adh.ere .to. the lump sum pay~ 
ment . rather than to periodic payments .pn gtounds. of. difficulty of 
administration; but you suggest. that t.he minimum payments •. hould· 
be increased. Have you anything to say with regard to the exteI1'liou 
of the ,Act in any other du-ectioJ:l,. namely, to cover, additiollaL clas~s.-.. 
of industrial concerns h-T}le m~orandum has suggested, two . sma~1 
additions. These are, industria,l concerns .not at present covered by the' ' 
Indian ~actorie~ Act and min~ Ilxempted under .section 46" of the 
Mill-es Act. ,_ . . "., . ,' .. 

0-:'7. When yo~ say they' are not at pres~ntco~ered- by" th~ , 
Factones Act. does It follow from that that the Factories Act should . 
also be· extended to cover. additiona.1. c!assesp...,..,J:. tbiuk. that:questio~ 
m~y, b~ put to. tile Glli~f InapecWI! ·of. Facl<:llies:,.I .cannot' give an 
oplUlon. 



0.18. ,Dealing. with the !1esirability of Jegislation On the lines of 
the Employers' Liability Act, 1880, you tell us that in the ,opinion of 
your Government there would be no objection to legislation on these 
'lines, but you then go on to detail a number of difficulties in the way, 
questioning whether the employers in any organized industries, l>1" even 
in the smaller organized industries, would be able ~ pay the compen
sation awarded.' I take it you have a number of such small and 
struggling industries in the Province?-:rhere is a number, yes. 

D·19. Then you remind us of the difficulty of making tne' two 
things dovetail into one another-the Workmen's Compensation Act 
and the suggested Employers' Liability Act?-As far as I remember 
there were provisions following the English Employers' Liability Act 
in the first draft of our Workmen'" Compensation Act. I think the 
effect would probably be purely negative-that an Employers' Liability 
Act wonld not be used and would also be defeated by the poverty of 
the smaller employers, but I ilo not see that it could do any ~. 

0·20., Except possibly a 'great increase in' litigation ?-I ,do not 
think !!D., I do not think it would be used to any great extent. 

0·21. Dealing with the question pf minimum w8.ges. you tell 
us that the local Governmen~ ue of opinion that at present the con
ditions of industry and the rates of wages are not sufficiently established 
to m&ke the fixation of a minimum wage feasible at present. Are you 
thinking of a minimum for the whole of your Province. or as applied 
in particular cases to particular industries. You, tell us. that you are 
of opinion that there la no necessity to fix by statute a minimum wage 
for unskilled labour?-I have never heard in any strike any demand 
lor fixing minimum wage by law. 

0·22. Dealing with payments of wages yon tell us, .. :rhe I~al 
Government are of opinion that conditions in 1his Province are not 
such as to require legislation either for the regulation of period. ef 
,paymen~ or to prevent delay in payment." You tell ils that in the 
,case o( the Bengal Iron Company, there was & referendum taken. and 
that, out ef, 4,500 employees only 200 expressed their wish for weekly 
payments. Yon ruso ,tell 'Us that the Jaroshedpur Lahour Association 
'regarded the Bill with. apprehension. Does~he view of your Govern
ment. besideil apPlying to statutory provisions with regard to the periqd 
of payment-weekly or fortnightly as against the present monthly 
By.t~ply also to a limit of delay. Have YOll any knowledge of 
delay, extending beyond, say. 15 days after the close of the month~ 
I have no knowledge of such delays in. any industry. I have' seeD' 
instances of long delay in, th/l case of the menial serVants Df local 
bodies.' . 

. 0.23. De you tbiI\k there is a legitimate grievance wbere payment 
18 delayed. say. beyonQ lli days after ,the period in which the wages 
.rt ~er!led?-Y /il,' . .. . 
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0.24. You would not object to Iegislation to prevent imreason
able delay ... ":'--I would not object, but 1 do not think there is any need 
for it at present. . 

0.25. Do you think the workers 1Ire,in Ii position to protect their 
own interests in Ii matter of that kind'l-The strength of the.O:.Um.,ons 
is growing in some cases. 

0·25." Under the head of " Intelligence ", you tell us that in tlie 
opinion of the Local Government .. The present industrial Conditions 
of the Province would not in the ordinary course of events justify the 
expenditure of auy further sums for the maintenance pf a labour pffice 
to facilitate the collection and consideration of labour statistics." . Has 
anything been done by your Government in that direction 'l~(Mr. 
Gupta) 1 have Ii small Commercial and Labour Intelligence Bureau, 
but it is doing more work along the lines of collection and dissemination 
of commercisl and industrial intelligence rather thaI! Iallour inteUigence. 

0·28. Do yon feel yourself sufficiently equipped to undertake any 
work in the direction of investigation and compiIstion of labour statis
tics ?-No, 1 )la.ve no staff for that. 

0·27. What is your present stali?-I have an Intelligence Officer 
and a clerk to assist him. 

0.28. Apparently yon have made enquiries, beginuingin 1922, 
with regard to the index number showing the rise and fall in ~he !:lOS§ 
of living?-Yes. That is what we are carrying on now. 

0·29. Yon tell us that family budgets were prepared for sjx centres. 
Was that work done by the sma.1l stali you have just mentiOned?-No .. 
It was done in the IlllIoIlner explained in Bulletin No. 'i (issued by the 
local Government). We obtained these budgets through the Welfare 
Superintendent of the Tata Iron and Steel Company for Jamshedpur, 
and also with the help of Dr. G. W. Thompson, Medical Officer of 
the Mine Board and his stali of sauitary inspectors for Jharis. We 
also took advantage of the existence of a small society here which haa 
been earrying on studies in the economic conditions of Bihar since 1909. 

0-38.. The information was accepted by you and emhodied in your 
Bulletin without any special examination by your- own stati. It was 
not sifted ?-I understand my predecessor ·eonsulted etperts .... to the 
aecursey of the information gathered, but I cannot fl&ywhaj; :was Ilone 
to verify and cheek the information. 

0-31. Are these budgets still in existence?-I liave been: alile to 
get a few relating to Jha.ria, but l have not been able to ~the 
J amshedpur budgets yet. .. '. . 

.D-32. Does. the Bulletin to· which you have just I:ef~ ii..@n§i 
~ methods that were UBeI!?-Yes. . - - .. --
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0.33. Wastba~ an enquiry merely (or the purpose ofa.r9ving 
at the index flgures you give showing the rise in the c()st',~f living, or 
does'it also' cover' the family incomes and expenditmes?-Yes, These 
budgets state the pay of the men and of other members of ' the 'family 
and the actual expenditure incurred under diff~ent h~,!,.' 

0-34. Were those' budgets analysed' and summarized by' ~your, 
office?-Yes. ; .:, ", 

D·35. Where do we find' the analysis an,)' the.mmmary?-They 
must be in, the records. T have tiot looked, for the= but they were 
tabulated and an average struck. . 

D-36. 'Might we have, this bulietin at oui serVic'e for 'a, shori titn~ 
so as ta examine it and Bee if we require any furiher Inlot:mation 1-':' 
Yes. ' 

D-37. MT. Clo1O: You refer to indebtedness and -iiisufficiency of 
work .... the factors 'wbich lead ~p migration,toiodnstry. ' Does social 
oppression pl,,¥ any part in this? Have you still in the Province . 
shall I say, .. unpleasant conditions" under which' the agricultural 
labourer works in some' cases? 'For e~mple, is the' kamia system 
entirely stamped out?-\Mr. Daill): I would not'ventute to say that 
it is entirely stampc:d out, but I should "aY,.ita effect was ta prevent 
migration of labour' rather than to encourage- it; hi making it ~cult 
for a man to leave his village. ' , ,.- -

0-38. -The Chairman: Will yon describe to Ull this -komia 
system ?-It works like this. A man Qf' the I&bouiing cla.. borrows 
money from his landlord. The - debt' runs -on and, increaseS'. H.,. is 
under contract to work for his landlord .until the debt, on certain 
calculations, i. paid olf. The debt increa&e& fa.ster than it can be paid 
off; and not only is the ,man bound for life -but sometimes his sons also. 
I have come across cases of katnia& being actu .. !Ty sold and mortgaged. 

D-39. Does that apply .. t all widelyl'-The district most affected is 
Palamau. -I have corne acroSS it in south Gaya and I have heard of 
its existence in the south of this district. 

D-49. Does Government do anything?-Govemment haa passed 
an Act making these contracts t;neruorceable. ' 

0-41.' Therefore a man can release himself?-Yes. 

0·42. -Mr. CIow: Yon suggest that the provision of maternity 
benefit in the collieries would probably do more harm than good bec&uoe 
it might prevent women from returning to the viUages; but I under- _ 
stand that a number of collieries have started this ,system of their,own 
soeord?-They pay small sums to the women, I know, bu~ 1 have no 

,tiret hand experience of the colliery area. ' . .. 

_, D-43. In your memorandum you stafa that what wo~ld ap~ to 
be & very: f&lu~ry' rulewaa held by ~he Governmen,t 'of ;rp~,\ ~ Re' ~~ra, 
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;,i~e8 of the Faetories Act: Will you explain that ?-As tar as I 
remember it was held that the Factories Act did not a1;'ply ~o Railways. 

0-44. Even when the Railway was entirely contained within a. 
factory ?-'rhis is a question for a lawyer, but as far as I remember 
that was the case. -

0045. What amendment would your Government consider 
advisable to meet this point ?-Railways within a factory come. under 
the Railway Act. I could get the information for you. A question 
has been raised as to how far railways come under Railway Inspectors. 
I cannot answer this legal point . 

. 0-46. Has your Government considered whether it wants any 
amendment to meet the difficuJty?-I know that the question is under 
consideration, but as it does not belong to the Department with which' 
I am concerned, I cannot answer this question. 

0-47. You suggest the extension of the Workmen's Compensation 
Act to such concerns as are at present exempted under section 46 of 
the Mines Act. As you are probably aware, the definition of .. mine .. 
in the Mines Act is so wide that even a child scooping earth in a garden 
is .. employed in a mine ",?-The Workmen's Compensation Act ,does 
not apply to mines which are exempted by the Governor General in 
Council. 

0048. My point is that if you w~re to apply it to all mines including 
those at present exempted, it would cover practically every excav.ation 
in Indis?-Yes, it would. . 

0·49. In other words, it is necessary to exclude some classes of 
mines from the operation of the Workmen's Compensation Act?
Perhaps it is. 

0·50. You have not thought of where the line should be drawn? 
Every earth-work is a mine within the meaning of the Act ?-As 
a matter of fact this extension of the Workmen'. Compensation Act 
to mines which have been exempted from the operation of the Mines 
-Act was my own suggestion, and I llnd~and now that it would simply 
mean drawing the line at a lower limit. There are a. fairly large number 
of mines exempted in thi~ Province. 

Ii·S1. It would not be sufficient to say that it applies to a mine 
within the meaning of the Act without exemption ?-There would be 
som~ practical difficulty in defining the extension. . _ 

0·52. The Chairman raised the question pf legislation pn the lines 
of the Employers' Lisbility Act. I am not clear as to yom' proposal." 
As you know the effect of the Employers' Liability Acts is to make 
cedain m?<1ifications of the civil law relating tQ negligence and matters 
of that kllld~. and the Workmeu"s Compensation Act at present gives 
n man practIC~l1.J: a choice between going to civil courts and applying' 
to the C~mmlSSlOl1er for compensation. If he chooses one remedy 
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he is precluded from the other. I gather the proposal here is that 
when the civil law has been modified civil cases of that nature would 
have to .come before the Workmen's Compensation Commissioner. Is 
that the intention ?-As I said before I did not llraft this memorandum. 
That is ~he apparent intention, and I do nQt ntlderstanJl it. . 

D-5a. Relating to the enforcement of tM d&y of rest at J amshedc 
pur you state: "Xhe general elfect has been a protest from the !iaily
rated workmen." And later on you talk of "II fairly general com
plaint by the workman against the enforced deduction from his wages." 
That would seem to suggest that the enforcement of this provision is 
a recent change. Is that so ?-Th~ fact is that the attempts to enforce 
it have been half-hearted because we do not want to take the risk 
of further labour trouble in Jamshedpur. Messrs.Tatas have now been 
exempted for a per.\.od of six months from the operation of tha.t part 
of the Act. _ 

0·54. You say that at Hazaribagh a partial failure of local ClOP". 
caused a slight rise in wage. at the mica mines. One would expect a 
partial failure of the local crops to cause a slight fall, if anything. 
Does that mean that the miner worked very much harder because he 
ha.d not had a good harvest?-Yes, that is what it mesns. 

0·55. In the Government's memorandum it is said: .. The 
Indian Mining Federation reports that the raising of wages in 1921 by 
roughly 25 per cent. had the result that the average working days per 
week dropped from 6 to 41 ". Within your knowledge has the Indian 
miner ever worked 6 days a week on the average?-My knowledge of 
the coalfields is very slight and I cannot answer that question. 

0.58. From what is stated of • factory inspections' in the Govern
ment memorandum, it appears that there have been very few in this 
Province, and I gather from what is said here that that is due to the 
~eliberate policy of the local Government?-Yes. 

0.57. You refer to prosecutions aa a method of p~venting acci
~ents. but are any prosecution. instituted for infringements of the 
provisions relating to ho~ and.holidays?-I cannot remember anf_; the 
~/lief Inspector of FactorIes mtghC be able to answer that question. 

0-58. Am I right in taking it that the Chief Inspector 9f Factories 
lias been acting under instructions in prosecuting as seldom as he ~ 
'donel'-I think it may be taken that the local Government approve his 
pol,icy pf reducing prosecutions as far aa possible •. 

0.59. Mr. Joshi: In your memorandum you 'deal with the elfects. 
of the agricultural situation upon the 8upply of labour and you ~y: 
." when the agricultural situation improved in 1920 eonstant complaints 
were again hesrll of shortage of labour •• . Can you. state roughly what 
proportion of workers .in mines and working on Tata J amshj!(]pur «>al 
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possess lana for cultivation ?-Taking tlie Iiettet class of wurkers, the 
class of skiJled and semi-skilled workers, I should say most of them 
possess land. -

D-60. Can you give us an idea as to how much land each man may, 
possessl'-No, I cannot. " 

D-61. You stated just now tliat tliere is no industrial unemploy
ment. When the last Jamshedpur strike was settled were there any 
workers left unemployed?-A large number"took their settlements froui 
the Company and some of those who ~ook their settlements remaine!! 

• in Jamshedpur without employm~nt. 

. 0-62. Have you any idea of the uumber of people who remained in: 
Jamshedpur without work?-~o. About 1,100 had taken their settle
ments up till the time when I )"ft JamShedpur after the strike. 

D-63. So that it may be taken {or granted that those were un
employed ?-Tbey were unemployed for a time; a large number of them: 
took employment in the tinplate works during the tinplate strike .. 

D-64. Until ilien they were unemployed?-TiII then they were 
living in J amshedpur an!I I had not suspected their exi'!,tence till the 
tinplate strike .. 

D-65. So that it is quite possible tha.t after tliese big strikes iliere 
may be some unemployment?,-I think the. conditions of Jamshedpur 
have lieen abnormal for the last 18 months.; we cannot !Iraw any 
conclusions from them. . . 

D-66 •. You said witli regard to sickness insurance' tliat a ilifficulty 
arises from too workers changing their employers; but does that really 
create a difficulty in the establishment of a sickness insurance scheme?~ 
I imagine that the insurance _ wonl!! be done thro~h the employer. 

D-117. But suppose that is not so, suppose there is established a 
sickness insurance sCheme in which payment is made not through the 
employer but by some central organiiation like Government?-I under
stand yon mean the workmen will insure direct with Government? 

0.68. A sickness insurance scheme is generally undertaken by 
Government and tbe Pllyments are not made by the employers but by 
a central agency. I know very little' about the mechanical structure of 
an insurance scheme; I am afraid I cannot answer the question. 

0-69. IIi tlie local. GOvernment' 8 memoranaum certain information 
about sickness insurance is given.· We want to find out how" much' 
leave each man takes on account of' sickness ?'7I think that conI!! be 
collected from the employers concerned. . 

. My. la&hi: "You say that payments are made to permanenf 
employ8l'8 but not· to casual employees. We want to know how many' 
days' payments are made to each worker. 
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The Chainnan -: I talie it this information was given in response 
to a. query of yours to the firms. concerned. . . . 

MT. Joshi: Yes, but the details required of the periods of sickness 
were not given. I underlltanp. what ;is required is the number of days 
sickness in the year. 

The Chai..man: It seems to me a Uttle doubtfnl whether they will 
have figureS l' _ 

Mr. Joshi: I think it is doubtfnl, but we can trY. 
.. D-70. Mr. Joshi: Mr. Gupta Mas spoken of the effects of the 

enervatiug climate of India on the hours of work; do you not think the 
enervating climate is an argument in .favour of shorter rather than 
longer hours? (Mr. Gupta): I might explain that this memorandum 
was submitted by Mr. Roo who was officiating for me while I was 
away; I woulp. not wholly subscribe to what Mr. Rao has stated. 

D-h. In the Government "memorandum it is stated: •• The local 
Government are of opinion that there is no necessity to fix by statute 
a minimum wage for unskilled labour.......... The local Government 
are, however, of opinion that at present the conditions of industry and 
the rates of wages are not sufficiently established to make the fixatiou 
of a minimum wage feasible at present ". :r·he Director of Industries 
also says .. it will neither be possible nor practical to fix by Statute a 
minimum wage ", anp. he gives his reasons. I take it the point of both 
is the same: It is true that the conditions in "different areas may vary, 
but when it is proposed to fix a "minimum wage it is not proposed that 
there should he one minimum wage for the whole Province; so tha~ 
your Government ma.y not object to devising some machinery for fixing 
minimum wages if there .is a sepamte machinery for each area, and 
the minimum wage is fixed for certain in<1l1stries, taking into consi
deration all the local circumstances 1-00. Dain): There will not be 
the same difficulty in fixing a minimum wage in a particular area as 
there would be in fixing a minimum wage for the whole Province, 
but, as far as I know, there has been no demand for it and no nee!! for 
it. 

0-72. NQ demand, Iiecause the minimum wage fixing machinery 
is generally intended for unorganized" workers wbo cannot fight strikes 
and get their wages increased when an increase becomes necessary; so 
that, that there is no demand is not a strong argument. Whether. 
there is need for it or not is to be enquired into. With re"o-ard to com
paratJive efficiency of Indian and' foreign workers, you make certain 
statements as to the experience of Tatas and the Tinplate Company, 
and you make suggestions as to a certain proportion of Indians being 
equal t,o a Europeau. Have you any idea as to the wages paid to 
Europeans and Indians whose comparative efficiency is given therein 1-

" No; this i8 simply a repetition of the. report received from the employers. 
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·0-73; The lJha'nnan: You do not taJre tespOnsiliilit1 fot this 
statement ?-It is given in the memorandum as the statement pf MeBSrs. 
Tata. . . . 

0-74. M~. Joahi: You have made no enquiry as to the compara
tive wages of these people?-I was in Jamshedpur throughout the strike 
and I made certain enquiries as to the wages paid .both ~o Eur!>peans 
and Indians. 

D-7S. Does the Government of Bihar and Orissa. interest itself in 
the settlement of industrisl disputes?-It undoubtedly is interested in 
the maintenance pf industrial pesce. . .-. 

0-76. During the J amsbedpur strike of 1928 did it taJre any steps 
for a settlement of the strike ?-There Was no intervention of Govern
ment as Government. 

0-77. Wby?-The Jamshedpur strike of 1928 took place before. 
the Trade Disputes ~ct existed; .Government would have ha.d no 
?outhority to intervene, except at the request of both parties. ~ 

.0-78. Wbat would have happened if Government had proposed a 
committee of enquiry or appointed somebody to make an enquiry and 
report; would the parties have refused to give information ?-I do not, 
think the intervention of Government would have been accepted hy 
both parties,' . . 

0-79. Did Government ask both the parties whether they would 
like to have an enquiry made ?-GQvernment never made any· official 
enquiry from the employer. .The workmen did suhmit a request fpr 
Government intervention. 

D-sG. And Government did not enquire from the employer?'
Government did not officially enquire from the employers; but I met 
the employers .daily throughout that strike. 

0-81. But suppose Government ha.d officially intimate.d to the 
company . that they wanted to maJre an· enquiry and suggested 
that the company and the workers should put their case before an 
officer or a committee appointed by Government 1-1t seems to me tha,t 
this is a ,hy.pothetical question as to what might have happened in iI. 
certain event, and 1 am afraid 1 cannot answer it. 

0-82. Will you explain why Government did not intervene in the 
tinplate strike also 1-1 can explain; it would be a somewhat long 
explanation. The request for intervention came in the first instance 
through the Trade Union Congress and the local Government sent me 
down to enquire. 

0-83. Sir VictM Bassoon: When was that ?-I should say anout 
1May 12th, the first or second week of May. When I got down there 
:r found, .first of aU, thai there were a thousand new mill han;!s in those 
~xlis, 
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0-84. 'Mi". JOBM: 'AS 'Soon as the strike staIted?-It WBS not a. 
soon a.s the strike started; the strike started on April 7th a.nd the first 
request for intervention came some time in May. 

0-85. Why is request needed to a Government; 1s it not the auty 
of Government to make efforts to settle industrial disputes 1-1 ao not 
feel able to answer that question. 

M1'. Cliff: 'They do spell out their duties a.s I understand it'in the 
. memorandum, and 1 suppose we must take that as their answer.' 

D-8S. MT. Joshi: Will you explain the circumstances in whicIi 
you did not intervene in the tinplate strike ?-As I have said, I went 
down there a.s soon as tbis request for intervention was received. 1 
found that out of a total labour force of 3,000 necessary to run the works 
they bad ,over a thousand new men ana about .600 of their old hands 
back. Tben 1 went into the question whether a .conciliation bOard ~ 
waR possible, and it was perfectly obvious from tbe outset that it was 

• not. The employer bad gone as far as he could reasonably go; in fact, 
be sta.ted he had gone further than he ought to have gone in making 
concessions in order to prevent a strike. When the strike occurre.d. he 
bad no further concessions to make and he was not prepared to enter 

~ into any kind of negotiation; so that a conciliation board wa.s out of 
. the question. As 'regards the board of enquiry the attitude of the 
employer was that he aid not mind, he was perfectly prepared to face 
an enquiry, but he could not see what good it would ao, and it would 
mean a lot of work; he was not going to ask for a.n enquiry, but he was 
prepared to face one if it came to him. Then 1 called the lea,ders of 
the tinplate union, and with them was Mr. Naidu. I asked what they 
wanted. I explained to them that I thought that a.ny form of concilia
tion board was ,nseless; especially with regard to the thousana new 
ha.nds in' the works, a situation had been reaclied which couUl not be 
remedied by negotil)tion; and 1 went into the question pf a court of 

"enquiry. They really could not tell me what they wa.nted; they aid 
not know; they wanted BOme form of Government intervention. As a 
matter of fact, the tinplate nnion are not 8 very highly educated lot of 
men; they could not explain to me what they wanted. Then 1 saw, 
.Mr. Giri of the railway union; he came with the rest of the tinplate' 
leadeh; 1 discussed the mattet with him' and he was strongly opposed 
to a court of enquiry; be realised as well a. I aid that the men' s case 
could not stana it, and what he wanted me to do w .... to try, .... 1 had 
ilone in the previous J amsbedpur strike, ~ intervene myself. 1 
reported to Government that there were no i88ues to go to a conciliation ' 
board, and in view of the fact tbat the employer did not want it and 
the workmen were definitely opposed to it, a court of enquiry would 
serye no useful purpose. 

D~87. Although neither party asked for it, if an enquiry haa beeu 
m~~ and the r88ljlt 'published, do you think the pressure of puhlic 
op1ll10n woula havepe'en exercised upon pne of the parties 1-1 think ,. 
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myself tha.t public opmlon opera.tes mo~e strongly on the. 6mployei' 
tha.n it does on the workman. 

D-88. But in this esse you yourself .stated tha.t .tlie employm: rea.llY-t
ha.d done everything tha.t he could; if a comlIllttee of enqwry ha.d 
reported to that effect, on the whole public opinion could not have gone 
against the employer, whatever might be the desire of the workers?
It is possible a. court !If enqniry would have rallied support tQ the 
employer. 

D-89. Then why did you not do ~t ?-Tlie employer did not wan~ 
this support.· . 

. D-90. I wa.nt to know when it is necessary for a Gevernment to 
have a request made by one of the parties under the Trade Disputes 
Act?-The position I think is that Government may act on their 
own motion,' and. must act in certain circumsta.nces on a request. 

D-91. In' this case why Ilid Gevernment not act without any 
request \'-1 ha.ve given the rea.sons that influenced me in advismg. 
aga.inst it. , 

D·92. Miss POfCer: The Chief Inspector of Factories dea.ls with 
the necessity, as he feels it, for .. larger scheme of a.pprentieeship in 
order to tr&in workers for IIkilled indnstrial proces~ ; but in £he Geverd'
ment memorandum it i. sa.id: .. In some of the industria.l ebncerns, 
a.s for instance in the engineering firms, there is an a.pprentieeship 
system and the a.pprentices !In completion of their term are kept on, 
but the peIcentage of students completing their term is very 'small .... 
Ca.n you tell us why tha.t is ?-(Mr. Gupta.): This sta.tement, if it 
refers to small engineering firms, is probably true, because the boys 
as soon a.s they reach a.bout 'the bazaar "standard of skill are able to 
earl) outside much more for the time being than by staYing on under 
an a.pprenticeship system. 1 admit that they are very short-sighted . 
in throwing up their apprenticeships as easily as all that, but there • 
is a.n immediate a.dva.ntage for ari apprentice after he ha.s gone thronga 
perhaps 2 out of 5 years; there is an opportunity for him to .eam a;. 
good deal more, although he may not go very far, by throwing up 
his a.pprenticeship; it is II. ca.se of sacrificing ~he ultimate gain filr. 
immediate gain. ' • 

D-93. Dealing ~th dieta.ty ,you !lay': .. Anollier f&clot whicll 
has ra.ised the cost of living Is the high wages paid by the col'npa.nies 
which ball served to create a.n a.rtificial .tandard of comfort ,". Will 
you expl&in what yon mean there?-(Mr. Da.in}: This tefers to 
J amshedpur where wages are very much above the norma.r; they increase 
fro~ t~e bottom npwa.rds. I should say the wages ot an o.dinary 
coolIe 1D Jamsbedpur are the normal wages of & working man in the 
district; but the .skilled and 8eIDi-skilled labour draw a, wage. very 
much higher tha.n they would draw anywhere el.se, a.nd .the snpervising 
sta.lI llraw salaries tha.t tp our ideas are excessive. The company will ' 
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Jell ~on' that th",se &re the ~!l!tes ~ must Iie paid to get the men • 
,with the necessary qualifications out from Iwme. Undoubtedl'y e)llghel' 
standard of comfo1f; is demanded by people living ip J amshedpur tha" . 

. :is dem,a,oded in other parts of the :provi.nce; that is so by the forc~ of' 
~xample. . 

0-94. I ,take it the cost of iivingthere is also :much hlgh~~?....,.¥'l •• 
ilonsidersbly hlgher, 

D-9S. Have any investigations been made as to how much higher 
}he .cost of living iather .. 'than in the :Provinee at large ?-There is 
a table drawn up which shows the comparative prices betWeQn oontr~ 
put it is not in the Plemorandum; I can get it. 

0-9S. Perhaps WI) can 'bav~ tt ?-Yes, 

. . D-97. H1 ~egard to workers' meal tlin .. , you say: .. The midclaY' 
interval is the usu",l meal time and .the interval is availed of lor thia 
111lrpOS8 ". Does that mean that universally in the 'Province induatria,~ 

·,wQI"kers take their meal in the midday break? H so, that is very 
contrary to what we have been told ia the practice in other Province?-' 
~y experience is that where a, midda,y brea.kis long .enough, that 
:is to sa,y, where ~ is more than an pour and a half or more, they 
'l:l!.ke their meal in the midday break; but ~he Chief ;Inspector of 
\Factories would be better able to tell you. 

D-98 • . Dealing with the question of the unregulated mica faetories. 
;you seem rather to auggeat that that is the only class of unregulated 
factory which has been considered as regards the possibility of bringing 
plaCl)S at ~ent unregulated undeI' the :f'actories Act. Are there IK> 

~ther factories or workshop"" of any appreciable size in this Province 
. as yet unregul'ated?-There &re others; the ,details could be given by 

ihe Factory Inspector. 

,D-99 • . Is he 'the ,person to whom ,.to apply for information as to 
)he conditions ,in~.hese unreguIated.plJlCes ?.,.-'-Yes, the.has .some knowledge 
~ i~. 

"0-100. '.You ~a.y .nere .tha.t the hour~' in. the lpipa factories .are no. 
ilxcessive a.nd the conilitions a.re f(l.irly good, 'which is rather therev8I'S8 
I>f what we have been told in respect of most of the unregulated places. 
elsewhere. 'Wh~ solt of i,nveatigatioll was made to discover thecondi
~ions .actuaUy prs'l'q.iling in ,these places?~These would be based 011 
:the repo!;tsof ~b,e local officers, ·~he ,Deputy. Commissioners of .the 
O;is~ricts.· 

.D401. 'You meBn~he Deputy Commissioner. would .ha\>e made.a 
l>ersonal investigBtion?-,He w'!uld Iglow his district; )I.e wo1!ld know: 
~he 'conilitions.· .' .. . ?tJ-N10~ • .I ..talie it ~uoa.DDAii&a.y whattlie b!lurs actuaJIyworkett 

lal:6_ -. g,~ 
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0·103. 'Sir Victor SM800n: You give a. eompara.tive statement as 

lo'the wages of plooghmen and Cllrpellters in thevariouB distl'icts. 
Would the wages of the ploughmen, varying 'rom 4 ,to 7 a.nnas., 
include any payment in kind, jlr would that be merely the cash pay
ment _ they receive l'-These figures were taken from the quinquenui~l. 
wage cens'Il8, and in working them put the value of the payments m 
kind would have been allowed. . 

.. 0·104. Woold it include an allowance for the midd&y meal whicn 
is, I think, given to ploughmen in some districts '/-1 do notthinIi 
so; it very often h&ppens that the IL,,"I'icultural labourer gets 
.. meal in the middle of the day as well as his. wages; I d<) 
not think that would be included in these figures. I did the wage 
eeusus before this one and as far as I remember the figure would 
not include casual benefits like a meal. 

0·105. 8;" Ale:z:ander Murray: With regard to recruitment, 'you 
say: "There is some unwillingness among this labour to engage ill 
any industrial work because an idea has developed (based on experience 
of coolie lines in certain Bengal mills) that industrial labour is apt 
to be short-lived", Will you tell us something more about thlllt?-
That is simpty III repetition of the opinion of the Manager of the 
Tatanagar Foundry; I do not know what the basis of his opinion is. 

0·,06. You mean it has come from the T .. ta Iron .. nd Steel WorkS? 
-No, it is not the Tat .. Iron and Steel Company; the Tatsnagar 
Foundry is a concern employing, I should think, not more thal1 a 
thousand men belonging to Mr. Jadunath Agarwalle. 

0·107. Is it not the case that the Bengal jute mills draw mora 
l .. bour from Bihar and Orissa. than from an the rest of the Provinces in 
India; as a matter of fact, over. 200,000 hands, that is over 50 pel' 
cent., employed in the jute industry pf Bengal come from Bihar and 
Orissa?-Yes, . 

0·108. If the· conditions in Bengal are as bad as you describe 
them here, ·are they likely to be willlng to go to Bengal? You have 
wid us that this statement is not your opinion or the Government' 0 

opiuion.. What does .. shorl-liv.ed " mean 1-I take it, it means that 
he gets ill and dies, but I do not think there is any basis for tha 
view. . 

D.1G9. YOIl do Ilot 'Volunteer that as your own opinion ?-No,th&~ 
i. not volunteered as pur opinion. -

'D·UG. The backbone' of the' jute industry laliour in B!>Dgal com.,. 
from Bihar and Orissa?-Yeo. 

D·111. With regard k> workmen's compensation, you say, "Ai 
the same time there is ·a certain disadvant8€e in ·that the insursnce 
companies would be more likely than the company concerned to contestt 
a;.pllted clsims.' ~ . On. wha.t ja·tha1 ppinion .baaed ~~artI1. J thin,k.' 
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jjn theopini!)n pi the Commissioner for workmen's compensation in 
the coalfields, and partly .jIn my own experience· that in the factoriel 
which are insured at J amshedpur ~ larger number of these cases Bre 

. contested than ;in ~e :rata lron and Steel Company who are not 
insured. . 

D·112. Therefore, that is based on the ",perience 01 the -Tata 
Iron and Steel Works?-Yes, and other concerns at Jamshedpur .. 

D.113. With regBrd to incidence of accidents in factories, figures 
are given which show that the number of sccident. have increased 
materially since the introduction of the Workmen'. Compensation Act 
in 1924; they have increased from 808 to about 1,700, which means 
that they have practically doubled. I see from your figures that practi
cally all the accidents in the Tats Iron and Steel Works result from 
falling objects handled by ~he injured persons and from hand tools 
in the hands chiefly !)f the injured persons. Tatas g~ve leave on sick 
pay immediately an &ccident takes place ?-They. do not claim the 
waiting period. . . 

# 

D.11 ... Tatas are extremely generous in their. treatment of any 
bodllwho hsa snJfered an sccideBt?-Yea. •• 

0-115. I l\otice you 8ay that in the year 1928 under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act they would have hed to pay Re. 5,000 but as a 
matter of fact they pa.id Re. 35,000, while in the following year the 
'corresponding figures are Rs. 4,000 and·Re. 25,000. po you connect 
the increase of minor accidents at Tatanagar with . the generous treat
ment accorded to the workere?-B!1t the generous treatment was 
accorded to the workers before the Workmen's COmpen .... tion Act .came 
into force. If you tske the Tinplate Company, which is a small 
company with 3,000 men, you see their figures' are pretty much the 
ssme year by year. The variations are in the steel works and the 
coalfield figures where numbers Bre large. 

0·118. Si, Victo," Bassoon: May it be' that minor accident. hav&. 
been reported are classified, whereas in the old days they might not 
have been ?-That is possible. '. ... 

. 0.117. Bw Alexander MUl'rIlY: I notice tha~ e'Very ~l1iery has to 
have a registered medical practitioner if it employs more than 
30 employees. You have not· anything corresponding to that in your 
factory legislation ?-I do not .Jmow i .the Chief Inspector of Factories 

.1'Vould know:. _ 
. 0·118. Are your medical officers of healtli mede Factory ,Inspectors .. 

uooer the act ?~I do no!: know.. . 
D-119. I see from Mr. Horsfield's memorandum that a trade union 

tha~ was registered in 1929 has not given the number of its members; 
is it not compulsory to give that information when. a union is regis
i ered ?-(Mr. Horsfield) : .. No. 'rhe annual returns have ~een supplied 
lln!ier a ~hre&t !)f .,prosecution. 
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0.120. Was that at the time pf registration?-Yes. 

0·121. Can you give us the numbers now for your return for 1929 
for all three unions ?-The East Indian Railway Union is just over 
26,000; the second one is I think about 16,000 and the Tinplate 
Workers' Union is 2,800. 

0.122. Could we have the latest figures you have?-I will send 
in a note. 

0·123. Have any unions been registered since?-Only those three. 

D·124. Have any unions been registered and then lapsed?-No, 
none. 

0·125. So that you have three unions on your .books?-Yes. 

D~126. What are your duties ill that connection; do yon feel called 
upon to go into their accounts in any way to see whether the accoullts 
are properly kept?-The accounts are audited under the rules. 

, 0·127. You simply do what .$he rules lay down?-I have no power 
to do anything else.· ~ . 

D·128. Have you refused to register any union?."...No. 

D-129. What do you do when you get their accounts; do you just 
file them?-We see that they have been drawn up in accordance with 
the rules and if they have bee? audited we are bound to accept ~hem. 

0·130. You do not examine them to see whether the income 
corresponds with the number pf members and that sort of thing?
No, we make no e)<amination at all; we simply see that they have 
been audited. 

0-131. Mr.iCliff: You are also the Registrar of Joint ;Stock 
CompaIlies; do you deal, with the accounts of trade unions ill exactly 

, the same way as you deal with the accounts of joint stOCK companies?
W" Bee that the company's account. are audited and the balance sheet 
ia filed;. 

0-132. The accounts are· audited by their auditorsl'-Yes, the 
auditors are certified by Government. 

0.133. 1)& you see that the acoounts of trade unions ate audited? 
-We do: we have .1)0 power to question the balance sb~t of a trade 
nnion. 

. 0·134. Sir Alexander Murray: Mr. Vain, you we;e- questioned 
by Mr. Joshi as to the negotiations with the trade union·'during the 

,.strike at Jamshedpur. HoW many parties did you deal with,in .. aile 
neetion with the union; was it the ""me leader each time throu<>hol1t' 
the negotiation?--tMr. Da.inl: In the strike at, Jamshedpl1T r bda• 't 
with the management- and the directors on the one hand. and on the 
other hand with Mr. Homi, \Vb!> was the de fa~~· leader of labour, 

., . 
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and I had a certain ·nnmb"er of dealings with the other Itssociation, 
but that rather sank into the background. 

D~135. Mr. Ahmed: III your memorandum you deal with the 
recruitment of labour through sardaTs and the commission they get. 
Do you not think that, in the interests of the labourers. it is advissble 
to do away with this system of extra. payment to the sar,mrs?-(Mr. 
Dain): I have no sufficient practical knowledge of the coalfields to 
give an answer. 

D·136. In any kind of work, whether in the coalfields or in 
factories, some percentage as commission is taken by the sardaTs or 
contractors, and that is detrimental to the interests of the workefll 
because they get much fess than what they actually earn. If you are 
a benefactor of labour, will you not be in favour of abolishing this 

:_ .ystem of recruitment through contractors? The sardars are in an 
. advantageous position to hring in labour. As a matter of fact, they 

take a share of the wageS that tbese labourers earn. I am asking you 
whether it would not be advisable in the interests of the labourers to 
do away with the present syst-em of recruitment ?-,-I think that, if 
the facts are as you state, it would be advantageous to do away with 
the system. bnt I have no knowledge of the facts myself . 

. D·137. Would you not be in favour of instituting all employment 
bureau just as they have in England and other advanced countries?
I do not ~hink there is any need for setting up a State employm('nt 
bureau. . 

D·1~8, Because any number of workers are availabfe through 
sa.-daTS whenever employers want them ?-As far as I have seeu, labour 
is available now except during B"aricultural seasons. 

D·139. M ... Cliff: Mr. Ahmed's point is, should not there be an 
opportunity to find out exactly the amount of unemployed industrial 
la,bour 7 If one takes the memorandum of the Director of Industries 
and .. Iso the memoranda put in by mauy employers, one sees tha~ 
unskilled rabour is plentiful. Mr. Ahmed is asking whether there should 
not be an employment bureau for the purpose of registering the number 
of 'unemployed 7-,-1 doubt whether the nnmber of unemployed industrial . 
labour is sufficient to justify the setting up of sueb machinery. 

D·14O. Would ·you turn Cor a minute to the Director orIlldustries' 
memorandum? Dealing w~th recruitment he says: .. Since surplus of 
unskilled labour is available in the province it is desirable t<> pro"ide' 
Cacilities for the migration of coolie labour part.icularly from Chota 
Nag-pur". The unskilled labour, "",cording to his statement, is very 
plentiful. Mr. Ahmed's question is, should there not be a regiRter for 
ascertailling particularly the number of unemployed ?-I should doubt 
the statement that unskilled labour is plentiful. It is pl"ntifllr only 
in certain searollS of the year; it is plentiful if there is a bad hancst. 



0·141. In view of the co1lflict of opinions, is it not advisable to 
a._rtain adequate and proper information on this subject ?-(Mr. 
Gupta): May I intervene with an explanation? The _ big companies 
in Bihar and Orissa run their own employment bureaux and they say 
that there is no dearth of labour for them; their experience shows that 
there is no difficulty so far as big industries are concerned in obtaining 
their quota of labour. 

0·142. SiT Victor Sassoon: Do they have employment agencies 
of their OwD ?-Some- have; for instanoe Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel 
Company run an empl~ellt bureau. 

0·143. Mr. Cliff: Mr. Ahmed's point re8:lly is, everyone iI saying 
that there is no unemployment problem and yet everyone is unable_ 
to give specific information as to the actual amount of unemployment;
therefore, would you not have registration of the unemployOO.? 

0·144. The Cluiirman: Do you consider that practicable in the 
existing conditions of your province?-(Mr. Dain): No. The labourer 
is half agricu\turist; when he has no work in the factory he is back 
on his land. 

0·145. SiT Alexande .. M u'N"ay: Last year from one part of your 
province alone, namely Cliota Nag-pur, you sent 40,000 adults to the 
tea gardens. Presumably they were all unemployed workers, otherwise 
they would not have gone to the tea gardens. Is it feasible -to keep 
a register of-40,OOO workers who seek employment in tea gardens?
No, I do not think so. 

0·146. MT. Ahmed: Is it not a fact that a number ·of workers 
from Bihar and Orissa go over to Bengal and other provinces?-There 
is a certain amount of emigration from Chota N ""'''Pur a.nd the feudatory 
Indian States to the tea gardens and to Bengal. 

D·147. M7. Joshi: Do they go to Burma also?-I cannot say 
whether they go from this part of the country to Burma. 

0·148. Mr. Ahmed: The mere faet that these people go out of 
the province shows that they cannot keep themselves engaged on land. 
Does it not show that there is unemployment here 1-'-1 take it that 
the man who emigrates is not destitute. 

D·149. What do you-mean by that?-He probably is a member of 
the family that has a little bit of land. - -

0·150. SiT Vict01' Sassoon: Wilrit be possible, for instance, to 
keep a register of those who would be prepared to take up employment
elsewhere as and when they are required? They might be working on 
their land and all the same get their names registered so that if ther~ 
was employment available elsewhere they might be made aware of 
it ?-The administrative staff in this province is very small, and _I dp 
not think the proposal is practicable. 



. D-151. M ... - .t:hmed : . J?oeet tbe statement, made. by' you.' ill' your 
memorandum represent the individual. earnings, or ,does it include the 
contributions from the rest of tbe famify?-It represents tbe individu~l 
earnings as they were asCertained at the wage. census held in 1924. 

D-152. You agree that living in villages is cheapertban in urbah 
centres like' Patna or Jamsbedpur?-The CirCUInstaru;:es, in )1rbail 
centres and in villages are no doubt ditr~t.· . ., 

. D~153. T!le cost of living is more in urban cenires than in villages? 
-Yes. • 

D,154. And therefore the comparisOn made· by you in your state
ment· is not of much help at all ?-T!le figures are given and allowance 
has to ·be made for the facts which you have mentioned. 

D-155. Mr. Cliff: In giving the wages earned in 1928 by opera
tives of the industrial concerns- in the province, you· have taken ;seven 
industriar concerns of varying types in the province, and then _ there 
.are the· grades of labcur ·sel; -out. It would be· very helpful if you 
could collect the number of employees in each grade to supplement thai 
retum?-Yes; we will enquire from the companies. 

D-15G. Then you deal with the proposal for a Weekly Payment; 
Dill made by. Diwan Chaman Lan. The local Governmel;lt appea.r to 
have urged on the Central Government tbat •• if tbe experiment was 
to be triell it should. at least be confined in the first instance to mines 
and factories where, as a matter of fact, weekly payment system is 
widely in force already ". What kind of experiment would that be I' 
-That Was a propoasl for enforcing weekly payment by legislation. 
We suggesf;,ed that the legislation, if undertaken at all, should be 
confined, in the first instance, to mines and factories. 

- D-157. You wanted to make it statutory where it was really already 
in force with the exception of a small minority. Would it be well 
to try this system by legislation as an experiment fora period of, 
say, one year, where it is not in force 1-1 do not think th& _ekly 
payment system is generally wanted. For instance, in the terms of 
settlement that were otrered by the Tinplate Company {inion before 
the strike the Company accepted the workmen's desire to be paid 
monthly instead of weekly. . . 

D-15S. Mr. Joshi: Are there any advantages going .with thll 
monthly payment?-There are certain advantages.' 

D-15S. ThB Chairman: In the instance that you mentiorted I 
think the question was one of· rating monthly; tbe people did not 
lika being daily rated and ~hey wanted that they should be monthl! 

.raf;,ei ?...:....I think so. 

D-160. Mr. Cliff: I found some opposition to the payment of 
weekly wages on the railwa.Y11 b~&use' the' work-people felt that. tiler 
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woUld I9se Cerf&in privilegesaooruing to mo~thly paid s~. r wanted 
to know if your Government desired to take a bolder step in· tha-t 
particular case. Can I ask you a· general question?, In the· memo
randum put in by the Officilloting Director of Industries· it is stated 
that .. the industrial prosperity of a country largely depends on the 
efficiency of labour which is !lne of the main factors· of production. 
The inte1ligence,.'adaptability, skill and efficiency of the labour force, 
in turn, depend upon education, hours of work, wages, physique and 
opportunities for leisure."· Put on one side for the moment eduC&.tion. 
May I ask what suggestion )"our Government has to make to this 
. Commission with re.,"3I'd tq achieving any of those consequential 
~nditions that are spelt out by ~he Director of IndustlOies ?-I' &Ill 

afraid there are no concrete proposals to pnt before the Commission 
at present. . 

0.161. Under ' Staff Organization' it is ststed " the experiment 
to train sons of weavers on these lines carried on in one of the weaving 
centres. gf this province has proved to be successful "'. I gather you 
had a committee which formulated practical proposals. Have there 

. been any industrial schools of· that type commenced in this province 
in order to train this class of labour ?-(Mr. Gupta) : Yes; I can 
give :You some .statistical data abont the number of technical and 
industrial schools. We have an engineering college and an engineer. 
ing schoof; we h"ve 19 Government owned technical alld industrial 
schools; 14 aided, of which 4 are for women and 10 for men, and 
two un-aided schools for men and one for women. We have a total' 
of 21 Government institutions. . . . . . 

0·162. Are these the middle industrial schools of which mentioh 
is made here?-No. That particular We8.ving school is an experiment; 
it is known as half·time weaving school which· i. specislly ·meant for 
craftsmen. . 

0·163. you say that the experiment has proved to be successful\, 
Have. any other schools of this type been established ?-No j not 
exactly pf that type. . 

0·164. Would you be able to put briefly before the Commission 
a short note dealing with this successful experiment in order. that the 
Commission may have it in evidence before them ?-,If it is aboutthj! 
weaving school, yes. But I must make it clear that this schoof doelJ 
not train men. for . textile mills; it trains men 9nly for· cottage 
industries. . 

D-1es. If that were the case we are not concerned with it. :Again 
it is stated: .. Most of the workmen are illiterate and this is a great 
handicap in imparting any teChnical training to them". A committee 
was appointed lOud they formulated practical proposals. Are' these 
practical proposals any guide to this Commission with regard to the 
tr&ining ot illiterate labour?-That w.... a committee appointed to 
conaider generally the question (If 'providing vocational training, and 
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as a part' of their recOmmendation ihis weaving school has l,een 
.established. But the idea wa.s to train craftsmen rather than to give 
industria.l training for the organized industries. 

0·168. In your memorandum you deal with the attitude of your 
Government towards trade combina.tions and in connection with 
industrial disputes. Can we t&ke it that your Government itself 
~ncourages the recognition of trade unions ?-(Mr. Dain): I do not 
think that Government have taken any steps actually to encourage 

-,trade unions. 

0·167. Are they taking steps where trade unions have been 
registered to encourage their recognition by the employers?-No. 

0·168. The Chairman: In some cases there are two rival trade 
unions covering the same field 1-In the CIIoSe of J amshedpur there 
are two unions. 

0·169. Mr. Cliff: There were two unions at one stage in the 
,case oC one industry?-There are two still. 

0.170. With regard to disputes is the position of Government 
correctly spelled out here that .. Government itself watches most care
fully the progress of every industrial dispute, and makes all necessary 
arrangements for the maintenance of law and order, and for the protec
tion oC the individua.l in the exercise of hi~ legal rights .. ? Does the 
GoverllInent attitude go no further than that? In a.nswer to Mr. Joshi, 
I nnderStood; you were representing Government as taking a more 
active part than what is spened out here.-I endeavoured to act aR 

. an intermediary between the two parties; that did not commit 
Government in any way. ' 

0.171. The ChaiTman: In .your capacity 'as officer in that 
~district ?-But I was not acting under omers of Government in doing 
,110. 

0·172. Under: whose responsibility was that done?-Under my 
responsibility as D"puty CO!DDlissioner I endeavoured to jbring the 
two parties togetht'r. 

0·173. Sir Victor 'SaG8007l': Does your Governinent encourage 
district officers to do what YOll did; or \Vas what you did in advance 
of what others might do?-I was in correspondence with Government 
all the time and I know that Government approved of what I did, 

0·174. (:01. Bussell: Dealing with the standard of iiving you 
say, .. The Indian workmen's diet is generally 1I0t suitable and produces 
insufficient' energy for sustained effort ". On what was that remark 
based ?-(Mr. Dain): I cannot atll!wer that question off-hand. I have 
to look up the papers. 

, 0-175. You tell us that .. until he is educated to appreciate the 
yalue of higher s~andRI:-d of living, it will be useless to el<pect such 
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higher standard of living merely from an increase in wages". But 
this statement does not tally with the statement in Bnlletin No .. 1 of 
the Department of Industries that "the percentage on cereals tends 
to decrease and that on other food to increase with the income" and 
so an ?-(Mr. Gupta): That is only a proportionate decrease. They 
spend more on other luxuries. 

0·178. Naturally it will mean an increase' in the standard of 
living?-Yes, certainly. . , 

0·177. The Government memorandum refers to the special 
investigations made with regard to the cost of living. III your Bulletin 
No. 7 you also describe the methods adopted for the collection of 
statistics and say, .. The reports were at first very unsatisfactorY' and 
the figures collected for the first few months have been abandoned ". 
What staff did you employ for this investigation ?~I~ is rather ancient 
history so far as I am concerned.. I gather that the question arose out. 
of a conference that was held in Delhi. 

0·178. I know of that conference .. How many investigators did 
you have?-The, investigators were the welfare~ superintendent of t4e 
Tata Iron and Steer Company, the Chief Medical Officer of the Jharia 
Mines Board of Health and a number 6f Sanitary, Inspectors workbg 
under them. 

0·179. How many Sanitary Inspectors were tliereJ-I cannot say 
how many. 

0·180. What training had these men for making an inVestigation 
of this kind ?-They had probably no speciaf training. 

0·181. That was the reason why the report was unsatisfactory? 
·-Yes. 

D·18ta. You say that the figures for the first few months were 
abandoned. For how many months exactly did you abandon the 
fignres?-I could not say off-hand. ' 

0-182. In what way was the Medica.l Officer of the Board of 
Health, Jharia, able to help' you in'this connection ?-I presume he 
detailed his Sanitary Inspectors to gather information on. the form 
supplied. The form is shown in appendix II to Bulletin Np. ,7. 
Department of nidustries, Bihar, and Orissa. 

0·183. You give us various items of food, fuel and lighting, cloth-' 
lug and so on in ~hat form. How long did it take one investi"ator 
to complete one family budget ?-I have no information. b, 

. D.~8~. , Was it necessary for that investigator to repeat his visits. 
to all mdlvldual house to find out the particulars necessary for com-, 
pletmg the budget?-I am not in a position to pve the information., 

0-18,5. We '\\"ant this information, if possible. beeauoo the '1,iestion 
of collect mg family budgets has come "P befpre the .Commi""ioll several 
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times ?~I shall make an enquiry ,and see if there are' any recordswhicli 
.Will give the information you require, 

D-188. The Chairman: Could you send us a short note pn the 
point ?--Yes. 

D·187. 1 understand that Government itself do not take any 
~esponsibility for your figure?-No. Government do not employ their 
pwn agents; but they have reporters. 

. ,D·18B. MI'. Cliff: Is the Government introducing cost of living 
index figures based on these budgets ?-Yes, based on the results 
~btained from those budgets. 

D·189. Col. Russell: In your memorandum you say further on... 
lliat to ensure accuracy in 'index figures would necessitate employ
ment Qf a considerable staff under trained supervision. Is that the 
Government view 1'-Yes. 

(The witnesseS' withdrew.) - . ' ----
Mr. H. W. BRAOY,Chief Inspector of Factor., Bihar and Ori .... 

. D·190. The Chairman: I understand that ;you are the Chief 
Inspector of Factories, ~ihar and Orissa ?-Yes. 

0·191. Could you tell us the period during which you 'have held 
your pres~nt ~ 1'-9 years. .. . 

:: 0·192. Miss POlDer: . With regard to the question of dining sheds 
it is said that the problem ill not so simple here as in Europe on 
account of the existence of· caste smuples. lIut in the Government 
memorandum it is stated that at Jamshedpur a women's Test house 
is provided in which the women take their meals ana that about 13 to 
14 thousand women use this rest house per month. Apparently that 
lIearns to imply that large numbers 01 women take advantage of this 
facility regardless Qf caste distinction. Do you suggest that it would 
be possible to get over the caste difficulty ,in the matter of dining sheds I' 
..... 1 think there is a difficulty, but that call be got over by putting up 
separate sheds. '. . -

. D.19$: Has it been got pvet in that way at Jamshedpur?-There 
is a. place,-I confess I have not seen meals taken in it-where, diIrerent 
fats of people. go and ta.k~ their food. 

0·194. You suggest that there is necessity for .a eoheme of 
apprentiCeship and you ettach a copy of a· note by you containing 
suggestions for training apprentice!!. The Government, memorandum 
suggests that schemes of that nature, msinly iIi contlection with small. 
engineering firms, have not been a success, because many of the 
apprentice a do not remain to complete their term; they leave in the 
middle of their course when they can coIDm&nd higher wages?-I 
~gree that it is so; my suggestion js ~o take steps to give them a better 
chance bJ! some sort pf con~rpl. 



0-195_ You think. that the present system is inadequate?-Yes, 
under this system some employers have a temptation to exploit the' 
lads, they do not give sufficient training to them; many of them are 
turned out without any training at all. There are. few firms which 
honestly try to train these boys to II trade. They can be counted on 
one's fingers. In the rest, the conditions are such that the boys dQ 
not find them sufficiently attractive. 

0-198. Dealing with .. administration"· the Government memo
randum says that in rural areas the acquaintance with factory legislation 
is very slight, but in the industrial centres where the work-people are 
better educated a growing knowledge and interest in factory legislation 
is evinced. Have you ever received complaints of failure to observe 

.. the Factories Act from the workers?-We have received complaints. 
I think for the past nine years we have received about one a yesr.
say 9 such complaints. Nearly all of them proved to he malicious. I 
do not suggest that there is no room to believe that the Factories Act 
is being infringed in this Province at all. But it does seem to be 
the case that the factories about which we get anonymous complaints.
{they are mostly anonymous)-are not the serious offenders. 

0-197. Are notices dealing witl;t such information as the. hours of 
work and so on posted in the factories in the vernaculars ?-An abstract 
of. the Act and the rules is posted in the vernacular. They do· not 
put up notices regarding hours of labour in the vernacular. 

. 0-198. Would it not be a good thing if such a notice were posted. 
because experience all the world over is that work-people do not care 
to read the actual abstract of the Act but do require to know certain 
essentials~ like the legal hours of work ?"::'The ma.in usefulness of the 
programme of labour, the time table of the factory being put up in 
the factory is really for the Factory Inspector. It is of more use to 
him than to the operatives. When he goes to the factory he goes. 
straight to that; it gives him the starting point in hi. inspection.· 
What the employees are mo.qtly concerned with is to have in the 
language which they understand the law under which they work. For. 
this purpose we give them·.in their own fanguage an abstract of the 
main provision. of the Act dealing with such points as the hours- of 
labour and so !l11. 

0-199. Sir Victcw Sassoon·:· Does the abstract show the time at 
beginning and ending work each day? Does the verna.cular abstract ': 
that i. put up do that?-No .. That is shown in. the qommon abstract .. 
printed in English and other languages· for use. by all the factories. 
The managers of the reSpective factories paste upon that abstract the 
hours of work of that ·pariic.u1ar factory once a montb or as often aa 
they are changed. . 

.0-200. Do .they give the hours of work in' the vernacular?~No. 
not necessarily in the vernacular . We do not in~ist on that. 
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0.201. MissPowcr: Supposing they were worked overtime 
illegally; what is there to prevent an abuse of that kind ?-The wor~
people have the abstract of the Act and the rules, and they obviously 
must know their own hours of work. 

0·202. Dearing with "admicistration" the Government memo
randum refers to the pereentage of inspections and the number of 
prosecutions per annum, and suggests that the percentage of inspections 
is adequate. Is that your view as well? In 19-27 the percentage was 
45.1 and in 1928 it was 59. Roughly speaking the average in the last 
two years is a visit every other year?-Yes. 

0.203. Do you agree that it is p,dequate ?-It all depends on the 
degree to which it is required to enforce the Act. The frequency of 
inspections and prosecutions does result, no doubt, in a certain staridard 
of compliance with the Act. That standard of compliance could be 
increased and woul'd be increased if the number of inspections and 
prosecutions were increased. 

D·204. There is no indication· either in your report or in the 
Government report as to the level of compliance found as a result of 
this 50 per cent. inspection ?-The revel of compliance is not very good. 

0·205. That would imply that it could. be bettered if you could 
. do more inspections 1'-1 agree with that, if we could also have more 
prosecutions: 

0·208. In the Government memorandum it is said that since last 
year certaiIi Sub-Divisional Officers have been roped in to assist in factory 
inspection. What measure of assistance were you able to get from these 
officers since ?-I take it that these officials must be very busy with their 
legitimate work?-We expect to get occasional assistance from them 
in supplementing the work of the Factory Inspector especially with 
regard to the control of the hours of labour. The Factory Inspector. 
often has a great distance to travel· and persons with 8 fittle local 
knowledge can inspect better such things as the attendance register 
at a factory and the hours it actually works, than a man who arrives 
there from a distance of 200 miles after travelling for a 10US' time. 

0·207. I take it they do surprise visits?-Yes. 

0·208. Are they supposed t~ report to you the results of their 
inspections 1-The code of instructiolls governing those matters has not 

..yet been issued . 

.,i' • 
P·209. I am concerned to ascertain what follow np would result 

from. the information receIved from these ex-ofJieio officers regarding 
non-compliance with the Act?-The intention was that they should. 
report to the Circle 1nspecter or to the District Magistrate or· 
to me. Anyone of these people would launch a prosecution if necessary. 

0-210; Would th~y ~eml'Dwered te prosecute if nece""aryl'--
Yea. . -



0·211. The CllIIin'lan: Do not the ex-officio inspectors make a 
report of their inspections to you in all ca.ses?-':'Prior to their ap!"lli~t. 
ment they were not .x-officio inspectors in any sense. ,The D,strICt 
Magistrate alone was inspector for certain sections of the Act. But 
the other officers referred to are not, so far as I understand the law, 
entitled to enter any factory and inspect it, unless they have been 
specially empowered to do so as has now been done here. 

0·212. Miss Pow"..: How does the District Magistrate prosecute? 
Does he try his own cases?-As a matter 'of fact nearly all the. prOflecn
tions have been instituted by the regular inspectors. Sometune.s ~he 
District Magistrate tries the case; sometimes he Bends it to the Jl1Iuor 
magistrates_ Virtually in all cases the chief witness for the prosecution 
is the regular Inspector of Factories. 

0·213. M... Clmo: But does the District Magistrate himself try 
the cases that he has instituted ?-No. 

0.21,4. Miss Pow"..: Who will try that case ?-He will transfer 
it to a junior magistrate. 

0·215. Has any Medical Officer of Health been nominated Q.q an 
e.r-officio inspector?-They were ex-officio inspeetors some years ngo; 
but not now. 

0.216. Is there ally form of medical in.~pection of the workers in 
the factories?-No, except with regard to chirdren, which is required 
by the Act. 

0.217. You mean the Certifying Surgeon?-Yes. 

0·218. Nobody else?-None. 

D·219. Who are the Certifying Surj!eons; are th.., the Medical 
Offieers of the district ?-U sually the Civil Surgeon of the district is 
the Certifying Surgeon. But he may delegate his powers to any re)!is
tered practitioner. usually one who is employed by the factory. His 
certificate is valid for three months unless " new certificate is issued 
by the Civil Surgeon in the meantime. 

D.220. Is there any undue delay between the phild obtaining 
employment and his gettiug the neceAAary certificate, from the sUrgeon? 
I do nnt think that ordinarily there is any deray. In ruml dlstrids 
it is difficult to get the Certifying Surgeon there at once; it ma,v lie 
difficult to get him even within a few days. ,That difficulty is 'now 
got over by delegating his powers to an examining surgeon. ." . 

0-221. Do you or your Msistants chC(·k thl' work of the Certifying 
8ur:reon from time to time?-Yes, we examine the children, and 
their certificates. 

0.222. Do you know "'hy :Medical Officers of Health have ceased 
to be r.r-officio in"~tors?-I do not know. ~' 
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0-223. Did that happen in your time ?-No, ~bat happened long 
ago. 

b·224. So tbat, there is no form of medical inspection in con
nection with industrial workers other than what the Certifying 
Surgeons do in regard to children ?-That is 80. 

0·225. Do you suggest tbat the position should be remedied?
I do not think there is any great evil in it as· it stands. I have 
no reason to suppose that there is any large amount of disease in 
factories, either industrial disease or other kinds of disease. I confess 
that is only a negative Rtatement of the position. My information 
is negative only. We ask the doctors in the district if they know 
of any disease having broken out in the factories in their jurisdiction; 
they generally say no. It might be that if we made arrangements 
lor regular medical inspection of factorieR, it would reveal diseases 
that at present are not observed. I bave no reason to suppose it 
will be so, but it may be so. 

0·228. Government in their memorandum say tbat with regard 
to the mica factories the hoUl'S are not undnly long and the conditions 
are not sucb as to require regulation. Is that your view also ?-I 
know nothing about them further than inspecting a number of them 
3 or 4 years ago and reporting on what I Jound then, I have no 
clear idea now of what I ,reported at that time. 

0-227. Do you know the hours of work there?-No. 

0.228. At any rate they must bave been 8l1ch that you thought 
there was no necessity for regulation on that score ?-Jr they were 
brought under the Act there would be a great deal of irritation caused 
and there would be difficulty in remedying the evil 'of overcrowding. 

0·229. What was the age of children working in those factories?
I do not know. 

0·230- Were they lower Hian that prescribed in the Factories 
Act ?-No, I do not think that was so. I doubt very much whether 
children below the statntcry age are very much worth employing. 

, 0·231. But that has not, been our experience in other 'Provinces, 
where we have fonnd much younger children employed in unregulated 
than in regulated factories ?-That has not been my experience in 
these mica factories a)ld other factories in this Province. 

0·232. Are there any factories, other than the mica factories in. 
this Province which you feel shonld.be brougM under regulation?
There i. It considerable number. of unregistered shellac factOl~es in 
this Proviuce al1d 'thoRe that I have seen am 110t very good. The 
structure of (J,C buil'lings is bn,l; Iigllting is bad; and conditions at 
work places nre uot goo[1. The existence of SUdl unregulated factorieR 
acts unfairly on those wl,h·1t <10 come nnder tl,e Factories Act and 
which al'6 fewer in !lumber. I think thel'e is a case for briDging at 
least some of the unregisteretl ones unde\' the Act. 



D-233. What about places employing power but where less than 
20 persons are employed such as the small engineering works. They 
tio not come under the Factories Act ?-No such rac,tories have been 
brought under the Act. The only factories with power but employing 
less tlul.n 20 persons that have been brought under the' Factories 
Act are saw mill_, on account of the daugerous character. of the 
work there. . 

D-234. Have you brought any ot,her factory with power, but 
employing less than 20 persons under the Factories Act, on account 
of the dangerous character of the work?-No. Only saw mills. 

D-235. Do you feel that there are others which could be brought 
under the Act if the number of persons employed were reduced from 
20 to 10?-It is a question of balancing the advantages and disad
vantages of such a step. There are a. good many little places like that; 
there is no very obvious reason why they should not be brought under 
the Act, but the standard of int"Uigence aud the standard of manag&' 
ment are very low. 

D-236. Is not that an added reason for bringing them under the 
Act ''>:-1 agree with, that view. 

. . 
D-237. Haye you any idea of the number of such places?~No. 

D-238. You could not say how much additional staff you would 
require if all such places were brought under the Factories Act ?-I 
could not say off-hand. I could give you the required information 
in a. week's time. 

D-239. It would be valllilble to us if. you could give us a. note 
lin the subject?-Yea, we have the file with us. It has been going 
9 years. At any time we could mention some scores of factories 
which do JlOt come under the Act. I shan send the information in 
a. week. 

D-240. Mr. ClolV: What is the procedure in this Province with 
regard to prosecutions under the Factories· Act ?-Do you launch a. 
prose.cution. on your owu account or do you have to submit the question 
to any higher authority before T>J"Osecution ?-No. 1 do not think we 
have got anything ill writing in that cOlmedion. When there is a. 
case fit for prosecution the inspector sees the District Magistrate about 
it. Our prosecutions al'l) 00 few; our policy has been to prosecute 
only very bad C<1ses. Therefore when I ask the District Magistrate 
for a. prosecution there is not very much room for discussion about 
it ; it is a.n obvious case. . 

D-241. Yonr prosecutions are much fewer than in Provinces of 
the same importance in India.. You have had only 20 prosecutions 
in 8 years?-Yes. 

. D-242. Do' you agree that the Ad is not rigidly enforced in this 
l'rovinee ?-It is ·certainly Dot rigidly enforced. 
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D·243. How many prosecutions out of this 20 have been in 
respect of infringement of the provisions regarding hours of work?
I canuot Bay off-hand. 

D·244. Most of them related to questions regarding safety?-Yas. 

0·245. Is the position such that an average factory owi.er is 
led to believe that he can infringe the Act in respect of hours of 
work with reasonable prospect of impunity?-I think there are a 
large number of persons who infringe the Act in this respect, but 
are not bronght to iustice. 

0·246. The C hoinnan ; . Is that not rather unfair to the hetter 
employers who want to observe the law?-Yes, that is so. 

0·247. }Ir. Clow; Judging from experience, unless the factory 
owners of this Province are very different from those of other Provifl{',"s, 

. there must be many infringements unnoticed for every prosecution that 
is lauJlched ?-Yes. 

0·248. Sir Vicwr SaJlsoon; I have just been looking at the 
section a8 regards putting up of notices. 8ection 36 .of the Act runs: 

.. There shan be affixed in some conspicuous plaee near the main 
entrance of every factory, in· EniJ1ish and in tbe language of the 
majority of the operatives in such factory, the prescribe<l abstracts 
of this Act and of the rules made thereunder, and also a notice contain
ing . tbe standing ~rders of the f ... ,tory npon the following .matters, 
llamely:-' 

(a) the time of beginning and emling work on each day; 
(b) the perions of rest fixed under section 21; 
(e) the hours of beginning and ending work for each shift(if any) ; 

and . 
(d) the hours of employment of all persons employed; 
(e) the weekly holidays fixed under section 22 ............. " and so 

on. Would you not cous~der that ~ect~on to cove: the putting up 
in the vernacular of the tIme of begInIung and endmg of work each 
day?-:-I think it might cover that. 

0.249. If you did not read, it that way it would seem rather 
extraordinary that you should insist on the ~reRCribed abstracts being 
put up in the vernacular, whereas the slandmg orders of the f:\{"t~)fy 
including the mosi; important point, !,amely the honrs of begll:,n~lIg 
and endin" work need not be put up 111 the hnguage of the ma)ordy 
of the op;ratives of the Act. Is there any objection to enforcing the 
~hing now?-No. 

0.250. There is· no reason "'hy Ihe one thing should be pnt ill' . 
in the vernacular and not the other?-None, except the reason I have 
already giV'en. 

0·251. 'rhe Chairman; Dealing with this matter in anot!:'er 
Province. it has been represented to us that it should be done accor,hng 



to the Act ?-There should be no objeotion to it whatever ,l; thinIC 
it is well to do it, but I do not think tbe absence of it now leads· 
to any abuse. . 

0.252. 8i1' Vietat' Sassoon: Are there occasions when tbe hours 
were cbanged ?-Yes. 

0.253. Are there occasions when . the· workers objected to the 
change in hours?-Yt's. When the hours are changed tbemanager sends 
notice to the inspector. 

0·254. Is tbatnot another reason why the a.Iteration should be. 
put up in tbe vernacular?-Yes. perhaps so. 

0·255. SiT A lezand .... lIfuffay: In YOW memor~ndum, you say 
you have no unemployment problem. You refer to industrial. un

. employment there, I suppose?-I am merely quoting the Government 
meinorandum there. I have no figures for unemployment myself. I 
understand that tbere is very little unemployment. 

0·256. You have given us an interesti.ng memorandum dealing 
with a system ·of apprentieeship. You speak of Ii five yeara course of. 
apprenticeship. Have you had ro;perience of the apprentices p.nd have 
you found that the boys are willing to stay up to the end of five 
years ?-I have no peraonn.i experience. I lr,now that the bigger 
engineering firms take apprentices. What I have referred to is only 
in the small factories. I find that generally there is. Ii. dearth of 
the kind of men that is so easy to get in Engmnd. I do not qUite 
understand why they should never become available in India. 

0·257. My experience in other shops in India is that the boy stays 
there for two or three years and then leaves the apprenticeshill to 
take up a job which pays him more mon~y. What provision do you 
make for paying these boys1-I think that Government, if they can 
find the money, sbould adopt a system of State-aided and State-controlled 
apprenticeship instead of spending so much on higher education. 

0·258. I agree with you; that is the weakness you find everywhere. 
You want money to do that sort of thing. In connection with mines;· 
of course the managers have to be certified?-Yss. 

0.259. It has been suggested that managers of factories also might 
be certified. Is that a workable proposition ?-A District Magistrate· 
who has taken a great inter<)sUn this matter and has had an exceptional 
amount of experience in it suggested 'that. Of course any· Fadory· 
Inspector. especially if he happens to be an engi.neer, would be delighted 
to 8ee that done. But I agree with the view which Government take· 
on it that it would almost amount to a restraint on industry. It might 
be otherwise in Calcutta,but with the factories fhat we have here it 
would be top-heavy. 

0·260. Do you generally meet the workers;, do they know as 
a rule the starting and stopping times of the factories they work in?-'
Yell. 
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. 0·261. Do you· meet mey workers wno ao not KnoW when they 
ilhould be inside the factory and when'outside?-I think ~hey all know 
as a rule . 

. ' 0·262. :Do these men, women or children wear any tokens of any 
description ?-Only the ~hildren. 

0·263. M ... Ahmed: With regard to prosecutions for lhfringement 
of the Factories Act, are they a very large number?-No, they have 
been criticised as being very few. 

. D·264. Are they few on account of want of time for the Factory 
inspector?-:-It is a matter of baJancing three factors, the policy. of 
Government, the number" of prosecutions, and the strength of the statT. 
iIi the, policy were changed or if the number of inspectors increased 
there would be an increase in the number of prosecutions. 

. ..' .. 
. 0·265. I take it that the policy of your Government is Inild?.....: 

The policy of the Government i. beyond me as a witness. There is 
the Government memorandum for you to refer to. 

0·266. The Chairman : In that connection I see that it is stated 
inth~ Government memorandum.·that attention has been ca.lIed to 
the small number of prosecutions by the Government of India two 
years ago. Did that have any effect ?-That was in the na.ture of an 
enquiry. We were al"" asked whethorthere was any connection bet
ween the small number of prosecutions and the large number pf 
acciden~. We answered that our accidents in genera.! were coming 
down to the average of the whole country. Our large number pf 
accidents mainly occur in one industry. I do not think anybody who 
has interested himself in it either as Inspeotor of Factories or Fact9l'Y 
Manager or District Magistrat<l, and has full knowledge 'of the circnins
tances of the industry would. suggest that we ha.ve left any. stone 
unturned to stop the occnrrence of accidents. Neither an increase in 
the number of prosecutions, nor an increase in the penaJties leviable 
will help to prevent the dangers that are the cause of thes.e accidents. ~ 

0.267; Sir Alexand ... Murray: . I ao not know if you have noticed 
that accidents have gone up very materially during'the last two or 
three years 1-1 ha.ve noticed that very painfully. . 

0·268. Have you any information as to the cau,*,s of the increase' 
in. the number of minor accidents ?-It is mostly of course in one 
industry. That industry has expanded at a. tremendous rate. It would 
be remarJiable anywhere; it is very remarkable her... Labour has 
bardly had the tUne to be properly trained in the lower ranks. At the . 
top there have bet'n very rapid promotions on account of extensio,,~ 
In this industry here, the rate of output per man employed-(I think 
I am well within the truth in saying thisl-is only a' quarter pf what 
it ia in other countries. IT we think of thllt, and ·then the fact that 
our a.cc'idents BTe only 80' per cellt. more. than in other countries-I 
use the words .. only 80 per cent." deliberat.ely-the wonder is tha' 
the' aeciilcllts are not very much more. - . 



_ D.269. The Factory Inspector's report shows that there haa D-:en 
no increase in the number of employees of the Tatanagar Works dunng 
the last three years. As a matter of fact there have heen fewer hands 
there. Still the number of accidents remains high 1-1 find ~at ~he 
number has heen steady in proportion to the outpui. 

0·270.' But the incidence of accidents per hundred employees has 
gone up?-Yes. It is the incidence per ton per. man which has been 
very steady; it has not varied very much. 

0·271. I am not referring to accidents dealing with machinery, 
but to accidents which consist in peeple allowing weights to faU on 
their toes or fingers. Do yon attribute the increase in the number of 
such accidents to the very generous treatment by Ta.t ... of their workers? 
Ordinarily under the Workmen's Compensation Act a worker has to 
prove disability for so many days before he becomes entitled -to com
pensation. He is evidently not Iibemlly treated under the Act. But 
the Tata. give their workers five to six time~ what they are entitled 
to under the Act. Do you associate that very generous treatment by 
Tatas of their workers with the increase in the number of minor 
accidents?-I have not gone into the question as I did wit1i regard 
to a railway factory a few years ago. 

D·272. What did yon find in the railway factory?-There was 
definite evidence there of malingering. There were a considerable num
ber of people implicated iI\ that; there was almost a conspiracy. I 
do not want to be misunderstood in this connection. What J refer 
to in this factory was some years ago. I think it is changell now. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. W. B. BRETT, I.C.S., Financial Secretary to the Government of 
Bihar and Orissa. 

D·273. The Chairman: You have in recent years had mucn 
experience ·of the chief distriet from which recruiting takes place for 
Assam ?-Yes; I was Deputy Commissioner of Ranchi for 2t yeal·s; 
most of the recruits for Assam in this Province come from Ranchi. 

D·274. We understand that you can speak both from your own 
experience and as representing the policy of Government with regard 
to recruiting for Assam?-Yes. -

The Cltairman: The point on which we shall greatly value your 
help to-day is your own experience of a district from which there is 
~ large recruitment to Assam and in what ways in your opinion tho 
present methods can be improved, if you have. any suggestions to make. 

D·275. Mr. Clow: Could you tell us roughly the control whieli 
is at present exercised by the district anthorities in respect of this 
recruitment '?-Copies of all lieenses issued to sa.-dars are sent to the 
Deputy Commissioner; he also has the pcwer of cancelling the license 
of .. $(lTd",. in case of mioeonduct. He grants Ihe license to the local 
agent, after considering _the recommendation of ~he Assam Lahoul" 



·Board, and he has POWER: to suspend that iicense and t.o recommend 
the Government to cancel it. I do not think the Deputy Commissioner 
has power ·to cancel the license himself, but I am not quite sure on 
thll;t point. . He has the power of inspecting the depots to which the 
coolies are brought before 'being -forwarded to the labour district .• 
he. has power to call for papers and. to call for recruits before. they 
are' Bent to the .labour districts. Actually control is chielly exercised 

. 'Partly by one's general knowledge of what is going on, and, more 
particularly, by watching the daily statements of coolies despatched 
from· the local agent's office to the gardens .. The local agent has to 
send one a copy of all particulars in his register, and if you 
which that you are usually in a position to tell any case in which unusal 
features appear; those are nsually cases in .which a Jarge nnmber of 
'people have been put down as being recruited by one sarda,. 

0·278. AfT. Cliff: Is that done monthly?-Daily. 

0·277. l'tIT. Clow: A case of tha.t kind, where a large number 
of coolies were recruited by one Gardar must, I take it, show that 
other people had been assisting in the recruiting?-In most cases, yes; 
one wo"ld find out how long the sarnar had been. in the district. 
For instance, if it appeared that a·man had come down, spent, say, /j 
'days in getting to his home, two days more there, .and coming back 
again to Ranchi in another three or four days, if he showed he had 
'recruited more than 7 or 8 people, one could be pretty certain he was 
not the person who had actually recruited them. 

D·278. And that therefore the provisions of the Aet· had heen 
infringed ?-Yes, there had been assistance to recruitment. 

0·279. Do these partiCUlars reach you in time for you to take 
,any effective action if you suspect there has )Jeen illegal recruitment?
Usually not in time to prevent the despatch at the coolies to the 
gaJ:den. One's action usually consists in making things unpleasant 
either for the local n"aent or for the garden which employs the aarda1', 
and, of course, one can always prosecute the people concerned if 
necessary. 

'0·:180. You think, in spite of that, the cOntrol is on the whole 
effective 7-1 think on the whole the local agent is afrsidt<> conntenance 
anything seriously wrong; in 'most ca.es, as a matter of fact, he is 
only too glad to ask one's assistance; frequently a local agent, if hI! 
is doubtful, will send the case np to the local Magistrate (or orders. 

·p.281. This Province,a.nd the n'anchi area in pa.rticular, was the 
Bcene in the old days of very grave abuses?--'Yes, very serious. 

D.282. Do you think that would recur if tlle control were with
'drD. wn !l nd free -recruiting allowed?-Y es, I think it would. Some of 
the f~tor8 have changed and some have not; the aboriginal coolie 
is probably mther more educated than he was, but not very much i 
he is still extremely liable to_ be led away by faise promises, and he 
i.s .till just as fond of drinking as he was. In the "Id days the usual 
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way of getting these people away was to make them drunk, pu.t them 
ig the train and when they recovered they founi! they were well on' 
theiF way to Assam. 

o·na. Another memorandum wbmitted to us sugg6b'l;s. that it 
should be made an offence to supply drink to any coolie; is that' a 
serious evil at present ?-No. I should think most coolies prohably 
seal the hargain with a drink with the sardar. but I 110 not see 4,ow, 
you could dill'ereutiate between coolies a.nd other people;· they aU: 
drink very heavily. 

0·284. In this Province the Tea. Districts Labour Associationan~ 
the other recruiting agencies concentra.te mainly on the aboriginees?
Ranchi is the district in which I have had experience, the recruitment 
there is a.hnost entirely aborigina.l. 

D·285. There is. I take it. extensive recruitment for other areas 
from Ranchi; people emigrate for employment to Calcutta' and' else
where?-A great number of people emigrate to the Dooar. tea gardens. 
In a bad year yoo get considerahly more people going to the Docars 
and Darjeeling than to Assam. . 

D·2811. Does your experience bear out what we were told in the 
"United Provinces, that whereas free emigration goes on on a very 
extensive scale for other centres of industry. the I&bourer goes extremely 
reluctantly to Assam ?-He doe£( no~ go there of his own &ccord usually; 
he seems to require a certain amount of persuasion 'to go to Assam. chiefly 
1 think because of the bad name Assam still has owing to the old 
abuses. I have discussed the matter with coolies who have been to 
both. and what they usually tell me is that they were afraid to go to 
Assam. but that when they got there they were rather more comfortable 
than they were in the Dooars. 

0·"87. The Ckairman: That is rather an important and. useful 
statement to ha,{e. Then may we understand that the abuses of 
which we have heen speaking just now were prior to the enquiry of. 
1921-22 ?-The had time for the abuses was hefore the Act of 1901 
was enacted; the abuses are pretty ancient history. 

P·2Q, But in the main these abuses do not exist as far as you 
kDDW Itt present ~-They exist .in a modified . form; . I .do 'not think 
they exist in the Assam recruitment at present; I think it is probably 
too wet! controlled. . 

0-289. I am not speaking for the moment of recruiting but of 
conditions in Assam. You told us just now that when you talked to 
coolies who had .been both to Assam and the ])ooar9. they' gaye a 
better report of conditions in Assam than the Dooars. Can you confirm 
that on any large scale; I mean. is 'hat just a single coolie or more 
than one ?~U is some coolies from one village, as a matter of fact, 

. 0·290. And tbhat was the general opinion; .was it ?-Yes; among 
p,,?p.le who Illl''\1e ,~en to Assam. I do not think ther,e is any general 
oplruon that condlhon. are unduly hard. ' . 
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D.291. M t. Glow: The great bulk, of the coolies recruited I 
understand actually return to Ranchi?-They are recruited for a definite 
period and they ret3m at the end pf that period, unless they wish 
to settle on the garden. ,A certain number, pf course, come back as 
&ardara ,to recruit other coolies. 

0·292. So that the bulk of the population ought to 'have no 
ilifIieulty an finding out what conditions in the garden. are like; I 
mean Ranchi is fuJI of people who have returned from the gardenR?
Yes. In practice it would ,rather depe.l1d on whether men have gone 
from their village or not. 

D·293. My point is this: if there is a prevailing.impression that 
conditions in AssaJIl are from their point of view not entirely satisfactory, 
that can hardly, be based entirely on impressions of a generation ago 7-
No; as I say, I think people who have been there are satisfied with 
it. Of course, there are cases of people who go there and are not 
satisfied with it; but I think the majority of coolies are probably 
satisfied with their conditions. 

D·294- Then if that is so, why should this persistent fear of going 
to Assam remain whe.l1 such a fear does not seem to exist with 
regard to Calcutta or even Burma ?-I should sa.y that it is because 
whereas a man going to Calcutta goes to a large centre of population 
from which he can get back easily and where if he finds the conditions 
of his work are not suitable he can take other work, I should imagine 
that in A~sam the reverse is the e-ase. I have never seen an Assam 
tea garden, but I gather the tea gardens are somewhat isolated, the 
communications are difficult, and the coolie is going to a place in which 
one man is in charge of the whole settlement, so that if he quarrela 
with that man or finds the conditions are unl'leasant, he has 'not in 
pra.ctice much remedy; he cannot go oli to the next man ,and get 
work from him; also he has not got the money to pay the fare home,' 
~in, ' , 

D·29S. Do you think these considerations do a.ct as a ,deterrent
to the potential recruit ?-They would certa.iuly act as a deterrent if 
control were removed. I take it the recruit now knows that Go"el'D
ment controls the recruiting and more or less pllts his trust in that. 

D·2eS. I take it, provided 'oonditioIJs in Assam are satisfactory 
and there is adequate control here. it is all in the interests of Chota 
N agpur and other parts of the Province that there should be extensive 
emigration'l'-Yes, emigration to Assam is a very valuable safety valve 
in times of famine or scarcity. The population of Ranchi is probably 
too big for the district to support from its OWll .. e,",urces, and whenever 
the rice or other crops fail you want a large emigration to Assa.m or to 
any other employment t,hat offers itself. It is useful tha.t there should 
be oonnections between the Assam tea ggrdens and Ranchi, so that 
the men \~i11 go 8,utomatically as soon as they see conditions at home 
are, going to be bad. 
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0.297. The sardars seem t9 recruit extraordinarily few coolies llJl 
an average; I suppose there must be a large number who reCruit no 
coolies at all ?-Yes, that is the trouble; it vanes considerably, bui; 
on the whole I should think the ordinary sardar who . does recruit· 
anybody recruits possibly two or three, but a large number of ~hem' 
do not r~t anybody at all. 

0·298. And I suppose a fair number come with the intention of 
not recruitIng anybody?-1 should imagine so; I should imagine it is 
an easy way for· a. coolie who does not like work in the garden to 
get home again. 

D-299. The Chairman: You have no figures or partic11lar 
knowledge on tliat point in your district ?-1 can give the figures llf 
the number of recruits per sardar. 

The Chairman: We have that. 

The witness: But I cannot tell you how many sardars fail to 
recruit anybody at all; I run basing my information more or lestr on' 
an examination of these returns which used to come to me. 

0·300. Sit: Alexander Murray: 45,000 sardMB 'last year recruited 
60,000, but of that 45.000 sardars 22,000 got none; that means that 
about 23.000 recruited 60,000. Is it not the case that many tea gardens 
give their labourers who wish t-o come back to their villages recruiting 
sarda.s' certificates deliberately, because that is the only way the labourer' 
can get back and return to the tea gardens without being recruited" 
afresh; nobody can come on ·lea ve from the tea gardens unless he is 
recruited again, so that they give men sardaTs' certificates in' o,!i!ler 
that they may go home on leave and then return again ?-I think that 
is very p';Obably; I have not any detailed information on that point. 

0-301. 'Do you know of any way whereby a man can come''h&n .... 
en leave from .. garden and ~o back aga·in without being recruited 
afresh ?-If his term is expired I do not think he can; in fact, in any 
case I do not think he· can. 

0-302. TILe Chainnan; Then nnder this new svste~ of short
term recniitment, men going. to Assam for 6 months only, if they 
come home, and, as you suggest, go back again, are they each time 
treated as new recruits ?-Yes, they are recruited afresh. 

D.303. They are counted all over again ?-Yes; they go to Assam. 
one year and come back again on discharge; next year, if the season 
is bad, they will be recruited, passed throngh the depOt and go up 
as fre~ coolies to Assam.' . 
. Mr. Cliff: They would have to pay their own farea if they Were' 
not recruited afresh. . 

The Chain1l<m: ~at· was in my mind was that if it is a question 
of a man who is known to prefer working 6 months in the year, wht 
should not the employer who engages him on Ulose terms make 
provision (or. that class. of recruit? 



Mf'. CUff: ~t at ~he moment the only way to geihis fare is 
to go to the agent. 

The Ckaimum: Apparently that is so. 

lJo3O.. lit 'f. Clow: Could yOll give us some idea of the work of 
the Assam Labour Board in the recruiting districts; what do they 
I!.ctually do?-They maio\ai,n 8upervisom; one supervisor is maintained 
at Ranem; the supervisor is supposed to keep a. general watch on the 
working of the local agencies I the Chairman comes _down periodically 
on inspection and discusses matters with the district authorities. They 
also are the authority who recommend to the District Magistrate the 
grant of local agents' licenses. 

D-305. But do they fulfil a.ny important functions tha.t are nm 
_ undertaken, for example, by organizations like the Tea Gardens Labour 
Associatiol1. In other words, do they act as an effective police on 
the system of recruitment?-I doubt whether they do very much as 
distiltguished from the Tet> :Districts I~abour Association; I doubt 
whether the Assam Labour Board exercises any special functions. As 
you know, the compositio_11 of the two bodies is practicaJly the same, 
except fot the Chairman. Their control is not very obvious to the 
district officer in a recruiting district, except to the extent which I 
have menuonl!d. 

D406. But that is practically the only place in which their 
control is exercised 1-Yes, 

D·a01'. If the Assam Labour Basrd' were not there, ",ha.t _ would 
be the practical effect from the point of view of the recruiting districts 1 

--Presumably there would he no supervisors: there would be one less 
agency which one can uoo to get pn to cases of illegal recruitment; 
that. would proba.bly be the only practieal effect from the point of 
view of the district. Whether it would be the sa.me from the point 
of view of Government I do not know: -

D-30S. As rar as supervisors are concerned, they would be. in 
some ways, more effective acting under' the control of the local 
authorities rather thaI! under the control of an authority at Caloutta?
I should imagine they would, becau"", ther .. have been esses in which 
the views of ·the local authorities &nd the views of the Assam Labour 
Board on questions of recruitment. have dilfered, and, in those cases 
it is pot tQp ea.sy to use the Assam Labour Board's supervl.'lOr to help 
to a.scerta.in the facts. The dilliculty has chiefly arisen in connection 
with individual garden managers coming into the recruiting districts. 
In the la.st two years there has been a practice for a garden ma.nager· 
to COme down himselt to the recruiting districts; usually he says he. 
i. coming down on a. shooting expedition or to improve his knowledge
of the lG'ngua.ge; but we have had a certain l\lJIount of reason to ~uspect 
they ha.ve actually tllkEln a part in the propaganda for recruiting 
-coolies. Under. tbe scheme of the present Act we have always held 
~hat tha.t is, tf no~ illegal, at least not tQ "Ii encouragell. With the 
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ordinary organization of a district it is very difiicult to lJet fi~h&na 
information as to what those people are doing in the mofnssiL 

0-309. Actually the manager is precluded by the present Act from 
taking part ill the recrnitment?-Yes, I tbiBk the Act q.efini~ly saya 
that tile coolie must he recruited by a .... lice.nsea sardM. 

0-318. Yon suggest it is undesirable that tba manager should take 
part in recnlitment; is he not in some ways a more trustworthy persou 
than the slJTdar ?-Put that way, of oourse it seems .." bu~ O\jl" ditliculty 
has always been that with the Act as it is ,&,t present we C&l)noa .distin. 
guish between one outsider and another; we cannot distil)gnish hetwBBn 
the manager and a professional coolie contractor. It is a legal .question 
entirely. 

D·311. I am dealing with the practical question; is it not desirable 
that the manager .. hould be allowed to take part in recrniting?-It 
might mean that hi" Stl,dars would not be in a position to vouch for 
their recruits. One of the strong points of the present system of' 
r .. .gistration is that when the coolie comes before the registering officer 
at the depOt. the registering officer has befm'e him the sarda'T who 
ought to be a.equainted with the conditio~ of the intending recruit i 
he ought to know whether he is a person who should be allowed to 
go or should not be allowed to go. If the manager 9I'me down, I 
think it might result in strangern being recruited and put 'through 
the depOt, with regard to whom no one could vouch. &8 to ,,,hether' 
they could go to Assam or not. Unless you have somebody b$re 
you whom you can hold responsible for false answers, .. systmn. pf 
registration by itself is of not very much Use. 

D-311. The Chairman: I notice reference is ma.de m these papers 
to the increase in short·term recruitmen~terms so short. as .6 months 
.. nd 12 months. Is the period always stated in the engagement 1-
Them is no definite engagement; the coolie is not required to sign· any 
document; I thillk it depends partly on· the requirements of the 
management and partly on what tbe ooolie himself is prepared to do. 

D·313. But I take it tbis short·term engagement; which you tell us 
is popular, accords with the ,needs of a large number of the people 
\Iere?-lt does, very much so, in a bad year especially. 

0-314. A nd you suggest that a number of those, efter an 
experience of 6 months, may either stay, or, after returning home, 
go back aga.in to the gardeus?~ Yes. ' 

0-315. Does experience bear tbat out1-1 thlnK it does. The 
~ystem has not been in vogue for very long, but from w~t I hear 
the recruiting P!lOple attach very considerable importance to it. They 
sa.y that a man who, h8l! been. in ,Assam for a short·term--for six: or 
nine months-:-rnay come back here again and put the garden to the 
expense of h.s rmlway fare. If he goes up .. second time he can be 
IItarted straightaway On hi. work, whereas the new man, has to be 
put through a cer.taj,n ampunt !)J 4'aining before he heCl)lIies efficient. 
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employer and at the same time suits the needs of a large class of the 
migrant workersl'-Yes. 

0-317. Have you any figures to show how many who have been 
engaged on a short-term engagement stay longer than they have 
promised, or go back again after they have returned home?-No. That 
could o~ly be obtained from the Tea Districts IJabour Association. 

0-318. You cannot even say whether or not the number is con
siderable ?-No. I only know that in the last two or three years large 
numbers of coolies have gone back from the same villages, which 
indicates that the same people go backwards and forwards; but it is 
not a point which I have had to investigate officially. 

D-319. That would seem to indicate that these short-term 
engagements tended to dissipate the distrust which still lingers in 
some places from abuses ?-It should have an important eJl'ect in that 
direction. 

D-320. SiT VictOT Sassoon; How. does anybody know whether the 
engagement is a short-term one or a long-term onel'-It is arranged 
between the coolie and the local agent at the time of recruitment. There 
is no document si"O'Ued. It is purely verbal 80 far as the coolie is 
concerned. 

D-321. What is there to prevent either man saying that it is a long
''''term engagement when it is a short-term engagement?-The price 
he wo~ld pay for that would be that he would not get any more short
termers. 

D·322. M". Clow; Are you sure there is no document signed?
There certainly ought not to be any document. That has been abolished 
now. 

D·323. The Chairman; In the register at the depOt is not there a 
record for what term the man is engaged?-Yes, the register shows that. 

0-324. Would it be possible to obtain from one or two depOts the 
numbers going On different terms. Between how much do the terms 
vary?-6, 9 and 12 months are the most popular terms. I believe there 
is a two-year term. 

D-32S. You see how importa~t that is by way of despatching tliB 
old lingering belief th!1ot to go to Assam was to go for ever?-Yes. 'I'he 
fi~es can certainly be obtained from the depOts. 

D-326. Do you think that the 6, 9 and 12 months engagemenb.are 
the wisest step?-Yes. I do not know what their financial effeof:isoll 
the garden. but from the point of view of the recruiting district they 
have been very useful indeed. 

0·327. Presumably if the conditions in the gardens are good 
enough. men will stay and send for their families?-Yes. 
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0-328. I suppose only men alone are recruited for these short-term 
engagements ?-No, a large number of women are recruited. About 
half the labour on a. tea. garden is women. 

0-329. Does that apply even to the I> months' term ?-I am not 
certain, but there is a' great demand for women's lahour on the tea. 
gardens for the plucking. 

0·330. Do a man lI:nd his wife go together?-I think they do. 

0-331. Sir Alexander M u .... a.,: It is chiefly single men who go on 
the short-term engagement?-Yes, that is so. I was wrong ,in my 
previous answer_ 

0-332. The Chairman.: Can you get a depot or two in the district 
with which you are familiar to' analyse these figures for us?~Yes. 

11-333. When a short-term recruit comes back does he pay his own 
fare?-I think the garden p"ys his fare. 

0-334. Does th"t appear in the register too ?-I think it is simply 
a. custom of the industry. I do not think it is shown in the register . 

. 0-335. If the tea gardens are now recruiting on as short a term as 
six mouths' engagement, on condition t)1at they will pay the man's fare 
back to his home, that at least presumes a confidence in Assam thailo 
the conditions are such as may be a,ttractive if they are known 1-Yes. 
One point which I noticed about this short-term recruitment a~ Ranchi 
was that it tended to come from a different ama to the long-term Teemit
ment. A very large number of the short-term people come from th" 
area 20 or 30 miles round Ranchi itself, whereas the long-term peoplo 
tended to come more from the west. 

0-336. Migbt it not be the case that those men who take a givell 
engagement for six months are men who have some land to attend to 
but that thoRe who take on longer engagement are landless men 1-1 
think in most cases the coolie has land. I put the difference asbetweeu 
the more sophisticated people near the district headquarters and thO} 
more ignorant people in the remoter parts of the district. 

0-337. Are you fairly confident that the employer does pay th" 
return fare 1-1 think so, but it is not a 'point on which r can speak 
from defiuite experience. . . 

0·338. Would it appear in their record at the c1ep6t?-I cannot say. 
I. • •• 

t.:", . D~a39. If there is no written agreement, I do not sec how the 
employer in Assam will know to whom a retum fare has been promised. 
You would not suggest it is the custom to promise that to evcrybod): 
now?-The agent would report for how long the men were coming. 
He would record their name. and at the eud of their time tbe manager 
:would pay their fare b3C~ again. 
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D-340. The Chainnan: Has this system of short-term engage
ments been in operation for very long ?-Fot the last two 01' three years. 
It has certainly grown to considerable proport.ions in the last two years. 

Sir Victor 'Sassoon: There are two points. The first is the short
term against the long-term men, both paying their own fares home, and 
the second is where the return fare is paid by the tea garden. 

The Chairman: Yes. I should like, if possible, to get some 
figures from the depats showing howl;hat stands. 

Sir 'Victor Sassoon: Particularly figures as to how ma.ny men have 
been promised their fare back by the tea gardens on ,ecruitment ?-The 
-witness: My . impression is that they ·are a.ll repatristed at the end 
of the period for which' they have gone to the garden. If the man goeS 
for six months he is repatriated at the end of six months. If he goes 
for three years, then he is repatriated al; the end of that time. But 
I think in all cases the gurdens pay the expenses back. 

D-341. The Chairman: One of the complaints put before us is 
the absence of an undertaking on the part of the employers to pay for 
the return journey. Clearly no employer would do that on demand 
except at the end of an agreed term ?-If the man goes back before ~he 
$nd of the agreed term he gets nothing. 

.. .0-342. You understand that in all cases now, where the coolies 
fulfil the agreed term, repatriation is at the expense of the employers?
I beliEl}'e so. 

0-343. M,.. Cliff: With reference to short-term recruitment, it is 
stated iu the local Government's memorandum that it is ,expensive, and 
secondly, that short-term recruitment can only be carried on on the 
assumption that a good many of the labourers decide to stay. Is that the 
practical effect of a short-term recruitment?-I am not certain as to the 
number who do stay on, but that is certainly what I have been told by 
responsible people in the recruiting agencies in Ranchi, that it is expen
sive, but they think that people will stay Qn, and, jf they do, it is worth 
it from the point of view of ec.onomy. 

0-344. 8i,. Alexander MfL1'1'ay: But if they do not stay on their: 
fares back are paid ',>-1 think so, at the end of the period for which they 
have agreed to go. 

M,.. Cliff: I am not on the point of fares at the moment. ':I am 
conperned with the question of the short-term. The Chairman was 
tJ;Ying'to find out whether it was really practicable. 

0-345. The Cltainnan: I take it what that means is tbis; that if 
e""rybody who went for six months, kept to the letter of his agreement 
and demanded his return at the end of six months it would be an uneco
nomic policy for the tea gal'dens?-I should say so. 
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0-346. On the other hand it shows some confidence in the condi
tions to-day in the tea gardens that they give that undertaking,. being 
cel'tain that a proportion, at any rate, will stay for longer than they 
have promised, That is your point?-Yes, 

0-347. In the Government memorandum dealing with a proposed 
alteration in the Assam Labour Board, it is suggested that there mighl; 
be two representatives of local Governments. Do you mean. hvo repre
sentatives of each of the local Governments where rwcrUltmg takes 
place?-I think the intention is one representative of, say, the two most 
important local Governments concerned, 

0-348. Does your Government here, in Bihar and Orissa, eve~ send 
a representative to Assam to examine the conditions there?-No .. 
Many of our officers have served in Assam but we do not send anybody, 
specially to make enquiries into the conditions there. 

0·349. In the district where you were recently serving did you. 
have any evidence as to the amount of money that came .back to the 
district from the workers in Assam ?-My inlpression is that the ordinary 
man does not make monthly or quarterly remitt.ances to his home. He 
tends more to come back with a lump sum of two or three hundred 
rupees the amount depending on the time he has been there. 

. 0-350. Taking any particular village or district, does the contri· 
bution that comes from Assam form a sustantial portion of the wealtb,~ 
of that village or district?~Yes. Certainly the district would he vert 
much poorer if these people did not return with money from the tea 
gardens. 

0-351. It wonld not be correct in your experience til say that they 
return as poor as they went ?-Certainly not. 

0-352. 'On the average,. allowing for what will happen iu this 
world, there is a distinct increase of well.being both to the persons 
concerned and to the village til which they belong ?-I think so. 

D·353. Miss Power: The Government memorandum says: ... Most 
of the abuses in connection with recruitment are in connection with the 
recruitment of women and minors." ''Vhat is the loophole in the Act 
which makes it possible for these .abuses to arise, in respect of both 
married women who go without their· husbands, and minors?-I do no~ 
think there is any particular loophole in the Act which makes it possible. 
Possibly these women are more easily deceived than the men. 

D~S4. 'When they are recruited, how long do they have to stay 
before they can be removed to Assam ?-If the local agent has any 
suspicion that all is not well, he detains them up to 10 days. 

0·355. Why should he have .. ny suspicion ?--'I'he lady herself may 
give an evasive answer, or the Gardar who is responsible for her may do 
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her off .• It happens m a vanety of ways. In a gooil many cases nothing 
happens at all. 

D-3~6. There is no ~ystematic arrangement for finding out whether. 
any par'l.cular female mmor has been properly recruited ?-If there ilf 
anybo~y m the J;'~ty w~o clauns to be the guardian of the minor, and 
there IS no SUSpICIOUS crrcumstance, the local agent will conclude that 
all is welL 

D·357. What happens if she is brought in singly?-Then he would 
probably make very careful enquiries indeed. 

·D-358. If the Governtnentmemorandum says that "Most of the 
J>buses. are in connection with the recruitment of women and minors ", 

. That lS wrong with the present system?-What usually happens is 
tha:t'in a village if a woman disagrees with her husband and wants to 
go off with somebody else. they go to a sara4T and either tell hint the 
truth or tell him a false story and ask hint to take them to the depot and 
recruit them as husband and wife. 

D·359. The Chairman: ,\Vho is the printe mover?-In that case 
either the man or the woman not the saraaT. 

_ D-360, Miss Powe,: I take it that there are differences between 
husbands and wives which do not involve another man ?-In those cases 
I do not think the lady would go off. Sometimes the differences are 
mther violent oues. Nearly half the murders which take place in 
Ranchi anse out of domestic disagreements. 

D-361. Have you any snggestions for getting over this difficulty? 
We have had a good deal of' written evidence from different witnesse,. 
to the same effect. They all imply that the ahuses are grave, and that 
they are mostly in connection with women and female minors. There 
seems to be .such a general concensus of opinion. that the impression 
is left that things are from right ?-The only real safeguard again.t 
it is to make quite certain that the man who recruits them is really in 
touch with conditions in their village. That is obtained more or less 
automatically under the sardaTi system, because he practically has to 
l'ecruit people he knows. 
:,.. . 

D-362. Would it be advisable to prohibit the recruitment of female 
minors altogether?-No. as in some cases they may be joininll' their 
relations who haveo.1ready gone to Assam. 

'0.363. Do the women ana the female minors also go on short·term: 
engagements, or do they all go on long-term engagements?-:-I think the 
short-termers include a certain 'number of women and mmors. They. 
·l'J'lry often take up tho minors as dependents and not to work. 

D-364. In the return which you are /<riing to compile for us (mn 
Y"" divide tho filfUres between males and females nnd also let us know 
whon you nrc refen·jng to minors and when you are referring to aduU 
femalc.?-Ycs. 
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b-365. ean you suggest 'any amendment in tlie Act which would 
safeguard the females in respect of these .abuses ?-I do not think I can~ 
except to insist that the recruiter is a person who has first-hand know
ledge of the people in the village. One of the difficulties of the present 
.system is that the recruit may go off from his village and nobody will 
ever hear of hiin-aga.in, even though he may be qnite happy in Assam. 
Communications are very difficult indeed. Any system which would 
tend to maintain communication between the village and the reeruiC 
in Assam would do a lot to stop these abuses. .It would mean that 
anybody who went to Assam and who wanted to communicate with his 
people could do so and could get help if he wanted it. I have had 
many cases of people coming t<l me and saying" My wife, or daughter 
or son has been taken off to Assam. How am I do find him 1" III 
practice you cannot find hOO at all if he has gone under a false name. ~ 

., > 

0-36~. Do the women who go to Assam wit,hout their husbands 
ever return ?--8ome of them return as saf'daf's. Women ""re sent tQ 
recruit women. 

0·367. The CkaiNnan: Are there lady saf'dars?-Yes. 

0-368. Sir Alexander Murray: A few of them have been prose
cuted for taking away women, have they not 1-1 have had a good many. 
of them prosecuted for that. 

0·369. Miss Power: Do they specialise in the recruitment of 
women and girl minorn?-Very probably they do. 

0·370. I suppose the real fact is that there is no specially stringent 
enquiry in the case of the women and minors. The procedure is ju.t 
the same as it is in respect of all recruits ?-The local agent usually 
pays specia.l attention to any cases of women and minors being recruited. 
I think it is fair to say that most of them are very careful before sending 
to Assam women and minors about whom they are not satisfied. 

Miss POWe1': In view of the Government evidence, and of tlie 
other evidence. has any suggestion been made as to how these abuses 
can be put right? There is a general consensus of opinion that there 
are grave abuses in connection with tne recruitment of women and gid 
minors? 

Sir :41exanaer Murray:' Where ao you get that from? 

'Miss Power: From ·the Government evidence. 

'Sir A lexandcT Murray: Last year out of 75,000 people reeruite"d 
there were only 75 prosecutions. That is only 1 per ~housand. 

Miss Power: Those prosecutions were only undertalien when tJl& 
abuses were actually found out. . 

Sir Alexander 1!Jurrav: . It cannot lie called a serious irregularity. 
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, The' Chainnan ~: The' prosecutions a.re only underlaj<:en in those 
~es where the actual abuse has been proved. 

M4s Power: The extent of'the abuses will be far greater than the 
number' of prosecutions. 

The Chai-rman: Such abuses as there are revealed by the prosecu- -
tions Me mainly on tIlls question of the improper recruitment of women 
and girls. 

'Miss Power: The Bishop of Ranchi has devoted several pages of 
lrls evidence to the question of these abuses. The Women's Council 
also raises the question" and several other persons have sent in evidence 
!:In the point. 

The Chairman: It is quite clear, whatever its measure may be, 
that there is a distinct evil there which, in the interests of all parties, 
should be removed. What we are searching for is the required 
amendment in the law. ' 

0·371. Miss Power: Is there any other Suggestion you can 
make for the improvement of the recruiting machinery which will 
remove these abuses?-Yon could do something by insisting on very 

• _ much fuller examination at the dep6t. I think that the local agents 
-.. 'do examine very fully now, but it can be made more stringent. But 

~hat' will not be a safeguard against cases where the woman or the 
6a.(daf' or anybody who has taken a lead in the matter wants to conceal 
the real facts. 

.. 0·372. Axe there no people in the villages who can be questioned 
-ae'to the truth of the situation in cases of that kind ?-If you CIIdl do thai 
it would certainly be good, but the trouble is that the depot is very often 
situated 150 miles from the villages. 

0·373. The Chairman: Is there a headman in each of these 
villages who may be consulted in such cases ?-Certainly there are head
men in the areas from which most of the long-term recruiters are drawn. 
Even now enquiries, when nec8:jSSlj', are made from these headmen. 

0-374. You think that might be made a general regulation in these 
cases?-Yes, in case where there is a serious dispute, but it would be 

4Ufficult in many cases simply ow~ng to the enormous distance involved. 

0·375. But there is a. postal service, is it not ?-Yes, but ihe poSt', 
ma.~ take five days each way. 

0.376. Taking it that there is a certain amount of evil as is stated 
in the Government memorandum with regard to the recruitment of 
women and girls, from your experience could you measure the extent 
of tJlat in terms of recruiting. say one in 100; or how ~any cases y~u 
yourself have had to deal with in a year ?-I cannot give any defirute 
figures. tiut I think that. even allowing for the fact that a lot of eases 
go un'Olo~ced, it is no~ of a very !!8rious character. 
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D-377. But 3"Very small number of c3seS' of that serious oha.racjjet' 
do give a bad name to a large system '1-Certainly. • 

0-378. Miss PoweT: Is there any system whereby officials f~om: 
the area which supplies a good deal of recruitment can investigate ,con
ditions actually in the tea gardens, or is there always a complete hiatus 
between the tea gardens and the recruiting area'1-The tea gardens are 
under the control of a different provincial government, and this Govern
ment does not consider it to be its ordinary business to send its officers 
to see the conditions in Assam. But I have no douht that if we wished 
to send officers the Assam Government would ll,,"I"ee to the arrangement; 
we are not so much concerned with what the conditions of tea. gardens 
are as with the recruitment in accordance with the Act; the question 
of conditions is the affair of the Assam Government. . 

0·379. The Clwirnwn: You do not regard them still as your 
citizens?-No; we presume the Assam Government will do their part. 

0·380. If they go to Ceylon, the Madras Government, for example. 
continues to take interest in them ?-We have no experience of that. 

D·381. Miss Power: Would it be possible to have a woman official 
associated with the recruiting officer to look into the question of recruit
ment of women and girl minors ?-Yes, it would certainly be possible;, 
the depots are not very many; there are ouly four depots in Ranchi. 0' 

0·382. You ll,,"I"ee that it would be a useful thing, as long as these 
abuses continue, to have a woman official'1_1£ you get the right kind 
of person it would; I am not quite certain whether one _ would bJl,' . 
available for that kind of work. 

0·383. People are usually available when the demand is made, Dut 
the difficulty is to get the demand voiced?-Yes, it would be good. 

0·384. Does anybody ever get the opinion of coolies who return, 
not as sa.dars. as to what their experience has been ?-The coolies about 
whom I was talking were mere coolies and not sardars. 

/ 
0·385. Wbat is your experience of the stories told by returping. 

recruits about their treatment in the tea gardens ?-I think their account 
is favourable. There' are, of course, good gardens and bad gardens.,· 
I know of cases where they did not like certain gardens and whe.a they 
came back they stopped further recruitment to those gardens. But 
ordinarily the man, I think, comes back satisfied, and he probabfy
encourages others who are desirous of going, to go to the garden from 
which he returned. ' . 

0·386. Wby is the number of recruits per saidar so low il 
that is the case, especially if there is too great pressure on the lam 
here'1-'-It is a question', of what amount they <!!in earn by going to 
:Assam and what amount they can earn in' other 0 places. In the tea. 
garden they get other things-in addition, but the actual money wage 
in a tea garden in,As~ does not compare very favourably with whaj 
a !Dan can get by coolie lsbom: Ql: workingj)n a railway. 
, 
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D-387. They. do not go in large numbers because they do not find 
.it profitable; they are better oll' if they stay where they are?-That 
I shoul;! not say; I think it is ma.inly a question of wha.t the opportunity 
is. ... 

ii-3SS. SiT A lex4ndeT M 'UTTay : Have you seen the report of the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture?-I have gone through it cursorily. 

. 0-389; They have strongly recommended that as soon as possible 
;'11 restrictions on the internal movement of labour should be removed. 
What is your opinion on that ?-II we remove the restrictions on the 
movement of labour, at least so far as the aboriglnals of this province 
are concerned, I am vel'}' much certain tba.t the old abuses would come 
forward chiefly because' of the great competition for this type of coolies. 

, 0-390. Do you know at whose instance the Assam Labour Board 
was formed in 1915 and why it was set up?-I am afraid I cannot tell 
you. 

D-:J91. I understand that it was set up at· the request of the tea 
industry in order to exercise control over recruiting.. I understand that 
one of the uses to which the board is put is that it should . recommend 
a.pplicants for local agencies. Had this province any occasion to dis
a.gree with the recommendation of the Labour Board in that connection? 
-In. one case I think we refused to cancel a license which the Assam 
Labour Board wished to cancel. 

0-392. That is to say, there was a case where the Labour Boar8 
which controls the tea industry recruiting asked the local Government 
or the District Magistrate to cancel the license of' an agent and til", 
authority concerned refused to cancel it ?-(Mr. Dain): I remember 
the case; it was in about 1923, but, as a matter"of..fa.ct, I think there 
were' extraneous considerations which prevented us from accepting the 
Board's suggestion. 

D-393. Have you found the Labour Board inefficient in its super:' 
visron and appointment of, local agents?-(Mr. Brett): It does not 
a.ppoint; it merely recommends. 

·0-394. Yes, it makes recommendations, and I believe'you are the 
"only provincial Government tha'!; reserves the right of accepting or not-the 
. recommendation of.the Labour Board?-I think, in mqst ca>;es, if they 
.lecommended that a man should be accepted; the Go.veinment always 
has accepted him. . ',' • 

b-39S. As I!. ma.tter of fact you are the only Go:"ernment that . 
reserves to itself the -right,. of not &CCepting, a, .re<;ommendation 1-
(Mr. Dain): That is so. ,: '. . D-~98., Is that based {In. experienCe of the working of the Iialiour 
Board? I wa.nt to knQw why this differentiatiollexists ~-(Mr. Brett) :' 
I think that in conneCtion with Some of the Rauchi agencies objections 
:were raised by the Boar;!, but they were not. considered of very great 
jlUbstanca. In the case of h local. agency .whie!l fen v~ant pwing to ~he 

• 
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death of the local agent, there w ... considerable demy in the Assam 
Labour Board forwarding their recommendation to the Deputy COmmi .... 
sioner. As I got no recommendation from them in spit~ of my writing 
to them 1 had to pass orders without waiting for their report. • 

11-397. You appointed a local agent without getting their reco~en~ 
dation \'-1 knew that the application had been sent to the Labour 
Board about six weeks before I made the appointment. I wrote to 
the Board ... to what had happened about it hut I could not get .. reply; 

, as the agency had to be filled, and the coolies were wpiting, I appointed 
this man &8 the local agent. 

0·398. Have you any other instances where the Labour Board did 
not function properly in your opinion ?-No; I think that is the onll 
case that I can mention in my experience, " 

0-399. It has been snggested that managers have been coming dowa 
here to influence recruiting directly or indirectly. Is there anything in 
the Act to prevent that 'I-The manager has no license; it is only a 
sa...u.r who can reeruit, and you cannot treat .. m!!.nager as a. .... aFooT. 
I admit the position is somewhat strange. 

0-400. What is to prevent managers forming themselves into an 
association and inviting applications for appointment of local agents? 
Is it not the case that quite recently six Indian managers formed them
selv.es into all association in order to enable them to'start machinery 
for r«ruiting local agents 'I-I have not heard of that. 

0-40t. Why do you object in principle to propaganda.. when 
Canada. Australia and other countries waut emigrants they spend a lot 

• of money on propaganda? Do you Ilot think that it would be advisable 
to have propaganda in m area like Bihar and Orissa? Why should YOI1 
object ?-The only ohjection to propagauda is th&t it appears to be 

,contrary to the law &S it stands. If it is straight propagand& it would 
be an excellent thing provided we coula get rid of the legal difficulty. 

D-402. The Chainnan: Assuming that that part of the Act is 
altered you would be in favour of propaganda.?-Yes, but some control 

• of, the propagmda might he necessary . 

. O.40:J~8ir Alexander MU1TIl!l: You control the saidarlJ and the: 
t";'l agent. but as regards bOM p,de propaganda that would eplighte4 
people alf to ·the conditions under which they can migrate to any pro
vince •. what, objection can there &e1'-1 do not see' any objectionl'"it 
would be a. yery good· thing. 

0·404. We hear of a. rert&in number of offences in conneclion with 
recruiting agencies'; hut all the offences &1'e not of(ences relating to 
minors a.nd ~omen; there must be a big percentage of other teclupcal 

.. offences for going outside the. district etc. ?-(:erla.inly; a. good many of 
the cases in Ranehi ~ conneetcd with what we call miAAion reeruitment. 
Tn :Ranchi there' are three large missions. They. especially the Rprran 
C&tholic ;Mission, have'e. very large number of ~nverts' all o\'C~ 'he .. 

." 
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district, and one of the troubles in administering this Act in Ranchi has 
been ~hat the missionaries naturaJly do not want their diSCiples to go to 
a place where there is no priest available. From that point of view the 
missionaries have always tried to keep control over recrnitment, but the 
dang!!r of that is that YOIl may get a missionary doing recrniting himself, 
and iii a certa,in number of cases we suspected that that was happening. 

D·40S. That i. the Roman Catholic, Bishop of Hanchi ?-No, not 
the Bishop; in fact, none of the actual missionaries do that. It is the 
underlings of the :wission. In a case in which I had to convict .. man 
there was an elaborate correspondence hetween the garden manager and 
the Father in charge of the mission station. The garden manager came 
down several time. and after he got back, correspondence went on 
between him and one of the mission underlings. The result was that 
the underling suddenly appeared with 40 coolie. which he offered to 
the 'manager. The manager wrote down and said "you must not do 
this because it is illegal, but I have a Garda" in the district and you can 
send your men through him ". There was some disagreement on tbe 
question 'Of payment of commission to this underling of the mission 
and in the end both he and the 8a~da .. were mn in and given heavy 
,sentences of imprisonment. 

D·406. You do not agree with the objections that have been taken 
.. to' tbis particular type of recrniting?-From what we know of the 

missionaries we can guarantee that they would look after their coolies 
~ery well; but as the law stands at present we cannot give any concession 
~o the missionary which we are not prepared to give to the labour 
.contractor. 

D·407. The other means adopted for reerniting. I understand, is 
that these missionaries tell their people to go to other provinces for 
employment rather than to starve in their own place?-Provided they 
know that a sufficient number of their people can go to one and the 
Bame place where priests are available they will advise their people to 
~o to any form of employment which happens to be available. 

D~S. The Chairman: Surely it will be rather to tbe good that. 
say, 40 Roman Catholic Indians should go to one tea garden rather tball 
\1e dispersed- into 1rw08 or threes where they do not meet any of their 
<;o-religionists?-Yes. I think it would be of great advantage if J't>ll 
could have definite connections between individual villages in Ranchi 
and individual tea gardens so ~hat people who go to the tea gardens 
might have a much better time being in the surroundings of their OW" 
people. • 

D·409. Your only reaBon for taking action against these persons is 
that the present law does not allow it ?-,Yes. 

0-410. SiT Alexander Mttmzy: It has been said that the Assam 
Labour Board does not effectively control 1he supervisors. What has 

. been ,your experience of the activitiea of tho ,snpervisors working under 
~fl- -rll!bour Board 1-1 think the conl,rol is effective., The supervisors 

< -



do a great dea.! of useful work. 'I think they are very few in number. 
There is one man for the whole of Chota Nagpur and possiblyfor'lale 
whole of Bihar, 1 think. 

0-411. In addition to the local agentS, you think that there should:' 
be a~ least two supervisors for this Provmce 1-1 think it would ba.gPOd 
if that could ba done. ' 

. 0·412. Ca.!cutta is the only suitable headquarters for 8ny organiza
tion of that description, is it not 1-1 should think so. 

D-413. You would be satisfied if you had on the Board a represen, 
tative of your Government to look after the interests of the Province?~ 
I think so; it is necessary to have some liaison between the two. 

D-414. Mr. Cliff: Sir Alexander Murray was talking about pro
paganda. Do not the sardaTs' acts assume propaganda 'I-That is 'the 
intention of the arrangement. 

-1).415. Do you estimate it to be very effective propaganda ?-It has 
a very limited scope. It can usually be applied only to people' whom 
the sardar knows. 

D-416. He is really intended to come and speak from his experience 
and tell about good things that are at hand?-Yes. ' -

D·417. I understand that some of the missions are also conducting 
this propaganda ?~It is very limited. I think their propaganda is 
chiefly confined to showing that _there is an outlet for people in Ranchi 
whose land may not be sufficient for their support and to ensuring that, 
coolies go to a pI""", where their spiritual needs can be looked after. 

D·418. I was wondering whether the real muble, about this was 
that while the spiritual needs are being looked after the materia.! need. 
are not looked after. You ·say in the memorandum that the supply of 
labour is not equal to the demand. Is there any other place in this 
country fhat adopts a similar form of recruiting agenoies as the Assam 
tea gardens ?-1 think a similar system is followed in the matte!: of 
recruitment for the coalfields. -

0-419. We have been ~Id that there is a great demand for the 
supply of labour in Assam. If that is the case, I want to ask you, if 
you can indicate as an officer situated in a recruiting district, -what u. 
the reason that the supply is not equal to the demand ?-In the first 
plaee. the aboriginals are not a very big tribe, and a fair number. of 
them are required to look after their own fields. 

D·420. But the recruiting board is not restricting itself t<> Ranchi, 
and what is required in Assam is something like a million. At the 
moment I do not see in any memorandum that has been sent to \18 the 
reason for the fact that they are not able to get a sufficient number of 
recruits. especially when we are told that the standard of life in agricul
tural or industrial labour is too low and every form of industry is .a.bie 
to get more recruits ~han is wanted. Can you suggest any reas.on wn; 



the· supply qt I&bolif m .AS8I\lll is no~ equal to· the dem&nd?-'-I do" not 
thlltk I pan give. ",,,y .opinion fro~ tl)at point Df -view; it seems to me 
that it depends on what the conditions in Assam .are of which'I have 
no' detailed informa.ti!)n. 

0·421. The C/lairman: The tW9 points which you ha.ve a.Ire&dj 
put in your memorandum are, the distance between the recruiting ""eo. 

,and Assam and thebad n~me that it gained in old d,.ys?-Yee, 

0·422. Mr. Cliff: But there ... e places nearer to Assam than 
Ranchi on the other hand; the abuses which are spoken of occurred 
many years ago, and as far as I can see thousands and thousands of 
missionaries have preached the gospel without result. Does your 
Government consider that its duty is finished with the conclusion of 
recruitment as far as its responsibilities to its citizens are concerned?-
1 should, think SO; we think our responsibility ceases when our man 
passes nnder a parallel organization on the other side. 1 do not think 
you regard ourselves as responsible for loo~ng after. the Assam 
Government. . " • 

b·423. 1 do not want you to look after the Assam Government. 
t want to know whether you think your duty .is finished as far as your 
Qwn citizen is concerned' at the conclusion of his recruitment?-Yes; 
I thin!< when the man passes our beroer we are no longer responsible 
wrhim. , 

0·424. Mr. Cliff: Do you know whether the present system of 
recruiting really hinders the free flow of labour to Assam ?-1 could not 
say; it is a question to be answered by persons with greater knowledge 
of the conditions in Assam. 

D-425. It would bo~ be fair to press you then; it would be helpful 
if as a result of a little thought Government could say whether in their 
opinion the recruiting· system ttdopted at present does in fact ,restrict 
the free 60w of labour to A.ssam. As 1 understand "it, this Government 
i$ concerned particularly in Chota Nagpur til find what might ·be caUed 
a safety valve, that is to say, employmeut for a certain· section' of its 
population. A.sam is one large avenue for this; .and 1 am.asking 
whether the resbrictions are such as to hinder the 'free flow of labour 

, there ?-.Jf ,you removed the restrictions from recruiting for a year or 
two, there wOllld he a -large flow ul the aboriginals from Ranchi into 
the Assam gardens. Th .. t would probably result in' greater abuses in 
connection wi~ recruitment and give Assam a bad name again. Com
bined with the previous history of this matter, the ultimate result will 
be to check the free flow of labour to Assam, I think that control is 
necessary mOre or Ie",! to ~~'lp a steady flow. 

".42fi, Sir Alexsnd" A{u"sy: Under the present system ,,! 
r,ecruiGmlUll competition between the various recruite11' is abO.lishi>d. 
Will \lJ.IIt t\ot OIlS of the obj.ots of the appointipill'~ ,of the LaboQr 
,~~g?-\"el. ' . . . 



D~27. Ifr. Cliff: . There are people who l!Ilggest that. these I'estrt.".. . 
tiona mould be abolished.. For instance there is recruitment to. Ceylon 
from M&dms; I am advised at the moment that the supply of labotlr 
to Ceylon is rather in excess of the actual demand; but they hesit&te. 

. to ot.op the aupply or ill any way restrict the supply for fear of not being 
able to l"eeWIlB the e\'eIl finw Df recruitment. In that case it lS argued. 
that the absence of restrictions does not appear to restrict th~ free. finw 
of labour from Madras to Ceylon. It is stated that this is one test. , The 
Commission wants advice from people who are recruiting as to the effect 
of restrictions. You suggest that for a short time after their remow! 
there would be a tempora,ry increase and later on there is a possibility. 
of reduction or a return to the present state?-Yes, that is my opinion;' 

, . 
D-428. In the Government memorandum it is stated that similaJ: 

recruitment to the Dooars gardens is subject to no restriction as in the 
case of Assam. It is also stated that" the' frequency with which the 
sid of the Ma"aistrates is sought to recover women and minors. who have 
been taken to the Dooars indicates that abuses occur on a fairly consi
derable scale under free recruitment". It is said here that the assist.ance 
of ma"aistrates is sought. -In how many cases were the magistrates able 
to assist the complainants?~ V ery rew. It is very difficult to tmce 
them. You could recover the persona only if you knew where they 
had gone. In the majority .of ca&ee the magistrate is helpleBB. It is 
generally the case that when a criminal has heen absconding for a. long"' 
time. we think of the D~r$ as the most likely place where we would 
be able to find him. 

D-429. Why does Government not intervene in these 'caseli?-tt 
is usually held that the safety valve is that the D;len can walk back irom 
the Dooars. -

D·430, I am speaking of the women and minors?-With regard to 
the Dooars. I think Government is taking up the position that·they rely 
on the provisions of the Indian Penal Code relating to these Closes. . . 

D-431. _ Is there no strong public opinion to bring pressure on them ~ 
-Public ,opinion does not go very far. 

D-432_ In dealing with tnti Assam Labour Board, the Go'VernmeDt 
memorandum speaks of the strong disciplinary power of the Board over 
the industry. ~s that strong disciplinary power exercised over the 
recruiting agents and the sardars '/-1 think the reference is· more to the 
gardens themselves. 

Sir .4!~Xlfmlet' M urra!l: The 8IJrdars also are sent by the gardens. 

D-433. ·Mr. Cliff: When you speak of the gardens, do you refer to 
strong disciplinary l'Ction over the oonditions in the tea gardens 1'-
I think so. . 

D·434, It is again stated that .. it must be recognised in this latter 
case tMt the. inclusion of the. labour representatives wiU quite pr<lbably 
paralyse .the united' work of the Board ". It seems to me that according 



to Iioll the repOrts the system bas not succeeded. With a system which 
paS not succeeded, is there any objection. to paralysing it ?-The argu
ment is, I think, that at present with regard to the tea industry the 
Assam. Labour Board is their own hody, a hody in which all of them 
·are strongly represented and any disciplinary action it takes may be 
listened to. Whereas if it is a mixed body it would not enjoy the same 
amount of authority. 

0-435. But this Government is not to be dictated to by the tea 
planters of Assam ?-But if the tea planters of Assam showed any large 
tendency to brea.k away from the association it would undoubtedly make 
things more difficult with regard to matters of recruitment. 

M,.. Cliff: I understand that the tea planters have expressed them
selves in that way; but that does not seem to me to justify the 
Government of Bihar and Orissa expressing themselves that the 
inclusion of labour representatives will probably paralyse the united 
work of the Board. It might be that the tea planters are going to 
.paralyse it, not the labour representatives. 

0-438. In alll!wer to a question' by the Chairman or Mr. Clow you 
said that the Magistrate or the Collector called for papers regardiug the 
recruits and that yon examined them daily. When we were in a depOt 
iuCawnpore we were told that the duplicate leaves of the register were 

"""nt to the Magistrate once a month. You do them here daily?-We 
do not take copies of the register monthly; it is the carbon copy that is 
sent to the Magistrate. . 

.0-437. Ris done monthly there?-It is done daily here. 
. ..,. 

0-438. I do not Know whether the Gcvermnent here have ever 
contemplated the possibility of making definite arrangements with the 
Government of Assam with regard to the labourers who emigrate trom 
this province to Assam. Has there been any such.artangement as will 
cover emigration Bnd repatriation nnd possibly nlso the conditions of 
work in Assam ?-(Mr. Dain) I cannot recall any stich thing. 

D-439. Mr. Clow: Is not that a central suhject?-(Mr. Brett) 
Yes, it is; the initia.tive has to come from the Government of India, 
I do not think this Governmen$ has a.ny hand in it. 

Mr. Cliff: That does not prevent this Go~ernment considering this 
matter and making recommenda.tions to the Central Government. On 
one point I am advised that in Assam if a recruiter recruits a labourer 
from this Province, he lias no opportunity of getting work with anyone 
else in ASI!&ID as he could for instance in Burma. 

The Chairman: He is reoruited for one garden. 

Mr. Cliff: And he cannot move by reason of .an agreemeni among 
}he tea 'planters themselves. ... 

'I"MC7Iaimtan : Does that hola good under. the law'~ 



. 0-440. Mr. Cliff: The tea planters have made a,n agreemeni 
among themselves and the scope of employment is a,bsolutely restricted. 
Have Government ever a,ttempted to meet that position ?-;-We have not. 

. regarded that a.s part of the duties of this Government. . 

0-441. Mr. Ahmed: There are certain restrictions placed' On the 
labourers who go to Assam such as the nurobe!' of months or years they 
should serve a,nd so ou. Are you in fa,vour of doing a,wa,y with these 
restrictions?-No, I a,m not in fa,vour of· doing away with thas& 
restrictions. 

0-442. Does this system prevail in any other part of the world?~ 
1 do not know; I cannot 8&y. 

0·443. Suppose a, la,bourer is recruited for a, certain number of 
years; he finds it ha.rd to work before his term is completed; will he b6i 
repatriated at the cost of the employer ?-No, unless his term is com~ 
pleted. But there is no contract entered into at all; that has Deen 
abolished many years ago. It is only an a.rrangement between Uta 
employer and the labourer. The coolie does not bind himself to serva 
for any particular period. - . 0-444. I think you said that the saraar brings these coolies and 8&Y" 
that so many a.re recruited for so many years and so on \'-Yes. 

0·445. Suppose a, man is recruited to serve for. 6 months and .he. 
wants to be repatriated a,t the end of three months, will he be repatriated'! :. 
-Not at the cost of the garden. But the employe!' cannot stop him 
from paying his own fare a,nd going hoine. . 

0-446. If they like to go to any other employer they ca,nnot go f
I believe they are not allowed to go to another tea garden;.1 have no 
definite information about it myself. 

0-447. Has not the Royal Commission on Agriculture recommended 
a change in the method of recruitment?-No. 

0-448. They made some recommendations on this point. Have you 
done anything since the report was published ?-1 do not think this 
Government regarded that recommendation as a reason for taking up the 
revision of the Assam arrangements. . 

D·449. But the A.,aricultural Commission did recommend a cliange 
in the method of recruitment ?-1 have not studied the report myself. 
I believe this Government thought that the whole matter was left to be 
dealt with by this Royal Commission. 

0·450. You say that theae men do not go back home because thllY 
have no money to pay their farea?-Yes, if a man arrived at the tea 
garden and after working for a short time, say, a fQrtnight or a month, 
wanted to go home, he would probably have no money to pay his way 
borne and would be stranded in Assam. 



, 
9-401. The erdinary toolie becomes clever having Itinnrelf been 

repeatedl)' cheated o)'tOO. swrditura arul·1>& kimee1E watlts ta become a. 
_dtlll'2-1 thlnk the sendM is suecessful in making a eerta.i.n amount em 
money; tue prizes of a 8tJrtla.~·8 life are sufficient to tempt the coolies to. 
~ecome stJrdara. 

D-45Z- It is only such people who. go back home and' buy lands with 
'the money the:)! have made in. Assam?-,I think the people who. tetum 
lia.'l<El not all been. SllIlda1"8. 

D-453. These sardaTs having made IlOme money leave the people 
they reernited in Assam te suffer from. maJa.ri .... cholera and typhoid:. and 
allllOrta of diseases ?-I am not aware of the health. conditions ia Assam. 

D-45'" IS' it not on 1Ihe false representations of the aa'l"dar that the: 
coolie' goes to Assam ?-I think the coolie himself geta an ad"anl!a.ge by 
going to Assam. 

,. D-455. 'Why' do you not' remove these resl!ncmons' on recruitment 
whel;\ you find that they result in abuses ?'-If the resmctione were 
mmoved the abuses would become ~uch' more frequent. 

0-456. I believe that it- will be an advantage both to the people and 
!l'overnment if these resmctions were done away with. They do BOt 
exist in any other country. The pen8l1 provision in· the Acl! for breach 
of contract has been. repealed and. the labourer is under no statutory 
gbliga.tion to stay in the gBlrden for any fixed time 1-Yee. 

I D-45L Is it not high time that these' l'IIsmctions are reumved 11-
:<Mr. Brett) I do not agree with, thai. 

. • (The witness withdrew.) 
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Bihar and Orissa Chamber of Commerce. 

. D-458. The_ .Chairman: You have been good enough to submit 
to us .. memorandum on behalf of your Chamber. What is the consti
tution and membership of your Cha.mber?-Tbere are about,.40 
members. Among them there are many traders and employers. 

0-459.· Which industries do the employers represent ?-The oil-, 
milling, rice milling, engineering industry, the sugar milling industry, 
the coal industry, and so on. 

D-460. Yon tell us in the letter- which accompanies the mem6-
randum that in the opinion of your Committee better sanitary conditions 
and education facilities should be given in the villages rather than in 
the factories. _ YOIl also state that in the opinion of your Committee 
improvements in the cOnditions of labour shonJd be first brought about 
in' Government factories, so tha.t the private employers ma.y see the 
example and he compelled to follow it. Turning to your memorandum. 
dealing with the qnestion of housiug, you suggest- that the State .houfd . 
encourage employers by acquiring land a.nd leasing it to tbe employers. 
Further you suggest that such expenditure on the part of employers 

- should be chargeable to their trade accounts so as not to be snbject to 
income-tax, and you also suggest that it should be exempted' from 

. municipal taxes. Will you tell us the position at present with regard - . 
·57 
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to "income-tax on housing schemes made by employers?-The present 
practice is to treat expenses in erection of buildings as c .. pita:! expendi
ture, on which they .. lIowonly a cert .. in small percentage by w .. y of 
depreciation, and this 'Only is deducted from actua.! profits, and on the 
balance the t .. xes are assessed. I suggest that a.!1 expenses toward~ 
building of houses for labour be treated "ij regular business expenses of 
th~ year, and this full amount be deducted from .. ctu .. 1 profits, and the 
tax be levied on the b .. l .. nce. 

0-461. Do you suggest th .. t these houses should be eompletely free 
from municipal taxes?-No, they should be exempt from municipal 
taxation only till the full value of acquisition of the land ho.s not been 
paid to the Government. 

0-462. You h .. ve a good dea.! to say. quoting from other reports. on 
the matter of health. The chief of your points, 1 think, is to be found 
in the opinion you give that .. Malaria and hookworm together are the 
main causes of the rel .. tive inefficiency of Indian l .. bour .... Mal .. ria is in 
itself not tbe cause of higb mortality, but by reducing tbe vitaJity and 
resistance of its victims it indirectly conduces to a high death rate or 
subsequent attacks of more fata.! and virulent diseases." Does that 
mean that the employers whom you represent will cheerfully make their 
proper contdbution towards improved medica.! service for the diminution 
of malaria and hookworm ?-Tbat is not my meaning. It is for th~ 
Government to do tbat. 

0-463. I only mean that through their ordinary taxes the employ
ers will be ready to make their proportionate contribution towards the 
incre""ed expenditure which these medica.! services will call for?-I do 
Ilo~think the employers will be ready to do that. 

-:~- c D-464. But you put forward as one of the main parts of your 
• ;memorandum the need for improved services for the control of malaria. 

and therefore diminution of consequent diseases. ;who wonld pay for 
that ?-Government. 

" D-465. 8i.,. VictOf" Sassoon-, Wliere will Government get the money 
trom 1"":"'1 think Government could re-arrange its expenditure in_ such 
a:waf as to be able to spare more money for the improvement of health. 

0-466. You think Government should spend less on other heads? 
-Yes. . 

. 0-467. The Chairman: Dealing with tlie question of safety, after 
saying that most of the accidents in factories ha~e occ,,;rred t~rough the 
negligence of the workers •. you go on to say : The lDspection of the 
ractories is carried on very carefully, and employers comply With 
suggestions and requirements without the least p~ssible delay." Is!t 
the view of your Chamber that the present inspeetlOn of the factorles-lI'l 
sufficient to bring the more backward employers up to the level of the 

-best ?-'.rhe employers feel that the factory inspection at present is a 
li ttle too rigorous. 
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0.-468. You are aware that the number of prosecutions in this 
Province is very much less than in most others. Is that beco.use 9f the 
very good behavi9ur of .the employers?-I have not compared the 
number of prosecutions in this Province with the number 91 prosecutions 
in other I'rovinces. 

0-469. May we take it from you that the employers. in this 
Provinee willingly comply with aU the demands of the Factory Inspector? 
-Yes. They have to. 

0-470. Dealing with the question 9f the h9urs 9f labour, you say 
that at present there is no room for a reduction in the maximum number 
of hours allowed to be worked under the Factory Act, and you snggest 
that •• A schedule should be prepared and approved by the Government 
after investigation by the Industries Department of the total time of 
actual work per hour during which the workers can actually work, and 
such actual hours should be taken for the purpose of calculating. the 
hours of weekly and dail)' limit instead of the nominal hours of attend-· 
anee as done at present." I do not quite understand what that means. 
Will you explain it 1-1 will take the example of .. fireman and an oil 
mill attendant. There is .. vast difference between the work of these 
two people. The former has to stand before the fire and perspires most 
profusely in performing his duty. He works for 10 hours. The oil 
mill attendant only works intermittently for 8 hours, in the meanwhile 
idling and talking to his fellow workers. If the fireman is expected to 
work for 10 hours under his conditions, why should not the 9il mill 
attendant be made to work for 12 h9UrB, f!() 8S to equalise the conditions 
of the two. .. 

0-471. Is it your suggestion tliat the permitted hours of laoour fo.r • 
the intermittent worker in a factory should be increased ?-=Yes. tha.t : . . - .. 
18 my pomt. • • 

0-472. Would it be practicable that the oil mill at.tendant should 
spread hi. work over a nomina.l 12 hours while the fireman was limited 
to 10 hours?-Yes. . 

. .. 0-473; I do not see where the advantage would be to the employer1 
-It would be in the number of shifts and in the continuous process. I{ 
he is able to run his mill for 24 hours with those two shifts, his expenses 

. will be curtailed. • 

0-474. You make a suggestion witli regard to the eertificatiop of 
age. namely, that it should be made more easy and that a number of 
doctors other than the Civil Surgeon should be allowed to certify the 
age of a child and its fitness for work in a f""tory. Do you thiok that 
that is a practical suggestion ?-The present practice is that either 
the Civil Surgeon certifies the age and fitness of a child, or he delegates. 
hiB power to an Assi~tant Surgeon. If an Assistant Surgeon can certify 
the age and fitness of·a child to work in a. factory, why should not other 
doctors, who have the same qualifica.tions and degrees, be ,permitted to 
do so. 



0~7$' Do YPll Sllll'gest that the employ61\' should lie allowed 10 call 
in' 8ny doctor he pleases ?-Yes. At presen~ Assistant Surgeons give a, 
l'ertificatQ" which is a temporary certificate. If that temporary certi. 
l)cate is endQr~d by the CivjJ Surgeon it becomea a parmenent certi. 
tic&te. In the sa.me wa.y we think these other prootitioners migh6 b. 
allo,wed to give & temporary certificate which will be subject to the 
"ndorsement of the Civil Surgeon. 

0-478. Dea.ling with wages, your Chamber is not in favour '!)f 
legisl .. tion rega.rding the prompt p&ymeut of wages in this Province. 
:\yha;t is thegenersJ custom ?-The general custom is to pay the l .. bour 
a lump sum equ&l to h&lf the monthly wages pn or about the 25th of th .. 
month. When the month closea the wages are calculated according to, 
the attendance of the labourer. and then the I&/>oqrer i,s pa.id be.tween, 
thl! 7* and 15th 'of th" next mpnth, 

, 0-417. Have you never hear\,!: pf. any cases Of payment being 
del .. yed beyond thl! 15th of ~e nex~ ~pnt!> ?..,-I .. m not .. ware of any 
~ch C&Bes. . 

D-478. Then would there be &Dy hardship on the employers in 
~aking it compulsory that p .. yment should never be delayed beyond the 
16th of the month ?-Yes, it would entail a hardship in connection with 
those employers who pay piece werk. They might need more time for 
'll¥cul .. ting the wages. ' 

,0-479. They will require ~ore time beyond the 15th? It may be 
the 20th of the month?-Yes, er between the 15th and 20th,. -

. 0-4aQ." Are ther!! any cases il/. this Prevince where ilie actual wage. 
a,re paid (ortnightly or weekly?-Yes. LJ"bourers who are paid ell 

'daily rates are paid after the end Ql the week, and some after the ~d. 
of the f9rtnight. 

0-481. Are those, casual w9rkers?-No, they are semi·permanent 
workers. . 

0-482. Si .. Alexander MUf'f'ay, For' how many months de, the 
labourers work in the factories without returning to their homes 1'_ 
Those who have their homes near the footory generally go home once 
& month. Those who are interested in agricultural operations some. 
timea- 'stay at home for a month or two months. Those who have 

, adpptEld thEl work in factories aa their profession go to their homes only 
foX two or three MYS ~nd then return tp the factory again. '. 

0-483. How often do they go to their homes ?-Some of them gQ 
once a, month and some ~.f them go four times a month. 

D-4114. Sir I'ictor Sassoon, Four times a month for three or four 
days ?.,."liIo. They go at the. end of Saturday and. 'return in time fOJ: 
wP:l"k at the factory on Mond .. y. ' . 

D-486. Hew far away do~hose people live-Sixteen tQ 20 miles. 
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0·486. M r, Cliff: . 1; l\nd~rstood yoll ~ sa.y,. ia ~pll' UL the 
Chairman, that the . employers Dla.de a. . pra.c.tice of lI\ving a4v~ce ... 
against wages?-Yes, they do . 

. Q-487. Does your· Cha.m.ber ClOver the ma.jor industries in this, 
Province 1'-No. The major industries in ~e Province are the coa.l' 
industry a.nd Tate.' s industries. 

D-488. You Mve quoted extensively from certa.in reports. :Pq:t 
~e ~ ·that your Ch&Dlhel' agrees with those quotations?-Yes, 

D-489. Mr. Ahmed: You have said that Gpvemment ~ould pa». 
the cost of Dledic&l 88Sista.nce 1'-Yes. . 

D-49O. You have also said tha.t firemen WOl'~ 10 hoUl'S 1'-yea. 
0-491. Are not these men liable to a.tta.cks of diseases much mQre 

than people working in the villages in the open air?-Yes. 

0-492. If Government have not sufficient money for the purpo"'! 
of-unproving the health of the workers, is it noJ(' absolntely necesas.ry, 
that the employers should pay that portion of the coat which Govern
ment cannot meet?-I do not think Government is un .. ble,~ llleet 
the ClOst. 

0-493. If Government is not In a position to meet the cost do you. 
not think the employers ought to meet it out of their profits-No, 1, 
do not agree with that, The employers are not in a position to pay 
rot' the medical attendance of their employees. It is the Government'. 
duty to do that. 

Do4!M. You think Govertm;lent is able to pay the expense?'-Yes. 
. . 

0-495. Are not you aware that there is a. deficit in the Government 
fund for education, health and sanitation ?-Tha.t is because. 0(. th" 
fl!l<lty arrangement of the budget. 

0-498. Do I understand that the Central Government should meet 
the expense of health, sanitation and education ?-If the Local Govern" 
ment is in financial difficulty about these matters, they should ask tha 
Central Government for assistance. 

O~97. Do you mean that a part of the revenue at present il.llotte.I 
to Military matters should be expended on health, sanitatipn andedic" 
tion?~Ye •. 

D0498. If there were still a deficit in tbe fund to be set apart for' 
these matters, would employers be willing to make up that deficit 1-
No. I hold the view that there should be no Government deficit at an' 
in regard to these matters. 

D-499. You consider the first things on which -money should be. 
spent are health, education and sanitation. 'You ,also ·think that the 
first charge on the revenue should be for th6S!> items and tht\t" e~hel; 
itwus DlJl.~ follow !In afterwards 1'-Yea, 
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D·soo. Do I understand you to say that it is the duty of the 
Factory Inspector only to look after safety, ventilation and sanitation; 
that he .does not bother his head about looking after the other interests 
of the, workers, and that is the reason' why there is a less number of 
prosecutions in this Province than in other Provinces ?-That i. not 

,my point. He has been e.esigned cert",in duties, and he 9n1y carries 
out those duties. 

D·501. Are you aware that it is the policy of the Government to 
have &8 few prosecutions of employers as ~sible l'-It may be eo but 
I do not know about it. ' " • 

D·582. Are you acquainted with the recommendations of the 
Washington Conference of 1919 and of the International I,abour 
Conference at Genoa. in regard to the hours of workl'-No. 

0·503. Do yon not think that in this country where the tempe-' 
rature is sometimes as high as 120 degrees, the hours of work should be 
leBS and not more thim the hours of work in Europe ",here the climatic 
conditions are eo much better?-No, I do not subscribe to that principle. 

0·504. But I suppose you are prepared to accept the recommen
dations of these international conferences a. to hours of work ?-If 
India accept. those recommendations, then of course I for my part will 
loyally abide by them; otherwise I am not in favour of that principle. 

D·505. You appreciate that at those international conferences you 
were represented by Government who acted on your behalf through its 
salaried servants and representatives. Will you, therefore, as, repre
senting the Chamber of Commerce accept the principle of the a-hour, 
day which has been accepted by more educated lOud advanced countries I' 
-If it is passed by the legislature I shall accept it. 

D·506. Sir l'iCt07 Sassoon: Me you in favour of the S-hour day?
No., 

0-507. Mr. Ahmed: With regard to child labour, the Civil Surgeon 
delegatee his power of certification to the Assistant Surgeon; do you 
think that is a good practice ?-It would be difficult to insist that the 
Civil Surgeon alone should examine, because he resides at the district, 
headquarters and many factories may be situated at a great distance 
from the headquarters; if employers are compelled to come to the 
'Civir Surgeou in every case to obtain a certificate for a child, they'will 
~e involved in considerable expense. • 

'0-508. I BUpPOse the Civil Surgeon is more expert than the 
:Alsistant Surgeon ?-Yes. 

, 0-!i09. Therefore the ABBistant Surgeon may be mistaken as to' the 
age of a child, and -that may be a reason why there are eo few prosecu-, 
tions under "the Factories Act?-I do not think that is the reason. 'i 

. ,~.S1o; Miss POWe1": You say in your memorandum that the 
liablhty of an employer to pay compenaation to a bona fide child 
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apprentice should be abolished as this would much improve maUers. I 
do not quite follow your argument ?-The em~loyers have n~w ~ 
tendency to eliminate child labour as much as possIble and there IS no 
arrangement for the compulsory education of children by the Btat~! 
if a "hild is neither educated nor sent to a factory to learn to earn his 
living, he is likely to waste the three years fl"l>m the age of 12 to 15. 

0·511. But that doss not exactly anSWjll" my question. 1 presume 
you are asking for the abolition of compensation under the Wprkmen's . 
Compensation Act in respect of child apprentices ?-Yes. 

0·512. That is to say for all children who are employed. I want 
to know how you tlrink that will improve the situation ?-Because that 
will encourage employers to employ child labour and train children in 
the arts. 

0·513. Do you suggest the decrease in the number of children. 
employed is because of the liability of the employers to compensate 
them under the Workmen's Compensation Act in the case of accident? 
-Yes, that is one of the main factors which prevent employers from 
eml'loying children. Children are li,ble to make mistakes and hurt 
themselves, in which event the employer is lishle to pay compensation. 

0-514. But if a child is more liable to accidents than an IIdulf. 
surely there is all the greater need for protection ?-Yes, there is th ... 
greater need for protection, but, there is also a need for training. My 
point is that at present there is a danger of the child being neither 
educated by the State nor trained by an employer during the three most 
valuable years of his life. U nti! education is made compulsory I think' 
employers should be exempted from liability for workmen's compen
II8otion in respect of children. 

0·515. Is not the decrease in the number of children employed 
much more likely to be due to the re"uulations made in respect.of. their 
employment under the Factories Act rather than under the Wprkmen's' 
Compensation Act, for example, the special restrictions as to.. their 
hours of work ?-Yes, both adversely affect the employment pf children 
and tend to cause the employer to .eliminate child labour, 

0·516. M ... Clow: How m"~ factories are owned I)y the members 
of your Chamber?-About 15. . . ' ., 

0·517. Are you prepared to give.us any anggestionsas to who.' :. 
employers should be asked_to do to improve the conditions of IaDom?' 
In your memorandum you have suggested various things which woulcl·~ 
adversely affect labour, such as, lengthening hours, withdrawing com
pensation and so on ?-It is necessary to open night schools, partiallY."" 
supported by Government, for giving theoretical training to labo~. 1 

0-518. Would the members of your Chamber be prepared to .pay 
fllr the nigbt schools to'a large exteIit?-At present thiS is merely my. 
pe,>.."nal opinion, but I do npt think they would have ...,y objeCtion to 
paying for that. . 
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. D.519. D.o you think they would?-I canuot 8&y. 

D·52a. M".. Ahmed: Are thE! workers indebted?-It may be_ 
ill them e.re indebted. 

11·521. ~o that it is important tram the point of view of tbe worken
~hat they should receive their wages as soon as possible after they are 
earned, in order t!) "relieve the burden of thejr debts. Do you agree with 

rj)latl'-Yes. 

0·522. It is a great hardshIp tor the workers if paym~ut is delayed 
and wages are paid on the 15th or 20th of the following month ?-It is 
no hardship in our case because they get half their month' s 'Wages on 
~he 25th of the previous month; that is toe custom. 

0.!i23. SO.that y6u make payment twice in a month?-X<lI!. 

0·524. If wages were paid every week it wpuld be a benefit to the 
'WOrkers I'-No. 

0-525. They 'WOuld then be able to pay the groCer 'Weekly?-He is 
paid by the month. 

. ,0·528. If they were able to pay the grocer every week, that would 
Qeerease. the interest charged ?-The grocer does not charge any interest 
;within a month. 

. 0-527. I think you ea.id that peopl~ who live outside the factory 
~ home every month. How many miles. from the factory do you mean 
when you B"y .. outside" 1'-10 to 20 miles. 

0-528. If these people had their accommodation in the f~tory .$0 
near the factory. I suppose they would not require to go home?-Yes. 
but the worker does not; like &0 haVe his family near the factory. 

0-529. Is that 'because he has not the accommodation?-No, it is 
not because of tlui.t but because he has a natural prejudice. 

0-53a. The Clwinnan: He keeps his fBIfill; in the viIlage?-Yel. 

0·531. M".; ~hmsd: If he were given the accommodation 
I suppose he would bring his family to'live near the mill (It factory?
Some of them would. 

0-532. It therefore follows .that if sncli. accommodation were 
provided near the mill. or f&etories it would benefit tbe workers?-lt 
may be. 

·D·533. You Bay the skilled workmen ge home toUr times a month 1'
-;Yes. You will see from my memorandum tilat the unakilled :workmen 
'are mostly loca.I. 

" . 0·534. AB regards education the 'Workers of this Province are 'Very; 
~~kward aDd there i,s a great. nee4 for educ&ti.onf9r the workers?-
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.: '.0-535. A great many labOurers emigrate from this Pto~ee tIS 
Assam and Bengal. If ~he workers were provided for here, they wonld 
not go outside the Provincel'-Yea. 

0-536. If Government took stepato provide employment for these 
• workers, it wjlnld be to the interests of the masses in this Provilice?

Yes •.. 

. 0-537. Ie . bathing pIa.ces were provided near the factories the 
workers would be able to keep themselves clean, but I suppose thE> 
objection is that it would be costly?-There are rivers and we1la hera 
where they can bathe. 

D-53&. Ie water were provided near the factory I suppose it would 
be a convenience to the workers?-It might be convenien~ but it would 
be expensive. 

0·539. If drinking water were provided in the factory it wonld save 
time because then the workers would not go outside the factory to get 
drinking water?-No, when in the factory tbe workers do not go outside. 
for their drinking water; they get it in ~he factory. 

0-s40. There are a lot of women workers?-Yes. 
0·541. No maternity. benefi~ is given them \l-NQ. 
D·542. Are you in favour of maternity benefits?-It depend~ 

on the expense. 
0·543. Are' you in favour of providing the workers with housing 

accommodation ?-Most of them are provided with housing accommoda
tion and some of them are paid money for ·rent. 

0-544. I suppose the rest of them have to go from 3 to 8 miles to 
the factory?-They live within two or three miles. . ...... . 
., 0·545. Anyhow. if tbat accommodation were given to them it 

would be a great help to them ?-Whatever convenience we can give 
~hem would be for their benefit, but the point is what amount of expense 
can the employer bear. ' 

0·548. When workers are injured in the factories sometimes they 
cannot get compensation pr the' compensation is insufficient ?~When 
the man is in hospital he gets bis wages in full without working, or 
he is paid half his wages whUe he is in hospital. That is the usual 
thing in this district. 

(1'he witness withdrew.) 

. Mr. ARIIeSHAN SINHA, GeMral Seerata,.,., The Bihar .Provincial 
Kisan SabhL 

0-541. The ChaiTtllan: Will yon, first of all, tel! the Commission 
about the Sabha, how many members it has a.nd what are its obiects?~ 
There is a very large number of members. The "bject of *he Sablta js 
Jo Un prove the conditions of the peasant class and the workers. . 
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. '0-548 •. Are you appointed by this Sabna to a.ppear before us 7-
lI'here wa.s no meeting of the Sa.bha.. 

, .' 0·549. Do your member~ pay ... subscription 'to the Sabha '<'-There 
ie .no.regular . sUbscription. The meetings of the Sabha are attended 
by severa.! thousands and there is a good deal ofcommotinn or agitation 
in the province. 

. 0·550. In wmch questions is your Sabha pa.rticula.rly interested?-c 
Mostly in questions . connected with tenancy. law ; a tenancy law is now 
pending before the local legislature, and this Sabha is interested in 
seeing that p~visions whil\h are in favour of tenants are incorporated 
In that law. . . 

_ D.551; As you are aware, that question was covered more by the 
Royal Commission -on Agrieulture?-That W8& not covered by. that 
.,commission. I appeared before the CommissiOn. Tha.t Commission 
deal~ only with how to improve· a.gricult~re, but the question of the 
improvement of the conditions of agriculturists or tensnts was not taken 
up by them; the question of amendment of the tenancy Jaw was not 
referred to the Commission. . 

, :: iJoS52.That would hardly come within our reference as an industrial 
Commission ?~I agree. ". . 

D.553. With regard to the question of the migration of workers 
from this province to other provinces, e.g., Burma and Aeaam, to which 
you refer. we are concerned in particular with the case of AssaJll. We 
shall pe interested to hear anything which you have to say to us from 
your o'wu' personal knowledge about the recruitment of people fmm tbis 
.province who go and work on the tea. gardens in Assam. . May I ask 
whether you live in Patna or in any .other district.?~I live in North 
Bihar, in Mnza.lfarpur DistriCt. . 

. D·554. Is, tha.tll. district from which there is a good. ~eal of 
migration?-Yes. 

0~555. Do you personally come in contact with the labourers who 
have been to Assam aI1d come back again P-Yes. Some' haVil gone 
~o BUrma, and I know many of thll.m personally. 

DoS58. In the case of Burma it is free recruiting; there is no law 
. 'that affects recruiting fQI' Burma. ?-That is so. As I have stated in 

my memorandum, the labour (or Bengal, Assam and Burma are generally 
drawn from Bihar and the United Provinces. 

; -li.557. Have:you 'yourseif been to Assam to see the· ronditiollll under 
which they work?-No. 

0·558. Therefore your information is from those who have been 
to Assam and returned to their villages ?-What I have 'stated is as a 
reBult of' my hearing from those whll ha.ve returned. ·1 have .got no 
"personal. knowledge. 
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b-SSa. Are you e.W:Lre :that before. 1921 there were g1'<latmany 
troubles and complaints about the conditions on the te.. g .. rdens and 
th .. t in 19'aI-1!2 there wa.s a committee of enquiry into those complaints?
I have no· personal knowledge about th .. t committee of, enquiry, but 
I know that there Was great a.git .. tion among the tea garden coolies; 
a large number of them left the tea gardens .. nd Sir Henry Wheeler. 
who afterwards became the Governor of this province, wen~ to console 
those garden coolies, but they could not be persuaded and they came 
back to their places in Bihar and the United Provinces. 

0·560. We are aware, of course, that there was a great dlial of 
agitation and trouble at the time th .. t you refer 'to •. but' what I am 
asking you is how recent is your own informa.tion about the tea gardens? 
Do you consider tb .. t in the last eight yea.rs conditions in Assam have 
been improvedl'-I cannot say; they might have improved. 

0·561. H .. ve you t .. lked with any coolies who OOve been to Assa.tn 
and come home again recently in the I ... t three yea.rs, let us say?-From 
the talk that I had with them I fiud that the treatment of the coolies in 
the Assam tea. ga.rdens is fa.r from s .. tisfactory. . , 

0·562. How long, ago is t11a.t information?-That information 
I gathered more than eight yea.rs ago; I cannot say anything ahout the 
Tee.ent period. Formerly there was a great deal of complaint', Dut It 
'might have' been improved now; 

D0563. Are you aware toot now a: good deal of recruiting is on wliat 
&fe called short-term agreements, for six months, nine months or twelve 
months?-Th .. t may be so, but I know that one of lIly own labourers 
went on· three yea.rs' contra.ct. . 

0·564~ At his own wish ?-He was of course in<luced; his name 
w ... Sivanand Ch .. ma.r. . 

. 00565. Are you yourself a land-awner?-No, I am a cultivator. 

00566. And you employ labour?-Yes . 

. D·567. How much: labour do you employ?-You know thert.ie 
scarcity of labour; whatever I get I employ; on an ave,rage it will be 

. 10 to 20 persons. 

D·568. If they go to Assam <>r Burma they are not ahle to work 
for you?-No, they are no~ 

0·569. And you yourself would like to see no recruit{ng for Assam 
or Burma ?-As·s. cultivator s.nd one who is desirous' of improving the 
condition of a.,"l'iculture in Bih&!'. I would not like ths.t labourers from 
this place should go .to other pla.ces. 

0·570. If the labourer hs.s s.ny choice of employment and is not 
'confined to work OR the ls.nil in Bihar, to that .extent it sends up his 
rate of wages?-'-Yes. I will have no objection if he were t<> go sea.son
ally, say, for six or nine months in a year. 
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8·571. Rela.ting to the question of hours in factories, :you· tell U8' 

iii yoill' memorandum that "In indigo, sugar and cigar factories 
labourers have to work seven days a week. They have no holia",y for 
rest." On what information do. yon ha.se that statement ?-There are 
a nnmber of indigo factories around my village; 1 have gone to several 
of tl,em and there are many relations of mine working ill such factories .. 

0-57~ •. Do you say'that they work seven days a week without rest? 
--:: Yes. . "' . 

.0.573. Are those factories mider the Factories Act?-1 do. not 
know, but this much 1 am sure that they do not get any holidays. 

0·574. Do you mean' to say that all the year round they worl!: 
seven days a week?-I have not heard of any case where the labourers 
are not allowed to· work for seven days. If they absent themselves for. 
one day that day's .wages are deducted. 

0·575. Do tlley employ machinery in thesefactoriea ?-Machinery 
iii employed in indigo factories for p~paring indigo. 

0·578. In the c,igu.r factories is there machinery?-1 hl1.ve not been 
inside a cigar factory; 1 do not know. . • 

0-577. Again you say in your memorandum: "So far as 1 know 
no holiday is given in any factory. "-1 think that is correct so far as 
Bihar is concerned.' 1 will be very glad if 1 were to be corrected on ~hat 
point. 

0-578. Are you acquainted with the provisions of the Factori"!ll 
Act?-No. . * 

0-579. Again, in refe ... mce to mines, you say: .. Generally 
-a labourer has to work for 10 hours a day in mines. There is no holiday 
or rest day." -That is my information; 1 have no personal knowledge 
and I am subject to correction. 

0·580. Then yon tell us that infants are employed by indigo. ·sugar 
and cigar factories. What do you exactly mean by intoots; children 
of what age ?...,-12 to 15 years.. 

0·581. Presumably these f!lcl<>ries are not under the Factories 
i\ct-,-May be so. . 

0·582. And yon wish that they should be brought under the provi~ 
siQD8 ot the Faciories Act-Yes. 

)J.,p83. Sir Alexander ltfumty: Yon say in your memorandum that 
~he wcrkers send remitta.nces to their homes. Have you any figures to 
show how much they send home? In some casas you say they send home 
half their earnings?-As far as ruy.informalioll.goes, the labourers f!"Om 
North Bihar who go to A!\ImIII, .H'mgal and other places after spending 
81l.ffident money for tbeirown maintenlltlce send the balance for the 
gU pport of their wives and children.: and.!rom the rougb calculation thaI. 

« 
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- I ,have 'made I find that roughly they send about 50 per-cent, of 'heir 
eamings to - their homes. ,-

0-584. You also suggest that Government should start big como, 
mereial and industrial enterprises in-India to meet the cases -of 
unemployment. What do you think,the Government could do to help 
here in this province?-That is a very big problem. Unemployment IS 
increasiug in India. I believe in Parl1ament also 80me legislation is 
being passed to meet unemployment there. When I was a member of 
the Bihar Legislative Council in 19-26 I had tabled a resoll1tion, but, 
unfortunately it could not come up and it lapsed. In my opinion" 
Government ought to find out employment for young men either by . 
starting industrial enterprises or by starting agricultural farms and 
encouraging these men, to take to agricul~nre; Governmeul would 
advance loans on easy terms to these young men 80 that they may take' 
to agriculture,and earn,'their living. That is my honest opinion. 

0-585. Is that the educated young men you are speaking about 1-: 
Yes. 

• 0-586. From your' experience of the educated young men, do you 
. think that they would ptough themselves or would cultivate eroflS' 

themselves if they get assistance \'-Educated young men will take to 
ploughing by machinery. 

D-587-. I do not think that is likely yet, but do you think that th8· 
educated young men, the badralog class, would take to cultivating?-In 
Benga' the Hon'ble Sir Abdul Karim Gaznavi is encouraging cultivation 
of land by young men; I nnderstand that he is prepared to give some of 
his own lands so that these young men may take to agriculture. I am 
of opinion that. if you give t.hese young men lands and allow them to form 
companies, they will eertainly plongh with motor ploughs; they will have 
no objection to plough with motor ploughs but they will have objection • 
to plough with ordinary ploughs. ' 

D-58a. 'Vbat is the difference between - ploughing with a motor 
plough and ploughing with an ordinary plough; if they can plough with 
a machinery plough why will they not plough -with,an ordinary plough?
That was a question that was put to me by the Chairman of the Royal 
Commission on Agriculture. Here in India there is some sort of 
superstition, or social custom you Can call it, that the badT4log' class 
should not touch the plough driven by bullocks; that is the tradit.ion 
among the high caste people; men of my caste will not toucb aD 
ordinary plough, 

0-589. Unfortunately we are not enquiring so much into _ the 
I>adralog troubles as tI,e industrial troubles ?-1 qnite see that, but so 
far as the question of labour is concerned I am sure our esteemed 
Cbainnan will bear me out when I F3y that in. Eng'a.nd 'the' ~rm 
, labour' include. not merely the labouring classes but also the educated 
middle classes who ,earn their living by clerical lab:,ur. 

, . -
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- ,.oS90. :Mr._ Clilf points out that there &re very man1 places In 

India where they are now using otdinary plough. and it will be almost. 
impo .. ible to replace those ploughs with macllinery ploughs which will 
COlIt a good deal, of money .. ~ow Would you get over that difficulty?
As I sAid, ~here IS social objectIon to) hand plough, and unI_ machinery 
plough. are made available the situation cannot be improved; I know 
that it will cost a good deal, but there is no other way out of it. It may 
interest you to know that the social objecl;ion to use a hand plough 
is based upon religious grounds. A Brahmin wiIl not touch the plough. 
So far as Kshatriyas or RajputB are concerned, there is no objection tG 
their touching the plough because the tradition is that Raja Janak, the 
father-in-Jaw of Lord Rarna tmd the father of Sita, himself ploughed. 

D·S91. Dealing with worlring bours )'ou say in your memorandum ! 
.. There is no harm if redrrotion in -masima is made at Jamshedpur. 
J amalpur, in cigar factory and in Indian liquor factory, but in other 
factories it i. not a practical scheme." Why do you make that differ" 
encel'-The labour that is employed ill ihe factories that I have 
mentioned is technical labour ",ud the mAximum in that case can be 
reduced, but so far aelabour.that is employed in ailricultural areas, like 
sugar fields, is concerned, a reduction in ~"e maximum will not be Ii 
feasible thing. • - , 

D-592. Never mind the fields; it js not so much the fields as the 
factories and workshops that we are thinkiug of?-I have no objection 
if it is. reduced in workshops, but so far 811 sugar and indigo factories 
are concerned, which include field- work also, I am not in favour of 
reducing the mmmum number of working hours. 

D.593. In your memorandum you say: .. H Indian workers be 
properly trained iu skilled labour they can successfully compete with 

• any ~ (oreign workers." Do you really think 80? Have you had any 
6xperience?-Tbat is my information. I have no personal experience 
of foreign workers, but I may. say that my opinion is endorsed -by my 
friend :Mr. T. R. ;Filett who has wide experience of workmen in 
England. 

~.se4. Sir Victor Bassoon: Have you any experience of training 
Indian labour?-No. 

DaSeS. Si1' Alexandef' MutTllY: You say lots of things about the 
conditions in Assam. You told the Chairm.an tha~ you have not been 
to ·Assam, is it not?-Yes • 

. 0.596. You say tho.t the death rate is very high and the sickness 
_, is very great in AssSID. You wi\} be surprise~ if_ I tell you t~ there 
·are fewer deaths in ABBam than there are In Blhar and Onssa?
·Certainly I will be sUrprised, but you should know that people catch 
·kaJa-aZ3f and generally die. 

baS97. That is quite true, but inspite of all that the death rate in 
the tea gardens in Assam and in the Doaars is less thalf it is in~ Bihar. 



Again you state: "In the mining ~e&8 at Dhanb&d the &CCOiIlmoclation 
provided is worthless from sanitary point of view:' Have you been to. 
Dhanba.d?-No. My remarks are based on the information that I gOt. 

0.598. Do you know that in Dhanbad they have a Board of Health, 
which specifies what kind of buildings have to be erected for the workers. 
and if they are not erected according to the conditions laid down by the
Board of Health, employers are prosecuted? As a matter of fact, the: 
housing conditions in Dhanb&dare not bad on that account; but you d(), 
not know anything about that yourself?-No. . 

0·599. Then why do you Say that they are worthless' froID a 
sanitary point of view ?-That, is based upon tbe information tha.t I got ;' 
it may not be accurate. ' " , 

0-600. Mr. Akmed: 10 your memorandum you say f,lia.l; 50 per 
cent. of the labourers are employed on agriCultural works. I 'take it 
that the remaining 50 per cent. is confined to industrial works '1-' No. 
What I mean is this : In our locality about 50 per cent. of the labourers> 
remain at home to Iooli; after agriculture, and the remaining 50 per cent: 
go in search of employment in Assam, Benga.! and other places. They 
might be employed in industrial' or a.gticultural enterprises; they might 
be employed in jute works or with some fOOluIjans. " , 

-
. 0-601. You say ~, in the big estates &Dd indigo factories tenanta 
work under compwsion and for fear of being oppressed and persecuted, 
Is tha.t one reason why you say that GovernmeM ought to create pUblia 
employment agencies? ' H Government does not do that; will not the 
people tum seditionists and become disloyal?-Empty brain. always 
create mischief. H they have no work to do young people' will start 
preaching sedition. Therefore Government ough& to find employment 
for them. . 

0-602. Si,.Alezander lillm'4!f:, Do labourers go toBtirln'a. oi' theu-
own free will?-Yes. '. 

0.603. Mr. Ahmed: Or does somebody indiI<ie them to gu there?"'
They go ~here of their own free will. 

D-604. You have stated somewhere that Con~actor8 take- them 
there?-No, not to Burma. only to Assam. Those who gu to'Burma go 
!{olulltarily. ' 

0-605. Then I .m deal with Assam. Who ";'nds the ~ple to 
Assam ?-The contractors. 1 cannot say whether it is in existence 
,these days, but there used to be a system in vogue tbat when an'agent 
Jound " man wanting work he would say to him" I will give yOll; 
.employment," and then he would put the man in some secret p\a.ce fOl: 
some days and then suddenly produce him before a, magistrate 'and 
compel him to ma.ke a statement that he was willing tp go and serve.in 
Assam or some such pl_. -, . 

-... ~ .J' 
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,D-60S. ,Sit- Alexander MUN'4g': 'Is that -tliecase now?-"I ca.nnot 
say what happens now, but formerly that system did exist. 

D0607. M~. Ahmed: Your suggestion is that if, there werep~per 
employment agencies this evil would be removed ?-With all due respect, 

, to' your opinion, what I say is that public employment agencies should 
be set up for unemployed people. There is plenty of work for the 
uneducated labcurer. The difficulty is to provide employment ,for the 
educated man. " ' ' 

D0608. 'Mr. Cliff:' Within the las~ two or three years have you 
come in contact with people who have returned from Assaml'-I cann,?, 
»ay; I am subject to correction in these things. 

D060~. Mr. Ahmed: You say: ," I would IlUggest that there 
should be a sufficient number of labour representatives on such Boards " 
---that means the Assam Labour Board-" to safeguard the interests 
of the labourers." Do you know anything abcutthe Assam Labour 
Boardl'_I dono, know much about it; I have never been t!) Assam. 

D·8tO. Mr. Cliff: Will you tell thl) <X>minission about the 
organization of which you are General Secretary; how is it constituted? 
-In 1918, when the famous pro~lamation with regard to responsible 
government in India 'WILS announced by Mr. Montagu in the House of 
Commons, naturally parties were formed to safeguard the interests of 
the landlords,capitalists, labour and tenants. At that time the Kisan 
Sabha was formed in order to protect the interests of the tenant class. 
It sent representatives to express the grievances of its members and to 
urge their repre.-entation. Later on the Kisan Sabha urged pn pur 
'Government the disadvantages its members sultered under the tenancy 
law. I was myself nominated: a member of the Bibar Tenancy'Com_ 
mittee in 1921. 15 of us consisting pf 5 officials, 5 landlords and 5 
tenants had to draft a Tenancy Bill. That Tenancy Bill could not be 
passed and some other Bill has been brought before the Conncil by the 
present Revenue Member, 

D061t. Is it since that date that yon formed it int!) a workers and 
pea.sants association?-Yes. 

Do6t2, At, what date did yG'U form it into a peasants and workerS 
association ?-It was after 1917; I annot give you the actual date. 

,D-S13. -Sir Alexander MUN'4Y: Wha~ 40es "Kisan" mean?
It !Deans tenant cultivator. 

D-814. ~fr.C!iff: In your, memorandum you say: .. In big 
estates and indigo' factories tenants work under compUlsion and for 
lea.r of being oppressed and persecuted. There is no voluntary labour 
in indigo factories and big estates." Are there many indigo factories 
in the district from which you comel'-Yes, North Bihar is full qf 
indigo factor~es. ' 
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. D-615. How do the workers obtain employment. in .the indi~o 
factories ?-A peon of the factory will go and catch hold of all the 
young men and old men in the village capable of working and as1< them 
to work for the factory, and those people go to work on accouut of fear. 
Of course, the indigo industry is not thriving now, it is in decline. 
'l'be remuneration of the labourers has been increased now by the 
factories. There were' two reasons for that: One reason is the 
establishment of the Kisan Sa·bhaand the general awakening of the. 
masses, I mean the labouring class, and the other is the nou-co-operalion 
movement of Mahatma Gandhi.. After that the factory tIIwuerli have 
increased the wages of the labourers: 

0-616. The Ckairman: Then you do not say now that they ure 
working under compUlsion ?-To a certain extent in big zamindar;s and 
in the factories' I would. say they are. . 

0-&:17 • .In what respect are they more under compulsion than the' 
men who, as you told us, work for you? Who compels them?-!I'he 
servants of the factory and the servants of the big za.miruiars; they say." 
:. You mllst go and work, 'otherwise the big landlord and the big 
factory will come upon you." 

0-618. Mr. Cliff: .How will he come upon him ?-Well. it may 
come in many ways, but a big man is always feared, 

0-619. It is the ways I want to know; I understand there may be., 
many ways of being fearful. You are Secretary of t,he peasn,nts and' 
workers organization and you are in close contact. I understand there 
may be many forces which drive people to work, but I want to asceiiain. , 
first of all, whether or not YOIl mean that the people are compelled 
physically to go to work ?-They are not compelled physically, . 

0-620. Then may I understand whether people are comp.elled to 
go to work because they or their fathers may be indebted to the f'loCtol')' • 
owner?-It is not like that; the f"ctories do not advance money to' 
these labourers. These labourers &re indebted to smail farmers who, ; 
in order to procure labour in times of cultivation, advance some mOoney 
to these labourers on very easy· terms; so that these labourers prefer 
going to the field of that particular mahajan. These factories do not 
advance memey. and these big zamindars do, not advance .money. . - . -

0-621. That seems a very real compulsion; is it a compulsion ot 
that kind that compels men to go to the indigo factories?"":'No, the 
factories do not advance money. . 

. 0-622. Sir A/nande .. Murray: Do, you advance money?-I very 
gladly answer that question, In oroer that the labourer may work 
in my land I Ulllst give him his regufar wag"s and I must give him 
money without intel'est or at .\'e,'Y. 19W rat.es of interest. I ,nllSt give. 
him an these'sOrts of comfOL,ts .and indl~ent, then he will .work w1W4 
me. ' 

" 
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0.623. Sir Victor Sassoon: How does the indigo factory take him 
away from you, where he wants to work, and make him work in the 
factory?-We are ordinary poor people; the factories have got many 
villages, they are big people. They will do it ill tbis way: I pay 
4 seers of grain per day to a labourer, I supply cloth to the members 
of his family, and in times of necessity I wilY give him grain and all 
,those things. Then the factory will say: .. AU these labonrers must 
go to me." Tbe point is that if the factory advances grain as we 
do, then there is no complaint. 

• 
0·624. Tben why does yonr labourer leave you and work in the 

factory?-Because they are under the influence of the factory. 

0·625. How?-In hi. village, in his zamindari. in his clutches. 

D.62S. How is he in hi. clutches? What can the [,,,,tory do to 
him? He does not owe the factory any money?-Torment him . 

. 0·627. How can a factory torment a man who is your labourer?
That is a question of influence. 

0·S28. Sir Alexande1' Murray: Is it not the case that these big 
indigo plantations may own a great deal of l.and and buslis on the 
understanding that the land is cultivated wit,h indigo if they want it. 
lind tbat tbe labourer will come and work with them if they require 
him ?-The fadories generally have some villages of tbeir own, but 
in neighbouring villages tbere are low rubouring cIa .... people; tbey will 
take land Oil a lease for 7, !l or 15 years; t\.ley will pay a reasonable 
amount of rent to the landloTd who, to make profits. will have the 
advantage of those labouring class people in that vi!lage; tho,e village 
Tabourers will come and work on the landlQrd' s land or the fhuds of 
the factories at a very low wage. There are some cultivators' i~ that 
village who will try to pay more wages to tbe labourer. but on account 
of fear. of the thekedllT or the owner of the factory. the labour!'r must 
go to the factory. There is much labour trouble in tbo agricultllral 
areas; there is vcry bard competition in agriculture. 

0-629. The men you are speaking of are the cnltivators?-'-yes. 
The Chairman: This hardly seems tQ come within our terms of 

reference. 

0-630. Col. Russell: You say in your memorandum tbat the 
health of the workers in ruml areas i. generally good; but again yon 
Ray: .. A very large number of persons in India starve every day." 
How do you reconcile those two statements?-They are two different 
things; one is that they live in a good climate with pnre air and pure 
d.rinking water. But they do not get a fuJI meal and I am perf!lCtly 
nght when I say that 50 per cent. of the people .do not get every 
day two full meals. . 

, - 0·631. But yet you Ray they Itre healthy?-They are healtl.y 
beea"'e they get pure air and pure water; but tbey are not stout and,: 
strong. 
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'1:1-632. You say-, "I have not noticed specia.l arrangemcnls fot 
medical facilities provided by employers anywhere ........... " In other 
labour employing centres no such facilities exist." Do you still adhere 
to that opinion ?-It is quite true when I say in indigo factories, sugar 
factories a.nd cigar factories there are no medical arrangements. 

0-633. When you say "In other labour employing centres no 
such facilities exist", what do you mea.n?-Excepting jamshedpur, 
J amalpur and other places. 

D-6S4. Are not there local dispensaries and hospitals ?-They arA 
run by the local board and municipalities and not by these industrial 
factories. 

0-&3$. \Vhy should not they be rim by the dietrict board ?-I do 
not object to tbat. but they are not run by these industrial factories. 

0·636. You say: "There i~ no arrang<'ment of offieial .. npervi
I<ion for indigo and sugar plantations' inspection in Not'lh Bihar." 
'Vh'lt do you meau by that ?-So far as I know there are arrangements 
tor supervision in mining areas and other factories. 

D-637. What official supervffiion are you referring to ?-Thc-re is 
no official supervision. 

0-838. You want these places to be inspected by a Factory 
hspector; is that it?-Yes. 

0-639. Again you say: .. Industrial diseases prevail only in mines 
lind in Assam tea gardens." Which industrial dioeases are you referr
ing to?-Kala-azar. 

0·04<1. That is 1I0t an industrial disease ?-I am sorry; I am not 
It medical expert. 

0·641. Then you admit that is a mistake?-Yes. I meant Kala-azar: 

D-642. So that there are no industrial diseases as far as you know? 
-It that is not an indusbial disease. ' 

0·643. Tn your memorandum you say: "Sickness insurance is 
not practicable." \Vhy do you' say that ?-I have not worked out the 
details of this sc1,eme; I have not examined this question thoroughly. 

0·644. 'I'hen do you still mainrain that it is not p.=ticable ?-I 
have not yet ..,en any practicable scheme. 

0-645. Have you considered the matter at all ?-I have consi(]ered 
it hut no definite scheme nppears to me to be !easible. 

O·S4S. Then you have sait! it is not practicable without having 
really considered it?-It may he practicahle e<} rar as big industriai 
areas are concerned. but in small areas I believe it. is not practicable I 
I should be very glad to see any scheme by which it can be mild" 
practicable. 
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b-847. YO)l ssy: .. Indian medicines will.bi·m.uch II)ore. accept. 
ab1e to labourers than Western medicines." What mskes you 11&1 
that?-Iri"the first 'place, Wes.tern medicine is much more expensive; 
the doctors are much more expensive; secondly, Indian medicine will 
suit the constitution and the cspacities of the Indian worker much 
better than Western medicines. Because that. depends upon diet. 
Generally Eng-lisbmen get good diet, expensive rich food. The Indian 
peasant and labourer get vegetable foods, poor diet ; therefore Eurpoean 
medicines in which tlulre are mixtures of minerals, alcoholic and other 
substances, will not suit the health and constitution of the Indian 
worker as welJ as the Ayurvedic medicines. 

0-648. Num])ers of Indians do take Western medicines?-rndian. 
I1!edicine is prepared from Indian plants, vegetable drugs and all these 
':things. 

0-649. We do not follow that. My next 'point as ;that large 
numbers of Indians attend these hospitals run by the western system?
I have stated that the first point is that the western system of medicine 
is very expensive for a 'poor labourer. Many of them get 4 annas a 
day and they cannot afford to pay the doctor. ... 

0-650. Dealing with Maternity Benefit Schemes you say that you 
would strongly support legislation pn the hnes suggested by Mr. Joshi. 
How would you arrange the cost of a Maternity Benefit Scheme to 
be met?-The cost must be met by the employers. 

·D-651. You would not agree to a scheme by which the employer, 
the employee and the State pay a share each ?-I would like such a 
scheme. 

0-652. Do you think that the employer will pay his share?-There 
is no harm if the State. the employer and the employee eacll pays 
hi. share as in the Provident fund system. 

D-653. Would you a"oree to the same method as in the c .. se of 
provision for old age or premature retirement ?-Yes. 

0.654; You say that there is no provision for first aid. Are there 
no fil'st-aid depots or boxes in these factories that you are talkillg 

. aliout?-I have not seell any .. 
. . 

0-655. You have not seen any; have you ever inspeded those 
factories ?-I have seen the indigo factories and the sugar factories. 

0-658. There lue no first-aid boxes there ?-No • 

. (The wi.tnes. withdrew.>, 
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l'R.ESBNT: 

Sir ALEXANDRB MURRAY, K.T"j Mr. JOHN CLlF'P. 
C.B.B. 

Mr. A. G. CLOW, C.l.B., I.C.S. Miss B. M:LE POER POWER. 

Mr. S. LALL, I.C.S., Joint Secretary. 

AKLI GHATWALIN. girl worker at Looai Faotory. 

(Mr. LALL interpreting.) 

0-657. How old are you1-1 do not know. 
0-658. How long have you been working here?~ years. 
0.659. \'Vh",t hOllr do yon come in the morning?-1 come at 9. 
0·6G0. \Vhen do you go?-I go at 5. 
D·661. Do you stop at all to take a meal?-We do not -get any; 

interval. 
0·662. You do not take food at all during the working time 1-

No, I get no food during the day. 
0.663. What are you paid 1-1 am on piece rates and I get weekly. 

wages; last week I got 12 annas. 
0-664. Did you work 6 days in ihe 'Week for that?-I get a 

holiday on Sunday; I work 6 days a week. 
D·665. How far do you coDle for your work?-From about 2 miles. 

I have only a Rister here, no one aIse. - ":: 
-0-666. Whom do you stay with at home?-Only my mother is si 

home. - - .-

0-687. Have you brothers and sisters at home?-I have one more 
sil!ter at home. .. 

D-668. Are you married?-Yes, but $e marriage haa nQt beeu: 
consummated. 
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D-G69. What does your husband do ?-He is working ill the mica 
mine. . 

0-670. How la-ng have you been married?-3 years. 
Mias Power; I should think ~he is 12 or 14 years old. 

(The witness withdrew). 

Note.-The following statement with regard to this worker was 
suhsequently supplied by the factory management;-

Akll Ghalowarni. Age about 12 years. Splitter. piece work. 
Village; Bathdil1h. Distance; 1 mile from factory. 
Rate of pay for the last week He. O·11-G for 6 days. 

Ro .... p. Days 
worked. 

Period ending-

nh November 1920 o 12 3 6 

14th November 1929 o 15 3 6 

21st November 1929 012 0 6 

30th November 1920 I 0 0 6 

14th October Hl29 Absent.. 

21st October 1929 Absent. 

31st October 1929 1 7 6 8 . 

BAllA GOA!.IN, girl mica splitter. 
0-671. How long have you been here ?-I have worked here for 

a. year. 
0·672. Are you married?-Yes, I have been married for ahout 

8 years. 
0-673. Have you been to your hueoond's home?-No. the marriage 

bas not been consummated; I "'IlS married when I was a baby. 
0·6718. Where is your husband ?-Hc is working in the mine. 

. 0-675. When do you come to work and when do you leav" work 9_ 

I come to work at 9 and lel1\'e at 5 . 
... , . :P~76. Do you get any int~rval in the middle of the day?-At 

12 I.,.get half-an-hour'. interval. 
'T ~-677 •. What do you earn?-I get from 4 to 5 annas a day . 

. P-67S. What are you?-A mica splitter. 
(The witness withdrew). 

Note.-The f0110wing statement with regard to this worker was 
subsequently supplied by the factory management :-

nalia Gopin, age about 13 years. Splitter, piece work. Village: 
Kal'kut. distance .. bout 5 miles from factorY. Rate of pay for the 
last week Re. 0-6-0 for 2 days. Newly engaged. 
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SUHURI MUSAHAR. woman mica splitter. 

0.679. "\¥nat do you earn ?-Rs. 1-8-0 to Rs. 2 a wee\!. 

0·680. Do you get an interval in the middle of the day?-No. 

0-681. When do you get your meals?-I eat a me .. ! .. t 8 in the 
morning and auother .. t 9 at night. 

D·682. When do you come to work?-At 10 o'clock. 

D·683. Wl.at does your husband do?:-He is working in t.his 
fadory. He is a Gardar. 

D·684. What does he 'get?-Rs. 20 .. month. 

0-685. Have you any land?-Yes. we have at our honse. 

D·GS6. Where do you live?-I live ~wo or three marches away. 
I h1<\'e, got a house here where I live. 

'I)·S87. How often do you go to rour home?-After a year or 
two I go back to my home. 

0·688. How many children have you?-I have a boy ",,<red about 9. 

0-689. Does he work here?-No. 

D-600. Does he do any work?-No. he plays about. 

(The witness withdrew:) 

Nole.-The following •. tatement. with regard to this worker was 
Ellbscqllcntly supplied by the factory management :-

Sukri Musarini. Age about 26 years. Splitter, piece. work. 
Village: Lokai. Distance: living at Company's coolie liue. 

Rate of pay for the last week: Es. 3-7 -Ii for 6 days. 

Period ending-

7th November 1929 

14th Novembet 1929 

21st November 1929 

30th November 1929 

1th O.tober 1929 

14th October 1929 

21st October 1929 

31st October 1929 

.. Ra. &. p. 

216 

2'13 3 

3 II 6 

449 

Absent. 

Abseno. 

4bsent. 

210 

Days ~ 
worketL , 

11 

II . • 
II 



KARIM MIAH, Mll88ulman, hoy mica splitter. 
0-691. How old ar'a yon1-1 am 12 yea.rs old. 
0-692. How long have you worked here 1-4 or 5 YeaN. 
0-693. How much do yon e&rn'i'-1 get 8, 10 or 12 annas a week. 
0-694. Do you sometimes get a rnpee1-No. • 
0-895. Do you get anything else in addition to your pay l'-No. 
0-696. When do you come in the morning?-9 o'clock. 
0-667. When do y01l. go?-5 o'clock. 
0-698. Do you get an interval in the middle of the day for meals?

[ get an interval, but I do not take any food; I have no money to 
~~ food. 

0-699. How long is the interval?-About one or two hours. 
0-700. Where do you live'i'-I live 8 or 10 miles away. 
0-701. When do you start in the morning?-I start at 4 or 5 in 

\lie morning. I get home at about 9 at night. 
0-702. Do you goto your house every' day?~Yes, I go everyd .. y. 
0-703. You never sleep b.ere?-No. 
0-704. Do yon work on .SundaYR?-No. 
0-705. Do you always work 6 days a week?-Yes. 
D-706. What do your father and mother do 1-1 have no parent.; 

lhey are both dead. _ 
0-707. Whom do you live with ?-With my uncle; I am an orphan 

"'ith n(> brothers and sisters. 
D-708. Where do you live ?-Hirodih. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Note.-Tbe following statement with regard to this worker was 
subsequently supplied by the factory management :-

Karim Miah (film cutting), piece worker. 
,Village: Pandaydih. Distance: about 1 mile from Lokai 

Ja~ry. 
Age:: about III ye&r&. 
Amount paid in the last week: Re. 0-14·9. 
14' umber 9f days worked: G days. 

J;'eriod .ndi~ ... 
7th December 19!Q 
30th November 1929 
'I., November 1929 
14th November IUZD 
Tth 'November 1929 •• 
Ilat October 1929 
II.t Ootober 1919 

.. 

.. 

.. 

110 ••• '" 

014 9 
J 0 I 
1 , 8 
1 J 0 

015 9 

I 
II 
8 , 
II 
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ETWARI KANDOO~ boy mica utter. 

0-709. !low old are you 1-13 years. 

0-710. JIow long have you worked here?-5 or 6 years. 

0-711. How much do you get?-13 anna.S a week. 

0-712. Do you ever get 15 annas?-No. 

0·713. How much did you get when you came here first ?,,-About 
8 anna.s a week. 

0·71 .... Where do you live?-About 10 or 19 miles away. 

0-715. At what time do you arrive here?-9 o'clock. 

0-716. When do you leave your bouse?-I leave my house ali 
7 in the morning and I get here a.bout 9 •. I leave at 5 and get home 
ai 7. 

0-717. Where, do you live?-Pandaydih. 

0-718. Whom do you live with ?-1 bave a sister at home and 
my father and mother are at home; they do not work here .. 

0-719. Have your family any fields?-Yes. 

D-720. Have you ever been _ to school ?-No. but 1 read at night 
at home; I am just learning to write but I cannot write my name. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Note.-The following staiement with regard to this worlier was 
aubsequentIy supplied by the factory management :

Etwari :n:andoo (film cutting), piece worker. 
;Village: Pandaydih. Distance: about 1 mile from Lokai factory. 
Age: about 13 years .. 
Amount paid in the last week: Be. 1-9-0. 
Number pf days worked: 5. 

Period ending-
7th Dooomber 1929 

30th November 1929 

lIlat November 1929 

14th November 1929 

7th November 1929 

31st Octob..- 1929 

21at Octobor 1929 

Fatqer working at factory. 

Days 
B.s. a. p. worked. 

1 8' 6 6 

2 12 11 8 

1 II. 9 6 

1 5 6 • 
1 7 3 II 

1 5 0 7 

1 0 6 a 



• MAMOU !tAIAM, 110,. worker. 

0·721. WIliLt do you do?-I beat the levers which make. the 
sieve vibrate. 

0·722. Wlien do you work?-J: begin work at 9. 

0.723. Where do you live?-Fakritanr which is half a mile a.way. 

0·724. When do you 'Cease work?-I work till 5. 

0·725. Do you get an interval ?-Yes, I get an iIlterv&l fr<lm Ii 
to 2 and I go back to my house. 

0·726. Do you get a .. meal in your house at that time?-Yea. 

0·727. What is your wage?-I get B annas a day. 

'O.r28. Do not some pi llne others get Bi; annas?-Yea, SGIne gel 
more and some get less. 

0·729. How long have you been working?-A yeaJr an.d a half . 

. (The witness withdrew.) 

N/lte.-The following statement with regard to this worker was 
subsequently supplied by the factory management :-

Jhamou Hazam, alias Site Hazam. Newly engaged. Sieving boy. 
Age.: about 15 years. Village: Paredey; distance: about 1 mile 

from Loksi factory. 

Amount paid last fortnight, week ending 15th December 1929 : 
Re. 0-12-0. • 

Number of days worked: 4. Daily rate': annas 3. 

MAHABIR SINGH, man, mica sorter. 

0·730. What do you do?-I ama mica sorter. 

0·731. What pay do you get 1-'/ aimas a. day. 

0.732. Are you on piece work?-No, I am on fixed pay. 

0.733. When do you come in the morning?-J: come at half-past 
9 or 10; I leave at half-past 5. 

0·734. Do you get an interval for meals ?--No. 

0·735. What time do you take your meals?-I have. my meal 
at half-past 7 aud leave home at half-past 'I. 

0·736. Row far away do you live?-About. 4 miles from here. 

0·737. Wheu do you get your evening meal?-After I get bacJ[. 
about 8 o'clock in the evening. 

D·738. Have you any cult,ivation ?-Yes, lIbou.t an acre. 
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D·739. How much rent do you pay for.Your field.?-Rs. 12-8-0J 

there 1m! five sharers. . 

0.740. How do you cultivate your land ?-By co-aharera. 

0.741. Do you go to your field a.f; the J;ime of theha.-ve.~ t(J 
help?-No. 

D·742. How long have you been hera?-1 t>ave worlred hera fQl'~ 
8 y!'srs .. 

0·743. How did you get your joh?-"-1 came straight to the Manager 
and got the job. 

0·744. Is the factory clo$ed on Sundays ?-Yes. 

0·745. When .are you paid ?-1 am paid weekly. and 
"5' Or 6 days after the close of the w<:ek. 

(The witness withdre"\y.) 

Note.-The following statement with regard to this worker was 
lIubsequentlysupplied by the factory management :-

Mababir Singh I (mica. sorter); paid fortnightly. 

Age: about 25 years. 

;Village: Lariadih. Distance: 5 miles from Lobi FILCtory. 

Rate of pay for last week: Rs. 4-6-0. Number of day. worked: 10: 

Fortnightly pay : 

Period ending-
16th November 19!9 

31st. October 1929 

16th October 1929 

30th September 19211 

15th Sepf.ember 1929 

31st. August 1929 

15th August 1929 

Brother working. 

Ra. a. p. 

51L 0 

5 14 6 

2 8 /I 

" II 0 

Ii 0 I) 

2 1 9 

2 8 6 

Days 
~rk&d. 

13 

14 

• 
9 

11 

6 

G 



FORTY-FOURTH MEETINC-ContinueJ. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 
PRESENT : 

H'he Rt. Hon. J. H. WHITLEY (Chairman). 

Sir :ALEUNDEB MURRAY, Kt"j Mr. JOHN CLIFF. 
C.B.E. . Miss B.M. LE POER POWER. 

~'Mr. A. G. CLOW~ C.I.R., I.C.S. Lt.-Col. A. J. H. RUSSELL, O.B.lI., 

Mr. KABm-UD-DIN AHlfllD, M.L.~. I.M.S., M edwal i188es.or •. 

"oint 8eci:etarie •• 

Mr. S. LALL, I.C.S. Mr. A. DmDIN. 

Mr. E.· CRELLIN, General Manager of Messrs. F. F. Chl'8lltien and 
Co., Limited, Mr. D. B. SAHANA, General Manager of Messrs. 
S. K. Sahana and Spns' mines, Representatives of the Kodarma 
Mica Mining Association. . 

0·746. The Chainnan: Would you in the first place care to 
Bay anything to the Commission as to the geneml position of your 

· industry7-'(Mr. Crellin): For the last ten years it has been going. 
· to the had. We have been agitating tox protection against tbeft. 
,We have been endeavouring to get Government to help us in that 
matter. Theft has 'gone on for years--Iollg before my time; but it 
has beeq going on definitely for the last ten years. Two years ago 
the local Government took up the matter and introduced a. Bill into 

• the Legislative Cotltlcil, but the legislators would not bear of it. The 
proposal of the. Gov('rnment • waS that the Bill should be sent to a 
'committee, but at thnt time the Legislative Council turned down 
that proposa.l. Then the matter Wad again bronght up shout 9 month. 
ago, and it has now been sent to a committee. I heard a. member 
of the opposition party say pnhlicly quite. recently that they bad 
.. llCotched" the Bill. We have not much hope, therefore, of this 
Bill. heing passed without wreckiug amendments, and if your 
.Commission call help u~ in the m!'tter we shall be very much obliged. 

D-747. What exactly is the proteetion of which you speak? I 
understand tha.t there is a. large percentage of loss on your production 7-
I suppose that 30 people get the idea. out of the ground. Up to 
2,000 people (dealers) handle it afteJwards, before it is exported. Tbere 
are at least 2,000 traders and :)0 min~rs. We want these 2,000 
traders licensed. We want the1l1 to keep an account of how they 
getJ;he mica, where they get it and what they do "ith it. 

D.748. Whnt is your estimate of the loss?-The late Secretary 
of the ,Kodarma. lIfica. M:ining AsRociation went inlo the matter very 

Si 
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thoroughly and he put the fi.,aure at from 40 to 50 per cent. We 
cannot tell what is stolen. but we know that there is an immense ' 
amount of mica .,aoiug out of the country which is not accOunted for' 
in the Mines' returns. Putting it at a modest fig-ure I should say 
that my Company lose 25 per tCent. in this way-not gross weight 
but net vaJue. The thieves do not steal the coarse stuff because it 
is not easily handled; they steal the cream and leave us the rest. 

0·749. That. is to say. it disappears through your own workers? ..... 
It disappears through some of our own :workers and in various oth6l; 
ways, such as poachers. Everybody has a hand in it. 

0·750. Do you estimate that if that leakage could be in the 
main stopped it would again put your industry into a prosperou!! 
position?-25 per cent. of the gross turn-over would be saved. and 
the profit that that represents on the capital expended is very .,"Teat •. 

0·751. Do you imagine that the le.,aislation of which you speak 
would stop the whole pf the leakage ?-No. very little, but it would. 
organize matters. 

0·752. You desire that no bodv should be allowed to deal in 
mica except a re.,aistered person 'I-That is so. . . , 

0·753. And ,that the liQense sllOuld be withdrawn in ease of any 
incorrect dealing ?-The. license should be cancelled for good if 
cOntinuous repetitions of the offence were .!!I'0ved. 

0·754. What exactly would be the olfence?-That a man has 
mica in his possession for which he cannot account; that he bought 
mica from an unlicensed person for which the latter cannot account. . 

0·755. Both seller and buyer should- be licensed?-Yes. The 
miner and everybody who deals with mica should be licensed. 

0·756. Is it an article of such high value that it is easily sold?~ 
Yes. 

0·757. For that reason you desire legislation to protect the whole 
industry?-Yes. 

0·758. What are the arrangements of your firm with regard to 
financial control? I understand that agents in Bombay really contrpl 
and finance the industry ?-That applies to my firm ouly. 

0·759. How far does your Association represent the whole of 
t·he industry round about Kodarma. both mines and factories as apar:t 
from trading?-I should say that it represents 80 pa' cent. 

0·760. Are some of the smaller mines outside your Association?
Yes • 

. 0·761. Would Mr. Bahana care to ""y anything about the general 
position of the industry?-(Mr. Sahana): The prohibition of woman 
lu.bour has hit lis very badly. By long custom woman labour has 
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ea.rri.ed ~he debris out of the small mines. ·They are now prohibited 
.from doing that and we ha.ve found i,t somewhat. difficult ~ replace 
that le.bour force with male labour.. . 

~·D-7B2. Do :you mean to say that where the woman is prohibited 
from going underground, you lose the man as well ?-To a certail1 
extent ... The imporj;ed labour from the Gaya district will not come 
singly. . 

,. 0-.763. There being no work for the women· the men do not 
come ?-Exaetly. 

0·764. And you have had to fill the women's places with men 1-
Yes. 

0·765. Do I understand rightly that your chief complaint is that 
your mines have been dealt .. with on dill'erent lines from the coal 
mines ?-Quite 80. 

D·76B. Coal mines have been given ten years for the abolition 
of woman labour underground, whereas you have been cut all' suddenly 
from the use oj woman labour u~derground in your mines?-Yes. 

0·767. Did you make representations to the GoVernment of India, 
. as apparently the coal mines must pa-vejlone, to com.e under the ten
.'year reduction and not have an immediate stoppage of woman labour?-

,. Yes, that was done by the Association. . 

0·768. Your plea was not granted?-No. 

D. 769. You had to conform to the Act immediately it came all. 
to the statute book, with no time limit ?-That is so . 

. 0·778. I understand that this particular rule is a. notification under 
the Aet of 1924, and it came into force on theIst of July, 1929. You. 
h~ an opportunity of making representations, but your view was not 
carried into ell'ect ?-That is so. 

0·771. I notice that in your memorandum dealing with the 
question of wages, you tell us that wages are paid by some firms 
weekly and by other firms fortnightly. How is it that there is that 
difference' ail between firm and firm? Do the people themselves .prefer 
weekly or fortnightly payments, or is it an old custom that the dates 
of payment. differ in that way?-(Ml'. Crellin): The reason of the 
dilferen.ce i. that some mines are very far distant, and there is a 
good deal of trouble in getting the money out to tliem, It means 
in some cases a journey of 30 miles through the jungle. The books 
and a.ccounb have to be c.hecked. Under these cirewnstances it is 
not possible. to pay weekly, 

0·772. Will you tell us about the working hours of the miners 1-
Miners underground are limited by. law to 54 hours & week,. and 
miners overground are limited to 60 hours II week. That is stringently 
enforced. ·There are np fixed hours for the men to come and go. AU 



the laboor is &me h_ by coaxing. A mall goes to work when he' 
likes and leaves when he likes and stays away u long 1I.S !le lik~. 
There is no discipline at all, as understood in the. West.. .. 

0.773. How many hours of work do' they actually do pel" day 
aa .. general rule ?-Five or six. . 

0·774. I suppose the man looks upon his work iIi the mine, 
118 an addition to his income which he draws from the land ?~Yes. 
Fifty per cellt. own a little piece of land or rent it and SO per cen\. 
help their brothers. Therefore 80 per cent. are OGInnecte<l with the 
land, and they look upon our: work as a suhsidia.ry occupatio ... 

0·775. I understand that some of your la.botlrers go as far .... 
six miles away in order to work in the mines.?-Bome of them do, bu~ 
not many. They: generally come from the surrounding villages. 

0·778. Although they spend a eonsidera.bie amOllllit pi :tileiir ... 
on the land they do continue to oome to the mines for .. number uf 
years. You are not changing you labour every yearl'-Wlren tiM 
first r&ins come they all clear out and do their ploughing. Th .... 
they <lOIne back-Dot with any re,,"'lllarity. They come ba.ck in OO'a 
at a time and then they go away agam lor their paddy cutting. 

D·777. You have to a.dapt your arrangements to their cnstom,"·, 
and wishes in that resp~?-Yes. 

0·778. Yon give them work when they are willing ,to work.?~ . 
We take a second pla<;.e altogether. Their Ioremost interest i& their 
farm&. . 

0·779. On the whole you consider they work from 5 to 6 houra 
'& day?-Ye&. . .. 

0·780. Turning to the question of your factories as distinct froJ,. 
the miaes, in the main Y01lOO not em ploy power in your faet0ries. 
with the exception of the QDe we visit.ed where yOII were cutting by 
maehinery?-That is so. 

0.781. That brings that particular factory under ,the Factory Act?
,Yes. 

D·782. Do you often see the. Factory Inspector <here ?.....(iInile '& 
year. It is 'a- long way off his usual heat and it is a small matter 
really; in fact this factory ought roo\ly not flo be under the Fa.etories 
Act at a-\l; it was only the ineta-nation!)f two little electric punches 
~ha-t brought it under the Facflory Act. 

D.783. With l'ega;rd t<!l the rest, where you employ many 
hundreds of' people., these a1'6 not ", .. der the Fa.etories Ac~ or 'under 
any pHblie inspection at aU ?-No. 

0·784. Is there any limit to the hours worked ,tbere?-Ye •.. 
Seventy-five per Cent. of tl,e work there is contract work. Although 
_ say that the men/llns1; co.me a:t 1-30 .. nd 9, I ]!OlIoS gown ttlere 
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this morning at 9-30, andtnere was not a soul in- the factory. Half 
the ~en ,were supposed to be _there at 7-30. 

0-785. Is there a. fixed time for closing?-Yes, 5 o·clocli. 

0-786. No work goes on after 5 o'clock?-No, because t/lere 
~ nQ light. 

0-781. The position really is tha.t between 7 -SO and 5 they work 
as many hours as they please?-Yes. 

0-788. But the closing time is rigid and fixed ?-Yes, becaud 
the sun goes down then. 

,0·789. You have no artificial light ?-No. 

0-790. We were ra.ther struck with the number pf young children 
whom we saw. Is there any lower limit of the age of a child which 
you take into employment?-There is no lower limit. Those children 
are apprentices-not in the ordinary way, but they come there and 
learn their job and eventually they get more money. They do not 
need to come. We say they may come if they ,like and -they will 
get so much per pound for the mica they can split. If Ihey start 
badly and they make too much waste, we say we cannot let them 
go pn. If they do not make too much waste we let them go on. 

<-- 0-791. How young would you take a child-at seven years of 
• age ?-If its father and mother are there we might have to take it, 

but not a.t 7 years of age. It is very hard to tell their ages. 

0-792. Mr. Ahmed: Would you take them at 9 or 10 years of 
,age?-Yes, but that is not a regular thing. 

0-793. Would you take them even at seven and half years of age? 
-No, 'not lower than nine. 

0-794. The Chairman: How do you keep any limit, if you take 
all comers, because a small child cannot handle a knife ?-The child will 
~ke too much waste. 

0-795. That is the only control there is ?-Yes. 

0-796. Is it a matter of your kindliness to the families, or do you 
lhlnk it is an economic proposition to employ such children ?-It is not 
an economic proposition to em ploy them, but they are in the charge 
of their friends and relatives; they are in a niee dry place and out of the 
sun, and if they can make a few annas for themselves so much the 
better. They will probably cry if we send them away. 

0-797. You would not object to a limit of age being fixed ?-No, as 
long as ~he limit was not too low' and affected the whole family earnings. 
If you made it 13 or 15, or &nything like th&t, then these people would 
be out af employment. 
" , 0-798. But they come from -the same families who have tlieir 
a~~chmen~ to t~e land in the neighbouring villages ?-Tg,ey do no~ come 



when the paddy cutting is going on. We do not see them for '!DOnths. 
The children are engaged at home like everybody el,ge is. 

0.799. I understand that, aput from their absence when the land 
calls them they do remain with you for many years ?-As long as they 
care'to. - ' 

0-800. Have you any records of that? I understand tha~ you have 
men who have been working foc many years in the mines?-Yes, we 
have a record .. I know men who have been working in the mines all 
their lives. 

0-801. And they bring up their children' to the same work hoping 
that when they retire their children will take their place?-Yes. 

0-802. With regard. to hours, do I understand that the Sunday is 
always a holiday?-Sunday is a holiday in the factory where the move
able bazaar is in the neighbourhood. With regard to the factory you 
visited this morning, the bazaar day is to-day, but they were asked to' 
come to work because the Commission was coming. Their holiday i. 
Saturday. 

0-803. The factories are all closed Completely lor one day in the 
week?-Yes. 

0·804. Are the mines closed for one day in the week?-Yes. 

0-805. We were told by a witness at Patna that there were no 
holidays?-If a man works 200 days. a year we think he is a very good 
man. There are innumerable holidays. 

0-806. They have one day in the week, but in addition to that 
they have certain extra holidays which they take?-Yes.. They have 
marriage festivals al!d local ,festivals and all sorts of holidays. 

0·807. Mr. Clow: Has production gone down substantially since 
the women were excluded?-It is very hard to say. The rule came 
into force last July; the cultivation of the land started in July and 
the paddy cutting is not yet finished. ' 

0-808. Have wages been raised this year substantially? Why 
• I am asking that is because you state that the cost of production has 

increased by 50 per cent. ?-(Mr. Sahana) What that"means is this: 
The woman labour has had to be replaced with man labour. The 
women were paid four aunas a day, and the men 'are now paid from 
6 to 7 annas a day. 

Mr. Clow: I find from die figures given by the Chief Inspector 
of Mines that in this district there were more than five,men lor every·. 
woman before the notification came into force. I am referring to. 
underground working. 

0-809. The Chairman·: You mean clearly that in the individual 
case where a woman has been replaced by a man the increase in w~ 
eo.t is 50 per cent. '?-Yes. 
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D-810. Mr. Claw: 
Association ?-Yes. 

Are Messrs. J. S. Mull members of _your 

lJ-811. We have just come from a factory of theirs in which we 
sa;w a very large number of small children employed?-As Mr. Crellin 
bas told y~u. child:en go there to learn the art of splitting. If they do 
not lea.rn It In their mfancy they do not become very good splitters. 

0-812. Those we saw were not engaged in splitting but on cutting? 
-'-Children are never engaged on cutting. 

D·813 There were engaged in paring the mica with a knife; we 
saw large numbers of children engaged in mica cutting?-The boys 
also learn to cut. 

0-814. Is it necessary that they should begin to learn at 7 or 8 years 
of age?-No; at 10 I should say. 

0-815. I notice that you .state in your memorandum. that children 
under 13 are not employed ?~Those children are not regular workers. 
They only learn cutting. 

0-816. But they work every day?-They might not do so. 

Mr. Clow: They told us they did. 

0-817. tvlT. Cliff: In one factory we visited the register showed 
they did. It showed their attendance and the rate they got for cutting. 
which was 6 annas per seer. They worked on piece work. In the 
factory which 'we visited there was a regular wage book and muster roll 
for boys. showing the rate for the 'work they did and their weekly 
·ea.rning?-In the case of piece work we have no control about the age 
limit. 

Mr. Clow: I know that, but it is not correct to say that children 
are not engaged. 

0-818. The Chairman: You say that children are not engaged, 
and- then you say the minimum age is 13 years?-That means that they 
are not engaged under 13 in those factories which come und"r the 
_ Factories Act. There are no regulations otherwise. 

0-819. lIfr. Clow: You mean they are engaged in the great bulk 
of the mica factories and not in the one where power is installed?
That is the only one which is affected by the Act. 

0-820. The infomlation that you have given us here relateR only 
to that factory?-Your question relates only to the suitability of 
regulations affecting children. 

D-821. Yes, but you say that children are not engaged :'-13 years 
is the Ih,nit for children. 

D-822. Under the Factories Act. a child means a cllild between the 
ages of 12 and 15?-There is presumably a. mistake in the age taken; 
13 yeara has been taken to be the limit under the Factories Act. . . 
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'D-823. Even in the one factory we saw that was regulated, there 
are good many duly certified children engaged ?-They are all over 13, . 

0-824. Over 12. I mean they have been certified by the Civil 
Surgeon? 

0-825. The Chairman: There is no doubt of the fact that in .the 
factories which do not come under the Act there are children as young 
as 7 and 8 employed ?-That is so. 

D-826. Miss Power: Could we know what number of women. 
were thrown out of work at the time when women were excluded?

. :Women are only permitted to work on the surface, but there are aevera~ 
mines in which if they are ouly given surface work they will not ge~ 
employment throughout the year. So I cannot give the exact number 
of women who have been thrown out. 

D-827. Turning to the Chief Inspector of Mines' report, it is stated 
tbere were 1,761 females employed underground in Bihar, and I take 
it that all these were in respect of mica mines?-Yes. 

D-828. That number of women must have been displaced'?-.
(Mr. Crellin): There is a book to be had which gives the difference 
in one mine between the number of women employed before .00' after 
the Act. 

0-829. In the mines under your control how many women w~ 
displaced ?-(Mr. Sabana.): About 200. . 

D-830. You say there has been difficulty in replacing tha.t laboUl." 
Have you not been able to get 200 men, for instance, to replace .those 
women ?-After great difficulty we have found theItl, but. we. had to pal > 

nearly double the wages.· . 

D-831. You had to pay the men's rat& ot-wages?'-Yes: 
D-832. Paying men's rate you found no difficulty in getting 200 

-men?-Yes. 
0-833. Do you imply that you naa difficulty even then?-Yes: 
0-834. The Clwinnan: But in the course ·of four months you'did 

fill up your needs with men?-Even now we are having some difficulty. 
D-835. Miss Power: Ia there only ene factory in this area which' 

is reguJated?-Yes. .. . 
0-83L You would, I take it, be in favour of the other factories 

coming under the Factories Act ?-If the age is restricted to 15 then 
the splitting work will be very greatly bampered._ '. 

0-837. MT; Claw: It will not be hampered because ll-nder the 
present Act you can employ children of 12 years as half-timers ?-But 

: there are also children· wno are below 12 year.. • 
D·838. Miss Power: I take it that you would not object to. a 

regulation which probibited the employment. of children under 12 on 
this work?-We would. not.. 
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D·839. If th& Act were extended to these factories it. would still be ' 
possible to employ children as half-timers ?--Yes. 

D-840. The Ghainnan: You do not think that would be harmful 
:to your industry ?-It will 'harm those children who are below the age 
of 12 because they will not have the opportunity of learning the work' 
of 'splitting. ' ' 

, D-841. Mias Power: It would mean that they would have to 
)earn it at a later age; they would learn it from 12 to 15 years instead 
of,' say, from 7 to 12?-(Mr. Crellin): It is just like .. girl learning 
,to play the piano at a young age when her fingers are supple. If one 
wants to learn the an of splitting well one should, begin learning it in. 
one'. youth. ' 

Mias Power: That is an argument that has been used for ages in 
re"pact of every increase in the age at which children may be empleyed. 

D-842. Mr. Clow: In the factories we visited to-day. as far as 
I remember, we saw no very young children employed in splitting work? 
-Those that you saw upatairs were all engaged in splitting work. 

D·843. I am referring to those who were working downstairs; 
I think they were all doing cutting work?-It i. very hard to cu\ mica 
unless one is physically fit. 

D·844. My point is tbls that so far asl can judge, a' minimum 
of 12 would not r,eally atrect the splitting work as it would the cutting? 
-The age, is uot a very great point provided these people are not given 
strict military Orders. 

'D.845. Provided they are not limited to six houra a <1ay?-You 
,,,an limit it to six hours, but what I meant was that; you could not 
ask them to come exactly at 6 o'clock and go at lIt 1 have tried thia 
and, have found that they were not willing to come at 6, even when 
I offered the rest of the day' off. 

'0·848. Mias Power: You said just now that you regard cutting 
as hard work, did you not?-(Mr. Sahan&): 'Cutting is not strenuous; 
it requires some sort of skill. 

0·847. ~ere seems to lie a 'difference of opinion a.mongyou on 
:that. Would you say that children employed on such work, 'when it iw 
carried on from approximately,9 to 5, would require an interval of i'eSti 
in the middle?-They do get it now,: they take their meal between 9 ana 
fl. 

0-848. But in your. memorandum you say,- .. As work in folie 
'factbry is not strenuous no intervals of rest are needed. Work generally 
commences at 9 A,14 and closes at 5 P.M. Labourers take their morning 
meals at home and again ill the evening"; that was also borne out by 
'our own Interrogation of the workers; they all stated that they took 
'meals befo're coming to work and the next meal i8 not taken until they 
return to their homes in the evening. Do' you sug-geot that no perioa 



'. for rest and food between these hours is necessary in the case of children 
from 7-12 years of ,age ?-No; tbey cannot work so long oontinuously. 

0-849. Some of those we saw were of that age. I take. it that you 
.weuld be in favour of a legal rest period and n~t a continuous work 
-period such as you have at present?-The labollT mIght adapt themselves 
gradually to the period of rest. 

D-8S0. I imagine there would. be 'DO difficulty about that \1-
(Mr. Crelliu): If they come euly in the morning at 7·30. they get 
their interval, but they do not all come at 7·30. 

. D-8S1. TM Ch.ai1'fll<m : Where they come from some miles :away 
you can hardly expect them to come very early?-The distance is oul! 
a mile or a mile and a haJf. 

0-852. I think some come from a greater distance th&n that ?-It 
is all contract work; if they do not like to come they will not come. 

D-853. Sir A.lexander Murray: In the mines no child under 13 ia 
allowed to work?-(Mr. Sahana.): That is aD. . 

0-854. As a matter of f&ct, no children under 13 are working in 
the ,mines here \'-N 0. .. 

tI-85S; In thef&ctories tba.t come under 'the Act you are employing 
. only those children who are between 12 and 15 years·of age?-Yetr •. 

·D·856. In the unregulated .factories you allow children of' any 
age to come in; you do not turn them out although they may he under 
10 years of age ?--(Mr. Crellin): Because they may become experts. . -.-

D-857. In regulated f&ctories they have raised the age-limit within 
recent years from 9 to 12 because there is machinery. But in the.pla.ee 
that we saw to-day there i. no machinery. Do I understand ;you to 
Ray to Miss Power that although there is no machinery in the factories 
here you will have no objection to the age.limit being raised to 12 years of 
age?-(Mr. Sahsua): 10 will be better. (Mr. Crellin): I 'have nei 
objection to 12 so far' as Messrs. Chrestiad and . Co. is concerned. 
(Mr. Smith): So far Qs the ChotaNagpur ;MiCll. Syndiea.teis con
cerned, we do not employ children 'under 12 years of &ge.for1the reason. 
that we do no splitting in the factory here. . 

0-858. ~ regards Uie employmentef 'women 'on 'the ·mines, 
formerly, tliey were working underground, aboveground and 'in ApeD 
works. Do you employ women now either on works aboveground or 
on open worka?-(Mr. SalIana): It is very hard'to·engage them on 
':llie surface now. . 

. D-859. But you can engage tliem on \ne surface work' if you want 
lor-Yes, but because they get surface work only 'for .twoday" in 1l 
week they are reluctant to come. 

D-860. You hs'Ve been prohibited from employing women unaeF
ground but not on open works or above ground.~-That is so .. 13ut as 



I said, the difficulty is that if I engage women on the surface only far 
~o days in a. week they will not come to work. 

0-861. I see from the report of the Inspector of Mines for the-last 
year that there were 1,700 women employed underground in Bihar and 
()rissa. Their services have been entirely dispensed with and you have 
replaced them with men, I suppose?-Yes. ' 

0-862. What is the definitinn of a mine as you understand ?-The 
. <lefinition of a mine would be any cutting below the surface of tI,e 
ground. 

0-863. That is to say any excavation is a mine?-That is so', 

0-864. Can you explain to ine why the 1nspector of Mines in his 
report gives only 2,500 tons of mica as having been produced in the 
mines while as a matter of fact 4,800 tons have been exported. from 
India ?-There are some mines in certain remote pla.ces that do nof; 
come under the Mines Act. They do prospecting work. Secondly, 
stealing covers a very great extent of that surplus, and thirdly the huge 
(lumps account for a certain amount of surplus. ' 

0-865. My point is this: In the report it is stated that the 
~uantity of mica consigned was 2,230 tons ,and the output was 2,569 
:tons; that is nearly the same figure. But the exports from India last 
ye,ar were 4,800 tons. Where have the extra 2,500 tons come from? 
-(Mr. Kirby): The extra must have been due to pilfering; probably 
Some people have obtained that mica illicitly and sold it; they steal from 
~e mines. . 

0-866. Are there a number of mines that do not come under the 
Mines Inspector?-They are all supposed to come under his jurisdiction. 
i\¥hat I meant was that they could get, into the forest and pick this 
mica from there. (Mr. Tuckey, Deputy Commissioner, Hazaribaghl: 
There is a lot of mica taken out from unorganized mines which do not 
send any returns at all. 

0-867. On the face, of it it seems necessary that there should be 
some sort of legislation with regard to this matter ?-(Mr. Crellin): 

, Every man who owns a mine has to report every year the name 'Of the 
mine and the output from it ~o the mines office. That ie done now. 

'0-868. But double tUe amount that ie reported is exported ?-There 
is a leaJmge. . 

0-869. Do yop ,know of any ,otlier Ac~ in Inilia such as you w~n' 
to have here to prevent the stealing of mIca ?-In Madras the practice 
is that every man has to bring his mic~ to a godown which is i.nst .like 
a custom house. There they levy thmr royalty and the man lS gIven 
& pass which permits him to take the mica away. ' 

0-870. Is there anything .like that possible here? The !ud?stry in, 
Madras iB very small; it is largely confined to the Nellore DisYict?-U 
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~ould mean a number of Government godowns because the area is very, 
big bere; I suppose it is 60 miles from one end of the mica belt to the 
other. 

Sir A lexande. Murray: Tbere is lI.ii Act in force in Calcutta known 
as the Howrah Act under which.if somebody is in possession of some
thing which on the face of it be ought not to be in possession of, the 
onus of proof as to where he got that from and bow be obtained it lies 
on him?-(The witness): We asked for the Howrah Act in the first 
place, but it was tUrned down. Then as a substitute we asked for 
regis~tion. The Howrah Act would no doubt be a very nice thing, 
but you should ask for something that you can get most people to a.gree 
to. We are 30 as against at least 2,000. 

D·871. I see a reference in the Chief Inspector of Mines' Report to 
an increase in w"".,..,. having had to be given in the mica fields. What 
Wail the reason for that 7-When they get a· little education their wants 
are increased and they naturally want a little more. 

D-872, The Chairman:. Their standard of life is rising?-=-That 
is so. 

D-873. Sir Alexander Murray: Have you' had many accidents in 
the mines?-Very few. I think. on an average, it is less than one a. 
year. 

0·874. When you have accidents what are they generally due to?-. 
Carelessness in handling. 

0·875. There are no accidents from splitting or from the use of 
knives?-No. 

D-876. Mr. Ahmed: Are your mines working throughout the 
year?-During rains about half our mines stop work for about two or 
three months. 

0·877. During that period what do your workmen do?-They take 
to farming; that is their cultivation time. 

0·878. In the rainy season it is a' bit difficult to go on with the 
work. I suppose?-We do not work in full always; we have what is 
called a mining season and off-season. 

0-879. What is the mining seasOn ?-December to June when there 
is no cultivation or rain. Most of the labourers go when the first raili 

• comes and while the cultivation goes on some come back and some do 
nol, but when the period of cutting comes, all of them go awa:y again. 

D·880. During the rainy season. because of the rain it .is very 
difficult to work. is it not 2-If we can get labour we can put down more 
efficient pumping plants. 

0-881. But that will be costly?-We have not tried it, but I know 
it will be more economic in the end. . 



, ,0-882 • . These people, I suppose, come here when they have no 
'fork pn their fields?-Yea. 

0-883. And they work on contract basis, I suppose ?-Some work 
on contract and some on d&ily rate. 

0-884. What is the proportion ?-In the factories, I suppose; 75 per 
cent. are on contract, and in the mines nearly all 'are on daily rated 
system. 

0-88S. You said that you are paying a woman 4 ann ... a. day ano 
a. man 6 anna.. On an average, how much do the people who work on 
contract get?-Some make 10 or 12 ann ... and some make only 8 an~. 

0-886. You said that 75 per cent. of the workers are on contract 
while 25 per cent. are not. If, as you say, one can earn 10 or 12 ILIlDU 

a. day on contract while he is paid only 6 annas if he is a daily ra.ted. 
I/lan, how is it that these daily rated men have not preferred to work 
on contract?-These 25 per cent. are picked men, and they are pait· 
highl)!:. 

·D-887. Mr. Saha.na, you say that your industry has been badly 
hit on account of the prohibition of employment of women underground, 
beCause ..you find it difficult and more expensive to replace the Women by 
men. You wa.nt that you should be given the' same time, 10 years, 
for the complete elimination of women from your industry as in the case 
of t.1le coal industry and you hope that you would adjust your conditions 
within. that period?-Yes. 

0-888. Have you not any number of men available to replace the 
women; have you any serious difficulty in obtaining men,?-We have 
very great difficulty in obtaining men; if all the firms are working at 
full pace there will be paucity of male labour to a great extent; that 
contingency has not arisen yet. 

0-889. Apart from this grievance you have no other?-Yes, we 
want tUne to. prepare ourselves for the total elimination of women from 
our industry. 

0-890. Have you any idea of the living wage of a worker with four 
dependents on him; will it be Rs. 15 a month per head 1-1 have no idea . 

. -, . 

0-891. Do you think that. 1; annae a ,head. will be sufficient?
"A frugal man can live even on 2 annas a day; if he is a spendthrift and, 
drinks much, even Re. 1 a. day will not be sufficient. .' ~ 

0-892. Leaving aside the question of liquor, do you :think thai 
~ annBa a day 'is sufficient for a man ?-I think it is sufficient just to 
maintain 'himself. 

'0·893. Have you any idea of the number of pieces of cloth that' hI! 
require, per year; do you think that a pieces will do 1......I have no idea. 

, 0-894. So that I take it that for a family of • persons at the rate 
of. four annss' a da, per head you ~ould. require Rs. 30 a mon$ as ~he 



minimum living wage. But you pay only 6 a'nnas a day for the mall. 
and that is not enough for him and for his family. Is that not the 
renson why his women and children also work?-Yes. they.all work as 
" family .. 

0-895. Are they not also greatly indebted ?-1 ,do not think so: 
there are no Kabuli8 here. . 

0.896. Mr. Gliff: With regard to the period of employment can 
we take it that your labour is available for 9 months in the year?-. 
(Mr. Crellin): It is difficult to say definitely; this year tl:e labouret. 
have been away from the middle of June until now, because they have 
more paddy to cut. On an average you can take it as 9 months in the 
year, 

. 0·891. There is a statement which says that they are absent fot 
3 months in the year and that the loss of wages is Its. 45. . Can we 
take it that generally they are available for nine months in the year?~ 
Yes. 

0-898. Are the rates of wa.ges set out .here the average rates· 'ot . 
wages for 9 months in the factories and the mines; do they cover .Illi th" 
factories and all the mines? That is to say, do they represe!lt tlje, 
average for nine months and not for a yea.r?-(Mr. Sahana): Yes, ·tha 
rates cover all the factories and the mines. But we have never made 
any actual calculations to find out the average rates. At a general 
meeting of the Association we decided to put the average rates of wages 
roughly at that figure. 

D-899. You have not mentioned any rates for childl'en. I saw 
a lot of cbildren employed between the ages uf 7 and 8. Could you 
tell us roughly what they earn?-They earn 3 to 5 annas a day. 

D·9oo. I was talking to children to.day who were earning 8, 9, and 
12 annas I> week? In one case 1 saw the register myself; th" children 
in that factory worked for 5 days and got 12 annas; but you sl>Y they 
get 3 to 5 anna .. a day?-(Mr. Sahana): We may take it as 2 to 
5 annas at the lowest. 

0·901. With regard to employment of women in the coal mines, 
if the coal mines are put under the same restrictions as your mines in 
that respect, will you be content ?-Perfectly content. 

" ,0-902. Colonel RU38ell: Have you provided anv houses to vour 
<employees?-We provided some pucca buildings in 8"anwan. but they 
would not occupy them, for they have their own arrangements. 

0·903. W.ith regard to medical facilities, you say that thete is a 
G,:,v~rnment diSpensary at Kodarma. Are there any dispensaries in th" 
mmmg areas?-Messrs .. Chrestian and Company have two qualifed 
doctors. two dispensaries 45 miles apart and a hospital. . 

. 0·904. The dispensaries 'are 45 miles apart; the population is spread 
over Un whole area; what is the ma.i<.imum distance that a >lick p&r1lQl1 



has to walk to get treatment ?-He does not have to walk; the doctora 
go to see him. 

0·905. Is he a full time doctor?-Yes, there are two full time 
doctors. 

D-!!08. Have you any first-aid posts?-Yes. 

. 0-907. Are they compuIsory?-No, nothing is compulsory here, in 
the western sense. 

0-908. Is there any staff employed who are acquainted with first
aid methods ?-There are one or two in each mine; who know enough 
to take care of the patient till the doctor arrives, just to bandage the 
wound and so on. 

0·909. Do the doctors train these men ?-They have orders to 
train men; they train them. 

D·lnG. We were in a factory this morning and we found that the 
lntrine accommodation was not sufficient. for the 750 people employed 

. thore ?-That is an effort on our part, but they will not use it. When 
they do not use it, where is the need for providing more? 

_ 0·911. They use the surrounding country?-Yes. 

0·912. Do you employ sweepers to clean the surrounding country? 
-No. 'Ve would have to employ an enormous number of sweepers. 
We have ten sweepers attached to the factory. 

0·913. It was quite apparent that there was a considerable amount 
of hookworm among the children of your employees?-I have not 
observed it. • 

0·914. Are there any industrial diseases among your employees?
We have periodical outbreaks of small-pox. 

0·915. That is not an industrial disea,e; is there any disease dne 
to employment?-We have none. 

0·!116. Are yon very much troubled with cholera in this area?-We 
have it once in two years. {Mr. Sahanal: This year tbere was not 
much of it. 

D·917. So cholera does not worry you very mucb?-1f we have 
a case we send for vaccine from Calcutta by a special messenger and 
inoculate whole villages at a time. . 

D-918. Tha.t is just like locking the stable after the steed i. stoleu. 
Have you a protected wa.ter-supply?-The doctors visit the mines regu
'la'tly apd inspect tbe water-supply. That is one of their duties. 

D·819. Do you have any disinfeetion of weIls?-Yt' •. 

. .0.920. AFe the doctors ,trained for thnt'?-Ye~: 
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. D-921. M ... Cliff: Do you think that the I/X{~nge\lleots for check
ing cholera. are satisfactory ?-(Mr. Sahana): On that point we woull 
like to say that the District Board of Hazaribagh does not take any 
very keen interest in the health of the people here. . '. 

0-922. Colonel RltSaell: H~ve they not a Health Officer here?
They have, but he could not inoculate peopl~ h.eiO. 

0-923. Yoo say you send for "Cholera vaccine when you get a case 
of cholera ?-(Mr. Crellin): I was talking of Mes,,,. Chrestian sud 
Company, but 'the other people d<>pend on the GOVernw.ellt dispensary. 

0-923a. Do the people readily get themselves inoculated ?
O'>1r. Sahana): No, they are very superstitious and have to be rersuaded 
a good deaL 

0-924. Mi$s Pamer: You say there are 600 mica mines; is there 
a factory run in connection with every mille ?-(M:r. Sabana):. Every 
mine-owner has a factory; .. man may own 40 mines Qut have on,8 
factory. '. 

0-925. How many factories are there for these 600 mines ?-In . 
Kodarma there are about 20 factories. . 

D-926. How many of them come nnder your Association ?-Practi
cally all the principal mine-owners come under our Msoci~tio~; thel 
are about 13 in number, -

0-927. How many actual factories r.ome under the juri!ldicti~n of 
your Association ?-Messrs. Chrestian alone have more than one factory; 
they have finishing factories, cutting and splitting factqries; they hjlve 
several factories. 

0·928. Sir Alexander M!LTTtlY: You say that you close down the 
mines during the rainy season; do you close the factories in any part of 
the years?-(Mr. Crellin): The factories slow down they are not 
completely closed. 

0-929. You speak of closing the mines for three months and re
opening them afterwards when labour is available. Do you adxise tile 
Mines Inspector of re-opening of mines?-We inform the Mipe~ Ipspec
ter when we re-open the mine.s. 

0-930. It is stated that last year 217 mines were closed and 16"2 
mines were opened in Bihar and. Orissa. Was that a simultaneous 
process; when were these 217 mines closed and when were the 162 
mines opened?-It means that 217 mines were dosed for want of 

. labour and when labour was available 162 of these mines were re:opened. 

0-931. Does it mean that some of these mines were exhauste .. d and 
others were opened ?-No, the same mines were fe-opened, . Of course_ 
some were exhausted, but they were not a considerable number. 

0-932. 11ft. 1I1t1l!ed : These people- do. not do any work on. Sllna"y. 
and take other holidays also.. Do' you pay .apy wages to them for IJlQse 
holidays ?-<.Mr. Sal\anal: No, 
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0·933. Have you any training school for the children to learn the 
art? __ None. 

0·934. Are 116t the children liable to cut their fingers if they are 
not properly trained for the work ?-Sometimes they might cut their 
tingers. 

P·935. Do they get any compensation when \hey cnt their fingers 
and thereby become nnfit for work?-They do not stop work; if we 
put a little iodine on the wound they become all right. ' 

p·938. SOIDe workers work under you for very long periods, trom 
generation to generatiQll ill SOIDe cases. Do you give any pension in 
Buch cases?-(Mr, Crellin): We give pension in el)lcel'ti.on"l cases, not 

'as a geIlerllJ rule. 

D·ea7. What are those exceptional cases?-For instance, when a 
man retires after working for a long time and bas, nothing Jeft to 
lIlaintain himself. 

, . 
. • _ p.1I38. The Chainllan: You said that since the prosperlty whieh 
\laIDe in the war time your industry has not been making any profit 1-
Thf;.t is so. As far as I know llQbody el~ is lIlakinga profit. 

0·939. Does that apply tQ other firms in your Association?~ 
~(Mr. Sahans): Yes, it does apply to them also l the rates have beeu 
redqced aince lIhe war boom. 

0·940. There was a boom here as there was In many other indus-
~ll'les during the warP-eMr. Crellin): Yes. . 

0·941, Was there allY recapitalization, I mean writing up values 
, of your industry during or just afte, ~he war dowI\ to 19-20 and 1921?
.l do not think there WaS. 

0·941. There was no revaluation or refinancing?-No. 

0·943. Your company is in the same position as regards capital as 
~t was then ll-Yes. 

0·944. Have yon individual shareholders of your company or is 
your-capital all held through the AgeI\ts ?-Our shareholders are in 
little groups l shares may be held by ten different people J .they are no~ 
fioated on the public. ' 

0·945. Yours is 1I private company?-Yes. 

0·948. Exactly what is your filla!!ciai arrangement ~ith' the 
'Agents in Bombay? Supposing you make a profit, you pay a dividend 
:lo the shareholders and only a percentage to the agente. Are the 
agents paid on turnover~The agents are paid a oommission OI\ tum. 
over. 

D·947. WlieUier you malie a profif or noH-They sa far have 
claimed only about 25 per cent. of that to which they are entitled, and 
lhe balllI\ce _(75 l'er <Xll1.t.~ hILS bee~ written Qjf ill j;he CQIDl'any'a faVQ\U\ 
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D-948. When did that aITangement come into force?-Ever since 
we had the agents. I cannot say when the agents were first appointed; 
I should think it was about 1922 or 19'23. 

D-949. That is the point. Was it after the end of the war?~ 
After the war, when the affairs cif the industry were in & very b&d W&y, 
the agents were &ppointed to C&Try OIl the i!usiness. 

D·950; Previous to that there were individual firmslL-Yes. 

D·951. They were grouped under your Company?-I suppose so; 
I do not know definitely. Some of the shares are now held in trust for 
Chrestians' family. 

(Note.-In regard to thelle last two qUestioDS, Mr. Crellin writes: .•• There was 
no change in the position or the CApital of Me53I"s. F. F~ Chrestian &_ Co., Ltd~, as the 
result. of the appointment of the managing agents. BefOTe the appointment of ths 
managing sgent-s the Company was a limited liability ('ompany ragistered UDder -the 
Indian Companies Act with a share. capital of Ra. 3,75,ooa The position finnamad 
oxactly th9 same after the o.ppointment of the managing agents, but in 1928 the 
Company became a private limited company. There- was IlO increase of capital~ "') 

.~ 

D·952. The agents were appointed in 1920-21 because of tire b'lid' 
state of the industry due to the collapse of the war-time boom ?-Yes. 

D·953. You are quite sure that there has been no writing up 01 the 
capital of the companies between 1914 u.n.d 1920?-No. It is a private 
company, a limited liability company whose shares are not sold on tho 
lIlarket. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 



COALFIELDS. 

SIXTIETH MEETING. 
ASANSOL. 

Thursday, 23rdJanuary 1930. 

PRESENT: 

The Rt. H~n'ble J. H. WHITLEY (Chairman). 

MembeTs. 

Sir .ALEXANDER MURRAY, Kt., Mr. JOHN CLIFF. 
O.B.B. Diwan CHAMAN LALL, M.L.A. 

Mr. A. G. CLOW, O.I.E., 1.0.S. 

Mr. KABIR-UD-DIN ARMED, M.L.A. 

)iIr. 6-. D. BmLA, M.L.A. 

- Miss B. M. LB POER POWIill. 

Lt.-Col. A. J. H. RUSSBLL, 

O.B.B., I.M.S" (Medical Asses
so-,). 

Mrs. KAMINI Roy, Lady Assessor. 

Joint 8 eC1'etaries. 

Ur. S. ~ALL, I.O.S. r Mr. A. DmDIN. 
---' . 

At .the Bara OhelllO Colliery. 

A surface coal wagon loader (male) was called and examined 
·(Mr. Birla interpreting). 
~ 

0·954. The Chairman: How long have you worked here?-Only 
three llays. 

. 0·955. Whe~ did you come from?-Monghyr. 

0.956. Why did you come to work here?-Just for two months 
.. make money and then I will go back. 

0·957. Why do you not wish to work here permanently?-I will 
stay here for two months, then go home for a month, and then will 
return again. I work for J.he agriculturists; I have not !snd of my own. 

0·958. Have you cattle?-I have one cow at my home, not here. 
I have been here before; I knew I could get some money here IIdl,d there-
fore I came again. . 

0·959. How mucn money 'do you earn here ?-Sometimes 12 annas 
an-d sometimes 14 annas a day. We are four men working in one gang 
and my share is from 12 to 14 annas a day. My wife is not here. 

102 
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D.960. How many hours do you work?-I take my meal in the 
morning and then start work till 6 o'clock in the evening. .;r get 

. rest in between; I· go away at l~ and come back at 9. . 

D.961. Si" Alexander MuFt'ay: If there are no wagons to load, 
what do you do?-1 rest in my house. 

D.962. The Chairman: Do you come here every .year to earn 
some money?-Yes, I come here every year. I save about Rs.l~ a. 
month after meeting all my expenses. I take Rs. 20 back after working 
two months. 

D·963. Mr. BiT/a: Why do you not stay here permanently if you 
save Rs. 12 a month ?-1 have a family aud my mother is very old; 
therefore I go home from time. to time. 

D·964. The Chairman: Can you earn more here than you could 
in your village in two months?-Yes. At hOJIle I get 4 seers of dhan· 
every day. At home I can just maintain myself so far as food is con
cerned, but cannot purchase clothes. When I come here I borrow 
money to pay my railway fare and when I have made money I pay 
off the deht. The sarda" does not necessarily bring me, but 1 kn9i'" 
the sarda,. and therefore I get the job. 

The Chairman: . What is your name? 

Mr. Bi,.la: He·is afraid to give his name. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

At too Dhemo Main Colliery (underground). 

Mr. A. G. CLOW, C.I.E., r.c.s. 
Mr. JOHN CLIFF: 

PRRSENT: 

J 
Diwan CHAMAN LALL, M.L.A. 
Miss B. LE POER POWER. 

Mr. S. LALL, I.e.s., .Taint SeCTetary. 

8AUKLI (GoaJa), 

aUKH DEY (Ahir), and 

AGLA DAa (Gareri~). 

, l miners (men). 

(Statement by Saukli.) 

I come from Monghyr District; my family is bere with me. --y 
llave been. here on this occasion five month.. I· stayed at my home 
one and half months. I have always worked·in this mine and I have 
be:n here for the last three years. I have never worked.in any other 
mme. I have about an acre of land at Monghyr.i it i~ in !llY !>rpther's 
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name, not in my name. I bore the shot holes for the blasting. I get 
4 annasfor each hole. I came into the mine at about 9 o'clock thiil 
morning. I have done no work to-day except clearing a small space 
of. coal. 

Three of us make shot holes together, and between the three of 
UB we can do 8 to 15 a day. We are paid weekly. I got Rs. 4-12-0 last 
week; each of us got that. Our wages depend on the number of holes 
we make. No~e of our wives does any work in the mine. None of 
us h~ any children. We do no work other than boring holes. We 
~ork m .alte~ate weeks on the ~ay shift Ilud night shift. We stay 
.In the mme tlil about 7 or 8 at mght until our substitutes come. We 
do not work on Sundays. Sometimes we work six days a week, some
.times 5 and sometimes 4; it dependa on ~e amount for which the 
contractor arranges. We have no cultivation here. We have EIllaU 
bills here with the shopkeeper. Our food costs us Rs. i-S-O per week. 
The debts of an three of us amouut to a total of about Rs. 3Od. We 
got into debt for various. purposes: to pay the rent and on account of 
marriages and funerals. We have not got Ollr boring crowbars here. 
The contractor told us to come and shovel away the loose coal. We 
shall get no payment for shovelling away the loose coal. We shall 
merely shovel it to one side. We save about 4 anna. a week when WE' 

economise in our food. I ha.ve sent back Us. 20 to the mouey-Iender 
to whom I am indebted. The registering clerks ask our name3 and 
numbers when we go Ollt of the mine and when we enter it. 

(The three witnesses withdrew.) 

Bansi Kurmi, coal loader (With 1. other coal loaders), was 
examined and made the following etatement:-

I come from Bilaspur; I have been here about a month. I iEed 
to work in the Jharia t:"tlId. I came here this time because other people 
of my"Village are wOrking here. My wife is working here with me: we 
have no ·children. We get 5 aunas a tub for loadmg. We work 111 a 
gang sometimes consisting of 14. On the average we fill two tubs 
per head and get 10 annas. We are paid once a week. The women 
get the same wages as we do. 1 have cultivation in my country, but 
I have none here. I get about Rs. 4 a week. We work regularly 
6 days a week. The bazaar days are Saturday and Tuesday. The 
arrangement is that those who are on· the night shift go to the baz~ 
in the day. There is no "'ork on Sundays. We work from about 10 m 
the morning till about 10 at night, but if we can get tubs quickly 
we can finish our work by 8 o'clock. Three of us came to this colliery 
the day before yesterday but some of us have been here a long time. 
We . all work for ooe' contractor. I came of my own' accord from 
Bilaspur. Nobody gave me the fare. Before being here ~ stayed 
a whole year in Jhari... Our women work because our eam~ are. 
not sufficient for us; they work in order tc fill our stomachs. I mtenjl 
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to go back to InY nome when I have got enough money. I am in debt 
in my country to the extent of Rs. 100, which I bon'owed for a wedding. 
We save a little money here. We do not sulfer from shortage of tubs., 
I was not aware that women in future were to be excluded from work. 
in the mines. Will the Government feed the women when they are 
excluded? Men and women do exactly the same work here. I have 
two wives; they are both 'working here. I married a second time 

.because I had no children by my first wife. I and my two wives 
together fill 6 tubs a day. If we got more coal and more wagons we 
might be able to do more. The haulage is sometimes closed. We have 
a good house here arid like it, it is continually plastered and cleaned. 
,We do not eat meat. 

, (The witness withdrew.) 

Uma Padan Mukerjee, Sarkar, was examined and mede the 
following statement~' ' 

My duty is to enter up the tubs filled by the nUners for payment. 
I have my register here. (The witness produced his book.) For tha 
week ending the'11th January, which is the last complete week I waS' 
here, the number of men at work and the tubs they filled in my section' 
were as follows :-

Day. Men. Tubs. 

1930, January-
Monday, 6th 56 103 
Tuesday, 7th 59 110 
Wedn~day, 8th 59 112 
Thursday, 9th 47 47 (The 'Haul-

age 'rope 
broke.) 

Friday, '10th •• i' 58 136 

Saturday, 11th 52 119 
~ . 

;v,<l,ere it says .. men" it means men and women. I am paid Rs. 22 
a month; I do not get any colJ,lmission. I alternate, between the day 
shift and the night shift weekly. The amount of work done on the 
two shirts is about the same, though there may be a tub or two less 
in the total of the night shift. The figures I have given are 'for the -
night shift. I go at 9 in the morning, and leave at 9 at night. I do' 
not have any food in the mine. When I am thirsty but not tired I go 
to the shaft bottom and get drinking water, but there is a drip in No. 7 
level and I fill my lola from it when I am tired. The sarkar on tho 
other shift comes down to the mine and relieves me here. Ludda 
Singh is the contractor under whom I work. I have alway's worked 
M a sarka.. I have been in this mine six months. Before that I 
worked.in the Dumra colliery. I left Dumm because it was tat}' far 
from my house. I was a sarka, there. I did the same work in Dumr .. 
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~~ery but not under IJ.. contnoctm'; it .is- worked there departmentally. 
In Dumra.I got Re. 18, and 4 anD,as surplus commission per ton. This 
was calculated on the surplus weight over 14 cwt. per tub. The 
liurplus used to yield me between Rs. 8 and Rs. 12 a month. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Gauri ShBllkar. coal loader (With other _I loaders), was examined 
and made the following statement;-

. Our difficulty is that when there is coal we cannot get tubs for it, 
and when there are tubs there is no coal. We heard that you· were 
here and we were comin/: along to report to you. What we want is 
that more tubs .should be provided and more coal. We have come from 
Bilaspur. I have been working here for three years and have not gone 
to Bilaspur in the interval. You can verify from the records that we are 
old men here IUld each of us four has been working here 3 years. Yester
day as it was known that the Commission was coming we were taken out 
of the pit by 8 o'clock at night. Ordinarily if we go in at 8 o'clock 
we may have to stay in till 3 or 4 o'clock. When it gets very late· 
sometimes we want to get away even if we have not finished our work. 
But in that case we are sometimes prevented from' leaving; the con.; 
tractor's babo08 stop U8. We were told by the contractor that the 
Sahibs were coming. ~'he order was given by him that those who 
come in at 8 o'clock in the morning should leave at 8 o'clock 
in the evening. and. those who come in at 8 o'clock in the 
evening should· leave at 6 o'clock in the morning. A b.aboo 
whose name is Ram LaI, is one of those who prevented us from speaking 
to you. For the last three years we have been paid the same rate 
of wages. Las~ week I got Rs.4 for working 6 days. If we ouIy 
stay 12 hours we only get about 5 annas. It is only by staying beyond 
that time that we get an adeqnate wage for the day. I have no land 
here, but I have land in Bilaspur. I got into debt for a wedding and 
also in order to get plough bnJfaloes. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

(This concludes the evidence taken underground.) 

. ' 

Cuia, Rajvaid, Bilaspur, and Thakath of Bilaspur. workers in 
Dhamo . Main colliery, were examined·· BIId made the following 
statement;-

We came to this mine when it was a very small concern. We have 
. been here for some years. We have our wives and families here: We 
_ go to our.' country once in six months or once .. year and stay for a 
month or so and then come back. \Ve have little land in our country. 
~e have 'no cattle or land here, and r!lly entirely on our e&rnings. 



Occasionally we send a little money nome, hut we do not earn enougJi 
for ourselves. The railway fare to our home costs UB a good deal of 
money. If a man and his wife .works for a whole day they can earn 
Rs. 1-4-0, but some days we do not even earn that amount. Mter 
having our meals we enter tlie mine ILt about U-30 and come out of 
the mine at 2 A.M. and sometiInes evell later. We work for six days 
in a week, but there are some who d'; '!lOt work six ~ys. Mter we 
come out of the mine we go t!) the Mt, to lUake purchases. Deductions 
amounting Sometimes to half of our wages are made if the tJ:1lcks are. 
under-loaded. Our wages are paid by a baboo. Some days we do not 
get enough tubs (Gazia): I am fined for under-loading the tube 
3 annas, 5 anuae or 8 annas, last week I was fined 5 annas. Once, 
or twice a year we suJIer from cough or leves.- We do not get any pay 
when we are sick; some people get allowance when they are' 
sick, but others do not. We all get medicines, if we go 
to the hospital. The doctor comes to the lines when we &re sick. 
Our women do not get &Oy maternity alia_nee. (Ga.zia): I have, 
a boy. I lost one child here. (Thak&th): I lost· & child' in my 
country. (Gazia): A man from Sitarampur collects a few boys and, 
teaches them. I send my boy to that teacher and pay one rupee a 
month. I was the man who started this thing first and others joined 
afterwards. There are 10 to 12 boysstlldying now. I do not kuow 
whether the company pays anything to the teacher. We will welcome 
a schooll~nd many of us will send our children. ' We are loaders. Olir 
wives work with us; they also load the coal into the tubs. We do not 
know that a law has been passed which will prevent women from 
working underground. If our women are excluded from working under
ground how can we live?, Some days we get four tubs and some days 
not. The days on which we get four tubs we earn Rs. 1-4-0, that is, 
a man and his wife together. We can hardly save anything. 

(The witnesses withdrew,) 

Kanhaimanji, lanthal from Bakura, worker in Dhemo. Main 
colliery, was examined an~ made the following .tatement:-

I am working in this mine from a very long time. I have a wife 
and five children. My wife works, with me In the mine. If we get 
f,?ur ,tubs we earn R... .1-4-0. Sometimes we get two tubs andsOme-r 
tllUes four. ~e ~ork 81X days a w~k. I do not go to my counery:: 
lam settled m this place. I have a.little bit of land here, two bullockS: 
an~ some fowls. ~ grow paddy in my field. It yielded me2 ma.unds 
th18 year. My chIldren do not go to school. On Mt days my wife .. 
makes purchases; .Tuesdays and Sa.turdaYB are Mt days. We de not, 
work on Saturdays. I enter the mme at about 7 A.M. and come out at 
~ or 3 1'.M. I earn more here than in my country.,' .. 

(Tae witness withdrew.) 



"Padara of Bilaspur. Sardarin in Dhemo Main colliery, was 
examined and made the following statement:----

.I am working in this mine for the last ten or-twelve years. My 
husband came here. and died here. I have three children of whom 
two are small. . My first son is Ii. sardar. When I save enough money 
I go t.o my country. I have no land or property in my country. Two 
years ago I had been to my home. I am sending one of my children 
to a school arranged by the raising contractor and pay Rs. 4 a month 
for his education. I should get Rs. 20 a month as my pay, but I do 
not get it now. ' 

. (The witness withdrew.) 

Lokhinianji of Bakoda Tahsil, Kazipur, woman worker in Dhemo 
Main colliery, was examined and made the following statement:-

I have been working in this mine for the last six montbs. My 
husband is also working in this mine. My husband came to-thiamine 
of his own aceOl'd and _also brought me here. We both work together. 
Sometimes we earn 8 ami,," a day and sometimes Re. 1. Yie do not 
get enough tubs. I have one boy; I did not lose any. 

(The witness withdrew.). 

Dr. S. K. Sircar, M.B., -D.P.H., Chief Sanitary Ol6llor, Asansol Minos 
Board of Health. Dr. U. P. Chatterjee, M.B., Chief Modical OI6Ger, 
Eastem Coal Company, Limited, and Dr. Bonbohari Challarai. 
L.M ..... Medillal OffiGBr, Dhemo Main Colliery. 

·D-965. Colonel Russell: Dr. Chatterjee, you are the doctor in 
charge of a group of collieries ?-(Dr. Chatterjee): Yes, I am in charge 
of 8 collieries aJI belonging to one company. 

D-966. And you Dr. Chattaraj?-(Dr. Chattaraj): I am in charge 
of Dhemo Main Colliery which is one of the eight collieries under the 
control of Messrs. Eastern Coal Company, Limited. 

D-967. How long have you been here?-(Dr. Chatterjee): Since 
8 years. (Dr. Chattaraj): Since 3l years. 

D-988. What is your qualification?~I am an L. M. P. (Dr. 
Chatterjee): 'I am an M. B. ' 

" D~969. Will you explain to the Commission what your duties are 1-
I get a report from my assistants in the eight collieries about accident 
cases or any serious' <ases and I go to the colliery for consultation. 
From time to time I go to visit the cnlliery dispensaries and see whether. 
the lines are kept in a proper eonOition or not. 

D-970. What are the duties of the colliery medicaJ officer besides 
dispensary work?-He has to rea that the lines are kept properly 
cleaned. . 

D-971. Is not that done by the Sanitary Inspector under the Boird 
of Health?-:Y es with the help of the doct!>r here. 
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D-97lt. How often does the. Sanitary Inspector visit thelmes?~ 
Twice or thrice a week. r 

0-973. Has he got any cons-ervancy staff under him ?-Yes. 

0-974. Can you tell me how mauy sweepers are .attached to tlus 
colliery?-8 sweepers and a sweeper women. . 

D-97S. What relationship have you got with the Board of 
Health ?-In respect of sanitation and epidemics I am guided by the 
ClUef Sanitary Officer of the Board of Health. 

0-976. Who pays you your saIai-y?-I am paid by the comPany.,. 

0-977. What are the clUef diseases tbat you have in this area~~. 
In the malarial seasQn we get .. few cases of malaria, not in· every year' 
but in some years, and during summer we sometimes get caseS of· 
cholera aud small-pox.-

0-978. Do you get .. large amount of small-pox casesl'-Not a large 
amount. We get about 8 or 10 cases for all this area. 

0-979. Wbat is the total popUlation that you have to look a.fter. 
, in the eight collieries?-8,OOO. 

0-980.. Does that iuclude women and chlldren ?-Yes. 

0-981. The Chai.-man: De you keep 'statistics of births, deaths 
and sickness-No; the 'l0lliery doctors keep them. 

0-987. Do you supervise. that ?...,. Yes. 

0-983. Are the returns maintained uniform by all the ,crillieries 
under your supervision?-Yes, we have standard forms. 

0-984. Do you register a still-birth as a birth and as a death '. or do 
you register it separately?-It is kept separately; it is neither collnted 
as a birth nor as a death. 

0-985. Colonel Russell: Can you tell us what the birth rate,the 
death rate and the infantile mortality rate for your group were last 
year?-I will send you the figures later on. 

0-986. Can you say how many children under one year of age died 
last yesr in this colliery ?~(Dr. Chatterjee): I think one or two. 

0-987. Colonel Bussell: Tbedifficultl' is that they do bot main
tain any regular register at aU. Have you got any idea., Dr. Sirear, 
of what the birth-rate and the death-rate were last year for this area? 
-(Dr. 8ircar): The birth-rate, I think, was 27 and .the death-rate 
was 17. . 

.0·988. What. was the rate of infa.ntile mortality?-132 per 1,000. 
0·989. Can you teU us exactly how stin-births are treated ?-They 

are registered separately. They are neither 1reated as births nor as 
deaths. 



0·990. I think ibe general impression we have gained thi& morning 
il!: that the children in thi$ colliery are not quite in as good a condition 
as some of the children we have seen in other groupe. Can you give 
"I1S an idea as to the disease they suffer from 'I-Up till now I have not 
been able to discover any disease that they suffer from, but it ma.y be due 
to m&mutrition, insufficiency !:If milk !:Ir food-stuffs, etc., I cannot 8&Y· 
anything definitely. . 

0-991. Do the children here. get a sufficient supply !)f milk?
.(Dr. Chatterjee): I do not think so. These. labour classes hardly get 
any milk; they generally depend upon rice water. 

0·992. Does the popUlation as a whole get a sufficient supply of 
vegetables~-Yes. Most of them have their own gardens where they 
grow vegetables; where they have no gardens they buy vegetables from 
,he· bazaar. 

. -0-993. I think you said this morning that there was a considerable 
amount !:If venereal disease. Can yon give us an estimate of the amollqt 
that is to be found ?-Tbe difficulty is that most of the people 'Who 
aulfer from :venereal disease do not come for treatment to the dispen
sary, but I find that most of those who come for treatment of other 
diseases suffer from venereal disease. I should put the estimate at 
50 per cent. . 

0-9f4. Do you have any dai8 working in this ·area?-Yes. 

0-995. Do they report a large number of abortions or miscarriages?' 
-(Dr. Siroar): N!:I. 

0·998. Do you think that these are being overlooked?-I cannot 
say exactly. 

D·997. The Cka.nnan: Yon would expect, would you not, if 
there was a prevalence of venereal <lisease to the extent of anything 
like 50 per cent., to find it registered in the number of still-births 1"-. 
From my experience of Rangpur District and here I think the prevalence 
of venereal disease is less here than in Rangpur ; The number of 
still-births will be about 1 per cent. in that District while it· is much 
less here. 

D-998. Those figures commonly run parallel, do the)' not'/ The 
number of still-births is an indication !:If the presence of venereal disease l' 
-Tha.t is ~rue. . . 

0.898.· Sir Ale3:tJnaer MurrtJY: I find that you have a very low 
hirth-rate here. 1& it custOmary for.woinen. to go to their homes for 
"delivery ~nstead of staY!-ng here l':-(Dr. Chatterjee): . Some people who .. 
have their own homes lD theJr VIllages do go. . 

0.1000. Colonel ,Rmsell: What proportion would that be ?-1 
eannot eX&c.tly 8&y. . 

0.1001. One of the witnesses told. us that no maternity benefits 
are given. Is that so?-No. ..' 
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·0-1082. What maternity relief is given?-Wben a woman is five 
months pregnant,' she begins to get 5 aunas wages; this she gets till' 
one month after the birth pf the child. They also get the help pf 
the dais. 

0-10C13. Is this 5 annas a day that is given by the management to 
pregnant women given only on condition that these women accept the 
services of the trained ooi8 ?-No. 

0-1004. They can llSC any ooi they like?-As far as ,possible we 
try to prevent these women using lJIltrained ooi8; 

D-1085. The Chairman: Are the services of the trained midwife 
supplied free?-Yes. 

0-100&.: Colonel Russell: Have you any child welfare centres for 
looking after the health pf the babies ?-No. 

0-1087. Have you any woman health visitor or lady medical 'officer 
.to supervise maternity relief and child welfare work?-No. '_ 

0-1008. Do you think that it would be of use to have hearth 
visitors- and .. lady medical officer under the Board' of Health?-(Dr. 
Sircar): We can organize things like that, bllt at present the mid
wives when they have no specific work.to do, go round the area and 
~ine all the children and the women in the lines. They make 
enquiries about pregnancies and the diseases associated with pregnancies. 
For every delivery case they attend for at least a week, and for a .longer 
period if necessary. This is how we keep in touch with the women 
working in these collieries. ' 

0-1009. At present ail that work is supervised by you. Would 
it not be bett<!r te have all that work supervised by a lady medical 
officer?-I cannot say. . , 

D-1010. You know perfectly well, just as I do, that Indian women 
do not freely consult a male dGCtor when they suffer from any disease 'I' 
-Yes; but, as I said, the midwives attend to this worl< . 

• 0·1011. A midwife is J;lot a medical officer?-No. 

0·1012. So, do you not think that it would be hetter tQ have a 
lady medical officer doing that work and generally supervising midwives 
and organizing child welfare work and so on?-It may be organized; 
it would be better indeed. ' 

0·1013. The Chairman: From the reports we have it would seem 
that the work of the Mines Board of Health is mainry devoted to the 
prevention of epidemil'.s?-It is not exactly limited to that. We take 
up many thing9--preven~ion of epidemics, registration of births ,!Ind 
deaths, free vIWcina,tion, ghting help in times of delivery, training of 
midwives, holding baby snows, clinics and so on. ' , 

D.1014. How much of the 'Work of the Mines Board of He~lth 
can be said to pe devoted to what might be called welfare work amongst 
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'he children apart from purely medical work?-We can say that the 
midwives'part of the work and the vaccination can be said to relate 
to the children. 

D.1015. Does your Mines Board of Health in this district prescribe 
model dweflings?-We have got standard plans for dho1JYfaha. 

0·1018. Do you prescribe them or recommend them?-We 
recommend them, and the· collieries are expecteil to build· according 
to the specifications given therein, ' 

0-1017. Colonel R1l88ell: Does the Chief Medical Officer of your 
Board condemn lines where they are not satisfac£ory?':"'If a dhowrah 
has been occupied I do not think the Chief Sanitary Officer has got 
the power to say that it must be vacated, but in the case of dhowrahs 
which have been left unoccupied and are in the course of repairs. 
I think the Chief Sanitary Officer has the power to recommend that 
the repair work should be done in such and such manner and according 
to such and such specification. 

D·1018. You do not permit the construction of back to back houses? 
-No. 

D.10l9. The Chaiffllan: Do you limit the number of houses in 
anyone row?-Practically there is no limit. The plan shows that 
two shourd be built but usually they build more than 4 or 5 in a mw. 

D.1020. Do you consider that the brick walled houses that we saw 
this morning are more healthy than the kucha ones that the Santal. 
have themselves built?-Yes. 

D·1021. Colonel R1l88ell: What is the general source of water
supply in these collieries ?-CDr. Chatterjee): Generally wells. 

D·1022. How is it prevented from being .. source of danger to the 
people who use itll-It is sterilized every .. lternate day. 

0·1023. But not .. I. the year round?-Yes. 

0·1024. In what way do you sterilize the water?-By putting in 
bleaching powder. 

0-1025. There has been 11& .. ttempt to fix to individual wells a 
water pump and to prevent this promiscuous drawing of water?-No. 

0.1028. Are there any latrines on the colliery Iines?-No. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

Mr. C. HEATH, Manager of Dhemo Main Colliery. 

D·1027. The Chairman : What is the total number of persons 
employed here ?-Daily underground 750 persons .. nd on the surface 
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about 151> pe1'SODIl. ;mere are 75!} men, WOmeB &n<1 childl:e ... on th __ 
colliery estate, and in additioo. to that we draw from the surroundin§ 
villages probably 250 people. . 

0-1028. Will you explain your aystem of contractors?-The 
colliery is worked by means of a raising contractor. who is paid so 
much per ton; he is paid monthly. He supplies labour for oo.al getting 
and haulage work. He. looka after the actual coal getting, raising to 
the pit ~ and loading inta wa"O'Ons. He also Iooka after recruiting. 
Under him he has petty contractors. He also supplieS' labour foY 
IIl&Chine cutting.' . , 

0-1029. The arrangements he mt\kes with hig labour !l'rl)' no" 
regulated by you. ?~No, we leave tha.t to him, 

0-1030. How do you reckon the tub foY wages?~1" ewt. Thaf 
depends apon the size of the tub. The tub we use here; just level. 
loaded, gives us about 14 cwt. Tha.t has always been the eutsom. 
here. 

0-1031. Mr. Clow: You worli: 2 shifts of 12' houm e&.dh ?~Ye8', '. 
D-1032. A number of men helow complained to U8 that oooasionally 

owing to shortage of coal and tub. they were kept down considerably 
more than twelve hours on oeca.sions ?-As a rule I do not think they 
are' down below an that time. There may be some trouble ocOasiona.llY'· 
Dut thei» actual work does not take them 12 hours. The average 
loading per person worke out at 2 tubs. If they are there to time. 
if facilities are good and the coal is there they can .easily do that work 
in 4 or 5 hours. The rest of the time is spent waiting on their own 
account and probably for Jack of facilities. Of course that is- not 
general. ',~. 

D-1033. When the night shift finishes, you do not compel every 
man 011 ilie night .hift lio come out .... tihe day shift comes in ?~It 
is the understood thing that they should come out, yes. On the 1st 
April we shall start the proper 19 hour shifts. 

D-1034. You have no separate contracto): for' rilGPuiting?-The' 
raising contractor is- respensible for recruiting. 

D-1035., There is no oolllmissioR paid'" on surplus' welglie?':':"'No, 
irot tha6 goes to his' credit if he' makes it'. 

0-1036. Si .. Alexande.- MflffllY: You have only one contractor 
and he does everything?-Yes, everythillg, raising to the surface and' 
loading into wagons. 

0.1037 •. Diwan.-:Ckaman LaU: Wha.t. check have you on th", 
hours worked?'-We keep attendance clerks at the pit head to keep 
t he time of ascending and descending. , 

D-l03S. So that a man can work 6 days .. week on the 12 hour 
~l.ijft ?-No. The rule is that their hours are totafied up at Lha."end 



bf the week -and if a man appear. tll be exceeding the limited number 
of hours he is not alrowed .to go dllwn towards the end of the week. 

0·1039. Who keeps th&t register?-The attendance clerks at the 
pit head. 

0·1040. I. the attendance clerk under 'you or under the contr&ctor? 
-He ie our man. 

0·1041. How many tona do you raise per day?-We average about 
650 tons per day. - . 

0·1042. You have no responsibilitY with regard tll the wages the 
'workers earn ?-Nll. 

0·1043. What dll you pay the contractor for the coal he raiees?-. 
:rt averages about Rs. 2-6-0 per ton. 

0·1044. MT. Clow: If you were to work oh what is called trlE! 

sarkari system, i.e., directly without a contractor, would raising Cllst 
you more?-We reckon it will come out about the same. The raising 
contractor system is used to increase the labour force available. :t'hey 
are S'lpposed to handle the labour better and thereby· give better results, 
the labour being more or less their own people. 

0·1045. The Chairman: Have YllU experience of the two 
systems?-No. I have only experience of this system. 

0.1046. Diwan Chaman Lall: What is the difference in nte for 
coal getting by machine and by pickl''':''Coal getting .bymaehine 
includes blasting and a lot llf extra work. 

1)·1047. SiT Ale.T-ande.- MUTTay: Do you suppfy the powder?
If powder i8 given fllr m&chine cutting work it is deducted from the 
~ates allowed, 

0·1048. Diwan Chaman L ... ZZ: The coal borer gets so much per 
hole?-Yes. 

0·1049. What does the man who uses the coal cutting machine 
~et?-It varies; sometimes he is paid at so much per ton and some. 
times the machine crew are paid so much per day •. 

0·1050. Mr. Cliff: If a dian turhS up to work 6 days a weeli. 
do you ever turn him away on anyone of those days?-Yes, if his 
hours of work exceed 54. but we do not often find that happening; 
t,he attendance ie very popr. 

1).1051. Do you liini~ the number of hours you allow them Jd 
remain in the pit?-If in the first five days of the week they lOOK 
like exCeeding the number of hours permitted per week they are oot 
anowed to descend ph the 6th day. 

D·1bs2. Supposing we were shown a book which indicated thai" 
17 to 58 men were faising about 100 tuhs a day, and the men have 



told us tbat tbey are in the mine each day for 12 bours, bow do you 
regulate the bonrs?-Only by the check of the attendance book at 
tbe pit bead. 

D.l053.Do you call men. out once they bave gone in?-No. Iii 
that case tbey would not be allowed to go down. 

D·1054. Will you show us the register so tbat we can check that? 
-Yes. (The witness prodnced the register). 

. D·1055. With regard to the men who are unable to get tubs or 
to get coal, would you be opposed to the fixing of a minimum wage '/ 
-I do not think it would be satisfactory. If facilities are so bad that 
a man gets a very small proportion of what he might earn the raising 
contractor gives kho.aki. There is not a definite rule, bnt it is the 
general practice. Tbe allowances are . made in what are thought to 
be bad cases. In some· cases we should ourselves pay the men. A 
few days ago I signed a chit for khoraki for people whose number of 

,tubs was deficient. That was on the west side. 

D"1056. What would you give them for kkOTaki?-3 or 4 arina. 
per head. 

D.1057. If that is justifiable. could not that be regulated and the 
men assured of a minimum wage where they were unable to work 
not owing to any fault of their own 1-It may be. but of. course one 
h8.!' to take into consideration the people yon are· dealing with and 
decide as to whether it is justified or not. 

D·l058. Some men complained to me that they had to spend more 
than 12 honrs in the mine in order to get their average earnings. Do 
you think that such a man is entitled t.o some minimum wage ?-I shalf 
have to find 0)11; exactly what that mean.: The man would probably 
think he was justified in asking more than the average earnings. On 
the whole I think the labour do get the average earnings. If they 
become di~atisfied they go elsewhere. 

D·1059. The Chainnan: Do tI!ey: ever make representations to 
you tha.t they are being unfairly dealt with in that respect?-Yes. 

D·1060. And you deal with them directly?-Yes. 

D·1061. Mr. Cliff: Does that mean that you give theni khoraki? 
-Yes, or if there is any trouble with regard to tubs or coal the trouble 
is looked into and put right as far as can be. 

.. D·1062. Is there any difference of pay having regard to the 
d,stance fJ'?m the. coal face to the pit shaft ?-No, because the geeting 
and the Wlthdrawmg from tbe faces are separate jobs. If the loading 
lead, i.e., the distance between the coal face and where the tub stands 
i. more than the average the contractor make. an allowance. ' 

( , • D~1063. Is there any regol.... scale of· allowances? -Nothing 
'definitely set down. 



0·1064. Is that at the sweet wiU of the contractor?-Yes. 

0·1065. Does the Company exercise any jurisdiction at all as tq 
the rates of wages paid?-No, I do not think so. 

D.106&. M T. Birla: I find from your daily register that in some 
oases the workers work as many hours as 73, 67, and 68 in a week. 
Is that correct 1-1 do not think so. 

0·1067. If you wilI look at your register you will find that on 
almost I'll the pages there are records of workers working more than 
60 hours?-A few work more than 60 hours. but the majority do not. 

D·1068. The Chairman·: Do you say ·there are some who work 
more than 60 hours?-Y es, possibly so. 

0·1069. Mr. Birla: Is that within your knowledge or withou' 
your kuowledge?-Without my knowledge. 

0·1070. Then may I take it that yo do not look int" this drull"" 
register to check whether a worker is working more than 60 hours 1\-
Yes, it is part of my .duty to check it. . 

0·1071. Mr. Ahmed: If that is so, ·1 suppose it will be within 
your knowledge: you must have checkejl the register and seen that; 
men are working more than 60 hours?-Yes, in a few cases. 

0·1072. How many tubs make a ton 1-One and a half tub. per 
ton. 

0-1073. The men told me they get 7;t anuas per tuh?-Yes. 

D-1074. You told us you pay Re. 2-6-0 for raising?-That i. pilld 
for getting, raising and roading into wagons. . ." 

0-1075. How much do they get [or carryiug?-For carrying the 
ooal from the face into the tub they are prud ;; annas. 

D-1076. That will be 71 annas a ton?-Yes. 

0-1077. And for cutting the coal they are paid about 11 anll ... 
per ton ?-Yes, for getting. 

0-1078. Do the sardars bring these coolies?-Yes. The raising 
contractor first of all has to pay what we ta.l<e to be 3 or 4 annas per 
'on recruiting expenses. Over and ahove ~hat he has to pay 4 or 
5 annas per ton to trolley-men to move the coal from tbe face to the 
surface, and he probably has to pay another 3 or 4 almas for loading 
into wagons. He also haa his staff to pay and incidental expenses. 

0-1079. The Chuirman: Do your workers move from colliery to 
ooJl'iery?-Yes, they do to some extenl. . 

0-101\0. There is nothing to preven~ them ?-No; there i, no 
f'6stridioll. 
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0-1081. what is the movement annually?-The r&ising contractor 
here has been in that position for I) years. From the time he took 
the contract till now he has probabfy recruited 3,000 or 4,000 labour. 
We have at present 600. 

0-1082. You mean that the whole labour force has been turnea 
over five times in that period ?-Yes, on the figures. 

0-1083. Therefore the average permanency of your labour force 
is something less than a. year?-Yes, taking them consecutively. 

0-1084. There is a constant change?-Yes, coming aud going. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

SOHAN SINGH, Contraotor's Manager. 

0-1085. The Chairman: What do you estimate the cost of 
l'eID"uiting to be?-4 to 6 annas per ton. I recruit them from Bilaspur . 

. At Bilaspur I haye to spend money on the chaprasi8 who are sending 
them down; I collect the workers; I have to keep them and feed them 
for three or four days there; I bring them down by train and pay 
their fare; while on the journey I have to feed them. That is how 
I spend money. 

0-1086. Do you agree that on the average the rabour force changes 
entirely in the course of each year?-They keep coming and going. 
I pay their fare coming here but they go back at their own expense, 
Those who come of their own accord pay their own expenses. 

0-1017. Sir Alexand.". Murray: Tell us what the men who have 
Jiiven evidence before us earned last week or the week before. What 
did. Khassia earn ?-(Mr. Heath, Manager:) He is a. sardm who con
t1'OI8 approximately 152, who, between them, raised 339 tubs, whien 
is an average of 10 or 11 annas a day. 

0·1088. M r Cliff: Will you send us particulars as to paymeut. 
made to_ the men under Uma Pa.dan Mukerjee in the week .from th" " 
6th to the 11th January? 

0·1089. !.fr. Clow: Do Nunias comehere?-I recruit Nunialr. 
Some occasionally come here of the.ir own accord. 

(The wituess withdrew.) 

At BhutdOYll Colliery of the Bhagirathi Ghusick Coal concern. 

Suku" (Bauthal), Hupn& (Sa nthI'll , two miners (men) were 
ell&mined and made the following statement :-" 

We come from Kalajharia; we live about five miles away. To-dsy 
four of us men have filled 4 tubs. We have finished our work and 



'We -are going bome. Our women are at our home .. We get up in 
the morning and walk here arriving here about 10 or 11 o'clock. 
f'Ne .leave at about 2 01' 3 o'clock and go back home. We work 4 or 
5 days a week. I have got 5 bigbas of land, one cow, two bullocks 
a.nd some chickens. I worked two days last week. Just now we are 
threshing the rice crop: We have worked in the mines since we·were 
lads, and we have lived 11.11 our lives in Kalajharia. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

Mr. S. K. SAMUNDAR, Manager of the Bhutdova Colliery. 

0-1090. Mr. Cliff: How do you book the men going into the 
mine?-There is a man there who keeps a register, the underground 
report and other records prescribed by the Department. 

0-1091. How do you check them in the morning?-He issues tk 
oil and the miners go down. He keeps a rough regist.er and enters 
it from that into the regular register. 

0-1092. In some weeks this book is totalled up completely while 
in other weeks it is not; it was not totalltl!\ in some weeks in November. 
Do you pay wages weekfy?-:paily. 

0-1093. You can show us your wage register, I suppose?-Yes, 
it is in Bengali. 

D-1094. Mr. Clo.".: What do you pay for .. tub?-7 anua. and 
9 pice as commission. They used to get 7 anna. a tub and 2 pice 
extra for one tub and other miners who came from the neighbouring 
places used to get 8 annas per tub. , 

D-l095. Is that for cutting and loading into tubs?-Yes. Lots 
of other things were given them last year. They used to get 4 or 
1) annas on Saturilay as b·akh8kiak or extra payment. I have calculated 
that they are getting about 10 annas a tub, adding all the bakh8hisk and 

. other costs. On Sundays and Wednesdays they used to get some 
~akh8kiah. 

D-l096. Do you pay them for Sunday?-I pay them for Sunday 
&8 bakh8hish and commission. 

D-1097. Mr. Cliff: Do you have to spend money on recruiting? 
-Occa.eionally I do. Here is an entry in the register of 14 tubs of 
coaf at the rate of 8 annas per tub, which comes to Rs. 7. That is 
paid to the miners. The bakhshisk is also entered though it is not 
marked here as bakh8/!iak. The bakh8hiak is paid in addition to the 
rate. 

0-1098. The Chainnan: Why do you pay them bakh8hish. Is 
·it to. keep them contented?-Yes, to work in my comer,: . 
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0.1099. Has your colliery been closed Iately?-Yes; during 'tli. 
last week of January; when there ia a festival. among the miners. 

0.1100. You do not employ any contractors?-I do hot. 

0.1101. Have these men worked tor you (or many years?-Yes., 

D·1102. Do they ask for bakhskisk ?-If I do not pay them theJ; 
will not work and will not come a"aain. " 

" 

(The witness withdrew,) 

At the West Niga Colliery, owned by Mr. H. B. MAWARI. 
, - '. 

PHILA MANJHI (Santhal), trammer, was examined and made ~ 
following statement:- • 

I was born here and have worked here since I was a lad. I ani a 
trammer, I work for 6 or 7 or 8 hours a day. I have not been down 
the ,mine to-day yet. but I am going soon. I get 2 annas for each' tub. 
I get a little bakhshisk at the end of the week and on holidays. I gei 
8 a.nnas bakhskish weekly. I have got about 2 bighas (about half an 
acre) of rice land here. I have one cow. two pigs, and some chickens; 
I have no goats. There are 8 to 10 of us in the gang and we get, a.ny~ 
thing from 18 to 40 tubs a day. I only worked one day last week becausa 
of the Bandhni festivaL The mine was closed for a week owing to the 
festival. My wife does not work on the mine. She used to work but 
she has a baby now. which was born three days ago. I have no~ yei 
received any allowances in resp~ of the birth of the baby; I have no! 
asked for it; I may get it. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

PANU (BAURD. Mistri, was e;s:amined and made the following" 
statement :-

I am a. fitter; I look after the working of the machinery. r learnt; 
~hat work after working in different mines for two or three months. 
My father was not engaged in tbis work. I was origiIlll.lly a nrllman< 
I get Rs. S2 a month. I have no fields. My assistant gets 8 annas iii 
day; he works from 7 to 12 o'clock and then after an interval of ~wo 
hours he works till 5. I worl[ from 6 till 19, I then go off work for 9 
hours and then I work till 5 o'clock. There is no night work in the. 
mine, the work finishes a~ about 6.30. 

,<The witness withdreW.) 

In ~he presence of Mr. Clow, Mr. Cliff. and Miss Power, a party 
of women workers who were examined made the following statement :-

We are Santhals. We live about 2 miles ~away. We get abouf 
5 annas a day for carrying cosl to the coking yard. .We came to worli 
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~ abOut 10 o'clock thiS morning and we shall go. away in aboui an hour's 
time. We hava tIona this work for a long time. Om husbands work 
in ~e mUle. This little girl (apparently aged about 14) gets Ii annB'! • 

. (The wi~nesses withdrew.! 

LAKLI MAJIN (Bantha)). woman _I ~. W&8 eu.mined aDa 
made the followjng statement ;.~ 

I have five children. None of my children have !lied. M~' l".t 
"hilo was born two years ago. When tliat child was born I did not work 
for ona yewr. When I was 1rlttee months pregnaD~ I etopl?ed work for 
a ;feat; I $>pped work until 4 or 5 months af~er ~e ohild was porn. 

(The wij;1!css withdrew.) 

.... 
MAKU MAJtN (Santhal), woman CllaJ carrier, was examined and' 

I;Illlde the following statement;-

1f liave tWO cb.iIdren~ one has died. My youngest child is 6 montha 
old. I stopped work a.bout two month.. before that. child "'H bom. 
MId I reBtmled work about three months &iter the birth. I have heen. 
laere for about 6. months; before that I was at ~he Moo C<>lliery. I 
~. Ii annaa a day. My husband is workiDg in th.. mine. 

(The witness witbdrew.J 
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MR. S. LALL, I.C.S. Mn. A. DIBDIN·. 

At Loyabad Colliery. 

Statement by BARdUMAIN, Musselman; dlWAN, MAdHl, (Santhal); 
PARBHU, MAdHI, (Santhal); and three minere (men). 

'(First miner),. I have worked 22 years at this colliery. (Second 
miner) I have worked three years at this colliery. (Third miner) 
I ha.ve worked here since I was a bC?y. Two of us work here 
permanently; one of ns goes home and then returns. We work under
ground; we cut coal by hand with picks. The tubs are filled by 
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labourers. Two of us cut two tubs a. day and get 14 annas, 7 annas to 
the coal cutter and 7 annaa to the loader. If there is any stony coa.l 
in the tub we do not get 14 annas, deductions are made for shale 
and st{)ne. The deductions are made occasionally, they are not made 
every day. One of us had one tub deducted last week out of 7 tubs. 
Another of us was not here last week, but had gone home. The 
supply of tubs is not sufficient, and so we only fill two tuhs in a 
day. Daily tliere are not sufficient tub.. We do not get tubs and 
we have not time to fill up tubs. \Vhen we get the tubs at 6 o'clock 
in the evening how can we fill three tubs ?-Four tubfl are put down in 
the name of one man though it is the work of four or five men. \Vhen 
the village miners go away to their homes then we get sufficient tubs; 
it depends upon the agricultural season. We go down the mine at 
6 in the evening and we are just now coming up. (It was then 10.10 
A.}f. Standard time'.. Those who go down at 6 in the morning come 
up 'from 7 to 10 o'clocle. The two shifts do not stay in the mine 
together. When ihe night shift goes down the day shift comes up. 
So long as our work is not finished we wait in the mine until the 
other shift comes down. The night shift have to 'Wait until we have 
finished filling two tubs. From 7 in the morning to 6 in the evening 
we should be able to fill three tubs if we could get the tubs. We 
take a. little rest when we have no work to do. Until we get the 
tubs we go on collecting the pieces pf coal that we have cut. From 
10 to 12 men live in one dkowrak (room). Six people are living in 
my dhowrah. (Second miner): There are five people in my dhourah 
at present. (Third miner): There are four people in my dhowrak 
including one child. There are two outsiders among those four people. 
We do not start work unless we have two tubs: what is the idea of 
our earning only. 3 annM? 

. 1)·1103. The Chairman: Is there anything you wish to say to 
us?-There are all sorts of diffie.uUies we have to meet. Formerly 
men driving used to get Rs. 3 or RB. 3-8-0; now we get 8 anna. 
a foot. Even if there is water we only get 8 annas a foot for men 
driving. We get no money when we are ill, but we get khoraki in 

I the hospital. By' khoralei' I mean merely food. I have never heard 
of th\> trade union. We are fined: when coal commences to fall 
from the roof we are fined Rs. 3 or Rs. 4, and sometimes 3 or 4 annas. 
I was not fined last week, but -two months ago I earned Rs. 3 and 
I was fiued Rs. 3. We at'e all fined. We do not have to pay any 
money to the Barda" or to any employee of the Company. The sardars 
get 1 pice commission per tub out of whicll they meet the expense. 
of the workers who come the first time. The: COlnpany pays that 
commission. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 
.': 

Nonlmka.! and Chand Manji, .two miners (men) were examined and 
made the following statement:-
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When "We are on the night shift we go to work at 6 iii tho. 
evening and when we are on day shift we go to work at 6 in the 
morning. The time we come up depends on the tubs we get. Some
times it is late and somet-imes it is early. It depends upon the tubs, 
and usually it takes us 12 hours to fiUup our two tub.. We work 
in No.9 pit. We are both coal cutters, miners. We work in two 
shifts in alternate weeks. day and night. We both work under Sons 
sardar. There is a school near the baboos' quarters here. Some of 
our children go to the school. This year I have gone home once, or, 
twice. Sometimes I go for four or five days to my home which is 
near Giridih. We have been paid no dadan (advances)' for being 
recruited, neither have we paid any advances. We have not been paid 
klwraki. I live in Giridih district, but I have never worked in Giridih' 
itself. It is some distance from the bazaar where, I live. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

Mr. R. FENWICK,Manager of the Leyabad Colliery and ,UTU RAM. 
Attendance Clerk at the Loyabad Colliery. 

(The evidence of Jitu Ram was inteU'reted). 

0-1104. Diwan Chaman Lall: Will you show us your register 
(same produced). There are tW<;l men named Nankukal and Chand 
Manji working under Sona 8arda1' in No.9 pit. Will you find their 
names in the register?-(Jitu Ram): Nonkukal came up this morn
ing at 7.20 o'clock. 

NONKUKAL: I came up at 6 o'clock this roorning. 'I saw 
this baboo at 6 o'clock this morning. It W!>S ,daylight when I came 
up. 

0-1105. Diwan Chal7!fln La!!: How did you come to enter this 
as being 2.20 o'clock?-lJitu Ram): 1 have got .. list. 1 was told 
that these people must be marked 8 hours and must not be marked 
II hours or !Dore. I have got that list at home. . 

0.1106. Will you go and get that list?-Yes, (Jitu Ram went 
a.wa.y to fetch the list) (Mr. Fenwick): It is difficult to get them 
to turn out in this cold weather before 8 o' clock 'in the morning. 

'. 0·1107 . . The Chairman: I notice that'many people are· marked 
in lihe register as beginning work at 7.2 o'clock and that sort of timel'
The:v &1'e trolley men who are paid daily and we can get them down 
to tune better than the miners. The baboo writes up this register 
afterwards. 

0·1108. Is there any school attached to the mine or maintained 
by the mine?-There is a very small primary school; there must be 
about. 20 children going to it. 

0-1109. Are thev miners' children?-Yes. it ji: open to anyone 
who ares to go, We pay the salary Pi the echopl master. ' 
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0.1110. Are those 20 children ss msny ILS CMl be tsught there 1-
In the building, yes. ' 

0·1111. Then they do take up the 1LCC0mmoda.tion ILS far 118 YOII 

SIlpply it 1-Yea. 

0·1112. Is there, a.ny unsatisfied demand for education on the part 
of the miners' children?-No, they make,no direct dema.nd themselves. 

~ 0·1113. But the one schooi you ha.ve supplied is fully occupied 1-
Yes. -

0·1114. We ha.ve had evidence of a. dema.nd and of theiJ8clna.lly 
dubbing together to obtain education for their children. Have you_ 
tested whether you could maintain more than that one school ?-I think 
we could. There a.re ca..es where a munshi will set up a small school 
for himself. For instance, there is one on the road-side, a.s you passed 
a crossing there and the children go to tha~ school. He charges a 
Small fee; I do not know what it is. 

0·1115. Is your supply of labour generally such a.s you require or 
are you constantly short of labour?-We are short from June to 
September, and after September almost to the end of the year, according 
to the crop. ' 

0·1116. Those people .are really agriculturistg and only come here 
to earn extra money 1-Yes. 

0·1117. What percentage of your labour is settled labour?-I 
should say about 60 per cent. are people who live here all the year 
round. Some are absolutely permanent, but we do not get the henefit 
of that labour because there are patches of land which we allow them 
to cultivate, and many; of those are working half-time although they 
are permanently settled, and the other half are working on the land. 
They do not by any means go down the mines 6 days a week. They 
work .. full shift when they do go down. Even in the busy times I' 
should say our average .. ttend .. nce per miner would be about 41 days 
per week. They do -not work on Sundays; on 'I'aesdays perhaps 60 
!per cent. work; a.s the week goes on they gradually increase in 
attenda",ce. The pit is open to them to go on Monday, but ou~ III 
700 miners we msy get 35 down,-5 per cent. -

0.1118. So that they could ea.rn very much more in weekly earn. 
ings than they do?-Yes, they could. They seem to provide for their 
immediate needs and nothing more. Drink is a factor with some 
classes of miners principally the Santhals and Chamars, but not the 
Mahars. We have a Government liquor shop about balf a mile away 
and you c~ see people there in hundreds all day on Monday and en 
Monday wght. Then they are not fit for work on jhe Tuesday, 

0·1119. Have you made any endeavoUrs to get rid of that evil 
ot the liquor shop in the immedlate neighbourhQod ?-No, because if 
'We did we should IO~6 tile labour that desire U. .. 
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D-1120. Do you mean it is their habit to drink regularly oncs iii 
week and you recognize that?-Yes. 

0-1121. Do you rea.Uy mean you would not get the Santhal 
la.bour unless the opportunity for drink was there for them ?-No; they' 
would make it in their villa.ges; they make it themselves. 

0-1122. Have you attempted to teach them not to.take drink?.,... 
I should not attempt it. I should not like anyone to tell me I . 
ought not to have a. peg pi whisky. 

0-1123. Mr. Clow: The register we saw showed every man as 
_ being down for a exact period of hours with no odd minutes in any' 
single case. That cannot be aceurate?-That cannot be accurate.
What happens is that the man issues the oil to a large number of 
people. He cannot write it all down then, but after they go away, 
he enters it from his oil book into the register. He writes the names 
of a batch of 10 or 12 men. Only 8 men are allowed to travel in the 
cage at one time and there is winding every two minutes. -

0-1124. The regisfer seems to show that it is practically unknown 
for anyone to work more than 9 hours. Is that correct, because the 
men tell us they work in two shifts ?-They call it two shifts, night 
and day. -

0·1125. Ordinarily do ilie men work more than 9 hours?-Some 
men can work 12 hours a day, not exceeding 54 hours a week. 

0-1126. What do they actually do ?-It varies very greatly; They go 
down from 7 in the morniqg till 10 o'clock. Some come out at 4 and 
they struggle on until sunset. 

D·1127. The register does not show them as being down the mine 
more than 9 hours?-There is no reason'why they should be down more 
than 9 hours for the work they do. 

0·1128. Is the register an aeeurate representation of the f • .cf8?~ 
I could not say. I do not keep that register. Ip depends on the mall 
whose duty it is to keep it. 

0·1129. Mr. Sibakli Bose: But you are responsible for this?
Yes, in away. but I cannot be at all places at ~he same time. 

0-1130. Wli,-ao miners go back' to their country; ao they gee 
better wages from a.griculture than in the colliery?-I do not know; 
I am not a CI11tivator; I suppose they prefer working on the land. 

0-1131. How long liave you been in the oolliery?-Twenty-:twCl 
yea.r~. 

D-1132. Do you think they get better results from working on tlie 
land 1-1 should not say they get better results from cultivation because 
it iR only .. matter- of three or four months and they cpme into U>e 
colliery when they have nothing to do on the la.n!i. 
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D·1133. If. you paid them better wages, do you think they would 
go to the villages 7-1 should think m .. ny of them would; they wish 
to maintain their land. 

D·1134. But most of'them h .. ve not got any land7-No; they work: 
for some one else. 1 do not know what wages they get for cultivation . 

. D·1135. Do you run your mine hy me&ns of .. contrscto~No, 
by the 8arkari system. 

D.1136. Which do yon think is the better system ?-In my 
experience the sarkari system is better for the labour and better for 
tile (!oiliery. We pay each man individually. 

(Baboo Jit" Ram returned, bringing with him his letter of appoint
ment) 7-, (Jitu Rani): 1 went to one of my superiors with this letter; 
1 said .. Am 1 to enter the, actual hours of those men who remain 
dOWD,12 hours a day?" H.e ... id .. You are not-to enter 12 hours a 
day." 

D.1137. Diwan Chaman £all: Where do you work in this 
colIiery?-(Jitu Rami: First 1 was at No. 6 and now 1 !lim at 

, No. ,9 pit. 

The Chairman: This letter which he produce. instructs him 
to keep the register according to law; it is his appointment to keep 
the register required by the Act and it says: "Failure to do this 
will render you liable to prosecution in accordance with the penalties 
laid down." " 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

. ,Asumania, Santhal, a woman, ex·worker in the Loyabad Colliery, 
'!lias examined and made the following statel'lant:-

My husband, who is DOW dead, was II cool cutter in this mine, 
and I used to work with him. 1 had a son who died a few year. ago. 
1 have nobody to look after me. I !lim disabled and cannot work now. 
I am in this mine ever since it wae started. When Mr. Lietch was 
the manager of this mine I used to get a.n allowance of Rs. 5 a montn 
and 8. blarlket and a pair of tareea a' year. - Mter the departure of 
Mr. Liatch 1 am not getting anything. I do not know why my 
aIIowa.nee has been stopped. The children of my ddughter feed me: 

(The witness withdrew J 

Mokshada; a woman worker in the loyabad Colliery. was 
examined and made the following statement:--

I· ,+,&8 born here and from my childhood am working in ~ 
oolliery. I have no husband. I have a hlind son who earns R •• 9 a 
week for pulling the bellows in a smithy shop. I work witli miner 
belonging to the Central 'prq'rinCei who blasts the coal and 1 load it 
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into the tub. For filling in one tub I get 3 annas. I can 6.11 up,- and 
have sometirr!es filled up, 4, 5 or 6 tubs when there are not sufficient 
coal cutters, but very often I do not get more tban 2 tubs. Yesterday 
I went at 6 in tbe evening and got out at 6 this morning.' It was aU 
wet and I could not find any room to sleep. Last night I was able 
to fill only one tub. I earn up to Rs. 2 a week. I have sometimes 
earned Rs. 2-8-0 a week. The earnings Qf myself and my son come 
to about Rs. 4 a week, and I spend this amount in purchasing rice, da!, 
tea, etc. I spend one rupee for rice only. I do not pay any honse 
rent. I live in one of the dh{Jt()fahs. I get a free supply of coal for 
cooking purposes. I do not J..-now that women will be prohibited from 
working uuderground after a period of two or three years. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Ahalya, a woman werker in the Loyabad Colliery, was examined 
and made the following statement:-

I have been working in this mine for the last 10 or 12 years. My 
husband was a blacksmith working in a different mine, and when he 
died I came and fouud employment here. My duties are to carry coal 
from the depot to the smithy shop. Being old I cannot work very hard. 
I bave another woman to assist me, and we both earn 6 annas a day: 
I work from 6 to 12 in the morning and again from g till dusk. I lj.ve 
in ODe of the dliOwrahs here. I have no children. I live alone. I 
do not get any blankets or cloth free. 

(TIie witness withdrew.) 

,Sabodhi, Santhal, from Dumka, a woman worker in the Loyabad 
Colliery, was examined and made the following statement:-

I came to this mine 10 or 12 years ago with my husband. ·My 
husband ,is a cuti.er and I am a loader. 1. have got three children. 
When t go t.o work my elder sou takes care of the little boy I have now 
with me. I go to work at 6 in the morning and return at 10 in the 
night. I did not go to work 5 or 6 weeks before and 2 or 3 months 
after the baby was born. I get only Rs. 4 on the birth of the child 
and notlring else. I paid Rs. 2 to the dai. Myself and my husband 
go to work to,,«ether. For cutting and filling one tub we get 7 annas. 
Sometimes we fill up 2 tubs and sometimes 3. We do not always get 
sufficient tubs. When anyone in our family is ill we do not usually 
go to the doctor; we· take riative medicine prepared by ·ourselves; we 
go to the jungle, collect herbs and prepare medicines that we know·. The 
doctor comes round the lines, but we do not generally make use of 
his services. 

.<The witness withdrew.} 
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-At Kirkend Colliery, owned b, Indra Nara,anChandra and otha .... 
Mr. Ie. K. Baksi, Manager of Kirkend Colliery. 

_ 0.1138. The Chairman: How long have you been Manager 
here ?-1 have heen here since 1921. 

D-1139. What is your output of cool here?-About 70,000 to 
80,000 tons yearly. 

0-1140. How many worker. have you?-At present about 350 
including surface and underground labour. 

0-1141. Is your labour supply sufficient for yonr needs ?-For 
~he present it is quite < sufficient. 

0-1142. How do you recruit your lahour?-We have sa"dars 
who are generally paid from the office a certain amount weekly. They 
go to their native places and do the recruiting. 

_ 0-1143. What is your method of coal raising; do you have a 
oontractor?-Yes, we have a contractor, to whom I pay so much a ton 
for raising and loading into wagons: 

0-1144. You pay the contractor and he pays -the labour?-Yes, 
and there is certain labour which is under our own control. 

0-1145. Have you always used the raising contractor system 
here?-¥es. 

0,-1146. Do you consider that to be a better system than the 
.arkari system ?-Yes; and it gives me more time to supervise the 
work; the work is distributed between the contractor and myself; he 
looks after the miners and the raising and I look after the safety and 

_ other things. 
0-1147. Have you employed the same contractor for many 

years?-Yes, he has been here several years. 
0-1148. Does he work for the whole of your colliery?-Y es. 

0-1149. Is this a company or a private concern ?-It is a private 
company; it is not a Jimited liability company; there are four share--
holders. ' 

0-1159.. Do you control the wages that your contractor pay,seto 
the men or do you leave that- entirely to him?-We give him some 
latitude about paying the miners, but there are certain fixed rates ~hi,* 
must be paid. 

0-1151. How many houses nave you 1'-1 have aliout 250 hOuses 
for pur labour force of 350 . 

. O-n52. Where !lo the others live 1'-:r'he others generally go Dsck 
to their villages. .. 

D-1153. Do many come in from the villages 1-Yes, all of tIiem 
come from the villages. They stay here for some time and then go 
away again. 
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0-1154. Have, you any workers who come in eacli day frOnl, .their 
villages?-No. 

0.1155- They all st .. y here for some length of time?-Yes. 

0.1156. Have you any who are permanent residents here1-
Yery few. 

0.1157. Most of them go back to their country for periods?-Yes. 

0-1158. In wh&t period of time h .. ve you " complete change of 
yoUr labour force ?-1 cannot say. 

0-1159. What proportion of your workers are seroi-permanent and 
come year after year ?-About 90 per cent. go back to their 'Villages and 
rather less than 10 per cent. settle here. 

0-1160. Mr. Ahmetf: '¥hat do you pay to your contractor for 
coal r .. ising?-1 p .. y the coIitmctor RB: 1-10,0 per ton. But he pays 
the mmers 8to 10 .. nnaa PO¥' tub for raising only, not loading. The 
man who goes underground and fills the tub gets 8 to 10 annas. The 
loaders are paid according to tonnage; a loader loads one wagon of 
20 tons and he gets so much per ton. He would get .. bout Rs. 2-8-0. 
The tub conta.ills 12 cwt. 

0-1161. Diwan Chaman Lall: They work in b .. tches o( two2-
Yes. 

0·1162. The ChaiTman: How many tubs in a shift do they 
ordinarily fill ?-Generally three tubs in' 6 to 8 hours. I have two 
shifts, the d .. y shift and the night sbift. 

0-1163. Mr. BiTla: What profit does the contractor make per 
ton ?-He maks about 2 annas per ton. One and a half tubs make a 
ton. 

0·1164. AfT. A/lined: At Dhemo Main Colliery they told us they 
pay the contractor Rs. 2-6-0 per ton whic}I covers all the expenses to 
the contractor. You tel! us that you pay Rs. 1-10-0 per ton to the 
contractor. I suppose your contractor does the 'Same work as the CQn. 
tractor at" Dhemo Main C<>lIiery,?-Most likely. But there !Jlay be 
local difficulties there; there may he water or gas., 

0-1165. 'When was the rate paid to the contractor reduced ?-It 
was reduced the year before last. ' 

0-1166. Wha.t_were you paying?-Rs. 1-12-0. 

0·1167. M ... 8ibakli Bose: Then I suppose at that time tbe con
tractor's profit was 4 annas?-No; at that time the miners were getting 
10 ,to 12 annas pe~ tub. while ~ow they are getting 8 to 10 annas per 
tub. The rate pold to the mmers varies according to the length of 
lead, and because there is ,water in some of tho workings, 

0-1168. The Chairman: The miners are pai!! 8 annas and an 
extra 2 annas ~ cases of special di~cully?-Yes. 
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.. ' 11-1169. Mr. Cliff: Is that 8 anna •. for cutting anqloading?-
:46"" eutbing and loading in tbe tub. . 

0 .... 170. Sir Alexander Murray: Have you 'any machine 
cutting?-No. 

0·1171. Mr. Cliff: How long qO they work?-GeneraI1y 6 tf} 
8 hours. 

0·1172. Are there periods in ,the day and night when there is 
nobody working?-There are very few hours when there is nobody 
"'arking, because when the miners come cut the trolley men are working 
the tubs out or in. 

0-1173. The register (taking the figures for yesterday, Thursday) 
indicates that the night shift men went in from 21-10 o'clock to 22-30 
o'clock, and they were out between 5-20 and 6-45 this morning. The 
day shift went in from 8-10 o'clock to 9-45. According to that record 
between 6-45 and 8-10 o'clock there was nobody in the mine?-The 
miners were not there, but other people were. For instance, this 
trolley man worked from 8-00 to 16-00. 

0·1174. Are there any tram men to relieve them?-No, because 
if the trams are out there is no necessity for 'the men to be there. 

. -0·1175. Does not this record of ' the day and night shift show that 
there are two periods when there is practically nobody in tbe mine?-'
'Xes, 

0.1116. Will you show' us your last week's wage register?-I 
can, but I cannot show you the contractor's records; the contractor pays 
the miners. I can only show you the sarkari record. 

0·1177. Is the contractor here?-Yes. 

0·1178. Get\erally speaking, according to this reco1'!1 your miners 
and trammer. work roughly 8 hours?-Yes. about that. 

0·1179. What is the average loaded in 8 hours?-Three tubs 
generally. 

0.1180; Generally speaking, do they cut the eoal and load and 
'raise three tubs a day?-Yes, th,.t is the average; some qO more; solne 
produce "even 6 tubs. 

0·1181. Is that 6 tulis coal cutting and loading?-Yes. The nUner 
has an assistant; if be has two helpers he will give more coal. 

·0·1182. If there are three tub. at 10 annas, tJiere will be 30 annas. 
Is that equally divided between 'the two men ?-It is generally a ma.n 
. and his wife. 

0·1183. Can a man and his wife ralse three tuDS?_Yes. 

1i-1184. But sometimes they raise more ?-'Yea. 
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0-1185. Diwan 'Gliamaii Lall: Can you give the total ra.isitlg> Ia.llt 
week ?-The contractor is pu.id monthly and I will show you the con
tractor's bill for the month. 

0-1186. What is the total number of men wor!ing !iuring thil 
month 1-Generally 350 labourers. ' 

0-1187. Mr. Birla: Can you not give exact information 1-1 nave 
not added the record for the month. The contractor has gone fQr his 
records. 

,,-1188. Sir Alezander Murray: Are you ever short of tubs?-No. 

0-1189. Do your workers not complam sometimes that you do not 
give them enough tubs?-Yes, sometimes, because there are times' when 
more men come than we C3Q. provide with tube, for instance during 
February when we have larger numbers working. 

'0-1190. But in the sowing season when your labour is less you have 
plelity of tubs?-Yes, they generally get two tubs at a time. 

0-1191. The Chairman: '!;here is therefore some limitatiQn to 
their output?-Yes. 

0-1192. Mr. Clow: Do you tell us that every man and woman 
together fill at least three tubs a day at 10 annas a tub 1-Yes, that is 
the avetage-24 ,to 30 annas. 

0-1193. Why does your contractor pay people so much more than 
other contractors do ?-There are difficulties at places; the tram line 
may not be near and the lead may be a little longer, or there'may be 
a little water in the gallery and similar difficulties. 

0-1194. M ... Sibakli Bose: You pay 5 annas for thehazi .. a?
It is 5 anna. for women and picker.. Unskilled labour generally gets 

"7 or 8 annas. 

0-1195. Mrs. Kamin; Roy: Whe" you get a lot of men you 
cannot give them enough work; why do you engage sO many ?~Because 
we get more coal raised. Even if we get one tub less per pair of 
workers, we still get a greater total. ~ 

0-1196. It means that the men have to wait?-Yes. 

0-1191. That means a"108s to the men, though it is some 'gain to 
you ?~ Yes, though" it mesns loss to some men it means that other 
men are able to earn money. Some of the men think that two tubs 
are quite enough. If I were to prevent miners from coming down, it 
would mesn that som,! miners would get three tubs but others would 
remain idle. 

D-1198. Could you not have the exact' number, that could work the 
tubs ?-N 0, that is not possible. 

0-1199. TI,'e Chairman: ,I suppose if you are not able to provide 
tubs enough for them to earn what they think are fair wages, they, will 
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go 01 to imother colliery ?-They do not generally go because other 
collieries also during that time will have hardly enongh tubs. During 
February most of the collieries are full of miners and every colliery finds 
it difficult to provide sufficient tubs. Therefore the ininers generally 
think it is better to get two tubs tha.n to get none. 

0·1200. Do you turn away any labour that comes and offers f"o 
work?-No. 

0-1201. You accept all the labour which comes and offers to 
work?-Y as ; for which I have enough room. February is the maximum 
raising month. 

0·1202. Mr. Sibakli Bose: I find from yonr hazira book that the 
ra.te for your hazira coolies varies from 5 to 7 annas for unskilled 
labour?-Yes. 

0·1203. Mr. Khetra Nata Sengupta: Have you any maternity 
provision in your colliery?-No. 

0·12114. Have you any school for your miners?-Yes, I have a 
Bengalee lower primary school. 

0·1205. Is that for miners' children ?-Some miners' children take 
leSsons there but mostly they do not attend. . 

0·1206. Do the female labourers stay at your colliery during their 
confinemeut?-Very few; they generally go &Way to their native places 
at 'that time . 

. 0·1207; What arrangements do you make for the female workers 
who remain here during their pregnancy?-No special arrangements 
are made; there are Indian dais here who look after them. 

0·1208. Mrs. Kamin; Roy, Are these dais trained ?-No. 

0.120.9. Are they "engaged by you?-No; they are allowed to 
remain in the colliery and they are engaged by the people themselves. 

0·1218. Does a doctor visit the lines?-Not daily, ·he comes to the 
colliery every day and attends my dispensary. When a case is brought 
to his notice he goes to it but not otherwise. 

O.1211~Is it not a fact that these miners do not want English 
medicine ?-That is. a fact; Santhal miners generally do not take 
English medicine. 

0·1212. Mr. KlietTa Nata Sengupta: What is tne total nUmber 
of tubs you have got in your colliery ?-I have got about 170 tubs. 

D·1213. Your average number of miners is 350?-The miners are 
a little m~,-e than 200; I have also got surface workers. 

0·1214. You cannot p"(wide tubs for all your miners?-At present· 
I can, but during one month of the' year I cannot. 
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D.1215. :eut, you have only 170 tubs?-Tlle tubs are taKen rouna 
and then agam sent back to the pit and so they can get enough tubs. 

D.1216. Sir .41e<tander M u .... ay: Can three or four tubs be loaded 
in one day?-Yes, but one minor is -not given three tubs at the 
beginning. 

D.1217. Mr. Swakli Bose: What is the cost of raising per ton?
About Rs. 3, which includes establishment and other costs? 

D·1218. If you ran the colliery departmentally would you not be 
able to decrease the cost?-Yes, it would decrease by at least :6 annas 
which we give the contractor as his margin, but it would not decrease 
more then that because there may be other difficulties. The contractor 
manages things which in the first instance it would be difficult for 
us to manage. 

D.1219. The Chaiffll4n: I suppose you would require to make_ 
more payment -to your office staff if you worked without the contraetor?
Yes, I should have to make special arrangements. 

0·1220. Mr. Sibakli Bose: You have DO labour trouble in your 
colliery ?-No , they are satisfied. 

0·1221. Your output at the colliery has never decreased for want 
of labour?-It decreases during the periods of festival and harvesting. 

0·1222. If you ran the mine departmentally and the :6 anna .. 
profit which you give to the contractor, or part of it, were given to 
the miners, would you not expect that there would be no decrease 
in output?-I do not think so, because when they got more wages 
the output was not more than it is at present. Two years ago the 
wages were about 10 to 12 annas but the output was the same. 

0·1223. At that time the cost of food was bigher?-Very little. 
in the coalfield prices are about the same. 

0·1224. Why does the labour leave the colliery for agriculture?-:: 
Because most of them are agriculturists and have. their own lands. 
I have asked my miners about that. 

D·1225. They go to_ work all· other people's land because they 
get better results from working on the land than from working on 
the colliery ?-No. The miner during the harvesting period provides 
himself with rice. He requires money for his other requirements and 
so he comes here; that is the idea of the miner. 

0·1226. Do you mean to say they cultivate land sufficient· ~ 
earn their livelihood ?-No, it is not sufficient. 

0·1227. They have to come here ?-Yes. A 'miner generally t.ills 
about 2 to 3 bighas of land and gets 15 to 20 maunds. Whenever a 
miner can save money he buys land. - . ' 
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margin of about \I aunas. ill that not seasonal ?-No, that is all the 
year round . 

. 0-1229. When labour is scarce he has to provide more induce
ment ?-Yes; he does not ~et \I anna" every month; that is the average. 

1).1238. You said you had 200 miners and about 170 tubs. you 
work your miners in two shifts. So that you never have 200 miners 
down the mine at once?-No. 

. 0-1231. Therefore there are usually more tub. ihan miners per 
shift ?-Yes, I have generally 100 miners in the day time and 100 
in the night time, and then ~he 170 tubs are taken round and round 
until the demand is filled. 

0-1232. How many times does each tub go in and out during 
a shilt?-Two to three times. 

0-1233. Miss Power: Do the women who are working regularly 
for you get any bonus when a child is born ?-.No. Re. 1 is .paid when 
.. child is born . 

. 0-1234. Is that paid for a boy child or for both a boy and girl 
d,ild ?-Both. 

D-123S. When they are off work are they paid any portion of 
their wages?-No. 

0.1236. For what period are they usually of!' work?-About four 
mouths. 

0'1237. Is that the average?-Yes, but I cannot tell yoil exactly 
because most of the women g<> to their homes. 

0-1238. How long are the women. who do not go to their homes, 
off work ?-About three months. 

0-1239. How much do they pay the dai?-I could not t-ell you. 
Generally II. woman pays 21 seers of rice for the 21 days she is confined 
and about a rupee or two at the moot. 

0-1240. 1>0 that the servit:es or the dai actually cost the woman 
considerably more than she gets from you as bonus for the child'. 
birth?-Yes. 

0-1241. What is the cost of 21 seers of rice ?-Rs. 2 to Rs. 3. 

0-1242. Then her confinement probahly costs her anything ul' 
to Rs. Ii?-Yes. at the most. The payment is not Rs. 2 in all cases; 
it is sometimes R-e. 1. . 

." 
0-1243. I~ there any "pecial work given to women when they 

return 8it.... child-birth and are .till nursing their child ?-There is 
no speciat arrangement for them, but they generally go picking on 
the surface and that is very light ~ork. 
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mother?-No, 

0.1245. She may be going down the pit with her husband 1'
That is not generally allowed. 

0.1246. Have you a definite rule ?-I have no iIe!inite rule but 
the men do not allow them to go down. I have never seen a woman 
with a small child working down below. . 

0.1247. Is the woman at liberty to choose what work she will 
do?-GeneraUy she is given picking work during that period. 

0.1248. You said you had a school on the colliery. Is that a 
school run by the colliery?-Yes; the Pundit gets some wages from 
the colliery and from the local board. . 

0·1249. He is paid partly by the colliery and' partly' by the 
local board ?-Yes. he gets J;t.. 15 il"9m the local 60ard and aoout 
Rs. 10 (rom our colliery. 

0·1258. How ma.ny pueils are therein the school?~Not ~or~' 
than 20 or 25.. 

0·1251. Do you know the total school population youhav€> on, 
this colliery?-I could not ten you because the miner's childrm 
generally do not go to school. 

0·1252. How many children of school-going age. that is to say, 
up to the age of about 14, have' you on the colliery ?-It: :canoot he 
more than 50. 

0·1253. Are the children who are attending the school aU children 
of miners or of clerks ?-Most of them are children of clerks but a 
few are the children of miners. 

0·1254. Is any encouragement given to children to go to school?~ 
Yes, we tell them it is bel;ter that their children §.hould be a little 
bit educated and we advise them it is better. to send them to school; 
but there are some people who say that if they send t.heir boya 
to school they may die. We try to instruCt them that it is better 
to have some learning so that they can keep a. record of their 9wn 
earnings. 

0.1255. What is the avarage earning of a woman f9r a. fuIlday's 
work?-About 6 to 8 annas. . . . 

. 0.1258. That is if she can get as much work as she-can'do in 
the day?-Yes. '. 

0·1257. How many days does she generally work?-Five J'tays r;. 
the week. - ,. . . 

, . -
_ 0·1258. M T. Clow : -po you !!Boy t)le..-e jIlen here get .l5 snnas 

~ day?-Yes. 
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. 0·1259. If I ask tliese men who are standing around, do they 
all get 15 annas a day?-No, these are not miners. The miners 
generally give three tubs and get 24 to 30 anna6. " They sometimes 
divide the money equally between them and sometimes tWQ-thirds and 
"!:lDe-tbird, tha.t is, 12 to 15 annaa a day. 

/ofr. Clow": That is much more than anywhere else. 

0.1260. Mr. BiTla: 'You distributed a statement in writing in 
which you say tha.t the male worker gets Rs. 1-8-0. What do you 
mean hy that ?-"-I mean not only the miners but trolley :men and 
other people as well. That is the average. 

0·1261. The average is Rs. 1-8-0 a day?-Yes. 

0·1262. Diwan' CI!aman Lal!: You first of sll stated that the 
miner makes 15 annas ?-I said they generally get 30 annas between 
the two of them. " 

0.1263. In the statement you say the daily earning of an under
ground male worker is Re. 1-8-0. How do you reconcile those two 
statements?-It is about Rs. 2 for the two workers, male and female. 

Diwan Chaman Lal!: Here is the contractor who has his clerk 
with him., with his daily sheet showing the number of tubs and so on. 

(Rea.d out from the register.) 

Name of the Amount of work Day. 
gangman. done. 

Balumahath. 16 tubs. Thursday last wee![. 

141 tubs. Friday " 
20 tubs. Saturday 

" 
0·1264. Will you tell us the number of men who worked under 

that gangman during those three days ?-As the gan.,aman is not present 
here it is not possible to give that information. 

0·1265. Let us take a man who is present?-Yes. Chakkfl Sow, 
gangman, did 13 tubs and 10 tubs on Thursday and Friday respec
tively; he did not go down on Saturday. 

0·1266. How many men were working under you, Chakku Sow?
(Chakku Sow): Five men, including myself, were working. 

0.1287. How much did you get for a. tubl'-As. 7. 

0·1268. You said that it comes to As. 10 a. tub?-(Manager) :" 
As. 10 is a. special rate. If there are diffieulties in the working, then 
a. special rate is given . 

..D.126~. 'The ordinary man does not get it ?-No; the rates vary. 

0·1210. The Chairman: "'nat is the lowes~ standard ra~e?
As. 7 II. tub for thoSe who cut pillars. 
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Diwan Chaman Lall: You said a little while ago that the lowest 
figure was As. a, and now you say it is As. 7. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

CHARKU SOW, Gangman, in ~he Kirkend colliery was examined 
and made the following statement :-

I cut pillars. I go down at 7 or 8 in the evening and come up 
at 7 or 8 in the morning; after the snn sets I go down and when 
I come out of the mine the sun has already risen. I went last night 
at 7 o'clock. When I came out this morning. the sun had already; 
risen. 

(In the register Cbskku Sow is marked No. 46. On the 23rd, 
according to the register, he went down at 22-40 and came up till'! 
morning at 6-55.! 

(The witness withdrew.! 

BITHAL, Muchbi, 

S0BRI, Musahsr, and 

LEDOU, Dosadh; 

workers in the Kirkend colliery were examined and made the 
following statements:-

(BITHAL). I am a khalasi. I work the engine. 

(SOBHI and LEDOU): Both of us are loaders, working pn the 
eurface. Four of us work in a gang. We get only 7 pice per ton 
(It tubs). .To fill one wagon it takes us 12 hours, and we work 12 
hours a day. The capacity of the wagon is anything from 20 to 25 
tons. The contractor pays UB. We work for five days in a week, 
and we get about Rs. 2-8-0 per head per week. There is no work on 
Sunday. 

(BtTHAL): I get Ea. 17 a month:. I work a hours a «ay. I 
get a holiday a week when the engine is stopped. In my dhowrah 
four members of my family 'are living. . 

(SOBRI): In my 'dhow,ak four of my children. my wife and 
myself live. 

.- .... 
. (L~D0l!l:. I~ mydhow,ah six memliers .of my fan:ily are living. 

No outs1der 1S liVlng ill my quarters .. My w1fe works ill the picking 
'department. Sometimes when there is no coal to load there is 
no work. I have been working in ~his mine for the last 12 or 14 
years. 

(SOBRI) : I am working in this mine for the last a years. 

(BITHAL) :. I have been working in this mine fo~ the last l' 
years. Nontl. pf us have any I&nd. 
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(SOBRI and LEDOU): We have never worked underground 
and we do Dot want to work uuderground. We are afraid of accident. 
We remain here for 6 or 7 months in a . year and go home for three 
or four months. During our stay in our village we work as agricultural 
labourers. We get no advance from the management here. We can
not work for" six days in a week beacuse the men who work under
ground do not work for six days, and there is no coal to load. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

In the presence of Sir Alexander Murray, Mr. Birla, Miss Power 
(Commissioners), Colone! Russell (Medical Assessor), and Mrs. Kamini 
Roy (Lady Assessor), 

KOLLI, worn .. n worker, holding a child (with another woman 
worker), was examined and made the following statement ;-

I work as a loader above ground; I load the rsilway trucks; I fill 
the basket and my husband carries the basket and loads tbe railway 
wagons. " I have never worked llnderground. We are paid 1 anna 9 pies 
per ton. "We load a wagon containing up to 20 tons in a day. There 
are 9 or 10 people loading one truck. Generally from 10 to 12 men 
load" a wagon and then divide the money amongst so many men. I 
and my husband get 14 pice a day; that i. 3 annas 6 pies a day.. There 
is not sufficient work." If I could get sufficient work I should make more 
money. When I get more work we m!1ke 4 annas per head. My child 
here is 3 years old; she bas heen ill. I have had no children since this 
one. I was one month off work before this child was born and one month 
after it was born. I got nothing from the Company when I was not 
working. When the baby was born I got nothing. I had the baby on 
the colliery premises. I had a dai to attend me and I had to pay the 
dai Ra. 4. I gave the dfli rice every day she was with me; as long 
as she stayed in the house she got her meals with us with the family.· 
The dai lives in lines No.5. I live in the lines. I have "no land. 
I am paid weekly. The contractor's baboo gives me my pay: r am 
a contractor's woman. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

(Thill conclnded the evidence taken at Kirkend Colliery.) 

Mr. P. C. BOSE, Secretary ; Mr. B. MITTER; SHANI CHERIA 
(a woman miner); CHOTAN KORA (a miner); GOBINDA GORAl 
(pumpman); representatives of the Indian Colliery Emplol/_' 
Anoeiation, "haria. 

D.1271. The Chairman: Mr. Bose, when was your Association 
foundl!d !l-liI 1920. 
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0.1272. What is the membership pf your Associatioll.?-About 
2,000 a~ present. 

0.1273. Has that number been pretty uniform during the 10 yeM'll 
of its existence ?-No. The Association has a chequered history. _ It 
was started in 1920 and it had its office at Dhanbad under some 
pleaders. In 1921 there 'was a trade unio~ congress at Jharia.. A;fter 
that congress the Association ceased to eXist. In 1923 It was reVlve.d 
and went on with a membership of 200 to 300 up to 1924 and It 
again collapsed in 1925. I joined the Association towards the end of 
19"25. There was some good work done in 1926 and the membership 
rose to about 1,500 when it was first affiliated with All-India Trade 
Union Congress. It increased .till further in 1927 when we did some 
welfare work and gave some lantern lectures to the miners. Now the 
membership stands at· 2,000. But we could not colleet subscriptions 
regularly althongh about 15,000 miners are willing to pay their small 
subscriptions. We cannot ·go to the spot for collec~ing subscriptions. 
So that 2,000 is the actual number of people from whom we have 
collected subscriptions; although we have the names of other miners. 
on our list we do not cOunt them as members. 

0·1274. Do I take it that 2,000 miners paid their subscription. 
last year?-Yes. 

0·1275. Do they pay once a month or once a year?-r-The miners 
pay through their spokesmen or their 8a~da~ one pice a week. They 
are irregular in their payment. The other outdoor staff, the skilled 
labour pay 2 anuas a month. They are regular in their fl&yment. 
The derks are also members of the Association and they pay 4 annas 
a month. 

0-1276. Out of these 2,00(') members, taking last year. how many 
~f them were miners and how mally were members of the clerical 
st&ff ?-At present there are about 1,500 miners and 500 others from 
tbe clerical stall' and skilled workmen. 

0-1277. Has your Association been registered under the Trade 
Unions Act?-Not yet. We appointed a committee to frame rules and 
regula,tions in conformity with tbe requirements of the Trade U niolls 
Act. That committee has not yet done its work. We are trying to 
have it registered. . . '. . 

. 0-1278. You say in your memorandum that in your view recruit, 
ment of ~abour is no longer nec~SBary now. Would you like to explain 
that· a httle further?~There 1S plenty 'of fabour in the coal area •. 
-Mahy of them are ·unemployed. Some.i;re recruited from here to 
Assam .. nd other places. Therefore it is unnecessary to recruit more 
labour for wo~k .on the coalfields. The Chief Inspector of Mines also 
has made a smnlar ob~rvatlOn and stated that at present the mines 
are over-manned; the mmers do not get enough tubs and have to wait 
for 10. 12 and 14 hours before the,. get sufficient Dumber of tubs. 
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. D.U7S.; Is that due to the closing of· a numlier of mines owing 
to the recent depression of the industry as a whole?-It is partly 
due to that. 

D·1280. You have told us that about 300 collieries have been closed 
within the rast several years. Those I take it. are the small ones 
employing a small number .of men ?-Not very small collieries. In one 
of them there were 400 people working. It has gone out of order; 
the surface has subsided and no one is working there. Only one man 
is stationed there to look after the materials. 

D·1281. How many men have been airected by the clo~ing down 
of these small oollieries?-I cannot say accurntely. 

D.1282. Would it be 2,000 miners over all these collieries ?-1t 
will be more than that; I have no accurate figures. 

0·1283. According to the figures that we have the total number 
of miners employed has remained fairly steady. so that presumably 
the other oollieries have been employing more men?~Yes. it ma;)' be. 

0.1284. In your memorandum you refer to a system of paying 
commission to the supervising stair on surplus stock. You say that 
the system is ta be deprecated. Would you explain ·what you mean 
by paying commission pn surplus stock?-Every colliery has got a 
number·af tubs pf their own sizes; some are 14 ems., some 16 ewts. 
and some- 18 ewts. Wben these tubs are overloaded the coal raised 
win be more than 14 ewts. On the surplus thus raised the ealltractors 
and the supervising stair get a commission. 

0·1285. You mean paying a commissian to the stair on the surplus 
raised over measurement?-Yes. The Company also gains by it because 
they need not pay the full rate. . 

0·1288. SiT VictOT Sassoon: How does the Company gain by 
this; do they not pay the full amount? 

M". Mackie: The Compally pa.ys the contractors pn the despatche~ 
whether there is surplus or not. 

D·1287. Sir Vict01' Sassoon-: Sa that the Company pays the 
amount fully; it may be that the men do nat get it, but the ""dan ana 
others get it ?-Wbat Mr. Mackie says applies only ta collieries where 
there are raising contractors. In such collieries the contractprs and 
the supervising staff get the benefit I)f the surplus coal raised this way. 

D·1288. Sir Vict01' Sassoon: But not the Conlpany?-In coTIieriea 
where there are 110 raisina contractors the company gains. But the 
pasitian .of the miners in both types of collieries is the same.. ~~ 
lose. They are forced to overload at toe risk of AIeir \1IN beuI!I 
euoe.lled completely, . 
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0·1289. The Chairman: If there are short tul:is they a.re fin~, 
they a.re compelled ~o overload and they get no payment for the surplus?, 
-Yes. • 

0-1290. With rega.rd to housing you remark that it is very; 
unSatisf&ctory ?-Yes. ' , 

0-1291. I suppose you a.re acquainted with the Jha.ris Mines Boa.til 
of Health. Do you think that the work of the Boa.rd has been ~? 
-We have said that the houses a.re up to the standard of the Jhaiia 
Mines Board of Health, but they a.re quite iusufficient for a family ~ 

, live in. 

0·1292. Would you like to see the standard raised?-Yes. There 
should be more roo""},,,r the people. At present they' have only pne 
room for cooking, sleeping and so on. 

0-1293. You make some remarks about the infant mortality in 
the coalfields. Could you say how many women leave the collieries to 
go back to the villages at the time of confinement?-I think the 
majority of them do so. It may be 75 to 80 per' cent. 

0-1293 •• Does the woman come back after 3 or 4, months with a 
'small child with h~r?-Yes, they do that. 

0-1294. So that if a chil'd died before it was an yea.r old it would 
be counted as a death in the colliery village whereas the birth ha. been 
counted in the country village. Would not that be so?-Yes, it wiIJ 
be so. 

0-1295. Therefore in so far a. the majority of women go back to 
their villages for confinement the figures that we have' would be of 
doubtful validity if the, birth is registered in olle place and death iii 
another?-If the child was all right for some time after its birtn 
and if it died after the mother came to the colliery it must be assumed 
that it was due to the mother's work in the colliery. 

, 0·1296. I am suggesting that the proportion between the birtns 
and deaths in that case is not &Ccurate ?-No, it is not accurate. 

0-1297. You also malie 8O~e remarks about the drinking habit pf 
lhe miners. What have you to say as to the facilities Governmenli 
a.ffords for the miners to drink?' Do 'you think that they should be 
reduced or that it i. necessary for some of these miners to drink ~-' 
Speaking personally I do not think that it is necessary for these miners 
to drink, but they hsve been accustomed to it. The only way is to 
reduce the quantity consumed gradually and. close the Iiqnor shops 
one by ilne. 

0-1291. You know of course thst the recent amenClment of tlie 
. Indian Mines Act provides for a system pf shifts coming into op~ratian 
:in April this year. Do you think that there wilr be an improvement 
and presumably aa end to the workiDa of very long hour. ulldergreuDd1. ' ~ 
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-Yea, if it is· rigorously ·observed. Even now there is a limit of 
64 hours for work underground: l.. do Ilot think it is observed strictly. 
The miners have to wait for 10, 11 and 12 hours a day before they 
get sufficient tubs. The total. works out to more than 54 hours a 

'.week. . ' . '. . 

0.1299. Are you aware of collieries where the miners work 6 days • 
.. week?-Yes, there are collieries where they work 6 days and 7 days 
,a week, but generally they work 5 days. On Sundays and Mondays 
Phey'do not work. The whole of Sunday they are engaged in 're~eiving 

,payment; the last mall perhaps receives his wages at 6 o'clock in the 
evening. On Monday they are engaged in shopping. But on occasions 
of nec~sity they work on Sundays and Mondays afso., 

0·1300. Dealing with wages you say: "Reports from many 
collieries are also received to the effect that payment is not made evell 
after two or three months of the time of work." 1 suppose the reports 
are received by your Association?-Yes. 

D.1301. Could you give us instances' of such collieries ?-1 hsve 
Ii list of them, but 1 do not think it will be proper for me to ,disclOS!l 
~heir names. ' 

D·1302. Sir Victor Sassoon: Could you not give theirnsmes 1-
Pne colliery here hss been habitually delaying payment for two or tbree 
months for the last 2 years. That has gone into liquidation recelltly 
during the last 2 months. 

D·1303. Which collieries are not going into liquidation but are ' 
making a practice of delaying payment for two or three months 1-
ln the collie~es on the J umaga.ra side the . skilled labourers do not 
get their wages regularly every .month. 

0-1304. The Chairman: Perhaps you would be good ellough to 
send US a. list of collieries where payment of wages is delayed for 
more than a month ?-Yes, 1 will make out a list and send it on to 
the Commission. 

0·1305.. Mr. Cliff: Will that include the colliery that has gone 
into liquidation?-Yes, that will also include the south Kujama;> 
colliery which has gone int-o liquidation. 

0·1308. The Cha-innan': It follows from what you have said thai> 
lY0u. are in favout pf legislatiPIl regarding prompt payment of wages? 
-Yes, 1 am. 

_, D·1307. Dealing with the question pf trade uuions you said that 
, yOui' Association is not recognized by th\l employers, and that you bave 

not got your Association registered as a trade uuion. Apart from it 
being recognized by the employers do you· or your officials come into 
co~ta.ct ,with tbe managers of individual collieries where you have 
gn~a.IlCe8 to represent? Are you yourself received if you go to a 

,colliery by ~e managerl'7"'I~ ja dilfer~ with dilferent collieries. Some 



, do not put any obstacles in my way; others put much hindrance in 
my way. I went to a colliery to look into the condition pf a man 
who was sick and coufd not pay his market,debts. I was practically 
driven out of the colliery. I went to another colliery to collect subs
criptions during office hours but I was ordered to go out. As a rule 
we are not recognized and we are not allowed tp go !i!~d eollect 
subscriptions from collieries. 

0-1308. That is rather another question. If you write to the 
• manager .of a colliery represeuting "Something that you considered to~ 
be wrong is your letter replied to?-Nowadays we get repfies to our 
l,!tters. But there are letters on our record from managers where they 
have said: "Do who.t you like; we are not going to reply ~ your 

1etters:: 
• 

0-1309. You ten us ~a~ things are rather better now?-Thinga 
are improving, I admit. # ' 

0·1310. Mr. Clow: In your memorandum dealing with recnni
ment you refer to the arrangements by which. zamVndaTs' exercise 
compUlsion over miners to work in certain mines and you say also that 
• ··some 'of the colliery owners also have acquirl\d zamindari rights to 
compel the labourers living in their zamindaris to work under them in 
their own collieries." Could you give us any specific instances of that ?, 
-The Bengal Coal Company have got a zamindari on this side and they' 
compel the people to go to their collieries to work. 

0-1311. Did they actually acquire the zamindari rights for recrui:fi. 
ment?-Yes, they did. 

0-1312. Do you know of any other instances ?-I can cite the 
instances of the East India Coal Company, the Martin and Company' 
and the Equitable Coal Company.. ' 

0-1313. Do the East India Coal Company still hold the villages 
that they acquired for that purpose?-Yes. 

D-1314. In your memotandum you say that there is unemploymenli 
among miners. Mr. Mitter in his memorandum dealing with" methods 
of recruitment ,. refers to scarci,ty of labour. We have had complaints 
from colliery owners also that there is scarcity of labour. If there is 
scarcity how can there be unemployment?-I do not think Mr., Mitter 
se.ys the.t there' is scarcity of labour, He only observes that if condi
tions are made comfortable and attractive for the miners there' will be, 
no difficulty. He does not say that ~arcity actually exists. Even if 
there are oplenty of miners there is difficulty felt in times of harvest' , 
and sowing and if these facilities are given to the miners they will 
permanently settle on the coalfields. That is wha.t he means. 

0·1315. Does your union take up workmen's compensation eases'?, 
-We have contested a number of eases. , ., 

0·1318. Have' you been. successful ?-We took one case 'to. tlie 
I'atna lJigl\ .Qourt~ buj; :we :were gef.ea!el!, :I'be Potnpany :wen! into 
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liquidation in the meantime. The Company was all right when the 
case was proceeding in the Dhanbad Court; we last the case in this 
court; but when ,we took the matter up to the High Court the Company 
went into liquidation. Even if we had won the suit it would not have 
J>eenaf any "use to us. 

D·1317. The Chairman: yv as that a case of death ?-It was a case 
of serious accident--one leg damaged. " " 

,D·1318. Are you aware that "a mere plea of misadventure is not a 
defence? You do not have to prove that the employe~ was directly 
responsible for the lL<}cident ?-If th/lY can prove that the workmen 
went into a prohibited area they are not entitled 10 compensation. 

D-1319. What do you mean by misadventure?-They say that the 
miner cut coal from a difficult place <which was prohibited and was 
clearly marked as a prohibited area._ 

D·1320. In the opinion of your union although the miner infringes 
the regulation. of the .mine he should be entitled to compensation from 
the employer ?-If it is a serious accident the employer should be 
liable. Why are the supervisors there in the mines? The miners are 
illiterate and it is the duty of managers and under-managers to put 
~em in the proper way. 

D·1321. In your memorandum dealing with "mines inspection •• 
you say that there is a widespread impression not altogether unfounded 
that fa.lse prosecutions are conducted against the poor workers by the 
mines inspection staff at the instance of the management. Can you 
substantiate that statement ?-1 have no cases on record. But such 

" cases have come to my notice in the past. An accident takes place in 
& particular spot. Immediately the management gets the place fenced 
and la.ter on plead that the miner went to & prohibited place and gat 
injured. The fencing is easily done; it takes less than half an hour . 
.vvhen the Inspector goes there 'the next> day he sees it fenced and 
naturally believes that the miner disobeyed the regulations of the 
employers. 

D-1322. You do not mean to suggest that mines inspection staff 
knew that the case was a fa.Jse one ?-No. they do it at the instance 
of the management. The management wants to evade .the liability by 
fencing the place after the accident occurred. 

D-1323; Bir VictoT Bassoon: Why do you prosecute a man who 
gets injured ?-For violating the regulations. Further he does not get 
his compensation. . 
" D~1324. You ha.ve no record' of tliese cases P-No, I have none on" 
record. Bnt I have h'ad to contsst several cases like that. 

D-1325. Have you won any case?-Not all cases_ It aepenas on 
lhe wilmesses. 

'Pke Ckai.-man:· ,Yfe sliall pursue ~& mat!er wjili ~e Phiel 
;rnspec~r of ;Mine •• 
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0·1326. Mr. Birla: With regard to unemploymen~ have you 
come across many cases of miners, loaders and so on who have got 
work only for 2 or 3 days in the week and have to remain idle for the 
rest of the week?~ There are no such cases in ilie Jharia field at least. 

0·1327. You think tha~ the collieries do not have more meD ilialt 
what they actually require ?-SomeUmes they get a greater number of 
miners. They raise the coal and stack ilieL.'l.. If there is no place to 
stack them they are dismiased. As far as I know there is no such 
nnder-employment of men. 

0·1328. You do not say that it is a deliberate policy of the 
employers to keep more men on the staff so that in times of scarcity 
they might not fell any trouble ?-1 do not think it is a deliberate policy 
of the owners. 

0·1329. How. do you suggest will the establishment of an employ
ment bureau help t6 solve the problem of unemployment?-The coal
fields are very extensive. Ranigunj field is 500 square miles and Jharia 

• field is 125 square miles; It is difficult for miners seeking work to 
know where work is available; Dor can the owners seeking men know 
where men are available. A central agency will put the two together 
and solve ilie problem. . 

0·1330. You think that the supply of labour is equal to the demaud 
and that there is no scientific distribution of labour?~ Y ea. . 

0·1331. Do you know of mines where they do not employ contrac
iors?-Yes. There are mines which do Dot 'employ contractors. 

0·1332. Are the workers in such mines in a better position tha" 
those in contractor collieries? Do they, for example, get higher wages? 

• -No, I cannot say that. 

D·1333. What is the disadvantage under which labour suffers with 
contractors ?-If the miners are in direct touch with the owners. in 
times of prosperity they would raise the wages at once. But where" 
there is an intermediary contractor this is not possible. 80 per cent', 
of ilie raising work is done by contractors with the result that they 
set the standard for wages, and even the collieries which have DO con
tractors do not raise. their wages above iliis level. 

0·1334. You say iliat the condition of workers in mines not em
ploying contractors is the same as that of those in which contraetors are 
employed. How then can you improve the condition of the minP.rs by 
simply abolishing the middlemen contractors ?-These middlemen 
~erve no uB7ful I:urpose; they take a portion of the earnings of tl\e 
mdustry whICh mIght as well go to the miners. 

, 0.1~35. Are yon in favour of redncing the actual working bQurs 
m the mmes?-Yes, we have demanded that this should be done. ' 

0·1336. Yon also say that although accordi;'g to law t,hey shn,,1d 
npt work more than 54 hours underground' they are actually working 
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morc. Do they actually work all the time, or do they have to wait?
They do not actually work all the time, but they have to wait for a 
long time. They do not get facilities for work. 

D-1337. How many hours' actual work do they do?-6 or- 7 hours 
l> day. 

D-1338. Diwan Chaman Lall; How much coal will one man 
~aise in one shift ?-2 or 3 tubs of coal of 14 cwts. to 16 cwts. each. 

D-1339. Mr. BiTla; If the number of hours were reduced then 
the work turned out by them would become. still less?-If proper 
facilities were given they would do more even in less hours. They 
will finish their quota much earlier. But at preseut they have to wait 
a long- time for tubs and when they get the tubs they speed up the 
thing and accidents occur as a result. _ 

D-1340. Do you ..,,"Fee that reduction in working hours must as a 
matter _of course mean increase in cost of production ?-No. 

D-1341. Do you mean to suggest that wages should he reduced 
prol'ortionately?-Tbe miners are paid on the piece work system. 
Given better facilities they would tlo the same amount of work or even 
more within the limited time. I know of a miner who used to cut more 
than 5 tubs of coal a day, tbat is more than 2 tons. 

D-1342. You tbink that if the hours were reduced the efficiency of 
the workers would increase?-Yes. 

D-1343. And there will not be an increase in the cost of production? 
-There will be no increase. 

0.1344. Mr. Joshi: In your memorandum you say that the miners 
are paid so much per tub of coal of various sizes without any standard. 
Is there no standard tub ?-No. -

D-1345. What is the difference between the vlll'ious tubs?-The 
tubs are of various sizes; the minimum is 12 ewt. and the maximum 
is 1 ton. 

D-1346. Would you prefer that the miners were paid by weight?
Yes, I prefer weighment. 

D.1347. In yonr memorandum you say that .. there are still many 
collieries in the Jharia coalfield which have not yet taken connection 
tor filtered water. Could you ~ive us specific instances?-I think 
collieries on the eastern side of the railway line have not taken any 
connection at all for fiUerd water. The workers there drink the impure 
water from wells and tanks. 

0.1348. Is the Board of Health "oneerned wiLh that area also 1'
Yes.'l'hey insist on taking connedinns for pure water suppl~, but 
every year they are giving them grace for another year. And tillS has 
been goin:; 011 Cor til" Jast st'veral years. 
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D-1349. The Board of Health knows this and yet- toleraie& this?
Yes, that is so. 

D-13So. I suppose you are aware that under seCtion. 10 _of the 
Mines Act there are Mining Boords and Committees appointed. Are 
you aware that on the Mining Board the miners are not represented 
at all ?-Yes, I am aware of that. 

D-13S1. Has your union considered that question?-We have been 
passing resolutions and sending them to Govermnent for action. 

D-1352. Would you like that the miners should be represented on 
the Board?-Yes, certainly. 

D-1353. Section n(e} of the Mines Act reqnires the lOcal Govern· 
ment to nominate representatives of labour to the Committees appointed 
nuder that section. Do you know of any representatives of workel'" 
nominated by the local Government?-No. The only nomination we 
got was in connection with the enqniry into the. M udidib accident. 
Beyond that we have no knowledge of any other Committee. 

D-13S4 • . You do not know who represents the workers' interests 
at all?-I do not know. 

D-13SS. Would the workers be willing to have a sickness insurance 
scheme ?--Of course, yes. 

D-13S6. If necessary would they be prepared to pay a contribution 
to a sickness insurance fund ?-Their wages are so low that even if they 
are willing to pay they cannot pay anything. They are at present 
unable to pay their house rent and so on.. I think the employers should 
contribute for the workers also. 

D-1357. I shan put it to you this way. Suppose the workers were 
given a 'choice between paying a small contribution and having the 
benefits of a Sickness Insurance Fund and paying nothing and having 
no Sickness Insurance Fund at all: which would they prefer?-I think 
the workers would certainly prefer to pay a small ccntt'ibution and have 
the benefits of the Fund. 

D-1358. With regard to old age pensions, would workers go on 
strike if Government were to levy a contribution from them on this 
account? Would you yourself ask your men to go on strike?-I do no' 
think the workera will go on strike if such schemes "IV lllch are in their 
interests: are introduced. . 

D-13S9. The Chainnan: Are you quite convinced that they wilf 
understand the series of deductions from their wages ?~Yes, they will 
understand. 

D-1360. M,. Joshi: Some deductions are made even now from 
their wa.ges a.nd they have not gone on strike on that aecount?-Yes. 
deductions are made for festivals, fines and so on. I have heard' Borne 
complaints about them, but they are not serious. 
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, D-1361. It is stated in IIOme quarters that large lmlOunts ~e sent 
'by money orders from the mining areas thereby implying that the 
wages of miners are good and they are able to save something to send 
to their homes. Do you know that these amounts are actually sent 
by the miners?-My idea is that these figures are taken from the post 
.office. The post offices are in the towns and the merchants, clerks and 
skilled labourers send their money home- by money order. The only 
one 'section of miners who send money home is the Bilaspurminers, 
'inany of whom come here single and danot b;ring their families with 
,them. 

D-1362. It is ststed in many of these ,statsments that latrines are 
not provided on the mines because the miners do not like to use them? 
What is your .opinion about it 1-U nless latrines have been actually 

,,'built we cannot say anything definite about it. I am sure that the 
workers will use them if they are cleaned regularly. The people living 
in the fawns are at present using the latrines. I am sure if there are 

: goOd latrines the workers will use them.. ' 

D-1363. In Mr. Mitter's memorandum he refers to one of the 
sources of income of the eontractor, namely .. the lowering of the wages 
of labour; the labourers have to work as they cannot go away being 
hound by .. Dada.ns" What is 'meant by .. Dadan .. ?~Is there any 
legal compUlsion. on the worker to work for· the contractor?
(Mr. Mitter) , Justbefore the worker leaves the village for the mine 
the, contractor gives him an advance perhaps to clear ali his debts in 
the village and for, other incidental expenses. The worker undertakes 
to work for the contractor till he clears off his debt. Though there is 
no legal compulsion on the worker, he feels himself morally bound to 
work off his debts to the contractor. 

D-1364. It is said that the workers go back' to their villages in the 
rainy season. But do the mines themselves work at full stretch during 

,the rainy season ?-(Mr. Bose): The mines have to be partly closed 
during heavy rains. They cannot give full work for the miners during 
the rainy season. . 

D·1365. Therefore, it is quite possible that the workers leav~ for 
thek,villages because,there is lIot sufficient work for theDi in the mins? 
-Yes, quite so. • 

0-1366; Mi8a Pow~: You said that you had 1,500 actual working 
miners a8 members of your Association; have you any women members 
in your Association?-No, we have not. 

0·1367. Who '18 the lady who has come with you on this deputs.
.tion?-She has been newly enlisted. There are no other women miners 
on the Association. 

0-1368. na.ve you a.ttempted to enlist the wives of the men miners 
Who also work with their ,husbands in the mines?-We,bave not attempt
ed. to d!, that. Obstacles are put i.n our ,way of preacbine ,tra.da, unionism 
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to the miners. Moreover the men say: .. we pay one pice a.s subscrip; 
tion, take that a.s subscription for our women also." However we have 
not made serious attempts to enlist the women. 

0.1369. Has any attempt been made to explain to the womell 
miners the reason behiud the exclusion of womenfr9m the mineBi'~Yes. 
we have done that. We asked Government to pass a law like this. The 
women are perfectly willing to remain on the surface and not to work 
underground. Of course they a.re compelled to work for their wagee; 
otherwise they do not like to go down the mine leaving their children, 
behind on the surface. . . 

0·1370. I ha.ve questioned a gOod many men and women miners" 
and, except in very ra.re eases, I have not found a. man or woman who 
nmJerstood that this exclusion was to be. completed within a. certain 
period of years. You say that the majority of the women really under
stand this 1-I think they well understand this. Messrs. ,Purcell and, 
Ma.rdy Jones asked them several questions on this point and they aJl· 
said that they would ra.ther rema.in on the surface looking aft~ their 
children and prepa.ring food for the family. '. 

0·1371. Has there been a la.rge number of exclusions in this ~e5 
a1ready?-This year they are beginning to exclude •. 

0·1372. Is there any system of selection when ilie exclusion is made 
laking into consideration the varying needs of the fa.milias?~Now they 
are excluding the women who are willing to stay away. 'Some women 
are old and do not want' to go underground. Next yea.r there will be 
IIOme trouble on this account. ' . , 

D·1373. Is it the practice for the miner ordinarily to worli. Ii alloYS 
.. week?-Yes. . 

0.1374. Supposing he worked. 6 days when· the WOIIllm, are 
excluded, could he earn as much as he does now in five days when worli:ing 
with his wifei'-Byworking only for one day more he cannot llOver 
all the work done by his wife in Ii days. Unless there is an increment 
in his pay he ,cannot earn as much as he does now. -

0·1375. Dealing witll weights carried by women yen By that the1. 
carry 5() to 60 Ibs. Is that the result . of observation or have you 
actually weighed some of the baskets carried by the women 1-1 have 
actually weighed them and found them to be as hea.vy as that; 

D·1378. Have you found any variation in ~he weights -carriea by; 
:young girls and older women ?-There is no variation. " 

0·1377. At what age do they begin to carry these :weiglits?-lS 
lo 15 years. . 

D·1378. Do iliey begin &8 early ,"8 la?-.-Y~. they<i'q. - : 

, 11·1379. ,WoWd. JOn be in fa.vour' ef-anYregJllatioa as iegaid's lli. 
wei{hla C&1T~ by younger girls?-Certa.inlYI.~.ut<i k ill faY2Dl ~.~ , 
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" ,0·1380. Wha~ i8 the average length of absence from work of ' women 
before and afrer child-birth ?-,--Those who go away to the villages for 
delivery generally come back after 2 or 3 months. 'fh08e who remain 

'on the colliery generally work after one month. It 11appens sometimes 
that they work'l"ight np to the day of delivery and delivery takes place 
underground. Until the labour pains commence they go on working: 
They rome out of the mine as soon as pains commence. After delivery 
they take some time to go back to work. ' 

, 0·1381. Are any women,employed for pushing wo.,"Ons?-YeB, ~hey 
are employed for pushing tubs. 

0.1382. Is that work generally done by men?-Yes, it is generally 
done by men. , 

0·1383. How much does it cost to have the services of a da. during 
child-birth 1-The dais here are paid very little-Reo 2 to 3. 
, .0·1384. Is the woman paid anything in kind ?-Sometimes she 
is given a piece of dhoti. 

0-1385. Have you come across cases of women who are regularly 
employed being paid a portion of their wages when they are absent on 
accoun~ bf ~hild-birth ?-If they are absent they do not get anything. 

0·1386. Do they get any bonus at the birth of the child ?-No, there 
is no regular practice liKe that. The general rule is: no work no pay. 
But there. are some collieries which give a fixed sum of Rs. 2 or so
l have seen that in some cases. 

0.1387. Are there any qualified women doctors who are attached 
to any mines?-=I have not come across any. 

, D-1388. Do' you think that the women workers would use the 
ervices of a woman doctor if one were availabre?-Yes, tbey would. 

0·1389. Where there is a trained dai, do they use her servicesl"
;Yes, they call her. 

'0·13"90. Take the question of education. At Asansol we came 
&cross a group pf workers who were paying for the services of a teacher;, 
IIGme of them were' miners and others were "ardara and so on. Have 
you cOme across any instance where the workers are running a school 
thems'elves because no other bodymaintains a school for them?-Tbere 
are some primary schools maintained not by miners but by the collieries 
and high class employers in ~he coal area. The miners' children are 
Dot allowed to go there; at any rate they do not go there .. 

0·1391. Are they not allowed to go there, or do they tiiemselves: 
fail to go there 1-The condition of the school is such that they do not 
And it attractive to go there. Generally the higher classes send their~ 
children to tbose schools; the miners' children are unclean and ihey are 
~lDsidered .tq pe '\Intouchables in II way. 
; "1t·1392. :Are there cases olminers; children woo would go £6 school 
if ihey',l!.e[¢ lIl!l!wetl tq go bU~ who are no,~ '"UQwed to d(! so by theit' 
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parents ?-Nowadays the miners do not object to their children: going 
to school. I knoW' one Bilaspuri miner's boy who is appearing at the 
Matriculation Examination next year. He is reading in the Jharia.. 
school. And as a. result this Bitaspuri miner who came from the 
Cen.tral Provinces has become neat and clean and bas improved his 
'standard of life. Some other miners' children alsO have joined the Jharia 
school. But as a rule ordinary miners' children do not attend school 
for want of . faeilitiell. 

0·1393. Mr". Joshi: Is that due to the low wages they get?-If a 
boy has to go to school be requires some clean clothes, slates, books and so 
on. The miner finds it difficult to provide these materials out of hi$ 
poor income. Therefore he fight!! shy of send~ his children along with 
other well dressed boys. 

D·1394. Miss POWe1': With regard to housing are there many 
houses. which are occupieq on the shift sYRtem, onese! ·of, people 
occupying them during day w-Id another set during the night ?-It is not 
so general. It happens on IJC<)asions for a short time when ~here ar~ 
numerous miners. ' _ . 

0.1395. It. is not a thing that happens regularly ev,:ry· busy 
season ?-It happens casually once or twice, that is all. . . 

D·1396. M1'8. Kamin; Boy: When women are excluded from 
underground work the family eal'llmgs will be reduced. Can you think 
of any other surface occupation far women, not. necessarily ,colliery 
work, which will enable them to supplement the earnings of ,their 
husbands underground ?-r have thought over this question very 
seriously ever since this question was before the Legi.lative Assembly. 
I see the collieries purchase many storea from Calcutt.a EUch as oane, 
baskets and so on. The women here may be made to manufacture 
them and some occupation mn y be found for them. But I pave JIG 
definite idea in the matter. 

-
0·1397. I asked some colliery men and women wha.t they would 

do if women were excluded from underground. They say they would 
not leave their villages at all to go to the mines. They want to work 
together-husband and wife-and get more wages. It is only with that' 
idea that they say they leave their villages and if they cannot get.,morEi 
there is no mea.ning in leaving their villages. They would as well 
remain behind. The Sontbals for instance, have become permanent 
residents bere. Anyhow if- wages are increased and .conditions of life 
improved tbey will stay on tbe Illinas permanently. 

0.1398. Mr. Mukherji: In your memorandum you refer to the 
migration of miners from one colliery to another and say tbat now
adays it is not so frequent. When didtliis migration stop?-I think 
since the War. Before the War it was frequent. 

0·1399. Is that due to improvement in the conditions of work ana 
increase ill wages ?-Ou the side of tbe collieries it ruu.t be said that . . - . -., 
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~hey have improved ~he conditions a little. Labour also has adapted 
itself to circumstances; they understand thai there is inconvenience 
Ilf one kind pr pther in every colliery and stick to pne place only unless 
'he conditione become unbearable. 

. . D.140o. Therefore the conditions have undoubtedly improved 7-
!J:'ney have impro~d now, there ~ IlP doubt about it. 

D·1401. You say that moot pf tlie miners have become permanent 
inhabitants pf the coalfields and that 50 per cent. pf them occasionally 
go back to their villages ?-I take them also as permanent inhabitants 
because they only go home on leave. 

D·1402. Why do they go back at all?-They have some connection. 
witli their villlages; they go there ~ see their relatives and to attend 
mlm'iages .&Jld festivala. 

D4'03. Do you mean to suggest tbat they bave ceased to be agri
culturists altogether ?-Some go there to attend to their lands; but 
eYen those who have no lands go there for otl>er purposes. 

D·1404. You say that recruitment is no longer necessary for the 
coal industry. Do you know there was a serious shortage of coaJ 
raisings in November ana December with the result that the Railway 
Companies thought of stopping a few trains?-Recently there was a 
great demand for coal and there was a rise in the price of coal. 

D.1404a. M~. Mukherii: That was due to shprtage of coal and 
nothing else. The collieries wanted to raise more than their general 
misings and labour was not available for them at once and that is why 
they felt that there Was a scarcity of labour. 

D.140S. The Government of Bihar and Orissa and the Chief 
Inspector of Mines say thllt the collieries have necessarily-fa spend 
some money on recruitment. In the light of- that statement would you 

flJ.odify your statement that recruitment is not necessary for the coal 
Ura:ustry?-No, I am not going to modify my statement. In conneo
tWIr· with· the establishment of employment bureaux I said that some 
iCollieries might find it neceasary to recruit more men. But I have 
EeeD. many miners wanting work and how can I modify my statement 
)Vhich is base.d on close. personal observation? 

b·1406. Yon ~ave said that some miners are compelled tp leave 
for Assam?-Yes. 

D·1407. You remember the. Chairma.n. telliug us tliat there has 
f)'een no reduction in the number of miners employed in Hie collierie.s 
inspite of the closing down of 800 collieries; In fact the raisings have 
imreased in r$cent years. In the face of that do you still· maintain 
that there is unemployment among the miners?-Do you mean to 
~ggest tha.t all ·the miners who have Eeen unemployed on account of 
the closing of certain col)ieries have been employed in other collier,ie.? 
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. .0.1408. Have:you lUly figures of unemployed miners?~I have 
no accura.te ~s, but I ha.ve 'seen many miners wanting jobs. If the 
tot"l number Of miners employed in the collieries is the same as before. 
perha.ps some collieries might have employed la.bourers from outside 
the coalfields lea.ving the miners already on the coa.lfie1!is qnemployed. 

0·1409. You have stated tha.t advances, bakhshisk and various. 
other items are deducted from the wagss of miners, wherea.s .the Chief 
Inspector of Mines sa.ys tha.t not only were they not deducted .Qut long 
standing advances were remitted. III view of that would you. modify 
your statement ?~I had a. talk with many contractors and they have 
said that they deduct such items from the miners' wages. I have not 
said anything in my memorandum which is not based on my personal 

. knowledge. 

0·1410. You object to the employment of eontra.etorsm collieries. 
but you said just now that the terms which the miners receive at the 
hands 'of contractors are not different from those. which they receiv<;l 
a.t the hs.n!is of the employers themselves. Would you therefore modify 
your. statement' s.nd withdraw your objection to the employment of 
Contractors?~No, I am not prepared to 'withdraw my objection to Uie 
employment of the!l6 intermediary contractors. They take a profit out 
'of the industry as a whole; that cs.n he sa.ve4 and diverted to the pockets 
'of the labourers. 

0·1411. Are you sure that the collieries would lie prepare'd Jo 
throw a.way that money?~Yes, the labourers would surely benefit by 
the abolition of the eontra.ctors. . 

0.1412. About 80 per cent.. of the total output of coal is raised by 
contl·a.ctors, so tha.t this system of getting money out of the wage earllers 
exists, according to you, throughout the coa.! industry?-Yes; 

0·1413. If the contractors are a.bolished do you not think there 
will be no dilIerence between the terms that the miner~ receive at th, 
ba.nds of the contractors a.nd those tha.t they will receive direct at., ~ 
hands of the employers ?~Tha.t is a different question a.1t·ogether. .,,:, 

0"1414. You say that the contractors pay miners at much lower . 
.... tes than they receive from the employers and they use tubs of va.!'iolll¥ 
sizes. Is it not a fa.ct that bnly tubs of two sizes are -nsoo in ·all the 
collieries, namely 80 c.ft. and '/.7 e.ft.tube?-Th!,,:e &re. vlLrio.usother 
sizes also. But these two tubs are gene.ally in use. 

0.1415. Mr. Cliff'i· Do you mean .. tosay tliat tJiese two tubs ar~ 
genera.lly in use or a.bSQ,lutely in ·use?~They are gellerally. in 118&. In 
collieries where they use the electric'9ut~ers thllY use one toll. tubs. ' 

D·1418, Mr. M"uklurji.:. By theSe 3. sizes or tubs you mean va.rlou, 
size8?~Yes. . . ".. . ' . .. .• 

0·1411. Do you agree that g_lly they use' only the 2!11:r.f~ 
and 30 Coo ft. tubs?~No, 1 do not agree.' ., . . . , .... ! 



'0·1418. Mf'. 8ibakli Bo.te: Are the union oflicials allowed to hold 
meet~gs il! the collimy?-We hold dilterent kinds of meetings; if we 
go to hold hygienic meetings and that sort of thing, they &llow. us, 
but if we go to hold trade union meetings they do not aUow us. 

0·1419. If workers take an active pait in the work of the union 
are they harassed by the management ?-There is no specific case of that 
kind on record, but there are times when such things poour and we hear 
of things like that. 

0-1420. Is your union recognized J>y theemployers?-No. 

0·1421. Has ypur unipn requested tlie employers to recognize your 
union in or.der to create a better understanding between employers and 
the employed?-Yes, we have passed resolutions which we have sent 
tp the employers requesting them to recognize OIlr union. 

0·1422. Have you received any reply to those requests ?-No. 

0·1423. Sir Al~nder M""ay: To what employers have you 
sent those requests?-To the emplpyers' bodies, the Mining FederatioI! 
and the Mining Association. 

0·1424. Mf'. Sibakli Bose: Do 10u think it is necessary in order 
to improve the relations between employers and employees that your 
union should be recognized by the employers ?-Yes, of course. 

D·1425. You have said tliat the contract system should be 
abolished. H .... the contract system any demoralising effect upon the 
management ?-In other words, does it. give rise to any bribery or corrup- r 

tion?-It may do, but we have no personal knowledge of that.; it is 
generally believed to do so. 

0·1426. Are there many accidents owing to the contractorS trying 
to increase the output \'-1 cannot say, because we hold the employers 
to be the responsible persons with regard to accidents. The Manager, 
who is employed by the company and not by the contraetor, is the 
responsible person; if any accident occurs, we hold him to be responsible. 

D·1427. But are there some accidents due to ~he contract 
system ?-It may be so. 

D·1428. SiT VictoT 8assoon: Are tliere more accidents in the 
mines that have contractors than in the mines that have oone1-I have 
no statistics as to that and I caonot say. Whether the accidents are 
due to the contra.c~ system Ilr not I cailnot say, 

0·14290. M~. 8ibkali Bose: If the contract system were abolished 
ao you thilak the conditions of the workers would be improved 1 I 
should like to remind you of the huge profits that are earned now!!.days 
by the contmctors. If, that profit went partly into the pockets of the 
workers, do you not think tbeir conditions would be improved l'-:-At 
prelient the conilitions of the wcrkeJ.:8 uuder the contrut system anc 
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·nder tlie non-oontract system are tlie eame. \"'liether tlie abOlition of 
the contract system would lead to &n improvement of the conditions of 
the workers I cannot say. To improv,," conditions we shall have to 
fight; we cannot improve conditions simply by abolishing the contract 
system. 

0-1430. Do you think the employment of women underground 
should be abolished immediatelyl'-Yes; I have said so in my ~emo
~dum. 

0-1431. Do you think tile employment' of women underground has 
an adverse effect upon their health and that of their children ?-Yes, 
no doubt it has a great effect. 

0-1432. Drinking water is now supplied in the collieries by the 
Water Board. Is that for drinking purposes alone 1 Is it that the 
workers are not being allowed to use that water for bathing and 
cleaning utensils, etc ?-The workers use it for drinking;, they cannot 
bathe at the road-side hydrant, but they draw as much water as, they 
like. It is open day and night. They bathe in the tanks near about. 

0·1433. Are not those tanks unclean and do they not affect their 
health 1-' Yes; that is why these waterworks were started. 

0-1434. Do you not think water is wasted in the bungalows and 
other places?-I have no measurement of the water they use in the 
bungalows. ' 

0-1435. Do you think the minors, clerks and staff are overwQrked? 
~s., . 

0-1436. Do you think education would improve the conditions and 
efficiency of the IabOurers?-Yes, of course it will. 

0·1437. Do you think a scheme of maternity benefits is neces-
sary?-Yes. ' 

0.1438. Would your Association support a scheme by which 6 pies 
per ton should be levied for maternity benefit and child welfare work 1-
We support the scheme, but G<>vernment is responsible for levying the 
cess and G<>vemment will do that. We are not prepared to promise 
support for any particular cess without going into the whole thing with 
the committee of the Association. " ' :' 

D.1439. Do you think a provident fund scheme should ,be illtro: 
duced ?-Yes. 

D·1440. Is there any sllch scheme now in any colliery ?-:There "'re 
'Borne provident funds in collieries for the salaried workers hut not, fqr 
the labourers. 

0·1441. Do, ymi think there should lie Iabour'representation on all _1 bodies and I .. gislatuns?-Yes. ' 
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_ 0·1442. Do you t)link I;hildren who cannot accompany their parents 
underground are sometimes given opium ?-Yes, .. report to thai effect 
eame to us some time ago and we protested ill the Annual Beport. 

0·1443. M1'. KII.tm Nata Sengupta: Is any commission paid 
to miners for surplus coal ?-No. • -

0·1444. How does the surplus coal come into existence ?-The 
miners are made to over-load. If a tub can hold 20 baskets of coal, they 
are made to load 22 baskets. 

0·1445. The entire profit derived from that surplus coal goes to 
the management or to the contractors and none to the miners?-Yes . 

. 0·1446. Can you give us an idea 01 tbe income and budget of a 
·miner?-The earniugs of a pair, a man and woman, are generally 
Rs. 4-8-0 to Rs. 5 per week. The miners of this eastern part of the 
country I have seen purchase generally Bs. 2 worth of rice; those who 
belong to what is called the up-country, or western side, purchase more 
1l0ur. 

_ D·1447. Mr. Oliff: How many seers do they get for a-rnpee?-
,-They generally get 12 seers of rice for Rs. 2. Another 8 anna. they 

spend per week on oil and dal. Re. 1. is spent on vegetables for the 
week, which they generally purchase on Monday. They geuerally take 
'meat once a week; they pool the money of several men and buy a goat. or 
something like that. They purchase about Re. 1 worth of meat and 
liquor per week; that is 8 annas are spent on liquor aud 8 annas on • 
-meat. The total comes to about Rs. 4-8-0. . 

D·1448. So that they can save very little ?-They have nothing to 
save. 

0·1449. SiT All';rand"" JlftI""Y: What about dotbes?-To buy 
clothes they get into debt and tvhen the -debt is too ·pressing tbey 
economize on their food. There is a typical woman miner here and 
She can sa.y what her conditions are. 

0·1450. M •. Kllef.4 Nata Sengupta: Do they borrow money to 
meet emergencies?--:Yes, they borrow from the notOrious money lenders 
of this area at very high rates of interest; sometimes the rate of interest 

., is 2 aunas pel' rup"e per week. which works out at 600 per cent. per 
annum. 

0·1451. lifT. Ahmed: C'im they repay that money?-They go on 
paying the interest; I. do not know how long it takes them to pay 
back Bs. 10. 

0·1452. Mr. Khetra Nata Scngupt4: You advocate fixing mini
·mum wages_ How would you do that ?-1n my opinion it will he good 
both for the labourer and for the industry, because, so far 8S my infor
!lIation goes, the owners compete among themselves: they undersell 

. their coa1 and curtail wages whenever they want to decrease the cost. 



Tbat would not be done MId that woUld' benefit tIie miners; II ilia 
owners find the cost is settled to a certain extent, then the rate of 
sale will he settled also t.o .. certain extent; that will be to the ailV&ntage 
of &II: the consumer. the proprietor and the labourer. . 

• 0.1453. You know the miners work on the piece work system p";' 
Y~. ' 

0·1454. Then how can you fix tbe minimum 'Wsge?-

b·1455. Diwan Ckaman Lall; Could you not say snnBS 10 instead 
of annas 7?-Yes, we want to,increase the ,tub rates. 

0.1455a. Mr. Khetra Nath Sengupta: You say in your statement 
that the scope of the Workmen's Compensation Act should be extended; 
in what way?-Here is the detailed amendment we have suggested. ' 

0·1456. Tke Ckai1'mlm: We have that fullyliefore ilie Con;tmis< 
sion already in the correspondence. You replied to Government, l
think, with re"aard to an amendment of the Bill?-Yes. 

0·1457. Mr. Mackie: Do you think the high perce~tage of infant, 
mortality on the coalfield is probably due to the better way in which 
statistics are now kept 1-1 think we have taken the figure quoted in our 
memorandum from the figures given as to those places which are under 
the Mines Board. Villages am included as well as the coal area; there
fore if we are to say it is better in the coal area, we must say the same 
Board has a better arrangement in the village areas. I really do Jlot 
accept your view that the statistics are better kept in the coal area. 

"D.1458. In view of your criticism of the medical facilities provide,d, 
I presume you do give DS creilit for spending large sums of money on 
medicines. medical staff and hospitals ?~I think I have made reserva
tion. in my statement. There are collieries which ha?e good arrange
ments, but generally there are no arrangements. 

0·1459. What are the collieries which are not supplying medical 
aid 1-1 can give the narnesof those who are really supplying medica! 
aid; the number on the other' .ide is so heavy that it would be !lifficul* 
to name them; it would be 'a, very big list. 

0·14&0. In dealing witn the 'question of the .. extent of medical 
facilities provided ". you make the sweeping ,statement t)1at all cases 
except the very simple ones are treated at the civil hospital in Dhanba,d. 
That is not the case. Have you proof that all cases are taken to Dhanbad 
Hospial1-I think we got that statement from the maternity scheme 
which was drawn up by the Chairman, Jharia Mine. Board of Health. 

0·1461. Then that is only second-\land information and 1 tell you 
it is not the case ?-l't may be that there are exceptions but this state
ment i. not wrong generally. One or two exCeptions 110 Jlot logicI!.lIy 
make it wrong. ' 
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0-1482. Do you agree that a big nnmber of collieries have school. 
bf ~heir 01l'n'l-A small number of collieries, not a big number. . 

0·1483. And also that quite a number of children of miners and 
menials attend ?-There are some &chools of primary standard ·where 
~here are some miners' boys. 

_ 0·1464. Do you realise that at least one company has a pension 
&cheme for Indian staff?-Yes, the information that it has been intro
anced has been received very recently, but that is for the salaried office 
people. 

0·1465. I beg your pardon, it is for tlie menials and everybody?
Not for the miners. . 

.0.'1466. We already have a miner's widow on a pension.-Yes, 
IhSd information only the day before yesterday about this. I do not 
know whether it is already in vogue. 

D.1467. It is in vogue. Yon say that the rate of agricultural wages 
is from annas 10 to annas 12 a day; I suppose you can substantiate 
these figures. For how many days of the year are· they able to earn 
these wages ?-For two or three months, not more than thai. 

0·1468. M ... Cliff: What months are those?-During the Monsoon 
'!.nd harvesting seasons. 

0·1469. Mr. Mackie: Is it toe case that the membership of yo= 
:Association includes coal merchants, small colliery owners, pleaders and 
medical men?-Yes, there are some specisl members; there is a rule 
·~o that effect.' . 

D·1478. How can they be called colliery employees?-Under the 
Government Trade Union Act we can get some outsiders in as membera 
~o help us. • 

0·1471. In your description of the employers' associations, you say 
tJiey consist of two: one Indian and one non-Indian. Do you realise 
that in what you call the non-Indian association there are 11 Indian 
members?-I am sorry I am subject to correction, because I had no 
information like that before; it "!",SS our idea that one is Indian and the 
o,ther European. 

D.1472. Witli reference to accidents and compensation yon were 
mther vague anout " misadventure". I do not think there have ever 
been many cases under .. misadventure " where compensation has not 
been paid ?-There are cases; I cannot give you the number. If it is 
found to be the fault of the workman, he is not paid under the present 
:Act; we want to improve that. 

D.1ot73. Tlie Chairman: I think what you J;Ile&nt was that iu 
cases where it might be alleged to be the fault 'of the worker, but he 
was still under the control of the management, compensation ought to 
b~ pt.M1 ?-Y •• , ~hat ia what I meant. . 
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. D.1474. M~. Mackie: In dealing with tlie question pf tlie .. e:denl . 
. of strikes and loek-outa " , YIlU spee.k pf a general strike ~nd a ~eneral 

increase of 50 per cent. in wages. A8 far as ~ .can find, ~t :was m 192Q 
that the colliery owners, both the Indian Mmmg :\"s0C)8tion and the 
Indian Mining Federation, awarded a 50 per een~. merement?~No. 

Diwan Chamatl Lall: It was 25 per cent., Ilot 50 per cent. 

0.1475. The Chairman: Do you _.adhere to. your statement in 
your peper that it was in 1921 ?-1 was not in the Association at the 
time. 1 took it from ;IJiwan Chaman Lairs statemen~ alld he can 
eorrect me. 

0.1476. M... Mackie: Can you give proof of the statement ilia! 
iliere was a strike for 4 days?-. Yes,. there was three days' seesion of 
~e ~e UDioll Congress and one more day they did not work. 

0.1477. Do you call that & ·8t~?-Yes. 1 was working at th. 
colliery at that time; they did not work. You may say it was 'no_ 
geueral throughout the whole field. 

0.1478. TIlen this ia agam a sweeping inaccuraey?-60,OOO !nell 
"did not work. 

'Air. 'Cliff: May I CIraw your attention to tlie statemen~ on this • 
matter made by the Inspector of Mines, who was officiating . 

. D·1479. Diwan Chaman Lan: W&8 not there .. very serious eass 
of compensation in which you and your Association took an activa 
part ?~ur Assistant Secretary Ilf a branch informed me ~vel' tba 
telepbone that there had been a serious accident at Mudidih Colliery .. 
1 got that information· at about 3 ",'clock in the afternoon, but the 
accident' took place early in the morning. 1 at once spoke to the Chief 
Inspector of Mines on the telephone. He said:' Yes, there was an 
accident. I asked his permission to visit the place, but he told ma 
it was -not within his jurisdiction to give me permission, that I musS 
have permission from the colliery manager. I was then Secretary of 
the Association. 1 telephoned to the General Manager pf the colliery 
but could not get him. On the next day early in the morning I again 
telephoned and then I went lib the place. 1 met the General Manager 
there, but he said he could. not give me permission unless I gOl 
permission from the head office at Calcutta. I said it would be quite 
useless for me to see the place after three or four aays, eo that ifi 
was better fur me to go !lW&Y without seeing it. So 1 came bacK .. ' 
The Government then started the enquiry committee. We met the 
Government officers and wrote a let~ to the Government; the "Govern
ment allowed two of ow: members toait. and watch, but not to take. 
part in the proceedings. After that I left India for 3 Gil 4 months. 
Two of our members attended the committee. The committee finished 
its work and submitted ita report to the Government, but' the Govern
ment did not publish the report for about 6 months. On no; othe!: 
committee have we·been able to send our representatives .. Whenev~ 
there is a serious BCcic\ent, in accordance wiil!· !he iM~e.~ Ac! th~ 



Government DOminates members and appoints a committee· of enquiry. 
:l.'he lllw is that Ilfte~ 6 monthe ~here can be no prosecution so far as 
:we .kp.ow. There was IlQ proaecu.tion; it was really hushed up. 

. 0·1480. M,1'. Clow: The sitting of the'committee did nat prevent 
any' dependent.s ft-om' filing a claim under' the Workmen' a Compensa:
tion Act ?...-.NQ. ,Some Qf ~Ilem got ClPmpensation iI1terwarda. 

, 0·1481.,11>11'. Sibakli BO$(!: What waathe Government's finding 
,on, the committee's report?~The management was Qertl!inly iIl fault. 

0·1482. Diwan Chanwn Lall: Are you in favour of a comprehen. 
sive revision of the WOrkmen's Compensation Act?-Yes, I have 
IIUhmitted a report. 

0·1483. In answet to Mr. Mukherji yon s ... id there ha.s been some 
improvement in·conditions. Are you ... ware that" Wages and Prices .... 
!L .Government publication, states that the miners' wages in 1897 were 
J't0l. {l.54 per da.y, while in 1920 they were Re. 0.57 per day. and 
'according to· your statement the wages are less than that to-d ... y • 

. :According to you wages are now less th ... n 8 ... nnas per day, bec ... use 
NOu: say ~ are Rs, 4-8-0 for two persons' for ... week. Haa there 
been any improvement, if those figures are correct?-What I meant 

• by improvement W&l!. that housing: and w ... ter-supply had imPr9ved. 
'J • - -. - • - •• 

0~1484. Diwan Chamoan Lall: Is it your experience that wllere 
housing has improved ~h<lI'e has been mQ~e permanency of labour?-
Yes. . 
. ' 0.1~85. In the matter of education has there been any cousiderable 
improvement since the holding. of ,the Trade Union Congress here 
in 1921 ?-Since 'that time, as far as I know, two OJ: three schools 

. have been really earnestly started; that is all. 

, . '0.1488. Are YOll aware that at the time you were being referred 
~. 'tlle general strik(l in 1921, a. demand was put forward OD behalf 
~~ tP.e wOrkers fQr. 110 25 pel cent. increase "...,Yes, 

, . 0.1487. Would you be prepared to correct your. statement and 
I&y 25 per cent. instead of 50 per e~nt 'l-;>nly 25 per cent. was given, 

. O·1488.Hu there heen· a decline in wages since that. period?";" 
tee. Ilfter that incre&se we., given they were getting more than they 
ue getting to.day. . '. ' . 

, 0·1489. So tha~ wiili regard to wages tliere has not been lin 
lmProvement?-No. ' 

. 0.1490. Are you aware inat at iliat time, when the Congres" waa 
beld here, both the Indian Mining Association and the Indian Mining 
Federation Bent messages to Government asking t!lem to prohibit the 
.Congress Within & r&!lius of ~OO miles pf Jharia ?-Yea, :r have stated 
~.hat ill this report: , 
- 0·1481. 'I will now reail lion extnct flom. .. c,iroular·s.e~~ oQ\ ,.f)y. 
~li4 JIllliq lfjnjna F~eratiQu': !! I;III!' ~.Cg Wi,lll!\,tJ!-t~U"_ .. .. .. - --, 
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been suggested to the committee that individual neti"n might be tliken 
by colliery agents or proprietors, either direct or through their ageuts, 
under Section 144 9f the Criminal Procedure by laying an ,information 
before the Magistrate of Dhanbad calling upon him to prohibit meetings 
in anticipation of 0. serious breach of peace and danger to property. 
Section 144, wbich is subjoined below, give very wide power to the 
Magistrate on his being reasonably satisfied that such action is justified" . ' 
Are you, aware that such action was contemplated by the employers?
-Y IlI', it was. 

0.1492. If that ... .,.s the attitude of the employers at th"t, tinle 
what improvement has there been in their attitude since then in their 
dealings with your Union ?-The improvement is this: that nowadays 
we get replies to some of our letters. Before that Congress meeting 
there was no union, and in the beginning no body cared even to 
send a. reply. Nowadays the mining officials send r'lplies to our, lett'lrs. 

0·1493. Is there only one mine in this_ a,ea where a system ot 
pensions has been started?-Yes, that is my information and that' 
was starte? very recentlj. 

0·1494. The Coalfields Committeo reported that M· fo.r as coal 
was concerned it was a national asset" but as far as the coal miner 
_s concet'lOed he was of secondary imporlance?-Yes. 

Tke Chairman: That sounds ratller ... disjointed sentence. 

Diwan Chaman Lall: This is the act-uftl BeRtenc,,: "Coal "as, 
.. national asset", but that on thl\ question of labonr, which the 
COIpmittee regarded aa only of secondary importance, it has decide.d 
nothing beyond approving the system of .hifts ill mines. 

" 0.1495. Do you, as representing the workers, reg""d the co"l 
miner to be equally a national asset?-Yes, of COllr.",. 

0-1496. Rave you ever considered this quesiion fmm the point_ 
of view ot the conditions of life of the coal miller, namely, the 
nationalization of the mines ?-·Yes, I have thought-<" over it. It is a 
very difficult question. Unless the conditions are properly studied nothiolg, 
can be said definitely; but I was reading the other day that some 
scheme of rationalization is proposed. I think rationalization will not 
be possible in the coal, industry for Vo.t"iOUB reasons, and I think 
ultimately it will have to be nationalized if this inaustry is to be -
kept alive. 

, , 0.1497. SiT Viet".. Sas8.oon: Your point is that it will have to be 
nationalized in order to be rationalized?-Yes. 

0·1458. Dimon Chama" Lal1: Are the conditions of life and
lab,,= of the working classes in the coal mines slIch 'that le'!isJaiive 
action should be taken to put their wages on' " prope}' basis s~ as (1) 
to give them " livin/! wa,<;'e. (2) make ednt,aiion compul""ry in mines 
alid (3) place welfare work on' a compulsory basis?-Yes. 
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0·1499. Mr. Cliff: The months of July, August and September 
are the monsoon season. Then is there any specisl reason why in 
the month of November the amount of coal raised should be reduced 
considerably below the average?-In November the worker~ have their' 
festivals and begin harvesting, cutting paddy. 

0·1500. You were asked a qnestion which indicated that at certain 
period .. there had been a great shortage of labour. Have the collieries 
offered additional rates of wages in order to. attract labour at the&e 
seasons?-It happened during the boom period. Within recent time. 
it has not taken place. 

0·1501. The Chairman', Do they in some cases give some 
bakh8hish in addition to the rate of pay ?-N ever to the miners. _ _ 

D·1502. M1'. Cliff: If when dealing with labour departmentally 
the cost is As. 3~ per ton. whereas by dealing with it through contractors 
there are cases where the cost is from As. 4 to As. 6 per ton, would 
not a change to the departmental method mean a saving in the cost 
of reernitment?-Yes. 

D·1503. Is any opportunity offered to the Union officials to test 
the amount paid by the contractor to the miner for raising coal and 
the amount paid to the contractor; have you ever been able to test 
those figures ?-I have an idea but I have no actual knowledge pf 
their books and accounts. 

0.1&04. Are the relations between your Union and the collieries 
such that they would- welcome your having an opportnnity of checking 
the figures in order to safeguard the interests of the miners?-No, we 
are never allowed to do that. 

0.1505. We were told yesterday that where a miner had not an 
opportunity of filling the number of tubs that he could fill because of 
.. breakdown on the railway, alloWllnces were made to him by the 
contractor. Is that common ?-If it really happens that the miners 
cannot work during the whole shift because of the breakdown Ilf the 
railway they may get some khOf"aki of As. 2 per head or something 
like that. but that is not general; it is sometimes paid and sometimes 
not paid. ' . 

0.15116. Do you think it 'would bea reasonable proposition that 
.w here men are prevented from worKing through no fault. of their 
own they should be guaranteed a minjmum earning?-Yes. 

0·1507. Is not that l)l:inciple rather accepted in the grant of that 
klwraki allowance ?-N o. In a case of very great difficulty. for instance, 
where a man i. seriously ill' and cannot work for several days, he 
goee'to the office and asks for help and gets some khoraki or J!OIDething 
.Iike that. 

D·1508. But where there i. a breakdown in the tramway al)d the 
miner "annat earn what he would have done if there had been 110 

"-kdown, ;. paymen' made to johe miner?-It dependJI solely DB 



the employer. the contractor or the m&nagement; if Uley like they! 
can pay him; if they do not like there. is nothing ~!> make them pay. 

0-1509. That means there is lIP regular system:?-There is no 
'System. 

0-1510. If the conditions are as stated by. the employers. that 
the miners only work 6 or 7 hours a day. is there any practical difficulty 
in reducing the maximum daily hours below 12 ?-Our idea. is tha.t 
hours must be reduced to 8. 

0-1511. Is your Association applying for an 8 hours' day?-Yes .. 

. 0·1512. Is it your opinion that if the hours were reduced below 
the present postulated number of 12, the miners could do their work?
Yes. 

0-1513. Have you any experience as to how the registers of 
. attendance a.re kept ?-I have no personal experience, but so fa.r a.s 
my informa.tion goes the register is not accurately kept; it is sometimes 
filled up in the office. 

0-1514. Where do you get that information from ?-From any 
man in the colliery; even the attendance clerks sometimes say so. 
that they have to do that because it is difficult to keep it in order; 
they say" The time the men remain in the mine is not the time 
we a.re to enter in the book." 

0-1515. Are a.rrangements made in all collieries that the men 
must pass through an office before they go down the shaft ?-No, there 
is nothing like that; they come from their dhawru$ and go directly 
to the pit. In some collieries they have tokens to carry with them. 

0-1516. The Chairman: Is there any objection on the part of 
the men to having token so that their time can be properly registered 1-
No, they make no objection to that. 

0·1517. Mr. Cliff: How are wages actually paid to miners?-. 
They are paid weekly. . 

• 
0.151§. By whom are they paid?-If there is a contractor, the 

contraetor'. cashier pays them a.nd if it is a direct a.rrangement the 
colliery cashier pays them. . 

0·1519. Are there a.ny cases in which the contractor pays the 
sardaT and he pays the miners?-There are some cases in which the 
saTdaTfI of the miners, the heads of the groups, take the whole pByment 
and then distribute the money among the miners. 

0-1520. Is that distribution on a reguJar basis according to a Bet 
stl1ndard?-Yes. The Saf'daT8 sometimes make something out of it~ 
their regular commission; otherwise it is all right. 

0-1521. When you say .. regula.r commi""ion", what ·do you 
m~an~-There is system under which the 8aroa1'8 whQ are in charge 



of bandsef men of 29;80 or 40, ue po.idcommission out of ~he men's 
wages, viz., two or three pice per tub. ' 

\ D-1522. What is tbesystem on which the payment of 2 pice per 
ton is based ?-I£ a sardar has 20 men under him and it is found at' 
the end of ,the week that those 20 men have cut a load of 200 tubs 
then the,sardar gets 400 pice out ot the wages of the labourers. 

D-1523. Are there many .collieries in this area that refuse to 
recognize your Associa.tion?-Yes, none of them recognize U9. 

D-1524. Have the employers in this area. demanded that your 
Association should be registered before being recognized ?-No; we 
have never received any reply from the employers' bodies. We have. 
sent resolutions many times and written letters many times 1<0 them, 
but they have not replied. 

0-1525. Do you say that neither Association has replied to your 
letters ?-They ha.ve not replied. 

0-1526. Mr. Ahmed: Do they allow any holidays with pay\'-
No, never. ' 

0-1527. When we were examining a colliery this morping a man 
told us he had served for 14 years continuously and had not got any 
pension. I suppose in Government service in all cases they get pensions 
after serving a certain number of years and are entitled to get then; 
pensions ?-Yes. 

0.15~8. But no pension or gratuity is given to the miners ?-lITo. 

0.1529. Yesterday when we were inspecting a large colliery near 
Asansol, 'we were told that they had been paying the' contractor 
E •. 2-6-0 per ton. while here at one colliery we were told that they 
flay R •. 1-10-0 per ton. If instead of paying this money to mi4dlemen ' 
or contractors, the colliery propr;'etors were kind enongh to pay it 
direct to ·the workers, do vou think" the workers would be benefited?-
Yes. -

11-1530. Apart from the two pice commission which tge mine~ 
payout of their own pockets, if legislation were adopted to abolish 
these contractors and set up public agencies for recruitment, do you 
'lliink that would be beneficial?;-Yes. 

0·1531. Colliery manllgers have told us that the children do not 
want to go to school; if compulsory education of boys from the age 
of 6 to 11 years were adopted, I suppose the children would take the 
opportunity of receiving education?-Yes. 

0.1532. From the national point of view it would be a gOOd 
thing to give these poor people a little education ?-1'e8. 

, 0.1533. Si~ Alexand",. Murray: Mr. Cliff put a question to you 
)mrl'yin.~ thnt if there i. a bl'~akdown of ml\chinery the employer should 
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pay_ the miners f~ the lost time. What .was your answ~ tQ :tlia~ 
question 1-1 said It was entIrely at the option of .the propnetors. 

0-1534. H the employer has his plant there, has made all hi" 
arrangements, has sold his coal for delivery· say in November, and 
then his miners choose to go away to work in the paddy fields and 
.his production declines from 100 tons to ·50 tons, purely as the result; 
of the miners going away, what do you think should be done?-We 
believe that if proper arrangements are made for the comfort of the 
workers the workers will not suddenly leave in that way; they would 
take leave and go as others do, not going all together. H they are 
supplied with all their necessaries and with adeq~ate comforts the! 
.will keep to the collieries and not go back to their paddy land. 

0-1535. You said something about the register being written up' 
. in the office and not at the pit head. I think you were in the mina 

yourself for some tim.e?-I was. 

0-1536. In the course of your experience have you Come across 
a case of that kind?-I was not working in connection with pay books. 

D.1537. What were you in the mine?-I was general assistant: 
payments were made by the cashier. 

0-1538. M:ay I take it that in the course of your six years'· 
experience, you have come across no case of that sort, namely oaboolt 
writing up the haziro book in the office?-When I was in Colliery 
wrvice there was no sys(em of undergrouud register; it has been newlJlj 
introdUCed. 

'0.1539. Do all the collieries shut down on Sunday?-8ome gollieries 
work if necessity arises, but usually on Sundays they are closed· down 
and underground work is not done. The clerks generally work on 
Sundays. 

0-15411. In tour memorandum you say, .. The Indian miners 
will not be found inferior to the British in any way ••.. As a matter 
of fact the figures which you give there are not comparable because 
the figures you give for Great Britain and Japan are with reference 
to' colliery workers above ground and below ground taken together, 
whereas the figurea you have given for· India are only with reference 
to workers underground. That·it; not a fair comparison?-I show that 
the daily average output of coa.l in Great Britain it; 1 ton per head 
whereas in India it is 2 tons. That it; quite different from the annual 
rate because if our information is cOrrect, in Great Britain the miners 
work 6 days .. week whereas bere our men ouly work 5 days a week. 

0-1541. In Great Britain 221 tons per man per annum are 
raised; as a matt-er of fac.t in 1928 in England 250 tons per annum 
per man were raised. Here you ouly raise 134 tons per person employed 
per annum. So th~t even though here they only work 5 days a week 
as you say. while lU England they work 6 days a week, you· are still 
very rar out 1-It means that we lose 52 !lays a. ,yea.r and YQU )Iave 
to add that output. 



-D~1542. I thin![ Miss Power ,suggested to you tha.t the minen 
'might be able to earn more if their women were prevented from 
working underground. ,As a matter of fact at the present time only 
about one-third of the workers underground a.re womeu ?-That is so. 

Mf'. Mackie: It is 29 per cent. really. 

0·1543. Si .. Alexande.- Mu .... ay: I see from the report of the 
Chief Inspector of Miues in India. that the miners earn Re. 0-13-6 per 
dal' in December. I also see that on the average they only work 
42 hours a week; if they were to work 54 hours a week they would 
earn a great deal more money?-We do not agree with these figures. 

0·1544. Si.. Victor. Sassoon: The indnstry admittedly has not 
been prospering 'lately, so that I take it you would not like to increase 
the cost of production if that might lead to an increased closing of 
mines ?-If the cost of production simply meant wages we should 
certainly want to increase it. We want the owners to sell coal at 
a higher price and pay higher wages. 

0·1545. It is rather difficult to insist that your customer shall 
pay you more than he needs. We were told this morning that there 
was a shortage of tubs. and I asked one of the 'colliery proprietors 
why more tubs were not provided. He pointed out what appears to 
me a very good reason for that: he said ., we cannot afford to provide 
tubs if they are not going to, be used -for the greater part of the 
'year." I think he is right, because when I look at the figures of 
the number of men I notice that in july you have only produced 601,515 
tons in Jharia district, whereas in March you had produced 1,103.658. 
The curve of production varies between tl,ose two months by as much 
as a million .tons. Surely you could not expect a colliery to provide 
8. lot of tubs which perhaps could only be ~sed during two months 

. in "the year. I asked him whether the existing tubs- could not be 
used more efficiently and he told me they could. He said: " If the 
workpeople directly they get a tub or before they get B tub would win 
the coal, and directly they get a tub and fill it would send it back, 
that tub could be used again and there would therefore be more actnal 
tubs usable by the men; but the men refuse to begin unless tbey 
have two tubs by them" ?-The miners do that: they do not cut coal 
uuless they are supplied with one tub because it is their experience 
thali if they cut a certain quantity of coal one day and cannot get a 
sufficient number of tubs in' which to fill up the woole of the cool, 
that coal is stolen by the men of the next shift and ,they lose it; 
therefore they do not care to cut it. 

0·1548. Could nOt they start cutting one tub ?-It is not uuusual 
.in the colliery for a miner to get not a single tub during the whole 
shift. Miners have come out without ha.ving a single tub during 
the whole shift. 

D.1547. I iake it that that occun in the rush montlia, January, 
Februaiy and MlIOCh ?-Yos. " 
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0-1548. Would it not be the answer that during those months 
you have too many miners coming into the mines and that the colliery 
owners should not allow so many miners to come into the mines 1-
Perhaps that depends upon the demand for coal; they employ more 
men because they want to raise more cool. 

0-1549. But they c;annot raiS/) coal if the men sit down and do . 
not cut coal because there are no tubs to move the coal. Would 
you say that that was bad orgsnization on the part of the employer?-
January and February are tbe end of the contract year and towarps 
the end of the contract year it is generally the desire of the contractors 
to get as much coal as possible. 

0-1550. But they are not getting any more coal if the men are. 
not cutting it and the tubs are not moving it ?-They can sometimes 
speed up work. 

0-1551. It must be very difficult for ym\ or anybody to find out 
the real wage which a man can earn, because :t was told. to-day that 
a lot of miners only raise 2 tubs a day whereas I think you told. us 
it is possible to raise 5 tubs a day?-Yes.. 

0-1552. So that there must he a big variation in output. Would 
your workpeople prefer to cut their coal quickly and get out of 
the mine or have a long time for eutting it and rest and smoke in 
the mine ?-They do not like to stay underground in that atmosphere; 

0-1553. I was told to-day that if men "got their two tubs early 
and filled them they would not come up with those two tubs but they 
would wait until the end of the clay smoking and sleeping and come up 
at the end of .the day with the others?-W e "do not believe that ;'·in 
my experience I have never seen anything like that. 

D.1554. Do you think perhaps the miner is hoping to get a third· 
tub ?-It might be that. _. 

0-1555. The Chairman: You tell us that. of your 2,000 members 
at present on your books, 1.500 are miners. I presume the other 500 
consist of office staff employed on the mine?-Yes. 

0-1558. Can you of your owri knowledge tell me ·the total number 
of miners in the Jbaria coalfield ?-,.Isit correct t\1at it is 95 ,000 ?-
.Yes, about that. . 

0-1551. Of that number your present_}Ilembetsbip· is i,500?-Yes. 

~The witnesses withdrew.l 
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At the "nlgora Colliery. _ 
Statement by Nuni Manjliain, Thakuli Manjhain, (Santlial) -and LilmoM 

Manjhain (SanthaJ), women WOlke,. in the oIealgora Colliery. 

Nuni Manjhain: My husband was a slIrdar; he is dead noW. 
I 00 whatever work is given me by the contractor. II fill the baskets 
and load the tubs underground. I go to work with a gang of women 
workers. I am paid weekly. I get Re. 1 to Rs. 1-4-0 .. wll<'k. 
I ha ,e been w!)rking liem even before the colliery wae opened. I nsed 
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to clear the jungle and make a. small hul to live in. Now I ha.ve got 
.. masonry building to live in. We live 4 or 5 people in lhe same 
dJwwrah. 

Lilmoni M anjhain: I have lwo children. One died and two are 
,living now, The last child was born here in ilie dhowroh. I stop 
working 2 or 3 months before confinement. I do not resume work 
for one year after confinement. I resumed work since six months back. 
The child is 18 months old now. I did not get any bonus for child
birth. I had .. da. from Bagdigi. 1 paid her Rs. 5 and a piece of 
cloth for the 7 to 9 days that she was with me. I did not po to) 
the t·ospital when I was ill. The Doctor does not go round the lines. 
I borrowed BOrne money to pay for ilie dai. My husband IS here 
working with me underground. I have not paid off my debt. I got 
it from a. Muhammadan shopkeeper. The interest is one anna. per 
rupee per month. I pay lAB. 5 a. monili as interest. ,Besides this 
I ha.ve other debts. 1 had to borrow for my food, because I was not 
working for BOme time. lowe Rs. 60 to Rs. SO. Sometimes we do 
not pet tubs and sometimes we get: one or two. I and my hnsband 
earn Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-8-0 per week. We 'have never eamed Rs. 5 
a week between me and my husband. We try to worlt every day. 
We do not work on Mondays. Coal cutters do not go down on 
Mondays. If others go I also go down on Mondays.. I cannot go 
by myself. On Sundays.I get my wagea sometimes at 12 o'clock and 
8Ome;;imes at 2 or 3 o'clock. I h"ve to wait till my tum comes. I do 
not pay any money to the contractor or to the 8llrdar. We go at 
5 or '7 o'clock on Sunday evenings or on Mondays for shopping. 
Sometimes I am paid very late on Sundays so that I cannot do' shop
ping on Sundays. There is a market on Sunday and Monday every 
week. My husband has no land. I have no house in the village. 
I live here pe.."IIll'nentiv. Besides the siIll!le dhoti I aID wearing 
I ha'e another tom cloth which I use when I wash this dhoti. ":r buy 
2 dhotis a year costing Rs. 1-4-0 to Rs. 1-8-0 each. I manage with 
2 6ecause I cannot afford to bny more. I have heard that women will 
not I:e allowed to work underground. When I go GOwn the mine 
I le!l.ve my children behind; the elder boy looks after the yon~ 
one and feeds him. I work in No. VII pit. I have been workiIig 
there since the kachi contractor has taken up work. 

We do not give opium to the children when we go down the mines. 

Statement by Sakaram, (from Raipur. Central Provinces) Karurai, (from 
Bhagalpur Distriot) and Jarimeya, men workers in the Jealgora 
Colliery_ 

Sakaram: I have been working here for ] 0 years. I work on 
short firing. l,fv wife is h~ and she worke with me underground. I 
"';'me from Kapri, District Rai.pur. I have never been back to > my 
village even when my brother died. Tha return we is Re. 14-13-0 for 
two people and I cannot save enough to pay my fare. We do work hard. 
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1; get annas 7 per tub, I have to supply my own gunpowder and fuse. 
costing! anna. 13 a seer. We are able to save nothing. I work for 5 or 
6 days. Somtllnes we get tubs, sometimes we do not. We all worked 
last night in the mine. Today we all carne out at 6 o'clock when the 
sa.hi/> Came in and sent us up. Sometimes it is 10 o'clock when we come 
out. The sun is up when we come out; also the light glows red and 
from that we come to know that day has dawned. Last night after 
tl>k.ing our meals at about 6 o'clo.ck we went into the mine. It was 
just darll. We AUe!l 3 tubs between three Qf us. The sahib came and said 
" Tpe sahibs are coming, you had better go ". Somet.imes we do not 
get itubs, 8Qmstimes we do not ge.t coal. If both tulls and coal were 
e.va.jJ!lJ>~ We will fill 6 tubs between three of us if the lead is not long. 
IiI ill not necsBa.ry that there should be two tubs in front of us; even if 
there \Ill ol))y bull tuij ,we will fill it up. 1 and my wife earned Ril. 5 
last we~. I am. ama.zed a.t the amount of wQrk 1 have done already, 
how. Qat!; I do m.ore ? We want to say to the Commission that we do not 
gell enough to ea$ and that some arrangements should be made for us. 
n is up .t.:l you to make th." necessary. arrangements: we. look upon you 
as t4e guardians of our interests, We drink the water that drips in the 
mine e.nd ,as e. Tesult we sufi'er from disease. The water is collected 
insi<}~ the mine a.~ pumped up. It is then filtered, stored in a tank 
a.!JIJ Sllpplie!l to us. We a.re uot given the pipe water although there 
is I!o. cpnpection in the colliery . We did not gQ to the Deputy C'1m
~ssloper to compiaiI! about this. None of us went there to complain 
IIobout. t1l.is. I dQ not drink. I do not even smoke. I do nQt know 
that there is wor)!; on the surface on fu. 15 a month. 1 am used to 
work underground. A loading coolie on the surface gets a hazira of annss 
10 I!o d~, but that work is not to our taste. The drinking water pipe is 
turne.d off between. 19 and 4 every day. The sweepers clean the latrines. 
We get our w\lgel! between 10 and 4 on Sundays. The contractor does 
!lQt begip. pa.yment before 10 in the morning. 1 bQITOwed Rs. 20 from 
a ShahflklM' in order to release my land from mortl(l\ge. '1 borrowed another 
:as, ao frQIQ vario~ other people here. All of us would like to have 
our rq:tes raised and given a free pass. home. We would go there and 
returo to thll collieries. When we are very ill we go to the DQctor. 
o~J,"Wi.&e wI!. treai Qurselves. If the rates are raised we WQuid work 

• h~dor, 

Kaf1lrai: 1 have been wQrlIing here for 9 years. I load th" 
machine. and cut. coal. I have been working in the same mine. I a· I 

married and my wife is in my village. 1 do noli get sufficient food then 
bow can I send money to my wife? My wife lives with my parents in the . 
Vill1log6. During the 9 years thafl I have been here I went home twice. 
I came from Ganora village, Rhagalpur district. The last time 1 went 
bome was 3 years ago. I wQrk as hsrd as'I can for 6 days 8 week. I 
wort oq 'MQnirays alt\O. I get annss .4 pel" tub. I do not know that 
thete is worll on tha surface on Rs. 15' 110 month. Tha.t is mudi better 
wo):"lIl1olld I will prefer to dQ that if it is ava.ilable. B<>th of us a.re willing 
fQ., '411 t~at wQrk,). 1: MVeI a. '4ebt ef Its. 100. which I bOITowed from a 
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mliha.jan of my villa.ge partly for my brother's wedding and IJ?a.rll;1 to 
live on when I ha.d not sufficien~ money with me. 

J arimeya : I have been here for 4 or 5 years, I ha.ve been working 
in the same mine. I a.m ma.med an<\ my wife is in the Villa.ge. I do . 
not get enough to eat, then how-! can send money to niy w!fe .. She 
Jives with my parents in the villa.ge. I come from the district 01 
Monghyr. I go home onre or twice a. year' and remain there for 5 or 6 
days and then come back. I work hard for 6 days a week, I wark on 
Mondays also.· I get annas 4 for a tub. I do not know tha.t there is 
work available on the smace at Rs. 15 a month. If such work is 
available 1 am willing to take it up. 1 have a debt of Ri!. 60 which 
1 borrowed from a mahaja.n of the villa.ge." 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

Mr. D. Black, Manager, .lealgora Colliery" and Mr. P. B. Daridekar, 
Raising Contractor. 

0·1558. The Chairman: Mr. Black, how long liave you been 
manager here?-[Mr. Black] 10 years. . 

0·1559. Mr. Da.ndekar. when were you appointed a.s cOntractor on 
this colliery ?-[Mr. Da.ndekar]: 1 started work on 1st December 19-29. 
I recruit labour and 1 8Jll responsible for the cutting. raising and 
despatching of coal. I receive pa.yment from the Company a.t so much 
per ton raised and I pay the la.oour myself. 

0·1560. Sir Alexander Murray: Mr. Black, have you had 'any 
experience of mining work at home1-[Mr, Black] I started work when 
1 was 17 years of a.ge, I have had about 25 years experience. I waa 
a miner. trammer and an under-manager. 1 have been here a. little 
over 10 yeMs as manager with this company. 

0·1561. How many miners have you ?-(Mr. Dandeksr): 240 men 
and 69 women. 

D-1562. Did you employ this contractOr?-(Mr. 13la.ck): Yea. He 
WI!.S the mos~ successful tenderer, . 

D·1563. Have you any other rontra(·ts besides this?-fMr, 
Dandekar): I am a. partner of a firm of contract<>rs who ha'lEl contracts 
in the Gopa.lichuck West Colliery and East Colliery. We bave other 
contracts also but they are run under different names. 

0·1584. When did you come to Bihar and Orissa. 1-1 came iii 1923 
and ever since that I have been connected with mines. 

0·1565. Can you tell us from your registers how many tubs Lilnibni . 
Manjhain (women miner) ha.e raised during the last few weeks~ 
-1 cannot say that. by a reference to my registers. Lilmoni raises coal . 
with Telga., her husband on BOrne days and with anothtll' miner by name 



Sam on other days. :\[y register shows the followm, entriea &gains' 
:I.'8lga ; 

W.ele andi",: 

Mondal 

Tuesday' 

Wedneed&l' 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

2)\· j ·1930 18.1.1930 

2 

2 1 

1 

Tile week before he was absen~ altogether. 

11.1·1980 4·1·1980 

0 .... 568. The Chainnan: Does tbat me&n tbat Td,;', did not work 
on all the days when be could have workedI' 

(Telga, miner was called and examined and made the following 
statement.) 

I have worked bere for a loog time. I bave been working in No. 
vn pit. I went down 4 days this week. I did not get 
any tub one day. I bave raised 6 tubs this week. Yesterday 
I raised 2 tubs, tbe day before 2 tub!!, and on Wednesday I did 
not get any tubs, on Tuesday 2 tubs and on Monday nothing. Last 
week I went down two days only,-Friday and Saturday. I raised 
two tubs of coal and three tubs of coal-dust. On otber days I did not 
go down because, there was a festival. Tbe greatest number of tubs I 
have ever raised is 3 in one day. I do not remember how many I would 
,have raised in one week. I and my wife earn Rs. 2-8-0 to Rs. 3 
;. week. Sometimes I feel pain in my hands and on those days I do not 
go down. My wife goes down with another man. 

THAKURI MANJHAIN was re-examined and made the following 
statement. 

She said she worked with Thakur. She did not go down 
this week because she WBS ill. Thakur bad gone bome since September 
last. Barsa bBS been working in Thakur's name. (The following items 
of workstocd in the name of Thakur.) 

W~8k 8nding 25-1·1980 18-1·1930 11-1-1980 4-1-1990 28-12.1929 

Monday 2 

Tuesday " 4 4 

Wedneeday 1 Il 5 

. 'l'hursday 1 4 5 

l!'rid~y 4 

Saturday a IS 



0·1567. Why is there llUeh a l801'ge number of tubs against his name 
on some days?-(Mr. Dandek801') Perhaps Barsa worked with more mell. 

(Barsa was called and examined. He said he went alone for work. 
Kamin used to follow him. Even she did not follow him this week.) 

0·1567A. Mr. Cliff: If a man went down the mine and if no 
tubs were available do you make any allowance for him ?-(Mr. 
Dandek801'): No, I make no allowance. 

0·1568. Do you control the distribution of tubs?--Genenlly I try 
to get as many tubs as are necessary for the miners. But if due to 
any unforeseen circumstance after the wor~ is started, the tubs fall 
short I cannot help. 

0.1569. Do you stop a man from going down when you are not 
able to supply tubs?-Yes. 

0·1570. Sir Alexander Murray: When did you last fail to supply 
tubs to anybody? How many tubs are there in No. VII pit and 
how many miners work there 'I-I have 175 tubs in No. VII pit where 
125 people work during day and 125 people during night. 

0.1571. How many times a day can they fill the tubs 'I-They 
can fill twice during day and twice during night. They can easily 
fill at least three times in 24 hours. 

0-1572. Your books show some miners filling I) or 6 tubs a day; 
how can it be ?--Generally two or three miners raise the tubs in the 
name of one person-their sardar. Perhaps in that particular gang 
there were more men. 

0·1573. May it be that in one portion of the colliery you have 
got a number of tubs and in another portion you have not got any?
No, we try and distribute the tubs uniformaly in accordance with the 
requirements of the number of miners working there. 

0·1574. How many tubs of coal on an average do you raise from 
No. VII pit?-About 6,400 tubs per month. 

0·1575. The Chairman: If a man and Ilis wife-assuming that 
his wife works with him-worked 6 days a week and did reasonably 
hard work-I do not mean extra hard work-how much could they 
earn 'I-About Rs. 7 to 8 or Ea. 28 a month. 

0·1578. How many days a week on an average do they work? 
Will it be 4 days 'I-They generally work I) days a week. 

0.1577. When do you pay the wages on Sunday?-I start payment 
at 8 o'clock in the morning and go on till 12 o·clock. Generally tbe 
miners do not fail to come before 12 o'clock; but if they do, I pay them 
whenever they come to me. The miners do not come promptly and 
take their wages. I have to call their names twice or thrice before 
they take payment. If all of them were ready I could finish payment 
in 2 hours. Within 2 hours I could pay about 300 to 400 people. 



D.1578. Is that the number tMt you actually have?~In addltioll 
to the miners and loaders I have to pay the hazira coolies. 

0·1519. You could therefore make the whole payment betweel1 
8 and 10 on Sunday morning-Yes. 

D·1580. Could you pay the Iltilt shift also ?~The last shift for ~hll 
week comes out of the mine on Sunday morning. The mine is closed 
on Sunday morning and night. I could pay the last shift also on 
the ssme day. They do 'not allow me to have any ball<llce withlne. 
They want the wages to be completely paid. 

0·1581. Mr. Cliff: Do you yourself pay the wages?-Yes. I pay 
them directly. 

0·1582. Do you make any dednction for fuse and gunpowder?
There are two systems. In one case we use our machines and break 
the coal. The miners simply raise the already fallen coaL TMy are 
paid 4 annas a tub and II pice commis.s!.on. In the othel' case there 
is a class of the miners from the Central Ptovinces, who use their 
own crowbars and fuse and gunpowder. They are paid a higher rate 
of 8 annas a tub and \I pice commission per tub. When we pay them 
we aeduct the cost of fuse and gunpowder. 

0·1583. The Gh4irman: Is that because it is their custom to do 
so1-Yes. 

0.1584., Do you employ men as sarda.s or sarkars?-Yes. 

0.1585, Do you pay them a commission for surplus coal?-I have 
never got a surplus yet and I have not paid any commisr!ion'to any
body. 

0.1586. How do you pay them?-I pay them as commission of 
\I pice per tub raised no matter what the weight is. We do not take 
into consideration the weight of the tub. 

D-1587. Diwan Ch417Wn Lall: If the weight is less'do you not 
make any deductions ?-I generally do not make any deductlolls. I 
warn them three or four times. r have stationed men underground 
to see that the tubs are properly loaded. ' 

0·1588. What is tbe average weight of a tuh ?-About 13 ems. 
Three tubs make ,two tons. 

0-1589. Take Thursday the 23rd, day and nigM. In No; VII 
pit you have 175 tubs and you have raise;} 391. tl1b~ of coal and 
66 tuhs of slack. Can you in consultation with the manager give a note 
showing the number of men who went down aud the tubs raised and' 
so on?-Yes, I will do so 

0·1590, Mr. Glow: Do you pay the gang your.elf?-I pay ib. 
head of the gang. 



0-1591. The C/wirman: Mr. Black, we have had two complaints 
made to ns. One is with regard to the water-supply to the mmers 
underground.-We do not supply th\lID water. When they- go dow.n 
.they take the water with them. The wa~r-supply on the surf~ce 18 

t\lrned on between 7 and 9 in the morning, 11 to 11 and 6 to 8 m the 
eveniDg. beca~ the water is not really used at other times. 

, 
D.1592. Is water really so expensive here?-We pay a cess. on 

every ton of coal raised. 

0.1593. Have you any system of maternity allowance?-No. we 
do not pay any maternity allowance. . 

0-1594. Have you oonaidered the desirahility of making a proviaion 
for that ?-N 0, I have not ooJlSidered that. 

g-lS9$. Mr. Cliff: Is tbere any co-ord~tion between you and 
the contractor as regards the supply of tubs and tbe number of men 
alloweJito workl'-The contractor arranges for his own tubs and brings. 
h~s OWl;!. lab01U". 

D·1588. I understand this contractor came here two months ago. 
Had you any other contractor before?-Yes . 

• 
D.1597. You never worked. departmentally ?-No. 

0-1598. You have no concern with the fixing of rates for labour 
and the payment of wages?-None whatever. 

D-1599, What is your attitude towards trade unions?-I have 
notbing to say against it at aU. 

D.16OG. Would you welcome if one was formed hefe?-Yes. 

0-1601. I understand that some time ago some of the clerks 
organized themselves into a trade union. Have you any knowledge 
of that?-No, I have no knowledge of it. 

Da16Ot. When a man is not able to earn through no fault of his 
own, does the colliery make any allowance to him?-I am thinking 
of men whp are willing to work and go down the mine but are unable 
to work for want of tubs and so on.~We take pretty good care to see that 
tbere are suflicient nnmber of tubs. Tn No. VII pit we have 195 tubs, 
not 175 only. 

D-t6~3. The Chalnnan: I think I am correct in ~aying that the 
tub questIOn occurs in most mines in Breat J3ritain. Yes. 

D-1604. You yourself would have sutTered from want of tubs?
Yes, I have, 

.D;1605. Mr. Cliff: Since yonr time, ~rr. Black, they have got 
a minimum wage. Have you any objection 10 that principle ill thi~ 
country ?~I have not considered that at all. 

('l'b$ witnesses withdrew.,. 
, 
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Mr, •• E~ PHELPHS, Agent, .ealgona Colliery. 

0·1608. Col. Rus&eU: Why do you turn 01I the water-supply 
except fgr 8 bours in a day?-It is a matter of economy. There is a 
very considerable waste taking place. The miners generslly prefer to 
wash their clothes· under the taps. We have to conserve the supply 
of water and see ihat it is not wasted. . 

0·1807. You pay a water cess based on the number of tons of 
coal despatched?-Yes. The Waier Board gives us a free allowance 
of 1,200 gallons per rupee of cess paid by the colliery. Beyond that 
we have to pay at the rate of 12 annas per 1,000 gallons. That is 
why we have to see that the water is not wasted. As far as my 
knowledge goes the miners get enough supply of water. 

0·1608. The Chainnan: Do I take it that the water-supply at 
the source is not unlimited ?-It is not unlimited. It is only monsoon 
water stored there. There is very little of spring water and it cannot 
give an unlimited supply to all the collieries. If we gave an unlimited 
supply it might happen that the supply at ~he source might run out 
and result in complete stoppage. 

0·1609. The water at the source is not adequite for an unlimited 
supply to all the collieries?-No, it is tlot adequate and therefore it has 
to be controlled. 

0·1610. Is your limitation of 8 hours oue that is general over the 
whole field, or does it obtain on your colliery only?-I believe that 
economies are general over the whole field. I have a big bazar here 
which consumes a tremendous amonnt of water. That ·water is part 
of my free allowance and in the course of the year it totals up to a 
high figure. That water wonld be so much less if I could give it to 
my labour. 

0·1611. Mr. 8ibakli Bose: Do these restrictions apply to the 
bungalows and the haboos' quarters?-Yes. 

0·1612. Sir Alexanil",. Murray: Have you not had some 
correspondence with the Board of Health with regard to this water
supply?-Yes, here is the correspondence which I had with the Board. 
In order to conserve the water I· put into operation our own filter 
plant which we had been using five years ago when we had no Govern
ment water-supply. The water is filtered on up-to-dat.e methods, 
chlorinated and then supplied to the labourers. We want if we could, 
to supply our labourers entirely with our own water. The consumption 
of water was very great and if we had gone on taking the Government 
water-supply at the same rate as in the.first 5 months of the year we 
would haye had to pay half lakh of rupees for these collieries including 
the cess. We pay a cess of Ro. 19,000 for this colliery. Here is a 
chart which explains the consumption of water in the diJl'erent months 
of the year. (A chart was abown and explanation given.) 
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D~1814. M ... Siqakli Bose: You discontinued taking extra watel 
from the Water Board on grounds of e<;onomy and not becau.e the Witte, 
Board was unable to supply you the required quantity?-Quite so, on 
grounds of economy. 

0·1615. Col. Russell: It has been said that the water you supply 
from your plant is not. good and is causing illness. Have you bad 
your water tested? My information is that you bave had it tested 
three times?-We have had no bacteriological reports from the Board. 
The Chief Medical Officer said that the water was not good. ' (A char! 
was produced and explained showing that the healt,h of the labour had 
not sulfered). 

0·1616. The Chai1'man: You have given lIS a letter which gives 
your views to tbe Board of Health claiming to continue the use of 
your water. I gather tbat tbey have not given you permission?-I 
bave permission to continue my water-supply till the 31st January. 
I have undertaken to cut it off after tbe 31st. 

0·1617. We will have to discuss the matter with the Mines Board 
of Healtb. -Perhaps you will be good enough to submit a note on the 
point before we meet them.-Yes, I will do so. 

(Tbe witness withdrew.) 
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D.1618. You. have, beeil a.cquamted with the. WOl:k, of, thAhnl of 
H"",ltbi from. ita, inception ?-Not from its inception; I c&me., here ill 
1925, and I have been lreellly intere&ted., and. ,llS!Ve. atudied, the..IaOOllt 
probleIl;lB in the coalfield. 

, D·1620. The Mines Board of Healtft. ca.me into being chiefly to 
combat aerious epidemics which had swept over the coalfielda?-Yes. 
The Jhari& coal industry may be said to have been. started: iEuw:nest 
from 1901; from then until 1914 or 1915 the industry enoountered great 
difficulties largely due to scarcity of labour and intermittent epidemics, 
Labour would not stav in sufficient numbers: conditions were very 
bad in the beginning, ' The rabour would get frightened, and if two 
or three deaths occurred at a colliery, two or three hundred workers 
would leave over-night quietly without permission, The consequence 
was that the industry Was in a state of· dissolution, It therefore 
occurred to those who controlled thl! industry that they must take in 
hand the amelioration of labour conditions; that appeared to be, the 
only solution of the labour problem, That gave rise to the Mines Board 
of Health, At first there was a committee which' operated for some 
two, or three years; finally we had Government assistance and Govern
ment gave the services of the District Officer as Chairman of the Boa.rd, 
The functions of the Boa.rd haye been first and foreJJ;J.ostc th8' prevention 
of epidemics, chiefly cholera, and smell-po~_ Next hi. inlport.anc.e, co~s 
sanitation on the colliery jlremises. in tlu! b_rs and oth,er places 
which are, subsidiary to the mining industry all. over the coalfield, 
Included. in sanitation are, housing accommodation for, labourers and 
other matters, After the scheme had I operated ,for a, numbe.r,r of, :year .. 
it was found that all attempts at sanitation directly were' not, of, much 
avail against epidemics; we did, not, succeed. Tbe/l,. the. necessity wa.s 
appreciated of a supply of sufficient pure, drinking watel'. The industry 
made a huge sacrifice to orgarrize this schem" of water-supply,; the 
Jharia Water Board scheme h8. cost abo,ut 66 lakhs in loans, from 
Government, and altogether the industry ia paying Rs, 4,44,OQO,interest 
pel' annum on those loans, and' now we have succeeded, The Water 
Board is the child of the Health Board: I regard water-supply a. 
a part of the health work and as part. of the work of the Board; but 
because the child was much bigger than its parent, we had separate 
finance; the finance of the two Boards' is completely separate, We 
ha~e ,nominated two Boards with separate membership, though the 
maJonty of the members of hoth Boards are the same persons, I will 
not say the water-supply is adequate from everybody's point of. view, 
but probably Ullle·tenths of the needsa.re supplieil. The JhariaWater 
Board scheme is probably the !Rost costly in' the world, and so the 
industry has to pay a very he&vy cess, There is a widespread' inclina
tion to economize on w&ter, The memorandum on behalf of the Jharia 
Mines Board of Health :\!til'" prepared by Dr, Ryles and submitted 
tbro~g~ me, as ChairmlLn.. Dp, Eyles is directly respbnsibl& for the 
enqmnes necessuy for, the. collectioll, of this infOJ:matioll. I concur 
willi Iqo!it of ijl.~ ,weID..Qrll,llg,l,IJal. th~ there. mllf be. w~ds ,and. pb.l'Mel ' 
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with which I am hot in agreement. The ''''''wr-supply is in more 
senses than one restricted, but the essenth.l needs are supplied. For 
instance, labour would like to have water for bathing, but they are 
not allowed to use the water for that purpose. Labour would like 
to have a morepfentiful sup¢y while the collierit's do in fact economize 
on water. 

D.1621. In your view is there ample drinking wateI'?-Drinking 
water is plentiful. ' 

D·1622. I understand the method of charging is based up to a 
certain point on the output of coal?-Yes, the Water Board cess is 
based on the raising of the coal of the previous year. At present it 
is 9 pies for every ton of roal raised. For every rupee of cess paid 
during the previous year we give an allowance of 1,200 gallons of 
water, and no further charge is made for that, it being considered as 
having been paid for by payment of the cess. Beyond that 1.200 gallons 
a water rate is charged. The cess is fixed having regard to the normal 
requirements of the collieries. If any colliery requires an exceptionany 
large quantity of water it is considered to be only fair that they should 
pay for it in water-rate. '. 

D·1623. Where there is a bazaar which consumes a large quantity 
of water, is any arrangement made for that or is that included in the 
1,200 gallons?-It depends. Throughout the coalfield in congested 
bustw and bazaars we have put stand-pests from which water is supplied 
free of all charges to the puhli". The bazaar consumption is separate 
and additional to the 1 ,200 gallons allowed to the collieries. The 
Water Board supplies it free thongh industry indirectly has to pay for 
it. There are also some bazaars situated on colliery premises; the 
people in the bazaars were the tenants of the collieries and therefore 
the collieries undertook to supply them with water from their own 
stands; so that they are consuming colliery water for which the collierieR 
pay. There are two kinds of bazaars: 

D·1624. We had in evide'nce last week a complaint in 8 certain 
quarter that the water was cut olf except for 8 hours per day. We 
were told that one of the reaso,ns for that was that the consumption in 
the bazaar took a large part of the colliery allowance of water -and that 
the colliery were under a heavy charge for the additional water required. 
In that case it is true, I underst ... nd. from what you say' that the con
sumption in the bazaar on the colliery premises does come out of what 
! may call the colliery's !roo allow~ce?-Yes. ~nalfy: the people 
IiI the bazaar on the colliery premIseS were the colliery's own work
people; but labour may leave a colliery and labour also lives in adjoining 
houses in bustis and bazaars. The collieries hear the cost of the watel'
supply to bazaars situated on their own premiseR. 

,D·1625. Then there is no reason for the restriction of the drinking 
water-supply to 8 hours other than a question of economy in order to 
;:ljll)iniah fhe water-mte for the e)<tra. 8upply?-That is true,but variollS 
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factors operate. The colliery which used to r8.ise, 8&Y, 40,000 tons 
may have decreased its output to 5,000 tons. In fact a colliery may 
be nearly closed down. Yet the bazaar people who have settled down 
at the colliery may be still there and still want water. The output 
having diminished so much, the colliery may no longer be willing to 
supply water to the S&me extent, and therefore the colliery may cut 
down the supply to 6 hours, 4 hours, or even ,2 hours. Bazaar people 
have complained to me that the colliery ma.nager is supplying them 
with water for only 2 hours, and then the colliery ruanager will justify 
his action by pointing out how small the output of coal from his 
colliery is. In such cases I always recolnmend to the Board that we 
should pnt up a pubfic stand-post is early a,s possible. 

0-1626. I understand that your Board has in some cases given 
permission for ,the use of water drawn from the mines, filtered and 
dealt with in eertain ways ?-N 0, it has not given permission; I have 
myself written letters requiring the immediate dis.:ontinuance of such 
.. supply. Such supplies have been condemned by the Medical Officers 
III Health after analysis; they are always found unsatisfactory and 
unlit for consumption. 

0-1627. Then how 'comes it that that water has been in use until 
the end of the current month ?-Becau~ the Colliery Superintendent 
has asked for a little time in which to change the supply. 

0-1621. Then after the end of this month there will be no further 
cse of that wate~?'-:yes. that is so. 

0-1629. The second main activity of your Roard, I take it, has 
been with regard to housing-laying dowlL certain minimum standards 
and enforcing them by means of a ~ystem of White, blue and red 
licenses?-Yes. 

0-1630. I notice that although you set out a policy of bringing 
the standards up to your minimum, you have been allowing a moratorium 
year by year for some little time?-Yes. The programme outlined 
by Dr. Thompson, the pr~dece8S0r of Dr. Ryles, wa .. to have been 
completed by 1923, but it was extended hy the Board so that the 
rompletion would probably take pface in, 19:26; but on account of the 
.teady depression all OVe!' the coalfield the membel'S of the Board 
who are representatives of the' industry mostly agreed that it was 
necessary to suspend the further building programme; but we too 
insisted on certain conditions; we insisted that new houses must be 
built ID standard requirements and the exi.ting houses which were 
occupied must be habitable and must satisfy the minimum require
ments. Also when the systen'! had worked for a number of years the 
Soard began to see that the system was far too elaborate. 

0-1631. With l-egard to the types .of houses, it is clear from the 
papers that have been submitted to us that all you do is to lay down 
II minimum. From what we have seen in certain comeries that ~ 



~m$lJl\\' is col;\Si~Il1J e~edJ-At_I_t., Ollltr big, Co~-P,any, hI!' 
gjven,mof(>.iaci\iJiifls ,tban ,th,,- Bparfi hl1os,reqJUred. ' 

D~1682i' HM anything been' done in the- natW'e,of'an. attempt by 
competition of designs.. or: otherwise i to achieve an, ideal house, for 
the mine works· other than these arched dhOU>l'allf8 which we have 
seen everywhere?~N(}. ther~ has been 00 SUM ambition. Mr, Leach, 
a colliery Agent, 'was very' keen, on, having;, houses. of the veryr bes~ 
type and be was successfl'l~ in a limited sense, but I cannot say that 
there haa been any universM desire, in that. directioll. 

1lf163,3,., Do ,you, think. the time, is. ripe, for the expansion of the 
work of the Board o! Healtl~, to ,cover wbat is gl'neralIy called welfare 
as well as hearth and preventive medicine ?-I think it is overdue by 
a good many years. 

Q·1~ Would it, be a, prattticable.. scheme to have two ~ction~. 
if the. purpose, of the, Board. was t~t of a Mines Board of Health anc) 
Welf&l',e I to, bring in, a. new, body. learing, to the tcchniqal officers their 
own appropriate. sphere.?~Yes, ' 

D·1635. There is an obvious link between health and welfare which 
w,Quld, seem tomakei it, unde$irabie to have two iudependent authorities 
or boar!1s. trenching, on eaeh other's, greu,nd to some extent ?-1 should 
not be in favoW' at the creation of two boards; I, should be ,in favour 
of having one board with unified control but two officers, one a chief 
medioaI·officerof health as,at present· an,d another, it may be a welfare 
officer also responsible and subordinate. to the., Board. The activities 
of those officers. would, be supervised and they would, be expected to 
show results. We could achieve a Jot through a welfare organizatiou 
'which would, be an adjunct to the lleslth Board. 

D·1636. If the mine ma.n~ers. who have made experiments in 
that di~~tion, as we have seen, came.in to give the benefit of. their 
experience to the whole industry. as well as outside persons who had 
special kn.owledge of the workers, do you thi,nk that would be a, useful 
expansion of the work of the Board?-Yes: but I do n.ot know how 
far the employera. wQUld favour such a scheme; at present they are 
hesitant and their attitude is not too generou~ in this direction. I 
think the attitude of the industry may be defined in this way: that 
they have regarded eVen the Health &ard, which is the minimum, 
as a kind of ·charitable work. through commiseration and sympathy 
with the workers; Imt were the other paint of view pressed upon 
their attention anll were they to. regard. it as a good souud business 
investment, we. could achieve much more. I think. the reason why 
we have n.ot gone further is becsuije thl're has been a wrong point of 
view. 

D·1637 •. Up to now there has n.ot 
of the industry, doing & very big public 
~l'to.thJ:, whole of Indill?-:-I ~. 

bllell any general conception 
seryice in India in supplying 

•. - I -' ... 



'1).1688. 'Uokmel lRv8sell: ,Dr.' Byi8S. in the' metD0rltndunvof tke 
Jh&ria Board of Health certain 'fil!\lreS ·are 'given 'for' neQth ,'rates and 
infantile mortality. Will you expWn the 'dilference. oo1>Ween 'the·total 
mines are" and the ,rural "re&s which "re referred to in the memo
randum ?-(Dr. Ryles): The tot,,1 area administered by' the Bihar and 
Orissa'MiningSettlements Act. ,1926, is coincident with the local sub
division and constitutes- .. bout 800 square miles. 'Most of that consists 
.. f the rural areas but amongst the rural areas are the actual collierie. 
which we call the colliery areas. 

: D.1639. You maintain separate vital statistics for tho..<;e two areaS? 
-Yes. 

11-1640. 'From the papers that we have before 'us it, is'appa.'reIit 
that the figures,'for instance, of infantile mortality"for ·the, rural ·areas 
are less than the figures for the mining areas. Can you ·explain 'wby 
there is this large dilference, tne figure for the mining ·a1'e6 -being 
00 much higher than the· figure for the rural areas ?-I can only suggest 
that there is more concentrated population in the mining are..... ,All 
over the world, it is' found that where popUlation is concentrated there 
is a higher infantile mortality. 

D-1641. Is it perhaps, partly due to .the laet !that the ngistmtion 
of births, deaths and infantile mortality ,is none~better in the mining 
areas than in the rural areas?"':'No. Ido not ·think so; it is done in 
practically the same way. Information ·is obtained,from the-eollierie. 
that a birth has occurred; it rome~ to our office ,and is· .sent to the 
Sanitary Inspector in charge of that oolliery area, who in this case 
does just, as the sanitary inspectors do in the rural areas, _and J:eports 
whether that is so or not or whethe! the child ca.JlIlOt be, iound. I 
shonld think the sanitary inspectors are just as good in the one area 
38 in the other. 

"'0-1642. Is another reason 'that a ,large proportion Of the women 
in' the colliery areas go home to 'their villages when 'th!lY are ahout 
to . be confined and' then return to the cOlliery areas with children who 
are not registered in the mining areas, though when the clilldren-die 
the deaths are registered in,.llhe-mining areas?-Th .. Lis Possible. 

JD-1843.1n 'what 'proportion 'of 'cases 'does'that . ilceur?-I -do 
not 'know ;' I ,think a 'certain--nmnber -of ''Women 'go to ,'tbe'1'Ural' 111' ...... 
to have their 'babies. 

-'0-1644. "l'hat wonld have an ell'ectin raising 'the' figure of infantile 
mortality in the mining areas whilederreasing it in the ruraLareas? 
...:.Yes. 

D-1645. The Chai'Tman: If 50 per cent. of the women go to 
their villages for 'their -oonfinement' the-Me 'of infamile'mol'tality-may 
be vitiated by 50 per cent. 1-1 suppose so. The figures are not accurate. 

. ~D.1648 •. Would it. beposaible for,imy.i.nv~, inihat .... e8p8llt 
~ be made m future?-Yes; We could do that with comparative ease 
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because eVery child .that is registered as having been born 1s so regis
tered really in prder to have it vaccinated in the following year;. and 
we can investigate what has happened to the child in the following 
year. , 

D·1641. Gal. RU88ell: In 1928 the fignre for one area is 171 
while in the pther area it is 96 to IlL Would you say those figures' 
are very serious compared with other parts of India ?-I do not know. 

D·1648. In the memorandum with regard to maternity benefits. 
it is stated: .. In the majority of collieries. however. the general 
experience seems to be for the pregnant women to cease work about 
a week before the-child is expected .... Would you say that that would 
have any influence on the rate of infantile mortality 1-Yes, I do 
not think they should work np to anything like a week before they 
are confined. 

D.1649. But po you agree with that statement ?-Tbat is my 
information. I went round and made enquiries in about 6 of the 
8 hospitals and interviewed all the doctors who know about these 
things; and that seems to be the usual custom 88 far as my infonnation. 
goes .• ' . 

D·1650. 1;.8 it the clIStom, or not, in the collieries in this area, 
for maternity benefit to be given to the pregnant women '/
(Mr. Thadani): Usnally it is not, because probahly 90 per cent. leave 
the coalfield a week or two before and are confined in the villages. 
As far as those who do remain in the colliery areas are concerned, 
it is uncertain and it is not a fixed charge; it may be Re. 1 or Rs. 2. 
or it may be just as much as the woman would have earned in those 

. two or three weeks. 

0·1651. There is no definite practice. It is also said that during 
this period and for two weeks or more after the event abe receives 
a sum of money ronghly equivalent to her earnings had abe been 
at work?-Yes, that is the maximum; most employers do give 
something. 

D.1652. Dr. Curjel in a report which was written in 1923 saya 
that pn certain collieries schemes of maternity benefit had been 
instituted but that owing to lack of supervision none of these schemes 
appear to work satisfactorily'/-I do not think Dr. Curjel is quite right. 
No definite scheme worth calling a scheme has ever been organized. 
There is lack of supervision; the work is mostly left in the hands of 
one ])pctpr who is not interested in maternity cases and women are 
not very willing to accept aid from .. male doctor. 

0.1653. Dr. Ryles, do you agree with that?-Yes. 

0·1654. One III the reason~ is that the doctors pn the collieriea 
have not the oonfidence Qf the women workers and the c1~ dq 



bot encourage the utilization of their services during night hours whett 
births uswilly take place; is that your opinion?-Yes. , 

0.1655. That does not apply only in the coal a.rea.s?'-No. 

D.1656. The idea. ·of this ma.teniity scheme as raJ! as I can see 
is that there should be &. la.rge eentral institution with maternity W2irdtJ 
where maternity cases could be kept dUrIDg et>Blinement 1-
(Mr. Thadani): The idea is not t<> have .. hospital but t<> have a. b_ 
or eentre from which we can work outwards. The work lies out ia 
the coalfteld and not in the Home. But the Home is a _sar±ly 
indispensable ba.okground t<> enable the women on the SJ!lOt to do her 
work in a. competent ma.n!ler, so that her knowledge is eomDlel!lSurate 
with the resources of the Home, and she is not working as an isolated 
womaoa with her limited knowledge. A woman wh()attemds maternity 
cases should be competent to deal wi,th difficult as well I'll simple. 
cases. Midwives trained at the Home and connected with the Home. 
would send their difficult cases to the Home. 

0·1657. Do you think there would be any difficulty in getting 
-the women to come to this Home?-I do not think there would be 
any difficulty in filling the Home. In fact four times that. capacity 

. could lie occupied by the women of the clerks and employees from 
2 or 3 big collieries alone. The Home would be entirely inadequate 
for that purpose and it would not be meant to serve that need; it is 
meant for propaganda, education and for organizing various activities. 

0·1658. I have seen the bungalow which Dr. Thompson used to 
occupy and which you have suggested should be used for this purpose. 
Do you really think that a bungalow in Dhanbad would be conv'lniently 
situated for this work in the coalfields?-'Yes. 

D·1659. How far do you think this bungalow is from the furthest 
outlying coalfields?-10 to 12 miles, though there may be some isolated' 
collieries further away; within 12 miles it will embrace most of the 
working popul&tion. 

0-1660. Would you have at this centre a lady medfual officer?
Yes, and highly qualified. . 

0-1661. Do you anticipate any difficulty in getting a properly 
trained Indian lady medical offieer?-No, I do not. I propose" salary 
of Re. 450 to Rs. 600 a month. 

0-1~2. ~our .idea: is under the slipervision of 8. fadY medical 
officer trarned m this kind of work te train suberdinates such as healt& 
visitors. and dais for work in the field?-Yes. l' 'wan~ to train the 
local dais. The whole idea of ·the scheme is to solve the maternity 
problem of the coalfield locally and not by importing WOmeR from 
outside who I believe would not stay. 

0-16~. Then you would have to appoint first of all one or 1Iwo' 
more tramed health visitors of a fairly high standard of educatiel!l'.' 
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Where would you get them ?-The health visitors will come from 
outside just as the lady doctor would come from outside. 

0·1664. How would you get these lady health visitors in touch 
with local dais ?-They would he given certain defined limited area.s 
of work. We have already the existiJ;lg organization in the Board of 
Health circles. We have local officers and local staff in each centre 
who wo)lld co-operate, give 'information and see to the work in that 
area. The birth register and vital statistics would be supplied to the 
health visitor Sp that she would know what homes to visit where 
children had been born, and through the young mothers she would 
come into contact with women who were expecting to be confined so 
that her acquaintance would gradually be enlarged. She would also 
have 2 or a local dais to serve under her and give her local inf~rmation, 
and to take her to the homes with which those dais would be in 
intimate to)lch. . 

0·1665. I think the total number of births in the mines area last 
year was something over 9,OOO?-Yes .. 

0·1666. How many health visitors would you require for that 
number?'-An enormous mnnber. I do not propose to foist a scheme 
upon the industry which the industry cannot or would not support. 
I want the work to he done gradually, progressively and tentatively so 
that we may be sure of the ground we cover ; consolidation can come 
afterwards. 

0.1667.. The Chairman: I take it that your scheme is just your 
own suggestion for the consideration' of practical persons who might 
be brought together to deal with this kind .of work?-Yes. 

0·1668. Col. Russell: It is generally estimated that a health 
visitor cannot attend to more than about 250 cases a year and a midwife 
probably cannot attend to more than 150?-Yes. 

0·1669. Captain Ghose in anotlier memorandum suggests the 
figure of 400 births a year for each worker, but I think that is a little 
high, and even with 400 he says 8 such officers are necessary. He 
also suggests that the lady health visitor should have two trained 
conntry dais and that the health visitor should be in charge of the 
local centre?-Yes, I have seen that scheme within the last few days. 
I regard it as impracticable, as far more expensive than my scheme 
and as not going far enough. 

0·1670. Why do you regard it as far more expensive than your 
scheme ?-Becanse he attempts to cover, ground which csnnot success
fully he covered by 8 centres, with 8 hea.lth visitors and a staff of 
dais; he would be multiplyiug the organization far too fast and we 
do not know how -it would work. 

D·1871. In future you would have local centres as well ?-Yea, 
but later on I should proceed from the centre outwards 'while he would 
have ~e9. health visitors isolated. 
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0.1672. Do you IllIggest that a centra.! Home with \lO beds in 
it is going to he as useful in doing propaganda work in connection with 
maternity relief and child welfare, as local centres under the charge 
of trained hea.!th visitors scattered over the coalfield,?-It depends; 
if all the centres s.re efficiently working, as they may he at the end 
of 10 years, and the scheme is perfectly worked, it would be more 
useful, but I think my scheme is more useful in tbe beginning because 
we proceed gradually. 

0·1673. In tbe present depressed state of the coal industry would 
it not he better to appoint .. lady' medica.! officer, because there is plenty 
of work for her to do, one health visitor and 2 or 3 trained dais in 
a centre where the colliery manager is willing to supervise and help 
in the work; will it not be better to see how that scbeme works and 
then gradua.!ly to extend it ?-That is worth experimenting. It is better 
than not having any scheme at all. But health visitors are not 
IllIpposed to handle maternity cases at a.!l. 

Col. Russell: We all know that 95 per cent. ,of maternity cases 
are norma.! cases. 

The witness: I feel that the scheme you suggest would 
be too much in the air.' It is necessary that there should be 
.. Home because demonstrations cannot be done in the villages in the 
mining area; hygienic conditions cannot he secured. (Dr. Ryles): 
We want to take the dais from where they are now working as dirty, 
filthy unskilled women, bring them into the Home, train them, and 
send them back to the places from which they came. I submit that 
as a far better mesns of spreading the gospel than bringing ,in women 
from outside who probably will not be accepted by the women in the 
dhowrahs at all. None of these schemes indicate where these women 
are to be trained; Mr. Thadani's scheme provides for it and that is 
why I think it is better. . 

0·1674. It is suggested that the simplest method would be to 
set apart a room or rooms' in a dholOrah to be kept clean and properly 
eqnipped under the supervisioI1lof the lady health visitor and these 
places might serve as sub-centres for the lady visitor for propagsnda 
work?-(Mr. Thadani): 1. propose to spend Rs. 50,000 from Govern
ment grant on a bnilding which would accommodate the heslth visitors 
and the nurses at the central institution. ~ 

> ' 

0-1675. Do you think that BOrne of the rooms in the better 
dhowrahs could be put into a suitable condition to be used !IS centres? 
-Yes, specially the baboos' quarters. (Dr. Ryles): I have known 
~t done in the Federated Malay States with great success; in fact it 

, IS the only way you will ~t women to go into hospital at 
all. (Mr. Thadani): Collieries could probably lend Baboos' quarters 
for the purpose. 

0·1676. 'l'he Chairman: If a practical' and reasonable scheme 
were evolved by the Welfare section of your Board Of Health which' 
would contain among its members a considerable number of' colliery 



managers, do you not thinJr that ma.ny "f the P9w<lI:Iul ,galOl.IpS of 
collieries would carry out schemes at their .own expense .and nat 
become a charge on the ./unds that you ha.ve s\1ggeated ?-A health 
organization and a welfare scheme, separated from the Health Board. 
:is going to involve la.rge expenditure. I think the industry as a whole. 
'both European and India.n, would be opposed tG the institutioli of 
such an organizatiou. 

D·1677. Why shou!d it cost a great deal of money; you might 
have tlie fula.ncial C<Koperation of powerful groups ·01 coIlieries'?-Yes. 
everybody would welcome such .. n initillltiveon the part of industry. 
but both the Mining Assocmions have opposed this scheme on the 
.ground "fthe samual cost. Tha.t indicates that the industry win nat 
be prepatred ta incur a chuge 'Of aoout a lakh per 8IIlnum, which is 
the minimum, i[ suppose, far welfare wGrk !in the coaliield. 

D·1678. Diwan Chaman LaU: If .. "ess of _e anne. per ton ware 
levied for this P)lI'pOse do yO)1 think the industry would oppose it 1-
It would oppose it tooth anll nail; that would be an enormous ceBS. 
They are paying 9 pies per ton for the Water Board. Our income 
from that is '&pproximate'Iy Re. 4,50,000. From a cess of 1 anna per 
tan we could raise more tha.n 4 lakh/!; in fact it could he doneOD 
a cess of one pice per~. That cess would be levied aD about 10 
million tons. 

D·1679. '1'Jl.e CMir_: Iftke scheme in the main was the 
creation of the industry itself .they would rook IIlpo!> it rather differentl;y 
tha.n if it ·were imposed by some one whe had not the practical know
ledge ?-I think: my statement is too pessimistic. I should like td' 
correct it and say that the industry would probably welcome the 
opportunity of takling BllOO ,an .i.nitiative ·00 their own patltand <'lrganiz
ing themselves on the basis of a cess of one pice per ton, wh~ch I tIrink 
would be quite enough to proceed with the organization of '& welfare 
BOheme. One pice per ton would enable the industry to do substantia.! 
w~lf81'6 work. 

D·1680. It would be desirable to get the good-will and indeed the 
initiati;ve .a.nd CG-Qperation of the industry itself even though legislation 
might be necesswry to briag thel&ggards up to the standard reached? 
-Willing co-operation is absolutely essential; ne legislm i lD could 
probably succeed without it. (Dr. Ryles):' Personally I think "",Uieries 
orgt'0ups of 'collieries would help by having <lIIlall scltemes of their 
OWll.. For instance, the KasturColliery have recently appointed a 
headth visiter to carry on such work. I think some. of the larger 
oollieries undoubtedly would help in that way and that would not 
OOIIlstitute 6 cH8II"ge on the :Board as a whale but would he b0me by 
the .oolliery i!liseJf. (Mr. Thadani): May I submit that I differ totally 
from Dr. Ryles. Individual collieries might work for two or three 
months; t.hey migM appoint a health visitor and then ilismiss her 
next day. 'ThlIre· wpuJj he up Wlif,Qmnity. I Oeli"",e that all welfare 
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work oshould toe ~d. We should not depend upon isomted 
eoIlieries hut on the iadustry as a whole. 

0-1681. I myself do not see any eon1lict of opinion between you? 
-(Dr. Ryles): There is not. 

0-1682. Gol. Russel!: I understand that this central institution 
which yctU have in. mHid is not meant simply for maternity work but, 
is intended to be & training centre for ddis?-(Dr. Ryles): Yes, 
essentially. 

0-1683. What is the object of having your system of licensing 
houses in dllferent c1asses?-In my ,opinion the system is wrong, and 
I should like the whole thing to be abolished. In the Federate,d Malay 
Sta.tes. where conditions are almost identical with the conditions we 
have here, the whole of the legislation is cont .. ined in about two 
paragra,phs JI.Ild tilere is no licensing. I have been asked by the Board 
to ",,",ise the whole question of housing legislation and licensing. 

0-1684, Mr. Cliff: The memorandum does nGt iQdicate thst the 
Baaed suggest any change of policy. Can we take it that the old 
scheme has been dropped ?-If we can find a better-one. (Mr. Thadani) : 
I think you may take it tha.t the old scheme has been scrapped; that 
is why moratoria were granted as a matter of course, because I thought 
we could not complete 'the programme as it had originally been laid 
down by Dr. Thompson. 'There should ouly be one license, 

0-1685. Col. Russell: Why has the Board .. greed to these 
repea.ted moratoria ?-The Board consists of representatives of industry 
'With the official Chairman and royalty receivers and there are one or 
two .other offici&ls on the Board who are nominated. The Board 
naturally were in intimate touch with the position and they thought 
it was necessary to give moratoria because tbe conditions were not 
very satisfactory. We had improV<ed the housing conditions so that 
more than 60 per cent. were passable. 

0-1686. Was there any minm:ity re{l!'rt when these moratoria were 
passed ?-No , all resolutions are passed' unanimously; we eitiler pass 
them or we do not.' , _ 

,IJ-t681. I tab it yOl1 &re 6rposeil ~o these lines, with 20 rooms 
back to bsck?-(Dr. Ryt.es) ~ ,Yes, I object to back to back dwellings 
altogether from the health point of view, but the money question 
comes into it. 

0-161J&, Your policy would be to replace these as soon as possible?
"Yes., 

D-1689.. Generally 'Speaking, do you Dot think the workers would be 
happier in small. blocb of ,three to four houses grouped in a. ·compound 
euch as you get In the Indlan rural vlllage rather than in these barrack 
lines ?-I think 80, ht the question of expense again arlies, 
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D·1690. On Saturday we saw a group of houses Im'anged on tha~ 
principle. They do not seem to have cost much more than other types?
Yes, and I think tomorrow you will see some more which cost Rs. 260 
per room which is fairly reasonable. 

0.1691. It is stated that the workers' convenience has been closely 
studied in drawing up the type plans. Do you think the workers' 
convenience was studied when these blm'ack . lines were constructed?
(Mr. Thadani): No. I do not; I think they have been constructed 
for. economic reasons. The statement in the memorandum is not 
correct. 

D.1692. Have any detailed investigations been made as to the diet 
of the workers?-{Dr. Ryles): To some extent. Dr. Mitra at my 
request ·went round recently and worked out what they spend; you 
will find it in the memorandum which was sent to the Commission. 

0·1693. How long did this investigation take ?-About two 
months, but of course he had to do his ordinary work in the meantime. 

0·1694. Do you attach any weight to the results he 1>8S given in 
note?-I do indeed; I think Dr. Mitr~ is eminently qualified to ascer
tain the truth in this matter; I think he has gone into it very carefully 
and I attach considerable value to his report. 

0·1695. M,.. Cliff: Is it the purpose of this memorandum to show 
that tbe diet is adequate ?-No, it is really to give the. balance between 
income and expenses. . 

0·1696. Col. R1l8sell: Are you generally satisfied with the con
ditions under which food is exposed for sale in the locaJ markets?-We 
constantly prosecute people for exposing food to flies and dust &Ild 
sometimes the food is destroyed as unfit for human consumption. 

0.1697. You make examinations in the labomtory as to adultera
tion of foods?-Yes. we do a. lot of that. 

0.1698. You say in your memorandum that the effects of the 
distrubance of the sex ratio in industrial cities does not apply to the 
mines areas. I suppose there are a considerable number of men in the 
mines areas who have left their wives and fa.milies in their home 
villages. (',an you give us any information as to the incidence of venereal 
disease over the mines area" ?-(Dr. Ryles) I am afraid my information 
is rather meagre. but I have got all I can. The figures are as follows :-

y..... Gonnorh_. Syphilia. 

1925 256 167 
1926 287 118 

1927 337 186 
.'1.928 216 150 
1929 ... ... 243 UO 
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D-1699. Those are the cases which have actually come to dispensaries 
and hospitaIs?-Yes. 

0-1700. I suppose they only represent a fraction of the total 1-
I think so. I cannot tell you the total number. 

0-1701. With regard to accommodation in hospitals for indoor 
patients, you say 8 collieries have fully equipped and up-to-date hospitals 
and others have hospitals where serious easel! are received for treatment. 
I suppose this is the statement with regard to individual collieries?
Yes. 

0-1702. Is there any system of provision of a central hospital. fully 
equipped and staffed for groups of collieries under the same or different 
managing agents?-I should have said .. groups of collieries". 
(Mr. Thadani): Some of the larger concerns have a dispensary and 
central hospital for several of their collieries so that the eases can qe 
hrought there in whatever colliery the accident may occur. 

0-1703. Do they have outlying dispensaries and a central hospital?
(Dr. Ryles): No, that is not usual. There are 8 hospitals associated 
with collieries or groups of collieries. 

. D-1704. I take it you would prefer to have these group hospital~ 
where they could maintain a better staff and better equipment and more 
efficient treatment could be given to eases that came to the hospital 
rather than have a scattered number of badly equipped and poorly 
staffed dispensaries or local hospitals?-(Mr. Thadani): We have at 
DhMlbad a charitable dispensary to whiCh the board contributes every 
year Rs. 2.250. There we have a fully qualified Assistant Surgeon and 
an operating theatre. The Board maintains a motor ambulance which 
is capable of bringing in from outlying collieries. any serious cases or 
accident or disease. 

0-1705. Mr. Mackie: You say in your statement that all cases 
are brought in from collieries; is that so?-No; at least 8 collieries have. 
hospitals which can deal with all cases on the premises. But those 
collieries which have not, cannot reasonably be expected to have, hospital 
facilities send theii cases in .. 

D-1706. Col. Russell: Yon'say that nnd~rground scavengers are 
employed and their work is without exception inefficient owing to the 
lack of arrangements. Haw is the night-soil dealt with ?-(Dr. Ryles) 
There is no attempt to deal with it; the men ease themselves wherever 
they like. So far as I know tbere is no collection or removal of night
soil. 

0-1707_ Mr. Ma"kie: Sweepers go down and clear up the night
soil from the working places anyhow?-The collier who wants to ease 
himself goes to a secluded spot &nd the sweeper cannot find the night
soil. I agree th&t &1I working places &re kept clear. 

Mr. Cliff: There are pla.ces which are fenced off where people go. 



!.ft'. M acl:ie: They are not working pliaces; if yoo open tbM(l 
places you have to send sweepers to clean them out. 

0·1708. 001. RUGaell: Those places would be used consfiantly day 
after day and would tend to re-infect with kookwel'ln &II people 11Bi1lg' 
them, even snpposing they are fenced off ?-Yes , 99 per cent. oi the 
population is infected with hookworm. 

D-1709. They are re-inf~ed?-Yes. 

0·1710. The OhaiT/nan: Has your Board made any snggestion os 
this question of underground sanitation ?-No, I do not think so. I am 
in touch with Mr. R. R. Simpson on the subject. He has an idea for 
a new type of latrine which might be lIseful undergraund. It is mther 
s. difficult problem. 

0-1711. Are you aws.re how that is dealt with in other countries \'
No; I understand they hs.ve privies down below and the night-soi( is 
brought up. I have never heard of any night-soil being brought to the 
surface in this country, but it may be·. 

0.1712. If privies or latrines were provided underground, do you 
think the miners would use them?-I doubt it. You cannot apply the 
slightest form of discipline to these people, Ql" they leave. 

D·1713. MT. Mackie: We could not keep latrines near the working 
places; do you think they would walk any distance '<'-No; if the 
latrines for some technical reason cannot be placed close to where they 
are working they will not walk far either above or below ground; 

0.1714. Diwa11. Oham_ La!l: Is not a great deal· of discipline 
. applied to tbe workers in the mines nnder the IndiaB Mines Regal
ations?-I am not familiar with the teelmical side, but ]I know if YOll 
try to compel labourers to ease themselves in certain specified plaees 
they are apt to go away: Dr. Simpson tells me that he has some aqlUl 
privies a,t the Kastur Colliery which are used occasionally a. little. By 
constant persuasion he manages to make tbem use the privies a little. 
Something can be done towards it by gentle persuasion. 

e.%ne/ Russel!: I suggest to you that by the provision. o£ a numbeF 
of septic tank latrines, properly kept and flnshed ont, you might be able 
to do something in this direction. 

The witness: The manager of Loyabo.d' Colliery told. me that l'Ie 
had spent Ra. 16,000 in putting up a septic tank latrine, bnt it was 
never· used.. I have discussed it with many managers and they tell 
me it is a very difficult problem bnt they db not say it is insuperable. 

D·1115. I quite agree that there is dilliculty, but it is DQ/; iDsuper-
able?-N .. )~omething can be done towards it. . 

D'-1718. With regard to wateF-supply, can the Board compe~ 
managers to connect up with your Topchanchi w~ter-sllpply anet .. IS(> k> 
shut down. a bad supply?-Yes, under· by-law !lD. 
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'0 .. 1717. 'You s .. y th .. t .. the remaining one-third will connect up as 
soon .. s circumstances permit, .. Wh .. t are· these circumstances ?-II'here 
is one portion of the coalfield are .. towards which the mains do not, go 
at .. ll at present. There are other place. where the collieries . are so 
-small Bond so poor that I would rather try pel'Sua.sion :than 'absolute 
compulsion . 

. 0..1718. You ·would a.dmit th .. tthese sm .. ll centres are rea.l dangers 
_&s far as the coalfields are concerned ?...c.Yes; that 'was our experience 
during cholera.. 

0-1719. So that it would perhaps pay you.from that point of view 
·to·put a certain amount of compUlsion on these smaller concerns?-We 
try perhaps within six months to persuade them to do the thing them
·selves, but if they fail tp do it .we til.ke further step •. 

0.1720; On the question of the spread of propaganda in connection 
with health matters I noties 'you say" Public health 'lectures, Doth in 
colliery and rural areas, H1ustrated by magic lantern slides. "Who gives 
these lectures?-They are given hy the Sanitary Inspectors 16 to 20 
times a month; they go at nights to all the villages and.tothe collieries. 

0-1721. Do they report as. to .the' numbers who attend these 
\ectures?-Yes; that information is given .in.Gurmonthly reports. 

·0-1722. You are quite satisfied with this method of propaganda 1-
Yes, certainly. 

0·1723. Would you be in favour of extending the use of this form 
of propaganda by the provision of cinema educational film. ?-That is 
more difficulr. It would involve a lorry. We thought of it. ,The 
difficulty of generating ~lectricity comes in. You can do something of 
this nature in the collierysreas, but it i. difficult to do it in rural areas. 

0·1724. But there are portable ¢inemaswith batteries. Do '.fOu 
not think that they might be used with benefit?..c.If yon taJreinto'acoount 
the eleIllentary nature of the mental process of the· villagers, I think 
you wiIl agree that magic lantern lectures a;reaufficient for sometime. 
Education is proceeding &If bst as it can. 

0·1725. You can mix up ~he educational part of _the _programme 
with amusing films?-We 'do s,? We show fKlt!le dramas at the end 
of the performance. ,~ , .- '\. ... 

0-1728. But in any case this form of health propaganda has proved 
a success?-I think so. 

0-1727. MissPow81': Mr. Thadani, the present period over'which 
the withdrawal of women from underground workings may be 'spread 
is 10 years. In your view could and should this period be shortened?
It will probably automatically shorten itself; that.is my view. Ten 
years has been fixed, but the industry itself ,.realiSing yelld', by year, would 
come forward and do it much 'more quickly. Many of the employers, 
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would have favoured '" more rapid elimination of women underground 
if elimination had to come; they would have sooner consented to get free 
m 3, 4 or 5 years rather than have a prolonged period of strangulation. 
They think that it would have been better to have it done earlier. 

0·1728. I take it there is nothing to prevent them from doing 
that?-No. 

0·1729. MT. Glow: Was it not at the instance of the employers 
tbat the length of the period was increased from 7 years to 10 years?
Tbe employers through their Indian Mining Association and Federation 
did demand that period, but I have come in personal contact with" 
employers who regard it as unsatisfactory. They think that 10 years 
is too much of a prolongation; they would rather do it sooner. 

0·1730. SiT Alea:andlW M "",.a'll: Including the Indian members 
also?-Mnch more the European than the Indian. 

0·1731. MT. Clow: Are you speaking of the employers or the 
managers ?-Both. 

0·1732. The Chainnan: I think it is clear that since the Act was 
passed the opinion has changed ?-That is so. 

0.1733. But if one employer reduced his women more rapidly 
than his competitors he might suffer a disadvantage in his labour 
force ?-He would, but if it "suits his .convenience he would do it. 

0·1734. Miss PoweT: Dr. Ryles, with regard to tbe regulation 
dealing with the withdrawal of women from underground, the Govern
ment have omitted quarries and open works from the regulation. In 
some of the evidence submitted to us objections are raised not on health 
grounds but on the ground of trade competition between colliery and 
colliery, and it is suggested that women should be prohibited from any 
work below 20 ft. from the level of the surface. Would you be in favour 
of such a regulation strictly from health motives ?-(Dr. Ryles): I 
do not think there is any necessity. 

0·1735. I take it you would not agree to further restrict the oppor
tunities of the employpent of women except on health grounds ?-That 
is so. 

0·1736. Mr. Thadani, on the question of maternity benefits, would 
you be in favour of the payment of such benefits being made (" mpulsory 
by means of a Maternity Benefit Act?-(Mr. Thadalli): Yes. 

0·1737. Would YOIl make such benefite contributory or non
contributory on the part of the woman worker?-I think it would be 
as well to make them contributory. The contribution may be very 
small. . ii' 

0·1738. In your view what period of employment should entitle a 
woman tp such payment?-At least six months' continuous employment 
previous to her going away for delivery. 
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6-1739. Dr. Ryles, turning to the question of the weights carried' 
by women and young persons, male or female, would you be in favour 
of a clause both in the Factories Act and in the Mines Act regulating 
this matter?-(Dr. Ryles): Yes. , 

D-1740. In View of the variations in racial and individual physique 
and the consequent impossibility of fixing the maximum weights for 
varying ages, would you be in favour of a clause such as is incorporated 
in the new Factories Bill in Great Britain? -It .says: (1) .. A woman 
or young person employed in a factory shall not lift, carry or move 
any load so heavy as to be likely to cause injury to such woman or y~lUng 
person. (2) The Secretary of State .may make special orders pres
cribing the maximum weight of the load which may be lifted, carried 
or moved by women or young persons of any age; and any such orders 
may relate either to women or young persons generally or to women or 
young persons employed in any class or description of factorjes, or 
when engaged in allY process." Would you be in favour of such .. 
clause both in the Factories Act and the Milles Act ?-I would definitely 
say, yes. 

D-1741. On the question of school children, I understand from 
some of the evidence submitted to us that the Board of Health organize 
health work amongst school children attending colliery schools. Is that 
!IO?-I am afraid not. We attend only to the general sanitation of the 
colliery. 

D-1742. You do not do any special work amongst school children?
There are only two schools that I know of. 

D-1743. Reverting to the question of.the withdrawal of women 
from underground workings and its effect on the question of the family 
wage, I understand from the mern'>randum you have submitted that the 
average earnings of a man and his wife working underground are 
B.s. 7-8-0 a week on the basis of three tubs a day at annas 8 a tub. 
After the complete withdrawal of women from underground workings, 
can the family of the coal cutter, in your view. maintain physical 
efficiency on the earnings of the man alone ?-(Mr. Thadani): No. 

D-1744. Do you think that by better organization in the mine 
he could so increase his' earnings without over-working as to make up 
for the wage of the woman ?-"-I do not think he would, except, by 
improvements in the technique of mining. Unless improvements come 
from outside his own physical capacity of raising coal will not be so 
strengthened as to make up for the loss. It may be that the wage may 
go up on account of the limitation of labour; there being few men, the 
employers may be compelled to offer higher wages. 

D-1745. I want to ascertain from you whether, when women have 
been completely. with?rawn from underground workings, the wage of 
the coal cutter, working as liard as he can under existing conditions, 
.rill still not be such as to maintain his family on the basis of physical 



efficiency?-It is impOssible for tbe miner working alone to raise mal
cient, coal' under: existing conditions md earn wages sufficient to m&iu
tain himself md his family_The woman must· be absorbed in some 
other trade; she must work aud contribute to the family earnings_ Thai 
is the prohlem that we have to consider; it has to be faced; it remaina 
unsolved. By eliminating women from working underground we have 
not given the miner a home, which ultimately is intended. That mean. 
that there is 8 greater responsibility both upon the employer, th .. 
public'and the Government to find such oocupations for women who have
been eliminated as would'enable them to earn 8Ufficiently, simultaneously 
giving-the miner a home where he can rest; otherwise he would take to 
gambling aud drink having no home at all. The elimination of women 
has incidentally raised a very important question which lies ahead of ns 
and has to he met and solved. 

D·1148 .. Your view is, that the wages of the miner must be improved 
or that some alternative employment must be found for the womanl'
Yes-. 

0.1747. Has Government or any of the mining a.ssoeiations COD

sidered this question of alternative employment for women?-Not thai 
1 know of; I think they have not. 

0·1748. The Clulimum: There is one question dealing with still
births. We notlced in looking at some of the colliery fOnDS which, I 
think, are the forms ord<lred by your Board of Health tbat yon deal with 
still-births ill, a separate column. That is to say, they are not counted 
either as births or as deaths?-No. 

0.1749. We have found a good deB! of lack of method in some other 
places with regard to it which again vitiates many of tbe statistics thai 
are kept. Has that been a recent introduction on the part of the Board 
of Health 1-No. 1. think still-births have always been recorded in a 
separate column. - . 

0-1750. You 81! a medical man, I take it. woold regard the number 
of still-births as being a very important index of the general health of 
the' population iu the mines or in my other area 1-1 would. It is 
usually about 2.5 to 3.0 per cent. of the totaJ births. In most of the 
countries it is included both as a birth and a death. 

D-Ost. Are you quite- SlIre?-I can give you authorities. On page 
505 of • Preventive Medicine and Hygiene' by Rosenau. the following 
..passage oocurs: .. still-births are not included in infant mortality. 
Registrars, however. require all premature and all still-births to be 
recorded by a birth md reported upon a. death certificate." I shall 
quote an Englisb authority. In the book • Hygiene and Public Health ' 
by Kenwood aud Kerr. the following passage occurs: .. The number 
of still-births notified under the Notification of Births Act, 1907, which 
should include all deliveries of children after the twenty-eighth week 
of pregnancy. is usually about 2.5 to 3.0 per cent. of the total births 
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· 1).1762. Leave the question of revenue aside for the 'moment. 
What suggestions can you offer ?-The suggestion I would offer would 
be fewer of these licensed premises, a.nd simulta.neonsly to concentrate 
on indirect methods of teaching the miners by better education, better 
sanitation and raising the standard of living. That would, I think, 
be tbe only effective and ultimately successful method of eliminating the 
evil habit of drinking. 

0·1763. Suppose within the mining are~ the sale and manufacture, 
I do not say importation. of drink were to be prohibited, would that in 
any way affect the labour?-The labour would be temporarily UnhIlPPY, 
but I think it would help them and save them II lot of money. 

D·176 .. Would there not be a lot of illicit manufacture ?-There 
would be some. It can be more effectively controlled than, for instance, . 
in America. The methods are so crude and the knowledge is so limited 
that they cannot be experts in illicit distillation. 

D·1765. Would liquor made by themselves by brewiug be leBS or 
more harmful than the Government spirit?-I think the home manu
factured product is likely to be more dangerous and noxious to the health 
thau that which is sold under supervi~on in the licensed premises. 

D·1766. Would the absence of the present drinking facilities prevent 
miners from coming to the mines?-I do not think so. The managers do 
not wish to. have licenced drinking houses in their premises. 'rheyalways 
tell the excise department to get away to a place which is far off from 
their premises. 

0·1767. That is true of all managers, is it?-Yes. I have received 
several letters, and I think I can safely generalize that the managers are 
against having drinking houses on the colliery premises. Some teu years 
ago they may have considered it as an inducement to the lahour hut now 
they do not; they are opposed to it ; they view it with disfavour. 

0·1768. M~. RiTZa: What did you say the total cost of the water 
scheme was?-We have borrowed Rs. 66 lakhs from Government in 
various loans. 

D·1769. That is the total capital expenditure ?-A little more 
because we spent from cess Rs. 20,76,000 which was contributed by the 
colliery owners. 

D·1770. So the balance has been provided by the Government?
It i. all loans from Government at a very high rate of interest. 

0·1771. May I enquire, including the interest and other charges. 
what is the total maintenance charge ?-The interest and sinking fund. 
"harges are Re. 4,44,000 per annum. The maintenance charge WI'. 

ahout Rs . .,]. ,20,000. hut now it has been reduced for the l8.St three yearli 
10 Re. 80,000. 

D·t77t. So the total comes to Re. 5,20,OOO?-Yes. 
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0·1773. How much, out of it, do you get from the colliery owners 
in the shape of cess, water-rates and so on ?-The whole of .it comes 
fmm the industry itself because we get from the cese on raisings 
Re. 4,22,000; we get cess at the rate of 9 pies per ton; we get about 
Ro. 40,000 from the collieries as water-rate. 

0·1774. What I wanted to know was whether there was any 
burden on the general tax-payer?-No, -the industry pays everything. 
It is a very heavy burden which the industry has cheerfully borne .• 

D·1775. Mr. Cliff: Is the capital cost to be liquidated liy 30 
years ?-In about 33 years in half-yearly instalments. One loan is to 
be liquidated in 43 half-yearly instahnents, one in 45 and the other 
two in 53 half-yearly instalments. 

D·1778. The Oh4innan: You said it Was a heavy burden on the 
industry which the industry has cheerfully borne. I tbinK that is 
correct. but would it not also be correct to add that it is recognized that 
it has paid for itself?-It has more than paid itself. It was a sound 
business investment. 

D·1777. Mr. Bi.la: With regard to houses you have set up many 
standards for them and you said that you have been issuing licenses. 
You might have noticed many houses which_ have been erected probably 
by the workers themselves on the land belonging to colliery owners. 
Do you include those houses under any of these Iicenses?-They are not 
licenced if they are adjoining to the colliery but not situated on the 
colliery premises itself. But every house on tne colliary premises and 
occupied by a colliery labourer' must be licenced. The labourer is 
allowed to live in adjoining bazaars. 

D·l77l. There may be adjoining land on which a man may have 
erected a house which may be in a very insanitary condition. What 
check could you exercise over such houses?-The Board has direct 
powers to regulate sanitation on the coalfields. They would come 
within the jurisdiction of the Chief Medical Officer. . 

0·1779. Do you mean to say that even if the hut was erected on 
the adjoining land you could exercise your powers 1-Yes. 

0·1780. You could compel the workers to demolish those huts and 
compel them to live in pucca houses built by the colliery proprietors?
You could insist upon a. certain minimum standard of sanitation, r 
take it. You can ask them to demolish houses and build new houses, 
but the Board will not be prepared to finance for it. 

0·1711. lue you quite satisfied with the minm;.um standard set 
up?-i am not at al\ satisfied with the minimum because improvement 
on a.1I sides has taken place and higher standards are demanded by 
public conscience. 

0·1712. Is the intention of the Board to improve the minimum 
standard in course of time 1-Yes. I think that is the intention of the 
industry &Iso. 



0·17.83. On the question of the .. verage daily l .. bour ,farce, you 
s .. y tba;t in'1924 it ;was 126,000 wbile it bas now come dgwn to'95,OOO. 
'May Ttake it that the labour force has been reduced during the Ia.st few 
years?-Itbas'been reduced . 

. D·1784. Has that caused a,ny unemployment?-It has not caused 
any serious unemployment. There may be isolated oases of OOrdship, 
'but as the populatiGn,is,g~nerallyagricultura.ltheresult has ,not ,beeu 
serious. 

0·1785. !rbat means toot the extra labour has been absorbed by 
agriculture,and if required 1Ig&n by the collieries it would come ha,ck?
Yes. 

D·1788. There could be no scllrCity of 'labour under the circums
tances?-No. The cha.racter'of the labour !lOt being permanent I do 
not think there would be. My stata.mentii subject ,to the _sonal 
.scarcity and excess felt i by the collieries. 

d).17t1'. It 'will he seen from the statement toot there is serious 
drink evil prevailing in the colliery area. Do you not think that the 
best method ·would he. to reguIate it in such a manner as to' stop it ' 

.sbsomtely,within,& cerflain'p<1riodl'-Yes. I think that would he better 
,tOOn .doing.it en, bloc. . 

'D·1788. If it W88 very detrimental to the health of the workers, 
steps 'should be taken to ,abolish drinking altogether within certain 
period ?~I agree with you completely. It does not contribute to the 
health, it ~oes not contribute ,to the efficiency. 

0·1789. You think it ought to 'be stopped?--'Yes,gradualIy as 
-you ~geBted. 

D~1'790. 'Do you think that five years would be quite sufficient 1-
'It is very difficult to say. Say 5 to 10 years. ' 

0·1791. In any :case you are in favour of total prohibition 
of drinking fpr the coalfields ?-Ultimately, yes. It would improve 
the efficiency of the wPlker. It would make him temporarily unhappy, 
but it will not do any harm . 

• D-1792.J:t ,appeal's from 'the statement circulated by Dl'.Mitra 
that the wages 'Which the miners,' loaders and other workers are earning 
are hardly 61'lough ,to maintain them, In faet-in many cases it has heen 
shown that their earning is less than what they spend in one week. 
Do you agree with that?-I agree. They do not physically lack food 
altogether, but: the quality is too poor to give them necessary physique 
'Inld strength. If they get mPreWB.ges they would have more physical 
strength. It would raise their standard of living, and I thin!{ they are 
entitled to that. ,~ . \ . 

D.1783. 'Under the eircumstances, do you not think that you would' 
like to modify the statement in your memoranllum tOOt .. Wages '&1"6 
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high enough to allow of a generous dietary for &11 workers." ?-1 nave 
already marked out the pasaa.,ae for dissent; I do differ from the 
statement; I think it should be modified. 

Sir Ale:xande.- Murray: I really do not know, Mr. ChairmlUl, 
",hat we have to accept and what we have not to accept -in the memo
_ra.ndum that has been submitted by the Mines Board of Health. We 
find it stated specifically in the memorandum that the physique of the 
workers is &lmost invariably good. Mr. Thadani says that he does 
not agree with that. It has also been specifically stated in the memo
randum that wages are high enough to allow of a generous dietary for 
all- workers. Now MI:. Thadani comes forward and says ';r do not 
agree '. 

The Chairman: This statement is submitted to us as tbe state. 
ment of the Mines Board of Health. The Chairman apparently 
dissents. . 

0·1794. Sir Victor Sassoon: Are you dissenting .... &n individnal 
or on behalf of the whole Board ?-As &n individual.' _ 

0.1795. Mr. Mackie: May I ask whether this statement was 
submitted on behalf of the Board, becauae &8 a member. of the Board 
I was not consulted?-You may take it that it is the "statement of the 
medical officer of health. 

-0·1798. Sir Alexand.". Murray: He has not been here for more 
than a year?-No. I think if 1>r. Ryles had been here longer he 
would have modified that statement. -

0·1791. But then you passed it and submitted to the Commis-
.ion ?-Because the enquiries were conducted by him. -

0·1798. Sir Victor Sassoon: po we~ take it that there is 110-

difference of opinion between ~he Deputy Commissioner Itnd Dr. 
Ryles?-No. -

D·1191t. Mr. Birla: Mlloy we take it that Dr. Ryles dqea not 
subscribe to this statement that wages are bigh enough to allow of 110 

generous dietary for all workers?-(Dr. Ryles): This statement was 
made out by myself in conjunction with my office. I have only been 
here_ for some months, but Dr. Mitra who was in my position before 
I- took over this job malte detailed enqniries -in the matter, I'nd the 
statement was the result of our ~oint effort, and I stick to it. 

D·1800. Let UB take the typjeal ease quoted I>y Dr. Mitra where 
a man earns Rs. 4-4-0 and has to spend R •. 4-9-0 in order to get rice, 
dal, vegetables, meat, drink and so on. If that could be accepted ae 
a eorPect statement, surely the worker is not getting a sufficient diet?
I take it that he earns probably less than the ethers. 

1)·1801. But he does not provide anything for clothes in this 
~B1I) ?-The statement in the printed document i8 a general statement, 
--Whll~ Dr. Mitra hu given sp'lCific ~nstanees. 
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. D.1802. Rs. 4-9-0 has been sta.ted to be the approximate expendi. 
·ture of a worker while the income has been stated ,to be Rs. 4-4-0. 
This does not take into consideration the amount he haa to spend. pn 
clothes and other subsidiary items. However. if that statement has 
to be accepted as a correct statement. then surely the worker is not 
getting sufficient wage to allow him of a generous diet?-I think it 
is a generous diet. The only thing is that he cannot save any mOlley ; 
but it is only a specific instance. 

D·1803. If the statement which you have made that wages ~. 
high enough is to be accepted aa correct. I would 'like to know whether ,. 
you have based your statement after making any elaborate enquiry'?
This statement was not based on any special enquiry, but .on the 
experience pf Dr. Mitra for 5 years in this part of the country constantly 
being in to:nch with the colliery workers. 

D·ll104. May I ask whether Dr. Mitra sticks to both these state
ments ?--'Yes he does. (Mr. Thadani): Four annas for vegetables 
caanot be regarded as high or generous. These are the thiugs. that 
have compelled me to give an answer which I regard to be just and 
true. Probably he may have enough rice to eat. but I think that if he 
had higher wage,s he would have been physicaliyhetter off than he is 
at present. 

0·1805. Sir Victor Bassoon, I take it that it is not suggested for 
a moment that a higher wage will not allow a higher 'standard of 
Iivinq?-CDr. Ryles), No. 

D·1806. May I taka it that your observation has shown you that 
the pbysique is generally good ?-It is good. 

D·1807. Based OIL that observation you have come to the 
conclusion that on the whole the dietary must bavebeen sufficient. 
otherwise their physiquo would not have been generally good?-Tbat 
is so. 

D·1808. Here you have got various individual cases. One man 
ea.rning Rs. 4-4-0 spends Rs. 4-9-0, while another man earning the 
same amount spends only Rs. 3-14-0. Tbey diJfer because these are 
actual facts taken more or less haphazard over a period of just two 
months; they were not taken over many years and averaged 1'-
Absolutely. . 

'0·1809. Your main point therefore is this that your observation 
is th.t the physique is generally good antI it is on that that you have 
based your view that the wages are high enough to allow of.
a generous dietary. but you have said nothing as to whether they al'& 
high enongh to give them enough clothaa or other amenities ?-That. 
is so. ~ . ~ -, 

D~1810. Miss Power: Are you able to judge of the eHeet of tIi ..... 
dietary of the mine worker on his physique when you have naIF., ....... 



& permanent and stable labour force ?-(Mr. Thadaru): It is a very 
dillic lIt question. • I do not Wnk it has been considered. 

0-1811. The Chairman: May I take it that the .remark with 
re.,aard to physique is made taking int-o a.ccount the circumstances that 
as & rule he returns to his country two or more tinles during the 
year Illld tb&t is one element in the maint.!nance of his physique?
I think so. 

0-1812. lIt is not to be concluded that if he worked a11 the year 
round in the colliery that physique would be maintained ?-No. 

D-1813. Sir AlexandeT Murray: On the question. of wages, I 
think you said in reply to one of the questions. that when. women are 
no longer employed the men cannot earn Rs. '1 a week, which is the 
amount that a man and his wife are at present earning. We have 
.,aot actual facts and statements as a result of Government inquiry. 
They are all detailed in the official memorandum of the Gover~nt 
of Bihar and Orissa. They say that on an average the miners do 
not work more than 4 days a week and 33 weeks a year. If that 
is so, do you not think that there is ample margin for a miner to 
earn more wages to enable him to make up for the loss of his wife's 
earnings?-We should take it that his habits are not fundamentally, 
chan.,aed. 

0-1814. But is there not ample margin to enable a man, if he 
wish -., to earn suffieient, even on the basis of the present rates, to 
maintain his family? How many tubs do you think a miner can 
raise in a day?-lf be works effieiently he can raise 3 tubs. . 

D-1815. Suppose he works for 6 days in a week he can raise 
18 tubs. At present he is not raising more than 10 tubs ?-,That is 
so. 

0-1818. At present he works fop 33 weeks in a )"<'3r. How 
many weeks can he work?-He can work for 42 weeks. 

D-1817. Mr. Birla: Will his dietary allow hIm to work more than 
5 days a week_?-If you improve his physique and give him all 
opporturuties, he can earn 3 or 4 tiules as much as he is ea.rning now. 

D-1818. Si .. Ale.xander MUffllY: I take it that 'your point then 
is th ~t be could earn three or· four tinles as much as be is earning 
now if his physique were better ?-Yes , if his physique is inlproved, 
if further opportunities were created:, if his character were altered, and 
if more efficient methods were adopted. 

. D·1819. I a.ccept that as a very fair statement, hut let me put 
fit to you this way. You suggest that the man and his wife are now 
earning Ra. 7 which is sufficient for them to live on ?-As· a com
~issioner for workmen's compensation I h,ve come across lots of cases 
..and I find that the average earning is generally Ra. 12 to Rs. 14 ana 
not. Rs. 30. 



,D-182Q. Dc yGII. net thillk, tb&t the 'Whele ,trend of moo'l!m' 
industrial and, social !1evelqpruont is to m~o. th~ maD earn higher 
wa.ges than he is deing ?-l agree. 

D-1821. If you are going to say that the woman ought to' 
he provided with employment elsewhere in order that the' mall may, 
still go on as be is doing now, then hew are' yeu going to make any 
advance at all?-We have to' Provide the miner with a heme and 
increlBe hi.s standard ef living. 

'0-1822. De you not think that the first step is to make the man 
work more intensively, more heurs a day, more days a week and more 
weeks a yeal"?-I agree ill tetO'. 

0.1823. And yet ~ your suggestion is ..ccepted that we must find 
empbyment for wemen whO' will be nO' longer a1lewed to werk the 
status que remains?-You should give him more opportunities, 

D-1824. The average rate per tub is As. 8. His wife i. no longer 
'employed and it is suggested that the man should get higher wages. 
Wh",t do you suggest - de yeu suggest that you' sheuld raise the 
'rate or that you should make the man raise more tubs ?-Primarily 
by increasing his output. There are also many factors which go 
towards the determination of the wage. I think that a higher wage 
'is feasible even under existing conditions. So that we could do both. 

D-1825. AS8UlllO that instead of As. 8 we pay Re. 1 a tub, do 
you think that the ma'n will increase his ontput ?--No, he will net. 
You ,cannot give him Re. 1. You can give him All. 10 per tub. There 
is a great margin between All. 8 and Re. 1. 

D-1826. About housing conditions I understand tha.t you still 
condemn uulit housesl'-We do . 

... -1827. With re.,aard to chelera cases, I understand there 8l'e 

mere cases of cholcti> in recent years in the rural areas, that is outside 
the mining settlement, than in the mining settlement ?-That is so, 

0-1828. So that the effect of your "Board of Health has b~ that 
it has rednced, the incidencs ef chelera in the mining area to a level 
'Which is lewer than the level tha.t is outside the mining area ?-Yes, 
that is due to the good water-supply that we have on the -collieries. 

b-1829. ;0.,,' Curjel was sent down by the Maternity and Child 
Welfare League?~Yes. ' , 

D·1830. Do you endorse the statements made in the supplementary 
memorandum ?--From beginning to end the scheme outlined in the 
,supplementary memorandum was drafted by me and I accept complete 
responsibility for it. 

D·1831. Dr. Ruth Young is,quoted therein as having writ~n ~to 
yontc 'this effec~ : , . 

, u 't think it i. necessary first of &lIto lay -down the fundameptal 
. .pl'inciple that 'the work'is ,pr,,!entive in -its acope, tb~~,' 



hea.lth workers are not medica.l womeD, and cannot carry; 
out treatment. Though doctors are of course neeej!s&ry, 
our view is that much more than half the sickness among 
women and children in this country is preVentable,· and 
can be prevented, by the work of health visitors." 

Does your scheme provide for an ample supply of health visiflor~ 
as well?-Yes, it does. 

D-1832. Therefore you adopt the suggestion of Dr. Young?-I 
agree with the suggestion.' 

D·1833. Was Dr. Curiel associated with some women workers in 
ber i£vesti.,aationl'-Yes, she was. .; 

0-1834. She says that the majority of wOmen work less than 
8 months in the year and some of the::n less than. 6 months. !Do yon 
accept that 28 a fair statement?-Yes it is " fair statement. 

D-1835. She also states that women said that they had plenty ·to 
eat Rr.d ·the surplus money appeared to be spent by men on gambling 
and alinking?-:-It was what a woman said; it might have been true 
in her case. 

D-1836. I am asking your opinion whetber it would be true as 
a general statement ?-As a general statement it will not be true. 

0-1837. She a.!oo says: .. The result of individual inquiries in 1{)7 
women mine-workers showed that the majority of women workers go 
home for their oonfinement ....... " Do you accept that statement?-· 
Yes. '!'hey do. 

• 

D-l838. A",d that .. the birth rate among women settled on .. 
colliery is high."-Yes, I accept that statement. B~t the death rate alsp . 
is high. 

D-l839. is it not remarkable that inspite of the highincidencs 
.of vel\ereal disease the birth rate should be high ?-That is so. I think 
,medica.! men will support my contention that venerea.! disease does net 
prevent many births. But a· high birth rate and high death rate among 
children bom on the collieries is a, sure indication of Jow physi<J,.u& 

D-1840. How long does the woman absent berself from work berore 
and after delivery? Dr. Curiel says that she made inquiries and found 
that the -length of absence depended on custom and varied .fmm 15 days 
to one year. She also says it depends on economio conditions?-

, 15 days 8>"e only for women who have their confinement in the dhowrah 
itself. But women who go home for confinement do not ,retUl'n so 
asHy as 15 days. They tab a. month to two monfus. Some women 
do :lOt stop working till a week before confinement. 

~ ,". D-1841. Col. RU8Bcll : Do !you tJrink ·that iI.-i. mvestigator given 1m 

~., area. like this, working for 5 Ilr 6 weeks md e.rnmining 211 or 211-1 



~s, Can get- an' accurate· picture of a. popula.tion such &8 i8 housed 
.i,n ~h~ colliery. area?-(D=. l:l.yles) I think it will be very difficult. -

0-1842. Sir AlexandeT Murray: ~ you agree that a trained 
inVe3tigator like Dr. Curjel, who has spent months..in Jute mill are&8 
and· other industrial areas on simiIa.r investigations, in the course of 
.twQ months of intensive a.pplication ·to ir. subject like this could easily 
get. ::.t facts bearing on 211 cases to justify the oonclusions she has 
drawn ?-I think it would be a. little difficult. 

0-1843. Then you ought not .to accept anything Dr. Curjel says? 
--I would not say that. 

:0-1844. To what extent are we to accept Dr. Curiel's statements" 
-It ~s not very easy to answer that. I know that Dr. Curjel w .... 
&8Sist.~d by some worrien teachers. I da.re say she did her best. 
Personally I should think that her oonclusions should not be &aken as 
infallible. (Mr. Thadani): On the other hand the information oon
.veyed in her note is very valuable and I have summarised her 
<;onclusions in my maternity report. I have tabulated them. 

0-1845. It is your tabulation and not hers?-Yes, it is mine 
She had nothing to do with the drafting of the report. From beginning 
.to end it wes done by me. 

0·1846. I understand that you have heen forced to curtail the 
water-supply from your reservoir and that last year you had to close 
down from 9 o· c100k till 6 o' clock in the morning 1-We ha.d to close 
down from 10 to 6 in the night, because there was a steadily increasing 
dem~nd which we were not able to meet. We have now provided 

. Rs. 40,000 for the construction of two more filter-beds. When they 
are wmpleted we will be a.ble to meet the demand. 

D-1847. It is stated somewhere that the East Indian Railway have 
applbd to you for water. Do you propose giving them water?-There 
was. some negotiation going on between the Railway a.nd the Wa.ter. 
Board Engineer, but that has not materia.lized. But we have alway. 
maintained that it i8 our primary obligation to supply the nseds of 
the collieries before we supply anybody else. When the two a.dditional:
tilter· beds are completed we will have an adequate supply of water fOF 
all th~' collieries. We need not restrict hours at all, ,. 

• • 0-1848. Col. Bussell: As a Medical Officer do YOIl approve of an- ~ 
inEer'llittent supply of water ?-(lDr. Ryles) No, I do not. The pipes 
are apt to be emptied and nnless the joints are very tight foul materiIrJ 
from outside will be Bucked in. The water will get infected. • l ~ 

0·1849. Mr. Cliff: With regard to the statistics to which' reference 
h&8 beert made I finclgoing round the colllfields that there is ve''ri 
serious doubt O&8t upon many of them, because I saw registers which are 
not made to tit facts but ma.de to lit theories. Therefore one i. 'IIOt 
able to plnce too much reliance upon the figures which Sir Alexander 



-Murr:.y has quoted. I want to ask you about a filet which does noli 
appear to be recorded in the statistics. I noticed yesterday at a ll' clock 
and 5 ll'clock in the afternoon people returning home from the ~ol
lieries. Can you explain that; do they work on S'undays also 1-
(l-Ir. Thadani): It is suite possible. . 

1i-1850. They did not appear to have been wllrking yesterday., 
They were walking home.6 or 8 miles. It was suggested to me that' 
these people having finished their wllrk on Saturday had to wait for 
their weekly wages and then walk 7 or 8 miles home. Is it Within 
your knowledge?-It is possible .. It does happen sometimes. 

0-1851. People who eamlot return home on Sundays till that late 
hour have their day of rest lln l-fllnday and not Sunday. They 'cannot 
be called by Bny means lazy?-The conditions llf work underground 
are "0 enervating that the miners cannllt. wllrk continullusly for any 
length llf time. They work 2 hours, take rest underground fllr 2 hours. 
then ..... llrk 3 hllU.S and then take rest fllr a hm)rs. A miner may have 
been underground for 18 hours, but he may have worked only 6 hours. 
Wl;1at is regarded as inefli'ciency of Indian labour is a. compeIlin~ 
necessity. 

D-1852. Then it would appear there is a. l(I'eat deal llf inefficiency' 
with r""aard to organization of the coHiery by the employer himself?
Better methods and more machinery could be introduced. 

0-1853. It is your opinion that there is room for considerable 
reorganiZation by the colliery proprietors themselves?-Yes. 

0-1854. Diwan Cha-man Lall.: You dll not agree with the state
ment that the miners are a lazy.poople?-N<>. I do not agree. There' 
are no doubt people of low physique and inefficient people, but I woulif 
not class as a whole as lazy people. The miner is a very, 
courageous man. 

. 0-1855. Mr. Cliff: How many sanitary llfficers have you.1-13 
, sanitary offic~r8 under the Chief Medical Officer of. Health. 

- . 0-1858. In your memorandum, you say: "For the first time 
the financial side llf the questilln was appreciated 'and doubt raised as 

· td the competence llf the Board (primarily 'a. public health organiza.tilln 
(llr the improvement llf sanitary oonditions among the industrial popu
lation) to undertake the building llf a. large central hospital for-paying 

, patients." Is there. any danger of a scheme such as you have outlined 
in 'y~)Ur supplementary memorandum being, challenged as not being 
'Wtthm the competenfY llf the Board ?-There IS no da.nger. The 'scheme 

· 11< totally different from that of a big central hoopital costing 4 to 5 lakhs 
.of rupe~ of capital expenditure and twll lakhs of rupees per annum to 

.owqrk it. That was certainly outside the scope llf th .. Board. But this 
· is 'flot a hllspital; this is propaganda work, education and hygiene. 

This would come·within the legitimate functions llf a. B'oara of Health .. 



·. .D·18S7. If your scheme is extended as proposed. may it not come 
,under general medic&l practice?-I do not contemplate such extensive 
activities as would make the scheme altogether technical and medical; 
I want to confine that to maternity hygiene and maternity welfare 
alone. Of course it can expand into ao highly technical and centralized 
institution which would cost lakhs. 

. D·1858. This scheme was prepaored in November 1928. Has any
thing been done in the meantime ?-Noth~ at &11. The report has 
/Jeen. circulaoted to the Indian Mining Associa.tion and the Indiaon Mining 
Federation, the managers, the agents and the medical officers. Certain 
individual 'managers and agente have supported the scheme. The 
medical profession on the whole have said that this is ao good scheme 
and -should be worked. But the two major associations, the Mining 
'AsSOciation and the Mining Federation controlling the industry. have 
rejected the sclieme chiefly • .6A account of financial considerations. It 
would cost thelli" Rs. 16,000 to 20,000 a yea.r. They have also added 
that women will not gil til an)' nursing home til rsceive maternity 
benefit and treatment. 

D·18S9. What hope have ypu of this modified scheme being 
accepted ?-1 have very little hope unless Government helps it through. 

i).1860. The Chairman: May it not have been because it was 
your scheme prepared without much practical ·'Sxperience of mines? 
Could nllt the industry itself be encouraged to build up a ""heme with 
.wmch ·they might find themselves in agreement 7-Yes, it is possible. 

D·t861. Could we have copies of'the tetters of the Indian Minin/! 
Federaotion and the Indian Mining Association ?-Here aore let~ from 
the AS80ciationand the Federation .. ~ '~his is the· medical opinion. 
t· have received lette:n.:from the Indian·Employees'-Association end the 
It).dian Mine-maonagers' Association. Both of them have supported the 
Ilcheme. (Letters handed in.) 

D·1862. Mr. Cliff: This communication staorts from the Govern
ment of Bihar and Orissa; :tlien it i. circulated to the member. of the· 
Boaord of Health. Does the Board of Health endorse the scheme lI
They have not yet endorsed the scheme. It has been dircu1a.ted to the 
members for opinion. 

D·1863. The Board is in the hands of the Assoeiation and the 
Federa,tion?-In most mattera ncthing is ever done .. without their .. 
co-operation. 

D·1864. When you epeak" of Government belp you meaD tiullumal 
belp?-Yes. 

D·1865.· WitJ:i regaord to the diel of the eollierY worliera would it , 
be possible for you to ohtain what you regaord as a sample diet on which 
you havo. based the statement in your memorandum ?-(Dr. Ryles) 
Yea, We caon. I think we ha.ve done lOlIlething in that direction in the 
lirs. page of ~he memorandum. . 
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0-1866. This document I understand ia.intended .tojlluat!la.te the 
statement l'-1tdoes so incidentally. This was prepared. bece,usa 
Dr. Curjel told us that this was the sort of thing that yon would require. 

0·1867._ You say_tha.t it in.cidentaliy i1iuatra.testh&t.-it ia-a generous 
diet?-Yes, a .sufficiently -genCl'ous diet. 1,endorse.it, 

0·1866~ With the assistance of Dr. Mitr&could you' give us. II> 

statement showing whe,t you rege,rd;as e, generous·diet' fot the colliery 
workers and have it related to theirwages?-'-We will try and give you 
that but it will take some time. 

0·1869. With regard to the housing programme the Board. began 
giving moratoria since 1926?-{Mr. Thadani} Yes. 

0·1870.; On what basia 00 .you.give.'the,moratoriUJl!l?-Former-iy 
ail-the old dhowrahs· under red .lieense -had' to bedemoiished and.new 
accommodation provided on the coiiiaries.BuiJ .now::,we·insist'on ,new 
buildings complying with ,the stande,rd specifications; and houses which 
are ina. bad st&te of repair should'be thoroughly, repaired before they 
are grnnted licenses. Since 1926' the collieries' ha.-.e noli carried' out a 
definite programme of fmher cons'truction. 

D·1871. Whatwouid be the amount spenli on' repaire -and new 
constructions since 1926 under' the direction· of .theBoard ?!LFignree 
a.re not a.vailable . . 

0-1871. 'When you give a moratorium doyoJl get'any1igures with 
regard to the finances of the different coneerns?-'--'.No. We 'Jrnowthat 
most ""neerns are suffering badly. The output iii-limited 'and; there is 
depression in., the industry . 'They . ,could nat afford. to. s~ money 
on building..new dhowTahB. . Therefore we give them. a .moratori_um._. 

0·1873. Sit- AleZtmdllt' MUffllY : You Say 'Iis·a 'pi:acticahhantbat 
tbe industry has been going through"blld 'times,during,ths-past"5 'or 
6 years &nd it has not' been possible 'for .them to· spend' as' much money 
on housing as they would like to spend 1 .... 1 -think> so; They' have 
actually spent some money though they have not been_obliged to do 
thllt. During the contmua.nce of' the' mora.torium-- many . new. house_ 
ha.ve been built. 

0-1874. We ha.ve seen"new. houses., What,1.am.!eoncerned,.,with 
is the direction of the Board itself. Is any money spent by the collie
ries under the direction 'of the' Board?-The eoIlieries,·donot-spend 
money' uuder . 'the direction ·{)f ,the ·Boo,a.,· The· Boord, . only- 'insistlJon 
certain conditions being fulfilled.' . , 

. 0·1875. As fe,r as I can see the present Bclleme .. oLhousing {){the. 
Board of Health ia scrapped?-Yes. 

0·1878. Could you give any -indication to the Commiasion of the 
policy you intend to pursue ?'-The Board 'intend 'to ,raise the minimum 
requirement far, higher than ,it 'isILt --present.:· The .concession IicenBell 
will be abolished. I do-not-oow what the-B&.rd ·'will ultimately do: 
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I will guide the Board in this direction and I hope the BOard will agree 
to my suggestion. '. . . ". . 

D·1877. Have you any specific plans for the Juture?-We have 
no specific plans at present. I have only given the general ideas an$1 
the details will have to be worked out. Dr. Ryles and myself tully 
agree that the present scheme is much too elaborate and shonld go. 
The minimum should be raised as far as possible with the consent of 
the industry because it would mean mnch additional expenditure. . 

• D·1878. Can yon give the type of houses that you purpose building? 
-We would abolish back to back h01,lses, provide ridge ventilation, 
a. big courtyard and if space permita much more room at the back. 
PrOYision should also be made for bathing platforms and privies.. If 
space permits a. small area for a group of houses for growing vegetables 
may also be provided. .There is also scarcity of milk; a cowshed for 
10 or III houses may also be provided. 

p·1879. Ha.ve you got plans ready?-The Board has not SO far got 
plan.i. ready r but Dr. Ryles and myself could sit down and have tha 

'thing planned. 

0·1880. M ... KhetTa Nata Sengupta: There is no representative 
~f labour either on the Mines Board of Health or on the Water 
Board?~No, there is none. 

D·1881. Do you agree that labour is vitally interested in the ques
tions dealt with by these two bodies 1'-1 would not oppose representa
tion of labour on both these bodies. 

D-1882. With regard to the Workmen's Compensation Ac~ would 
YOlLagree with the Go .. ernment of Bihar and Orissa that the meaning 
of the term .. dependent" should be made wide enough to include 
widowed sisters, widowed daughters and widowed daughters-in·law\'
I have already recommended the inclusion of these people in a report. 
I submitted to Government. 

D·1883. Is there any method of 8SBessing the compensation that 
might be due to an unpaid apprentice who receives severe bodily injuriN! 
in the course of his work or who is the victim of a fatal accident ?-Jt 
is a matter of discretion for the Commissioner. 

D.1884. M... Clow: It is not a matter of discretion for the 
Commissioner in the sense that he can adopt one figure 'or another 1'
He must evaluate the benefits received by the employee. For instance 
if he has had housing accommodation the rent of the house should be 
taken into consideration. 

0·1885. Mr. Khet .. a Nata' Sengupta: Is it not DecesAa!j' that 
there should be a. definite provision \'-1 think a. much more important 
thing is to have a sliding scsle of compensation according to the dill'erent 
cla.sses pf ages which wpuld be more' equi~able. 



f).1888., M? M .. kherji: You have suggested not only increased 
wages from As: '1 to As. 10 but also the, Moption of various welfare 
measures ?-1 just indicated that it was possible. 

. ,0·1887. Do you thi~ that at least the second class coal raising 
part of the industry, the Indian section, can bear any furt~er expenses,? 
-Were the Iodian section of, the <industry more effiOlently run It 
could afford better wages. The' output would be greater and the wages 
of men would consequently be greater. I have never advocated 
increased wages as such. I would like to see an increase in cutput. 

0·1888. BiT ViewT Bassoon: You want that the rate should 'be 
increased from As. '1 to As. 10 a tub ?-It could be increased with 
increase in efficiency. 

0·1889. MT. Mukhe-rji: You mean that a greater output will 
bring in more money to the industry which could be utilized to increase 
the wages?-yes. ' 

0·1890. Do you know that during the Iast 6 years about 400 collie.: 
ries have closed down ?-That always happens when depression f5lUOW8 
a boom. During the boom period speculation is too great and everybody 
takes to this industry and the supply exceeds the demand. Then 
there is a period of depression. 

0·1891. You think that the depression has already ended ?-'l;here 
are indications that it has. 

0·1892. Do you, think that, an increase in cost to the extent of 
AIj. 4 or As. 6 a ton will not' affect the industry in any, way ?-It means 
reorganization of the industry; economize in other things, put in more 
machinery, adopt better methods, reorganize the superior staff and 
~Iinllnate the contractors. 

0·1893. Already out of 1,350 certified managers only 300 have 
found employment and the rest are out of employment?-There is 
always the question of adjustment. Perpetual caution is necessary to 
adjust the supply to the demand. 

D·l894. If that be the case you seem to care more for the labour 
point of view and not care for what becomes of the industrial middte 
class people whO are thrown out of, employment 1'-1 neither eaie exel,u
sively for the labour point of view nor for the employer's point of 
view. Mine is an independent point of view. 1 think that the indus
try should be taken asa whole-employers and labourers together-and 
unless the two eo-operate nothing could be done. The employers must 
be generous towards labour and labour must try to be efficient. 

D·1895. Supposing it was proved from facts and figures that most 
of the second class collieries were even now losing concerns and could 
not bear additional expenditure ?-They should be closed down. 1 am 
not in favour of inefficient concerns. 



Jl~1J9G~!It .woold . .1hen' throw -out .of employment not omy a number 
9f miners but also a number .of middle class, people ?""':That w.owd' be 
best thing. for it would mean a quicker adjustment. -People thrown 
out of employment wil~._k'otherancl.,betteremployment. 

D·1897. Diwan 'Cliaman-Lall: 'Is.it your contention that the 
people who, will be .thrown Gut of employment will get employment 
elsewhetel'-T~y will. be ·absorbedin agriculture and various other 
occupations. The' skiJfed .la.boUr and' the oJerica.I staff might suffer for 
some time from unemployment~ 

,D·1898. M.,. Mukherii: You ,do not agree that· there is very 
serious unemployment amongst the 'badTalok class?-l do adInit there 
is unemployment amongst the colliery subordinate clerical staff and 
the· managerial-etaff. 

D·1899. And only 300 or 400 managers out of 1,300:@rtified 
managers. have found employment?-Yes, that is because more mana
gers bave'been turned 'out.than'the lindUlltr-y 'eould 'abMrb. It 'is a 
question of. adjustment. Some European managers 'd.lso 'havebeen 
sent'hGIIle. 

·D .... 9000' You . have adVOOlitM· an increase of wages 'to ~he miner, 
At the same time you say that the miner contributes handsomely 'to 'the 
excise ;;revenue. How,could the miner .'afford to contribute handsomely 
to the excise revenue if his wages were not enough ?-The miner cannot 
afford to spend on drink, still he does it. Even though the miner 
contributes .handsomely to the ·excisec:revenue ·no case.came to my 
notice:in .which rtheremployer.llontended.that >,theminer was .drunk 'at. 
the >time lof'his emp1oyment. Ii was a,wonderful compliment to the 
miner that although he .drankihe did not go down' the mine drunk. 

D-1901. Sometimes the miners starve themselves in order to drink? 
-There ,will be cases .like that. It is true that the miner contributes a 
very Iargeexoise revenue. rebe ·Dhanbad division is the most paying 
subdhrision.in..tba Pmvince .from the excise point of view. 

D-1902. How do you reconcile the- two poirlts of view, namely, that 
the wages are low and that the miner contributes .handsomely to the 
excise revenue?-'-The standard 'onue of labour is so low. He actually 

- does it. 
o D~1903; 'He ostanes ,himaeII?-'-Thareare cases in which miners 

deprive·.themselves .of 'food. 

'The' Ch6irman: ''Thatr is eommon' in all' collIimas: a man who 
drinks'dePrives"himaelf ofother-neoossities.-'(The witness): Not only 
that, he deprives 'his wife snll ''fmriilyaIso of other things. . 

'D-lII904. ¥on:mean.that 'hisphysiqu8'is invariably . bad ?-I have not 
BaidBo.hmIy·object jo,the word' invariably'. 

D.1905. ·M1'. Bose: Is there a medical man as member of the 
;rharla Mines Board of Health ?-No. 



j).19OG.Doyou ' think' it isnecess&ty tohitVe' one' 'Sinee' the TBlmrd 
deals with questions of sanitation andhealth?""--I 'do 'not;tbink"it 'is 
necessary to have a medical man on the ·Boord. We have the Chief 
Medical Officer whom we could always consult. 

,D·1907. Who are the members of the Board?.,.....There are,\l-repre
l!entatives of the Indian Mining Association, 2 <If the ,InopanMining 
Federation, one ,representative of the royalty receivers" the. District 
Officer who is ex-ofliCio, chainnan of the. Board, the Chief Inspector of 
Mines, the Inspector of Mines, Sitarampur, and one of the miD'} 
managers. 

D·1908. All these members represent either the employers, or 
Governmentand'there'is no representative of labour. Do you "Iiot tIlink 
it necessary that there should be a labour representative on'the 'BMtd? ' 
-I think there should be .one member'representing labour,on \he ·&&.rd, 
I am not opposed to having <lne. I myself recommend the inclusion 'of 
one. 

D·1909. What is the use of establishing a maternity :hospltal cat 
Dhanbad which is so far away from the eoalfields,that'patients'c",nnot 
easily come here for outdoor or indoor treatment?~I have said 'that 
it is necessary to locate the hospital far away from the congesttl!l.:m-ea 
so that the patients may live in peaceful, quiet and sanitary 
surroundings, 

D·1910. In oilier places where matepuity centres' are 'established 
do they establish materuity hospitals along with, them" or do they 
accommodate difficult labour cases iu the neighbouring hospital~ ?-1 d? 
not know of' other p}aces. • 

D·1911. How many labour 'cases were treated as indooti patients 
in Dhanbad hospitsl last year? I believe none was treatec;! in J'hatia 
Hospital?---.,'I or 4 cases were treated in Dhanbad hospital and none in 
Jharie. haspital. 

D·1912.Isit pOSSible to make some arrangements in this .nne ,in 
these hospitals as well as in the colliery hospitals ?-It,·is possible, but 
the district board has no funds. • 

D-1913. 'What was 'the 'building that is DOW used for nurses' 
quarters originally meant for? Have plans 'and 'estiiiiates 'been 'made 
ready for the materuity ward iIi the 'Dhanbad Hospital?'-There 'are 
only two rooms which were originally intended ,to be usedasmid-witeB' 
quarters. One of them is made over to the nurses. I have discussed 
the matter fully in the memorandum. 

D·1914. Is there any vacant land at the baCK of the Dhanbad 
hospital? Is it possible to procure it ?-'...It is possible to procure it if 
we have the mon~, I do not think it is possible at present, 

D·1915. Is it 'not a fset that the Topcbanchi water is supplied 'to 
the colliery workel'8 for drinking purposes only?-Yes. I think bathing, 
is prohibited in that water, 
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i).1918. Is there also a restriction of holll'S during which the waw 
is turned on ?-Yes, some collieries have that. 

0·1917. Do I take it that the Board does not restrict the hours of 
supply but it is the collieries that do that?-Yes. 

'D.1918. If the ordinary dirty water is used for bathing, cleaning 
utensils and such domestic purposes, will it not tell upon the health of 
the colliery workers?-(Dr. Ryles) We have said that Topchanchi 
water is available for domestic purposes such as cleaning utensils, drink
ing and so on. As for bathing one would prefer this clean water, but 
the tank water does not do much harm. 

0·1919. You mean to say that it is not unbealthy?-No; after 
much practical experience, I do not think so. 

0·'920~ Do you know that the Topchanchi water is freely used 
without any restriction in the bungalows on the collieries, even for 
gardening purposes?-(Mr. Thadani) I know it is used but the manage
ments do not approve of that. In one case the Board fined Re. liO. We 
have a vigilant Water Board en"nineer tp detect such waste. I dare 
say that water is more freely used in the bungalows than in the 
dhowrahs .. 

0·1921. Do you know that in certain collieries the miners use the 
mine water for drinking purposes alsc?-They used the mine water in 
the Barari colliery at J ealgora. 

0-1922. In that" very colliery are there not one or two big tanks 
with arched roofs which are filled with Topchanchi water for the sahib. 
to bathe in hot weather?_ln that colliery at Jealgora there is a nice 

. big tank, but it is not supplied with Topchancbi water; it is supplied 
with the pit water. 

0·1923. With regard to the housing conditions do you think that 
the houses licensed by the Board are satisfactory ?-They are fairly 
satisfactory, but there is immense scope for improvement. I think the 
standard should be raised. 

0-1924. Have you seen the condition of the Bagdigl colliery 
houses?-I have not seen that. (Dr. Ryles) I have seen it; thel' are 
habitable. They might be improved. 

0·1925. They ought to be improved ?-I do not say that. 

D-1928. Are they well ventilated 1-1 do not regard it as a.dequate, 
bnt the miner has got the bad habit of shutting the windows and 
closing the ventilators with cotton rags. 

, 
D-1927. Are there not deaths due to coal gas?-(Mr. Tbadani) 

r have issued a circular to the mine managers to impress upon their 
employees the danger of the practice of sliutting the doors and sleeping 
with burning coal inside. . 



0·1928. With regard to prevention of the adulteration of food
stuffs how far has the Board succeeded ?-The Board has not succeeded 
to any extent. The Act might be amended with the help of experts 
and made more complete. 

0·1929. Do women give opium to their children when they leave 
them behind and go down the mine ?-It is possible they do it, but it 
will be rare. I do not think it is a common practice on the coalfields. 

0·1938. Dealing with workmen's compensation you say that the 
employers try to evade responsibility by pleading misadventure and 
wilful disobedience of safety regulations in' mines. Is it so ?-I have 
not said that. I said that some cases of serious disability and fatal 
accidents came to my notice where the employers tried to evade respon
sibility by pleading misadventure and wilful disobedience of safety 
regulations in mines. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

Messrs. P. S. KEELAN' and F.L. CORK -(lOf the Ranigan) 
coalHeld) and Messrs. R. HERON and R. PURDY (of the "haria 
coalfield). representativee of the Indian Mining Assooiation. 

0·1931. The Chairman: Mr. Keelan, you speak to-day in parti
cular for the mines in the Raniganj coalfield?-(Mr. Keelan) :. Yes. 

0·1932. How do you stand in the supply of labour in that field? 
Have you adequate labour?-We will have adequate labour from now 
till about the 1st week of June. 

0·1933. Then the seasonal departure begins?-Yes. 

0·1934. May I take it that 80 per cent. of your workers follow this 
seasonal movement ?-I would not put it as hil!h as 80 per cent. I would 
put it at 50 to 60 per cent. (Mr. Heron) The same is the case with 
my labour also. I quite agree that it is 50 to 60 per cent. 

0.1935. Mr. Mackie: Do you compel the labotlr of your 
zamindari properties to work for you?-(Mr. Keelan) No, not at all;' 
when I took charge of the zamindari I made a special provision that 
we should in no way be associated with the mines; that the zamindari 
and the mines were to be run on totally different lines. 

0.1936. But they do come and work on your collieries?-The 
colliery manager should speak to that, not me. 

0.1937. Do you know of a great deal of unemployment among 
miners recently?-No. Labour comes in at this rush period. They 
left early in November or tbe middle of November and they are just 
coming hack after the festival, and there is a certain amount of moving 
about. They come to a colliery and find there is not enough work 
and they move on to the next place. It will settle down in about three 
weeks time and there will be very little Il.uctu!ltion after ~hat. 
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0~1~1I •. D. ,y~lUkllloW if &l)y. had to go to Assam or Madras as .. 
. result"ofl.unelllPlpypumt.iin the Jhatia and Raniganj, coalfields?-Not 
to my knQ,w!edge, 

0.1939 •. :po you conoider the Indian miner a lazy fellow?-He is 
no,jazi~r lilian I, a.m.; I woald not work if I were not compelled tQ. 
(M~\ Eeron) .. : He is .. prone. to idleness. 

0-1940.· Is ·thecost per ton of coal delivered from the colliery' ab~t as. 3>8-02_Yeg. 
0.1941 •• H"w much of that money goes to the actual.workman?

(Mr.'Keelan) : Between 78 and 75 'Percent. I have not and never.had 
a contnacwr. Of the total money paid out at the colliery the managerial 
BtaJi ,receives a liJ;tle over 8 per cent., the Indian supervising stall 
about 6 P,er. cent .• upkeep ,of plant costs about 17 per cent •. and about 
73 or 74 per cent. goes to the actuaJ labourer. That is in the Jharia 
coalfield, and it is very much the same in the Raniganj field. 
(Mr. Purdy): These figures are taken from a contract colliery, the 
E~n ,staff Teceived ·,Rs. 4,225 per month, the IndiaIl> stall Rs. 8,694 
per· month , ,the . .raising contractor's monthly bills average RB. 53,142. 
About 411akh;; of, toIlS are··raised per' year. That is. the average lor 
a month averaged over the whole year. 

D·19J~.,.7'he C1uJjf1/lllfl: Per!>>>ps you c»n give us those figur<lS in 
percentages?-Yes. The average cost per ton for last yesr was a 
little over Rs. 3. An average of 2,000 workers is employed on this 
particular colliery. 

0.1943. Mr. Mackie: You have stated that you do not wot,;k with 
eontroclors; so .youthink you raise your coal cheaper withnut contractors 
tbAu .. with .the ai<J. of contractors?~(Mr. Keelan): I.prel!lUXle.I do. 
Ihaxe. never workedwitb contra(ltors in, the 36 y~rs I have. worked 
in .. collieries., 

D·1944. Sir.VioUw.SMBOOn: What is yonr·costlper·ton?,...J ,conld 
not tell you; it varies in different collieries and it varies each month. 
It· depends 'upon the royalty payable to the landlords. 

01l19,J5,.,M,;, .Joshi.: I suppose your cost of production is a great 
se"f~t?.,....NQ.'itbeJ:e is .no 8e~t about ,it; we have nothing to hide. 
It varies hetween .Rs. 2-8-0 and .Its. 3. The contractor must 'make 
something to live on. 

0·1946. Sir VictOJ" Sassoon: But if you. have no contractor do 
you have to employ extra stall ?-I like to work without a. contractor . 
becau§Il ,thfilll. one . has more. cammand of the colliery. If you work 
w~tlat a ~ct0r .. and you happen to have a little quarrel with thll 
con~ra(ltorand he goes away you may be in great difficulties for two 
or .tbJ;eec. rnomba. I have. never really considered it from the paint 
of. view of, .C(lSts because it is only a matter of about an anna a. ton. 

Ths Ohairman: Colliery managers evidently diller very much on 
this ma~. 



• 
D.1947. M,.. Mackie: When you have no contractor 1 suppose 

you must have a larger staff?-Certainly, that is obvious. (Mr. Heron), 
If you have a recruiting contractor it leaves the man~er free to look 
after the actual working of the mine. I have a recrwtmg cont~actor 
but not a raising contraetor. 

• 
The Chairman: 'rhere are apparently three types of management: 

the contractor recruiter, the raising contractor and ,direct employment. 

D.1948. Mr. Mackie: When we visited Pokhuria we found you 
had a large number of Santhal miuers working with you. They said 
they earned from Rs. 3-S-0 to Rs. 6 per week. Can you say whether 
that is about their average wage ?-A man and his wife will cut about 
three tubs on an average per day. They are paid As. 7l per tub and 
6 pies commission; that comes to As. 8 a tub. They produce about 
three tubs so that they get about 24 annas a day between them. Some
times they produce two tubs of coal and one tub of slack, a.nd they 
get As. q for the slack. 

0·1949. Depending on the number of days they work they can 
earn up to about Rs. 6 per week?-If they work the full week. 

0.1950. How many days, a week do they work?-1 should say 
they work on an average about 4 days a week. 

0.1951. What do a man and his wife actually earn in a week?
I have here a statement which was taken from a miner working at 
Bhuggutdih Colliery for the last two years. He says .. I am a. married 
man and have two children. I work 6 days a week. I cu$ on an 
average 2l tubs a. day, or in other words 15 tubs per week. My wife 
works as loader with me and we earn Rs. 1-1-6 per day. As we 
work 6 days our weekly earnings amount to Rs. 6-9-0." 

0·1952. Is that a Santhal?-No, a Ghatwar. 
0.1953. Are the Santhals able to do so much ?-The Santhal. 

coming from Pokhuria have to walk a distance of about 16t miles. 

. 0·1954. But they do not walk in every day, do they?-No; they 
stay for 4 days at the colliery. Some come in on Tuesday and spme 
on Wednesday and go back for the week-end. 

0·1955. Do not some stay ,for several weekstogether?-Very 
rarely. Most of them go back for the week-end. 

0.1956. Do they bring their children with them to the mines?
No; .1 understand the arrangement is that some of the women are 
left m the dlLowrahs at Pokhuria to look after the children. They 
bring their wives as loaders. 

0.1957. There is quite a lot of education at Pokhuria' some of 
the sons of miners go to the day schools. Are IIony of those 'boys whe 
have been educated in the schools now cutting coaI?-Not ~o or. 
know ledge. . -
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• D·1958. Do you think that the food that the people eat at the 
collieries is in any way inferior to what they eat in their villages?
I think the food in the villages is simpler; they eat more at the collieries 
and they have greater variation of diet when they are near a bazaar. 
In the villages they eat dal, rice and perhaps a littl" fiah they catch 
in a pond, but. near the- bazaar they have a greater mriety. 

D.1959. SiT Victor Sassoon: Can they affOl'd to buy it?-They 
- do buy it in small quantities. 

D.1960. Mr. Mackie: If you fine the miners heavily for under
loading tubs or for any other unjust reason what usually happens?
They would complain at once to the staff if that was done and they 
would cease work and bring a petition to me; I should enquire into 
it and try to ease matters for a time. 

D·1961. In a mine raising about 500 tons a day how many tubs 
do you think it would he necessary to instal?-It depends upon the. 
lay-out underground; with a fairly good lay-out I should fa/ley 250 
tuDs. 

D-1962. That means that you would only be gett.ing 2 tons per 
tuh ?-(Mr. Heron) : In a well laid out mine you can get the tub 
returned 3 or 4 times in a shift. 

D-1963. Do you find that the miners like to see the tubs before 
they begin working?-Yes, in some cases. (lllr. I{eelan): The miner 
usually likes to see tubs for the whole day's work. 

0-1964. If you are late in supplying tubs. what do they do in 
the meantime ?-They wait till they get them. 

0-1965. They do not begin work?-No. 

0-1968. When you came to India did you tbink the method 
adopted by the Indian mitrer of cutting coal at the coal face was a 
good·method?-(Mr. Heron): It is a bad metbod. 

D-1967. Have you ever tried to show them a better way?-Yes,. 
but I have had no results as the miner thinks he knows far better 
than I do. At home the miner undercuts the coal first. then shears 
in the side, and then having regard to the least line of resistence he 
will hore his five holes and blast it down. The Indian miner simply 
stands on his feet, swings the pick round and knocks a bit off here 
and there. 

D-1968. You have really tried to show them a better method?
Yes, I have tried to show them the undercutting method. But they 
will not do it. (Mr. Purdy): I tried it years ago bnt I gave it up. 

0-19G9. Diwan Cha1>um Lall: Mr. Heron, will you give me your 
total wages bill for workers engaged ill getting and loading coal for 
the last month ?-(Mr. Heron): Yes, here is a sheet made out for 
the month of December in a colliery ill Jharia. The total wae-e bill 
including royalties came to Rs. 3"2,208-13-6 • 

• 
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0.1978. I want the number of tons raised in the month of Decem
ber, the number of \vOl'kers employed as cutters and loaders and the 
wage bill for that period ?-I cannot give you the number of loa{lers 
but I can give you the raising. The total number of tons is 12,170. 
The total amouot paid to labour is Rs. 24,240. Labour there includes 
niiners, winding engine khnlasis, and all staff with the exception of 
the supervising and office staff. . 

0·1971. Can you give me an approximate idea of the number of 
workers?-Approximately 500 miners, and an equal number of loaders, 
making 1,000 together. 

0·1972. M~. Cliff: Does. that include trammers?-No. 

0·1973 •. 1 take it this eost of Rs: 24,240 is from the coal face 
to the railway wagon?-Yes. 

0·1974. Diwan Clwman Lall: I want to find out exactly what 
a loader and miner get in the course of a month ?-That would depend 
upon the number of days they worked. 

0·1975. If I can get that figure I will be in a. pusition to compare 
the amount paid to labour with the cost of raising one ton of coal. 
You have told us that the miner gets As. 7t. What is the average 
raising of coal. taking the loader and the mine~ together ?-Three 
liubs a day, each tub being 13 cwj;. 

0·1976. That will work out at As. 12 per ton?-Yes. 

0·1977. What is the raising cost of one ton in your colliery?-In 
this particular colliery it is Rs. 3. 

0·1978. Therefore the cost for labour is As. 12 as against Rs. 3?
No, it is not; that is the cost of that particular item of tabour. 

0·1979. There is " statement in the memorandum of the Indian 
Mining Association that wages were increased by 30 per cent. in the 
year 1921. There i~ a statement in the memorandum of the Mining 
}l'ederation that wages were increaspd between U)20 and 1921 by 100 
per cent. Which of those statement,". is correct? Do you agree with 
the s(.atement that during 1!l-.20 and 1921 the. wage. in the coalfields 
rose by practically 100 per c~nt. ?-(Mr. Heronl: No, I do not . 

• 
0·1980. They furt.her '''y ""But in 1927 the wages bave fallen 

by 25 per cent." ?-There was no difference in our rate. 

0.1981. Has there been a reduction in wages aince 1921 ?-To 
my knowledge there has been no reduction in wages in our groups 
of collieries. 

0.1982. Do you mean to tell me that the 30 per cent. increase 
that was given' in 1920-21 remains?-Yes. 

0·1983. It 'is generally admitted that wages have f&llen. 
Apparently that has not affected you. T&king the rate to ba As. 'I' 
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at present all round, may I take it that your wages in 1920-21 were 
lower by 25 or 30 per cent. than the prevailing rate round about?
It was As. 5 or As. 6 a tub and it is now between As. 7 and As. 8 
a tub. . 

0·1984. You were then paying the prevailing rate and you are 
now paying the prevailing increased rate?-Yes. 

0·1985. Sir Victor Sassoon: JR there anv difference between the 
rates paid by the Mining Association and those paid by the Mining 
Federation ?-(Mr. Keelan): I do not think so; they could not g~l 
any labour if they paid lower rates than we do. 'l'he collieries working 
outcrop coal did increase wages to get lapaur but that was not general. 

0.1986. Do you agree with the statement th"t there has been 
a drop of 25 per cent. geuerally in wages paid to the miners since 
1921 ?-I am not speaking for the Mining Federation at all, but· 
I do say that as far as collieries in Jharia Ilre concerned, and particularly 
those with which I am associated, there has been no iIrop in wages. 

0.1987. Therefore you do not agree with the statement of the 
.Mining Federation?-I do not. 

0·1988. Mr. Birla: In the memorandum of the Mining 
Association you say: "These have since been reduced. Likewise 
the cost of living bas gone down since 1920." How do yon reconcile 
those two statements ?-(Mr. Heron): The rate paid to the contractor 
has been reduced, but not the olle paid to the miner. 

Sir VictOT Sassoon: Mr. Chairman, I suggest we get a detailed 
list of reductions as we have got a detailed list qf increases. 

0·1989. The Chairman: Will you take the schedule in the 
memorandum where yon say there was an increase beginuing at 30 
per cent. running down the scale te 5 per ceut. and send us information 
as to how far there has been any reduetion in those different classes?
(Mr. Keelan): This increase of wages was granted to people on a 
monthly salary. 

0·1998. 'j'he Chairman: I take it that this partiCUlar statement 
was prepared in Calcutta?-Yes. (Mr .. Cork): In oorne cases wages 
have been increased. • 

0·1991. 8i .. VictOT Sa;soon: Is there any case in which you have' 
decreased wages ?-N:ot iu the case of miners. 

0·1992. Have yon decreased the wages orany class of workers?
Probably a few rupees; there are .certain cases. 

0 .• 1993. Diwan Cliaman Lall: When was the last increase given 
before 1921 ?-(Mr. Keelan): I could not tell you but the wages have 
gradually increased. In 1894 we were paying As. 2;\: to A •. 3 per tub; 
and before this increase we were paying As. 6 a tub. During every 
famine that occurred there was an appeal and another anna was put 
on the tub. In 1920.we wefe paying As. 6 to As. 6t. 
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0·1994. What were you paying in'1914?-As. 6. 

0.1995. It says in this memorandum that the cost of living per 
adult 'appears to be about Rs. 2 per week. If in 1914 the rate was 
As. 6 per tub and in 1930 it is something over As. 7 per tub. do you 
think the increase in cost of living has been such as to equalize the 
position?:"'(Mr. Heron): The price is ,now As. 8 a tub, and they 
are better off to-day than they were then. (Mr. Keelan): Since 1920 
there has been a slight fan in the cost of living. 

0-1996. DiU'an Clla,;wn [,all: I take it you accept responsibility 
for that ,tatement ?-(Mr. Heron): No, I do not because I was at 
home when that statement was made out. 

0-1997. Will you tell me what the cost of living per adult per 
week is?-Here is the case of a man named Sona. a mistri, who says: 
.. I am n Behari by caste and have worked at .Baradighi colliery for 
the past U ~'ears at a salary of Hs. 28 per month. I a am married 
man and haw one daughter. For food expenses I spend Rs. 2-8-0 
per week, and for clothing Rs. 4-6·0 per month." It comes to a total 
of Rs. 14-6-0, and his savings come to Rs. 13-10-0. 

0-1998. As !llllployers of labour, have you ever considered the 
desirability of finding out whether Rs. 2-8-0 It week. the figure you 
have ju.t given me, is adequate for a miner anu his wife to live on?
(Mr. Keelan): Here are some figures which were given to me. Rice 
is about Rs. 5 to Rs. 5-8-0 a maund, dal ahout Rs. 3-6-0 a maund. 
I have made enquiries with regard to food-stuffs; I have even ellqrnred 
from an Indian constable who always looks prosperous and well fed, 
and he says Rs, 10 feeds him very well. 

0-1999. Mr. Cliff: Does that mean him""l! and his family?
No. he is a single man. I am s:,tisfied that if they earn Rs, 18 to 
Rs. 20 a month. the man aud his wife ~d two children can have two 
square meals a day and a bit of tea in the morniug'. 

0·2000. Diwan Chul1um Lull: I am refening to Rs. 2-8-0 for 
food. Are you satisfied that that is adequate ?-No , I think it is a 
little· more than that. I should say Rs. ]2 a mOllth. 

0·2001. The Mining Association in their memorandum say that 
the Association considers that the introduction of intermediaries between 
"rnpl(}Y~'8 and employees might po.sibly create grievances or wants 
that at present simply do not exist. 1" there any method to-day where
by you call !ret to know the wants and grievances of the employees 
or whether they want a rj,e in wages; is thel'e any method by which 
they can approach you?-Ye8, they have acc,egS to the manager. 

0-2002. If you have no objection to dired a~~e88 have you any 
objection to combined acce,,?-(lIlr. Heron): NOlle. 

0-2003. Am I to take that reply to mean that you would not be 
averse to granting adequate facilities for the Collieries Emptoyeee 
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Association to set up trade 'unions on the coalfield?-What wonld 
be the nature of the facilities required? No, I should be pleased to 
discuss the matter with- the Association. 

0·2004. Are you speaking now in your individual capaeity?-Yes. 

0·2005. May we know what the Association feels about it?
(Mr. Keelan): That we cannot tell you; we are giving you our 
perROnal view. to-day. 

0·2006. Mr. Sibakli llou: T think ~-()U ar~ appearing on behalf 
of the Association ?-No. 

The Chairman: They are mcmhern, hut they are not speaking 
for the Association. 

0·2007. Di,pan Chama.. Lall: You say in the memorandum 
.. Refore the merits of any such claim against the industry itself 
could arise for consideration, the proof of the existence of a class of 
regular workers in the mines. settled labour, in other words, with 
minin~ as their definite occupation. would be a necess,'lry preliminary." 
Do you adhere to that opinion?-It is not· our opinion. 

0·2008. I would like your personal opinion in regard to welfare 
work including education ?-I am quite in favour of welfare work
primary education i. part of welfare work. 

0.2009. Would you individually be averse to money being raised 
by mean., of a cess ?-Money is now raised by mean. of a cess. 

0·2010. "'ould you be averse to more money being raised?
We all pay a road and public works cess which is supposed to provide 
for rural schools and education. and there i. a Bin under consideration 
to increase that cess from two pice in the rupee to anna 1. 

D·2011. Would you be avers .. to the constitution of a miners 
welfare (und out of which all these facilities could be provided by 
means of a cess levied at so much per ton ',I-If the trade could afford 
it and the trade was not ag-ainst it there would certainly be no 

,opposition from u.. (Mr. Heron): If the economic position of the 
trade permitted it. yes. • 

D·2012. In view of the statement on this matter made in the 
melllomndum of one of the Federations it appears that even when 
your industry wa~ prosperous nothing was done for welfare work 
owing to lack of (',,-ordination. \Vhether your industry is in the position 
at present to pay for it or not is a different matter, but the cess 
would be a ceSH on tonnage produced ?-IMr. Keelan): If the trade 
could afford it and the trade granted it there would be no opposition 
from ·11<;. 

0·2013. What tlo you mean by .. trade .. ? Do you mean the 
Mining Federation and the Mining Association ?-The people who run 
the collieries; if they could see their way to !>!ford it, and the trade rea.lly 



{'ould aITord it, there would be no opposition from us; it would make 
our work easier. We do not d"al with the eommP.l·cial side of it at 
all. Naturally the better paid our people are the easier our work. 
(~rr. Heron): If the labour were educated they would be able t'J 
take an intelligent interest in their work. 

D-2014. With regard to housing. is there overcrowding ?-The 
month of February is the sPorte.t month of the yea" and the month 
in which we have the maximum raising. During that month there 
is overcrowding. 

0·2015. Has any action been taken by the Mines Board of Health 
under Regulation 22A to preven~ overcrowding?-Yes. 

0·2016. wnat action was taken ?-(Mr. Purdy): No action was 
taken in court that I know of. • 

0·2017. Mr. M ukherji: Do yon incur any expenses on recruiting 
miners?-(Mr. Kedan): At ,certain timtls of the year we spend a 
small amount on recruiting. 

0.2018. What is the average cost of your recruiting?-AnytlJing 
from 1 anna to 3 annas or 3! annas a ton. 

0·2019. It has. been definitely asserted that' the Bengal Coal 
Company forced their tenants to work in their own mines?-We are 
not concerned with what is past. I can only speak of what is happen
ing'. 'Vhen I took charge in 1~14 I dirt m on the di<tinct understanding 
tbat there was no connection between the colliery and the zamindari. 
The collieries might arrange their own labour and the zamindari would 
not arrange it. 

0·2020. Have you ever had occasion to dismiss surplus labour 
coming to your collieries seeking employment ?-At certain times of 
the year. Up to about two weeks ago I could have engaged 100 per 
cent. more men, but they were not there. Now labour is coming in. 
Within a week I shall know exactly what I can employ and we shall 
not take any more. They will move on when they find there is no 
work at my colliery. They may stay for two or three days resting 
with tileir friends hefore they' go on to the next colliery, but within 
a fortnight or three weeks it will have all settled down, alld every 
mine will have just the amount of .labour it requires; the extra labour 
having left the district. At certain times of the year we get too much 
labour and have to send it on. 

0·2021. The Chairman: Do you ever have to discharge labour, 
when you once begin to employ it ?-No. Once he is employed we 
would rather keep that man tban go i~ for a n'tw fellow. 

0·2022. Mr. M ukherj;: Is it not a fact tha.t you pay over-time 
wages for workers who work over-time or who work on ·holidays?

,The ~nly people ,who work over-time are fitters, and we pay them 
over-tIme wages. 



b.~023. Have you any knowledge of smaller mines working 
besides your collieries who put up their wages to' the extent of 9 annu. 
and 10 annas per tub during the boom period of 1920-21 ?-Thos€ 
companies have all failed. 'fhey put up to 12 annas per tub. After 
1920 Wtl were ,paying 8' anllas and they were paying 12annas. 

0·2024. You have no knowledge of mines working before 1920 who 
put up their wages to 9 allnas and. 10 annas per tub ?-No. 

0·2025. In reply to Diwan Cha.man LalJ you .aid that yon would 
have no objection to organize representation by miners about the 
increase of wages or their grievances. Bnt have you any objection 
to outside interference, that is, interference from those who do not 
belong to the actual manual labourers ?-I have no objection to any 
one making a representation om behalf of the workmen provided always 
that he can talk· practically on the subject. 

0·2028. So you have objection to outsiders comillg and interfering? 
-Yes .. 

;M T. Cliff: What do you .mean by outsiders? 

Mr. Mukherji: I mean those who are not residents on ti,e colliery 
and working on the colliery with manual labourers. 

Mr. Cliff: Would you call the. Secretary of the Employees' 
Association an outsider? 

Mr.· Mukherji: I would because he is not a manual labow·er. 

The Witness: (Mr. Heron): I would not call him an outsider 
at all because he has worked on the colliery. 

M T. M ukkerii: But he no longer works on the colliery. 

The Chairman: The answer is qnite clear .that' the witness has 
no objection to the Secretary of the Association if he is a practical 
man having experience of colliery work. 

0·2027. Mr. Joshi: We have been told that the coal induatry 
is not doing well now. Is it true ?-(Mr. Keelan): As far as I 'know, 
it was true up to a month ago. 

0.2028. If the trade is not at present in a prosperous condition, 
should we not expect that you either cannot give sufficient work to 
your labour or you have reduced the number?-(Mr. Cork): The 
position is that a less number of collieries are raising the same number 
of tons. The output of the collieries is much the same, but there 
are some collieries which were closed down for bad trade and the 
otherl!, have taken their labour. • 

D·2029. There is some surplus labour available ?-No. (Mr. 
Heron): Some second class collieries were closed down and the labour 
has been absorbed by collieries working first-class coal. 



D·2030. You .io not aa,y that the rate of wages has gone, down 
but I find that the average earnings have g'One down. The Chief 
In.pet·tor of Miues says that the d~ly wage". in 1926 were 15_8, 
in 19-27 14 annas 3 pies and in 19-28 13 'D.nnas 6 pies. There is an 
indication that there must be surplus labour and the wages are. going 
down. There 'is either short work or reduction of rates?-'-Not neces
sarily. The miner may be giving a tub Ie"" a day: the work is there 
but he is not doing it. 

·'.0·2031. 'If the trade is bad I feel that there should be no necessity 
for costly· recruiting?-(Mr. Purdy): ·"The wages bill can go down 
for more reasons than one. For . instance, you may improv.. the out~ 

,put per person by installing machinery. (Mr. Keelan): The 1'O!iiis 
. cut by machine and not by hood. They "Illy do the filling. 

n·2032. My point is that the average earnings have gone down. 
So they must be short of work whi"h tallies with the -statement that 
your trade is not good. It does Mt show th"t yeu &re$pending money 
on recruitment?-(Mr. Heron): But you are not taking'nto SC<lC>Unt 
the, fact that the miner instead of producing three tuhs might .nly 
produce two. (Mr. Keelan): For the last two years there is 
·a ~trit-ted output. . 

0·2033. This is what the Indian Mining Association say·in rega,rd 
to the hours of work. The majority of the miners consider tl>e,gettiug 
of three tub. to be a day's work-.a.nd ta,ke their own time over .it-
working 4 or 5 hours per· day a,nd 4 or 5 days per week." r W8llt to 
know if this statement is correct ?-I think what the Mining A_ciation 
are referring to is tire actual work put in by a miner. not "the t.ime 
he goes down the pit and the time he cornes lip. 

0·2034. I agree tbat the aetual work he puts in is only 4 or 
5 bours and that he works only ·for 4 or I} days in a ·week. 'If this 
is so, from your point of view. wha,t i. the diflieulty in reducing the 
$atutory daily limit of 12 boul'S underground to, say, iO hours?
I would like to point out that in a ·8&fety-lamp pit before a miner 
gets to the face it will sometimes take Ii hours; that. time is included 
in t\!e working time. After he reaches the face be takes some time 
before he sets to work. 

0.2035. So this statement that the miner works only '4 or 5 hours 
a day requires qualification ?-It requires qualification a.nd -npIauation. 

0·2038. I take it for granted that he spends 'Bn hour to go and 
an bour to come b"",k. Still he works. say, 7 hours a day. I want 
to know what will be the real difficulty from your point of view
leave aside the miners' convenience because I have heard that ,the 
miners like to work longer hours-if the statutary hours· are reduced? 
-If you reduce· the hours lrelow 54 per week, I da not think he will 
be able to earn as much maney at' he is earning now. (Messrs. eark 
and Purdy): We do ~otagree ·with· that. (Mr, Keelan): In my, 



opinion, 1 do not think that if you reduce his working hours, that is 
including the time he gets to the face aud coming out of the pit, 
below 54 per week he will ear .. as much money in a day as he is 

• I earmng now. . 

0-2031. Really he works for 9 hours a day, and it i. not, therefore, 
right to say phat he works only 4 or 5 hours ?-I think what. the 
Association mean is the actual physical work at the coal face. 

0.2038. The Chai1'1Mn: You say that the hours for coming and 
going make it much longer?-Yes. / 

0-2039. Mr. Joshi: You were all against limitation of hours and 
you felt that the miner does not like 12 hours limit and that he may 
like to remain in the mine for 17 hours--(Mr. Heron}: I do not 
think we were all against limitation of hours. We said that the shift 
system would be bett~. 

0-2040. When the Government of India proposed to limit the 
hours of work there was general opposition from the employers 1-
Law has always followed the procedure adopted by leading collieries. 

0-2041. My point is this: There will be pressure upon the work
man to do his work intensively but the employer will not sulfer. It 
is nQi; impossible for a workro.m to give you 4 or 5 hours' intensive 
work in, 88Y, 8 hours' time; is it very difficult for a man to give you 
four hours' work in 8 hours' time?-(Mr. Keelan): For 5 hours you 
will have to allow about 9 hours. 

D.2042. So it is not 4 hours but 5 hours 1-4 to 5 hours. 

D-2043, Let us teke it that the man works for 4 hours, and if you 
give him 8, hours within the mine he will do his work. What I am 
anxious to find out is why the daily hours should not be reduced to 
8 when the miner actually gives you' 4 or 5 hours of work. Can you 
point out auy difficulties except that the miner does not like ?-(Mr. 
Heron): . The question of transport of the coa) from the face to the 
pit top arises. 

D-2044, You mean to say that the miner has really to work more 
than 4 or Ii hours?-He has got to remain longer in the mine. That 
is a cliffi.culty. 

0.2045. It is not the fault of the miner if he remains Ionger?-
It is partly his fa.ult. ' 

D-2048, It is partly his fault and it is partly the fault of the 
ma.nagement. I now find that there is one difficulty about carrying 
the coal. Is there any other difficulty in redncing the hours from 
12 to' 8? I may tell you that when the legislature considered this 
question, the Select Committee recommended that after three years 
this question should be reconsidered. This Commission is now sitting, 
a.nd when its report comes it will be nearly:3 years and naturally 



Government will depend upon the report of this Commission. We 
. want to find out therefore whether the hours could not be reduced from_ 
12 to any lower limit, and what are the difficulties in doing it?
(Mr. Purdy): If you reduce his hours and have shifts of 8 hours, 
he will have to go down at a certain time and will have to come up 
at a certain time. 

D.2047. You are speaking of the convenience of the miner. I' 
want to know what will be your difficulties?-We have no objection 
to it. (Mr. Keelan): When the shift system comes into force from 
1st of April it is going to take us a certain time to take all the 
labour out of the pit. be~ause every man mUHt be out of tbe pit 
before the new shift goes down. For taking one shift out of 
the pit it will take about 2 hours. So that if you reduce the 
hours to 8 it will give him only 6 hours from the time he enters the 
cage to the time he comes out of the pit again. If the shift has to 
commence at, say, 8 o'clock we shall have to begin at 6 o'clock. These 
cages are small. 

D-2048. You are raising the question whether the 8 hours should 
be from fa.oe to fa.oe or bank to bank ?-It comes to that. 

D-2049. BiT VictO'f Bassoon; You would not mind 8 hours from 
face to fa.oe?-No. . 

D-2050. M T. Clow: What' is the system of fining that is in 
foree in the collieries direct Iv managed ?-Prnctically there is no 
fining.. • 

D·2051. In the collieries run by contractors,' is any' cont~l 
exercised over the extent t<l which a contractor ca.n fine a workman? 
-(Mr. (',orkl: No. 

D-2052. Are you able to state to wbat extent men are fined?
If people are unjustly fined they will come to me. 

0-2053. Have you many snch instances?-No. 

D-2054. ~e you in favour of imposing any restrictions on the 
sale or mJl.nufaeture of drinks in the colliery areas?-{Mr. Keelan): 
Yes. A. I have' stated in my memoranduIIl. I am not in favour of 
the people getting chaTas, gania or spirits. but the rice beer does them 
no harm. In my opinion. the rice beer that was made 20 years ago 
is not the same beer that they are taking now. I would go further 
and say that very few of the excise staff can tell you what is contained 
in rice beer; they have never analysed it. 

D-2055. The Chainnan: With regard to maternity benefit to 
women on your collieries before and .. fter child-birth, have yon any 
uniform system ?-It is !.eft to the discretiou of the manager. Usually 
he gives a small amount; the labour superintendent recommends and 
the mSll1l.ger sanctions ~_ (Mr. Purdyl; In my .case I keep a dai 
in ,~ne case o~ women wh" :~e employecl direct by the company. About' 

• 



the grant· of maternity allowances, ill the ca.se· of women who a.re 
employed by the contractor, the contractor says thai moat of tbe. 
wo~en go to theh-· homes for delivery, anil that he pays tbem their 
tram fares and otheI: expense •. 

D·2058. You cannot tell us whnt payment the contraetor makes? 
.. ,-'-Rs. 2, I think. 

0·2057. Is that a maternity allowance in cash 7-Yes. 

D-2058. For how long is the woman oft'-work?-I cannot say. 
(Mr. Cork): We have not got anything like that. 

. 0.2059 •. We fonnd places where they give very liberal allowances, 
~tbers who give som& allowance and others who give none at all. 
Would you have any objection to there being a provision which would 
pu~ you a.Il on the same level. at any rate as far as t he minimum 
allowance is concerned ?-(Mr. Purdy): We will be pleased to have 

. it. (Mr. Heron): I do not think there can be any objection. (Mr . 
.. '" Keelan): If the trade agrees and could afford it, we would certainly 
• welcome it. 

0-2080. It is not a heavy item. Do you not think it is one of 
-the 'things that would lead to contentment 01> your eollieries?
. Certainly. 

0-2081 .• That is one pa.rt of a larger matter of the general welfare 
of the pepple that you employ. Would you object to some co·ordinated 
scheme largely under the control of practica.l persons like yourselves 
that would bring abont a minimll'lIl standard of general welfare for 

.the workers?-(Mr. Purdy): We will be pleased to have ii. (Mr. 
Heron): I have no objection. 

0~2082. M+. Cliff': With regard to the cost of recruitment, the 
Government of Bihar and (lri~ ... have given UR certain figures, and I 
wanted to know whether you could tell us from your experien!,e whether 
they are representative. They say that the cost of recruitment for 
two large collieries one situated iu Jhal'm. and the' athel:, in. MOhuda for 
the year 1927 was 7.82 pies per tOll; fOf! the, first half of l..928 it w .... 
10"pies per ton, for the second half of 1928 it WlIo6 10.5 and fOF the first 

'half'of 1929 no was 9 'pies perton?-~I pity It MlIlll8 per ton. (Mr. 
Purdy): It costs me apl"'"oximately 2 annas per hm for reeruiting. 

0·2083. That is the average for the year?-Yes. (Mr. Cork): 
In our CAAe it i. between 4 and 5, and sometimes up to 6 a.nnas. (Mr. 
Purdy): It is more in the Raniganj field than iu the Jharia field. 

o..2064...Wihh.regard to. tile payment of wages. have lLI'Iy of YOIl 

"., manager. tried to alter the ru.y 0 .. which wages are paid.?-l have 
doneit • .,..,..ye",u ago. I brought in the system ot payment on Saturdaiy 
ait&!'_ in order' to give them a clear Sund ... ,. but I d" not. k.IIbw 
~h!!r; ~ha.. lIysMm is stiU: curied. on. in th&t· colliery afte. I left it . .. 



I did more· or lees mak",;,l; a StlcceilS for &bout two years &t tha.t particul&r
place, 8IJId fl!re!'ybody """" paid OR Saturday afternoOQ. 

0-2035. 'rhat means that they were free on .Sunday provided the 
colliery. WlIt8 not· wOIlking\'-Y.... ' 

0-2066. The Chai,..m"n: Did you then experience a bett~ 
at.tendance on Monday?-No; it was the same. ~ 

04087, Mr. Cliff: With l'egard to· the payment, up to wha.t day 
yo .. were making?-Up to Thursday. 

0-2068. Was there· ohjection raL""d to that ?-Na. 

002069. With regard to the other collieries, have you tried it. 
again?-No. We are on contract "Ystem ... nd the contractor p"Y. "'" 
Sunday. 

0-2071f. Do you exerds<! no control with regard to the p"yment 7- . 
1 only insi.t tbat the p"yment should not he delaye>d longer tban Sunday; ."' 
be generally p"y~ on Sunday. .\ 

0~2071; How long does the Sunday p"yment take ?-It depends Olt • 

the system. Wben I organize a ptlcca system with European assistants 
in charge of it. tbey eould pay aH tbe men in about 4 bours; but_!"hen. 
it is· le~ to the contr8lOoor and his Rtaff, they take a much longer time' 
over it; they spend nwst of the Sund .. y morning in payments. 

0·2072. If he take. 4 hours with a puGCI> staff, does he start earlier, 
say, at 8 o'clock on Sunday morning?-In tbe hot weather he does, but 
not in the cold weather. . 

11-2a73. DO',,11 the people- live' I!>! •. the eoUiel'Y, ord .. some at themr 
('Om<! fram· outside to- reeeive payment ?-There are very few whGcome
from outside. hut they do not live far away from the colliery. 

0.28.74. H .... an;y otheF me.na.ger tried. paymem on Saturday?
(Mr. Hel""'}: I P"Y on SIiMay. It commences at 8 o'clock and 
finish~ b:v 12. Tho ..... wi"" come frOin outside malte it a point of working. 
OD Baturd",y night; '0' that they can get their pay on Sl'>nda;y m,mllng 
It ud then get off. 

0,..2975. Wh... tim.. do. they come' up one Smllday morning?"':" 
Betwe&n.6 ·and 7. 

D-2078. What time do they get tbeir payIn<:nt?-By 8 or 8-30. 

0-2017. What will be the longest distance from which people come 
to work ?"-Some people come from 161 miles. These people after 
receiving payment go back to their homes and return toO work onry on 
Wednesday morning. • 

D-21178. Do· you exl'.ect tbese people to come on Monday?-They 
are the best j ndges. 

0.2018~· If . a pet'l!elll.lm.s got. t ... , spend bis. SUIlcl,a,y· in that W"'Y' it 
i. hardly reasonable to call that a da.y. of rest?-'rh_ is, DO< colliery 



which" works on Sunday. There is practically no work OIl Monday; on 
Tuesday you will "probably get about ! or *; on Wednesday you start 
a full day. 

0.2080. I was interested to find out why so many minenr did not 
work on Monday, and I got some light on it yesterday and I got more 
.iight on it today. Is it not feasible to organize a system of payment 
on a day other than Sunday? Are there practical difliculties in tlie 
way?-That could be done, but it would affect the miners coming from 
that distance. Because it suits them to go home on Sunday morning. 
If they are paid on Saturday they will go home on Saturday morning. 
which means that they will have an extra holiday. 

0·2081. Is there any practical difficulty from the point of view of 
the management?-None whatever. 

" 0·2082. With regard to the Santhals who come from long ~tances, 
is there 8 po88ibility of organizing transport for them 1-1 do not think 
so. 

0·2083. Do the mine managers want a permanent stable labour 
fotce?-Yes. 

D·2084. Will you t<lll us what steps you have taken to try and 
obtain a permanent st.able labour force 1-The step necessary to be ta.!<en 
is to give them .such inducements as will persuade them to stay on the 
colliery. But there is another thing to be taken into consideration. 
For the !Dost part some of them remain in their villages When it i. 
ploughing time, they want to go home, and when it is harvesting time 
they again want to go home. It is a question whether we would be able 

"to offer such inducements as would convince them that it would be 
better for tbem to remain on the colliery in~tead of going to their villages. 

0·2085. I notice that a very large number of collieries deal with 
their labour through contractors, but there is a proportion who deal with 
them direct. I was wondering what steps the managers themselves have 
really taken to try and obtain a stable permanent labour forcer-you 
must remember tha.t he is an agriculturist lirst, and a miner second. 

0.2086. The Chairman: But if he came regularly to you, except 
for those seasons of ploughing and reaping, for the rest of his time you 
would consider him practically a permanent worker, would you not?
Yes. 

0-2087. " Mr. Cliff: I am just trying to see whether from the point 
;)f view of the manager himself who wants efficiency and who want. a 
permanent labour force any steps have been taken to create that 
force ?-(Mr. Purdy): The only inducements that we give at the 
present day are free houses, free lighting, free coal. free drinking wat.er, 
free medics.l attendance and medicine, sick and slight injury allowance 
and a C<lI-tain amount of land in some collieries. (Mr. Keelan): For 
instance, the Bengal Coal Company which holds zamindaris give land 
to miners at reducad rates of rent. 
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b.2088. The contractors tell me that they control the supply and 
distJ;i.bution of tubs, while the mine managers evidently control the 
attendance of labour. I want to know what co-ordination and co
operation there is between the mine manager and the contractor?
(Mr. Cork): The contractor is paid on a sliding sc"l';; the more he 
raises the greater will be the amount he receives. 

D·2089. The mine manager keeps a register which purports to 
record the attendance of labour. There are times when due to no fault 
of the miner there is no work available for him; for instance, there are 
no tubs?-There are odd occasions. but I do not think that is general. 

0·2098. Wh"t co-ordination is- there between the two?-(Mr. 
Heron): The responsibility of the mme manager ceases when these 
miners are made over to the sardars who are responSible for tlie supply 
of tubs underground to the miners. 

0·2091. Is the sardar responsible to the contractor?-(Mr. Heron) : 
The sarda. is responsible to the overman, the overman to the Assistant 
Manager and the Assistant Manage!.' to the Manager. 

0·2092. In one particular mine I went to, the sardars are respon
sible to the contraclor?-He is 'a raising contractor. I &In talking now 
of recruiting contractor<; whose responsihility ceases as soon as the miner 
reaches the colliery. 

D·2093. '.rhat is in a departmental system ~f raisiug coal. But 
where you have raising contractors what co-ordination is there between 
you and him in dealing with the question of the distribution of tubs and 
supply of labour?-There are the manager and the overmen. (Mr. 
Cork): It is a question of tub distribution. The mOl'e the contractor 
gets with a certain number of tubs the better for him. 

D.2094. But where do you co-ordinate between the supply of labour 
and the Bupply of tubs ?-Generally there is an excess of tubs available 
over the labour employed. 

0·2095. I am told on good authority that there are times in the 
year when you are short of ,tubs and there are other times when you 
have plenty of them. What co-ordination is there between the con
tractor and the manager to adjust the labour Bupply to the number of 
tubs available wheuyou are short of tubs ?-There is nothing except 
the question of speeding up the tub. from the cool face to the surface. 

D·2098. Do you let men go down the mines when there are no tubs 
for them ?-No. 

D.2097. How do you arrange it between yourself and the con
tractor?-He will expedite the raising of tubs.· 

D.2098. It appears there are hlstances wheJ:!l there-are no tubs?
. When there isa breakdown it cannot be helped. You will have to 

make allowances for that. 



'b';2099. Ap&rt from breakdown you'ha.ve sometImes 11. grea.t~ euess 
of labour over the tubs &V&ilable for their UIIe?-I have never hat lIUch 
an excess of coal cutting laboor. .(Mr. 'Purdy): On an avera.ge I have 
2,000 workers undergrou!\\'tl. I,et us ta.ke ha.if of them as miners. For 
these 1,000 miners '500 per shift. I have 1.000 tubs. ·1 have 59 over
men who see to distribntion of these tnbs in Mdiilion to the oontl'a'Ctor's 
,sta.!i of saTti.ar8. 

'0·2100.' Theyare' uader your control ?-The59 overmen are under 
my control. Besides :J. ha.ve b~a.d ,wennen over these 59 overmen. 

0·2101. SiT Alea:ander Murray: How do you pey the tramwa.y 
·men? Do you pay them piece rates?-Yes. 

0.21112. Paying 'the tramway men piece rates i. an incentive to 
them to turn round as many' tubs as possible ?~Yes. The contra.ctor 
8arda1'8 who are directly in charge of these men and in charge of the dis
tribution of these tubs, the mumkis wllosee to the filling up of the tubs 
..... e all paid & commission per tub. 

0.2103. So tha.t, it does not pay any body handling the tubs not 
to run them as fast as they possibly can ?-Every. body is intereated in 
the quick handling of the tubs. (Mr. Heron): Ina well laid out 
colliery a .tub can return 3 to 3! t,imes on an average every day. If you 
are not getting them as rapidly as that you can examine the various 
sections and .spot out at once where the defect lies in the lay-out of the 
colliery. (Mr. Purdy) : Every -body handling the. tnblr-the miner, 

-the loader, the trammer, the sa"Mr and the fflllmhi-is paid on 
contraCt. _ 

D·'2lO4. If a miner through no fault of his own is prevented from 
doing his work .canthere be any objection to his being given a minimum 
earning for such period? For instance, take the question of tubs, the 
question of loading m&ehine-cut coal and the coal not being cut an1l kept 
t'ea.dy for l08cling?--(Mr. Heron): We do lIot often fail to supply tubs. 
(Mr. Cork): We generally give kh01"aki, a. certain proportion of his 
earnings, in the case of breakdown. 

0.2105. The Chainn<ln: Ora failure of the tubs ?-Buppose a rope 
breo.ks down, the tubs <lannot be moved np and down. It cannot be 
said that the tubs are insufficient, but the delay is due to the breakage 
of the rope . 

. 0.2106. At what rate do you pay kkoralti when you allow a 1nan 
to go down -the mine and he is not able to work through no fault of his 
own?-We pay As. 2. . 

0.2107. Mr. Cliff: .Is tdlere a.ny objection -to tills being adopted 
uniformly in all pits ?-Every case .has to be enquired into to see that 
it is not due to the fault of the mmer. 

'0.2108. Take cases where it 'is through "uo fault of the "IIliner. 
'Would you object to that system being adopted uniformly in all·the 
pits?-I would not object to its being uniform. "But there are _s 



wliere it is imposed upon lO" that yoo should pay a minimum wa-ge for 
a fault which could be easily rectified. The man could have gone inte 
another portion of the mine and .earned something. III such !lases we 
should not be made to pay. 

D-2189. What protection pas the miner in pits where due to 
insufficiency of tramways leading to the coal face he has long leads to 
carry the coal ?~If that was the case the labour ;would go away. the 
next day. We will lose onr labour. (Mr. Heron) The miner gets 
the neceSSl1.ry protection' from the managers who have to see that the 
tramways .. re as near to the coal fa.,., as possibl<.>. 

0-2110. There are complaints in certain pits that it is not ~?
If th"t were ~ the manager must be a man who is not alive to his 
responsibility. 

0-2111. SiT AleJ'<J"der Murray: I suppo... pits are ron to get. 
co .. lout of them ?-Yes. 

0-2112. Mr. Cliff: With regard to the coal raised by ~g 
contractors is there any check between the amount despatclied .a.u.d 
paid for by the Compsny. and the amount for which the contrl!dor 
pays his labour?-(Mr. Cork) There is no check because the !ID.t-..er is 
paid by tnbs and the contractor by tons. 

0-2113. The total amount that you pay for the tonnage I'aiBed can 
be compared with the total amount that the contractor pay" {0Ir the 
tubs raised by his men. There i,.~ a very widespread impression &!llOngsli·· 
the mining community th"t there is au amount of surplus coar which 
goes by the board which ought not to go by th" board. What assurance 
have they that it is not so ?-(Mr. Heron)' There i. this protection 
in the case of surplus coal. We pay As. 4 a ton to the miner and his 
men~ 

D-21'14. That is whe"e the miner bas direct contact with the 
manager?-Yes. 

D-2115. What check is there where' you have a coal r"ising (.'On
tractor?-{Mr. Purdy) The only check is this. The contractoI" keeps 
his own account through his mltmhis and saTdaTs and the miners ar ... 
paid according to thllt account. The only check that I h,.,,""1 over the 
number of tubs is my overmen woo give me the nu.mber of ~bsraised 
in each pit daily. i.e .. " Daily Report ". 

D-211" Sir Victor Sas&lJon: . YQU say y.ou !>now the n\!rober of 
tubs coming out of ea.ch pit and the number of tol\6 ~at you p80.y fQr. 
Therefore you have got a check?-'-Yes, I have. 

0-2117. Do you' eye.r comPare the figures?-We {'ompare them 
.pvery week. 

0.2111. Do ·yon finel that you pay for more coaJ tbJi,n 1'4Il14. b" 
.accounted for :by ~he J!wp~r of ~lb!! rai!le4i; or in 6ther wom.s. d& YJH.I , 



find the tubs have been overloaded ?-l am actually getting Ie •• every 
week-300 to 400 tons less. 

0·2119. Mr. Cliff: Can there be any objection to a system of, 
check being instituted which would protect the miner?-CMr. Cork) 
The best protection is this: once It tub of coal is not paid for the miner 
goes next door; As. 4 is waiting for him. 

0-2120,' 'Vith regard to the number of hOll!"S worked by minera 
I understand that the daily limitation will be 12 hours from 1st April. 
Are you making any arrangement to check the times of entry and exit . 
of the miners?-CMr. Heron) We have the tally system. The miner 
is given a token and his name and the time he goes down are entered 
in a register. VI'hen he comes out of the mine he_prodllces the token 
and his name is taken off the register. That would give us the time 
he has been underground. (Mr. Purdy) I have the same system. 
But the miners are not careful in the use of the tol,en.. 'I'hey very 
often throw it away in the mine itself or when they come up in the 
cage. They very rarely produce it again before the time clerk at the 
top of the pit. I had to make hnndreds of them last year especially six 
months ago .. r wamed the miners and threatened them that I would 
charge As. 2 per ticket if they lost it. I di,l not intend to enforce it. 
bnt in one or two cases I had to make them pay A~. 2. I have since 
been able to run this system without serious trouble. I work two shif.ts 
aJready-day shift and night shift. 

D·2121. I howe seen that system which is supposed to have been 
in operation 3 or 4 years. It does not recotd the actnal facts. In point 
of fact it is no record at all. That system is going by the board. Ha"e 
you any other sufficient check to be instituted on the 1st of April?
(Mr. Keelan) The best check that we can have is this: the mine m1lst 
be cleared of all labonr before any new labour is allowed to go down. 

D·2122. Is that proposed to be done generally?-I think FO. 

(Mr. Heron): Each record clerk is given au assistant who is in char!!e 
of the tallies. He hands out the tallies to the miners and notes thrir 
names and the number of the tokpn in a register. He has a clock in 
front of him and he notes down the time also. I think this is thr 
system that works at home also. 

Mr. Cliff: I have seen a time clerk with a clock in front'of l1im 
recording the time to the exact minute both when the miners I!O down 
and cOrlle out . 

. 0.2123. We Il&W a time register the other day in a {'olliery whi"h 
recorded that certain men went down 5 minntes past the hour and came 
out !l minutes past the hour: again certain others went down 20 minutes 
past the hour and ca.me· up 20 minutes past the hour with absolute 
precisIon and uniformity. 'We asked how the- men we,.., able to do that 
and whether they were called out. He said they were not called out. 
How do you suggest that this is done ?-(Mr. Heron) Th"t goes to 
$how thp.* $h!l m!ln ~ prono to resist anthority. 



0·2124. it shows that the time clerk is registering a.ooording to 
ilieory, not according to fact. Will you call the people out in April? 
.-(Mr. Keelen) We have to. (Mr. Heron) 'rhe matter will h .... e to 
be explained to the miner and he should be left to keep the time. If 
he does not obey he will have to be c;>mpeUed to obey. 

D-2125. Sir Alexander Murmy: How will you compel?
(Mr. Heron and Mr. Purdy) TIlrJ) him out. 

. 0-2128. MT. Cliff: Is there any difierence in the r .. te of wages 
for loading machine-cut coal and hewing and loading a tnb of coal?
(Mr. Heron) The rate is As. 5l a tub for loading machine-cut coal 
and As. 8 a tub for hewing and loading coal. The miner who loads 
the machine-cut coal will have also to dress up the sides of the gallery. 
It may be that the shots may havebeell defective. He might have to 
dress up the sides and fill 3 or 4 tubs. 

0·2127. Sir Victor Sassoon: Do YOIl use different tubs?-No, 
we use the same tub. for both kinds of coal. Difierent tubs are used in 
difierent mines. Some use 27 c .ft tub. and that is the standard in that 
mine. Some use 30 c.ft tubs and that is the standard in those niines . 

. D-2128. You pay the same amouut irrespective of the size?-No, 
th .. ,e is a difference of half an anna. 

D-2129. Sir Alexander Mu'ffllY: Supposing an accident occura in 
your mine what do you do as regards reporting it t·o the Chief Inspector 
of Mines?_(Mr. I(eelan) We telephone to tbe Chief Inspector of 
Mines at once. . 

D-2130. ""hat do you do as regards paymeut of workmen's com
pensation ?-In our collieries the ma.nager is supposed to immediately 
Rend for the nearest kin and tell them that they are entitled to com
pensation. If there are 3 or 4 applications for compensation we put 

~ them tugether and Bend them to the insurance people. (Mr. Heron) 
. In our mines the manager makes an enquiry into the accident to satisfy 

himself whether it is due to contributory negligence on the part of the 
employee or not and then fills. up a form and send. it to the insurance 
company along with the medical certificate. 

D-2131. In other words you 8>Ct as .. sort of intermediary judge 
lind decide whether in your opinion it comes within the scope of the 
Act or not?-You will have to fill a form prescribed by the insurance 

,rompany and for that you will have to make enquiries allli find .out the 
details. An accident might ha·ve been brought about duE' to no fault 
on tho: part of the insured. 

D-2132. Assumiug that it was brought about by contributory negli
gence on the part of the miner, would YOll Rtill advise pnyment of 
workml'n's compenBation?-Yes. 

D-2133. N ev?r mind whethex the case is good or bad you pass on 
~b. papers io the lnSUfance company?-Yes .. (Mr. Keelan) We do the 



-.rn.. (Mr. Corkt We are no'insured. (Mr. Purdy) I am inamed;" 
We a.lso report direct to the insurance company. It is a serious 
accident we have a report sent to the Boa.rd of Health, the Deputy 
Commissioner and the InspeCtor of Mines. . 

D-2134. Mr. Cork, what do 30U do since you are not insured?
(Mr. Cork) As soon as the report comes from the colliery the labour 
Muperintendent takes out the wages paid to him and if the awideni 
has not .been throngh the man"s own fault he is paid a compensation. . 

»-21.35. You do not intimate it to any authority at all; you do that 
at your own discretion?-We report the accident to' the Inspector of 
Mines. 

. D-2138. You do not advise the workmen's compensstionpeople? 
--No. . 

Mr. Mackie: May I make it elear"~ In the Jharis coalfield the 
Deputy Commissioner is also Commissioner for workmen's compenss
tion. The report of an accident is sent to the Deputy Commiasioner, 
80 that the Commiasioner for Workmen's Compensation is always in 
touch with the occurrence of accidents. He makes enquiries after the 
report is made to him. 

D-2137. 8i~ Alexandl'T Murray: Supposing a man does not get 
properly paid or supposing you say that it is his fault and you are not 
liable, is that reported to anybody?-He /!oeR t" the C-ommissioner for 
Workm.en's Compensation. 

D-2138. SnpposiU/! the man does not know his rights and does 
not bring it forward. I am here talking of a colliery which is not 
insured. _ The miner is ignorant and does not know his rights. He i,$ 
not a member of 'any union which will take up his case. He has no 
friends to tell him that he should take the case before the Workmen's 
Compensation Commiasioner. He h8AI been the victim of an accident 
and you tell him that it is through his own fault and you are not liable J 

to pay compensation. What protection has he in su('h a ('ase ?-They . 
an know about it. 

D-2139. If they do uot know you do not ten th~1D ?-As soon as 
an accident occurs they I<enerally come round and ask why they have 
not been paid compensation. If a man is not satisfied he will 1<0 to' 
the Commissioner. 

D·2140. We have it stated that insurance companies do not pay 
readily but try to contest claims and that there are people who do not . 
get the compensation to which they are entitle.! ?-(Mr. Keelan) I do 
not think it is usual for them to contest claims. I had It talk th .. ·other 
day witlt'the agent of an Insurance Company. He said he was go~ 
to contest .... certain claim on the ground of wilful disob~ien" .. of mine« 
regulations. I told him that he would not succeed unless he could 
prove that the miner wanted to commit suicide and wilfully disobeyed 
the regulations. I supported the miner's claim. The pleader who 
argued the company's case fought on wron~ lines and lost the case. 



D-2141. Di_ Chama" LaU: There is no definition of the word 
• wilful .. in the Act 1-I take the ordinary dictionary meaning. 

0-2142. SiT Alexander Mul'f'ay : You were talking 1)f iabour going 
.,vay during the sowing and harvesting seasons. Do you know of any 
inducement that would prevent them from doing that if they have lands 
in their homes?-(Mr. Heron) I do not know. 

0-2143. Do contractors have to pay for labour in competition with 
other people. Have they any pull on labour which enables them to 
keep labour ?-It usually takes the form of a loan by the contractor to 
the labourer. He usually helps him to do something in his village 
and has some influence over him in some way so that he can persuade 
him to g'O to the colliery. 

0-2144. Do the zmnindaTs ~have any influence over these people 
to force them to go and work in the collieries ?-1 do not think the 
I14mindar& have any influence at all. 

D-2145. DiU'an Chaman Dall: The contractor has, bnt not the 
.amindar?-Yes. 

D-2146. Sir Alexander M'may: Is it the experience of all of 
you that the contractor has a control ?-As far as my knowledge gOl's 
1 presume he has. I conld not say definitely that he has. 

0-2147. At present the miuer works with a loader. Do yon think 
that the time will come when the miner will dispense with the loader 
and load the coal him ... lf?-Mechanical arrangements can be .made to 
assist the miner. 

D-2148. Assuming that the wife is not working with the miner 
what would be the practice? Will the miner cut and load the coal 
himself ?-He will have no other alternative. He will have to do it. 

L_ 0-2149. Are some of them likely to have men loaders ?--':"'The diffi-
culty that would arise on account of the prohibition of the employment 
of women underground can be got over by the introduction of machi
nery to do the work of women and rearrangement of the haulage in such 
• way that coal can be brought to the incline in the minimum time. 

D-2158. Will men set &II lo8.ders ?-(Mr. Keelan) We have men 
loaders. (Mr. Heron) We have also men loaders. (Mr. Purdv) 
Many of our men have refused to load coal. . 

0-2151. What type of men ha,oe you got?-We have generally the 
miners from the Central Provinces and the United Provinces and some 
from the North-west provinces. They do their own blasting and they do 
not like doing their .. own loading. The majority of them, 70 to 80 per 
cent. of them absolutely refused to do their own loading. 

D-2152. What is the type of labour that 'you are employing?
(Mr. Heron) 'Ve have the local Bauris, the Sontals, the Karas and 
*he·xm.. 



· 0·1153. ~at about the physique of the workera?-They look 
frurly fit. OCClISlona.lly some of them are down with malaria, but on the 
whole they are physIcally fit. 

0·2154. How do they compare with the agriculturists from 'which 
class they are drawn ?-(Mr. Keelan): I think the miner has a better 
physique than the ordinary Bengal villager who ploughs his land in his 
village .. 

0·2155. Why should that be?--I do not know. I suppose it is 
due to the exercise which they have here in the mines which gives 
them an appetite; they eat more here than in their villages where they 
do less work; they have a better physique. 

0·2158.. When you exclude women from mines, how is the miner 
going to get increased wages to make up for the I08S of his wife's 
income?-Probably we will have ~ give him a little more. 
(Mr. Heron). We mayor may not. If the ·haulage underground is 
improved I do not see why the miner should not be able to earn the 
same amount that he and his wife are now earning. (Mr. Cork) 
I think the miner will earn the same money if he puts his back to it. 

0·2157. SiT Vict01' Sassoon: We have been told by represent
atives of the miners and by some of the men themselves who have 
been spoken to that they do find a deficiency of tubs, that they have 
to wait sometimes two or three hours before they get their tubs and 
on some days they do not get any tubs at all. I notice that you 
ha.ve raised about 960,000 tons in January, about 1,100,000 tons in 
February but only about 601,000 tons in July and about 667,000 tons 
in November. It appears to me that if you have got just enough tub. 
for the lowest production you will have a shortage for the pook. When 
the production is at its peak I mean you have got more men down 
the mine than you have tubs for?-(Mr. Purdy): Sometime. in 
Februa.ry it does happen like that. There is difficulty in supplying the 
miners with tubs. 

0·2158. In other words you have got too many miners down?
We are not willing to admit that, because if the miners would go and 
cut coal and keep it ready for the tub the tub would be there long 
before they are roody to load it. But they refuse to do that. 

0·2159. The reason, he says. why he refuses to do that is because 
there is no certainty that he is going to get the tubs ?-That is hi~ 
belief. a suspicion. If a miner wants to fill two tubs he will not 
begin cutting coal unless he sees two tubs in front of him. 

0·2188. If you organize it in such a way that you refuse to let 
down more miners than YOI1 havll tubs for, every miner knows that 
you guara.ntee him a tub. He will begin to work quicker, the tubs 
will turn .round quicker and consequently be will earn more wages 1'-
That is only if the miner will do that. . 

0·2161. SiT' Alexandet' Murray: We have had evidence on one 
of ~he collieries that one worker had dona on aa average about 7 



tubs per day. How can tbatman get .7 tubs without some body. else 
going without tubs?-The same tub might have been moved 6 tunes. 

0.2162. SiT Victot: Sassoon: With regard to your raisings you 
have the lIlinimum raisiugs in some months and peak raisiugs in some 
other months. If you arranged the number of toos to deal with 
the lowest rnisings could you deal with the raisings at their peak 
by merely speeding up the haulage? Or in other words could you 
arrange the same number of. tub. to. deal with 600,000 tons and 
1.300.000 tons? The Ol1e is the minimum and the other is the peak.
(Mr. Remn): It is only a question oI speeding up the haulage. 
(Mr. Cork): There are ca$es where a minsr after having got a. tub 
sits down for a couple of hours smoking. He is quite certain that the 
tub is there for him to fill and he will not start working until lie 
feels inclined to do so. 

0·2163. Some one suggested that a miner who gets two tubs would 
not begin cutting until the end of the day in the hope of getting a 
third. Is that tme?-Yes. 

. . 0·2164. Will not that hold up the tubs ?-Yes, it will. It is a 
common practice with 'the miner that he will. not sta.rt work as soon as 
he has got the tub. (Mr. Keelan): Sometimes we have lIlore tubs 
than are necessary. 

0·2165. I anticipate that it is more likely in July a.nd November?
February. !If arch alld September are the three months when I have 
large orders for coal tubs. I anticipate this demand and keep ready 
.bout 500 tubs beforehand. We m.k .. about 20 tubs a day. 

0·2166. M T. Sibakli Base: Mr. Purdy. in your opinion which is 
the best way to work a mine. departmentally or through contractors 'l~ 
(Mr. Purdv): It varies in different districts. We work both thE> 
systems. The reason why we ,employ a contractor is he is an expert 
labour recruiter and labour handler. 

0·2167. Which is the better method on the whole ?-Some collieries 
must be worked through contractors. Be('au~e we have the greatest 
difficulty in those places in rec~uiting labour and we employ the 
contractor as an expert labour recruiter. \Vhere there is no contrnctor 
the trouble iN thrown on the staff. Whereas if we have a contractor 
the staff is relieved of that trouble and they can attend to more important 
work connected wit.h the mine. 

0·2168. In your colliery how many. openings do you work unner 
the sarkari system and how many under contract system'l-All my 
openings are worked under contract system. 

0·2169. What is your cost per ton u nde,' the contract system'1-
A little over Rs. 3. .' . 

0·2170. What will be the cost under the 8tJTkari system ?-I could 
noi ~ .. y. 



0.2171~ 'what w .... yom: cost per ten in the_boom period (1921.23)'1 
-1 do not remember. 1 conld get that for yen. 

0·2172. What margin of profit do you allow' to your eontta.etors 
now?-We do not- allow any margin ourselves. They make -as much 
as they can. I -have Il.6 figures becanse I have not seen the contractor's 
accounts. 

0·2173. \\-'hat rate do you ~ay to your miners and other labourers 
who work on hazira now?-(Mr. Purdy): We do not have any miners 
who work 011 hazim. The only men who work on hazira are tram
line repairers, propping men and those who work in the engine room. 

D·217 .. What lIaZi1:4 are they getting?-I am afraid 1 cannot teU 
yun at the l)ioment; I can get it fmm the colliery acconnts. 

0·2175. Yon can give an average fignre?-I think it is about 
As. S to As. 9. 

11-2176. What did YOIl use to pay them in -the boom period of 
1921-23?-(Mr. Heron): I think they were getting As. 10, if I 
remem bel' aright. 

D·2177. Can you say what was your cost under the head of 
European establishment in tht' boom period and what is it now?-No. 

0·2178. I want to know whether during the period that elapsed 
between the boom period and now any increments were given to the 
European estahlishment?-I refer to the men who were engaged before 
the boom- period and who still continue in employment?-They are 
generally on a ri~ng soa.le. 

0.2179. Is it a fact then that reduction in Cost has been made 
by reducing the wages of only miners and other labourers?
(Mr. Heron): Not necessarily. The reduction may have been effectsd 
by an increase in output 'by the introduction of machinery. (Mr. Purdy) : 
I have not put any machiney actually into my pits. My pits are 
working in the way as they were working six years ago. The only 
difference is that I am raising now twice as much coal from the 
same openings as I was six years ago. 

0·2180. Do you mean to say that you have more number of 
labourers now tIu"" you had six years ago?-No. I am raising twice 
the qU8<lltity of coal with the same staff, and as sueh the cost is lass. 

D·2181. Sir AlexandeT Murray: Are you using more C. P. 
miners?-Yes. 

0·2182. M~. Sibakli Bose: Can you say what was your average 
selling rate of coal in the boom period of 1921-23?-(Mr. Heron}: We 
have giveo that already. 

0·2183. Can you not increase the wage. of the labourers at 
preRe.l1t ?-If economic oonditions permit, yes; if economic con9itiou 
do not permit, no. 
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0.2184. Did you pay a proportionate increase in wages to the 
labourers when vou made an enormous amount of profit during tht 
boom period ?-(Mr. :ruroy): They got an increase of 30 per cen~. 

0·2185. Do you think that it is in proportion to the profit "yot: 
made ?-(Mr. Keelan): There is no question of profit. The wholt 
kade gave an increase of 30 per cent. irrespective of whether a. colliery 
was making a profit or not . . 

0-2186. Do you get any surplus coal?-Yes. (Mr. Heron); No. 
(Mr. Purdy): Occasionally. 

0·2187. Do the supervising staff get any commission on SUrplUE 
coal "or on raisings at the collieries ?-(Mr. Purdy): As. 4 for ea.cl: 
ton is allowed which is divided between the miners and the staff. 
(Mr. Cork): In my ease it is all contract working. (Mr. Keelan) : 

. It appears to me that there is some misconception with regard to 
the term • surplus coal.' We pay a certain rate for a loaded tub. 
For the purpose of calculation we take it to be 14 cwt. We know 
~at it will weigh 141 or 14i cwts. We allow that because we arE 
responsible to our managing agents for deficits, a.nd there is a certain 
amount of picking which has to be allowed. I think the term' surplus ' 
has been used wrongly. 

0·2188. But the fact still remains that there is surplus coal 1-
No, we pay so much for a well-loaded and well-cleaned tub. Our 
employet·s hold us responsible for the amount of coal we raise. There
fore we register it at 14 cwts. though we know that it contains 141 
or 141 cwts. 

0·2189. The Chairman: It is really a·margin for wastage?
That is so. 

D·2190. Mr. Sibakli Bose: Do the company or the contractors 
pay any bakhshish to the miners?-(Mr. HeroQ): They get As. 8 
present during the Puia festivaL 

0·2191. How many contractors have you got'?-(M:r. Purdy): 
I have two raising conkactors; as a matter of fact I have three 
contractors but as one is a son of another contractor I have taken 
these two to be one. One contractor has two openings and the other 
has five. 

The Chairman: I do. noIthink we should enter into such details. 

Mr. Sibakli BOBe: I want to establish that the contract system is" 
not good and that it should be abolished. 

D.2192. Who carries on the"work for the contractor? Has he a 
staff?-Yes. 

0·2193. Is the staff appointed by the contractors qualified enough 
and capable of ruuning the contract on behalf of the contractors?
Yes. 



O.t'i94. :jIave they" got any, mmmg certmcat.e ?-N 0'. My staff 
has' got certificates. I run the minE!. 

D·2195. 'How often can a. contractor, who has several tiline. 'to' 
manage, look after the work per80nally?-It is not necesssry for him 
to jlee ·the • mine. 

0-2196.-Isit hig ollly duty to recrllit labour?-'1'o recntit Iabonr, 
to attend to their wants and grievances and to keep them peacefut 

0·2197. Do yon not think that the work will be carried on more 
efficiently if only one or two ~pt!ningsare given to a single individual t
It is much better to have one good contractor rathet: than to have 
five bad one •. 

0.2198.' Do 'you mean to say that the work will not be carried 
Qn efficiently by multiplying the contractors ?-Might or might not. 

0-2199 •. Supposing you are to run the mines departmentaJly, could 
you)'not give as good a result as the contractor?-To run the mines 
departmentally,. I have already told you . that we have to employ 
recruiters. In' this particular case we engage a contractor beclWse 
he 18' an expert. He is more an expert recruiter than I am .. 

0-2200.' ,Do 'you no~ consider that if the amount of profit enjoyed 
by . the contractors was paid to the miners in the shape of increased 
and attractive. wages. the labour would be better organized and produc
tion would bemore?-,{Mr. Keelan), I think you are presuming 

• thB.fi-'the contractor always makes a profit. 

0~2201~ Mr. Khetrs Nata Benguptn: Mr, Keelan, you belong 
to the Bengal Coal Co., is it not?-I belong to No.1 circle only. 

0·2202 •• The· Bengal: Coal" Co. owns a pretty large zamindari?
Yes. 

0·2203."You know' that this zamindari instead of bringing any 
prqfit is run, at a IosB?-;-It just depends upon what litigation we hB.ve 
here. 

0.2204. Generally what happens year after year II-We get a 
very. sm&Ilprofit. 

0;2205.'Not comm.ensurate with the <kpenditure?-I think the 
average 'would be Ba. 10,000 a year. • 

, 0·2206. The Bird ,and .Co. are running at a loss of Bs. 20,000. 
Can·ypu ·contradict· that?-I cannot contradicj; thB.t. 

0.2207. The 'object of retaining this zamitldari is to keep control 
over labour?-No. not at all. ThaL bubble burst long ago. It is to 
prevent· rack rent by landlords. 

0-2208. It iliout of philanthropic motives that your company has 
acqllired" thisJeamifidari 'I-Where we hold llO "amindari the . landlord 
takes '.Rs. ,30 rent from us for every, acre of ·Ia.nd we occupy; where 
the land i. ours we do not char{e our miner tenants any rent. 
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0·2209. What was the object in acquiring the zamindari?-The 
company is llOW about 150 ,yearslold.· When it acquired ~e Ian!! 
it acquired it in the sense ofsurfa.ce and underground .. 

0·2210. How many collieries have. you in. your group?-Five. 

0·2211. Do you maintain any school for the education of the. 
children of workmen?-We maintain a school to which children of 
workmen and children of .thaclericaJ. "tall go. 

0·2212. Do you receive any . grant-in-aid from the District 
Board?-Yes;,Rs.15 a month. The two.collierieS"'Bhuggutdih and 
Enna. pay Rs. 10 each; we get Re. 10 from the Government and 
the staff of the collieries contribute Rs. 10. 

0·2213. Mr. Birla: How many. workers dothey.~mploy?--On 
an average the Bhuggutdih colliery employs between 400. and 500 m~n 
and Enna'8.bout. 220. • 

0·2214. How ma.ny school going children' you have in that area?-
26. 

·0-2215. Mr: l{hetl'aNaro Sengupta: Have you any hospital?
We have a hospital. . We have a chief medical officer for the group 
and a medical officer for each colliery; in addition we have midwives. 

0·2216. AbQut .workmen'scompensation. I want tol:now .your 
opinion whether the system of irumrance agai~ workmen's compen
sation is conducive to the good. of the miner or is detrimental. to his 
interests?-I do not think it is detriI!lental to him; it is beneficial 

. to him. . In cases where he may have a ,Bl'ievance he can. pla.ce it 
before the court and get justice. .. 

D·2217. Is it not a fact that insurance departments are fighting 
these compensation csses?-I dono~ know what otliers have done. 
I had to fight one casso (Mr. Purdy): I have never disputed a case. 
I have paid Rs. ~,OOO in compensation last year. In one particular 
case I paid a man R8. 400 as compensation for partial .disablement 
about two years ago. He took the Rs. 400 and spent it away, and 
I had to find him a job. . 

0·2218. Is it not a fact that the. managing agents of collieries 
are also the managing agents of insurance companies?,--(Mr. Heron)": 
In some cases, yes. But 6ne department haS got notliing to do with 
the other. " 

0·2219. Mr. Mukhe,.ji: Is it not a fact that the ;Bengal Coal 
Co. primarily acquired the zamindari to secure the sub-soil, right?
(Mr. Keelan): They bought the land in a comprehensive sense. The 
idea of the company' was to acquire coal lands as such; they acquired 
the surface and the minerals. . 

0·2220. Because they would have, to pay heavy compensation 
for the surface?-Yes. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 
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.I Mr. A. DIDDlN. 

At Kujama Colliery, owned by Me ...... K. D. NAN'" and Company. 

( UNTlKR01IOUND.) 

Jamuna, Jat GhatwaJ, wife o~ Patia, womun wor'cer, WI\.
examined and made the following statement :-' 

My husband works here. I came down at' 8 o'clock this morning. 
I and my husband fill 8 or 4 or 5 tubs. 20 baskets go to a tub. We 
get AB. 71 per tub. We get RB. 9.or Ra. 10 "week. I do not know 
how many years I have been working here. I come from Giridih. We 
are living here 'permanently. I never go back to my village. I have no 
relatives in Giridih. I have no children. I have cultivation here. 

(The witnesS withdrew.J 
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Patia (Ghatwal), miner, was examined and made the' following 
"tatement :-

I am the husband of J amuna. .It is very rarely that' we get 5 tubs 
in a day; as It rule we get 4 tubs, which includes one tub of slack. For 
the slack we get A.s. 3 a tub. We get As. 7l a tub for the other coal 
and A.s. 6 if the coal is taken off the floor. 'I work 3, 4 or 5 days a week. 
I get too tired to work 5 days. I drink once a week, on Mondays; 
I spend As. 5 on it. I belong to Giridih; I came from there when I was 
a very small boy. My father worked in this mine. I have been married 
about '10 year!;; I was married when I was a small boy. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Kale Lahar, male miner, was examined and made the following 
statement :-

I live at J aipur, about 24 miles from here. I have no fixed idea 
as to when I shall go home; if I get news from there I shall go. I have 
got about an acre of cultivation; my brother, is looking after it. I cut 
the coal and load it myself; my wife stays in the dhow,ah on the surface; 
'she has a small child with her. I cut one to two tubs a day. When 
I drive a gallery I get As. 7l per tub, but taking coal from the floor, 
as we are doing at present, we 'get As. 6. I can get the same amount· 
of coal in the galleries as on the floor, but with more difficulty. We 
came down at 8 o'clock this morning. We get tubs at 10 o'clock. Most 
probably I shall go np at 6 o'clock in the evening. Sometimes I can 
get up at 3 o'clock when I get a tub in time. I sometimes work S days 
8. week, sometimes 4 days and sometimes 5. ·1 cannot work continously 

• for 5 days every week because·I feel tired. I am paid at 2 o'clock en 
SundayafternoQ,ll; I go about noon to get paid. I have a loan of Rs. 20 
and I pay As. 2 per rupee interest. I took the loan' from one of the 
KalmUs. When my brother died I took it for funeral expenses. I have 
got two or three children and my wife cannot come. My wife used to 
work here, but has not done so for the last two or three years. She 
sometimes works as a day-labourer on the surface. She gets A.s. 6 a 
day. My wife used to work 'as my loader and we used to fill about 
3 tubs of coal and one of slack in those days. We do not get as much 
now as we used.to gel; in those day.s. 

t The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. P. C. Mukherji, Manager of Kujama Colliery was examined 
and made the following statement:-

I produce the ~gister of the tubs' raised. Last week Patio. 
produced 3 tubs on each of the 5 days on which the mine was open, 
making 15 tubs in all; he got Rs. 7-0-6. He also produced one tub 
of slack on each day, making 5 tubs; for which he got 15 annas. Kale 
produced 2 tubs every day, making 10 tubs. He had no slack. He 
got Re. ,4-11-0. In Pit No. 2 last week there were 14 miners who 



.produced 'il39·tuDe in the 5 days working. Of these 14 miners 7 men 
worked on all the 5 days, 4 worked on the last 4 days, 2 worked 1 day 
.lIpd L worked. 3 days. . The ,numbers of tube per day was as follows :
Tuesday20,.W.ech:iesday 28, Thursday 31,Friday 30,and Saturday 30. 

· In additipn, .there .. were 54 ,tubs of slack produced . We have about 
120. tubs. They do not .generally have to wait in the morning for 
tubs, ,tboqgh there may be rare cases in which they. do. In No., 2 Pit 
there are 60 or, 10. tubs. . When the Regulations with regard to reducing 

· the number. of women underground came into force, we excluded 
30 women. F.irstof. all .1 excluded the slack Kamins, Le.,Awomen 
who go down without men and pick uP. the slack alone. I have 
4 gangs, so, if I wanted to eliminate 20 women, 5 from each gang 
would be excluded. I told the sardaf' of every gang to exclude 5 women. 
~.We.dQ"not- generaIly·allowwomen who have ·little children with them 
to go into the mine. It is for the sa .. dar of each gang to dooide which 
women In the gang should be excluded. Some of· the men ;whose 
wO~lln have heen excluded are here and some have gone to their 
cultivatipn. 'We cannot tell what will be the ultimate result of this 
eXClusion of women, as cultivation is good this year. .The women so 

· excluded' do not want to work on the surface; they ·are acCUBtomed 
to work underground and they dl>. not like working in: the sun. Some 
of the women who have .been excluded from underground have )Jeen 

. 'ptovided by .. us with. surface work; some of ·them are staying here 
without. ·work. and o.thers have stayed in their villages. When. I 
exchlded the women I explained the law to them; they understand 
that· .th"re is a Government law that they have, to be excluded from 
tpe mine underground altogether within a certain period . 

. (The .witness"liq>drew.) 

..At ... the. OpeJL.jIOa! quarr, of the Indian .lharia ,Colliery ~i8ra). 
Jlwl!ed bll-.M\I8IIfS ... KhemJi ,Walli and· Company. 

·BHUCHI, Korl, woman coal carrier, was examined and made the 
lollowing·.statement :-

. Two of us women load 6 tubs a day. My son ,cuts the coal.and we 
two women load' it.. My son is cutting the coal in the open air in 
the quarry. "We get; 7 aunas per tub. I have never counted how 
many baskets go to a tub. I came about 7 or 8 o'clock this morning 
and I shall·leave work after .. sunset. I· take my meal in the middle 
of the day. In open quarries we . can take our meal in the middle 
of the dILY. I JlI've worked underground. I used . to· work in another 
colliery in the incline; I stopped last September, I left it of my. own 
accord. 

. (The witness withdrew.) 
. 

• M~ M.· BHATTACHAR.I'. Manager of the Centrah'unagora 
Collie". 

D.2221; "Ths Chairman:.' How many people do you' employ. here? 
-=Thereare iTO miners and -their loaders, making 140, 18 i.rammers, 



85.io&ding coolies. men 'arid' women;1I?ft coke-mak~ 'arid 'other'!d%i~1I . 
coolies, and 10 to 12 firemen and engmemen, making a total of about 
200. 

0.2222 •. I understand you have not a very godd seani' and you 
find great difficulty in marketing your coal: in fact it has' been .' a 
question whether or not you could keep running at all?-' Yes. 

0.2223. It is only because of the soft coke plant·that YOlle.reabl8 
to market much of your coal ?-Yes. . 

0·2224. You· have been losing money. for several' yeal'8 \L--Yes; 

0.2225. That, I take it, accounts for the fact that you. have 'been 
given & moratorium with regard to some of your houses?-Yes, other
wise some of the houses which have blue licenses' would have been 
given red licenses .. 

0·2228. Are you under orders to replace some of them durmg this. 
present year?-Yes; we are building 10 rooms in one block- this year . 

• 
D·2227.8o that yon are going· on gradually Ito remove the 'ones" 

that are below standard year by year?~Ye8".· 

0·2228. I understand your colliery is too small 'to maintain a 
hospital by itself?-Yes. There is adispensary,'in 'the' neighbouring 
colliery and' here we keep .first-aid things which may: be'urgently 
required.o ' 

0~2229. What qualifications has your dispensM'}' doctor.?-He·is 
an L.M.S. This dispenSMJ', which is close by, serves three collieries. 
The' 'doctor visits the dhow,ails twice every' (j&y, once in the morning 
and' once in the evening. • 

0·2230.H&ve you &ny system of p&yment' of kho,a1ti> at times of' 
sickness ?-Very rarely are they so sick 'as to t&ke Ikhoraki ,. when they 
are sick for a. long time I give them khomki. 

0·2231. Are· 'children born on the collieryl'...;.iYes,' sometiines;' 

0·2232. Do you then gi~e any maternity, tienefit ,or khoralri· to' 
the' women?-No.· 

0·2233.Jue the wages you pay to your men governed' by"th ... 
general standard in the 'neighbourhood?-Yes: 

0·2234.' What does a miner get ?-A miner· gets ,Rs, 0-6-&. . As. '6 
per tub and 6 pies as miner's commission. 

0.2235. Do the S&IDe miners come to your colliery year 80fter 
year?-I have miners here who have been working',here fot·,the'last 
'1 or 8 years, bnt thtlre &fe also new miners. More th&n half are 
settled miners'; they are Bilaspuris. 

0·2236." M1':Ciiff: Jue there any women employed 'Underground l' 
-Yes. 



0.2237. How do you arrange for the reduction in the nnmlier ot 
women?-We have some gangs in which only men are employed. 
I am above the standard imposed by the Regulations. 

. 0·2238. SiT VictQT Sassoon: Have you any miners who do their 
own loading?--:-No; they work in twos, each man alternately cutting 
and loading; I have two meu in one such pair. I pave no men who load 
the coal they have cut. Women are gradUally being eliminated; if a 
.woman goes away I do not replace her. . 

0.2239. Mf'. Cliff: Do you pay wages direct or does the contractor 
pay the wages?-For one mine I have no contractor and in that mine 
we pay the wages through our cashier; we generally pay wages on 
Sunday afternoon. In the other mine I have .. contractor who pays 
the wages on Sunday morning. 

0.2240. Are .. II the people employed in. these two mines resident 
here ?-Most of them; the haziT4 workers are not resident; they come· 
from their villages. They come on Sunday for their money and then 
go back to their villages, returning on Tuesday 01' Wednesday. Their 
villages are 3 to .6 miles away. We finish paying them on Sundays 
at 4, 5 or 6 o'clock; generally I pay the hazif'4 coolies first so that 
they can go away. 

0·2241. Mf'. Khetm Nata Sengupta: Do you sometiroes have 
surplus coal?-Yes. In the mine where 1. have a contractor I have 
been obliged to count the surplus into the contract, because the margin 
is so very. small between the cost of production and the price obtained 
for the coal. The size of the tub is 30 c.ft. and it generally holds 
13 to 14 cwts. 10 seam coal, but some coal is heavier: For 9A seam 
coal I calcnlate on the basis of the tubs containing 15 ewts., but 
if the tub\; are loaded well it will come to 16 cwt. In the 10 seam 
mine where the coal is not SO heavy I pay the miner 6 annas and 
6 pies per tub, while for one section in this seam I pay 6 annas and 
9 pies. 

D·2242. You pay the miner nothing for the surplus coal?-No. 
On the head-carrying incline I. pay 8 &nnas 6 pies to 9 annas, but 
that incline i. practically not being worked now for want of labour. 
I pay the contractor in the 9A seam mine where there is a contractor 
Rs. 1-8-0 per ton, for cutting, 10sding into wagons and everything. 
That include his costs of recruiting labour. That does not include my 
overhead charges. The contractor makes a profit of Rs. 40 or Rs. 50 
when the mine is working fully. It is a small mine; it has only 
8 to 9 working places. The contractor makes that profit when about 
1,000 tubs, i.e., 750 to BOO tons, are being raised per month. 

M... Bi,.!a: That is rather less than one anna per ton raised. 

0·2243. Diwan Chaman Lall: What supervising staff have you 
to pay?-I have two overmen for 9A seam and I pay them Ra. 30 per 
month, and free housing, coal and oil. 



0.2244.:' What other expenseS have YOll. ?~Itis' -a heaa-C8ilTj'inll 
"incline; there is no machinery, I pay the 'prop coolie. 'The contr&etoJl 
'flays for the pumping, ''stores required- for the pnmp. I have n~t~a 
clerical staII for that mine alone; the' clerical staff doea ~he 'work-iOr 
both mines. Besides the stores for which the' contracto.1" pays I pay 

'for fitting boil~s. spare p~t!dor the pump' and pipes. I repair t~e 
houses. " ,: _ _ .. : 

0-2245. The Chainnan: You have one seam under the"saritari 
system and another ,under a contractor; I suppose' you feel' that the 
one system is most economical _ in ,one 'seam, while the ,other 
system is more economical in the other seam ?-It is not exactly 

, that,' I feel that I el!innot concentrate ,my attention on both mines, 
so I have given one of them in charge of somebody who will see to 
the labour. If I were to work both mines on the 6a .. kari system I 
should require another 'assistant, manager to whom' I shoulq have to 
Jl&.Y, about Rs. 40. ' 

0.2248. Diwan Chaman Lall: What is the highest rate you have 
'paid per tub ?-When the market was very high, in'1922-23, I gave 
the Bilaspnris abOut 11 annas per'tub;' they are now getting 1i 'aImS8 
6 pies. It varies according to the market conditions and the rate paid 
by neighbouring collieries. • " 

'0-2247. The' Chainnan: You had to pay them increased rates in 
the boom time because; there was 80 much competition for labour\'-
Yea. 

0-2248. M,.. Sibakli: Bose: Do you deduct any coal "from the
miners for under-loading?-Unless it isverr marked I do not. 

0·2249. Have you any school here?-No. 

0·2250. Have you any Sanitary -Inspector here?-I have my 
doctor and compounder; the doctor visits the colliery both in the 

• morning and ,evening. Ido not sea the' necessity' of 'having an)' 
Sanitary Inspector. ' 

(The witness' withdrew.) 

PAHGU.IDadina Sardar. 
0-2251. Diwan Oham4n Lall: How many pe!)JjJe haTe YOll 

working nnder you ?-From 30' to 40. ' 

D-2252. Mr. Cliff: Do you pay the wages of the men workiq 
'under you?-The BCOOllnts are'made ant every week, 'the money is 
handed over to me and then I give' the money to the workers. 

; 0-2253. Do yOii make . any advances; to the people 1Vhom you 
·reCrnit?-If there are a man, his wife and possibly children, I come 
here and ask for Re. 401' 3 'ssthe case may be; I get the mODey from 
the office and I give thMlFMJ"adY&ucelU ,klotoGrct. " 



., 

., . D-225," How is the IIdvance recovered ?-1 get it deducted from 
the wages bill every week; if amlin haa taken lin advance of Re. 10, 
then it is nsually Re. 1 or Rs. 9, or As. 8, aa the case may bs. The 

. money is deducted in the office. 

. . D-2255 •. Do you make lIny advances to the people working under 
yon while they are working here?-Yes, sometimes they take money 
from me; 1 take the money fram the office, Rs. 2 or 3 aa the elise 
maybs. 

0-2258. Will the book show th~ advances and recoveries, lind new 
advances?-It is entered in the book. 

0-2257. How long hllve you been working as a '4JrdM?-For 
mllny yellrs. 

0-2258. Whllt wages do YOIl get as 1\ 84JrOOr ?-Rs. 7 II week. 

0-2259. Do you get any commission on the coal loaded ?-No, 1 
get no commission. 

0-2260. When do you pay the wages to the people working under 
. you ?-Sometimes I get the money to pay them on Sunday. sometimes 

I get it on Monday. and I pay them on Sunday or Monday as I get 
the money. • 

0-2281. Do you pay them as soon as you get the money?-AI! 
soon as I get the money from the office I go lind pay them. 

D-2282. Mr. Clow: Were you a miner before you were a 
84Jrdar?-I started as a day labourer, and then as I became clever some 
people clime from my particnlar part of the country. 5 or 10 of them. 
and then I hecame their saroor. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
Bengali, Thekadar. 

D-2283. Diwan Chaman Lull: What are youl'-1 am a contractor 
for soft coke; 40 people nsed to work under me. 

0-2284. The Oltairman: Why are you not working now?-My 
complaint IS that the money I get to pay the workers I get on Mondays 
and veq late on Mondays. Whenever my acconnts are made up money 
for one or two wagons is kept back by the cOmpounder who is the 
contractor under whom I was sub-contractor. The contractor took 
money from the proprietors but he did not pay me. The result was 
that 1 had to.pay the workers out:u my own pocket. . 

D-2285. Who is the contractor for the coke plant now?-My 
father-in-law who has taken my job. 

D-2288. 8ir Victor 81J880on: Why is he taking the job on if he is 
out of pocket every week?-Now an agreement has been entered into 

.. that .~oney will ~ p!1-id e~ry week; but even now. in spite of the 

.. agreement, money ilr;not.b~pajd l".8gWarly.. . .... 



0-2261. Is your father-in.-Iaw sorry he took on the job?-' We live 
a.nd learn. 

M,. Bkattackarjee (Manager): I asked this man, to bring his' 
accounts and said I would settle with the contra.ctor, and if the contractor 
did not pay, I would pay it sarkari, but because he haa drawn more than 
hi. money he does not «are to bring his accounts. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

(The Manager produced the loading book.) 

Diwan CluJman Lall: Fagu's account for the week for loading 
came to Rs. 10-10-0. In that gang there are 4 males and 2 females, 
making a total of 6. For screening and loading Fagu's gang got 
Re. 13-7-0. Dooki worked ii days and for loadin.g his bill came to • 
Rs. 13-7-0, and for screening Re. 7-7-0; that is R ... 20-14-0. There are 
4 males and 3 females, 7, workers, in that gang. Dookan's gang 
worked 5 days and earned Re. 15-1-6 for loading and Rs. 5-7-6 for 
8creening, a total of Rs. 20-9-0. 

M,. Cliff: The 8arM' said he got Rs. ! a week; does his Re. 7' 
COllie out of that payment? 

M ... BluJttaCllaTjee: No, the sarOO .. gets Rs. 7 from the Company. 
There are two Fagus; one is a gangma.n and the other a 8a,OO,. 

Mr. A. L ·OdHA, M.L.C., and Rai Bahadur O. O. THACKER, 
Repl'S8llntativee of the Indian Mining Federation. 

0·2268. The Chairman: What is the membership and organi
za.tion of the Indian Mining Federation ?-How far does jj; cover the 
field of the Indian-owned mines ?-It represents practically all the 
Indian collieries in this field. Its membership varies according to the 
prosperity of the time. In good years the membership comprises about, 
300 firms. In bed times many collieries have to close down and their 
owners cannot afford to continue to pay the subscription and cease to 
be members. At the present time we have about 100 members. 

D·2269. The memorandum of the Indian Mining Federation makes 
aome remarks with regard to education and welfare, and snggests that 
welfare must wait npon education, and that much cannot he done until 
there is a general system of primary education ?-Not much can be done: 
but something can be done. The problem of education is too wide to 
be undertaken as a welfare measure. ' 

D·2210. You do not wish to say that welfare must wait 1-0f course 
not. But measures intended to promote better working and livin.g 
conditions cannot really tie effective nnless Ute labonr is eaucatejl. 

D·2211. I take it that you regard education 86 a part of welfare and 
that progress might be made with welfare as a meallS of promoting a 
desire for education and a higher sta.ndard of living amongst the people? 
-Yea. 



, ,b.2272~ .WoJ1ld ,yo\}. ,have a!l}Lobjection .to :extending. the. SQOpe of 
the present Mines Board of Health to cover ' .. wider range of· subjects 
and to take in considerations of general welfare of the workers in the 
mille&, including education ?-o-I do not think we should ha,ve any objec
tiOn,provided. we do not have to pay more than our fair share of the 
cost. 

, . D-2273. Supposing tha,t t1).e matter was to a, considerable extent. 
under your own advice and control, SO that its cost was proportionate to 
the situation of the industry, would you ha,ve any objection to an advance 
being made in that direction ?-,-N'o, 

D-227t. With regard to recruiting. you make the suggestiOn that' 
two area", Santal Parganas and; the whole of the Chota N agpnr , 
should·lhe reserved !asan exclusive -&rea of ' recruitment for the cOal 

. induatI1'; do you mean that the people of those areas should not have a 
dhoice or ·goingto wherever they thought they could 'get the best con· 
ditions of employment.and -the best remqneration?-We do not mean 
that. 

D·2275. You do not suggest, do you, that any area of India should 
be ·reserved.for recruitment solely to the coalindustry?-Yes, so far 
as organized recruiting operation is concerned. 

»-2278., The memorandum states: .. It is estimated that with· 
,. drawal" '(by which you mean the retirement to their country of your 

workers at certain periods of the year) ." is-l'l!sponsible for the .\oss of 33 
per cent. of what might have. been "their aggregate annual wages." 
Do'you mean to say that if your workers worked for 6 days a week all 
the. year round they Could 'earn one-third more than they do at the 

. present time?-Yes, even·if they had worked from 4 to 5 d .. ys .. week. 

Dr22i'f • .Reference is. made in. the memorandum to some difficultY 
in.cQnnec~ion witl)thf!. acquisition. of surface land. It is said th&t even 
the .. mendment of the Act passed by <the Provincial Council last session 
has. ,!l9t put .the . positiol\ right. W,ill YQuexplain.what in your view 
is the nee4?-Whenever we .. re in"need.,o{ surface land .for. mining, 
operations we find difficulty in getting it. Either It prohibitive price 
is.a.aked or.a bl8lllk~ful!&l is given. The matter can only be solved by 
amending. the Land Aequisition Act of the Central Legislature. We 
understand ,that the Government of India are not prepared to enact 
legislation. in· the .matter. Wetberefore had to .. pproach the local 
Government, woo· were- kind 'elWllgh to take up this measure--which.
however, does not go far enough to help us-: The Chota Nagpur
Tena.ncy Act .is .... ,piece of , legislatiOn as between. tenant a.nd :landlord 
only, It does ,!l9t providll for ,the special .needs of mine-owners .. t all. 
As mil,le-pwcners w!l !lol'e .~Iie holders. .' Tbe.refQre -even· wbeu.this amend· 
ment·ha.sbeeii paSsed ·the position'is that we h .. ve to request the land· 
lord. to get 118' this la.nd. If the, landlord like!! to do so he can have it 
. aequire<k bu.t.if he does· not c1ikato do so there is no provision under. 
whicb.~e ,m .. , po. ·forqed., The .. onl,..assiatance we get is in a roDl)d;: 



about: way" iIi the 1_ which we jlet frOIll the hmdlord there is a. 
term to the effect that whenever any surface land is required for ruining 
operations the landlord will '9.SSist·to acquire it, or, if he owns surplus 
land' himself, he will give it to us; but where the laridlord has not 
got it, or where he is unwilling to get it for us, we are helpless. 

Dp.2278 • . Mr. J Qshi: Fpr what purpose is this hmd to .08 
acquired ?-For mining operations aa also for. building site for labour 
housing. 

D.2279 .... The .Chairman : What in. Great Britaiu is called easement 
for ,facilitating. the working. of· underground minerals ?-Yas. 

0-2288. lathere any po",er in the Provincial Leg!slature ?-They 
cau undertake legislation with the sanction of Central Government. 

0 .. 2282.' Has your Federation· ever drafted a Bill to meet the 
point'o'~No.· 

Mt. J(j8hi: The. point is whether it is for· a. public purpose. 
Government .. can aaquire land lor & public purpose. 

The Chaimwn: I understand that. It is merely a question .. 
whether the Government .e&n extend the definition of " a. public pur" 
pose ", to land required by industry whether for housing or, a.s in this 
case, for easements. 

D.2283. Under tbe heading of " sickness insurance," your memo
randum suggests that the form which requires a contribution f.rom the 
"'erkeraa well a.s from the employer .. nd the State is impossible in India 
unless the employer .shoulders the responsibility of two of the payments, 
namely; his own. and hiE> workers. You' tell us that there is a. practice 
in the coal industry of giving khoraki to labourers incapacitated by 
temporary illness. Is that a universal system 'o'-It is a pl"OOtice which 
is generally observed in the collieries. . 

D4284. Bir Victor Bassoon: When it is given ?-After the firat 
thre& -da.ye of sickness. . . 

0·2285. The Chairman: Is it half his wages?-It varies. Som&
timea it is one-third, sometimes half, but never more than lialf. 

0·2288. Your Federation haa made no. efforts to standardize it 
among its members?-No, and it would be very difficult to.do SO as ~he 
Federation at present only deals with general grievances of tra~e in 
relation to, Ra.ilways,Government and so on. It cannot force a 
constructive internal policy on the members. 

D·2287. Dealing- ,with the question, of hours, the memora.ndum 
states that. the recent amendment of. the Act ,introducing .the shifi 
system from the . 1st of April does not meet with the approval of your 
Federation" AS it 'haabeenpaBlllld,' I take it you·will curyit .out ... 
dutiful citizena?-Y.. -



. D.22~. ~ou" tell us that the actual time worked by your people 
In the mmes 18 a great deal less than 12 hours a day. Loaders work 
from 6 to 7 hours a day and the miuers' work does not extend beyond 
4 to 5 days a week. Seein& that that is the case, do you think that the 
permitted num.ber of hours might be 'reduced from 12 to some lower 
figure ?-As it is the habit of the miners to i4le away a cerlain amount 
o£ time under the present circumstances, we think any reduction of hour. 

-would mean a serio1lS drop in output. ' 

-0·2289. Do you not think that if the permitted hours were reduced 
from 12 to, say, 10, that would induce the miuers to be more con
centrated.in their work, and that they would bring forlh the same ou~
put as they do now?-1 do not think so; it is a question of discipline, 
and these people would not submit to any such thing as discipline. 

D·2290. Dealing with the wages. you state that during 1920-21 
wages rose by practically 100 per cent., but that in 19-27 and since 
wages have fallen by 25 per cent. You, Mr. Ojha, in your separate 
memorandum suggest that they have fallen from 40 to 50 per cent. 
Can you throw any furlher light on that ?-It varies according to the 
conditions of the mines, but generally on going' into the figures we 

.. found that before any rise occurred the wage per tub was about As. 5. 
In...1920-21 it rose to about As. 10-100 per cent. After 1923 the 
wage was As. 7 to As. 8. 

D·2291. That figure being dependent on the height to whjch com
petition. forced wages during the boom period ?-Yes. 

D.2292. I take it that the raising of coal was so remunerative for 
that shorl time that you were all endeavouring to get the maximum . 
number of workers in order to turn out every possible ton that you 
could ?-Yes. 

D.2293. So that from the figures you have given wages would 
appear to-day to be about 50 per cent. more than they were before these 
fiuctuations begau, that is to say, As. 7! as compared with As. 5 a.t the 
starting point before the boom ?-At some places it is still about As. S. 

0.2294. That would make it 60 per cent. instead of 50 per cent. 1-
Yes. 

D.2295. SiT Vicwr Sassoon: You state that hefore 1921 the ra.te 
was about As. 5. We were told by the members of the Mining Associa, 
tion that their rate at that time was As. 61. It would appear that their 
rate to-day is the same as yours is to-day, but they did not starl as low 
as you maintain. or go up as high as you maintain 1-1 do not know 
how they arrive at their figure. . 

D.2298. Are you not taking the rates in one or two special C&8es, 
and not the average rate ?-We have taken the rates generally. 

• D.2291. You think the aver&ge all over the whole indu.try WIl8 

••• Ii?-Yea. 



D-2291. Diwan Clwma" Lall : How did you get at that figure?
There were meetings held at whicli the members gave that informatilln, 
and we had to take it BII correct. We did no. examine each memb&r'a 
Iecorda. 

0-2299. Sir Vietin' 8'"400"; You think the prevailing rate WH 

As. 5, going up to As. 10. That was. for ordinary mines, I take it, 
and not those mines which had to pay a higher rate owing to incline. 
and so on ?-Quite so. • 

D-2300. You give the rate to-day from Ail. 61 to Ail. 7. for 
ordinary minesl'-Yes. 

D-2301. I notice that you say in your memorandum: "·Welfare 
work &IIlong the mining labour is almost absent, whatever scanty e1l'0rts 
have been made being, however, entirely undertaken by the employers 
themselves." When you say that whatever scanty e1l'0rts have been 
made have been undertaken by the employers themaelves, I take it that 
t'1I'0rts in this direction have been made by certain employers and thai 
nothiug generally has been done ?-:-That is what we mean. 

D-2302. When you say that the average output is three tubs per 
day jointly by one miner and one loader, do you adhere to that figure? .. 
-Yes; generally that is the figure., 

D-2303. We have heard that the average output is nearer 2 tubs 
than 3?-We have taken the general figure as being 3. In some cases 
it may be 9 or 21. or even 4. 

0-2304. Taking the number of loaders and the number of miner. 
and the number of tons every week, do you think you can justify that 
high average of 3 tubs?-I think so. 

0-2305. Would you be prepared to let us have the figures on which 
you base that?-Yes, I will let you have them. 

D-2308. You say that even monthly wage earners are paid on 
account weekly. Why do you not make their wage a weekly wage 
instead of calling it a monthly wage but paying them weekly?-We 
pay them weekly what they ",sk, up to a certain percentage. 

D-2307_ Would you have any objection to paying weekly?-If that 
WBII the common desire we should have no objection. 

0-2308 •. The Clwiffll4n; It is the prevailing condition for the 
whole of this field to pay weekly. is it not ?-Not in the case of certain 
clasaes of lsbour. . 

D-2309. Sir Alexander Murray: You refer to legislation as being 
a kind of .'Window dressing. Do you think the legislation regarding 
prohibitiori of children from the mines and of women from underground 
work. and the introilucing of the shift system, is window dressing 
legislation?-Wa find that some legislation which is pasaed here is no~, 
fitted to the conditions of this country. " 



0·2310. You mean that the' legislationwhicb .he· Government in 
.' thill· country is 'introduoing is " window dressing " .for' the purpose- of 

their Western friends?-We.stern . conditions are· altogether . different 
from conditions here. . .' . 

. 0-2311. I Leavirlg .out Western conditions,: the: fact is: that Govern •. 
ment hal) introduced legislation here which prevents you from employing. 
ohildre~ in the ·mines,which . prevents' you from employing wome~ 
underground, and which insists on a shift system. : There is nothing 
much. of window dressing about that, is there? Then you refer to the 
want· of efficient organization on the parJ; of the employers; what do 
you mean by that?-We mean that we are not in a position to adopt 
any. concerted action, and force .it ·on our members. H..we ask our 
. jnembers to take concerted action some 'Ilf them might nol care·to do so. 

'11·2312. Sir' VictOT Sassoon: 'How can you alter that state of 
affairs ?-Only by legislation. . 

0.2313. Bir A IBtIlaMer Murmy : Would you like· Government to 
interfere in your internal all'airs?-.No. We· want some sortoflegisla
tion which may make our members take concerted action and not 
Government: that if the· majority of our members. pass a resolution, 

. that sha.1l be' bindiug on all the members. 

0·2314. Sir Victor Sassoon: Axe you suggesting that there should 
be legislation to force every employer into an employers' union?
I think it would be better. We have taken that quotation from the 
Balfour. Committee Report an!! we agree ~ith it. 

0·2315. Sir A!e:l:and~r 'Murray: Later on you will .. probably be 
asked if you will agree to that principle. being applied to the worKers 

,. also, namely, that ~vemment should force every worker to become 
a member of a trade union. Would you beagreeal>le,to·that~YeB. 
ce~ainly. It would be better, beca.UI!e then "We should 1m01V with whom 
we have to deal. . 

0.2318. Does Mr. Thacker 'agree with that?-(Mr. Thacker): 
Yes. 

0·2317. Why did the Mining Federation find it necessary to come 
into existence when . there was . already a Mining Association?
(Mf. Ojha): The sma.llmines tbougbi, that· their interests were not 
adequately. represented by the Associstion. . Owing to & cl&sh of 
interests the small mines decided to .starttbeir own organization. 

0·2318. Sir Victor Sassoon: Could they join the :Mining 'Associa
tion:if they wanted ?-Yes. Someoollierisa aremembera of both bodies. 

D·2319. 8ir A !exander M «rroy : You find them both very useful? 
-Yes. 

0.2320. In actual pn.etice do ille fwobodiell work 'lllite friendly 
together?-Yes. . 



" 

, ,D~2321. If Governmeni srepped in you would be forced inro one 
Union'l-We would not mind .. 
. 4·2322. Why do you not join forces without Government interven

tion?-At present it is difficult. Anything that the majorjty. decide 
cannot'be binding on all. ' ' , 

D-2323~' You refer ro the idling habits of the miner... YQu" also 
say that the direct effect of the prohibition of the employment of women 
would be a rise in the wages. Why should that be the case I' If th(. 
workers 'are idling away 50 per cent. of their time: if they are only 
worldiIg 4 or 5 days a week and if they go nome for 3 or 4 months ill 
the year, do you not think that, insiead of ,increasing their wages, it 
would be ,better ro get them ro' work for more hours per' day and more ~ 
days per week and more months per year?-Tha.t cannot be 'aone,. by 
legi~lation, We may try ro do it, but the miners will have 'their way 
and if they do not like ro do it tpey will not. As facts are ro-day 
you 'speak in a hypothetical presumption. 

D-2324. Suppose you give the miner sufficient wages ro make up 
for the loss of his wife's earnings. Whai would be the inducement to 
him to work any longer?--I am not sure if they will try ro earn mo~ 
even. will the rate increased. ' 

D.232S. You say : ., The spur ro earn more and to yrodU<;l6 more 
is eiltirely absent in Indian labour". Here is Government' giving you 
a spur roearn more and ro producll, more in the shape 'of eliminating 
women from underground working. What more dd you want? The 
Government are doing what you want, 'They are telling the worker 
.. we will not allow your wife to work lludergrQund any longer; you will 
have to work longer hours" ?-How do ive know if they will do it. 
He may not like to put in longer hours and may simply go back 
to his village and follow his usual pursnit of agriCUlture, 

D·2326. You speak of the wages that were obtaining before the war 
and the wages now obtaining. I notice that Government in their 
memorandum also say that the rare per tub of cool raised before the 
war was generally As. 41. It rose during and after the war ro As. 8 
or As. 9, and now it has dropped to about As. 7, Is it 'not the case 
that in 1919 there was an output in this area of about 15 million rons; 
in 1920 the tonnage dropped below 12 million tons, and in 1921 it was 
only 12 million tons? Were you not, Indian gentlemen, at yoUr wit's 
end to get more coal, and did you not open up more mines? For 
instance, in 1919 there were 741 mines working, but by 1922 there, 
were 953 working. Did you not pay more wages in many of the mines 
which you had opened' in order ro attract labour from the other mines? 
-Some might have done that. 

D·2327. Was it not that more than anything else which carse<! 
the increased wages \0 be paid in the, Indian-owned minesl'-'rhis 
might be one of the reasons but not the whole. 

D·2323. The 'price of coal per ron in 1919 was Rii. 4-8-0, and it 
rose ro over Rs. 7. Therefore in those days the wages could be 
increased very materially 1'-Yea. 



.' . 0·2329. Now that the price of coaJ per ton has dropped back to 
lts. 4, you cannot go on,paying the same high wages as you were paying 
'When the price of coal was Rs. 7 a ton ?-Quite so. 

0~2330. Mr. Cliff: The memorandum says .. it is useless to 
attempt to. approximate labour conditions in India to the standard 
of western countries." What do you mean by that sentence?-The 
people's habits and customs here are entirely different from what they 
are in Western conntries. 

.0.2331. Do you object to the reguia.tion of working hours?-We 
think it would create difficulty. 

D·2332. Have any ill effects arisen on the indnstry or on labour 
~hrough the reguia.tion of hours?-I have not heard of any. 

0.2333. Have any ill effects been felt to the industry or. to labour 
through the adoption of the Workmen's Compensation Act?-No. 

, 0·2334. Would any ill effects arise if provision was made for some 
payment during sickness ?-Difficulty. would arise because there are 
no professional or permanent miners, and under any system of payment 
during sickness we should be put in the position of having to pay 
.a man who is only working in the colliery for about a fortnight or 
a month at a time. That we think would be a harifship. If there 
were a guarantee that our workers would be permanent workers, I 
think the Industry might consider a scheme. 

0·2335. Would there be any difficulty in making provision for 
old age?-It would add to the cost. Under present eonditions I do 
not think it would be possible. As I have stressed, our labour is not 
entirely our own. They are largely agricultural farmers. 

0·2338. The memorandum sayR: "The sense of mutual obliga.
tion which knit the different elements of all Indian industry will 
inform the reia.tions between Indian employers and Indian workmen." 
There are several eases which we have noted where the spirit of mutual 
obligation is absent ?-There may be cases in such a vast country 
as this, but generally the position is as stated. 

0·2337. With regard to those cases where it does not exist, might 
it not be well to transform that obligation into regulation?-Yes. But 
the urgency of a regulative llleasure is very limited. 

0·2338. You say: .. It seems to the Committee that the 
stiffening of obligation on the employers with regard to labour welfare, 
attempted in recent years, has been largely directed at the wrong end 
of the problem '''I-We think that the workers themselves do not 
realise the.irresponsibilities in the matter. A sense of their own rights' 
as well as responsibilities must be ",wakened first. 

0·2339. How do you propose to alter that?-They should. be 
made to realise their responsibility. In Western countries the workers 
cannot absent themselves as the miners do in this country. 

0·2340. You want the Indian workman to approximate to Westerll 
~tandards ?-'riley ou~ht to, . 



0.2341. You say that you want education of a character, b?th -
general and _ trade unionistic. We have been told that the Indian 
Collieries Employees' Association applied to your Federation ~or recog
nition as a trade union and to be acceBted as a body whIch could 
speak on behalf of the work-people; and .that .y~u have not asnwered 
their letters and-have not granted the!.ll recogmtlon 7-1 am not aware 
of any such application. 

0.2342. Will you be prepared to make enquiries into the. matter? 
This Employees' Association made representations to you in 1926 
and in 19271'-1 shall be glad to make enquiries. 

0·2343. If the Indian Collieries Employees' Association make 
application to your Federation now will your Federation be in a 
position to deal with them ?-Yes. If it is a representative Association, 
and we know about the constitution and their representative character, 
we shall be only too glad to recognise them. But I must say that the 
recognition which we might grant would be of a purely academic value.-

• 
0·2344. You say: .. It is only natural that where the old spirit 

exists ineffective legislation has been resented both by the employers 
and the employees." Will you give us an example of the ineffective 
legislation?-Yes, take for instance, the. present legislation about the 
prohibition of female labour. Of course, we are not against the principle 
underlying the prohibition. We thought it was not necessary. ' 

0·2345. Is itinell'eetive?-We say it has been resented. 

0·2346. Again you say: .. It is impossible to maintain an AI 
labom' condition with 03 state of profit." May I put it round and 
ask you whether it is impossj.ble to get AI profit with 03 labour 
condition ?-No; I do not think so. 

0·2347. M1'. Birla: You can?-We cau make bigger but not 
AI profit. 

0·2348. Mr. Cliff: Did you try it when you had an opportunity? 
-We had no opportunity up till now. 

0·2349. Diwan Chaman_ Lall: Where did you get th-e figures 
from in regard to the number of tubs per person per day?-As I 
said, we got it from our members. 

0·2350. In the same way as you got the information about wages r 
-Yes. 

0·2351. With regard to the total tonnage produced in India, 
the Government have given us a figure of 131 taking the labour force 
as a whole. If you work out that fignre, taking 5 days work per 
w.eek which you have mentioned. it comes to not the figures that yo .. 
gIve but to 1.33 tubs a day?-I do not know on what basis they 
have cslculated this. 

0·2352. There are two methods by which they have calculated. 
One is the figure of 188 by taking the underground workers only and 



one is the figure pI 131 taking both underground and above ground. 
Suppose 1 take the figure of uuderground workers only. Le .• 188 even 
.the~, t,he figure ,comes to 1.44 tubs and no more. How did you work 
out YOUE figure,then,? Is this figure correct or your estimate correct?-;
T do not know wha.t the position actually is. The figure we have 
giJlen is. an avera.ge . 

. 0-2353. SirA1exander M "Tray: Is it not a fact that only about 
50 or 60 per cent. of the workers are miners and loaders?-Yes., 

D-2354, J)iwan Chaman LaU: Is that the statement that you 
want to. make?-That is the general position. 

0-2355,' If I go on the' figureS"inipplied by Government, I take 
it the average oomes to 1.44 per head. Eveu 'if you add 60 per cent. 
it will, come to little over 2; it will not come to 3 .tubs per day, 
which is the ngureldonot personally aecept?-We calculated and 
fouu.d ,that ,3 is, the average. In some cases it may be a little less 
or a, little more. . • 

,0-2356. I want you to supply me other figures and not merely 
make'l&.,.general .sta.tement. Here are figures which we have got. 
ffil,v~ you got any other .ligures that you can give us 1....,.1 have not got 
th/llD :!;lere, but' Lean give' you later OIl, ' 

'0-2357. Take' your atfiendaxi~ registers. It has been my general 
experience that attendance registers dp not reveal. the actual fact as 
to the n\lll,lber iOfhours . spent underground ?-1 think we maintain 
tht!"e registers as. pre,sw;il>eq" W~tever: information ·we have got 
to w.ve' tllere we ~ give. , . ' , ' ' 

. D~2358. That is' to say the registers I\S prescribed do not reveal 
the actual state of affairs in this way that as a matter of actual 
practice there is no checlc: on~e number of hours that a worker 
remains' underground. There are casual entries filled in in the a.ttendance 
register merely in order to conform to the law as it is. Is that not 
your ellPer.i,ence ?....,.No. 

0.2359. Where did you get your figures from that the wprkers 
work '1 to 8 hours a day and the rest of their time they idle away. 
You~ ,Federation has mentioned that ene-third of their time they 
idle a.way in the mines ?-That is wha.t we got from our supervisors. 

D·2368. Ha.ve you ever considered the question whether what you 
call idling away is a process of waiting for work to be given to them 
or tubs to he supplied to them ?-Not necessarily; I do not think so. 

D·2361: Is it your contention tha.t the worker who goes under
ground is delighted with the idea. of spending one-third of his time 
wandering about the mine because it is such a heautiful place to wander·, 
about in 1-1 think they do not feel unhappy there. But that is a 
different thing. My experience is that for some time the)' work; then 
tW:>~ ,SI)lqke &IlI1, ma1!:e themselves merry in many ways, and epmmence 



again to work; they take their food there; even when they. go to drink 
water they idle away about half an hour. That is what they have been 
doing. 

0-2362. With regard to wages, Y011 say in yoUr meinor",ndum that 
cutters are paid Re. 0·11·0 to Be. 1 per ton. Do I take it that you are 
referring to III ,cutter and a loader or only to a cutter ?-To both. 

0-2363. For what work would a cutter be paid Re. 1 ?-In cases 
where they have got to carry coal. 

D-2364. Do yon include in that category two men or one person 1-
Carriers are shown separately. 

. D-2365. But what is the custom? Is it not a fact that a man cuta 
coal and his wife carries and between them. when they have filled in 
one ton, they get at the rate of as. 7 or as. 8 as the case may be?- -
Yes. 

0-2366. So this figure includes two pers'lns?-Yes. 

0-2367. It is not correct that a cutter would earn that amount?
No. 

0-2368. In rega.rd to welfare you have said that nothing has been 
done. Could you tell me when you had the opportunity of doing some
thing, when the industry wus good, what did you do in those days?-As 
1 said, I do not think we have ever had an opportunity to do it. 

D·2369. You had a boom perio!i in your industry, I take it, many 
years ago"\'-Really speaking, in that boom period I do not think we 
made as much profit as other industries did or as people thought we Qid 
because there was the difficulty of the supply of wagons; wagons were 
not plentifuL Where the collieries made a profit they had to liquidate 
their debts. • 

0-2370. Not even in the period when the coal was selling at Bs. 17 
per ton ?_1 do not think the coal was ever sold at Rs. 17 a ton; if it 
were so it must be a rare case. . 

0-2371. Your proposition i. that you have not done anything 
towards welfare not, as. you' say, becau~ of the lack of co-ordinaticn , 
amongst the employers but because of the lack of funds?-Both. 

0·2372. Let me take the question of the look of funds. How 
lliuch do yon think it would cost you to run a school for the children 
d, let us say, 1,000 working miners?-I think it would cost somewhere 
between Rs. 50 and Bs. 60. 

D·2373. You consider that a prohibitive cost?-Yea, because Some 
of these collieries cannot pay even the subscription of the Associ.ation 
which is Rs. 6 or Ba. 7 per month. 

.. : ~ 

0·2374. Was that the position in 19'20, 1921 and 1922?~At thBlt 
time we had more mem~rs. If they wanted they could have started 
it. ' 



. D."2375. How much would it cost your Federation to have two 
travelling cinemas for the benefit of the miners employed on your 
collieries ?-As I &aid, the Fed~ration has no money. 

0-2376. May I put it this way that the will has been lacking?
No. We were. contributing a certain amount for the mining education 
advisory board, and we had to discontinue it for lack of funds. 

0-2377. What I am driving at is this: considering that efforts in 
the past for one reason or another have failed, would you agree with 
me in insisting upon welfare work being conducted under sanction of 
the law?-Yes, certainly; we would do also voluntarily if money is 
available. . 

0-2378; Would you be agreeable to having a cess levied to the 
extent of half anna. or one anna, as the case may be, per ton of coal, 
for this purpose ?-The cess will add to the cost and eventually the 
consumers will have to pey it. The question we have to consider i. 
whether under present conditions we are in a position to get that 
increased price from the consumer. We have to consider the question 
from an economic point of view. If it is possible we would qe glad to 
~U. . 

0-2379. There is one item that adds to the cost of the coal, and 
that is your royalties, which range between 38. 3 to as. 5 per ton?
Yes; sometimes more than that. 

D-2380. Suppose it came out of the royalties apert from other 
oources, would yon have any objection to that?-No . .. 

• 0-2381. The Chai,.man: At present your cess for the Board of 
Health comes partly out of the royalti~?-Yes; we pey more. 

0-2382. Would you object to share a further contribution with 
tb,em for the purpose of welfare?-As I ssid, we would be glad to do 
anything provided we are in a position to do it. 

0-2383. M,.. Mackie: In your memorandum you specify the 
increase of rates made in 1921. Was the increase made as a result of 
a strike or strikes? Did the labour demand these rates?-The labour 
demanded it of course, but not by a strike. 

0-2384. You gave the increased rates without compUlsion ?-There 
was no question of compulsion. They represented: it to their collieries 
a.nd the collieries had to agree considering their conditions. 

P-2385. You were in a. position to make money and youeould alford 
tl1glv.e' an incres.se?-We were getting better prices, and we did not 
grudge giving them more. - -,-.' \ 

• 0-2386. You say that the supply of labour does not depend on rate 
ofwa.ges but on the character of the crops. I suppose you mean that if 
there is a good harvest any inducement of higher rates would not bring 
mora labour to the coalljelds ?-Tbat is so. 
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0-2387. The collieries under your Federation that have continued 
to work during the past few years have not experienceil a surplu!, of 
miners?-No. 

0-2388. Hence there cannot be any unemployment amongst 
miners?-No. -

0-2389. Have you heard of miners having to leave the Jharia coal
field as a result of unemployment and having to go to Madras and 
Assam?-No. 

0.23eO. You know of no such instance?-No. 

0-2391. Mr. Thacker, you run a school for your miners' sons, is it 
not?"':"-(Mr. Thacker): Yes. 

0-2392. Are any of those who were educated in your school now 
working as miners?-The school was started only in 1924. 

0·2393. Do you think that the boys that yon are educating will 
ever go to work on the ccal face and load coal?-Some of them will; I 
think. ' , 

• 
0,.2394. Do you not think that they will be more prep-..:ed to work 

as fitters and khalasis than as miners?-Most of them will be prepared 
to work as skilled labourers. . 

0-2395. Do you think they will take off their coats and work?-No, 
they will not. 

0-2396. lIfr. Sibakli Bose: Yon say in your memorandum that 
overmen are recruited both from the'mnk of miners and from ·educated 
persons having some knowledge of technical mining. Can you tell me 
whether overmen have been recruited from the rank of miners?
(Mr. Ojha) : ',At times we do. 

0-2397. Can you substantiate your statement by giving concrete 
in,tances ?-From miners they become sardars and from sardars they 
become overmen, if they are intelligent. 

0-2398. But actun Ily has any miner been promoted to the post 
of overman?-I do not say that there are many instances, but I know 
that it has been so in one or two cases. 

0-2399. Mr. Thacker, I think you at least know that there is 
an Employees' Association which was established in 1920\'-'-. 
(Mr. Thacker): Yes, but I do not know when it was established. 

. 0·24ot1. Is it not a fact that the Employees' Association has' more 
than once sent an application to your Federation for recognition 1'.:..:.t , 
am not aware of any application; it mav have been sent to Calcutta. ,_. -. - ....... 

0-2401. Your Federation did not receive the constitution of our 
Association or its annual report. ?-1 do not know whether the Calcutta 
QfliC<l has received them. B\lt thiA much I lmow that the meetings 



.of the Employees' Association are held In the hall of the Federation, 
and, as· you know, we have very good relations with you. 

0·!t402. l' think your Federation will have no objection to 
recognize. this Employees' Association ?-N o. ' 

0·2403. Mr. Ojha, can you tell me what is the cost per ton of 
raising coal ?-CMr. Ojha); It is somewhere about Rs. 3, but it varies 
according to the conditions under which the mine .is worked. 

0·2404. Can yon tell me what the mmers including the carriers 
get for one ton of ·coal ?-As. 12 or thereabouts. ' . 

0·2405. What is the cost of your other establishment ?-It depends 
upon the conditions. The over-head charges are ,less if the output 
is big and more if the output is less. -

0.2406. Can you not give us an approXImate figure for all establish
ment including khalasis?-We generally do not put everything together. 

Sir Victor Sassoon;. It is very easy to calculate. It coste you 
Rs. 3 a ton. Deducting As. 12 for miners it leaves you· Be. 2-4-0; _out 
of that you pay As. 4 .... royalty. Therefore the over-head charges are 
Rs. 2 .. ton. It is only mathematics.-Miner is not the only labour 
employed ~n a coal mine. • 

0-2407. Mr. Sibakli Bose; Can you tell me what is your selling 
price now?-It is also about R<I. 3 per ton; in some cases it is more 
while in some cases it is less. 

0·2408. Do l!'0u mean to say that the collieries which are owned 
by Indians are not making any profit at all ?-Prnctically not. In 
some cases they may be making a few annas, but in most cases they 
do not make any profit at all. 

0·2409. The Chairmlln: You say it is a very bare margin?-Yes. 

0·2410. Khetra Nata· Sengupta; In your memorandum you 
attribute the low standard of living of the labouring classes to their 
incorri!(ible habits and superstitiollsc You say; "So· long as the 
demand for a better living has not made itself felt from within the 
labour themselves; all legislative or statutory proposals for uplifting 
labour conditions are hound to fail in their object," You say that it 
is their habits that is responsible for their low standard of living and 
not their poverty and low wages?-No. I may tell you that when' 
they were getting higher wages they were not prepared to work more; 
on the other hand they were givilJg us less work. If they had earned 
sufficient money they would not go to work. 

0-2411. You state that. both aa·rdaT8 and overmen are recrnited 
from the rank of miners. Do you not notice that when a miner rises 
to be a sardar or when a saroar rises to be an overman his standard 
of Jivirg changes ?-A bit, but not mUt'h. 

0·2412. We saw this morning it man who told us that he started 
as a. day labourer and then became a sa,.dar. We saw him well clothed 
unlike one of the miners?-Yes, it is possible. . 



0.2413. You know that Indian Rmduates of nniversities can he 
had for Rs. 30 or 35 .. month. Do you expect any high standa.rd of living 
among them ?-It is very difficult to say. 

0·2414. There is no want of knowledge of high st .. nd .. rd of living 
among them, but is not their standa.rd of living low? Is it due to 
habit or to poverty'1-In one case there is no money hut there is 
education and culture, while in another case there is money but there 
is no education and culture. Our whole point is th .. t the labour despite 
all legislative measures, are not keen to live better or to earn more~ 

0·2415. I will give you another instance. You know that in the 
coalfields there are certain people who ori,.,ainally began as sardara or 
khaiflSis but have become afterwards contractors and are now driving 
costly motor cars. So it is not a fact that tbe standard of living is 
dependent upon babits. but it is more dependent upon means?-The 
comparison ca.nnot hold good because you are dealing entirely with two 
separate classes. In auy case the instanc~ that you cited sbould he 
taken more a" an exception rather tban as a rule. 

0·2416. You say in your memorandum that the recent statutory 
probibition of underground employment of women in mines is calculated 
to seriously upset tbe family life of miners. What do you mean by 
that ?-As you know, miners generally like to work' in pairs,' When 
the husband and tne wife work together they are happy, and they 
resent the idea of the females being prohibited from working witb them, 

0·2417. Do you serionslv hold that if a miner after his dav's hard 
work comes to the surface and I!ets the meal ready, made by his wife, 
he would not prefer that to the p'ir going down and coming up at 
the same time and after coming up having to wait for the meal fOr 
at least two hours before it can be got ready?-It is a matter of opinion. 

0-2418. I want to know your opinion ?-I,ooking at it from my 
point of. view, I would say that'tbey would prefer it. 

0-2419. H,...e you any idea as to from what point of view they 
look at it ?-As I told you, we had a talk with .,.me of these people 
and we found that they did not like the idea of working w" ClOut their 
wives. . 

D·2420. You know that we ourselves saw tI,e onw' ,.... : ;,at tJ " 
wives of some of the miners sta'\" at Dome for k:fJ~j;:..: ;,1'- ~:. thE"lr 
children ?-Tbat is so in some ca""s: bllt \'ou should know t:,at in sueb 
. cases tbey have some other relation to work as loaders, Then again 
you are presuming tbat prevented from working underground the 
women will stay at borne in the mines. We dispute this position. 

0-2421. You say: .. The suhsidiary character of mining as an 
occupation is borne out by the fact that in years of bumper crop the 
miners return to coalfields later in the cold weather and also in reduced 
number." You know that there is a fair .percentage of permanent labo~ 
on the collieries ?-Not fair. We have not got sufficient land on the 
collieries. 

D.2422. Do they stay away from the collieries for a long time ?-' 
j'!lB. f~ abo1,l~ a Or 4, months in a year. 



D .. 14U .... -WIiat-'dd'YatI." tl1ink;wonut:be the; p8l'C8lltage1of.~en!; 
lahonr fdrtle'-on "the''OOllierie~A~ [illmJ. stu81ifin:'1ll¥ 'pemonal_ 
randum, I think-in the JhBria· coalfield, about:. 20 Pel': ceM/". i&; 
permanenbly"settlec>175 per-.cem,. is recruited. anil.5 per"ceni, is.,1ocal. 

D!242if:.Do you think that with increased wages and increased 
amenities.ofliCe more miners would 'settle on .the collieries-?-It may' 
attract· a few more· people. Bt1t . nothing appreciable will re8\llt. 

D02425,- You:say·thM· H the,SantalsJulVer& superstitious horror.rfar
brick .ceiling_" Is that correct? Have Y9U any personaI.knowledge 
about.it?-I know o£ one colliery where double-storied aU-brick bnildi.Dg~ 
are lying.vac&nt. 

0;.2426. ·What· is the'reason? Is it: that' the brick· hetI6CII' ·are 
not comfortable?-'-I cannot" say' The,- are· not' usoo to· thi& llOl'V"oJi 
pm:ca houses: They prefer' to· live" in- thatched ·houses. 

D~'2421;' With re{lMd to education you say: .. In the Ranig~nj 
field there are a number of high, middle ani! primary schools scattered 
tbroughout, the- 'Coalfield. In' the· Jhari81 field similar· facilit:ie1f exist but 
in a more' Iimited·extent. " Are 110t those-institutions costly .fOr> mineno 
to send their. children' to?-"-I'think- at present they are. 

D.2428; If free primary. and . middle schools could be established 
you think that the miners wiJI send their children there ?-I am not 
certain. 

D~2C29'; Mr. MukheTji: You se.y. in your memorandum that. the 
problem of labour welfare in Indi& is closely. inter-related with the 
general educational problem of the Indi&n masses. Do you not think 
that what the Fedemtien. means is th&t if welfare wor!' is. followed 
'by education that will have a better effect than the. welfar'L work 
preceding edttcamm-, bec&useunless there be education of the. masses 
the miners themselves would not be aMe to appreci&te this sort of 
welfare"work and, if need be\,wmHd''llot'contrlbute toward ... it'later oQ? 
-Th~ vi!l"" ta;ke» , was· tllat if the problem of education· was first 'BOIV1!!I 
th~ the>·desir.""will' be>- there.' In thig·case·we shaH· htli.., to- thrmot 
it on them. 

D'~2430: In reply to SU' Victor Bassoon yon said that if the 
miners work'S' days.in the week ,and 52 weeks in the year. they weuld 
earn one..thirdmore. You do not mean thereby that they should work 
continuously without. any holiday. 01' stoppage ?-No and not without 
their usual idling, 

D.2431~You ·me&n<othat..if: they, put, in' more~hem ,in,theiP. work, 
even,now-with.5 days work..in the> week, they call< eM'INtlOre?-EnaI;I" 

D12.S2'~ To bring that will into them education. is absolutely 
neces...ry?-Yes. 

D·2433. With regard to legislation to make the employers ·them
a~ves corollina, is it not the. idea' that co-ordi~iOD in" saYing and 



~ltDlng!J1wilhimprove,.the'trade In.1tUcb. a,way. -that ihe,tlrll.d.u will 
never~ think ;of .opposmg legisla.ti011 :shou\ welfare? . What is, jmpossible 
Eo. nindividual Jeollieriea- now. to, do ds >JlOSsible jf there .is.· cCiHltii1iDa.tion ? 
_We · . ..can>1improve . .ourfposition •• and,when >aur.upoaition . .is;,.improved 
and we have got _ey.we .. wOIlldrillO!;. object.to .anything. ''.Chis; I 
have alrell.d.y made c1ea,r. 

0·2434. It is but natural that ideas which do not occur ,to 
individual collieries may occur to the Federation as a whole .. If the 
Federation. can arrange' for some· sort 'of welfare' ot: 'e.ducational work 
and' force' their constituents to adopt that, would not·, that be very 
mdeh better than to get it done by legislation. and force. it .down the 
throat of an unwilling employer?~That is right. Not onJy that; it 
lWould ,not! be. p0Ilsibleoforan ifidividuaLto dojt,'!Vhemas i~"'D\lld be 
poasible, for • .the F-ederation to,·no it. 

0.2435. Supposing an individual is forced by legislatjonto do 
I!Ome·~rt·'Of welfare ·work; without -bringing- the employers together • 
and'creating in them <thenesire to do it, do y<>ttnot·think·that. it may, 
a$<·Iea.st··in some cases, defeat· itself?-'-Yes . 

.Q.U36 •. That. is,. there will be Si desire. on the' pari of the '.people 
ta shirk that sort of obligation ?-That is so. 

I 01<2437. i'If you . reduce the working hours 'of ·1be miners working 
uilder-ground, do"You not'think·that· it will, have.the'ell'ect·of further 
reducing their actual working time?-Yes. 

, D·n3S;·With rega;rd .to: the .prohibition.of emp\oyml'nt.of. womlln 
you say that it will disturb the family life. : You. mean thereby .. that 
as there will be a reduction in the family income the women will seek 
employment. elsewhere,' leaving, theil'.·husbands in the -eoalfields, ill 
order· ta"make up: .the-·loss. • Thus there, will·be a disturbance of the 
family life?-I do not know anyjob·will.be.a.vaimble tathem. 

·-II-l!489 • . Do you' not know that a distinguished lpdian lady who 
hll.d. the opportunity of ;;;,ildying hereed the cpnditions in the coalfield! 

. ~x;pr_d .. the opinion' that. it .wouldhave a deleterious ~ll'ecH)U,their 
family life ? It was. based 011· the ,,fact that fol', e"""ing wage. the 
women would ha.ve. iQ.go to .. work. elsewhere?.....,Yes .. 

,.JJ...2440 •. On .the .. qnestion of. wages,., do yon think .that. increased 
wages.~ll.necessarily. improve. the· atandanLof .living ,0Lthe,minersf 
."...I.dllt Rot,thlnk.,uDder pEes,eBt. oonditWns; it. would. 

"M,.s. "Roy: I:understand that a reference was made to what I 
said at -one time. I still' think that· if a woman bas to work it is 
better tbat sbe should work with her husband. But I do not mean 
\bat.;.lihe.musflgo4nto. the •. pit. and'.Wlilrk,,w,de, by· side,·wiih .• bim. If 
wwill c:oold- ba.,faund on, th&.~face ·,SOl.mach, tha-, hettllI., Ii that~ if' 
not possible the wages of the men will have' tabe, miset! .•. 
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D-2441. I think that work on the surface can ~ found for them. 
It is for the mine owner. to decide how they can employ women on 
the su,'face ?-50 long as there is any snrface work that can be done 
by a '" ,1"'1:, tlee mine OWners wil1 only be too glad to employ women, 
!",t if tloc"" is not sufficient work they cannot help it. 

D.l!~ rn. Cculd not more work be offered to women aboveground? 
-No. 

D-2443. You say in your memorandum that in the coalfields the 
sex ratio among the labourers has hitherto been in complete parity. 
Do you mean to say that the number of men and women are the 
same in your collieries?-Practically same. 

0-2444. Have you not many miners who do not bring theii' wives 
with them ?-Generally they bring their wives, and cases are few 
.where tbey do not briog their wives. 

D-2445. You have a number of women working in the collieries. 
·Would you be in favour of making some arrangement for the payment 
of maternity benefits to them before and after child·birth ?-As these 
people do not stick to their work it is very hard on the part of tbe 
employers to make any such arrangement; they sometimes work for' 
a month and then go away. 

D·2446. You say that you have always a floating population, but 
do you not have a permanent force?-We have only 20 per cent. of 
permanent labour force. 

0-2447. Even for that 20 per cent., do you not think that you 
-should make some arrangement?-There are some arrangements made 
at some places; there are trained dais. 

D-24478. Miss POWM: Does your Federation not advocate the 
payment of maternity benefits to the women?-If they were to remain 
permanently, we would certainly advocate. 

0-2448. Has your Federation as an association advocated to its 
constituents ?-No. 

0-2149. M~8. Roy: Do you not think that special arrangements 
for medical relief ought to be made for women workers?-I think it 
would be better, but the trouble is it is not availed of. 

0·2450. You say that" Even some miners send remittance home." 
VI'hat do you mean by that? Do you mean to say that a miner must 
spend what he earns and that he has n6 right to earn more or to save 
Dloney?-We do pot mean that at all. What we mean is that generally 
the miners save less than the other labourers. What they earn they 
spend. 

D·2451. Is i~ your opinion that they e-.rn enough ?-Our experience 
is that when they get more they give less work. Therefore we think 
that what they get is enough. 
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'b.2452. You say that a higher wage leads' to a fall in working 
hours. Is that true ?-That is what actually happened. 

0·2453. Is that the general experience of all coliiery owners?
I think so. 

0·2454. But I think when you eliminate female h"bour altogether 
the position will be different because to support their children they will 
have to work longer hours ?-They mayor may not-it is difficnlt to 
answer. But it is likely that they may demand higher wages. 

0·2455. Do you not think that when the need will be greater they 
will work harder?-They might; it is to be seen. 

0·2456. Miss Power: You say in your memorandum: .. It is 
remarkable that the movement to":ards permanent settlement in the 
mines, or, to be precise, the mining area has stopped for the last 15 to 
iO years." That is contrary to much of the evidence we have had sub
mitted to us. \-Vould you tell us on what you base that statement?- ," 
The labour is settled from a long period. Even if we try to have a. 
settled labour on the collieries now, we do' not get it. 

0·2457. But I take it that the settled labour tJ1at you have is· not 
<>ntirely the labour which settled only as long ago as 15 or 20 years? 
-They settled, I think. then.. There ma.y be a comparatively small 
number who settled sin('e then. But taking the whole position into 
t'l>nsideration, I think we d" not now get :nore labour to settle. 

0·2458. SiT ridor Sassonll: Would you say that the settled 
labourers are the sons who settled ]5 or 20 years ago?-Yes. 

D·2459. Miss Power: Can ~'ou account for this sudden stoppage 
in th" flow of labourers desiring to settle ?-1 think it is due to this 
that in those days they were getting land, whereas it is very difficult 
to proviile lanil now. The indncement for settlement cannot be offered. 

0·2460. The Chairman: Yonr land'is not inCl·easing?-No. 
0·2461. Mis .• Power: Turning again to the question of maternity 

benefits, you said that your Federation have not as yet advocated 
payment of maternity benefits by its members. Would you be in favour 
of 11 law making the maternity benefit compnlsorily payable throughont 
th .. eoalfields?-Under the present circumstances we cannot issue any 
mandate becanse it would not be binding on the members. If there is 
to be any such legislation, I think, it would add to the cost. As I said, 
we are quite prepared to do anything; our sympathy goM with the 
labour, but then the difficulIY is that our position would not allow ns 
to do anything now. . 

0·2462. The CMiTl1l<In: If you only have 20 per cent. of settled 
l"bour force and the proportion of women in that 20 per cent. is 
less than half ,and it.is also suggested that maternity benefit would 
only apply to women who have worked for at least 6 months before" 
confinement, yon would agree with that limita.tion, is it not?-If it 
were to be III months, I think we ought to agree. 



lb>4483. ,Miss ;Power: The number -llOIreJfed, by a, Mldernity, Act 
would be a coIDpm-ativelysma,1l llgure, because 'such, Jegisla.tinn wmuld 
ultimately apply only to the women m;nployed .aboveground, . On this 
ground, I· take it that your Federation '\'Iill support legislation ?-'-I 
think so. Personally I tbink there should be no difference whl!ther 
it is underground or aboveground. . 

.0·2464. You say that women absolutely decline.to llave1heir 
maternity cases looked after by any medical agency. 'Do you' not 
feel that one of the reason. for this has been the e.bsence "of 'WOmen . 
doctors on the coalfields ?-It might ,be BO,' but it, is very.:difficult to 
say. Generally they do not go in for any treatment· by.dooiors. 

0 .. 2465. Your Federation has not approved of thescheme'}lfopoeed 
by the Jh~riaMines Board of Health, ,is that not·80?....weruwe..oot 
approved of the scheme . 

. 0-2468. You are not in favour of it 'on the ground, as you ~y 
in: your letter, of "the traditional delicaeyof women in accepting .' 
treatment outside their own homes." Is it not one of the chief pOOnts 
of the scheme to train health visitors, who wolild in their turn train 
dais. who will look after the women in their own, homes? In. ,view 
of that do you still feel that the scheme is oue which your, F.edera;;inn 
should not support 1'-1 think it will b~ very impracticable. 

" 
0·2467. Your view is that an expensive machinery would' he 

set up which the women would not use because' they would not be 
prepared to go outside their, own homes ior' treaJtmen&?-~es. 

0·2468. But, as I said' before, the chief point of the scheme is 
'the training of people who, would, treat the women ,;in.;their,'own 
homes. What objection can ,there be on your part to .Il'scheme 
like that ?-I do not think it will be practicable. 

'D·2469. Si, Alexander Murray: If it were possible you would 
not mind?-No, I, would not mind. 

·0-2470. Sir Vict01'Sassoon: Would youtFederation 'bt'J-prepared 
to pay its share of the cost of running such a scheme-lL-I 'h8lVe lliready 
explained the position of my Federation in, regard to sucb- ma~. 
If our conditions improve we would be glad to undertliks'any"WelfB.re 
work which iS'in the interests of labour. 

0-2471. Miss Po",..: HilS your Fedemtion,givenany:,adv.ice ta its 
m6IIlbers as to the method of selecting women year by year fOl' ,exclusion 
from the mines?-We ha.ve not given any definite advice ,on ,the point. 

0-2472. Do you not think it would be Il sensible thing to carry 
out' the 'elimination year ,by 'year in such a'way as' to 'cause 'the' least 
economic disturbance t,!dhe' families coneemed ?~Any 'advice 'given 'by 
the Federation is not' binding on its. members;' in' most cases'it'-w6'dld 
be a' sorto£. advice' gratis unheeded. 

D-2473. Are you&till ts.ldJlg ,en new-'women ~o. 



. D>I41'ti! With'regard ,to thepaymen~ of wages.do you,think.that 
the.failt·that -the- miner does· not get his wages sometimes until as late 
as' 4 o'clock .on Sood ... y in part account." .for the fact that -he does nof, 
WI'Irk-'On"M'-onday?-'-' No, the miners generally get tlleir wages in time. 

0-2475. Wilen Sunday is the' recognized day of rest why sboul,\ 
yon not 'psy wages on Saturday?-If we paid wages on Saturday tbe 
mineI'S will not work pl'Operly that day. The output that day will be 
reduced. Now they generally get their wages on l:lunday morning. It 
}IllI.ybe that certain clas""s· of labour are psid in the afternoon. 

D"'247Bli< Those who come to the mines from distances of 10 or 15 
mile<. ·have- to wait for their payment till Sunday and are not able ·to 
go home till Sunda.y night. How can they come back to the mines on 
MoIUla.yl'-Such people will get their wages all Satmday if they haye 
finished.,their w!,rk. In- some case. we pay daily eyen. We do not 
insH;t,.tha: labour should J)ot be paid oftener than once a week, though 
it is the .g<:n<>ral practice. If tbe miners want to be paid o,! Saturday • 

. or if they want to be paid daily we have no objection to pay like that. 
But the general practice is to pay 011 Sunday. 

D..2477. In r<>gard to education Y011 say that the .. children of the 
Jabouring,e1as.ses,do not join these Rchool.. And those who join do not 
pursue mining as an occupation in afterlife." Do you think that if 
there ·_,univ.ersal primaxy education, the tenden~y of the worker to 
foraake. bis own calling .wonld disafpear?-l think so. 

DMZ.JIlI Do you tbink that the education of the miner's children 
is .thecpriumry cOOOem, of thecommllnity at large or of the employers? 
-I take it that it is the primary function of Government. At any 
rate the problem is one of such magnitude that employers cannot 
embm<'.e it within the so,called welfare work. 

Q;.24.79 •• M ... Joshi: With regard to the number of hours worket.l 
by- thecmine,; ill. reply to a question by the Chairman you said that 
the.·minel: would not do .sufficient work if tbe hours were reduced. In 
your memorandum you say that the aggregate working hours per week 
underg~md are roughly 100 for two shifts. That _works out to 50 hours 
r .. r shift per week. You have al"t) stated that" on an average the 
miners idle away one-third of their time while underground." So that the 
actual number of hours worked by the miner will be 2/3 of 50 hours 
or 33 1/3- hours pl'r week. He w,u'ks 5 da.l'~ in the week and this gives 
YOIl . abOllt' 6' 3/4 holU'S a day. But the Indian Mining Association 
estimated tbe number of bours actually worked by the miner at 4 to 5 
a.day. Wbah is this 'difference due to? Is the miner ratriotic enough 
to give,tbe.lndio.n--emplo}",rmore work than to the European, employer? 
-No, it is only an estimate; it will vary. 

~8o..,Now that the miner actually works only 6 3/4 hours, 
woold you,h""e any objection to redllcing the statutory number of hours 
fromd2. ·ta a .lower figure ?-Our difficulty will he this. Whatever may 
b& the hours'fixed for·working. you cannot cure idling. 
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D-2481. Sir Victor Sassoon: If they gave you the same output in 
less than 12 hours which they give you now in 12 hours would you 
object to the hours being shortened ?-We would not object. but we 
do not think it would be practicable. The position indicated seemR 
to be purely hypolh"ti.:nL 

D-24~2. Mr. Joshi: From your side there will he no difficulty: 
you would not be requiring more capital and that sort of thing? 
Theoretically we could haw no objection. 

0·2433. Let uo themetieally distnss the qne!;tion. Supposing you 
got the same number of tubs in less number of hours would you have 
any objection to reducing the numher of hours?-Tbere could not be 
any objection. 

D-2484. Let us take it like this. At present they work 50 hours 
underground. Taking it over 5 days a week it comes to 10 hours 
a day. It makes absolutely no change in what is going on to-day. 
Would you have any objection to reducing the hours. to ten a day?-As 
I saiil before. theoretically I cannot bave any objection. 

D-2485. I am not speaking here theoretically. You say that a.t 
present they work 50 hours a week. I keep the present number of hours 
intact. What ohjection could you have?-What would be the benefit? 

Mr. Joshi: I am coming to the question of benefit presently. 

Sir Victor Sas800n: Do you expect any difficulty in keeping up to 
the average; I mean you now have more than 10 hours some days and 
less than 10 on other days, but the average is 10. Un~er the proposed 
restriction you cannot exceed 10 on any day. ~ ,. 

Mr. Joshi: I come to the point of benefit. We are all anxious that 
the workers should na,'e some leisure and should be more. disciplined. 
In order that they may be disciplined the hours must be reduced. I, 
should put the number of hours at 8. Let them work 6 hours a day 
out of those 8 hours and spend the remaining 2 hours in eating, 
drinking and smoking. It may do them geoil; it may do you also good; 
it may do the country' also good if we bave 8 bours a day and 
!lUI" worker. well disciplined. . 

D·2486. Supposing they do no! like to work 8 hours a day or 10 
hours a day where will they go ?-Tbey will go to their villages!'" 

0-2487. Have tbey not come here because they have not enough 
to live on in their villages?-Yes. 

0·2488. Will they not stay with you if your wages and conditions 
of work are as good or better than tbe wages anil conditions of work 
elsewhere?-Ye., if they are disciplined. 

0-2489. Dealing with wages you say that the miner ,ecei\"eB a 
number of indirect benefits which may be calculated in terms of money 
at Rs. 6-8-0 a month. Suppose a suggestion was made to you that a 
welfare board be stru:ted which would provide the miner with all tbe 
indirect benefits that you now confer on bim and that you should pay 
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~he board Rs. 6-8-0 a month, the amount which you say you actually 
spend. ·Would you have any objection to a proposal like that ?-1 do 
not think it would be feasible. 

0-2490. But you should have no objection if you are actually 
spending this amount now. Are you giving the figures of actual 
expenditure under these heads? Could you supply us with a statemen!; 
of the actual expenditure under this head of the members of your 
l~ederation :>~Yes. I will supply t.he Commission with the figures. 

0-2491. You estimate the cost of fuel you give at Rs. 1-8-0 a 
month. Do you give them coal from the surf"e.e or do you ask them 
to dig it out for themselves?-We give them the coal au ihe surface. 
They have been already paid for raising it. 

0-2492. 8ir View 8assoon: Are you sure of that?-I have been 
told that the miners are allowed.to dig the coal for themselves and take 
the coal from the pillars ?-80 far as I know they iake the coal from 
the surface. 

0-2493. Dealing with sickness insurance and old age pensions you 
S9.Y in your memorandum that the workers •. will offer the greatest . 
resistance to any such ""heme." Leaving aside the question of workers' 
resistance you will have no objection to the scheme, 1 take it? Suppcs
ing the workers did not go on strike if the Government passed legisla
tion proVliding for sickness insurance and pld age pensions, would 
you have any objection to a scheme like that?-We ha.ve not the money 
to pay. 

0-2494. But you have not stated that objection anywhere?-\Ve 
have stated it throughout. That is one of the important cont'inCl'at.iolls 
ever present. Moreover it is very difficult to put into ol",mtioll allY 
definite scheme' on account of the migratory charader of labonr. 
Lahour is not yet settled on the coalfields permanently. 

-". -
0-2495. If that be the case the primary objection is not the 

resistance of the workers but something else ?-Bot.h. 

0-2496. You h9.ve also said that such schemes are unworkable 
.. unless the employers are prepared to shoulder the double responsibility 
of making their own and the employees' contribution. For the Indi:m 
miner is as yet too ignorant to understand insurance to appreciate its 
value." Supposing a bill was passed providing for a contribution from 
the workers also, do you think there would be real difficulty in making 
them contrihute 9.nd that they would not appreciate the necessity for 
small deductions at all ?-At present there ·are no deductions in his 
wages at all. When this question was under consideration ill our 
Chamber I casually asked one of the labourers whether he would con
tribute something in return for the benefit that he would receive. I 
told him th .. t Government would contrihute something and the 
employers would c(mtl'ibute something. He said: have not the 
Government and the employers got enough money that tbey should 
COille 9.ud ask us to contribute? 
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D·2497. Mr. Birla: Your membership is composed entirely of 
lndians and most of them represent second class collieries t-Yes. 

0·2498. In fact you have very few first class colliery owners as 
members t-Yes, very few. 

D·2499; Almost aU the first class colliery owners are Europeans 
and they come under the jurisdiction of the Indian Mining Association t 
-Yes. 

D·2500. Is it '" fact that during the time of depression the first 
class collieries never came to the losing point t-No, they did not. 

0·2501. In the history of the coaJ industry it was only on 
very rare occasions they came to the losing point t-l have not 
hard them lose. 

0·2502. Is it a fact that except on very rare occa.sions second cl ... II 
c;)llieries have passed through a perj.od of depression t-They hal'6 
a~ways to pass through periods of depression and they are the hardest 
hit. 

0·250J. Is your difficulty increased on account of the competition 
of the railway collieries I-Yes. 

0·2504. It has heen stated that, although the raising cost of the 
railway collieries is almost the same as the price of which coal is avail
able on the market, the railway still prefer to raise their own coal. Is 
that so I-Yes. 

1).-25os. Do you think that your difficulties would be reduced if 
the Railways bought their coal from the priv .. te collieries I-Yes, then 
'there would be a greater demand in the market for our coal. 

D.2508. Do the Railw .. ys prefer to buy their requirement irom 
the European first class colliery owners !-They say that they want 
first class 00 .. 1 and first class collieries are mostly owned by Europeans. 

0.2507. Out of the t)tal requirements of the Railways how much 
were they taking from the India.n Colliery owners t-About 40 to 50 
per cent. Now it is less, 

e .25os. Although in the past they used to purchase second class 
coal from Indi8Jl colliery owners in recent yea.rs they have diverted 
their purchase to first class colliery owners !-They say th .. t when 
first class coal is available in large quantities they do not want to go 
in for second class coal. -

0.2509. What is the reason for the reduction from 50 per cent; 
to 30 per cent. in the purchase of coal from the Indian collieries!
At that time the output under our control was more than it is now~. 

0.2510. If the competition of the railway ccllieries was eliminated 
would you be in a position to stand on your own legs !-It would go 
a lor g way to -help us. --
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0-2511. H labour should have A. I. conditions you yourself should 
have to be in A. I. conditions 1-Yes. 

0-2512. You are not unsympathetic towards labout'. H fund~ 
were available you would provide sickness insurance, old age pensions, 
higher wages and so on !-We would gladly do all that for tbe welfare 
of labour. 

0-2513. Do you mean to say that even to-day when you are not 
in funds you are more sympathetic towards laboull than European 
employers 1-It is very difficult to say. I may say that we do. all that 
is possible to do. 

0.2514. Even now individual colliery owners are providing schools 
and similar welfare facilities for colliery children ¥-Yes. Our position. 
is this. H our labour is happy we are happy. If lAbour works for us 
we are happy; otherwise we are nowhere. 

0.2515. It is stated that the miners have thE> habit of idling 
away their time. Why.is this poouliar to th.e miners alone 1-1 cannot 
say definitely why. It may be due to the kind of work they do. 

0-2516. Have you any special experience .of thq Bauri workers l 
-There are some of them who do more work than others. 

0.2517. Is their physique better than that of the Santhals!_ 
No. The Santhals are better. They take more Iloourishment and 
have better physique. 

0.2518. I", not lack. of ad,equate. nourishment resulting in poor 
physique, one of the causes of the idiing habit !-It may be one of the 
f .. ctors, but personally I should not think so. 

0-2519. Is it not very unkind to call the miner a habitual idicr 
when lack of nourishment giv<>s him a poor physique !--So far as your 
workers are concerned they are mostly composed of aboriginals!
Yes, mostly so. More than 70 per cent. 

0.2520. Whereas the workers in ,the text TIe industry in other 
places are drawn from other classes. You agree that the physique 
of the Santhals as compared with the physique of the people of other 
provinces is poor!-We cannot say that as a general rule. If we 
compare the Santhals with the Pnnjabis, certainly the Santhals have 
a poor physique. '. 

0-2521. Compared with the people coming from the United 
Provinces allod Bihar ¥-Yes, they are poor. Bat when we compare 
the miners with the mill workers we have. tq take into considerac . 
tion the kind of job they do and how much of exertion each kind of 
labour requires. 

0-2522. 8ir' Victor 8as8fXYll,: Wo~d you .8f'.y th",tthe physique, 
of your miner iii worse-than that of the mill worker in. Bombay t-No 
I do not think so. • 
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D-2523. Bir Alexander Mwrray: Would you say tha.t it is better 
or worse than the physique of the agricultural cla.sses from which they 
are drawn 1-There is no difference at all between the two. 1 may 
say this: The Manjis who generally come from the SonthBJ Parganas 
ha.ve a poor physique comp!lrei with the men from the United 
Provinces or the Punjab. But when compared to Bauris they ha.ve 
.. better physique. 

0-2524. ~Ir. Bir{a: Do you think that a miner has to put in " 
greater exertion than workers in other industries ~-1 think so if we 
have in view the few big industries. 

0·2525. Would you reqnire a better physique for the COM mines 
than for the textile industry 1-Y es, subject to the qualification 
made. " 

D·2526. Mr. Olaw: In your memorandum you say that" so long 
as the demand for a better living has not made itself felt from within 
the labour themselves, all legislative or statntory proposals for up
lifting labour conditions are bound to fail in ~heir object." Do you 
consider for examplc that the Workmen's Compensation Act has fe.iled 
in its object 1-1 do not think it has failed. 

0·252"1. Do you wish to qualify your statement at all !-What 
we mean is that there should be a desire on. the part of lo.bour for .. 
better living. 

D·25211. How do you propose to stimulate the desire l"":"By 
educating them. 

0.2529. Deo.ling with education you so.y that" the miners' children 
rlo not go to school. Do you want to introduce pcima.ry education 1-
Y ~S, primary educo.tion should be compulsory. 

D.2530. Would that not be introducing a legislative measure 
before tho demand came from the lo.bonr themselves 1-1f we were 
to wait for a demand from them even with respect to education they 
would never be educo.ted. 

D.2531. But you so.y that -there should be a demand from the 
workers 1-Tho.t is for a difierent kind of legisla.tion, not for education • 
. An elementary education is the condition of success of all legislation 
intended to promote higher standard c:f living. 

D-2532. You 8o.y that aU statutory proposals for uplifting labour 
should wait until lo.oour makes a demand for it !-Not with regard 
to educo.tion. 

0-2533. With regard· to measures affecting employers !-Those' 
questions are on a difierent footing from labour legislation, 

0-2534. Ho.ve you any proposaJ to ma.ke in' regard to the question 
of drink !-We fcel that the drinking habit is responsible for th ... 
presont position of labour. The workel"8 would be improved it that 
could be I>bolished. 
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0-2535. But there· is no demand from labour for that kind of 
legislation t-I am making an hypothetical statement. 

0-2536. You do not think that a meaaure of that kind will be 
unpopular with· labour 1-lt may be unpopular, but it if! worth· 
while trying to educate them in prohibition. (Mr. Thacker) 1 submit that 

. at leaat on payment days-Sundays and Mondays-the grog shops 
should be closed. 

D-2537. Mr. Joshi suggested that you should have e. disciplined' 
labour so as to secure e. sholter day. If you introduced discipline, 
is it not possible that labour would prefer to go elsewhere where 
slaaker conditions of work prevail !-They might. 

0-2533. Do you anticipate, Or do you think, that by compulsion 
labour could be made to concentrate its work 1-1 do not think WE' 

could compel labour to concentrate its work. But -at present it is 
difficult to know what will happen as ... result of any action taken, 

0-2539. The Ohairman.: I notice that the Government of Bengal 
have givell us an interesting piece of information under the heading 
of "Welfare" in their memorandum. They say: ." There are 
Government liquor shops conveniently situated for most collieries.. .. 
Do you regard liquor shops conveniently situated as a piece of welf~ 
work ¥-It is surely detrimental to the interests of labour. 

0.2540. There has been some suggestion of differentiation of 
interests between the collieries which you represent in the Federation 
and those represented in the AlIsoclation. You told us quite· early 
to-day that both of you are members of both the bodies, the 
Federation and the Al!sociation t-Yes. 

0-2541. So that in some matters you have a community of 
interests shown by common membership of both the bodies t-Yes. 
But the only difference is this. In many matters particularly in 
regard to trade interests we cannot see eye to eye with them. 

D.2542~ I quite appreciate that posItion. Can you tell me 
whother it is true or not that the majority of the shares in value in the· 
Al!sociation collieries are held by IndiaIll! '-It may ·be,· but the 
shareholders are generally apathetic. Even though there are Indian 
shareholders we cannot take it that they approve of what is done by 
the Al!sociation. -

D-2543. I only wanted to elicit the feat that the collieries of the 
Association are owned in so far as shareholders are concerned mainly 
by Indians t-It is difficult to commit oneself either way from data 
available, 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 
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dAMAOOBA COLLIERY. 

Mr. d. Kirk, Superintendent, damadobA Colliery of MessrS. Tata 
Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. " 

0·2544. . The Ckairmo!n,: Do you pay a .Ick allowance when nien ana 
women are sick or in hospital I-Yes. WI· generally pay half ""ages. 

0.2545. You have supplied us with , note stating that *eH..re 
work is receiving attention. It would he Well if there were concerted 
attempts for the whole area to do more in !;he way of weHare !-I am 
in favour and would he ready to co-operatit. We shall do it ourllelves 
in any case. 

0·2546. Mr. Cliff: What is the object tif welfare work 1-1 d6 not 
know. My obj&<:t is to give square deal. 

D·2547. You consider provision for Jickness to he .. busfuess 
proposition I-Yes. 

0·2548. Do you find it possible to disoipline your lebour I-Yes. 
E. 

0·2549. Is your experience yielding resuits I-Yes. 

0·2558. Why are you suecessful and others not I-I do not ktlow. 
La.bour in India is not cheap, because men cannot do much work. 
It is all a question of temperature and climate. 

0·2551. D"'u you endeavour to inStruct your labour I-Yes. 

0·2552. Is the Indian labourer an Apt pupil !-He can he trained 
to do anything. We have men handli1Ig cutting machines as well as 
any British miner. It is all a matter of supervision and teaching. 

0.2553, So you overcome the dearness of labour by mechanical 
aid-Yes. 

D.2554. What is your attitude towards Trade Union Organization! 
-So long as the leaders come from the ranks and stand up for their 
own labour, it is all right. I do not want lawYers or politicians as
Trade Union leaders. 

0·2555. What about the interim period !-It is .. question of 
education. The whole thing is that the workers should learn to read 
and ~te their own language. 

0·2556. Do you run schools!-Certain small ones. The miners 
have started one on their own initiative. We have purposely not 
helped them with it. This e1iort shows .. desire on the miners' part 
for the educatj.on of their children. 

D.2557. Is that exceptional !-No. You find some can read and 
some cannot. For instance when you are settling land, you sometimes 
find that the father can" read and the lIOns cannot. 



0.2558. Have you a. stable la.bour force !-Yes. We dropped 
6,000 tons in one mon~ for special reasons, otherwise it is very steady. 

0·2559. Do the ~e people come back to you !-:Yes. 

0-2560. For many l'f)&1"S !-Yes. In any colliery if men are well 
treated, if ventilation is good, working places easy, tubs plentiful, 
they will come back. -

. 0.2561. Mr. Jamea M~: Whom do you employ for machines 1 
-Punjabis. 

0-2562. I quite agree will!, you sa to th" training of skilled labour 
but can the village miner be taught to und~ut, etc.!-l have never 
tried and should not think of Wing. 

0.2563. Diwa.. ClIama.. Lall.' What value do you attach to the 
statutory a.ttendance registers !-N;one. 

0·2564. I saw some miners come up and o"e had not his name, 
down in the register !-He probably went doW!\ another incline. 1 
propose to revise the system and elimjpa,te the in,cIines. 

0.2565. Col. Busaell: At what rate do you pay subsistence-
allowance in case of sickness !-The rate ~ half pay. 

0·2566. Do you get Topchanchi water 1-Yes. 

0-2567. Have you any shortage.!-No. 

0-2568. Mr. Bibakali Bose: Is the miner's diet ,generoust-I 
leave that to him. 

0·2569. Are the wages adequate 1-Yes. 

0.2570. Do you prefer departmental or contract working!
Departmental. I get • closer supervision over my labour. 

0-2571. Does the contract system enco!ll'age corruption 1-1 
should not say so. 

0-2572. Have you provident fund !~Ouly for monthly paid 
employees. 

0-2573. Have you any regular system of increment for clerks !-
No. We pay according to merit., ' 

0-2574. Have you any leave system !-Yes. Every ,monthly 
paid employee gets 18 days paid leave. 

0·2575. Do you appoint monthly paid men from outside I-We 
get them by promotion whenever possible. 

0-2576. Do you know of the Employees' Association I-Yes. 
I support it. 
r.IliIR I .. 

0-2577.The ClIairma .. : Do you give half pay in maternity cases 1-, 
No. Uuless we are asked for it. We seldom hear of these cases, 
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D·257S. Does the medical staff give treatment tn maternity 
cases h-Only when asked for. 

D·2579. Would you be .in favour of a general system for an 
allowance before and after child ·birth 1-Yea, but we shall soon 
eliminate women hoth above and below ground. Within five years 
we shall have no women left working on the colliery. 

D·25So. You think 10 years too long a period for elimination 1-
Yes. It will never go the full time. 

D·2581. Mrs. Kamin. Roy: You will then have men working 
without their families 1-No. The cost of coal will have to go up to 
cover the loss of the women's wages or otherwise facilities given to 
the miner to enable him to earn as much as his wife and self. 

D·2582. Do you then intend to give such housing as will enable 
the miners to keep their families 1-Yea. I want them to keep then 
wives here. 

D·2583. Will you not require a Maternity scheme in that case ?
Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Hira Kharar J 
~~~::hagat Minal'8 from the Central Provinces. 
Kheru . 

D·2584. The Ohairman: Do you wish to say anything to us ?-The 
rate per tub we get is very low and deductions are made for stores. 
These deductions arc not made anywhere else. We have difficulties 
and we do not get enough to eat. 

D·2585. The Ohairman : Are your wa,,"eS here more or less than ehe
where 1-1 used to earn more in Raniganj, but after the pit I worked 
at closed, I came h~. . 

D.2586. What did you earn there !-In Bakola mine I got 131 
Annas for the small tubs; 4t aunas per tub myself. 41 annas for my 
wife and. whatever surplus there was. brought it up to 131 annas. By 
surplus I mean the cost of powder for which the mine paid. Hero I 
get Rs. 1-8-0 for cutting roof coal and Rs. 1-10-0 for pillars per big 
tub (21 tons). Deductions are made of seven annas and one pie per 
seer for powder and annas nine for fuse-one coil of 25 feet. 

D.2587. How much powder do you use for one ton of coal I-I 
sometiInes put three quarters to one seer in a hole which sometimes 
does its work and sometimes not. 

D.2588. Tell us about your work last week 1-1 worked six days, 
I used 5 seers of powder and 2 coils of fuse. I filled II tubs with five 
of us in a gang. Thon there was a shortage of tubs. On last Sunday 
we got Rs. 2-8·0 each in wages after deductions had been made. 



.boWS. Have you ever compla.ined to the M&nager t....:..No. 
Neither to the Burra BaMb, nor to Mr. Bose. 

0.2590. Why not !'-There is no chance of getting any more and 
tbeyalways .say weh~ve no more .tubs. 

0.2591. How many hours do you work below t-When we get 
tubs, we go down about 8 and come up at 6, 7 or 8. When there an 
no tubs we sometimes sta.y down for 24 hours . 

.0.2592. Why do y<>u wait for tubs before you go to your working 
places t-We blast the coal and wait for the tubs then. (The Chief 
Inspector co~s this.) 

0·2593. Do y<>u wish to get your :work .done a.s soon as :possibl" 
and then get out t-Yes. 

D·2594. Have you been miners many years-

15 years, 
11 

" 
6 ,. 

. and 4 "respectively. 
0·2595. Do you mean to continue 1-What other work ca.n we 

go to t 

0-259&. Do you ea.rn more here than in your homes in the Centra.l 
Provipces l-We can earn nothing in our villa.ge, unless we have land. 

When asked whether their families were with them. three of them 
replied that their families were in the village and one tha.t his family 
wa.s at the colliery. -

0·2597. Do you send any money home i-When we have it, we 
send it. 

When asked whether they wa.nted to bring their families from 
their homes, one witness replied that he did not earn sufficient 
for himself and the relation who stayed with. him; the second replied 
that, if he sent for his family, there would be no one to look after his 
house at home. 

0·2598. Do you drink 1-No. 

0.2599. Is this the real truth or has someone told you what to 
sa.y t-No one has told us anytliing. I say what I wish, I 
am not a child. 

D·2600. Then why not go elsewhere where yon get more pay t
I would go anywhere else where I could get more. 

0.2601. How much did you send to your wife last year t~When 
the work was good here, I used to make Rs. 10 or Rs. 20 a month. When 
I made RB. 20, I sent Re. 10. 
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D.2602. Have you been home recently 1-1 came back three months 
ago. I had stayed at home one month. Since theu I have sent RH. 25 
tc my family. I earn from Re. 2-8-0 to RH. 4-0-0 a week. 

D·2603. How many of you live tcgether in one Dhowra'h 1-Seven 
or eight. 

D·2604. Do you stay tcgether for choice ?-No. There are. not 
sufficient Dlwwralta. ' 

D·2605. ,Tell us about your food 1-1 eat once in the morning 
and once in the evening, usu&lly rice and dal for both meals. I do not 
eat meat because I have not enough mon.ey. 

D·2606. Is there anything else you wish tc say 1-No. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 
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D-2607. The Chairman: I see that the memorandum was prepared 
by the Officiating Chief Inspe.::tor during your ab~nce on leave?-Yes; 
I am in general agreement with what he has SaId but there may be 
certain points on which perhaps I have more specIal kno~ledge than he 
has. 
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.D7260~. ~at i~ the length of your experience of mmmg 
arummstratlOn ill India ?-I came to India in 1901 and except for 4 
years'. employment on the Geological SUTvey as Mining Specialist I have 
been In the Department of Mines until this date. In 1914 and in 1920 
I act~d as Chief In.pecto~; my predecessor died and I have continued to 
act smee then; I hav" been acting now as Chief Inspector for about 10. 
years. 

D·2600. In the beginning was the Mines Department ehie6y 
concerned with the technical and acientifie 'side of mining, particularly. 
with regard to safety in mines ?-Almost entirely up to ahout I) years 
ago. 
. 0·2610. Some other Acts were passed dealing with conditions in 

mines, your Department has hall this labour legislation brought within 
its scope ?-That is so. 

0-2611. What has been the expansion of your staff to nieet 
the additional' duties ?-The expansion began in 1919', when an. additiooal 
Inspector was appointed, and it has gradually increased, in 19'22 to 8, 
and now there are 10. I have already intimated to the Government of 
India that I expect to have to ask for additional .taff before long and 
I should bave done so before had it not been for the fact that the number 
of coal mfues working has decreased to a ,ery large extent, though. 
on the other habd, the exclusion of women and tbe shift system will 
give us a great deal more work. 

D·26.17. Where the snpervising staff of " mine has been paid by 
tbe contractor, what action has been taken?-We cannot take any legal 
action, but we write to the owner or agent of the mine and point out 
how undesirable a practice i~ is, and in every case I think they have 
agreed that the supervising s~ft' shan be paid by the cOmpany instead 
of by the contractor. 

D.2613. Would you think it necessary to have any additional legal 
powers on a matter of that kind?-I have no objection to having more 
legal powers; hut my requests have been observed. Whenever it comes 
to our knowledge we draw attention to it; a new management may come 
in and start doing it, but when we find it out we dmw attention to it. 
I do not think it obtains to any extent. 

0·2614. I think I may take it that the Mines Board of Health 
bas achieved: great success in bringing about" combined action through the 
Water Board for the provision of pure drinking water on the mines?
That is so, and I think the industry as a whole has realized that it has 
paid them to do so. Things hnd come to such a pass that.it 
was a necessity. In 1908 a very lltl'ge number of mines were closed 
down owing to .. very severe cholera epidemic. 

0·2615. Do you think the time is now ripe for expansion of the 
8COpe of the Board of Health to cover every question lYenerally taken 
under the heading of welfare?-Yes; I think it might lead to a subs
tantial raising of the standard of living on the mines. I thin~ 



educatio~ could certainly be one of the useful activities of the Boa.rd. 
Two years ago in the Jharia coalfield area with a population of 370,000 
persons, including 138,000 rural inhabitants, there were 9\} schools, of 
which 16 were colliery schools with 617 pupils. 

0·2616. During our stay here we have found cases where little 
schools have been started by the miners themoelves'/-I rather doubt 
whether the miners would do that of their own aecord; I think there has 
probably been some influence, snch as a contractor or official on the 
mine who has actually been the moviug spirit. 

D·2617. In YOl1r memorandum you take, as all illustration, the 
case of Giridih ?-The educational system in Giridih has been going on 
for abont 30 years. 

D.261B. Mi&s Pov:er: Is education there made compulsOl'Y hy tb, 
"",ployer or Government?-By the colliery authorities. not by Gov ... 1'0-

ment. ] think it is no more than that pressure is brought to bear; 
tIle miner is asked why his child is not attending school. he i, tohl lI.e 
<-hild must attend and the child does attend. 

0·2619. Is the rather penalized in any way if the child does not 
attend ?-No, I do not think roo It was Coml',Jlsory in the old days; 
there might be 1ess compulsion now. The figures which I give as to 
attendance are rather out of date. 

D·26201. The Chair-man: From the lwg-innin;; of .",xt ,\pri! the 
shut system will be legally enforceable ?-Yes, 

D.2621 • . ~re you satisfied that the }'egisters will be efl'eetive?-l am 
not fnlly satisfied; it is extraordinarily difficult to keep registers at a mine. 
Not many years ago even the names of the workers were not written 
down~ All the coal raised by a gang of 5 was put down to one man. 
We beg-dn slowly by re'luiring a very simple form of re[!ister to be filled 
up; that was a bel!inning. for·that register was not much use. Recently 
we have improved the re[!ister. It has only been' enforced for about two 
months and I ('onoider that it is being kept in a fairly good manner. 
\Ve have had a fair number of prosecutions; last year there were 4. 
prosecutions for not keeping this register properly. 

D.2622. Can you sugg~st any method of interesting the miner 
him""lf in the correctness of the re[!ister by linl'ing up the register 
witt· the pay sheet?-Yes. I have considered it. It is rather diflicult 
1,.'(,,,,,,,,, t!'ey are paid entil'E'ly by the amount of coal got. I think it 
could be done. hut I do not In,ow of any case in which it is being done 
except in the Bawdwi" Mine in Rurma. where it is tied up with' the 
system of payment. III quit~ a large lluDlher of mines Incnagers are 
introducing the token system. Tt has been fonnc! difficult to maintain 
that system because the workers lose their tokens owing to the fact that 
it is not tied up with their payment system. . ' 

D.2623. Do you think there ought to be any minimum requirement 
for the qualification of register derk?-'Ve only require that he shall ba 



able to read and write. All this keeping of registers entails a consi
derab]" burden on the industry. In some mines there are, a great many 
entrances and exits and the maintenance of attendance clerks on each 
of these openings is very difficult. It would be particularly hard on the 
smail Indian collieries if we had an elaborate system of registration 
with highly-paid clerks .. 

0-2624. Do you find there is any desire alllong the mine-owners 
and managers that the period of 10 years at present provided for tbe 
exclusion of women should be shCl1ened '!-It is only in coal mines in 
this Provim'e, Bengal aud the Central r ravinees and salt mines in the 
Punjab that there are any WOlnell at all now; they have been taken out 
of all .other mines. One large g!~OllP of mines in Assam t.ook women 
out altogether about a year ago. On many mines there are managers 
and ""l'erintendents who would welcome women being taken out at one". 
I have always advocated women being taken out at once. Up to a few 
yea ... agn there has always been a shortage of labour in the coalfields 
and Government were very douhtful a. to whether it would be advisable 
to do anything which would reduce the supply of labour. Therefore my 
'·'g".,,.tion that they should be taken ont at once was not accepted. I 
think the period could he shortened without any ill effects. 

0-2625. I take it that you do not agree with the idea that the 
provision -of a grog shop at the mine is in the interest of the worker?
The attitude of mine-Owners with regard to grog shops has changed. At 
one time they were pleased to have a grog shop at the colliery because 
5 t at tracted labour. Now they are quite ready to 11<"'e a grog shop, but 
they would like to have it on someone else's colliery. I think they 
are anxious to have the number reduced and there has been a reduction 
,over a period of years. 

D-2626. Is it a fact that Government can place a grog shop on 
tbe property of the mine without the consent of the owners and 
managers?-I am not quite sure of that. I know the mine-Owners have 
objected and Government have paid attention to their objections. 

D-2627. Wages are generally paid on Sunday?-Yes. 

D-2628. And sometimes the payment of wages drags on as late as 
3 o'clock in the afternoon 1-1 believe so. 

0-2629. Does the question of the time and method of payment 
come within your purview?-No. In certain areas they ha.ve pay boxes 
and get through it very expeditiously. A system of that kmd generally 
would 'be an advantage; hut that is not a thing of which I "ovenny 
special knowledge. 

M T. Clow: It is "aid in your memorandum that the ~fIect of the 
Workmen's Compensation Act on industry has been to raIse the ~t 
from half an anna to As. 3 or As. 4 per tub of coal. The st,stement 1S 

incorrect, it is per Re. 100 of wages. 



Mf'. Mackie: In 1929 on the .. verage it is a,,5 pies per toh. 
Insura.nce companies charge a percentage on wages, the rates varying 
with the class of work; in a sh .. lIow outcrop mine it is "", .. U, but where' 
there is gas and deep pit .. it is greater. ' 

D·2630. The table which is given in your memorandum suggests 
that in the great majority of serious accidents no compensation is paid. 
Can you suggest .. ny w .. y of making sure th .. t those who are entjtled 
to compensation get it?-We do all we can to obtain compensation; 
I have had a form made out and in a number of ea"e. the Inspector 
has got hold of the people, actually made out the claim for them, got 
them to sign it and submitted it. I often write to Magistrates and I 
ask if any steps bave been taken if it is a distant district to inform the 
person's dependents that they are entitled to compensation, That is 
in regard to both fatal and non-fatal cases. 

D·2631. I understand the Addition~l Deputy Commissioner here 
follows the practice, at least in fatal ca~s, of informing the dependents 
that it is open to them to make a claim ?-YeR, I am continually writing 
to District Magistrates, on that point. I think in a great number 
of cases compensation is actually paid without the C<>mmissioner being 
informed. The administration of the Workmen's Compensation 
Act has nothing to do with me. I do all I can, but it is gratuitous. 

D·2632. How have the tables with regard to wages in your, 
memorandum been compiled ?-During 1923-25 they merely had to give 
the amount earned weekly, I think that was very often filled from 
imagination; the manager would say ~o himself: •. this man' can earn 
so much a day, if he works five days a week he would earn so and so," 
We found that aid not answer, and we made it a much more elaborate 
form, In 1926-28 the figures are reasonably accurate, I think. 

~.2633. Are they based on selected mines ?-Jt is the average for 
the whole coalfield; they are hased on complete. statistics. There is 
a misprint under .. Giridih Coalfield Miners". It is put down as 
As. 17-9; it ought to be As. 12-9. 

D·2634. Diwan Chaman Lal: Is this on the same basis as that 
on which you get the figure for Punjab salt miners underground earning 
Ba. 2-9-O?-The form is the same. 

D·f635. Mr. Claw: Mr. Lang suggests there is going to be 
increasing danger owing to ~he necessity of going more and more to 
pillar extraction sa against gallery driving, Do you consider the present 
methods of mining are calculated to enhance that danger?-There is 
a method by which the danger can be greatly reduced. Tha.t is the 
tilling method of working. But its expense has prevented its being 
adopted. . 

D.2636. Do you agree with the view put forward in some quarters 
that too much coal is taken out in the first working?-Yea, generally' 
_peaking, it is, and we do frequently interfere. 



b.2637. Mr. Lang says that in the Raniganj coaJfield the 
percentage of resident labour is much smaller than in j,he Jba.ri& ooaJ
field. What does he mean by .. resident" ?-People living on the 

. colliery premises; a large number come in from outlying villages in the 
Raniganj coalfield . 

. 0.2638. He does not mean permanent?-No. 

D.2639. Generally speaking. in the Raniganj coalfield there is 
a greater percentage of fe' sons Illore of less permanently employed in 
the coalfield than there is in Jharia?-Yes. I suppose the J11aria 
labour force is recruited to a large extent from outside. 

0·2640. Have any difficulties from the point of view of 
administration arisen in regard to the mining of coal in Indilm States?
I have no information abont that, but I think .. good many of the lndian 
St4ttes follow our practice; I get frequent enquiries for forms and 
things like that which are used in British India. 

0.2641. But there is not the same anloUIlt of l'eguh.tion thel'e?
No. Both Hyderabad and My"ore have a Mines. Act, with a nllDB 
inspection staff. There is no coal mining in the Orissa States, but 
there is iron mining. I have no knowledge of what is done in that 
respect at all. There are large quarries worked by a firm which treats 
its labour well on the whole; I do not think there is likely to have been 
any abuse. .. 

D.2642. Has there not been some development of coal mining in 
the States south of Chota Na.gpur?-Yes, but it is very small .so far 
and all the companies concerned are large companies which as a rule 
·treat their labour well. 

0.2643. Mr. Joshi: Your memorandum says that as a rule miners 
remain underground for 8 to 10 hours daily; so that if the present 
statutory hours of 12 per day were reduced, there would be no serious 
departure from the present hours of work ?-In these matters I think 
it is necessary to, go very slowly; up to the present there has been no 
system established; we want to make a beginning by making a clean 
cut of one day and one night shift. In l\ few years time when this 
has been in force I think the regular statutory limit might well be 
reduced, but not at present. 

D·2644. I wanted to know whether as a fact there would ·be any 
serious departure from the present practice if hours were reduced?
When there is a pressure on labour in the mine the tubs are shorter 
in supply and the miners remain in the mines longer, up .to the full 
limit of 12 hours at the present time. 

0.2645. So that you do not think thi. statement is accurate ?-It 
is not accurate in "" far as three months in the year, whom I should 
s"y a very large proportion of cool miners remain underground Joqger 
than B .10·10 hours, 



0-2848. Can you give us the proportion of people coming to their 
mining work from a distance of more than 10 miles?-I have no 
figures as to that, but I think it is a decreasing proportion. It is 
appreciated that' ~e shift system is going to be enforced snd the 
distance travelleq is being gradllaUy reduced. 

0-2647. H a little more discipline were enforced on miners and 
the hours were reduced to 10, would there be a large scope for alternative 
work in India so that a large number of workers could go elsewhere if they 
did not like this discipline?-No, I think they would knuckle down and 
accept it. 

0-2648, Having regard to the introduction of mi..chinery, 'do you 
think ontput would suffer if hours were reduced '(-As more' and more 
labour saving machinery is emFloyed output per person will go up. 

0-2649. Sir Victor Stl880on: But will the cost of production go 
up?-It probably would. 

0-2650. Mr. Joshi :, In your memorandum it is suggested that the 
limitation of the hours of work which has already been enforced ha. 
had little or no effect on the industry ?-I think that refers to safety 
provisions. 

0-2651. In your memorandum you have given some compal'ative 
figures with regard to production; hoove you any comparative figures 
of the wages paid, for instance in America ?-The price of coal is very 
low in Amerie.... In many places they are selling it for $ 1 a ton. 

D-2852. H yon take production in relation t<> wages pa;.d, Indian 
labour is very efficient or productive, is it not ?-Indian labour is far 
from efficient. The conditions are very eaoy in India. 

0-2653. Inaian labour is very cheap?-I do not think so. 

0-2654. I think you yourself in one of your reports have said that 
wages in India are one-tenth of what they aYe in England and one
twentieth of what they are in America ?-The production in England 
and America is not ten times that of Indian labour. so tbat naturnlly 
Indian labour is cheaper. On page 28 o.f your report for 19-28 you say 
that a provision may usefully be enacted which will require them to 
notify pillar extraction in all eas,,". T take it that at present there' is 
no rule,?-No, but in almost every ease we know an amen<lment hao 
been prepared and I have no doubt' it will be mn.de. Action has already 
been taken on this report. 

0-2855. On pa;te 30 you mention another case where another rule 
is necessary?-Proposals have been sent to the Government of India 
with a view 'to ch:mging the regulat.ion. 

0-2858. Where prosecutions have taken place' because of violation 
of safety rules, have the Magistrates passed sentences of imprisonment 
or is it always a fine ?-Some years a;to an agent of a mine was sen:' 
tene.ed to ~ree n:;onths' imprisonment. In quite a nnmber of case. 



the sentence bas beCIl' .. indefa.ult, rigorous imprisonment for two 
montbs. ". Cases of imprisonment without the option of a fine are very 
rare. I think tbey are unknown in Great Britain. 

0-26~~. Would you object to " representative oj tJ,e workers sitting 
on the Mlmng Board ?-There 8,re already representatives nominated by 
Government. 

0-2658. Who is the gentleman now representmg laboUT OD tbe 
Board ?-In Bihar and Orissa, Mr. Mackie, a.n4 the Deputy Commissioner 
for tbe metallilerous mines. 

0-2659. Who is Mr. Mackie?-He is a colliery superintendent . . . 
0-2660. He represents the workers' interel<tR?-Yes, and very fairly 

too. ~ a.Jsa ~present t~ workers' interests. We were apPointea to 
sav.e life m mmes. Up till .rec:.ently labour was represented on the Bibar 
and Orissa Board by the Medical Officer of the Mines Board of Hea.!th, 
Dr. Thompson. 

P-2661. Diwan Chaman L'lll, Wa.s that the intention of the law? 
-' It is not for me to say wha.t the intention was; the difficulty bas been 
to find some suitable person. 

D-2662. Mr. Joshi: You ~ in your memorandum that copies of 
certain documents are supplied f_ to all G~ted Govermneut officers, 
a, 1&rge Dllmoo., of newspapers, the mining assaei&tions, the owners, 
agents and manager.. Do you send copies to the employees' ass~ 
tions? Is there any objection to sending copies to tbem ?-;N'ot at all. 
If it is not sent it is purely an oversight which I regret. H Mr. Bose 
had written to me it would have been remedied a,t onee. I will see that 
he is Imt on the list jf he is not on the list already. 

0-2663. Mi.s8 Power, 'Vould you prefer a system of withdrawal of 
Women from the mines based on the percentage of 'Women to men at a 
particlllsr time, or would -you prefer the annual withdrswal of wOlDen 
based on ·the number of women employed by a mine. at the time thift 
rule came into operation?-r think it is much better' to make it genera,! 
for the whole coalfield, There was a suggestion that ther", should be a 
quote for each mine, but it was considered after very full consideration 
that it was better to make it a general percentage applying to all mines. 
It is extremely diffieult to check Ii quota system and there ""as no reliable 
basis on which to work. 

D-2664. Do you agree with the evidence of the Benga.! Government 
that .. the rl'!mlations 8,re considered Ruitable for the object for which 
the~are fra~ed, but they should be extended to quarries where work 
done by women is often more arduous than work done in mir&eB and 
often not suitable -to women ?"-Y as, I think work iu GpeR quarries is 
very often more arduous. There are mallY shallow quarries where it 
is not different from the work which is carried on OR railwaya where an 
ernblmkment is beillg made ana pl)Ople have to carry a load up a height 



of 10 or 20 ft.; but there are certam quames in which lihe work of 
carrying loads is very heavy indeed'. 

D·2665.. Would you advooate the general exclusion .of women from 
quarries or only from particul..- quarries ?-I think it would have to be 
hased on the depth and inclination flf the earrying roads. They might 
be required to have the earrying road!; a,t It eerta,in gradient and loads 
might be restricted. but that wonld be very difficult to enforce. 

D-2666. Tbe new Factories Bill of Great Britain suggests regulating 
loads by means of a clause ",bieh prescribes the maximum weigJJt of 
the load lifted, carried or moved by women or young persons and allows 
the Secreta,ry of Sta,te to make specia,l orders under certain circnmstances. 
Would you advocate that system in India ?-1'e., I think the load might 
usefully be restricted, but it would be extremely difficult to enforce such 
a restriction. 

D-2667. It wonld lie in the discretion of the~ Inspecoor who wonld 
be called upon to prove his case in court. if necessary?-Very close 
inspection would be required for that I am a.frmd, and I do not think 
we have the staff to deal witli' i~.· . ?! t ' 

0-2668. Apa~t from the question of staff. do you approve of the 
method of regulating weight Clarrying by women by snch means?-I 
think .. woold be better to go on with< some simple means, sueh as the 
gradien$ of the carrying road and the weight of the basket for anybody 
quite il'l'espeetive of the individual. 

D·2669. Sir l'ictor Sassoon: Would yon restrict these .clauses to 
mines or make them general for all industrie .. I'-I am not ooncerned 
with other 'industries. 

0-2670. Mis8' Power: Do your 8t .. ff find their' work hampered, as 
many of the factory mspectol'S' hve told us they do, by' the inadeqnaey 
of the fines infticted nnder the Aet and the generally unhelpful attitude 
adopted by Magi"trates?-Yes, 11<> some extent, and I have taken it up 
on several oceaeions with the Maglstra.te of Bnrdwan, fOF instance. I 
have eompIained ·thlllt inadequate pnnishments have been awarded and 
notice has been taken, of that. In the 1923 Act the ma1!imuth· penalties 
ha.ve heeD, considerably enhanceil. 

D.2671. In your memorandum there iR a table of the eomparative 
ontput of miners in Great Brita·in. America, Africa, ani! so on'. Is this 
table of my valne as a comparison of the comparative efficiency of the 
worker considering the different types of mine and the varying exteut 
to which machinery is used in different mines ?-It is of no great value. 

D·2672. It is quoted in' our evidence very extensively as milit",ting 
"/!sinst the Ind·ian worker. Do you think it is a fair comparison?-No, 
I do not think it is a fair comparison. 'Dhe conditions are different. 

n·2613·, til your memorandum it is ssid: .. The physiqne amL 
health of the tndian worker compare unfavourably with those of the 



worker in colder climates. This, to Sl)Jne extent, is due to the enervating 
climate in which he lives and to the lack of nourishing food." When 
we were questioning the representatives of the Jharia Mines Board of 
Health the statement was made that •. wages are sufficiently higher to 
allow of a generous diet" for all workers." There was subsequently 
considerable disagreement on that point. What is yom: opinion as to 
the adequacy of the worker.' diet?-I think it is just sufficient to 
support him. I do not think it is at aU generous. 

0-2674. Do you think it is adequate to support the miner efficiently, 
considering the arduous work that he is required! to do, or does it militate 
against his efficiency as a worker 7-1 think if he were paid more money 
you would get more work out of him; he. would be able to work harder 
because he could feed himself better. The same class of worker is 
working on other mines, such as the Bawdwin mines and working very 
much harder. They eat well. They eat meat most days and are able 
to put in a very hard day'. work. 

D-2675. In your memorandum it is stated that ,. at the mines of 
the Burma Corporation Limited no recruiting is now necessary as the 
high rates of pay are sufficiently attractive to maintain an adequate 
bupply of labour." What effect has bhat had on the percentage of 
settled labour on that field lL-I do not think there is any settled labour; 
it is not a suitable place; it is right away in the mountains and narrow 
valleys where they bave to live in rather close lines. They come for 
certain periods and then go' back to their homes. Practically none of 
them make their homes there. . 

0-2676. In your memorandum, it is stated that" at the Bawdwin 
mine Ia trines for both sexes are provided and their use is strictly 
enforced." A reference IS also made to .. the admirable results of compul
sory educatiou." Iu regard to the shift system in· Burma, it is stated 
that .• the difficulties encountered were not great and the workers quickly 
realized the benefit and preferred the present system." Again it is said 
that •• at the J amadoba colliery the output is higher owing to the increased 
use of mechanical power." Would you say that all these statements 
tend to show that the worker is willing to submit to discipline and that 
his efficiency improves when he does?~ Yes, I think it does prove that. 

0-2677. Should the next move come from the employer rather "tha.n 
from the worker?-'Vhat can the worker do? All be can do is to leave 
the mme if he does not like the conditions. 

0-2678. But WIth regard to efficiency the worker responds when 
reasonable discipline is enforced?-Yes, I think so. 

D-2679. Or when his conditions of work aJlow him ?-I think if he 
. is given better conditions he would do a bett.,r day's work. 

0-2680. M1'8. K'Imini Roy: It is Baid in the memorandum that it 
ha~ been difficult to get labour to take full advantage of the midwives 



and dais provided. Are you there speaking only of unskilled Jahour In 
the mmes?--I think it applies to the miners generally. 

D.2681. Do the families of the skilled labour also object to trained 
midwives and prefer untrained dais ?-Apparently they· did no~ ac~l't 
the assistance offered. I have really no special knowledge of this; It IS 

the work of the Mines Board of Health. I can only accept what I am 
told. 

0.2682. \¥bat is your view about the Jharia Mines Board of Hea.lth 
scheme for maternity medical a.sistance for women in the coalfields 
including the women of skiHed and unskilled lI.bour?-I think something 
of the kind is needed. 

0.2683. What are the creches for children like ?-It is merely a 
shed with a shelter with, drinking water provided and an old woman 
or. two t<l look after the children. These creches have been set uP. by 
some large collieries. I have not seen any lately .• We are continually 
advising in favour of these creches. We very often find these creches 
disappear after a year or two and we are told that women wi!! not bring 
their children because it is said that a child has been ill-treated. They 
prefer to have the children under their own eyes. It is all a matter of 
education; it will come. in time. 

0·2884. It is said in -your lIl"morandum that a large percenta.ge of 
accidents in Indian mines are due to illiteracy as the miners are recruited 
from the uneducated classes. Do you not think it would be advisable 
to organize lectures for the ilIitel ate miners with a view to preventing 
accidents?-W' e hav" classes for surdars which are very largely attended; 
a large number of miners also attend; in 1925 the total attendance was 
987; it has since fallen to 534. 

0·2685. 'Nhat is the l'ause of the increased average output of coal 
per person employed per year in collieries in India since 1923 ?-To a 
considerahle extent it is due to machinel'Y; it is also due to .the fact thai 
wages have been redueed and they have Ibad to work harder. 

0·2686. You also attribute the inefficiency of the Indian mine 
workeP to lack of nourishing food. Have you any suggestion t~ make as 
to how he may be able to g<'t more nourishing food?-With more wages. 

0·2687. Then wages are the great question?-Yes, 

0.2688. In your memorandum it is said that great efficiency will 
not be effected until there is a large mining population independent of 
agriculture; would it be to the interests of the miners to be dependent 
wholly on coal cutting for their living?-It is very doubtful; it will 
probably adversely affect his physique until better conditions were given. 
I suggest that the conditions should be improved· until they are such 
that all the year round work in the mines will not be harmful to him. 
I think it would be a good thing to have settled' labour when the condi
dons are such that a man can work at the mines all the year round, 
witbout his physique being impaired. 



b-2689. Do you think that is possible?-In most countries the 
miners work in the mine all the y"ar round and have no other occupation. 
It is also the case in certain parts of India, for· instance, the Khewra 
SaIt Mines. I think the present system by which the Indian coal miner 
goes away preserves his physique. He goes away for a period of rest 
and recuperation and that keeps <him fit and well. I think there are 
already a large number of miners who do very little agricultural work. 
When they go back to their villages it is more often merely for a period 
of rest, and the miner has to earn sufficient at the mines to support him 
during that rest period. 

0-2690. Could IIlrangements be made by mine-owners to provide 
the mmer with a plot of land at the colliery near where he lives 1-It 
has been done in a 'number of cases, but the difficulty is to get the land. 
It has proved beneficial in the Giridih coalfield where they have miners' 
aJlotments. It has been tried to a considerable extent in these tw<> 
ooalfields; certain mines have taken up villages, they have actually 
made It lot of improvement in the villages and given the land to th3 
miners on easy terms; but they have found that it does not impro'l(C 
their l"bour supply and ;n many cases it has been given up and th" 
land has been relinquished. . 

0·2691. MT. Mukherji: You have stated tnat the miner's lack of 
nourishing food is dne to the smail wages that he earns?-Yes. 

0-2692. So that if wages were increased the nourishing food whi<:h 
tr.ey would tben' get would enable them to raise more coal 1-Yes. 

D-2693. But in this memorandum it is also stated that some y .... rs 
ago during the boom period an ir.crease was given with the result tha.t 
the miners worked fewer days per week?-Th .. t is so. 

0.2694. How do you reconcile those two statements?-It is "matter 
of education; in course of time they will learn that leisure is not the 
only thing t.hey can buy. . 

0-2695.· So. that yon agree that an immediate increa.'Ie of wages 
would not improve their conditions?-I think it will eventually, though 
it might I}ot immediately.· • 

0-2f196.. 1's it not your eXPE'rience that increased wages have 
synchronised with reduced output?-I think to some extent that is so. 

0-2697. In 1919. for i~stance, there was a record output, but as 
soon as the wages were increa""d in 1900 I think the output fell by 
nearly 15 per cent. 

0-2698. Diwan Chamcln Loll: Surely wages in Jharia were 
increased ill 1921 ?'--I think it was 1920-21. I think the first thing 
the miner did when wages were '!lcreased was to buy leisure. He 
worked fewer days. 

D-2699. Mr. M ukhelji: So that you agree that a mere increase nI 
wages will not help labour at once 7--1t would give him an easier time; 



he wOldd not have to work so hard. I hope in the course of time he 
would improve his diet. Probably in, many cases he did improve his 
diet. 

0.2700. If he diJ not earn mot'e how could he increase his diet 1'
The experience at other mines where higher wages are paid is that they 
do live better. 

0.2701. With regard to 1Jhe prohibition of women's - labour you 
1m"", that the railway collieries are exempt from that prohibition?
Yes. 

0·2702. I understand yon propose a shortening of the period .of 
withdrawal of female labour without interfering with the railway quarrIes 
at all. Do you Rot think that that would adversely affect at least one 
section. the Indian eeetion. of the industry wbo work the same class 
of coal as ~ost of tbe r";h .. 8Y quarries work?-The railway quarries 
have hound themselves to observe the restriction upon the employment 
of women underground. -

0·2703. But in other quarries they do nat observe that restriction? 
-Yes, they are going to reduce at the same rate. 

D·2704. But under the law they are exempted ?-That is so, it is a 
self-denying ordinanee_ They have done it of their own accord. They 
are going to reduce the number at the "arne rate. 

0·2705. Have they do",e so already 1-I could not say; I have not 
e"quirM. . 

0·2706. You mean they are going to do that voluutarily?-Yes. 
0-2707. If that is so, "'hy should there not be legislation to that 

effect ?-The only reason why they are doing that is because the mine. 
owners alleged that it is unfair competition. Government were of 
opinion that a case ('Quid not be made out for excluding women from 
quarries generally allover India.. There are only a rew of tbese quarries. 

0·2708. But thert) is not much competition round about the railway 
quarries so that there can be no objection to legislation to that effect?
Government did not think it necessary to apply. the restrictions to open 
quarries .. 

0·2709. Do you think it reasonable to expeet women to carry the 
load up to 60 feet 1-In a very large nmnber of cases the wagons are 
taken rigbt up to the working -place and the loads are carried only 
through a very short lift. The work is not arduous. 

0·2710. The Commissioner for Workmen '8 Compensation has stated 
11l his hate: 

.. Instances have come to my notice in which miners have been 
allowed to rob coal inside fenced .... eas with the knowledge, 
eOlIRent and approval of the subordinate stalI and such immense 
quantities of coal day after day and week after week have been 
known .. to have been rai..e<l that it would be safe to presume 
~hat tlus was done With the knowledge of the manager altbough • 
It was neL_sary to prove the BBJIle for payment of 
compensatipn. " 



Hus the Magistrate l'eported to you auy suoh cases and have you 
prosecuted the persons concerned in such eases ?-The Magistrate does 
not make any report to me. We make the report to the Magistrate 
a.nd he takes action on our report. He holds an enquiry to determine 
who the dependents are. and also considers evidence to prove whether 
the accident has been caused by wilful negligence or not. He is very 
largely guided by the report of the Inspector of Mines on the accident. 
T am accustomE'd to st'nd him copies of my Inspector's reports. 

0-2711. Mr. Khetra Nata Sengupta: I find from the Indian Trade 
Journal that tI,e llverage production of coal per person in the Indian 
collieries for 1901-05 was 82 tons per annum and that it rose steadily 
to 125 tons in 19-28. Is it not clear from that that the Indian miner 
has increased in efficiency?-The greater part of that increase was due 
to the introduction of lahour saving machinery. To a small extent it 
was due to increasecl efficiency on the part of labour. 

0-2712. In your 'memorandum, while dealing with workmen's 
compensation you say: 

" Considering th"t the Act is comparatively new and the dependents 
are illiterate and do not know its provisions the figures for 
Jharia are satisfactory. The record of Jharia may be due to 
the fact that the Additional Deputy Commissioner at 
Dhanbad is also the Commissioner for Workmen's 
Compensation. All notices of accidents are sent to him 
as Magistrate and he is thus in a position to' take steps to 

. instruct the mine managers to deposit the compensation." 
Do you think that it is desirable to adopt the suggestion of the 

Indian Colliery Employees' Association that the Commissioner for 
Workmen's Compensation should he invested with powers to initiate 
proceedings for payment of compensatiop to the dependents considering 
the illiteracy of the workers ?-I think there should certainly be some 
agency to help the dependents to make claims. 

0-2713. Would you not prefer that that agency should be the 
Commissioner himself under the present circumstances?-Yes, tlie 
Commissioner for Workmen's Compensation seems to be the appropriate 

. person under the circumstances. I frequently write to the Commissioner 
for CO:"p<'nsation drawing his attention to cases and ask if any claims 
have been made. 

0-2714. Would you vest him with powers to initiate proceedings? 
There should be 8OlU" agency to initiate proceedings on behalf of the 
iIIiteru.te dependents. What agency do you propose ?-I think the 
Commissioner shonld have the power to take cognizance of cases in which 
he considers that compensation ought to be paid. He ought to make some 
enquiry and find out whe~her there are dependents and. whether they 
wish bO make claims. 

·0-2715. Yon say he should make an enquiry. How can be do 80 

unless he i. vested with powers to that effect?-I have not considered 
this que.tion fully. Bnt he seems to be the appropriate person to do 
fhis work 



'0-2716. Mr. Clow: Is thel.., any danger in an officer trying a case 
and taking steps to have lt instituted?-It is true. That is a difficulty .. 
But I cannot think of a.ny other .person who can do it. 

_ 0-2717. Mr. Kh.tra Nata Sengupta: Tbe Indian Colliery 
Employees' Association say in their report: "In a country where the 
prosec'ltor is vhe judge it. strikes one as strange that Government abo~ld 
he reluctant to invest the Commissioner for Workmen's CompensatIon 
with powers to initia;e proceedings to secure compensation ............... ". 

Mr. Claw: I do not think tbe premi~e is correct. 

Mr. Klletra Nata Sengupta: Wuy? Is not the prosecutor the judge 
in India in most cases? 

0-2718. Do you agree with Mr. Thadan; in extending the scope of 
the Act so as to remove fhe limitations regarding the interpretation of 
the word "negligence .. ?-I am in favonr of that. I agree with him. 

0-2719. Do you alRO a"uree with the views of the Government of 
Bihar and Ori&Sa that the definition of the term "dependent .. should 
be widened so as to 'include widowed sisters. widowed daughters and 
widowed daughters-in-law?-I do not know anything about that. In 
England there is only one dependent now who can claim compensation. 
'Ve have enormous difficulty now-a-days in proving who is a dependent. 

0.2720. The Chainnan: If dependence is proved?-If you widened 
t-he scope of the word you would be frittering away the benefits which 
would have to he shared among all these people. Anyhow I have no 
definite opinion to express on tbe matter. 

,0·2721. Mr. Khetra Nata Stnyttpta: Mr. Thanani has stated that 
there is no representative of labour eitber on the Board of Health or on 
the Water Board. Should there not be a labour representative on these 
Boards?-I have no objection. 

0·2722. In your memorandum. dealiug with causes of I!.ccidents 
you say that .. in India a cultivator is allowed to start coal cutting on 
his first day in a mine." Would you like .to place any restriction on 
such new recruits cutting coal at once ?-It would be extraordinarily 
difficult to obtain compliance with a rule of tha~ kind. Most managers 
do it because they realize it is common sense. 

0.2723. The Chairman: Are you in favour of legal restrictions 
placed on a new comer that he shall not cut coal until he has been for 
some bme in a mine?-I think a time may come when we can have 
such a regulation. 1 do not know of any other country where they have 
such a restriction. 

0-2724. Mr. Sibkali B08e : You have stat,ed in your memorandum 
that .. the efficiency of the Indisn worker Lq apparent lyon an equal 
with his confrere in Japan but inferior to those in Great Britain, 
America and the Transvaal." What is the daily average output of .. / 
miner in this <J?untry ?:-T~e annu'al output is 132 tons per person 
-employed. A mIller o.rdinanly fills 2 or 3 tubs of coal carrying 13 cwts. 



0-2725. The miner here does not work 3 fo 4 months in the year 
whel'')lts the miners in other countries work throughout the year. Has 
tliis fact been taken into consideration in estimating the average output? 
-A European miner if he were doing the work done by the Indian miner 
would probably obtain at least twice as much coal merely by his natural 
skill with the same technical help that the Indian miner gets. That 
mea'lS that the Indian miner is not as efficient'as the European miner. 

0-2726. "iT Alexander M.urray: Mp. Bose is under the impression 
that )<>ur figures !We based on the number of days average attendance? 
-No, we have taken the total attendance and divided it by the number 
of days the men have worked. 

Mr. Cliff: I think, Mr. Chairman, the witness has admitted that 
the paragraph as it stood is not a complete statement of the position? 

The Chairman: I think so. 

0-2727. M.r. Sibkali Bose: You have given the daily average 
earnings of a miner as As. 13-6. Do not the miners always work with 
their loaders ?-Does not this As. 13-6 include the· loader's wages also? 
-This figure does not include the loader's wages. If the loader is 
included it will be double this. 

0-2728. ·You said that the ·avera.,ae output of a miner was two tubs? 
-I said two to three tubs. 

D-2729. This includes the loader also?-Yes. it includes the loader 
also. 

0-2730. How then can it be As. 13-6 a day?-3 tubs at As. 7 each 
fub will give &. 1-5..0. The loader l1eing a woman will be paid less 
than the miner. The miner will get As. 13-6. That will explain the 

, discrepancy. 

D-2731. How did you get those figures ?-These figures are based 
on the information received from the mine owners regarding the wages 
paid in a particular month and the total number of persons who received 
those wages. By dividing the one by the other we get the daily average 
wages. The figures given here refer to the month of December when 
the output is near thi a"erage. 

0·2732. Do you thin1!- that the Subsidence Enquiry Committee 
should be maile a permanent body?-The Committee has been working 
for :1 year and it will go on for a goo<! many ye&.r!\. 

D-2733. Should there be not be a labour representative on that 
committee?-I ha.ve no objection. but it is a t<lChnical enquiry entirely. 
r.t deals only with scientific and technical questions. 

0-2734. Do you not think it necessary that there should be an 
Aecident Enquiry Committee with a labour representative on it?-I do 
not kroow of any country in the world where labour r .. nresentatives are 
appointed to cOmmitte~" enquiring into accidents. In Great Britain 
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the Chief Inspector does it alone. The assessors appointed under our 
Act are persons possessing legd and special knowledge. There is no 
objection whatever to labour representatives ta.king part in such 
ellquiries and being allowed to question witnesses. Already Local 
Governments are passing a rule to that effect. The rule made by one 
of the Local Governments runs 8<1 follows :-

.. A court of inquiry appointed under Section 21 of the Act shall 
permit a relative of any person whose death ma.y have 
been caused by an accident with respect to which an 
inquiry is being held, and the owner, agent or manager 
of the mine in which the accident occurred, and any 
pel son appointed by the order in writing of the majority 
of the workmen employed at tl,e same mine, and any 
person appointed in writing by an associa.tion of workmen 
to which the deceased at the time of his death belonged, 
or by any association of employers of which the owner is 
a member, or by any a .. sociation to which any official of, 
or workman employed in the mine belongs, to attend and 
examine sny witness, either in person or by his counsel, 
solicitor, pleader or agent, subject nevertheless to the power 
of the court to disallow any question which, in its opinion, 
is not relevant or is otherwise not .. proper question." 

Other Local Governments also are a.bout to make such rules. 

D-273S. Does the Subsidence Enquiry Committee investigate into 
accidents also?-No. 

0-2736. Do you think it necessary to have an Accident Enquiry 
Committee to prevent aceidents?-No, I do not think it necessary. 

0-2737. Mr. Mackie: Mr. Simpson, there seems to be some 
confusion with reference to the discontent and strikes in 1920 .. nd 1921 
when the Trade Union Congress was held at Jharia. In his .memo
randum Mr. :Lang says: .. In 1921 when the All India Trade Union 
Congress met at Jhari .. the discon~nt was fanned by political agitators. 
During the holding of the Con!(Tess the collieries were practically shut 
down for a week. This is the most serious disturbance during the last 
ten years." Does this refer to the strike?-What happened was this, 
in the collieries in the neighbourhood of Jharia very little work was 
done during that week. But it did not a.ffect the whole coalfield. 

D-2738. Diwan Chaman JAil: Was not the real reason this that 
a request was made by certain delegates t.o .. Uend the Trade Union 
Congress .. nd tha.t request was refused and consequently there was . 
.. strlke?-I have no information that that w .. s so. 

D-2739. Mr. Markie: The Colliery Employees' Association says 
that there w .... L strike at that time and 8<1 a result of th .. t 50 per cent. 
increase in wages w .. s given. !Do you a.,~e with th .. t statement?-No.' 



Dr2,740. l:ou say in YOin: report that the wage standards' were 
raised in 1920 .. You also say distinctly that there were no strikes: in 
1920?-Yes. 

D-274'1. You also say tha.t no general increases were given in 1921 
and 1922 and there were no strikes. Therefore you do not agree with 
the statement of the Colliery Employees' Association that there was 
a. strike and as a result of that 50 per cent. incre""e in wages was given? 
-No. I do not agree. . 

0-2742. The Chairman of the Jharia Mines Board of Health say. 
that there has been a rail in the total labour force on the collieries since 
1924. What could be the reason for the fall in the average daily attend
ance within recent years?-It may be due to labour saving machinery. 

1).2743.. Do you not think it is due to migration to the neighbour
ing coalfields?-Yes, it might be partly due to that. 

U,2744. ~he Chairman: On the closing down of certain mines here 
t!>ey bave found employment in other mines in the locality?-Yes. 

0,.2745. Mr. Mackie: It has been suggested that the miners should 
be given better houses with wide verandah •• courtyards, compounds for 
vegetable gardem and so on. Do you think it possible, to have,_ on 
many of the coal properties, unlimited supplies of land, on which to 
build extensive houses like that ?-Tha.t is one of the great difficulties 
- lack of land. It is difficult for mine owners to get land for mining 
purposes. Under the Chota Na."apur Tenancy Act they hold the lands 
on lease· and they cannot alienate the land. 

0,-2746., You said that you agreed with Mr. Thadani that compen
sation should be paid in the case of all accidents reSulting in death or 
permanent disability ev"n though the aecident occurred through the 
fault of the victim?-Yes. 

~2747. Do you not think that the definition or " dependent" ought 
to be modified?-At present it includes wife or husband, parents, minor 
son, unmarried daughters. minor brothers, sisters, minor children alld 
so on. Some big families have many sons and so on and the family 
may not be entirely dependent on the earnings of the son killed or 
injured. Why should the parent he paid a large sum of money as 
com pensation in cases where the son is not the sole supporter?-I am 
thinking of cases where he is the sole supporter of the family. 

0-2748. You agree that it might be qualified ?-It might be. 

0-~749. Have you any experience of tne way in which the 
compeusation money is "pent'1-I think very often it is squandered. 

0-2750. .ou were comparing the physique of the 'Bawdwin miners 
in Burma with the miners on the .Tharia coalfield. But are not most 
ot the Bawd,,;;n mil)l'rs Chinese ?-60 per cent. of them are Indians. 
The Chinese are coming less and less every year. There are a number 
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of Biharis. There are Indians of all kinds. There are some Nepalese. 
They eat more meat and coming from further north their physique is 
better than that of the ruiner on the Jharia coalfield. 

D·2151. With regard to the drinking habit of the. miner is it not 
a fact t~at a large proportion of the income of the Government of Bihar 
and Crissa comes from excise?-It is about 2/5th8 of the whole revenue. 

"·2752. In <"Siculating the average output per person in, the coal 
mines you include in your calculation all the persons working in the 
mine such as khalasi. and overmen and not merely the miners and the 
loader.?-Yes, all persons . 

. 0·2753. With regard to the discipline of the miners' there is 
a ce:tain amount of discipline in gassy mines where the workers are 
aware of the danger ?-l agree they are amenable to discipline.. In 
a gre.t number of mines there is strict discipline. 

D·~7S4. You agree that they are amenable to discipline especially 
in gassy mines where restrictions are necessary to avert ,accidents?
Yes. 

0·2755. With reference to the number of schools run by the 
colliery companies there seems to be some mistake in the statemen~ 
made by the Chairman of the Jharia Mines Board of Health. He s.nd 
that there were only 4 Rehools maintained by the. colliery companies. 
But you yourself found tha.t there were 1,6 schools?-Yes. Probably 
there are more now. 

1)·2756. There is a movement towards encouragement of education 
on the part of cQlliery companies?-Yes. 

0·2757. ,'vi... Sibkali Bose: Are· not those schools resorted to 
chiefly by the children of the clerks and other subordinate clerical staff? 
-I have gone into those schools and questioned child after child and 
more often tban not they are miners' children. 

M T. Mackie: There IS quite a big number of miners' children in 
my own schooL 

~·2758. With regard ·to the speed of withdrawal of women from 
the mines you say that the period could be shortened without much ill 
effect. Dq you not think that in all probability in 5 years time there 
WIll be no women offering themselves for work in the mines as 
a res·llt of the difficulty in. del'iding daily which women will be allowed 
to work and which women will be returned home ?-T think it is quite 
probable. 

0-2759. Col. Russell: In your memorandum dealing with the 
extent and nature of official supervision in matters relating to health 
you give a list of the activities of the Jharia and Asansol Mines Boards 
of Healtb-You agree that an these activities are reasonably to be 
expected from employer.?-Yes, I consider they are all to be reasonably 
expected from employers. But I have not examined them carefully, 



n-n60. Which of these do Government do in their sa.lt minell 
at KI.lewra ?-They dosa.nitation, Rupervise medical arra.ngements and 
exercise some control over the houHing conditions although the village 
belongs to the mmers themselves. They maintain a medical staft', 
supply w~ter and attend to vaccination. I cannot say whether they 
regIster blTths and deaths or attend to food adulteration. 

D-2181. A report was sent in on the general health and sanitation 
of tha Khewra Salt mines in 1922. But no action was taken on the' 
report. Do you know anything about it?-I do not know. That mine 
is far away. 

0-2782, Wa<s the report ever referred to YOll ?-It was neVer 
referred to me at all. 

0-2783, At the time of our inspection we found tliat the sanitation 
was extremely bad, in' fact there was practically none?-Yes. 

D-2764. Mr. Cliff: Is it part of an Inspector's duty to attend to 
these matters?-It is not part of an Inspector's statutory duties but 
we take an interest in these, things and do go round the villages and 
the lines. 

0-2765. Col. Russell: When did you last inspect the Khewra 
Snit mines ?-Last year. 

0-2768, Mr. Cliff: The primary duty of an inspector of Mines 
is concerned with safety questions. Is he not under direction to 
inspect other matters also ?-We have a number of rules passed by 
Local Governments on this subject. There are five rules with regard 
,to sanitation and health and three rules regarding ambulance and first
aid. Here a.re the rules. (Copy of the ruleshsnded inl. 

0-2767. Col. Russell: Are you in favour of appointing [)istrict 
Health Officers as ex-officio inspectors of mines where there is no 
public health control ?-The District Magistrate is an Inspector of Mines 
already. 

0-2788. But he has no public health experienee?--:-I have no 
objection to the Civil Surgeon being appointed 88 an Inspector of Mines. 

,0.2769. The Civil Surgeon also is not a public health man ?-The 
District Health Officer may be appointed Inspector of Mines provided 
his p' wers ere strictly limited to health matters . 

..,.2770. Similar powers may be vested in the Assistant Director 
of Public Health also provided they were confined to purely health 
mattersl'-I have no objection to that; I would welcome it. 

0.2771. Have you got auy type plans for latrines which yon 
recommend to applicants for adviee?-I do not think I have any type 
plans. 
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. 0.2772. In your memonmdum dealing with fi~t-aid and medical 
relief you have stated that" since the first-aid classes were commenced 
in these districts 2,387 certificates have 6een issued." . What propor
tion of these certificates were issued to miners 1-I do not know but 
it is perhaps only a small proportion. Most of the certificates were 
i.sued t{) officials. 

0·2773. Diwan Clult/lUn LaU: I should like to clear one point, 
Mr. Simpson. The employers in their memorandum yesterday stated 
that if the hours were reduced the output would be reduced. In your 
memonmdum you have stated that " some years ago during the boom 
period an increase wa" given with the result that the miners worked 
fewer days per week." The employers have stated that if the hours 
were reduced the output would be reduced and you say that if the 
wages were inuea""d the hours would bl' reduced. Putting the two 

• together and completing the syllogism it follows that if the wages were 
increased the output would be rednced?-Yes, that will follow. . 

11·2774. Let us see whether this condllsion ·tallies with the actual 
facts. Mr. Mackie stated that an increase of wages was given in 
Dec-ember 1920. Before this in<'rease came into force the output in 
1~20 was 11 millon odd tons. The increase {'ame into force in 1921 

.and the output in 1921 was 12 milliou odd tons. Then there is 
a further increase in 1922 in the total output. These figures show 
a consistent increa"" in output after the wages were increased, so that. 
that statement could not be eon-ed ?-Jt depends also on the number 
of persons employed. 

0·2775. You have got a progressive increase in output per capita 
al..,. Thus it shows that with the increase in wages there has been 
an increase in output?-Yes. it appears so. 

0·2776. In yonr memorandum dealing with "comparative 
effici"ney of Indian and foreign workers" you say tliat the efficiency 
of the Tndi .. n worker is ""parentiy on .nn e{lUa.! with his confrere in 
Japan but inferior to those in Great Britain. America and the 
Transvaal." You also say ... while dealing with physique and health 
that this poor physique is to some extent '.' due to the enervating 
climat.e in which he lives and to the lack of nourishing food." Is that· 
due a insuffiriency of wages?-I think so. 

0·2777. Have you any figures of the nnmber of hours worked. 
the wages paid and l;o on in Japan ?-I have no figures dealing with 
.lapan. It is very {liffi"ult to g-et any fi/lllres of that kind from the 

.. hpanese (lovern.men!. J do not think they publish them. The only 
fi/lllre we have IS regarding the output of eaal per person employed 
whiel\ is given as 11'12. 

0·2778. '1'ith :egal'd t.o. welfare work is it" your considered opinion 
th.t ""me TJ6g1slaflve proVISIon should be made to carry on consistent, 
"nit CO,:tilll~OllS. welfare work of a.n. efl'e.ctive kind among the mining 
populatlOn In the coalfields ?-1 thmk It would be a useful adjunct 
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to the duties of the members of the Mines BOard of Health. &m. 
thing is already done in the way of welfare. A number of welfare 
offic~rs have been aptlointed au-eady in certain collieries in the Jharia 
coalfield. 

D-2779. That welfare work relates to education, housing and so 
all. Would that also include provision for old age and sickness?-As 
regard. old age pensions I think the industry is not suffioiently 
orl'"anized for advanced legislation of that kind. It might be possible 
to have these provisions some time in the future but it is too early 
to make any such provision now. Of course all these things are 
desirable. but it is too early to introduce them in India. 

D-2780. What do you mean?-You havtl not attained such a stage 
of organization where such things could be introduced. There will 
be a great deal of abuse. I.abour is not permanently settled either 
on the coalfield or on any particular colliery. The man goes to oue 
colliery one day and leaves it the next day and goes to another 
colliery. After some time he leaves the coalfield and goes to his 
villa;(~. When' he returns he I'"oos to another colliery. You are not 
able to have a record of the men year by year. 

D-2781. Was it possible for you to get a record before you 
introdueed the limitation of 54 hours underground ?-There was no 
record then but now they propose to keep a rceord. I suppose. that 
difficulty can· be got over. You have very great experience of the 
minh/! aieas. Would it not in your opinion be good to the industry 
if the industry could provide for every miner who has become old and 
feeble and unable to continue his occupation and who might have 
given the best part of his life for 10 or 15 years to the work in the 
mines 1-lt would be good to the industry bnt I think it is rather 
early to introduce legislation of that kind. I believe some miners in 
Giriilni already get a pension. 

D·2782. r n your opinion apart from the difficulty of registering 
them it would be a desirable thing to introduce such a system 1-1 am 
in favour of old I¥(e pensions generally . 

. D-2783. Mr. Lang has stated in his memorandum that he does 
not .• consider that nnder the present circumstances it would be 
possible to provide old age ;pension for miners generally OOoa.use only 
a Rman proportion of the labour is settled on the mines and the 
I'emainder is primarily agricnltural which works when it likes." Is 
that t,he only difficulty. or is there any other apart from that?-1 have 
said that on general principles I am in favour of old age pension. 

. !D-2784. The Chairman: Do you think that it ought to be 
II1tro<lueed in one industry selected out of all the industries in India? 
-I·tbink it is a gen .. ral all-India question. 

D-2785. Diwan Ciumuln La/I: Iu your memorandum you speak 
of the facilities for training and promotion of workmen. I find tb&t 



there is no facility lor the training of the' minerst-We have these 
classes 1 have told you about. We have vernaom'lalr l'ectnres given in 
about 9 centres on mining subjects.. The maximum l1Itten~ was 
986 far a course of 10 lectures. 

11-2786. Would it be a good thing if the organization that is set 
up to look after the welfare of the labourers undertook this work also? 
-This is teehl'liClll' edaeati6Il. 1 do BOt ~hink it should be one of the 
functioru; of the Mines Board of Health. 

D-21i7. Time and &,,«a.in it has been stated that one of Ihe great 
difficulties with the worker is that he is unskilled and illiterate and 
the ".ffioulty is felt even in the matter of prevention of aceidents?
The Board is doing something in that respect.' They are already 
giving ci,nema lectures where the aver&""", attendance runs into 
hundreds. The lectures deal with elementary hygiene, ""nitstiOD: and 
prevention of disease. 

-0·2788. In any case you agl'ee that it is a desirable thing to give 
them this training ?-I think so. 

D-27~ De .. ling with the extent to which medi.,a:l faeilities are 
utilized by labourers Mr. Lanl! has stated that there is some difficulty 
in inducing the miners to utilize the medical facilities. He says: 
.. At the larger groups of mines hospitals have veen provided but the 
labour show a certain reluctance in taking advantage of them and they 
are therefore used mainly for accideut cases." That is Mr. Lang's 
exparience. 'What bas beeu your experience '.'-1 think it is the same 
all over India. People do not go to a hospital unless they are in an 
extrefne conifition. 

D-2790. When a d"i has been provided is it your expe~i~nce that 
the "ork ...... , are reluctaut to utilize her services ?-'I' Itnow nothing 
about it. 

r..2'191. In page. 35_38 or the .~,nnual R<:>port of the Chier 
rn.pector of Mines for 19'>..8 ,numerous cases are cited in which action 
I,as been taken against managers, owners and miner~ for breach of 
regulations. There is one ease in which three miners were prosecuted 
for robbing c!,lal from the sides -of pillars. ~o were sentenced to 
rigorous impri9f)nment for 21 days and Olle was acquired. Th~e is 
another ease referred to at the bottom of the same page : 

" The manager and overmau of the D&magurria. Col¥l CoDIpany 
Limited's Dama,...-urria colliery were proaecuted ltMer 
Hegulations,67 and 69 and Special Rule 41 fill' failing to 
make and keep seoure til .. sid811 01 open workings, B6 a. 
result of which a faU of side OCOUl't'ed aBd three persons 
lost their lives. The manager was fined Rs. 60. a.nd the 
oV6I'man :Fla.' 100. in default rigorous imprisonment for 
mty dayaa'llcl :thiee months r~ively," 



. Were you satisfied with the sentenCll in this case ?-I was not 
satisfied with the judgment: 

. 0-2792 •. What would you recommend? It is a very serious thing 
that the manager has done. Three people have lost their lives ?-It 
depends on the view taken by the Magistrates. I think this Magistrate 
thought there -were extenuating circumstances. 

11-2793. What would you recqmmend to get over the difficulty\'
It is very difficult to compare cases. You cannot tell the degree of 
negligence. I think it must be left to the Magistrate's discre
tion. Presumably he does his best to fit the punishment to the oxime. 

0-2794. This is a national difficulty and arises in other parts of 
India also. Would you recommend a special tribunal being set up to try 
cases of this kind 1-1 do not see any necessity. . 

0-2795. Do you mean to say that the present state of affairs 
should continue where the lives of three miners are reckoned at 
Re. lOO?-r do not think there is any great alJhse' to be remedied. 

0-2798. M~. Cliff: Regarding the prohibition of women nnder
groun J are you satisfied that you have got effective check for the 
carrying out of this regulation?-We have got as good a check as we 
could devise. We had a great deal of discussion about it. That was 
the final result. I do not like it at all. I should [Ike to cut out the 
wom'ln at once. If we had 'to have some system of gradual reduction 
of women this is the best system that we could devise. 

0-2797. It may be that -the regulation may not be carried out?
We will try to enforce it. I think in 5 years time there will be no 
women at all in tlie mines. 

0-2798. Does the Inspector of Mines compile the wage returns? 
-No; the figures are given in the annual returns; we tabulate these 
figures and publish them in the annual report. 

-D-2799. Taking the current report, can you tell us how it is 
compiled ?-1 can give you a copy of the form of the return. We have 
got (lifferent classes of labour here and the total amount paid in wages 
for work done in !December. The average 88ily earnings in December 
is calculated by dividing the amount by the number of attendances. 

,0-2800. Whose duty it is to fill in this form ?-The mine owner 
or his official m(\nager. 

0-2881. In the case of a mine owner whll employs a raising 
contractor through whom wages are paid to 8fJ~OO~S and gangs of men, 
can vou tell me how he can inform the Government as to the rates 
of w&ges obtained by those iudividuals?-1 take it he gets the informa.-
tion from the contractor. -

n-2802. 1 saw that many of the wage sheets or wage registers 
recoriled a payment to one man and that one man migM pay 7 or 8 



different persons?-There is a column which shows the number of 
persons employed in a mine. You get the total wages and the total 
number of persons employed, and you get the average wage. 

D-2803. I have been trying to find out whether with any degree 
of accuracy one could say what the miners were receiving from the 
wage registers and wage sheets. I' find it is impossible?-Very 
difficult. 

D-2804. I want to ask you It question with regard to the restriction 
of the 12 hours shift that is to come into force in April. The provisions 
under the amended Act are set out in the Mines Act. Does the duty 
of the Mines Inspector commence before 'April 7th or after April 
7th with regard to giving effect to these provisions ?-They do not come 
into forCe until 7th April, and so we cannot take any action. The 
mine owners have been informed of these amendments. 

0-2805. May I ask you whether there was any consultation iil 
this case as in other cases with the employers with regard to the shifts 
that are to be, to give effect to this Act ?-No; not yet, 

D-2806. Have you any idea how this Act is to be given effect to l' 
-The mine owners will have to decide what hours of work will suit 
them and have to post It notice. We will require them to work within 
those limits. 

D-2807. Keeping in view the 12 hour limitation and the 54 hour 
limitation, in what way do you suggest that the employers _can best 
give effect to the Act ?-All we want at present is that there shall be 
a clear distinction between day and night shift workers; the day shift 
workers should be out of the mine hefore the night shift men -go to 
work. 

0-2808. But the Act seems to require something more than that. 
First of all, you have a. 12-hour daily limitation and there is It weekly 
limitation of 54 hours. Is no arrangement made on behalf of Govern
ment with the industry with a. view to there being set up model 
regulations or model shifts for giving effect to that ?-No; we have 
not done anything in that respect. We have these registers by which 
the total number of hours worked_ per day can be obtained. _ 

D-2889. Will it be possible for a colliery propnetor on April 7th 
to post a. notice showing that there are 6 shifts of 12 hours worked in 
that mine?-Yes, that is so. 

0-2810. And he may do that for either day or night?-Yes. 

0-2811. Could the employer post a. notice saying tha.t the day 
shifts shall oommence at 6 A.M. and finish at 6 P.M. and that the night 
shifts shall commence at 6 P.M. and finish at 6 A.M. 1-1 think he can do 
so. 

0-2812. Can he do this for 6 days in the week?-They could not 
all go between those hours. One man may go down at 8 o'clock and 



come out at "; another man may go down at 6 and come out al !I. 
He cannot 'work. for mor" than 54 hoUlS a week. 

D-2813. I see that, but my question at the moment -is ooncerned 
with the notice that may be posted declaring the commell(l6lD8Jlt and 
linisbjng of shifts. From the Act. I see that the oolliely ~rs 
can post a Ilolice for working 6 days in a week and two 12-hour ebilis? 
A shift means \hat he should go in within those hoUlS and oome om 
within those hours; it does not mean that he should work the whole 
time. 

u-aa1~ ls there any coosiderstion being given to the fact. that 
there may be 6 shiflS of 9 homs?-Tbey cannot all work on every 
day if !bey w«k 12 boors. 

0-2815. But can there be 6 shifts qf 9 hours wocking?-T~e 
can be .. 

0-2816. I am anxious to see wnether .. Government through the 
Mines Department are acting in consultation with the indusky with 
a view 10 fixing shifts to give elred: to too ).ct. Has that been done, 
or is it being done ?-I think they want to gi.-e liberty to every man 
to go at any time, say, between 6 A.~. and 9 A.~. and come oot any 
titue. lHIY. between 3 P.ll. and 6 P.II. Some would go down early 
and sume would go down late. They want tbis shift system to be 
iillT.C>dul-ed gradually. At present there is chaos and they want it to 
be elastic in the beginning. 

»-2817. M~' I postulate a case: Suppose a colliery proprietor 
und<>r the Act says that the time of commencing and finishing of his 
shifu for 6 uys of tbe week are 12 boors, how will you check whether 
a mm \Torks more tba.n a4 boon; a week?-We can only do it by the 
regis~r .. 

D-281B. ']f the ~ ...... kept intbe way that they are kept 
no\T. \That cheek yell ,,-iII ha.-e ?-Every man must have a. day of res&. 
Prom the register \Te can say ... hether he had the rest day or not . 

.. 2 .... It is quite possible under the Ac& for the momem. __ 
tltere 3I'e rules and ~lation..", for shifts of the nature that I p>etnlateil 
to be put up .... the notice. and y .. u cannot challenge .... hea tOe 
relOOl'}' -proprietor says •• 011. Tom worked for .. days in 12-honr slriIts 
and h~ bas JlOt heeD ill the mise since tben .. ?-It is very dilIicn." to 
cbecit. 

0-2820. Have the colliery ..-orIrers been addn!:saed in the maitA!lr 
of the change .of the law 1'-1 do not think they have. 

D-2J21.!lay I ask whether the i1ovemmen$ notified to ~ 
Pnion?-lt 1Iflpean! ia the Gmmnnent Gallette. We haoe ~ 
addressed t'b.e URion-, whiob is DOt • registerea organization. 

11-2822. It is not a registered organization, bot still it is a jpcJe 
onion assocl&iiaB, whiOO is not _ illegal combination in this eoantry. 



Some of my coll~ .ask ~ why.did. »Ot the uIDQJil do it. It mJ>y be 
that the union might have done it, but I am asking you whether you 
did nGlt thmk it neceasuy to address the union 1-1 ha,ve not offieia.lly 
ietiormecl tliem; it .tid 00'1; ooour. to me; II have no objection to lnf=. 
them; Ia, .... sOR"Y I 4ili not do so. ' 

0-2823. I a,m not pressing it as a grieva.nce. I am trying to see, 
whea a. new iIMv has to tie brought into opera,tion, how the Govern
..... acts. M_y of my friends and some of the employers complain 
that IDe Uniou Os not representative. Now I wa.nt to a.sk what the 
Go-.:lment 40es with l'egaM to MI illiterate working population with 
regu"<i ro maWcing them known as to their rights under this Act?
I think the ooly thing they have oone is to appoint ~ Ia,bour 
representative _ the Mining Beard. I hav!l already read out the 
rnle in this regard. 

D-au. I want to see wheliler you are willing to express an 
Ojm,;OR. H«e is a new A<Ct =tIling into <>peration in April. There 
isa {lretty diffioult problem te face. Would it not be better if the 
G<>v.emment should eoosult the wlliery proprietQl"S and representative 
w.ork.,people and &ny t.ratile nnlO'f\ there ma,y be with a. view to seeing 
how this Act shall be applied? There is room for elasticity as between 
pit and pit. but there may be model rule<\. Is lit not better tha.t there 
should be consultation before the Act comes into .ration?-Yea, it; 
1I'Ou1d be better. Before framing bye-laws I ha.;.e called for meetings 
of mine owners, superintendents and managers to decide .as to what 
the n~w bye.Jaws shOllM .\>e. 

0-1825. I want to ask you whether if the employers object .you 
ha'l'egot any official statll!!· to do this ?-NQ. 

0-2826 •. It must he done in friendly eo-.E>peration ?~Yes. 

D-2827. Sir Victor Bassoon: Was there any objection to ~at?
No. 

1).2828. Mr. CliJ!: 'I w.w to ask J'Gu ...nether you -as representing 
the Mines Department wo1.lld be F-9p2re8 in 1lhetime that is left, that 
is, before 7th April, to oonsult the parties to see whether there could 
be some recognized working shifts with a view te seein« tbt; the law 
is ptolplfly applielll!-lt takes &. very long time before the indnetry 
ll!lqUio:es .. t.homugh lmow1edge of the rules and .. egul&fiiOllS. I think 
we ..... ,i,lI.ftnd ror 11< iI1DDe that the law is not obseeved very closely, but 
as we l!P em p"j..tilllg <mt the miS'takes they will eventua.lly ~ 'to 
obsuw-e .i.t lIe_nably. 

D-2329. That strengthens my submission, tha.t thc.te .sho\1ld. be 
consult,atloll befate .the .Ae.t _ inio fGroe morder to see that it 
shan be eifect;iv.ely 'Worked, May I 'Put this question: Here is 
a revolutionary. cluwge which nlqUires ... good Ileal of work. Will you 
expre<l8 an opinion as to whether with the staff under you that is, 
deaignei!l prilDlll"il,. fGr safety you would be able to ,~kIe this Irina 
at wonk ?-11; is dlstinetly onerous. 



0-2830. But it is distinctly necessa.ry work?-Yes. 

D-2831 • .Do you think it is possible for your staJI to get into 
consultation with the Mining Association and representatives of the 
work-people with 8. view to seeing whether there can be mutually 
agreed terms for carrying out the Act?-I will do so. 

0-2832. Sir Alexander Murray: In your memorandum, dealing 
with the question of labour turnover, you refer to the fact that miners 
absent themselves in great numbers during certain months of the year. 
Is it not a fact that, apart from the question of wages, the supply 
of labour depends very largely on the position in the agricultural 
districts'from which theJabour comes?-That is so. If there is a good 
barv Ht you will not get a. great number coming to work. 

0-2833.' You refer to the personal touch between the managers 
and the lsbour. Can you speak from your experience whether any 
fricti>n or misUI1derstsnding has arisen betwE!en the managers and their 
workers as a result of the managers not · .. nderstanding the workers' 
langnage?-Yes, more often with the managers who 'have been not very 
long in the country. They acquire a sufficient knowleage of the language 
as a rule within two or three years. 

D-2834. Many of the troubles that have arisen on the coalfields 
betwoen the employers and the workers have been due to a lack of 
understanding?-I think so. -

D-2835. On the question of shifts, have you ever hs.d any 
complaints from workers about the hours of work?-I have had some 
complaints and I have made enquiries in all cases. til have got two 
such ca.ses here; there is not very much in it 

. 0-2836. Have you had many of these comp1aints?-'-No, not more 
t1ian P or 4. 

&)-2837. What form does the communication usu&lly take? Do 
you get any direct representations or merely anonymous communica.
tions ?-As a. rule they a.re a.nonymous, but we malie a.n inquiry in 
a.1I cases. 

1.1-2838. Why should there be anonymity abont it? Is there no 
means of conveying to yon directly or indirectly a.ny troubles of the 
~orl!:olrs as r~rds their being forced to work contrary to the regula. 
tlons?-There 18 a. free access to me. They sometimes come to 
Dhanbad to see me, and I writs lettsrs to managers or superintsndents 
and try to get their grievances remedied. -

0-2839. What form does your examination of saroors and other 
people take belore you grant them certificates ?-Their -eye-sight, heM
ing, lUI?: some knowledge of rules and regulations. 

11-2840. I ca.u understand their possessing practical knowledge, 
but hew can they get to what we might call the book side tit it if 
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they cannot read and write?-The regulations which alfect them are 
fairly simple. Their superior officisls explain the rules to them. 
Some of them can read and write. There are vernacular translations 
of these rules. 

0-2841. Do you think that on the whole the sarriaf"8 who get the 
certificates are conversant with the rules they are meant to be 
converst'nt with ?-I think so. 

0-2842. Dealing with the managers, do you find tha.t they are 
convoar"a.nt with the rules a.nd regulations, the bye-laws and the Act? 
-.:. If they do not observe them they will find themselves in court. The 
number of prosecutions in India is very much grester tha.n it is in 
England; there are. far more mana.gers prosecnted in India tha.n in 
England. Last year there were 65 pr.osecutions of owners and 
managers for breaches of rules in addition to 44 for failure to submit 
a.nnunl· returns; there were 13 prosecutions against workmen. 

0-2843. I see tha.t the Indian Colliery Employees' Association 
say that the inspection staff is .. ngt a.dequate a.nd tha.t the method of 
inspection should be improved as there is a. wide impression, not 
altog"ther unfounded, tha.t false prosecutions are conducted a.ga.inst 
poor workers at the instance of the ma.na.gement ?-I think that is 
ba.Red on one ca.se. I have made a. full inquiry into the case, and 
I ha.ve the pa.pers with me here. It is the case of an overma.n who 
ineit",d people to rob pillars of coal. This is wOOt the enquiring 
offiMr after listening to the evidence of the persons concerned says: 
.. I consider that an example should be made of this man' and his 
certificate cancelled. He has already been dismissed by the mana.ge
ment of BOOlgora. (Jolliery. As for the sa'rda .. , I do not thinK a.ny 
adion need be taken a.grunst him. He wa.s undoubtedly a. little 
a.fraid of the overman and aded entirely under his orders. The 
dismissa.l of the overman and the loss of his certifica.te will probably 
be sufficient to put an end to pilla.r robbing a.t this colliery." The 
man came to see me and I told him a.t tha.t time that he appeared 
to m6rit dismissal and tIia.t he would probably lose his sardar's 
certificate. 

• 
D-2844. On the question of statistics relating to ra.isings, 

despatches, wa.ges, accidents, etc., the Employees' Association Bay: 
"Statistics are published in the reports of Chief Inspector of Mines 
on the basis of returns submitted by the mana.gement, the accuracy 
of which the Chief Inspector of Mines has himself doubted a.nd the 
following remarks were made in his report of 1924. .. It is to be feared 
tha.t no great reliance can be placed upon the figures." I have 
veriJhd this statement from the 1924 report and find it remarked 
therein toot no great reliance can be placed upon the wage returns 
tliat JOu are gettinp:?-That wa.s in the early ilay~ when the informa.
tion to be given about wages was not properly understood and the 
form itself was defective. Since that time we have improved the form. ' 
T thbk the figures now are reasonably reliable. 



1ta'1845i. YOll flflink tli8t tl'le figures of the' numbers empioyed. the 
,la.isilllgR, th& wages anftl so on M'e reasonably acc~te?-I think so.' 

0-284&. How do you make sure that th~ various types ~f workers 
are included under appropriate heads?-We have got to trust them. 
It l1Il&Y say :In l'llgM'ilto these anIuml returns that they ate all 
seMinized very eareIully by the 1nspector before they are passed on 
to me, and if there is anything that appears to be discrepant in Chern 
they are sent Back and the party concerneci asked t& expIam or to 
alter. 

,D4847. I see thlrt reference is made in yom memorandum to 
ihe jpisUl'ely manner in Which the miner works. Db you think that 
as a resRM! of the prohibition of employment of women undergrOlmd 
the mmer wilJ speed up the rate at which be can work?-·Y think he 
will tic 8(). 

(The witnesses withdre')V.) 

M,. 111.. A.F~ BRAY, Mr. I. THOMAS". and Mr. T. ORb, Calcutta 
. tepresentatives of the Indian Mining Assoeiation. 

, ,1I-211f8. The Chairman: Mr. Bray, 1 understand that yon are the 
Chainnsli of the Indian Mining Association ?-{Mr. Bray} : Yes. 

11-2849. And that your coIIelIgUe!t _ members of the Committee 
cf the Associa,twn?-Tha.t is so. 

D·fS'SO. "four Association represents nearly 60 per cent. of the total 
omput of coal in British India?-Yes. 

D-2BS'I\. Therefore you are, if onl! may say, the main representative 
boify concerned 'V!Iffi'l the interests of" 1he coeJ. imlustry?-Yes; I think 
we ean falrJly claim tha,t. The Indlan Mining Association has been in 
existe_ f'!"t tbe last 38 years. 

D·2852. You concern YOlmlelf, I understand, with genera) l)MIItions 
of policy. affecting the interests of your industry l'-That is so. 

II.D53. We have seen here some of the gooi/ effects of YOm' co-ope
rntion' in the interests of the /ndu'Stry of" which I think we may say 
that the ontstlmding success is the establishment of a plentiful supply 
of pure wster to your industYy. "l'het has been a great su~ss i~ thai 
it has completely stopped the danl(E!t' 'to the /ndlll!1iry from epIdetnlcs 1':
I tIlink so. I may say Lhl1t tor 20 yeM'S we have been free from any 
serious cholO!ra epidernic. 

D:2B5 .... Am I ri¢ltl'1 in'_1Id th~ Ii :reemit succes!J of your 
Aasooiaiion .b8!t been 'h9' establfsllmem 01 the InID!I1'l Coal Grading 
Board ?-That was the reaun. of .Cotftlllissioft appoillteil fly Govemment 
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in the year 1995. We had been passing through rather & trying period. 
Government had pat a.n embargo 00. _ports of CEl&1 principally because 
lbe coal raised in India 'was not more than sufJicielli fur the requirements 
of the country. They did not allow exports except on & very limited 
scale, . aOO that embargo was in eriltenee from the year 1920 to the 
yur 1003. After that it was very neeessary to get back the export 
trade in Indi"'l1 coal and there were various other . matters to be 
considered; and the Cool Committee was appointed in 1925. One of 
the chief recommendations cof thai Committee was the· formation of a 
Grading Board, whl,,!1 has been in operation for the last 3 or 4 years. 
\Ye ha.ve regained our expol't trade, and the Grading Board has worked 
very successfully. It has ye·established the l'epntation of llildian «oal 
in oor export market. 

0-2855. I see in your statement of objects you include .. in 
developing the mining industry and to (oster that industry." Yay I 
take It that one of the first essentials of a prosperous and successful 
mining' industry is a prosperous, oontented and plentiful labour force to 
work the mines?-I aecept that completely. 

D·2858. Then, would your Association be ready to oo-operate in 
an effQrt to raise the standard of your labour supply, I mean in its 
general contentment? Its health yon are already attending to a large 

-extent through the Mines Board of Health ,,-It is a very slow matter; 
our record is before you, It has always 'heen our ambition, our aim, our 
wish tha.t we mns1l llaT~ a oontemed Ja.bour forre. and WI!' are anxious 
to raise their standard We are practical peeple . 

. D·285%. A suggestion has been made t.ha.t following the &QCGeSS of 
these Mines. Board.; of Health· it might be possible to eXPand· them, 
building on what you have alread:y experienced and worked successfully, 
expand their soope so as to take into considera.tion tl.te gen&al welfare 
of tne mining popniation in order at the same time to iRcrease the 
efficiency 'of the people as workers and also to raise their standard of 
Ii& .Oo tmt ~ _might overeome wm we IIn!tolti is tlireiJr &ncient 
habn of OOing just so nmch werk as samfues thBiw oM lIitllle needs but 
not exerililg themsehves for any i_ in. output which would a'!'P"&r 
to be Faetieable ..-.- :wit_ tfw· esistillg1iooitB of ~?~We are 
quite prepared to do anything. fer the imt>nwem_t of our faror 
supply. 1 am not sure whether yon are not interfering . with the liberty 
of the individual when you. wish liim. to .raise, say. Ii tuos when he 
wishes to raise only 3 tubs. Of course, I do not accept the proposition 
bha.t the _lOt of pl>ysi-que pwsvents himfool'Dl doiaog more W&FK- flIlan he 
doos n_. The Dner. as we ru.ve stat~ in. Ill"" P"'ll'e1'. warks tao ~rn 
a ce~taia _OUM ef mooey eno~h· to keep· bim flo comfort, and in 
mo.ny eases ,t tmooble" h."" fjo umlier<"Dlloit.t_s to lris ihome~ q<oi1Je 
considerable slims are sent home. If the mitoelr fleeJs. th .. t Ii>v loadm~ 
a. tubs a day' it gives him .all .he requires ]j do not .know wbetber it is 
in an~J'~ mouth k say that he. 8Iio~ld' work harder. . 



0·2858. No. All you say shows tha.t the miner suffers from 
fra,ilties which are common to the rest of us human beings, but at the 
same time you would consider it an advanta.ge to the industry if hi. 
ambition was widened. if his own conception of his needs were greater. 
and therefore, in order to have more spending power, he was prepared 
to exert himself more than he has been in the habit of doing?-We 
ha.ve had that in vei w for many years, the question of making the 
miner ambitious and making him wish for a better standard of living. 
At one time it was a serious matter, because we were anxious that he 
should have more money to spend. If he wants more things he has 
to earn more money. and we were very anxious that he should earn 
more, but he did not respond to that. His W3llts are very few, and 
for many years they have remained constant. 

0·2859. We are aware that certain efforts have been made on 
individual collieries and individual groups of collieries, but perhaps there 
has not been a concerted effort to that end with the same degree and 
effectiveness as you put into the two cases I have just mentioned. 
namely, the provision of water-supply and the institution ,of your Coal 
Grading Board, which you recognize to -be of great advanta.ge to your 
industry?-We are getting on to welfare measures which conduce to 11he 
wdl-being of the nUner and which would enable him to produce more 
coal, as I understand. We are quite prepared to support any measure 
and co-operate with anybody in order to make our miner a more 
efficient- worker. 

D·~860. And in addition to th~t to make 11he mining industry one 
of the brightest spots in India and a credit to the whole country?
Yea, if possible. 

D·2861. I take it that you as an Association-and I understand that 
ill Calcutta to a large extent you guide the policy of the mining industry
would give your ready support to -any reasonable and practicable scheme 
towards that end, lending your experience and knowledge to make it 
a success 1-Y ea. 

D·2862. 8i-r Vietin' Sasson: From what you s&.id I take it that 
your view is that even though the physique of the miner here may not 
be up to the physique of the nUner in other p&'ts of the world. yet 
he could produce more than he is producing without undue effort?-He 
could work harder without undue ~ort. 

D.286S. That is to filty that the lack of increase of his output is 
not due to his deficiency in physique ?--()ertainly not. 

D.2864. I wonder wheflber your Association would be prepared to 
try and enable him to produce more by disciplining him perhaps a little 
further?-Is it your idea that the miner should produce more coal for 
the good of the industry. or that he should produce more to enahle 
l1im to earn more money? 

D.2865. Both ?-The first obstacle is that the miner haa no ambi
tion. You might create one, but he has no ambition. and he doel not 
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want to produce more coal. Having in view our experience of the last 
I; or 6 years of a depressed market due enm'ely to over-production of 
coal, we do not want to produce more than is necessary. 

0·2866. I was just wondering whether it would not be a good 
thing if you .could employ :perhaps a. slightly fewer men and enable 
them to earn more; that is to say, although your actual output might 
not differ there would be a bigger output per hesd ?-One of our aims 
and objects is to give employment to any miner who comes into the 
mine for work. We have done that consistently, and the Chief 
Inspector of Mines' Reports will bear that·out. We have given employ
ment to anybody and every body who offer themselves for employment 
almost every year. 

0·2867. Speaking from memory, you have a very big difference in 
output during the months of July and November compared with the 
months of February and March. . If you could 80 organize yourselves' 
by which fewer men at a higher wage could produce more you might 
encourage your men to be more permanent; in other words, instead of 
having a large number of men earning a very small amount you can 
have fewer men earning more money?-That is hardly within our 
control. The first proposition you make is that we should employ a 
smaller number of workers continuously throughout the year, January, 
February, March and 80 on. The pther difficulty you raise is accommo
dation. There is no very large amount of land available on which they 
can settle. Besides .. hioh. of course, as you know perfectly well, you 
cannot interfere with the habits and customs of the people to that 
extent; if they are accustomed to going to and from their villages they 
will continue to do so. 

0·2868. But you can incre3dl6 the trend of the agriculturist to be
come an induBtrialist?-Not by offering attractive wages. The wages, 
I contend, are from his point of view attractive. 

0·2869. It might be a question of not pnly wages but wages 8.Bd 
welfare combined?-Even then you might not succeed. 

0·2870. But I do not feel at the moment that the management 
is making thiugs sufficiently easy for workers. For instance, in a 
number of mines we have bee'l to; we understand that they refuse to 
start cutting until they have got the tubs ?-That is an idiosyncrasy on 
tho part of the labour, not on the part of the management. 

0·2871. The idiosyncrMY on the part of the labour is based on the 
fact that they are not. sure of getting their tubs; if they are sure of 
securing their tubs you would Hot get tha.t difficulty?-The point rather 
is this that in February it is impossible for any colliery to provide the 
full number of tubs required; because that is the month in which you 
have the largest number of laboUl' workiug. They probably have to 
utilize each tub three times a day. If you could speed that up a bit 
maKe it 4 or 5. it would be better, but that is not possible under 
existing conditions. 



0-2872. I am told that there is a gassy mine in this area in which 
men 31"e only. allowed to work 8 hours a day; and every man knowB 
that he is going to get his supply of tubs, and knowing that he has 
no objection to work without waiting for the tubs ?-That is what we 
are aiming at. 

D~2i173. Do you not think toot the slrift system ",ill help you ?~I 
believe it will. 

0-2874; Do you not think that in order to make yow: shift system 
work satisfactorily, you .mould, instead of ll!~ving two 12-hour shifts, 
have sli'ifts of snuiller numbe!; of hours to clear up the mine just as it 
takes place in the Loya.bad colliery where they. have two shifts with an 
interval of 2 hours between the shifts l' 

In other words you 4l'e going to let them spend leaR time waiting 
uVderground and a greater percentage of their time working?-The 
larger collieries can alford to put in. a· large number of tubs, but the 
smaller collieries would find it very difficult. 

1);2875. If you can get a smaller number of IDen producing more, 
with more facilities, .. ould,you then be able to turn away surplus labour 
ins'ead of finding you have not enough labour?-But I am not at an 
""re that we wish to turn away labour. In the month of February 
every year labour flocks into the mines. but it would not come into 
the mines except that the pay is attractive. The collieries are very 
glad to have them: because the heavy ralsings in the months of February, 
March· 8Jnd· April' ensble the collieries to build up stocks against the 
rains when rl!.isings are smaller. 

0~2876. In July I think 600,000 tons are raised. while in February 
1.100,000 tons are raised; I want to nlUTOw that differeuce?-I cannot 
suggest any means by which you can keep the miner, who is an agricul
turiat, in· the nrines in the month of June. 

0-2877. You are now coming to a period when you are not going 
to be allowedto'employ women. If you have no means by which you 
can employ the women on the surface, I' suppose the family budget is 
going to. be reduced ?-Not necessarily. 

0-28'8<' It i. gOing 00' be redncetl unless the man underground is 
3tile- ~ eom more. Yon will not be in 3 position to give all these 
worne!'!' employment on the surf~ at the same wages· as they are naw 
receivinl( undergreunttl'-That is correct; there will not be enough 
'\\1l'fBCe employment for the women who are displaced. My theory- and 
belief is that the man und<lrground will then earn more. We shall haV& 
to Cllfer wages that ""ill attract the men. 

0.979. You·li..il(ht adopt an arrangement by which your tubs would 
be clPcUlatedi f'8:$e!'l'-You mu.t consider thee prejudices of certain 
c~Sse8 of mireri; 

D-28~ Tht is why I suggeal; diseipline?-Thld will not do be£8US& . 
the unwilling man will go away and will not come hack; 
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D-2&81. Ii you a.re not going to help or enoow:a.ge or discipline him 

to produce more he will ®me tu you, and say: "My earnings are not 
sufficient for my family hudget and I want you to raise the rate. so as 
to enable me to earn wha.t I and my wife used to earn before." That 
would have the effect of raising your cost of production?-Yes. 

0-2&82. If yon can a.dopt a system by which the miner by very 
little increased effort can earn as much as he and his wife used to earn 
before, you will have a very good answer to his demand for increased 
ra.tes ?-l think the miner would object to raising 4 tubs for the same 
money as he previously received for raising 3 tubs. 

0-2883. But you can point out to him that his increll8ed raisings 
have been rendered PQSSible by the introduction of labour saving devices 
and are not due to bis increased efl'ort?-The miner is a much simpler 
individua.l than that. It is our cOnstant wish that the miner should 
raise more tubil; but nothing will induce him to do so, he will not change 
his habit of loading 3 tubs per day. We once put Anglo-Indian labour 
into the mines'. 

D-2884. In your report you say that it is known that in many cases, 
due to the trying times through which the industry has been passing, 
these rates of' wages have been reduced. Some of the managers who 
e&me before us said their wages had not been reduced ?-The colliery 
managers were perfectly right; in the clire all miners the wages have 
not been reduced; but the wages certainly have been reduced in the 
case of other labour, some surface labour and a very little underground 
labour. Building labour is one kind of !about.: which OOOUl'S to'me at the 
moment. 

D~2i185~ Can you give us a note as to which classes of labour have 
been reduced and by how much?-Yes, I have that information in 
Calcutta and that information is available. You have drawn attention 
to the circula.n granting increases in 1920. There has been no circular' 
or anything of that sort from the Mining Association recommending its 
members to make decreases. Collieries under the stress of much lower 
prices have had to economize. ' 

0-2888;, YO'Il' say that the introduction of intermediaries between 
empJoyers' and the employed might quite poseibly crea.te grieVlJdlce!! at 
wants that at present simply do not exist. Do you allege that an 
ir1ermediaTY can create a Wlmt that does not exist ?'-He cannot ~te 
" necessity but he can create wants. 

0-2887. Might not the creation of a want encourage the miner to 
earn more; so that really it would be an advantage if the intermediary 
eouId "reate new wants ?-Ir he could; yes. You have seized on that 
word, Vie do not want griev'ances created by intermediaries. The 
miner has no fPievances at present. 

, 0-21880 Would your Ai!IIOciation weloome the existence of a proper, 
trade uW,oo. develepetl 011 Home lines ?-1 think so. The point has 
never been put to the members of the Association, but; speakmg for b 
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p~ple here to-day i ~ nothing bu.t advantage in a properly constituted 
UDIOn:. We have S~d so. We w~uld certainly consider a properly 
constItuted trade umon representatIve of the cla8Ses it professes to 
l"'present; it would be to our advantage to do so. 

0-~889: SiT Alexander Murray.: Are you aJl no.t aiming at doing 
something like what Jamadoba collIery has done wilih regard to the use 
of machinery?-The Jamadoba colliery can do -things on that scale 
because it is owned and worked by Tatas who can take every ton of coal 
produced. They have equipped the colliery exceedingly well. The seam 
IS thick. . 

0-2890. Is it not the tendency of modern industrial development to 
il,treduce such improved machinery?-Yes. . - 0-2891. Will it not be necessary for you to improve your mines so 
that your employees will be able to raise more than 3 tubs So day?-Yoll 
must remember that at Jamadoba the miner who is working mechanical 
coal CIltters is a specially trained man; he earns in many ca.ses Rs. 60 
a month .. 

D-2892. You say it has been noticed that when wages were highest 
raisings were lowest. How do you support that statement?-It is a 
v.ell established belief founded 01< fact. In the year 1919 we had a 
record production of 22,62:~,000 tons, while in the year 1920 it declined 
to 17,962,000 tons for all Indis. 

D-2893. The Chairman; But that was after the peak of the boom I' 
-···No, not in 1920. 

. 0-2894. Sir Alexander Murray: You increased wages in December 
'l92O?-Yes. There was a. feeling of a!a,rm .that the raisings of coo.! 
"'ere insufficient for the country's needs. Government put an embargo 
on exports and in order to(; get a greater output we incre8!!ed wages. 
What actually happened was that in 1921 the raisings went up by 
1,400,000 tons. . 

D-289S. Sir Victor Sassoon: So that increased wages did not 
d .. crea.se your output 1-It is a matter for much closer investigation. 
A~ the present moment I a.m not, sure tha.t it did not attract more labour 
to the mines; between the year 1920 ana. the year 1921 roughly 8,000 
!Lore pjlOple were employed in the mines. That; was in Bihar where t~e 
bulk of the output IS obta.ined. For all Ludla the output per head ~n 
1919 was 111 tons, in 1920 it was 94 tons and in 1921 it was agsm 
94 tons. There is It further explanu.tion of it. During tbe five years 
prior to 1919-20 the collieries bad been starved of machinery and boilers. 
By 1920-21 machinery was beginning to arrive. The Chief Inspector 
of Mines jn 1921 stated: Although the increase in the total output was 
considerable, 7.47 pel' cent., yet there was an actual decrease in the 
output of first class coal. There WM a great extension of quarrying 
operations owing to 1he ease with wohich labour working ill open quarries 
can be obt.med..· 



D·289&. Sir Alexander Murray: Under the heading of .. Adminis
tration ", you say that the Government of India have accepted the 
principle thst llhey should not come into the market in competition with 
private enterprise, but nevertheless they have done so ?~In the course 
of last yeM" Government found they had accumulated a very large 
qua.ntity of slack at the State Railwa.y collieries. The first intima.tion 
we had was a.n advertisement in the papers inviting tenders for this 
sla.ck. The Mining AssociatiOll took strong exception to that. Sir 
George Rainy, Member for Commerce. ha.ppened to be in Calcutta and 
he met us. We had an undertaking from Government that they had 
no wish and no intention to interfere with private enterprise. 

D.2897. Government are large oonsumers, buyers a.nd raisers of 
coal ?-Yes. I ca.n give you rongh figures. In the Railway collieries in 
1928 the total raisings were just over 3 million tom. The Ra.i1ways 
and other concerns comumed about 6 million tons. Many years ago 
the Associa.tion objected to the Sta.te a.cqniring and working mines. 
The ma.tter went as fa.r as the India Office, and I think the Secretary 
of State at' the time said he saw no objection to the State Railwa.ys 
owning collieries so long as they did not come into the open market 
with their production. We objected at the time but we bad to accept 
the sitna.tion. The Railwa.ys have their collieries now a.nd are working 
them hard. 

D·2898. The result is that prices are regulated by Government?
Government make no secret of the fact that they have these collieries 
in order to ena.ble them, as they say, to obtain their coal f('qnirements 
at a. reasonable price. 

D·2899. Had they not good reason for t1iking, up that attitude; were 
they not rather squeezed ?-That is their allegation; they ba.ve made :: 
that statement on several occasions and possibly there is some amount 
of truth in it. The pit-bead price of coal at that time was Rs. 12-8-0 
per ton. 

D·2900. M,. Cliff: Would you oppose a. cess for a welfare fund?
I do not think the miner is entitled to be put into a. special class in 
that respect. 

D·2901. Diwan Chaman Lall: Wby should the mine owner be put 
in a special class and demand special facilities from the Railways?
The mine owner is not entitled to spedal facilities from the Railways. 

D·2902. You have been demauding specis:! fa.cilities?-We ea.n 
demand, but under the Railway Act no one i. entitled to any kind of 
preferential treatment. 

D-2903. Mr. Cliff: The work of the present Mines Board of Health 
c,mnot be extended without money; would you oppose a voluntary c.ess 
for welfare work?-It depends. We do not want to oppose anythmg 
reasonable a.nd pra.cticable. We bave always supported measures whicb 
will benefit labour. I do not think a. voluntary cess would be possible 
because everybody must join in. . . 



. .,·29M. If the Commi~Q made a ~&ndation with tegard 
to all. expansion of welfare wOIk. would that have yow: BUPporl ?-..,.I 
should like to know a little more aboui the welfare work. 

. Q·~90$.Tb.e Chairman: I sup!??"e yoo would say .. Yes. provided . 
It was reasonable and practicable?' -And proper and necessary and 
accept.bJe. . 

. 0~2908. MT. Cliff: W <- have l'~ntly had a propos.l put forward 
Illvolvl.ng the expendIture of Rs. 20,000 annually by the Chairman of 
the Mm~B Board of F!'ea.!th for a hospita.! ?-It came before the Mining 
AssoCiation. Our attltude was that we were sympathetic to the idea 
bemiDdl it.· but it is too soo:n. . 

Q·29Q~. Would an experuiiture of :as. 2Q,000 per o.nnuin for main
tenance he beyond the purse of the industry \\-1 !Io not say that. 

Q·29Q\I. I understand you oppose.d tbat on nrumcial as wen as on 
other grounds 1-1 do not think we considered the financia.! grounds 
particularly; it was on other grounds. -

0.2909. Is an f'xpenditure of Rs. 21),000 pet'" annum beytmd your 
capacity?-No. . . 

0.2910. Has the Association any declared policy with regard te 
primary education ?-Pri:rnary education is not a thing for the coal mines 
QJone; ;f you are to have primary educ.tion it should· be a.vailable to 

. every body. Then one has to consider what would be the effect of this 
system of education. I was here yesterday and I hea~d: _ body say 
that ths sons of mi.ners who reCallle edtl£atJon would DD laager wish ro 
lIle miners. The logi.c&l result ef that process would be to close the 
miDes. 

D·2911. Has your Association a. declared polley in regmJ t9 edu-. 
tion?-We realize that education would be a good thing. 

0.·2Q12. Has your Association in session consideYed and made a 
declaration in regard to primary education 1-No. . 

D-ft,1.3.. The OJifIc;'ning lnspec~ of l\fiaes says that t~ p!esent 
attitnde of the employees tow:auQs tP&d1l 1l~ is oue of indilf.erence. 
Do· you agwee with DA&t?--It is indiffereW! lilt the Dlomant; thete are no 
registered trade unions. 

D-28.15. I ha.'!e .j,:. lOy lumQ a. aoP:lI Q£ a !etta! which wa.s addressed . 
to the President of the Indian Mining Associati_ 8.IIA ~ the Indian 
Mining Fede~a.tiQn,"llted. March 1\)28, from the Seaetary of the Indian 
ElllplWfees' A~iIltioll. in Vi4ich thllY are. fprwatding resolutions. The 
colllpla.i.nt of the Indian EmplQye~ ASSO'liJItioD is. that your Association 
have !).either ac~wledged. !lOll r~plisd. \Q the subject Ill3ttel: of their 
letter ?~l ha.lle llO I:ec.oUe<:tiPn a{ any 8u'lh.llltter; I do nei ~ that !!tI~h 
a letter W'as not rec~ived. 
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D-2916. As an Association are you prepared to recognize the lndian 
Colliery Employees' A."""iation ?-It entirely depends on whether they 
are representative of the people they claim to represent. I do know of. 
the Indian Colliery Employees' Association. Their preliminary attitude 
towards emploYel's is distinctly hostile. 

0-2911. Are you prepared to recognize this Association ?-I know 
so little about the coilstitution of the Indian Colliery Employees' Associa
tion that I cannot give you an answer yes or no. I want to know more 
about it; whether they are representative of the people they claim to 
represent. If they merely represent a lot of dissatisfied office cler]!_ or 
dissati6ed colliery employees, I shonld say; offhand " }!o ". I do not 
consider there is any reason why we should recognize an association of 
dissati6lied employees. 

. 0-2918. Why do you say they are dissatisfied ?-I have seen certain 
literature which they ha.ve issued. Their attitude towards employers 
is hostile; they have not approached employers in the proper way. I 
do not rememher the letter and I do not remember 'Wlhether a ~eply was 
sent. We are ordinary business people and we should deal with an 
ordinary business communication in the ordinary way. We should 
certainly send some acknowle.dgment. 

0-2919. With regard to tbe paragraph from" India" in 1927-28 
which you quote, ha.s there been any sustained effort on the pan at 
yc·ur Association to increase the needs of labour ?-I hardly think ~h/J,t 
is the business of an employer: 

0-2920. As an Association are you anxious. to have a permanent 
labour force in the mining indu$try?-l am j;ure it would be a desirable 
thing. 

0-2921. Have you a policy directed to that end?-We are not faced 
with any difficulty, our mining force is as great as we wiah it to be, 
and our output is sufficient for our needs. 

0·2922. You say the Indian miner is primarily an agriculturist, 
that he works roughly 8 months in the year as a miner and 4 month. 
as an agriculturist. How haS the Indian coal industry addressed itself 
to this problem ?-There is no problem. A certain amount of coal has 
to be raised and we obtained that quantity. Very little coal is imported. 
into India. 

0-2923. Then may I take it that your Association is qnite satisfied 
with the existing state of affairs in which, as you say, the miner is 
first an agriculturist and set<mdly a miner?-In the absence of anything 
better we have to be satis6ed with that state of !Ul'airs. 

0-2924. Has your Association any concerted policy with regard to 
the application of the law as to the daily limitation of hours which will 
come into operation :n April ?-In the year 1928 this question was before 
the Government of India and a select committee reported on it. We 
accepted the conclusions of this select committee to which I refer you. 
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. D-2925. Has your Ailsociation considered any policy to be applied 
wIth regard to the law relatmg to shifts ?-As a matter of fact it is in 
operation already at several mines where they have anticipated it. 

0-2926. fus your Association a policy on that matter?-Not as an 
Association. 

0-2927. Diwan Chaman Lall: After due consideration do you say 
that the average number of tubs that a miner fills in a day is 3?-Yes, 
I deliberately make that statement. 

0-2928. On what do you base that statement ?-Every body in the 
coalfields thinks that is the figure, and therefore it requu:es very strong 
evidence to the contrary to prove that it is not so. But more than that 
I have a statement here whi"h I think proves it. The figures are taken 
from the report of the Cheif Inspector of Mines for the year 1928. The 
total output in Bihar and Oriosa in 1928 was 14,78S,580 tons. The 
totaJ number of persons employed was 76,066. But all these persons 
were not employed on coal cutting and filling tubs; you must deduct 
the number of ovel1nen, .ardars and other skilled and unskilled labour 
which amounts to 16,514. T.Jlat gives a figure of 59,552 as the number 
of workers employed in cutting coal and putting it into tubs. By 
dividing one figure by the other you get an average of 248 tons production 
per person per annum. If you take 5 days a week and 50 weeks to 
the year. it is equal to one ton per day per person, which for two persons, 
(one miner and one loader). would be 2 tons per day or 3 tubs because 
each tuh takes 13 cwt. ''Ie have made a further calculation with regard 
to Bengal and we find the figure is practically the same. It is a. figure 
of 254 tons as compared with 248 tons. 

D-2929. That means that the number of tubs per day per person 
is 1.5?-Yes. 

D-2930. \'.Inat is the average rate per tub which is paid in Bihar 
and Orissa ?-That varies at different mine •. 

D-2931. The Chief In&pector of Mines says that the rate paid for 
filling averages As. 6.75. That would be an average of As. 10! per day 
per per""n?-(Mr. Thomas); Yes, that is about correct. 

D-2932. You said that in 1920 you gave an increase. What was 
the rate in 1920?-1n February 1920 the rate for steam coal was As. 5 
ann for slack As. 3 ;n one partiCUlar mine. In September of that year 
it was raised to As. 0 the slack rate remaining the same. In October 
one-fourth of an anna commisuon was added for steam coal and 
one-eighth of au !lnua commission for slack. In December the rate was 
rai.ed to As. 7 with one-half anna commission. In July 1921 the rate 
fo!' slack was raised to 4 annas. They have remained at these rates 
ever since. 

D-?933. It was provided that any increase of rates given before 
the 1st September was to be ded~cted from these increases?
(Mr. Bray): The reason for that was that althollgh these rate. were 
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fixed in December 1920, some people put the higher rates into operation 
three months previously, and in order that all the collieries should be on 
the same basis t.hat was done. 

0.2934. If you take Decemhel' 1920 and take the average which 
you agree was As. 6.7:> per day, it follows that the miners are worse off 

. as far as the wages are c()ncerned to-day than they were in 1920?
(Mr. Thomas); Your ngure of As. 6.75 as an average is near enough 
to the n:.,'11l-e of As. 7 which I h,,,,e given you. We say we have not 
reduced the rat... and the ratell are what they were in 1920 in spite 
of the dep.-ession in trade. 

0·2935. You have undertaken good housing in the Mines Booxd 
of Health and you have given a water-supply which you had to give 
because there were serious epidemics of cholera and the Government 
stepped in?-{Mr. Bray): We were the originators; we asked for a 
better water-supply, and we went to Government for assistance. 

0·2936. Since 1920 what hav .. you done for the mining population 
apart from those matters?-You mean in addition to employing them, 
giving them good water, houses, free fuel and free medicine? 

D·2937. The Government of Bengal in their memorandum- say that 
schools in collieries are of recent growth. some free institutions, have 
been started in Ih" Asansol subdivision. subsidized mainly by 
Government. aud only to a small extent by the district board: 
that there is little or no help from the mine owners?-Education is not 
a subject that the, mine owners in particular should take up; it is l!. 
6,atter for the whole of India. 

0·2938. Then I take it that you yourself have not done anytlJing 
in that regard during the last ten years 1-1 would not like to say that. 
You are speaking of Bengal now. not Bihar and Orissa. 

0·2939. Take any part of the mine area which you represent.· If 
it is your policy tll,,·t it is not your business to look after education, have 
you done anything?-I take it you are referring more particularly to the 
education of the miners' children. (Mr. Thomas): Where it does affect 
the industry, thai is the training of sardars, we do take a direct interest 
in it. 

0·2940. With regard to the edueation of the children of the miners, 
mo.y I take it that during the last 10 years you have done nothing?-No. 
Tllere are colliery schools hut fhere are very few of them. • 

D.2941. Tlie Chairma.n : As all Association vou have not discussed 
or arrived at any policy with regard to schools in connection with the 
mille!' ?-The question of education for miners' chiIdl-en is not a questiOl! 
that should be dealt with particularly by colliery owners any more thaI: 
by any other class "f the community. 

p.2942. Your view is that th!>t is a matter for Government ratheT' 
tn!'-,! fo, industl'y?-l'ea. 
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0·2943. In regard to welfare work has theI'e been any definite 
policy of your Association as an Association to promote welfare work 
amongst the miners?-. We have had the l\Iines Act, the Water Board 
and the l\fines Board of Health. We have ha,l 5 years of very acute 
depression in the coal industry. 

0·2944. As an Association have you at any time sat together and 
discussed any particular policy in regard to welfare work amongst the 
colliery paeple ?-As an Association we will support any measures tha~ 
are designed for the welfare of the miners. . 

0·2945. Yesterday I read in a newspaper a statement by Mahatma 
Gandhi. That is this: . 

" I would have waited if I could have been convinced that the con
dition of the masses has undergone progressive amelioration under 
British rule. Alas, he who runs may see that it has progressively 
deteriorated under that rule". If you substitute for the words 
.. British Rule" in Mahatma Gandhi's statement the words 
" The Indian Mining Association " and for the word .. masses " the 
word .. miners" what is your record in regard to the amelioration of the 
condition of the miners ?-We are colliery owners; we are not here to 
follow the precepts of Mr. Gandhi. I do not accept them at all. They 
are unsound in my opinion. 

. D.2.946.· You consider it an unsound policy to look after the welfare 
of. the· labourers ?-No, I am entirely ready to support any beneficial 
measures. 

0·2947. Miss Power: The word "support" has been used more 
than once. Do you not consider it advisable to initiate measures for the 
welfare of ~he labourers 1'-We m'e willing to initiate measures some
times, but we are always willing to support measures taken by others. 

0·2948. ,~IT. Mackie: We. have heard of attempts to make the 
labour contented. But have you a contented list of shareholders in the 
various companies under your Association 1'--1 can only give you 
an indirect answer to that question. I should like to refer you to a state
ment in an official document which says that out of 82 coal companies 
with a total aggregate capital of about Es. 6,64,00,000, 41 companies 
declared no dividend. 

1)0.2949. Do you not think that more profits will be gained by the 
companies if you have a contented labour force ?-It is an eS8ential part 
of the success of a colliery that the labour should be contented. . . 

D.2950. Are not mauy companies in your Association spending large 
sums of money to improve the conditions of work underground 
and thereby make labour more efficient ?-Ulldoubtedly ronny large com
pa.nies ha.ve spent large BUUlS and are still spending large sums in that 
direction. 
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0·2951. You pay the weekly wages on Sunday. What is 
your objection to paying it on Saturday?-We would get no output on 
Saturday. 

0·2952. But would not that hell' the millerR to begin work early 
in the week on Monday morning ?-It depends. Monday may be a 
bazaar day and you would have- to cllange the bazaar day a.lso. 

0·2953. Anyhow you do not think that a change from Sunday to 
Saturday will give them an incentive to work more days in the week?
No. it would not give them an incentive to do more. ('YIr. Thomas): 
It would merely be a case of subtituting one day for another. (Mr. Bray) : 
We are willing to pay wages on any day in the week. Sunday was 
chosen many years ago because it was a convenient day. But we are 
willing to pay wages on any day hut not at the expense of the output 
for the day. I am not speaking in the interests.of the industry alone 
but in tJ-e interests of the country as a whole "hen 1 My that Jharia 
cannot afio:d to lose a day's output. nor can Rihar or Bengal. 

0.2954. Any how you would lose only one day and it might be made 
up by another day probably?-It might be. 

0.2955. So that there would be no difference t<l the industry as a, 

whole whether it is Saturday or Sunday?-It might be, but Saturday 
ill tbe best raising day of the week. 

0·2956. So. that there will be no difference to the industry as & 

whole aud the bazaar day will adjust itself to suit the convenience of 
labour?-Yes. . 

0.2957. Is it a fact that in times of high prices at the end of the 
War several compauies imported rice and cloth for sale to the labourer~ 
at cheap rates?-Yes. I can tell you that from my own knowledge. 

0-2958. Mr. Thomas. from your practical experience have you any
thing to say with regard to. the apprentices appointed under you?
(Mr. Thomas): We find that rew become mining apprentices owing 
t<l the dangerous character of the occupation. On the other lland we 
take apprentices for mechanical and electrical engineering and train 
them. We pay them Rs. 25 a month for the first six or twelve months. 
As BOon as there is a vacancy we appoint them and give them Rs. 35 a 
month. In the meantime if they get a job elsewhere they leave us. 
Thev do not fulfil the contract. -. . 

0-2959. So that au apprentices Act is really necessary?-1 do not 
think it is really neces""ry unless it is intended to compel these appren
tices to stay on till the end of their term of contract. We find that 
eompelling students to do anything does not Uelp matters at all. 

0·2960. Would it uot help you if it was prm·ided ·that no collier"! 
~ho!'ld employ an. apprentice vefore his .term was over ?-Our object, 
19 to keep them WIth 11R after we have tl1lllled them. 'Ve do not want 
to lose them after taking so much trouble to train them. 
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0-2961. Sir V icto7 S1Ul800n; Have you enough vacancies for all 
your apprentices ?-As a rule we have. We do not take more apprentices 
than we can eventually keep. 

0·2962. Mr. Bose; In your memorandum dealing with trade. 
combinations you say that practically no union exists in the coal trade? 
-(Mr. Bray) ; Yes, that it so. -

0·2963. Have yon not heard of the Colliery Employees' Association 
which has a number of miners on their roll "-Yes, I know of their 
existence. 

0·2964. Would you like to mo<lify your statement at all 'I-The 
statement is that practically none exist in the coal trade. That does 
not exclude your Association. 

D·2965. Dealing with industrial disput.es you say; "The 
Association considers tbat the introduction of intermediaries between 
employers and employed might quite FOB.ibly create grievances, or wants, 
that at presenb do not exist." Would you explain what you mean 'I-I 
me,m that our miners are a contented body and when the agitat<)rs get 
among the ruiners grievances are created. 

0.2966. The miners are iIliterate?-Is it not?-Not a\l of tl,em. 
Some of them are very sharp. 

D.2967. Do you me,m that if any trade union i, sturted amon~ the 
miners your autocracy will corne to an end and your illlere"ts will suffer? 
-I do not mean that at all. I have no objection t<l an intermediary 
if he does not create grievances and if he comes along with legitimate 
grievan~es. He will then be entitled to be beard. 

0·2968 • . In your memorandum you say that the " attitude of c<)lIiery 
proprietors in general is sympathetic towards improvements in labour 
conditions, though there is no particular demand for them from the 
workers most concerned." What improvements ha.ve you made in 
labour conditions ?-Plenty of them. For instance to mention only one 
we have given a good water-supply and freed them fmm any liability 
to epidemics. 

D·2969. Are there not some collieries which do not get' a good 
water-supply?-If the collieries do not take the water it is a dilIerent 
mattel·. But the water is there. The t'ollieries which I represent have 
got the Topchanchi water. 

D·2970. Messrs. Jardine Skinner's colliery at J ealgora have not 
got the Topchanchi water all over the mine and the minerain some placef 
have to drink the mine water 'I-The Topchanchi water is there on tll< 
colliery. but you say that'it is nof taken to the remote carners of thi 
colliery. 

D·2971. You say that'" there is no particular demand for them 
from the workers most concerned" Has there not been a demand frolT 
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the workers for higher wages?-There alwa.ys will be. There are very 
few people in this district at any rute who wonld not like more wages,
miners and everybody. 

0·2972. Is this no~"a demand from the miners and what have you 
done to show your sympathy and satisfy their demand ?-The demand 
i. ever present. 

0·2973. What is the cost per ton of your coal?-It is a very 
difficult thing to answer satisfactorily. It varies from mine to mine 
according to the conditions of each. It may be Rs. 3 to Rs. 4. Under 
the present circumstances I would put it at Rs. 4 a ton, but I want to 
be free as regards that figure. I cannot commit myself to any definite 
figure. 

0·2974. I want to know whether the profits in the coal industry 
are not sufficient to enable them to do welfare work such as maternity 
benefits, education, increasad wages and so on. I should say that the 
profit on a ton of coal is at the present market rates about As. 8 to Rs. 2. -
In some cases it is more. The cost of rai,;iug is Rs. 4 and the selling 
price is Rs. 4-8-0. There are other coals which sell at l~s. 6 and the 
profit on this will be Rs. 2. 

0·2975. M7. Joshi: Do you prepare any general balance sheet for 
the industry.as a whole?-No. 

0·2978. M7. Bose: If we proposed a levy of 6 pies per ton of 
coal to mee~ the cost of welfare work among the labourers would your 
Association have any objection to that ?-We have haa no opportunity of 
considering that proposs!. As a matter of fact there have been so many 
levies on the raisings, despa.tches, profits and so on that it is time the 
industry had " little rest. But when the scheme is approved the industry 
must pay for it in some form or another. But you say you will collect 
the money first and then decide on the scheme. -

0·2977. Yes, we must have the money first. Is your Association 
ready to reCognize the Indian Colliery Employees' Association ?-I bave 
an open mind on the question. As far as I know I do not know whether 
they represent the colliery" employees or not. If you send me full 
information regarding your Association, the number of members you 
have aud so on, whether you are registered or not, we will give the 
matter our best consideration, I do not wish to commit the committee 
or the Association -to a recognition of your Association. 

0.2978. In your opinion which is the best way to work a mine 
departmentally or through contractors ?-Tt depends on the mine. The 
contract system has stood the test of time. In onr own mines the 
system has been ill existence for well over 20 years. It usually works 
very successfully. In other mines it is more advantageous to work 
saTkari. I cannot give you an answer as to which method is the best. 
Both the systems are good; sometimes both are bad 1-1 think they are 
as well off under- a. contractor as under a company. ' 
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cost per ton under the contractor ?-I can give you a rough figure. The 
raising contractor's cost per ton for loading the co"l in the wagon varies 
between Rs. 1-6-0 and Rs. 1-10-0. But there are cases where the cost 
i. considerably higher than that. It depends oD: the conditions in the 
mine, what is included in raising contractor's contract and so on. The 
saTiwri cost might be anything. It depends to a large extent on the 
colliery manager whether "he scrutinizes the necessity for every item 
of "expenditure or not. But if a large colliery find it advantageous to 
employ a contractor they prefer that to the sarkari system. If they work 
sarkari it is only because they hope to mise coal cheaply, otherwise they 
employ a contractor. 

0·2980. Mr. Khetra Nata Sengupta: Have you any objection to 
have labour representatives on the Water Board and the Board 
of Health ?-Personally I have no objection. But I would like to 
consider the ma,tter. 

0·2981. You have" stated that the Iodian Colliery Employees 
Association is hostile to the employers. Have you any grounds to say 
that ?-One has only to read 1he speeches delivered by you. 
I read one of your booklets which was fuU of wrath agaioBt the 
employers. Your present memorandum is not breathing any friendly 
spirit. I'ossibly you are not hostile. 

0·2982. Are you prepared to modify your statement ?-No , I ask 
you to read your own words on the subject which is sufficient groun;! 
for my statement. 

0·2983. Would you prefer an enlightened and intelligent labour 
force to an ignorant labour force of the kind that you have now?-I am 
not admitting the statement that the labour force at present is ignorant 
but I prefer an enlightened labour force. 

0.~984. W QuId you welcome any organization to teach the labourers 
to be more ambitious and realise their rights and obligations?
To the first part of the question, yes; but the second part of the question 
dealing with rights and obligations is a very dangerous one. 
Your view of their rights and obligations might be very different 
from mine. 

0.2985. Let us take the common acceptance of these words?-I 
will accept those words but not according to your interpretation of them. 

0·2986. TheI'e was an unrest in 1921 among the colliery labourers. 
Was that due to the holding of the Trade Union Congress at Jharia and 
the activities of Trade Union preachers?-Up to the time of the Trade 
Union Congress I have" rather clear recollection that the miners were 
a quite contented lot. The Trade Union Congress met at Jharia and 
made a great tamasha". There was a great unrest. The miner was 
told that he was going to get more pay; he was invited to join the union 
and pay a subscription. But the whole thing railed; the miner thought 
there was a catch somewhere. 
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0-2987. Diwan Chaman LaU: Is it not a fact that your Association 
and the Indian Mining Federation sent their representatives to attend 
the Congress -regularly and address the meetings?-Yes .. 

0-2988. M1'. Khet1'a Nata Sengupta: Dealing with wages y;lU say : 
" At a typical mine in Jharia, where coal is won entirely hy manual 
labour, the average earnings per miner per shift amounted to annas 9.6, 
10.4 and 11.25 respectively for the months of November, February and 
July-the average number of tubs loaded per shift being 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7 
respectively." Are not these figures taken from Messrs. Jardine 
Skinner's colliery at Jealgora of which you are the head?-I hope you 
will excuse me if I say I am not appearing in that capacity. I am now 
a representative of the Indian Mining Association. 

0-2989. We were at J ealgora the other day and the figures given there 
were exactly the same as those given here. So the figures must have 
been taken from that colliery. Do you know that that colliery ia a well 
equipped colliery?-Yes, it is a well equipped colliery. 

0·2990. The Chairman: The question is whether the introduction of 
machinery raises the income of the miner above what he gets by pure 
manual labour?-For the same work it ia immaterial whether he is 
working in a well equipped colliery or a colliery where he has to put 
in manual labour for everything. If he loads 3 tubs a day he will get 
3 times 7l annas or Rs. 1-6-6. 

0·2991. Mr. MukhMji: Has not the working of State Railway 
Collieries tended to withdraw a huge custom from private collieri~s and 
thus hit them liard?-Yes, the development of State Railway Collieries 
has hit certain collieries very hard. The second class coal which they 
usei! to buy they no longer buy. 

0·~992. Has not the withdrawal of this custom brought down tho 
price of second class coal to below the economic levell'-The price of 
second class coal would be rather different to what it is, if second class 
coal was wanted by the Railways. In that sense it has brough~ down 
the price of unwanted coal. 

-0-2993. Can this section of the industry bear any cess or tax .to 
finance welfare work among the ,labourers ?-Obviously if the industry 
is not prosperous and not making profits it canno! afford to pay anythin,g. 

0-2994. Are second class collieries making any profits and paying 
any dividends during the last few years?-I cannot answer that definitely. 
Some second class collieries are kept going; some must have been making 
a little profit-very few of them I should say. The best evidence on that 
point ia that many of them are closed down. The others that are alive 
are struggling hard. 

0-2995. In reply to Mr. Cliff you said that all welfare work is not 
beyond the purse of the industry.· Did you mean only first class coal, 
raising collieries ?-No. :u welfare work was undertaken it should be 
paid for by people who received the benefita of that work. I ao not 
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s4!lIlose you,wouJd say that. first class Golliel'i~s should Ray for. th<l qenefits 
enjp,yed by second class collieries. It all depends on' w):letljer YAU, t,Lke 
:hi8 expense ou~ of the cost r,er t{)n or out of the !lrotit~. For. in~tlLnce 
if you put up a water-supply scheme costing over 90 lakhs that would 
!:Ie beyond,tbe capacity of. the industry; but if yon put up a small scheme 
for a small hospitlLl. that is a different matter. 

'D·2.998. Is not any a,dditional expenditure ip this direction beY,Q!ld 
the capacity of StlGOnli «I""," collieries V\!hich ar(l invariably losing ?-Jf 
y~u a,dd to their expenses and if tj,ey are I!Iaking a !oss already It \Vol.M 
obviously incrllase th!)ir loss. 

D·2997. Mr. Thomas, you h ... ve had occasion recently t{) visit the 
Argadacolliery. Do you know what is the quality of the coaJ they ,quarry 
there ?-I have no intimate knowledge of that. There is a section of 
tha,t coal.of very superior qll&lity, but they are quarrying the whole. 

D-2998. As a w,j,01e the quality is not superior to seconqcl"ss Jharia 
coal ?-I would not say that. I would not lie instified in making tbat 
stJLtement without looking into the matter more closely. 

D·299~. Are yon aware of the prices paid to miuers in the railw"y 
eollierit1S adjoining yonr own collieries?-I know the J>lrice paiq, ip our 
own colliery; I have no information as to what is paid in the adjoi;ning 
colliery. 

1)~300'" If I put the figure in the region of. As, 3,6 per tut> of coal 
cut and pluto into pubs, what would you say?-There is Dot: rqucb cu~i.llg 
<hIne. It is all blasted. Thell onl)' do the loading. 

D-3001. Anyhow the big pieces have got to be cut ?-My last. visit 
to the quarries was in connection with the Mining and Geological 
Institnte lasJ< )'etlJ' ; We a~e. working underground I; we db not: quarry. I 
do. not. know ~hat they pay PIl1' tub. 

Q-3002 •. If they paid as little as tha,t?-I doubt very much if they 
do. I should be very surprised if that was the case, for cutting alld 
loading. 

D-300ll., But that is my information. Do you not think the 
competition is vf3ry ullfair in the case of second-class collieries if they 
do like that?-I do not know. You pay a, miner for the work he doe.~ 
irrespective of the quality of the stuff he produces. 

~.300.. Any)low they have got to pay the same pay that is paid 
by the trade generally. but they scarcely pay half of it ?-I d9 not up4er
stl'lld why the labour goes there if they 40 not pay them. 

D·3005. Mr. Bray, have you been able to dispense with the recruit
ing cos.t in your collieries?-(Mr. Bra.yl: I ShOllld like t" ha\'e notice o.f 
that question. My impression is that we nay no. recl1liting exrense.., 
Tj,<! lllbot1l' contrjlcto •. undoUbtedly has to. pay to. brillg hi~ millers and 
it is custoillary: 



0-3006. To the labour contractor· you pay something for deing 
recruiting work?-No; I hardly think so. 

'b;.a007. 1s it a fact that you have been able to disptmsewith the 
recruiting cost because you have recently purchased a zamindari some
where near Tundi from where you force'the labourers to come'for you'?
'1'0 the question whether we'have recently i1cquired 1l, zamirtdari property, 
the answer is no. We acquired a zamindari property 'ten years '1l€0. 
That statement would be incomplete without my telling you that we 
have given it up; it was a failure. 

Mr. J68hi: How force is applied? 

Mr. Mukhe1'ji: By threat of bodily ass.'tult. 

The witness (Mr. Bray) : Mr. M1lkherji has used the.word .. 'force " 
without meaning exactly what we take it to mean. Mr. MRkberji'meanB, 
I think,. that we bave acquired a property in order that we shall have 
control of that mining labour and induce it to proceed to our mines in 
preference to other mines. 'I 'have just told you that we 'acquired a 
property but ""e have given it up because it was a failure. 'If'you want 
to know why that property was acquired it was because the bulk of our 
miners came from that district, and it was the' Company's intention to 
carry out schemes of welfa.re work fllr the 'nilliers it employed in' their 
villages. 

D-3008. M '(8. Kamini Roy: As a member of the Indian Milling 
Association, do you not advocate the payment of maternity benefit to 
your women labour?-lt is rather a difficult question that yon 'have 
asked, because I am not at all ,;ure how far it is the duty <if an' ertiployer 
to provide maternity benefits. I have no doubt that the coal·cOmpanies 
would pl'Ovide maternity benefits; I know some of them do now. But 
I take it that your object in 'ashng this ·question is that instead of it 
bl'ing " wlUlltary payment 'it Rhall in future be a compulsory ·one. At 
present voluntary payments are made, and jf yon ask me whether the 
collieries would conti nne to make these payments I would say that my 
own opinion is that they would. 

D-3009. You think it is not the duty of the colliery OWDers to gi ve 
maternity benefits ?-It is a matter of opinion. I do not know it is a 
duty of tbe colliery employer or any other employer. 

D-30tO. Do you think that the provision of aid to women in child
birth and the training of native midwives are sufficient for the need of 
women working in the collieries ?-Do you think that all that is being 
done by the two Boards of Health in Jharia and Asansol is sufficient?-I 
think that is a direction in which the Mines Board of Health might do 
a little more. We have our representatives on the Board, and they will 
have our sympathy and support . 

. D-3011. Do you mean support only as regards views ?-Financial 
support. 



D-atl12. Mia, P()1J)e1': On that point, I believe that your AssocJ.a. 
tion was not in favour of tbe scheme of the Chairman of t!le Jharia. 
Mines Board of Health ?-The reply given by the Mining Asspcia.tion 
may be accepted 88 our answer; it was a considered ~eply. 

0-3013. You were not in favour, was it not?-At the present time 
I am not in favow: of it; it is permatnre; it is somewhat unnecessary 
at the presell:t time. 

0-3014. You say it is premature, but the Government, I under
sta.nd, bas been pressing for the solution of the problem of medical 
help for women on the coalfields for some time?-I have taken an 
active interest in that snbject. I was talking about that particular 
scheme. 

0-30t5. Do you feel that the time has come for some so~ of 
scheme?-Yes; I think 80. We have got the Miues Board of Health. 
Every colliery has its own doctor. We might go a little further. 

0-3018. The Ohairman: I take it that you were not consulted in 
the drawing up of the scheme that has been referred tol'-No. 

0-3017. And there are practical points in it with which you are 
not in agreement, but you told me that you would be willing to co
operate in the building up of a practical scheme based on your knowledge 
and experience of the industry ?-Certainly. It does not necessarily 
mean & hospital. 

D-3018. Mutt P()1J)e1': In your memorandum you refer tu rh(, 
question of land for cultivation as one of the inducemLllts in recruit.HI:,. 
Could you give us any! idea as to the extent of such land available fuT 
distribution ?-Tbe amount of land available in Jbaria is very am".!!. 
In the lower field certain zamindariB have been taken up in order to 
induce the mining labour to become a settled mining popub,l.tion. 

0-3019. I imagine thaft is an. inducement which can be held out 
to very few?-In this field we can hardly do so, but in the lower field 
the mining areas are more scattered. . 

Q-3020. You say: "There is very little settled labour:' Would 
you be prepared to agree with the Indian Mining Federation who said 
that "it was remarkable that the movement towards permanent set
tlement in the mines had stopped for the last 15 to 20 years"? -'fhat 
supporte it; there is very little settled labour. 

0-3021. Do you agree that it has stopped for the h",t 15 , . ., :.!O 
yearsl'--Yes, as a general statement. 

0.3022. Can you explain to liS why that is s01-1n Jlmria th"re 
is no land available. In the lower field the number of propl .. "Ito 
come to work in the mines hIlS remained practically con.tant for the 
Illst 10 years. 



D-ao23. You Ollnk it is primarily a question of the lack of land 1-
I would not say t1mt. As 1 said. they are agriculturists. They have 
their own villages where they live and to which they return. 

0-3&24. You say: .. Generally sl"'"'king, the mines have been 
abIe to accommc.date all those ... ho offered to work in them." When 
the Period of good crops coincided with the trade slump you were· aule 
more or less to equalize the supply and demand for labour. Has there 
since been a tendeucy sometimes to take on more labourers than yon 
could give adequate work to?-ln general, it is the wish of e.er! 
colliery to raise coal to the limit of its capacity. Therefore every miller 
who comes into a mine is welcomed with open arms. 

0-3025. Yon feel that yon have sufficient work?-lt is a dilierent 
problem to that at Home. Here there is plenty of work, especially 
in the mine. 

D-3026. On the question of the withdrawal of women from Ile 
mines, has yonr Association any policy as to the plan of selection as to 
which women shall be withdrawn fustlL-That is hardly a matter for 
os; it is not for os to devise any scheme. As a mal;ter of facio the 
difficnlty of the scheme is to decide how the pereentage shall be taken 
out every ~. but each mine will have to decide that. 

0-3027. You have not discussed the matter as an Association?
Tbe law has been made; we mll8l observe ~he law. We shall take care 
that all the requirements of Government are carried out. The Mines 
Department _~ sympathetic and very helpful. Tbey receive the 
full co-operstion of the collieJ;y managers, and the close co-operstion 
between the Chief Inspector of Mines, or the Inspectors of Mines. and 
the colliery managers will result in the achievement of every desiraale 
thing. H I may express an opinion as regards the withdrawal of women 
in 10 years. I am rather inClined to a..aree with Mr. Simpson th"t H.,,! 
will be oot in Ii years; I hope they will. 

D-382&. My point was as to whether your Association had discussed 
the selection of which women year by year should be eliminated so as 
to cause the least amoont of domeStic difficulty to the workers, Yon 
realise this withdrawal means a considerable domestic readjustment on 
the part of the worker?-Yes; I think thai; difficulty exists. I really 
do no& know how it should be dealt with. 

D-3029. The Chaiman: It is being left to the individual mines?
Yes. 

0-3030. Mis& POWN': Be',-eTting to the qnestion of welfare, yon 
say: .. Before the merits of any such claim (referring to the Miners' 
Welfare Fund) against the induStry it.<elf could arise for consideration, 
the proof of the existence of a class of regular workers in the mines
settled labour. in other words, with mining as th .. ir definite oceupntion
would be a DeceS.oary preliminary." Is not this rather putting the cart 
before the horse? The implication of that sentence seems to me to be that 



a~ pre8e~t th? emplo.yer delays welfare becaUBe the' employee ill, iin ;hl~ 
Vlew, prunarily an agnculturist and only secondarily a miner. Do-you 
not. feel that ~he development of aconaidered policy 'Would tend ·'te 
~8lSt the worker over the transitional period from being an agricultur-
1St to being an industrialist?-I think we' are talking about the Statu
tory Miners Welfare Fund. If a 'miners ;ftiiid slioulil 'be,est3lili~hea 
for the benefit of the miners, 'the miners 'iiiWit 'lie a settled Iloay 'of 
petsons, which they &ie not at present, 

~-3031.My point ,;s this:, You give :your 'reailOn fCf delaying 
certain measures of 'weliarecr the inauguratiOn of 'a welflil'e'funll. 'tHat 
these people are primarily agrlCuIturists.W oilld you 'not 'assist 'the 
transition of these people from agricul~ri8ts to industrialists·if. 'You 
maugurated such a tuna and thereby ·made the occnpation of coal mining 

more attractive l'-You mean the inauguration of a welfare fund in ·order 
that miners shaJ.l give up their agricultural occupation. I do not 'know 
whether we can achieve that by insiitutingsucID .. welfare fund. We 
are rather disoossing the things on vague ,lines. But ·'I·might 't!8lY tha,t 
any measure of that80l't would receive' oUri<ympathetic 'Consideration. 

D·S032. To continue ~t line of argument, you say under 'General' 
that "Colliery proprietors 'are ,gener&J.ly sympatheuc towards improve
ments in labour collditions, though there is no particular demand for 
them from the workers most concerned." I want to make BUte that we 
had your poiIit of view correctly. Wottldycn be prepared ioagree 
tha~ the bulk of the industrial legislation of all countries has been 'a 
cIlystallization of the practices',of' the 'best 'empllJyen.,aB delnliMed by 
an enlightened public opinion;andthlit it has not bad to 'await a demand 
from. the workers ?,.c...I would 'be prepared to agree 10 'tMt. 

D-303S. Mr. Joahi: Your Assoeia!;ion do not bOIiBiiler the estab
lishment of public employmenll agencies netlessary or even desirable, 'I 
want to know why you think that any,' asSistance given.'to to' miner in 
finding some employment is not desirable. I want to make one thing 
clear to you that these public employment agencies are intended, to 
help people who want a job to find out where work isava.i.lable. We 
hear of gangs of miners going from mine to mine sometimes in search 
of work. If there is a. public employment agency office, the gang in
stead of wandering about may go :to the office ~nd ask ~hem whether 
there are any mines wanting workers, and the office 'inay direet them '!f 
it hds got 'tbe 'information. I 'wIIntto know whylluch 'lin office IS 

undesirable from the point of view of your Association ?-If it were 
likely to l\88ist the miner to get employment. Ieee no objection to it. 
but the miner at present has not the slightest difficn'!ty in !(eteing work 
He is welcomed by almost any colliery on which he enters. 

D.S034. You do 'Iiot think that it' is Ilndesirll.ble: ycumay 'Chink 
that it i8 unnecessary?-It is quite ·unnecesSary. It 'millht be, 'from 
some points of view, undesirable. It depenlls 'upon how 'iti. established 
and how it runs. 



Q~. Let. 1lIl know h!>~ i~ ij; q!ld~.,il'l.ble?~ 1;I1e oj'fi.:o might ta)lce 
atlvB;P.Wg\, ot, th'l IIliner:s ignof&!l<:6. 

0-3036. W;hat advantages ?-His wandering about. I do not 
think it would be a remedy for the ill that you are complaining of. 
H· the miner &"oes to a colliery he gets works almost at once. 

0~3Q31~. He may not get. work in some collieries ?-Very seldom. 

0,3038. On the question of the hours of work, you seem to have 
replied to Mr, ClilL that a hours shift was the best for all the concerns.. 
II take it that yoa agree with S-hour shift ?-My answer to that m1,lSt 
be more precise. I accept the Jteport of the Selec~ Committee of which 
I see ypu \\lers a membm;. I know that YOIl wrote a minute of dissent. 
XOQ, wl'ra stmnglyin favour of. S-hour shift. 

0·3039. I want to know what your view exactly is?-My view is 
exactly! the same, as that' of the Selecl Committee thali we must de these 
t~ing .. gra.duaily> 8-hoUr. shifts &r$ desirable, but we must start with 
1I! which musl{ be given, 3 years' triaJ after which we can think about. it. 

0·3040. That is my point. The Select Committee decided that 
you might make any change after 3 years. It is now nearly 2 years 
since t"e Select, Committee' wrote that ?-May I point out that the 
E!~t Gpmmit~, r~IIlmended; reConsideration arter :3 years from, the 
date of making ,tl!!e. c.1;1811gs and not bam th<\ date of passing the measure. 
That takes you ul?, tq the yea,. 19:3~. 

0..304,1.,1. de not wish to discllJlS that. What I want to ask you 
is t!ris : If wi.thin three years period the hours are to be Clhanged, any 
Sl;1ggestion made by tl!i" Royal Commission on that point will be useful. 

T,I;le Royat Con;unission will make its report next year and it will be 
quite timely to make a. suggestion to Government on that point. I 
therefore wa.nt to know from you, judging that. the IIliner wor~s only 
4- or 5 :hours 8J day! and only 4 or ~ days in a week, whether there will 
be any practical difliculty fro~. the employl."l"S' point of view if S-hour 
shift, QI' any shift lellS than 12 hoors, is i'ltr<tdllced-I would rather 
not come t!) al).Y ~e.ttled conelusi!)ns now:. I see no difficulty, but I think 
that the Select Committee recommended: that. the matter should be con
sidered in three years' time, and that is the time to consider it. This 
must be grailqa). . 

Q~3.~ .llut <l9 YOl,l not see that if this Commillsion were to make 
a recomme~dation t)lerl\ would rot be any. necessity to appoint another 
commission or committee to consider that question ?-The matter will 
go to the Legislative Assembly in the same form< as it did the I;tst time. 

0·3o,~ .. Dq I take it that so rar as you c.an judge to-d;l.'y there 
dlles tjot, ~m tp be llIty difli.,qlty ?'-'-certninly. 

0·3044. On the Ollestion of industri.l disput!'., yon S!tV: "The 
ASSOd\\tjo!\. collsiders th~t the illtroduction of intermediaries between
eIIlplQYjlra. and. ~ployed m~t quim P,OSSilllJ' create grieva.nces, or 
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wants, 'that at present simply do not exist". I want yoll to explain 
to me why you should object to anybody suggesting to the workers fresh 
wants, because I have heard several times not only to-day but for many 
years that the Iudian worker's standard of life is low, his wants are few 
and consequeutly he does not· aspire to work very hard. I want you, 
therefore, to tell me why you object to anyone going to the workers and 
telling them that they should have more wants, they should live better, 
they should ask for better houses and so on ?-The question that was 
asked was' Whether intermediaries were required.' We say interme
diaries are not required. 

D·3045. Suppose a man, you or I, go to the miners and say that 
they, shonld live a better life, they should have education because at 
present they have no educatian, they should demand better housing\'
He is not an intermediary. An intermediary is one who comes in 
betweeu the employer and the employee. 

D-3046. Suppose I go to the miners in my individual capacity, 
and tell them that they shonld live a better life anil, demand a better 
standard of life, shall I be an intermediary?-No. '!'he intermediary 
is the man between us and our worker. 

D·3047. I want to make it quite clear. I do not understand what 
you object to then. Would you object to the Secretary of an Associa
tion telling people that they should live a better life?-No. 

D·3948. what you obje~ to then? You object'to intermediaries 
creating wants. Why do you dbject to any people telling the workers 
that they shoUld require more things ?-Onr views were asked on the 

,question of instituting a joint standing ~ne'iY between emt>loyers 
and work-people. We say that there is no necessity for any joint 
standing machinery. 

D·3049. You object :to intermediaries Cfejiting wants. I think 
that as goad employers yau would like to have a healthy discontent in 
your workers so that they may say "We musl; live a better life, we 
must have more wage$." You should approve of a man who makes 
them a little discontented with their present lot ?-I do not want 
a discontented lot of workers. 

D.305o. You want your workers to live better, is it not?-Yes. 

D·3051. They will not do that unless they aredisoontented with 
their present oondition lI--I do not want any intermediary to come and 
make them discontented when they are contented. 

D-3052. If you want your people to be better than what they are 
they must certainly become discontented with their present lot. Unless 
they are discontented they will show no improvement?-You suggest 
that we should make them. un-happy. 

D-3053. I do not see why you should obiect to any people going 
to the collieries and advising people to Jive a better life ?-No. I object 



to ail. intermediary going there t9 create grievances. They have I\(l 

grievances, except that they wpuld like tp have mpre pfthis or, more 
of that. ' , , '., 

" .. 

D.S954. Let, us, understand the meaning .. to create grievances ". 
Snppose some people go and tell them that, they should have education. 
and they begin to ask for education. Will that be creating a grievance l' 
-No. That is a legitimate aspiration. 

D,.30S5. So you do nol object to SOme people coming in and creat·· 
jug legitimate aspirations or legitimate discontent with their present 
position ?-No. 

D-30S6. On the question of, trade union, you said that you do not 
recog~ the Indian Colliery Employees' Association because it is not 
.. registered union. I want to know, suppose a body of' 10 people stal"t 
mihing buainess all a private compan)'! and do no~ get themselves regi~. 
tered, and they write a letter to Government asking for some liCense 
or some concession, or offering a tender, and the Government say. 
"We are not going to deal with you ,because you are nota registered 
oompany"; do you noll think that the Government will' be justified in 
giving t.hat reply?-It is npt the same thing at. all. 

D·SOS7. How is it different? I am wondering why you should 
expect people to get themselves registered. Is regist~tion a' neces!,ary' 
thing for recognition o~ for having Correspondence ?-I gave that as 'one 
of the reasons. My chief reason is that I want to know more about 
the constitution of anybody which applies for recogllition. 

D,.30SS. If that is not an objection then the point is clear. ' Do yeu 
agree therefore that ill is not a point on which recognition' should be 
refused?-You are asking u~ whether we would recognize an' unregistered
association. I cannot saY,' till they aPl?ly. 

D·30S9. You were asked a question about the second class coal 
industry competing with State industry and, the second class. coal 
industry being' hard hit. I want to know whether it 18 not 'a fad that 
it is this second class coal industry that really sets the pace for labour 
conditions in the coal mining area; that is to say. the conditions pf the 

industry as a whole are governed by the condil;ioDs existing in the seCond 
class cool industryl''7"No. 

~.3060. It is quite natural. that if theY canIlo~ ~'i v'! better wage" 
and cannot afford to give better welfare facilities, the others will not 
give 1-1 should say, that the pace was set up by the hig collieries. The 
conditions that ohtain now are those which govern the majority of the 
collieries. 

D·3061. They do not want sherter hours than 12; they are against 
maternity benefit ?-The coal miniJlg industry has to raise sufficient <;0,,1 
both for internal and external requirements; when 1; say external 
requirements I mean the export trade. Those are met by raising some· 
thing like 22 million tons a year. We ha.ve to see what effect the np.\< 



sss '. 
drasUc change will have 9n the,indnstry-I refer to the withdtawal of. 
women. Now you have goj; the 12-hour shif~, and you want to make 
it 8-hour one. I am not arguing whether we could raise 22 million 
tons with 8-hour shifts. But what I sa.y is let us adopt the recommenda.
tions of the Select Committ'ee who in their wisdom said that we should 
give the l~hoor shift a. trial for 3 years. w£, would like to see what 
happens in three years. 

0·3082. M'T. Clow: There have been several cases of a.cqnisition 
of zamindari rights with a. view to recruiting?-:Yes, with a view to. 
getting supply of miniQg la.bour. 

D·3083. Is that ,policy being abandoned generaJly?-(Mr. Ord}: 
Most of these properties w~re acquired for the minerals below the Surface. 

D-3084. I am thinkiQg of properties outside the coalfield. For 
instance, the Settlement Report of this district published in 19'28 says 
"Severa,! mine owners ha.ve acquired zamind!ari rights as patnida"8 or' 
mukarrarida'fB with a view to recruit labour and to have a. better bold 
on their labourers." ?-That is so in the lower, fields. . 

0-3085. You think that is a desirable policy?-These properties 
were acquired in most cases many years ago; when the coal industry 
was in its infancy and labour had to be introduced into the field, land 
was one of the induCements. But settlement on the land is net done 
now to any extent at all. 

0·3088. ReferriQg to the difficulties of the settlement, the Settle
ment Officer sa.ys: .• The mine-owners had complete hold over their 
men, who were sometimes even not allowed leave to attend the attesta.

'tion camps on the date fixed to put in their claims. The malkatas were 
always afraid that if they opposed the claims of the mine-owners they 
would not only lose their lands but lose their employment as well"?
But if is not their land; it is compa.ny's land. 

0-3087. Was that threat held over the heads of the miners?-No. 

0·3088. You do not agree with the report?-No. 

0·3089. Yesterday a suggestion was made to us by the representa
tives of the Indian Mining Fedsration that grog shops should be closed 
on Sundays and Monda;Ys. 'What is the view of your Association?
(Mr. Bray): I think that suggestion was mads by Mr. Thacker; I 
think we could support that. 

0·3070. You have been asked a great many questions about secur
ing permanent labour force divorced from the villages as against a 
labour force that is partly agriCultural. Do you consider that on the 
whole that is ,a thing that one should aim at?-We Bre discus.ing tliis 
more or less theoretically. Wben we can get all the mining labour we 
want why «hould we bother about settling our labour on land which 

. we cannot get. 
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0·3071. You have got to think of what is coming ahead. Do you 
think it is desirable that all the efforts of the mine-owners should be 
directed towards securing an industria.! population whose sole occupation 
is mining?-In theory, I suppose it would be a desirable thing; in prac
tice, I am afraid it will not work well. Miners will always be agricul
turists. I do not think we can make them 100 per cent. miners. 

0-3072. There is a very small percentage of ·'Permanent labour 
force, I take it?-Yes. 

0·3073. Should your aim be to increase that or not, weighing up the 
advantages and disadvantages that the semi-agricultural system affords? 
-This is a point that has been raised rather earlier in another form. 
I! you have got a settled laboul.' force you will, no doubt, have regular 
raisings· throughout the year. . Of course, it is a desirable object to aim 
at. But they all have to be housed. 

0·3074. You are not prepared to express an opiuion one way or th ... 
other?-I do not think it is a bad thing if the miner goes away forhia 
annual holiday; there are two holidays in a year. 

0·3075. Mr. Joshi: At his own expense?-Yes I think it is 
a point in the employee's favour if by working for 8 months in a year, 
he can go to his village for four months. 

0·3076. The Chairman: Following the pcint raised by Mr. Clow 
""hlOO interests me vel1Y much, do you not consider that it is a great 
asset in India, and one not lightly to be parted with, that these people 
whom you employ have their affection for their land, have their vill&/!es 
to retire to for recuperation of health and that it will be to your 
advantage to build your industry on what appears to some to be that 
asset ?-I think it is a thing to be encouraged-that they shall have a 
village to which they can go for their annual holiday or even to till 
the land and to reap their cropa. 

0-3077. If that is the case, then why should that happy practice 
of being part agriculturists and part miners be in the way of orgauized 
welfare in their interests during the time they spend on and in lfue 
mines?-I do not think the fact that they spend 8 months in the 
collieries and 4 months in their villages will stand in the way of 
welfare work. 

0·3078. But it appears from your memorandum that these tbings 
could not be brought into being until they were divorced from their land 
and became miners and nothing else. You do not hold to that view?
Generally "peaking if you ask me whether we will support welfare work 
in the coalfields, I should have no hesitation in saying that we would. 

0·3079. During the 8 months in which they are working for you 
in the coal industr.y, what is _reasonable and practicable, by way of 
education and other amenities should be done?-Yes. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 
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COMPANY, GIRIDIH. 

, , SI4-UMIAN (miner) was examined and made the' fdllowing 
ata.tel'neilt : 

I am .a cool cutter, 'a. nllner. I have been working at this job' for 
four or·five years. We work in a gang of 10 or 20. The gang varies 
between 2 and 50. We are 25 in the gang. We work' two' sllifts: 12 
men 'dUring the da.y and 13 a.t night. At first'I got As. 9; ther;lI'got 
As. 10 to As. ll; where it W&S easy to liut'the coa.! I was' pa.id at , the 
rate of As.' 9 ; where it was a. little ha.rder As. ' 10; and where it W&S 

still harder 'As. 'lI. The'ra.te used to'vary according to the ta.sk; now 
whether the task is ea.sy or 'difficult the rate is the same. It is As. 8. 
If I fill one tub I get As. 8. Tha.t is fQl' cutting, loa.ding, IL!1d h~uling 
the tub froIll the ~I face right a.!orig to the centre point. It is 590 ft. 
fmIll,the ooa.! face ;where we cut the cOa.! to the point to 'whioh'I'dtaw 
it. The 'womerdoad the tubs. I worked yesterday in the mine during 
the, day. I )Vent aownat 8 a.IIl. and at 8 p.m. r stopped 'work ;' by 
the time r' got 'up to my place it was 10'p:m. 'Where we Used to 'be 
pa.id at the ra.te of Re. '2 a foot we are now pa.id a.t the ra.te of As. 8 
a. foot. Two' of us did As. 8 worth of work each yesterda.y but a.fter 
the deductions we ehall get in the end As. 6 to As. 6t. One pice in the 
rupee is deducted for the benefit fund. One or 2 per cent. is taken 
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off for m{der-loadmg of the wagons. Out of the tubs that we fill one 
or'two disappear. I do not know ,,·hat happel)S to them. Whether 
it'is that the mU1I$hi does not enter them or what happens to them 
I ca.nnot say. When I go down I have to go and fetch the tub ; we 
in'the gang go 'and get the tubs. Yesterday we got the tubs as soon 
b"We got down. Ten of'llS filled one tub per head; we cannot 'fill more 
thlllrthAt beca.use the work ill hard. Out of the 10 people two or three, 
people go and get the tubs; some of the gang are engaged' in :filling the 
tubs and the remainder cut the coal Yesterday 6 people were cutting 
the coa.!. When the work ill ea.sywe can fill more than one tub. Ten 
people ean fill as'many as 50 tubs when the wotk ill easy; that ill if the 
(l0&1 ill there. We'lO people can fill 50, 60 or 80 tubs if we 'get'the tubs. 
H the ca&1 ill cut and ready 10 of us com carry' the co&1 of 150 tub. during 
the day. . Where 'the work ill easierwft can cut, load and take 'to the 
main tramway from Ii to2 tubs 'per head. I have never earned 
!IS much as As. 12 to As. 16 a day. I get my wages weekly. The 
contractor in' whbse name' the tubs are entered pays me. It ill the con
tractor 116t'a 8a!i"w nor the head of the gang. I am paid on Sundays. 
Last Sunday I got Rs. 1-5-0. I worked 4 days last week. Moor you 
have 'gOne I do"not know what'ill'going to happen to me. We have· 
a cas'f.e pane1layat. 

M'AUJI DHOBI {Miner). 

'The witness: . I have worked at this colliery ever since I was a boy. 
I am acoa.! IiUtter. 'I went in the mine yesterday. I went ,to work 
at8 o'clock in the morning and finished at 8 o'clock in the evening. I 
was both cutting and loading the coal. When I went down yesterday 
ttlorning the tub was not available when I went in. I work in a gang 
of'7. We all go down together and come up together. Between 'the 
7 bf us we loaded 8 tub. yel!terday. Of the 7, 2 men were cutting the 
cb&1. 'The munshi enters the tubs. . From the co&1 face to the tram 
lines we had to 'take the tubs'about 1,000 feet. Two men were cutting 
the co&1, 4 men were loading the coa.! and one man was bringing the 
tubs. We all divide the money equally, after all the deductions have 
beeIl:made. We 7 men always work together. The working place we 
were' at yesterday was suclt that four times I had to wring my clothes 
because 'of the perspiration and heat. The name of my /Jamar ill Ugan 
ChattllU'. 

, , D~30so. The Chairman:' Was not 'Ugan Chamar in charge of 
22 people yesterday 1-During the day there were only 7 people; I 
was at work and I know there were on!y 7. 

'D-3081. Because the information from the books shows that 
there were 22 people and tbey raised 60 tubs of coa.!. Had Ugan 
Chamar other men besides this gang of 7 1-Ugan Chamar did not. go 
to work yesterday. , He waa at home yesterday., The munshi writes 
the !lame ~d, these tubs were .entered in Ugan Chamar's llame. The' 
mU1I8hi ill sitting over there. His name-is Samtha.li. Last'Sunday 



I drew Re. I-H-O wages. Some deductions-were made and Rs. I-ll-O 
is 'What I received after the deductions were made. I worked I> days 
last week. During the last three months sometimes I have earned 
Re, 2 to Re. 3 a week. 

0·3082. Mr. Oliff: The Sahib says that if you were to work harder 
you could earn more than Re. I-H-O. Whydo you not work harder 
and earn more money!-When we go down we do 12 hoUl'S' work. 
We test the roof, we cut tha coal, collect the coal, and then we 
load the tubs. At 7 or 8 o'clock our work stops; the sardar 
stops the work in the pla.ce where we work. We eat in the morning 
before we go down at 8 o'clock and then we eat again at 10 o'clock in 
the night. We drink the spring water in the mine. From the time 
we go down we keep working all the time. We never rest. - You 
do not know the difficulties of our work. Sometimes we cannot get 
anything to eat but rice; sometimes we get no -dal, etc. 

D·3083. ,Is it not possible for 7 men to cut and load and take to 
the tramway 20 tubs a day !-If you come and see the pla.ce you will 
realise the difficulty of it. 

0·3084. If it is a difficult and hardworking place do you go to the 
manager and ask for extra pay !-When they decreased our wages 
from As. 10 to As. 8 we were told that we must either do this 
work or go. Cases arise in which men have been working since their 
boyhood and then their work has been stopped. 

0·3035. Do you ever try to raise the question of your grievanoes 
regarding wages at the panchayaJ. !-We did once, but our 
rates were cut. My wife is working on the surface loading coal 
into railway wagons. For five days' work last week she earned Re. I. 
I have a mother, a brother, two sons and two daughters to keep. My 
brother is younger than I am; he works in the mine. My children 
are small and they do not go to school. I have a plot of land and I 
am told that if I work 12 months I shaJl have right to plough that land, 
but if not, the land will be taken away from me. I cultivate that 
land ; this year I got 12 maunds of rice. I grow nothing but rice. My 
youngest child is three years old. When the child was bom Re. I> was 
paid by the colliery: My wife did not work then for about 6 months, 
but then because we had not enough to eat she had to leave the baby 
and go to work. My wife works for a 1uJ.zirG of As. 3 or As. 4. It 
all depends upon the contractor; if he says she has not done enough 
work he will pay her ouly As. 3. It takes 12 hoUl'S a day a Aazira. 
She loads the big wagons. A hazira means a day's work. I will show 
you the work if you come along to that ,;ide. 

D-3086. You are in a difficult working pla.ce; apparently there 
are two coal cutters, 4 loaders, and one man taking the tubs. Why 
were not more than 2 men acting as cutters !-It is very hot and it 
is 'Very hard. 

0.3087. Do you want to say anything further !-One of the things 
I have got to say is this, that the aardar takes Re. 1-8-0 a week from 



the whole gang. If we do not give this R,s. 1-8-0 to tl<e 8ardar he will 
stop u.s from working. Mr. Oran, the overman, also takes a bribe 
from us. I shall be victimized for saying this. He takes B.a. 2 from 
the gang of coal cutters. If we do not pay the Rs. 2 hEi stops us' from 
working. I shall leave this pla.ce a.fter you have gone because 
I am sure to be victimized a.fter this. -They will heat me. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. W. T. STANTON, Manager of Ser2mpur Colliery. 

0-3088. TILe Okairma .. : I think you have supplied me with ihis 
information with regard to Ugan Cha.m&r !-He is head of a gang 
of coal cutters of 22 personS, of whom Mauji Dhobi is one. They 
work in one gang_ They are not divided into two or three sections. 
They may have 2 or 3 working places~ but they work in one gang. 

0-3089. I understand they raised 60 tubs of coal yesterday!_ 
No; the head clerk has just corrected that. They raised 60 tubs of 
coal in the week ending yesterday. 

D-3098. What would be their payment for raising 60 tubs of coal !
They get As. 8 per tub. A certain amount of oil is granted by the 
Company and if they take excess oil they pay for it. The total stop
pages from these men were As. 14 or As. 15; As. 3! for oil and As. lli 
contribution to the Benefit Fund for the whole of the gang. 

0-3091. What were th~ net wages received by the _gang!
B.a. 29-1-0. 

0-3092. For 22 persons !-Yes. 

0-3093. Do these persons have to pay any bribe or consideration 
to anyone !-No, I do not think so; if anything of that sort comes to 
our knowledge we immediately deal with the man who demands the 
bribe. 

0-3094. Have you any method of making sure that no bribery 
is taking place !-If we' receive any complaints that people 
are taking bribes in any way we investigate the case. 

0-3095. Have you recently had any cases to deal with of that 
kind ¥-No. 

0-3096. Sir Victor 81U8QO'Yt: How could you investigate it f
By holding an enquiry. 

0-3097. Have you ever had any success from that t-Yes. 

0-3098. TILe Ohairman: Is it generally known among the people 
_ that the management will stop any exaction of bribes ,-Yes. 

0-3099. In your view that is general knowledge among the 
people I-Yes. _ 



0-3100, Therefore in yow opinion they haye no rea.sqn what-
.~v.e:, for pa.ying any such mOJ;ley 1-NQ. ' ". < 

.' 0-3101. 1 suppose 1 need hardly ask you that these men who 
have spoken to us to-day will not suffer in any way for havmg 
spoken to us !-No, they certainly will not, -

D-3102 .. Mr, Oliff: What was the number of days this gang 
worked 1-1 have sent for the book. But it is very difficult. Twenty
two ·men and women are the totaJ. number of people who actuaJIy work 
with this man, but it is quite possible tbat half a dozen of these people 
did not work at all during that week, and none of them will have worked 
more thlj.Il 4 days. We do,,~otcheck the actual, individual workers. 

0-3103. 1 t.ake it the B,verage earnings are more than, &S, 1-4-0 
a week 1~ The earnin~s are that much per day for coal cutters. 1 
cannot tell you offhand how many men work for &S, 29 but 1 can find. 
Qut. . . 

0-31114. How is the sardar paid !-He is a.ctoally one of the gang ; 
he works and he shares with the other men. The boys and wOmen 
are paid lIazira rates from the total amount and'then the balance is 
divided amongst the men. I cannot say how many boys 
and women' there are among that 22 p~ople; I; should. have to 
enquire from Ugan Chamar. l can let you have that information. 

0-3105. What do the boys and girls get paid for the hazira 1-
The coal carriers engaged in leading coal for the coal cutters receive 
a mininium of As. 8 per day. From As. II. to As. 10 per day is the 
the rate the coal cutters pay to the' women and boys who ca.r.ry cosJ, 
for· them. They pay that out before they share the balanCe of 
the money between the coal cutters. The rate varies between As. 8 
and As. 10 because in some cases they are young boys and fairly young 
women while in other Ca.seEI they are skongeI; and, capable of, Q,9ip.g. 
more worl!:. 

0-3106. Provided they stay there the whole day they get an amounli 
of As, 8 I-Yes, If the gang men are doing sufficiently well, the e~a. 
~ney which they carn is shared amongst them. mutua.Ily. 

D-31117. Is ~he reIDlloinder oj the mOlj.ey. shl!.t:eol equa.lly l-Ye$. 

0-~10$, Then the ga.ngeI: gets nothing extra. I-Nothing. 

0-3109. What are his duties as ganger I-He is the man who 
gets oil for them, he interviews the BCII'dar, ~es, iJlstructions 
for the days' work and directs his miners as to ",ha.li tij.ey sholl1d. do. 

i:!-3'\1Q, Does he get nO payment from ~e colliery at a.Ill-~o. 

~,.31,111' D~s he get paym()Ilt from, the gang 1-~o. 

0-3112. Is it your belief that a man acting as a. leader or ganger 
gets no more pay than the other!! I-He does not ~1t as a. leader; he 
is the man ~ whose name the money is put down ; nomina,lly b,e i.B. 1,\0, 



erdinary coaJ. trutter. - Ido not think he takes any money fo~ bems 
leader of the gang. 

. 0-3118. He acts as leader of the gang what are liis -duties ¥
He- is paymaster, he takes instructions from the European or Indi&!! 
staff who are his immediate superiors; he takes the oil from the stores: 
The point is that he generally is a man who does little or n9" worl~. 

0-3114. He lives on the others, does he 1-1 do not know that 
you oa.n put it in that way. 

0-3115. Tne Ohairman: How does he become leader of a ga.hg ~:...
They appoint him themselves. It frequently happens that; he ill 
headma.n of the village, but he is not so in all cases. 

0-3116. We may assume he is the man that they trust most with 
regard to the fair division of the money ?-I do not know that one can 
say they trust him with regard to the division of the money. because 
they are all there at payment time. They see exactly what h~ receives 
and how it is divided. 

0-3117. Mr. Cliff: How does the aartlar obtain the money paid; 
for the work of the whole gang !-Direct from the office. 

0-3118. Does he distribute the money!-Yes, generally on th .. 
office vera.ndah or somewhere in the vicinity. 

0-3119. Does he distribute it in the presence -of an officer or the 
Company !-There is a.!ways an officer of tbe Company here when 
payments are made. but of course an officer of tbe Company CQuld not 
supervise the individual disbursements. 

C-3120. Would it be a totally unknown thing if a man who W&s 

leader of a gang took the difference which you mention, to t"ke an 
extra rate for himself of Rs. }-8-0 per week '-I have never had a cas .. 
reported to me of it having occurred. I do not think they would agree 
to his taking it. -

0-3121. The Onairman: Are they entitled to get rid of him as 
leader ?-Yes, any time they wish to. 

0-3122. If they had any suspicion that he was not giving them 
a fair deal !-Then they wo¢d complain to their immediats 
superior or perhaps direot to me. The matter would then be enquired 
into and if I considered this man was doing it I should remove him .. 

1l-1123. Mr. (}k)UJ: Who is the immediate superior !-They ar6 
t.he Indian sarMrs and deputy overmen; then there are overmen. The 
overman is in daily attendance at the mine. 

D-3124. Mr. Cliff: Do .the gang always go down with their 
ganger !-Yes. the head of the g~ng comes and takes his miners down 
each morning and the chief reSBon probably why he doe. not actually 
work as a aoa.! outter during the shift is that he oomes again in the, 
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evening. if necessa.ry, a.nd sees the night shut go down. In'some 
«lases he has ooa.l outters working on both shifts. 

D-3125. Does this particula.r ma.n lead another ga.ng as well !_ 
~o, but he ha.s coal cutters working on both shifts. 

0-3126. He comes in the morning -and sees his gang down!
Yes. 

0-3127. Does he see them out in the evening !-Not a.lways. 

0-3128. Does he come in the evening a.nd see the evening coa.l 
cutters go down !-Frequently, but I cannot say that he does it every 
day. 

0-3129. Would he see them come up in the morning 88 he is 
tn.king the others down!-Yes. 

0-3130. Can he stop a man from working !-No. 

0-3131. He ha.s no power to stop a man from working !-None 
whatever. 

0-3132. Does he see that their names are entered in the attendance 
register !-No, he ha.s nothing to do with that; that is done by the 
miners' timekeeper who is paid by the Company. 

D-3133. Does he time them down in the morning !-Yes. 

04134. What is the new time for them to go down !-The day 
Ilhlft neuaJIy go down between 9 and n. 

0-3135. What time do they usua.lly come up !-They sta.rt to 
come up 88 BOOn as they like; sometimes they come up as early 88 2 
0' clock in the eIternoon. 

0-3136. How late do they come up !-POBBibly some of them 
come up at 8 to 9 in the evening. 

'0-3137. Have you any system of ca.lIing the gangs out of the niine !
Yes, ,in order to comply with the Mines Act, which'says that a man 
IIha.ll not work down below more than 54 hours per week, we close 
the working places. TaJring the day shift first, we sta.rt to open the 
working places at 10 o' clock in the morning, and we close them at 7 
in the evening. Then at night we open them, again at 10 0' clock and 
close them 1Iga.in at 7 0' clock the ne~ morning. 

D-3138. Who carries out this duty!-The subordinate sts1i. 

D-3139. Who does 'it !-The European overman is responsible 
for seeing that it is done, but he has Indian deputy overmen and 8(Jf'

dU!'8 too to help in the discha.rge of this work. 

D-31411. When yon say a. pJaoeis closed, do you mea.n you put up 
a fence t-Yes, it is fenced off so that no one can go and work there. 
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·-0-3141. So that between those hours when you are closed there 
is no one working in the mine l-No 00&1. cutters; of course people 
like engine khalfUJW are working. As soon lIS the pIa.ce is fenced· oll' 
the coal cutters cannot do any more work. 

0-3142. Then they cannot work more than 9 hours 80 day !-No, 
the working pIa.ce is not open longer than that.. 

0-3143. So that if any man says he is working 12 hours 80 day, he 
is not telling the truth l-He is not. 

0-3144. Sir Vi<Jeor Sassoon: How long does it take to get ~nr 
the face to the bank !-That depends upon the working place. 

0-3145. Take the worst place !-Probably a quarter of aD. hour. 

D-3146. Not more than a. quarter of an hour !-No. The night 
shift start to come up as early as they like in the morning, but it is com
pulsory for them to leave their working places before 7 a.m. 

D-3147. When would they get to the surface; when is the mine 
clear of the night workers !-Well before 8 0' clock. 

D-3148. The mine is empty at 8 0' clock I-Yes. 

D-3149. When do you start a.llowing the day men to go doWn !-
When they come. . 

D-315f1. At what time !-It is genera.lly about 9- o'clock. 

D-3151. You do not a.llow the day men to go down until the night 
men are up !-Sometimes the day men are going down while the night 
men are coming up. . 

0-3152. Then a day man can go down at 8 o'clock in the morning! 
-Yes, but he cannot start work.· 

0-3153. Mr. Oliff: Doee the same thing apply in the evening 
between 7 and W!-Yee. 

0-3154. You have really tried to institute a 6 days week and a 
9.hours shift Y-We-have to do so, the law demands that we should 
do BO. 

0-3155. The Ohairman: That is your way of ma.king sure -that 
they do not exceed 54 hours ·per week !-Yes. 

D-1156. Mr. Olow: If 'you have a gap of three hours betweens 
the end of the night shift working on the face and the beginning of the 
day shift, how can it _happen .that the day _ shift is going down while 
the night shift is coming up !-These people do not always come 
stra.ight up; sometimee they sta.y down below to get a bath. 

0-3157. Mr. Oliff: Will you send for your registerof attendance. 
with regard to this gang we refer to !-(Same produ"ced)-Mauji 
Dhabi, Bon of 1Iianuk Dhabi in this ·week worked 5 days and had two 
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days rest ; iD. the following week, he worked only 3 days and bad "daya 
rest. In the' succeeding JlVeek, the third' week of tlie montb, he worked 
Jj days and bad 2 days rest. In the last full week he also worked 5 
days and had 2 days, rest., During 'one of those weeks thl!te' was a. 
boliday and we were cl0se4 down for 3 days; that is the week he only 
-Worked' three days. 

0,-3158. Diwan (Jhaman Lall: I understand you pay wages 
weekly 1-Every Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning; the books 
being made up to 7 o'clock on' the Thursday morning. It gives us 
;three days in hand, Thursday, Friday and Saturda.y. This system has 
been in vogue now since 1921. The reason we pay on Sunday morning 
;s tha.t we work on' Saturda.y night. H we paid all the miners on 
Saturday afternoon in a.ll probability they would not wm:k on Saturday 
night. The work closes down for the week end and the bazaa.r opens 
JI.S soon a.s tbey are paid. The mechanical staff are paid on Saturday 
afternoon, but the miners are paid on Sunday morning from 8 to 9'30 
o'clock. Payment is completed by 9'30. About 1,500 )OOn are paid 
'between 8 and 9'30 on Sunday morning. Money is all put into little 
tin boxes; each, man has been issued with a ticket of a number 
corresponding to, that af the box. He presents that ticket and :receives 
the tin in exchange. There are four centres on this office verandah 
and four. different men make payment simultaneously. 

0-3159., MT. Oliff: Have you 1,500 aardars !-No. 

0-3160. You pay the sardar8, do you not !-Not in all cases; 
'we pay .quite a lot of da.ily wages on Sunday morning. The wages 
for 1,500 people are paid out. I should think 700 of these boxes are 
paid out. I am always in attendance when it ,is done. The bazaai

,does not open until 10 o'clock. 

D-3161. Do you work your mine on Monday!-Yes. About 
half the men turn up on Mondays. 

0-3162. What is the average weekly earning of coal cutters and 
loaders l-The Itverage is about 4 days per week, I should say; As. 8 
to As. 10 per day for the loaders and for the coal cutters probably 
about Re. 1-4-0 per day on the Itverage. ' 

D-3163. If your average is only 4 days a week, these people are 
violating your rule, and would therefore forfeit their land 1-Yes. 

D-3164. Is the rule observed !-Yes. 

D-31&5. Then they must work more ,than you say !-No; 119me 
of them work even 6 days for certain periods. 

D-3166. How many of your men ha.ve land !-I could not give 
vou that number offhand, but of the coal cutters who own land I should 
think that would be SO per cent. of the people who live inside the 
:property. The coo.! carrier or trammer does not get land; it is only 
the cutters that are granted land; 80 pe~ cent. of the ooal cuttera who 
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.-ctua.IIy Jive'inside the property get land, PracticaJly, everybody 

.has.. small plot of la.nd round 8obout his house. 

D.~161. According to your rule the coal cutters who hold land 
have to ao so m80ny days' work in the year ?-We do not make it a. hard 
80nd fast rule. We aim 80t 8ollotting the land 80S a. sort of bonus to men 
who 80ttend work regularly. 

D-3168. Are the people living on your esta.te all coal cutters !
'No; fitters, ma.sons, carpenters, and all sorts of people Jive on thec 
esta.te. . 

D-3169. Sir Victor 8as8OO'1/,: I understand you only give l80nd to 
the coal cutters !-Kket land for rice, We h8.ve 8. register of the coal 
.cutters who hold that land. I can give you the percentage of coal 
cutters who hold khet land. Twenty-two is the biggest .number that 
ever worked with Ugan Chamar. It is not the number regularly. 
employed, or anything like it. ' ' 

Sit AlexandeT Murray: We h80ve looked up the books of the 
Company and we have got the records of Ug80n Ch80mar who works 
under two numbers, 21 and 22. For the week ending the 29th Ja.nua.ry 
the gang raised 60 tubs, which 80t As. 8 per tub makes Rs. 30 for the 
'week. As. 3-6 was deducted for excess oil and benefit, lea.ving a. net 
payment of Rs. 29-5-0 for the week. We are unable to say how many 
men worked under Ugan Chamar's name th .. t week; it may have been 
7 men or 22. 

Diwan Clulmo,n La1l: Looking 80t the register I see that in the 
week ending Ja.nuary 8, this gang under Ugan Chamar raised 89 tubs 
at As. 8 a. tub. During the week ending J8onu8.ry 15, in which week 
there was 8. holida.y, they r .. ised 41 tubs making Rs. 22-8-0. In the 
week ending January 22 they raised 72 tubs. ' 

0-3170. Th80t would be Rs. 36. Among how many people would 
that Rs. 36 be divided I-I should have to send for Uga.n Chamar 8.nd 
ask him th .. t. 

0-3171. Mr. Cww: The r80tes for tubs are now lower than they 
'have ever been !-Th .. t is not eo. 

D-3172. They 80m as low as they hil.ve ever been since 1920 1-+ 
Yea. It is As. 8 per tub at present on this colliery 80nd it was As. II 
per tub in 1926. 

0-3173. Mr. Cliff: Are you restricting the production of coal 1-
No. 

D-3174. The Clulirman: Are your men given a.n. opportunity ~ 
earning as much a.s they can l-Yes. 

0-3175. fJir Victor Sas800n: Are these 22 men given a. chance oj 
working 5 days !L week'l-They 80re given the ch80nce of working 6 daYII 
a. week; the only exception is when there is 80ny d80nger which preven~ , 
them going intO the workfug places. . . 



.0-3176. 'Why should one of them sa.y that if he did not keep on 
good tetms with his aardars the _dar could stop him working?
The sardar eannot stop him, he has no power to do so • 

. 0-3177. On the average would you say tha.t the man could earn 
50 per cent. more than they do&ctually eam '!-Easily. . 

0-3178. Mr. Clew: What is the weight of a tub !-10 ewt. This 
year they ha.d an exception&lly good harvest, with the result that 
there has been abnormal absenteeism during November, December 
and Janua.ry. Under those conditions it is only when there is some 
special inducement such as a pooja for Which they want extra. money 
tha.t they will be induced to come and work I> or 6 days and esm more 
money. Normally they just esm enougll to provide them with the 
necessaries . of life. . 

0-3179. The Chairman,: H a man says tha.t froin his e8.rnings 
he is not able to provide himself with enough to eat, what do you say 
about that ?-He is not telling the truth. He could easily increase 
these earnings by at least 50 per cent. ; we ahould only be too pleased 
for them to do so because we want the coal . 

. 0-3180. 8... Victor 8a88OfY11, : What is the output per head under. 
ground 1-1 could not tell you offhand; a certa.in amount of the work 
is done in this office and a certa.in amount in the Colliery Superinten
dent's office. 

0-3181. Mr. Clew: Why is it tha.t with more settled labour here 
appa.rently than in Jharls, the output per miner is substa.nti&lly less 1-
Tha.t may be because the system of calculation Is difterent. The figures 
which we give are for the wnole of the people employed, . while the 
figures which other people give may apply to coal .cutters only. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. H. Lancaster, Superintendent of the "ast Indian Railway. 
Colliery Oepartment, Operating the Colliery in Giridih and the oIoint 
Collieries of the East Indian Railway and the Btngal Nagpur Railway 
at Bok'!ara ; Or.H. Mullick ; Mr • .I, Brown. Aesiatant Superintendent, 
Bokhara East Indian Railway and Bengal Nagpur Railway oIoint Col· 
lierie. ; Mr. A. O. Tuckey, OeputY Commiseioner, Hazaribagh Oistrict. 

0-3182. The Chairman: What is your total experience of coal t
(Mr. Lancaster) I have had over 30 years' experience of ooal, 12 years . 
at home and 18 years in this country. I have held my present position 
eince 1922; before tha.t I was Inspector of Mines. 

. 0-3183. Wha.t is the na.ture of the compulsion by which you get 
. this rema.rkable a.ttendanoe of miners' children at school !-The Schools 
were opened years age ; I think I am correct in sa.ying that they were 
.'Very nea.rly . the first schoola of the kind in t1!e Province, When 



clilldreil did not attend in the old days pa.rents were fuied by the 
Colliery'SuFerintendent or by the Manager. The fine was small. 

D 3184. Does the method succeed in getting all the miners' child-
ren of school age into your lower primary schools t-:-y es . .. 

D.3185. Therefore you a.re acting really as an educatio~. II-utho
nty within your own area ?-'-That is so. 

D-318&. It was suggested to us in one place that even if the gentlest 
pressure was brought to bear upon the miners to send their children 
to school with one accord they would flee from the district; I take it 
that has not been your experience !-No. Of course we ha.ve had 
the advantage of having a population here for several generations and 
the system started years ago and was followed through by all my pre
decessors without exception and by myself. We are in a sort of ring 
fence. The fip.e is rarely inflicted. The children come willingly except 
in a few cases. 

0-3187. I understand that from the lower primary school the 
brighter children go to the higher primary school; from there the 
brighter ones go to the industrial school; and by that means - they 
supply a large part of your requirements in your workshop I-Yes. 

0-3188. And any positions in your mines as well !-There are 
fitters in cha,rge and mechanics in the various pits. 

1:-3189. You pointed out certain boys in the schools that 
held scholarships. What was the nature of those scholarships!
There is a Government scholarship awarded by annual examination. 

0-3190. I understand that your schools are wholly maintained 
by yourself!-Yes. 

1:-1191. Are they inspected by Government at all !-They used 
to be but they have not been lately. It is only within the last six 
months that we took absolute charge and ran the whole, thing our
selves. The District Board used to give us a grant but, they reduced 
,the grant to such a. small moiety that I said it was impossible. I wrote 
to,theAgents and asked that we should be allowed to pay for the whole 
thing ourselves. ' 

0-3192. DO any of the boyS who have the advantage of this eye 
tem here obtain positions elsewhere I-Yes, quite frequently. 

0-3193. We are informed by the Chief Inspector of Mines that 
a considerable number obtain employment in other coal fields !-Yes; 
they obtain employment as mechrulics and a boy who wins a schol.M
'ship and is a smart lad may get a position as a surveyer or something 
of that sort eventually. - The object of our sehool~ is really to supply 
our own collieries with intelligent and trained staff. . 

0·3194. What becomes of -the boys who go"no further than yoUl" 
lower primary school !'-They take to various posts; we have 
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a telephone system all over the colliery and one of them may become' 
a telephone boy. .Some of them go back to coal cutting, but in these 
days we find the boys do n.ot favour that so much. 

0-3195. Even if they have just learnt to write their names ¥-;. 
Yes, 1 am afraid tha.f, is so. 

0-3196. The number who go to coal cutting is small ?---Smaller 
than it used to be. 

0-3197_ Mias POOJer: Does that mean that you are educating 
all the boys out of the mines t-Y es, we are getting ... second genera.
tion who want something where there is not quite as much hard work 
and where there is a. bit more money. 

0-3198. The Ohairman: Now tha.t you have taken over control 
nf the schools, do you think it would be possible to design theeduca.
tion in the primary schools to make it practical and suited to the actual 
life of a miner ?-Yes, certainly. 

D-3159. Sir Victor Sa8SOO1&: On your reconstru.cted syllabus
do you think they would then become miners 1-1 think so. I am 
now training young men to become superior officials; we ha.ve lec
tures twice a week and an Indian lectures to what we call the illitera.te 
apprentices in order to teach them the theory of mining. If the beys 
in the future are to be educated on more practical lines they will natu
rally take to this other training more easily. It is a very good thing 
to promete men from the coal cutting rank to the rank of overlooker 
underground beca.use they have the practical experience. 

D-32CO. You are not trying to train a more efficient coal cuttar 
who can make more money by better production !-1 do not think 
you can teach them that theoretically; they have to learn that under: 
ground with their parents. 

0-3201. All this education is going to deplete the next genera
tion of coal cutters 1-To a certain extent. 

D-3202. Only those who are no good will become coal cutters and 
they will not be any better than their fathers 1-1 do not know; I 
think they might be. 

0-3203. The Ohairman: Have you plenty of paddy land t
We have 3,991 bighas under cultivation. 2,796 of it·is under paddy. 
People other than miners have paddy land but not many; we endea
'Vour lIB far lIB possible to give it to coal. cutters to encourage them to 
work so many days a year. 

0-3203a. Sir Vidar 8assoon: How do you know that the men wh~ 
get this land work for 240. days a year !-We know pretty well. 'l'he 
managers look after the attendance; if a man really slacks badly they 
write to me and then I say that the land must b.e taken away. But 
.it is ·not often .done. 
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0-3204. But your manager has no records of wha.t each gang 
consists of !-He should have. There ought not to be much difficulty . 
in getting the inform .. tion. 

0-3205. How. ma.ny workers h .. ve ha.d tbeir land· ta.ken aw .. y 
for b .. d .. ttendance '-I do not think more than 20 in 8 years. 

0-3206. The Chairman: Three of the mines a.re let out to r&ising , 
contra.ctors !-Y es, in Giridih; that is 3 out of 10 pits. 

0-3207. How do you decide between the one system and the other ! 
-One pit here is on contract because the contractor's father was a very 
old servant of the Company h~re and he has a large zamindari out
side. H he ha.d not the contract presum .. bly he would ta.ke .. 11 his 
1a.bour to Jha.ri... The sa.me thing .. pplies to the other pit. In some 
cases it is done from the point of view of economy; it s .. ves .. grcat 
deal of clerica.l work. There a.re contractors, petty contra.ctors and 
individua.l miners to be paid. The petty contra.ctor is .. ma.n gene
r&lIy picked out bec!plSe of his .. bility as a miner. 

0-3208. We thought the men ma.de their own group and chMe 
their own lea.der '-I do not think so. He forms his own ga.ng. Th~ 
lea.der of the gang is a coa.l outter .. nd he directs opera.tions on instruc
tions received from the manager or som ... other officia.l. 

0-3209. Sir Alexander Murray: We met .. g .. ngm .. n to-day who 
ha.d 45 men working under him !-I generally limit it to 15 or 20. I 
did not know we h .. d such .. big gang. 

0-3210. I understand tha.t .. t Bokha.ra. .. n the ooa.l is raised by 
contra.ctor !-Yes.· . -

0-3211. Wha.t is the rate per ton !-Rs. 1-3-0 per ton into w .. gons . 
It is .. qua.rry a.nd there is .. large output. 

0·3212. Wh .. t r .. te is paid here to the ra.ising contractors!
It varies &ccording to the pit; it ma.y start .. t Re. 1-3-0 .. nd work up 
to Re. 1-6-0. The minimum is fixed a.nd some increase is given for 
every 600 or 600 tons .. bove tha.t minimum. 

0·3213. Sir Victor Sassoon: Wha.t is your cost of loa.ding into 
wagons including other cha.rges in these collieries t-My cost for the 
whole thing here was Rs. 4-2-0 last ycar. Tha.t includes .. n charges 
and sinking fund. The ·output for the year was 746,:186 ton.. for the 
year ending"Ma.rch 1929. 

0-3214. Sir Alexander M 'UfflLY: Look .. t the repor!; under the 
Indian Mines Act, for 1928, Appendix I ; I cannot reconcile ·your figures 
with other figures in Beugal .. nd in Bihar and Orissa. The general 
figure seems to be a.n average tonnage of about 137 tous· per person 
employed, whereas your corresponding figure seems to be 93 tous· per 
person. How do you explain th .. t !-1 think the number of surface 
workers is more than in other p1a.cea. 



D-3215. Taking. the loaders alone, the general figUres for Biliar 
and Orissa works o~t at 248 tons per annum per person, while your 
corresponding figure. is 143 tons 1-One reason is that we have the 
smallest tub in India; it is only 10 cm. The miner is paid by the tub, 
not by the ton. But he is paid the same rate or even more than 
tither collieries pay for the bigger tub. There may be some 
discrepancies in these figures. 

0-3216. Looking at these figures it wonld appear that the coal 
cutter and loader in the Giridih Collieries must be earning very much 
less than the average earned elsewhere. What are your rates 1-Our 
maximum rate is now annas 8. I very much doubt whether those figures 
are correct. Our minimum is anuas 5. We have what we call loose 
coal, and immediately that occurs the price is reduced. The drop 
coal is simply loaded out. In many cases it is more difficnlt to get 
coal here than in Jharia. 

0-3'217. The figures given in the report for Bokhare. must be wrong 
beoause the surface workers cannot handle 770 tons per person !-They 
must be wrong. Thc Dokhara miner fills e. great deal more coal than 
<tile Giridih miner docs; the conditions are much easier. 

D-3218. Will you give us a statement dealing with these figures 1-
Yes. 

0-3219. The miner who gave evidence before us to-day said that 
whereas he used to get Re. 2 per foot he is now only getting anuas 8 !
That must bo for different work. The rates vary according to the 
position in the mine, the hardness of the coal and difficulties of other 
kinds. We he.ve to alter the rates from time to time; sometimes we 
have to alter them week by week. They are all paid very fairly for 
everything that is done. The detail of it does not come to me except 
in the pay sheets every week and it is impossible for me to scrutinize 
every item. I do not think there is much founde.tion for that statement. 

0-3220. He told us there was a benefit fund. Is that fund obtained 
by taking 80 much per tub !-Yes; the money deducted from the day 
labourers, coal cutters, contractors and everybody is paid into the 
central fund, which is administered by the Central Committee and the 
Branch Committees. -The Branch Committees meet weekly and the 
Central Committee meets monthly. Payments are made for sick benefit, 
me.rriages, loans, and pert of the pension that we pay. The Com
mittee consists of myself as Chairman, the colliery m",!agers and repre
sentatives of all the miners and workshop staff chosen by the Committee . 
to. represent the work-people. 

D-3221. Bir Victor Sa8IJOO'1&: Are they work-people themselves .!
yea. 

D-3222. Sir Akra1ld€'1' Murray ~ I see that last year yo .. spent 
for partial disablement Re. 15,249 ~-Yes. 
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.0-3223. Do you give pensions ~-Yes. Last month I think the 
pensions amounted to Rs. 1,500. 

0-3224. Is that in addition to workmen's compensation I-Yes. 

0-3225. Will you give us the latest balance sheet of this Benefit 
Fund ~-Yes, I will write you a special note on the subject; I will also 
deal with the Benevolent Fund of Bokhara. The benevolent fund 
applies to the whole of the employees including miners. The Company 
contributes a certain amount towards the pensions, but the actua.l money 
in the benefit fund is dra.wn from the employees a.nd contractors. The 
Compa.ny's contribution towa.rds the benefit fund is quite a. sma.ll part. 
The provident fund only applies to staff paid monthly. This benefit 
fund has been in existence since 1893. 

D-3226. You tell us in your memorandum tha.t the efficiency of 
the mining commuuity rema.ins unchanged a.nd is satisfa.tory, but on 
the other ha.nd you tell us they a.re only raising one or two tube a. day. 
Do you ca.Il that satisfactory !-When I speak of efficiency I mea.n the 
quality of their work. They know the conditions preva.iling on this 
particular coalfield which are peoulia.r. 

0-3227. Do you think they could ea.rn very much more if they 
wanted to !-Certainly. I think lot of men could fill a.n extra. tub of 
coal in a.n ea.sy place. 

0-3228. Will you give us figures of the actual number working 
month by month in your mine a.nd the ra.isings I-Yes. 

0-3229. You do not give leases of paddy la.nd !-No, we give a. 
yellow patta. ., 

0-3230. What are the hours of work !-The practice is that they 
go down somewhere between 9 a.nd 10 o'clock usua.lly. Then they 
have to wa.lk to their working places and the working place has to be 
opened. If it is a. place which has been on weight. sometimes it has 
to be opened by the Europea.n official. He cs.w:>ot get there immediately 
a.nd the men ha.ve to wait. 

0-3231. Sir Victor Bassoon: Do they find the tubs waiting for 
them I-Yes. 

0-3232. Is there a.ny shortage of tube !-No. Generally, the 
lead is so short for the trammers that there is no difficulty in getting 
them to push their own empties -in from the top of the haula.ge.The 
da.y shift probably comes out at a.bout 7 or 8 o'clock having' gene 
down somewhere about 10 o·clock. Tha.t is about 9 hours. 

0-3233. Do you issue token I-Yes. 
0-3234. When the new Act ·comes into force on the 1st April are 

you going to ma.ke any attempt to check the proper hazira of the indio 
vidual at present put down under the na.me of the ga.nger, contractor, 
or sardar, so that you will know the actual number of hours .worked 
by tbe individual !-That would- be compulsory; we sha.ll do that all 
right. 
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. 0-3235. You have not so far made ooy arrangements!-t do not I 
think ooybody has done much towards' it. We shall do it. At, 
home the men have to go down the pit at 7 and at one minute past 
seven no body can go down; but the men at home· have not got to walk 

· in the distance they have to walk in India. where some of these Santh&la 
· waJk in 4 or <; miles every da.y. 

0-3236. Do you intend to make them come down ata particul4.r 
hour t-We are not going to try that. It must be gradually brought 

. ' in ; you oll-nnot do it here as you do it at home. , ' 

0-3237; In the loWer coa:l fields most of the evidence we had from 
· the miners was to the effect tha.t a moo a.nd his helper could more 
or less easily do 2 tubs a. da.y .This morning your employees Be!lm to 
say they could only do one tub, or at any rate they were doiug only 
one tub. Will you get out figures for us showing how much. the average 
man does !-Yes. 

, D-3238. We found tha.t a gang of a nominal roll of2! took Re. 29 
'for the week !-They are not back from their harvesting. Output baa 
o~y just started to pick up. It has been very bad on that acoount. 

D-3239. One of the men said th .. t only 7 were working in the 
g&ng 1-Th .. t would be about right. 

, D-3240. The Manager told us th .. t the duties of the leader of the 
gang were to get oil and so on ; he said that the colliery paid the leader 
nothing and the other miners did not give him anything; he merely 
divided up with the others equally. Do you think tha.t would be a 
fact '~I think so. Being the head of the gang he would proba.bly 
take & little more for himself, but I should say he would pay them a 
reasona.ble wage; otherwise they would not work for him. 

'0-3241. Surely he would expect something more th&n an equa:! 
share 1-1 should think so ; it does not sound to ring true; 1 have alwa.ys 
unqerstood the head of the gang naturally got something out of it. 

" 0-3242. Do. you think there is much bribery going on between the 
• _tIara and the head of the gang 1-1 do not think 80. It does ,not 

go on to a great extent but of course it exists as it does in any colliery. 

0-3243. One of the men esid that if they did not bribe the _dar 
-...nd others they would not get any work. Is there any lack of tubs 
, ,or &nything of that kind which would crea.te a difficulty in their getting 

work t-The sardar8 would not control th .. t. . 

D-3244. During next month when there will be more men in the ' 
'pit will there be teo m&ny miners for the organization !-Does that 
-ever take place here i-No. 

D-3245. You never have 80 many men coming'in 'that there,are 
not enough, tubs &vail .. ble i-No. 

D.3246. Will you let us know how m .. ny tuba you ha.l'e !-Ye •. 
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0-3247. Will the miner start cutting coal before the tubs, ~ 
actually there !-"Here they cut the coal before they get the tubs. But 

• in the other coaJfields they will not start until they get a tub beca.use. 
, often' they never get a tub at aJl. There is no trouble of that sort' 

here, 

0-3248. So tha.t reaJly you would expect a better output hem 
~than in the other mines l-Yes., 

0.3249. Mi8s Power : ~ there any grog shops on the collieries 'I":'" 
,We do not permit any inside. There never have been in my timtt; 
the excise people once tried to set one up but I would not ha~ i.t., , 

0.3258. Is there any discontent among your men becaUse them 
is no grog shop !-No. 

0-325t. Is there any illicit distilling !-There have been 8. few 
isolated caBell, but nothing serious ; the exciee people are pretty smart 
with rega.rd to that and we oo-opera.te with them. 

0·3252. Do your people go a long way for drink !-&>me of them 
do. We have here 8. fairly large Muhammadan population; some of 
them do drink, and some wa.Ik a long way for the drink. (Mr. Tuckey) 
The aboriginal tribes have the right to brew in their homes rice beer. 
That h .... beflll stopped in Dhanbad, and it has been proposed that it 
should be stopped in the colliery areas in this district. It is supposed 
tD be only enough for the family, but it)s rather difficult to stop tlJ:em 
brewing more. , 

D-3253. TM Ohairman: I understand you have a. 50 per "'lnt. 
a.ttendance on Mondays !-(Mr, Lancaster) Yes. 

0·3254. Whereas in the other coa.lfield they cannot work on Monay 
at all !-No. The attendance gets better on Tuesday; ilr is best on 
Wednesday which is the end of the financial week. The attendance 
fa.lls'again on Thursday, while Friday and Saturday are better. Markef1 
day is Sunday, pay day being Saturday. We keep three days' pay 
in hand. They am all paid at H) o'clock on Sunday. The work, 
"hops are paid on S&turda.y. '," 

0-3255. AI las Power: What is the extent of the fining you impose' 
on the parent for not sending his children to school !-It- is 10 fin!!, 
of perh&ps As. 8; it goes into the fines fund. 

0.3258. Is it your genuine belief that all the children of the O'oal' 
cutters on the colliery are going to sohool !-Y es. . 

D-3257. If a. man absolutely refuses 'to send bia ehild to school, 
do you dismiss him from theempJoy of the Colliery '~n has never 
,been necessuy to do so. 

0·3258. Is there any adult education '?-Only on the teo~cal 
.ide. 
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0.3259. Are you considering .. scheme for adult education t-No, 
not yet; 1 am afraid I have not considered it so far. 

0-3250. 1 presume that the bulk of the adult coal cutters are 
illiterate 1-Y es. . They have been through the schools; they have 
remembered something and have forgotten more. 

0·3261. The effect of the education of the children has not. been 
to make them Bet up smaJI adult schools of their own ~-No ; a lot of 
thelP go ,to the high school at Giridih. 

0-3262. You are recruiting at one colliery only !-Yes, at Bokhara. 
0-3263. When the workers are brought in by the contra.ctcrs are 

they in debt to these men I-Yes, I think they are advanced so much, 
.which they pay back ; that is the usuaJ system of recruitment. 

0·3264. The advance is entirely from the contra.ctcr t-Y es. 

0·3265. Is anything given to them free 1-1 could not say. The 
raJIway fares are paid and they are fed on the way. 1 should ssy each 
person owes about Rs. 5 or Rs. 10 to the contractor which they 
have to repay. 

0-3266. Is there any check on the contra.ctcrs as to whether they 
charge interest on that advance ~-No interest is charged. 

0-3267. Can the contractors fine the men !-Not in connection 
. with the work. .H a man committed a fault he is fined but the mone1 

is put into our fines fund. 

D-3267a. Is the conmDution of the worker to the benefit fund a 
compulsory payment 1-Yes. 

0-3268. Is .. man told that when he is taken on t-Yes, he 
knows. 

0-3269. Is he free to refuse to pay?-The contractor pays the 
benefit fund; the miner does not pay. We deduet it from the contractor's 
bills. Three pies in the rupee are recovered from the contractors' bills. 

0-3270. Are the men directly employed given the option of joining 
the benefit fund or not !-No, it is compulsory . 

. : 0-3271. They must take the employment or leave it on those 
terjns !-Yes. 

,- . - 0-3272. If they go away for any reason can they recover. the pay
ments they have made to the benefit fund !-No. 

0-3273. It is lost altogether as far as they are conoerned !-Yes. 

0-3274. The Oltairma ... : Presumably they have had the benefits 
while they have been working !-That is so. 

0-3275. Mi88 Power: Is the maternity bonus paid out o~ tb:e 
benefit fund !-Yes. (Mr. Brown) -Every woman who has a child J.a 

paid tho benefit for 8 weeks ; it is about Rs. 1-8-0 or Rs. 1·12-0 a week. 
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0-3276. I suppose that is on condition that the woIna.n is 011 work 
and at home during that time 1-Yes. 

0-3277. Do they avail themselves of that !-(Mr. Lancaster} 
Yes, without exception; it is supposed to be 4 weeks before and 4 weeks 
after the birth. 

. 0-3278. Colonel RU8sell: Is it controlled by .the medical sta.fi' at :..u !-(Mr. Brown) Yes, the medica.l staff are on the Committee. _ 

0-3279. But does the medica.l officer decide in an individual case 
when a women should stop work and when she is fit to go back 1-
The officials in the colliery genera.lly send the woman out. 

0-3280. Is the money paid to the woman out of hospit8J !-It 
is paid to the woman herself or to her relation at the office. If the 
woman is not in a condition to come to the office to receive the money 
it is paid to her mother or hushand. It is paid by a European in 
the presence of the Assistant Surgeon and the pay clerk, the head clerk 
and the benefit clerk. 

0-3281. So that there is no rea.! medical control of the payment !
No; the medical staff have no power to stop it; we pay everybody. 

0-3282. Miss Power: Were the men and women told of the Govern
ment regulation as to the gradual exclusion of women from under
ground !-(Mr. Lancaster) Generally speaking, they have been told; 
I think it is known. 

0-3283. On what system are you selecting the women to be ex
cluded !-We have quite .. number of elderly women working and quite 
capable of working; we should gradua.lly put them on the pension list. 
Then we are going to fix the age for pension rather lower and that will 
eliminate women under the age of 40. We can find out the age more 
or less as we know the women very well. By raising the age and stopping 
ell recruitment of girls we shall graduelly get the women ell out. W&. 
sha.ll have to fiud places for many of these women above ground. 

0-3284. Do you propose to take the full ten years !-Yes. 

D-3285. Has any man left the colliery because his wife has been c. 
excluded !-Not yet. It is early to say what will happen. 

- 0-3286. Is there any alternative employment for women!~ 
There is not much. 

. 0-3287. I see you are only employing 20 per cent. of the women 
underground now instead of 291 per cent. which you are entitled to 
employ, so that it will be 2 or three years before the restriction will 
have to be made !-Yes. 

0-3288. Are the two-roomed houses we saw this morning a new 
experiment !-Yes. 
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0-3289. Ale they'lX>pular '!-TJ:>.ey are 'With some, but not With 
others. When a fa.mily have lived in their own little mud house for 
many yea.rs it becomes their home and they do not want to move to a 
new house, but they are compelled to do so. 

0-3290. Do you find any tendency for two families to go into one . 
such house without the knowledge of the management !-That is quite 
possible; it is very. difficult to prevent overcrowding, • 

. D-3291. Is it your intention in future to build only two-roomed 
houses '!-Two and three rooms always. 

0-3292. What is the cost of two or three-roomed houses of the 
kind we saw this morning !-(Mr. Brown) Including bricks and 
material two-roomed houses cost Rs. 650. (Mr. La.nca.ster) Sa.nthals 
would certa.inly refuse to go into those houses. 

0-3293. Sir Victor SQ,88OO11.: Ale there any of your workers who 
have no land !-Yes, a great number. 

0-3294. Misa Power: Do you prefer the 8grlcnlturist who leaves 
you for so many months in the year or the man who is a full time 
worker !-Provided he is not too much a gentleman farmer and does 
not have too mueh land I think the one who works his land is pre
ferable. 

D-3295. Mrs. Kamin. Roy: If those of your employees to whom 
you have given land refuse to work as miners, do you take ha.ok the 
land from them I-Under the system I think we ought to, but we have 
been rather benevolent a.bout that; we OODSider the 'old people who 
ha.ve worked in the past. 

0-3296. Ha.ve you any a.rra.ngements for educa.ting the girls!
When I first came a few girls attended the lower primary school, but 
there were 80 few that the idea fell through. 

0-3297. Ale there lantern lectures here '-Lectures are given 
~_. technical matters. Miners do not attend those lectures. 

0-3298. Your hospital has doctor, but has it any midwives!
No. 

0-3299. Has it a.ny lady doetor !-No. I think a lady doctor 
would be a good thing. Yea.rs &go provision was made for a lady docrer 
but the suggestion was rejected by the Chief Medical Officer. The 
hospital is not under me; it is under the Chief Medical Officer of the 
Ra.ilwa.y under whose control a.re a.1l the sta.fi in the hospital. 

0-3300. Sit- Victor Sa8JJOon: Sixty patients a yea.r with a popula.
tian of 19,000 in a. hospital of 20 beds seems very low !-(Mr. Brown) 
There are 60 in-patients, but that does not apply to out·patients. 

0-330t. Mrs. Kamini Roy: We ha.ve been teld by several witnesses. • 
tha.t Sa.ntha.Is, Kols a.nd suoh other aborigina.l people dislike Western 
medicines. and that their women are unwilling to be treated by a doctor. 
h tha.t the case also here ~-Yea. 
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0-3302. Do you not think they would probably come to a lady 
doctor ~-1 think it could be done by ,gentle persuasion. We have 8. 

Mission hospital here under the United Free Church of Scotland under 
the control of Dr. Dempster. We pay him for his hospital so much 
a month out of the benefit fund because he treats cases of cataract. We 
also give 8. donation' from the benevolent fund to the Lepers' Home, 
t() which we send our lepers and have had a lot of very good cures. 

0-3303. What is the number of women workers in the mines and 
what is the population ?-1 will let you have those figures. 

0-3301. Do you not think that unless the wives of the miners 
remain here working on the sqrfaoo it will affect the family life, the 
morality and efficiency of the miners !-Yes; very much so; but 1 am 
a.fra.id we cannot provide employment for all the women who are pre-
vented from working underground. . 

0-3305. Colonel Russell: The type of house with country tiles 
does not cost very much !-No, but it costs more to repair. 

0-3306. Is it more popular I-Yes. 

0-3307. What is your total population !-(Dr. Mullick) The 
population in 1925, including other people besides the colliery staff 
was 8,246 of staff and 17,2l4 families. The total population was 25,460. 

0-3308. The births in 1928-29 were practically 500, which gives 
8. birth rate of 20. Do you think you a.re registering all your births 1- . 
Yes; we have got a separate department for that. 

0-3309. Sir Victor 8astJOOn: Do any of these women go to their 
own country to have their children there !-(Mr. Lancastor) Here they: 
are in their own country. They live outside the estate, perhaps thte4i '" 

. miles beyond the boundaries. 

0-3310. Would they come in your figures !-No. 

0.3311. Therefore this figure of 20 might not refer to all the children 
born to your employees !-No. 

. 0-3312. What proportion does. not live on your area !--Say a 
tbir'd. 

0-3313. Colmtel Russell: Do these figures cover the estates 1-
Yes, B:nd all the various departments whose staff is in Giridih. 

0-3314. You are the doctor for the Railway Station too I-Yes. 
_ 0-3315. Then this figure includes the Giridih b'I.t8U population!-

Ouly the staff that live in Giridih. . 
~'... . 0-3316. The Chairman: These figures are obviously wrong by 

about 50 per cent. !-The births per thousand are l8.35; the infantile 
mortality per thousand of population is l.73. 

0-3317. Do you keep a separate register for still births 1-1 do 
not know; it is done in the Zami1Ulari Department. 



D-331& Is there much malaria here'1r-Yes, we get mala.ria mostly 
,in the months of September and October, when 30 per cent. of my 
patients are suffering from malaria; last year I treated 13,774. The 
figuies I give in the memorandum are of cases ; if a man gets maJaril! in 
January and dysentery in, February they would be treated as two separate 
cases. Last year tll~re, ",:ere, 3,965 cases of malaria and 596 cases of dysen
tery. We do, ~?t get any ~ of hookworm here.' We have a District 
Medical Officer' of the Railway in Asansol; we all work under him 
andha is responsible for the a.dntinistr8.tion of Giridih, We are subor
dinates that work under him ; among tlu> subordinates there are 1 Assis
tmt Surgeon ,and 5 Sl!;b-~tant Su,rgeons. I,am an Assistant Surgeon. 

0-3319. I suppose your chief work is in the hospital 1-Y es. One 
of the 5 sub-assistant surgeons works with me in the hospital and there 
are four more in the outlying colliery areas in the dispensaries, It is 
part of my duty to visit dispensaries. We have to inspect the villages 
and deal with illness in the villages. The sub-assistant surgeons inspect 
every village' at least' once every week. If a sub-assistant surgeon 
finds something wrong in a village he reports the matter to the Manager ; 
he has a conservancy staff to deal·with the matter. (Mr. Lancaster) 
The matter is ,reportefi to the ~ager, and if the Manager did not deal 
with it it woJJld be, ~ported to. me; bu~ nothing has ever been 
brought up tome. 

D-3320, Oolonel R'U88erl: H;ave, you.. any Sanitary Inspectors 1-
(Dr. Mullicli:) Yes, 'in, the Co1J.iery :qe~ent, but not under me. 
(Mr. LanCaster) the sanitary inspector. has no ~ct control over the 
conservancy staff ; he simply reports what he sees wrong. 

D-3321. I understand YOjI have no,ladymedical officer at all 1-
(Dr. MuUick)'No." ,., , 

0-3322. How many in-patients per annum do you have in your 
hospital i-Last ysar I had 50. This hospital was started 7 months 
ago. We had a hospital before but as it was too far from the 
Colliery settlement the new hospital has been set up. It is getting 
more popular. We now have 12 beds whereas in the old hospital we 
had 9 only. 

0-3323. Have you any nurse in the hospital 1-No. 

D-3324. If you appointed a trained nurse in the hospital do you 
not think you would get more female patients 1-People only go to 
the hospital when they are compelled to do so. The only cases ~at 
come are injury cases. If a man or woman is very ill with pneumonia 
or anything of that kind they do not care to come to the hospital. In 
a few years when they find it is to their benefit I think they will come. 

0-3325. Have you any trained dais or midwives 1-Not under 
me. There is a. lady doctor here under the District Doctor. 

D.3328. The oollieriee do not maintain any trained midwives! 
No. (Mr. Lancaster) Provision was made for a nurse but since then 
we have not thought a.bout it. 



D-3327. Yon have not had any proposal to appoint a health visit. 
or traineli midwives under the health visitor to do child welfare work ,
No. 

D0 332B. Do you not think it would be a reasonable thing to have OI 

or more child welfare centres on the estate !-I think so. (Mr. BroWl 
We tried to get a midwife for Bokhara. but we have not yet succeede. 

0 0 3329. You get a good deal of cholera. do yeu not !-(Dr; Mullicl 
There are seme CMeS of cholera. 

0·3330. What do you do when an epidemic occurs t-Here : 
the Giridih Colliery Settlement we have not had any epidemic for tl 
last 8 years ; the last epidemic we had was in 1921. 

D·3331. What water supply have you?-(Mr. Lancaster) ~ 
have two gravity water supplies. One is obtained from seme abandon. 
workings on this side which are absolutely uncontaminated. ~ 
have a supply on the other side where the workshops are which is pip< 
down. On the other side of the colliery the houses and villages &l 

se scattered that miles and miles of piping would be required tQ COl 
vey water. The wells are usually used for drinking anu this oth. 
water for washing and culinary purposes. These wells are regularl 
dis~ected and they are improving. 

D·3332. Is the supply of water which you say is obtained frO! 
disused workings ever examined bacteriologically!-It never has-beel 
but I do not think there is any necessity because it is away from everJ 
where and there is such a large volume of it that I do not think thel 
is any danger of contamination. 

0·3333. What supply of water is there in the area near the low, 
primary school where there are a large number of houses '-There ar 
weIls there and piping. 

D ·3334. What are the washing and hathing arrangements f( 
miners !-There is nothing elaborate; the overflow from the undel 
ground pumps generally flows .into a channel. At the central pit w 
have made a sort of bath room with a delivery pipe. 

D-3335. But ordinarily, except in that instance, do they b .. the 
They generally prefer to bathe under one of these taps. 

D·3336. What are the general sanitary arrangements !-Accordin 
to the :ractory Act we have to provide them in workshops. There ar 
no sarutary arrangements for the general population; they would no 
use them. (Dr. Mullick) I provided latrines but they would not u> 
them and I had to close them because they were only wasting wat<>r. 

D-3337. You have closed your hospital latrines ,:"'-Yes. 

D-3338. What do your patients in the hospital do !-The sweone 
attends to the helpless patients, and the patients who are not help 
l~ss go to the fields. • 
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0-3339. Sir Alexmuler MufTtly: Will you analyse the figure of 
11,232 which you give in ;your memorandum with regard to Giridih 1-
Yes. , 

0-3340. Have your wages been deareased 1-Yes, 
0-3341 • . Will you let us know the peroentage of your costs per 

ton which represents labour costs excluding supervising and clerical 
staff and royalties for the last two years t-Yes. 

Er... V ictcr Ba88OOfI," Will you tell us the number of actual coal 
raisers, raising coal to-day, to whom you have given this specia.l rice 
land ?-Yes. 

·0-3342. You have here no trade union or labour combina.tion 
at all t-No. 

0-3343. Sir A1n:a1Uler MufTtly: They are not members of the 
EaHt Indian Railway Union ?-No. 

0-3344. I see you had strikes in 1920 and 1922 ?-Yes. 
0-3345. Since then you have had no trouble of any description 1-

No. 
II -3346. The Chairman: Are the people living in your zamiwlari 

compelled to work in a particular district of your mines ?-No; we 
regard them as our tenants and they work just where we want them 
to work . 

. 0-3347. Does that me&n that they worK with you as a condition 
of their continued tenancy I-Yes. The coal cutters are obliged to give 
so' many days' work in the year. The others feel that if they do not.,. 
work here we shall not allow them to remain, and they would not be 
allowed to remain. 

0-3348. Sir Victor BfU18OOf1,: People who have zami.' land 
here hold it on condition that they shall work on your mine t-Yes. 
(Mr. Tuckey) If any man held the land before the Colliery started he 
would not be under any obligation to work in the mine, but if the colliery 
gave him the land on condition that he should work in the mine he must 
work in the mine. 

D-3349. Have you any tena.nts who do not work in the Colliery 1-
(Mr. Lancaster) We have tenants who do not work now because they 
are too old, but as far as I know there are no people capable of working 
who do not workin the colliery. These zamindari8 were acquired many 
years ago. 

C-3350. At the time of acquisition it was the means of tying labour 
to a particular pursuit !-That is so,and of course the bulk of the 
labour living inside was recruited from outside districts, such as Monghyr. 
The number of original tenants must be very smaIl (Mr. Tuckey) 
The Forests Department give land under a similar service tenancy. 

T~ Chairman: So do the Forestry Commissioners in England, 

{The witnesses withdtew.) 
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AT THE SERAMPUR COLLIERY, CIRIDIH. 

Statement by Ugan, a Sardar. 

" I have 24 men under me. Of them 8 are working on this shift 
in the mine. 7 men came on the last night shift and the other 9 are 
resting. The 24 includes 4 women also. If I tell the 9 men to come 
to-night they will come, otherwise some of them will stay behind. I 
filled 6 tubs last night. Last night we took coal out from above the band 
of stone and loaded it into the tub.· We have to take the tubs from here 
to where it meets the haulage way. It is about 300 feet. I get As. 8 
a tub. The money is divided equally among us. Everyone who comes 
gets the same whether he is a man or a woman. The 8 men working 
to-day include me. Of the 7 who were working yesterday 6 are here 
now. Some of the 9 who did not come eithe,r la..t night or this morning 
are away in their villages. The village is about 6 miles off. There 
is no woma" in the 8 who are working at present. The women who 
were working yesterday did not come to-day_ The boy who is working 
with us gets the same share as an adult. This boy has been working 
here for 3 years. His name'i.q Jamruddin Meyar_ All the men are able 
to cut coal except the boy. The men here came of their own accord 
in the morning. I did not call them. I never told anybody not to 
come. There is work enough for all those who are here. We do not 
get as many tubs as we want because the distances are long. If we 
do not get tubs we sit down and wait and then go home. I came at 
.8 o'clock this morning. We have filled 5 tubs up to now (3-45 p.m.) 
We will work till 7 and then go home at 8 o;clock. The reason why we 
cannot fill as many tubs as some other miners is that the work is much 
more difficult here and the distance is greater. We have been asking 
for higher rates but our rates were reduced by one anna about a year 
ago. At 8 o'clock we start off and get here at 10 o'clock. It takes 
us nearly an hour to get here. We are not allowed to start work before 
10 o'clock. After 8 o'clock we are not aUowed to work and they test 
the roof. I got Rs. 2 last week. Mauji (another worker) got Rs. 2-4-0 
the week before last for 5 days' work. He got Rs. 1-14-0 last week 
for 6 days' work. Mauji looked after the work yesterday when I was 
not here. We were all living together and I collected about 10 men 
and so I became a sardar. I have been here about 7 or 8 years. When 
the rates were not reduced I got ail much as Rs. 4 a week at the most." 

Statement by Gafl{/ta Kamin, wife of Ghansham with her husband. 

" I am a loader. I have been working since childhood. I worked 
2 or 3 days this week. I have 5 childern. The smallest is about 
2 years. My husband gets the money: I do not know how much he 
gets. I got Re. 4-8-0 when my child was born. The head clerk gave 
it. When the last baby was born I stayed away 3 months before the 
birth and 6 months after the birth. - The eldest chap looks after the others 
while I am in the mine. We have no land of our own. Those who 
do full amount of work get land. We have one higha of land belonging 
to the Company. We each got Rs. 2-3-0 for 5 days' work last Sunday." 
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Statement by Kailumia, a trolleyman. 

" Formerly we used to work in three shifts a.ndused to get As. 12. 
for each shift. Now we ha.ve two shifts and get As. 9 for 12 hours day 
The reduction was made about a year ago. Those who come at nigh 
do 12 hours work also. We work 6 days i~ the week. When the mine" 
go out they leave the tubs full here and I have to send them up. I worl 
alternately on day and night shifts. Formerly there were 12 men doinj 
this work. Now there are 8 men. If we go away at 7 o'clock hal 
the kazira is cut off by the contractor. I have been working in thi 
colliery for 3 or 4 years. When we complain to the contracto 
he does not listen to us and when we go to the manager he does no 
listen either. I work in front of the engine." 

Statement by Kudirat Meyan, a trolleyman. 

" I have been workbg here 9 or 10 years. Since the rates of tho 
contractor were cut we changed from three to two shifts. That w'" 
about a. year ago. There were three men at this corner formerly a.m 
there are two now. The one is myself and the other two are Akbar Mey!l.I 
and Chattu Gho. Now Chattu Gho is in his hoUile. He works at anothe: 
point. I CllJDe here at 10 o'clock. We cllJDe at 10 and we can leavE 
as soon as we have loaded the tubs after the miners have left. On thE 
night shift we come at 10 o'clock and leave at 9 o'clock in the morning 
The haulage.is stopped when the trolleymen are out ... 

(The witnesses withdrew. The Commission adjourned to Calcutta. 
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Sil' Al,EXANDER MURRAY, Kt., C.B.E., (presiding}. 

Sir VICTOR S'SSOON, BART. Mr. KABIR.UD-DIN AHMED, M.I .. "'. 

Sir IURARIMTOOLA, Kt., K.C.S.I., Mr. JOHN CL~. 
o.I.B. 
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Mr. A. G. CLOW, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
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Mr. H. HOMI, President, and Mr. H. H. SHARMA. Joint Secretary, 
(accompanied by Mr. MANGAL SiNG and Mr. AZIMUOOIN), 
of the Labour Federation. -

0·3351. SiT .4lexander MUTTtlY: Mr Horni. what has been your 
experience in connection with .Tamshedpur?-I have been in Jamshed· 
pur for about 15 years. I was working for the Tata Iron and .Steel 
Company for about 5 years; then I. went abroad; in 1923 I returned; 
then I gave evidence before the Tariff Board; and SiDce 19-26 I have 
been practising here as a lawyer. In 19-28 my help was sought by the 
workmen in respect of their troubles _ with the Company, and since 
then I have been connected with the movement. 

0-3352. What has been your -experience, Mr. Sharma ?-I have 
been here since 1927, practising as "lawyer. My help was sought 
during the labour troubles in June 1928. Since then I have been 
c.onneded with the labour movement. 

0·3353. What has been your experience, Mr. Azimnddin?
(Mr. Azimuddin)- . I have been here for the last 17 years. I am 
employed in the AccOunts Department of the ~ata Iron and Steel 
C<lmpany. 

0-3354. What has been your expel'ience, Mr. Mangal Sing?
(MI'. Mangu.i Sing) I have worked in the Electrical department as 
.. fitter since 1922. 

36'1: 
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0·3355. When was your TTnion started?-(Mr. Hamil? On 
Sept.ember 16, 1928. 

0·3356. When was it recognized by the Company?-On the 8th· 
March, 1929. It was registered in ,January 19>29. 

0-3357. Are you affiliated to the Trade Union Congre"" or to 
the Trade Union Federation?-We are not affiliated to any body as 
yet. . 

0-3358. What is your membership?-(Mr. Sj:!arma): About 9,000 
paying members and about 3,000 non-paying members. 

0·3359. Will you let us have a copy of your 'constitution and also 
a copy of your latest accounts?-IMr. Hamil: Yes. 

0.3360. Does your membership cover only workers in the Tata 
Iron and Steel Company, or does it cover otber workers?-We have 
1"ecently enrolled members from ,the Tinplate Company as well. 

0·3361. What type of people does your membership represent?
It represents only actual manual workers and none of the supervising 
or clerical stall. 

0-3362. What is the proportion between skilled and unskilled 
workers ?-(Mr. Sharma): There are about 3,000 unskilled workers. 
About 8,000 of the paying members are c1aesed as skilled and semi
skill.,g labourers. 

0-3363. Does your Union include unskilled labour of the class 
of the aboriginal workers?-Yes .. 

D-3364. Referring to the aboriginies you .... y in your memorandum, 
.. Given a preference they would revert to their native soils". What 
do you me"" by that ?-{.Mr. Homil: If they did not want to Rupple
ment their income by mauual work they would not corne to the 
factories. 

0·3365. Do you think. as they have to work in fa~tories. provision 
should be made for them periodically to return to their homes for 
one, two or three months?-At present there is no other alternative 
in the preseut state of industrial organization in India because mOAt 
of these people are not '-"ry hig landholders and tbey mnst supplement 
their income from the land by working in factories. 

D-3368. You say, " A central employment bureau was 8ub.tituted 
with, accordin~ to labour view point. very little ~hange or success". 
What do you mean by that ?-The institution of a central employment 
bureau by the Company did not conduce. according' to the ("bonr 
view pain', to any partie'll .. r change in respect of the prevailing abuses. 
Many feel that preference is still given in' respect of the securing of 
jobs. Also it does not lead to very great confidence witb the foremen 
to whom the workmen are sent. because the foreman feels that some 
body else has sent a man which he himself would not take. Therefore 
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there are troubles between the f01ema.n and tlie man. ,who has been 
sent. Then again men are sent back as unsuitable who, if the foreman 
had employed them himself, would have been classed as suitable. 
Under those circumstances it canno~ be said that the change has led 

"to any success. 

0-3367. I see that for 7,000 vacancies there were between 9,000 
and 10,000 applications. Is it not advisable to have an employment 
bureau under those. circumstances. If there are 10,000 applica.nts for 
7,000 jobs, do you not Think it wbuJd be a good ides to have an 
employment burean in order to select the most suitable men ?-There 
is always a good a.nd a bad side to every question. The employment 
bureau, constituted as it is here, is in the hands of a. person in whom 
the labour has very little confidence. He is a man who is ordinarily 
called "eMf Sahib" a thief ca.tc!ler. 

0-3368. You do not mean he is a. thief himself?-No, but he 
goes by that name. He was at one time a Labour Inspector. 

0-3369. Mr. Joshi: Was he not in the Forest Department?":"" 
Yes, which Dep';;rtment .,.e had to leave. Then he was employed by 
the Steel Company a.. Labour Inspector. As such his duty was to 
sneat.: around different places to see whether the workmen were a.sleep 
or whether they were working, and reporting against them. He '8.1so 
used to meddle in the domestic a.ffairs of individuals trying to 4ettle 
quarrels. That led him into a. very bad position. Then the Comi>any 
put him in charge of the employment bureau. He also acts as !totel 
SUR~rintendent. Generally.any kind of work that haa to be dolie is 

• entrusted to him. 

0-3370. You state about workers having recourse to politiciails in 
the neighbourhood "who put a, totally different complexion on the 
stmggle. False issues are raised". Further yon say. .. We have 
known CasaR where industrial disputes have degenerated into ilolitical 
tussles." What is it you have in view when you say that ?~I find 
that where employers are stiff in their attitude towards meeting the 
workmen in their struggles, these men, like drowning men 61utching 
at straws, try to ha.ve recourse to anybody who ean possibly help 
them. Politicians are. generally very prone and quick to catch hold of 
any mass pf men who they might try to help. GeDersll~ what sort 
of help is rendered is best known to them, but is not always of a 
very happy nature. Where material assistance has not been rendered 
by these politicians in respect of the alleviation of their sufferings or 
remedying their wrongs, they try to raise an kinds of political issues 
Buch as .' It is the foreigners who 'are ruling the eountry." 

0·3371. Have you any particular Union in view when you say 
that ?~Not only one Union, but from reading the newspapers ot various 
boubles -in India I have come to this deduction, and one very near6l" 
at home-the Tinplate situation. 

0-3372. Ther~ ue two Unions prominently mentioned here in 
connec~ion with Jamshedput. ;What attitUde,. do you suggest, it is, 
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possible for employers to take with regard to both Unions. Do you think 
that recognition should be given to both Unions ?-If that was the 
view point, I cannot see any point in the Company refusing to grant 
recognition to this Labour Federation. It was the strongest Union 
which the Company had. 

D·3373. 8ir Victo1- Sassoon: What is your view?-I say that 
when it is a. question of according recognition to any Unions that come 
forward I do not see any point in the Company refusing us. recognition . 
. NCiW the Company sa.ys: .. we are prepared to recognize any· Union 
which comes forward." I do not know how far they are sincere, but 
because we asked them to withdraw the recogniti'ln of the old Union, 
which. wae a very small Union, both in respect of membership and 
importance, the Company threw np its hands in righteous indignation 
and said .. we cannot do that because we have extended recognition 
to it, and we are prepared to recognize any Union that may be formed." 
Time will tell whether they are sincere in that view point. 

0-3374. !liT Alexander 111uTray: The other Union was in existence. 
Therefore if your snggestion, that they should {e()ognize only one 
Union, had been acted upon by the Company, they would not be able 
to recognize your Union?-Then the Company would have acted 
p,ccordingly in a false sense, because a Union to be recognized must 
be a Union that consists of a good majority of the employees. If out 
of 20,000 workmen 10,000 were in & particular Union, the Company 
would be very wrong in withholding recognition from that Union. 

0-3375. Si, Victor Bassoon: Is it your view that the Company 
should recognize only the Union which happens to be a strong one, 
or is it your view that they should recognize any Union which is 
registered, whether strong or not?-What Union do you mean? Ther<l 
is a Clerical Uniou, a Foremen's Union and a Workmen's Union. 

b-3376. Sir Alexander M urrny: It is a question of the Unions 
generally?-If there is a Clerical Union alid the Company want to 
recognize it, let it do 80 .. If there is a Workmen's Union side by side 
with the Clerical Union, the Company should recognize that. If there 
is a Foremen's. Union side Iiy side with that they should recognize 
that Union, 

0-3377. Sir Vict01' Bassoon: Suppose there are two Workmen's 
Unions ?-Then the Company should say which one is tlie strongest. 

. D-3378. It should also recognize one Union of each Branch?-
It may, but where there is more than one Union of one particular . 
branch, the Company must find out which is the strongest Union. 

D-3379. Sit Alexander Murrny: Under the law, Unions are 
entitled to be registered. and if they are registered they are entitled 
to certain privileges. DI> you suggest that if a properly constitnted 
and properly registered U Ilion representative of a section of. workers 
ill an· -industrial undertaking coml)S up to the employers, the !lUUS is 

: -.~ 
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on the employer to recOgnise it Or' not accor~ingto tile tota1 number 
of the workers in it 1-Yes. , .. 

. 0-3388. Miss PotDer: May we know on that whether tlie· paid 
and unpaid membership should cOllnt?-There are very few unpaid 
members. 

0-3381. 1 ·want your view on the principle. Should an employer 
evaluate the strength of a Union by the combination of its paying &nd 
non-paying members, or by its paying members only?-1 do not think 
there are any non-paying members. . 

0-3382. SiT VictOT S/J880on: In some Unions there are. You .do 
not propose to count non-paying members?-No. The full member
ship of the Union should be counted. 

0-3383. Whetner paying or non-paying?-Th&t is a question for 
the Union itself to decide. 

0-3384. S'" Alexander l.f wrray: What are the relations between. 
your Union and the Tata Iron and Steel Company?-At present they 
are not very happy. 

0-3385. What have you been endeavouring to do as a Union 
during the past year for the benefit of the workers ?-Twelve-month is 
too short a period to do any good for the workmen, especially with 
the types of grievances and troubles which they have. A great deal 
of correspondence has been .going backwards and forw&ras, but the 
Company moves very slowly. 

0-3386. Is your Union friendly disposed towards the employers at 
the moment?-The Union does not " display any tendency except one 
of fl'iendliness towards the Company. 

0-3387. You say, .. Government's neutrality has been seriously 
questioned and it is open to doubt whether in the struggles between 
labour and capital in this country ,in its present state of development 
it can or should remain neutral". At what stage de you think 
Government ought to intervene?-At every stage when there·is a 
likelihood of a trouble or when the trouble is on. 

0-3388. When does Government know when there is II< likelihood 
of a trouble arising. We hear of .a legitimate iliJ'l'erenoe of opinion 
between workmen and employers. on one day and. we hear. <>n the next 
day that the workers have withdrawn from employment. At what 
.stage >shou1d Government intervene?-If the notice is too ·short, for 
Government :to intervene before the struggle is on, .,then it should 
intervenejnst wben the struggle is on. . 

0-338~. Do. you not think tllere is a~8ibility on the r<0r~
men to Walt a little ?-Yes , the .workmal> will never lose by waiting. 
In ·fact the workman generally waits too long. 



D·3390. Sir Victor Sa8sO<m: As regards the point of' paying and 
non-paying members of the Union, we have had cases where there 
have been two Unions existing for the same class of workmen, and in 
regard to which we have been told by one Union th&t some of their 
members originally belonged to •. another Union and now belonged to 
them. The workmen are non-paying to the old Union and ·they &re 
paying to the new Union. It is suggested to us th&t there the work

.men are paying to the Union of which they &re members, .they should 
not be considered members of the Union which they had"joined pre
viously. They have not sent in letters of resignation. They have 
merely not paid, and have joined the new Union. Would it not be 
rather -difficult, if you include non-paying members, to find out the real 
strength of two rival Unions?-I do not think there is any difficulty 
in trying to put matters on a ~efinit~ b&sis. Have you Jamshedpur in 
mind? 

D-3391". No; I am thinking of the Railway in which there are 
two rival Unions, where the workmen have admittedly not sent in 
resignations. They say that it is not the custom to do- so. They 
merely do not pay. Would your position not be stronger if you said . 
.. We ask you to recognize the Union with the largest number of 
paying members" ?-It is difficult for me to say what would be tbe 
,position between paying and non-paying members, but I think it shoulo! 
·be the Union's duty to make its position clear beyond any question 
by satisfying themselves that the members definitely belonged to the 
Union. 

D·3392. Do you not think it is a little difficult to expect a member 
to be the real member of your Union if be will not even pay the usual 
dues ?-'I think each member should pay his dues. 

D-3393. Ought you. not to say that if a member has not paid his 
dues for a period of six months he shall cease to be a member; or 
would you prefer to retain his name in order to swell your nominal 
membership?-In our Union we )lave a rule that members automati
cally cease to be Illembers if they, fail to pay their dues for three·'mon!hs. 

D-3394. Some Unions have nat that rUle. Therefore perhallS you 
would be agreeable to 8&y that membership should count by the number 
of members who have paid?-Yes. The real membership should I:e 
,that of members who pay. As a general proposition, I feel that persons 
who pay should be regarded as members. 

D-3395. In your memorandum yau make a remark .which I have 
not Been before in a union's memorandum. You &&;: .. We fully 
,re&1iss the handicapa the employers have at present moment in the 
shape of insecurity of tenure of his workmen ". BI t~t I take it 
you mea.n that you realiss the difficulties of an employer when he does 
not know whether he can count on having a stable labour torce?-' 
(Mr. ShaNM): Yes. (Mr. Hom.}: We want ~ be fair to both 
aides. . 
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D.3398. Generally speaking, would. you say that, 'On the wkOle. 
your Union has to a large degree been met by the a.dministration of 
this {)ompany?-It is difficult t.tIO 8&y that we have .been met .. in a 
large. degree ". 

D-3397. They have put offices at your disposal?-We ,:10 not for 
a moment deny that they have offered us facilities. 

D-3398. It appears that they have offered you facilities and mel> 
you in a way which has not been the case with other industries and 
with other Trade Unions. Generally speaking, would you say that 
this Company has been treating labour unions more favourably than 
is usually the case throughout the country 1-1 have no experience ·of 
other labour unions. 

0-3399. We ha.ve been told t4a.t if unions were met on the lines 
on which this Company have met your Union, namely; direct. access 
to the administration, that would in itself lead to a more cordial rei .... 
tionship between capital and labour, resulting in greater efficiency?-
Yes. .' 

0-3400. Yon have apparently in Jamshedpur those relationships 
which are asked for elsewhere. Would yon say that, in consequence, 
the working efficiency of the men is more, and the likelihood ·af strikes 
is less. than in other industries which have not treated their unions 
as well as the CGm:pany here has treated yours?-(Mr. Sharma): We 
have only had a year's experience, so we cannot say. 

0-3401. TalM tbe previous relationsnip with the old Union: would 
you say th/;t the efficiency of the men has risen in consequence of the 
administration treating directly with labour?-To some extent it has. 

0-3402. Yon think the efficiency is better than it would have 
been if the administration had not had this close intercourse with the 
trade U cion ?-Yes. . 

0-3403. You ask for accommodation more consonant with modem 
thought, and you compare ·the conditions here with those of the work
people in America and so on. Would you say that, on .the whole, the 
housing of· the employees here is better or worse than that granted .t{) 
employees by other industries in other paats of India?-(Ml". Hom.,: 
We have not gone into the housing conditions in other parts of India, 
and therefore ca.nnot make a comparative statement. . .'. 

0-3404. Would you say that labour here is better treate,:I and 
better housed t.han it is in the· mill industry in Bombay or in the Jute 
industry in Calcutta?~We cannot make such a comparative statement 
because we have no experienae.· . 

0-3405. You· say .. T)!e sUm total pf these handiool!s react very 
·adversely on the moral tone of the workman and his family", and YOl+ 
go on to say that :the consequence is that ·ties of family .life are loose. 
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.CJ1IofI. yoa teU me whether' tlreyate -looser' here thu they are llt'otber 
industries?-We cannot say . 

. 0-3406. Y 011 realise that this Commission has to deal with the 
conditions or. India as a whole?-Yes. 

0.3487. 'You I!\1ggest that the men should be supplied with towels 
and soap, but I notk-e from the Company's memorandum that towels 
and soap lIle supplied for the women ?-Since when,' and how many 
women have taken advantage of it? 

0-3408. It· says: "13,000 to 14,000 women use this rest house 
. ilvery month and they &re supplied with soap and towels 1-It is new. 
~ us-. 

D·3489. I notice you also ask for bands. Do you think the supply 
of bands will stimulate theeffieiency and activity of the workmen1-We 
do not mea.n that bands should be supplied for the purpose of producing 
more steel. We say that these amenities all help in the production of 
efficiency. 

0·3410. You do not think it is very important l'-Certainly not. 

0-3411. Again in your memorandum you say, .. that employer does 
not need to exist who cannot take care of his employees ". I suppose 
'YO'll do not sug~est that this industry should be favoured over the rest 
'Pf tb~ workers in the country 1-No. 

0-3412. You wiT! admit that this is essentially an agricultural 
country and the number of workers employed in industry is a small 
'Percentage of the total werkers of the country?-Yes. 

D~3413. Do you suggest that compa.Tatively small percentage should 
be placed in a better position than the majority of their compatriots 1-
;Why not sta.rt with a _aU number·!' . 

"-3414. You will admit that in regard to wages, housing, 
workmen's compensation and the general amenities of life the industrial 
workEWS 'of this ·country are i .. a .better ;position than the agricultural 
work.ers?-Y es. 

b.34t5. You appear to be desiring to raise the standard of the part 
.cJf. the 'community which is already betterotl'?-The Labour Union 
which we represent deals with them. 

0·3416. Mr. Ahmed: You Bay that a nlimber of your members 
do not pay their subscriptions; is that so because they have gone home 
'to their villages ?-No; thatdiSCl'epancy ;is due to the fact that the 
'Com pOOY' made 'alter&tions in their ticket numbers alld we were not 
supplied withtlre altered ticket nmn'bers; that led to great confusion; 
we could not trace them for quite a IOllg while. 

D.a.1.7. This is an · .... "l'ienltural country l!.nd 'the industrial 'WorKers 
'lire mainly agriculturists. The employersappal'6ntly take shelter 
·behind thltt as 'their sheet-Michor and their r!Ty is that the members .of 
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the union do not pay their aubscriptions?-Th .. t is not our complaint; 
our workmen, whether they go to their villages or not, pay. their clues., 
Some men come here with the intention of spending all their time in 
this industry, while others only come here to supplement. their tnCl)mes. 

D-3418. Wh .. t was the difference th .. t led to the tinplate strike I'. 
-There were certain questions on which the workers felt they had. 
difference; I did not think it was necessary to have .. stoppage on those. 
differenced, but some members of the union thought otherwise a.nd 
precipit .. ted a erisis. 

D·3419. Did the workers put forward any demands ?-As far· u I 
know nothing was put before the Company. 

0-3420. There were no legitimate grievances of the workers sucli 
as would justify a strike ?-There may have been justifiable grievances 
but there wu nothing so &cute as to necessit&te a stoppage of work. . 

: 0.3421. Then what was the reason of the strike?-I suppose ~he 
union officisls know better than I do. 

D.3422. But you ue President of this Federation?-I waf 
President of the Tinplate Union also. It is rather a long story. and 
I do not know whether the Chairman is able to give me the ·necessary 
time to explain it all. 

Mr. Ahmed: You can deal with it shortly. (The witness,} I 
could not I,>ive a correct idea of the whole situation if I dealt with i~ 
shortly. ' 

D·3423. Were not the wages paid to the' tinplate workers a little 
lower than th~ wages paid to other workers ?-Some people thought so; 
they compared the wages of the tinplate workers with those of the 
sheet mill workers of the Tata's Company. The sheet mill work i8 
heavier and more arduous than the tinplate work, and therefore I 
suppose it is qnite right that the w&"aes should be higher. 

J 0.3424. What is the position of the workers witIi regard t() 
indebtedness ?-It is very bad; I should say 50 or 60 per cen~. of ~he 
workers are indebted. . 

D-3425. Sir Ale:iande1' MUffllY: I nnderstand there lIIre many 
eo-operative credit societies here?-Yes, each department has a co
operative credit society. 

0·3426. So that, it would appear that the Company are attempting 
to deal with the problem of indebtedness?-That is so, but it has not 
yet got to the root of the evil; the societies have not much capital and 
have not been able to meet the ueeds of the members. • 

D.3427. The societies seem to be collecting a lot of money here?
Quite likely, but you must remember theie are a large number of 
workerB here. 



D-34118. Mr. Ahmed: Do you ~hink the Government pI J3ihar 
and Orissa should increase the strength of the Co-operative Depart.. 
ment ?-I find the CO-operative Department here is anxious to give any 
help they can in order to start njlw societies and stores. 

. D·34119~: Do you think th$ employers might aBBist these societiea 
by mltkingloans at low rates of interest?-Yes, that would be helpful, 
but I doubt whether it wol!ld eradicate the evil of indebtedness. 

D·3430. Mr. Cliff: You do not· deal with strikes in your memo
randum ?-The Labour Federation has not yet called a strike, 80 that 
it is difficult for ns to give an opinion on that subject; it is only a year 
old. . 

D-3431. My information is that you have taken a leading part in 
_. strikes which have occurred in this pla.ce?-Yes, but that W80S before 

the Labour Federation .was formed. 

D.34311. How is the Executive Committee of the Labour .Federation 
aonstituted ?~It is given in the rules and regulations of the Federation. 

D·3433. Does your Executive Committee deal with the direction 
And conduet of any movement?-It ·should; that is its duty. 

D·3434. Do they do that as a. Federation?-Yes. 

D·3435. Whit are the shops or departmental committees of which 
you speak in your memorandum ?-Th~ shpp committees were insti
tuted with the co-operation of the management in various departments; 
they are different from the Executive COmmittee. Each shop com
mittee consists of 7 members, 4 b'?ing nominated by the Labour 
Federation from the actual workers in that department and a nomi
nated by the Company also from a.ctual workers in the department. No 
foreman or member pf the clerical staff is nominated. They eject their

. own chairman and a clerk is supplied by the COmpany to take minute. 
of the proceedings. Any grievance of any individual workman of that 
department is santior consideration by that committee through the 
General Manager. We are only permitted to. correspond directly 
through the General Manager. It goes from the General Manager to 
the General Superintendent; from hini it goes to the Department pf 
Superin~endents; from there it goes to the Department of 
Foremen, and then this Shop committee conSiders the matter, coming 
to a decision and communicating its finding to the management, which 
the management is not in any way bound to accept. If the shop com
mittee finds that a man was not at fault, though the Company had 
dealt with him as thongh he were, the management still insists on 
having its own way. Then the man has Ii right of appeal to what is 
called Board A, which is composed of 2 represent.atives of the Labour 
Federation who are not workers and 2 representatives nominated by 
.thl! COmpany. . These fOllr persons consider the matter and a.rriv.e at 
their decision. If their 'decision is in favour of the man, the ml\tlag&
ment is not bound to accept it, i~ still has i!s o~ 'Way. 



D·3436. How long hall this system been iII' opemtion ?""""8mei!l J ~y 
or Augnst last. --

D·3437. You say in your. memorandum: .. it can safely be said 
that they have not been found unsatisfactory so f ...... ?-This was 
written in September; we had gre .. t hopes of this; bnt then the mem
bers of these shop committees sent in their resignations, ssying it was 
impossible for them to remain on these shop committees, bec .. use, no 
matter what decisions they .. rrived .. t, the manligement had its own 
way, and io was no use discussing these matters. - -

0-3438. Sir Victor Sassoon: Did such a matter ever go right up-
to the top?-Yes, in two cases. -

0-3439. What was the result then ?-In one case the man was put 
back in his job though not in the same place nor on the same rate; it 

• was merely recommended that the man should be given some work, 
tll:l.t is all. Where the President of _ the I,abour Federation and' the 
General Manager could not arrive at any son of understanding on any 
particular case we felt it was no use arguing further. In one case W6 
reached a.,oreement_ (Mr. Sharma): In the second case the General 
Msna.,aer gave his delinite decision which he wotlld not reconsider and 
we thought it useless to put it before Board B again. 

D-344O. Mr. Cliff: I take it in that case you did not nse the 
machinery?-(l\1r. Homi); No, we thought it was useless in that 
case. 

0-3441. What do you mean when you say in your memorandum 
that one of the handicaps to these committees is .. Interference from 
the Superintendent of the department or of the Foreman" ?-It has 
been reported to us that some of the Superintendents busy themselves 
telling the, workmen who are members of the committee that if an:!, 
decision is arrived at contrary to the det"ision of the Superintendent, 
it will not be very healthy for them. 

0·3442. Have yo\), raised that matter with the General Manager.? 
-Yes, we have. 

D-3443. What has been the result?-IthRs never come to '" show
down in the form of an investigation. 

D-3444. S ... Victor Sassoon : - What did he say to J'o~ ?-That it 
was very unlikely that such a thing sho,;,ld happen. 

D-3~5. Mr. Cliff: Why does this machinery not work?-The 
machinery does not work in the lirst instance because the members of 
the shop committee say it is useless for them to discuss these matters 
because in no case is any reply vouchsafed to them as to what the
decision of the Manager is; secondly, they ssy that when they come
ta knqrv what the deciRion of the man"~[<'m .. nt is, it i. invariably 
oontrary to the decision of- the committee. They feel if iR useless for 
I;h6$ tg go !In. 
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003448. What alternative do you .uggest?~We feel there is 
considerable scope for the work of these committees, but rules and 
regulations should be made and adheretl to. In the first place we 
di9 not. frame any rules or re.,01llations Decause we wanted to see how 
these committees would work in actual practice and we desired to 
frame rules ·and regulations in the light of experience. But we felt 
that the management never wanted to bind itself to any rules or 
regulations; it wanted to have as ",ide a discretion as possible. 

0·3447. When you speak of rules and regulations you mean the 
procedure to be adopted?-Yes. 

0·3448. Is that not a matter for the Union to settle direct with 
the management?-Yes, but we found that the management were not· 
willing to come to any terms in that respect; we have frequently had 
talks on this matter and have not come to any solution. 

0·3449. Sir Alexander M urmy: This committee system was 
evidently introduced at the instance of the Labour Federation?-Yes. 

0·3450. You have not given it up in despair yet?-No, we have 
110t given it up; we feel that in modern industrial development these 
shops committees would be the best thing both for the workmen and 
the management of any industry in getting rid of strikes and labour 
tl"Oubles. 

0·3451. Mr. Cliff: Does that mean that you intend to stick to 
this m~hinery?-Yes, we do. 

003452. But you are seeking to have sollle rules of procedure 
established?-Yes. 

0·3453. How long does it take for a case to go from the first. 
committee to the. final board ?-Quite a lot of time. In some cases it is .
quick but in others it takes quite a lot of time. We cortespond directly 
with the management; the General Manager sends it down to the Gene
ral Superintendent; the General Superintendent sends it !lown to the 
Departmeut of Superintendents. We find that great delay occurs 
there; no doubt they have other work to do. bnt this is not a matter 
which can be neglected. (Mr. Sharma): A man was discharged on 
the 6th August, 1927. We put that case before the shop committee. 
The case is still going on. The fi,.,t shop committee ineeting was held 
on the 30th December, 1929. and it has not arrived at any decision 
yet. (Mr. Homil: ·A man was discharged from the blooming mill 
department on the 26th October. We urged that his case should be 
put before the shop committee. There was a sort of shop committee 
in existence. We had reasons to complain that the man particularly 
concerned in dismissing that man was taking a very lively interest in 
the working of that shop committee and we protested to ·tbe manage
ment about it. We felt constrained to stand upon oUl· rigbts with 
regard to the constitution of that shop committee and had anew ·shop 
committee appointed, tbe management ~aret\ing to that. The shop 



eommittee is considering that case. Members have complained that 
the .witnesses are not being sent and it is very much felt that an effort 
is being made to tutor tbose witnesses. N ot...Qnly has there been that 
pressure, but undue delay has been caused by that. From tl~e 26th 
October till to-day, tbe 21st February, the matter has not been dIsposed 
of. 

0-3454. Si~ Victor Bassoon: The matter is still in the first stage; 
it is still before the committee consisting of four members-Yes. We 
bave suggested tbat in these cases a date sbould be fixed; if by tha.t 
date no witnesses are forthcoming, it should be decided in favour of 
the man. We wrot., to tbe company several times making that 
suggestion, but tbe matter has not yet been disposed of. 

0-3455. MT. Cliff: What machinery do you suggest to prevent 
lock-outs 1>.nd strikes?-When two parties do not agree, I suppose it 
is necessary that a third party sbould intervene. Presumably th&t 
third party would be Government. Certain machinery is provided under 
the Trade Disputes Act. It is not certain at what- stage Government 
sbould intervene, but wben we sent our representations to Government 
with regard to the Trade Disputes Bill we suggested that if Government 
received from eitber side notice of an impending labour trouble any
wbere Government should immediately proceed to constitute a concilia
tion board or a board of enquiry under the Trade Disputes Act and 
take steps before the matter came to a stoppage of work. 

0-3456. Does tbat mean that members of your umon .would be 
prepared to accept tbe decision of a court of enquiry or a conciliation 
hoard ?-I suppose if the claim is just and the finding is just there 
ougbt not to be trouble. • 

0-3457. Justice depends upou your point of view, but would you 
be preparad to accept the findings of a court of enquiry?-It is a 
difficult problem looking at it from au academic point of view. It 
has to be seen what are the practica.l implications a.nd how it stands. 
Each case has to be considered on its merit •. 

0-3458. 8i~ AlezandeT Murray: Would you be prepared to 
recommen!I to your union that in tbe event of a court of enquiry or 
conciliation board being set hp tbey sbould await its decision?
Certainly. 

0-3459. And that they should not precipitate matters?-Yes. 

0-3460. Sir Vicwr Sassoon: Do you think that all over India 
the men would agree to sucb a procedure?-It all depends on wbat 
confidence the men have in their own IsbaUl· umon; where the union 
does not really represent labour '. ~bey would not accept it. 

0-3461. Mr. Cliff: I understand you were vitally concerned in 
the tinplate dispute?-Not as President of the union; my relations' 
with ihe union ceased immediately on the workmell goiua- on strike. 

'-



b-34tJ2. Will you tell us 1lbe history of .the Tata .dispute?~l'eB, 
I will tell you what I know about the affair. There were spo~dic 
troubles and strikes in the <various deparlmentsof Tatas from February, 
1928. The first time I appeared on the scene was .on the 12th April, 
1928, when I addressed a meeting. The agitation was mostly with 
reference to the old trade union, the Lahour Association. My advice 
then was that if the old trade union did not assist the workers they 
should throw out the executive and put ·in a new one. In that same 
month some boiler men and sheet mill men, numbering about 1,600, 
went out. They came tome after they had ~he out. The boiler 
men came first and then the sheet mill men. isent them ·to the old 
Labour Association to which they belonged. The old Laboul' Association 
told them they would not ·be able to take up their work. Then meetings 
were held to agitate for their grievances. I tried to get in .touch with 
the Company in order to put their view-point before the Company; 
in fact, about March I wrote a letter to the General Manager about 
the troubles of certain men who had come out and had come to me 
after they had gone out. As an outside man I wrote to the Genera.! 
Manager asking for an interview in which I could explain their troubles 
and attempt to effect a compromise. I got no reply to that; I did 
not even receive an acknowledgment of that letter. Then about the 
beginning of May, when the boiler situation was very acute, the 
Company declared a partial lock-out with reference to certain mill 
workmen because it could not run the mills. So about 4;000 or 5,000 
meu were thrown out of work; they did not know how long they would 
be out or whether they should stay here or ~ to their homes; tbe 
Company had not settled with them either. So I led a deputation of 
these men to the Deputy Commissioner with a view to considering 
what they should do. They wanted to have a settlement, but tQ.e 
Company refused to give them a settlement of all the money the men 
had in the Company in the form of provident fund, wages, notice 
pay and so on. Then the Company served a notice of dismissal on 
the 8th May a..,aainst all workmen of the boiler and sheet mills depart
ments, dismissing altogether abo~t 1,600 men. I felt that that was 
not the right thing for the Company to do, and I led the agitation. 
I got all the other workmen out on the 23rd May. As a warning to 
the Company I got them to stop work for 24 hours. I did all this on 
my own responsibility. The workmen· stopped work for 24 hours; 
90 or 92 per cent. of the workmen were out. I felt that a demonstration 
of that nature would be enough to show the Company the extent of 
the agitation and grievance in the mind~ of the workmen and that they 
might come to some sort of arrangement with the workmen. That 
did not move the Company a.t aU, so on the succeeding Friday, a week 
a.fter, 'we declared a stoppage of work for 48 hours and the workmen 
all willingly participated in that. The Company then declared a lock. 
out Oll the 1st June. At the end of the 48 hours they all presented 
themseivesat work at the gate but they were sent back. Then the 
twuble began ill· ITightearnest. The Company refused to correspond 



or negotiM,e with me, thQugh ·the workw.en said I "' . .". ~eir legitimate 
spokesman. Over and above that, they weut to the length of saying 
they would not deal with Mr. Homi or any body connected in any 
way with the old Labour Asscciation. The result "'as that this trouble 
was long drawn out. On the 10th or 11th July the Company declared 
the lock-out at an end and said they would take in "uch' workmen as 
presented themselves for work, but they would only take those workmen 
whose names did not appea.ron the reduction list. We aat our faces 
against any sort of reduction by the Company, and that prolonged the 
trouble. On the lOth July the Company had "eTY little success in 
getting any workmen in. This trouble continued until.abont the middle 
of September. What I am about to say will illustrate what I ha.ve 
said about workmen .having recourse to politicians. We secured the 
assistance of Mr. Boaa, who was the President of .the Bengal Congress 
Committee. We got him here to make an appeal to such of the Bengali 
workers who were working to come out and keep with the other 
wo.rkmen so that the 'Company's works would stand still and the Com
pany would come to terms.· Mr. Bose crune here an the 18th Au,,"1lst 
an<l made an appeal to the workmen; on the 20th August practically 
all the Bengalis left work. I think there were about 2,000 or 3,000 
working inside the plant as well as quite a lot of office staff from the 
general offices. They all left work on the 20th August. During the 
course of this trouble I made two unsuccessful attempts with the Com
pany in Bombay at negotiatioft or arbitration. In J.uly some prominent 
men in Bombay made a proposal for arbitration and I accepted it 
without reservation. The matter awaited the Company's a.eceptance 
but the Company gave no reply to that arbitration proposal. That was 
somewhere in July. Just before Mr. Bose came on the 18th August, 
I had been to Bombay in the beginning of August on the invitation 
of Mr. Mehta, who is a Member of the Legislative Assembly. A 
conference was held with two Directors of the Tata Company, myself 
and Mr. Mehta. The proposition was put to me that I should accept 
a 10 per cent. reduction. I kept the matter pending~ and refused to' 
accept that. I alsc consulted Mr. Joshi, who is a member of your 
Commission. We felt that. partial reduction could never be accepted 
in any industrial trouble, because you can never get the Workmen to 
accept any such arrangement, because no body knows who will ·be ~ 
affected by the reduction. No Ifien were specified; it was merely 10 
per cent. It was too broad a proposition. They began to ascribe aU 
sorts of motives to me for rejecting that term. I came here, got 
Mr. Bose here, got the Bengali element out and the struggle continned. 
This was in July. After that, somewhere about September, some of 
the Directors CIUlle to J'\IDshedpur. The arrangement between me and 
Mr. Bose was that in any negotiations that shonld take place Mr. Bose 
should take me along with him and a group of workers who were working 
with me. I do not know what 'happened, but Mr. Bose put me off 
from day to day, and he finally faced me with certain :terms which he 
said he had II€feed to and signed and sealed. I was very .much surprised. 



'that was on tYle 11th September. The Directors went away from here 
on the 8th September. Mr. Bose said that nothing had been done, 
no terms had been arranged. that everything had fallen through. Then 
we went through the terms; we were discussing the terms that he had 
brought from the Directors. We never knew that he was dealing with 
the Tata Iron and Steel Company as President of the Labour Associa
tion; that was never known to us. II he had ever said that he was 
treating with the Tata Iron and Steel Company as President of the 
Labour Association we should never have supported him and would 
never have permitted him to carry 011. We never knew about that 
until I saw a statement in the "Times of India" that :Mr. C. A. 
Alexander, General Manager of the Tata Iron and Steel Company, 
Limited, and Mr. S. C. Bose, President of the Labour ~ssociation. 
had been able to effect a certain settlement of the strike. We were 
discussing the terms that he brought and we fell foul oC him on two 
important issues; one was regarding the workeI1j' right to form their 
own association without any let, hindrance or interference by the Com
pany, and another was on the subject of lock-out wages. Mr. Bose 
reCused to take into consideration anyone of those propositions. 

D-3483. Do you mean with regard to the first point that he 
compromised the right to form an association without let or hindrance 
from the employers?-Yes, whether the employers had any.right to 
refuse recognition to any association the workers chose to form, a.nd 
whether the employers had any right to say who the executive or 
office-bearers of the workers' org;wi.zation should be. Mr. Bose said 
nothing about it. We fell foul on those two questions. When we 
put it to the workmen I thought it my duty not to interfere at that 
stage, and I let the workmen take their own decision; I did not even 
attend the meeting at which he was putting these terms to the work
men, bnt half-way through the. workmen came over and forcibly took 
me to the meeting. All the advice I could give them then was to wait 
for 24 hours, patiently go through the terms and see whether they could 
accept them or not. The next day I had a meeting. II I had desired 
to keep the workmen out, I could have done so on that day also, but 
I asked them to stick to their work, with this reservation, that when 
we had the opportunity and the power we would fight for both of these 
and get them. Two or three days later we formed this Labour Federa.
tion. I think that meeting was on the 13th. and we formed the Labour 
Federation on the 16th. A letter w:as duly sent to the Tata Iron and 
Steel Company and we asked for recognition. No reply was given to . 
us. Then we launched a campaign to obtain recognition from the 
Company; that was some time in December. The Company's reply 
was in the form of a injunction suit to restrain us from what they 
considered to be inducing their workmen to commit certain breaches 
of contract, although there was no contract at all, and seein .. us for 
damages for certain loss they had sustained. We continued 'to fight 
this suit also. Then the situation became very acute somewhere about 
February. On March 8th we received recognition. As a result of that 
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recognition the suit was withdrawn. Certain workers who had been 
fighting .lor recoguition of the Labour Federation had been dismissed. 
Fortunately that did not cow the workers. Then these workmen were 
taken back. The Company paid II months' psy. We said we assumed 
that was lock-out wages, and that the correct period was from the 
1st June t~ the 10th July. If we fought it out I felt sure we. should 
get payment up-fo-date, and if we made a further effort we should get 
8 t~ 10 days more. because it had not been specified who were to be 
the workmen who would be affected by this proposed reduction and 
therefore they had stayed out. These are niceties of law which need 
not be discussed here, but we felt that this 11 months' wages tbat 
the Company had given should be regarded as lock-out wages and that 
the reductions which the Company were making in respect of January 
and February should be stopped immediately. The Company very 
.kindly agreed to that and said that the guest ion should be left pending 
for two months. The same thing was done with regard to the workmen 
who had been dismissed: they were given their pay. and the same 
condition was given that they also would be considered later on. Since 
then the Labour Federation has been carrying on its work. 

D-3464. Col. Russell: Under Housing yon say in your memo
randum: .. Privat-e agency has not received any kind of encouragement 
from the Steel Compsny either by way of guaranteed returns to the 
capitalist or providing .facilities to small money holdem ". What do 
you mean by that ?-I mean that the Steel Company is getting its 
houses built through a certain fixed number of contractors. three or four 
of them, and that the Steel Company spends its owu money. We 
suggest it should encourage private agencies such as housing· societies 
or other limited corporations or private persons who would invest money 
in building houses and to whom a return on their money would be 
guaranteed. Of course no guarantee would be necessary in many cases 
hecause the houses would be occupied and the rents paid would afford 
a return on the capital invested. 

D·3465. You say: "The Company's scheme of helping the 
employees desirous of building their own houses has not proved much 
of a success ". The Company ill their memorandum say: "Total 
building loans given up to the 31st March, 19-29, were Rs. 2,02,967 ".
Those few lakhs have not solved the housing problem; still there are 
about 50 per cellt· witho~ houses. 

D·3466. Why have more' workers not taken loans ?-Because there 
is very great trouble in I!ettinl! these loans and in getting areas allotted. 
There is also too much interference from land and town officers which 
callses the work .. ,'!! to desist from going in for their own houses. 

D·3467. Has your Fe<leration taken any steps to impl'Ove the 
conditions nnder which Joans may he obtained ?-We have made 

-suggestions to the Company but the Company has not seen its way to 
accept our proposals. We have suggested that certain areas should be 



g~"en -W Il& for building quM'tel!S, but- tl;le CGmpe.ny' has -reful!ell to give 
it inl the name ot the Fedemt.1on; 

0.3468. Again you say that one house has to accommodate 
.. family with one or 20 members_ Are there families of 20 members 
in Tata,'s Compa,ny?-People come frdbl different places huntiDg for 
jobs and sta,y with the people here. There ma,y also be oCcasional 
visitors. 

0·3469. 1>0 you BuggeRt that Tat a • s Compa,ny should provide 
additional accommodation for any number of relatives of workers that 
like to come along and .tay here?-We have never suggested that. 

0-3470. But that is the implicatiou ?-For instance, one man may 
have 15 to 20 members in his family while another may have only 2 or 3 
members. While alloting -qua,l'ters no consideration to thenumbet of 
family membel'S is given, but ouiy the question of service and rate are 
taken into consideration_ . -

0.34T1. Is it possible for a company to cater for variations in family 
nu:nbers such as these ?-I think so. -

0.3472. You say that water supply is hopelessly inadequate. The 
company in their memorandum say: "The town has an up-to-date 
Paterson Filter PIau which has capacity of four million gallons of good 
filtered water per day_" Taking the population as 100,000 that <:omes 
to 40 gallons per head. per day. Do you think that ·10 gallons per head 
per daY'is hopelessly inadequate?-I do not care whether it is 4 million 
gallon.~ a, 40 million gallons, but the fact remains that the bustis are 
without water. 

0-3473. After 40 gallons per heed has been provided 7-In the 
Northern Town. reol1le may be getting 400 gallons. while people in the 
b'lurl:i:s may be getting only 4 gallons. ' 

0-3474. Is that what you mean ?-There are various bustis that are 
without water. I do not care whether other people get water or not, 
bu-t I want that &11 the bfUtis should get a sufficient supply of water. 

D-3475. You haNe made a suggestion, I tbink, -iu another part of 
your memorandum that wells might be sunk?-Yes. but the Company 
do not want to a~cept the scheme of sinking wells as it is very expensiye. 

0·3476. I understand that in at least 50 per cent. of tbe area. of 
Jam~hedpur there is no water even snpposing you sunk wells?-About 
Sonari I was told that water will not be available there even if they 
sunk we118, but I have seen people having wells in that area with about 
10 or 12 feet of ~t\lr. 

0·3477. You say: .. One would like to see an extension of these 
out-door patients treatment in ..,me of the ontlying bustis." Have the 
company not provi,led a !;lumber of outlying dispensaries?.,-In various 
buw,no. 



D44lL Have you made- any suggestions to the 'company where' 
additional dispensaries might be provided ?-In fact, we started one of 
our own and the 'Company was good enough to give us the facility of 
having prescriptions made out on our doctor's signature. That we 
lItarted as an experiment in Sonm. 

,0-3479. Sir Victor S(JlJsoon: Was it a success ?-(Mr. Sharma) I 
In two months we got 1,000 patients. (Mr. Homi); If we get the 
s_ fa.cilities from the Company, we hope> ~!t extend the e1peritneI\t 
in due course. 

0-3480. Colonel Russell: Further on you say : " we would like to 
see medical facilitie& brought to the veYy door of the sick and the 
ail!ing' .• , Doeif that mean tba.t the medlcal offieers employed by ,-he 
Company do not visit the sick?-If they are paid their feeE< th~ do. 

0-3481. :& 81 sick employee not villited I'ly the Company's doctor if 
he is 1!aG siek ta ga. to the lIollpitllli' or to the dIspeIft!ar1?-I do not think' 
beis.- ' 

D-3482. Axe you. quite sure of that, because I have information
from the. Chief MedicaL Officer this morning tba.t, is doneit~I do' Rot 
think so. 

D4483\,: Si'! Alemnd"er' Mu'ff'a'fI: Can you speak with per80nnJ' 
knowledge ?----Tl'.te medical officer may go into ~he towns, but as far' sis 
my informatien goes he doeE< not go- to the' liU8ti~. 

0-3484. Colonel Russell: Y 00.- do- a.dmit tba.t a €t!l'Irs;W- &mOUl\t of 
.. isitimg is done?-Yes,. but. it is' de»,e &ni:)t HI' towns, . 

0·3485. Is'it yonI' point tha.t the family of' an' employee shOUld also 
have iree 11Ji8dicaJ. tJ:ea.tment ?-lfee. 1aecaliSe this- toWR' 'is l&id ont by 
the> Company lIInd the employe.ss arE> brought in· her&,. it, is' the cru.tl' of 
the Company to, ghe medical facilities to- the. families of. thlt emplbyeeB' 
as well. If it was in a city th .. t the industry existed then. of course, 
it woaUI- be s. d~erent: proposi1lion. 

0-3486. You say th .. t facilities must be provided foo pMa\>et 
medical practitioners. Axe they prevented from settling in the town 
h_1L-The COmpany' i!~ not in favo'Ur of pri'm'fle> medie-al practitIoners 
settling' in' towns;' 

0.3487. There are no priva.te: medical. pmetititl1ler.. t!elJtled·in· tdW 
town here?-No. 

D-348&.. TheCom~ would notadrnit them?-l de nCftl< lihinlf: 
th~ will. 

.... 348'" Are' you pertec1lly' cer1:\tin of tllttt?-FU-at ,of all, yon CUll 

very well imagine tha~ if .. priVltte pra:ctitii>nercame in he wouia' have 
to preoKJribe.· If he- gives preooriptiauB. nobed,. wiU,dillpellse'·iI\l the 
company's hospitals. If he st.irtedl 81 dispen89."Y of Pi ... OW\\. We 
wo~limen woold 108.1'4 twp8¥ fOI''UledWin(llh When fII' Wol'k\ili' ca.uh}, gm.-
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jtree" medicine at the hospital he would not naturally like to' go to a 
i Private ,pr~titioner. 

o ,':D.3490. Sir Victor Sassoon: Your point therefore is not that the 
company would refuse to permit private practitioners settling in the 

.-town. but that there are difficulties in the wl1y of their settling down?-yes.' . , 
.. ' 

i, D-3491. Colonel RU8sell: Is it your point also that the company 
}o not employ sufficient medical practitioners?-I am not in a position 

. ;'110 ,answer that. 

"',' D·3492.' Thllre are '23 medical officer. at present ?-I cannot say 
:'whether they are enough or not. (Mr, Shn.tma): They are not enough 
"for the' bustis at least . 

D·3493. As regards the question of women doctors and. traineJ 
'omidwives, is there no woman medical officer in the whole town?
'''(Mr. Homi): I think there ls' one at the main hospital. 

D-3494,' The, Company in their memorandum give statistics which 
, show that ,¥edical fabilities are being increasingly used by women ill 

the hospitals, For instance. they say that, in 19'28, 27,000 women 
were treated. Do you still maintain that the numbers would increaKc 
much more rapidly' if there was 11 woman medical officer employed?

',We ha.ve, written our memonmduID with greater regard for the outlying 
bus,ti than for the towns where a major portion of the workmen stay. 

'D-3495. What is your suggestion for reaching sick women and 
children in outlying btl8tis?-I think that each individual busti should 
be,pl'Qvided ,with a. medical,officer and a dispensary. 

",D-3496. Sir Vidor Sl/lIsoon,: How many would there be in 
If bUsH ?-2 .000 are living iu Sonari, and the nnmber living in I{asidih. 
'Moulbera, Sakchi and so on may be prnctically the same. 

D·3497. Colonel RU8sell: Generally speaking. you think that the 
'medical relief given at present is not. sufficient ?-On the outlying 
,lJIi8Ua, no, ' 

D.3498. Talking about sanitation and latrines you say: .. There 
may be one latl'ine to several quarters or in others no lat,rine at all." 
Is it your suggestion that every quarter shonld have a latrine for itself?
Why should it not if it is desirable? 

D·3499. Water supply being inadequate, do you think that it will 
be possihle to keep these latrines in a clean condition ?-Both sbould go 
hand in hand. Water supply should follow suit. I have been told th"t 
women in Sonari and other bustis go early at about 3 or 4in the 
f!1orning and then again only after 24 hours later. 

, D·3500. In your memorandum you say: .. It wonld not be ont 
of pI nee to use a. certain amount of moral )luasion to enfoITe compulsory 
expert medical help ,just before and after child-birth." Do you think 
that Indian wo~en I a.ng ~~u IIlOr~ SQ I11ml'n m~n, would allow aur 
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company who employs them to use. even moral suasion to enforce colll
pulsory attendance of midwives?-Only so far a. the company's 'Work 
women are concerned, 

D-3501. Do you not think that that might lead to trouhle ?-No. 
With a little amount of enlightened propaganda work. I think that 
would work well· . 

D·3502. Sir VictOT Sassoon: What you want is more of 
propaganda than of enforcement ?-1 have never eaid 'enforcement ' ; 
I have merely said: moral suasion to enforce compulsory expert medical 
help." 

D·3503. Colonel RuaseU: Dealing with the qnestion of welfare 
you say that all welfare work should he administered by workers' 
agencies, and that it c!>uid be made a success only when administered 
through workers' agencies. You do not want the company to have any 
control over these agencies ?-No. '_ 

D·3504. But you would requll'e the company to provide you with 
money?-The company could·have itsown officers working along with 
workers' agencies. . 

D·3505. But you say that the work should be administered through 
workers' agencies ?-That does not mean that the representatives of the 
company should be excluded. 

D.3506. You would include .the company's Welfare Officer?-Yes. 

D·3507. Sir Victor Sassoon : Does that exist in any country in the 
werld?-It mayor may not, but that need not prevent us from adopting 
it here. 

D·3508. Miss Power: You are against the sardar system and you 
say: .. The best possible solution from a labour point of view. and w:? 
do not see why it Should not be from employers point of view, is to 
establish an employment bureau in conjunction with a labour union that 
can render service both to labour and employer." Does that mean that 
only the workers of your labour union would be able to get employment 
through that bureau?-We have no unemployed workmen as our 
members; all our members are actual workers. 

D·3509. I am asking you about the suggestion that the system of 
recmitment Should be through a bureau run by a union ?-1 qnite under
stand your point. Hundreds of people without any jobs come to us and 
aSk us to afford them any facility by way of getting work. We felt 
that if we were in a position to do so it would tend to the company's good 
as welL 

D·3510. You mean here in this particular city?-Yes. 

D·3511. But on the question of employment generally. are you in 
favour of employment bureaux being run by unions ?-1 think the unions 
are better qnaliiied people· to run bureaux. . 



b-3512. Is it; your contention that the bureau here is a failure 
beqa,use it is not run in conjunction with the union 1'-1 should say it is 
one of the reasons. 

, b·8518. 'Does that employment burea.u not consult the union in 
an.y 'way ?-No, not at all:· 

0·3514. ~\Iling with tM labour turn-oVel you say: •• Lea.ve is 
obtained for a e<:r1>a.iu fixed period and invariably overstay ". It has 
j)~I1l1l!<!d to Ull by llQJUe worl<:.ers' repreeentatives that recognition of the 
principle of leave by employers would go a long way in obtaining a 
settled labour force. What solution have you got for the absence of 
discipline amcmg 'IVOl'kers to whom that conoession is granted and who 
still on yom 'own showing, invaria.bly overstay their leave ?-This is a 
common failing of the Indian· worker. He will go on leave and overstay. 
This baa ~n known allover theeountry. 

0·3515. What solution have you for getting over that weakness of 
the worker which militates against any endeavOUl' on the part of the 
employer to build up a stable labour force by recogni~ing the principle 
o( leave ?-If the worker overstays his leave even by 15 days it makes 
no dllference to the E:IBployer becau.se the employm; is always in a position 
to en$U'e hia \Vorl!;.to he. donll-

0·3518. Do you seriously suggest that it makes no difference to the 
elI1ployer if a, number of workers go on lea.ve and invariablyoverst .. y 
their le .. ve for 15 d .. ysl'-Yes, it would not make much difference. 

0.3517. Does it not mean that you would he compelling lhe 
employer to keep .. n extra labour force to allow for that eventuality jL
lJlx.~a labQUI' fw:oe tiOEl& lIat. mean sdra e.xpenditure, hemuse the persons 
wb<! overstay their le .. ve are not paid for that period; they will be OIIly 
paid for the petiod th .. t ill due ~ them • 

. 0·8518. Th .. t. is quite true. but still the extra labour force ha.s to 
be there. SUpposing it \Va.s not there?-By temporary employment thai 
coutd be arrarigell for. 

D-3519. You think iliat is a better arrangement than trying to 
discipline the workers .. nd to make them realise the necessity for return
ing up to time ?-1t is a better solution and the only solution that is 
avail .. ble at the present mOlJlent. 

0-3520. You ask the employer to. gran. leave facilities even to the 
I.1nskiHed. laboUl1er ht you do no' suggest that the worker should be 
made to see th .. t he has a moral obligation on his part not to overstay 
his leave ?-He w.ill overstay because he is wedded to his soil. There 
is no landless labourer who would look more to his job than to his land. 

0.a521. po you suggest that .. II the workers employed in this big 
city h .. ve then- own land ?-In Indi .. practically every. man has a little 
piece of land. 
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0-3522. We have been repeatedly told in many places th&t as much 

as 60 per cent. of the workers in industrial cities are divorced from the 
land and are entirely depending upon their earnings in industry?-It is 
their experience; it is not ours. 

0-3523. Dealing with the subject of welfare you said that welfare 
work should be run primarily by the workers. I think you know that 
in some States in America there are what are called • mill villages ' 
where all the workers employed in the mill live, and all welfare activities 
like housing, shopping facilities, schools, Churches and the like are 
run by the employer. There is a feeling on the part· of the workers 
that everything-their human needs as well as their employment.=-comes 
from one source and in a crisis could be removed as easily as it is given. 
Is there any feeling here that the worker is nnduly dependent on the 
employer as a result of living in a company town .. nd obtaining every
thing from one sonrce?-I do not know whether such a feeling exists 
or not, but it has been .very strongly felt that for at months in 1928 
when the workers were out of jobs and several of them were practicaIIy 
starving, ~e Company did not even send ont one' wagon load of rations, 
or any milk; for Ule Bustenance of the children of those workers .. After 
the work started, the Company blossomed forth with itS welfare work 
in the form of picnics and bioscope shows, and the wurkmeD naturally 
felt that there was something fishy behind that. 

D-3524. As far as living in a town, whroh i9 the ~sseSliion of the 
employing company, is concerned, they have no objootion to that?~In 
what way? 

D-aS25. In the way of living in a. town where- vverything is the 
property of the company. Do they oot wish to live ilJdependently of· the 
company?-They would like to, but how _ld they? 

0·3528. I am asking you whether there that feeling eXists at all?
They would certainly like to live independently of the company it they 
could. 

D-3527. Dealing with the employment of women yO\)) say: .. As 
far as poasible women should not be employed ill factories where ·hard 
mannal work has got to be done, and we are absolutely opposed to the 
employment of girls and adult women between the ages of 12 and 20." 
Are you referring here to the employment of women only in the steel 
works 1-No. Our remark refers to all fa~tories. 

t 0·3528. Are you seriously contending that no woman up t&> the 
age of 20 should be in industrialemployment in India?-Yes. 

D·3529 • . You wish to adhere to'that?-Yes. 

. 0·3530. Dealing with the question of maternity benefi.ts, is there 
any difficulty for the woman in bhtaining benefits due to the absence 
of women doctors in hospitals here?-l have no knowledge of that. 

O-lSat. It ie a part of thO' terms of obtaining maternity benefits 
that the women should be e'lI:ammed by Ilf doctor?'--:( think Wfty often 
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these people do not get themselves examined and. applications for the 
benefit are not made until after the event. 

D·3532. Are there any women members of your union?-Yes. 

D·3533. How many of them are members?-1,200 to 1,500. 

. D·3534. Are they paying members or non-paying members ?-They 
are paying members. 'They pay As. 4 weekly. 

D·3535. Dealing with the question of creches, I find that a number 
of women leave their babies in'the Women's Rest House while on duty, 
Is there any actual creche, run by the Company?-(Mr. Sharma): No, 
not to my knowledge. 

D·3536. Is it your opinion that there is a need for a creche?-Yes, 
for more than one creche. 

D·3537. Bir Victor Bassoon: You think they would be used,?
Yes. 

D-3538. Mias Power: You have said that the crech' should be 
run by the union, but what objection have you to its being run by the 
company provided a trained person is put in charge of it ?-(Mr. Homil : 
I think the union is more likely to inspire confidence than the employer. 

D·3539. You do not think that the trained woman can inspire 
confidence? How are the women likely to know whether the 'creche is 
run by the union or by the Company?-The, union. can approach them 
frequently. 

D-3540. Does the union propose to pay for the croohe?-If the 
union is in a financial position to do so it would pay, but if it is not in 
a position to pay then of course the burden should fall on the Company. 

D-3541. You propose that the employer should pay for the creche 
but that the union should run itl'-Yes. Why not? 

iI·3542. Mr. Joshi: There are at'present two unions in Jamshed
pur, one is yours and the other is the Labour Association?-Yes. 

D-3543. Do these two unions compete With each other for 
membership in the same class of people?-The Labour Federation has 
never ('.ompeted, but there is a very keen rivalry on the part of the 
other Union to secure members by hook or by croqk. 

D-3544. Both of you are catering for the same class of people 1'
We (.ater only for the actual workmen, while the Labour Association is 
a conglommeration of foremen, clerical staif and others. . 

D-3545. Do you exclude clerks and foremenl'-Yes. 

D-3546. But the I,abour Association have got some membership 
among the workers, is it not?-Yes. 

D·3547. Is it desirable that there should be one union catering 
fQ~ one class of people in one place h Yes. 
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0-3548. If it is desirable will you tell us whether you made auy 
efforts to bring about an amalgamation of the two unions?-Yes. 
We tried to make that su"agestion through the Company itself. We 
suggested to the other union to see its way in merging itself into the 
Labour Federation because ao far as the membership of the actua.l 
workmen was concerned the Federation was by far the stronger of 
the two. We also suggested that for the clerical staff the Labour 
Association can form a separate union. But nothing came' out of 
these suggestions. 

D-3549. Were these suggestions of yours put on paper?-No; 
these suggestions were made by way of conversation. 

D-3550. Can you tell us why these efforts did not succeed ?-So 
far "" we understaud. their view point was that the Labour Federation 
shou:d merge itself into the Labour Association. 

0-3551. Leave aside the question of mere name ?-That is very 
material. 

0-3552. You will a"o-ree with me that a name in a big organization 
does not matter very much ?-It matters quite a lot. 

D-3553. Do you agree with me that the main thing that matter~ 
is who has got more influence with the men, not the name? SUppose 
these two unions unit., and an election takes place, those who have 
got the largest influence will be elected as the offulers of the Union. 
From that point· of view there should not be a great insistimce upon 
the name; no matter by what name you call the union, the men who 
have got the largest inftnence will be elected?-We a"areed to that 
suggestion at a very early sta"ue .of the existence. of the Labour Federa
tion, but we were never told as to when that election would come' 
in; we never knew that they 'would hold elections. It was proposed 
to :IS that we should take our members in a body to the Labour 
Assooiation and hold an election to find out who comes in. We 
agre~d to. that. When we wanted to know when the election would 
be held we g"ot no definite response. We therefore felt that it was 
only a trick and we refused to do anything with it from then. 

0-3554. Suppose another effort is made?-{M.r. Sharma) we are 
quite prepared if proper guarantees are offered. A date should be 
fixed for election. and no out.ioe influence should be used. The fore
men have got their union. Rnd the clerical stall' should also have a. 
separate union for themselves. . 

D-3555. You can discuss the terms la·ter on. r quite realise that 
there will be some terms. But you are quite willing to discuss the 
question of amalgamation of the two union. ?-(Mr. ,Homi) : Yes. 

D·3556. In answering one of the questions you said that recogni
tion should be given to the larger union. I am taking a hypothetical 
case. One union which i. lar~er to-day may become smaller after 
a month and recognition will go o.n changing from month to month? 

. ! wOldd like. yOU to ~'ive 0, ('Oncret~ case where it has hapPllned 



D4557. I tQldyou that I am ta.king a hypothetical c~"-We 
wijl. haVE! . tQ wait until such a. propositionta.kes place. 

l'iir Victor StI88o()n: Did it not actually ta.kll place. at Lahore ~ 

Mr. Joshi: I will Dot go into details, but it is quite possible that 
such a difficulty may arise. The witness: I do not think such 
a. difficulty would &rise. 

D-3558. Both the uuions cater to the same class at people: why 
should you object to the two unions being recognized 1'-1£ it was only 
a. question of two umons of workmen we would not have the lea.st 
ohi!3ction, and we would have settled up our differencee, but. in one 
uuiOJl the foremen and the clerical staff of the company are members.. 
They take an undue advaatage of thei?- position. They utilize· ilieir 
poW'lr vested in them by the ComplLIlY for the purpose of carrying on 
th_ work ~ they -use that power to< the detrimentotthe werkmen. 
In .he Labour Association there are many Bengali foremen wh& 31'& 

members. Thel' exert undue powers; that is, by suspending:. c1ismis
sing and by Various othcr ways they compel these workmen to becolIl& 
members of the Labour Association and to get away from the Labour 
FH#l8l6iOa.. IDI spite. ef oar protest to the company to· take- steps to 
puftdl stop to this, the C~mplmy has mot twn any steps. 

D-3559. 8i,. VictOT Sas800'Q.: They use moral pe1'suasion?---It is 
more than moral persuasion. They use their powers for the. pu!:pOS& 
of :llSking men to. become' members of the Labour Association... 

D..:l5sa. Si'l< Alexander· MU1T4l1:· Could' you speak from facts?L
Do :'fOOl say that the Company has been. using its power jjo inJiuence
memeers to lea"e ene· IMlSOcia.tion and! join another assooiation,?L-W& 
ha.~ oompldned: to the C.,mpany regarding the action of these< various 
fOllemea and supel'inrendenfls. but we ha.ve not he&l'd: anytbfug from 
theo Company. In the meootime this. is going on merrily. 

84m .. Mr. Josni: On the q:nestion. of men overst.a;yingr theW 
~e&ve, do. you think that if the leave is a, lea.ve on full pa.J' the)' will, 
not overstay?-Ithink they will. because the leave to which they 
are- e,,~ttedJ is not. adequate· for them'. !At the time of giVing' their 
appliclltbions tbay. do. not pl1m. in a long period for the fe_ tIlllt tile> 
C6lIDPOOlY' m8(ll'nolr grs.nt ill; they just put in the requisite numBer of' 
UJl8; to which1they· are entitled'. • 

D-3562. Your point is that the leave on full pay is not. a.dequ&te, 
·bnll if' adequate leave i. /<iven on full ra.y then there is no temptatiOD..· 
~ @flIr.yihg at home'?~That is so. 

D·3583 .. Sir Alexander· MurraY:Wbat would you consider to be 
adequate le~ve ?-One month's Iea.v.e for e-..ery year's semes.. 

. a-a5Ur. My; Joshi: With regard to sickness insumnce and' 
unemployment. insurance it seems that you are in fa.vour of some kind. 
of IIrrangement bJ" whielt tbes(O could be etfected ?-In fact, the Labour 
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Fedaration have been very ,anxious on that point. We wrote to 
. several, insmance companies whether they, would undertake' to write 
, insurance on behalf of the Federation as 110 whole, so far as its member
ship ib concerned, for sickness and unemployment, but we have 
receiiTed replies that they do not undertake such a form of insurance. 

'D-31I65. 'May I take it, 'therefore, th8.t YO'llr Union Will 'not 'be 
against the workmen contributing a small amount to a siokness 

. insurance fund if the employer and the Government also, oontnoute 
their share?-No. In fact, we have 8. scheme just in ,hand whereby 
we would ask the workmen to put in a certain amount of money· 
themselves for sickness insll1'anoe. 

, D4566. The same may be taken as true as regarde prt>vision for 
old .age?-Yes. 

0-3567. On the question of accidents, the management give us 
,some figures. I find tbat during 1926 there .were about 1,200 accidents 
,.due tomisailventure, .341 accidents due ,primarily to injllI'ed persoIl's 
own ,action and so on. I do not see that even, a single' accldent was 
prim:trily due to neglect of the management. Do you consider that 
out of 1,600 accidents in not a single case the management was a.t 

. fa.ult?-I ,refuse to believe that. 

, D-3568. Can 'you say that there .a.resome <&.ecidents over which 
the management can be held respo"sible?-In fact, for.every.,a.ccident 
that takes place inside the works the management is to be blamed . 

• 
0-3589. M.,. Clow : Dealing With the Trade Union Act you, suggest 

that· the Act should be so amended that an employer cannot refuse 
recognition to a registered trsde union that contains 30 -per OOllt.' Of his 
employees :as members. What pr.ecisely do you mean, by recognition? 
Suppose there; was snell a law what would ,you regard DB constituting 
compliance ' with it?-There is at present a Trade ,U mon Act which 
specifies certain things requisite for the purpose of registration." Registra
tion by itself is not the end and aim of ll> trade Ulnon. ' The trade umon's 
buaine!l8 is to rendE'r service 10 its members, a,nd thst it can only 'do 
when it has got very good relationa With the employers. 'There is no 
compulsion on the employers in any way from the trade union after 
registration that the employers, should accept it. 

0-3570. Suppose there was such a law;, what would in your opinion 
OOflstitute,oomplianre Withit-?-Opening of dirootnegotiations arid reI&
tions with, the trade union. 

0-3571. Suppose I were an employer and there was this law in 
the statute book and I did not want to give recognition to your i'egisterecl 
union. I would say: .. I am perfectly willing to answer your .letters 
but I will answer them all in the-negative," You would not be lld!Y" 
further on'l-It would mean that the employer would lle ~ to nUllify 
aldar as possible' the very spirit in which the ':Act -was . framed. ' 
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0-3572. But you cannot convict people for offences against the 
spirit ot the law, they can only be convicted for offences against the 
letter ?-Some machinery will have to be devised to meet such a 
contingency. 

0-3573. What SCort of questions are mainly discussed in the shop 
committees ?-Dismissals, suspensions, blockage of promotio1!l and 80 

forth. 

0-3574. Is tbe (.QIIIILittee ever consulted before a man is dismissed? 
-No, it is consulted only after the event. 

0-3575. In your memorandum you say that you know of cases where 
employers have afterwards been found absolutely unable to pa.y anything 
to their deceased workmen. Could you give us any cases ?-There was 
a case at Ghatsila where a contractor was employed. The case as made 
by the applicant was that the company was primarily responsible for the 
accident and it should pay for compensation. The company said that 
they were not responsible but the contractor was. A decree was passed 
against the contractor. The contractor said that he was absolutely 
unable to pay, and he notified his willingness to take to insolvency 
proceedings. 

0-3576. You know that the worker i8 entitled to sue the employer 
as well as the contractor. Why was he not advised to take proceedings 
against the employer?-The Commissioner for Workmen's Compensa
tion said that the company was not responsible. 

0-3577. Do you know the ground pn which he said that?-He said 
that the contractor was doing the work which the company was not 
doin,:!. All the materials were placed before me. In fact, I appeared 
for the applicant. . 

0-3578. MT. Joshi: Did you make an appeal to the High Court?
The party was advised but it did not appeal. The party never 
appeared here; the party was in the Bombay Presidency, nellr 
Surat side. It was a case of a Bombay khala8i falling from a 
chimney where he was working. The Commissioner ruled out that 
since the work was being done by a contractor the company was not 
responsible. 

0-3579. MT. Claw: It was not part' of the employer's work?
That was so. 

0-3580. You refer to the solution of indnstrial disputes, and one of 
your sUl(gestions is for openinl( up of temporary relief measures by 'way' 
of roads, embankments, tanks, etc. Do you mean that the striker!! 
should be given work by Government ?-I think there is a mistake about 
it. This refers to unemployment and not to industrial disputes. 

0-3581. You said that the company collects your trade union 
SUbscriptions for you. Do you think it i. wise to have your subscrip
tions collected in that way?-I do not see any objection to it. I think 
it is dODe in the States. 
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D..aS82. There is this objection to. it that &II soon 118 the oompan1. 
gets & dislike to your union it can cut off the supply o{ subscriptions 1'
In that case the workmen would find out what action should be taken, 
In fact, six months before, we were collecting our own subscriptions; 
of course, it W&ll both a tiresome and a costly process. We then asked 
the company to collect subscriptions for us. it is only a question of 
facility. 

0-3583. SiT Ibroh.im Rah.imtoala: Dealing with trade unionism you 
say: "A healthy trade union is the best guarantee for an industry's 
stability and prosperity ........ and you end by saying: .. Workmen's 
combinations when well led, well organized and confined to labour 
alone have exerted a very healthy influence both on the well-being of 
workers and that of industry." I take it that you claim that your 
Federation fulfils these oonditionsl'-I suppose so. That is its aim. 

0·3584. What do you mean when you say .. well led, well 
organized and confined to labouT !llone "?-" Confined ,. means confined" 
tt,-labour politics as opposed to outside politics. 

0-3585. You do not mean that you would confine your member
ship to labour alone 1-Yes ~ but a labour union is not separated from 
its office bearers. 

0·3586. You c1eim that y_'ur Federation fulfils the conditions set 
out in your memorandum and that your aim is to do your best both 
for the workers and for the industry?-Yes, certainly. 

0-3587. In view of what you stated to other members that you. 
disapproved of the settlement which Mr. Bose brought about with the 
company and that the relations of labour with the management is at 
present strained, may I ask whether you advised the workers that while 
you are negotiating for getting further concessions for them they should 
work efficiently and well so that it may enable you to persuade the 
(j"mpany that as they were jl'etting better arid more efficient work they 
~bould be more consi1erate to ilie workersl'-We have done that. 

0-3588. What has been the result ?-The result the company itself 
can show. 

0-3589. The re"ult ;u; far as published reports indicate is that in 
November, December and January 'before the strike the production was 
larger and that during November, December and Js,nuary of the present 
cold weather the production was lower. If you compare the wage bill for 
those three months, you will see that it has risen by about 20 per cent. 
And further a new plant costing about Ii crores to 2 crores haa been 
installed since January 19:28. Inspite of all these the production in the 
cold weather months of 1929-30 ill less than what it was in 1927-28. 
If labour was more efficient, how do you account for these results~ 
Is it suggested that labour is the only factor that counts in production? 

0-3590. I am giving you an opportunity of telling us your version? 
-Representing labour, we can assure you than lahour is not the only 
luctor that has brought down the production. 
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. . boa59'h llil.bour"ianlle''Of.th'efa.ctbrs?~Itmay·be one of·tmdaetors. 
hut"it'is not- t!:/e only factor; 

11-3sw.11. Yow: position is that labour is one of the factors but that 
it ·is not the only factor?~We still say tbat labow: is not the ~ th&l; 
hat' he6ll. resp.pnsibJe fo~.' I edu~tion in production. '. 

11-3593. As you lU"e aware, the oompatiy is giving a geneml'bonus' 
of &.1,25,000 if the p,roduetion goes up to 50,000 tons. In IIddition 
to tl;lis there are various other honus schemes. All these indica.t& that 
fQl". e6icient work the .labour can earn very much more than what it.is 
ear~ now. What'eliorthas your Federation made jn inducinghWow: 
to earn more money especiaJly when these opportunities have been ·given 
by the employers?-When furnaces -go down, how can labour help? 
When xnille break down, labour cannot he blamed: The elIort of the. 
labourer is directed towards earning as much as he can, but that depends 
nQil;·OD tha.la;bour but on l.he management, 

0:.3594: I can quite understand when you say that it depends .upon 
the efficiency of the plant, hut it' cannot depend upon 'the managemenF, 
beca._ the management. aft.er providing these bonuses does not ask· the 
labmrt 1l0t. to wp1'k?~ At the same time tire management should not 
feel that the labour does not desire to earn more bonuses; 

D..a595.t,Buthow· is. it tha;t,. duriutg, 192.7-28 whew the wag&B were 
Ill) per cent. less than whai. it was· in 1928-29, when the plant· Wa& 

smaller having regard to the present extension, and when the manag&
ment was the same, ·the PfOduction of 40,000 tons on which 1lakh bonus 
was announced was reached while it has not reached that figure except 
in one month all this time ?~That is a question that should he pllt to 
the manag<!ment'rsther than to the union. We can only say that the 
labour .has not fallen on It~ job. 

D-3S98w,If,the m~Dt were to say that it is due to the indif
[Nenee;, of, labour, what· would be your answer?-If the management 
were to sa.;' tWit is due to ·the.indilference·of,labour, my raton would 
be w~t has brought that spirit of indifference amongst the workmen. 

D-3597. Let UII come to the point. I ask you whether it is noli 
your duty 'IUI Pr'l"ident of the Federation to whom 9,000 workmen look 
up to tell them " I shaU dO' my best ~or you but you must work and 
earn'more money which is within your· power." Have you done that? 
-We have done-that several t.imes, but we have had no response from 
the management. 

D-3S9&.. Your. positiol!l ,seems to be that you want that the manage.. 
IruIai sbonliidollo many, things for laboUr according to the list you have 
given, which is· numeroua?-We are not asking the Company far its 
immediate. adoption.. 

D-3599;' The mana,,"9ment has adopted various measures already 
an<Hhe pritlcipa~one"is that its 'wage bill has gone up by 20 'per cent? 
- But still it hOB not satiafied the workmen. 



O4$Ot.Ut means- tha.t the posiiion of the workmen is-: '! We dO 
not -care whether the company makes _y money or_not, bui 'you should 
keep on paying us more and more till we a<e satisDedinespecti'{e of the.' 
amoont of productioo that we can give." 1& that the position ~, the 
labour,....n is not right for yOOl to feel that way. 

Do36Cn •. I-am asking yon, because, as you know. this industry is a 
pzotected industry and th ... but for protection the indUlltry would Bave
gone to the wall?-lou ah'eady know my views. 

D-3602. -I, know - your evidence before the TariJll Board. _ 1: OIl 

admitted that numerically the number of workmen employed· bYe Tats,s 
company was extravagant and yon insisted that that number should be 
reduced. When on tbe recommendation of the Tariff BOard' the Tata 
Steel. Company tried to reduce the number of wtlrkmen you led: the 
strike against it on the cause of' victimization ?-l? au know the reason 
very weU; it is not a new pne. That has been several'times brought 
a. an accusa.tion against me. 

D-3603. You might have told me the reason privaU,ly; but I want 
you to say that in public now i'-The reason why I' objected to -the 
company reducing its workmen was the mode of itl! reductipn. In one 
~troke of the pen the company said· that so much. sh.ouId be. xedmed. 
1 said that shall not be. They wanted to reduce -10,000 to 15,000. 

, -etraight away. 
,'. 

D-3604. AIe you quite sure of the figures?-That is tim ground 
on wbich I then objected. We said that we. were absolutely opposed I 
to the reduction in the way in which the company proposed to -reduce: 
We said that the company could, if it wanted reduction, dO'it by the 
slow, process of absorbing all the' vacancies by not filling them u~; ·bnt 
the company would not listen to us. When they said that they must· 
ha.ve reduction then and there, we natura.lly hecame obrtinate awl said, 
that there should· be no reduction. 

D·3605. If· your poSition is that what the company, has, done. is.,not 
adequate from the point ;)f :view of labour I can _derst&nd it" bat ,a.t 
tht> 'same time I think your position should be: "Let UII take w.hat-has· 
been given; we will- ask for more; but in the meantime let us.,shpw 
more efficiency instead of deterioration in, productian. that. has heeD.· 
brooght about." n.. you expect LOOt a protected cindustJ:ywwld becralole 
to work successfully by giving the labour all they want without response 
from labour for, efficient work?-For this -cause it, is Il01i'inthe rank& 
of labour that: you' should look for but in the ranks oftha superJlising 
stalI. 1 might say that· the lahour has given its best to increase 
production, 

D-360a. Do you mean to say that· the supervising sba'll" prevent 
labour from giving efficient work?' I want to underst&:nd I the other 'side 
of the picture ?-It is not a question of preventing labour from ·exerting 
Its best, but it is a. question whether the e>qlllrienoe, edue&iielL and 
knowledge of ypur supervising staff is adequate tQ enSjlre sufficient 
tonnage. 
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staff being responsible for .maller production when labour was working 
ba.rd enough to get better results ?-It is for you to find ~)Ut from the 
management as' to why this is being done. (Mr. Sharma): In our 
memorandum on staff ?rganization we have dilated on that question. 

0-3608. I have !leen that?-Beyond that we do not want to express 
any views. It is for the management to give their opinion. 

D-3609. Is it your position that the supervising staff to-day is very 
much inferior to what it Was in 1927-28?-(Mr. Homi): By action 
thou shalt judge. 

D-3610. What is your position? If you think that the supervising 
staff has deteriorated so enormously in two years then I can understand 
your' view point ?-Are you referring to the figures of production in 
1928? Can you give m()re details? 

0-3611. In October 1929 production was 42,000 tons but in 
November, December and January prodllction has gone down to 36,000 
tons and so on. Why w .... it? It was due to the face that in November 
and December there were so many, breakages in the duplex plant. 

0-3612. In 1927-28 there were only two duplex furnaces whereas 
in 1929-3(} there were three furnaces.-Obvious1y production ought to be 
la.rger?-But how could there be greater production if none of these 
furnaces were working satisfactorily all the time. I remember very 
well in November and Dec'lmber of last year there were many breakdowns 
in the duplex plants. 

0-3613. If your point is that the plant was defective and that it .... as 
responsible for this reduced -production I can understand it. But have 
you evidence to show that? Ordinarily labour is entitled to its wages 
and bonus. If by lack of efficient management and defective plant 
labour is prevented from earning its due, is it not the duty of the 
Federation to examine the question 1-But the inanagement. would say 
that we are treading on delicate ground of interns.l ms.nsgement. A few 
days ago our General Secretary saw the Geners.l Manager of the Company 
in connection with the proposed reduction of staff on oocount of lack of 
orders from Government for materis.ls and asked him whether the 
retrenchment would affect the low paid men only or the officers also. 
He was told. that. it was the business< of the Company and not his to say 
how the reduction should be done. Our General Secretary pointed out 
that on a. previous occasion several Indian hands were sent s.way while 
at the same time a European covenanted man was appointed on 
Re. 2,5(}0 as a night superintendent of the duplex plant. The General 
Manager was in great temper and told Mr. Sharma to mind his business. 
These are vital questions aWecting wages and bonus and they are 
entirely out of our jurisdiction. 

0-3614. Your position is this. You say that the workers have a 
right to work or stop work as they please and that they should not be 
compelled to work against their will. On the other hand you challenge 
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the right of the employer. once he has appointed a man, to send him out 
even though he may not have sufficient work' for him?-No, I am not 
at all challenging the right of the -employer to do that._ Let him effect 
retrenchment by. all means but what I want is this. Let him not do it 
all of a sudden and throw thousands of people out into the streets. Let 
l:Iim do it gradually. Let the retrenchment cover the superior staff also 
and not be confined to the lower establishment only. Let there be 
adequate notice given to the workmen woo are to be sent away. We 
do not want to bind the employer in any way; we only want that 
everyone should he fairly treated. 

0-3615. You want that the management should take the sanction 
of the Union \in the matter of retrenching men?-No, if the methods 
are fair we do not want to be consulted necessarily. - Suppose the manag .... 
ment wanl; to retrench, 1.500 to 2,000 men; they can say that such and 
such men will IbIe sent a month hencel and the remaining wilP lbe sent 
later on. Is there anything wrong in doing that? There is one 
advantage in consulting the union 1n this matter. Every time a retrench
ment is made the persons who come under the axe almost all of them 
happen to be members of the union. Therefore there is a well founded 
impression that membership of the union would expose them to 
victimization. 

0-3616. I do not subscribe to that view?-Anyhow the employers 
think that consultation with the union is beneath their dignity. If this 
is done a lot of misunderstanding will be avoided. 

0·3617. Sir AlexandeT M u1Tay: We have statistics from- the Tata 
Tron andl Steel Cmnpany which show that in 1927 they disc/>arged 6,497 
men and they had applications from 9.548 men.- They actually employed 
7,283 men. You say that these 6,497 should not have been removed all 
of a sudden but should be sent away graduaIIy?-Tbat is the point. 
I do not suppose that these 6,497 were reduced altogether. On an aver
age about 400 to 500 people go away every month. Tbere is a gradual 
proceRS of elimination and nobody objects to that. We only object to 
this sudden discharge 01\ allarge' numher of men with a stroke of the pen 
as it were. 

0-3618. Mr. Cliff: Did the Company approach the Union whenever 
tbey proposed to make a retrenchment in the staff?-We came on the 
scene only in 1928. Since we were recognized by the Company I do not 

think there was any drastic reduction of men. Only some temporary 
hands were sent away. -Even there if the Company had told us that 
only some temporary hands were going to be sent away a lot of mis
apprehension might have been avoided, for the workers thought there 
was going to be a general reduction and were very restless. 

0·3619. It has heen sugl!'6stea that the men resumed work and decided 
not to !!ive the same amount of production as before in order that there 
might be no more reduction of staff. Is that true ?-After the men 
resumed work in September 1928 our relations with the Company were 
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• mGt 'a.ll right. The La.bo1ir'Federation wa.s not recognized by the Com
'pa.ny. ·Nat.nrally _told the workmen Qotto work with a.Ii their hea.rt 
,Cor the 'company. ,This ,went on till March 19'J9 when we were 
• reoognized. We told the men to work hard a.nd the advice we ga.ve ha.d 
thad its eIl'eet., The; Genera.! Manager told me persona.lly tha.t the men 
. worked ,much. better and that mya.dvice ha.d ,had its effect. 

LDi03820. With regard to the Golmuri Tinplate works strike you 
enterelJ into negotiations with the Compa.ny and agreed upon some terms 
which in your opinion was a settlement of the question. Can you expIa.in 
to us what happened afterwards \'-1 should have to explain this matter 
in:fulh otherwise! I:wowd bEll giving a, false impression of the part, played 
by, thefseveralc parties. 

·b~3821. My point is this. Looking through' the records of tht' 
trade unions' here in' J a.mshedpur lea.ders ha.ve come and gone and the 
meh are' lefttoilo the best they can. In the strike which occurred at 
the Golmilri: Tinplate' CompaJly you .apparently effected a settlement: 
the. meri, struck and YOIl resigried_ But you continued your association 
,with the Iltrikers. 'Who t1eeided to strike; did the committee of thO' 

, umon retIise' to accept the' terms of the settlement and call a strike? 
As a matter of -'fact it may -be said that nobody accepted and nobody 
rejected the terms of the settlement. It was one Frida.y When myself 
the ,Vice-President and OIle,'of the Assistant Secretaries ef the Federa
tion 'Saw -the management _ and explained to them the seriousness of 
the situ'!<tion created by oertaindismissa.ls -and suspensions. 'The 
mana,;!ement said they would /rive a reply on Monday. We were satis
fied with that and came out. There were about 100 to 200 men Mid we 
explained the matter toihem .. nd they Were al"" satisfied . The JleXt 
mbrningon' Saturday 1 ba.d· a letter· from the' Vice-President who ha.d 
accompaJlied me the previous day to the elfeet that I should see th~ 
mana,;!ement and ;ret an &!'surance from them that they shonld <lOlIeet 
Fuhscri!)tions on' behalf (if the union and failing that the workers wollJ.1 
go on ~strike:_ "I refused to 'do any lIlleh thing. 'The Vice-President 
came-tome ·ll.t the court and 1 told him that I would have nothing to 
do .with the tmion if they wanted to go hack en the agreement of the 
night previous. On Saturday they did not work. They C&Dl1'·to'mf' 
tJaree times onSallurda.y and twice on Sunday a.sking me aomebow t~ 
IJ"O ,to the ,manal{ement and get, this, point settled. I said: give an 
l'I"portunitv .to the _ management ani! let us Ree on Mondav what the'; 
do with the persoJ\&who hl\ve heen dismissed. I knew that The manaqe
ment were not, ,flverse to, taking these men back. On Sunday night 
from i1ldiTf'ct SOU1'Cf.S I came to know that the worke", who went to 
werk, were. prevented. from lr.QiJJg to work on account of picketing. N 0-

body consulted, me ahout calling the men out. On Mondav also tI,,, 
same thing happened. I sent a letter to the Vice-President telling 
him thAt'I woutd not'have !illY thing to do with the strike. ·He g,.pt 
thftt letter with' him and' left the people under the impression that 
Horni was with them. At meeting after meetin~ thev Wel"e told, t1i.t 
Hbmi Wo"ldcoilie and !!peak to'them. 'When I -did not go they were 
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told that I had some urgent business and that I would attend the next 
meeting and so on. This went on for 15 days. One day about 1.000 
people came to my bungalow on the other side of the River aud asked 
me why I was not with them. I explained to them the whole situation 
and they said they did not know anything about it till then. They 
asked me to go with them. There were 2,000 to 3,000 men to whom 
I explained the whole situation from the beginning to the end and said 
that the blame for this trouble rested on the shoulders of the Vice
President and members of the executive who were sitting on the front 
bench at the meeting. I told thelD. thaI the strike was called against 
my definite advice to wait till Monday and see what the management 
did with the dismissed men and that I had no responsibility for the 
strike. On that very day I told the men to go back to work and they 
would have gone to work but these velJ! men again interfered and kept 
them away. . 

D·3622. With rega .. d to 8u('h settlements between the management 
and the union is it one man contl'ol or a committee control? Vi hen 
the management gave their terms we plaoed them before the" committee 
composed of the very pereon who decided on the strike. They were 
parties to the settlement. . 

D-3623. I have here sent to me a copy of the issue of "The 
Capital" containing a letter purporting to have been written by you. 
CouId you say whether this is written by you (1t Dol ?-I have to rook 
intq the whole letter -before I say anytbing about it. I have no idea. 
I shall look iuto it at leisure and answer any questions on it if necessary. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 
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0-3674. 8i .. Ale:ronder Mu .... ay: You ha.ve sent us a memorandum 
on the Ia.haur disputes in Ja.mshedpur from 1920 to 1930. which hu. 
been prepared from the point of view of your own personal opinion q 

-Yes. 

0-3625. I understand that you were for three ye"", the j)eputy 
Commissioner of Singhbhum district?-Yes. I wa,~ Deputy Commis
,ioner of Singhbhum from the 17th October 1926 to the 27th November 
1929. During that time I serveil six months as acting Commissioner of 
the Division, from the 8th Apri11929 to the 5th October 1929. 

0-3626. Will vou tell us about the eonstitution-of a Notified Area? 
·-There is a section in the Municipal Act which is desi"oned to provide 
some primitive form of administration for an overgrown village which 
is then called a " N otifiedl Area ". That form of administration has 
been applied to Ja.m.hedpur, bec&use the Municipal Act, a,q it stands. 
i. not wholly suitable. It practically means that there is a Committ"" 
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of people nominated by the Local Go.emment and consi"ting. for th. 
most part, of members of the various C{)mpanies here who also constitlltt 
their own Board of Works. 

0-3627. I understand that originally the Board of Works consistei 
of 11 members, 6 representatives of Tatas, 3 representatives of othe. 
industrial concerns and 2 representatives of the general public?-Ye •. 

0-3628. I understand that the old Board of Works no longer exist, 
and that a new Committee has taken its place. Will you explain the 
ronstitution ?-The Board of Works was constituted by the Companie, 
working here uuder a formal agreement between themselves. That 
Board administered the money which the Companies subscribed. bul 
it had no legal powers. In order to give the governing body of til. 
t.own some form of legal power, Government constituted a .. Notifieo 
Area C.ommittee .. with the sarne personnel as the Board of Works. 
There were. therefore, these two bodies side by side. the Board of Work! 
administering the money of the Companies and the Notified Area Com· 
mittee consisting of the same personnel and exercising certain legal 
powers. The Board of Works' a"areement has expired. and 'the Com· 
panies have subistituted another arrangement by which each Compan, 
looks after its own area. 

0-3629. Can you tell us the present constitution of the body which 
has succeeded the Board of Works?-The Notified Area Committee if 
composed of the same personnel as the old Board of Works. 

0-3630. The old Board of Works no longer exists in. its original 
form?-It only expired a short time ago. Meanwhile the Notified Are. 
Committee. consist~ of ~e same personnel, is la.qting on. 

0-3631. Can you tell us which Com panies are managing their OW)1 

arens ?-1 do not remember the exact details of the arrangement. Yo\] 
can get them from the General M allager of the Company. • ~ 

0-3632. Doe. the Notified Area Committee hold meetings in the 
same way as a Municipal Board or a District Board?-Yes. 

0-3633. Are copies of the minutes of those meetings, and 01 
reRolutions, communicated to the Government?-Yes, they come througlJ 
the Deputy Commissioner to the Local Government. 

D-3634. What is the extent of the supervision by the Loca: 
Government over .the working of the Notified Ares Committee?-In 
point of fact the actual supervision exercised over the Notified Area 
Committee here is not very large. The actual municipal work is financed 
and carried out by the companies. As a matter of fact during the three 
years I was Deputy C{)mmissioner here I used to go through all the 
resolutions of the Committee in order to see that they were iii accordance 
with the law. but I ne,er attell)pted to examine their accounts. 

0-3635. Have you ever intervened on the ground that. the 
provisions for conservancy or water-supply or health generally W811 

inadequate?-No. 



b.3636. Will you explain why you found it n)lCessary to create & 

new Civil Subdivision ?-Siughbhinn is & district, but it is not a IlQrmaJ 
district because it consists of twO! separate areas, with a feudatory- state 
lying between. It is divided into two Subdivisions. The Subdivision 
01.\ the west is entirely aboriginal country. On the east side there is the 
Dhalbhum subdivision with Jamshedpur in one corner. Up till 1923 
there were no subdivisions in the district. In 19'23, mainly to meet· the 
needs of JlJ,mshedpur, a subdivision for the Dhalbhum area was created 
with hel1.dq»arters at J a.!Ush'!llpur. • 1 

. , D·36S7. I see in the subdivision there is a Subdivisional Officer 
. ¥ with t,wo Deputy Magistrates for criminal and revenue work, and a 

Munsil' for civil work?-Yes. 

N63S. You rofe~ to the Government officer on the spot being 
Qhal'ged with the duty of maintl!ining law and order. This is an area 
containing abeut 100,000 inhabitants. It has sprung up very rapidly. 
I noticed thl1.t thel'e are people in it who have beenbom in other Pro
vinces. Do you find it diffioult, from' the civil or criminal point ot view, 
to control a. population of such a heterogenous oharlWlterl'-It is difficult. 
Thl! way we try to do it is this.: our polioe stall', from the top to the 
bottom is composed of picked men. It is insufficient in numhers (and 
the Depllty Co:nmissioner is now, making representations for an increase), 
but it is a very highly etJicient stal!. Tba.t is the only reason why we 
keep the crime figures here down to the nOnIlal; that is to say our crime 
figures do not exceed greatly the crime figures in other parts of the 
Province beCOOJlE! of the high state of etJicienoy of the Police force. 
During the strikf.l of 1929 the crime figures went up by leaps and bounds. 
That had nothing to do with the strike ;. it was because the police were so ' 
occupied with the strike that they could not look after the ordinary 
criminal.. If the efficiency of the police here was reduced at all, the 

. 'It crime figures would go up a.t once. We rely for control on a. higbly 

.~ efficient police force and further on an efficient Intelligence system, 
which obviously I cannot go into. 

D-3639. I notice that you say that the Commissioner and Deputy 
'Commissioner have intervened repeatedly in differences of opinion 
between employers and employees. Have you any definite idea as to 
when a Govemmen' officer ougnt to intervene?-Wben Government 
officers talk about • ~Government" they mean the Governor in Council. 
There is Government proper-the Governor in Council, on the one hand 
aad. Government officers on the o,ther. I should put the position of the 
Governme-nt officer in this way: his fil'l!t duty is to maintain law and 
order, a.nd his ~ond duty is to give any assistance he can towards 
bringing about a settlement of a. dispute, a& long as his intervention is 
accept;a.b\e to bobh parties. If he found either party resenting his 
interference he would consider it wise to step out. Tha.t is the attitude 
we have taken so far. 

P·3640. Do the parties to a dispute ever ask Government jo 
intervene in connection with the question of evictions from houses ?-No. 
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The employer knows that he has to get eviction through the ordinary 
civil ""urts here. The Railways are an exceptional case, because there 
is a clause in the Railway Act enabling the llfa.gistrate to evict, and there 
have been cases where the Railway authorities have asked the Magistrate 
to evict, but liere it is a matter of proceeding through the ordinary 
courts. 

0-3641. Is your Subdivisional Officer an active Inspector under 
.' the Factories Act?-He is not at . present .. A rew months ago 

the Chief Inspector of Factories asked me whether I would object 
to one of my three officers being made a Factory Inspector because our i 
Factory inspection staff was inadequate. I replied that the officer in 

. question had more work already than he could get through but that I 
was prepared to try the experiment for six months or a year. That is 
the position now. . 

0-3642. Do you know to what extent I,e has been functioning in 
that"capacity?-No. The arrangement is too recent-

D-3643 •. · SiT Victor Sassoon: Yesterdav the Union Officials 
suggested that in cases where disputes were apprehended or had actually 
occurred, Government intervention sho]lld take place almost at once. 
I notice, when referring to the Tinplate strike, you say in your memo
randum that the men's leaders were definitely opposed to an enquiry, 
and hardly attempted to conceal their recognition of the fact that their 
r.ase was not one to stand an inlpartial investigation ?-1'es. 

0·3644. I want to know whether you .think it would be advisable 
or practicable or feasible that Government should interfere at a very 
early stage in disputes?-What I have put down in my memorandum 
are the reasons which weighed with me at the time when I advised. 
Government not to intervene at Tinplate. But there is another" 
point of view, namely. that if we had intervened at Q,n early stage we 
should have placed before the public an impartial review of the affair 
which would possibly have saved a lot of subsequent trouble and mis
understanding in the Council and in the Assembly and the like. .1 
"dmit that there is a great d~l to be said for that point of view. 

D-3645. Let me take you one step further. You could not foresee 
that there was going to l)e all this political trouble. If it were to be 
laid down that every dispute would mean Government intervention, 
either in the fonn of a court of enquiry or something else, would not 
that be impracticable-because you might have thousands of disputes 
going on at the same time all over the country?-It would leave 
Government no discretion at all. 

D-3648. It would mea.n intervention in every dispute, large or 
small (which would lie a lengthy business) which might otherwise be 
Hettled quietly in a short time?-Yes. 



0-3647. Therefore there is a good deal to be said for discretion 
being used in connection with the intervention of Government too ROOn 
in a dispute. Such intervention might not necessal'ily be a good thing ~ 
-I agree. 

0-3648. You say tbat the east of living has always been very 
high, but later on you point out that in the case of all except the ordi
nary unskilled workmen the pay is on a generous scale. Do you mean 
by that that the. real wages of the unskilled workmen here will compare 
wuavourably with the real wages of unskilled workmen in other parts 
of the country, owing to the ccst of living being high here?-I do not 
tbink that wages of unskilled labour here compare unfavourablJ: with 
wages elsewhere. I think their wages in this place are a subsistence 
wage, but that having regard to the ('Ost of living they are not above 
the subsistence wage. That is how it struck me during the strike. 

0-3649. Would you say that the cost of living here is higher 
than it is in Calcutta ?-l have no experience of Calcutta. 

0-3650. Is anything being done by the Government to try to 
keep the cost of living down. You say that the reason of the cost 
being high is due to factors outsiM the Company's control ?-I think 
it is due very largely to the isolation of the place. -

D-36$1. Does not the Company do a good deal in the direction 
of trying to keep down the cost of living?-It does a great deal, but the 
cost of living is very largely outside the Company' 8 control. 

_0-3652. You are taking chiefly of food-stulIs?-Yes. What would 
bring the cost of living down would be the erection of one or two bridges 
over the rivers in order to allow more free movement of country 
produce. 

D-36SS. Whose duty is it to put bridges over rivers ?-It is either 
the business at Government or of the local anthorities. 

0-3654. Is it the business of Government or of the local autho
rities ?-The Government usually maintain the arterial roads of the 
country and the local authorities maintain the local roads. 

0-3655. In this country it would be more or less the main road. 
It would really be opening up new country?-Yes, but the country on 
the other side of the river on the west is not in British India . 

. 0-3656. If it had been, probably. bridges would have been built?
It is possible. 

0-3657. Do you consider that the surrounding agricultural districts 
could be enconraged to produce more than they are producing to-day, 
thus automatically providing a ready-made market. Do you think help 
in the way of manure and eo-operative societies might make it un
necessary to bring food-stuffs from long distances ?-A very large part 
of the food-stuff which is consumed here comes out of the Kolhau. the 
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other subdivision of this district. But I -think on the whole .Chota 
.N agpur is cultivated as far as it ,viI! stand and the measures proposed 
would not increase the output. 

0-3658. I gather you feel that. in view of the amount which the 
Company is doing for its employees. there appears to be an undue 
measure of discontent?-Yes. 

0-3659. And th&t th&t is not so much due to the general policy 
: laid down by the Board of Director" a. to the general l",?k of :,ontact 

between the lower supervi,ing staff and the men-the h~tle pIece o.f 
necessary maol1inery which does not appear to be suffiClently lubn
cated ?-Yes, that Reems to me to be so. 

0-3660. It is 110t the big questions which are causing ~iscontent; 
it is the little detailed questions which should be smoothed over?
Th&t is one of the things that struck me during the strike. The com-. 
rany bring out here It supervising staff who are men highly skilled. 
t<l<'hnically but arjl very ignorant of Indian conditions, languages, and 
so Oil. and they do not seem to be able to get into conta"t with the 
men. 

0-3661. Can you give a constructive suggestion as to how the 
difficulty could be got over?-I think Messrs. Tata's present scheme of 
a welfare officer is possibly one solution. 

'0-3662. Would you have one welfare officer, or a welfare office 
.taff?-I would have one welfare officer and letnim learn by eXPllrience 
what is required. 

0-3663. And his success, or lack of success, would be due to his 
personal qualifications for that particular post?>-Y IlS, to a very great 
extent. 

D-3664. MT. Ahmed; I think this is the only place in Indi", 
where so much strife has been going ou for the last few years. I 
suppose this is due ·to the workers demand for a higher rate of wage" 
thau they ha.ve been receiving?-I rather doubt the premise that this 
is tbe only pla<:e in India where "0 much trouble has been going on for 
the last few ,years. 

0·3665. I understood that among all the factories the Tata Iron 
and Steel Company .had nlOre 'rouble ill the way of strikes than any 
other. All these strlkes have been on account of a demand for higher 
wB%es, have they Ilot?-Partly that, but mainly because a general 
adjustment of an ag"oultural people in ind,!stria.1 conditions is going 
on at present. 

D·3666. Is it not. a fact that the reason of the strikes always has 
been a demand for hl!(her wage. ?--In every. strike I have had to do 
with there has been a demaud for a higher r "te of wages. but it is 
not safe always to assume that the expressed demands are the real 
causes of th, strike. 
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D-3687 .. Has there not been friction between the police and the 
people ?-That view is entirely mistaken. 

D-3668. There are two sides to the question 7-In the strikes with 
which I have had anything to do, the relations between the police 
and the stri'!ers have been exceptionally good. We . have never bad 
any friction. 

D-3669. During the strikes which have happened from time to 
time during the last few years it has become necessary for Govern
ment, in order to keep peace and law and order, to take certain steps7-
During the strikes I have had to disperse .. unlawful assemblies". 

D-367o. There have been some cases wbere firing has taken 
place ?-There was one case here in 1922; no other. 

D-387f. You remember there were many workers punished?-No, 
I do not remember. I can give you the exact number of cases that 
arose in 1928. During the whole five months strike of i928, 58 cases 
arising out of the strike were imtituted on reports of the police, and 
29 on ordinary complaints. Of the police cases 22, involving 39 per
sons, ended in convictions, and in 5 cases, involving 24 persons, there 
was an acquittal. In many of the remaining cases information had 
been laid against persons unknown. 

D-3872. In some of these eases the workers took to picketting, 
and committed some offences under the Indian Penal Code?-Yes. 
The picketting. on the whole, was orderly. but there were cases where 
offences were committed. 

D-3673. Although picketting. which is allowed and whicb yon 
say was orderly, workmen were prosecuted under sections 144 and 107 
and 147 for rioting 7~ W e prosecuted in one case in a place where we 
had forbidden picketting. The attitude I took was this: as long as 
the picketters were orderly we left them to their own devices. but 
where serious disorder occurred we closed that .area to picketting. It 
was the most effective way of dealing with the situation, because theM 
people realised 'that picketting was their most effective weapon; and 
the feBr of having any area put ont of bounds for pickettiug restrained 
them. 

0-3674. Sir Victor Sassoon; Did you restrict the size of the 
pickets?-No it was out of the question. 

1).3875. MT. Ahmed: .. Five or more persons" make an .. Ull-. 

lawful assembly". aud if there is a little rough handling it becomes 
a .. riot" under "ection 147?-Technically many pickets were unlaw
ful assemblies. but in such a situation one could not take & narrow 
technical view. 

D-3878. Yesterday we heard that· from 50 to 60 rer cent. of 
the workers are indebted. What steps have the Government taken to 
remedy this ?-Govemment does not take steps to remedy private 
iJldebtedlless. 



D-3677. Has the Government a co-operative1Jociety?-~e 
Company has. 

0·3678. In Bengal there are a number of inspectors called" Co
operative inspectors" who' are deputed to the mill areas. Has not 
the Government of your province any of these inspectors?-The 
Government maintain a Regi~rar of Co-operative Societies and a staft' 
of expert advisers, but, as far as I am aware, the C!>mp~ny have not 
~ught to any great extent the advice oC the Government Department. 

0-3679. Mr. ClilJ.-Your memorandum has the supreme merit of 
answering the questions of an enquiring mind. As Car as I can see 
from it, the action which the Deputy Commissioner took was, in the 
first instance, directed to maintaining law and order, not simply by 
police measures but by offering his services, if requested byeitPer party, 
to help towards a settlement of the dispute?-Yes. 

0-3680. I notice that the Board of Directors of the Tate Company 
p_d a speciaJ resolution not only regarding the preservation of la.w 
and order, but also regarding the help that had been given by 'the 
Deputy Commissioner in terminatiug the dispute-:-Y es. 

Sir Alezander Murray: Did the workeri!do the same?-They did 
1!.tI a matter of fact. ~ 

0-3681. Mr. CUIJ: Both parties expressed appreciation. The 
point is this. There has been considerable experience gained in 
Jamshedpur by the Government officersl'-Yes. 

0-3682. Have the Government any suggestions to make with 
regard to a policy for the future 1'-1 am afraid they have not. Govern
ment's policy has been spelt out in their final memorandum, and it is 
limited to that. I am talking of Government qua Government. ' 

0-3683. You say that the problem is one of adjusting an agricul
tural people to an industria.! liCe. In this case there is an Indian 
Company, which must have a knowledge m the characteristics and 
traits of its own people, but I fail to find in the Company's memo
randum any direct evidence' that they ha.ve addressed themselves to 
what you say is the problem. I am concerned to know, therefore 
whether the Government have any recommendations to put to this 
Commission as to how that problem shall be dealt with ?-1 am afrai.d 
I can only repeat the. same answer. 

0-3684. I do not want to press you, but I want to see whether, 
in this adjustment of agricultural labour to industrial conditions, at 
which there is such a notable example in this place, the Government 
have conceived any recommen$tions whieh they can put ~ us?
The only action whic/l they take_ at the present time is to pick their 
local officers. Government select their officers with a visw to the 
peculiar conditions existing. Beyond that Government have no' 
.constructive suggestion to make, as far !loS I a.m aware. 
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1)-3685. May I ask your own personal view?-I have thought out 
the point of a Labour CommiBBioner. His duty would be to maintain 
!l> Bureau of Labour Intelligence, and to act as a conciliator. There 
would. be administrative and financial difficulties; but I will put those 
aside for the moment. I do not think we want in this Province a more 
co-ordinated and methodical study of labour matters. So far these 
are dealt with in different departments. There is the Del!artment 
of Mines, subject to the G(lvernment of India. There is a Factory 
Inspector working under our Commerce Department. There is the 
Director of Industries under the Educational Department. If all this 
information could be co-ordinated and a systematic study of labour 
conditions made something on the lines of the Labour Bureau in 
Bombay, it would be valuable. We are markedly behind Bombay (In 
this side of India in the matter of labour intelligence. It is however 
possible that a methodical study like that might be grafted on to the 
existing administration without the cost of putting a special man on 
duty. As. for the Labour Commissioner as conciliator I have very 
·grave doubts as to the value of a professional conciliator. I doubt 
whether he could do anything here which the Deputy Commissioner 
could not do. 

0-3686. You have grave doubts whether a special officer would 
be more successful than the Deputy Commissioner?-Yes. He might 
have special knowledge, but he would be without the local knowledge. 

0-3687. Would he be without it if he were resident here?-That 
had not occurred to me. I had thought (If such an officer for the 
Province or for the two Provinces. 

0-3688. Sir Victor Sassoon: Might he be suspected of taking 
sides if he were a professional cOI!.ciliator 1-1 think he would very soon 
get labelled up. 

0-3689. Mr. Cliff: Are you not in a very great difficulty with 
the constant change of Deeuty Commissioners?-Deputy Commissioners 
in this district are kept at their posts as long .... poBBible. 

0.3690. Is that be cause (If its peculiar labour character 1-V cry 
largel) . 

0-a&91. Sir Alexander Murray: What do you think should be 
a fair average length of service?-Mr. J. E. Scott was here for nearly 
six years. Then Mr. Lewis did 18 months while he was on leave, and 
between Mr. Scott and myself Mr. Beevar filled the vacancy for a . 
short time. and then I did three years. 

0-3692. You consider that in a place like this, where there are 
special difficulties, the Deputy Commi!lsioner, the Subdivisional Officera 
and the police officera should stay for how long?-I should suggest 
a minimum of three years if possible. 

0-3693. M,.. Cliff: Apart from Government, if you were asked 
to give advice beth to the Union and to the Companies ~th regard to 



matters arising out of their employment, what kind of advice would 
you give?-I did suggest to the (fl)lleral Manager of Tata's during ~he 
strike the appointment of a wholetime welfare officer. He was not 
impressed at the time, but since then he has appointed one. 

D-36,94. SiT A loo:ander ,'II[ uffay: Axe there two officers--&n 
Employment Bureau Of!icer .and a Welfare Officer?-The Welfare 
Officer, as far as I know, is quite independent of the Employment 
Bureau. 

D-369S. You would suggest they mnst be kept separate?-Yes. 

D-3696. MT. Cliff: What do yon suggest should be the duties of 
the Welfare Oflicer?-My idea at the time was a general liaison between 
the men and the superior st&if through the Welfare Officer. . 

D.3697. Between individual workers, or workers collectively?
Both. I think the Welfare Officer should study the needs of the men 
and bring them to the notice of the management, and commuuicate to 
the men the intentions of the management. 

D-3698. That means leading to a better understanding by the 
employer of the men, and to a better understanding by the men of the 
empJoyer?-That was my idea at the time. 

D-3699. SiT Alexander Muna!/: Would that take the place of 
the Works Committee? 

M T. Cliff: I did not understand that from the a.nswer. I under
stood the answer was that the Welfare Officer might deal with indivi
duals, and a.180 deal with the men collectively in a department flr over 
the whole. I do not think the Welfare Officer should either supersede 
or interfere with a.ny of the other machinery for the settlement of 
disputes. 

D-3700. Col. Russell: The .union has stated tha.t the Tata 
Company have prevented general medical practitioners from coming into 
the town to practise privately. Is that the case?-Certainly not. I 
know of no such case. The ouly difficulty might be in the private 
practitioner getting a house.. ' 

D-370t. In that wa.y the Company might prevent a doctor who. was 
desirous of setting up a private practice here from doing 80 ?-I know 
of no case in which they have done that. ' 

D·3702. Mias POfD6f': What arrangement has the Compa.ny made 
to prevent the possibility of a. far larger number of people flocking to 
J a.mshedpur for work tha.t can possibly be absorbed? I notice that 
when there is a. strike the Company_ can a.lwa.ys fill up the large number 
of vacancies, if they desire. from the flocks of fresh people who come. 
How do they regulate that in o~ary periods 1-1 think it is a. na.tura\ 
regula.tion. These people come when there is work offering. A large 
number of men of the skilled and semi-skilled type work for 2 or 3, 
years, and then 150 back for a year or two to their homes. Thus there 



is" growing up graduallY' a. sort of reserve of trained or semi.tra.iD.ed 
men, on whom the employer draw8 on these occa&i.ons. They QOIIle 
back" when they hear that work is offering. They do no~ come here. 
when work is not oJfering. 

D·3703 • .sir Victor Sa8800n: Would any part of this extra popula.
tion be the trades people who have come here to ea.t.isfy the neede of 
the workers?-Yes, but it would not seem to account for the whole 
excess of the population over the number directly employed by the com· 
p&nies. 

D·37~ Mi.s8 Power: Can you tell me anything about the Com· 
pany's employment bureau. from your experience of it? On what 
principle does the firm select the people?-1 h&ve seen the employmeni 
bureau working, but I am &fraid 1 do not know on what principle they 
make their selection. 

0-3705. From the point of view of the workers is it regarded as 
sa.tisfactory? We had the opinion of the Union that th.y -regarded it 
as unsatisfactory. We do not know wl!.at the view of the workers is. 
-I think myself that the complaint of the union against the bureau 
4s due largely to this tEat the Labour Federation would like to recruit 
for the works through the Federation 80 that they may recruit to tht' 
Federation at the same time as they recruit for the works. 

D·370a. Mr. J08h.i: Generally speaking with regard to the policy 
of the erea.l;ion of an industrial town oWBed b:Y a Company, would it 
not be I)etter if Government undertook the work of developing the 
town with the assistance of the Company instead of leavilll! tne whole 
thing entirely in the hands of the Company?-There is a great deal 
ro be said on both sides. We have plenty of experience of municipal 
bodietj in India and we fea.rthat the first result of taking this place 
out of the hanru. of the Steel Company would be a very serious fall in 
the standard of efficiency of the municipal services. With a big rown 
like this containing 100,000 inhabitants we cannot afford to take the 
risk of this. 

1)..3707. But Government might pass a Town Planning Act alro 
at the same time and !)lake some compulsory provisions regarding sani· 
tation and other municipal services 1-1 do not think a~ form of 
municipal government will be possible which does not recognize the 
fact that the whole thinjr is the property of Tata Iron and Steel 
Company. 

0-3708. It might be handed over as a loan to a statutory body\'
It would cost about Ra. 13,00,000 a year to ruD the municipal services 
and provide for depriciation (mil sinking fund. It is financially almost 
ouf-of the question. 

11-37119. The Company is spending the money at present on the 
municipal services. Let us buyout the municipal services and not the 
whole 1'I'Operty?-Mr. Temple the Chi,,' Administrator of the rown anil 
myself drew up imaginary budget for Jamshedpur 011 the assumption 
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that we handed over the town to a municipality and bought out the 
municipal services. I ha.ve the budget here and this shows the financial 
difficulties Ilf the problem. 

D·3710. If it is possible for the Company why is'it Dot possible 
for a statutory body. It is a question of cost and the people will have 
to pay the De<:essary taxes ?~You cannot a.sk tlie genera.! ta.xpa.yer to 
pay for Jamshedpur. The money to run Jamshedpur has got to come 
from this area, that is to sa.y by taxing' the people and the company. 
If we taxed the people then the Iron and Steel Company would have 
to raise their wages. However one looks at it, the money will still 
come from the Steel Company. ' 

D-3711. Even then from the point of view of the Company there 
is no difference for them. They pay for the municipal services either 
in the shape of inCrease in wages or directly as at present. When the 
Company employs such a large number of :men and becomes responsible 
for the civic amenities of 100,000 people it ceases to be a purely private 
concern. Government ha.s necessarily to intervene' as the British 
Government did in the case of the East India Company. 

0-3712. SiT ll11ezander MUTfay: Mr. Joshi's question may- be 
divided into two parts. He wants to know whether in 1907 when the 
works were started Government could 'not have anticipated the rise 
of a. big town like this and crea.ted a municipality which would have 
functioned pari pasu with the rise and growth of this town?-I cannot 
imagine how a representative body like a. municipality could have been 
created in ad vance and entrusted with the duty of spending the money 
of the Company on the municipal services. 

0.3713. The second part of Mr. Joshi's question is at what stage 
of the development of this big industrial town during the last 20 years 
could Government have Wervened and set up a municipal body without 
all tbe complications to which you have referred ?-At no stage would 
the conditions of the problem have been materially diflerent from the 
problem at present. Messrs. Tata.s put a huge sum of money into 
this concern all at once and acquired an overwhelming interest in it. 
I do not think it would be 'possible for a statutory body at my time 
to have taken over the town unless it is' a body with sufficient credit 
in the country to raise the money required to buyout the Iron and 
St{lel Company. 

0.3714. MT. Joshi: I am not suggesting any independent hody 
raising the money. The Company would be compelled to finance the 
scheme of that kind and the statutory body that will be created will 
P&y interest to the Company on the money they invest. I also -xealize 
that the wages 01 the workers, will have to he raised if they are to be 
taxed for financing the municipal services. But from tbe point of 
view of the company there is no difference whatever because what 
they pay directly for the municipal services at present they will be 
pa.ying indirectly in the shape 9f increased wages ?-The Company 
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would not only have to pay increased wages but- also rates and taxes 
on their property such ss machinery and buildings_ 

_ 0·3715. On the question of general poli~y would it not be better 
If G:ove~ent unde:tcc:k the duty. of housing a.nd other municipal 
serVIces In such a blg mdustrial town like this ?-I do not think it 
would be practicable for Government to undertake this.' 

D·3716. What is the difficulty 1 Did not Government anticipal-f< 
th~t this was going to be a big town 1-I gather tha.t they did. 

0-3717. Could not Government ha.ve undertaken the development 
of the town with the assistance of the Company a.nd left the develop
ment of the works alone to the Company? Would there have been 
opposition fram the Company?-Tbere is _ no question of opposition 
from the Company. The Company would be glad to be rid of the 
bother of administering the a.1l'airs of the town. But it would not 
have. been practicable to create a statutory body in anticipation of 
the development of the town. 

_ D·3718. Did not the Government of Biha.r and Orissa. help the 
Compa.ny in acquiring lltIlds for their works ?-To this e".tent that they 
useel the Land Acquisition Act. 

D.3719. When they used the IAtlld Acquisition Act .. suppose they 
had told the Company that lande acquired for housing should be made 
a.vailable tor development either by Government or by private indivi
duais?-When the land was acquired Government entered into a.,aree
mants witn the Company providing for certain things for the protec
tion of the public. There were two agreements: the first provided 
that certain existing roads should remain rights of way and the second 
agreement gave Government certain powers to require the Company 
to give rights of way over the property. There were no conditions 
of the nature suggested. 

0·3720. Would there be any difficulty if Government now raised 
a Ioa.n, resumoo the land under the Land Acquisition Act _and handed 
it over to a statutory body for administration and development?-There 
is no doubt that it would be legally possible to crea.te by statute a 
bod:y that could raise the money, buyout the Compa.ny a.nd run the 
municipal services. 

0-3721. From the financia.l point of view it would ma.ke no dife
renee to the Com'Pany as they would only ha.ve to raise the W8l!es 
to the elttent to whIch they a,re pa.ying for the municipal services now? 
-I do not think it would make much diference financially to the 
Company becauAe they find the money in one way now and they would 
have to find it in another wa.y afterwards. But if this sta.tutorY body 
fa.i1ed to ca.rry out its duties the Company would have to step in and 
maintain the munioinltl services, a.nd at the same time Continue to pa.y 
its taxes. • 
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0.3722. If it is a statutory body Government can intervene'l
Government's power of interference with loeaJ bodies is strictly limited. 

0·3723. ~ut you pass a special Aet?-We might.draft a special 
Act containing safeguards and introduced it in the Legislative Council 
and the Legislative Council might remove those safeguards as amount
ing to undue interferenoe with the loea1 authorities . 

. 0-3724. In your memorandum you have referred to Mr. Sawday, 
an employee of the Company, who in his capacity as honorary magis
trate ordered fuing on the workers. Here is an employee of the Com
pany who is empowerea to order fuing on other employees. Has there 
been any change of policy on the part of Government in this respect? 
-We have not had any employees of the Company as honorary magis
trates for many years, and it is unlikely, that Government will apPOint 
any more honorary magistrates irom among the employees of jfu" 
Company. 

0·3725. Mr. Glow: You are referring to the contact or lack of 
contact between the management and the workers. What are :the 
ordinary ateps taken by the management to come in contact with 
the workers? Suppose they want tp announce a contemplated change 
of policy, how does it reach the rank and file ?-It reaches for the 
moat part through written notices which are circulated. All ·the 
announcements of the Company during the strike went out in the 
form of written notices in two or three languages. 

0·3726. How many of the superior officers of the Company would 
be able to carry on an ordinary reasonable conversation with one of 
the workers?-Very few superintendents can do that. 

0·3727. Sir Alea:and",. Murray: I nnderstand that this Company 
. has more Indian speaking officers than most companies of the same 
aize?-Yes 

0.3728. M 1". Clow: I am tal~g of officers who exercise real 
control in the works?-I have seen very few who are capable of 
making themselves understood in any Indian language. 

0·3729. Is there any general impression in the mind of labour 
that Government and the Assembly will stand by the Company in 
the matter of protection? . Has that idea had any influence in inducing 
labour to put forward demands which they would not put forward 
to an ordinary unprotected employer? Do they feel that there is another 
supply of money available if necessary ?-I should doubt whether the 
feeling that Government is to a certain extent behind the Company 
has influenced workers in putting forward their demands. But we 
have noticed these strikes have occurred at times when the Company 
have made large profits and when labour saw that money was available 
for .increase of wages. 

0·3730. Mr. Clift' put to you the idea of having a personnel officer. 
Do you think it would be feasible to have a personnel officer or a body 



who would be able to go into personnel cases and make a prononncement 
on them which the management may accept !}T reject? I am thinking 
of a body which in relation to the Company would stand in the asme 
position as the Public Service Commission does to the Government 
of India ?-The Public Service Commission is appointed by Government. 

0-3731. It is appointed by Government, but it is independent of 
Government ?-It would mean undue interference in matters of dis
cipline, if the personnel officer was a person not in the service of the 
company. 

0-3732. I am not contemplating any authority except the authority 
of stating their opinion ?-Even so I think it would amount to too 
much interference. 

0·3733. You recognize the tremendous importance which the 
average India,n workman atta,ehes to getting a hearing. In 99 out of 
100 cases provided he has had a chance of· saying what .he has got 
to say in his defence he is willing to accept the decision just or 
unjust?-Yes, that is so. 

0-3734. Can you suggest any means of securing that for the 
worker?-These works committees and Board A and Board B to which 
reference is made in the memoran.dum of the Company began their 
work after I \eft this place. If they have worked as they were intended 
to work I think they provide a suitable machinery by which every 
man who ha,s a grievance can get a hearing. 

0·3735. But Mr. Homi stated to us the other day that in the 
case .of dismissals, for instance, the works committee was only consulted 
after the man was a,ctually dismissed when it would be obviously more 
difficult for the Company to reverse ita decision ?-It might possibly 
be arranged that the works committee should be consulted beforehand. 
It would probably be an improvement.' 

0-3736. Si~ IbTahim Rahimtoola: In your memorandum you say : 
" The effect of this notice was to force the pace. Men rejoined in 
fairly large numbers but to counteract this the pieketting was inteDBi.
fied and every road in the to-.yn wa,s filled daily with large demonstrating 
crowds. Instances of la.wlessness and violence became more frequent 
and intimidation of workers in their villages hecame SO serious that 
str9ng pickets of police, finding night patrols, had to be established 
in several places." That mea,ns that a large number of men were 
williug to work and the minority prevented them from working by 
intimida.tion and other forcible means. Is that not so ?-It was not 
a case of a minority coercing the majority; the strikers were in 11 

majority. 

D.3737. You say tha,t instances of lawlessness and violenoe becwne 
so frequent and intimidation in the villages I1nd the bfl8tU bec&me 
so serious that stl'9ng pickets hQ.d to be posted in several places. That 
is io say there was one party willing to go to work and there was 
a.nother party which was no~ willing to allow them to .. ~ to work 



and adopted forcible means to achieve its object ?-That is so. We 
put strong pickets in these villages and the bustis and sent out patrols 
of three or four men at night. That was sufficient to stop intimidation. 

0-3738. You had special armed police on duty during the strike?
Yes. 

0·3739. And it was with the help of this special police that you 
were able to give some protection to the people who wanted to work?
Yes. 

0·3748. Is it possible for Government to provide such additiona.l 
police. in all industrial centres for the protection of people who are 
willing to work in times of strikes ?-Additiona! police is not necessary 
in normal times. During abnormal times the police ca.n be reinforced 
to the extent required. . 

0-3741. What was the extent of lawlessness and violence which 
took pla.ce during the Ia.st strike ?-Apa.rt from discrderly behaviour 
by crowds, there were cases of bea.ting up individua.ls a.nd there was 
one case of stabbing. In Sona.ri two or three strik~rs a.ttempted to .rape 
the wife of a worker. 

0-3742. Have you any suggestion to make to ensure that such 
lawlessness and intimidation of workers will not occur ?-I think the 
measures we teok in 1928 met the case and we should do the same 
thing again. . 

0-3743. That means you would -allow some form of lawlessness 
to proceed and then you would go and act. Let me draw your attention 
to what happened during the Golmuri strike with regard to which 
alsc you use equally strong expression. In your memorandum you say : 
•• Picketing was intense and the Company recruited a body of 
Patham as escorts for their workers and as counter-picketers. More
over the Company had te provide temporary tin sheds to house their 
men since the strikers were in actual occupation of most of their 
quarters. .. Having regard to this fact have you any suggestion to 
make te prevent this kind of intimidation and lawlessness and enable 
willing workers to work without molestation?-We can police the 
place sufficiently. What we cannot help is the timidity of the people. 
We give them sufficient security but we cannot help it if all same people 
are too timid te go to work. 

0-3744. But there is intimidation in the bustis and the villages?
It is difficult te stop every case of private intimidation. We ean 
stop it to a large extent by posting pickets and sending out patrols 
but it is not possible to stop it altogether. 

0-3745. Your position is that it is impossible under the present 
state of the law to prevent this "intimidation being carried to the 
btl8tis and ~he villages ?-It is possible to give a very high degree 
(If security but it is not possible to gqar~ntee absolutely tha~ there' 
\Wi!) be pP ~timidatio~ at ~ .. 
• 
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D·3746. In your memorandum you .say that: .. The struggle 
culminated on the 21st February when a party of supporters of the 
Federation raided and wrecked the . Labour Association's Office. 
Mr. Homi at the mass meeting failed to condemn this ontrage and 
in fact spoke of it as the natural outcome of the Company's policy." 
Did the Federation take the law into its own hands ?-The Federation 
committed a lawless act .. We prosecuted a certain number ul people, 
I think about four. We failed to prosecute more because of the difficulty 
of getting identification evidence. 

D-3747. What was the result of the prosecution7-I think they 
were all convicted. I cannot remember exactly. 

D·3748. In your memorandum dealing with tbe Tinplate 'strike 
you say: .. It was the sudden and unforeseen ending that npset 
the men, and there is yo doubt that from this point onward there 
was a party in the works who believed that a strike was a panacea 
for all evils and that Tinplate too must have a union and a stn"ke." 
Here is a case where men have no grievance but have gone on strike 
to better their conditions. Would you suggest any machinery which 
could come on the scene when such a. sta.te of feeling exists in the 
minds of the workers ?-There was a state of feeling then which would 
have rendered any attempt at settlement useless. I can think of no 
machinery which could he employed to avoid a strike in such 
circumstances in which the Tinplate Company were placed. There 
was nothing that could have been done to prevent a strike that was 
not done by the Company. 

D·3749. Then industry is completely at the mercy of the men 
who would go on strike inspite of the fact that the management, as 
you have stated in your memorandum. might go to extravaga.nt and 
almost fantastic lengths in an endeavour to conciliate the men. YOll 

think there is no remedy to meet the situation ?-In a case like this 
we have to allow the workers to suffer the consequences of their own 
foolish action. They will gain experience. 

0·3750. Would not the experience he gained at a. heavy cost to 
the industry as well as to the workers 7-It is true that in the caSe 
of the tinplate strike they bought their experience very dearly, but 
I cannot think of a.ny machinery which could have been devised which 
would have prevented tbe tinplate strike. It was a ca.se of strike 
fevep, not a rational act on the part of tlte men. 

0.3751. 8i, Alea:andet' MU'N'a:y: In your memorandum you 
discuss the case for and against Government intervention·in a trade 
dispute and say that Government should intervene if there was an 
element of chance that the two parties would come to a friendly 
settlement. Section 3 of the Trade Disputes Act says that provided 
the two parties to a dispute a.,OTee Government rna:)' refer the question 
to a Court of Enquiry or a Board of Conoiliation. Here is a case 
whel"6 both the parties to the dispute do not agree to Governmen' 
iIl~I'fVelltioll. !n such a. case what is your view as to the Ielativo 



lner1tsof a. Court of EnqUiry or a. Board of .Conciliation ?-In sucb 
'" case i~ would probably be most convenient to have a. Court of Enquiry 
which may clear the issues and leave the ground open for subsequent 
eonciliation. As fa.r as my experience of strikes goes the issues are 
never sufficiently clear to be pla.ce!i at once before a Conciliation Board. 

D.375Z. Bir Vict.or Bassoon: I am not going to take yon into the 
past; I am going to take yon into the present. At the present tim" 
I am told that it is not possible for an employee who is not a. member 
of the pa.rticuIar Union called the Labour Federation to go out at nights 
without being molested. 1 do not know whether it is exaggerated. We 
bave here a. statement from a member of the Federation who calls 
himself a. member of the managing committee of the Federation. He 
says: 

" So far as Jamshedpur is concerned the labour movement has 
come to snch a stage ........................... tbat the workers 
have to choose between .. goondaism " and subserviency. 
Free expression of individual opinion and community of 
thought have been rendered almost impossible. Convic
tions have come to be driven home tbroughthe knob of 
the Iathi or the point of the knife, through broken heads 
and shattered limbs." . 

Allowing for exaggm:ation and colouring, if there is any basis for this 
statement have you not got the seeds of Vel,), serious trouble in the near 
future ?-The labour lea.ders throughout the strike of 1928, whatever 
may be the merits of the dispute, showed a strong sense of responsibility 
and moderation in their methods. Recently for the last few month .. 
there has been a growing indiscipline and lawlessness amongst this 
class and I think that undoubtedly a very d3!lgerous situation is 
devefoping and must be checked. 

0·3753. How do you suggest that an influence of this kind which 
iB not legitimate can be checked. I( it is not checked I am afraid it 
wiD lead to Yery serious disturbances ?-At present I am no longer the 
Deputy Commissioner here. The Deputy Commissioner and the Police 
are funy alive to the situation and they are taking steps to meet the 
danger. 

D-3754. Mr. Cliff: That· is to maintain order amongst the 
citizens of Jamshedpur?-Yes, it has nothing to do with the merits 
of labour disputes. 

D-3755- BiT Vietll1' 8assoon: Arising out of the questions pu~ by 
Mr. Joshi, BUp~ the Government takes over a Railwa.y Company it 
is paid for out of the funds of the State, the funds of all India ?-Yes. 

D·3758. It lD&y be credit, but it is the credit of the whole of India? 
-Yes. 

D-375? Therefore if the Government of India. took pver this town 
the money would have to eome out of the general ta.xpayer of India. ' 
as a whole?-Yea. 



D·3758. But it does appear to me there is a point in Mr. Joshi's 
suggestion. You are dealing with a very large commnnity like this. 
He probably feels that the citizenij would not have sufficient freedom 
if the town was entirely run by the Company. Would it be possible, 
not necessarily by statutory authority but by arrangement with the 
Board, to have on this Committee that is running the town one or two 
representatives of Government who would bring in an outside influence 
as it were and who would assure the public that that body was 
not acting in any way inimical to the interests of the community as a 
whole ?-I see no great difficulty and it would be a good thing if it was 
done. 

D·3759. MT. Ahmed: With regard to recruitment are not any 
number of unskilled workers available except during strike times?
Outside the cultivation seasons it is possible to get any number o~ un
skilled workers. They may not all be available at J amshedpur, but 
directly the work was offering the men would come from outside. 

0·3760. What will be the cost of living here of a family consisting 
of a man with his wife &nd two children ?-Th&t depends OIoourse on 
tM standard of life of the people. We have not as full information as 
we ought to have &bout the actual cost of living. 

D·3761. Have you any idea of the extent of indebtedness of the 
workers here? Will it be that 50 to 80 per cent. of them are indebted ? 
-I do 'not know. I have no idea of the exact extent of indebtedness. 

D-3i62. MT. Cliff: Can you supply us with a copy of the 
agreement between the Government and the Tata Company, when they' 
first came, with regard to the purchase of land?-Yes; it is a public 
document published in the Gazette. 

D.3763. SiT Alexande1" MfLNay : There are two agreements. Will 
you send a copy of each of these agreements?-Yes. 

D-3764. MT. Cliff: Will you also supply us with a copy of the 
agreement for the board of works about which you referred a moment 
ago?-Yes. There are the two land acquisition agreement made with 
Government and the . private agreement between the companies 
themselves. 

D·3765. You can send us a copy of each of these agreements?
Yes. 

D.3768. As I understand it, the Government recognized that there 
was Q problem in the year 1919. Was that about two years after the 
works started ?-In 1907 they started building the works here. 

D.376T. There was a problem recognized in 1919 and the report 
of the committee was not given effect to partly for financial reasons. 
You have reached another stage in this development. Have the 
Government any policy at the moment with regard to the municipal 
governlDent o,t Jamshedpur?-Tbe quest~on has been raised again 
within the last year or two; it has been TllJ.sed. as a matter of fact, by 
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the Company, ,My position has been that I have asked to have the 
thing put off until labour is mQre settled. I did not want this, question 
of municipal government being ventilated while labour. unrest was 
going on. ' ' - . 

0-3768. May I know whether tentative negotiations with regard 
to taking over the services have taken place ?-There have been informal 
discussions, but I' can hardly say that they have 'gone so far as actual 
negoti&tions for taking over the services. 

D-3769. Is it that there is any difference of opinion in principle. or 
is it a question of .terms ?-It is really a question of the financial difficul
ties of the problem; it is not a question of difference of opinion as 
regards the principle. 

, , , 

D,3770. So it is really a question of the difficulty of financing any 
proposal ?-It is the difficulty of financing any proposal coupled with 
the .fact. that the existing municipal law is not applicable, and to create 
a representative .body we need a special Act which would have. to go 
through the Legislative Council. 

" 0·3771. You answered Sir. Victor Sassoon after consulting the 
Deputy Commissioner. I take it that i1; is not your position or the 
position of the Government that all that needs to be done at J amshed
pur has been done, but there is much more to be done than that?-
That is so, . 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. d,' C. K: PETERSON, Mr.' 'c. A~ ALEXANDER, representing 
the Tata I rOIl and Steel Company, Ltd. 

D-a772. Sir Alexander Murray:. Wh~t experience have you gentle-o 
men had ?-(Mr. Peterson) I 'have Deen II. Director of the' Agents firm 
since 1919 and was in the Indian Civil Service from 1899 to 1919. In 
Gcvernment service as Controller of Munitions, Bengal. I had some 
acquaintance with the Steel Company. (Mr. Alexander) I have had 26 
years' pra.ctical experience .. I rose to Works Manager before leaving 
America; I came out here as, Works Manager, or General Superintendent 
as it is called1 I have been General Manager for the mst five years. 

D-3773. Will you let us know the number of unskilled, semi-skilled, 
skilled and supervisory workers excluding clerks, the number of women 
employed by you directly, the number of contractors women, and what 
they are employed on; the num~ of additional labour for which Tatas 
are responsible dividing the number between contractors and those 
directly employedl'-Yes, we wil\supply you figures. # 

0-3774. How many men are on duty in the Employment Bureau? 
-:-One Superintendent and 2 or g-clerks. . 

0-3776. Do you think one officer is able efficiently to handle the , 
recruitment of the large numbers of labour for the different shops ?-At 



~hnea the he~ clerk acts for him bllt be ultimately f3SS88 every mall 
personally. 

0-3776. The labour has to he card-indexed?"-He does not do that, 
although he is responsible for it; the office stall take care of all the card 
indexing. 

0-3777. It would appear that in three or four years practically"the 
whole of your labour is turned-over?-No, because it is onl'y a certain 
part of the labour which moves about. 

0-377& Eu' thajj part. in one year comes ~ as much as 36 per cent. 
of your total labour ~o~ce. Have you ever looked at the matter from 
this poine of'view that one officer, '~owever able he may be, cannot 
efficiently ha.ndle a. turn-ov41l" Ilf tbet description?-No, I cannot say 
I have. He has seeD thes!} men so often tbatt he very ofHlB goes out 
and knows the man he wanjs. He talks to a. larga ImDlber of ihem 
ftai\y. Old emP,loyeee Eetlunmg Go 11M him! to be interviewed IIlul • 
large percentage of them are old employees l8-eugaged. 

0-3779. Is an enquiry m~e into dischargesl'----:No man can now be 
dischazged without the sanction of the Gtmeral Superintendent, and 
foremen a.nd members of the' higher stall' must go before the GeMnl 
Manager before they are dismissed. A foreman ean IIIIspeod a mao bol 
cannot discharge him; the dischaEge rest. with Ihe General SDperin-

, tendent after he has heard all the facte of the case. We have ~i 
this system during the past 12 to 18 months. If a man takes leave and 
nothing 'is, heard of him for 80 days he is automatically taken Ili the 
f*>oks. In that way many men leave om emplo~enl withoui eeing 
discharged. 

0-3780. Do you make a 'distinctiOn. between aischargea ana dis
missahl, such as there is on the Railwaya?-.No. 

0-3781. Will J1m Ie, DB have a. chari showfug the persooueI of JUU&' 
organization, both administmtne and departmental, sbowin« Ibe nlllllbeN 
of the diJl'erent o1lirers going down to beads 01 sections, so rha WI! _ 

have. before UB! a picture of the organizanOli 1-Y eli. 

0-3782. Win you give us a.. statemen~ roc tlie last. live years of the 
number of your covenanted imported empfoyees'l-Yes, our maximum 
was 11119 in 11&1; to-da.y _ .b&ve ll!a., 

0-3783. r see you have depa.rtmentat woUmen's committee... II 

departmental welfare committee, a l&bo\ll' advisory 00arcI. a.. CODciljatj"", 
committee, and now you have works committees; oould yell give DB the. 
history of these ditrerent committees and ten UII why they Cru.1ed?-Ye&. 

0-3784. Will you give us a statement as to people employed -mder 
your contractors, how many are men and how many women and what are 
then, hours and wa.ges?-Yes. They worli: the regular factory hoUl'll, 
9 or 8 hours a day shift work_ ' They do c:cin..tioD GJ) .. _. ,_.en. 
basis and loadiDg md lllli06mng of raw material .. is. done by, tmmag-. 



0-&7&5. You pay the conira.ctor in that way?-Yes. 

0-3786. How does he pay his employees ?-They are all paid a. daily 
rate: the men will make from annas 9 to anuas I1 a da.y, while the women 
will mskefrom anna!! 8 to annas 10, an' a.nna. less than the men. 

D-3787. Then ,-t a.ppea.rtl .tfiat JOUr contractorti pay their women 
rather better than you ~ your women ?-They do. They do it by 
giving tbem II< cont~; we"naed tJ do the same thing. If there are a 
certain number of wagons of mn.terial to be loaded or unloaded they will 
pull:1I< certain number of people on a wagon.. If they finish the: job in 
6 hoUl'Si they get their day's wages and go bome. 

0-371& How- manyemployees have you had to evict from the 
houses tnrough the Courts a.nd bow long did it take you to evict them p
I will give those figures. 

0-3718. With regard to welfare, what is your annual expenditure 
on fibs ail'ministration of the town ?-CMr. Peterson) There is a revenue 
derived from the town; the balance of expenditure of the Steel Company 
would be about 5 lakhs a. year. We get rent for our own quarters. I will 
send you the town budget. 

0-3798. What is the total &mount of your expenditure under the 
hea.d of Welfare aetivities?-That will be in the budget. In eddition 
we bave • grea5 deal of expenditure for hDspita.ls, medical provision and 
provision 0' &menities to the workmen, water and so on. 

0-3791. Will JUIl let us ha'ge copies of the accounts and constitution 
of one or two co-operativeCI'edit societies ~ Y ea. 

0-3.,... Ie it customary for one man to hie ~n four or five ersdit 
soeieties 1-1 shOuld: think it is very ~u8ual. 

D-3793., Will yo~ supply us with a. statement! as to how many men 
thMe aTe in more th_one eo>-operative credit society and will you give 
U8 the reasons why?-Yes. The reason is because they want to borrow 
money. It l.s not II< matter for us; it is a matter for the society. We 
have nothing to do with th" credit societies. 

0-3794. Do you not advance that money~No, these are all 
Government co,opera..tive credit aocieties. 

0-3785. You ny the Steel Company encourages the growth of 
oo-opera.tive societies. How do you d9 that?-Our people do the clerical 
work; we keep th!' accounts for them and deduct the subscription for 
them . 

..... 7 ... Will YOII let WI hllove a. copy of the a.cCOUllts of the Provident 
Fund?-¥es. . 

D-3797. What is the position- with regard to the pension scheme 
which islieing considered '?-Until we are satisfied we have worked out 
1\ teasonable scheme and can estimate what the financial burden on the ' 



Compa.ny is going to' be we prefer to dea.l with individual cases.-No 
question of a pension will arise for another 5 or 7 years because the works 
have not been 'in existence long enough. Very few 0' our employees 
ha.ve put in 15 years' service. We have not yet decid:e<l the number of 
years that should qualify for pens.ion. If we make it 25 years it 
will probably be 10 years before anyone will qualify. '" 

D-379S. You say that bonus has bee~-granted to all employees 
dra.wing less than Rs. 15 a month. Will you tell us how many 
employees there are drawing less than Re. 15 a month and how many 
drawing less than Rs. 20 a. month?-yes. . 

D-3799. Will you supply us with information. as to the extent to 
which use has been made of the provisions of exemptions of hours pf 
work?-Yes. . 

0-3SOO. Will you give us details as to the wages paid to particular 
types of workers in different places?-You cannot compare the wages 
paid here with wages paid anywhere else, because the- same indnstry does 
not exist a.nywhere else. We will give you a list of. the entire rates 
of pay throughout the plant. . 

&.I-3S01. Sir Victor Sassoon: Will you give the average amounts 
earned under the rates?-No. 

Sir Victor Sassoon: Then you will ha.ve to give us more or less 
aver.!.ge earnings of each class. 

0-3S02. SiT Alexandl!1" MUTTaY: What now takes the place of 
fining which you have abohshed?-(Mr. Alexander}: Suspension. 

D-3S03. You do not put a man back'a grade?-No, that is very 
seldom done. I started abolishing fines several years ago and now we 
have practically eliminated them. 

0-3804. Have you thought of any system of giving marks and 
taking' away marks?-No. 

0-3S0&' Sir Victor Sassoon: Is the system of suspension as 
satisfactory as the system of fines?-Yes, more so because the men do 
not object to it 80 much. 

D-3S08. But do they improve?-No, the c!tu~ are still there, 
but T felt that if a man had earned his wage we had no' right to take 
it away from him. That iR the reason I stopped it. 

0-3S07. Sir Ale:rondl!1' Murray: What is the extent of your 
,unch,imed wnges?-(Mr. Peterson) we will give you the figures. 

D-38OS. Can you let us have a copy 'of the workmen's pension. 
fund showing what payments you make?-We have no fund at present. 
We can give you the individual payments for . each YElar. 

0-3S09. And the credits to that· fund, . showing· what have been 
your back wages unolaimed?-Yes. we can show you that.; it is not 
n· great amount. 



b-38tO. Will you let us have .. copy of the statement you gave 
to the Government of Bihar and Orissa. showing how the efficiency of 
the workers has improved since 1923-24 ?-Yes. This, must have 
been one of the statements submitted t{) the Tariff Board and will be 
in the Tariff Board's report. 

D-3811. SiT Vietor Sassoon: Will you also let us have the 
percentage of men compared to the number of men who, would be 
used for the same work under similar conditions in the West?-We 
('annat do that department by department; we can do it for the works 
as a whole. The tonnage haa increased with practically the same 
number of men so that the number of tons per man is a ,little higher. 
The proportion of men we employ as compared with the employees 
fDr .im i lar works in a Western country is 5 to 1-

D-3812. Sir Ale.wllder Mltrra'y: The Tinplate Company give the 
proportion as 3 to 1 ?-If we take one department it would be less 
than ;; to 1, but in large works it is 5 to 1. ' 

D-3813. How have your wages per man risen' in recent years?
It is hard to give that unless we take it over the works as a. whole. 
In the case of an individual man it is confused by promotions. This 
statement will show you what the increase in wagea has been (hand
ing in a statement). It has increased by Rs. 10 to Rs. 11 per head. 

11-3814. 'rilis is affected by improved plant being pnt in ?-The 
actu<tl wages will not be affected. . 

'D-381&. When you say 50 per cent. of the employees are members 
of the two trade unions, how do you get that figure ?-=-That is the 
numbell from WhORe wages we deduct snbscriptions. 

0-3816. Will you give us the number of members in each union? 
-Ye=;o 

D-3£11. Yon had recourse to civil Ia,w in connection with trade 
disput£s?-(Mr. l'eterson): "re brought .. suit and applied for 
injunction, but it was subsequently settled. 

D-3818. li1 r. Clote: Did you get a temporary injunction?-Yes. 

0-3&t9. 'Sir F ietor Sassoon.: It came oul yesterday in evidence 
that the output from October tn January in 1929-30 was lower than 
the output in the con-espanding months of 19-28-29, in spite of the 
fact that you had put in more mod"rn plant; is that 8O?
(Mr. Alexander): Yes. 

D-3870. One of the defences was that that plant was not in 
.. fit rondition to work properly and that you had accidents with it; 
i. IhM aha true?-Yes. 

D-3821. Then yon must make a reduction in respect of the months 
~hen it was not working properly?-Tbat would be largely hypathe-, 
heal; the new plant h •• not yet reached its proper efficiency. 



D-3822. Could you give us some rough idea as to what perceutaO"B 
of the wlIerence ill yrouuction was due to matters outsIue tuB pon~r 
of tile worKfnen ~-l wUld not give you those figures otI-i.and. .. 

0-3:>23. Would you say that your EmployJ;Uent Burellu was 
a success or not I-It uepend$ on "hat su"ndarn you adopt. 1 conoider 
It IS more successful than the old system. 

0-3!!24. Do the objections to the Employment Bureau come from 
the labour or from foremen to whom this labour was supplied?-Yes, 
the foremen do not like it because they used to employ the men. 

0-3815. What has happened with regard to the labour?-I tl$Jk 
they are be~ter olf. 

D-3826. Would you aay a man would be better olf if he was put 
ander a foreman who did not like him ?-If the foreman does not like 
him he very likely goes back to the Employment Bureau and is not 
put on. 

0-3827. What steps have you taken to see that the foreman is 
not ,·lIowej to have his own way?-Whenever we catch him doing 
things that he should not do he is brought to task about it. 

U-3828. T;f a foreman is allowed to send men back until he gets 
the man he may privately wish to engage, your Employment Bureau 
is not going to remove the grievances of the men ?-No, I do not say 
it had; it is not perfect by any means. If we get complaints we 
inve~tigate them. 

0-3829. If a foreman is found to be turning back a larger 
percentage of men than you would normally expect. how do you deal 
with him ?-He would be taken to task about it. 

D-3830. We have been told that the bustis are very badly tre'lted 
as regards the supply Qf water; do you agree with that statement?
Yes. We are trying to improve things as money is available to do 
it by laying additional mains and increasing the size of the water
work,; we are doing that to-day. 

0-3831. You appear to have a supply enual to 40 gallons per 
head 7-Y es; a lot of it is wasted. If it were not wasted we should 
have ample for everybody. I should like to see everybidy have more 
water but it is a question of finance. 

0-3832. You feel that it iR your duty to supply water to these 
bustis ?-CertamJ). 

0-383lt. Do you help any co-operative credit society by making 
a loan to it?-No. 

0-3':>4. Are the snorts held among the bett .. r d ..... of your 
workmen ?-They .re open to evervbody. but the coolies ito not Come 
forward. Football is the most general sport. 
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D·3835. Vv'hat is the lowest class of worker that takes advantage 
of the facilities given ?-The kluzla.n type. 

D·3836. Have you creches in your works?-Y.... We do not cal: 
the';' creches. We have one rest house at,the coke oven; that is all. 

D·383T. You have no creches where women can leave their chi!dren ~ 
-Only this place. 

D·3838. Do you propose to institute crkches?-Yes. 

D·3839. '£hey are not 'very expensive and it would not take very 
long to set them up?-No. We have inve.tigated the matter and there 
are certain practical difficulties. The works are so large and the women 
do not want to leave their babies at the gate and go half a mile to 
their work. 

D·38 '0. Could you have a number of sJUall creches inside your 
gates?-We are trying to find out where the largest number of women 
are and set up two or three at such a plac~ in the near future. 

D·3S41. Wbere they would be in a position to come out and have 
a look at their children ?-Yes. 

D·3::42. You consider it advisable to have minimum wage legisla
tion 1-Y.,g. 

D-3843. Would you sav that every industry should have a 
minimum wage fixed according to its capacity to pay?-Yes. that 
is my personal opinion; I should like to see a minimum wage and 
a good living wage for even the coolies. much higher than. it is now. 
What prevents us paying a higher wage is lack of profits. 

D·3844. Would you say that the minimum wa2'e should be laid 
down according to the profits of a particular firm ?-I personally would 
like to see a higher wage paid. but in return for that we should have 
to get more work; the outturn per man must be greater; the ratio of 
5 to 1 of which I have spoken would have to be decreased. We cannot 
give more wages unless we get more work. 

D-3845. Would vou expect the Government to decide what the 
minimum w&!{e should he in your works and in engineering works in 
other places?-Thorough investigation will be necessary. 

D·3846. Would it be based on capacity to pay?-1' es, and ability 
to increase their efficiency. 

D~3347. A multitude of Boards aU round the country would be 
needed ?-Yes; I should think it would be a very difficult thing for 
this country. 

D·3848. Do you look on it as a practical proposition by statutory 
enactment ?-I could not say. -

P-3S49, Are these views yOUl' personal views?-Yes. 



'0·11850. What are the views oithe Company?-I .donotknow, 

0·3851. Mr. A Ilmed: I understand you are in favour of a living 
wage 'being paid .,y all industries?-Yes, I agree with that, 

.0-3852. Sir Victor Sass()on: Is that the firm's view 7-Yes. 

D·3853. Mr. Ahmed: You tell us that the Jamshedpur Labour 
A"ssociation has a strength which is equal to 50 per cent. of the working 
popUlation here ?-No, that includes the Federation and the Association. 

0-3854" What numher would that 50 per cent. represent ?-About 
13,000. We hav .. 26,000 employees. 

'0·3855. The Federation told us they had 12,000 members?:::"'I 
do not know what number of members they claim; we only know 
tbe numbers from whose wages we deduct. the subscription. 

·D·8856. What has h"l'pened to the J amshedpur Labour Associa-
tion?-It is still in existence. . 

D·3867. With regard to number of members which is the larger 
union ?-In numbers the Federation is larger. 

0-3858. How long has it been'larger?-Several months now. 

0·3859. You say that until labour as a whole is literate it will 
Itot be possihle to establish a Pu"lic Emploympnt Agency. maintained 
by the Government, What difficulty will there be? You will be 
supplied. with your labour without any trouble or restriction and you 
will pay the fixed rates ?-J think we have said that we do not 
consider we need it. 

0-388D. WIiat does it n>~tter to you if you get vour work done?
If we get equally good men it does not make any difference to us, . 

D.3'81. Do vou anpreciate that it is impossible for a worker to 
support himself, his wife and two children on AR. 11.to As. 14 per day? 
-Tt certainly prevent. the raising of the standard of living: I agree 
with that. 

0·3882. I suppose you a!!fee that it is neceSf'ary that a man 
workin!! in your industry should be given sufficient to live on?
Certainly. 

0·8883. MT. Cliff: You have stated in your memoranoum that 
you prefer to give verhal evinence in relation to certain l1uestions?
Yes, that is because it would have been such a long story. 

D-8884. We have had a·p-ood deal of evidence that the India·n 
worker is conservative in hi. habits and prejudices. I understand this 
Company is an Indian Company?-Yes. 

0·3'165. What amount of money has heen snent by youI' C'oTJll'llny 
in seeking t<l obtain a better undersu.nding of vour wOl'k-people?
Do you mean specifically 01' with regard to welfare questions? 
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0-3868. I am leaving on one side housing, and medical facilities, 
and am referring to any matters arising out of the worker's daily 
employment. What amount of money has yow::. Company spent in 
seeking' to obtain an understanding of tbe workers' )?Oint of view?
I am afraid I do not fully understand the fJUBstion. The Company 
pays good wages. It endeavours to provide the workmen with a 
reasonable house and reasonable living facilities. 

0-3867. It appears that the advent of your Company in this 
district has created a problem for statesmen ?-Yes, I think it has. 
This Company has not suddenly sprung into existence. It has been 
in existence since 1907. A great number of the men who came 

.ol\,'inaIly have been trained gradually aud have been promoted. Men 
who when they came here originally were paid Re. 1 It day are now 
recei"in~ Rs. 600 to ·R.. 700 a month. The men who were at first 
employed constituted a small nucleus; they were trained by men coming 
out frotll "ther countries and have in turn trained others.' The town 
bas graduaJlj heen built up and facilities have been increased. Men 
have been sent abroad to be trained and have come back to teach 
their own people. It is a growing organism. It is not a matter of 
sett.ing aside a definite sum of money to be spent on a particular 
~mrpose. For instance, the la.v-out of the town was done in the most 
elaborate fashion about 1917. 

0·3868. I am considering the luau at his work in the works?
The man in the works is trained by foremen and superintendents, by 
the people responsible for getting the result •. 

0-3869. 'When the strike occurred in 1\120, were' the Company 
ahle to appreciate the men's point of view?-That is one of our great 
difficulties. 

D-3870. At that time there had been an obvious increase in the 
"""st of living; what steps was your Compauy taking to understand the 
position of the men ?-l do not know what was done in 1920 because 
I was not here, but at present we keep an elaborate range of statistics 
",hj"h is watched carefully in relation to wages, the cost of li"ing and 
all that kind of thing. If we thou!!ht waj(es were too low we should 
raise them; at present we think they are too high. 

0-3871. I take it that those statistics have been ohtained since 
you had this troul,le ?-Those - statistics were prepared in the most 
e1ahorJ.te form and were submitted to a most elaborate ennuirv by 
the Tariff Boa,'u for a period of 4 to 5 years; they have been published. 
The new plallt has rpally only existed since ]923 or 1924. In 1920 
there was the old plant ",hieh was It very small affa.ir. 

D·3!172. 'What machinery has been evolved to afford Oll the one 
hand to the Company an opportunity of considering the point of view 
of the men and, on the other h~nd, to the work-people an opportunity 
of cnIlectively making re"re"elltal ion" to their employers on matters 
arising out of their emploJ~Tlent?-\Ve have been one of the first' 
Companies and one of the first organizations in India I think to 
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encourage, a8 far as we possibly could, the organization of the workmen, 
but our difficulty ha.s always been that we cannot obtain wbat you 
might describe as a stable trade union really representing the workmen. 
The trade unions are perpetually changing; a union will form and then 
it will split. .A leader appears and then in a few months he disappears. 
A settlement is made but it is no sooner made than it is rejected and 
the leader is thrown over. That has always been our difficulty. We 
are always prepared to recognize any body of workmen who come 
before us represented by any particular person. 

D·3873. There appears to have beeu very considerable difficulty 
in getting your Company to recognize people who are capable of 
"peaking on behalf of the work-people?-Will you mention a case? . _ 

D-3874. The Labour Association sent a lillt of demands to your 
Company in 1924, but apparently your Company were not prepared 
to recognize the Association ?-That was so at the time. 

D·387S. As far as I understand it was the first attempt on the 
part of your employees to combine?-Yes. 

0-3876. Why did your Company refuse to recognize that· trade 
. union ?-Because the President, the Secretary and all tbe office bearers 
were not workmen. At that time the Company made it a condition 
that it was prepared to recognize any combinations of its labourers 
provided they were its labourers. 

0·3377. Was it a condition of recognition of allY combination of 
your work-people that they should not have aid from outsicers?-That 
their· principal officers should not be outsiders. Tha.t was the opinion 
of the Company at the time. That was before these Acts were brought 
in. It was the prevailing opinion in India at the time. It was not 
a auestion of their having aid from outside; it. was a question of 
their principal officers and I·he whole of the executive being outsiders. 

D·3878. We have been told in a document which has been presented 
to .us that an outsider's view was that it appeared that what the 
Company actually wanted was a labour .association which would 
practically surrender the right to strike and would be controlled by 
the management ?-I do not know who made that statement, and 
unless you can tell me who it is I can hardly challenge it. 

D·3879. Is it correct?-Certainly not. We have always desired to 
have a really strong trade union which can control the labour but 
we have never been able to secure one. 

0·3880. That is the opinion of a competent observer who was 
here?-You must be the judge of his competence; as I do not know 
who he is I cannot say . 

. ", D~3881. In that year when you were dealing with the strike 
r see the Company wrote to the Deputv Commissioner that they proposed 
to i.sue a notice forbidding the holding of public meetings on all 
its land, except a portion a~ the south of the town, and it says" But 
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we are withholding the "notice until the 18th instant in order to gh'e 
Government officers an opportunity to make such dispositions as they 
deem necessary to deal with any breach of the peace that might 
arise ill consequence." That letter is dated 1922. "Do you defend 
the attitude that you will not allow meetings to be held in this town 1-
We have not said that we prohibit public meetings in this town; in 
faet we bave set aside an open space for that purpose. Without a 
copy of the letter it is very difficult for me to answer the question. 

0-3S82. Sir Alexander Murray: Is it or is it not the case that 
in 1922 the Tata Iron and Steel Company said to a local officer of 
the Governnient that they were not prepared to alloW' meetings to 
be held at a particular place 1-1 think very possibly. It depends on 

. tbe place. They were in the habit of holding public meetings anywhere. 
They hold meetings ahnest every night on the Maidan; we make no 
objection; we have never made any objection. But if they think they 
are entitled to hold a public meeting on any piece of our land we should 
object. 

0-3883. Mr. Cliff: I am concerned with what the Company wrote 
to a Government officer?-Is the letter signed by the Company? 

0-3884. The General Manager wrote to the Deputy Commissioner, 
and Mr. Lewis. who was the Commissioner, at once went to see the 
General Manager. I suppose you have a record of that letter on your 
files and if you prefer to make an observation in writing that will 
satisfy me. 

Si .. Alcreamier Jlfurray: You had better do that. 

0-3385. Afr. Cliff: During the laat strike with whom were your 
Company prepared ·to negotiste, as representatives of the men ?-The 
recognized union. namely the Labour Asaociation which waa the only 
existing labour union when the strike broke out. The other labour 
union was not formed until a month or six weeks after the strike, and 
it was not registered for 3 or 4 months after the strike. 

0-3S86. What led you" to change your policy and recognize the 
Lahour Federation ?-The registration nnder the Act. . 

0-3887. Then does your Company deem it right to negotiate a 
settlement with a new President of the old Asso"iation just appointed? 
I find from the record that a certain gentleman came here. got 
himself appointed as President of an Association. and you negotiated 
with him ?-Our difficulty is : what can we do? We agree to recognize 
a nnion. If it represents to us that it has elected a new President 
we must deal with that President. If another body is formed and 
gets itself registered under the Ae.t we must deal with that new body. 

. 0-3S88. Within a period of a few months you started dealing 
WIth another bodv?-We cannot refuse to l'ecogmze a body which is 
registered by Government.. 
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003889. That seems to be the common view of the law, but we 

cannot find that in the Act ?-It is not the law that a trade union 
must register, but the position practically comes to this that if a body 
is registered and recognized by Government as a registered union it 
is pracl i",tliyimpo"Hible for the employer to refuse to recognize it: 
if he does he puts himself out of court at once in any enquiry by 
Government. 

D·3890. Then your attitude is that if an organization is registered 
under the Trade Union Act YOll are prepared to recognize it?-I will 
recognize any registered trade union: if 20 unions were registered I 
would recognize 20. 

0-3891. Miss Power: Under your Maternity 
sary that women should be examined by a doctor. 
doctor?-(Mr. Alexander): Yes. 

scheme it is nef°e-s
Is there a woman 

0-3882. Then they are not required to' get to a man doctor?-Xn. 

0·3893. You say the medical facilities are utilized by women ill 
increllsing numbers. When you speak of " w()men ", I suppose yon 
really meltn " visits '"?-Visits; these are the hospital cases. 

D.3894. Is there only one woman doctor to whom the,,, people can 
go?-Yes, there is just one at the hospital· 

0-3895. Do you propose to employ any more women doctors?
Yes, we .will as time goes on and we can afford it. I ,hould like to see 
the hoopit",l staff materially increased. 

0.3896. Do you feel there is a specific need for more women 
doctors ?-Yes. 

D·3E97. You propose to inaugurate creches at different places; do 
you intend them merely for nursing childr<m or are they intended also '. 
for what may be called the toddlers ?-T do not know wI' ether we could 
have conrtyards around the creches or not to prevent children getting 
into dangerous places; we were only thinking of children in arms. 

0·3898. The woman in charge of the rest house told me this 
morning that until this new rule prohibiting children from coming inside 
the gate was made she used to look after about 70 children, most of 
these children who had reached the walking stage, but that now such 
children are turned back at the gate?-We hftve done that since the 
passing of the Factory Act. 

0·3899. :no yoU not think there is room for " nursery school fOl' 

these children?-Yes, I think so. 

'. D·atD". Would thltt he a very expensive proposition ?-Not in 
itself, liut the diffi<'lllty is that there are "0 many of the"e little things. 

Do3C01 •. In a nUl"!'erv school of th",t kind there is not the "",me 
difficulty as with regard to a creche where a woman if she is nursing 



a child has to visit it at repeated interv~s ?-Q1lite; I WO!1lt1 ~e to do 
.;, lot more Jii these lines' tnan\ve'ilrii dbinil:.-·"'·'·'~ . , r~ 1 """ • 

_::: :~,...- ·-\.·l"-., ' 

Pi902. You eay that the employment of women in the !Steel 
Factory Pis'imdesirnble. and you 'destts" t(i"eliminate 'them ?-'1'ha~ h68 
been my desire for severnl years~ but I hav~ not bee.i{'u.Dfe-UI' a«om-" 
plish i.t. 

P~3"~. Are you refening merely ~. t4~ ~9roen :withh,l the works 
and not' to . the coolielaboul' c,!<r):yi9g OOfE!'putstM ~h~' 'York~1::'" t aro 
referring to that also'; I would' like' to se!l'Iiot'U:womaninside'the'works 
or works co!JlpouQd. 

. ~~!J1P4. What is yo~ I/>ttitudjl ~v,vards :W0.W,\ln empl!>:r~d py con-
tractors~-I would 1ike to get r14' 91 ~hem tw' ~ti~ it"~s"4nP98siple 
until ~lies wjll ca.rry p,!,!sk~ts oli ~1;l~iJ; ~~.~.~ .~~ t1~ ; ~!P~~ <1si: <, ," II 

0·3905. I take it thill.is merely a personal expression of opini/:ln 
and I)ot 6()m~thing which C'~n b~ ~~f~ .~~ l'~~,~~ctl ~}iti~?:-¥es. 

0-3906. Is there any reason why the woroen employed by the 
contra~t.ors sllould I;le Pl!<~(j, piglt~ rat~~ $Ptn ~p,o~ :W,0IJ.l~!l ~!pl?loy~ by 
the C'!!Jlpany?-That i~ b~ause ~h~d9' ~~ fl~' /?~!l,c~-JYor~ ;phe ~~
trnctth0rs get more w.~rk (lut !>f th~1r l'l:~!!! ~n~ pall tlf!1f~J~r,~ ,~li?~~ w 
pay em more. , 

0-3907. To-day we saw 2 women pllshing ~u<llq! of C9~1; ~~y 
were employed by the contractors. W~ tested the work and found it was 
e1xbotreinely heavy V{<?r~'~oi"ty;,o Vfinf~ii~' ~fl ~~~t"i,~ I~Mtt~rf 
a or. . 

0.~90~. DD; you ,:xerciseany spp~m~~p flY,e, ~)le ~.<>.r~ t~a? t~!l 
. , contr~ors reqUIre theIr la.\J9ur j;Q do ?-N9. excep~ that we inS1s~ that 
" they comply with the FactOiies Act and ite 'ii-y- ~o s,jJ'tJlat 'ih!li !,~at 

th,eir employees fairly, -'. 'f' ,G 

,0.3,909. Otherwise you do not COn~ern yoUrS/llf vi,tl;! .wpetjlB!' ()r 
not theSe women are employed on WillI!: :whjch ,is t!l9 beaY.Y Wr: ~h!\!U?- , 
No. 

0.3~~0. What ~rcentage of t#f} ,c~il'lr!l'!- ,of~~~!~go!pg' age of 
the workshop people actually attend any schoo1 or the Company 7-'-
I could not tell you but I c~n get you statistics, . . _. 

, 0·3911. Will . you give. us statis,tics. differ!l,~twg py.tJf.8Ilrt tlte 
children of the clencal. the skilled. seml-skilled and unskilled workers 7-
Yes. we Could take'a census'of !ihe"iichoo1iC' ..• ~ .... ,'<, ~ "·,",ct 

. , "~ ... 
1t·3912.There appears to b~ very little fac,ility lor adult education 

in Jamshedpur. Is there any deIll&nd"for 'n ainong the 'Workers?-'
Yes. and it is growing; the older the' Place gets ~e more 'demand tper& 
will be •..... ',. '" , 
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0.3913. who provides ,su()h' facilitit\s &8 exist for night schools?
The Steel Company and 6overnment. 

-0·3914. How many such schools have you ?-They are all listed 
in !lur, memorandum. 

0·3915. Are those night schools for adults?-Yes. 

0·3916. How. long has the pOlicy existed of superseding fuWig by 
suspension?-I st~ted it about five years ago. 

0·39U. For how long are people suspended?-They are supposed 
to be suspended according to the gravity of the alienee. . Eiometimes 
they are suspended, for different lengths of time for the slmle ,alienee; 
that is one of the practical ,difficulties; one foreman will suspend a man 
for a longer period than another foreman would suspend for the same 
olience.· , 

0-3918. You have no rules which the foremen have to abide by?
No, but.we .. are trying to get them. 

0·3919. We have had a great deal of evidence which implies that 
the workers very much ,prefer fines to suspensions. Do your workmen 
preter suspension to fining?-I really could not say. . 

0·3920. They do not regard suspension as. being more arbi$rary 
thanfining.?-I could not say. 

, ","_. -

0-3921. You did not consult them .when you made the change?
No; I thought fining was not right and I stopped it· 

0-3922. Have you attempted to educate the workers with regard 
to. the practice of overstaying . leave ?-We have been trying to make 
conditions better ever since the plant started. but it is a very slow 
process. • 

D·3923. Do they properly understand this question of losing what 
the Union calls .. &CCl'ued privileges "?-1 do not think they nnder
stand it. and sometimes I think our foremen do not endeavour to 

. explain it to them; the fault is on both sides. I think on their side 
it is .largely due to illiteracy. and on our side I blame our. foremen in 
many, c8.!l~ for .not properly explaining things to the workmen. 

0·3924. What is the attitude of the other Unions which you have 
recognized towards Shop Committees?-We have not had any expression· 
of opinion ,from them. 

: ,..; " 'I 

0·3925. What percentage of the ,cases with which those Shop 
Committees deal come up to these higher committees of which yon 
speak?-We can gi¥e .you the figures; we can take every case that has 
been dealt with by the Shop Committees and give yon a report. From 
my, personal knowledge I shonldsajlfrom 20 to 30 per cent. of the 
cases brought before the Shop Committees are rejected by the Shop 
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Committees themselves. These Shop Committees are a rela.tively new 
thing ; . we started them three to rour months before we recognized the , 
Labour Federation. We were dealing with them at the time they 
were more energetic than the other body a.n.d we agreed to let them 
nominate four members. -

0·3926. Sir Alexander M "nag: Conld you analyse for us tho 
types of complaints that have been submitted?-Yes. 

~. . . . -.'.: I . 

. . 0-3927. Miss Power: Has the system of educating foremen to 
which' you' refer grown up since the 1928 strike?-We &retrying to get a. 
better grade of foremen and make them understand their responsibilities. 

0-3928. Have you given them any definite form. of education?
No' we have not' started that. There· are no. schools or anything of that 
kind. ' 

0-3929. Do you consider a scheme would be possible such as they 
have at Bournville and some of the bigger works in America of system .... 
tica.llytraining foremen· in the handling of the staff ?-For the last 
6 months we have been getting information on the subject; when we 
shall make a sta.rt I cannot say. I know it has hed resnlts in some of 
the factories in America. . 

. 0-3930. What do you propose to do if you find that far more lll.bour 
comes into J amshedpur than can' be aboorbed. by you in the ordinary 
way?-When the supp1y of labour exceeds the demand the poSition is 
the same here as in other industrial centres· . 

0-3931. But there is only one form of employment here. What 
would happen if far more people flocked here than you conld absorb?-
That is so a.t the present moment. . . 

. 0·3932. Have you any idea how many people there are in 
JatnshMpur a.tthe moment with no work and no prospect-of work?-;
I should say 5,000' to '1,000, and possibly- more. 

0·3933. How do these 'peOple iive.?....:..They live here, there and 
. everyWhere with othetpeople who have houses. 

0-3934. That is one of the reasons of the subletting and overcrowd~ 
ing?-Yes. . 

. 0·3935. Have you any proposal for regulating the influx of people 
according to the ·dem"nds of . the industry?-(Mr;- Peterson). We 
have no power to restrict thetn.That· is a matter for Government. 
We cannot turn them. out. 

0·3936. Are they told what is the approximate number of people 
~the industry can absorb at any time?-We are not in touch with them 

and we hlliveno machinery to deal with them. 

0-3937. Do they not register for employment ?-No; it would be 
useless.i their friends ~ell them t.here is no chance for employment. 

I ! , I ! ~ 
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, 0.393S"!DQ they ~it abput 'ill ~e blUltiB dQ.i,Dg noPling ?-. I shQuld 
ilIiliglile jjQ', . • 

, D~393s. ~~ vou llD'i;'ro~~ totfr "'phllli.c ~e~ctl '9rgdh~~ticiris will not 
yourturn-o-;er tr liI~;:; wlll"'1teCl>!:!iIi 8iu~i16-?= Yell. 

"oj O",~~'b' ,If,re~e 'p~pl~, 'i~~ ~ot get .work continue to increa.;e 
wliat 18 to e \lone 1'-4 dQiio.. !Wow. 

0-3941. Mt:. J08hi: is ii be~ ~ ii:ii.pr9ve cPIlditi6iii1 after y611 
Illlkil thrliugh Po ijti'iltil tlI§;t t1i& ()l)nditioDS iequjre imprllvement pr shlluld 
yod 'ihiProve C9liditlbllil befpte!h~ Iililn go PH strike l'-:(Mr. Alexander} 
I!BIil.18, . c,~ , .. 

b~9~1;, ,Iii, fill the intM iittik.e&,'YOu ht>ye had. I find !rpm. the 
r~ci\r&! tlili.t 'tHe 'hillh 'gO~ iIDmetl1ibg?-Tlley gllt spmething as ,the result 
llf the first smk;e, but I dp nQt thi.nk they got anything in the secQnd 
strike • 

. D~394). 'ni llill filitstrm th.ey ~t 45 per celit. increase pf wages; 
ifi 'i'he secoilli i\rll'tI· yPii· shnply lprj)l1iisIld to consj,der their grievances 
alit 'a CoiniIUt.te~ Ws,$ 1Ii>PQi1ltlli1 ? ..... Tbal . ts .right, a epncjliation 
cofnIfilU'ee: 

0·3944. Dp younQ,t thiI\l,t ypu are indireCtly encmrraging strikes 
if vb6. <lei 'o:otlliipb>v~c~n!!itiOns until a strike ~akes place?
(iji-' .. P'~n): You 'are ,ii.Sililiilfugthu.t the only cause of a. strike is 
that Wil6bIillitiODS a.re ba:d', bUt II 'I!tiikll iii very bften caused by PJ;her 
things .. Sometimes the epil.mtl'Ojjs 'Die iWprpve4 and a atrike foll!lWS 
as .. ):~uIL 

Yj'~5:; That 'ihay ~ ll~~use tile, cOnditiOns have not been 
sufficiently imprpved. If as the resnl\; 'bflL 'striKe "jiol1 give j.ncteased 
wages, it means, ~at. Y(),ll' are eith!lr U¢u.ir W,' yo~ sh&+eholders pr the 
strike W811 due t,l>eqI>J;)!)lllijl, Ct>~>]6Il?..,...That 'does npt follolf; it may be 
that we must give increased· wag!ls, that in order tp avoid the ruin pf 
the industry we must give way temix>rarily. 

". -.... ~"- '~ '. - .1 - • 

D·3946. Does that mean.thatyPu 'ms.k~ promises temporarily and 
.. ~ tKXln,.)I.'!, y~,ul' ~,.lItro,n~ ~nough y~~ withdra~, those prpmises?-:-No. 

IJ? the stee'i mllustty y'l:Ni lil.ve to r'egt\,r1t 'the cost of labour per ton of 
steel. . If the cost glles above a certain figure you cannpt compete, and 
it ,is .1lO use poople s,rikillg" fp~ ,increased wages because the entire 
i,nuustry will.cease,to functiPIl an(l thllre will be no wa.ges fllf anybody. 
Wages mUl!t have relation to oompetitilln. 

D·3947, I presume you do not dll injuittc!eto your Shareholdin's 
in order to settle a strike ?-That is a hypothetical question. 

to.ifi41, ,Yon il'ai<i yo~ llit hol, /~gil1~. the }'ederationhec~uBe it -
was not regIstered. When did yllu m8.ke that rule ?-That 18 the 
preaeliil.'JlOliCy; of thli.COmp9,lly..; there is llQ ,rule about it. Any regis
tered Union . .will he recogniied" ~ t8f~. we k.n,ow there is no 
unregistered un,ion in 'existence in Jamshedpur at preseD,t. 



D;uw.Y()l1 I!l!.y .. We 114 lIoi~hk \iilettlpl\>Ylheh~ msuraliCli 
• can be appli,ed ~ the particular branch Ilf eftIlIlPylliell.t .. "-That is 

a ,ponting ~~t,ip ~o.uld,.be/u. t~. ~ny' .I'&.~t~ular, branch Ilfemplp~
~e~t ~:: v 0l~ -RO¥>. t,iv.ii ~~ilha.~\· .,if ,y.!'ll. h,!\ve unemployment insurance It 
must De general lor the w p e co1lb~. 

O:a9s0; 'I'Ii Gfl!llt 'BHtaUi \i,sCllelh~ 'ria fpbliilIat'ed lihdput ihili 
pnktioo to'k l>att\l!Ut!lr 1MtisMes and licit 16 the 'WMfe of industry ?..!-I 
think it wpuld Ill! ;>t1tt1bg' 'a VIlry lihfiifr bfiiiieH. orill. i>alticuIa.r iIiduiitry. 
'f,!te .trouble is,. ~hat • h~ ~, ... ~an, ,migh/i" be!o,ng t~ several different 
i~Oi~slti.~ i il~ Jl'~y 1re, ji.I!.'~gricllJtllra.\ w~rker tlD.d a stee.I:~orker at the 
same twa., Other countnes have not, the same conditlOns, A man 
maygp back to hiS !fiile.ge And 'wprk 'there, a.it4 • .th,,!! return il.fter six' 
lllOnths; we could not undertake the responsibility for insurance while 
he was in thl! viUage-. 1 '&tn "b6t'D.ow ~king 'frOm the Compa,lly's 
point of view but from the point Ilf view Ilf 'the'ooiintry generally; It 
~~~ tP,;,Pll\.~~~t~t"y.'ill ~~~ a~~ ~~~~b.le bpnlenon the taxpay~ 
if .Yo.u. 1:iaa \ln~mp1Pyment msurhice covermg a.ll persons employed ID 
indusiltili :mdlii, 

D.3951. The expenditure would be met by contl'!.ootions from the 
,!~~k~, J~~.~r:.'r!oyefB~ ~~d ,go!er~.ent?-::!V'!'., ~ npt think, it, is a 
practIcal propoSItIon;" we do not see 'how a record could be kept of the 
ni;;ni>~ bow you coilld, e~lire t'h8.t a 'man was:fea.llY illieinployed and 
no\~orlri'ng m some ~other nami. iiomewb:ere 'else. 

D~L U nller th"6l1~ .. Dl.1ielisi!" 1'6i1 'say: "We OCcasionally 
have to treat c&.ses of asthma. resulting from gas poisoning, etc,. but 
the,~ ~~?~frequ.':,~t" .. 1tlfa.s the a1t4;ntil'n. P~ the ¥&C~ryInspectpr 
?rLo! ." .v~1.~~m~J)~~ ":,~ _,til ,til), e J~ ,th",t !lS.ti!ma" ~,s ~ sort of 
1O<lustl'la.l 'hsease?-\!ur. ",,,,xariaer. i: ca.rlnot say POSItiVely, 

Do3953". ~d Y'oIl~vet:O~i'!S!tt[O'b 'fa 'these people who l1uff~ted. 
from asthma. !esultipg frpm gas poisoning ?-N 0; they would still be 
in 'emplpyment 1 fuke 'it, ' 

1Y0~5't. it '~i'S bO't 'adri6~ ?-t do '110\ tlll'lik 'so. 
,_ po~9~5:,_.J<?'u jo. ~o~, koo.w .. i"'C~~t~er,astI!ma ip .i1ec)~d to be an 
m?ust~lI'~ dl~s.e ,l~i£!~r..t\le,~qr~ep. s. Compe~satlon ,Act?-i db ~ 
th10k It 16 more prevafiint _ID thiS )Jls1)-t than 10 pther pla.nts; ~th 
reg'ard tb gls nur 'Pfu.ntis 'ne l'Iilreren't fipm pl\lnts of. asiririlar 
cl\nrl(Cl;er. 

, 0:39$8. if -gas p6isoning 'Causes, asifuna, lIsihmll. win i>e60me. lin 
industria.l dil!ea.aeof 'those plants where ga.S FOisoning islikely?-YEis', 
regardless of what country it ~ in. 

1J0aiS7~· 'itefe.W!ng b\'whli.tYou"Sa.Y w\tli ~rd to tne" .\eskability 
a.nd possibility pf provision for old age and premature retirement ", do 
t~e 8&!!l1l ~ifficl!lties ~xist~i~h ,:egar~ tp Jll'Ovisi~,! ,fpr .old '-age lIIl? thE) 
provident lund ?"':'(Mr, l>eterspn). Npt with regard to this perticular 



pl&nt i W/f, ha.vll & prpviden~ fUlld which is & gp()d dea.! mpre libera.1 than 
the usua.1pmvident fund. ' , 

.,;,. -,D-3958. , y~u :WPru'd wt pbject tp Gpvernment passing &n Aej; giving 
wme pmtectlOn WIth regard to old age'?..:.!.It' is' I'ather'diffi.cult~ answer 
questions pf that kind until I see the Act: ' 'We wduld h&'V'e np objectioB 
to , ,any feasp~able prpposals 'pf th&t kind .. , Our experience 'pf mpst 
pf these Acts 18 that our own rules a.re mOfe liberal th&n the Acts. 'We 
would haveno~biection 'to the principle ; W!l enun$ted it purselveS. 

, 0-3959. Sir Alexander Murray: &w would 'ypu apply it to the 
7,000 discharges and resignations?-' Tliitt would be ~ difficulty; but the 
whole pbject pfthis pmvisipn fprold 'age pensions anil $0 pn is to' get 
the labour mpre settled, ' ',,' " " , , 

".0-3960. .¥ PU ,wpuld .. make a certain length .of continupUB service 
a cOndit~pI), preced~n~ ?7 Yes. ' 

,0-3961. M1'. Joshi: ,Fmm what ypu say inypur memorandum as 
to the causes pf accidents, it wpuld appea.rthat thll COmpany are perfect 
and never make any mistakes ?-Tha.t is the classmcatillIi' of 'the 
Factory Inspector. 

0-3962. Hpw does he c1&ssify them ?-(Mr. Alexander). Acci· 
denhaie dealt with by"the 'depa.rtInenta.1 safety cpmInittee, and' a.11 
serious accidents are handled by B. central safety cpmmittee whO' classify 
the accidents under theseva.rious heads: A Cppy pf that is sent tp the 
Fa.ctpry Ill!lpeej;or; if h'l disagr!les with the, classiticati,on; hecha.11enges 
it, ' 

'D-3963. ,CPuld it be dealt witif' by the Shop Cpmmittee&-Np, not 
at pre!!8nt,/ because pur Shpp CPmniittees are''\lpt. ea.pable' ilf dealing with 
it; all wrts pfevidence 'has to 'be taken a.i\:d it is 'a; big problem: that 
is why we purposely put iln these cpmmittees men c>J intelligence. 

, , 

'D-3964. Mr. Clow: Dpes" neglect pf the management" mean 
neglect by ypu perscma.11y?-Np, it means failure o~ 'the Steel CPmpe.ny 
to provide sa.feguards and things like, tpat ifpr inste.nce~ beltin~ npt 
being oovered. ' " , 

0-3965. The figures fpr 1926 include that very seripus accident when 
a. ladle of steel fell ?-Tha.t was imprpper maintenance 'pf the crans. 

, . , , 

D-3966~ Y PU would not ,call tpat llIlglect pf the management?
(Mr. Peterson): The Company is responsible for emplpying a person 
who is nagligent, but in such a case the accident wpuld be regarded as 
being due to the negligence of that emplpyee and would not be due to 
anything being wmng with the macbinery; it 'WC)uld not; therefore, he 
" neglect pf the management". ' 

Y 
0~867,. Ypu have stateij that you had 128convenanted, .pffi.cers?

es. 

D-3968. How many:~f"t~bIl8J~.:..rs WC)uld be capable of carrying 
on 'a. CQD~erBa.tipn' with teasohablelluency' in any ''Indiwi language, for 



~ce, ~ a,m¥i lI',aD,ted to~xpl&in> Qis grieva;nce?-(Mr. Alexander). 
A very sma] proportion, cert.J.inly. not over 40 per cent., of th!!.t. 

0:.:a969; "!iO' you not tIiiriliit would be dSSir'a.ble tba.t officers coming 
from.' Americil., or' E'urope' should be eitber encouraged or compelled to 
learn)he i&nguage of tbe worli:men?-Ihave encouraged them but they 
do not taJi:e advantage of the encouragement. We started several years 
ago, ,paying ,Rs. 500 tQ a ,man. who learned to spea.k so as to ~ the 
coUoquialtest. and Rs., 1,00Q if he was able to read and ,wnte, but 
up tq date I do I;lo.t ~pJ)QSemore tbaD h&!f a dozen have done so. T~e 
aiternlj.ti;ye ,is,compulsion which we have not tried yet; we, are afraId 
thaI; the ordinary steel wQrker, who can hardly read and wnte his own 
Ilj.nguage, would be, quite averse to taking on a contract which would 
compel," ~ to I~arn" another language. (Mr. Peterson):. We have 
inserted a clause m the contract now that when a contract la renewed 
the emplOyee may' have to submit hima.elf to an exaruinatiOll in, the 
language. ' 

, D.:a970~,Wh&t elMs'of"men are' the foremen and what is the pay? 
-Under-forep1en get anythmgfrom Ra. 2 a day up to several hundred 
rupees a month. 

D4971; flow many ,of those .are Europeans aud non-Indians?
(Mr. Alexander): I think we have about 500 foremen but I cannot 
say how many are' Europeans; tbe' majority of our convenanted hands 
are ~ther heads, of departments or. workmen; I do not suppose more 
than 15 to 20 per cent. are foremel\.' ' ' 

d.:a97~;· rn"' a report sent by y~~ to the ~l Government thera ls 
a reference to lack of confidence on the part of the workmen in the 
integrity of the foremen. Di> you think it is 'advisable that the foremen 
should ,have' tbepower to suspend the men?-We have to give them a 
certain latitude in order that they may run the job; otberwise the men 
would run it. . 

0-3973. When a case of dismissal" Comes to the General Superin
.tendent, bas h~ before ,lrim, any explanation from. the, man's side ?-No, 
not usually; he ,takes tlie versioq of the foreman or the Superintendent; 
he does not get the mati's view-point before he is discharged. 

' .. ,' , '. . 

0-3974. Do you not think thai is rather unreasonable;' naturally 
the man who wants te get rid of him is not likely to present an entireJy 
unprejudiced case?-W e try to get a. system which is not different from 
that of, Western countries; there a foreman has power to dismiss a man 
and it does not rest with the General, Superintendent or General 
Manager; we have gone far beyond what is the practice in England or 
Europe. . 

0-39i5': But there the authority dismiSsing a man haR at le~st heard 
what the man has to say, while here the General Superintendent has' 
the power to dismiss, but has not the man's statement of the case?
Thai is true. 



0-3984. W~.ul~ i,t n~ Ij~ J;lC!~~bl~ ft> g\,!,~ ~!.!l ~.~ h?1J!!I of ey~rY 
w~~~-~ore st.~[I ~o~~~ ~e ~.~'<l~.~ ~11 ,dI? It. 

0-3985. Is it not a reasonable cla.im ?-Yes; I do not like ~o see 
any Ina

1f
' n ';Vorkip.~ ~ore .t.~a!;l .~ ,v!"n ~ tf~k, th.~~~ I ,\lay~ t.o work 7 

ln~ • 

};t~§8. :Q9 YQIl l\Ilt ~ a mao does better worll: if he does 6 d!,l's ;; 
a week instea4 pi 7?-Yes, 1 ihink S!I. • 



D-3987., With regard to the provision of qua.rlers for yout 
employees" there does not seem to be very muc'} Iwing done?
(Mr. "Peterson): There is a. good deal. (Mr. Alexander): Some of 
Ollr stable men take advantage pl the loons, but thpse that oome and 
go do,oot. 

0-3988. How do the rents that you charge your employees for 
houses OOI1lpare with the economic rent l'-(Mr. Peterson): They are 
considerable Jess than the economic rent; they represent '" return of 
3 per cent. on the capital. 

0-3989. In ypur memorandum it is suggested that piece-work is 
work suitabJe for contractors. Elsewhere employers have told us they 
give work t<1 contractors because of the difficulty of calculating the 
wagesl'-{Mr. Alexander): Ypu probably refer to railways and engineer
ing ehops where there is a lot pf repetition wprk; in much of our work 
there is no mpetition work. 

-
0-3990. You say .. this work concerns the loading and unloading 

of wagons principally, which can be done on a piece-work basis and is 
most suitable in consequence for working on a contract system". 
Would you delete the words .. in c.onsequence "?-Yes . 

• 
0-3991. What yot. say with regard to migration of workers, appears 

to be 'an argument in favour of building up a permanent labour force?
I shonld not like to accommodate all the families of my domestic ser-
vants in my compound. . 

04992. Bir Ibrahim Rahimtoola: I understand the Compa.ny has 
no objection to public meetings being held l'-(Mr. Petersen): Not in 
the place set apart for them. 

0-3993. And a. large number of public meetings have been beld by 
the people l'-Yes. they hold one or two a week very often. 

0-3994. And adequa.te facilities exist for the holding of meetings l' 
Yes; we have no. compIa.ints about it. 

I).oS995. Bir Ale:vander Murray: Wha.t are the duties of the 
welfare officer 1'-He sees to the provision of sports, free cinemas, 
playgrounds for children and so' on. 

0-3998. Inside the works you have the employment officer?-He 
looks after nothing inside the works except in the employment bureau; 
that is, before the man commences to work. Before flhe last strik~ we 
had a. labour officer and his assistants inside the works; the men com
plained a.nd it was one of the causes of the strike, so we abolished it. 

D-3997. Yesterday ... man complained to us that though he had 
been with you a llumber of. years and had ... family. he, had not been 

'0' provided with a house?~He.must go to the town office. ' 



b·3998. Apparently he must go to the town office by himself; he 
has no one frpm his department to go with him ?-(Mr. Alexander): 
The theory is that if a man is unjustly treated he can take it up with 
his foreman; if his foreman is the right type of man he will take the 
matter up with the Superintendent, who should repommend that _ the 
town office should give this man a quarter if possible. But each man 
must be dealt with in order according to his length of service, pay and 
other things which are all card-indexed. I am the only person who can 
alter the order. 

D.3999. But apparently there is nobody to look after the in~rests 
of that man and he is left with a grievance?-We are trying to get it 
known through the works that men of this type, however lowly they 
may be, can come to my Personal Assistent who will take np the 
matter with the Town Department. 

D-4000. How many such applications has -your Personal Assistent 
had ?-We can give you those figures. -

D.40t14. The grievance of another man was that two unions were 
being recognized?-Each union asks us tel< withdraw recognition from 
the other. 

D·4005. Another man's grievance was that he did not like this 
bonus system under which money was allocated among them; he would 
prefer incremental increases ?-During the last strike the argument was 
that a general increment shonld have been given to the men, whereas 
the settlement which we at that time accepted and on which labour 
l'eturned, was that the rates of wages should be revised thronghout. 
Subsequently the new Federation raised the question that a percentage 
increase on the existing rate should have been given. That is a question 
which has been raised for the last 12 months. There was a settlement 
effected under which the men returned to work; within 4 weeks this 
new union came into existence and immediately Challenged the settle
ment; they have repeatedly threatened us with- labour trouble if we 
do not consent to revise it. 

D·4006. They put a different interpretation on the settlemenl than 
you?-No; they said the settlement was wrong and ought not to have 
been accepted by the men. 

D·4007. In the 12 months frOm April 1927 to April 1928 there 
were five strikes in Tate's works?-They were partial strikes. I think 
that Wall the result of a deliberate policy; the people who were at variance 
with the Company at that time endeavoured to shut down the key 
departments so that as small a number of men as possible would be on 
strike while work generally would be prevented and so we should have 
to pay the men who remained in. That was said by their leaders at 
their meetings; that was the reason of the partial strikes. 

D·4OO8. What are your views as to the type of organization that 
should be set up by the workmen ?-I should like to see a labour union 



organized in exactly the same way as a. labour union is organized in 
England, that is to say, a union which can control its followers. But 
I do not think our workmen are sufficiently educated for that, and I do 
not think they will be for another 15 or 20 years. I do. not think the 
present discontent arises entirely in J amshedpur; I think it is due to 
the political conditien of India generally. I think the present discon
tent will gradually die down. This place is a microcosm of India; the 
people here have come fr~m every part of India; they bring .the new 
political ideas and thoughts w~th them. While India generally is in 
a state of political agitation you will find labour here agitated. 

0·4009. For the moment I am prepared to concede tha.t you have. 
done everything that can be expected of you.-I do not think so; I 
think there is a good deal we might do. 

0-4010. What do you think. the other side might do to put a.Jl. end 
to strikes?-What we really want the men to do at present is to work; 
they are not working. For some reason or other they are inspired with 
the spirit of carelessness; they are damaging the plant repeatedly;tbey 
are damaging the tracks and wagons; they are doing a great deal of 
harm to the plant and they are not working; the industry cannot obtain 
the profit it ought to obtain out of which it ought to be able to improve 
the condition of the workmen. 

0·4011. Can you recommend anything to the union with regard 
to itB membership or.its methods that will enable it to speak authorita
tively?-I can make recommendations but the union would not respect 
the recommendations. I think one of the great difficulties with regard . 
to our unions is that their accounts are not published; no one knows how 
the money is spent; their officers are never properly elected. In the. 
case of both our unions proper elections are not held. It seems to me 
that that lies at the bottom of the trouble, that the union is not a con
tinuing, properly organized body. It is more or less what you might 
describe as a sort of dub which every six months or so gets dissatisned 
with its committee and turns it out. 

0.4012. And you think this process must go on indefinitely?-It 
looks as if it must; it has gone on for 6 or 7 years here; every fresh 
le&der who has appeared has ultimately been thrown over by the men. 

0·4013. You have said vou 'Would recognize 20 unions. Would 
you collect the subscriptions of 20 unions?-That is a difficult question, 
but that does not necessarily follow from. recognition. 

0-4014. Sir Victor Sassoon: What is recognition ?-It simply 
means that the Company will deal with the office-bearers as represebt
ing tbe members of their union. I think the Act requires amendment 
in one respect; at present the Act provides for the registration of a 
union but makes no provision to' enable anybody to apply for the can
cellation of tbe registration of the union on the ground that the union 
is unfl~esSar!, is improperly. managed, or tlnything of that kind. 



0-4015. Sir A lextmder . Murray: The registration or non-regie
tration of a union makes no dilference if they want to make trouble?
No, but ,it would affect the attitude of the Governmenttowards;it. 

0-4016. Sir Victor Sassoon: Why collect .for any Union?
About 4 or 5 years ago we came to an agreement with the Labour 
Unionta . deduct subscriptions, and when the other Union came ,8long 
and asked us to do the same, we !lid not feel that we could l'6fuse_ 

0-401'{. Why not refuse in both cases?-That is a possible policy. 

0-4018. I ta.ke it that when you say you want a minimum ilta
tutollY wage, you are considering those of 'your employees ,who .are 
getting the lowest wagell-(Mr. Alexander); Yes. 

0-4019. You would like to raise that wage, but your .only reason 
for not doing so is that you have not the available funds P-T/lat is not 
the only reason. Let us pay the same, or slightly more wages, but let 
the men give us more in return. 

0-4020. Taking your lowest paid classes of workmen, how would 
you expect them to give you more in return for a higher wa."ue?-:I 
think it is physically impossible for them to do so, but at the same 
time I would 'like to see them give more work in return. 

·D-4021. Is not that unfair?-My idea is that as 'the 'eOOlie 'gets 
better wages he can raise his stande.rd of living and improve his 

. physique. • 

D-4022. How is he to get a better wage ?-'As time ~oes ':!In. 'HiB 
wagee 'have doubled since I have been here. 

0-4023. Your point is that you would like to see him get a higher 
wage for m<R'e work than he is now doing, which ·you 1000k 'UpiID '8 
his capacity. Therefore I come back ,to mYllointthat the'reason :roo 
do not raise his wages is that you cannot afford to do so?-Yes . 

.8-4024. I.have in my he.ndsthe evidence of an indepelldent antb&
rity> who says that, taken on the whole, wages in your concern ,'are 
adequate and generous, but that they are unequal. He maintains that 
the pey of your skilled workmen is ona very generous t!CBle,tb11t 'eom
pared with 'wbat is regarded as 'a norma.Istand'ard, ,the exeees 'of'J!I'Y 
over normal standard decreases from the top to the bottom until 'you 
only eome to your normal standard at the bottom ?--(Mr. Peterson): 
We have recognized that, and we are endeavouring to correct it. (Mr. 
Alexander): May I refer to the bonus scheme. If you take the 'first 
column you will see that we take 40,000 as 100 per cent. The low 
paid people earn 8 to 10 annas. Now look at the bottom. For 100 lJer 
cent. they get from 21 to 26 per cent. rise if they get to the 40,000. 
Now go 1)ver to the right hand side. You will see that the people getting 
froIll Its, 7 to Re. 10 only get 2 to 3 per cent. rise. 



..... 826. IMr. J""hi,: When 'you Me,making a reduction in your 
staff ,dll'~ >deahwith"U'yoDr ,lItalf equall)', or do you only reduce the 
number of workers and_ve the supemrisory stalI untouched ?~If we 
are having a permanent reduction we deal with all the'stalf. If it is .. 
tempomry-.:redltdiion'·,_ JImlnnt''l'OlISibly celld,men ,back to their bomes 
in "E~ 'lIr 'l'\meWJa .ud :,than,;bring them .out again when they are 
required. 

Do4828.,. Ymlr ,last 'red.retion WB.sa permanent one, and you 
amrolR'lcetl tbeJnlduction dfeo'~ ·wmi<ers. .Did you announce the 
reduction of a proportionate number ot the supervisory. stalf?-We did 
not announce any reduction at all. (Mr. Peterson): The Tarilf Board, 
When 'CheY"'investigmed ·the .industry:, csme·to the conclnsionthat it 
emptdyed ~ _Y 'lm!n, It :pressedns to reduCt>, the number of men 
bylfrnm 'S;tlOO 'tI>~;OOO. It :inCorparafud .tbat in -its Report, "nd Btl'ted 
that we had said th"t we would'Iio'our!best,to do,so. That was the only 
anoouncement ever made. We endeavoured to fulfil our promise, and 
as soon 'a.s 'We en:aee.vnured ,to ·\10 so'the strike· broke out. 

'MtIlI7. "WIt.m '~ bTed 'to reduee ,the number of workers, ilid 
yon'v.t:ihe I18.me .;ime'thinltrohredRomgthenwnberof the supervisory 
1!td.1r~OO,~ Allmrud\ll')': ~. fAs conlrams -expired ,we did not renew 
them. They did not, expire at the time of the strike. 

~."l>o'YoQ'.thiulr'ib&t eneef the'¢jLUIIBol'of dil)Slontent may be 
the fact that when such reductious take place the workers know that 
there.is.going to be a reduction amongst themselves but tbat. the super
visory litlilI 'is'bllt ,going 'to be'nldwet!,jjI;'all?-They would not'under
sta.ild \VIlltt'i'hll'lle 'j~ 'COIll yeu. 

'D.l4019.''ki'e'l111 your foremen'on oontmct'?-Ahout 25 per cent. of 
our cdVen8!1te1l hands·'STe·fonmm . .Tlte rest are' either he&!ls of depart
!IIl!nts"Pl"·~l!mnm. 

D-4030. Leaving aside covena,uted men, has there been any 
reduction in the case of fm-emen~I eannot,,,,,,y. 

'll-403'l. ''Wttlneg'ftri! 'to th\l'~itity nf a nduction in :maximum 
hoUl'l!, yoU "sta:te "'W'e ''do 'mIt adwJ~: sm -a -reduction ".Have you 
,my' -objerltiob to"a'teliufitimFof 'hll_~W e'Wml'id need more.llnento 
do the work if we reduced the hours. 

'MIJa2'. Row~I'l'.Y'm'en 3fe\WMking:S-MU1'S and .h6wnnanyomen 
are'_1iil!g 'lll h~1\-I.he 'a ~a.rd, we hn.ve 'IlO -one working 12 
hour •. 

D41R13.' twMt'6re ,the '/Weeid'Y lleurs?--56 in . the 'case 'nf ·~hour 
ptlOll!e'nnd 1l0'hIm1'1l'iu·th'e ea.l!1l'4l ro.lmur,penple. 

<D-4834,':Ia..60-hours 'Work in ,your 'footory easy work?-Some parts 
of it is. 



D-4035. In your industry do not the conditions make the workmen 
get exhausted after 60-hours .work?-They do not usually work hard 
enough or long enough at a stretch to get exhausted. 

D-4038. H you reduced the hours would you not get more intensive 
work from the workmen 1-1 do not think so, not with the present type 
of man. . , 

D-4037. What do you mean by that?"':"'I mean thaf our men are 
illiterate and irresponsible. They would loaf just as much if we had 
.. 6-hour working day. '. 

D-4038. You state that the average rate of wages paid per head 
per month to direct Indian employees is 32. In calculating that average 
do you include the wages of foremen?-Yes. This excludes covenanted 
men, but it includes foremen and coolies. 

D-4039. With regard to honsiQg, a number of your workmen live 
outside your town. Would it not be an advantage frem a sanitary point 
of view to your workers if there was a Town Planning Act applied to 
all the surrounding neighbourhood ?-I think it would be a very good 
tiring, but I do .not know whether the Government would be prepared 
to take it up. 

D-4040,' Have you approached the Government on the matter?-
No. ' 

D·4041. Miss Power: Dealing with the comparative efficiency 
of Indian and foreign workers, you do not give any statistics to show 
whether there has been any marked increase in the case of your workers, 
whereas the Tinplate Company has given some interesting ligures, 
although they are a younger company than yours. Have you not 
worked out any figures of that kind?-We have for departments, but 
J:lot for the works as a whole. . 

D-4042. Will you let us have them ?-Yes. 

D·4843. Mr: Oliff: As I understand, on the one hand ·the Union 
are unable to exercise control over the men, and on the other hand 
the Company are unable to exercise any contml over the work-people? 
-(Mr. Peterson): That is true. 

0·4844. Do you agree with that, Mr. Alexander?-(Mr Alexander} : 
Yes. (Mr. Peterson): I do, not think anybody can exercise control 
over these men. 

0.4845. You strike me as being rather passimistic about any 
roIution of this, except the lapse of time ?-It is a matter of patience 
and education, like everything else in tbis country. My own personal 
opinion is that Government are tOQ neutral., This is a country in which 



Gov&tnment cannot afford tpbe neutral in questions of this kind, -btlt 
that is the attitude they take u~. Practically everything is controlled 
by the Government ultimately. It is the biggest buyer in the country, 
and it supplies &II funds. 

0-4046. Mr. Homi said yesterday that he wants some form of 
Government intervention. Is your point that you want a Socialist 
State?-Personally I am a Socialist. The difficulty is for a Govern
ment tribunal tp force its will on both parties. We saw that in Bombay. 
Although one side will accept the findings, the other side ignore them. 

0-4047. As far as I can see from the records, it has always been 
tlie Union who has had to approach the Company. Can there be a 
change of tactics, and the Company approach the work people, whether 
they are in one or two combinations, with a view to getting effective 
machinery providing for effective representation, with some third party 
present who- commands the confidence of both sides?-Yes, I think 
we could do that. 

0-4048. Do yon think it is worth while ?-lMr. Alexander): I 
would say anything is worth while. 

0-4049. Sir Alexander Murray: If you have Union A. and Union 
B., are you to get theib both together?-(Mr. Peterson): The principal 
difficulty would be to get anybody to agree to preside as a third person. 

You call together Union A. and Union B. Then the next point 
is the third person?-Yes. We could ask the Government to appoint 
an independent Tribunal, under the Act. 

0-4050. Mr. Cliff: My suggestion is, not a question of voluntary 
arbitration: consider the point of getting some conciliation be.tween the 
Company and the Union, whereby effective means of representation 
can be devised. Having got that, you will possibly make in your 
machinery some term of reference to a third party in the event of 
disagreement. I can see the difficulty, but surely it is no more difficult 
than the. present position ?~A strike in India is not like a strike any
where else. The men go' out, usually without any demand pr any 
grievance. Nobody knows why they have gone out. For a period of 
3 or 4 weeks you cannot find anybody with whom to negotiate. When 
you do find somebody, and you start ne"aotiations, all sorts of new 
grievances are invented and put forward. 

. 0-4051. My point is not a question of a strike period. My point 
~ a questIOn of an open pl~tform, with Government assistance if you 
like. Let there be a threshing out of the question of the people being 
able to make effective representation, and let there be a threshing out 
of the questIOn as to whether· in fact the Company is able to get it 
over to the men. There have been grave complaints against your 
Company tbat you are not able to get it over to the men. If there is 



going. t9 De any basis' pi peace and. understanding yon. wilL agree with 
me ~hat it has, got t(l be. got over to the people.. concerned: MI· noiili 
is. is it worlh while to trY. this with an open. platform. with reg .... d 
t(l representation. and with regard to getting tha. thing, rig!it. throllR!1 
to the bo~m? 

Sir Victor· Sa88otm: Ie not your. difficulty thi&-thai. it you. did 
all that Mr.. CM asks •. you. are. afraid; that the work.people would. still 
go· out on strike withant any notiee,. and without taking: a.d:van~ of 
this machinery?-Exaetly. That is what would haP!JllD. 

D-40S2. Mrr .. OliO: I agree. with the. point. put. by. Sirt V.ietor. but 
in the disputes which. have occurred .. L have. formed. the impression 
that there' has been, aome, .. stioi<jne.ss." a.bout. meeting; people?-. Hal; 
from me. 

D-4053. Bi, ,Ue=ndtw Murray,: PeIhapB. Y!llL will. explOre m. 
CM's point'l-Yes. 

D-4054.001. BU8seU: The. Labour F.ederation's, memerandum 
sta.tes that you have housed from 30 toAO per. cent, of'yOOL workers •. and 
you in your memorandum say that you have made a great point of 
studying the' type of quarters best suited' to. the. need .. of u.e. worker •. 
To which types are Yllu referring?-{llb. Ale.nde~: To. aIL typ,es 
for all. classes- of workmen. 

D-40SS. You have a conaiderable number of t.ypea. The- one we 
saw yesterday was known as the hexa.gllI'H1 lay-out ?--,-Thst iiJ. the. 1mstS. 
That is not one of our own quarters. 

D-40S6. But yon. have given: a.pproval to tlml;'la)RlDt~_ 

D·4057 •. I think the' general opioion wouJd,be. that.. the. Indian 
prefers that kind of. Iay.ont 1--Only that. particular class. 

D-4058. You state that building lomlt giVen, up' to'1!\:6< ar.., M''sreh 
1929 were only two lakbs and thre& thousand: The' Union st~flljst 
there have been great difIillultiee'in getting' these·lba.m?--'-There· iiJ· no 
difficulty in getting a Joan. That' itt a generalJ statement. . We' must 
have specific cases. We do not agre&with the·statement: 

D-4059. Your memorandum. refers· to. four. diJUment. typas or 
quarters. Will you give ns details as to. the sizes. of. types N. 1, IIBtI 
~.M. ?-We will send you the plans of the types of quarters. 

D·4060. The statement has been 'made that. altd!lDugb' the' hospital 
accommodation is reasonabl:)l satisfactory •. thel11lll1Der; of,medioai 'Offi68l'8 
are insufficient. Twenty-lour medicaJ oflinem for W' p!)p!liatmr of 
100,000 .seems to me a..littJe tilelici8llt •. espeeialJyfor tire mlymg bwtir. 
Would It be agreeable to. the Company. to· opeD. !lispeDsaries in lib .. 
outlying bustis?-{Mr. Peterson): Ordinarily in. this· co.nt.ry medicai: 



relief and administration is a province pi Government. Om population 
is over 100,000. If additional doctors are required, Government should 
p'!"ide them. 

e 0-4061. Have you asked Government to do so?-We have suggested 
that Government should assist us, but they have decliued to do so. 

0-4062. If a man or his wife is too ill to come to hospital, does 
the medical officer go and visit him in the buati?-(Mr. Alexander) : 
Yes. . . 

0-4063. Apparently no private me~cal practitioner is practising 
in Jamshedpur. Does the Company actually forbid any independent 
medical practitioner from cOming inside J amshedpur to practise 1-1 
do not think the question has ever arisen. (Mr. Peterson): The 
Company would certainly not forbid it. 

D-4064. A definite statement has been made that you do forbid 
it?-Certainly not with the knowledge of the Company. . 

0-4065. May it not be due to the fact that there would be DO 

housing accommodation available for such an individual ?-That may 
be possible, but it has not come before the Company, and the Company 
has not refused. It has no power to refuse. 

D-4066. Where wpuld he get a house ?-He would build himself 
one. 

D·4067. On our land?-Yes. He could take land from us, or 
sub-let a house from somebody. 

D-4068. There would be no objection to grant him land?-None 
whatever. 

0-4069. Or a house?-We would not give him one of pm own 
quarters because pur own workmen need them. 

D-4070. Have you any sanitary organization in Jamshedpur?
(Mr. Alexander): Yes. 

0.4071. You say something about a trained health officer, but 
apparently he is not a medical officer at all ?-He is. He is a qualified 
Medical Officer of Health. 

D·4072. I understood that the whole of the Public Health 
organization was under Mr. Temple?-It is under the hospital. It 
is directly under Mr. Temple, but it is supervised by the Chief MediCal 
Officer. 

D.4073. Has the Chief Medical Officer time to do that?-Yes. 
They come to him for advice, and during his rounds he pays attentio~ 
to it. 

D.4074. Do you maintain- that Dr. Chakravarty has time to 
supervise the public health work in an area such as Jamshedpur?-Nolf 
efficiently. . 
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D-4075. You give details of your maternity benefit scheme. We 
learn that you do not give any payment before the child is bern. Does 
that mean that a woman has to work until the actual day of child-birth 1-
(Mr. Peterson): This scheme is based on recommendations of doctors. 

D-407&'your doctors?-No, doctors of an allied" concern. They 
advised us that in the case of these coolie women it was a great 
advantage to; them that they should work up to the day of their 
confinement; it was much better for their health. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 
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Mr. d. LEYSI:ON. Mr. H. O. TOWNENO and Mr. W. O. 
HENDERSON, repressntati_ of the Tinplate CompanJ of India, Ltd,. 
Golmuri Works. 

0 .... 077. Sir Ale.xander Murray: Mr. Townend, I understand tha.t 
you are the Commercial Representative of the company?-(Mr. 
Townend): Yes. . 

004078. Will you tell us how long you have been connected with 
the tinpla:e industry ?-Since the construction days in 1920-21. 

D-4079. Mr. Leymon, will you please tell us what your experience 
has been of the tinpla.te industry both at Home and here?-(Mr. 
Leymon): I have been connected with the tinplate industry as a 
worker from the time I was 17 years of age; till my 5th year I was 
working on the mills as a praCtical man; since then I have been on the 
executive Iiue as foreman, superintendent and manager. 
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D-4080. Your experience has been chiefly in America. ?-In America 
lind here. 

0·4081. And.you Mrc Henderson?-OO. Henderson) : I bve been 
connected with the Tinplate Company since the commencement of 1920. 

D-4082. You are now the Chief Accountant?-Yes. 

D-4083. In your memorandum yoU have given us some interesting 
figures of production for the years 1923 to 1928. Could you give us your 
production for 1929?-OO. Townend): It IS about 33,000 tons. 

D·4084. The falling off from the high figure of 41 ,000 tons in 
1927 to 36,000 tons in 1928 was due to tpe strike at the Tata Iron and 
Steel Works from which you get yoUr raw material, and the falling 
off in 1929 was due to a strUte in your own works?-Yes. 

D·4085. ·You say in your memor~ndum ,that. ouly 10 per cent. of 
your labour is local. That means that the other 90 per cent. comes 
from the outlying districts. M;a.y we know ,who actually engages that 
labour?-CMr, Leyshon): The heads of the various departments engage 
the labour. pur plant is divided into two parts. Mr, Price is in charge 
of the Hot Mills while Mr. Russell is in charge of the Finishing Depart
ment. AIl our labour in the plant is employed either by Mr. Price 
or Mr. Russell, while Mr. Henderson employs men for the office. AIl 
appoint~ents have to be approved by me. 

D",,86 •. If l were a"worker seeking employment in your plant 
,whom .shQuld I, approa~h . .first of all ?-You . should go to the time 
office, which acts in a way as an employment office. 

D-4087. Who is in charge of tb.at?-The chief time-keeper. 

D-40SS. Is he ,an Indian?-Yes. If extra men are required for 
the department under the charge of M;r. Price, the foreman concerned, 
with the approva.l of .Mr. Price, takes the men on. The same procedure 
is followed in recruiting men for Mr. Russell's departments. 

. D.4089. ,SO that .before a man ,is actually taken the approval of 
the Superintendent concerned is necessary?-Yes. 

D·4090. If you have to dismiss a man who dismisses him ?-No, 
man is dismissed as a rule without first giving him a warning. For 
instance, if a man creates some trouhle in any department, the foreman 
concerned will warn the ma.n. If he pays no attention to the warning 
he is, with the approval of <lither Mr. Price or Mr. Russell, suspended· 
for a day. If the man does not correct himself he is suspended again 
for two days. If the man still persists in bving his way he is finally 
discharged with my approval, 

<)" • • 

. D·4091. On the questIon of labour turnover you say that the average 
is 2.6 years. That means tha£ practically a third of your hands turn 
over every year?-Not necessarily .. That was not our intention when we 
put that in. (Mr. Townend): The trouble is that usually the same 
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people ttirn.over tune ana time again, and it is very hard by statistics 
to trace what the actUal iurn-over is. It may be that half the people 
turn-over in II years-i do not Say that that is the exact figure--9r 
it is quite possible tha~ our Coolie labour may turn over ten times in 
that period. This wolild give an apparent average turn-pver of 50 per 
cent. 

• 0-4092 • . Would you be good enough t{) send a note sowing the 
number of your supervising staff, including the foremen, and the number 
of your,skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled staff?-Yes. 

D-4093. Sir Victor Sassoon: On pages 14 and 15 you have given 
a list showing the rates of wages of different classes of labour. You 
can complete the list by putting against each the number employed 
by you?-Yes. 

0-4094. SiT Alexander Murray: You say: .. Migration of 
workers--no effect, as our labour turn-over is low:', and yet you also 
say that your average turn~ver is 21 Years?-(Mr. Leyshon): It does 
not neeessarily mean ttiatthey all go. Some of our best men stay 
all the time. For instance, our skilled men on the rolls do not go; 
some of them have been with us from the start of the plant. 

0-.t095. Mr. Cliff: How long should '& man be away before he 
'becomes a new man: Does this 2! years tum-over mean that if a 
man goes OIl. leave, and does not return in time he starts as a new 
hand ?-Not necessarily. 

D-4098',Have you got, any, rules about that?-What woe do in a. 
case of that kind' is this: Suppose we have a man getting Rs. 2 or 
Rs. 2-8-0 and he goes on leave with the per,mission of the Superintendent 
for 2 weeks, ,3 weeks or a. month. If he comes back within that time 
or within a. week .Ia.ter, we will reinsta.te that man at his old rate. 
If he has ,gone for 2 or 3 months and we do not know where he js, 
we naturally fill his place with some other man. But later on if he 
comes back a.nd he is employed again by us, perhaps he does not get 
the same ~a.te that he was getting :when he went on leave; he may 
start oli a lower rate. But if he is a good ±nan we go on increasing 
his rate by As. 4 a. month till he gets his original rate again, provided 
he is d()ing the same job. 

0·4097 ~ Let us leave aside the lower paid stsff for the moment 
and dea.l with the staff with a. fair degree of skill. Do I understand 
you rightly that, if these men go awa.y either at the end of 12 months 
or at the end of 2 years tor a. period of 2 months or anything like 
that. they a.re being re-employed but they are not being regarded as 
being in continuous service unless they do not exceed their lea.ve by 
more than approximately a week?-They are re-employed if they 
return within a. limited time. 

0·4098. Does that moon that the same people are coming back 
really but they are not regarded as being in continuous service ?-The 
record would not show a. man who comes after 6 months as being in 
continuous eervjce. 
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. 0·4099. Witli regaril to tlie lower paid laIiour (fa you frpub1e your. 
self very much about them whether it is continuous service or not?
(Mr. Townend) : No, because continuous service has hitherto had no 
effect on anything; it is only recently that we have introduced the 
provident fund scheme where continuous service will ma~r. 

0·4100. t am not" thinking of the benefits; I am really thinking 
wliether in the main you are not handling the i!3IIIe body of labour?
(Mr. Leyshon): N o. We will prove that to you later. 

0-4101. BiT Alea:andet" MuN'ay: You say·that you have two works 
committees, one dealing with safety regulations ana the other with 
works organization. Have you got a constitution for them?-We have 
no regular constitution. 

0-4102. How many Indians and Europeans are tliere on eacH 
committee?-7 or 8 Europaans ana probably an aquaJ numlier of 
Indians. 

0-4103. Do the same people represent on lioth the committees, or 
are there separate men for each committee?-Mostly they are the same 
men, because they are the heads of departments, includjng 'Our doctor 
and the sanitary inspector, who are really the best. men we liave. 

0-4104. Bir Victor Sassoon.: You have only heads of departments 
on these committees, and there is no actual representative of the work. 
men?-No. 

0-4105. Bir Ale:candet" MUfTay: Do you keep minutes of meetings 
of these committees?-Yes. . 

0-4108. Could you let us have 11 copy of these minutes, say, for 
the last three months?_Yes. 

In your memorandum you say: .. 724 houses have lieen bollt willi 
loans granted by the company, the total of which up-tn-date amounts 
to Rs. 22,907." I think the figure of 724 is. not correct?-(Mr. 
Henderson}: I think it is a misprint for 124. 

D-4107. You refer to evictions. Have you had many evictions?
(Mr. Leyshon): We have had evictions only since the strike has ~en 
place. 

D-4108. How many evictions aid you have?-I do not know the 
exact figure; I think the number of applications would be about 240. No 
actual evictions have yet takenpIace. 

0-4109.. Did YOll go to the court?-Yes. 

004110. How long did it take to evict a worker?-It takes about 5 
months to get an evictment order. Few cases have yet been decided. 
Other cases are continually coming pli. . 

D-4111. With regard to the Notifiad Area Committee, I believe it 
has been reconstituted lately?-(Mr. Townend): It has been running 
more or "Ieps in the same form for Bome years. 
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0-4112. There has been a ch&nge made in recent montha?-I do 
not know about the change made in recent months, but the notified 
&rea. committee was given municipal powers by Government during the 
last year or two. 

0-4113. Do you look after your own particular area?-We look 
after our own people but not our own area. The Board of Works look 
after the roads, trees and so on in our area. 

0-4114. I understand that the Board of Works and the Notified 
Area Committee are in effect the same body?-More pr less, yes. 

0-4115. You are on both these bodies?-Yes. 

0-'118. How many representatives have you on these bodies?-We 
have one representative. 

. . 
·0-4117. What does he doll-He is on the Committee, and ·he 

attends. the meetings of the Committee. There are officers who carry 
out the executive functions in our area just as in J"amshedpur. 

0-4118. Therefore the control is over the whole area.; you do not 
look after any particular area to the exclusion of others?~No. 

0-4119. You find this system to be satisfactory?-Yes. 

0-4120. In your memorandum you say: .. Our policy has always 
been to reduce numbers and increaSe wage rates," and you· have given 
us some interesting figures. You have given the annual output from 
the year 1923. I wonder whether you could tell us the total number 
of workers that you required to man the plant to get this production?
(Mr. Leyshon): .The last trouble that we had has changed the con
ditions considerably. We have. now about 200 more men than we 
actually need. We have taken them on as a result of the strike, because 

. they were good workers at one time or another. But we would need no 
more men now than we had before. For instance, in 1925 the tonnsge 
was 29,000 and in 1926 it was 34,000. It is safe to 88y that we can 
make 44,000 tons with the same number of men that we had in 1926; 
that is to say, with 3,000 men. This is due to increased efficiency: 
the men now are more willing to work; just before the strike we were 
educating our people. . 

·0-4121. Sir Victor Sassoon: How did you educate?-We had the 
necessary European supervision in every mill. Of course, we are now 
gradually Indisnizing it. 

0-4122. How did you educate the men to want to do more work?
By offering bonus on production. We had a fixed daily rate and for 
iucreased production we fixed a bonus rate; that is to say, over a ~tea 
number of boxes they were to get so many annas a box. That contributes 
largely to the increased output. (Mr. Townend): You wanted the, 
number of wQrk-people for each year since 1923: we will give you the 
figurel. . 
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D4123. SiT AlexandeT MUNall: Have you had 'any signs pf 
Ca' canny policy in your works ?-(M.f, Leyshon): No~ lately. 

0-4124; When did you have .it?-We had it b~ore the recent 
trouble; in fact; it began in December 1928. It was a question then of 
the agitation coming on. A labour organization had been formed and 
apparently the things that the Company h&'d done were not sa~factory 
to the members of the committee. "While we were endeavouring to 
get things straightened out the ca' canny policy began. We had a. bonus 
scheme which we considered to be fair at that time-and since that 
time it has been prove.I that it is a fair scheme-and we told ~he men 
and the members of the committee that they shorild work on the bonus 
scheme. 

004125., SiT VictOt' Sassoon: When you say members of the iXlm
mittee do you mean the members of the union ~omm~ttee?"":"'Yes. We 
told them t!m.t they should give this scheme· a- fair mal. Many of 
the men in the hot mills, that is the mills w)lere the plate· is·first rolled, 
realised that they could make a fair bonus. They were working very 
hArd with the result that some of the crews were making much more 
tonnage than others. On investigation. from the Superintenden~ and
the foremen we found out that certain members pf the committee were 
going up an'd down the mills a~dtelling.the men to go slow, because 
by showing a greater production the other workers would be peDa1izel1. 

D4126. SiT Ale<Mnder MUNall: Dealing with the bonus scheme, 
you have given the figures for MArch and April. I take it that they Are 
the figures for MArch and April 1929 ?-.. Yes. 

04127. That statement shows that the best crews were earning 
a bonus of 20.6 per cent. You have giveIJ. the average figure to be 11 
per cent. Some of them must have been eAl'Ding very much more 
and some very much less than 11 per cent. ?....!.Yes, they were. I would 
say that nearly all our crews could do about the same amount of work. 
The only difference· was that some were tryinli to work while others would' 
Dot work, not that they could not.1Vork. ' 

D4128. Have you re-starteilthis bonusl'-Yes. 
04129. Could you give us corresponding figures after yon re

started the bonus scheme?~(Mr. Henderson}: Yes. In November 
1929 the best crews got 80.21 per cent. bonus, and the average was 
12.M. In December 1929 the fi~res were 39.24 and 21.35 respectively; 
while in J anua.ry 1930 the figures wel'!! 115 per cent. an,d 22.39 pel- cent. 
respectively. (Mr. Leyshon): Taking the workmen· asa whole, 
the crews that made the average of 11 per cent. in MArch 1929 
were in reality better and more experienced than the crews we have n(lw. 

D4130. You have a number of new men now?:-We )lave many 
new men on every crew. 

0-4131. If .the crews in MArch 1929 had worked as hard 68 the 
crews that' are working now, the&verage would have risen to more 
than 22 per cent. ?-It would h&ve been at least 25 to 26 per cent.; 



Q-41~ YOI). say that fining has bee.n completely discontinl).ed 
since the beginning of 1928. I take it that, instead of fining you now. 
have the system of warning?~Yea_ I was n9t in fe.vour !)f the fining 
pol;cy. 

0-4133. When the union was in existence did you collect the 
union's subscriptions by deducting from the wages of the workers?-No. 

0-4134. Would it be a fair question to ask whether you approve or 
disapprove of the system of deduction from the wages of the workers 1-
It';8 absolutely wrong. 

0-4135. Have you ever met with it anyy;-here else?-No. If you 
permit< me to say so, I do not think that it is fair to the w9rker himself. 

0-4136. In Europe it is not fair to the wo~ker himself?-No. I 
have collected union dues many years myself, and I never·, aPPr9ved 
of it. If a union organization is accepted by a management, it seems 
to me to be the business of the union to conduct it. own affairs and to 
collect its own bills. It conveys the idea., if the management Collect it, 
that the employee has the management to contend with arid tbe union 
to contend with also. He has the privilege, no dOl).bt, of saying" Well, 
the management should not collect my dues." But it can be used il.ga.inst 
him and he can be told: "All right, if you get into troubll3 we. will 
not take care of you." 

0-4137. I appreciate the way in which YOI). have put it. When 
soob is the difficnlty where you have one \).Uion, I take it you. will agree 
that the PQl!i.tion will become much more complicated when the manage
ment has to collect au bscriptions for 2 or 3 competing I).nions?-Yes., 
certainly. 

0.4138. Mr. Cliff: I am not expressing any views on the merits 
or the demerits of the policy. You said that it was unfair to the 
worker. May I know in what way it is unfair to the worker?-I 
believe in this respect that he has the union officials on one side, if 
he does not altogether approve of trade unionism, and. he has the 
management on the other. 

0.4139. Surely, you only deduct from those persons who are 
members?-In the first place, why should we deduct? 

0-4140. I want to see where the question of unfairness to the. 
man come.s in if he wishes to join a union. There are several classes 
of societies in India, like the co-operative societies and provident funds, 
to which deductions are made from the wages. What di,fference is 
there, on merits, between a trade union aJ;jd a co-operative society or 
a provident fund society?-There is much difference. Sometimes you 
get 11.ivalry in a trade union due to various officers. If my faction is 
elected and your faction is not elected there is always a breach. 

004141 .• That is true of every organization in the world ?-Bu..t it. 
is more so in a trade uni.on than in a Cil-l>p6rative soc~ty, ' 
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D~4142. 8i" Alexander Murray: With rego.rd to unclaimed wages, 
mal' we know whether it is a substantial sum ?-(Mr. Henderson): No, 
it is not very great. I think it is about Re. 5,000. 

D.4143. You say tbat a statement of unclaimed wages is available. 
Will you plea,se send in a copy of the statement?-Yes. 

0-4144. 8i" Victor 8assoon: I understand that in your early days 
you were very much interested in taking a very active part in trade 
union activities ?-(Mr. Leyshon) : Yea. 

0-4145. And y:our sympathies have remained where they used to 
be ?-It is pretty hard to forget it all. 

0-4148. You are trying to do your duty to your employers as 
manager and at the same time, as far as possible, meet what you 
consider to be 'the legitimate aspirations of the workers ?-Absolutely. 

0.4147. We can, therefore, take it that you are in a much better 
position to sympathize with trade unionism than the average manager 
who has not been as much interested in trade unionism as you have 
been?-Yes. 

0-4148. From what you have stated, I notice that in the early 
days you dealt with the union committee here. Did you deal with 
that committee in fixing these rates ?-Not exactly. We felt this way 
that we had done everything in our power and had paid. as much money 
as we could pay. We had fixed a bonus rate, we had a provident fund 
scheme; we went as far as the Company could go. 

0-4149. While you :were working up your rates, did you take the 
union into your confidence?-No; we submitted the rates to them after
wards. 

D.4150. Dsnally, in other countries, "ould that be the procedure? 
Would the management make out the rates and then submit them to 
the union, or would they work them out with the union?-It has been 
my experience that if it is a question of a wage scale, the workers' 
union take that up and submit their scale to the .manufacturers and the 
manufacturers generally submit their scale to the union. A couference 
is then held for deciding what scale there should be. 

D.4151. That was not done in your case?-No. 
D-4152. Is that probably because the committee of the union Ilid 

not have the technical knowledge to be able to discuss these mdters?-
• We set down Our scale of wages an(l bonus. A counter proposition was 

made by.tbe union which we knew to be absolutely wrong, and the 
Company could have never paid it. l'vIr. Homi who was the president 
of the union at tbat time was very familiar with our business, but 
the scale of bonus that he put in went beyond what the Company 
could pay. If we bad accepted it, our production would have been 
much less and the rates of bonus would have been increased. 

D.4153. Although you took into consideration the union's proposi
tion, you still adhered to your own rates because their request was not 
reasonal!le?-We could IIPt do more tban we did. 
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1).4154. vVha.t is the position to-da.y? Is there 8. union committee 
now?~No, not to my knnwledge. 

D·4155. There are, nn representatives nf the men that you can 
deal with to-da.y?-Nn. 

D·4156. Ynu ca.n nnw dea.l with them only as individuals?-That 
is so. 

D.4157. Ynu said that you educa.ted your men tn earn more mnney 
by giving you more production. You a.pparently did tha.t before the 
strike?-Yes. ' 

D·4158. You told us tha.t the union cnmmittee went round, trying 
t6 give the workers the npposite fnrm nf educatinn and asking them nnt 
to take a.dva.nta.ge nf the bonus?-Yes, they did. 

D·4159. But since there has been no union a.nd no committee the 
men are acting up to their nwn convictions and nnw ynu a.re getting 
a better production?-Yes. 

D-4160. How wnuld you as a trade uninnist reconcile those two 
fa.cts?-There is a difference between the trade unionism we have 
experienced in India and the trade unionism that I am familiar with; 
there is a considera.ble &mount nf difference between trade union!' a.t 
Home a.nd trade unions here. 

D·4161. We have always seen the employers a.sking for trade 
uninns on British lines and not on the lines they have been here. Have 
you a.ny constructive proposals to ma.ke fnr building up Indian labour 
nn those sound lines?-'-It is quite a problem.' 

D-4162. It seems to me then' that either you have gnt to carry 
nn as you are nnw doing with what is called the ma hap system, or 
else ynu have, gnt to have· trade unions on unsound lines 
similat tn the ones you have already had. Is there no nther way to 
meet the situation?-I dn not know of any other way. There is one 
thing that I tried hut I failed in my effort. I tried to apply my 
experience as a. trade uninnist to get the Indian along the same lines, 
but it seems that even the 'leaders that came here gave wrong advice; 
I do not mean political leaders; I am referring to trade uninnists. 

D.4163. Having failed, whitt do you propose to do now?-I do 
not knnw what we propose to do now. Until something else develops 
we are going to carry on on the same lines as we have hithertn been doing. 

D.4164. You say it is not fnr yon to train men in order that 
(hey may form a union on sound lines, but. it is fnr them to train 
themselves?-Yes. We did give them help when the union was formed. 
For the first meeting nf the nninn we sent a represent.ative from the 
office who was assistant to Mr . .Henderson. Just before that we took 
what we thnught was one of nur best Indians in the office who spoke 
5 or 6 lan"ouages, and we made him the head of the labour departmeut., 
His duty was to work between the management and the uDion 



MininiUee. 'iMni('a'.nTndian 'We 'felt 'thlit 'lie ~outa lie 'licc'epted hy 
the union and that he would get along better becaUse' he . understood 
the workers well.. When the first meeting of the union was held this 
gentleman who is a shorthand writer went to the meeting witl! 
Mr. Henderson's assistant, and the understanding was that he should 
take a verbatim 'report of the meeting and give the union" copy of 
it if they wanted it. The first meeting of the union was not too bad, in 
my opinion. The discussion was very much. along trade union 
liJ;les. I was very pleased with the progreRs that was made. It was 
not very long until there . was another meeting. This meeting was 
entirely dilIerent frOln the previous one. Some of the leaders who 
came there delivered speeches, and one of the speeches was to this 
effect: ":There is only one way by which we can get 8waraj and that 
is by umtiug the labourers together" . At that time I was not concerned 
with awaTai, nor am I particularly interested in it now. The speech 
went, on: .. I 'underStand that the management has agreed to accept 
your labCur imion. This is the first time in my experienCe in India 
that I have heard. of a-management accepting 'a -union. It I tOOK years 
in Great 'Britain 'and America before a union was accepted. You must 
be a'warethat it is a trick; it is the cunningness of the management. 
We' do not care whether the management recognize our union or not. 
If we have 'a properly constituted labour union and get it registered 
under the Trade Union Act, the management must recognize us. If 
you ,are united you need not care whether you are recognized or not." 
I realised !lot the time that they were making a bitter mistake. I sent 
for the 'labour leader, bnt' he did not come, The nen time I sent 
him' another invitation and he accepted it, We took up the IS deniands, 
and we discussed them 'With this union. 'We talked about traile 
unionism. I quoted passage after passage from his speech' and· told 
him: .. You are giving wrong information .to the men. Yon are 
1ea'9ing 'these men under the impression that if they are nnited into 
a union they can ,get anything they ask for, That is wrong. The 
object of trade nnionism is mntual co-operation. You are already 
ta,lking about "strike. The last thing that a good trade union leader 
will· resort to is a strike. If I was leading the men in India or in 
any. place, I would use the strike as a last resort." I got the 27 
members ot the ninon committee into my office and told them: 
.. Gentlemen, we ha,ve accepted your organization in abSl)lutely good 
fa1th.This Company, 'and I myself personally, want to treat our 
laboUr very 'Yell. If we are to get along you must· not go to your 
meetings 'lind 'have 'alnhis strike talk. I heed not tell you tha,t I am 
strong enough, alld that if you have a strike you will be defeated." 
I told them this long before the strike. They agreed with me and 
went out. But unfortunately' we saw that after some time they started 
the same thing again, of going on strike. We found that within a 
short time the opinion of the poor labourer had been changed completely. 
The labourer was told: "You have got" union and you can get anything 
you like. Yon &bollid strike to 'get your demands, and keep on 
'striking." That might have been a,Il right a good many years ago, 
but it is wrong now. The question of suspensions came up, and the 



men 'Would 'riot do tbis orthat. I W'iIs veryllrlxiOU'Slto 'aVol'd 6 'Strike, 
and we; realised tbat it was necessary to put a 'fe'W'su~i1ded 'IIfen 
back to work. I will give you one ilIustratron. l\., man was suspended 
on Wednesday, and I told Mr. Price to ,put ,this manbaek 'to 'Work 
wben be came. My intention was to bave a hearing and to prove 
tbat the man was absolutely Wrong. "If you do 'not put' tbe 'man 
to work we will shut the mill down " tbat wa" the threat tbat was beld 
out. I said: ", We will take the man's case up 'on Satllfcny, and 
if he is not guilty we will take him in." But in -the; meantime there 
was & htlntll and th.e plant was !Ita stand-still. We 'told -the 'meil. 
.. Take the iron out of the furnace; we will pay you. This is not fair 
to you. You are acting without any authority, We will tak~ up the 
case on Saturday." The men did not hear us at 'all. 'Shorily"after 
this we had another hantll and the mill was shut down again. , We 
had no warning of any kind. I sent for Mr. Homi and other members 
of the committee. 

0-4165. What did they say?-Mr. Homi gave me'to mrderstand 
that he knew nothing about it, and he put the 'men 'to ,wodl:,. I had 
II talk with Mr. Mitra, who was the Vice-President of the Union. 
He was II young, 'intelligent and sinartman, and I told liiln: ' .. If 
you do not talk to your own people here, silrelyyou.are going to na,'e 
trouble". But he had no weight; none of them had. For inStance, 
in the annealing department, the big furnace was working 'only -three 
days a. \yeek. Before the union was formed, the men working '00. th,e 
furnace used to go and help in another department after they finishe,1 
their three days' work, They were being paid wages for 6 days. Mter 
the'linion was formed, these men said: .. 'We will'nbt-work'Mt'er the 
furnace is down ". Mr. Russell pointed 'out to 'Mr. Mitra. arid'to the 
other members of the committee the unreasonable attitude of the men, 
These members tried to convince the men that they were wrong. but 
the men paid no attention. 

0-4166. Who was pulling the string?-':'I do not blame anyone 
in parti«uIar, but it was evident toot the union committee 'which was 
supposed to control their men could not do it. • 

0·4167. In your memorandum you ,suggest that picketting'should 
,be made illegal ?-The picketting that I saw should be made illegal. 

11.4168. You would not object to 2 or 3 '1>eople !.tanding'tagetber 
to persuade their fellow men not to go to work, but yOu would object 
to picketting by 500 people?-I would not'object'to peaceful Picketing. 
I would not object to a union picketer standing on the road and' telling 
the ma.n who is on his way to work: "We are all on strike. We 
do not want that you should go to work. We believe that ollr"cause 
is right, and if we all do not go to work we will win the strike". I 
object to what I call illegal picketing. A fellow starts' to' work. and 
two pickets meet him and tell him not to go t.o work. The man says:, 
.. I have got to go to work, because I have 3 'wife and a' ci)l\'ple of 
cbi'ldren to 'support. '[ have nothing to eat. I have' my 'sympathies 



with you, but in the circumstances I have got to go." He comes to 
the next two pickets, and he tells them the same thing. Then he 
meets the next two and 80 on. By the time he gets down to the 
fifth set of picketers he decides that he better go home and starve. 

D-4169; Mr. Cliff: That is moral suasion?-I do not agree with 
you. 

D-4170 • . Sir Victor Sas6oon: Is it :your point that you cannot 
have peaceful picketinp: h"re?-It is very doubtful. I have been a. 

. picketer myself, and my instruetions always to my pickets going round 
were to be·peaceful and to keep within the law. 

D-4111. Did they carry out your instructions ?-No . 

. 0-4112. You do not believe that picketing can he peaceful and 
that is why you consider that it should be made illegal?-TIJegal as 
far as we are concerned here. 

D·4173. Why do you say that?-Because I cannot speak of other 
places which are not familiar to me. 

D-4114. You cannot expect Government to pass a special statute, 
to make picketing, illegal, for the Tinplate Works only?-We do not 
say that. 

D·4115. When you say that picketing must be made illegal it 
must Ii~ statutory?-From what I saw here I based my opinion. 
If the Mme conditions exist in other plaees I would say the same thing. 

D-4176. Is it your view that Government should by statute make 
. picketing illegal?-Yes. 

D·4177. That is for everybody?-Yes. 

D·4178. Mr. Cliff: On the qUE'stion of hours of Ia.bour, you say 
that you work three S-hour shifts and the normal working week is 
of 6 days or 48 hours. I want to know why you do not work 10 hours 
instead of 8?-We could not because three S-hour shifts is 24 hourG. 
and we have divided the day into three shifts. 

D-4179. Does that apply to "II the departments in the works?
It applies to th" mills and the tin house. In the other departments, 
such as the pickling and the warehouse, they can use one shift or 
t"o shifts, but on the mills it is cll.tomary in tinplate and sheet works 
to work to a continuous S-hour shift. 

D.4180. It is customary in the world, an<l YOll accepted it?-As 
far as rolling plates, yes. 

D-4181. Have you got anytbing to say with regard to tIle effect 
of 8-hour day on your workmen ?-I think they approve of the S-hour 
day. 

D.4182. Having brought the class of labour tlmt you have brought 
iuto the Tinplate Company <luring tbe last few years, hav:e you heen 
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discouraged with the pro,,"l"ess that has been made ?-I have been 
encquraged by the progress that has been made. 

0·4183. To what do you attribute the encouragement that you have 
got from Indian labour working in your company?-We have always 
tried to treat our labour with consideration. We have brought an 
e"pen~ive European organization from Great .Britain and take an interest 
in training the labour here. 

0-4184. You would lay great empbasis on the training- of Indian 
labour ?-Yes. 

0-4185 • . You would definitely say that as far as your experience is 
concerned, you are not discouraged but rather encouraged ?-Yes. 

0-4186. Dealing with the semi-skilled and skilled labour it is stated 
that you pay higher wages than is generally paidl'-We believe our 
rates are comparatively higher than those paid in other parts of India. 

0·4187. What'is your experience.of the higher wage policy pursued 
by the company?-I believe in paying good wages. 

0.4188. Apart from believing, having worked that out in practice 
in your own factory, do you believe that the experience wnich you 
have had over the years that you have been here has been of practical 
benefit hath to the workmen and to the firm ?-It has been of benefit 
as far as the workman himself is concerned. but the unfortunate part 
of the thing is that what the Company has done has been upset by 
outside influences. 

0-4189. Having practical experience, I wanted to know' what you 
had to say first of all with re,,"Itrd to an 8-hour day, secondly with regard 
to the training; and thirdly with regard to t'>e higher wages?-(Mr. 
Townendl: We have no experience of paying low wages. 

0-4190. Yon do not think that the wages paid to your coolie labour 
are low?-What we pay is bigh wages even for coolies. None of these 
people would earn more than one or two annaa a day in their own 
homes. 

0-4191. My experience is that in certain places the coolie labour 
is paid equally or a little higher?-We have never paid low wages 
relative to the peoples' wants and needs. 

0-4192. You ne,er tried with low wages?-No. 

D-4193. But you have tried with high wages?-Yes. 

0.4194. Whether. as far as your factory is concerned, high wages 
have led to less working hours being- given ?-fMr. Leyshon): The 
working hOUT!< have always been as stated. 

0-4195. In many places evidence has been laid that if one paid 
higher wages the labourer would not work for the time laid down for, 



him; he would absent himself from work because he has got more 
money to spend. I want. the experience of your own faclory in' relation 
to that?-It has been said that the more yon pay the more you make 
him stop wox:king, That is true to some extent. (Mr. Townend): We 
do not let people go and come /lack. (Mr. Leyshon): We found that 
IIIany, of our men who had good jobs here and who hall left us 3 or 4, 
years ago came to us during the strike, ~ause they were making good 
money. I will give you an interesting instance. OnTy a few w!leks 
ago fuur of. our men who were getting high rates of wages came to 
Mr. Thomas their superintendent, and said: "We are leaving for. our 
country. We wish to thank you' and the. manager and every body for 
your generosity, kindness and consideration. We shall ever pray for 
your long life and prosperity. We have made enongh money to get a 
tl'llCt of land ". But, of co~. we do not have many cases of tha.t 
na~ure. . 

Q~4"~ When the men here are working week by week have you 
got any complaints to make with regard to their regular daily attenda.nce? 
--'-No. it is not bad. Our a.bseniees a.re approxima.tely 10 per cent. 
which. in my opinion. is not .bad fora.nyla.bour. We have gone into 
that, carefut(y .. 

0-4197. That includes, people who go away?-Yes. 

0.-41~8~ With regard· to your experience of trade union in your 
own wor~, hefore·the union was formed, you were faced with a difficulty 
with regard. to ~uction, as I understand it. and you laid the men 
off?-Be(ore the union was formed, we did not experience much 
difficulty with regard. to production. 

0-4199. Am, I advised wrongly if I say that when there was a strike 
in . Tate. Company, the output. of tinplates was reduced, there was a faU 
in the demand for tinplates and consequently there was a; reduction in 
the working days ?-Tatas could not give. us as much steel as we needeil 
to work full time. This went on more or less for five months. 
During all that time we paid our men full time wages for half time work. 
We paid Be. 2,50,000. in wages for work we did not receive. 

0-4200. I am advised there w,as loss in wages consequent on the 
reduction of working days?-No, we worked half time but paid ful! wagP.!! 
for five full months. . 

0-4201. There was no loss in wages 1-1 would not say that. I do 
not think there i9 any place in India where full time wages are given for 
half time work, 

0-4202. Sir Victor Sassoon: What is your monthly wages biU?-
About RB. 1.25.000. . 

0-4203. Mr. Cliff: I have just; a few questions to ask you with 
regard to your experience o~ your Union: I am advised that you met 
Mr. Dau.~, repre.entativ~ o( thll Union recognized by you in January 
1929 at Golmuri ?-Yes. 



004204l'When you met- h~"apparently' yooaa.id -~ .. ~ any ,1'6laD~ 
tion'of ~e restrietioll' oHhe Welrkiftg dayll' _'Bot posaible;"blit yoU~i 
to annnderstanding 00 8OIll& minot' Jl)&ttera;~'!Doe,"'ha~repteeent the!. 
result 'Of the negotiations betweeI\',Mr;:D~d -and 'Yauy,<Jompany.?-..'J1hlili 
was during the Chri"tm .... holidaya:.·We'paid 'ivej-de.ys· • wages w, all, 
workerS for that weeIE' "W'heoher- 'they.a.ad ,&ctulllly' werk&d, ~e 11l1lys ,11>*" 
three days:- Thill W88 rejected by ~be 1iJ:nion,a .. d Mi'. :\Daud ~melto.'see, 
me iii thaI> connection,,,. ' ' ". . 

004205. Sir Victor Bassoon ~ The,me~ w.a.nt.ed . .tD., ~ paid_ IQr ,iJ, 
days?-Y~. If the mill ha.d werked full \im& 'One shift weuld have had 
six turns and,. two eth!!rahiJ:ts 6ye turns ejICb,- ,Since.po shitft Wlll"li:~ six 
turna &ll were in the lIame pPBi~ion _ and!, wil paid, them . ail the SlIme 
ameunt for five_days,., ,They were_IlQt,seti~6edjlnd, ~la,'wQS pnllQf ~e . 
pointsthat,1,ed up ~ the strike"',, . 

004208.,,'Mr. Cliff':',Mr.':Dano"eaDla 'waee ,,.ou ~,Jater on 
Mr. -HGtiii came to see YOu.o :. 'One of tbequestiohs at lastHj,was .'the relsxa.-: 
tiGn of the 'l'eStrietionof WBrkirig -dayS'; . If thenlen bad -been paid· full 
timewages'for haHtime __ k thahurei}"would nQt luwe been an lasuel'
(Mr, Tewned),·,Thaf,we.S''With referenceto.·shorUime,work in January 
ewing tG lack of orders. Owing to the strike in Tata8 and consequent 
shGrt productien from our mills,tbe .ail COmpanies-'had:liO·oi:der'.·large 
amGunt,of tinplate!!· from' Wales.""Durfug thoee.-two·~nths.tinplatea, 
were still &.rriving from'Wales and thenMV8S'.'nofl rouclldeJIiandl·fol' our 
product, .,We ;had themferB' to'work half,t.imedDring.-'JMlnary-;" -When 
January waII·over we. begut·to work-fulll'tiDu!I!,'" ~ 

. 004207. Sit- Victor SfJ8BOO'lt :You"paid your men full fune wages 
for _ half,. time worki.wbell, .the Tatas. ",ere. Pll IIWke. bllt .did you \lIQt do 
the same'wbenYGu could.not work fuiLtlillle,owing to lsck~f,t>rd8l'l!l'I'!"'We 
paid them half a daya'"wages fel' daya..they.did nofl wbr~. " 

D042081 Mr.'rJliff:< Mr.' Daua :met you' in Janliary8nd ·ha,\'to bJU 
ilIIcktQ-teU 'his men ihat'18ny relaxa'tion 'of,the testriction of working' 
days was not possible' M'r: Helii~ met you'on the '1thYeb1"Qary and the 
res\llt 'Of -the -negotiations inclnd!!d 'an unde~'to run.~he works fnll 
time ~ far &!!'possible?!.L.We "iaveslways dOne that.-'· 

.': - -,. " - 1'-", , 

004208 •. .80 thafljn. Febl'tltl.l'yliLwas still all iaS1le?",,{Ml'. Leyshonl 
Ib w&.lf,an issue. in February. I rememt.r,·Mr" H~telling'methat 
if the werks.were kept epen'full timetbe men would lie aatis6ed.-.. I told 
him that -i~ wasl oul'.ende&vour to keep·tIle works.opm,£uU 'time'a!> far &8 

possible ,and that we lGstmoney..by worlriag-'~ time,> . 

004210.' Botli in J annary and Felltnary it WI'S an iS8l1e and you eould 
ll;Gt give 8 definite nndertakin,r to M'r:: Dau<1 to keep the! 'lJ()rks.llpen.fuU 
time 88 far 88-possiblel'-(l\{r: Tewnend) : We'gave a similar \\ndet1;aJrin:r 
to Mr. 'Dal)d, but 'I think Mr:'R?IIii was.. the bett~r general, .' 

• D04211~Both>,in January and Febroory.'tbe Cofilpany,oouM net give 
an \Indel'ta.l<i~,~ keep ,lhe -works '.!tnDniJog,lnl1' time ? ... (Yr.) Leyilbon},:' 



With regard to this question of working part time we received lL letter 
from CaJoutta that owing to the conditions in the installations. and the fact 
that Welsh plates were still $lTiving we. hed better slow up our operatioos. 
We posted that notice at! the gate but the membel"1\ of the union did not 
believ~ it.' In fact they said it was a lie on the part of the Company. 
Mr .. ,Daud,came.to see me about it.· .He sa.id that if I had no business 
for III month I might .rather .close down the works insteail of working 
half time. I said I was agreeable to it. Immedistely one 011 his friends 
intervened, there was some conversation between them and Mr. Daud.-, 
said ":" Better carry oli as at present".' . ... . 

D-42~2.Tsee that Mr. Dand comes to you in' January and! maltea' a 
Settlement on 'l!ODle minor matters. Another trade union leeder desCribed 
as a hette. general comes along afterwards .&Ild these are the improve
ments that he secure~: (1) increase in rates of pay, (2) 81 bonus scheme, 
(8) a .proVidilnt fund scheme, ·(4) maternity benefit;· (5) large increase in 
housing. A union·is formed and within a very short time meets your 
Compa.ny and these are apparently the .things which your (',ompany are 
prepared to concede. 'Is that soil-Not because a union was formed: 
Those were things already planned out before the union was formed . .. 

D-t213., They were not offered in January bnt they were apparently. 
offered in February?~(Mr. Townend): The housing scheme was 
.anctioned in the "preVious year. (Mr. Leyshon): Everything' else 
was' worked ·out before the Union was' formed but it was not feasible' 
to put them into operation' when we hed been working half time for 
five months. We were not .given an opportunity to get on. our feet. 

_ . D-t214. '[> appreciate your difficulties about finance: My difficulty. 
i. with regaTd to the handling of labour and with regsrd to your meeting 
with the trade union. Let me illustrate what I mean. If a union caD 
send a man in January and only obtain. a settlement on some minor 
matters and can then send a man in February' and get all these con
cessions .that surely shows there was the fe&l' of the strike ?-I think 
you are wrong. When the union was formed all these questions were 
discussed with the members .of the ,Union· absolutely honestly. We 
knew there was ~ing to be a union in our works; we did not fear it. 
We did not want to ' crush it. I think our strike'was a tragedy. ',Union 
or no union we had all these schemes worked out during thli Steel 
Company's strike. While the strike wa .. going on in T&tas it was 
"nly natura). to suppose iliat. our people would attend their meetings. 
I would have myself attended the meetings if I had been one of the 
workers. . In fact· we did not object to their doing· that and they did 
attend the meetings. We were paying good wages to our men consi
dering the .losses we have, made ever since the· .beginning· of our 
operations. -We could not have paid .them ··bonus or proVident fund.; 
we were only six years old and we could not have done all those things 
before tMb time. Nearly all the'questiona that have arisen since the 
formation! of the Union were IDnpped out by me. I took the IICherne to 



Calcutta and had the tent.ative approval of the Board' of Direct<lrs. j 
pointed out that it was only natural to suppose that our men would make' 
demands very much along the same lines u.s the employees of the Steel 
Company a.nd that we should try and meet them. Then Mr. Daud 
came to us and we told him that all these things were being worked out 
and that the Company was trying to meet all their demands except the 
25 -per cent. increase in wages. We had a 5-hour conference and at the 

• end r asked b.i.nl whether he sincerely believed in the intentions of the 
Cotnpany and would go and tell his men accordingly. He said he had 
noAoubt about the Company's intentions and would go and inform his 

. men accordingly. I told him that if he did so he would be thrown over 
. ~. by his men. He said he knew the Indian better than I did and no 

such thing would happen. But in fact he went a.ndtold his m6l;l. that 
the Company sincerely intended to satisfy their dems.nds and he was 
conseqnently thrown over. That was whet'e I scored. 

Mr. Cliff: .It is apparent to anyone looking at the situation that 
the trouble at the Tatas had a natural reaction on the men of your 
Vompany. . 

D-421S. You made certain concessions to Mr. Homi which you were 
~ a Company planning to give?-Mr. Da.ud would have got the' same 

." ·~thing if he had not been thrown over. . 

D-4216. In your memorandum you say: . "We look with favour 
on a properly constituted and well run union." May I take it even as 
a result.of.your experience you have not given up the hope of dealing 

.. :with .. pucca trade union, if you like?-If it is a pucca trade union we 
will bve no objection to it. 

. D-4217. Will . you have any objection" as a Company 
to meet a representative of a trade union organized by Mr. Joshi in 
order~o get better relations between yonr Company. and the combination 
of your work-people?-lt just depends. With due' respect to Mr. ,Joshi 
or .anybody else r should; like to say tha.t when ourlWOl'kers' feel that 
they would like to have a labour organization l' will certainly consider 
it. I do not WRnt men to come here &nd create. grievances and say : 
"Loolt here, see how you are tre&ted.. The only way to redress your 
grievance. is to join our union." It is all wrong. . . . . 

D-4218. You will admit that there are inside and outside your 
worke a number of men who are still loyal to the tinplate union ?_: 
We have no objection to that. 

0-4219. You want a well run union?...,...We do not wa.nt any union. 

0-4228. You would not object >to it?-No, I would not • 

. ' 0-4221. You would not-we!come it?-We ha.ve got to conoidel the 
men.. It will take many years more for them to join another labour 
organization because they are. absolutely deceived and disgusted with 

. the last one. We do not glory in that at all. If we· had a· properly 



ilonstltuted,unWnmow·'in our, plant I could not give them any moretha.n 
wha.$ we,halM~ven.them, .. kea.dy~ You can take'it,from me we are 
going to ,tl'e3~ our, employees just u.s well without a uruon &8 with a union. 
They would not-i>enefit by ha.ving one, I promise you that. 

'" ',D''''222.~M~8' 'PfJWIl1"': In"your memorandum', you 8&y: ' .. We 
'nave ildBt811ilitlg" machinety fOr' i'egulation ·of relatiollS between our
Belvell anil our"'Work-peopleJ' ':Hmve yon not got aDY"shop,committee 
,01' a'tiy'uthetr.'bOdy 1:!)"dilIcUl!8 the' grievances of the' work-pebple?~Tm 
. now we"have' not "teoo"ere:d;'frolir, the la~t ~I!trikel and not. ,been, a.ble to 
do '3iiything in' tha.t'respect. "OIrrr~en' call see- the, foreman·lIUperin
'tl!tfdel1t' ahd'''myself at', aily''tinie ,they lik-eo' ahdl,havetheit;·grieva.nces 
'redtl!ssed-. After'the"tl'6uble we had tbingsdike,'shop. committees.are 
oft~ M. the' question. . ' ' 

0.4223. what. bappe~ahl?ut tbose"grievances now 1':'-' We do not 
have any. ' , ' 

, . 0-4224. Nothing at. all, no. suspensions or !lismiS8&ls ?':'-'We have 
very few suspensions; in fact I do nOt think we have had any. 

, 0·.1225,.' :Does 3' dismi.s8J1 not cause a grievance?-I thiDk ·we ha.ve 
.had, two dismi88&ls In t~ JDonthii: 'There is no man discharged from 
the works Without my gojpg in.50 the case and satisfying myself. 

,8-1228., Then -it is':" kind of temporary elysium. 

; -4 D-I22J. hi Y4I* mem:<itlmdnm you ·desl :'With& club.'··· Does this 
~diitl"\ixiat ftirdle'Workers'W for the; tIlerks'in the.bigher grades'?_It 
• waS Ji!ft, 3B' 'IIi \:ommitteei .of the employees ~ manage it. ;1' think 'there 
were-ebottt 175 members in it. We took tWo of oar 'quarters; and oon
YBrtedthem into recreation clubs far OUf, employees. . They, had tbeir 
'oWn Il'oard, ptesident'and vicecpresident. Just before the trouble 1 
intended to pnt:up tennis cOurts but the' strike upeet them. Theyhave 
now 'football' and cricket . 

.I, :O.-228,l'<Wbat'.existll ffllr' the'I'9,800"men rot tJt",·tUuskilled ooolie 
class'l'--They"rhSW"teerestio'fi :~und8~l\Vbete 'they oon" playnrfootball, 

. hookl/ti 'crickeC"'(ItrtenniS)· WEI h'l1d !!OttIeyaports's f&w :montbs, ago • 

• , ~ 11~22!1. There are no institutes euitable for illiterate men?-!.io. 
we started a library but we' had no time inde,ed to develop in that 
~dir~n. " . 

-. 'U"'230, In your memorandum you say : 

U ,Employees are.indebted to the Company only fOl'>amaU cash 
, . '}O$!)lI (very few) or for loans granted to enable them to 

;unbnild·othei.r; awn-·heuses ... 

,'Y.oII ~'higlletc'lVageBl than' ie' eniltomary' iii ,India: Do you· :knoW any
.thi'ng nbbUt t}uj:-.tate of', Uidebtedness 'o"'Y011l' workers not to the-,firm 
but to'oiltsilie"moneYlieadere\Wt.(MI':r Henderson):· .I.-Jmow'.ihey ,are 

'V'II11' mooh<:indebte<i: inspite of tIN fact. that we started tw(/'~ti ... 



8Oeleties:; and refused tG>a.UoW',the Kabuli· money-lenders inside oUr 
,property.:.·.T.here aremaay. iJlStances where' the. more a man earnS the 
r mora ~e.spends • 

. b~231 •• Have you. ever tried .analysing the. ipdebtedness of your 
people?~ You. canuot tell, for instance, to what extent the workers 
earning iiilrerent· levels of.. wages are· indebted, what particular castes. of 
people are especially indebted and so on ?-It is rather a difficult prob. 
lem.' The;wGrkers do not tell. their exact debts. 

U v'D4232< Dealing with the question of leave you have, 1 see, got 
,specially ,good·' aITangements with -regard to grant of leave to your 
'6mploye'es, but you seem to be up aga.inst the same difficulty as other 
.firm& of men oversta.ying" their leave. How do you tackle that 
problem? Do men realise the obligation on their part to meet the grant 
of leave with pay by returning up to time?-We are not ina. position 
to grant leave:with pay for all our' employees. The ordinary workers 
have no privilege leave. with pay; the monthly rated staff have 14 days 
a yeat'withpay'. Some of them come from distant parts a.nd they are 
allowed to accumulate their leave so that they may have sufficient 
time to go home and return.. . They 8.rewhat we may;c8.11 the intelligent 
type and :we have no difficulty with them as regards overstaying leave. 
It is the people who go on leave without·Pay that generally overStay their 
rleave. -

Q.4233; Can you tell. us thepereente.ges. of men who are: entitled 
. to leave with pay and leave without pay 1-1 ca.nnot sa.y offha.nd. 

D~234., With regard, to maternity henOOt you sa.y' YOB· allow six 
weeks' . leave on fuq pay uponconfinem'!'nt. How do' you.llivide this 
6 weeks before' and after confinement?.--Two weeks before a.nd four 
weeks after: We. rely entirely on the doctor. 

,; .• j 0.4235.' Is the , doctor: a··man· or a woman?":-'He is a man doCtor . 
. The woman goes to thl!' 'Duree' in the hospital and notifies to her that 

she is entitled to the beneft.t. 

' •• j D~236.·.ln your memdrandum you deal with the question of admis
sion of infants_ You have only got 100 women but you do not say 
&Ilythlpg .about contract.ora' .women .workers ... 1)0, you·not-emplo.y con
tractorsl'-Not inside the works, but for special works outside. 

D04237. Are there a~y· considerab~eniimber of ,womell,employed 
by contractors ?~Not insil\e the works. ' 

,o-t&4238"There are nO"women '!lmploy~ except' the 100?-No. 

,-. '0.4238. Have they sep&rate bathing places?-Yes,:they have. 

'. D~240.. What is. the. difficulty about the children Of these 100 
women staying in the rest. sheds and 'is:·there ·no- woman to 'look'after 
the childreu ?-(Mr. Leyshonl during the strike we Brranged for one or 

'-two older. women to ·look after the children in the rest shed: But th" 



women insisted on bringing their children into the mill. I did not like. 
their hringing the children into the mill and I said I would not have 
women working in our Company. I did not want women workers and 
would pay the men. But the labour foreman said he would not· be 
able to get coolies here unless we had 80me rejM also. The 1'ej.., w<mld 
head coal, for instance, but the men would not do it. .Similarly ther6 
are certain things which the rejM alone would do. The foreman said 
that we would be loaing some of the best coolies because they would not 
work unless their women also were allowed to work with them.. They· 
work together and go hpme together. Therefore we had tp employ the 
women also, not because we were getting them cheaper. It is· not a 
question of finance in that respect. Personally. I am in favpnr of not 
employing them, but it will work a hardship on the. rejM if we d!) not 
permit them to work. 

D-4241. Sir Alexander M fAf'1'ay: I nnderstand that your Company 
stands between the Tata Iron and Steel Company on the pne side and 
the Burma Oil Company on the other side?-'-{Mr. Townend) Yes, they 
are joint shareholders. 

0·4242. D9 you have published accounts?-No, we are a.private 
company. . 

D-4243. Axe you run at a profit?-We will run always at a profit 
under present conditions if we do not have labour troubl~ We have 
been ·in·existence for the past six years and we have heen working at 
a loss . 

. D-4244. The wages that yon pay. and the money you spend on 
welfare work· does not appear to be such a serious factor as it would 
be with a concern which had to depend on European markets for its 
existence?-Nevertheless, we have been operating at a loss. We have 
written down Re. 67,50,000. Other companies have done the same thing 
and they are continuing, We should certainly be able to make a profit 
from new onwards. 

D-4245. 'You said you paid 5 days' wages for working two< pr three 
days a week?-Yes. .. .. 

.. .D-4248. You also said you paid more wages than other P!!Ople 1-
Yes. . 

. ,.D-4247. TheSe are things that can be done only by a Company 
which stands in a favourable position ?-I -agree with you there. If 
we hadnQt the .Burma Oil Company behind! us we should have closed 
down long before this. We have been enabled to. do all this on account 
of the,b'ackingof the Burmt. Oil Companf. 

<;. 
: D4248. Tell us somethiug. about the'wqrking of th~ municipal 

!lotified area. Axe you satisfied with the present conditions.· Axe the 
mterests of labour well looked after under a constituti~ such as that 

",. ' -
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of .fIle Noti~ed Area C!>mmittee?-Yes. We are in a. peculiar pesition 
here .. We are theEleetric' Supply C!>mpany a.nd the Water-Supply 
C!>mpany of the district and so on. As regards sanitation there is the 
Board-of Works. The main activities of the district are done by our 

, own C!>mpanY,and,not by private supply companies. . ,~ 

-' .. -:, D-4249."Have, you had any occasIOns to represent your grievances 
. before the Notified Area C!>mmittee?-We seldom have any grievances. 

D-4250.' Do your workers ever bring forward any grievances with 
, regard to inadequacy of water-supply, conservancy and so on ?-:-They 

get a standard of conserva.ney and wa+er-supply far beyond what they 
are accustomed to in their villages. Occasionally we get complaints 
of shortage of water-supply in particular areas owing to unequal dis
tributio)l of water. We adjust the valves and set -the matter right. 
But we do not get any general complaint of inadequate supply of water 
or bad conservancy arrangements. ' 

D-4251 •. You have the provident fund scheme in operation now?
Yes. -The final rules have not been framed. Since they were originally 
drafted there have been a series of changes, but we a.lIow people to put 
in tbeir money now and pay our contribution also. They will know the 
precise rules later on. 

D.4252. Does the scheme cover all the workers, the lowest paid 
'as well 811 the highest paid ?-Any one except the covenanted stall' can 
become a member of the fund. We first fixed a minimum, pay of Rs . .l5 
a month as qualification for membership of the fund ,but we removed 
that restriction. 

D-4253;'You told us that the turn-over for the bulk of your low 
paid men was 2i years. How could they join the provident fund?
I do not think that type of labour joins the provident fund. (Mr, Hen- , 
dersonl. Only 5 of them bave till now joined the fund. 

D-4254. Could you give us the accounts of your co-operati~e society 
showing ho~ many of your people are indebted and to what extent?
YOIl may take it from me that almost all the members of the co-opel'lltove 
society are indebted. 

D·4255. How do they carry on ?~Ea.c.b one stands surety for tbe 
other and so on. They do not .feel satisfied unless they have a loan 
from the Society. ' 

. D-4258. M,. J oaki: I am trying to understand the cause" that 
led to the Rtrike in the Tinplate Company. As regards wages do the 
Tatss pay more than the ,;I'il?plate Company?-(Mr. Leyshon) I would 
not say that. Our average wage per month before the strike during 
March 19-29 was Rs. 37.8 for all labour and Rs. 40.25 for all labour 
excluding coolies and f'Bias. I ··"a.o give the corresponding figures for 
December. For· all labour including coolies and rejas the average was 
j:ts.41!,48 plus a lIonus of Rs. 7.43 or Rs. 49.91. Excluding coolies and, 



,.ejM the average comes. to Re. 44.44 plus a.bonua o~ Re. 'T..40or ·Ri. 51.S{. 
The corresponding figures for January were ,Re.43.26. plUs, Re. ·8.5'.r 6t: 
Bs. 51.78 for all labour andRs. 45.11 pJu& .a bonus of Ri. ~.97 or' 
Bs. 54.08, excluding coolies and f"ejlJ8. . 

0·4257. I bave bere a statement tbat .. the maximum ratee in the 
Tata Sheet Mills are Bs.7 a day 3S against Re. -2-12-0 'of' the Tinplate 
Company and their minimum ·ratell· ~ hign«. ". What'do you think 
of tbis statement ?-That is'not ;altogether"oorrect. . The· warll ,i,a the 
first place .inside the .sheE!t':.miI1 is not to b.e compared with, the ,l\'ork. 
in the tinplate mill. .The work in the Tatas j,s .more. heavy. and. arduous, 
and if .the rates there,are .a little bigller ·they .are justilled in. having 
it so,But as far as Bs. 7 a day is C9neetned.l do not, know... more. 
about it tban this: Tatas had J!, few Illdian. rollers who .. had teplaced, 
·some EuropeanS and they might ;have been .. paid highex .rates.. We 
also intended to Indianize our plant hefore .the strike . .on the Mills. as 
the second contracts of the Europeans expired. This was made generally 
known to 'the Union members. ,We ii'ltended te'fix a rate for·the indian 
rollers that would . compare favourably" with Tatasl not, becausa 
Tatas were paying that. Our Indian rollers' .wages· are 'now Ri: 4 
a day plus an average bonus af Ba. '5 a·week.As we Indianized"the 
remaining crew also there was a corresponding increase' for the beaters, 
the roughers and the finishers. 

0-4258. The Re. 7 to which the statement.-refers' -was paid to 
European rollers, ·was it ?-The' EnrOpean .. 1!0llers who' csmeout . had 
Indian finishers to help them. The·r&te'was,then fixed.for the ,Indilln 
who did the manual work while the European furnished·tile'technical 
experience. We have now .. replaced 80Dlll 'of the ,Europea.tkrollers by 
Indian rollers and increased their pay. Still there is, one European 
foreman, who assumes respon~ility' for the mill. . 

0-4259. With regard to the· 1)&88 'of, Abdul·8amad. is it true that 
you refused to reinstate. him .. although you. proIpise<J . at. one" time to 
take him back ?-That . was .one of the questions that., led up to the 
strike, Abdul· Samad was a ·heater on one of our .Mills., . The" roller 
on the Mill had been having considerable 'trouble with hlm. .He . was 
quite a good workman but had been listening to a lot -of ea' canny 
business. He was throwing out imnand,'10 forth. ' ,He $as 'w&rIle.1 
and then suspended. Mr. ·Homi, interceded 'on his behalf and ,we had 
a meeting in the Superintendent's office with Mr. :iHomi 'and ,two 
others. We did llot agree. to take back Abdul Samad there._d. then 
but promised to reconsider his case. next. Saturday. .We did not want· 
to penalize Abdul Saniad •. Mr. Homi was,satisfied that Abdul8amad 
was guilty:of the offence ,and ·that he would be laid off till Saturday 
next. We then. hoped to take up bis case:with the members of the 
Unio~ Committee or anyone else. 

0-4280. "Was' 'that "done?~But>'theyl ;had',&i~ Mrta~ on Satonmy, 
One of them,tooli,up a very defiant:attitnde,towamll-the· SIlperintenden* 
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foreman, members of the committee and myself. The next day W!l 
suspended him also ,--one of the best workmen we ever had lind wef!! 
sorry to lose. We were told to take him back or shut, the plant. 
Mr. Homi told the men to keep on working. 

0-4261. Was he taken back?-No, he was not taken back. We 
ran into the: strike. 

0-4262. They did not wait till Saturday?-They did not wa;~. 
They sent me an ultimatum that if we did not take him back they 
would go on strike. I told Mr. Homi that since the men took a 
defiant attitude I would not take up their case till the next Saturday 
but the men would be paid for the time they were laid 011'. Later 
on Mr. Homi sent me a letter asking me to exercise my prerogative 
of mercy in this case. It was not a question of mercy; it was a question 
raised by the men wbether labour was going. to be stronger than the 
Company. I told Mr. Homi that I was very sorry I could not do 
anything in his case. Mr. Homi told me tbat unless we did that' he 
thought there would be a strike.. which he would try and prevent. Since 
then Abdul Samad had written to us admitting that he was. wrong 
and that he was sorry for it. 

0-4263. Here is another statement in this document. On the 
22nd March the Union waited in deputation upon the Manager 'to 
represent certain grievances but the deputation was not received by the 
Manager as he disapproved' of the perSonnel, of the deputation?-Yea, 
that is correct. 

0-4264. What is the meaning of disapproving of the personnel?
We agreed to meet any member of the Union Committee or anybody 
else. But just before the strike the situation became so unpleasant 
we did not know what they were going to do. At one or the meetings 

, Mr. Burham made statements which were absolutely wrong, condemned 
and cursed every body and used vile language, yet this was the man 
in whom we }Vere personally .interested. He was a foreman in the 
tinhouse on Bs. 125 a month. He was sick for three months and 
his pay was sent to his quarters. After three months I saw him one 
day at the gate. He said he was not, very strong. I asked him to 
attend office for 15 or 20 minutes and then go home if be felt wesk. 
He went home .. nd did not retUrn for 2 months more. We paid the 
man his foil pay all the time for doing nothing. This was the man 
who got up at the meeting and used vile language against every one 
here. I therefore told the delegation that I would see anyone of the 
re.maini,:,g 2,999 men in the, Union b.ut' I :wou!d ha~e nothing to do 
With th,s ungrateful Burhatn. Here IS a letter from the man which 
you may 'read. ' 

0-4265. Sir' Alexander' Murray: I see from the: letter tliat the 
man regrets l:iis attitude and pray~ to be taken back. Doe&' he not 
point out his connection with the Union officials.?' / 
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.D.4266. Mr. Joshi: It always happens that extreme ana 
intemperate speeches are made by some persons at union meetings. 
Does ·that justify the management refusing to see a mau sent by the 
Union as its representative?-It all depends on what a man calls yon. 
We have certain amount of self-respect, union or no union. 

0-4267. It is stated here that at this time the management employed 
Gnrkhas as workers. Is that correct ?-It is all wrong. 

0.4268. With regard to the Hot Mill it is stated that you agreed 
to give a 2-anna increase in wages. Is that correct ?-There was a 
little bit of misnnderstanding between Mr. Homi and myself on this 
question. There were certain men holding lower rated jobs bnt 
being paid higher rates. In the beginning of our operations we had 
to pay men !ls. 2 and Rs. 2-8-0 to work in the hot mills in order to 
ILtt"act them to this kind of new work. But in a few yeal'R' time 
we realised we had to grade the jobs and adjust ratel. It was a 
<Iuestion of adjustment of wages that brought this 2-aima increase. 
Mr. llomi misundel'Rtood that to cover all the workers whereas in 
ract it covered only tI,e lower rated men. We had some discuR.~ion on 
the question and as a compromise it was finally agreed that we would 
move the men on lower rated jobs into higher rated jobs and continue 

. to pay them lower rates till they learnt the new job when they would get 
the 2-anna. increment. That was one of the causes of misunderstanding. 

0·4269. With regard to the acting allowances to men acting in 
~he place of absentees. did you agree to that on general term~7-We 
are in the best position to determine whether a man ought to get :m 
acting allowance or not. We are giving it now also. 

0·427G. Was it ever partly granted and partly 110t granted 7-
Suppose there is a man getting Rs. 2-8-0 a day in the mill. If another 
man getting Rs. 2 a day takes this man'. place we pay him, Rs. 2 
a day till he is able to do the new job thoroughly. If he is able to 
rio it "'ell he is paid RI>. 2-8-0 like the first man. We have a mechanic 
on Rs. 250 a month. a sort of general foreman. The man next to 
him is on RR. 100 a montb. He can act as head but he is not the 
real head. If the head foreman is absent and the assistant acts 
in his place. should he get his wages? It is ridiculous. The Electrical 
Engineer msy be off for >l day and his assistant may take his place, 
but if there is a vacancy he cannot qualify for the job. 

D-4271. Mr." Giri wanted to see you but it is said that you refu"ed 
to see him. What were the groUnds on which you refused to see him 7-, 
We tried.lloDd made arrangements with the Union to meet them. We 
pleaded with them not to go on strike in order to take advantage of 
the Trade .Disputes Act. We consented to meet Mr . .Girl or anybody 
provided the works were not shut down. But we were deceived 
absolutely .. When all these things were taking place before the strike 
Mr. Homi said that the question of suspension WI'S the most important 
one and that if it was settled all the rest could be straightened out 
easily. I had a conference with Mr. Homi and his friends and I 



agreed not to discharge or suspend even & single m&n next week.. no 
m&tter what they did, whether they tpre the furnace down or shattered 
the mill. If the mill went all right next week I a.,OTeed to do the 
.ame for the next week. We did not want to. snspend the men or 
discharge the men because we should have had to get other men to take 
the place of. the discharged or suspended men. I told Mr. Homi that 
here 'Was a chance for his Union to fnnction and keep the men all 
right and asked him whether he had any other grievances to put 
forward. He said there was not.hing. This was on Friday and I told 
Mr. Homi I expected to get along very well next week. We begin 
work on Sunday night. I was &t Jamshedpur on Sunday afternoon. 
At 6 o'clock I was told there was a strike iu the mill. I was surprised 
at the turn of events and went straight to the mill aud saw a number 
of men at the mill gate wearing picket badges. I asked them why 
they were doing that and they said they were on strike and that 
Mitra baboo had given them these badges. I sent for Mr. Mitra 
and asked him what all this was about and told him: .. You were· 
in my office on l<nday. We left as good friends. No issue was at 
stake. The only important question was th&t of suspensions and that 
was gmnted to you. Now why &re your men on strike? What are· 
they on strike for?" Mr. Mitro, said that his men had revolted I 

0.4272. Are your labour charges in the shape of wages greater 
now than before the strike?-Our charges are not greater. The men 
are earning more money. They were earning 11 per cent. bonus before, 
now they are earning 22 per cent. bonus. 

D-4273. The rates have not changed at all ?-No. 

0·4274. Sir Alexander M"N"ay: These increased wages per man. 
of which YOIl h&ve told us, are due to increased output?-Yes. 

0·4275. Mr. Ahmed: You are ill favour of & Union being started 
on British Iines?-If it is started ou the same lines as OJ, Britisli or 
American or any other bona fide Trade Union, I would have no 
objection to it. . 

D·4276. In Great Britain pit'keting is legal ?-Picketing is legal 
in most countries, but the. Union authorities are held responsible for 
the action of the pieketers. Here- they are not. 

D·4277. Do you object to picketing?-I ha\'e no objection to 
peaceful picketing. I object to it when it passes the stage of peaceful 
picketing, and that is what happened in our strike. It was an absolute 
reign of terror to the Indian who wanted to come to work. The men 
who -want to work should be permitted to wonk. 

D·427S. Was it not the cause of the strike that the workmen 
wanted a hilrher rate of wage?-No. 

D-4279. What jlI'as their grievance ?-You have just heard ma 
state that. in·my office, 36 hours before the strike was declared, they 
had no gnevances. . 



b-4280. You remember that in the Legislative Assembly last year 
there was a debate about the matter, and that a resolution was passed. 
What have you to say about that ?-It seemed to suit the occasion 
very well to have that debate in the Assembly just when it occurred, 
b~Ca.use· the . Lahore Conference was not very far off. . 

D~4281. Have politics been mixed up in the m~tter?-The 
politicians were the ones. wbo took it up in the Assembly. 

D-4282. And they applied politics to the case of your Compauy\'-
Naturally.' -

D-4283. What is the attitude of these lenders against your 
Company? Do they want to ruin you in your business?-That is 
rather a broad statement. 

D-4284. Your managing staff are Europeans, and the shareholders 
are European.' Therefore these Congress men are against you \'-1 
would not like to make a positive statement, but it seemed to be a 
very. convenie!].t issue. 

0-4285. Si'f Alexttnde'f Mu .... ay: How many Europeans have 
you \'-The total number of Europeans on our books was 120. The 
total number of Europeans on our books now is 37. In a yesr from 
now' we expect. as contracts expire, that there will- be at least ten or 
twelve less. We do not feel that that i. too bad in the way _ of 
Indianization in such a short period as 6! years in such a highly 
technical process. 

D-4286. MT. Ahmed: Do you honestly think that coolies getting 
9 annas a day can maintain themselves, their wives and· their children 1'

. They are doing it. We a.re offering inducements to our coolies. We 
have coolies earning Rs. 2 a da.y. If they show an aptitude and 
inclination to get on we promote them. 

0-4287. They do not get a living wagel'-(Mr. Townend): The 
villages round Jamshedpur. where a number of these people come from, 
are unquestionably the best looking villages in India, because the 
people supplement their ..ncultural earnings by working in the steel 
works or in our plant; and the wages they get industrially are far 
higher than they would ever get ou their fields. 

. 0-4288. Only 10 per cent. of local people sre employed in your 
iactory. 90 per cemt. come from outside?-Yes. and those 90 per cent. 
~!lrn more than 9 annas. 

0-4289 •. How is it. that, with the high wages that you pay, you 
cannot get more than 10 per cent. of your people from the locality 
and adjoining districts ?-They are not of the right mental ~'ype. 

0-4290. Ca.n the adjoining districts not supply men of that tyPe ?""""'i"" 
No. They go. up to the tea gardens..» . , .. 

I _ • 

0-4291. I take it that is because they can earn much more ip • 
the tea gardens than they can earn at your place ?-Oh no. J 
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0 .. 4292. Do the coolies here carry loads ?-They unload coal. 
0-4293. That does not require much skill. If it is more

remunerative here to do that work why do they not;· stick to your 
factory instead of going to far-distant places?-We get all we need. 

0-4294. What is the proportion of your coolie labour that comes 
from outside the district ?-All our coolie labour comes from the 
immediate locality, say within a radiuR of 100 or 200 miles. I want 
to make it clear that we nev~.r recruit from outside. We employ our 
labour at the works' gates, and it happens to come from all.over India.. 

0-4295. How is it that wll\ln Punjabis come from thousands of 
miles away at your rate of pay you do not get Begalis or Biharis\'
(Mr. Leyshon): The Punjabi physically is stronger than the average 
Indian. and the Punjabi, working at the furnaces doing hard work, 
receives the most pay. 

0-4296. We have heard that the workers have grievances about 
housing accommodation, maternity benefit, bonus, workmen's compen
sation and lack of other ameuities. Do yon say that, in spite of these 
complaints, they are contented\'-Yes. 

0-4297. Then how is it they get into the hands of exploiters \'
That is what I cannot understand. All these things were promised to 
the Union then, and the men have received them now. Everything 
was apparently settled 36 hours before the sl.rike. Why they went 
on strike we do !,ot know. 

0-4298. You haye ·among your officers some educated Indians?
Yes. We are endeavouring to Indianize wherever it is possible. 

0-4299. Could you not gain them over?-(Mr. Townend}: They 
were mainly the Union leaders. 

0 .. 4300. The Trade Disputes Bill was passed a year ago.. Did 
you take advantage of it ?-(Mr. I.J!lyshonl: We pleaded with the 
Union officials to wait until the Trade Disputes Act became effective 
and then to take advantage of it. 

0 .. 4301. Did you take advantage of it?-We told the men to take 
advant3ge of it. We told them to wait, and they absolntely ignored 
the Act and went oul; on strike. 

0-4302. Did you avail yourselves of it?-We could not apply it, 
because we did not know the men were going on strike. We had 
had no quarrel with the men. 

0-4303. After they went out on strike did you take any steps?
After they struck we waited for Olle week for them to send a delegation 
to see _us. We thought it was their place to do so, since they had 

V'atruck) .bi'lt they did not do so. We then put a notice np offering tliem 
all theit- jobs·. They langhed at that. Then we decided to open th!l 

'. works for' those' who wanted to come and· work, and we had no 
t~uble in getting m.en. 
~ . 



D-43i14. There is .. provision that representatives of labour and 
employers shall negotiate in order to settle matters ?-Not after .. strike. 
We were willing to do it before they closed the works down. If at 
any future time we should have .. Union in our works again, it will 
be on the distinct understanding that before a strike is declared they 
will take advantage of the Trade. Disputes Act before they close the 
works down. Then we will negotiate; but if they strike without any 
notice, and then ask for the application of the Trade Disputes Act, 
it will be refused as far as we are concerned. 

0-4305. Mr. Clow: Was the substitution of suspensions for fines 
C'Opied by you from the Steel Company, or did the other Company copy 
it from you?-We did not copy it from anyone. When we started in 
India we were new, and fining a fellow a couple of annas was done as a 
penalty. We did not approve of it. We thought that whatever a man 
earned he should get. Although our foremen insisted that they could 
get better results from fines, we altered it to suspension for one day. 

0-4306. Is suspension more or less unpopular than fining?-It 
is not unpopular for this reasou. We try to allow, as 'far as possible, 
for the mentality of the average Indian. We have regular meetings 
lVith our foremen and take these things into consideration. We do not 
take advantage of the a.-erage Indian because he makes a mistake. 
We try to reason with him. If he persists in doing it, then we suspend 
him for a. day. 

0-4307. What proportion of the men you now have were with you 
immediately before the strike ?-One-thira. 

D-4308. Did they work harmoniously with the new ):lands?
Absolutely. 

D-43Q'. What happened to the 2,000 men who left your employ?-
Most of them wen~ home. . 

D-4310. To what extent is it possible for a man to rise in the_ 
works? Does the ordinary unskilled man ever rise out of that grsde?
Ye8. Some of the one-time coolies are now operators making Rs. 2-8-0 
a day. If you go through our plant looking for coolies making Re. 2-8-0 
a i1ay you will not find them, because they have ceased to be coolies. 
If an Indian proves to be efficient, irrespective -of his creed we try. 
to help him. 

D-4311. With regard to the meu who have been placed in the jobs 
formerly held by Welshmen, what class are they drawn from; how did 
you get them ?-They simply came to us when we opened the works. 
They came from all parts of the ·country. . 

0-4312. Had they previous experience?-No; we have taught every 
Indian. 

D-4313. Even those holding supervisory jobs?-Yes. 

______ 0-4314. SiT Alea:ander Murray: We have found during our tour I most strikes have had a.n ~omio basis. They are based on some 
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grounds of ditTerence of opinion I·etween the employer and the employees. 
We have also found that concessions are nearly always given after a 
strike. Do you wonder, therefore, that the illiterate Indian worker. 
looks upon a strike as his most effective weapon?-It is' only natural for 
him to do so. 

0-4315. Speaking from your long experience when .. a dispute 
exists or is apprehended " what do you suggest ought to be done?
I would suggest that it should be made generally known that the Trade 
Disputes Act has been passed, with the intention of helping capital and 
labeur to prevent disputes which are generally disastrous to both sides. 
It should be made public that the 'rrade Disputes Act is a law of India, 
and must be applied. The labour leaders all over India should say to 
every Union .. Before you "trike you must take advantage of this law. 
If you do, we will back you up. If you do not we will not back you up ". 

0-4316. Supposing a dispute exists or 'is apprehended, and the 
parties do not agree to Government nominating anybody: Govern
ment is forced to act.,!1n its own initiative. Government has two 
courses open to it: either to appoint a board pf conciliation 01' a court of 
inquiry. Take a board of conciliation. Is that possible when the parties 
lire not agreed ?-Not as long as the Trade Disputes Act is el!'ective. 

0·4317. This is under the Trade Disputes Act?-It might be 
a.pplied before the strike. 

- 0-4318. This is before the strike. Can yon imagine a board of 
conciJistion fnnctioning within your plant before the strike takes 
pJace?-We would have been c1elighted to have had it before the strike. 

0-4319. A hoard of conciliation or a court of enqqiry?-It would 
have made no difference to us before the strike. 

0-432t1. You would have personally welcomed 8 court of inquiry 
before the strike ?-Absolutely. 

0-4321. What was your reason for not welcoming it after the 
strike ?-I do not believe there was any period during the strike when 
the Government of Bihar !;Ind Orissa was not thoroughly conversant 
with every move that went on. The Commissioner and Deputy Com
missioner visited our place regularly. T/ley knew exactly what the 
Company was doing, and I have reason to believe that they knew what 
the- other side was doing. WIlen the strike was first decJared the men 
took up a fighting attitude. suying .. We will bring this Company to 
their knees ". The men believed it. That was the feeling for the first 
two months. The leaders said .. The C-ompany is not operating the 
plant, They are only burning oiL They are only doing this and that, 
It is all blul!'. Don't you be fooled hy it ". While they were doing 
that; I had 2,700 men inside the plant within five weeks. Mr. Dain 
came to me several times and said .. What do you think of a court of 
inquiry? I said we were not a.king for it. He said" Do you object?" 
I did not object, but as far .... I was personally concerned I did not 
want it for this reason: the pe~eeful picketers an.d t/le others o\1tside 
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said 0,' Thete ,fs going'to be a c:mrt of inquiry appointed, and as soon as ' 
it is appointed we will get our settlement ". Tbat was one of the 
biggest things we had to counteract inside the works, The 
workmen inside came to Mr. Russell and Mr. Price and said " Is the 
court of inquiry going to be appointed? .. The strikers say we shall lose' 
our jobs if it is ". ' 

D-4322. Your particul3r position was complicated by the fact that 
your plant, as a matter of fact" was running, and tbat a court of inquiry 

_ would have complicated the situation, and would have discouraged a 
lot of the men who were inside?-Yes. 

D-4323. A court of inquiry could have been held before the strike,' 
when you were having a difference of opinion with your workers?-Yes. 

D04324. Or if it had been asked for after the strike had taken place, 
and if all the workers had been out ?-yea. 

D-4325. But your plant. having been started up again with tresh 
hands, you were afraid that a court of. inquiry might have complicated 
the issue?-Yes. 

D.t328. Have you any suggestions to make to us with regard to 
the maintenance of Jaw and order in this area ?-I believe that when 
there is a strike on there should be plenty of police protection in order 
to pre""rve law and order. They should.not help the manufacturer. nor 
should they help the men who are on strike, but they' should be 
absolutely neutral. We found that they' were absolutely neutral in 
our strike. There were reports that the Government and the police 
were helping the Company. It is not true. 

(The witne~Bes withdrew). 
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Assam Labour Board, II. 391-4_ 
~gal jnte mills. recruitment. II, 107-JO. 
Cost.oflh·ing, I, p. 32. II, 93.6~ 36.'10·7. 
EmpJ9yera' Liability Act, 1880, I. p. 50, lI. 18-20" 62-
Yactories, railways in,!' p. 46. II, 43-6. 
J"a.ctories Act. proBeCUtions. I, p. 8]. II. 56-8. 
Health :. 

Dictary~ I, p. 76.lJ. 174. 
Maternity benefits. IT. 42. 
Medical faciJiHel!, 11. it'WO-I. 
SicknesS insuranre, 1. pp. 35-6. II, ] 2-5, 66-8. 
State Medical Service, II, 13. 

Bours, fa('torj~ 1. pp. 55. 56. II. 53, 97, 100-2. 
Ind.bt.dn .... II, 3678-8. . 
¥ustri&l w.pulea, I. pp. 79, llfi-46, II. 76-91. 134, 3748-50, 3679-.1. 

Intervention~ I. p. 143-4,lJ. 3639.40. 3643-7, 3685-9"l, 37fH. 
Intimidation and lawle-slJIle~ D. 3742-7. 
Pick.tting, II. 3672-5. . 
Police and &trikeno, ll. 3667-71. 

IDdustrial efficiency of -work-en, I~ p. 75-6, 11, 72-3. 
J"",shedpur , 

Faets about town, adminj,stration. dc.~ I. p. 115.6. 11. 36:!6-~, ~)7f}{i-2!t, 
3755-8.3762-71. 

IndU8tria) unrest.. II. 3762-4. 
Labour, kamia ~yetcm.lJ. 37-41-
Labour Assooiatiol;, J8mahedpur~ T. pp. 123-5, 128-30. 133-9, 14-0. 146. 
Labour Fedexation, Jamshedpur, I, p. 140-1, 146. 
L&bour IJUpervisor, II. 9-11 . 
.L&nd, cultivation of, II, 59·eO. 
lliption to ot·her provint>ee, I. p. 3, II. 2·5. 146-9. 
Recruitment, I, p. 131.11. 3702. 3705,3759. 

Labour Bureau, II, 3SH)' 
Public Employment Agencies. I. p. 15. n, 137.(0. 

Safety in faotorie&, accidents. I. pp. 44·5, 46, n. 113·6.. 
1Jostbw1J~ payment, II, J 35-6. 
Stall, I, p_ 131-2. II, 3658-60, 3724-8. 3734-: . 

Relations with rank and file, I, p. 2), II, 7-U. 
Tinplate Union. I. PI}. J42:'(}' 
Trade combinatio"8~ I. p. 79. ll, 166-S. 
Unemployment. I, FP. 14-5, II. 6. 61-6,136-40,144-50_ 
Wagee,.l, pp. 64 .. 131, 11, 3648·9~ M • 

.Minimum, I, p. 'tQ, 11. 21. 71. 
Carpenters and plougllmen9 I, p. 66. II. 103-4. 151·4. 
Payment,I, p. i2.1l. 22-5, 156·9. 

weUare, II. 3661-3. 3.93-9. 3730-3. 
Workmen's ('omFensation. I. p. 48-9. II. 16.47·31.111·4. 

DANDEKAR, P. B., Raising Contraetor, Jeaigora Colliery: II. 1558·1600. 
ContractoJ"8t aY8tem. 11, 1559. 1563. 
D&ya worked per week. II. 1365. 1576. 

\ Tuba9 supply. 1I.lu68-73. 
Waf!"", ll, 1567A·9. . 

Deduotions.. 11, }i;t)2·3 • 
.E&rnin@R~ lIt 1575. 
Payment. II.lOn-80, 1590_ 
Bardllf"8 or &rlcan.lI. 1584·7. 

Bhemo Main ColJlery, oondit-iona at. worm8. III p. 103-8; Sirear, C1w.Uerjn l;anbe1flJri • 
. ll. 900.)026 i Ht:fllA lIJ 1027·S4; So1;a" 8iffgA.1I, 1086·9. 
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DIseIpllne, o.aIliolds, 
Amenability ofminert!. Kirk, 11, 2548 i Simpson. II~ 27a3·.~ 
Unwilling workf"rs would go. Bray. 11. 2879-8tl. 

DIseasos, 
Cholera. : • 

Cases and deaths, Gm:ernmetl.t. I, pp._27, 32; Ryle,_ Tlwltllli. I~ pp. 198,201,. 
Indian .Mining Fdn .• I. p. 219, 

Extent 01. MuUick, II, 3330. 
practically Non~, Tinplate Co., T. \1. 174. 
Oeca.sionaleaBe8ouly. Tala lronund Skel CQ" I, p. un ; Uludterjee, II, 977~8. 
Outbreaks controUed..I"dian Colliery Kmployus' .488;/" I. p, lS3. Lang~I. p. 2U ... 
Periodi('al outbreaka and ar.rangements not always satisfactory, Kodarma Jlw 

Mining A$8R •• I. p. 96. (Crellin .• SaMma)+ II. 916-2'Ja-. . 
Reduction as result of work of ,Mines Board of Health and Water Board. Lang,. 

r. p. 234; Thadani. II,1827·S; Bray,n. 28S3. ::2935. 29t'1$':'1o. 
Coal·du9t.littie ill-effect fro"m, Got'€f'mn('nt~ I, p. 31. Rylea, Thad!,,~i.l. p~'Wm., 
Coughs and fl"Vet'S. tcOrh:r8.. II. p. 107. . 
Dysentery. pre~a.lence. Tinplate Go., I. p. 174; Jlullick. II. 3318. _---.. ~ 
Dy86D.tery and diarrh<E{!. death from, 1927. Indian MiRing ~ .• 1~ p. :U •• 
Enteric fe~r~ statistics. Taia Iron Brut Ste.tl Co., I. p. 15Q.. * 
in Factories, no large a.mount known of, Bmdy~ II, 22.."i. ~ 
Fe""", \~ 

Deaths from. 1927, I-ndian Mining lldn., I. p. 219. ~ 
Incidence, Ja.mahedpur~ 1926, 1927. 1928, Government, I. p. '3~\ 

llookworm , ) 
Co.u~ of rela.tive inefficiency of labonr. Jaywnoal, I, p. 88. 
among Children in mica.. industry Dot noticed.~ &Jrana, II. 9l3. 
Connection with work underground. Lang.!. p. 226. 
Few casos. Mullick, II. 3318. , 
little Ulnesafrom •• Jhn.ria, mining settlement, Gorenumn4 I, p. 31. \ 
Investigation by medic&l officer of Jharla Mines Board of Health, Ryld\ ThadaM, 

I, p. 199. . .. 
Mass treR.tment considered by Jharia- Mines Boa.rd of Health but not. lIJlder--

taken. Rylea. Tluuiani. I, p. 199. '," 
practically None~ Tinplate Co., L p. 174. 
Prevalenct>. Oovemmt"ni, I, p. 31 ;. Tala iron alid Steel Co .• I. p. 151 ; Rylu, 

Thadan-i.l, p. 199·200-, 201, II. 1708-9. Lang. I, p. 224. 
Statmics, a-.m ...... I, po 32; Tata lron and 8<e<1 0 •• , I, p. 150. 
Treatment. ex.tent of. a.nd extent to which necessary. Rylu. Thadattl, ~~p.·200. 

hldus>ri&l , • 
Asthma from gas poisoning. ocasional cases) Tala I ron. and SUel .Ce., I.U>. 

151, (AI"",.d<f') II,3952.6. 
Mica industry. nOlle, Sa.ha~ II,915. 
Mines, practically no ca.ses, La1l!J. I, p. 227. 
Not Prevalent, Gooernml'!nt. I, p. 35. 

Itala.. Aut' : 
Extent of, TiTlplaIe Co., I, p. 174; R!,u,'t. T4rulani, I, p. 201. 
Imported. eases., Li~flJta1U1.I. p. 100; Tala-1ron and Sled Co., I. p. J5l. 
jn Miu{!fI8-nd A&eam ten- gardens, A 8i1lOO. I, p. 92 ·lI. 639·-4-2. 
Statistica. Government, I. p. 32 ; Tala Iron tl'lfd Sled Co., I, p. 100. 

Kala-ria : 
a few Cases in ~n. Chatkrju, lI, 977. 
Cause ofrela-tive inefficiency of labour, Jaytz$tlX(/. I. p. 88. 
Control. meuurea in hand. Tutu Iron aM Steel Co .• I. p. 151, 
Government should deal with. Joyaswai, I~ 462-6. 
Incidence. Jamshedpur, 1926, 1927, 1928, 001.1ernmen.t~ I, p. 32. 
Prevalence of. Takl Iron and Staleo •• It p. 150; Tinplate Co., I. p. 174; By,", 

Thadani, I. p, 201; LaRf/. I. p. 224; MuUiclr. II, 33HL 
:Minera' cramp unknc-wn. Lang. I. p.224. 
Na.ture of, BtlIOO, I. p. 92. 
NYIt&gmust UDknOwn~ Lang,!. pp. 2::4. 227. 
Phthisis, treatment facilitie8 advocated for ("1erk and teacher clasaes, Bihar .. 

0rM"a Council of Wome.n. I, p. 104. 
Plague, -

almost entirely Absent, Ryl~. Thrulani. r~ p. 201. 
De&ths from, 192'7, Jftdian Mini'Hfl Fdn •• I. p. 219. 

Reapiratory. deatbs froID J 1927. i1J(lian Mini?lg l-dn .• l. p. 219 . 
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D2IeaIe. ccmald. 
Sm&!l·pox: 

Ca.ses ~d de.a~h8. Govtrn-~nl. I, pp. 23. 27. 32; Ryle.a. Thtulalli .. I. pp. 198,20h 
IndJa1t MnUlJ{1 Fdn.~ I, p. 219. . 

a. Few C&ae8 in summer, OhaUnjee. II. 977 -S. 
Periodical outbreaks, 8ah.ana. II, 914. 

Tuberculosis, st&tistics. ToJ.alron and 8letl Co., I, p. ISO. 
'Yenereal : 

Incidence in industrial citie& above the &verage. Tala Iron and Stul Co., It p. 
160. ' 

Prevalence of, Indian Colliery Empl0JJU8' Assn .• I~ p. 183. Chrttterju, II, 
993, Sirear. II. 995-8. 

Statistics, Ryla. II. 1698·700. 
1lIudssaJsc: 

8oa1fie1da : 
of Indian subordin&tea to make room for Europeans and Anglo-Ind.ians. Jittt., 
. I .~. 188, 
" ~~'t!,an, II. 2021. 

Medic~;'~' II, 3779·80, 3972·7. Loy", ... , II, 4090, 4224-5. 
llininrAt , r : 
Pl'OvinntJtion with, Go~. I~ p. 11, (BrtU) II, 428·31. 
Pro" .roct on, D. N. Sinha, I. p. 101·2. 

/ 1;hl.. Lie/mans, I, p. 98·10(t , s,,?' p. N. 8i,,1I4, I, p.IOl; Roy I, p. 103. 

oI'k: 
~ntef>ism caused by. LanIJ. I. p. 234. 

&b.!iency impaired by. Indian Mine ManagulI' Aun., 4 p. 255 • 
..... Ji:tent of, Govern1Mn# I, p.73; Mitra~ pJc206, 207; Indian MiniJl{J A88&..-I,p. 

/' 250~ Fuwick. II. 1118-22; Thadani, II, 1700, 1900-3. 
/ prog shops, 

not Allowed on colliery, La1lOJ.8kr, II, 3249·60. 
Closure of. on eei'~in days. pt'oposn.1. T4acker ~ II~ 2536. 

Approval, Brag. II. 3069. • 
neM Collieries, detrimentaJ to labour intel'C8ts. Phaelur, n. 2539. 
Gradual closing at propoaed, P. O. Bose. II, 1297. 
at Hin~ object.iOl1B of propriet}l'8, 8impso~ II,2625·6. 

Habit. oo.usc of, India", Oolliery Employua' A8sn .• I. p. 183. 
Home brewing : 

Control, possibility of, Thndtmi, II, 17M-5. 
Isolated casee only. unca.rlu, II_325I. 
Right of aboriginal tribes. Tuckey, II. 3.252. -

Prevalenco of, Indian ColliEry EmpWyt!eJt' .asm •• I, p.l83, (MitUr) I. p. 100. 
total. Pl'obibition .advocated within eerta.in period. Thadani.lI. 1787-91. 
Reduction of licensed premises and r&ising standard of li~ etc., advo-

eatE.'d, Tlmdani. 11. 1701-7. .... 
Restriction'on sale and manufacture of drinks in (lolliery~areas de&mble, Kuloa. 

II. 2054. ... 
~(lhle. percentage of revenue derived from, 8impBon. II, 2751. 
'Grog shops: 

Keeping: of. away from mills, prop08&I. ~Tayaswal.. I. p. 90. 
Plantation!!, remo,;al to diet4.noo de::lirable, LieJmanB.I. p. 100. 
Reduution in number and keeping at disttmoe from fl\Ctories advoca.ted. 8,.,. 

Bihariji MilJ&. I, p. 105. 
Inereased indu4.rt'!lloo in, SJuu BlAariji Mill •• I~ p. 105. 
not Prevalent, Tinplttlf' Co .• I, p. ISO. 
Prohibition de.ira ble, Ojlla, II. 2534-6. 

JIrug taking : 
Coalfields: 

Absenteeism 'l·aused by. Lang, ~ p. 234. 
Eiliciency impaired by. Indian MiRe Ma1UlfItn' A .... , It p. 200. 
Increase, 81ree Bihariji MilU. If p. 105. 
not Prevalent. T)"plate 00.. II po' ISO. 
Shops. rDduotion in number and keeping at dista.noa from. fa.ctoriea advooMed. 

8h .... Bihariji Mil"'. 1, p. 105. 
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Dpentery .... ,,""" Dis ....... 

Bast IndIan Railway Union, roomberah;p H",.ji.uJ I, p. 83, II, 121. 

Bluoatlon: 
Adult, 

nem.od growmg, AI~ II, 3912. 
Facilities. FatDC1U. It pp. 104-5; Tala Iron and. Steel (Jo., I~ pp.155. 156J (Ale.-»" 

d.o-) II, 3913·5. 
Coalfields. ~ Educathn on Ccatft!lds. 
CommerciaJ oollegP. nood fOT. Jaya$wal. I.. p. 87. 
Compulsory, 

Atlvoca.ted. Miuu I. p. 188 ; OjAd II.- 2529·32. 
Government opposition. A. Sinha I. p. 94. 

• Need for. Jayasw«ll. Pl" 88·9. II. 496·9. 
Development of, the majn essential for higher standa.rd of livi 

Mini"ll Fd". I. PI" 210·1. (OjAa). II. 2269·71, 2338, 2429, 2526·8. 
Dm.wing and PhysiC's should be compulsory subject-s in middl,~ 

Jayamoal. I. PI" 89. . \, 
Engineering eollt"gl'l. students from, criticism, Jayaawal, 1, p.~S7. i 
English higb schools, A, Si., I~ p. 92. \" 
Expenditure on. JaYQ4~ral. I. pp. 88.89. 
Facilities pl'm-ided by employers. particws.rs of, Tata Iron ami at 

155, 156. 
Fa.ciiitiea provided by Government antt-locaJ. Boa.rds, Govenunent. I. 
Facilities in industrial areas. FawcuJf. I. Pi'. 105. lOS; Tata Iron ana 

155·6. 
Factories. percentage of workmen without. Gooornmeflt~ I~ p. 76. 
Factory schooIs.. Fawnu. I. p. 104. 
Giridih school,. ~. 3261. 
Importance of. Kirk, II. 2555. 
Industrial, technical and voca.tional ! 

Jamshedpur Technical Institute. Tala Iron. and StuJ. 00 •• I. p. 148. 
Need for. J"ytUtII<ll. I. p. 86; A. S.Me I, pp. 90-92. 
Night school. Tala Iron and SeW. Co.~ I. p. 100. ~ 
Pr<n-ision by t'mployers fOl' children and adults~ advocated. ~ ~.11.". 

Jarruhulpur. I. p. lIO. 
SchoolB, Gupta. IT. 161·4. 

Ja.msherlpur Board of Works. aotivities and eontn1mtion to~ Tinplate Co.,. I. :p. 
174. 

'Literacy percenlage~ JuytU!fDUl. I. p. 88. I 
Night schools : 

for Adult workers and half time workers advocated, A. Si-flM, I, p. 92. 
Advocated. and employers might be prepared to pa.y part of cost, Jaya~"'f 

517·9. , 
Primary : 

Indian Mining Association, no declared policy n. Bray. II, 2910~2. J 

Need for. A. SiMa, I. p. 92. ( 
Provisioll of facilities by employers: --

Advocated, lAbour Fdn., Jat1Uldedpv 1."'p. 110. 
Extent of, Gooornmotni, I. p. 40-1. 
roor Support of, GQvunn:ett, 4 p. 40~ 

Sohools started since holding of Trade Union- Congress in 1921. P. O. "fIH,. lI". 
1485. . 

Tea. plantations. l~iefmaR8. I~ p. 100. 
Villages. improvement of facilities. import.&noe of, J(J,1JfU'lral. t. p. 86. 
Weaving st'hoo). half.time~ Gupta, n. 161-6. 

Ed1lC!&UJ;n on Ci)alftelds: 
Adult, 

Classe8. Simpmtl, 11. p. :2684. .. 
( no S('heme. of. oxcept school at, GU'idih. ~. ll. 3258·61. .. 

for Adult.s and half timON, no provision by employers.- Rylu. Phadani. I. p. 200. 
no ATn\lI~ment made, lndian Colliery EmplcyuS' A.wt-•• 1. p. 184; I11diaB JlifJe 

MaftafJt'1'8' A88ft.~ I. p. 254. 
AttcndanN!' of miners' ~hildn'n and dlildren of wiled st.aff, poor~ Jhari& mining 

settlement. r.ommm61-l. I. p. 89. 
Attitude of parenta, Kulan I. p. 260; P. O. B~. IT, 1392·3; Kirk, II, 2656-7. 
Compulsory. ad\"OMtoE'd. P. C. Boft. II, 1498. 1532. 
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Jlda_.n on Coalll.ldlI :-<>oncld. 
Dhanbad,- facilities at, and po'Mibly in exceBI of requirements. A. 8J1Ut~ I, p. 92 

Indian Mining A8.m.~ 1. p. 245. 
East Indian Railway 8yate~ FaWC1l.8, I, p. 104; LanctUter, II, 3182-202. 3255~7. 

Dislike of coaJ cutting amongst students of. Lancaater, n, 3'194·202. 
I'acilitiea,. FaWC'U8. I, p. 104 : Lang~ I, p. 224; Indian Mining ...488n., I~ p. 24lS; 

Worker., II, pp.I07, 108, 123; F ... wi<k, !I, lIOS·14; P.O. B_, II, 1462-3; 
8._ ... , II, 2615.6.2755·5; P","""", II, 2940. 

lnodequacy, 8. K. Boa', I,p. 193. 
None, B~i, II, 2240. 
would be \"clcomed. UJOTkers, n. p. 107. 

F&eilitios, but attendance not good, IN4ian Mi'lli1U] 1'd"., I., p. 215. (0;4<1) n. 
2427-8; Bak&i, n 120!..s~ 1248·54 . 

. Giridth, system "t. ·Fnwc1U. I., p. 104, Lang, I, p. 224. Sjm~Qn,.. II, 2617-9. 
Girls. poor attendance and abandonment, Lancaater, II. 3296. . 
Government responsibility, Ojha. II. 2477-8. • 
- .)fatte.r for whole of India.. not for mine owners in particul&r. Bray. II. 2937 ; 

. I~~, II, 2941.2. 
l'one, K:~peeHon of children. K€r!mt, r. p. 200. 
Syttu'J ducation adviS?ry board, former ~antribution to, OJ/N, n, 2376 . 

........ re I' nsdvoeatcd, MiMer I. p. 190; 8. [ •. IXMe I, p. 193. 
/ "'buses ~ .. 'On .by em~loyers •. extent of. and af. ntili~t~on, Governmt!1ll, I. p. ,39; Bglu, 

""_,,_ -Mm, I, p. 200; OJha, I. p. 2<J8 104"", M.A."" Fdn., I. p. 214; 8."'1'-' II, 
:,~!5.7. 

~ol maintained with grant.in·aid from DiBtriet Board and contributions fro. 
~Vf'rnmE'nt &Ild collient:a. Keelan., II., 2211-4. 

! ~l for miners~ sons, &lld question whether boys will work in mines, T4=c:ktr, n. 
f 1391-li. 

! ~ls mainly al tended by children of salaried workmen not miners, IftdiaA Colliery 
/> . • pioy<es' A881l., I, p. 184, (P.O. BOM) II, 1390·\. 

Technical. La'tlg, 1. p. 22:2 ; lnduin Mini,,!! ..48sn., I. p. 245 ; Indian .Mine Manager6' 
J A"8ft., If p. 254; Simpaon. II, 2785·8-. 2839·41. 

EmplOyers' LJablUIy AnI, 1880 : 
LcgisIa.t.ion on lines of : 

Considerations re.,·(}Of'erN1nefIl I~ p. W. Dain, n. 18·20, 52. 
not N~-etrSary~ lndm~ Afi1l4ng Fda., I, p. 21.1. 

"ployers' and Workmen's Disputes Act: 
not in l~se. Gcvcnmumi. l~ p. 79. 
Use of. not known A. Sinlla, I, p. 95. 

Employment. tl'tatistks of persons employed, 1911~ ]921. 1927 8lld 1928. Got:en~ 1. 
p.3. 

Bnteric fever IJU under Diseases. 
ETAWARI KAMDOO, boy mica. cntteT~ Loeai Faet-OJJ', II, 709·720. 
~ .. torI •• : 

ne a/MI s-ubject AealUng.s. 
Certifying surgeons, Brady. II. 21 T -21. 
Government, imp1'oTement of conditions of labour in. importance of~ J(J~ I, 

p.8o. 
llUJpection : 

Administ.ration. efficiency of, Got'l'rnm~/. I, p. 81. 
Assistance reCf!ived from Chief Inspector, Tala Iran and Steel Co., I, p. 107. 
Extent· of, &Ild ·increa..sea desirable, Brady, II, pp. 202·5. 
Inwgo faet.criea, none, A. Binha. I. p. 00. 
Sat.isfa.ctory and demands of inspectors complied with, Ja~. I, p. S9, II. 467-1.. 
Staff, ao...n • ..,." I, p. SO. 
~u..,y, A. 8.nJm, 1, p. 95. 
~c.s. 1926 to 1928. Gover'ft.mmt, I. p. 81. 

Inapecto'" : 
Functions. Jaymwal. II, 500 ..... 
Medi~ Offi.<ler8 of Health t;$~jJicio inspectors formerly, Brady. n, 215,.,222.3. 
Subdivioional Officer eo, ~ 1, p. SO; Brnd" II, __ 11; Daia, !I, 3641·j. 

Labour: 
Fluctuation aooording to agrioultural oonditi ..... ~ 1, P. 14. 
Periodioalroturn to boJne diatrioto, ao...n ...... I, p. 9. 

Light and ..... tiIation, need fw .trlot attention to, BiMI' aY Ori_ 0_ t( 
- W ....... 1, p.ll)f. 
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Faotorl..........u. 
Medica! inspection: 

01 Children. Bmdy. II, p. 2111-21. 
Necessity for. doubt as to, Brady, n, 224-6. 

Railways in, rule for regulation of, found to be ultra mUll of Faotories Act, 00wnI 
menl~ I, p. 46, (Daln) II. 43·6. 

Temperature, measures re.. Tinplau Co.,!, p. 174. . 
with less than Twenty employees, employing powers~ ssw lDills only brought unde 

A-ct and question of general application, IJra.dy II. 233-6. 
Ventiiation inmftident in some amaller f&ctori~ GotJenlment. I~ p. 32. 

FaoIori .. Aot , 
Administration. neither vigorous nor efficient, A. B'~Aa~ I. p. 95. 
Application to mie& f&ctories~ extent of. CrelnfL, n. 780-3. 
Compliance with, level of. poor. Brady. II~ 204. 
EnIoroement. not sufficiently rigi<L Brady. n. 241-7; 
ExtenBion : 

to Mica factories. difficulty. Brady. n. 226-8. 
to certain t'nregistered. factories, desirable, Brady, n. 232-9. 

Failure to observe. complaints received from workers. but majoph 
Brody. II. 196. I 

Prose<'lltions under: 
1921-28, Government. T. p. 81. 
Polioy re. Ooventmnd, I, p. 81, (Dain) II. p. 56-8. 
Procedure, BradV. II. 212.4, 240. 
Small number, fE'a80DBt Brady. n, 2634. 

Section 41. doubt as to adequacy <Jf penalty~ Govtmmenl~ I~ p • 

• aetory legislation: 
Acquaintance of workpoople 'aith. extent of~ Grx:ernme7li, I. ] 

Sled Co., r, p. 163. 
InfOl'Dl.&tion to workers" means of. Brady, n t 197·2-01. ""
Vernacular tral'sie.tions, di!!trjLution to workers advocated, A. SiMa. ~f't 
Workers ignorant of~ A. Sinha, I. p. 95. 

Palr W_ Clause In pubU. contracts : 
Advocated. A. SSMa.f I. p. 93.. 
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['4-"'ian Mining Fm., I, p. 215; La.ng, I. p. 227, 228; Indian Mining A ..... It p. 
246, (KulGn, Heron), II. 2033-42; Indian MiM Man.agf!r/t' A&m'J I. p. 2"~' 
FfmfDick~ II, 1124--9. P. C. Bou. n. 1337; 8imp30rJ. II, 2644'0. 

Attendance- poor, Heu.tII. II. 1050. 
Chockon, 8..,4 II, 103740.1050.<l. 
Daily limitation: 

no' IJeoirable, K_ .. 1, p. 260. 
Legislation! 

Advocated. A. SiMa, I, p. 93. 
not Desirable a.t present, Clownt-ment,. I, p. 60. 

Posaibility. Mitt". I. p. 191. 
-- -D-.Qble and desitable. I naia" Colliery EJlIfIkJgua' Aun. •• I. p. 184. • 

.:::s not Bnit miners, Ojha. L p. 209 • 
.,)f rost. Oovern~ I. p. 59. 60 j Indian. Colliery Employeu'·A381l., I. p. IN; 

Oj1.a,. I. p. 209; Indian Miaing Fedn.., I. p. 216.. Lang, I. p. 229; worbra. fi .. 
pp. 104.137.169; Fentricl.', II, lll7. 
Non~ A. Sinlw., I. p. 93, n, 579. 

Days WOTked per week. Governmmt, I. p. 57-9 ; Indiml OoUiery EmployU&~ A."., 
I. p. 184. (P. o. B_1. II. 1299; MiUeT. I, p. 188. lUI; 0;"". 1, p. 209; 1_ 
Mining Fed1l. .• 1, p. 21';; Ltmg~ L p. 228. Indian Mining .t!g.m •• I. p. 246, (Henm). 
II. 1951-5; 1Mia,. Miae Managen' ..48811., I. p. 254.; Ul?T0a. II. pp .. ..,lOl. 10'1. 
118.137.138+ 170. 171, 245, 341, 342, 365. 366; Fmwack. II. 1117; ~. 
II, 1565, 1576; Mvk""ii. Ii, p. U6;81a..,., II, 3102. 3157. 3162-5. 

S·hour d&y advOC&ted. P. O. b .... II, 151()'2. 
8-hour sbiftsyatem. lruUan Mine Managera' Aun .• 1, p. 254. 

Question qf. and considera.tion in 3 years time approved. BmIl~ n. 2924 30384~ 
3061. 

in E""""" of legaJ limit. Milm, I, p. 191 ; 8. K. B .... 1, p. 193. 
Exemptions, Govern~, 1,. p. 60-1 i Lang, I, p. 229. 
M hours week, reslaWtion : 

and Observance of, K_ .. I. p. 260. . 
but not Strictly oboerved, Indian Oo/li",!/ E",f'lu!I-' A ...... I. p. 184, (P.O. 

Bou). II, 1298, 1336. 
Working not allected, by. Ind .... Minittg Ptda., I, p. 115. 

Indian Mineo Act, possible effect, P.O. -.. II, 1298. 
In_ttent periods of work and rest underground, miners DOt luy, 'l'1uJda .... II, 

18514. 
Interva1a. Oooenunmt, I. p. 60; Ojita, I, p. 209; India. MinifLg Fedn., 1. p. 216; 

Lang, I. p_ 229. Indian Mining A8Bn.. 1. p. 246; I-nditm HiM Jl~' 
AM»" I. p. 2M. 8~ CrdJin. II. 849-62; 1DQrker. II, p. 119. 

Propooalo. Indian Oolli"'71 Employ .... A ...... I, p. 184; M;u ... I. p. lUI. 
_ underground for d&ys together, 8. K. _ .. 1, p. 193. 
Nine hours day. impossibility of working m~ and method. of preventing, &a.flIM, 

n.11l34-56. . 
Provioiona ... , adeqaaoy of. ~ I, p. 60. 
RednotioD : 

Dot Ad,'ieable. Gtwernmem. 1, p. 69. 
Advocated. &nd with bettor facilities production would be maintained 

or increased. India.". Oolliery Emploveu' ABB7J. •• I, p. 184. (P, O. BtJ&e). 
II, 1335, 133943. 

not Deairable., iMian Mine Managen' .Aa.m" I. p. 2M. 
Efloot on ...runge, Kula ... Oork. Purdy. II, 2036. 
Effect on output &oDd -coat of produetion. Oj~ I. pp. 209.210; 1,..,. 

Miu Managen' Aun •• I. p. 256; Simpson, II, 2648-9. 
Further than - 12 hours shift system. not desirable at pre!lent, LA",_ I. 

p. 228·9 r Si_, II. 2643-47. 
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11_ "a1I1,lds :-conoid. 
Redaction : __ • 

no Objeetian except that output might be reduced. Ojlla. n. 2288·9,24'79.88. 
Paeaibls if proper .apply of working materialo. Intlitm CoIli"'1l ~. 

hm., 1, P. 184. 
Regulation. no ill .!leota Imown, Ojha. n. 2332. 
Restrictiona, eff_ of. MiIttr, 1, p. lUI; ~. I, pp.226, 228, Iud..,. Mm. M...,.,...' 

..d&m.~ I. p.2M. ' 
Shift system, Iudia" Oolli"'1/ Employe'" hm., I, F. 183; ~. 1, p. 228; _-. 

II. pp. 104, 100. 122, 123; H<tdJ>. n. 1001-3; _, II, 1162. 1172-5. 
"" aI80 8 hour abiIt above, and 12 hour .hili bekno. 
Beneficial. reaulte but certain difficulties. Govem~· I, p. 09-60. 
Benefiu anticipated, Mittel'. I, p. 191 ; 11l.i:lia.n Mimng A~.t I, pp. 246" 2lM>. 
Difficulties, Keelan, I. p.. 260. 
probobls Effec .. of introduction and working of. La"". 1, p. 22>1. 
law suitable and deoimble. IMi<m Oolli"'1l Emp/oy<e.!- A __ • I, p. 184, 
Legislation" : non-approval of. but will be carried out~ Indian MW1&f I .... 

I, p. 215, (Ojlla) 2287. 
does not Buit smaller mines, Ojha, 1, p. 200; Indian Miniag Fetln. s 1, pp.. 

215-6. 
Suitablity of law ... Iating to, -.. ..... , I, p_ 59, 00. 

rSixty houro' .... triction.: 
effects of, Govtm'11letl.t, I, p. 59. 
Normal working not interfered with, OJ,,,,, I. p. 2V!!_ 

over 60, in & few cues. Healh, n, ]006·11-
no Sunday work except for clerks as " gaaeral rule, P. C. &.., II, 1539. 
12 hours .imit. Kula, ... If p. 260 .. 
12 hour ahift system: 

Approval of. Ojlla. I. p_ 208. 
Checking of hoars, La""""~. n. ~6. 
lruii&n Mining Assooiation, no concerted policy re: Bmy. II~ 2924·6. 
Met.hod'! of enforcing, Heron~ Purdy~ Kukm, n, 2J20-5; Simparm, II. 28M-.31. 
Preferable to 8 houl'&~ but 8 bours day from fACe to face would not be ob}eoW 

to. Iud;an Mining A ...... I. p. 246. (Heron, KeeI.n, P,,,,ly) II, 2039-49. 
110 .... Induslrl .. · 

Actua.l hoUl'8 worked, Oovern.ment, 1, pp. 51-3. Tala. Iran .cmd Stw ('0., I. p. 111# 
(Ako:a~) 11.4032-5; T'np/al< Co •• 1, p: 176. .. 

Application of Factories Act., a ............... T. p. 56. 
(}jtrJt,.p fq.ctOr1es, seven day week all year round, lL 8i7Jha, I. p. 93, ll, fi'lJ,6. 
",~ndian liquor ~<;I"r'M. JIl P...,.J!a,,-~ .'lmIo6, I. p_ 93 • 

.. ;e ....... ~~--'Uentin~t,,~~-J_. n ... ll~..:'Y' • .i15l.~JJ·._._. T •• ,"!I':~ (PekraoA) 
Cigdr ~ """dPR! • :-'d partmenta p"f,a 1,cm GXtl /h.io. vb., i, P. h ..... , 
ill ContmUno.l8 proceollS e " 

n. 3981-6. 
Daily limit: k Got>ernlneol I P. 54; Tatn 1,.",. a..! B/MJ_ 0.. •• 

aeneficial eff~t on wor men, ' • 
I. p- 159_ ble A 8- .... I P. 93 

~xt.ent to which deaira • • 'T' ~ O· I P 176 
DAys of reet, Go~menLat'L.~,P·F55,,.; j~. i. p. 112. 
, ReeommendatlOn. vuu-t' _'J Dain) 11 58 

Workmen's attidude. Govemmml, I. P. 55, ( ~. 
Days 'worked per wcek~ Govern-mat. I, p. 54. 

Eight h~~~~~ : Lobout Fetm., Jam.Wpur. I, p. 112. 
o Ad""",,-. ____ 1 II 502 6 

not App~ved. J~""T-pW. C.: i. p. 176, (L<pAon) n. 4178-81. - T. ia .... y 
Eight hour ablftayatem. It» 55-6' Tala lroncmG &eel Co.~ I, p. 109; r--
EsemptiOll8~ GQtlt:t'nmm'. # p. • 

Co •• I. p. 176. 
Ji'Iroruon. Jay",~ml. U, 470-2. 49(J.I. 571-5. 
Indigo factories. A. BUlba, I, p. 93,. II. 
IndiAn StateS. aOvenHn~. I. p. 8? NIIt'mitted boUN, propoaa~. J-aymwal. I, p~ 
Intermittent workel'8s moreaBe m r-

89, n, 47(J.l!. 1 114-5, (DoOA) II, 97; SA .... B;Aariji ..vi/U,I. p. 100, 
Intervals. Got!entment. I, pp. 5 J 

. Tm~ ~o... I, t:.:~7~6.: ... in hot weather tendenCY. Oovent-meHf. I, pp. 54-, 
¥>agor penod at ~_. -

lIid.:;' _I during, dUBoalty. Brady, I, p. 84. 
xsi? 
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R ...... _ .. 1-OOncld. 

Intervals ,......".,u. 

Recommendation f'e : Lobour Fedn •• Jama~J I. p~ 111. 
and Suitability of la.w, Tala If'OO. a,nd Stul Co., I. p. 169. 

Knowledge of, by work_ Bmdy. ll, 2&1.· 
OiImilla, 

Cont.inuous work for 4: hoUl'l, position n : GOllernmem I. p. 53. 
Intermittent worker&, mOl'e8.Se in permitted hours, proposal" Jayaswal ~ p. 89, 

ll.470-3. 
Overtime, reports from various factories, GOV8Tllmenl I. p. 53. 
no Posting of noticea n ~ in vernaew9.J', and question of. Brady II. 197-201, 248~M. 
Reduction : ~ 

not Advocated, more workors would be required. Tam Iron and Slefl Co., I, 
p. 159, \Alexa.d ... ) Ii, 4031-7. -

Extent to which possible. A. Sinha. I. p. 93, 11. 591-'2. 
Informa.tion not a.dequate for expression of opinion. GQvun.1~ I. p. 54. 
not PossibleJ Jaya8tlHJl, I~ p. 89. 
Undesirable, Tinplak Co.,1, p. 176 . 

.Reatrictions,. difficulty in preventing men exoeeding, Tinplak COot I, p. 116. 
Si:rt.y hotl1'8' restriction, effec-t.e at Gwunmem, 1. p. til; SMa BiMriji JlilM, 

I, p. 105; Tala Iron, and 8tul Co., I, p. 159; Tin.plate 00., I, p. 176. 
Sixty hours week, extent to which practioa.ble, A Sinha, I, p. 93. 
Spread-OV8l'. Tala lrrm and Bteel Co., I~ p. 158. 
Sug&l'fa.otories~ A. SiMa. L p. 93, II,571-4. 

H.un, Manganese and Iron mln ... Gowmmmt, I, p. 57; Lang, I. pp. 227-8. 

HG1U'St Mica mIn~ and Paetortes : Gov~ I. p. 57; KOtfurma Mica Miflmg A ..... 
I, pp. 96. 97, (GnIlin) II, 773,779, 784-9; _wo II. 6Ji9·62. 675. 682, 89&-0, 
710-6, 722-5, 733-5. 

Da.y ol-rest. Kodn.nna Mica Mining A.tsn.~ I, p. 97~ (Orellin) IL802-6~ 
Days worked per week, Government, I. p. 59 ; Wor1ter8. lIt 664, 704..5, 744. 
not Exeessive and condit.ions fairly g~ Government, I, p. 56, (Dain). II, 100-2. 
Intervals, _w" II, VP. 676, 698-9, 725-6. 

no Definite intervals neceas&ry~ Kodarma Mica MiniH(! Assn.,!, p. 97. 
Factories, law unsuitable. Kodnna MiM Mining A8.m •• I, r. 97. 
None, tDOTker"~ II, 661-2,. 68Q, 734. 

Maxima.. reduction Dot desirable, Kotl~f'mIJ Mica Milling .48.m.~ I. pp. 00, 97. 
Restriction, effeet satisfactory, Kodanna MiM Mining ASBR •• I, p. 97. 
Reetriction underground to 54 and overgrolmd t.o CoO? Crellin, II. 772. 

Law 8uitable~ Kodaf"m4.Mica Mining AU-II •• 1~ p. 91. 

Hours, loa plantations, LWm<> ... I, p. 100. 
Bouslng. Burma mines, nature of accommod&tion. Lang. I. p.223. 

H.1IIIng, OoaJaeld. , 
Accommodation, D-R-ture of, OQvernme-nt, I, pp. 22·3. 24; 11ldia.t~ Colliery Employeu' 

A8.m.! :4 pp. 182·3; l..an.g, I, p. 223 ~ Indian Mine Managf:1"8' .Asm., ~. p. 203 ; 
worker, II~ p. 169. t, 

AooommodatioD. nature of, and particulars re.: licensing scheme of .Hmria. Mine. 
Board. of He81th~ .Rgletf~ TJuuhmi~ I, pp.196.'i.1I. 11:\29·32. 1683-6, 1777. lt~69.74, 
19t3. ' 

Baok to b&ck rooms in linea. objection to. RylCli, Thadani. II, 1687-91. 
Brick hOUB65 or brick ceilings. prejudice of workers agaituJ~ Indian Mining Feth., 

I. p. 214, (Ojka) II, 2425-6. . 
Brick wa.lled hOU8eS more healthy than kuch& hoU8C&, 8i1'<'6r. II, 10'20. 
Building of houses by workera: 

on Land provided by employers.' Mittu, 1. p. 189; Rylu. TluuJ.ani~ I. p. 197~ 
II, 1777.80. 

in Rural areas. I~ Mining Fed» •• I. p. 213. 
Chief S&nitary Officer, powers n: Sirco.r, II, 1017. 
Compl)und walls advocated to maintain privacy of each f&mily. Miua-, I, p. 190. 
Country tilea, POpWu- but more ex:pen.ai~ to repair. Bf'otIJA, n.. 3300-6. 
DhoWTaha: ' 

and Conditions in. wor.r", n. pp. 122. 127, 137,282. 
Standard plans recommended by BO<Ud of Health. Bir=. II, 10l5.9. 
Unaa.tiafactory conditiona a~d bad ventilat.ion~ MiIlN. 1. p. 1~9; 8. K. BoH~ 

I. p. 192-3. . 
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Bouing. _IDoldJ '----«meld. 
Giridih, Lo.ftCa8ler. J, p. 252. 
Good houae, WOTW. ll. p. 105. 
Improved housee. reluctance to move into. in IJOme ct.8e8. ImlitA Mining ...4".., 

I. p. 244. 
Improving and st&ndard higher than in villages.. InJian M-inino .da.m., I. p. 244. 
Improvement, P. C. BOIff!. II, ]399-400. 1483. 

l...abour more permanent, P. C. Bose, II. 1484. 
La.nd for, aequi'?ition: 

DiJliculty, OJ/us, 1. p. 208, U. 2277.82'; India.n. Mining Fedn •• It p. 213; 8imp'rnt, 
11,2745. . 

Facftities for acqusition, OOVf!mmml. I, pp. 23.4; Indian Mine MaMgM8' Aun.'J 

I. p. 253. -
Licenoe system, ohjertion to, RyIM, n~ 1683. 
~rs' RC~tJement, refuge for a.becondo1'8 and old orimmal& and propos&! for prevent

mg. Miller, I. p. 100. 
Occupation on shift system. on oocaaions only. P. O. ~ n~ 1394.0. 
Overcrowding: -

Action taken by .Ibaria. Mines Board of Health under Regulation 22·A. to 
prevf!nl;. Hurm, Pard.,!. II, 2016-16. 

at Cortain periods. Indian Mining A8IJ1~ •• I. p. 244, (Heron) II. 2014. 
in Own houses. Lang, I. p. 223. 
Privacy. lack of. and eeparate partitioned units-adVOO&ted~ Indian Mi'M MlStILIfI •• ' 

A&m •• I, p. 253. 
certAin Problema in connection with. Oovemme1lt~ I, p. 24. 
Proviaion. of, by employE't'8! 

Accommod&tioD better in village huts. MiUer. I, p. 189. 
Extent. OOvt:TIUM1U, r~ pp. 22~3; luia1l- COU~ Emploguut' A."m •• II p. ISS; 

l'ftdian Mining Ft."'If-.~ I, p. 213 ~ Lang. I. P. 223; 11idiafi M,ne MlJnager6' 
A"8ft... I, p. 253; IJaksi. II. 1151-3. 

gradual Improvement. B~i. II, 2"222-7. 
Occupation of empJoy('f'8' hou.ses hy tenants in other employ. fJomr":mw. ~ p. M; 

Byl .. , 1'hada~j, I, p. 197. • 
no Rents charged,. (/OfJeI'nmtnl. I. p. 24; Rylu. Thadanl. I, p. 197; Ind_ 

Jlining Fed,. •• I. p. 214; Lang. r~ p. 223; Indian. Mimng ..4888., I~ p. 2"; 
Indiaa Mine Mattaget'-8' A883., I, p. 253. 

. UtiliBation, Ryka, Tlvufani, I. p. 197; l"""'ft Mining Fedft., I. p. 214.; ~. 
I) p.223; Indian Mine Manager,,' .tbs,.,., I, p. 253. 

Regulations by Mineo Board. of H'""th. La1llJ. I. p. 223. 
_dard. improvement, polioy of Jbaria Mineo Boai'd of Health and of lDduatry, 

Thadani, 1[, 1781.2, 1876.9 . 
• p to Standard of Jharia. Mines Board of Health but. not satisfactory. Indian Colliery 

B1Itp/<>!I .... Aun., I, pp, 182.3. (P. C. B ... ) II, 1200·1. 
no Sab-letting. _ .... I. p. 24. -
lIaperviaion by Jhari. Mi ... Board of Health, __ I, pp. 22, M; Rylu. 

TIuwla"" 1, p. 195, ill 1777-80. 
Two a.nd three-roomed hou,ges, Giridih. and attitude of miners, lAncaMt!f'. n,3288-9t. 
Unootiofuctoty oondit.ioD •• lml ..... Colliery Emp/Dyu8' A ...... I, p. 183. (P. C, 11000) 

II. 1200·2 ; MItt.r, I. p. 189; 8. K. B_. I. P. 192-3. 
Ventilation, need for improvement and meaaul'6S " : Rylu. TAadaPll. II. 1924-'1. 
in own Villages. a...n. ... .t. I. pp. 22, 23; __ • I. pp_ 195. 197. 

Holllhlf.1n4ullrIaI w.rk ... , 
. Aooommodation. typo of. ~~ I, p. 26; J~. I, p. 87; .4laantler. II,. 

4004·7. 
Building by wol'kOl'8: 

Tat.&. Iron ~nd Steel Company~ mea&1ll'88f01' enoouragem.ent. 0011f:Ml~ • .t. pai6, 
TaIcIIf'C1I ,uld Sled 00., L p. 162, (24laaader) II. 3987, 4Oli8. ~ 

Reason for non-sucaNS. LoIJqur Fed,.,., Jamalt.tdpvr .. I, p. 108, (Homa) 
II. 3465·7. 

Tinpl.te Company. ~. I •. p. 26; Tinp/alo 0 •.• I. p. 172. (H __ l 
Ii,4100. 

Built by omployeeo, porti ... laro ... , T ..... l ..... tmd 8tm Co •• I. pp. 149. 167. 
Dha.nbad condition •• A. st_, I. p. 91, n. 69'7-600.. 
Eviotion , 

Diffioulty not generally esperiel10ed under normal aonditions, Ti.pIaIrt 00_, 
I. Po 172. 
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of Discharged employrea, Pal« 1_ and 8I<d 00 •• I. P. 150. (<1_) n. 
3788. 

"rter Strike. Pinp!ak 00 .• I. p. 173. (Ley,ion) II. 411l7·10. 
near Factories or Milia, question of desll-ability. Jaya.noa1. II. 527·32. 
F&mily lif~ bad effect on. Labour F." .1o.nt.8ltea.pur. I, p. 108, Homi, n.S406-6. 
Je.mshedpur : 

Conditions, Lab_ Fedn-. I. p. 108. (Hom.) II. 3464.71. 
Construction by Board of WOl'ks. proposal by :Maude Committee a.nd attitude of 

Government, Gotoernment. I. p. 26. 
Town planning act for surrounding neighbourhood would be ad:va.ntage008. A"=-. II. 4039-40. 

U Jumping" of vacant quart-era~ Tuta Iron and 8f«l Co •• I, pp.149-50. 
Land for acquisition of: 

Facilities. Tinplate. Co.~ I, p. 172. 
by State a.nd lease to employers on long term hire purc~ system! propoaal. 

Jaya.noa1. I. p. 87. 
Lighting. oW,. Pal« Iron and Sled Co •• I. p.15Z; P •. pIaI< Co .• I. p. 172. 
Morality. conditiQ,Ds, A. Sinha. I. p. 91. 
Non-provision of house, procedure for putting forward grievance. Pderscm, A~, 

II. 3997-4000. 
Overcrowding and difficulty of dealing with, Tinp~ CQ'j I, p. 1'12. 
by Private agencies, encouragement by Steel Company desirable. LaImw F_., 

Ja...Judpvr. I. p. lOS. (Hom.) II. 34M. • 
by Private landlords. Tala Iron. mul Steel Co., t. p. 149. 
Provision by employers: ' 

Aecommoda.tioD~ na.ture of, and renl$. Tata Iron t:1W Steel Co .• 1,. pp. 149 .. 
166. (Peler.tan) II, 3988~ Tixplak Co ... I. p. 172. • 

Ex.~Dlption from municipal taxes uutil fujI value of a.cquisition of land I*d 
proposal. Jaya.noa1. I. p. 87. II. 461. 

Expenditure on~ exemption from income-tax, prop0sa.4 Jaga~, I, p. 87. H, 
460. 

Extent of, Oowrnf1Wll, L pp. 24-6; ~·inpla.u 00 •• 1, p.171. 
Living independently of employers would be preferred, Hom., II. 3524~6. 
Ot!cupation by tenants in other employ. Tala Iron. and 8tul CO. t I. ~ 160. 
Taking in of lodgers a.nd cOIUlequent overcrowding. Tinplate 00., I. p. 172. 
by Tat& Steel Company. utent a.nd conditions, LahOttf' Fed'll., J~~ .. 

I. p. lOS. (Hom.). II. _·71. 
Utilisation, Gooentmem, I. p. 26; Tala Iron and Steel Co., I. p. 149; T~ 

Co .• I .• p. 172. 
ReD ... cha.rge of. p.rt.icul&rs, G_. I. p. 28. 
Sub·letting. P_lron and 8I<d 00 •• 1, p. 149. 
System. Jaya.noa1. I. p. 87. 

Bollling. metaillferoua mines, unsa.tisfo.ctory Ctmditions, Long, I, p. 223. 

Bollllng, mica min .. and faolor18S , 
non~Occupation of aU qua.rters provided, Gor.remm.mts ~ p. 26. . ' . 
Provision by employers. extent of. Gont'rnmen.t, I. p. 26; KodaIrma Mtca Msnmg 

A.." .• I. p. 96. 
Pucca. building provided but' not occupied.. 8aMM.. n, 902. 
Tempor.ary hOUBe8 neat" mines, Kodamta Mica,Mining .dMll •• I~ p. 96. 

BolUlDg, tea planlaUons, Lief..".., I. p. 100. 
BUP.~ miner • .Bhutdova. Colliery. 11, 'pp. 117-8. 

lDdebled ..... ' 
Adva.nces from Companies. Jharia. coaUied. GolJeNtment, I, p. 73. 
C&woes, Laoo.u- Fed .... JanWl<dpur. I. p. 113 ; Hi ... wor""' •• II. pp. 104. 105. 105. 
Extent of. a ....... """'" I. p. 73, Laboar Ful" •• J_edpur. I, p. 113 (Homi). II. 

3424; Indian Mining Fetln., ~ p. 217; Indiafl. Mine Managers' Am& •• It p.255; 
Kulan~ I. p,"261 ; worke-t'8 II. pp. 10.., 106, 106~ 16D~ no, 171; 8ah4na, II. 
896,H-u.-..... II. 4230·1. 4254·5. ' 
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. P. O. B.... II. 1620-2; Da7Uiekat-, rI, 1684-7; PaIJgv,. II, 2258; BIt4ItaclIar;i. 
II. P. 261. . 

Savings , 
Mimi, I. pp. 306-207 ; OjM, I, P. 210; In4i<m Mining A ...... I. p. 260; _hr., 

II, 982. pp. 104-107. 
None, tDOrW, n. p. 170. 

nearly StandMdised in each locality, India.n Mining Fstln.) I, p. 217; Intl_ JiilN 
JitmagM'II' .d..wn.,I, p. 255. 

Sunday, paymeo.t for, Bomu:Nlart n, 1096. 
System aud ratee, HttIlh, II, 1030, 1048-9. 1082-5, 1072-7. 
Tableo, compilation method. Bi_ II, 2832-4. 
Trade Union otliciola-not &110_ ...... to IIgurea for purpose of chooking, P. O. D_ 

o II, 1503-4. .-
Tube, number lilled per dBy, ..... hr. II, p. 341. 

1_ impossibility • ...... hr. II, 3083.6. 
3 tho average number aud 40ubt .. to m.r.... beyond, Bray. II. 2882.s, 
• 2889-91, 2927-9_ 

Unolaimed: 
, Deposit in Court, advocated. Kultm, 1, p. 261_ 
~ Indian Mining Fedtt., I, p. 217; Indiml Mine MMIlIf/6I'8' A&tII., 'II- P. 

265 j. Keelan, I. p.26l. . 
Treatment of In4i<m CoIli"'!I Employ ... ' A_ •• I. p. 186 ; lMio" M ... JL""",ero' 

.a4m., r, p. 25G. 
totel W_ bill of colli...,.. aud amount raised, Heron, II, 1989·73-

W_ JndUSlrlai workers : 

Bonut. sohemes, GovernmBt&l, 1, p~ 78; Tala Iron aw SIftl 00., I, pp. 148.161, 162, 
169-70 (Petu ..... AI_fl<IerJ, II. 3798, 4024; T'"plaIe Co •• 1. PI'- 1711, ISO (Lor-
8Aoft. H .. d..-.on). II, 4122, 4124, 4128-41. 4167-9, 4272-4. 
Union, attitude towards. LeIJ8M"* n. 4124·0. 4158. 
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Changes in recent year.. _........,." 1, pp. 66·8. 
Ch&ngeo. DO e_ on labour supply. Got>ernmetsl, I. p. 70. _ 
Comparison with cost of living. J .. msbedpur, Da.to, II, 3648-9. . 
Comps.rison with surrounding agricultural......., impoooibility, Labour ,ell .... J-. 
~.I,p.lI3. 

not Compamble with other ps.rte, Tala 1"", """ 8tul 0 •• (P""" .... ), n. 3800. 
CooIiee, queetion of adequacy. Ley.""", Tow....a, II, 4286·8. 
a.verage Daily ws.geo, 1928, Got>ern ....... 1, p. 66. 

Deductions :-

Pines: 
Abolition of. as punisbment, Tala 1,,,,, "nd Su.l, 00 .. I. JI. 180 (Ar.m..a..). 

n. 3802·6, 3916-21 : T'"plGIo 00.. I. p. 118 (Ley<hoa). II, 4132, 4306-&. 
Amounts colleoted. 1925 to 1928, Tala 1,,,,, "ndSul 0 •.• 1, p. 180. 
LegW.tiOD not........,.,-y. Tala 1""" """ S/ul 00.. I. p. 161. 
Practice ~ in various compani~ Goven.R'foenl, I. p. 70·1. 
St&tntmy prohibition undesirable, ~ 1, p. 12. 

List of, Tala 1,.".. tmd 8tul 0 ... I. p. 180, 169. 
Nature of. TinplGlo 00., 1, £. 1'18. . 
Utilization of. a.............. p. p. n·2, Tala I"", omlBtul 00.. I. P. 161. 

Dems.nds by unions, Ar.m..a.r, n, 4006-6. 

~ : 7'inplGIo 0 •. , 1, p. 177, 
In<<eaae owing to partial fail .... of loes.l crops. aovu.._. I. p. 64 (~), Il, 

54. 
~ of: Got>ernmetsl, I, P. 68. • 

DO ConsuIts.tion of Union in, Leymm. n, 4146-66. 
Method ot and recommendations re., L~ FedB., JGm.!iedpW', I. pp. 111-3. 

High. eft .. , 0", .. monot of work, LcyoIo<m, T.........!, II, 4196. 
Higher th&n in other _ of Indin, Ley.""", T.........!, II, 4186-93. 
Inadeq ..... y. Labour Fell .... J~. 1, p. lI2. 
In<<eaae: A. SiMa, 1, p. 93: T;,.piak 0 •. , I, P. 177: P""" ..... II, 3811-4.. 
• Financial diffi'i" Ar.m..a.r. II, 4019·23. 

PmdU<lti<>n D ul&ted by, T.nplGIo 00 •• 1, p. 180. 

lndebetedn
""". .. title. 

llinimum: 
Advocated by J&msbedpur lAbour Aasoci&tion, ~ 1, p.76. 
Advocated. based on cost of living. for diftel'ent industries and ~ 

Tala/_tmd8tul 00 .• 1, p. 180. P"""-. n,38U-62. 
not Advnc&ted at preaent. _, 1, p. 70 (Da'''l, II, 71. 
LegiBlatiOD advocated and mte proposed, Lab ..... F<tln., J_Mdpur, 1, p. UI. 
not N.........". a.......-. 1, p. 70 (Dal"l, n, 21. • 
Pnw:ti ... ble only in industrial ...... and factoriee, A. SiMas 1, p. 94. 

MODthIy _ bill, Lcys"- n, 4202. 
Overtime .. TaItJ lroaG'lld 8tul 00.,# I, p.l60; T~CO~t I, p.1'l'8. 
Payment: 

Day of, Tala 1"", ... <1 8tul 0 •. , 1, p_ 161. 
Del&y: . 

Legi&ation to prevent, no objection to, TinplGlo 00 .. 1, p. 1'8. 
LegiBlation to prevent unreasons.bl. de!&y would Dot b& objeoted to; bu' 

• not considered nDces&aryJ Da,n, n~ 22·6. 
Prevention """""""', Labour Fed»., J~, I, pp. lit-I. 

Fortnightly. advocated, Labour Fell .... J~, I, p. 113. 
during HaH time- owing to ehortage of raw materieJ.. eta., Ley8~ T~ H. 

4199·201, 4206·11. 
In Kind. none, TinplGlo 00., 1, p. 118. 
M:etbad, Tala I_tmd S/ul 0 •. , I. p. 148 , TinplGlo 0 .. , I. p. 171. 
Poriode, G_ t. p. 72-3 , Tala 1"", oml 8tul 0 ••• I, p. 161, Ti"plGIo 0 ••• 

I, p. 178, JGJIG8fD"l, II, 476-81, 466, 622-3. 
Legislation not D'"'""""'Y. G""""ment, I, p. 72 , Jaytl8'Dfli. 1, p. 00, II. 
476-81. 520·6. . 
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W ..... lDdDmlaI .. orke .. ~tI. 
PayUleD~om:ld. 

W .. kly, not desired generally by employers or workera, G.,.,.,.,.-' I, p. 72, 
(DaSn), 156-9. • 

116tee : 
. .... SiMa, I, P. D3; TGtG 1_ <104 _ 00., I. po 160 (.<1._ .... 1. II, 4038. 

Tinplate Co. and comparison with Tata Iron aruI Steel Co., uti.""" II, 4250.80 
Relation to agricultur&l wages, ~ 1, p. 70. 
Remissions to villageo; G_. I, p. 6S; .<I.. SinlIa. I •. p. 94; 2'~1aIo OD., -

I. p. 178. 
Facilities and enoouragement advocated, Bilww au IJriu4 CD'U1lCiloO/ Womett, 

I, p. 1M. 
B'" in level. J"I/f1I'U1Ol, I. p. DO • 
.8tanda.rdiaation ! 

Indian Cable Company. ~ 1, p. 89. -
N .... through anyindu.try. ~ 1. p. 89. 
Tat& Iron and Steel Company oystem, _-. I, po 69, Dai1t. 1. p. 131; 

2'0/4 I .... <104 Stu! a •. , 1, p. 160. 
Tinplate Company. Got::e",tMtII. I, p. 69-70. 

,Statistics in re1ation to wages, oost of living. etc., keeping of, by TaU. Iron and S&eel 
00., PderMM, II~ 387!)"2. • 

UJioIaimed • • . 
Amo~tof. Tinpl<rU a~ .. I. p.178(Htn<kr ..... l. II. 4142-3. . 
Expending for welfare and benelit aobemas advocated. Labofw FtAlA., J""-" 

pu'. I, p. 113. - . 
Treatment of, ~ I. P. 73; Tala I .... <104 Stul 00., I, Po 161; p;". 
~o. 1, p. 178. . 

VariationaindiJJerentoompa.nies,Oomrtlmmt, I. p. fl8.9. 

W_ m10a Induilry , 
Adequaoy. question of. Salw.nG, II, soo.o. . 
Eanringo. Kodarma Mica M .... ng ... -., I. p. 97 (a.-eII;", 8ahaftt». II. 880-7. 898·000. 

Lang. I. P. 232; W ..... n .......... II. 879 ; _ by _~ II, p. 79. 
na Finea. Kodarma Mica M;"ing ......... 1, p. 97. 
!noftlase, GTeIIi.., II. 871·2. . 

. Payment, periods, Kodarma Mica Mining .<I. ...... 1. p. ~i"). II, 771; W ....... 
II, 7U. ...,. -

LegisJa.tioD not required. KodaNRQ Mica Mt.ing ..4"""" I, p. 97. 
Rateaand earnings, tDCWkerB, II. 663, 677, 693-5, 711-3, 727-8. 731-2. aIaIemftI,t" 

-managf!fMnt. n, pp. '18, 79~ 80. 81 .. 82.3~ -
Uoolaimed, claim at any tim& and always paid. KtxlanM Jliea Min;", A.m., I, 

p.97. 
Waler IIIPPiy, ,.. Sanltar¥ arra",tmsnls and Wahl s.pJly : 
WeIforo, ooaIlIeldo : . 

Attituda 01 Indian Minin~ Associati<m. Brag, n. 1867.61, 2!JOO.6, 2943·50, ll988.76, 
2D83-5. 2993-6, 3030-2, 307'1·9. , ~ 

lIene1it fund. La_, II, 3220-5. 3267",74. 
Benevolent fnod. ~, II.4l2i?J;. 
OeM for~ a.ttitude towa.rds, BrtJ'b li, 2900-5, 2973-6. 2993-6. 
Compulsory -., ' 

Advocated, P. O. Boae., fi, 1498. 
Qu .. tion of, OJ''''' II. 2377-82, 2438·6. 

Oon .. rted.lfortslor ...... would be.ppMved, KWl; II,U45. 
lD Consultation and co-o~on with uoions -ble, If11lia1l (Je/Ii6y B:~ 

.A&Hl., I, p. 184. 
Co-ordinated 10bem. would be approved, Pwn/y, H ....... II, 2061. . 
Creoh.., Lang. I. p. 224, 8~ II. 268S. 

Advooated, Miller. I, p.1DO. . 
Establishment of well"", board .... tead of giving of Indireot benefita, not 00_ 

feaaible, O;i"'" II, 2489. 
Pond advocated, MiUer, I, p. 190. 
lDadeq .... y of work by .mployt! .... 1114;0" floIliaoy ~ .......... 1, p. 1M. 
Leot1ln!O organioed by Colliery Employ ... • Aoon •• IIyIu. TAociofti, 1. p. 200. 
by ?Ii""" Board of H .. lth, X-"'l. p. 260. 
l'ro-rioion. extent of. ~ I. P. 89; By!... TAociofti, 1, P. 200; OJ''''' 1, 208, II, 

J801, 2368-76; Iflldia3 Miftiftl F~.'f IJ p. 214; lAAtg, I, P. 224; lrtd ... Jl....., 
~,I. p.244* 
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Welfare,. ooalOelds.--aono~d.. . 
Reoreat;oD loollit; .. , Gc ............. I. p. 39: Mill ... I, p. 190: Rylu, TIiadtmi, 1, p. 

200; ind$aft Miftiftg Fedf'l., I. p. 214; Lang~ I,. p . .224; lniliaflMimw,g A.v.m., I. p. 
244. 

St.atutory Miner&~ Welfare Fund : 
Advocated. A. Sinha, I, p. 92. 
DesImbIe and possible, India" a"llierg Employeu' .04_., I, P. 184. 
not N""""""'Y, Indian M",i"l! F.m.., I, p. 215. 
Opinion reo establishment. India'll Mining .AHtl.. 1. p. 244, (KulGfl. HeJ'ott). 

II, 2008-13, (Broy), II, 3030.1: 
Time not opportune for, Lang~ ~ p. 22.(. 

Wellar., Induslrlal worken , • 
Administration by workers. agencies with contribution by employel'8 advoo .. ~ 

Labour Fa ... , J_p"r, I, p. llO, (Hom.), II, 3503·7,3623. 
Boots, eto., free supply, TaI4 Iron ~nd Stul 00., I, p. 165. 
Club, Tala Iron and St..z Co., I, p. 155, Tinplate 0 •. , I, p. 114. (Leg,,,,,,,), II, 4227. 
Creches , 

Compulsory provision of. in charge of trained nurses, and run by unions neceBIU'7. 
. Labour Ftdft., JMllllMdpur, I, p. 112 (8Aarma, Hami), lI, 3fi20.41. 

EstabJ..iahment under considera.tioUt but eerta.in difficulties in eonneotion with. 
Peter .... , II, 3838-41. 

Maintsnance by Ill ...... Ta .. 's. ~ I, pp. 61·2. 
Daily fann, Tala Iron and iJt«J 0 •. , I, p. 163·4. 
Department&l committees, organisation. 1900. but lack of interest in, on pan cd 

workers. Tala lro'IlGttG 8lul 00" I. p. 148. 
Dining oheds, ..... difficulty but possibility 01 getting over, llmdy, I, p. 84, II, 

182-3. 
Enterisinments and reorestion faoilities, Tal/ZI"'" and St..z 00., I, p. 154, (.o4_~ 

II, 3834-6. 
free Ioe andood&supply, TaiaIrunand St..z Co., I, p.I55. 
Librariee. Tala Irtm and BtuJ Co.~ I. p. 153. 
Library sterOod but not devoloped, Leyshon, II, 4229. 
Ma.hille. Samity Society, TalaJrun and 8t«J a"" I, p. lll$. 
Markets, baz""", and other ohopping laoilitise, Tala Iron <lnd St«J 0 •• , 1, p. 153. 
:Men"s wash house being put 'Op at coke ovena., Tala 1"", and Sial Qo., 1, p. 155. 
Nursery 8Ohool. scope for, ",u.....a..-, II, 3897.901. 
Outside agenoiea, TaI41N1J1 aM Steel CO. t I, p. 152. 
Pionica, Patalron aw4, 8tet1 00., I. p.l54. . 
Private cinemas, Jamshedpur. Tatalf'on. a'lUll!l.uJ 00., ~ p. 155. 
Provision, extent of, G_, I, pp. 38-40, Tala I ..... and 8t«J C •• , I, p, 151.2. 
Recreationalloemt; .. , Gc.......nent, I, p. 39 ; Leg.""", II,4227.8. • 
Rest ohod for women, T_ Irun _ 8t«J 00., r, p. 155.. (Peter_l, II, 3836·7 : Ti .... 

p/4te 00., I, p. 176 (Leg."",,), II, 4240. . 
Sewing circle, Tala Iron and 8t«J 00., r, .,. 155. • 
Trained workers advoca.ted,. BiAar and (),oU8fI, Council oJ Women, I, p. 104. 
Vivek&nanda Society, work of, Tala Iron and St«J 00" I, p. 155. 
Welfare Offioer: 

Meeere. Tat&'s sche-me &pproved. Dain, fi, 366l.-3. 
Functions of, Dain, n. 3693-D. 373()..3. 
and Staff, a.nd funotionsofl PaIB Iron Iron. Stul (fo.~ I, p..162. (Peter,wn.}J TI, 3Q9(i. 

'Women'a Council, Jamshedpur. fTata I'1"fJ'aGnd Steel Co., I, p. 155 .• 
Works hotels, Tala I.on and 8t.d 00., I, p. 163. 

West Nip ColIIerY7 oonditiOnB at. worker.,. ITt pp. U9-20. 

Women, emploJDlent 0'1" In coalOelda : 
.Aot of 1923. elfec .. , _, I, p. 62, India" Mine M_,' A ...... I, p. 254-
Care of children, W01'ker., n. p. 169, Heron, II, 1958. 
Children not aocompanying. giving of opium to. P. O. Bose, n, 1442. 

P08Bible. but'not common practice, TJUJtlo;ni, n. 1929. 
Conditione advocated, if continued. A . .8i~ I. p. 93. ! 
Da.ily maximum, prevention of e:a:ceeding on anyone da.y .. impossibility, ~u"'JMfIt, 

l.p.54. . . 
Mould not be Em.ployed or should oo..given work sepal"8teiy • .d. &nhe. I, p. 91. 
Evidene of worke"" II, PP, llD-20, 126.7, 138, J~-9, J 72, 2#, 246, 366. 
ExolUSlOB advooatecL A. 8t'Rha, r. p. 93; Labour Jed,..., JafMWpvf'. I. p. 112. 
Exclusion from WOl'k underground! 

AdveraeeBecton indU8try, lMia,. Jiiflf! MafUlgu.' .Aun .. ~ I~1'. 2M. 
, lis 
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oWomo.., employment or. In coaIlIelda >--<M¥JId. 
11:zcluaion from -work underground :-conold. 

Alternative employment: . 
ml18t b& Providod. or wages of miners raised. TWa.ni, a 1743·7, 1813·26. 
Question 01, P. O. Bose, U, 1396 j Ojha. II, 2441.2. 

win be Beneficial to industry 48 well as to labour, MUler, I. p. UH. 
Benofit to industty anticipated, Lang. I, p. 230. 
Cost of coal will have to be increased or faoilities given for inoreaaed ~ 

Kirk, n. 2581. 
Earnings will be mum unless greater facilities provided nnderground. 11I4iaa 
Mi~ Manaqw8' ASA, I. P. 254.. 

Economic effect on workers. Lang~ r. p. 230. 
ea:tlmated Effect on eamin~ Indian Mining A8.m .• 1, p. 250. 
Efteot on morality and efficiency of miners, Br~ a 3303-4. 
Effect on production, too soon to judge of, lAng, I. p. 234. 
Coal min ... prob&ble effects, a"""""", .... 1, pp. 62. 63·4. 
Effects. poSBibility of enunteractlng. La"fl. 1, pp. 229·30. 
probable temporary Effects, Kula ... 1, p. 200. 
Family tile will be upset. £li"" I .. pp. 208, 299, II, 2416·20. 2438-44; 11I<iias 

A!inm, FetJn •• l.t pp. 212. 214, Indian MiM M4'/U.1gtrs' Aa.m., I, p. a53. 
Gradual, objectiona: to, andimmediateabolition advocated. 1nd14,. OoUierr Il,.. 

plogeu' .4 ...... I. p. 186 (P.O. B_) II. 1430·1. 
Housing will be given to enable wives to remain on coalfiolds, Kirk. n. 2082. 
Increua in earning. of miners after, question of, Ojha, TI, 2323-5. 
Increased. cost of production poaaible in 801118 min8lp lAng. L p. 230 . 
.Loadino: arrangemento after. H ....... Kula ... 'PtWdy, II, 2147·60. 
Mothod of ~ out , 

Criticism." Ind.tan Mimng Ful.,.,.~ IJ p. 218. 
Left to individual mineB. Bray. II, 3026-9. 
Proposed and penaioning. La1&C48Ce:r, il. 3283-7. 

'Mine1'8 should be able to earn enough to make up for. Huon. Core, U, nil. 
Miners' _ may ba ... to be increaaed. KuIaa. II, 2156. 
Mino .. • wages mWlt he increaaed, Mitkr. I, p. 191 ; Bray. II, 2877.8. 
110 New women being taken on. £li"'" n, 2473 • 
.()bj_ to, ODd anticipated bed "",u1ts, 0jItG, I. P. 299; 1114",,, .Jt ....... 

F<tlft.l. 1, p. 216. 
Period!or, 

Completion in fi ... years' time auticlpated, Kirk, II, 2579-80; Si...-, 
n. 2'158,2796-7 ; Bmy. II. 3027. 

Completion belore 10 years' period ... ticipate<l, TMcIa";' II. 1727-33. 
Shortening desirable. lA"fI. 1, p. 230. Ku1an, I, p. 200. Simp_ II, 2624. 
IOpam oonoidered too lOng by many employers ODd managers, PAacI<IM, 

Il. 1727.32. 
_g.-, P.O. B .... II. 1371·2, B1taUaelI<>r:Ji, II, 2236.8. 

Baaia of~ Simpson. "II, 2663. 
and Discontent _mong worken. Milm'~ I, p. un. 

Queati.ou .. 1;0 how family would Ii ......... J:.ro; II. pp. lila. 107. 
RegolM.i.on ~xpla.:ned to women,. MttJ:Anji. II. p. 246~ 
Regulati~ lftdian .M ini1&{/ AUA.s It p . .246. 

Suitable, GowmmC1d. I, p. 62 ; Kula .. It p. 260. 
Seleotion of women for exclusion, MukMrfi, n. 246. 

no Advb given by Indian Mining li'ederation. Oj~ II, p. 2471·2. 
~ of withdrawal, GoverAmeJt4 If p. M. . 
speeding up of rate of work of miner probable after. S",,_ II, 2847. 
Surfaee work not liked by woman. JlukMrji. II, p. 246. ~ . . . 
Surface work provided in some casee, some- without work or ataymg m .01 .... 

MvkIMr;i, il, p. 246. 
Underot&nding of. by women ODd approval, P.O. B..., II, 1369·70. 
Worken -aware of reJ(llla,tion, La~. n, 3282:. 
Working of. La"fl. 1. p. 229. . 

_hUe Nursing children. nature of, B"~ n, 1243-7. 
Jta.ilW8.y collieries, position. S'mfllO". U. 2701-8. . . 
Weighta carried by 'Women and limitation of weights oa.rried by younger girls deli .. 

able. P. O. Boa. n. 1376·9. . 
Work.llature of, l"dian MiRing AutI., I. P. m; p. O. B~ II, 1381-2'. wwi:er. 

II. p. 168. 
Wom .... emploJlll8Dt .r, hi hlduJlrIeI : 

192:1 Aot, effect of. -ni. I. p. 61 ; Polo I,Oft a1l4 SIal 0.. .• I, P. 19. 
!ievarato Bethin& place" Ley<Atm. II. 4239. _ Ix 
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Wom .... employment 01, In In_I .. : .....,u...... 
Children and infants. admission to factories: 

~
l""hidden. but difficulty of enforcing, Tiftp/aU C •• , 1'. 176 (Ley.Atm). rr. ~, 

Nonaadn:nsmon except under exemption Older. to and from creche, TatG If'DR tm4 
BI«l Co •• 1, p. 159. -
Position re, G~. I. p. 61.2. . . 
Prohibition advocated. Labour F.d .... Ja ... /oalpw. I. p. 112. 

by Contractors, p&yment higher ",tea than by comp&ny • .4k:J:a..a... rr. 3906. 
Exclusion from any work below 20 feet from level of aurface, not neoessa.ry from.' 

health point of view, Rylu. rr. 1734-5. 
en Hard ma.nuallabom, objection to. Labour Fed1l.~ Jamshe4pur,1. p. 112. 
Nature of Work, TaJ4 [ .... aM BI«l Co .• !, p.169. Tin_plate Co.,!, p. 177, 
Night labour. prohibition. ~ I. p. 61, TaJ4 I.art aM Sial Co., I. p. 159. 
Nursing mothers should be permitted to attend babies. at areohes.. I..abour F~. 
Ja~. 1, p. 112. 

Objectio" to. but need for, Ley.rw.., II, 4240. _ 
Quarries. exclusion from eertai.n desirable, and question as to method, Stmp.totlt, 

II. 2554-8, 271)2·9. . 
Regulations suitable. GQt.II!mfMftl, I. p. 62; Tinplat3 Co.., I. p. 177. 
St&tistics,O ............... 1, p.61; ToI41."" aMStalC ... I. p. 154; H_ ..... rr. 

4238. 
Steel works. elimination desired and poliey of, Pal4 Iron. 0_ Sful Co., I, ~ 151, 

(.4k:J:a..a..). 3902·5. -
between 12 and 20. objeetion to, Lahmw Pm.. Ja~. I. p. 112a, (HOfm..*), 

n,352'7·9. 
Weights, ca.rryiDg of cla_ in Footeries Act and Mines Aot regulating would he 

approwd. RyIa. II. 1739·40. 
Woman welfare Yisi.tor~ lac faoto~ etc., advoo&ted, Biltar cmd 0rNa Ootmeil 

0/ W ....... I, p. lUcIe -
WOIllOll. employmenl 01, In mI""lndDStry , 

Act of 1922 not in force and not suitable, KeJarma Jlt&.. Mi-mng .A&m.., I, p. 9'1. 
Application of same restrictions to ooal mines. would meet grievanoe, 8aIuma" II, 
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